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June 6, 2019

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House ^

Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Division for Behavioral Health, to
exercise a renewal option and amend an existing contract to the twelve (12) vendors listed below in bold,
to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services, statewide, by increasing the
total combined price limitation by $7,872,584 from. $8,278,098 to an amount not to exceed $16,150,682
and extend the completion date from June 30, 2019 to September 30, 2020 effective upon the date of
Governor and Executive Council approval. 70.76% Federal, 10.56% General, and 18.69% Other Funds.

Cohtrary to all other vendors listed below in bold, Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism will
expire on October 31, 2019.

Funds are anticipated to be available in SFY 2020 and SFY 2021, upon the availability and
continued appropriation of funds in the future operating budgets, with authority to adjust amounts within
the price limitation and adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current

Amount

increase/

Decrease

Revised

Budget
G&C Approval

Dismas Home of New

Hampshire, Inc. $243,400 $9,600 $253,000

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

A2:12/05/18 Item #23

FIT/NHNH, Inc.

$854,031 $1,217,151 $2^071,182

O: 07/27/18 Item #7

A: 12/05/2018 Item #23

Grafton County New Hampshire
- Department of Corrections and
Alternative Sentencing $247,000 $246,000 $493,000

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

Greater Nashua Council on
Alcoholism $1,514,899 ($135,899) $1,379,000

0: 07/27/18 Item #7

A1:12/05/18 Item #23

Headrest

$228,599 $382,401 $611,000

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

A2: 12/05/18 Item #23

Manchester Alcoholism

Rehabilitation Center

j

$2,210,171 $3,089,629
$5,299,800

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

A2:12/05/18 Item #23
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Hope on Haven Hill

$497,041 $227,959 $725,000

0: 07/27/18 Item #7

A1:12/05/18 Item #23

North Country Health
Consortium $401,606 $1,017,394 $1,419,000

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

A2:12/05/18 Item #23

Phoenix Houses of New

England, Inc. $817,521 $1,108,479 $1,926,000

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

A2: 12/05/18 Item #23

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200 $0.00
$73,200

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

Southeastern New Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services $969,140 $891,860 $1,861,000

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

A2:12/05/18 Item #23

The Community Council of
Nashua, N.H. $162,000 ($139,000) $23,000

0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 ($42,990) $16,500
0:06/20/18 Late Item G

A1: 07/27/18 Item #7

Total
$8,278,098 $7,872,584 $16,150,682

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: BEHAVORIAL HEALTH DIV, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR
COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: BEHAVORIAL HEALTH DIV, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS, CLINICAL
SERVICES (66% Federal Funds, 34% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

05-95-92-920510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: BEHAVORIAL HEALTH DIV, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE^
OPIOID RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN H79TI081685 CFDA 93.788)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

This purpose of this request is to extend the agreements with the Contractors listed above to
provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services, statewide.
These funds will be used to provide $100 room and board payments for Medicaid-covered individuals
with opioid use disorder in residential treatment. Funds in this amendment will assist with serving the
Medicaid population challenge of different reimbursement rates between Medicaid and Commercial
payers. The vendors above will also continue to offer their existing array of treatment services, including
individual and group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional living, high and
low intensity residential services.

This amendment is part of the State's recently approved plan under the State Opioid Response
(SCR) grant, which identified access to residential treatment as a funding priority. The Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) approved NH's proposal in September 2018. The
vendors above will use these funds to ensure that individuals with CUD receiving the appropriate level of
residential treatment have continued and/or expanded access to the necessary level of care, which
increases their ability to achieve and maintain recovery.
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Approximately 6,000 individuals will receive substance use disorder treatment services from July
2019 through September 2020. In addition, approximately 40,184 days of room and board will be funded.

The original agreement, included language in Exhibit C-1, that allows the Department to renew
the contract for up to two (2) years, subject to the continued availability of funding, satisfactory
performance of service, parties' written authorization and approval from the Governor and Executive
Council. The Department is in agreement with renewing services for one (1) and three (3) months of the
two (2) years at this time.

Substance use disorders develop when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically and
functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet major
responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is determined using
a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opioid epidemic
that continues to negatively impact New Hampshire's individuals, families, and communities as well as
to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these contracts, 13
vendors are delivering an array of treatment services, including individual and group outpatient, intensive
outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional living, high and low intensity residential, and ambulatory
and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary recovery support services. In 2018,
there were 467 confirmed drug overdose deaths in NH with 6 cases still pending. These contracts will
support the State's efforts to continue to respond to the opioid epidemic and substance misuse as a
whole.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request, the vendors
would not have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services necessary to provide
individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance and sustain recovery.

Area served; Statewide.

Source of Funds: 70.76% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Sen/ices, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number TI010035-
14, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response Grant, CFDA
#93.788, and 10.56% General Funds and 18.69% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission on
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and'Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available. General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commissioner

The Depertment of Health and Human Services' Mission is
to join communities and families in providing opportunities for citizens to achieve health and independence
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0»-»S-92-920S1(»-aM20000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEKAVORIAL HEALTH.

BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

Community Council

of Nashus-Gr

Nashua Comm

MentalHealth VendorCode: 154112-B001 PO1062982

SUte Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Anwunt Increase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$46,857 ($39,236) $9,621

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$3,209 $3,209

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$963 $963

Sub-total $48,857 ($35,064) $13,793

Dlsmas Home of NH VendorCode: 290061-B001 P01062978

Sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount IrKrease/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$72,361 ($24,946) $47,435

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$25,670 $25,670

2021 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
$6,417 $6,417

Suti-total $72,381 $7,141 $79,522

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Clr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-B005 P01062980

sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount hKrease/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$337,268 $0 $337,288

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$483,229 $483,229

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$120,968 $120,968

Sub-toUl $337,288 $604,197 $941,485

FIT/NHNH VendorCode: 157730-B001 P010635S6

Sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-^734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$194,759 $0 $194,759

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$251,712 $251,712

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$62,890 $62,890 '

Sub-toUl $194,759 $314,602 $509,361

Attachment A

Finenclal Detail
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Grafton County Vendor Code; 177397-B003 P01062977

State Fiscal Year Class/Accouni TlUe Budget Amount ItKreaso/ (Decraaee|
Revised Modified

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S74.492 $0 $74,492

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$74,121 $74,121

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$18,610 $18,610

Suh-total $74,492 $92,731 $167,223

Greater Nashua

Council on

AicohoKsm Vendor Code: 166574-B001 P01063242

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$188,372 $0 $188,372

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$64,495 $64,495

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 $0

Sub-total S188.372 $64,495 $252,867

Headrest, inc Vendor Code: 17S22d-B001 P01062979

Sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$44,635 $0 $44,635

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$14,760 $14,760

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$3,850 $3,850

Sub-total $44,635 $18,610 $63,245

Hope on Haven Hill Vendor Code: 275119-B001 P01063243

sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Air>ount IncreasW (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$84,035 ($44,268) $39,767

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$31,445 $31,445

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$8,022 $8,022

Sub-toUl $84,035 ($4,801) $79,234

Attachment A

Hnanclal Detail

Pa|e 2 of 12
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Financial Details

North Country

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount increase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budoel

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S86.676 SO $86,678

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$117,118 $117,118

2021 102-500734
Conlracts for Prog

Svc
S29.199 $29,199

Sul>-total S86.576 $146,317 $232,995

Phoenix Houses of

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget /trriount
Increase/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$70246 $0 $70,246

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$101,395 $101,395

2021 102-500734
Conlracts for Prog

Svc
$25,349 $25,349

Sub-total $70,246 $126,744 $196,990

Sescoasi Youth

State Fiscal Year Class//tccount Title Budget Amount
IrKrease/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$22,076 $0 $22,076

2020 102-500734
Conlracts for Prog

Svc
$0 $0

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 $0

Sub-total $22,076 $0 $22,076

Southeastern NH

Aicotiol arx) Drug

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
Increase/(Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Conlracts for Prog

Svc
$177,799 ($10,390) $167,409

2020 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
$120,647 $120,647

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$30,162 $30,162

Sub-total $177,799 $140,419 $318,218

Attachment A

Financial Detail

Pate 3 of 12
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Financial Details

w«(t Cwitral

SUta Fiscal Ysar Class/Account TlUt Budgat Amount Irtcraasa/ (Dscraass)
Rsvlsad Modlfltd

Budoat

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$17,942 ($14,857) $3,085

2020 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
$3,209 $3,209

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$802 $602

Sub-total $17,942 ($10,846) $7,096

Total Gov. Comm 11.419.560 $1,464,545 $2,664,105

0»-9$-92.920510-M#40000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: WV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS. CLINICAL SERVICES (M% Federal Funds, 34% Gsnsral Funds FAIN T101003S CFDA 93.959)

Convnunity Councfl

o(Nashua-Gr

Nashua Comm
P01062982

Stato Fiscal Year Classf Account ntia Budget Amount Increasaf (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$113,143 ($112,764) $379

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$6,791 $6,791

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prxjg

Svc
$2,037 $2,037

Sub-total $113,143 ($103,936) $9,207

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount IrKrease/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$167,619 ($135,054) $32,565

2020 102-500734
Cocttracts (or Prog

Svc
$54,330 $54,330

2021 102-500734
Contracu for Prog

Svc
$13,583 $13,583

Sub-total $167,619 ($67,141) $100,478

AdKhmsnt A

FInsncial 0«ail
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Financial Details

Eastef Saals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-B005

Stata Fiscal Year Class/Account TitU Budget Amount
increase/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S781.063 $397,629 $1,178,712

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$1,022,771 $1,022,771

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$256,032 $256,032

' $781,083 $1,676,432 $2,457,515

FfT/NHNH Vanrinr r.orte' 157730-B001
PO1063556

suit Fiscal Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Anvount
Increase/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$451,018 $27,825 $478,841

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$532,758 $532,758

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$133,110 $133,110

$451,016 $693,693 Sl.144,709

Grafton County Vendor Code: 177397-8003
P01062977

SUta Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
IrKrease/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$172,508 ($43,000) $129,506

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$156,879 $156,879

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$39,390 $39,390

$172,508 $153,269 $325,777

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166574-8001
PO1063242

SUta Fiscal Year CUss/Account Title Budget Amourrt
bKrease/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$436,227 $401 $436,628

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$136,505 $136,505

2021 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$0 $0

$436,227 $136,906 $573,133

Vendor Code: 175226-8001
P01CI62979

SUta Fiscal Year CUss/Account ThU Budget /Vnount
IrKteese/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103,364 ($49,999) $53,365

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$31,240 $31,240

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$8,150 $8,150

SutKoUl
$103,364 (S10.6091 $92,755

Atuchment A

FlModsl Detill

Page S of 12
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Stete Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
btcreasef (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$194,006 ($135,373) $59,233

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$66,555 $66,555

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$16,978 $16,978

Sub-total $194,606 ($51,840) $142,766

North Country
P0t062d86

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount fncrease/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$200,728 $80,594 $281,322

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$247,882 $247,682

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$61,801 $61,801

Sub-total $200,728 $390,277 $591,005

Pttoertb Houses o(
POt062985

Sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
kKrease/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
$162,675 $84,079 $246,754

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$214,605 $214,605

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S53.651 $53,651

Sub-total $162,675 $352,335 $515,010

Attachment A

Financial Detail
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S«aco8si Youth

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Arrwunt bKraeeef (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for ProQ

Svc
S51.124 SO S51.124

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Piog

Svc
$0 SO

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 SO

Sut>-loUl S51.124 $0 S51.124

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Drug
PO1062989

State Flscel Year Class/Account Tide Budget Amount
Increase/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Preg

Svc
S411.741 (S203.150) S208.S91

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S25S.353 S255.353

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S63.838 S63,638

Sut>-total S411.741 S116.041 S527,782

West Central
POI062988

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amourrt bKrease/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog.

Svc
S41,548 (S40.633) S915

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S6.791 $6,791

2021 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
S1.698 $1,698

Sut>-toial S41.548 (S32.I44) $9,404

Total Clinical Svs S3.253.283 S6.540.665

Attachment A

Financial Deull

Face 7 of 12
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Financiai Details

05-95-92-920510.70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUG A ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPtOID RESPONSE GRANT {100% Federal Funds, FAIN H79T10S16W CFDA 95.788)

Community Council
of Nashua^

Nashua Convn

ManlalHeanh VandorCode: I54112-B001

SUte Fiscal Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount liKroase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2021 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
so SO SO

Sub-total so SO SO

Dismas Home o( NH Vendor CoderTBO

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount IrKrease/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc «
S3.400 S11.600 S15.000

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S51.000 S51.000

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S7.000 S7.000

Sub-total S3.400 S69,600 S73.000

Easter Seab of NH

Manchester

Alcohofism Rehab

CtrfFamum Vendor Code: 177204-8005

Sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget /Vrrount Increase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S1.091.e00 (S307,800) S784,000

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 S1.091.600 S1.091.e00

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S2S.000 S25,000

Sub-total S1.091.800 S609.000 SI,900.800

Atteclunent A

Financial Detail

Paa« Sol 12
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State Fiscal Year ClassfAccount Title Budget Amount Increase/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Sw
$208,256 SO S208.256

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S20S,8S6 S208.656

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sui>-lolal S208.256 $208,856 $417,112

State Fiscal Year Class/Account ntte Budget Anwunt
Increase/ (Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO so

Sub-total SO SO so

Greater Nashua

CourtcUon

SUte Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
Increase/(Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S890.300 ($537,300) S353.000

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S200.000 S200.000

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub-total S890.300 (S337.300) S553.000

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
Increesa/(Decrease)

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S60.600 $70,000 $150,600

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $299,000 $299,000

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SS,400 S5,400

Sub-total $80,600 S374.400 $455,000

Attachment A

Financial Detail
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Sut* Fiscal Ytar Class/Account TiU* Budget Amount IrKiaase/ (Dacraasa)
Ravftad Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5218.400 (S42,400) S176.000

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S302.000 S302.000

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S25.000 $25,000

5ut>-total
/ S218,400 S284.600 S503.000

North Country

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount IrKreasa/ (Decrease)
Revlsad Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Corwacts for Prog

Svc
S114.200 S102.800 S217.000

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S372.000 S372.000

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $6,000 $6,000

Sui>-total $114,200 S480.800 S595.000

Phoonix Houses of

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount ItKraasef (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S584.600 ($146,600) S438.000

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S7S1.000 S751.000

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $25,000 $25,000

Sub-total S584.600 S629,400 S1.214.000

Seacoast Youth

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount IrKreasa/ (Decrease)
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub-total SO so so

Attschment A

Fin*nci»l Oeail

P*(el0oft2



Attachment A

Financial Details

Southeastern NH

Atcohd and Drug

Sute fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500754
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S379.600 ($14,600) $365,000

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $625,000 $625,000

2021 102-500734
Corttracis for Prog

Svc
SO S25.000 $25,000

Sub-total $379,600 $635,400 $1,015,000

West Central

Sute Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Ansount IrKrease/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrects for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2020 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

2021 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $0 $0

Sut>-toui so SO so

Toul SOR Grant $3,571,156 S3.1S4.7S6 $6,725,912

Grand ToUl All Sa.278.098 $7,872,584 $16,150,682

Atttchment A

Finenclel Oeail

P*(e 11 of 12



Attachment A

Financial Details

Grand Tola) tw Vendor 2019 2019 2020 2021

PO Vendors Current Price Limitation hKrtase/Oecrtase ItKrease/Decrease IrKrease/Decrcase

PO1062982

Comnxmity Courted of Nashua-Gr
Nashua Comm Menial Health

VettdorCode:

154112-BOOt S162.000 /S152.0001 $10,000 $3,000

PO 1062978 Oismas Home of NH

Vertdor code:

290061-B001 S243.400 f$148.4001 $131,000 $27,000

P01062980

Easter Seals of NH Manchester

Alcoholism Rehat) Cir/Famum

Vendor Code:

tn2O4-B00S S2.210.171 $89,629 $2,597,800 $402,000

POI063556 FIT/NHNH

Vertdor Code:

157730-B001 $854,031 $27,825 $993,326 $196,000

P01062977 Grsfton County

VefKlorCode:

177397-B003 $247,000 f$43.000) $231,000 $58,000

P01063242

Greater Nashua Courted on

Alcoholism

Vertdor Code:

166574-B001 $1,514,899 f$536.8991 $401,000 $0

POt062979 Headrest. Inc

Vendor Code:

175226-B001 $228,599 $20,001 $345,000 $17,400

PO1063243 Hooe on Haven Hid

Vendor Code:

27S119-B001 $497,041 ($222.0411 $400,000 $50,000

POlOe2986 North Country Health Consortium

Vendor Code:

158SS7-B001 $401,606 $183,394 $737,000 $97,000

PO106298S

Phoerxx Houses of New ErtQiand.

Inc.

Vendor Code:

177589-8001 $817,521 ($62.5211 $1,067,000 $104,000

P010629e4 Seacoast Youth Services

Vendor Code:

203944-B001 $73,200 SO $0 $0

P01062989

Southeastern NH Alcohol and

DruQ Services

VendorCode

1SS292-B001 $969,140 ($228.1401 $1 001.000 $119,000

P01062988 West Central Services

VendorCode:

177654-8001 $59,490 ($55,490) $10,000 $2,500

Total $8,276,098 ($1,127,442) $7,924,126 $1,075,900

Atuchmant A

FlnincUl D«Uil
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #3 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 3"* Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #3) is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and Dismas
Home of New Hampshire, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with
a place of business at 102 Fourth Street, Manchester NH 03102.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Govemor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7) and December 5, 2018 (Item
#23), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in
the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified: and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of
the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive
Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #3 remain in full force and effect;' and ;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows;

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$253,000.

3. Delete Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A,
Amendment #3, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B. Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc., I^^Amendment #3
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SU8ST-01-A03 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall t)e effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
I

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

I\'=)
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

M./'?

Date

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.,

Name: (p I-UT^T

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of County of on ^ . before the
understgrxed officer, personally appeared the persdri identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity Indicated above.

Signature of Notary Pjihiir. or Justice of the Peace

Wx .

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires:
donna M. BRYANT

Notary Public - New Hampstdie
My Commle#lpn Bxplres May 4,2021

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.,
RFA-2019-BDAS-01 -SUBST-01-A03

Amendment #3

Page 2 of 3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

GM/zon
Date Name:

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Govemor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on; (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.,
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-01-A03

Amendment #3

Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part
2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD): FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor initials,$1V
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-01-A03 Page 1 of 23 Date S, Vi.f1



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine Implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of

injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to;

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials ^
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-01-A03 Page 2 of 23 Date S-2*9.1^



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless In New Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operatlonalizlng the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on'the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for. their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
In order to align this work with ION projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available In order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway contractors
including, but not limited to;

2.2.2.4:1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board payment to
the Doorway;

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doonway to ensure that each
room and board •client served has a GPRA Interview

completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
' discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for services within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doorway services at the time of
discharge when a client is In need of Hub services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use disorder
treatment services according to an Individualized treatment plan
designed to support Individuals as they transition back Into the
community. Transitional Living Services are not defined by ASAM.
Transitional Living services shall Include at least 3 hours of clinical
services per week of which at least 1 hour shall be delivered by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under the
supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining hours shall be
delivered by a Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) working
under a Licensed Supervisor or a Licensed Counselor. The maximum
length of stay In this service Is six (6) months. Adult residents typically
work in the community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment services
provide residential substance use disordertreatment services designed
to support individuals that need this residential service. The goal of low-
intensity residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete Intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face corhmunication by meeting in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the
date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module In Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a subistance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' Income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client;

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4,above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3, above before
admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4, above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower intensity ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.3, in which case the
^  client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

Dismas Home of New Hampshire. Inc. Exhibii A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials ^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doonway of the client's choice to connect the
client with substance use disorder treatment services; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the pregnant
woman with identifying alternative providers and with
accessing services with these providers. This assistance
shall include actively reaching out to identify providers on
the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include;

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone, to reverse the
effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use'Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders
/

Dlsmas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractorlnitials, I
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the

criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children. Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doonways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the
Doonways shall not receive services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR)
funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability, to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients
who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are-taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials 4^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use
disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received
substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other
than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall;

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.
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2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.6.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problems
in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 arid that;

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plari goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individuaj.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a
stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.
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2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and Interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state -and federal rules,
including but not limited to;

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and,if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client,
including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization, Doorway, third party
insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
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if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate.with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the DoonA/ays as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuises any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4,
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
alt Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirements
in Exhibit A-1 and that: '

%

2.8.5.1. Include'the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in

^  the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the Individualized treatment plan, thus
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resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined 'to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria;

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center;

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
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http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
I mprovement-Protocols-TI PS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http;//store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technlcal-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of;

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLine.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities at
any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside of
the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.
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2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it
can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and visitor
orientation.

, 2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows;

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor. ^ \

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
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as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge .provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum;

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health inforrhation (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Depa^ment, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program.. The ..Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core'competencies for those interns having direct
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contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice In Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2. and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an approved
training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology

5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.
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5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client stating that the client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WiTS system; and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:
t

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have completed
treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing^as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or
mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;
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6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency:

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau In writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows;

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
Is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall Include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, Including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
as well as the Identification of any other Individuals
involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a

completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
av^lable at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Sectipn 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.
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6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with ODD, the Contractor
shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each client
served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRA) interview
completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with CUD for

whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doonways
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as. but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide by;

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand;

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.
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8.1.1.2. Formula; Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and In-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days in the reporting
period. The short-term investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)
calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current -assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.
*

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of Its current portion of Its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover Its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

. 8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statemerits.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform .the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff leam of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that mayVeasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or niaterially iaipact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doonways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doonways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
in place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.
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The foliowing performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within
30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in school
at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and
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10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block 1.8,
of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to Exhibit A,
Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Govemor^s Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment, and
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the
State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly

and quarterly reporting.

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale, not to exceed $4,000
per client per treatment episode.
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3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the
client's monthly household income being less than the deductible
plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL).

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle;

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4.643.90

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless othenvise stated. The
Contractor agrees:

4.1. The fees for services, excluding Clinical Evaluation, are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services and are the maximum allowable charge In calculating the amount to
charge the Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5
below).

4.2. To bill for Clinical Evaluation services separately from all other per day units of services.

4.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit 8-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided
under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the clients, and

the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited processing to the
greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the

program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed, payments
received and overpayrnents (if any) refunded.
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5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided to an eligible
client under this contract, as follows;

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment #2 when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer, if applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, which is the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount
paid by private insurer and the amount paid by the client, unless the client's
copay or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as in Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts. _

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living, See Section 7 below and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.1.
See Section 7 below.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.
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5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the
state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opiold Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care.

6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD In residential level of care.

6.2. With the exception of room and board payments for transitional living, the Contractor shall
not bill the Department for Room and Board payments in excess of $73,000.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.3.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date

range identified in 6.3.3

6.3.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for room and

.board in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty
(30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this
Agreement. Invoices must be submitted in a Department approved manner

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR
funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living and Low Intensity Residential
Services Services

7,1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:
^  1%

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 using the
sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department
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7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging and meals
offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's Income of the
Federal Poverty Level (FPL) is:

Then the Contractor may charge the
client up to the following amount
for room and board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%- 149% $8

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

7.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that shall be returned
to the client at the time of discharge.

7.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to room and

board.

8. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living

8.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this contract to the
client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare, and private
insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

8.2. Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge in accordance with
Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract only when the
client does not have any other payer source other than this contract.

9. Sliding Fee Scale

9.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit B, Amendment
#3, Section 5, above.

9.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%
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150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

9.3. The Contractor shall not deny a child under the age of 18 services because of the parent's
unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential services
pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

10. Submitting Charges for Payment .

10.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology
System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table. The
Contractor shall:

10.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after the
date the service was provided to the client

10.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following the
last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter notes are
ready for review.

10.1.3. Correct errors, if any. In the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and notify
the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

10.1.4.' Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for the
billing month.

10.1.5. Submit separate.batches for each billing month.

10.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the
last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

10.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through WITS, the
contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative process for submitting
invoices.

10.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SUD clients with Opioid Use
Disorder that are Medicaid coded for both residential and transitional living services.

11. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

12. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.
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13. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

14. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

15. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment. .

16. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

16.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

16.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to:

V

16.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse services.

16.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in Federal
Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or correctional
institutions of the State.

16.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing fortheetiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

16.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

16.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of. SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious
instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts such
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activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the
programs or services for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local govemment under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.
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State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secreiary of Slate of the Stale of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that DISMAS HOME OF NEW

HAMPSHIRE, INC. is a New Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on December

01, 2014. I further certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good

standing as far as this office is concerned.

Business ID: 719017

Certificate Number: 0004521101
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%

in

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the Slate of New Hampshire,

this 29th day of May A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

ttj; do hereby certify that;
(Name of the elected Owcer of the Agency; cannot be contract signatory)

1. 1 am a duly elected Member of ^4i^r 'll./vy.rl /rf Vlhl iJfJ
tWr^pshi /'Cj^ ](Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Members of

the Agency duly held on sb^ln :

RESOLVED: That the

I  (Dalfe)

DirrrioT
(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revisions,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the 3^ day of 20lJ .
(Date Contract Signed)

4. SAr/^ I oh-}- is the duly elected b/tyu-fiwc DircJror
(Name of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

(Title of Contract Signatory)

ice(Signature qf the Elected

STATE OF

County of Itsl^oroc^K

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this day of . 20 I ̂  .

By 3ogL'. M . ffoyrf
ed Office(Name of Elected Officer of the Agency)

(Notary Public/Justice of the Peaces

(NOTARY SEAL)

Commission Expires:
SUSAN M KONE

Notary Public. State of New Hampshire
My Commission Expires Nov. 4.2020

NH DHHS, Office of Business Operations
Bureau of Provider Relationship Management
Certificate of Vote yVithout Seal

July 1,2005
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OISMHOM-01

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

SMAHONEY

DATE (MM/DCVYYYY)

5/29/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OP INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED

. REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER

IMPORTANT: If tho certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(le8) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on
this certificate does not confer rlqhts to the certificate holder In lieu of such endor8en>ent(s).

PRODUCER

MBI Company Group LLC.
280 State Street
North Haven, CT 06473

Sandra Mahoney
PHONE FAX
(AJC. No. Ext): (AN:,No):

liSi^kss: sandra.mahoney^mbl-lns.com
INSURER/S) AFFORDINO COVERAGE NAICS

iNsuRERA:Technoloav Insurance ComDanv 42376

INSURED

Dismas Home of New Hampshire Inc.
P.O. Box 73

North Sutton, NH 03260

INSURER B: Benchmark Insurance Comoanv

INSURER C:

INSURER D:

INSURER E;

INSURER F:

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POUCIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR

JJB. TYPE OF INSURANCE
AODL

mn
SU8R
jcua POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
(MMmtVYYYYI

POLICY EXP
IMWPfWYYYY^ UMITS

COMMERCIAL GENERAL UABIUTY

CLAIMS-MAOE |"x"| OCCUR
EACH OCCURRENCE

TPP130689300 5/11/2019 5/11/2020
DAMAGE TO RENTED
.CBEMiSES.(E«j)CCu(i«rK«L

MED EXP (Any one pytonl

PERSONAL S AOV INJURY

_GEN1 AGGREGATE LIMIT APPUES PER:Xj POLICY r~| PIlOC
OTHER:

GENERAL AGGREGATE

PRODUCTS • COMP/OP AGG

1,000,000

100,000

5,000

1,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

AUTOMOBILE LiABIUTY

X ANY AUTO

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT 1,000,000

OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

TPP130689300 S/11/2019 5/11/2020

m ONLY

SCHEDULED
AUTOS

AOTO;

BODILY INJURY IPw pyion)

BODILY INJURY tPf accklenU

PROPERTY DAMAGE
iPwjcddantY

UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

OCCUR

CLAJMS-MADE T8D 5/11/2019

EACH OCCURRENCE 1,000,000

5/11/2020
AGGREGATE

1,000,000

OED X RETENTIONS 10,000
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' UABIUTY

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTTVE

If yes, descrtbe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

Y/N

□
BRX10209200 5/11/2019 5/11/2020

PER
-STATUTE

OTH
ER

EL. EACH ACCIDENT 500,000

E.L. DISEASE • EA EMPLOYEE 500,000

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT 500,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS I VEHICLES {ACORD101, AddMonM Remerto Schedule, mey be eaMfted N men epace to reqidnd)

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

Department of Health and Human Services
Division of Behavorial Health
105 Pleasant SL 3rd Floor North
Concord, NH 03301

1

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZEO REPRESENTA'HVE

ACORD 25(2016/03) (£> ig88-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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Mission Statement

Of

Dismas Home of New Hampshire

(Revised as of February, 2019)

Dismas Home of New Hampshire (DHNH) is a non-profit, 501 (c)(3) charitable

organization providing previously incarcerated women a comprehensive program

based on education, training, therapy, and recovery services. Our nurturing,

family-like environment empowers healing and life transformation, allowing the

women we serve to rejoin their families and live full and productive lives.
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HOME
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Report on Preparation of Financial Statements
RFA-2018-BDAS^l-SUBST-Ol

April 30, 2019

To: Bureau of Alcohol and Drugs Services/Department of Health and Human Services

The accompanying financial statement of Dlsrnas Home of NH, Inc. as of and for the period ending, April
30, 2019, v/ere not subjected to an audit, review, or compilation engagement by me and, accordingly, I
do not express an opinion, a conclusion, nor provide any assurance of them.

Bernard R. Towne, CPA

Champion Accounting Solutions, PLLC

Dismas Home of NH
3/14
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Report on Preparation of FinanciahStatements
April 30,2019

To: The Board of Directors of Dismas Home of NH, Inc

The accompanying financial statements of Dismas Home of NH, Inc. as of and for the period ending April 30.
1  2019 were not subjected to an audit, review, or compilation engagement by me and, accordingly. I do not
'  express an opinion, a conclusion, nor provide any assurance on them. |

Bernard R Towne, CPA

Champion Accounting Solutions, PLLC

i  , < , " 3^1'
'  Disrnas Honie o1 New Hamoshire



Statement of Activity Last Month
Aoril 20^.1-

Total

Apr 2019 Mar 2019 (PP)

REVENUE

4100 Donations

4150 Grant

4220 Interest Inc

4410 Resident Fees

4500 Government Funding

4520 BOAS

4530 Medicaid Reimbursements

total 4500 Government Funding
Total Revenue

GROSS PROFIT

2,215.00

3,000.00

2.58

153.00

6,075.00

4,080.00

Tojss.oo
15.525.58

1,855.00

0.00

3.20

716.00

10,920.0^
Toi^o.oo
13,494.20

15,525.58

EXPENDITURES

5100 Advertising

5110 Constant Contact

Total 5100 Advertising

5200 Auto & Transport

5210 Auto Insurance

5240 Gas & Fuel

5250 Parking

5270 Registration

5280 Service & Parts

Total 5200 Auto & Transport

5400 Fees & Charges

5420 PayPal CC Fees

5430 Bankje^
total 5^0 Fees & Charges

5600 Insurance

5610 Director & Officer Liability

5630 Workers Comp_
Total 5600 Insurance

5700 Meals & Entertainment

5800 Office Expenses

5810 Computer & Software

5820 Office Supplies

5830 Postage and Delivery
Tot^ 5800 Office Expenses

5900 Payroll and other erhployee expenses
5910 Employer Taxes

5920 Salaries & Wages

5940 Training

__42."^
' 42.75

312.01

42.72

161.20

35.00

550.93

4.66

591.00

"591.00
168.79

82.59

300.84

383.43

1,293.97

15,351.37

25.00

13,494.20

Total 5900 Payroll and other employee expenses
16,670.34

42.75'

312.01

4.67

63.97

380.65'

19.64

^22
'~24.86

305.69

591.0^
'8^6.69

86.55

464.93

210.00
~  661.48

1,215.33

14,024.62

15^239.95

Dismas Homo of Ncv/ Hampshire
4/14



6300 Prof and Legal Fees

6340 Accountant

Total 6300 Prof and Legal Fees

6400 Taxes & Licenses

6470 Filing Fees

Total 6400 Taxes & Licenses

6600 Utilities

6620 Heating Oil

6630 Internet TV Phone

6650 Security Monitoring

TotalMOO

6700 Other Home Expenses

6710 Maintenance

6720 Groceries

6730 Entertainment

6740 Drug Tests

6750 Background checks

6760 Resident Services

Total 6700 Other Home Expenses

Apr 2019

602.50

~602^50

Total Expenditures

521.09

262.35

7.99

155.00

946.43

19,960.83

NET OPERATING REVENUE

I^eTrevenue""

-4,435.25

Total

'mS^i'S (PP)

522.50

522.50

_7.qo
7.00

905.79

43.04

59.90

l",008.73

376.38

258.50

7.99

25.00

2^495.82

21,9'48"!30

$ -4,435.25

-M54.1_0
$^,454'l0'

Dismas Home of New Hampshire
5/14



statement of Activity YTD
January - April, 2019

Jan-Apr, 2019

REVENUE

4100 Donations

4150 Grant

4210 Div Income

4220 Interest Inc

4310 Other Income

4320 Gains/Losses on trading portfolio

4410 Resident Fees

4500 Government Funding

4520 BDAS

4530 Medicald Reimbursements

9,830.00

3,000.00

3.99

8.89

3,435.00

28,335.00

16,320.00

total 4500 Government Funding
4610 Room & Board (in kind)
Total Revenue

44,655.00

'60,'mS

GROSS PROFIT
60,932.88

EXPENDITURES

5100 Advertising

5110 Constant Contact

5150 Other Advertising

Total 5100 Advertising

5200 Auto & Transport

5210 Auto Insurance

5240 Gas & Fuel

5250 Parking

5270 Registration

5280 Service & Parts

Total 5200 Auto & Transport

5300 Dues & Subscriptions

5400 Fees & Charges

5420 PayPal CC Fees

5430 Bank Fees

Total 5400 Fees & Charges

5600 Insurance

5610 Director & Officer Liability

5620 Home

5630 Worker^^nr^
total 5600 Insurance

5700 Meals & Entertainment

5800 Office Expenses

5810 Computer & Software

5820 Office Supplies

171.00

53.10

Total

'jan~^r720t8lPY)

33.951.12

15,000.00

2.42

7.46

1,390.00

24.01

697.00

1,846.;^
52;9T8.17
52,918.17

224.10

1,583.05

42.72

4.67

161.20

98.97
i!890.61

31.87

12.06_
43.93

1,373.90

2,364^0
3,737190
298.47

366.26

1,140.61

99.75

99.75

1.00

206.20

378.06

585.26

74.95

17.04

96.02

2,375.83

2,375.83

284.93

1,160.92

Dismas Home of New Hampshire
6/14



5830 Postage and Delive^
Total 5800 Office Expenses

5900 Payroll and other employee expenses

5910 Employer Taxes

5920 Salaries & Wages

5940 Training

Total 5900 Payroll and other employee expenses
6300 Prof and Legal Fees

6340 AccountanJ

Totai 6300 Prof and Legal Fees
6321 Fund Raising Events

6400 Taxes & Licenses

6470 Filing Fees _*
Total MO Taxes & Licenses

6600 Utilities

6610 Electric

6620 Heating Oil

6630 Internet TV Phone

6640 Water & sewer

6650 Security f^onitoring
Trt5"6MUtll]ties

6700 Other Home Expenses

6710 Maintenance

6720 Groceries

6730 Entertainment

6740 Drug Tests

6750 Background checks

6760 Resident Services

Jan - Apr, 2019

730.00
1,636^7

,4.993.08

57,441.36

2,^6.31^
65.220.75

2,260.98

"'2,^0.98

Total 6700 Other Home Expenses

Total Expenditures

7.00

' ~ 7.00

981.04

1.571.42

366.12

278.26

149.75

3,346.59

1,132.98

606.51

31.96

227.45

25.00

2,495J^
1,519.72

Total

J^rr-AprT20V8(PYr
^  225.80

1,671.65

5.213.73

57,132.51

385.00

62,731.24

_3.484.83
3!484.&3
467.00

83,186.92

937.14

830.64

482.15

250.24

'2T5OO.I7

196.96

394.48

31.96

505.00

80.00

" I^S.^
75,295.10

NET OPERATING REVENUE
"n^t" REVENUE

-^,^04
$-22.'254.04

_ -22,37^.^
$-22,376.93

Dismas Home of New Hampshire



statement of Financial Position YTD
As ot April 30, 2019

ASSETS

Current Assets

Bank Accounts

1072 Bill.com Money Out Clearing

1115 Bar Harbor CD

1130 N Profit

1140 St. Mary's Bank Checking

1150 Paypal

As of Apr 30, 2019

25.00

10.000.00

54.497.59

7,535.07

3.609.21

Total Bank Accounts

Other Current Assets

1230 Due from Resident

Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

Rxed Assets

1500 Manchester Home

1520 Electrical work

1530 Fire alarm system

1540 Boiler

1550 Interior painting

1560 Kitchen work

1580 Security system

1590 Furniture

1591 Interior Decorating

1592 Fire Suppression System

1593 Windows

1594 Roof

Total 1500 Manchester Home

1610 Vehicles

1700 Accumulated De^eciation
Total Assets

'fOTALASSETS

75,666.87

5217^
521.73

76,188.60

1.500.00

24,656.00

30,080.94

967.00

6,108.00

10,183.15

792.19

896.37

2,400.00

3,025.00

9,248.00

Total

As of Apr 30,2018 (PY)

0.00

38.261.99

1,899.51

352.91

89,856.65

15,735.17

J 8770:31
~8^¥i^51
$163,010.lT

40,514.41

52T73

" " 52J73^
'41,036.14

1,500.00

15.850.00

30,080.94

967.00

6,108.00

10.183.15

792.19

2,400.00

3,025.00

9.248.00

~8M 54.28
15,735.17

-8^113.33_

$128,812'26

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable

2105 Accounts Payable

Totd Accounts Payable

Credit Cards

2110LSB.MC

Total Credit Cards

7.074.84

7,074.84

924.18

""*9^.18

2.019.67

2,bT9^7'

978^2_
'~978.42

Dismas Home of Nevv Hampshire
8/14



Other Current Liabilities

2220 NH Unemployment Tax Payable
Credit Card_Cleamg
Total Other Current Utilities ;

Total Cun'ent Liabilities

As of Apr 30,2019

-176.32

-881.46

Total Liabilities

Equity

3100 Unrestricted Net Assets

3101 Board Designated Funds

3200 Temporarily Restricted Net Assets
Net Revenue

-1,057.78

Total Equity

TOTAL LIABILmES AND EQUITY

6,941.24

153.783.91

0.00

24,539.00

-22.254_.04
JM^68.87

'$163,010.11'

Total

'Sof"A^0,20T8"'{P'^

843.08

-loaoo

""743.08
3,741.17

3,741.17

105.291.58

30,000.00

12,156.44

-22.1^6.93
T25,071'.o"9'
$128,812.26

Oismas Home of New Hampshire
9/U



statement of Cash Flows YTD
-•i-nuary • Aorii, 2019

Total

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
•2Z.2&4.04

Net Revenue

Adjustments to reconcile Net Revenue to Net Cash provided by operations:
•Q SqO.OO

1210 Accounts Receivable (A/R)
4,314.03

2105 Accounts Payable l 188 98

2210 Federal Withholding 511 11
2220 NH Unemployment Tax Payable ^
Cre^(^rd Cjearing^ Viii^oa
Total Adjustments to reconcile Net Revenue to Net Cash provided by operations: _ '.-...i......

•27 395.12
Net cash provided by operating acBvltles

INVESTING ACTIVITIES qq
1530 Manchester Home:Fire alarm system I431 57
1591 Manchester Home:tnterior Decorating 7 803 57
Net cash provided by Investing activities :—^—

FINANCING ACTIVITIES

3100 Unrestricted Net Assets

3200 Temporarily Restricted Net Assets

Net cash provided by financing activities
NET CASH INCREASE FOR PERIOD

Cash at^^ltmingd pe^
"cash'at end of pYriod

7,134.00

_ -7.134.00
0.00

-35,198.69

110.865.56

$7'5.66i87

10.'14

Di&Tas Horns 0' Now Hafnosriire



Temp Restricted Net Assets Ledger to Date
January - April, 2019

Date

Temporarily Restricted Net Assets

Beginning Balance

01/31/2019

02/28/2019

03/31/2019

04/30/2019

04/30/2019

Memo/Desciiptlon

January 2019 releases from restriction

February 2019 releases from restriction

March 2018 releases from restriction

Adjust Temp Restricted Net Assets for Grant
Received

April 2019 releases from restriction

Amount

Total for Temporarily Restricted Net Assets

-1,660.00

-2,974.00

-3,930.00

3,000.00

-1,570.00

$-7,134.00

TOTAL
$-7,134.00

Dismas Home of New Hampshire



YTD Budget to Actual
Jafpiiary - April, 201 a

REVENUE

4100 Donations

4150 Grant

4210 Div Income

4220 Interest Inc

4410 Resident Fees

4500 Government Funding

4520 BOAS

4530 Medicaid Reimbursements

Total 4500 Government Funding

Total Revenue
GROSS PROFIT
EXPENDITURES

5100 Advertising

5110 Constant Contact

5130 Website Design

5150 Other Advertising
toW 5100 Mveitlsing

5200 Auto & Transport

5210 Auto Insurance

5240 Gas & Fuel

5250 Parking

5270 Registration

5280 Service & Parts

5290 Tolls
to^ 5200 Auto' & Transport

5300 Dues & Subscriptions

5400 Fees & Charges

5410 Epay

Actual Budget

9,830.00

3,000.00

3.99

6.89

3.435.00

28.335.00

16.320.00

60,^.88

over Budget

Total

% of Budget

36.668.00

22,000.00

3.00

20.00

2,408.00

30,400.00

S9,'6OO.0b
120,699.00

-26.838.00

•19.000.00

0.99

-11.11

1,027.00

-2,065.00

-12,880.00

~14^.00'
"-59.766.12

60,932.88 120.699.00 -59,766.12

171.00

53.10
224.'10

1,583.05

42.72

4.67

161.20

98.97

i',8W'61

166.68

416.68

616.68

400.00

83.32

3.32

75.00

166.68

_ ®
"735"6o
166.68

16.68

4.32

•416.68

_ 19.78
-392.m'

1.183.05

-40.60

1.35

86.20

-67.71

__-6^68
1,155.8l"
•166.68

•16.68

26.81 %

13.64%

133.00%

44.45%

142.65%

93.21 %

55.89 %

74.92 %

50.48%

50.48%

102.59%

159.36%

"~36"34%

395.76 %

51.27%

140.66%

214.93%

59.38%

~257.M%

Dismas Komo ol Naw Hampsnira



5420 PayPal CC Fees
5430 Bank Fees

5440 Rre Alarm Fee
^0 fW & crimes

5600 Insurance

5610 Director & Officer Liability

5620 Home

5630 Workers Comp

ActL^
li'i?
12.06

Total 5600 Insurance

5700 Meals & Entertainment

5800 Office Expenses

5610 Computer & Software

5820 Office Supplies

5830 Postage and Delivery

5840 Printing and Reproduction _ __
Tot^SSOO Office Ej^nses

5900 Payroll and other employee expenses

5910 Employer Taxes

5920 Salaries & Wages

5940 Training _ _ _
To^ ̂00 Payrdi and ̂ er emi^oyee expenses

6300 Prof and Legal Fees

6330 Lawyer

6340 Accountant

fot^ 6300 Prof and Legal Fees
6321 Fund Rising Events

6400 Taxes & Licenses

6410 Annual Report Certificate

6460 Not tor profit State report

6470 Rling Fees

43.93

1.373.90

2.364.00

3.737.90"
298.47

366.26

1.140.61

130.00

~i^ir

4.993.08

57.441.36

__2.^6.31_
65.220.75

2.260.98

Total 6400 Taxes & Licenses

7^
"7.00

Budget

33J2
100.00

16.68

"166.M

300.00

833.32

3.666.68

4.8O0T60
33.32

533.32

1.333.32

333.32

66^68_
2.2^.64

5,848.00

67.232.00

^73.413.32

^2.500.00

3,333.32

"5.^.32"
500.00

75.00

8.32

i^32

over Budget

T45"~
•87.94

•16.68

1.073.90

•833.32

_-1.302.68
' -1.062^10

265.15

-167.06

-192.71

■203.32

•66.68

"" -6».77'

•854.92

•9,790.64

_

'-8.192.57'

-2,500.00
:1_^72.34
-3,572.34

-500.00

•75.00

-8.32

7.00

""'■76.32'

Total

% of Budg^
95!65%'

"  12.06%

26.36%

457.97 %

64.47 %_
^'.87 %

895.77 %

68.68%

85.55 %

39.00 %

85.38 %

85.44 %

835.93%

~ 88l84 %'

67.83^
"m.76 %

8.40%

Ismas Home ol Mow tiampsfiue



6600 Utilities

6610 ElectHc

6620 Heating Oil

6630 internet TV Phone

6640 Water & sewer

6650 Security Monitoring

Total 6600 Utnitles

6700 Other Home Expenses

6710 Maintenance

6720 Groceries

6730 Entertainment

6740 Drug Tests

6750 Background checks

6760 Rwident_S^ices_ _ _
~ T^ 6700 Other Home Ex^nses
7100 Depreciaton_ __ _

Total Expenditiyw

_A^al_

981.04

1,571.42

366.12

278.26

149.75

3,346.59

1.132.98

606.51

31.96

227.45

25.00

2,495.62

4.519.72

63,186.92

NET OPERATING REVENUE

'neTrevenue $ -^,'254.04

Budget _

1.266.68

833.32

583.32

500.00

1,000.00

4,183.32

666.68

833.32

66.68

563.32

133.32

1,333.32

3.'616.M
_3^^
99.746.24

Total

over Budget % of Budget

•285.64

736.10

-217.20

-221.74

_^50:25_
" -836.73

466.30

-226.61

-34.72

•355.67

-106.32

1/I62.5q_
^.08

-3.3M.32

~-16.561 ?32

77.45%

188.57%

62.76 %

55.65 %

J4.M%
60.00%

169.94%

72.78 %

47.93 %

36.99 %

18.75%

_1_67J^%
124.97%'

"83!40%

20,950.76

$20,950.76

-43,204.80

$.43,264.60'
-106.22%

-106.22%

Dismas Home of Nc-.v H.'.mpshiie
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llnoUr

Jessica Mckenzie
Manchester, NH 03102

Work Experience

Direct support provider/case worker
Provided couseling for kids In the foster system with severe trauma due to parents with active

addictions

Transport clients and supervised visitaions

Coordinated school enrollment and afterschooi activities

Administered medications and properly logged it
I was lead supervisor and trained new staff

Entered hourly logs for clients to aid in final discharge decisions

Incharge of weekly meal prep, budget and shopping

As a case worker, i help kids who grew up in institutions become productive members of society
I aided in writing resumes and securing a Job

Transporting clients to Job interviews and appointments

Helped meet short and long term goals made by their therapists

Education

General

Skills

Direct Care, Social Work, Social Service

Military Service

Branch; US military

Service Country; United States

Rank: E3

November 2008 to November 2012

Certifications/Licenses

First Aid CPR AED

Medication Administration



NAPPI Certified



• Maintain personnel files according to identified standards relative to established personnel

policies

I  • Assist Executive Director with New Hire documentation for the per^nnel file
I

HEALTH OFFICER:

•  Inspect, on a monthly basis, all safety requirements/security for the DIsmas Home as per the

^  policy established, and accurately record findings
•  Conduct fire drills and maintain accurate records of such

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION:
(

I  • Approve bills after they have been scanned into the Bill.com system

I  • Monitor the scheduling of bio-hazard removal
•  Order supplies and keep accurate receipts

•  Monitor usage of gift cards

•  Receive weekly/bl-Weekly program fees from residents working and calculate 30% of their

:  wages
I

j  ASSIST WITH OFFICE ADMINISTRATION;

I  • Answer the phone - making note of aii necessary Information needed to return calls
•  Schedule clinical appointments with residents once a week, and possible evaluations with

MLADC, checking the Executive Director's schedule

•  Schedule appointments for interviews for Executive Director

I  • Schedule meetings as requested by Executive Director
j  • Maintain office supplies and the upkeep of office equipment
j  • Coordinate IT/asslstance with IT problems
I  • Assist with maintaining policy books (medication, personnel, and residential)

•  Maintain accurate files both in paper and digitally

'  • Assist Executive Director with grant applications
•  Assist Executive Director with recording/documentation of new applications and scheduling

I  interviews

•  Provide office coverage when the Executive Director is not available or Is out of the office

•  Receive and assist residents with meeting residential policies regarding reporting income,

completing work schedules, and visitation paperwork

•  Maintaining an up-to-date office calendar

I  • Assist Executive Director with administration contract requirements under Medicaid and Bureau

of Alcohol and Drug Services (BDAS)

1  • Provide letters of residence and documentation for community agencies

ASSIST WITH FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES:

•  Assist with.fundraislng activities, such as mailings, constant contact, emails, etc.
•  Help coordinate certain activities that are designated as fundraising activities

•  Send Thank you letters for donations, including tax deduction letters
o  Maintaining up to date donor files and updating them with new Donors



■  Monitor the medication notebooks making sure they are accurate, the PRN

forms are complete, and program assistants are following protocols and

procedure

•  Monitor the disposal protocols

Assist residents with organizing and coordinating meals

•  Shopping at Market Basket with residents to provide a certain level of food

supplies for the residents

■  Going to Sam's Club and getting food supplies in bulk as well as cleaning

supplies or office supplies
^ Maintain and sustain relationship with NH Food Bank

"  Meeting all protocols and administrative documentation needed for NH Food

Bank

"  Shopping the floor and ordering on line with NH Food Bank
■  Completing the quarterly reports for NH Food Bank

r

NEW RESIDENT INTAKE:

•  Set up room for resident

Making sure that the room is cleaned/sanitized and prepared

■  Bedding washed and bed made

•  Towels

•  Complete Resident Intake Forms - (on day of entry or within 24 hours)

Enter Into the WITS system for BOAS as non-billable (until such time as they become

Transitional Living Program (Phase 3)

Set up Case Management Notebook and Medication Notebook

^ Have resident sign the Day 1, Day 2, and pay 3 case management forms
Making sure that all information is complete and accurately recorded/documented

^ Schedule appointment for Evaluation with MLADC (must be within 48 hours)

TRANSPORTATION:

•  Assist residents with transportation needs, transporting when possible to appointments in

Phase 2 and 3

•  Monitor and oversee the policies and activities related to meeting the standards for

transportation under DHHS for the van (van log, notebook of resident emergency forms, van

maintenance schedule)

PAYROLL/SCHEDULING

•  Oversee the scheduling with staff member assigned to coordinate scheduling

•  Oversee the Sign in for hourly staff

•  Monitor schedule being completed by Program Assistant

•  Monitor shift changes and Time off Requests

•  Complete bi-weekly time sheets for hourly staff

•  Communicate with Accountant regarding payroll issues/changes/problems .



residential handbook policies that dictate house rules and regulations in order to
maintain structure of the program and accountability for residents

■ • Monitor the security system by maintaining accurate and up-to-date code
■  Change security codes to entrance to the house when resident leaves the

program

■  Assist with providing coverage for the house to maintain 24/7 coverage
^ Provide one hour of intensive case management a week for residents

•  Assist residents with setting short and long term goals, as well as assistance with
accomplishing them

■  Provide administrative support to residents, assisting with connecting to
resources and completing administrative paper work

^ Supervising room checks by the program assistants, as well as assisting with room
checks

■  Monitoring the Room check documentation
■  Responsible for following up with a resident on a room check that did not meet

Dismas Home standards

Supervise personal property checks when residents are entering Dismas Home
■  Checking receipts against the contents of the bag
•  Checking pocketbooks, handbags, and coats, etc.
■  Checking belongings of new resident prior to unpacking
■  Assisting residents being discharged with packing making sure that Dismas

Home property stays in the house

Conduct house meetings on Monday morning
"  Establish agenda

•  Facilitate discussions among residents to solve problems that may exist
•  Provide a written account of the house meeting

^ Supervise chores of residents to maintain the house in a neat, clean, and orderly
manner

■  Complete chore sheet weekly (at house meeting)
■  Check to make sure that the chores are being completed to an expected

standard of completion

■  Maintaining a certain level of inventory of cleaning supplies
■  Making sure that Dismas Home is ready for viewing by visitors requesting a tour

^ Keep track of the volunteers that are cooking Sunday dinner, interns and other
volunteers that are coming into Dismas Home

■  Maintain the volunteer schedule

■  Make sure that volunteers are signing in
■  Track the volunteer and intern hours

•  Make sure that Confidentiality forms are properly signed and witnessed
Keep track of donations and distribution of donations

/ Supervise the self-administration of the Medication
•  Monitor and supervise the self^administration of medication by residents
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To be a dirert care provider
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i  Giving ofthe Angels of Auburn NH
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Relias certified training
rent of special needs child, NAMl NH unii + * ^od CPR trainingSacrament Food Pantry Manager for 5 recipient 2016 Blesseddifference in child's life. Volunteer NH Award Winner for making a



JOB description

OF

COLLEEN HAYWARO
Reports to: Executive Director

2«pS SSr~
incarcerated women, transitionindSnt J residents, previously
incarceration, working across boJndariP r ® '=°"irnunity from
provide support, give time to the resiSm a°ndT' They will
successful transition/re-entry back to the communitJ'°"'°'®
Skills and Abilities:
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Strong Communication Skills

'Strong Interpersonal Skills ^ •

•Expodaooa «to oonddodog groups ,.„»d suPstopoe psp d,so,dor ,op,to„s„



Qualifications:

Human oi^S'Su'SrglaTo^
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■Help .0 io„^, aan, ^ ^ ^
Supervise self-administration of medications

'Complete personal property checks
*Group facilitation
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Job Type; Part-time (up to 25 hours each week)
Salary: $12.00 per hour

P^iysical Demands

Seldom
to

None
Knowledge

Occasionally FrequentlyReading, Speaking, Writing English Constantly

Communlcattons Skills

Computers

Physical

Walking

Bending

Standing

Sttting

Driving

Lifting up to 30 lbs with or without assistance

Stretching/Reaching

Hearing/Seeing

Exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious
disease

Exposure to hazardous material

Climbing stairs

Hand/finger dexterity

Stooping (bend afwalst)



Sensor/Activities

Talking in person

Talking on the telephone

Hearing in person

Hearing on the telephone

vision for close work

Other (specify)

f//
Signature of Employee

Date

Witness
Date



^tD(^ajTv^ CC/^6^

Karin Powers

I have a degree in Crop and Soil Science, a Montessori upper elementary teaching diploma, and a
profound Interest In the world around me. I am passionate about learning, and I love to share what
I have learned with others, in the past I have worked as a Home Health Aide, as a security officer,
and as a residential counselor In a homeless shelter. Having grown up In challenging circumstances,
I find that I am most fulfilled when I have meaningful work teaching people of any age or supporting
those who are in crisis. I have Just moved to downtown Manchester to complete my studies at a holistic
massage therapy school in the area. I would love to find part-time, preferably long term, work that
matters.

Authorized to work In the US for any employer.

Work Experience -

Householder

Ptowc'nars Farrr, - Graenfield. WH
April 2017 to June 2018

I co-managed a household of 12 at a farm-based intentional community devoted to working and life-
sharing with developmentally challenged Individuals. I shared responsibility for maintaining the house
and the grounds as-well as the personal, medical, and social needs of the residents In my household. I
led a workshop which prepared lunch for the entire community, as well as a workshop which produced
baked goods (for purchase as well as for community consumption). I was also responsible for assisting
in the planning and production of common celebratory festivals and ceremonies.

Householder

Lukas Community - Temple, NH

August 2015 to April 2017

I was an assistant householder In a home of 12 Individuals at an Intentional community devoted
to working alongside and life-sharing with people with special needs. I shared responsibility for
maintaining the house and the grounds as well as the personal, medical, and social needs of the
residents In my household. In addition to cooking for my household on a regular basis, I also prepared
food for groups of 50+ people for celebratory festivals and public functions. I led workshops in speech
and dramatic arts, reading, and baking. I assisted In workshops in Eurythmy, (a performance art which
seeks to make music and speech "visible" through gesture and dance) exercise therapy, gardening,
and puppetry.

Overnight counselor
AChens'Area Homeless Shelter - Athens. GA
June 2003 to August 2004

I welcomed people who were In need in shelter Into the facility, helped them get integrated, and did all
associated record keeping. If an intake could not happen at our facility. I attempted to make alternative

r- c--



referrals. I monitored the premises, administered medication as needed, performed safety checks, and
assisted in maintaining cieanliness of the buiidlng.

Security Officer ,
J^nlverslty of Georgia - Athens. GA
August 2002 to September 2003

Education

LMT in Massage Therapy
Northeast institute for Whoie Health - Manchester, NH
September 2015 to August 2019

Upper Elementary Diploma In General Education
North American Montessori Center

March 2012 to August 2013

BS In Agriculture- Crop and Soil Science
University of Georgia - Athens, GA

1998 to 2002

Skids

Dramatic arts; gardening and agriculture: large scale food preparation (and extensive awareness of
nutrition, food sensitivities, and dietary restrictions); K-12 studies; yoga and physical fitness; Spanish
language; child care; animal care

Certifications/Licenses

Court Appointed Special Advocate (guardian ad iltem) August 2003



JOB DESCRIPTION

OF

PROGRAM ASSISTANT/CERTIFIED RECOVERY SUPPORT WORKER (CRSW)

Karin Powers

Reports to: Executive Director

A Program Assistant/CRSW workers are a key part of the Dismas Home of New
Hampshire team, and focuses directly on the needs of the residents, previously
incarcerated women, transitioning/re-enterlng back into the community from
incarceration, working across boundaries of care, organization and role. They will
provide support, give time to the resident and thus promote their recovery and
successful transition/re-entry back to the community.

Skills and Abilities:

^Ability to assist clients with developing short and long-term goals related to recovery,
sobriety, and personal life goals.

^Ability to complete documentation/shift notes, and tasks related to guidelines of Dismas
Home policies

*Ability to work collaboratively with other Dismas Home of New Hampshire team
members

*Provide leadership and foster community growth among staff and residents

*Ability to consistently exercise sound judgement in a crises situation

•Strong Communication Skills

•Strong Interpersonal Skills

•Experience with conducting groups related to substance use disorder (optional)



Qualifications:

working in supervising residential care)

■Ce«io.«on « Ce«M 0^^ Se™,ce W<®r (CRSW, or-n, ,o ob,.,ncertification as « ORSW »mn 6 months of employibe™

•current New Hampshire Driver's License (optlonal)Program Assistant/CRSW
Primary Responsibilities include the following:
■promot. independent li.iog and .uco..«oi rwntry, transfflon back to communit,
■0... Management to assist with connecting residents to resooroes «Wn tbe
community to promote a successful transition.
•provide support with daiV living tasks belpin, to facilitate residents living o,dinar, 11...
•Provide assistance ».tb mental b«,itb and pbysical ha.ltb concerns - as ,«11 as
promote healthy behaviors•Help to identify .art, signs of relapse and support tr.atm.nt and recover, of resident.
*Supervise self-administration of medications
*Complete personal property checks

*Group facilitation

•Assist with program supervisior, and mar^agement arrd reportir^g to the Executive
Director

•Assist With volunteer activities and supervision of non-staff on the premises of Dismas
Home of New Hampshire while conducting groups
•Follow personnel policies of Dismas Home of New Hampshire

Job Type: Part-time (up to 35 hours each week)



Salary; $12.00 per hour

0  Physical Demands

Knowledge

Reading, Speaking, Writing English

Communications Skills

Computers

Physical

Walking

Bending

Standing

Sitting

Driving

Seldom

to

None Occasionally

Lifting up to 30 lbs with or without assistance

Stretching/Reaching

Hearing/Seeing

Exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious
disease

Exposure to hazardous material

Climbing stairs

Hand/finger dexterity

Stooping (bend at waist)

X

X

X

Frequently Constantly

X

X

X



Sensor/ Activities

Talking in person
X

Talking on the telephone
X

Hearing in person
X

Hearing on the teiephone
X

Vision for close work
X

Other (specify)

p.-
Signature of Employee

mill
Date

Witness

'  I

Date



ELEANOR (ELLIE) C. THERRIEN

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

• Administrative; Budget development and management, contract response to NH Department of
Corrections (NH DOC) and NH Department of Justice NH DOJ), Implementation and monitoring,
staff development and supervision (assistant director, LADC, case managers, drug screenings,

,  etc.), reported mandated data, program development and implementation of contract.
•  Program Devetopment: Designed, developed, implemented, monitored and evaluated a series

of case management-based community programs. Program implementation included: assessment
of clientele, case management, life skills groups, crisis intervention (homelessness, mental health,
substance use, etc.), court advocacy, referrals to appropriate services e.g. education,
employment, housing, job training, etc.

•  Case Management: Assessed clients for needs using nationally recognized assessment tools,
determined eligibility for program, developed case plans with long and short-term goals including
program graduation, oversaw implementation of case management, reviewed LADC assessment/
recommendations and implemented such. (A strong emphasis was focused on identifying mental
health and substance use needs.) Trained, supervised and supported the program staff. Worked
with female and male offenders through the NH DOC probation/parole district office. Monitored
compliance with the programs. It included clients that were re-entering the community from
prison or as an alternative to incarceration as well as clients with misdemeanor offenses.
Maintained a good working relationship with NH DOC.

•  Community Relations: Developed a strong effective network with courts (Superior and Circuit),
defense counsel, prosecutors, NH Department of Justice, NH Department of Corrections,
Hillsborough County House of Corrections and community service providers.

RECENT EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE

2017 NH Office of the Public Defender

Part-time/Obtaining admittance to treatment programs for clients

2015 to 2017 Keystone Hall
Case Manager, New Hope Program (Part-time/Grant-funded through NH DOJ)

2013 to 2014 Famum Center

Coordinator, FAST Program (Part-time/Start-up program)

2012 to 2013 Keystone Hall
Case Manager (Part-time/Grant-funded through NH DOJ)

2008 to 2011 Hillsborough County Attorney's Office
Director, Hillsborough County Re-Er^try Program through NH DOJ)

1995 to 2008 Southern New Hampshire Services, Inc.
Director, Hillsborough County Academy Programs (Funded through NH DOC)



Eleanor (Elite) CTherrien
Resume Continues

education

1979-1982

1962

New Hampshire College
B.S. Human Services (2 credits short)
St. Columbkllle High School
Brighton, MA 02135

board AFFILTflTrniu
>  Manchester Weed and Seed (US DOJ) Advisory Board

Marital Mediator Certification Board - Appointment to State Board
Nashua Children's Home - Chair of the Board
New Hampshire Mediation Program
YWCA Board of Directors (Nashua)
New Hampshire Mediators Association - Chair of the Board
State of New Hampshire Re-Entry Steering Committee
New Hampshire Adults and Children with Learning Disabilities Board

COMMUNITY IWVQVLgMFMT

>

>

>

> Nashua Mediabon Program - Parent/Child Mediation/Volunter(5 years)

references

Provided upon request



JOB DESCRIPTION

OF

PROGRAM ASSISTANT/NON-CERTIFIED RECOVERY SUPPORT WORKER

ELEANOR THERRIEN

Reports to: Executive Director

A Program Assistant^CRSW workers are a key part of the Dismas Home of New
Hampshire team, and focuses directly on the needs of the residents, previously
incarcerated women, transitioning/re-entering back into the community from
incarceration, working across boundaries of care, organization and role. They will
provide support, give time to the resident and thus promote their recovery and
successful transition/re-entry back to the community.

Skills and Abilities:

•Ability to assist clients with developing short and long-term goals related to recovery,
sobriety, and personal life goals.

•Ability to complete documentation/shift notes, and tasks related to guidelines of Dismas
Home policies

•Ability to work collaboratively with other Dismas Home of New Hampshire team
members

•Provide leadership and foster community growth among staff and residents

•Ability to consistently exercise sound judgement in a crises situation

•Strong Communication Skills

•Strong Interpersonal Skills



Qualifications:

*A minimum of an Associates Degree in Social Work, Psychology, Criminal Justice,
Human Services or related counseling field (or dependent upon skill/experience with
working in supervising residential care)

•Current New Hampshire Driver's License (optional)Program Asslstant/Non-CRSW

Primary Responsiblilties Inciude the following:

•Promote independent living and successful re-entry, transition back to community

•Provide support with daily living tasks helping to facilitate residents living ordinary lives

•Provide assistance with mental health and physical health concerns - as well as
promote healthy behaviors

•Help to identify early signs of relapse and support treatment and recovery of residents

•Supervise self-administration of medications

•Complete personal property checks

•Group facilitation

•Assist with program supervision and management and reporting to the Program
Manager

•Assist with volunteer activities and supervision of non-staff on the premises of Dismas
Home of New Hampshire while conducting groups

•Follow personnel policies of Dismas Home of New Hampshire

•Transport residents using Dismas Home of NH van - following protocols and
procedures relative to van'and resident transportation

Job Type: Part-time (up to 30 hours each week)

Salary: $12.00 per hour



Talking on the telephone
X

Hearing in person
X

Hearing on the telephone
X

Vision for close work
X

Other (specify)

Signature of Employee Date

/

/ j?-. A
'

C\
C '■.

L-

Witness

// 36^. y 3

Date



JOB DESCRIPTION

OF

PROGRAM ASSISTANT/NON^ERTIFIED RECOVERY SUPPORT WORKER

DONNA BRYANT

Reports to: Executive Director

A Program Assistant/Non-CRSW workers are a key part of the Dismas Home of New
Hampshire team, and focuses directly on the needs of the residents, previously
incarcerated women, transitloning/re-entering back Into the community from
incarceration, working across boundaries of care, organization and role. They will
provide support, give time to the resident and thus promote their recovery and
successful transition/re-entry back to the community.

Skills and Abilities:

*Ability to assist clients with developing short and long-term goals related to recovery,
sobriety, and personal life goals.

•Ability to complete documentation/shift notes, and tasks related to guidelines of Dismas
Home policies

•Ability to work collaboratively with other Dismas Home of New Hampshire team
members

•Provide leadership and foster community growth among staff and residents

•Ability to consistently exercise sound judgement in a crises situation

•Strong Communication Skills

•Strong interpersonal Skills



Qualifications:

*A minimum of an Associates Degree in Social Work, Psychology, Criminal Justice.
Human Services or related counseling field (or dependent upon skill/experience with
working in supervising residential care)

'Current New Hampshire Driver's License (optlonal)Program Assistant/Non-CRSW

Primary Responsibilities include the following:

'Promote independent living and successful re-entry, transition back to community

'Provide support with daily living tasks helping to facilitate residents living ordinary lives

'Provide assistance with mental health and physical health concerns - as well as
promote healthy behaviors

'Help to identify early signs of relapse and support treatment and recovery of residents

'Supervise self-administration of medications

'Complete personal property checks

'Group facilitation

'Assist with program supervision and management and reporting to the Program
Manager

'Assist with volunteer activities and supervision of non-staff on the premises of Dismas
Home of New Hampshire while conducting groups

'Follow personnel policies of Dismas Home of New Hampshire

'Transport residents using Dismas Home of NH van - following protocols and
procedures relative to van and resident transportation

Job Type: Part-time (up to 30 hours each week)

Salary: $12.00 per hour



Knowledge

Seldom

to

None Occasionally Frequently Constantly

Reading, Speaking, Writing English X

Communications Skills X

Computers X

Physical

Walking X

Bending X

Standing X

Sitting X

Driving X

Lifting up to 30 lbs with or without assistance X

Stretching/Reaching X

Hearing/Seeing X

Exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious

disease X

Exposure to hazardous material X

Climbing stairs X

Hand/finger dexterity X

Stooping (bend at waist) X

Sensor,' Activities

Talking in person X



Talking on the telephone
X

Hearing in person X

Hearing on the telephone
X

Vision for close work X

Other (specify)

Signature of Employee Date

Witness Date



POMNk A/I. BRYANT

Executive Assistant

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS

• A highly organized and detail-oriented Executive Assistant with over 20 years' experience providing thorough and
skillful administrative support to senior executives.

•  Dedicated and focused; able to prioritize and complete multiple tasks and follovkr through to achieve project goals.
•  An independent and self-motivated professional with excellent research skills; able to grow positive relationships

with clients and colleagues at all organizational levels.
•  Computer skills include: Gmail, Outlook, MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Internet, and customized applications.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

INNOVAIRRE COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, Wilton. NH
Executive Assistant to the Sr, Executive Management Team 2005 - Present
•  Coordinate and set up high-level conference calls, board and management meetings, special events and end to

end travel arrangements/itinerary's for top executives
Organize and assimilate documents for company's Board of Trustees
Manage multiple calendar's for executives
Management of State Fundraising Counsel registrations / Trademark activities and all Corporate contracts
Recruit new employee's / on-boarding and miscellaneous human resource functions
Oversee corporate travel & expense program and AMEX card program
Obtain Visas and required documents for International travel

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL, Saugus. MA 2003 - 2005
Executive Assistant to the President and Generai Manager- National Energy Solutions
•  Maintained extremely complex schedule and daily appointment calendar utilizing Outlook
•  Coordinated international and domestic travel, reconcile expense reports
• Attended meetings/conference calls on behalf of or in conjunction with the President
•  Coordinated all aspects of company team meetings - hotel selection/negotiation, travel, etc.
•  Prepared routine and advanced correspondence including letters, memoranda and reports

TECNOMATIX TECHNOLOGIES, Nashua, NH 2001 - 2003
Executive Assistant to the Executive Vice President of World Wide Sales and Executive Vice President

of Corporate Marketing
•  Supported all sales efforts which included international sales teams, generated sales tools and collateral,

delegated sales leads to the appropriate sales manager, and coordinated quarterly sales meetings
•  Created and executed direct mail campaign for pre- and post-tradeshow mailings, trade publication memberships

lists and sales and customer leads

• Worked closely with public relations firm to generate editorial and speaking opportunities, press release schedule
and overall PR plan to grow industry visibility.

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST



DOWNAIl 3RYANT

ELLACOYA NETWORKS. Merrimack, NH 2000 - 2001
Executive Assistant to Vice President of Worldwide Sales and administrative support to 10 Sales Offices
•  Assisted executives by relieving them of complex details and advanced administrative duties
•  Independently investigated assigned problems determining method of research, data requirements

as well as analysis techniques. Prepared reports and recommendations for action by superior
•  Consolidated department reports taking input from Executive VP Sales' direct reports
• Made high level contacts of a complex and confidential nature both internally and externally
• Managed complex schedules and daily appointment calendars; coordinated travel and lodging

arrangements as required
•  Assisted the executives in preparing for all aspects of Board of Directors, Committee Meeting,

Sales Department meetings and the hosting of company guests

CISCO SYSTEMS, Chelmsford, MA 1996 - 2000
Executive Assistant to Vice President of Worldwide Sales and administrative support to 11 Sales Offices
• Managed Vice President's daily schedule
• Assisted the Executive Team members with special projects
•  Managed all aspects of multiple off-site Sales meetings and President's Club meetings
•  Compiled weekly forecast reports
•  Managed day-to-day office correspondence and acted as a liaison between headquarters and all Sales Offices
•  Extensive telephone contact with existing and potential customers
•  Maintained filing systems, records, logs and customer database

TEXTRON AUTOMOTIVE FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS, INC.. Manchester, NH 1994 -1996
Executive Assistant to the Sr. Executive Management Team
• Managed all aspects of multiple off-site training and business related conferences
•  Prepared presentations, functions and travel arrangements for vendors, suppliers and employees from across

the United States

•  Negotiated, implemented and managed Safety Eye Glass Program, Safety Shoe Program and Educational
Reimbursement Program

•  Created and managed an international and domestic travel program for all McCord Winn Textron employees
•  Managed extensive supplier Request for Quotation System and worked as liaison with multiple suppliers on

timing, follow-up and technical issues

RAYTHEON COMPANY, Andover, MA 1987 - 1994
Executive Assistant to the Manager of the Smart Munitions/Missile System's Division
Advanced from Manchester's Smart Munitions Laboratory to Andoveris Patriot Multimode Program Office holding a
Department of Defense Secret Clearance and Special Access Clearance.
•  Established administrative procedures for the secretarial staff supporting over 115 engineers
•  Successfully coordinated work flow and communications in Manchester for the Laboratory Manager, Technical

Director and Department/Section Managers
•  Skillfully prepared technical reports and presentations material during proposal efforts which led to winning multi-

million dollar contracts

•  Supervised secretarial support within our organization

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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Maria Torsey

Objective Helping others overcome obstacles that interfere with becoming the best person
they can be.

Skills & Abiiities Organization
Problem Solving
Listening

Communication

Empathy

Understanding

Experience 2005 - Present

Office Manager/secretary, Mario Agri Painting
"  Keeping an open relationship with clients in order to best serve them.

"  Writing up and sending all proposals and invoices.

"  Responding to all emails

4/2008- 12/2012
Manager, XXXposed NH

"  Opening and Closing
"  Hiring

"  Keeping a clean and comfortable atmosphere for our customs.

■  Customer Service

"  Ordering and pricing

»  Anything and everything to keep a small business functioning.

Education Plnkerton Academy - Derry, NH - HS Diploma
6/16/2001



JOB DESCRIPTION

OF

PROGRAM ASSISTANT/CERTIFIED RECOVERY SUPPORT WORKER

MARIA TORSEY

Reports to: Program Coordinator

A Program Assistant/CRSW under supervision is a key part of the Dismas Home of

New Hampshire team, and focuses directly on the needs of the residents, previously

incarcerated women, transitioning/re-entering back into the community from

incarceration, working across boundaries of care, organization and role. They will

provide support, give time to the resident and thus promote their recovery and

successful transition/re-entry back to the community.

Skills and Abilities:

*Ability to assist clients with developing short and long-term goals related to recovery,

sobriety, and personal life goals.

*Abjlity to complete documentation/shift notes, and tasks related to guidelines of Dismas

Home policies

•Ability to work collaboratively with other Dismas Home of New Hampshire team

members

•Provide leadership and foster community grovrth among staff and residents

•Ability to consistently exercise sound judgement in a crisis situation

•Strong Communication Skills

•Strong Interpersonal Skills

Qualifications:

•A minimum of an Associates Degree in Social Work, Psychology, Criminal Justice,

Human Services or related counseling field (or dependent upon skill/experience with

working in supervising residential care)

•Current New Hampshire Driver's License

Primaty Responsibilities include the following:



*Promote independent living and successful re-entry, transition back to community

*Provide support with daily living tasks helping to facilitate residents living ordinary lives

*Provide assistance with mental health and physical health concerns - as well as
promote healthy behaviors

>

*Help to identify early signs of relapse and support treatment and recovery of residents

*Supervise self-administration of medications

*Complete personal property checks

*Assist with program supervision and management and reporting to the Program
Coordinator

*Assist with volunteer activities and supervision of non-staff on the premises of Dismas
Home of New Hampshire while conducting groups

*Follow personnel policies of Dismas Home of New Hampshire

*Transport residents using Dismas Home of NH van - following protocols and
procedures relative to van and resident transportation

Job Type: Part-time (up to 20 hours each week)

Salary: $12.00 per hour



PHYSICALLY ABLE TO PERFORM THE FOLLOWING: PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

Knowledge

Seldom

to

None Occasionally Frequently Constantly

Reading, Speaking, Writing English
X

Communications Skills
X

Computers X

Physical

Walking X

Bending
X

Standing
X

Sitting X

Driving
X

Lifting up to 30 lbs with or without assistance X

Stretching/Reaching X

Hearing/Seeing X

Exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious

disease X

Exposure to hazardous material X

Climbing stairs X

Hand/finger dexterity X

Stooping (bend at waist) X

Sensor,' Activities

Talking in person X

Talking on the telephone X



/■

Hearing in person X

Hearing on the telephone X

Vision for close work X

Other (specify)

IA / . /I. . »
VA u_Li

A
/

Tfn
Signature of Employee

Witness

ii I I I ZO i^i
Date

Uin-11

Date
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JOB DESCRIPTION

OF

PROGRAM ASSISTANT/CERTIFIED RECOVERY SUPPORT WORKER

DAWN THACKERAY

Reports to: Program Coordinator

A Program Assistant/CRSW under supervision is a key part of the Dismas Home of
New Hampshire team, and focuses directly on the needs of the residents, previously

incarcerated women, transitioning/re-entering back into the community from

incarceration, working across boundaries of care, organization and role. They will
provide support, give time to the resident and thus promote their recovery and

successful transition/re-entry back to the community.

Skills and Abilities:

*Ability to assist clients with developing short and long-term goals related to recovery,
sobriety, and personal life goals.

*Ability to complete documentation/shift notes, and tasks related to guidelines of Dismas

Home policies

*Ability to work collaboratively with other Dismas Home of New Hampshire team

members

*Provide leadership and foster community growth among staff and residents

*Ability to consistently exercise sound judgement in a crisis situation

*Strong Communication Skills

*Strong Interpersonal Skills

Qualifications:

*A minimum of an Associates Degree in Social Work, Psychology, Criminal Justice,

Human Services or related counseling field (or dependent upon skill/experience with

working in supervising residential care)

*Current New Hampshire Driver's License

Primary Responsibilities include the following:



Promote independent living and successful re-entry, transition back to community

Provide support with dally living tasks helping to facilitate residents living ordinary lives

*Provide assistance with mental health and physical health concerns - as well as
promote healthy behaviors

*Help to identify early signs of relapse and support treatment and recovery of residents

^Supervise self-administration of medications

*Complete personal property checks

*Assist with program supervision and management and reporting to the Program
Coordinator

Assist with volunteer activities and supervision of non-staff on the premises of Dismas
Horrie of New Hampshire while conducting groups

Tollow personnel policies of Dismas Home of New Hampshire

Job Type: Part-time (up to 20 hours each week)

Salary: $12.00 per hour



PHYSICALLY ABLE TO PERFORM THE FOLLOWING: PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

Knowledge

Seldom

to

None Occasionally Frequently Constantly
Reading, Speaking, Writing English

X

Communications Skills
X

Computers
X

Physical

Walking
X

Bending
X

Standing
X

Sitting
X

Driving
X

Lifting up to 30 lbs with or without assistance
X

Stretching/Reaching
X

Hearing/Seeing
X

Exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious
disease

X

Exposure to hazardous material
X

Climbing stairs
X

Hand/finger dexterity
X

Stooping (bend at waist)
X

•

Sensor,' Activities

Talking in person
X

Talking on the telephone
X



Hearing in person
X

—  1

Hearing on the telephone
X

Vision for close work
X

Other (specify)

3 3^-1

Signature of Employee
Date

[ Witness

0.-?^ :?oJi

Date



From: Dawn Thackeray
Sent Thursday, March 21,201912:22 PM
To: Jessica McKenzle

Subject: From Dawn Thackeray

.43 Oak St Franklin NH 4-^

603:M27' .
lildawn93f^hotmail.com

9-13-20 to Present

Keene Rec. Center

Working as a recovery coach
Jessica White

603- 762-3354

7:20-18 To 10-18-18

Ankerage inn

603:52^3248
Tilton NH

11-6-2015 to 7-13-18

Easter Seals/ Webster Place/ Ray House
Franklin NH

603:263-9359

Workingasa R I

7-2012 to 10-2015

Taylor Community

Laconia NH

603:36^1233
worked as a LN.A/Unit Aide

8-2011 to 9-2012

Golden View Health Care

Merideth NH

603-279-8111

Worked as a LN.A. ^

5-2011 to 8-2011

Intrim Healthcare

Laconia NH

603-524-7212



Worked asa LN.A.

4-2009 to 4-2011

Grace Morgan House

Methuen Mass.

978:687-4293

Worked as a C.NA

6-2004 to 4-2011

Assisted Living Center

Salisbury Mass.

.978:463-9809

Worked as a C.N.A.

9-2003 to 9-2007

Link House/ Marls Center

Salisbury Mass.

978:462-0787

Worked as a over night Attendant

8-2000 to 6-2003

L.C.H.C.A.T.S. Detox Center

Tewksbury Mass.

978:858:-p536

Worked as a attendant in a coed detox

1-2000 to 4-2000

Middlesex Shelter

Lov\/ell Mass.

978:459-9888

Worked as a overnight attendant

4-1999 to 12-99

Gensis Counsling Center

Laconia NH

603:524-2554

Worked as a overnight Aide

In a crisis shelter & group home

11-99 to 2-2000 & 6-97 to 9-98

Glennis Sheenhan House



Womens Recovery House

Tewskbury Mass

978:6^^0840

worked overnight as a attendant

6-97 to 9-98

Groom & Flore Transportation

Billerica Mass.

978:667-1114

603:263-9359

Working as a R I
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Sara Jo Lutat
Dedicated and caring Master Social Worker/special educator, specicdiiQng in transition

(trauma informed)

EXPERIENCE
IHsmas Home of New Hampshire, Manchester, NH, Executor Director (May 2016 to present)

O  Regularly reports to the Executive Committees of the Board of Directors, as well as the Chairman of
the Board

0  Fiscal m^agement by operating within approved budget, maximizing resource utilization and
maintaining a positive financial position for the organization

o  Assisting with fundraising, as well as developing funding streams, necessary to support DHNH via
grants, request for proposals for state and fWeral governments, and private donors

o  Collaborates with Board of Directors Executive Committee to develop and maintain strategic plan for
DHNH

o  Successful devebpment and implementation of programs and activities identified within the strateeic
plan of DHNH ^

o  Development of operational policies/protocols for day-to-day operations, residents, personnel and
volunteers

o  Insure community and government awareness of policies/regulations/laws through extensive
communications

0  Assisting established Evaluation team with developing objectives and measures to monitor Icq'
performance indicators to assess how the objectives are being achieved, collecting relevant data to
support evaluation, and regulady and carrying out evaluations of the organization and residents in
order to collect feedback and make adjustments as needed and necessary to meet the mission of
DHNH

o  Act as a spokesman for DHNH
o Admimsters ̂ d provides evidence based clinical services being pro\'ided to the resident for their

substance Use and co-occurring disorders, and trauma in one hour weekly sessions (or as needed) wHch
residents

o  Ove««es the day- to -day operations. Staff, interns and volunteers, of DHNH using effective
adminiscracion and supervision best pracdcea

o  Ensures government and grant funding are properly accounted for and maintained
o  Responsible for recruitment, employment and personnel management of all personnel both paid and

volunteer

o  Develop and maintHln strong ties within local communitj' and develop evidence based best practices

YWCA ofNem Hampshire, Crisis Center, Manchester, NK, MSW Internship (August 2015 to present)

Cynthia Day Family Center, K^stone Hall, Nashua, NH, MSW Internship (August 2014 to May, 2015)

o  Provide clinical support by facilitating groups and by providing individual support to clients who are at
various stages of recovery process in a substance abuse, residential treatment fecility for women and
their children

o  Researching updating, and creating approved, evidence-based, cuiriculums for recovery/relapse
prevention for psycho-cducationaJ groups that support recovery

o  Provide individual, clinical support to clients in the community and assist clients with identifting,
accessing and connecting to daily living resources upon successful completion of program at Kcvstonc
Hall



O  ProTidc case managemeot support when needed t|^ Case Managers of Keystone Hall "
Expenenc^ with using the NH WTTs system in creating proEles, treatment plans and loeeine
encounter/progress notes widi dient or . auuiuggmg

.o Co-fedlltatcd and provided clinical support for Men's Relapse and Prevention group for men who arc
in vanous stages of change and acknowledgement of their abuse, addiction, or recovery

Regional Semens amlEducation C«tf«-/The RSEC Academy. Amherst. NH (September 2005 to June 2016)
O  Tnt^w Ccofd^r for The RSEC Academy, middle school up to hi^ school and beyond

L ost-secondary transition liaison for students and parents
Focus on student motoring and developing student potential and leadership
Developed wd designed curriculum for post-secondary, transitional slaUs program aligned
with nanoaal standards and Common Core

SdeS^"^ ̂  fecilitate PATH (Pulling Altogether to Help) teams for at-risk high school
Developed and facilitate Extended Learning Opportunities and Job Shadows for career
exploration

°  students with career; college, and job/vocational training explorations and participation
Coordinate vocational training opportunities and off site pUcement in other educational
settinffssettings

Case Manager for The RSEC Academy, middle school up to school
°  Case manager with lEP development and fadUtation

E^erience with wide variety of students with diagnosed learning disabilities
o  Skilled in writing, data assessment and interpersonal communication

General Special E" ducator Pre-K - 21 years

°  educator, Pre-K - 8; General Special Educator Prc-K - 21 years°  Ccmfied as a Project Adventure experiential educator/fecUitator

EDUCATION

University of New Hampshire @ Manchester, NH
Master of Social Work (MSW) May, 2016

Notre Dame College, Manchester, NH
Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education (K-8)
Ctw! Laude, Mmber of Alpha Sifftia Lambda Honor Society

Becker Junior College, Worcester, MA
Associates in Legal Secretarial Sdencc/Paralcgal
Mmber of Pbi Tbeta Keppa Honor Society



Dismas Home New Hampshire
Executive Director/Ciinical Director

Job Description

Summary: Reporting to the Board of Directors, the Executive Director (ED) has overall
strategic and operational responsibility for DHNH staff and programming, overseeing
and providing substance use disorder services under an ASAM Level 3.1. facility related
to services, programs, expansion, and execution of its mission.

Responsibilities

Disordered Substance Use Disorders/Co-occurrIng Mental Health

•  Provide clinical support by facilitating groups and by providing individual
A cTffo residents (minimum of 1 hour each week) in recovery to meetAbAM 3.1 Level of Care, Low-Intensity Residential Alcohol and Drug
Treatment/Re-entry Program for previously incarcerated women diagnosed with
substance use disorders and co-occurring mental illnesses as they re-enter the
community. '

create evidence-based practices, curriculums for psycho-
educational groups to support recovery and clinical practice.
Oversee case management practices by DHNH case managers and CRSWs
Meet the minimum required weekly hourly supervision (100 hours) by the state of
New Hampshire for Licensed Independent Social Worker by
licensed/credentialed supervisor, LiCSW, anticipated completion April 2019

• Complete, review cases/notes, and hours to be billed to Medicaid for 90-Day
Low, Intensity residential treatment and clinical hours per each resident.

nuMu'•" complete and timely clinical records on each resident ofDHNH in order meet the licensure requirements of NH Department of Health and
Human Services, and Insurers.

' Mu 3'=<rurate case notes and SUD information about residents inNH WITS, data collection to meet the contract requirements of BDAS
• Oversee the BDAS contract expectations, standards, and quality assurances

Leaderehip & iVlanagennent:

•  Ensure ongoing programmatic excellence, rigorous program evaluation, and
consistent quality of finance and administration, fundraising, communications
and systems; recommend timelines and resources needed to achieve the
strategic goals.

•  Implement and oversee the DHNH Volunteer Program and other evidence-based
practices adopted by the program.

•  Engage board members, alumni, partnering organizations, and funders.



components, in efforts to measure successes that can be effectivelv
communicated to the board, funders. and other constituents,

Fundraising & Communications:

;  activities to support
pwarifri aspects of communications—from web presence to

sssrs" -average reiationships and community partnerships to gamer new opportunities.
Planning;

■ SSiSw'Sn"' P'»"""P P'»"PP fa
■  pofcrnTS'uSSl.''"""' »» fa-Pfa PPP

Qualifications

IS

Specific requirements include:

■  2 IfaPP «' P"fa ".an^gemen,

*  mina®'"® expeS in NonpraS?wTnlgeStS^the aW%
srrrctrdir-" •« --fa""-

*  p^p-ppp. - .fa.».,.»
*  riml!? communication skills; a persuasive and passionatecommunicator with excellent interpersonal and multidiscipiinary project skills



innovative approach to nonprofit strategic

Ability to work effectively in collaboration with diverse groups of people
Passion, idealism, integrity, positive attitude, mission-driven, and self-directed
Master l^sed Alcohol and Drug Counselor(MLADC) NH License #1000

7-^1- 18. A
Sa^'.tljtat, MSW/MLADC/tD

itness

Date

/ Dgfe



DISMAS

Key Personnel (15 months of Contract')

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from

this Contract

Amount Paid from

this Contract

Sara Lutat Executive Director F/T $ 91,000.00 30% $27,300.00

Jessica Mckenzie Program Coordinator P/T $ 40,950.00 30% $ 12,285.00

Donna Bryant Program Assistant Non-
CRSW P/T

$  9,360.00 30% $ 2,808.00

Colleen Hayward Program Assistant CRSW
under supervision P/T

$ 18,720.00 30% $ 5,616.00

Karin Powers Program Assistant/CRSW
under supervision

$ 32,760.00 30% $ 9,828.00

Dawn Thackeray Program Assistant/CRSW
under supervision

$ 18,720.00 30% $ 5,616.00

Eleanor Therrien Program Assistant/CRSW
Under supervision

$ 14,040.00 30% $ 4,212.00

Maria Torsey Program Assistant/CRSW
Under supervision

$ 18,720.00 30% $ 5,616.00

TOTALS $244,270.00 30% $ 73,281.00



JefTrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

KitjfS. Fox
Dircclor

N0y21»lB pM 2:26 DAS
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

bEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BUREAU OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREET. CONCORD, NH 03301
603<27UnO I-S00-0S2-334S Ext. 6738

Fai;603*27l-6I0S TOD Access: l>800>735-2964

www.dhhs.nh.gov

November 14, 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into a sole source amendment to eight (8) of the thirteen (13) vendors listed
below in bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services,
statewide, by increasing the total combined price limitation by $3,362,900 from $4,915,198 to
an amount not to exceed $8,278,098 with no change in the completion date of June 30, 2019,
effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval. 69.35% Federal, 13.50%
General, and 17.15% Other Funds. .

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current

Amount

Increase/

Decrease

Revised

Budget
G&C Approval

Dismas Home of New Hampshire,
Inc.

$240,000 $3,400 $243,400 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

FIT/NHNH, Inc. $854,031 $0.00

f

$854,031 0: 07/27/18 Item

#7

A: 11/14/18 Item

#14

Grafton County New Hampshire -
Department of Corrections and
Alternative Sentencing

$247,000 $0.00 $247,000 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18,Item

#7

Greater Nashua Council on

Alcoholism

$624,599 $890,300 $1,514,899 0: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Headrest $147,999 $80,600 $228,599 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Manchester Alcoholism

Rehabilitation Center

$1,118,371 $1,091,800 $2,210,171 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item



His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
end the Honorable Council
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#7

Hope on Haven Hill $278,641 $218,400 $497,041 0: 07/27/18 Item

#7

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $114,200 $401,606 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Phoenix Houses of New England,
Inc.

$232,921 $584,600 $817,521 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200 $0.00 $73,200

%

0.06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Southeastern New. Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

$589,540 $379,600 $969,140 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

m

The Community Council of Nashua,
N.H.

$162,000 $0.00 $162,000 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

West Central Services. Inc. $59,490 $0.00 $59,490 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Total $4,915,198 $3,362,900 $8,278,098

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN
TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

05-95-92.920510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPIOID RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN
H79TI081685 CFDA 93.788)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

This request is sole source because the increase to the price limitation for eight (8)
vendor exceeds ten (10) percent of the total contract value.

Substance use disorders develop when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically
and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
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major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder Is
determined using a clihical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fifth Edition criteria.

This amendment will allow the above eight (8) vendors listed above in bold to continue
and potentially expand access to residential treatment services provided to Medicaid-covered
individuals with opioid use disorder (OUD). Funds in this amendment will be used to cover $100
of room and board payments for Medicaid beneficiaries with OUD in low and high intensity
residential treatment services. These funds will support existing residential programs to
continue serving the Medicaid population, which has been cited as a challenge by treatment
providers as a result of differing rates of reimbursement between Medicaid and Commercial
payers. The vendors above will also continue to offer their existing array of treatment services,
including individual and group outpatient. Intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional
living, high and low Intensity residential services.

This amendment is part of the State's recently approved plan under the State Opioid
Response (SOR) grant, which identified access to residential treatment as a funding priority.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) approved NH's
proposal in Sepleml>er, with the expectation that funds are in services for communities within
the third month of grant award. The eight (8) vendors above will use these funds to ensure that
individuals with OUD receiving high or low intensity residential treatment have continued and/or
expanded access to the necessary level of care, which increases their ability to achieve and
maintain recovery.

Additionally, the Department vaII continue to monitor the performance of the Vendors
through monthly and quarterly reports, conducting" site visits, reviewing client records, and
engaging in activities identified in the contract monitoring and quality improvement work
referenced above. Contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

Should the Governor arid Executive Council not authorize this request residential
treatment programs may have to limit the availability of beds for individuals with OUD on
Medicaid, which would delay access to care for those individuals.
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Area served; Statewide.

Source of Funds: 69.35% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health
and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959. Federal Award Identification
Number TI010035-14, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration Slate
Opioid Response Grant. CFDA #93.788. and 13.50% General Funds and 17.15% Other Funds
frorti the Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention. Intervention
and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not
be requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

Katja S. Fox

Director

Approved by: /
Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commissioner

The Depettment of Heafth and Human Services' Mission is to join eommunltles end fam'lJes
in providing opportunities tor dtisens to achieve health and independence.



Attachment A

Financial Details

05-9MJ-920S10.33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICeS. HEALTH AHD HUMAN SVCS D6PT OF HHS- OIV FOR BEHAVORIal hpa.tu
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Olhtr Fund.) BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,

Community Counc
of Nashua^r

Nashua Convn

Mental Health Vendor Code: 1S4ll2-e001

/

SUte Fiscal Year Class/Accounl Title Increaaa/.Decrease
Revised Modified

2019

Sub-tetal

102-i500734
Svc

S4fi.6S7 $0 $46,857

DIsmes Home of NF1  Vendor Code:TBO

$0 $48,657

State Fiscal Year Class/Account nue Increase/ Oecrease Revised Modified -

2019 102-500704 Contracts for Prog
Svc $72,381 $0 $72,361

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcohoibm Rehab

Ctx/Fsmom VendorCode: 177204-BOOS

$0 $72,361

State Fiscal Yeer Class/Account Title * Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

20t9

Sut>-toiel

102-500724 ' Contracts for Prog
Svc $337,285 .  $0 $337,266

FIT/NHNH VendorCode: 157730-BM1

$0 $337,286

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oecrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc $194,759 $0 $194,759

GraAon County Vendor Code: 177397-6003

$0 $194.759

State Flecsl Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019

Sut>-iotal

102-500734 Conirscis for Prog
Svc

$74,492 $0 $74,492

Gresier Nashua

CouncQ on .

AlcohoUsffl Vendor Code: 166574-6001

$0 $74,492

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-^734
Svc

$188,372 $0 $166,372

Headrest. Inc VendorCode: 175226-BOOl

4 100. SO $166,372

State Fiscal Year Clase/Aceount Title nerease/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019

Sub-toisl

102-500734
Svc

$44,635

$44,535 $0

$44,635

$44,635

AtU(hm«ni A

Financial Detail

Pace let 6



Attachment A '

Financial Details

Hope on Havan Hit) Vendor Coda: 275^9-8001

State Fiscal Year Ciasa/Acceuni TlUa Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Coniracls for Prog

-Svc
S84,035 $0 $84,035

Sub-total $84,035 $0 $84,035

Noflh Country
Haatlh Consortium Vendor Code: 158557-8001

State Fiscal Year ClBsa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Coniracis for Prog

Svc
586.678 $88,678

8ut>-iotal $86,678 $0 $86,678

Phoof^ Houses of
New England, inc. VandorCoda: 177589-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account -  Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 . 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$70,246 $70,246

Sub-total $70,246 $0 $70,246

Seacoasi Youth

Ser^ces Vendor Code: 203944-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreasa
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$22,076 $0 $22,076

SuMotal $22,076 $0 $22,076

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Dntg
Services VandorCoda 155292-8001

State Fiscal Year Ctast/Accouni - Title Budget Amount incrssss/ Decrsase
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$177,799 $0 $177,799

Sub-total $177,799 $0 $177,799

West Central

Services VandorCoda: 177654-BOOl

State Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title Budget Amount increasa/ Dacrsasa
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$17,942 $0 $17,942

Sub-total $17,942 $0 $17,942

$1,419,560 $0 $1,419,560

t

05-95-92.920510-33940000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS. CLINICAL SERVICES jM%Federal Funds, 20%Ganarsl Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Community Ccur>cil
of Nashus-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health Vendor Coda: 154112-BO01

\

State Flscel Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount ncreasa/ Oecreass
Revlsad Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$113,143 $0 $113,143

Sub-total $113,143 $0 $113,143

Atiaclwntnt A

financial Oviail

Pace 2 of 9



AUachmentA

Financial Details

Olsmas Homo of NH Vendor Code:TBO

StBtt PIscAl Yoor Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increese/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-50p7S4 Contracts for Prog
Sve

$167,619 $0 $167,619

Sub-loul $167,619 $0 $167,619

Easier Seals of NH

Manchesier

AJcohoIlsm Rehab

Ctr/Pamum Vendor Code: 177204-B005

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Deereaee
Revised Modified.

Budpet ^

2019 102-500734
Corttracts for Prog

Svc
$761,083 $0 $781,083

Sub-total $781,083 $0 $781,083

FirmHNH Vendor Code: 1S7730«001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreeae
Revised Modified

Budoel

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$451,016 $0 $451,016

Sub-total $451,016 - $0 $451,016'

Grafton County VendorCode: 177397-B003

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TItIa Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreeee
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$172,508 $0 $172,508

Sub-total $172,508 $0 $172,508

Greater Nashua

Council CO

Alcohontm VendorCode: 166574-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increaee/ Oecreeae'
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
CoolnKta for Prog

Svc
$436,227 $0 $436,227

Sub-tolsl $436,227 $0 $436,227

Headrest, Inc Vendor Code: 175226-8001

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Deereaee
Revleed Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103,364 $0 $103,364

Sut>-total $103,364 $0 $103,364

Hope on Haven hCU Vendor Code: 275119-6001

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount' Increaae/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracis for Prog

Svc
$194,606 $0 $194,606

Sub-leial . $194,606 $0 $194,606

North Courttry
Heellh Consortluni VendorCode: 158557-6001

-

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title

I

Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
1

Contracts for Prog
Svc

$200,728 $0 $200,728

Sub-total $200,728 $0 $200,728

AtiKhment A

FlnancM DeuB
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Aitachmenl A

Financial Details

Phoonix Houses of

New England, Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-0001

Siete Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Incressel Decrease
Revised Modified

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S162.675 $0 $162,675

Sub-tolal <  5162,675 SO 5162.675

Seacoast Youth

Services

/

Vendor Code: 203944-B001

State Fiscal Year

•«

Class/Account Title Budget Amount . Increase/ Decrease
Revlead ModlOed

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
551,124 50 551,124

Sul>-total 551.124 50 551,124

Southaaslem NH

Alcohol end Drug
San/ices VervlorCode 155292-B001

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Tllle Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5411.741 SO 5411,741

Sub-total 5411,741 50 5411,741

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177654-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Conlrects for Prog

Svc-
541.548 ' 50 541.548

SutMotal 541.548 SO 541.548

Total Clinical Svs 53.287.382 iQ. $3,287,382

OM^92-92051I>-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPIOlO RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN H79TI081M5CFOA 93.768)

Community Council
ol Nashu»-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health VendorCode: 154112-eOOI

State Fiscal Year Class/AccounI Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Conlrects for Prog

Svc-
SO SO $0

Sub-lotal $0 SO 50

Oismas Home ol NH Vendor Code;TBO

State Fiscal Yeor Class/Account Tllle Budget Amount Increase/ Decreese
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 '102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

50 53.400 53.400

Sub-total 50 53.400 53.400

Easier Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Cir/Famum VendorCode; 177204-6005

•

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount ' Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

Ai(Klwne<u A

FInsncUl Oeiall
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2019 102-500734

Attach

Financi

Contracts for Prog
Svc

ment A

a! Details

SO si.o9i.eoo S1.091.800

Sub*totel SO S1.091.800 S1.001.600

FtT/NHNH Vendor Code: 1S7730-B00I

Stete Fiacel Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oecresse
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S208.256 SO $208,256

Sub-total S208.256 SO S208.256

Graflort County VendorCode: 177397-6003

State Fiscal Year Cless/Accbunt Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
.  Rfvlaed Modified

2010 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
SvC

SO SO SO

Sub-total SO SO SO

Greater Nashua

Council on

AlcohoDsm Vendor Code; 166574-6001

Stale Fiscal Yeix ClasafAccount Title Budget Amount
Revleed Modified

2019 102-5iXI734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

SO S690,300 S890.300

Sub-total SO S890.300 S890.300

Headrest. Inc Vendor Code: 175226-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revlssd Modified

Budfltt

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S80.600 S80.600

SulHotal SO S8o.eoo S80.600

Hope on Haven Hill Vendor Code: 275119«001

State Fiscal Year Ctass/Acceunt Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revleed Modified .

2019 102-500734
Coniracis for Prog

Svc
SO S218.400 S218.400

Sub-total SO S218.400 S218.400

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 158557-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Rivfsed Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S114.200 $114,200

Sub-total SO S114.200 /  $114,200

Phoenix Houses of

New England, Itk. VendorCode: 177589-6001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Acceunt TlUe Budget Amount Increaie/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S584.600 $584,800

Sub-total SO . SS84.800 $584,600

SOKMSI YOuUt

Services Vertdor Code: 203944^001

1 Sta(e Flfcsl Year | Clsis/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

Attachment A

FinancUl OeuU
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Attachment A

Financial Details

2019 102-500734
1 Contracts for Prog
1  Svc SO $0

1  Sub-Iota! t . 1 SO $0 . ;;-$o

Soutneastom NH

Alcohol and Drug
Sofvtcas

I

Vendor Coda 155292-6001

Stata Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Reviaed Modified

2019 102-500734
Contrects for Prog

Svc
SO $379,600 $379,600

SutMotal SO $379,600 $379,600

Woai Contral

Senlcai Vendor Code: 1776S4-B001

Suta Fiscal Yaar Class/Account nua Budget Amount Increeea/ Decreese
Revleed Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 SO SO

Sub-total SO $0 $0
Total SOR Crant $208,256 $3,362,900 $3,571,156

Grand Total All $4,915,198 $3,362,900 $8,278,098

Grand Toial bv VandV

PP Vendors Current Price Limitation Increase/Decrease New Price Limitation

0

Community Council of Nashua-
Gr Nashua Comm Menial Health

Vendor Code:

154112-6001 S162.000 $0 $162,000

0 Olsmas Home of NH Vendor Code:TBO $240,000 $3,400 $243,400

0

Easter Seals of NH Manchester
Alcoholism Rehab CtrfFsmum

Vendor Code:

177204-6005 $1,118,371

8
OC

i

$2,210,171

0 . FIT/NHNH

Vendor Code;

157730-6001 $654,031 $0 $854,031

0 Grafton Counlv
Vendor Code:

177397-6003 ' $247,000 $0 $247,000

0

Greater Nashua Council on

Alcoholism

Vendor Code:

166574-6001 $624,599 $890,300 $1,514,899

0 Keadresi. Inc

Vendor Code:

175226-6001 $147,999 $80,600 $228,599

Hooe on Haven Hilt

Vendor Code:

275119-6001 $278,641 $218,400 $497,041

0 North Country Health Consortium
Ver)dor Code:

158557-8001 $287,406 $114,200 $401,606

0

Phoenix Houses of New England.
Inc.

Vendor Code:

. 177589-6001 $232,921 $584,600 $817,521

0 Seacoasi Youth Services
Vendor Code:

203944-B001 $73,200 SO $73,200

0

Southeastern NH AlcoTtol artd
>UQ Sen/ices

- Vendor Code

155292-B001 $589,540 $379,600 $969,140

0 Mesi Central Services

Vendor Code:

177654-6001 $59,490 SO $59,490
loial 1 $4,915,198 $3,362,900 $8,276,096 i

AUKhtnentA

Financial 0«(>il
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New Hampishire Department of Health and Human Services
Subatance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Sub8tar)ce Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2"^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2") dated this 30th day of August, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereiriafter referred to as the
"State" or "Departmerit") and Qismas Horne of New Hampshire, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "the
Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 102 Fourth Street. Manchester NH
03102.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20. 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7).the Contractor agreed to perform
certain senrices based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in
consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph-18, and the State may modify the
scope of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and
approval from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services and increase the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows;

1. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$243,400.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan 0. White, Director.

3. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A. Scope of Senrices with Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of
Servites.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit B, Methods and Condltipns Precedent to Payment with Exhibit 8,
Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

6. Delete Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table and replace with Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table.

Olsmas Hofne of New Hampshire. Inc., Amendment #2
RFA-201S^OAS-61-SU8ST-01 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substanco Use Dteorder Treatment and Recovery Support Scfvicea

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below.

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

\\\\^
Date • Katja S. Fox '

Director

DIsmas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.,

//. l(p. lS—
Date ^ LuTRT

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of County of flills on ll-llo'\? before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person Wbntified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document In the
opacity Indicated,above.

' ■̂Q ^ Jll- tip
Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

/

nnflrta I.
Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

OONNA L ST. CVR. Notary Public
State of New Hampahbe

-  . . _ , MyCommiisiooExpiroeApril20,202tMy Commission Expires: «v.w

Oismas Home of New Hampshire. Inc.. Amertdmeni 92
RFA-2019-80AS-01-SU8ST-01 Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dteordor Treatment and Recovery Support Servlceq

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name;

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Harhpshire at the Meeting on: ' (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.,
RFA-201SSOAS^}1-SU8ST'0l

Amendment 12
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New Hampshire Department of Heaith and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment 02

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance services

they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure meaningful access
to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an Impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to'achieve compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a

Subreclpient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.5. Standard-Compliance

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all Information security and privacy requirements as
set by the Department.

1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal Information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with. FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Di^rder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes;

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

•Vi*.

Dismas Horn© of Now Hampshire. Inc. ExNbli a, Amendmenl f2 Contractor Mtisis

RFA.20l0-eDAS^1-SUBST-01 P#08lo(26 DoleJOau5^



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.5.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal
preparations.

1.5.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.5.2.3.5. injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any Individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
Injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
>  recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hampshire. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services In accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. The Contractor must assist clients with enrolling in public or private
heatth insurance, if the dient is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and fadlitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR
Grant funds, as dinically appropriate.

1.5.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDSiprogram.

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use. treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals .who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have Income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use:disorder.

DIsmas Home of New Hampshire, inc. a. Amendmern R Contradof inUiafa 6j\
RFA-2019-BOAS-01.-SU8ST-01 Page 2 of 26 Data i I T/.



New Hampohire Department of Health and Human Services
SutMtance Use Olaorder Treatment end Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model

(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience' of individuals, families and

communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery NetworK($) (IDNs) of services

available in order to align this wor1( with ION projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networlts (RPHN) of
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN

projects that may be similar or impact the ̂ me populations.

.  2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community. service
providers involved in the client's care and the client's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Hub

contractors including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to sen/ices

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board
payment to the Hub;

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and

services with the clients' preferred Regional
Hub to ensure that each room and board client

served has a GPRA interview completed at

intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub' services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for sen/Ices

within forty-eight (48) hours;-and

2.2.2.4.5. Refem'ng clients to Hub services at the time of
discharge when a client Is in need of Hub

services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients beirtg
served.

DismdS Home of New Hampshire. Inc. a. Ameftdment #2 ' Contractor inhtab.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment 02

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance

of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Senrices

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use

disorder treatment services according to an individualized
treatment plan designed to support individuals as they

transition back into the community. Transitional Living

Services are not deftned by ASAM. Transitional Living

services must include at least 3 hours of dinical services per

week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under
the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining
hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support

Worker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supervisor or a
Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay In this
service is six (6) months. Adult residents typically work in the

community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM

Criteria. Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential substance use

disorder treatment senrices designed to support individuals

that need this residential sen/Ice. The goal of low-intensity

residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-

sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in

the community and may pay a portion of their room and

board.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2: The Contractor must cdrS^^intake screenings as follows:
2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting

in person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)

business days from the date that individual contacts the
Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Eidiibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor iniUaia.
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New Hampehtre Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

^  Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact must t>e
documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

individual, using the eligibility module in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
must be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by askirig clients about any changes
in income no less frequently than every 4
weeks. Inquiries about changes in income
must be documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all

services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial
Intake Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web
Information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department when the individual is determined probable of being eligible for
services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Asse^ment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a clinical
evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the
Department that include DSM 5 diagnostic information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
in October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client;

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim sen/ices or within 3
business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.
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2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4

above before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3'

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4

above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical

evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless;

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Section 2.5.4. in which case the client may chose:
%

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM

Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's
service area that provides the ̂ rvice with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for sen/ices in order of the

priority described below:

' 2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children are hot in their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, including the provision of interim

services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the

needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Hub the client's area to

connect the client with substance use disorder

treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying

alternative providers and with accessing

services with these providers. This assistance

must include actively reaching out to identify

providers on the behalf of the client.
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2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall include;

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as

needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3;3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either In the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

vrith the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8.. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for Individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client Is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor must include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies involved in
the client's care, including but not limited to; '

2.5.11.1. The Department's Divisiori of Children. YOuth and Families
(DCYF)
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2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this

contract when a client does not consent to Information sharing in Section
2.5.11 above except that clients who refuse to consent to information

sharing with the Regional Hub shall not receive services utilizing State
Opiold Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information
sharing In Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the

consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this

contract except that clients who rescind consent to information sharing
with the Regional Hub shall not receive any additional senrices utilizing

State Opioid Response (SOR) fundirig.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

•  2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

.,..2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential sen/Ices

pursuant to RSA 31&-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the dass of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must proyide'-sub^a||^ use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contrador agrees that adolescents and adults .do not

share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

2.6. Waitlists ,

2.6.1. The Contrador will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contrad arid dients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contrador will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initial contad in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sedions 2.3^

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4
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2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service
and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8

above by the type of service and payer source for • the
services.

I  ■ ^ . .
2.7. Assistance v^th Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for Initial entry into

the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private insurance. Including but not

limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen

(14) days after intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'

refusal of such assistance must be dearly documented In the
client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all dients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening. Intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of tre^ment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and

stabilize all dients ba^ on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a dient's level of risk

•  Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can

provided under this Contrad; If a client's risk levelindicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contrad, then the Contrador shall integrate
withdrawal managemerit into the dient's treatment plan ar^
provide oivgoir^g assessment'^of withdrawal risk to ensure that

withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer dients to a facility where the services can.be provided
when a client's risk indicates, a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contrad;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

provider to admit the dient to an appropriate service once the
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client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3)
sessions. Whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4

above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified
the client's admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the
requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions written In teirns that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.6.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there is a stated time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's Involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and inten/entions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less

frequerttlythan every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever

is less frequent. Treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client

is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes in the clients

functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.
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2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or If

applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative, to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's carie with

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor

will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part

2 consent, if applicable, are obtained In
advance in compliance with state, federal laws

and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients virith co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and if the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor will make an appropriate refeo'al to

one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are

^  obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the client

does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor will make.. an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider if appropriate consents from

the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance in
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compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as .applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services

offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party insurance, if

applicable. If appropriate consents from the

client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the client, including but not limited

to the Department's Division of .Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the
Regional Hub as applicable and allowable with

consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2;8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file If the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section 2.3.1.1), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in
accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
sen/ices when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals articulated in the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level

of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or
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2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Cnteria B: The patient is not
.  yet making progress, but has the capacity to

resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to

continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C; New probiems
have been identified that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The new

problem or priority requires services, the,

frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current
level of care. The level of care which the

patient is receiving treatment is therefore the
least intensive levei at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include;

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
probiem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
-at a less Intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the probiem(8) that
justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have

achieved the maximum possible benefrt from

engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more
or less intensive) in the same type of services,
or discharge from treatment, is therefore

indicated; or
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2.8.^5:3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit

his or her ability to resolve his or her

problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively

different level of care or type of service, or

discharge from treatment, Is therefore Indicated;

or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 0: The patient has

experienced an Intensification of his or her

problem(s). or has developed a new

problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a

more intensive le>^l of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued

services/transfer/ or discharge Is necessary for Transitional

Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver ail services in this Agreement using evidence

based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall ̂ e Included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse .intervention on the SAM.HSA
Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

httpis://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service Is based'on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver senrices in this Contract In accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be

purchased online through the ASAM website at:

http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
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available at http;//store.samhsa.gov/list/series7name-TIP-
Series-Treatment-Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available . at

http;//store.samhsa.gov/iist/series?name=Technical- .
Assistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible cjients receiving services under this
cofitract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and

nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include;

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the
use of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control
Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco

cessation counselors available through the
OuitLlne; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies

and procedures that at a minimum:
r.

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral

tobacco products or "spit' tobacco, and the use of electronic

devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited

outside of the facility on the grounds.
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2.10.1.6. Include the following If use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be
extinguished and disposed of In appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not property
maintained, it can be eliminated at the

-  discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8.' Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of

work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the numt)er of clients served including but riot limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS. LADCs and
individuals licensed by the Board of Mental HeaHh Practice or
Board of Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any
clinical or recovery support services within their scope of
practice.
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3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as Individuals who have
completed the required coursework for licensure by the Board
of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental
Health Practice or Board of Psychology and are working to
accumulate the work experience required for licensure.
Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supen/islon of a licensed
supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support '^rkers (CRSWs) who may
deliver intensive case management and other recovery
support services within their scope of practice provided that
they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals
who are working to accumulate the work experience required
for certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case
management and other recovery support senrices within their

scope of krtowledge provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum:

. 3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the teaming experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics vyith specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies; The Knowledge. Skills, and
Attitudes • of Professional Practice, available at
http://store.samhsa.g0v/product/T AP-21 -Addiction-Counseling-
Competencies/SMA15^171 and
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3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2. - '

3.3. The Contrador shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
Indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work lime Is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a
new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope
of services is hired to worit In the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy^of the
resume of the employee, which clearly Indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework. experience and core competencies for those Interns having
direct contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor must
have student Interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on
the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge,
Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2. and appropriate
Information security and confidentiality practices for handling protected health
information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded, by 42
CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health
information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42
CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8.- The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing
field of substance use disorders., and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide'in-service training to all staff Involved in client care within
15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following;

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, inc.' Exhibll A. Amendment#2 Contractor inHisU
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3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an

approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
immunodeficiency vinjs (HIV), tuberculosis (IB) and sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff;

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply v^th the additional licensing requirements for medically

monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Heatth Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record all

client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing sen/ices, obtain written informed consent from

the client stating that the client understands that;

5.2.1. The WITS system Is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all information that is entered into the

WITS system;

5.2.3. ' Any information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the

State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information is entered into the WITS system

complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed con^nt in 5.2 and/or consent In
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
be assisted In finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Secun'ty Requirements Exhibit K.

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. Brfifbii A, Amendment #2 Contractor initiate ■4.']
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5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are In a program that Is funded by
or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are-discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1,1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than

the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible, and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that;

6.1.3.1. 'Critical incident* means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-

being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. ■ Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau In writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

DIsmss Home of New Hampshire, Inc. ErfilM A, AmcraJment 02 ContrBctor Initials j
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6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide

immediate verbal notrficaltion of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,

and agency/organization; ,

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of : bjfih' '(DOB) of the
indivjduat(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,

where, how the event happened, and other

relevant information, as well as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

i

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had

reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed 'Sentinel Event Reporting Form'

(February 2017), available at

https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting4orm.pdf

to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to

the Department, in writing, as It become available or upon

request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional Information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if'required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,

as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with OUD, the

contractor must coordinate client data and services with the Regional Hub(s) to

ensure that each client served has a Government Performance and Results

Modernization Act (GPRA) Interview completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6)

months, and discharge.

6.3. The contractor must coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD

for whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the local
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Regional Hub Including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation
results for level of care placement directly from the Hub(8).

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in^person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation In site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by

the Department. ̂
N

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service amay
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources
to consistently and evenly deliver these,services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the
contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the
contract period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of

more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed time
on the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department
within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the disaepancy
within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
6.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a

budget column allowing'for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will be evaluated

on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of o^ratir^ expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

6.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short tenn investments
divided by total operating expenditures. less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
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term Investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have-.enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets
available to cover the cost of current liabilities. '

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: -The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition; The ratio of Net income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
Exp>ense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and Interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Cor^ractbr shall maintain a
minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an Indication of the Contractor's ability.
to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.
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8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: Jhe Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. in the event that the Contractor does not meet either: '*

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of 'any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
■ for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days .of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1 The Contractor shall update thecon-ective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide, additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
infonfiation In a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Conti'actor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any . actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to
have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and Include
the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not. generated by or
resulting from funds.provided pursuant to this Agreement, these reports are due'within
thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each rnonth.

9. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
for residential level of care 3.1 under this contract that enter care directly through the'
Contractor who consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub for SLID Services
receive a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination.

9.2. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Regional Hub
for SUD Services for residential level of care 3.1 who will t>e covered by room and
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board payments under this contract have proper consents in place for transfer of
information for ttie purposes of data collection between the Hub and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for dient services rendered from all
sources of funds. . "

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including
but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected In WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The

Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of dients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of dients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of dients out of all clients discharged

meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5.1. Reduction In /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase In/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first senrlce

\

9.4.5.3. Reduction In/no change In number of Individuals arrested in

past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have

stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.5.5. Increase In/no charrge In number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared,to first
service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. Iri the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days
from the date of the final findlnjgs \which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;
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10.2.2. The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each

deficiency:

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and.

10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on

implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block
1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by;

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment,
and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Heajth and Human
Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,
Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State
Opiold Response Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A.' Scope of Services
in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this
contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for sen/ices
described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

i

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client, needs a

service that is not covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. The Contractor shall provide a final budget for State Fiscal Year 2021 no later
than March 31, 2020 for Department approval, which shall be submitted for

Governor and Executive Council approval no later than June 30, 2020.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1. AmerKjment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stat^.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are alMnclusive contract rates to

deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
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amount to charge the Department for services delivered as part of thiis
Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit
B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall;

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance

. plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a
client's admittance into the program and to Immediately refund any
overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payrrlents received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided
to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate,
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 when the Insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit 8, Amendment #2.
Section 8, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full

'  amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If. any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment
#2 remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer
(if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall charge the
Department the balance (the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1
Amendment #2. Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
insurer and the amount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by
the corresponding percentage staled in Exhibit 8. Amendment #2, Section 8
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources
necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees In Section 5.2.2 above, until after worldng
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
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their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and counseled
regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions including discharge
from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial
accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit 8-1. Amendment #2 except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living (See Section 6 below) and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 3.1 (See Section 6 below).

5.8.. In the event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B.
Amendment #2. Section 5.7.1 and 5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated In

. Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2. Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the

parties in the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client
or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties,.according to a correct application
of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the
Contractor must repay the state in.an amount and within a timeframe agreed
upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room arid Board for Medicaid clients v^th Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care 3.1.
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments,

up to $100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care 3.1 *

6.2. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.2.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.2.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.2.3. ' Period for which room and, board payments cover;

.6.2.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range
identified In 6.2.3

6.2.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.3. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses
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incurred for room and board In the prior month. The State shall make
payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each Invoice for
Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices must be
submitted In a Department approved manner.

The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use
Disorder.

6.4.

6.5.

7.

The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with
documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving
services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services
7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment
#2 using the sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor
may charge the client
up to the following
amount for room .and

board per week:

0%-138% $0
139%-149% $8
150%-199% $12
200% - 249% $25
250% - 299% $40
300% - 349% $57
350%-399% $77 1

7.3.

7.4.

The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to
room and board.

8. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living
8.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this contract

to the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare,

Olsmas Home of New Hampshire, inc.

RFA<2019^0A5-01-SUBST-01

B, A/nendment 92
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Vendor tniUals
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New Kampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

and private Insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to
the sliding fee scale.

8.2. Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor rhay charge in accordance
with Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract

only when the client does not have any other payer source other than this
contract.

Sliding Fee Scale
9.1. The Contractor shalKapply the sliding fee scale In accordance with Exhibit B,

Amendment #2.Section 5 above.

9.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows;

9.

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate in

Exhibit B-1 to Charge
the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%- 199% 12%

200%-249% 25% .

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

9.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

10. Submrttir^ Charges for Payment
10.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2

Service Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

10.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

10.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that
encounter notes are ready for review.

10.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and
are ready for review.

10.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval
for the billing month.

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUaST-OI

EitfVbn a. Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment d2

10.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

10.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of

the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

10.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this

contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through
WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative

process for submitting invoices.

10.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SUO clients with Opioid Use
Disorder that are Medicaid coded for both residential and transitional living

services.

11. When the contract price limitation is reached the program shall continue to operate at full
capacity at no charge to the Department for the duration of the contract period.

12. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

13. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

14. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services
provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

15. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final Invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

16. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment

(SAPT) Block Grant funds:
16.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

16.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block

Grant expenditures to:

16.2.1. Make cash payments to Intended recipients of substance abuse

services.

16.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in

Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided In penal or

correctional institutions of the State.

16.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose

of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human

Dlsmas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. ExhlbH B. Amendment #2 Vendor Inltisls.
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Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied
by appropriate pre and |Mst-test counseling.

16.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs
or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for
intravenous drug abusers. .

16.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal CharitabletChoice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable

Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory
provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in
2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local

government to organizations participating in applicable programs
may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious instruction, or proselytizatlon. If an organization conducts
such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location,
from the programs or services for which it receives funds directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Dismas Home of New Hampshire. Inc. £xhibft B. Amendmeni #2 Vendor irttiais.
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Service Fee Table

1; The Contract Rates in the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:
Maximum Allowable

Charae Unit
1.1

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation
1.2

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00 Per day

1.3
1 Low-Intensity Residential for

Adults only for clinical services
and room and board $119.00 Per day

1.4 Low-intensity Residential -
Enhanced room and board for
Medicaid clients with ODD $100.00* Per Day

Oismas Home of New Hampehlre. Inc.
RFA-201&eOA$41-SUBST

EidUbH B-1, Amendment #2
Pege i of i
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSmRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND H.UMAN SERVICES

BjyjSION FOR BEHA VtORAL HEAL TH

bvreavofdrugand alcohol services

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603*271>6I1D {•800-SS2-3345 ExL 5738

Fbi:<03-27I-5105 TDDAectn: l-S00-735<2964
www.'dbbt.Dh.gov

7. /

.  July 10. 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

•Concord. New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTfQN

Action ffl) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
SeM^. to enter Into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
n bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide by

limitation by $1,549,015. from $3,157,927. to an amount not to exwed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1. 2018. upon approval of the Governor and Executive Council
through June 30, 2019. 55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.
^on #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Senrlces. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Ser>4<»s. to an^nd contracts wflh ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed In bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change to the
price limitation or completion date,. effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Coundl

contracts were approved by the Governor and Executive Council on June 20
2018 (Late Item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current
Amount

Increase/
Decrease

Revised

Budget
Dism^ Home of New Hampshire, Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000
FfT/NHNH, Inc. $0 $645,775 $645,775
Graflon County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative Sentencing $247,000 $0 $247,000
Greater Nashua Council on Alccholism $0 $624,599 $624,599
Headrest ^$147,999 $0 $147,999
Manchester Alcoholism RehabDitalton Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371
Hope on Haven Hill $0 $278,641 $278,841
North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,406
Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921
Seacosst Youth Services $73,200 $0 $73,200
Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $569,540
The Community Council of Nashua, N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000
West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942
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*0 support this request are available In State Fiscal Year 2019 in the following accounts
wi h, the autho^ to adjust encumbrarices between State Rscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, If needed and Justified.

05.95.92-920510-33620000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS.

GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95.92-920510-33640000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS

"""Q * alcohol SVCS.CLINICAL SERVICES (eOY® Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)
Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

Action ffl)

Requested Action #1 Is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH. Inc. were
continuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed in time to place
the Item on ttw. agenda for the June 20. 2018 Governor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
wth Greater ̂ shua^uncil on Alcoholism and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the

audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering Into an Agreement, and to add
rnontoring language to address the audit findings. If these actions were not taken

rel^ctively. the result would have been a gap in critical subst^ce use disorder" treatment and
recovery support services In the Slate's two largest cities.

I/"® Department requests approval of three (3), agreements. Ten (10) agreements werepreviously approved by Governor and Executive Council on June 20, 2018 Late Item G. These
^reemente will allow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

substance use disorders, who haveIncome below 4^ of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
.?■ ^ disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or doigs "causesdiniwlly and fuirct onally significant impairmonl, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet

existence of a .substance use disorder Is
»  1^.® evaiualton based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disordersrirth Edition criteria. '

Pafl 0' "10 Department's overall strategy to respond to the opioldepideinic that conUnuw lo negatively impact New Hampshire's Individuals, families, and communities
®"'"'®"®« "®^ disorders. Under the current iteration of these

T J « ? ■ . vendors, are delivenng an array .of treatment services. Including Individual and^up outpatimt. intensive outpatient, partial hospltalizafon. transitional living, high and low Intensity
^dentlal. and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
ih^^nTnn^H^a ®®'^®®® offer^ by each vendor varies sllghUy, togethervf poTh m 5^ th ® ®°^®'®" ''y 'iii® contract between May 1.2017 and Aprilo. f f overdose deaths In New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017

?' xJ, "'® 2017 statistics are expected to Increase slightly as cases areanalysis. This reduction In deaths Indicates that the overall strategy Including preventlbn.Intervention. treatmenL and recovery support services may be having a poslbve Impact.
The Department published a Request for Applications Tor Substance Use Disorder Treatment

^®®® (R''A-2019-BDAS.01-SUBST) on the Department of Health andHumans Sen^s website April 20, 2018 through May 10. 2018. The Department received sbrteen (16)
appli^tons.JRi^ proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
kno\^8dy. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) lo provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of the Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated: however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
proN^de those ser^ces. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quality Improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim
services If they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of senrices by assessing client
Income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities Identified in the
contract monitoring and quality Improvement work referenced above', in addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriatertess. retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance improvement goals in future contracts. Finally,
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

All thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Governor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the verxJors would to!.have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide Individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery. -

Action #2)

Requested Action .#2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors In meeting contract requirements.

The changes-to the contracts include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation Is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrolling In Insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that Is not expected to negatively Impact client care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth In Action These
chariges are being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the admlrilstrative burden associated with service delivery
without compromising client care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Ex^utive Cpundl determine to not authorize this Request Action #2.
the gap between the cost of care and reimbursemeht rates will remain the same, which vendors have
Indicated may result In having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement In services provided.
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Area served; Statewide.

Sourw of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
TI010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

Katja S. Fox
Director

jVfrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

Th9 Departmdnt of Health and Human Sards' Mlatton fs toJoin oommur^s end femUha
ki fifovUIng opportunUee for eiOiene to echJevo hea/l/t and Indopendenea.



Now Hampohtro Dcpartmont of Health and Human Sorvlcea
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & f^curement Unit

Summary Scortnfl Sheet

Subftcnet Um Dlserdir Tfitmtrt And

' RtCQiwy awpppct Stnricw
RfAKam

RFA<201»4OA&ei-SUBST

RSA Numbtr

Bidder Name

County of Giefton New Hempshire • Crafton
County Ocpaftment et CerreeUone

•ujunum

Paints Actual Paints Raglan

44e arc Nonh Country

DItmaa Heroe of New Kempthlra. Irte. 440 202 Grseter Menehesiar

Manchestar Akcdtonem RehabOltatlon Canter 440 230 Grsstsr Utnehastar

Manchester AicohoOtm RehabntisOoo Center 440 320 Capital

FnTNHNH, inc. 440 300 Omtar Manchester

Graflon County New Hampahtro • Onrfton County
Altemattw) Santanctng 440 2M NofUi Country

Tha CoRununlty Council of Nashua, N. H. 440 2S0 Orecter Nashus

Hafo Educatlonst Systems 440 SM baloW tlpperVafley

Hsadrest 440 303 Upper Valley

Hope on Havan HIU Inc. 440 304 OtrifliDrd County

Grastar.liashtia.Counctl on Alcoholism 440 300 ' 'Oraetf r Neshua

North Country Hsalth Consoithnn 440 32S North Country

North Country Health CerttortSum 440 2SS Cairei County

PhotnU Housas of New Enaland, hK. 440 301' Menadneek

Seacoaat Youth Barvfcaa ' 440* • 215 Seaeoest .

Sas coast Youth Strvlces 440 219 Strsfferd County

Southssstcm New Hampahlra Alcohol & Drug
Abusa Sarvtcas •  440 320 Seaeoest

Southaastsm Alcohol A Drug Alwaa Sarvtces 440 2T0 Straftord >

Wast Central Sarvtces. Inc. 440 221 Oraater Suflivtn

White Horse Addiction Cantar, Inc. 440 1iO~ Carrol Cownty

RdvtowfT hfame*

■ Srvea Adniln II

2.

. BOAS
XSTGno^regrvnTpSSSSnr
BH9

. SAawn Biikay. Aiog Sptcbbl rv.
•*• Cftaa BTM H—w

. P«iK)trm^Cenic•]SnlC•

■ Sfldfl^ftjoA^gefSng'^
. »BySKS3aS?WP3c7X5in

*Hslo EducaSonal SydemarAppncstlon was diaquallSed •» non^aapontive.
"While Hofse Addiction Center. Inc.; Vender wee not eelected.



Attachment A

FinancJai Details

0$-SS42-ft20510O3S200D0 KEALnt AMD SOCtAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN 8VCS OEPT OF. HHS: DtV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF 0RU9 8 ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

Commisiity Coundl
of Nsstwa-Or

NaattjaComm

Mental HealViVendor Coda: 154112-800)

Stats Fiscal YssrClass/AccountTWeBudget Amount
Increesef Decrease

Rovlsed Modifttd

Budget

2010102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$46,657SO$48,887

Suh4otal$48,657SOI $48,857

Olsmss Horns of NHVendor Code:TBO

Stats Fbcal YsarCtasa/AccouhtTitleBudget Amount
Irtcreasef Decreeas

Revised Modlflad

Budget

2019102-500734
Contracts for Prog

$72,381$0$72,381

Sub-toial$72,381SO$72,381

Easter Scab of NH

Manchester

Alcohoism Reheb

Ctr/FamumVendor Cede: 177204-B00S

Slate Fiscal YearClass/AccountTttlaBudget Amount
Iflcraase/Oecreese

Revised Modified

Budget

2019102-500734Ccntrects for Prog
Svc

$337,286SO$337,268

Sul>4ota]$337,288$0$337,288

FfTINHNHVendor Code: 15773G8W1

Stats Ftscal YsarClass/AccountTlUaBudget Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revised Modtfled

Budget

2019102-600734
Cor^&sets for Prog

Svc
10$194,759$194,759

8ub-totaJ$0$194,759$194,759

Qrefton CountyVcndorCode; 177397-8003

State Flacal YearClass/Account -TUeBudget Amount
Incrocsc/Decrease

Revised Moaned

Budget

2019102-600734
Contreas for ̂og

Svc
$74,492to$74,492

Sut>48tBl$74,492SO$74,492

Greater Nashua

CouncOon

AloohoAsmVendor Code: 168574-B001

Stats Ftscal YearCtessfAccountTIUsBudget AmountIncrease/ Decrease
Revissd Modiflsd

Budoet

2010102-500734Cendects tor Prog
Svc

$0$168,372$188,372

Subtotal$0 •$188,372$168,372

Heaitest. IncVendor Code: 17S226-B001

Stats riacal YearClaas/AccotmtTWeBudget Amount
Increase/ OetMiSO

Revised Modified

Budeet

2019102-500734Corrects tor Prde
Svc

$44,635$44,635

Subtotal$44,635so$44,635

AttachniemA

NnmitlOetsP

F«ss 1 el4



Allschment A

Finsnclil Details

Hope 6n Hav^ HIU Vendor Code; 27511»«)01

Steto Flacal Ynr Clasa/Account TItto Budget Amount increase/ Oecnraab
Revised ModlRad

2010 1024007)4
Contracs for Prog

Stc
50 584.055 564,035

SuOHottl SO 584.055 584.035

North Country

Health Consort'um Vendor Code; 156557-8001

•

Stats Flacal Year Class/Aecbura Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oecrease
Rmrlsed Modified

3019 102-5007)4
Contract! (or Prog

Svc
580.678 S68.678

SulMotel 56S.678 50 588.678

Phoenix HouMs of
Now&QlShd. Inc. Vendor Code; 177569^1

BUto Flacel Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount Increaaa/ Decrease
Revlaad Modified

Budooi

2010 102-500754
Contracts tor Preg

Svc
570,346 570.246

8ut>-totel 570.246 SO 570.248

Setcoett Youth

Services Vendor Code; 205944.B001

State Fiscal Yeer Clasa/Accouni Thle Budget Amount Irtcretee/Oecreese
Revfsed Modined

2019 102-500734
Cenaada (or Prog

Svc
522.076 50 522.076

8ut»-tOt8l 522.076 50 S22 076

SouOteaatem NH

AlcoiwlBnd Onjg
6er^4c0S VcndorCode 155292-6001

Stete Fiscal Year Ctesa/Account Title Budget Amount Incresac/ Oocrease
Revteed Modified

Budoft

3019 102-600754 Contracts lor Prog
8«c

5177.799 50 5177.799

SulMotal 5177.799 SO Sin.79d

West Central

Servicaa Vendor Cods; 177654-6001

State Fiscsl Yeer Class/Account Title Budget Amount it>creasa/ Decrease
Revtsod Motflflftd

3019 102400754
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
517.042 50 117.043

8ul>-tetel 517.943 50 517.042
Totel Oev. Comm I9S2J94 5467.168 51A10.S60

0S«5«.UOS1O<3»4OOOO HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OEPT Of. KMS; OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.
BUREAU Of « ALCOHOL SVCS. CUNICAL SERVICES (M% Fedtitl Piinde, 30% General Furwie FAIN TI0100U CFDA M.OSS)

Community Coundl
of N«sltu»<»r

NastuaComn

State Fiscal Year Ctase/Account TUlo Budget Amount (ncreeae/Oecteeae
Revteed ModSled

Budoai

3019 102-500734
Contracts br Prog

Svc
5113. U) SO 5113.145

8ir044ial 5115.143 so 5113.145

Attachment A

Rnenctil Octal

Ntelef 4



Attachment A

Financial Oetalli -

Ohnes Home of N>- Vendor Code:TBO

Sum'FIsciI Year Class/Account TiUt IfKroese/ Oecreesi
Revtaed Modllbd

201'9 102-500734 Contracb (or Prog
Svc

5167.510 50 5167.619
Sub-total 5167.619 50 5167 619

Euter Seat! of NH
Mandiester

Aloohotltm Rahab

Cu/Famum Vendor Codr. 1772O4-B00S

Suta Placai Year Class/Accounl Title Budget Ameunt irKreesc/ Oocroese
Revised Modtfbd

3010 102-500734
Comrects tor Prog

Svc 5761.083 SO 5781.063

Sub-tottI 5761.053 SO 5781.063

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-8001

Stata naca) Yaar Ctaas/Account TrtJe Budget Amount Increase/ Oecroese
Revbed Medl/bd

2010 102-500734 Coniracb lor Prog
Svc

SO 5451.016 5451.016

SO 5481.016 5461.016

Oraton County - Vendor Code: 177397-8003

Stata Fbcal Year Cbsa/Account Tide Budget Amount Irterease/ Oecrotse
Revised Modtfled

2019 102-600734
Contracts br Prog

Svc
5172.506 •50 ' 5172,506

Sub^oai 5172.506 SO 5172.506

Ofoatcr Nashua
Couhdion
Aicohcflsm VendorCoda; 166574-B001

-  Stata Fiscal Yaar Class/Account nue Budget Afflo ant IrKrease/ Decrease
Revised IDedifled

2019 102400734
Contrecb lor Prog

Svc
SO 5436.277 5436.227

Sub-totst SO 5436.227

Headrest. Inc Verxlor Code: 1757284001

I

Stata Fbcal Year Cbta/Ac count Title Increase/Occraasc
Revised Modllbd

2010 102-500734 Contracts tor Prog
Svc

5103.384 50 5103.354

5103.384 SO 5103.384

Hope on Have HU Vendor Code: 2751186001

Stato Fbcal Yaar Cbsa/Account TUe Budget Amount Increase/Oecreese
Revised Modined

2019 102-500734 Contraca tor Prog
Svc

SO 5104.606 5194.606

SutHOttl 50 S164.608

North Courey
HaaHh Conaarthjffl Vardor Cod* 156557-8001

State Fbcal Year Ctasi/Accoml TUe Budget Amount Increese/Decteese
Revised Uodined.

2019 102-500734 CorCrecb tor Prog
Svc

5200.728 50 5200.728

Subtotal
- 5200 728 50 5206726

Anacfiffltnt A

flAMChiOcial
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Attachment A

Ptnancial Details

Phoenti Mouaet of

New England. IncVendor Code: l775«9-eooi

Stita fiscal YearCisse/AecountTitle ,Budgot AmountIncrease/ Oecraeao
Revised Modified

2019102-500734
Contracts for Prog

SvcS162.B75$0S 162.675

SuMotalS16Z67S$0S162.676

SesooQSl Youh

ServicesVendor Code. 203944^1

Ststt fiscal YearClastlAccountTlOeBudgat AmountIricrceee/Decrease
Revised Modified

20191024007)4Contracti lor Prog
Svc

S51.124SO$51,124

SuMetal$51,124SO$51,124

Southeastern NH

A^oohd.vtd Drug
SeMcesVendor Code 155292-6001

State FIscatYearClass/AccountTitiaBudget AmountIncieese/ Deereese
Revised Modified

2019102-5007)4Contracts lor Prog
Svc

$411,741to$411,741

SutMota)$411741SO$411,741

West Central

Scrvieas

1

Vendor Code: 177654-6001

State Fiscal YosrClass/AccountTideBudget Amount -Incieeec/Deereese
Revbtd Modified

Budoel

20191024007)4Contracts for Prog
$41446SO$41,946

Sub-total$41,946SO$41,948
Total ainleal Sve$2J»5.S)3S1.0ai.S49$3.297462

Orind Total AnU187.8rUfiltaiL.$4.706 942

AOKhmemA

Fkiandsl Dvt>8
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment end Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1" Amendnfierrt to the Sut}stance Use Disorder Treatment arwJ Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") d^ed this 26th day of June. 2018, Is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Humar^ Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Departnterrt") and Dlsmas Home of New Hampshire. Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "the
Contractor^, a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 102 Fourth Street. Manchester NH
03102

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on Jurre, 20,. Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms

• and condrtions BpectfSj In the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified: and
WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph IB, the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; ar^

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of sen/ices to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price llmitalion or completion date;

NOW THEREFORE, In consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained In the Coritract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to ainertd as follows:

1. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 2, Scope of Services. Subsection 27. Assignee
wHh Enrolling in Insurance Programs, in Its entirety, and replace with the following:
27. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

27.1. The Corttractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for Initial entry into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment either directly or through a closed-loop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment Irtdude, but
are not limited to:

27.1.1. Enrollrhent in public or private frisurance Including, but not limited to New
Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after Intake.

2. Delete Exhibit A. Scope of Services. Section 3, Staffing, Subsection 3.9, in its entirety, and
replace as follows:

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-servlde training to all staff involved In client care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the
contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department

3. Add Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 10. Contract Compliance Audits, as follows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 In the ^nt that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty

Dismes Homa of N«w Hampshire. Inc. AmsndmtnlPI
RFA-20t9-BOAS41.SU8ST-01 Page 1 of 4



New Hampshire DepaHment of Health and Human Services
Substance Use PIsortfOT Treatment and Recovery Support Servloes

(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2 The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1 The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency:

10.2.2 The act[on(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.Z3 The specific steps and time line for Implementing the actions above;

10.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
Implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 6. Clinical Supervision. Subsection 8.1.
Paragraph 8.1.3. in its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed counsetors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for every fbrty
(40) hours of direct client contact;

5. Delete Exhibit B, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment, Section 10, in its entirety.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.

Dlsm«aHam«ofN0wHsmpshir».lna Afnendrrwitf 01
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use DIsordef Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Qovemor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox

Director

DIsmas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.

Date Name: A-

Title:

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of ^///i/ifnahtfJZountvo! liO£kjJ\f(k/Uf) on before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the persolf Identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of Not^ PubTteor Justice of the Peace

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: MloaAiua»EH-
Notary AABo - New HBHWeo

My Ooantelon Expirss October 2I< 2(00

Diimu Home of New Hampshire, tno. Amendment fff
RFA>201SaOASei^U8ST-01 PepeSofe



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dlsofder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office. Is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date

Title; Sr.

I hereby:rarjjjy.mat the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meetirig)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

-Data Name:

Title:

OitmMHonioof NowKsmstMr*. Iftc Am«Adm«ixai
RFA-2019«0A&ai^UB8J-01 P8oe4of4



J<fljrtyAM<yen
ComnhslAMr

Kitfa&Vox
Dlrrctor

STATE Or-NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
/

DIVISION FOR BERA VIORAL HEALTH

BVREAV OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERliCES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD. NB 0330J
505.271^110' I.S00.8524M5Ext. 6738

.  ; P«*: 6a3r271.6103 TDO Accco: 1400.735^3964
vmmrjlhbuilLgor

'  June 19,20ie

His Exce!|ency,iGovemor Christopher T. Sununu
, and ̂  Honorabia Cbundl . -
State House

Coocord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the" Department, of Health and Human SeiMces, Bureau of Drug and -Alcohot
^2^8. to enter into Agreements with multiple Vendors/ listed below, to provide substance, use
dteorder treatrnent and.recoveiy support services statewide, la an amount not to exceed $3,157 927
1  "P®" Governor and Executive Council approval whichever is later through
June 30,2019.56.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30".16%'bther Funds.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor

Vendor
Budoeted Amount

DIamas Home of New HamDShlre. Ina
$240,000Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of eorreclions and Alternative

Sentencing
$247,000

Headrest $147.999
Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center . $1,118,371
North Country Health Consortium '  $287,408
Phoenix Houses of New Enoland. Inc.

$232,921
Sisacoast Youth Services ■

$73,200
Southeastern New Hamoshlre Alcohol & Drua Abiisa Services' $569.640
The Communttv Councfl of Nashub. N.H.

$162,000
West Central Services. Inc.. $59,490
TotalSFYIQ* • ■■ ■■ ■- $3,157,927

u  this request lare avaHable In State Fiscal Year 2019 In fto following accounts,wtj the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Rscal Years through the Budget Office
Without approval of the Governor and Executive Council. If needed and justified.

Please see att^hed flnancliEd details.

explanation

requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price limitation of
.927 that will aOow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment

^ Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disordere, who
hM ™2te^low 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New. Hampshire or am
homeless in New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur wtien the use of aJcohoi and/or drugs
causes clinically and functionally 6!gnmcant Impairment, such as health problems, disabflity, and failure
to meet major responslWllies at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder Is



His Exceflency. Governor Chrfetopher T. Sununu
end Ute'Honorablo Council

Pa8e2of3
• 1 • I

J clinical evaiuatton based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental DIsorxters.Rfin Edition cntena. Jhree (3) more agreements will be. submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Council meeting.

r*

.-1 Agreements are paji of. the Departrnenl's overall strategy to respond to the opJoldepiderrtc that continues ̂  riegatively Impact New Hampshire's Individuals, families, and communlUes
as wll as to respond to other types of substance use dtebrders. Under the current Iteratton of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array of treatment services, including hdi^ual and
grojy ou^tient. Intensive outpatient, partial hospltalizatjon. transitionaJ living, high and low Intensity

.  residential, and am^latory and residential withdrawal management servii^ as wen as ancillary
recovery WWIe the array of services offered each vendor varies slightly, together.

Individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1.2017 and April
.  1 overdose deaths In New HampsNre with the death toD for.2017as of,April 20.2016; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to Increase slightly as cases are
stiu pendmg analysis. This reduction In deaths Indicates that the ov^li strategy Including prevention
Intervention, trtetment, and recoveiy sup^rt sen/ktes Is having a positive Impact • '

TtwTDepa^ent published a Request for Appllcationsrfor Substance Um Disorder Treatment
and Recovery ̂ pport, Services. (RFA^D19-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Heallh-and
Huirans ̂ ery^ website April 20,2018 .through May 10,2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
wn^tions. Th^ proposals were revlevred and scored by a le^m of IndMduais with pmgram Specific

The Department seized fourteen eppDcalions (hvo (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).

vit. ^ Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely dueto the vendors, providing a limited array of services and not to their experience" and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services Is working with the Bureau
of improv^ent and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and qqallN Improvement process as
well as taklr^ steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract hdudes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim"
services If they are on a waitlist; to ensure cUenls contribute to the cost of services by assess/ng dient"
^me at Intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by .assisting
Ih^wrth acwsdng services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, b^avtoral
nealm, mwicatlon assisted treatment and peer recovery support senrices.

• The b^^ert will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
r^rt^ conducing site visits, revtewlng dlent records, and.eri^glng In activities identified In the •
contract iTionitoring and quality Improvement work referenced above. In addition, the Department Is
oouecting bpeSne ̂ ta on access, 'engagement dlnlcal appropriateness, retention, completion, and
out^es yiat will be used to create performance Improvement goals In future intracts Finally "
contrac.torflnanclal health Is also being monitored rnonthly.

■jju- ■ ^ntract tndudes language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up to two (2)addftional subject to the cPntlnued avallabllfty of funds, satisfactory performance of contracted
services and Governor and Executive Council approval. , .

Should the Governor ar»d'Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request the
vento ̂ Id not have suffident resources to promote and provide the array of services rieoessary to
provide Individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance ^d so^ln
recovery.



His ExceUency, Oovemor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable CouncU

Pegedofa

Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 56.87% Federal Funds from the United States Deparlment of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse, and Mental Health Services Adminfetratlon, Substance Abuse

Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959. Federal Award Identification'Number
TI01p035-14, and 13.97% Genera! Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available. General Funds will not be
requwted to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Ka S.Fox

ctor

Approved
sy K Meyers

Commissioner

Human SmfmruitsSifilgtQjolncomtunan^^mBoi
lnpn>4(gngcppoituah$hrdaunstoKhiO¥9he^afidM9p$na9neA



New Hampshtro Oepar^Unent of Health and Human Services
Office of Buttnoas Operations
Contracts ft Proourement Unit

Summary Scortna Sheet
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Attachment A

FlnancUl Ofttatb

aS4M2«0»tMM20000 HB^TX MQ SOCIAL BERVtCfiS, HEALTH AHD KUklAN 8VC8 OEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEKAVOiaAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF ORUO & ALCOHOL SVCfi, OOVESNOR COMUlBSmN FUN08 <1Q0% Othtr Funtfs)

OoramunltjrOotfKfl
c(N»hu»-Or
Nashua Camin

Mantel Haifin ^nterOode: 184t12«001

Stats RitalYm ■. .CtaaaiAcecwnt TWe Budgtt Amount lAcroaaef Dtmna Raeiitd Bladtfltd
^ . o _ _ a

2018 ■10M00734 Contnste for Prog
SVC $481657 84ies7

8ob-tota] $4&6S7 SO $48,687

DbretsKamaafNH Vendor Codotreo ' ■

Slate PlacaJ Year OiaafAfcoimt TWa ^ Bodoat Amount tnaoaae/Oaefaaaa Revlsad ItedtfM

2018 ■ ' 103-^794 OofltnctsbrPreg
SVC -  S72J8t 872461

8uS4dM 872Jai so .

EcsXrGuhoIKH

Aketetbn ftehxh
COfFamum Venter Code; I7720f«008

• State Rscat Yev CtaiateoecunI TMe . BudlgatAoMunt (ncraascfOacnaast Ravtaadtieddled

2018 '1QM00734 ■ tWnctetornog
five 8937.388 83374S8

. WHotel 8837.288 to $637488 .

QtefisnCbunty VVnterQ^;imO^-eOOa ■  :
SteteFtsedYaar Ctaaafftcccani . '  TUIe BudgalAotoool Inormaaa/ Dooaoaa RovtaedModlQtd

2018 102400794 ' CoRtracta tor Prog
■  8vc $74,482 874.402

1
s

to S74.48X.

HeadruLJhe vendor cadriTiQMJuim

SteteFltcalYexr .  rtmfAccaBiil 'Tltto Budgat Amount bweaad Decnaaae Ravteod ModRiad .

2019 100400794 Contractater Preg
8«e 844,635 8^439

Subtotal $44439 SO • $44435

NxOlCOsrtty
Hea9) CansairOum ItendorOodc lasST-DOOl

*•

Stete Flacal Year Cbja/Aceounl inte 'Budgai Amdunt tneraaaaf Oeereoee Revtoad ttodBM •

20IS 10U00794 ContractaftePlpg
Gw* $88,678 ' 8S8478

888.678 80 $68478

MtidiwantA
.nauxWOatta
Fatilal4



At>«chm«nt A

Fintnda} Oatslls

nrnntaKeumof

SUttFltcilTur . Chatt/iseourfi 'tw» Buds«t Amount InerMM/OocrtaM
RtvlMd UtODtd

3010 10M007S4 Contmeu fbt nro0
Ovc

(702^ <70248

Bub40(|] 170240 80 170:248

SetcpsslYouth
SeivCcn - . Vaodor CorfK 20394Ae001

StiloFlsealYar ClasaMceeunt TlUa BttdsttAmoeat IncrtAM/OoereaM
RsvtMd Uefiflid
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SHt
t22jsn fiSSn '
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. <177.709 to 8177.799

WotCirM
' 8«rrtoB3 Vendor Cotft: 177BS4«001

■SUlfrFbcolTYir
\

CtJM/Aeeount DudootAfaowrt Inomatd Dtertso (tedctdUotfted

'2019 ■ 10X00734 (^otvcttlornog
Smo 117.942

V  ' • ' * Y . •
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AnachmentA

Financial Oetatls

DtMMHMMefNH

tatoRsealYcar CtmiAeeeunt TlOe Indreaae/Deciws* Revtaed BodlBad

ai9 . ' iQZ'COona
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Atttchment A

Financial Oetalls

•  V

PhMftiKautM«f
MMrEnoiandtfeifr Vondor CodK 17768M001

OtOaFbal Tur CbtauCAecoonl IMi Budge! Amgunt • btcfusc/Decrtne
RavbodttadSned

2D19. • ' 102400794 OoRtrtcteferProg
6ve 8162^5 $162479 '

BoMsta] •$162478 . SO . -'1162.676

.BtaiEoast Youth
6or<ricss Vendor Cody. 203»44«X>1

Glali Raul Vnr CtowIAccounI TW# Budget Amount tnereasa/Oecruje Revised HodTfled

• * SoiB 102'900794 ' -CoitrtcUIerProg
Sw

$51,124 $61,124

$51,124 $0 $51,124

SoUhnatomNH
.Aleahol'and'Onjg

Scntos • Vendor 0Dd«1«»»JWn
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t  1
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/̂
 ̂ ^ FORM NUMBER P.37(venionS/8/lS)Subject: Syb?tan«VSpP»«oniCTTreatment and Rferr>vervSupportServicesfRFA.201»-pDAS^l.S^ST-on
. blSlifiS- TTiU agreement and all of its attachments shall become public Upon submission to Governor and

Executive Couhci) for epproval. Any information that is private, conftdentialpr proprietary must
be clearly identified to the agency and agreed to in writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMEfTT
. The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follovvs:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

L TOENTIFICATION,
1.1 State Agency Name
KH Department of Health and Human Services

1.2 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street'

Concord. NH 01301-3857

\3 Contractor Name

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.
1.4 Contractor Address

102 Pourth-Street

ManchcsterNH 03102*

1.5 Contractor Pbone

Number

603-782-3004

1.6 Account Number

05-95-92-920510-3382-102-
500734; 05-95-92-920510-
3384-102-500734

1.7 Completion Date

June 30,2019

! .9 Contracting OfHcer for St^ Agency
E. Maria Reinemann. Esq.
Director of Contracts arrd Procurement -

1.8 Price Limitation

$240,000

1.10 State Agency Teliepbone Number
603-271.9330

1.11 Contractor Signature 1.12 'Name and Title of Contractor Signatory

7^4- h-^dijyy^ j '
1.13 Acknowledgement:. State of K3>^ .County of

On , before the undesigned ofEocr, personally appeared the person identified in bbctc'l .12. or sansfectorily
proven to be the person Mdtose name is signed in block 1. 11, and acknowledged that s/be executed this document in the crottcify
mdicatcd in block 1.12. f
1.13.1 Signature of Notary Public or Justice of thp-Pcace

ISM.
1.I3J2 Name and Tit£^f Notary Of^ustice of tfih Peace

fillip K
wA1.14 Stare Agents

roval bytbeNil.

1.15 Name and Title of State Agency Signatory

By:

, Division of Personnel (if applieabli)

Director. On:

1.17 Approval by the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution) (i/applleabl<)

Br

.18 Approval!^ the Governor and Executive tt'dbcil ff apple

By: / / On:

■ Page I of 4



1 EMPLOYMENT OF OONTRACTOlt/SERVlCES TO
BEPJEHFORMEd. The Stale of New Hanq)stu7t,ectiQ5
through the agency identified to block 1.1 C^iaie^T, engages
codrBctor identified In block 1.3 C*CoQtnctoO h> peifonn,
ood the Conosctar shall the woik or sals of goods* or
both, Identified sod ooro particulafiy dwnlbfd in (he attached
EXHIBIT A wl^h is iocofponded hereio by lefaence
fSciviccs").

a. EFFECnVEDATE/COMPLJETlON OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwiihtfanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contiary, and sofaject to the approval oftheOovernorand
EnccUve Cooniril of the State of New Hampahiit* (f
applicable, this Agreement, end all obUgadons of the parties
henumder, shall become elZecltve on the date the Qovenor
and Exectitive Council approve this Agreeraenl as indicated in
block 1.18, unless oo su^ approval Is required, in which case
the Agreenzeni shall become eSbctive on the date the
Agreement is signed by the State Agency as shown in block
1.14 (-Effective Daief).
3JZ If the Contactor commences the Services prior to the
Eflhctlve Date, oil Services pafbrnied by the ContractDr prior
to the Effhctive Date shall be peifbrmed at the sole risk of the
Contisctor, and in the event that tlds Agreement does tibt
become effective, the State shall have no liabiU^ (o the
CoQtrector, indodlog without nay obligation to pay
the Coptractorforony costs ineurred or Senicu pedbrroed
Contractor must coo^lete all Services by the Complcdoo Date
spedfiedmblock 1.7.

4 CONDITIONAL NATURE OF agreement.
Nohrithsianding aity provision of this Agtcemenl to the
contnjy. all obUgstibos of the State here under, hshiding,

■without llmitatiory the coffltnuanoe of paymcntt heitundcr, arc
oootingBnt upon the availability and cotdnued q)propiiation
of funds, and in 00 event shall the State be liable (br any
payments bormmder is esccss of such available qrpropiiated
flinds. In the evem ofareductkm or termination of
rpproprialed foods, the State shall have (he right to withhold
payment untii such Ainds become available, tf  ever, and
have the right to .tenrdaate this Agreement immediately igron
givingthe Contractor oorice of such tenninstioa The State
shall not be requirod to transfer funds from any other accoont
(D the Account identified is block 1.6 in the evenl fimds in that
Aoconoi ore reduced or opsvailaUo.

5. OONIRACT PRICE/FRICE LIMITATION/
PAVMIKT.
5.1 The contact price, metbod of paymeol, ami (etms of
paymeat are Mmriflfri and more particularly dercribfil in
EXHIBIT B which is incorporated hereio by refeiente.
5.2 The payment by the State of the cootrect price shall be the
only and the coxnplele rdmboriement to the Contactor for all
expenses, of whatever nature Incurred by the Contractor in thep^nnance hereoC and shall be the only and the com|dete
compensation to the Contractor for the Serviceu Tte State
ahaD have DO liability to the rontnciof"t*>^tfan i>i»
price.

5 J The State reserves (he right to offset fiorh ai7 amounts
otherwise payable to the Contractor under this Agrocmgu
those Uquidaifid aiumifls requited orpcimiaed by NA RSA
80:7 through PSA 80:7< or any other provision of law.
5.4 NotwithstantUug any provislOQ bi this Agreement.to the
contzao', and notwithstanding unexpected drcumstances, io
CO event shall the total of all payiaents authorised, or actually
made heteusder, exceed the Price Umhation set forth in hbck
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WTTH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNTFY.
6.1 in connection with the performance of the Services, the
Contactor shall comply whh ell stotutes, laws, tognlations,
and orders of federal, stale, cous^ or munlcfp^ authorities
which iroposo atQf obU^tion or do^ upon the Contnctor,
including, but not limited to, civil righu and equal oppoitnxd^
taws. This may include the requlremaoi to otilhB aumllaiy
aids and services to ensure that persons with cofflmuoication
diublllties, including vision, luring and qKtclv can
cojnmunicale .witl^ laceive infoanadoo fiom, and conv^
mfoimaijon to (ho Contactor. In additioot (he Contractor
shall cotiq)ly with all a^ticahle copyri^ laws.
6.2 During the term of this Agreemat, the Contactor shall
not di^minate Again** en^toyeesbr spplicana for
employment because of ace, color, icligloi^ creed, ̂  sesq
ba^eai^ sexsol oricfUatior^ or national origin aod wQJ take
affinm.tive action to prevent such dlscriminatioQ.
6J If this Agreement is flmded in any (Bit by mo mes of the
United States, (be Cootractox shall cosily with ell the
prorisiona of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Bnqrtoymest OpportoniQr"), os siqqiiemealcd by (be
reg^tions of the United Stales Dqtaitmeni of Labor (41
C.FJL Part 60), end with ax^ nilea, regulatiors and guideUnes
as the Stale of New Haziqrshlxc or ̂  United Stales issbe to
faiylcmtat these regolatioos. The Coolxactorftuther agrees to
pe^t the State or United States access to aqy of the
CocurQctDr's books, records and accDumsfbr the purpose of
asceitaiaing compliance with all rules, regidatiom and orders,
and the covenants, lenns and conditions of this AgreemeuL

7. PERSONNEL
7.1'Tbe Contractor shall at Us own expense provide all
pewonmrl tiecessaiy (o poform the Services. The Contractor
wairtius thai all peoouad engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perfonn the Services; and shall be pm(Kdy
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so uod^ cdl qipUcable
laws.
7.2 Unless otherwise authorized In writing, during the term of
tins Agreement, end for a period of six (6) oDnlhs'afier the
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contisctor shall not hire,
and shall not permit 017 suboontractDf or other person, firm or
corporation with whom U Is engaged in a oomblsed effort to
pexftrm the Services to hire, aqr person vrto Is a StiM
employee or official, who Is involved in the
pmcuremeoL admimstjatiofi orpeiformaace of thia
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AjTcemeot. This piovisioo shall survive tennixEttionc^ this
AgreemtoL '
7.3 The CoDbscdogOmcerspeclficdin block 1^, or Us or
bersucsessor,^tall be the State's repiesoDlative. In the event
of B^r dispute cooceming the userpittadoa of dds Agrtemeot,
IheContBctiog Officer'i dediioD shall be final for the Stale.

a EVENT OF OEFAULT/RB^IEDIES.
8.1 Any one or more of the following acts or omlssioiB ofthe
Contractor shall coostllute an evenl of defimlt-beseunder
CEveot of DeftQli"):
8.1.1 IhOuie to peif^ the Services satls&ctodly or on
schedule;

a U f^nre (0 sobfflh any lepoti icqolred hetetiodei; and/or
8.1.3 ftllute to pexform any other oovenant, (dm or condition
pfthb Agrecmeiit.
a3 Upon (he oocnnence of any Event of De&nlt» the State
may take oiQr octv or more, or ail, of tic foUowiiQ acbons:
t2.\ gh« (he Contactor a written notice specityiog the Event
of Deftuh and requiring Hto be lecnedled within, in the
abs^ice of a greater or lesser spcdficatloo of time, thiity (30)
days fiom the date of (he notice; end if (he Event of Dc&iilt b
not timely tenedied, tsnmnate (his Agreement, efibctive two
d^ after giving the Coo^ctor nodoe of tensinatbn;

au give the CoQUsctor a written notice specifying the Event
of Deftuh and râ woifing ell payments to be made this
Agnepent and cndering that the portion ofthe contract price
s^ddchwoold otherwise accrue to (he Coobactor durir^ the
period from the dam of such oodoe until such rime as the State
dctenidnes that the CDOtrnctor has cured the Evciit of Default
shall never be pid to the Contractor,
8.Z3 set offagaiAsiaqy other obligations the State msy owe to
the Contractor any damages the State snffca by reason ofaqy
Event of Default; and^r -
a2.4 treat the Agreement as breached and p&rsse any of Its
remedies at law or In equity, or bothi

9. DATA/AOCESS/CONFIDENTUUTY/
PRBSBIVATXON.
9.1 As oscd to tUs Agrcemcm, the word "data" shall mean all
infbrmadoa and things developed or (Stained during the
pezflumsnce of, or acquired Of devblopcd by reason of, thb
Agiecmait, Inchidinft but oot limited to, dl flndies, icpons,
files, fonrmlae, surveys, maps, charts sound rtconfings, vkieo
iccotdings, pictozud reproduction^ drawings, analyses,
graphic represeidatioss, compoter programs;
printouts, notes, lettea; otemoianda, ppeis, and documenls,
an wbeiher finished orunfittisbed.
9.2 All data and any property whtcb has been received from
the Stats or purchased u4th funds provided (br that poipose
under this Agreement, shall be the property of the State, and
shall be returned to the State open denand or upon
terndjutioo of this Agreeocst for any reason.
9.3 ConfUentlaliiy of data shall be governed by Nil. ItSA
ciiapter91-Aoro(hefexb(irtgbw. Disclosure of data
tequlrca prior wriosn qrprov^ of tho State.

Pago 3

10. TEBhONATlON. In the event of an eariy ttnnlnatloD of
this Agreement for any reason other than the completion ofthe
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Conbactug
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of
ttrmlnalion a report (^ennlnatloo Report") la
detail aD Servioei performed, and the comratt price famM m
and ioctudiog the date of temunatioii. The fbtm, subject
oaoer, content, and number of cqrles of the Tbrmlttatlon
Report shall be Identtcal to those of arty Fmal Repoit
' described in (he attaehed EXUXBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the petfonnaneB of (his Agreement the Contiactor is in all
respeeu an independeot contractor, and la cslther an agent nor
as enq)lo)^ ofthe State. Nether the Cootractornorai^ of its
ofEceis, eroployces, ngrnti or membes shall have ambodty to
bind the Slate or receive aiiy benefit^ workers* conqtensstlon
or other emoluments provided by the State to Its employees.

IL assxgnmbnt/deleoationsubcontracts.
- TheContractorslalltx)(&sslgn,oro(herwlsDtiaoferaity
isienst in tbls Agreement wifoMt the pilot written notioe and
consent ofthe State. None ofthe Services sboU be
suhcomncied by (he Coruractbrwiihoot theprforwritteh
notice and coosem of the State.

U. INDEMNIFICATION. The Doctor shall defend.
Indemnify and hold harmless the Sut^ilsofiicets and -
employee^ from and agaiiut aqy and ̂  losses suffered by foe
State, Us officen arid en^byees, and arty BodoO ctalnu;
liabilities or penalties asserted agiunst the State, Us officers
ond employees, by or on behalf ̂  or^ person, on aocount oC
based or faulting firoov arising out of (or which may be
claimed to arise out of) (he acts or omissions ofthe
Contractor. Notwlthstsndlog foe forgoing, herein
cnntalned shall be to coosiiiutB a waiver of the
sovereign ImaBtnlry of the State, which iiunnnity is hereby

' reserved to the Stale. This covenant in paragraph 13 sfaaU
survive foe termixBtioo of this AgrcemeoL

14. INSUBANC&

14.1 The Cbntisctor shall, at its sole obtalo and
maintain in fotoe, and sb^ leqube aqy subcoeiractor or
assignee to obtain and malniain in forte, the foUowixtg
lfl$liroBC6J
14.1.1 copmchensive genernl lirirfBty tn<umnpf> afl
claims of bodDv Igjury, deahOf pmperty ("fl/npgHtf
of not less than $1.000jOOOper oocnnenco and 82,000,000
aggregate; and
14.U spc^ omsc of loss coverage form covering all
pn^erty cobiect to nbparagaph 9.2 herein, in on amount oot
lesstbsnSOKof (he whole replaeeaeiu value of the property.
14J The policies dcscrfood in subpatagi^ 14.1 herein shall
be on policy fonns and codoisementa proved fbr use In foe
State of New Haopsfaife by the HH. Dqrajtment of
Insoranco; and issued by insurers lioerued in the State of Hew
Hampshire.
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14.3 The Cbmiactor shall Andsh to the Cont^tiog Officer
ideolificd ill bbck 1.9, or his or her successor, a ccitificaie(s)
of insurance for all uminince rcqnired uioderthis AgreeroeoL
Contractor shall also fumisfa to the CbotiBcting OfBcer
idauified in block 1.9, or his or her SQocessor, ceitificate(s) of
iosurance Cor all ieoesval(i) of iusomncc required under this
Afirtemeui no later than thirQf (30)d^i prior to the expiratioo
dateofeachoftheinsunscepolldei The ceitificste(s) of
rmmance and any renewals thereof shall be eUached and aic
incorporated herelabyrdhrenoe. Bachcenlffcate(s)of
insurance shall cootaio a clause lequlrifig the insurer to
provide the Contracring Officer tdemiiicd in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than ihiity OO) dr^s poor written
nodce of cancellation or laodifica^n of ihe'poUcy.

1& WOUKEBS'COMPENSATION.

iS.l By signing this agreemeot. the Contractor agrees,
ccitilies a^ wamnit thai the Contractor b hi compliance with
Of exempt ftom, the requhemenis of.N.H. RSA chapter 281-A

To the extent the Contractor b subject to (he
requltemcoa ofNA RSA chapter 281-^ Contractor shall
naitilaifv and rcquhc any subcontractor or asslgoee to secure
Bodoaintaii^ p^fflsotof Wodcen' CbiqpensaiioDio
CDsneiAioD wfah activiUes which the person p'^poscs to
nndcftakc pqisnwa to this Agreement. >^Con!iactDr

. ftunish the Contracting Officer tdeotfflcd la block 1.9, or hb
or her saooessof, proof of Workers* Compensatioo in the
manner described in KA RSA chapter 281--A nod any
eppticBble mnewal(s) thereof wUch shall be attached aod are
iacorpoi&ted herein^ re&icDce. TbeSmteshaii notbe
respposibleforpaymeatofariy Worfcen* Compensation
premiaiia or Ibr ai^ other claim or benefit fbr Contractor, or
QiQr shboontxactor or empli^ of Comnctor,-whichmigfai
arise under applicable State ofNewHampshiie Wodreis'
Ouspenatioa bws is connection with the pgrfrptwfw of the
Servloca under this Agreement.

16l waiver of BREACH. No Uhire by tltt State to
esfioioe any pioyistofis hereof after arty Event of Ddanlt shall
be'deemsd a waiver of its dghb with regard to tlat Evem of
l>e&ult,oranysabstqne«BvcotofDefhn]t Noexprra
ikilure to ozibree any Evtnt ofDefimlt shall be a
waiver of the right of the State to enforce each and all of the

pTDvidons hereof upon aiiy ftiithcr or other Evem ofDefimlt
on the part of (be Contactox.

17. NOHCB. Ariy notice by a party hereto to tho other party
shall be dfiffTivd to have been duly delivered or given at (he
time of malliog by certified mail, postage pi^tld, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addieses
given In bbcks 1.2 and 1.4, herela

lA AMENDMENT. Thb Agrecmeitt may be
wahred or discharged only by an instruxneot in wridng signed
ly the parties hereto and only after approval of stsrii
amendmeid, wahrer or disclarge by the Goyoimr and
Executive Council of the State ofKew Has^ihire unless no
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such approval b required under (he droimstances pursuant to
State law, rule orpoli^.

19. C<^(STRUCnON OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be coostnied in accordance with the

lows ofthe Stale ofKew Hampshire, and bbiafingigMD Old
inures (D the benefit of (he parties aid regmrivc
successors and assigns. The wonSng used In rb>« Agreement
b.lhe wordlngchoseoby the paitiea to express their mutual
inbnl, and no rule of construction shall be eppUed against or
mikvorofaiy'p^.

30. i jamD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not ("tend to
benefit any tidrd parties and this Agreement shall not be
construed to conffereriy such benefit '

31. HEADINGS. The headings thtuugbotd the Agrccmeni
ore fbr idSerenoB purposes only, and the words
therein riiall in no way be held to er^lain, modify, amplify or
aid in the interpietatioi^ construction or of (he
provisions of this AgreemcsL

32* SPECTaL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
fbfth in the attached EXHIBIT C ore incmporatM berdo by
reference. %.

3A SEVERABIUry. InthccventaayoftheprovisioQSof
this Apeemcnt ore held ty a coon of COngretcnt j urisdlctioa to
be oootzBiy to any state or federal law,'the femairdag
pmvisiois ofthls Agreement will len^ in fhU force aod
effect

34. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement which r
be executed in a number of counleipaxts, each of which shall
be deemed an oridsal, conititutes the eotire Agreeaient and
undentanding between the parlies, and si^ersedes all prior
Agreements and undostandhigs lelatir^ hereto.

Contractor Inhiala
Date LMj/f



New Ham^re Depaitment of Health and Human Services
Substsnce Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Servlcea

Exhibit A

Scope of Servfees

1 Provisrons Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor win submit a detaned description of the language asslstanoe

services they wlD provide to persons with Drntted Engfish proflclency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or senrlces within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Co^ctor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may fiave an fmpad cn
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to motfiiy Sendee
priorities and expenditure requlrenrents under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has fdentlfied the Contractor as a
Subredptent In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor wHl pro\dde Substance Use Disorder Treetiment and Recovery
Support ̂ teas to any eligible dient regardless of where the cCent lives or wortcs
In New Hampshire.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populador^

2.1.1. the Contractor wlll provide sen/lces to eligible Individuals who:
2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, wift required consent'

from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and
2.1.1.2. Have Income below 400% Federal. Poverty Levd. and
2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless In New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are det^bied poslliye fijr substance use disorder.
2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
1%.;^ ' IhM support the Resniency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

by operationaltelng. the Continuum of Care Model
•  (http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbc6/bdafi/ccntimjum-of-carahtm).

Z2.2. fWOSC supports person^ontered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strer^th? and resilience of Individuals, famiiles and
oommunWes to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery tVom alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, ttw Contractor

^  must

DbnBttI^ofNwrHamp«hlr#,trTC. ExhWA Coftector WlWi^
RRWM^BOA&OWUBST^ P.««1of23 xJi



New Hampshire Department of Health and Hunian Services
Subaianee Use Olaordcr Treatroent end Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

. 2.2.Z1. Inform thte Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services
available In order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2ZJ2.2. Infbmi the Reglonel Public Health NeKvorks (RPHN) of
services avaflable h order to align this work wHh other RPHN
projects that rhay be slmQar or Impact the same populations.

2.Z2.3. Coordinate client services with other community ■ service
providers Involved In the client's car© and the client's support
network

ZZ2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Regional
Access Point contractor (RAP) that' provides services
including, but not limited to:

2.2.Z4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

Z2.Z4.Z Referring cllenls to RAP servfces when the
Contractor cannot admit, a cfient ̂  services
within forty-eight (48) hours

Z2.Z4,3. Referrir^ clients to RAP services at the time of
discharge when a client Is In need of RAP ■

servfces, and

2Z.ZS. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the cflents being
served.

' 2.ZZ6. Be trauma Informed; I.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of violence and trauma on pec^Ie's lives and the importance
of addressing trauma In treatment

Z3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

Z3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:.

2.3.1.1. Transitional Uvfng Senrtces provide residential substance use
disonfer. treatment services according to an IndMduaflzed
treatment plan designed to support Individuals as they

.  transition back Into the commurtity. Transitional Uving
Services are not defined by ASAM. TfarBhlonal Uvtng
services must Include at least 3 hours of dinlcal services per
week of which at least 1 hour must be defiverdd by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counseior working under
the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining
hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support
Wbrker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supervisor or a

DlimwHomaofNewKamp«W»,lnc. EiMbftA ConirmtDrWiBii.^^2^
RF/W01M0ASO1-SU8OT^ PogeStfa DtiajL^^LZL



New HarapshTre Depaitnent of Health end Human Servloes
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Servfcce

Exhibit A

Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay In this
service is six (6) months. Adutt residents typically worl^ In the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Crfterta, Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment services designed to support IndMduats
that need this residentiaf service. The goal of low-intensity
residential treatment Is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient In the community. Adult residents ̂ Ically wortt In
the community and may pay a portion of their room and
board.

Z4. Reserved

2;5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eDglbllity for services In accordance with
Section 2.1 above end with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face commurdcation by meeting
'  Inperson, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) wHh

an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that individual contacts the
Contractor for Substarice Use ■ Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services.

2.S.Z2. Compiete an tnibai Intake Screening within two 0 business
days ffom the date of the first direct contact wtth the
' Individual, using the eliglbOity module In Web Informallon

Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contracl and for probability of
having a Substance use disorder.

. 2.5.2.3. Assess clients' Income prior to admission using the WTTS fee
determination model arte

2.5.2.3,1, Assure that cflents'. Incomd (nformalion Is
updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asKlrtg clients about arry changes
In Income no less frequently than every 4
weeks.

Z5.3. The Contra^ir shaH complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services In Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3,1.2 wftWn two (2) days.of the Initlel
Intake Screening In Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Ule modide, In W6b

ObmasHomfl of Now Hampshire. Ina EiNbEiA caHraotaf wihia
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Infoimallon Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department when the individual Is determlrted probable of bdng eOgibla for
services.

2.5.3,1, The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment
In SecGon 2.5.3 In a forrhat approved by the Department

Z5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided. Include a method to obtain
dlnlcal evaluations that Include DSM 5 diagnostic (nformatlon and a
recommendaHon tor a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria; published
In Qctober, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client -

2.5.4.1. - Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
business days following admtssion.

Z5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a .Ucensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the dirilcal evaluations completed by a Ucensed
Counselor from a referring agency,

■ 2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete dlnlcal evaluations In Section 2.5.4
above before admls^n gc Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3
above before admlsdon along wHh a clinical evalu^n In Section Z5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eGgible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the dient's clinical
evaluation In Section 2.5.4 unless;

2.5.7.1. The cGent choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM
Level of Care; or

Z5.7Z. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is
unavailable at tta time the level of care is determined In

Section 2.5.4, In which case the cOent may chose:

Z5.7.21. A service with a lower ASAM Level of.Care;

Z5.7.2.Z A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Car^*

ZS.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist untO their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

avdiable as In Section 2:5.4; or

Z5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the dienfs
service area that provides the service with the
.needed ASAM Level of Care.

OlsmssHomeorNowHftmpshlre.lnc. ExNbBA ConlraeterlnBMB
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2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the
pfiortty descn'bed below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even If
the children are not In their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been termlnaled. Including the provision of interim
services within the required 48 hour lime f^ame. If the
Contractor Is un.able to admit a pregnant woman Ibr the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Access Point service
provider In the client's area to connect the cDent
with substance use disorder treatment services.

Z5.e,1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with Identifying
altefnatiye providers and vvi9) accessing
services with these providers. This assistance
must Include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the clIenL

Z5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall Include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per
week;

2.5.8.1.3^. Recovery support ser>4ces as
needed by the dient;

2.5.8.1.3.3. DaDy cans to the dient to assess
and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. ImSviduals who have been administered naloxone to rev^e
the effects of an opiold overdose either In the 14 days prior to
iscreening or In the period between screening arxl admission
to the program.

2.5.6.3. Individuals wth a history of Iqlection drug use todudlng the
provision of interim services within 14 days,

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and crnjccurrtng mental
health disorders.

2.6.8.5. Irtdlviduals with Opiotd Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans Wth substance use dis(3rder8

DlwnasHomooII^Hampihlm.Inc. &MU1A Oontrectef tntoh
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2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are Involved
with the crtminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.a IndivlduaJs who require priority admission at the request of
'  the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance wtth 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receMng services for Individuals whose
age is 12 years and older. ^

2.5.10, The Contractor must olJlaIn cortsent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 tor
treatment from, the parent or legal guardian when the cCent is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

Z5.11. The Contractor must Include In the consent forms language for client
consent to share Infomiaiion with other social service agencies involved in
thecOenfs care, Including but notlimiled to;

/  2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families
(DCYF)

2.5.11.Z Probation and.paroJe

2.6.12 The Contractor shall not prohtot cliCTts from receiving services under this
contract when a cBent does rwl consent to information sharing IrKSeclJon
2.5.11 above.

2.5:13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to Informalion
sharing in Action 25.11 above ihal.they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any impact on services proved under this
contract

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adoiascent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's InaWliiy and/a unwiinngness to pay the fee: •
25.14.2 The adolescenl's dedsion to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-e.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eliglbte clients who:-

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other '

providers such as a cDenrs primary care provWer;
25.15.2 Have co-occurring mental heallh dlsordere; and/or

25.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regaidtess of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The .Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
■ separatdy for adolescent and adults, unless otherwtsa approved by the
DepartmerU. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults, do not

Dtem8sHon»ofN«wHampdilro,lnc EidABA CcrtmctorIritai
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Share the same residency space, however, the commurtal pace such as
kttchens, Qroup rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

'  2.0. Waitfisls

2.6.1 The Contrector will maintain a waitlist (or all cBenls and all substance use
disorder treatment services Including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and cOents- being served und.er arxdher peyer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor >^11 track the waft time for (he clients to receive services,
from the date of Initial contact In Section Z5.2.1 above to the date clients
first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections Z3
and Z4 above, other than Evaluation in Sectton 2.5.4

2.6.3, The Contractor Mdllr^ort to the Department monthly:

■ 2.6.3.1. The average w^l lime for ail clients, by the ̂ e of service
and payer source for all the services.

2.0.3.2. Thb average waft time for priority cCents in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

Z7. AssIstance wfthEnroQing In Insurance Rrograms

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians.
■ who are unable to secure financial resources nectary for Inftlal entry Into
the program, wfth obtaining other potential sources for payment such as;
2.7,1.1. Enrollment in public or private Insurance, Including but not

Dmited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after Intake.

Z8, Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess aD clients for risk of self-harm at ail of
treatment euch as at initial contact, during screer^g, intake, admistion,
orvfloing treatment services and at discharge.

Z8.2. The Contractor shaD-assess all cDents for withdrawal risk based co ASAM
(2013) standards at all phases of treatment such as at Initial contact
during screening, Intake, admission, orvgoing treatment services . and
stabilize all cOents based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stablliraiion services when a cllenrs level of risk
indicates a service wfth an ASAM Level of Care that can be
prowded under this Contract If a cllenfs risk level indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that cot be provided
under this contract then the Contractor shaD integrrfe

DbmaiHoma of New Hampshire. Inc.
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withdrawal man^ement Into the client's treatment plan and
provide on-golrtg assessment of wtthdrawa! risk to ensure that
withdrawal Is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a fadllty where the sendees can be provided
when a cUenfa risk indicates a service wllh an ASAM Level of
Care that Is Wgher Own can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the vrithdrawal management services
provider to admit the client to an appropriate service on^ the
cllenrs withdfawal risk has reached a' level that can be
provided under this contract and

28.3. The Contractor must complete indivlduanzed treatment plans.for all clients
based on clinical evaluafon data within three (3) days of the clinical
evaluation (in Section 26.4 above), that address problems In an ASAM
(2013) domains which justified the dienrs admlttanca to a given level of
care, that am In accordance the requirements \n Exhibit A-1 and that

28.3.1. Indude in an faidlvlduaflzed treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions-written In terms that are;

2.8.31.1. spedfic.(clearty defining what wID be done)

28.3.1.2. measurable (induding clear criteria forprogress
and completion)

28.3.1.9. attainable (wHhln the Individual's ability to
achieve)

28.3:1.4. realistic (the resources are avaflable to tfie
IrrdMdu^, and

2.8.31.5. timely (this b something that needs to be dorm
and there Is a stated time fiame for completion
that (s reasonable).

2.8.32 include the client's involvement In Identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

28.3.3. Are update based on ariy changes In ary American Society of
Adcpciion Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, vrftlchever
is less frequent Treatment plan updates much indude:
2.8.33.1. Documentation of the degree to which the dient

b meeting treatment plan goals and ot^Eves;

2.8.3.32. Modificallon of existing goals or addition of-new
goals based on changes In the dlents

DbtnBsHcmaofNewHampihlre.lna &tfiibilA Contfacto tnlUar»
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functioning relative to ASAM domains end
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of wfiether or not
the client needs to move to a different level of

>  care based on changes In functidru'ng In any
ASAM domain and documentation of the
reasorts for this assessment

ze.3.3.4. The stgnature of the client and the counsetor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the ctlenTs refusal
to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the dienfs progress relative to the specific goals.
objectives, and interverrttons tn the cUenfs treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In VWTS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall r^r clients to and coordinate a dlenfs care with
other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance if appropriate,
consents from the dient friclutfing 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and in compliance \a^ state, federal taws and
state and federal rules. Indudlng but not limited tc:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and If the dlent does not
have a primary care provider, the ContractDr
win fhake an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care wslh that provider if appropriate
consents from the client, Iriduding 42 CFR Part
2 conserrt, if applicable, ere obtained In
advance In compliance with state, federal taws
and state arvl federal rules.

Z8.4.1.Z Behavioral health care provider when serving
dients with co^ccurrtrtg substance use and
mental health disorders, and if the dlent does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor wOl make an appropriate referral to
one and coordinate care, with that provider If
appropriate consents from the dlent, Indudlng
42 CFR Part 2 consent, If appOcaUe, are

. obtain^ in advance In compUar^ with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

DI«n»HofTwcfN«wHampahlro, Inc. EiMbSA CcrtmetoIrdali
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Z8.4.1.4. Peerrecovery support provider, and if the dient
does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor wtU . make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from
the client. Indurfing 42 CFR Part 2 consent, If
applicable, are obtained In advance In
compliance with state, federal taws and state
and federal rtJles.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery commurdty
organizations (where available) to bring peer
rewery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet wHh dients to describe

available services and to engage cGents In peer
recovery support services as applicable.

Z8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the cllenfs managed' care
organiz^on or tWrd party Insurance, if
appncablo. If appropriate consents from the
dlent, Indudlng 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance (n
compliance with state, federal laws and state

'. V., . and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coorcfinate vdth other soda! service ager^ies
engaged with the dlert, includirtg but not Timlted

to the Department's Division of Children, Youlh
and Families (DCYF), probatiorVparole, as
applicable and allowable vyith consent provided
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8,4.2. The Contractor must clearly docunient In the dlenrs file if the
. dient refuses any of the referrals or care coordiriation In
Section 2.8.4 above.

Z8.6. The Contractor must complete continuinfl care, transfer, and discharge
plans for an Services In Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section Z3.1.1). that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are In
accordance with the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that:

Z8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the cQenfs Intake to the program.

2.B.5J2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for contiming
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

OlwnOT Homed Now HampsWre.lfta ExNbitA CflntmctorWtto/S^^
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2.8.5^.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient Is
making progress, but has not yet at^leved the
goals ariicutated in the fridMdualfzed treatrnent
plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B; The patient Is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she is aciivety
working toward the goals articulated In the
Individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care Is

,  assessed as necessary to permit (he patient to
continue to work toward his/her. treatment
goals; and/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C:- New problems,
have been Identified that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The. new
problem or priority, requires services, the

' frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be deSverad by continued stay In the current
level of care. The level of care which the
patient Is receiving treatment is therefore the
least Intensive level at which the patient's
problems can t>e addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfe^dlscharge that
Include:

Z8.5.3.1. Transffer/DischarQe Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
indMduatized treatment plan, thus resoh^g the
prob)em(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's corxSttion
at a less intensive level of care Is indicated; or

Z8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the prob)em(s) that
justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

.  plan. The patient Is determinfid to have

Dtsmss Homo cfNow Hampshire, Inc. EitaftA ContractefWWs.^^^
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achieved the maxfmum possible benefit from
engagement In senrfces at the current level of
care. Treatment at another level of care (more
or less Intensive) In the same type of services,
or discharge from treatment, is therefore
Indicated; or

2.8.5.a3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C; The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or cooccurring conditions that llmll.
his or her ability to resolve his or her
probtem(s). Treatment at a quaBtatively
different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment. Is therefore Indlca'ted;

•  or

Z8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensificatJon of his or her
problem(s), ■ or has developed a new
problem(s). and can be treated effectively at a
more Intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why conUnued
services/transfer/ or discharge Is necessary for Transitional
Living.

2,8,6. The Contrartor shall deliver aU services In this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demorwtrated by meeting one of the following oitfiria;
2.8.6.1. The senrlce shall be Included as an evidence-based mental

health and substartee abuse Intervention on the SAMHSA
Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center
http8yAwww.8amhsa.gov/et)p-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shaD be published In a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.a6,3. The substance use disorder treatment service prwidcr shall
be able to document the services* effectiveness based ori the
following:-

ZB.&ai. The service is based on a theoretical
^  perspective that has validated research; or

Z8.6.3.2. 2. The service b supported by a documented
body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8,7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract In accordance wUh:

Diimas Hero of No* Hampshire. Inc. ExhtbilA ContiMtef Intoh
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2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through. the ASAM website at
httpyAvww.asamcriteria.org/

2.B.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Admfnlstratian
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
available at htlpy/store.fiamhsagov/list/seriesVnamesTIP-
Series-TreatmenWmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Asstetanco^ PubHcabons (TAPs)
available

http://storB.samhsa.gov/list/serfes7namo3Technica]-
Assist^ce-PubIlcations-TAPs-&pageNumber=i

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

Z9.1. The Contractor shall offerto all eligible clients receiving 'services under this
cor^d, indMdual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education Tools that Include:

Z9.1.4.1. Asses clients for motivation in stopping the use
of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. CfTer resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control
Prt^ram (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counseters available through the
QuitUna; and

2.9.1.4.3. ShaD not use tobacco use,. In and of Itself, as
grounds for discharging clients from services

being provided under this contract
Z10. Tobacco Free Envfronment

Z10.1. • The ContfBctDT must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having pdides
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spH" tobacco, and the use of etectrenlc
devices;

Dismas Horn® of Naw Hampshire, he. s ExNUA Corinam\T^/St!^^
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.  2.10.12 Apply to employees, clients and empbyw or dient vfBitors:
2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. - ProhiWi the use of tobacco in any .Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.15. Include whether ornot use of tobacco products Is proWbHed
outside of the feciiity on the grounds.

2.10.l,a Include the fbliowing If use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the facirity on the grounds;

• 210.1.6.1. A designated smoking ared(s) which is l^ted
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking In trts area,
Including cigarette butts and m^ches. wm be
extinguished and disposed of In appropriate
contalner&

2.10.16.3. Efwure pertodic deanup of the designated
smoking area.

■  2.10.1.6.4. If the -designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the
discretion of the Contractor.

210.17. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehldo.

2.10.18. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehldes wtten transporting
people on authorized business.

2.102. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment poOcy In the
Cohtradof's fadfitles and vehides ahd'induded In employee, client.' and
vislior ortentatioa

3. Steffing
3.1 The Contracfof shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope '

of work In this RFA as follows:

.  3.11 Atleastone:

3.11.1. Masters Ucensed Alcohol and Drug Counselo/ (MLAbC); or

3.1.12 Ucensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also hoWs
the Ucensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential:

3.12, Suffldent staffing levels thai are appropiiate for the services provided and
the numt^ of dients served. '
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3.1.3. AD unlicensed staff providing treat/nent, education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct super^lon of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unUcensed staff
unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See
Exhibit A-ISecdcn 8.1.2),

3.1.5. At least, one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for ©very 50
dlents or port'on thereof.

3.1.6. Provide ongoing cOnical supervision that occurs at regular Intervals In
accordance with the Operational Requirements In Exhibfi A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, cD-therapy, and perfodic assessment
of progress:

3.1.a2. Group supervision to help optimtee the learning experience.'
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

.  3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice Issues faced by the supervisee;

.3.2.2. The 12 core functions, as described In Addiction Couns^ng
Ccmpete^ies: The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
Practice, available at hftp-J/store.samhsagov/product^AP-21-Addiction-
Counsellng-Competenclea/SMAI 5-4171 and

3.2.3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counsebr's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional

.  boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security and
confidentiality practices for handling pTDlocted health Information (PHIJ and
substance use disorder tr^tment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2,

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department. In writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) worWng days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly Indicate the staff member b employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their woik time b spent providing sutjstance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support ser^ces.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department Iri writing within one month of hire when
a new adminbtrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying cut thb
scope of services Is Wred to work in the program. The Contractor shad provide a
copy of the resume of ttre empfoyee, which clearly Indicates the staff member b
emptoyed by the Contractor, wtth the notification.
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3.5. The Contractor ehail notify Ihe Department In writing wllhlri 14-calendar days, when
there Is not suffident staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies arxl procedures related to student tnlems to
address minimum courseworlt, experience and core competencies for those Interns
having direct contact with Individuals served by this contract. Addilicnally, The
Contractor must have student Interns complete an approved ethics course arxJ.an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described tn Addiction Counseling
Competendea: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional R'actice In
Section 3.2.2. and appropriate Information security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health Information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their Internship!

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, SkDIs, and Attitudes of ProfesslonaJ Practice In
Socfion 3.2.2, and InformaUon security .and confidentially practices for handling
protected health Information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6"months of hire.

3.8. The- Contractor shall ensure staff, ree^s conlln.uous education In the ever
changing field of substance use disorders, and state arxJ federal laws, and rales
relating to oonfldentiarity

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-scn/ice training tb all staff Involved In client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date. If after
the contract effectlve.date, and at least every 80 days thereafter on the fbOowing:

3.9.1. The contract requlremerrts.

39.2. All other relevant poCcies and proceduras provided by the Department.
3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training, or ensure attendance, at an

approved training by the Department to dinlcal staff on hepatitis C (HCV), hUman
Imrnunodeficiencyvlnjs (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shaO provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential servlMS provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Admlnlfllratlon.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monltorod, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher ■ faciDtles Qcansure
standards.

Dlsmn Norm of New Hampshire; Inc. ErfiMA Conbectw
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4.3. The Contractor Is responsible for ensuring that the faci0ties where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

an dleht activlty'-and ctient contact wHhtn (3) days foQowtng the activity or contact as
directed by the Department

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent

from the cDent staUng that the client understands that

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all Infonmation that Is entered Into the
WITS system;

5^.3. Any Information entered Into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information Is entered Into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5,3.1. Any dienl refljstng to sign the informed consent In 5.2 and/or consent in.
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive sen/Ices under tWs contract

5.3.1.2.1. Any dient who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section &3.1.2 shall
be assisted In finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
6.1, The Contractor shaO report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOfAs) data in WITS for

6.1.1.1. 100% of all cBents at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who-are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above In Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Secfion 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results whan possible.

DtemMHofTOofNewHampiWro. Inc. ExHtitA CcnVactarhttbl»_^?3^^
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6.1.Z Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter,

6.1.3. All critical Incidents to the bureau in wriUng as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that

6,1.3.1. "Critical inddenT means any actual or alleged event or
situalton that creates a slgnlficanl risk of substantial or
serloqs harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being, induding but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect:

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

B. 1.3.1.4. Rights violation:

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. ■ Medical error.

,0.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in whttng as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours folldwlng the Incident;

6.1.5. All Media contact to the bureau In wrttfng as sewn as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the indderrt;

6.1.a Sentinel events to Gie Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve arv
Individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon tfscoverlng the event, the Contractor shall provide
Immediate vema! notification of the event to the bureau,
which shaD Include:

6.1,6.2.1. The reporting indlvlduars name, phone number,
^ agency/orgartotion;

6.1.6ZZ. Name and date of bfrth (C3pB) of the
Individual(s) involved In the event;

6.1.6Z.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1,6.Z4. Description of the event. Including what, when.
where, how the ^ent happened, and other

'  relevant Information, as well as the identification

of any other Individuals Involved;

DbmasHomcofNewHafflpthlro.lnc. ExKMA
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6.1.6.Z5, VWiether the police were involved due to a
crime or suspected crfme; end

6.1.6.Za The Wentific^Ion of any media lhat had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. yVithin 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall
submit a completed 'Serrtlnel Event Reporting Form*
(February 2017). avanable at

httpsy/www.dhhsjih.oov/dcbcs/documentB/reportIng-fofm.pdf
to the bureau

•  6.1.0.4. AddltionaJ Information on the event that Is discovered after
filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to

,  the Department, In writing, as It becomes available or upon"
request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional Information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1'
through 6.1.6.4 atKsve if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through ai.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvem^t
7.1. The Contractor shalJ participate In quality Improvement activities to ensure the

■standard of care for clients.-as-requested by the Department such as. but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation In electronic and In-person ciient record reviews
7.1Z. Participation In site visits
7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed Iw

the Departmerit

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utiOzation levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:
7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disordar

Treatment and Recovery Support Servlcea statewide by:
7.2.1.1. . Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to

consistently and evenly deliver these eervicos; and
72.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract

. funding expended relafive to the pereentage of the contract
ps'tod that has elap^. If there Is a difference of more than
10% between ej^ended funding and elapsed time on the
contraa the Contractor shall notify the Department within 5

Dlim«iHom#ofN».H«mtuWre.lnc. BtfMA Ccrtn«»WiI,l,.^2i^
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days and submit a plan for cofreeting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the [Department.

6. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the ContraclDr's fiscal Integrity, the Contractor

^rees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit ar*d Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall
iRdude a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis, ^temenls shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

6.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand,

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalenis and short term investments
divided by total operating expenditures, less
depredation/amortization and Irvklnd plus principal payments
on debt divided by days In the repcrtins period. The short-
term Investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not include common stock..

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
anowed.

8.1.Z Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1; Deflnitton: A measure of the Corttractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabliities.

8.1.2.2. Formula; Total curreht assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard; The Contractor shall maintain-a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 writh 10% variance allowed.

6.1.3. Debt Servtoe Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's aWBty to
cover the cost of its current pcitlon of Its long^erm debt

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus pepredation/Amortlzation
Expense plus Interest Expense dhrided by year to 'date debt

Otonas Home of New Hampshlro, Inc. ExtOtl A CorOnUar MBab
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service (principal ar^ Interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of tong-temi debt
payments, (prfndpel and Interest).

8.1.3.5, Performance Standard: The Contractcf shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio Is an Indication of the Contractor's ability
to coyer Its liabilifies.

8.1.4.2. Oefirutiorv The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets!

8.1.4.4. Source of Data; The Contractor's Monthly Rnandal
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Peftbrmance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed

8.2. ■ In the event that the Contractor does not meet eithen

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand.and the standard r^ardlng
Current Ratio for two (2) consecuth/e months; or

8.2.Z Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan wlAtn thirty (30) calendar days of notification thai
6.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met

8.Z4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at (east
every thirty (30) calender d^s urrtil compliance Is achieved

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide addltiortal information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the
Department The Contractor shall prxTvlde requested
information In a tlmeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall tntorm the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of vwhan any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or Dkefy
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Otigatlon, investigation, .complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a matertal financial Impact on and/or materially Impact or Impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement Cash Row Statement arid all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accountir^ and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this AgreemenL These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
.9.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as In Section 9.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse,
including but not.fimited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in Wifs, win be used to
assist the Department in .determirtir^g the trenchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in Wiris used In the following measures;
9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients acc^ng services who receive any

service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.

9.2.2; Engagement % of clients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on
at least 2 separate days within 14 days of screening

9.2.3. CIlnlcaDy Appropriate Services: 9b clients receiving ASAM Criteria
Identified SUD services (as identified by initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enrolled cUants receiving,any type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate da^ within 45 days
of IniUal screening.

9.2.5. Treatmefil Completiort Total # of discharged (dis-enrolted) client?
completing treatment

9.2.6. National Outcome Measures (N0M5) The % of clients out of aU cflenla
discharged rheeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.2.6.1. Reduction In/no change In the frequency of sutjstance use el
discharge compared to date of first service

. 6.Z6.2. Increase In/no change in number of Individuals employed or
In school at date of last service compared to first service

OfvnnHonMofNawHamp3t)lr«.ln& BtmA ConrtfSarWUnta
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9.2.6.3. Reduction In/no change in nurrtjer of ln<flvlduals arrested fn
past 30 days from date of firsi service to date of test s^toe

9.2.6.4. Increase In/no change In number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase In/ho change in number of individuals partidpaling In.
community support services at last service compared to first
service
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The Contractor shall oomply with the following requirements;

1. Requirements for Organbationa! or Program Changes.
1.1. Contractor shall provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes In any of the following: ^
1.1.1. Ownership;
1.1.Z Physicallccatlon;

.  1.1.i Name. ^
12. When there Is a new admlnlstfator, the following shall apply:

1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with Immediate notfce when an
administrator position becomes vacant;

1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the department In writing as soon as possible prior to
a change In administrator, and Immediately upon (he lack of an admlnfstrator
and provide (he department with the fbllowlno:

1.2.21. The written disclosure of the new administrator reqi^ed In Section 1,2
above;

12.22. A resume Identifying the name end qualifications of the new administrator
and '

1.22.3; Copies of applicable licenses for the new adminislrator;
1.2.3. When there Is a change In the name, the Contractor' shall submH to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire-
H  if applicable, and the effecfive date of the name change.1.2.4. ^en a Contractor discontinues a contracted program, ft shall submit to the

department:
12.4.1. A plan to transfer, .discharge or refer all dlents being served In the

contracted program; and
12.42, A plan for the security and transfer of the cfienfs,records being served In

the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below arto
with the consent of the client

2. Inspections.
21. Fc^lfw purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and ailov any department representative at any time to inspect the foilowino*
21.1. The facility premises; •
2.1.2 All programs and services provided under the contract; and
21.a Any records required t)y the contract

22. A noto of deflciencies shall be Issued when, as a result of any Inspection the
department determines that the Contractor Is In violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. If the notlM IdenUfes deflctencios lb be conected, Ihe ContrBctor shall submit a plan of

3. AdmwS """'"a®-
3.1. "the department shall Impose administralive remedies for violations of contract

requlrerrientfi. including:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correction (ROC);
3.12. Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor;
3.1.3. Suspension of a contract or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract

WndorNams ^
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3.2. Wten administrative remedies are Imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency;
^.2. Identifies the specific remedy(s) that has been proposed; and

Information regarding the r^ht to a hearing In
accordance with RSA 641-A and He-C 200.

^ developed and enforced In the toUowJng manner
deficiencies, the Contractor shad submit a wnlten

POO wJlhIn 21 days of the date on the notice describing:
3.3,1.1. How the Cortlreclor Intends to correct each deficiency;
3.3.1^. VVhat measures wfil l)e put In place, or what system charges will be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of sutinfussfon of the POO;'•3.3.2. The departmerit shall review and accept each POC that:
3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance with contract requirements;
3.3.2Z Addrewes all defldendes and deficient practices as dted In the Inspection

report; ^
3.3.2.3. PiWenls a new violation of contract requirements as a result of

Implementatlqn of the POC; and

Q >1 w . Specifies the date upon which the defldendes will be corrected:
of P^- <l0partment shall provide written notification of acceptance

J  "«'1' 'fa Contractor (n writing of the
21 .lays Of the data of

^'^'33^2'ab^- "" accordance with
acceptable to the department, or Is not Bubmitted within 21 ■

^ T?®" nolfflMtion m 3.6 above, the Contractor shall be subjectto a directed POC in accordance with 3.12 below;

and at^STby:^^ the Implemeritation'of any POC that has been submitted
3.9.1 Reviewing matertels submitted by the Contractor;
3.9.2. Conducting a follow-up Inspection; or

"  Q ^piiance during the next scheduled Inspection;
■  ̂ °"'y after the date of

O 4 4 ^ Contractor In the plan; and
h  has not been implemented by the completion date, the

no ^ issued a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below
®  POC that specifies correctiveactions ft* tile Contractor to Implement when:

3.12.1. ̂  ai^t« an tapocUon, defidendes were Wantified that require Immediate
312i 1^? 01 personnel;3.1ZZ A rev^pcx: Is rwt submitted wlthh 21 daimd the written notification frwn the

d^tartment; or
Vendor Name^«0ra.^^A«)1.SUBST comsdorbfibs^^
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3,12.3. A revised POC sutimltted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibilities of AD Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shaD comply wHh all federal, state, and local laws; rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder as
applicable,

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basis.

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the necessary quaSfied personnel, facilities, equipment,
applies.for the safety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and Implement written poDcles and procedures govemfng
Its operation and ail services provided.

4.5. All poDcies and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6. The Contractor shall:
4.6.1. Employ an administrator responsible for the day-tcnJay operation of the

Contractor
46.2. Malritaln a current Job description and minimum qualificaticns for the

administrator. Including the administrator's authority and duties; and
4.6.3, Establish, in writing, a chain of command that sets forth the line of authority, for

the operation of the Contractor the staff positJon(s) to be delegated the authority
and responsibility to act In the administrator's tehatf v^en the administrator is
absent

4;7. The Contractor shall post the following documents In a public area:
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's policies and procedures relative to the ImpiementaUon

of client tights and responslbllilles, Including cUent confidentiality per 42 CFR
Part2;OTd

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergerKles identi^g the
location of, and access to all fire exits.

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall hot falsify any documentation or provide telse or
rr^leadlng Information to the department.

4.9. The Contractor shall coinply with aH conditions of warnings and administrative remedies
issued by the department, and aD court orders.

The Contractor shall admit and allow any department representaOve to Inspect the
certified premises and aD programs and services that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract.

4.11. • The Contractor shall:
4.11.1. Report ait critical incidents and sentinel events to the department in accordartce

with ExhiW A, Section 20.Z3;
4.11.2. Submit a'ddiliorte! Information If required by the department and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Conlrertor shaD Implement policies and procedures for reporting:
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploitation, In accordance with RSA 169-

C:29-30; and
4.122. Suspected abuse, neglect or ej^loltation of adults. In accordance wtth RSA 149^

F:49.

Vendor Name
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4.13. The Contractor shall report all positive tuberculosis test results for personnel to the
office of ̂ ase control In accordance with RSA 141-0:7, He-P 301.02 and He-P,
301.03.

4.14. For residential programs. If the Contractor accepts a client who is known to have a
disease reportable under He-P 301 or an infectious disease, which Is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body which might or might not be
contagious, the Contractor shall follow the required procedures fcv the care of the
clients, as specified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
2007 Guid^ne for Isolation Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infectious
Agents In Healthcare Settings, June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shaO Implement state and federal regulations on client confidentiafily,
Including provisions outiined in 42 CFR 2.13, RSA 172:8-a, and RSA 318-8:12:

4.18. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a client or the client's guardian or ̂ nt. If
any. with a copy of his or her client record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contractor shall develop policies and procedures regarding the release of
Information contained in dlent records, In accordance with 42 CFR Par\ 2, (he Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and RSA 318-3:10.

4.18. AU records required by the contract shdl be legible, current accurate and available to
the department dunng an Inspection or investigation conducted in accordance with
this contract

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall develop written policies and
procedures designed to protect the privacy of clients and persdnne] that st a
minimum, Include:

4.19.1. Procedures fbr backing up files to prevent loss of data;
4.19J2L Safeguards for maintaining the confidentiality of information'pertalntng to clients

and staff; and
4.19.3. Systems to prevent tampering with Information pertalnirrg to dients and staff.

4.20. The Contractor's service site(s) shall:.
4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessibility and barrier

free guideHnes per 42 U.S.C. 12131 et seq;
4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

activities, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confrdential client records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.

4.21. The Contractor Shan estabDsh and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor and Its
staff, as v«li as a mechanism for reportirtg unethical conduct

4.22 The Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the following:
4.22.1. Qlent rights, grievance arxi appeals polides and procedures;
4.222. Progressive discipline, leading to administrative discharge;
4223. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;
4224. Policies on client alcohol and other drug use wttiie In treatment;
4225. Policies on dlent and employee smoking that are in complianoe with Exhibit A.

Section 211;
4228. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, including a requirement fOr the filing

of written reports of actions tak^ in the event'of staff misuse of alcohol or other
drugs;

Vendor Name
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4.22.7. Policies and procedures for holding a client's possessions;
4.2Z6. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medication policy;
4.22.10.iJdne specimen cdtectlon, as applicable, that

4.22.10!1. Ensure that collectibn Is conducted in a manner that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.Z Minimize f^lfication;
4.22.11. Saf^ and emergency procedures on the following;

4.2Z11.1. Medical emergencies;
4.2Z11.Z Infection control and unhrersal precautior\s, Including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
4.22.11.3. Reporting employee injuries;
4.22.11.4. Rre monitoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill policy and

procedure^;
■  4^2.11.5. Emergency closings;

4.22.11.6. Posting of the apow safety and emergency procedures.
4.22.12.Procedures for protection of cTtcnt records that govern use .of records, storage,

removal, conditions for release of Information, and compliance with 42CFRi Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); arxl

4.22.13. Prx>cedures related b quality assurance and quality improvement
6. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall maintain procedures regardlrtg collectiGns from client fees, private
■or public Insurance, and other payers responsible for the client's finances; and

5.2. At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the dlent, and the
Gflenfs guardian, agent, or personal representative, with a listing of all known appllcabte
charges and Identily what care and services are included In the charge.

6. Cflent Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Conbactofs shall maintain a repord 'of all client screenings, Including:

6.1.1. The client name and/or unique client identiTier:
6.1.2. The client referral source;
6.1.3. The date of Initial contact from the clienl or referring agen^
6.1.4. The date of screentng;
6.1.5., The result of the screening, inctudlrtg the reason for denial of services if

applicable;
. 6.1,6. For any client who Is placed on a waitlist, record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and Interim services or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7.' Record of all client contacts between screening and, removal from the waltBst;
and

6.1.6. Date client was remove from the waitlist and the reason for removal
6.2. For any client wtio b denied services, the Contractor b re^onslble for.

62.1. informing the dient of the reason for denial;
'  ,622. Assisting the cUent In tdentifytrrg and accessing appropriate availablB treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shall not derty services to a cflent solely because the client
6.3.1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.3.2. Relapsed ftom an eartier treatment;

Vendor Nerne /
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications, Including but not limited to opiates or
benzodiazepines; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
• 6.4. The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and.6.2 above at the request of the department

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shaU devdop a current Job description for all staff, Including contracted

staff, volunteers, and student interns, which shall Include:
7.1.1. Jobtibe;
7.1.Z Physical requirements of the position;
7.1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1.5. Positions supenrtsed; and
7.1.6. Title of tmrn^iate supervisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and Implement policies regarding criminal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, Include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record; .
7.2.Z Requiring the administrator or his or her daslgnee to obtain and review a

criminal records check from the New Hampshire department of safety for each
prospective employee;

7.2.3.. Criminal tiackground standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to ensure the health, safety,
or wH-belng'cf clients:

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions in this or any other state;
7J2.Z2. Convicdons for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
72.3.3. Findings by the department or any administrative agency In this or any other

state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 72.3 above for good cause shown.

7.3. All staff, iTidurSng contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualifications of the positton as

listed in their job description; ' '
. 7.3.Z Not exceed the criminal background standards estabDshed by 72.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown, in accordance with policy established In
72.4 above;

7.3.3, Be licensed, registered or certified as required by state statute and as
applicabte;

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
whh cOents, which (ndudes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics, including ethical coriduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Contractor's policies on client rights and responslbUIties and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confidentiality requirements as required by Sections 4.15 arid 4.192 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as required In Secfion
4.22.1 and 422.3 above and Section 16 below.

VeniSof Name y
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7.3.4.5. The duties jand responslbfiities and the policies, procedures, and guidelines
of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administrat re and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. .The Contractor's Infection prevention p ogram;
7.3.4.8. The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and i ilher emergency plans which outline

the responslblHtles of personnel In an e nergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for a^se or r^eglect such as those found

in RSA 161-F and RSA 169-0:29; and
7.3.5. Sign and date documentation that th^ h we taken part in an ortentalion as

described in 7.3:4 above;
7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual In-service education, which includes a review of

all elements described in.7,3.4 above.
7.4. Prior to having contact with cOents, employees and contracted employees shall* ■

7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening
conducted rtot more than 12 months prior to employmenl which shall Indude at a
rnlnfmum the following:

7.4.1.1. ,The name of the examinee;
7.4.1.Z The'date of the examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious illness or any other Illness

that would affect the examinee's abfllly to perform their job duties; '
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-step tuberculosis (TB) test, Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); artd
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practitioner;

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while waiting for Ihe results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.a Comply with the requlremerrts of the Centers for Disease Control GuIdeDncs for
Preventing the Transntisslon of Tuberculosis In Health Facilities Settings 2005
If the person has either a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or potential
for occupational exposure to Mycobacterfum tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with infectious tuberculosis!

7.5. Employees, contracted employees, volunteers and independent Contractors who have
direct contact with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shafl have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test.

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store In a secure and confidential manner', a current
personnel fHe for each employee, student, voluntBcr, and contracted staff A personnel
fne shall Include, at a minimum, the foDowing:
7.6.1. A completed appficaflon for employment or a resume, Includina:
7.6.2. Identification diata; and
7.8.3. The education and work eiqrerlence of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the current Job description or agreement, signed by the Individual that

Identifies the. '
7.6.4.1. Position title;

-  7.6.4.2. Qualifications and erqperfence; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

. 7.6.5. Written verification that the person meets the Contractor's quaUflcations for the '
as^ed job description, such as school transcripts, certificattons.and licenses as
appticable;

VbndorName ^
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A copy of each current Nei^v Hampshire license, registration or certification In

health care fleW and CPR certiflcalion, £f applicable;

7 CO ^ scrwning for communicable diseases results required in 7.4 above-7.6.8. Written performance appraisals for each year of employment Inciudljw
description of any correctivG actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person 8 supervisor to t>e necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual ih-servlce education as required by 7.3.6 above-
7.6.11. Information as to the general content and length of all contfnuino educ^on or

educational programs attended;
7.6.1Z A signed statement acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the cOenfs rights and responsibilities, Including confld^ality
acknowledging training and implementation of the policy

7.6.13. A statement, which shan be signed at the time the Initial offer of employment is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he Of she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a fefony conviction in this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a threat to me health, safety or
well-traing of a client; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency in
this or any omer state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 abova-
7.7. ̂  individual need rwt re^jsclose any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above if me

docuTiOTtation Is available and me Contractor has previously reviewed me material and
granted a waiver so mat me fndtvWual can continue employment

8. Clinical Supervisloa
6.1. COTfractors shall comply wim the following clinical supervision requlremenls for

unlicensed counselors: . '
e.1,1. All unRcensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support

services shall be under me direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.
8.1 :Z No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than tvi^Ive unlicensed staff unless

the Department has approved an altematiye supervision plan.6.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one hour of supervision for every 20
hours of direct client contact;

8.1.4. Supervision shall be provided on an Individual or group basis, or bot^
depending upon the employee's need, experience and skill level; •

6.1.5. Supervision shall incfude foUovring tec^iques:
8.1.5.1. Revlewof case records;
8.1.6.2. Observation of Interactions wim clients;
.8.1.6.3. SkDI development; and
8.1.5.4. Review of case management actlvilles; and

8.1.6. Supervisors shall maintain a log of me supiervislon date, duration, corrtent arfo
who was supervised by wtwm;

8.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supervision In accordance wim the
requirement of meir floensure.

8. conical Services.'
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a clinical care manual which Includes policies
and procedures related to all clinical services provided.

9.2. All dlnica) senrices provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on the client's strengths;
922. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the cGents being sensed;
9.2.3. Be client and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma Informed, which means designed to acknowfedge the Impact of

violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance of addressing trauma
In treatment; and ,

9.3. Upon a client's admission, the Contractor shall conduct a cDent orientation, ei^r
Indlvlduaily or by group, to Include the foliowing:
9.3.1. Rules. poHdes; and procedures of the Contractor, program, and faa'lity;
.9.3.2. Requlr^ents for suocess^ly completing the program;
0.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge;
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding confidentiality, inciuding the limits of confidentiality

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the cTient to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a cfienl's admission to treatment." the Contractor shall' conduct an

HIV/Aips screening, to Include:
9.3.7. The provision of Information;
9.3.a Risk assessment; ■ . '
9.3.9, Intervention and risk reduction education, and '
9.3.10. Referral for testing. If appropriate, within 7 days of admission;

10. Treatment and RehabOitaticn.
10.1. A LADC or unlioensed counselor under the supervision of a LADC shall develop and

maintain a written treatment plan for each client in accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competencies avaaable at
http7/8tore.samhsa.gov/nstf5erfes7name=Technical-A8slslance-Pub!lcations-TAPs-
&pageNumber=1 which addresses all ASAM domains.

10J2. Treatment plans shall be developed as follows:
10.2.1. Within 7 days following admission to any residential program; arvJ
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an amtnilatory treatment program.

10.3. Indh/Uual treatment plans shall contain, at a minimum, the foDowIng elements:
10.3.1. Goats, objectives, and intewentlons written tn terms that are specific,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. Identifies the recipient's cllnlca) needs, treatment goals, and objectives;

.  10.3.3. Iderttifies the dienfs strengths and resources for achieving goals and otriectives
In 10.3.1 above;

10.3.4. Defines the stnstegy for providing servloes to meet those needs, goals, and
cbjectrves;

10.3.5. Identifies referral to outside.Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specific
goal or objective when^the service cannot be deJivered by the treatnwrt
program:

10.3.6. Provides the criteria for terminating specific Interventioos; and
10.3.7. includes specification and description of the Indlcatora to be used to a^ess the

indlviduars progress.
VendwName /
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10.3.8. Dbcumentatfon of participation by the client In the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the c5ent end the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or If
. applicable, documentation of the cnenfs refusal to sign the treatment plaa

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medidrte Criteria (A8AM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever Is less frequent

10.5. Treatment plan updates shall include:
10.5.1. Documentaeon of the degree to which the cfient Is meeting treatment plan goals

and pbjectwes;
10.5.2. Modi^atioh of existing .goals or addition of new goals based on changes In the

clients functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

'  10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the cTient ne^ to move to a
. differBnt level of care based on changes In functioning in any ASAM domain and
documentation of the reasons for (his assessment

10.5.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan, or if appficable, documentation of the diertfs refusal to sign the treatment
plaa

10.8. In addition to the indivldualhred trealment planning In 10.3 above, all Contractors
Shan provide client education oa-

10.6.1. Substance use disorders;
10.8.2. Relapse prevent'on;
10.6.3. Infectious diseases associated with lr\)ectlbn drug use, Including but not limited

y  to, HIV, hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emottohal, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.6.6. Niccftine use disorder and cessation options;
10.6.7. The impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and the

importance of informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use durlr^
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.Z All group counseling sessions shall be llmitGd to 12 clients or fewer per

counselor.
10.8. Progress notes

10.8.1. A progress note shall be completed for each Individual, group, or family
treatment or education sessloa

10.6.2. Each progress note shall contain the following components:
10.8,Z1. Data, including eajf-report, observations, Interventiorw, current

Issues/stressors, functional Impairment. InterperBonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as It relates to the current treatment plaa*

10.8.2-.2. Assessment, Including progress, evaluation of Intervention, and obstacles
or barriers; and

10.8.Z3. Plaa including tasks to be completed between sessions, otgectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and dale of next session; and

Vendor Name x
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a daily shift change log which documenta such
things as cQent behavior and significant events that a subsequent shift should be
made aware of.

11. Client Dlsciwg© and Transfer.
11.1. A client Shan be discharged from a program for the following reasons;

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on chants In the client's fundionlna
relative to ASAM alterfa;

11.1.2. Program termination, including:
11.1.2.1. Admlnislnative discharge:
11.1.2.2. Non^ompnance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The client left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and
11.1.a The client Is InaocessiWe, such as the client has been jailed or hospttallred; arid

11.2. In ail cases of client discharge or transfer, the courwelor shall complete a narrative
discharge summary, Including, at a minimum:

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer.
11.Z2. The cDenfs psychosoclal substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the di^fs progress toward treatment goals in an ASAM domains;
11 .Z4. The reason for.discharge or transfer;
11.Z5. Thedlenfs DSK/15 diagnosis and summary, to include other assessmerft testing

completed during treatment;
■ 11 .Z6. A summary of the dlent's phyislcal condition at Uie time of discharge or transfer;
11.2.7, A contiruilng care plan, Including all ASAM domains;
11.2.8. A detemnirtation as to whether the dlenl would be eligible for re»admisslon to

. treatment, if applicable; and
11 .Z8. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days foltowtng a dlenfs dischai^ or transfer from the program;

or

11.3.Z For vAthdrawal management services, by the end of the neoct business day
following a cBenfs discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, either from one level of care to another wtthin the same
certified Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the cOenfs treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be included In the dienfs record; and

11.4.Z Update the dient assessment and treatment plan!
11.5. When trar\sfefrfng a client to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

shall forward oo;^ of the following Information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of confldential infbrmatlon Is signed by the dient

11.5.1. The discharge summary;
11.5.Z Client .demographic Infcirmation, Indudfng the client's name, date of Wrth,

i^dress, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Social Security
number, and

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment infdrmafion,
indudlng:

I.1.5.3.1. TB test results;
II.5.3.2. A record of the dienfs treatment history; and

VtefidorName .
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11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or agency-recornmended follow-up
treatment.

11.6. The courtselor shall meet \Mth the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that

'11.8.1. Includes recommendations for contimjing care In all ASAM domains:
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups Including, when Indicated, fecHItated self-

help; and .
11.8.3. ^^stfi the cEent In making contact vdth other agencies or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document In the client record if and wtiy the meeting In Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.6. A Contractor may administratively discharge a cQent from a program only Ift
11.8.1. The client's behavior on program premises Is abusive, vfolent, or Illegal;
11.8.2. The dlent Is non-compliant wHh prescrlpfion medications;
11 .as. Clinical staff documents therapeutic reasons for'discharge, wWch may Include

(he client's continued use of Illicit dnjgs or an unwillingness to follow appropriate
dlnlcal Interventions: or

11.8.4. The client violates program mies In a manner that Is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive cfisdpllne poOcy.

12. COent Record System.
12.1. Each Contractor shall have poficies and procedures to (rnpiement a comprehensive

dienl record system, In either paper form or etectrortic form, or both, that complies
wKh this section.

The dlent record of each client senred shall communicate Information In a manner that Is:
■12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries in chronological order;

• 12.1.2. Easy to reed and urtderstartd;
12.1.3. Complete, containing ̂ 1 the parts; and
12.1.4. Up-to-date, Induding notes of most recent contacts.

12.2 The dient record shall indude, at a minimum, (he fbllovring components, organized
as follows:

12.21, Rrstsection. Intake/lnltial lnfomiatton;
12.21.T. Identification data, Including the client's*

12.2.1.1.1. Name;
1221.12. Date of birth;
1221.1.3. Address:
122.1.1,4.Telephonenumber; and*
1221.1.5. The last 4 d®lta of the dienfs Soda! Security number

12212. The date of admission;122.1.3. If either cf these have been appointed for the dient, the name and addreSa
of:

1221.3.1. The guardian; and
1221.32The representative payee;

1221.4. The name, address, and telephone nurnber of the person to contact In the
event of an emergency;

122.1.6. Contact Information for the person or entity referring the client for services
as applicable;^  1221.8. The name, address, artd telephone number of the primary health care
ContTHctor,
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12^.1.7. The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Cor^actor, if applicable;

12.Z1.8.The name and address of the client's public or private health insurance
Contr8ctof(s), or both;

12.2.1.9.Thecllenfs rellgtouspreferenoe. (fany;
12.2.1.10. ThecTienfs pe^nal health history;
12.2.1.11. The cllert's mental heaRh history;
12.2.1.12. Current medications;
12.2.1.13. Records arxl reports prepared prior to the cDent's current admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.21,14. Signed receipt of noUficatton of cTierit rights;

1222. Second section, ScreenlngfAssessment/Evaluatioa-
1222.1.Documentat!Gn of all elerrtents of screening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 102;
1223. Third section. Treatment Planning:

122.3.1.The Individual treatment plan, updated at designated Intervab In
accordance with Sections 102 -10.6 above; and '

122.3.2. Signed and dated progress notes and reports from all programs Involved
as required by Sectbn 10.6 above;

122.4. Fourth se^on, Discharge Planning:
122.4.1. A nanrafiye discharge summary, as required by Sections 11 2 and 113

above;
122.5. Fifth section. Releases of InformatiorVMIscellaneous:

12.2.6.1. Release of Information forins compUani with 42 CFR, Part 2;
12.2.52. Any correspondence pertinent to the dienl; and
122.5.3. Any other informatiGn the Contractor deems significant

12.3. If Contractor utilizes a paper formal client record system, then the sections in
Section 123 above shall be tabbed sectlor^.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an etedronlc format the sections In Section 123 above shall
not apply provided that ail information listed in Section 123 above is Included In the
electronic record.

■ 12.6. ^ client records maintained by the Contractor or its sub-Contractors, ir^uding paper
o  AB transmissions, or elwtronlc data transfers, shall be strictly confidential.12.D. All conftdential Infbnnatlon shall be maintained within a secure storage systeifn at

times as follows: .
12.6.1. Paper records and exlemal eteclronic storage media shall be kept In locked file

cabinets;
126.2 All electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. AD confidential n(«es or other materials that do not require storage shafi be

shredded immediately after use.
126.4. Contractors shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client

as follows:

12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult: and

7  12.8.4.2. F6r a minimum of 7 years after age of rnqjority for chUdrea12.7. • In the event of a program closure, the Contractor dosing Its treatment program shall
arrange for the continued rnanagenrem of all client records. The dosing Contractor
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Shan notify the department In writing of the address where records will be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12.8, T^e dosing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. ̂ nUnue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that 11 wli respond to authorized requests for copies of client records within 10
working days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of dienis who have given written consent to another
Contracton or

12.8.3. Enter into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication Services.
13.1. No administration of medlcatfons, Including physician samples, shall occur except by

a licensed medical practitioner working within their scope of practice
13.Z AU pr^pticn medications brought by a diem to program shan be In their original

containers and legibly display the foDowtng Information:
13^.1. The client's name;
13.2.2 The medication name and strength;
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.24. The route of administration;
13.2.5. The frequency of administration; and
13.28. The date ordered.

13.3. Any c^ge or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licensed practitioner.

13.4. WI prescription medications, with the exception of nitroglycerin, epi-pens; and rescue
mh^fs, which may be kept on the cOenfs person or stored in the clienrs room shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. All medications shaD be kept in a storage area that Is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized persomel;
JM'H* to allow correct Identification of each client's medicatlonfs)'13.4.1.3. Illuminated In a manner sufficient to allow reading of all medication labels*

and '

^3.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.42. Schedule 11 controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-B:l-bi shal] be kept In

a separately locked comparlment within the locked medication stcrage area and
accessible only to authorized personnel; and

13.4.3. ^plcal liquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shaO
be stored In a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, optic, ophthalmic
and parenteral products shall not occur. '

13.6. MedicatlOT belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
Client medication.

(OTC) medications shaD be handled In the following manner*
13.6,1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be aUowed to be

brought Into the program;
13.6.2 OTC medication shall .be stored In accordance with Section 13.4 above.
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13.6.3. QIC medication containers shall be marked with the name of the client u^g the
medication and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
contain^ or as ordered by a tloensed practitioner;

13-7. All medlcations'self-adminbtefied by a dlenl with, the exception of nltroglycerin. epl-
pens, and rescue Inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervision,
shaD be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at
the conrect time;

13.7^. Staff, may open the medicallon container but shall not be permitted to physlcaliy
handle the medication itself In any manner;

13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the dient to observe them taking the prescribed dose and
type of medication;

13.0. For each medicallon t^n, staff shaD document in an Individual client medication log
the following:

13.8.1. The medication name; strength, dose, frequency and route of admlnlstrBtion;
13.6.2. The date and the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or identifiable Initials of the person sLpervtsIng the taking of said

medication; and
13.a4. The reason for any medicallon refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a client's discharge:
13.9.1. The client medication log In Section 13.8 above shall be fnduded In the cOenfs

record; and
13.9.Z The citenl shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her

14. Notice of Client Rights
14.1. • Programs shall inform clients of their rights under these rules in clear,

understandable language and form, both verbally and in writing as follows:
14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be infonned of their rights to evaluations and

access to treatment
14.1.2. cneqts shall be advised of their rights upon entry into any program and at least

once a year after entry;
14.1.3. IniUal and annual notifications of dient rights tn Section 14 above shaR. be

documented In the clients record; and
14.2 Every program within the service delivery system shall post notice of the rights, as

fbilo^:
14.21. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously;
14J22 The notice shall be presented In dear, understandable language and form; and
142.3. Each program and residence shall have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to cRent nghts that are available for dient review.
15. Fundamental Rights.

16.1.. No person receMhg treatment for a substance use disorder shaft be deprived of ar^
legal right to which an citizens are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment services system.

16. Personal Rights.
16:1. Persons who are applicants for services or dients In the senrice deRvery system shaD

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at all times.
16.2 ̂  Clients shall be free from abuse, neglect and ejqjioitatlon Induding, at a rnlnimum,

the following:
vendor Name ✓
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16^.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-verbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect;

16.2^ Freedom from the Intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

16.Z3. Freedom from persofwJ or financial exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client ConfldentJallty
17.1. An Contractors shall.adhere to the confldentlaflty requirements In 42 CFR part 2.
17Z. In cases wtiere a client, attorney or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
free of charge for the first 25 pages and ncA more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older is treated for dnjg abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA 316:812-8, the follovring shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release.
18. CDent Grievances

18.1. Clients shal! have the right to complain about any matter, including any afleged
violation of a right afforded by these rules or by any state or federal law or rule.

18Z. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
. individual client or a group of dients.

18.3. The rules governing procedures for protection of cOent rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints and grievances.

19. Treatment fights.
19.1. Each dtent shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment. Including;

19.1.1 The right of access to treatment Including:
10.1.1.1.The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services arxl to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the services needed;
19.1.1.Z The right to provision of necessary, services when those services are

available, subiject to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.Z The right to quality treatment including;
19.1Z.1 Sen/Ices provided In keeping with evidence-based clinical and professional

standards applicable to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for which the client Is being treated; "

19.1.3. The right to receive services In such a manner as to promote the cllenfs fuQ
participation in the community;

19.1.4. The r^ to receive all services of treatment to which a person Is entitled In
accordance with the tirha frame set forth (n the ciiertfs Indvidual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an (ncflviduaj treatment plan developed, reviewed and revised in
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 10.5 above which ̂ dresses the cfienfs own
goals;

19.1.a The right to receive treatment and services contained In an individual treatment
plan deserted to provide opporiunldes for the cGent to participate In meaningful
activities in the communities In which the.client lives and virorks;

Vendor Name
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,19.1.7. The rigHt to service and treatment in the least restrictive alternative or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment Including programs
which least restrict:

M9.17.1. Freedom of movement; and
19.1.7.2. PartidpaUon In the oommmlty, while providing the level of support needed

by.the client;
■ 19.1.8. The right to be Informed of all significant risks, benefits, side effects and

alternative treatmerrt and services and to glw consent to any treatment,
placement or referral following an Informed dedslon such that:

19.1.8.1. Whenever possibte, the consent shall be given In writing: and
19.1.8.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at least one person;
19.1.9. The right to refuse to participate In any form of experimental treatment or

research;
19.1.10. The right to be fuOy ̂ formed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement Including the right la.

19.111.1. Seek changes in placement, services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of volunta^ treatment or from the service

delivery system;
.  19.l12.The right to services which promote Independence Including services directed

toward:
19.1.12.1. Biminating, or reducing as much as possibte. the client's needs for

continued services and treatment; and
19.1.1Z2. Promoting the ability of the clients to function at their highest capacity and

as Independently as possibte;
19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.114.The right to referral for nnedlcal ■ care and treatment including, if needed,

assistance in finding such care In a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion Including:

19.115.1 At the client's own expense, the consullative services of:
19.1.16.11. Private physicians;
19.115.12. Psychoteglsts;
19.115.13. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors: and
19.115.14. Other health pr^tioners; and

19.115Z. Granting to such health practilioners reasonable access to the dienl. as
quired by Section 19.1.15, (n programs and allowing such practJfibners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the following present at any
treatment meeting requiring client participation and Informed dedsion-maJOna;

19.116.1 Guardian;
19.116.Z Representative;
19.116.3. Attorney:
19.116.4. FamDy member;
19.1.16.5. Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultaril; and
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10.1.l7.The right to freedom .from restraint including the right to be free from seclusion
end physlcel, mechanics! or pharmacological restraint

10.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment contrary to such
professional's clinical judgment

10.3. Programs shall, whenever possible, maximize the declsIon^aWng authority of the
client

19.4. infurtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provlstons shall apply to clients for
wtiom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent jurtsdictlon:

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that In the course of service provision, the guardian
and ail persons invoived In the provision of service are made aware of the
dlenfs views, preferences arxl aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shil only make decisions that are within the scope of the powers set
forth in the guardlartship order Issued by the court

19.4.3. The program shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
and the order shaD be kept in the cllenfs record at the program; •

19.4.4. If any Issues arts© relative to the provision of services and supports which are
outside the scope of the guardian's dedsiorhmaking authority as set forth In the
guardianship order, the cQenfs choice and preference relative to those issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority Is e)q>anded by the court to include
those Issues;

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the dectsion-making authority granted by the court Induding:

19.4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the .limits on his or her dedston-maklng
authority; and

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian; '

. 19.4.6. The guardian shall act In a manrwr that furthers the best Interests of the cflerrt;
19.4.7. In acting In the best Interests of the cOent, the guardian shall take Into

consideration the views, preferences and aspiratiorts of the client -
19.4.8. The program shdl take such steps as are necessary to preverit a guardian from

acting In a manner that does not further the .best Interests of the diem and. If
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; and

19.4.9. In friB evem that there is a dispute between the program and the guardlart, the
program shad inform the guarian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Termlnatldn of Servloes.
20.1. A client shall be termln^d from a Contractor's service If the client

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other dients or staff, or engages In Illegal
activity on the property of the program:

20.1.2. Is no longer bmefiUng from the 8ervice(s} he or she Is rece'rving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually adce^ble course of treatment
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the sen/Ices that he or she is receiving despite having the

flnandat resources to do so; or
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she Is receiving despite the fed that the client is or might be ellglbie for such
benefits.

VcrrdorNams /
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20.2. A termination from a Cqniractor's fiarvlces shall not occur.unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the client and citert's ouanJian. If any that

20.2.1. Give the effective dale of termination;
20.2.2. Ust the clinical or management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200

20.3. A Comractqr shall document In the record of a client who has been terminated that-
20.3.1. The client has notified of the termination; and
20.3.2. The termination has been approved by the program director

21. Client Rights In ResWentlal Programs.
21,1. In iaddifion to the foregoing rights, clients of residential programs shall also have the

following fights:
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane living erwironment;
21.1.2. The right to privat^y communicate with others, Including:

21.1.Z1.The right to send and receive unopened and (jncensored.corre^>orKierTce;
21.1.2.ZThe right to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of tdeji^one calls except-that
residential programs may require a cDent to reimburse them for the cost of
any calis'made by the client;

21.1Z3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may Impose reasonable restricOons on the number and time of
visits In order to ensure effective provision of services; and21.1.a The right to engage In soda! and recreational activities Including the provision of

regularopportunities for clients to engage in such activities;21.1.4. The fight to priy^. Including the following:
21.1.4.1. The right to cbUrll^es such as knocfung on dosed doors.befbre entering -

aixi ensuring privacy for tdephona calls and vIsHs;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal IntaracUon In a private setting except

that any cortduct or activity which Is Illegal shall be prohttxted; and21.1.4.3. The right to be free from searches of thdr persors and possessions except
In accordance wilh applicable constitutional and legal standards;

21.1.5. The right to Individual choice, Irwluding the fbilowthg:
21.1.5.1. The right to keep and wear thdr own clothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possessions;
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read materials of thdr own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and ̂ >end their own money; artd
21.1.5.5. The right not to work and to be compensated for any work performed

except that '
. 21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeeping t^ks

within the dients oMm Immediate IMng area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence
without compensation; and

21.1,5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential program, if the work Is
consistent with their Individual treatment plans and the client is
compensated for work performed; and

21.1.6. The right to be rdmbursed for the loss of any money hdd In safekeeplno tjv tha
residence.
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21^.

21.3.

21.4.

21.5.

2i.a

2Z2.

N(^fng In Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having poOcles govemlnfl the
behavior of the residents.
Clients sh^ be,lnfbmied of any house policies upon adrrtsslon to the residence.
House policies shall be posted end such poTicles shall be In conformlly with this
section.

House policies shall be perlodlcaily reviewed for compliance wtth this secfion in
correction quality assurance site visits.
Notwlthstandlrig Section 21.1.4.3 above. Contractore may develop pondes and
procedures that allow searches for alcohol and lUicft drugs be conducted:

21.6.1. Upon the dlenfs admission to the program; and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists. Including such proof a^'

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohbl or IDegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing frfiystcal signs of Intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Reqi.drements
22.1. If there Is any errw. omission, or conflict in the requirements listed below, the

appHcable Federal, State, and Local regulations,' rules and requirements shall
controL. The requirements spedfled below are provided herein to increase the
Contractor's compliance.;.
The Contractor agrees .'to the following state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty treatmerrt for pregnant and parenting v^bmen:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and. therefore, admits both

women and their children Into treatment. If appropriate.

21.2.2. "Die program trieats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both viromen
and their children into treatment, If appropriate.

The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse services, induding prenatal care.

The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric care for the
women's children, Includlrtg immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-spedfic substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic Irrterventions for women that may address
Issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic interventions for children
in custody of women In trealmerit which may, among other things, address
the children's developmental rteeds and their Issues of sexual al^use.
physical abuse, and neglect.

2T.2.a The program provides or arranges for suffident case management and
transportatton services to ensure that the women and their children have
access to the services described above.

21.2.3.

212.4.
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22.3. Arrange fbr means activities to assist the dient In finding and engaging In a service,
which may include, but Is not Dmited to helping the cfient to locate an approprtata
provider, rafem'r^ cnarrts to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients with those providers, and esslstlng the client with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all
programs In this Contract as follows:

22.4.1. V^n 7 days of reaching 80% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

22.4.2. The program admits each Individual who requests and is In need of treatment for-
Intravenous drug abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22,4.2.2.120 days .if the program has no capacity to admit the indMdual on the date

of the request and, within 48 hours after, the request, the program makes
Interim services available until the IndMdual is admitted to-a substance
abuse treatment program *

22.4.3. The program offers Interim services thai include, at a minimum, the foUowlng-
22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HfV and Tubercutosis (TB), the risks of

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and infants and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmission does rxjt
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TS treatment services, if necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseUng on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women

22.4.4.- The program .has established a waiting fist that Indudes a-unique-patient ■
Identifier for each injecting drug abuser seaWng treatment including patients
receiving interim services while awaiting admission."

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables It to:
22.4.5.1.Malntaln contact wtth Individuals awaiting admission
22.4.5.2.Adma or transfer walling list clients at the earilesl possible time to an-

appropriate treatment program within a service area that Is reasonable to
-  thecUanl

22.4.5.3. The program takes diants awaiting treatment off the wailing Ost only when
one of the fodowfng conditions exist

-22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission into treatment
or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persor^s retose treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out actMties to encourage individuals In need of treatment
senrlces to undergo treatment by using, sdentlfically sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or. If no such models are appllcabia to the local
dtuatton, another approach which can reasonably be expected to bo an effecfive
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for

22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supervising outreach workers.
Vendor Name
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22.4.7^. Contacting, communicating, and following up with Wgh-risk substance
abusers, their associates, and neighborhood residents within the constraints
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among irijecting drug abusers about the relationship
between Injecting drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does rv)t occur.

2Z4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements wtth other public or non-profit
private entities, routinely makes avalleble the following TB services to each
Individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counseling the Individual with respect to TB. '
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine whether the Individual has been Infected vrfth

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
individual.

22.4.8.3. Providing for or refem'ng the individuals infected by mycabacteria TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment

22.4.9. For cficmts denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such cfienls to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has Implemented the infection control procedures that are
■ consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

2Z4.10.1. Screening patients and Identification of those Individuals who are at high
risk of becoming infected. _ .

22.4.10.2. Meeting all State reporting requirements while adhertng to Federal and
Stale cqnfidentjanty requirements, Indudlng 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case m^agement actlvfties to ertsure that In^duals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all Irxlivlduals with active TB as required by. State
law and In accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives pr^rence in admission to pregranl women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment senrices.
Further, the program gives preference to clients In the following order

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and injecting drug users first
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To otherlnjecfing drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To all other Irxfividuats fourth.

22.4.1ZThe program refers all pregnant women to the State when the program has
Insufficient capadfy to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.13.1116 program mal^ available Interim services within .48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity .

22,'4.14.The program makes continuing education In treatment services available to
employees who provide the services.

.  22.4.16.The program has In effiect a system to protect patient records from inappropriate
disclosure, and the system:
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22.4.15.1. Is In compliance with all Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Includino 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. Includes provisions for employee education on the confldenUality
requirements and the fact that dtsci)Artary action may occur upon
inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.16.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Inpatient
hospltai substance abuse services, except in cases when each of the following
conditions Is met:''

22.4.18.1. The Individual cannot be effectively treated In a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The, dally rate of payment prowded to the hospital for providing the
sendees does not exceed the comparable dally rate provided by a
community-based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the followihg conditions have
been met
2Z4.16,3.1. The primary diagnosis of the individual Is substance abuse

/  and the physician certifies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The individual cannot be safely treated In a community^
bas^, norvhospltal, residential program. ^

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to Improve the
person's coridltion or level of tun^oning.

2Z4.16.3.4. The hospital-based substance abuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice. ■

■ 22.4.16.3.5. The service is provided only to the extent that it Is medically
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated in community-based, non-hospltal, resldentla]
program.)

22.4.17.The program does not expertd Substance Abuse Prevention ̂  Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or Improve land; purchase, constmcl, or
permanently Improve (other than minor remodefing) any buDding of olher facility:
or purchase mqjor medical equipment

• 22.4.18.The program does not e«pend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
.receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.19.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide financial
Bsslstarw to any entity othw than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20.The program does not e^er^ SAPT Block Grant fimds to make payments to
Intended recipients of health services.

22.4.21. The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide IndlvWuals
with hypodermic rteedles or syringes. .

22.4.22.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant furvls to provide treatment
services In penal or corrections Institutions of the State.

Vendor Name
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services
RFA-201S-BDAS^1*SUBST

Exhibit A-1 Operatlona! Requirements

22.4^,The program uses the Block Grant as the •payment of last resorf for senrlces for
pregnant women and women with dependent children, TB services, and HIV
services end, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following:

22.4^3.1. Cdlect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entltted to insurance benefits under the Sodal Security Act, Indudtng
programs under title XVIII and title XIX; any State compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical e^enses, any grant
program, any private health Insurance, or any other benefit program.

22A2$2. Secure from padents of clients payments for services in accordance wHh
their ability to pay.

22.4.24.The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4.24.1, The Contractor shall, upon the directlan of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and a sliding fee scale Qn Exhibit B) shall apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, .upon the direcfion of
the State, offer treatment to those Individuals.

22A2A2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements governing humari
subject's research when considering research, indudlng research
conducted by student interns, using Individuals senred by this contract as
sut^ects. Contractors must Inform and recetve the Department's approval
prior to Initiating research Involving subjects or patlclpants related to
this contract The Department reserves the right, a! its sole discretion, to

- reject any such human subject research requests;
22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporting

Policy.

VendorNeme
RFA-aoia-BOAS-Ol-SUBST Contactor Wtfab,
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Exhibit D

Blethod and Condmons Precedent to Payment

^ ̂ Contractor an amount not to exceed the Prtce LImttationBlock 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services,

2. This Agreement is funded by;
2.1. . New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcoho) and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United Slates Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block

*  Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services In Exhibit A,- Scope of
Services In compliance vnth the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services ^
3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative
payer for services descnhed the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs
for cTients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(8) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee
Table set by the Department. > ■

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may se^
reimbursement from the State for sendees provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that Is not covered by the payers listed fri
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered bv
fee for servf^ In Exhibit B-1 Sendee Fee Table, unless otherwise stated
4,1. The Cointractof agrees the fees for servlcas are alMnclusive contract

rates to deGver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an

Dbmas Homo of NwHomprtbo, imx Exhibft B VmicrMizh
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EthlbltB

activity that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. C^wlatfng the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services In
Exhibit B-1 Servioe Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and
prrvate insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not
delay a clienfs admittance into the program and to
Immediately refund any overpayments.

5.13. Maintain an acpjrate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments Of any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as fdliows:

5.2.1. First Charge the clients privale insurance up to the Contract
Rate, tn Exhibit B-1, when the insurers' rates meet or are
lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the cTient according to Exhibit B, Section 8.
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private Insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third; If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer fif applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate In
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private ■
insurer and the amount paid by the client), .

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not
exdeed the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee TabJe multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated In Exhibit 8, Section 8 Sliding
Fee'Scala for the clienfs applicable income level.

DtonatHomBofNewHampsWro.lnc. E^B VtovtofWBab
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Exhibits

6.4. The Contractor will assi^ clients who are unable to secure fmartcial
resources necessary for Initial entry into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in S^Uon S.Z2 above, until after
working wHh the client as In Section 6.4 above, and only when the client
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being Informed fn
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

6.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request,' copies of their
financial accounts.

5.7. The Contactor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rrte In Exhibit B-1, except for
5.7.1. Transitional Living (See Section 6 below) and

6.7.2, Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as dtefined as ASAW)
Crtieria.' Level 3.1 (See Section 6 below).

6.0. In the event of an overpayment (wherein, ther'cofhbinatlon of all
payments received by the Contractor for a given service (except in
Exhibit B, Section 5.7.1 and 5.7.2) exceeds the Corrtract Rate stated in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parlies in
the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, dient or
Departmental error.

6.9. In Instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

6.10. .In the event of overpayment as a result of bPling the Department under
this contract when a third party payer vrould have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the,stale in an amount and within a
iimeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon Identifying the error.

6. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transillonal Living Services arrd for
Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

6.1. The Contractor may charge the dient fees for room and board, In
addition to:

Dlsmai Horn# of Maw Hampshire, Inc. ExhUB Vterdor
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Substanee Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Servleea

Exhibits

6.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

6.1.2. The charges to the Department

The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of
lodging and meals offered by the program according to the Table A
below:

8.Z

6.3.

6.4.

T^loi

If the percentage Of.
Client's income of the
Federal Poverty Level

(FPU is;

Then the Contractor

may charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and board

per week:.

o%-i3a% $0 ■

139%-149% $8

150%-199% • ■  $12
200%-249% $25
250%-299% $40

300% -.349%. $57
350%-399% •  $77

The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that
will be returned to the client at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's
contribution to room and board.

7. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living
7 Th.1

7.2

e Contractor shall charge for dinlca! services separately from this
contract to the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid,
NHHPP, Medicare, and private insurance. The Contractor shall not
charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge In
accordance with Sections 52J2 and 5.2.3 above for ctinical services
under this contract only wtien the client does not have ̂ y other payer,
source other than this contract.

Otoras Home of New Hampihlre. Inc.
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Exhibit B

8. sridtng Fee Scale
8.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with

Exhibit B Sectbn 5 above.

8.2. The Contractor shall adhere .to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage Of Clienfa
Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPy_

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibh B-1 to
Charae the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%
200%-249% 25%

250%-299% - .  . 40%

300%-349% 57%

350%-399% 77%

8.3.

9.

The Contractor shall not deny a minor-child (under the age of 18)
senrlces because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA
318-8:12^.

Sufc)mitttng Charges for Payment
9.1. the Contractor shall submit billing .through the Website tnfprmation

Technology System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall;

9.1.1. Enter encounter note(.8) into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the service was provided to the client

9.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, and notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

9.1.3. Correct efrors, If any, in the encounter notes as IderitrRed by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified of the errors and. notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

9.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department
approval for the billing month.

9.1.5. Submit separate batched for each billing month.

Dbmat Homa of New Hampshire. Inc.
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Exhibit B

9J2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the last day of the bin.fng month may be subject to non-payment

9.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for sendees provided
under this contract thrpugh WITS, For any services that are unable to
be billed through WTTS, the contractor shall work with the Department
to develop an atlemative process for submitting invoices.

10. When the.contract price llmflatlon Is reached the program shall contiruje to
opiate at full capacity at no charge to the Department fa the duration of the
contract pehod.

11. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
.  funded from another source.

12. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
.  funded programs and services.

13. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be wfthheld, In whole a in part, in the ©vent of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said eenrices or products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

14. Contracla will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments, made to a
prior invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentatioa

15. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Preventton and
Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds:
15.1. The Contractor agrees, to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.

15.2. The Conlracta agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

15.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance
abuse services!

15.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
in Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatmeht services provided in
penal a correcttonalinslltutions of the State

15.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract fa the
purpose of conducting ■ testing for the etiologlc agent for

CXsmas Hems of New Hsmpshlre. Iftc Vendor InlUs
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Exhibit B

Human Immunodeficiency \/irus (HIV) unless such testing is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

15.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the,
purpose of conducting any. form of needle exchange, free
needle programs or the distribution .of bleacii for the cleantng
of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

15.3. The,Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provfslor^ ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal'
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
Impairing the religious character of such organizattons and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-6S and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 98, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress In 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local,
government to organizations paiUdpatlng in applicable

■  ̂ .programs may be expended for Inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious instruction, or proselytizatlon. if an
organization conducts ...such activities, it must offer them
separately, In time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any appHcable
program, and participation mt^ t>e voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.

Oismds Hom« or New Hampshire, tnc. BMbltB Vendorlrdbals9^
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Exhibit B-1

Service Fee

I" ̂  Table A are ihe majdmum aHowabla charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

ConiraotRate:
Maximum Allowable

Chanie Unit

CGnlcal Evaluation $276.CK) Per evaluation

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00 Perdav

Uw-lntenslty Residential for
Adults only for cllnlcal services
and room and board $110.00 Per day

GMbtl B.1
Pasvlofi
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SPECIAL PROVISinMS

P Conlractorcovenenls and afirees that alt funds received by the Contractor^er the ^all be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eligible

M follSw '"rtheranco of the albresaW covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and

Contractor is permitted to detarmlneihe eRfltbUftyof Mlvtduals surt eflQlb% determination shall be made In accordance with applicable federaJ and
state laws, regulations, orders, giddellnes, policies and procedures.

2. ^"B'i'"'*y*lelerminatIons shaH be made on forms provided by
the DepStm^ purpose and shall be made and remade at such tlines as are prescrtbed by
t^cpmentotion: In addition to the dcterminaUon forms required by the Department, the ContrBctor
shaBm^aln a data file on each recljrfent of services hereonder, vrfilch ffle shall Include aO
mforriwtion necessary to support an eUglbilfty detarminatlbn and such other Information as the

Department with all forms and documentationregarding eDglblDty determinations that the Department may request or require.

Contractor understands that on appTtcants for services hereunder, as well as
md^r^ dectared Ineligible haw a right to a feir hearing regarding that determtnatlon. The
contractor hereby covenants and agrees that an applicants far services shafl be permitted to fill out
an appii^on form and that each applicant or re-appllcant shall be Informed of his/her right to a fefr
hearing bi accordance wtlh Department regulations.

S. Gr^ldes or KIckbacka: The Contractor agrees that a Is a breach of this CortrBCt to accept or
^  flraluHy or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Subcontractor orme ̂ le to tnflueoce the performance of the Scope of Work detailed In Exhibft A of this

COTtraa. Tne State may terminate this Contract and a ny sutwonlract or sub-agreement if A is
dcterroned thm payments, graluHies or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received by
any officials, officers, employees or agents of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

f^ymente Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract or In any
otrw doamenl, contraej or understanding, ft is expressly understood and agreed by the parties
hereto, that no payments wffl be made hereunderlo reimburse the Contractor for costs incurred tor
any purpose or for any services provided to any Individual prior lo the Effective Date of the Confrect
wd CO payments shaH be made for expenses Incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
pw to the date on which the Individual applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federaJ reguIaUons) prior to a determination that the Individual Is efiglble for such services,

7. CoTuJItlorw of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contalnBd In the ContracL rwthlng
.herein oontamed shaH-be deemed to obligale or require the Department lo purchase services
teramder ma rate which reimburses the Contractor In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
wtjCT the amounts reasonable and necessary to assure the quality of such service or at a
rate which exo^ the rate charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals or otherthird party
ftroere for such ser)^. if at any time during the term of this Contract or after receW of the Rnal
Bc^ndttura Report hereunder, the Departmerrt shall determine that the Contractor has used
payments hcreuidcr to reimburse Hems of expense other than such costs, or has racehrad payment
In ocess of such corns or tn excess of such rales charged by the Cortfractof to bteSglbia Individuals
or other third patty funder8, tha Department may elect to:
I'l' *^^3 ftJf payment hereunder. In vrhlch event new rates shall be established'Deduc* flam any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement In

excess of costs;

EKMbnc-apeeWPrwiteions ConlfBCtofWMa (f~]^
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor In which event faDure to mate
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor Is
puttied to detemtine the eCgibliity of IndMduats for servtoes. the Contractor adrees to
reimburse the Department for ail fUnds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
pfovBed to any IndMdual who Is found by the Department to be IneDgWe for such services at
any time durtng the period of retention of retards established herein.

RECORDS; MAIhfrENANCE, RETEWTION, AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. Malntenanoe of Records; In addiilon to the eUglbHily records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the foUowtng records durtng the Contract Period:
8.1. Fbul Records:, books, lecbrds, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting an

and other etednses Incurred by the Contractor In the pertorniance of the Cordract and all
Inc^ received or coliected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, saW records to be
maintained In accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufffclenity and
prepay reflert all such costs and eiipenses, and which are eceeptabte to the Department, end
to Include, wflhout limitation, all ledgers, books, raoords, and original evidence of costs such as
puij^ requlslttons and oiders. vouchers, lequlslllons for materials, Inveniorles, valuattons of
in-klnd contrtbutforw, labor time cards, payrolls, end other records requested or required by the
Department. . • ■

82. Statistica} Records: Statistical, enrollmeni, atteridance or vtsH reconjs tor each recipient of
durtng the Contract Period, which recoRls shall tncliide all records of appllcallon and

Mgaiay OmAjdlng aD forms required to determine eligibility for each such redplenO, records •
regarding the pftMslon of services and aD Invoices suhmMed to the Depaitnient to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3, Medical Records: Where appropriate end as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contradof shall retain medical r^rds on each pallenVreclplem of services.

9. . Audit (^ntractor shaH submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
ag«T^iscal jrear. It is recommended that the report be prepared In accordance with the provision of
onto of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of Slates, Local Governments, and Non
profit Organizations" and the provisions of Standards for AudH of Oovemmental OiganlzBtlons
Pragrems, AdMllcs and Functions, Issued by the US General Accounting Office (QAO standards) as
they pertan to financial compOance audits.
9.1. ̂  and Review: Durtng the term of ihb Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the

LM^rtment. the Untied States Department of Health and Human Servtces. and any of their
designated representatives shafl have access to afl reports and records maintained pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of sudll. examination, exoerpts and transcripts.

92. Audit Uibililles: In addition to and not In any way In Omtiatlon of obligations of the Contract, It is
understood and agreed by the Contractor Ihet the Contractor shall be held Babte 'for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shaQ return to the Department. aQ payments made under tire
Contract to whldi eweptlon has been taken or which have been disaltowed because of such ari
exception.

10. ConfWantlBllly of ReccnJa: Ati Information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or coflocted
to wnne^ with the performance of the scnrices and the Contract shaQ be confidential and shaQ not
be gisciosM by the Contrador, pro\<ded however, that pursuant to state laws and the regulations of

regarding the use and disclosure of such Infoirollon, disdosure may be made to
public officials rcqulrtng such tnformatlon In connection with their official duties and for purposes
fflrectiy.connected to the edminblratlon of the services end the Contract; and provided further thai •
21S? ®'" ^ 0^ any Inftrmation concerning a redptenl for any purpose notflirwuy connected wtih the admmlstretlon of the Department or the Contractors responsfoiOles vrtlh
r»ped to purchased services hereunder Is proWbtied except on wrtlten consent of (he rectolerfL his
attorney or guardian.

EiMtaA C • Speetol Pto^lons CortnetorlrAiab
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Nctwfthstandino anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained In
the Paragraph shall survive the termination of the Contract for eny reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Fiscal and Statlsticat The Conlractor agrees to submft the fotowlng reports at the fbDowtng
times If requested by the Department
11.1. Interim Rnandal Reports: Wrttten Interim financial reports containing a dela&ed descrtptlon of

an costs and non-allowabte expenses Incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other Information as sheD be deemed satlsfectory by the Department to
justly the rale of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shaR be submitted on the fprm
designated by the Department or deemed sattefactory by the DepartrnonL

11.2. Final R^ort: A fmai report Shan be submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the term
of Ihb Contract Tho, Rnal Report shall be In a form satisfactory to the Oepartmenl and shall
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and oC^ecUves stated In the Proposal
and other InformaUon required by the Departrhent

12. CompletJon of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
majdmum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of the price Qmhatlon
hereunder, the Contract arid aO the obCgations of the parties hereunder (except-such obRgatlpns as,
by the terms of the Contract ere to be performed after tho end of the term of thb Contract andfer
survive the termination of the ConlracO shaQ terminate, provided however, that if, upon review of the
-Final Ejqrenditure Report the Departnr»nt shaD disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the right, at Rs discretion, to deduct the amount of tiuch
e^q^enses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All documents, notices; press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shaD Include the foRowtng '
statement:
13.1. TTiepTepar0ttondfthl5(report,documenletc.) wasHnancedunderaContraclwllhtheState

of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services, with funds provided In part .
the State of New Hampshire andfor such other funding sources as were available or

required. 0.9.. the United States Department of Health and Hunrmn Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Oumershtp: All materials (wrttten, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shaO have prior approval from OHMS before printing, production,
distribution Of use. The DBMS will retain copyright ownership for any and aB original materials
produced. Indudlng. but riot Omiled to, brochures, resource directories, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shaQ not reproduce any rriaterials produced under the contract without
prior wrttten approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Foclllttoa: Compliance wtth Lewa and Regutadons: In the operation of any facIDties
for providlno services, the Contractof shaO comply with all laws, orders and regulations of federal,
state, county and municipal aulhortlles andwtth any direction of any PubCc OfTicer or offtcers
^ffsuanl to laws which shall Impose an order or duty upon the contractor with respect to (he
opetatton of Ihe (acOSy or the provision of the services et such facility. If any governmental Dcense or
permB sh^ be required for the operatbn of the saU facility orlhe performance of the said services,
the Contrador win procure said Ocense or permit and vylD at aD tttnas comply wtih the terms and
corvSUons of each such Dcense or permlL tn connecUori with the foregoing requirements, the
Contractorhereby covenants artd agrees that during the term of this Contract the fScIRUes shaD
oor^ly with all rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of (he State (Office of the Fire MarahaJ and
the local fire protection agency, and shall be In conformance with local budding and zoning codes, by
laws and regulations.

16. Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor wD) provide an Equal Employmerd
OpportunOy Plan (EEOf^ to the Office for Civfl Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR). If Q has
'receded a single award of SSOO.OOO or more. If the rectptent receives ̂ 5,000 or more and has 60 or

EihOU C - epedal Aovhlorw CortreeterlnUal#
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more e^loyees, tt wQ malrilaln a current EEOP on file and submit ah EEOP Certification Form to the
OCR, certifying that Qs EEOP is on filo. For recipients receMng less than $25,000, or public grantees

. with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient wDI provide an
EEOP Certiftcatlon FOrm to the OCR certifying H Is not required to submit or malrrtaln an EEOR Non-
profit .organizatlohs, Indian Tribes, and.medlcal and educational Instltutloits are exempt from the
EEOP rcqutremerrt. but are required to submit a certiftcatlon form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
SOP Certification Forms are available at: httpy^vww.oip.usdo|/about/ocr/pdf^cert4)df.

17. Umitod English Proficiency (LEP): As darlfledbyExBCutiveOrder13168, Improving Access to
Servtees (or persons with Urnlted EngBsh Proficiency, and resulUng agency guiince, national crtgln
discrlmlnBtJoh Includes discrtminatlon on the basis of Rmlted Er>glfsh prondeocy (LEP). To ensure
corhpBance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 8treets Act of 1988 and Tttle VI of the CMI
Rights Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have .
meaningful access to Us programs.

18. PBot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whistfeblower Protcctforia: The
following shaO apply to an contracts that exceed the Simplified Acqulsltton Threshold as defined In 46
CFR 2.1 OlCcurrenlly, $150,000)

CpNTRWOR EMkOYEE WWSTlfBLOWER RtGHTS AND REQUlRSdENT To INFORM employees OF
WWISTLEBUMTER RiGHTG (S£P 2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on Ihls contract wID be sut^ecl to lhe wWstleblower rights
end remedies In the pUot program on Contrector employee whlstleblower protections established at
41 tJ.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Ac! for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub; L
112-239) arxt FAR 3.008.

(b)The Contractor shall {nform Its employees In writing, In the predominant language of the workforoe.
; of employee whlstleblower rights and protections under 41 U.8X. 4712, as described In section
3.808 of the Federal Acqulsltkm Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall Insert the substance of this clause. Including this paragraph (c), in all
subcontracts over the sirnpfified acquteillon threshold.

19. Subcontractors: DHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health care services or hmctions for efficiency or convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibllily and accountabltty for the ftjnction(s). Prior to
sutrcontracting, the Comrector ahatl evaluate the subcontractors ablOty to perform the delegated
fUnctlon(s). This Is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies actMtias and reporting
responsibiniles of the subcorttractpr and provides for revoking the delegation or imposing sanctions If
(he subcontractor's performance Is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same contractual
conditions as the Contractor end the Contractor Is respor^sible to ensure subcontractor compliance
wtlh those conditions.
Wh^ the Contractordelegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shaS do the following:
19.1. Evaluate (he prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the actMOes, before delegaang

the function
10J2. Havea wrttterr sgreement with the sut)oontr8ctor that spedftesactfvStes and reporting

rasponslbUtUes and how sancttons/ravocattoo will be managed If fhe subcontractor's
pertbrmanbe is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the sut>contractor'sper1brmance on an ongoing basis

EiMbh C - Sp«dal Provitfortt Contrador IflftiBb<3^
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19.4. Provide to DHHS an annual schadula WenUiyino ell subconlfactois, delegated tuncttons and
rcsponslbnaies, and when the aubcontfactora performance will be reviewed

19.5. DHHS shall, at llfi discretion. re\4ew and apprc^ all sutKontracls.

IMhe Contradof Identifies deGclendes or areas for Improvemeni are UentlRed, the Contractor shea
take corrective action.

DEnNmONS
As used In the Contract, the following terms shall have the foUowtng meanings;

COSTS; Shall mean those direct and Indirect Items of expense detemilned by the Department to be
aDowabie and re^bursable In aocordance with cost and acoounting principles established In accordance
with state and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

DEPARTMEhfT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

MANAGEAflENT GUIDELINES; ShaQ mean that section of the Contractor Manual which Is
enfltW *Rnanclal Managernent Guidelines' and which contains the regulations goveming the finandel
aefivfues of contractor agencies which have contracted with the stale of NH lb recdva funds.

PROPOSE If applicable. shaD mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a fprm or forms
requlifod by the Department and containing a dascrtpllon of the Services to be provided to eSglble
Indlvlfluals by the Contrartor In accordance with the terms and conditions of the Contracl and settlnb forth
the total cost end sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract

^I Contrador Is to provide to ellglWe Individuals hereunder. shall mean that^rlod of time or that specified actlvlly determined by the Department and specified In Exhtoil B of the
Contract-

FEDERAUSTATE law: Wherever ftederai or state laws, r^ulattons, rules, orders, and policies, etc. are
referred lo in ihc Contract, the seld reference sh&a be deemed to mean all such laws, regulations etc. as
they may be amended or revised fhrm.the time to Ume.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL ShaQ mean that document prepared by the NH Department of Admlrilstfative
Seryces containing a compllatlon of an regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
^mlnlstrativB Procedures Act NH RSACh 541hA. for the purpose of hnplementlno State of NH and
fMeral regulations promulgated thereunder.

^PPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUND& The Contractor guarantees that fWids provided under this
Contract will not supplant any existing federal funds available for theae servfoes.

EsMbttC-aptdoIfVovtiioftt CortradOfWab
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REVISIONS TO GEMEBAL PROVISIQMS

1. ̂ Subparaaraph 4 of the General Previsions of this contract. Conditional Nature of Agreement, is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONS- NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
NotwRhstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obllgadons of the State

without Qmltatlon, the continuance of payments. In wfiote or In part,
jreoer this Agreement are contingent upon continued approprtalion or availability of ftjnds
Inctu^g any subsequent changes to the appropfiatlon or availability of flinds affected by

federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eQffllnates. or otherwise
modmes the appropriation or availability of funding for thb Agreement and the Soope of
Services provided In Exhibit A, Scope of Services. Iri whole or tn part. In no event shell the
sate be liable for any payments hereundcr In excess of appropriated or arable funds. In
w event of e reduction, tcnntnatlon or modJilcalion of appropriated or available funds, the

■ aate shall have the right to withhold payment until such funds become available, If ever. The
State yiall have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement
OTWiT^lately upon giving the Contrector notice of such reduction, termination or modilicatton.
TTte State shall not be required to transfer ftmds firom any other source or account Into the
Account(s) Identjflcd In block 1.6 of the General Provlstons, Account Number, or any other
account. In the event ftjnds are reduced Of unavaDable.

2. Subpa^raph 10 of the General Provtstons of this contract. Termination, is amended by adding the
followtng language; . ' •

^  lermlnate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
trra State, 30 days after gMng the Contractor written notice that the Slate Is exercisinQ fts
option to terminate the Agreement

102 in the event of early termination, the Contractor shaft, wllhin 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submft to the State a-;Transition Plan for services under Ihe
Agrwment Including but not limited to. Identnytng .the present end future needs of clients
receMng services under the Agreernent and establishes a process to meet thc^ rt̂ s.

10.3 Tte Contractor shall fUIly cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide de^
Information to support tee TrensIUon Plan including, but not Bmiled to. any Information or
date guested by the State related to the termination of tee Agreement end Transition Plan
and Shall provide ongoing communicallon and revisjons of the Transition Plan to tee State as
requested.

10.4 in llw event that services under the Agreement, tnctuding but not Drnttod to dlients receMng
seiww under the Agreement are treri^oned to having services delivered by another entJly
InclwJIng contracted provldere or tee State, tee Contractor shall provide a process fbr
uninterrupted deRvery of services in the Transition Plan.

■ 10.5 The Contractor shaft establish a method of notifyteg cDents and other attected individuals
Jra^sWon. The Contrador shall Include the proposed communlcatfons In Its

TrenstUon Ran submitted to tee State as described above.
3. Department, resenres the right to extend tee Contract for up to two (2) additional

%  continued availability of lUnds, satisfactory performOTce of services andapproval by tee Governor and Executive Council.

Bii&Slt C-1 - Rcvtstora lo Standard Prmbjons ContrettorWltata
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CER-PRDATION REOARDiNQ DRUG-FREE WQf^|<PLACE REQUlRpW|FffTp

The Ccnlrartof Wwtlfied In Section 1.3 of the Qeneral Provlslohs agrees lo comply wllh the provlstons of
Oruo-Free Workplace Act of 1088 (Pub. L 100-690, Title V, Subffle D; 41

-  ̂ agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Wentified In Sections1.11 and 1.12 of the Oenerol Provisions execute the foDowlno Certification:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE- CONTRACTORS .

Tte c^Hteatton (s required by the regulations hnplementlnfl Sections 5151-5160 of the Drua-Ffee
^ Jplace Ajrtof 1986 (Pub. L lOO-eso. TlUe V. Subtitle D; 41 U.S.C. 701 et eeq:). The J^a/v 31

anwnded and published as Part 11 of the fiflay 25.1990 Federal Reolster (oaflos
21681-21691), and require certtftcalibn by grantees (and by tnference, sub-grantees end sub-
contrat^is), prior to award, that they wDl maintain a drug-free workplace. Secdon 3017.630(c) of the
regulal^ provides that o grantee (and by Inference, sub^rantees and subcontractors) that is a Slate
may elect to makq one certlflcafion to the Department In each fed^l llscai year In Beu of ccrtjflcates for
each g^t during the federal fiscal year covered by the certifrcalion. The certificate set out below b a

represwiatlon of feet upon wWch reOanoe b placed when the agency awards the oranL False
ceitiftalton w vtobtlon of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, susperslon or
icimin^ of grants, or govemmanl wide suspension ordebarmenL Contractors using this form should
send It to: • . .

Commlssjoner
NH Department of HeaSh and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street,
Concord. NH 03301-6505

'  )

1. The grantee ceitifiBs that It wOI or wU continue to provide a drug-free workplace t>y:
1.1. joshing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufecture. dbtributton

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance b prohlbtled In the grantee's '
workptaoe and spedfytng the acilons that wlll be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition;

1.2. EslabflsWi^ an ongoing drug-free awareness program to Inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers ofdn^ abuse In the workplace;
1.2.2. .The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;

available drug counseling, rehabiHtailon, and employee assistance programs: and
1 i4. The penalties that may be Imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occufrtng In the workplace;
1.3. ^klng It a requlremenlthat each employee to be engaged In the performance of the gram be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notffytng the employee In the siatemerrt required by paragraph (a) thai, as a condftion of

employment under the grarrt, the employee wQI
^ 1-4.1.. Abide by the terms of the statement; and

1.4.2. ^iJy the emptoyer In writing of hb or her conviction for a vtolaUon of a crtmlnal drug
statute occurring In the workplace ho lalef than five calendar days after such
convicUon;

1.5. Notifying the agency fn writing, within ten calendar days after recefvtngnoUca under
wd^aragraph 1.4.2 from an emptoyee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such convfcdon
BTigoyers of convicted employees must provide notice. Including poslllon tWe. to every grant
ofBcer on whose grant activfty the convidisd employee was working, unless the Federal agency

1  BdiQAD-C«iincstlflnfesanQnaDiVDFrM Centradnr WUab
_ _ . WtifcplacoRcquremenlB (1/ '
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has designated a central point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall include the
identitteatten numbeits) of each affected grant;

1.6. T^ng one of (he tblbwlno actions, wflhln 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
subparegraph 1.42, wflh respect to any employee who Is so convicted
1S.1. Taking approprtate personnel action against such an employee, up to and Including

termination, consistent with the requirements of the Rehabiaalion Act of 1973 as
amended: or

1 £.2. RequMng such employee to partldpate satlshactorfly In a dmg abuse esslstanoe or
rehaMltatton program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health
law ernorcement. or other appropriate agency1.7. ^Ing a good tellh effort to continue to maintain a dnig^free workplace through

Imptemertfallon of paragraphs 1.1,1.2.13,1.4,1.6, end 1.6.

^  P«>vWed bctow the saefs) for the pertbrmancB of work done Inconnection wfth the specific grant

Place of Perfbrmance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (Ost each locaUon)

Check □ If there are workplaces on fife that are not Identified here.

Contractor Name; PdftAj of

/L
me. ^ -VcVAA
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CERTIHCATION REQARDJMQ LOBBYIMQ

The Contractor Wenllfled In Section 1.3 of the General Provlstons agrees to comply wHh the provisions of
Section 319 of PutXIc Law 101-121, Government wide Guidance fbr New Rest/Jctlons on Lobbytng, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Cordractor's representative, as Identified In Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the foliawlng Certification:

US DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMB^rr OF AGRICULTURE • CONTRACTORS

Riagrams (Indicate appOcabte program covered):
Temporary Assistance to Nee^ Families under Title IV-A
*Chlld Support Enforcement Program under riUa IV-D
•Social Services Block Grant Program under TWe XX
•Medlcaid Program under Tkle XIX
•Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
•Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The underatgned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that;

1. No Federal appropriate fUnds have been paid or will be paU by or on behalf of the underelgned, to
any person for influencing orattemptbg 'to Inftucrwe an officer or employee of any agency, a Memt^r
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congr^, or an emffioyee of a ̂ mber of Congress In
conn^jon artlh the awarding of any Federal contract, continuation, renevral, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, grant loan, or cooperative agreement (and by spedfie mention
subiirantee orsub^ntractor).

Z  If any funds other than Federal appropriated fUnds have been paid or wB be paU to any person for
Influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Memt>er of Congress,
an officer Of employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress ta oonneclion with this
Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative egreemem (and by spedTic mention aub-grantee or sul>-
contractoi), the undersigned shaO comptete and submit Standard Form LLL, (Dlsclosura Form to
Report Lobbying, in accordance vrlth Hs Instructions, attached and Identified as Standard Exhibit

3. The undersigned shaQ require that (he language of this certification be Included In the award
document for sub-awards at aD tiers (Including subcontract^ sub-grants, and contracts under grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub-reclplents shall certify and disclose eocordlngly.

This certification Is a material representoUon of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered lirto. Submission of this certification Is a prerequl^ tor maUng or entering brto this
transaction Imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who falls to file the required
certiflcatbn shell be subjed to a clvU penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

Contractor Name:

lame: A
TWe:

E - Cwliflcaflon RBpafdno IflbtrybB Contnctor l/dUals
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CEtmPICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION

.  AMD OTHER RESPOWSIBILrTY MATTERS

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply wRh the provisions of
Executive Office of Ihp President, Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 78 regarding Debarmcnt.
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the foUowiiv
Certification:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1. By signlno and submitting this proposal (contract), the prospective primary participant Is providing the

certinc^on set out t)eiow.

2. The Inabfllly of a person to provide the certlficaUon required below wOl not necessarily result in denial
of participation In this covered transaction. If necessary, the prospective participant shall submit an
explanation of why It cannot pro^Hde the certlflcatton: The certincation or explanation will be
considered in connection vrtth the NH Departmerrt of Heatlh and Human Services' (DHHS)
determination whether to enter Into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary
participant to furnish a certificatjon or an explanation shall dlsquaBfy such person ftom participation In
thb transaction..

3. The certification in this clause Is a material r^resentatlon of fact upon which reliance was placed
when DHHS determined to enter Into this transaction. Ifit Is later determined that the prospective
prtmary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification,'In addition to other remedies
avallabte to the Federal Goverrunent, DHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or defeuft.

4. The prospective primary participant shall provide Immediate wrftlen notice to the DHHS agen^ to
whom thb proposal (conirect} is submitted If at any llrne the prospective primary partlc^ant teams

•  ttial Its certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
ctrcumstances.

5. The terms "covered t^actton,' ̂debarred," "suspended," "IneCgWe," .Tower tier covered
transaction," "partlctpant." •person,- "primary covered transaction.' "principal,* "proposal," and
Vjluntanly excluded." as used in this clause, have the meanings set out ln the DeflnWons and
Coverage sections of the rules implementing Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Part 76. Seethe
attached definitions!

6. The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that, should the
proposed Covered transaction be entered Into, H shall not knowlngty enter Into any tower tier covered
transaclton with a person who Is debarred, suspended, declared IneOglble, or votuntariiy excluded
from parttclpalion In this covered transaction, unless authortxed by DHHS.

7. The pro8pecti\re primary parti^anl furthet agrees by submitting this proposal that ft will Include the
clause tilled "Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension. IneliglblTity and Votuntary Exclusion •
iJwerTler Covered Transactions." provided by DHHS. without modHlcalfon, In aD lower tier covered
transactions end In all soQcitaUons for lower tier covered tr^sactlons.

8. A partldpant In a covered transaction may rely upon a certlficaUon of a prospective participant In a
towrtler covered transaction that R is not debarred, suspended, tnellgtble, or Involuntarily excluded
ftom the covered trartsaction, unless It knows that the certtficaiton Is erroneous. A participant may
dedde the method and frequency by which (i determines the eUglbOity of Rs prtnct^. Each
partldpant may. but Is not required to, check the Nonprocurement Ltst (of excluded parties).

9. Nothing contained In the foregoing shall t)e construed to require establishment of a system of records
In order to render In good folth the cerfification required by this clause. The knowledge and

ExNd) F -Caififlaton Regtdine DabjBtmsnt, Siapanslon ConbsctortraUab
And Other ResponsfeA^ Mstram y, " ^
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..InfonTiatlon of a participant (s not required to exceed that which Is normally possessed by a prudent
person In the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except fbrtransacUons authorized under paragraph 6 ofthese Instructlona. If a participant in a
covered tfansa<«on knowingly enters Into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
^pended. debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from parlldpallon In this transaction In
addWon to other remedies avanabte to the Federal government, DHHS may temiinate this trarsaction
for cause or default

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospeidive prtmary participant certifies to the best of Its knowledge and belief, that it and Its

pnneipals:
11.1. are nolpresently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared irteliglble or

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
112. haw riot wHhh a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convfrted'of or had

acwijudomentrenderedagainstthemforcommisston offraudora criminajoffensefn "connection vrtth obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Rderal, Slate or tacaO
transBCtton or a contract under a pubDc transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust
statu^ or commission of cmbezzlemem. thefl. foigery, brfbery, falsmcaUon or desioictton of
leoords. making false statements, or reoeWng stolen property11.3. ^nct presentiy Indicted for otherwise cifminally or cMlly charged by a govemmental entity
(Fewral, ̂ate or local) wBh commisston of any of the offenses enumerated In paragraoh (Dflb)
oftrascerbncatioreand t— -r

11.4. havetiolwHhIn a Ihre^year period preceding this appncatiorVproposal had one or more public
vansactions (Federal, State or locaO terminated for cause or default.

1Z WIgre the prbspertive primary partfefpant Is unable to cerWy to any of the statements In this
certmcalion, such prospective partlclpanl shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contracO.

LOWER TIER COVERBD TRANSACTIONS

^  proposal (contract), the prospective lovrer lier partictoant as^toed In 45 CFR Part 76, certifies to the best of lis knowledge and belief that Q end Its principals:
13.1. oroi^^scntlydebafTed.suspended, proposed for debarment, declared Ineilfllble or

4 V o excluded from partldpaticn In this IransacUon by any federal department or agency132. where the prospective tower tier participant b unable to certify to any of the above, such
prospective participant shaP attach an explanatton to this proposal (contract).

14. The projjfidive lower tier paiiicipanl further agrees by submming this proposal (contract) that It win
entilled •CertlficatJon Regarding Debaiment, Suspension. Ineliglblllty, and

Vdunte^ Excluston - Lower Tier Covered Transactions/ without modrficallon In an lower Uer covered
transactions and In aD soilcRatlons for lower tier covered transactions.

Contractor Name:

VAUU

EiNUtF-Ccrtfic«tsnReevdlnaOeb8nnctt.6uipenifen CcrtracJor Whab
AndCMharRopomWayMrteis O —
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"The Coi^dor identified in Section 1.3 of the Genera) Provisions agrees by siflnature of the Contractor's
representativB as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the feltovdnn
ceiwicatlon: *

Conir^or wHl cornpiy, and wHI require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply. wHh any appncable
•  federal nondlsprfmbiatlon requirements, vrhlch may Include:

^ O^ibw Crtrro Control and ̂ fe Streets Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) which proWbils
frapients of federal binding under this statute from discrimtnalinQ, eltiier In employment practices or In
tnedelwry of services or bencfRs, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex The Act
requires certain reclpienis to produce an Equal Employment Opportunlly Plan;
- the Juvenae Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of'2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672Cb)) which adopts by

obDgafions of the Safe Streets Act Redptents of federal funding under this
statute are prohlbfted from discriminating, either In emptoyment practices or In the delivery of services or
benents, on the basis of race, color, reDglon. national orfgin, and sex The Act Includes Equal
Emptoyment Opportunfly Plan requirements;

' - the CIvfl f^hts Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Section 2QOOd. which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discrfminaling on the basis of race, color, or nWtonal origin In any program or activfiy);
- the RehaMitatlon Act of 1973 (20 U.S.C. Section 794), which prohibits recipients of Federal financial
assiaance from discrtmlnaUng on the basis of dlsabQlty, in regard to employment and the deDiw of
services or benefits, in any program or activity;
■ the^ncans with Disabilftles Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34). which prohibits
discilmlnallon and ensures equal opportunlly for persons with dlsaWntles In employment. State and local
government services, puWIc accommodations, commercial fadPties. end transportation;

■Ihe^^n^endmenls of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1683,1685-68), which prohibits
discrtminatlon on the basis of sex In federally assisted education programs;
-the Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Secttons 6106-07). which prohibits dlscrimlnalfon on the
basis of age In programs or ectivifles receiving Federal tinanclal assistance. It does not fndude
emptoyment cflscrimlnaUon;

^  °®P3rtment of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 26 CP.R. pt 42Justice Regufations - Nondlscriminatlon; Equal Employment Opportunfty; PoBclesand P^<lures); Bcccutlve Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for faith-based and community
^anWIons); Ewcutlve Order No. 13559, which provide fundamentol principles and poOcy-maWno
crttena for partnerships wfth faith-based and neighborhood organizations;

^ C^iR. pt. 36 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatrnem for Falih-BasedWhlstieblowcr protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authortzaflon^ (NOAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (^b. L. 112-239. enacted January 2.201^ the Pilot Program ttor
tnhanttmeni of Contract EmpJoyee.WhlstleWower Protections, which protects emptoyecs against
reprtsal foroertain whistle btowing activities In connection wHh Meral grants and contracts.
The ccrtlticate sM out below is a mat^aJ representation of fact upon which reliance is placed when the
agency awards the grant False oertlflcatlon or violation of the certification shall be grounds for

payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or

EiNbUG
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New Hampshire Depsrtment of Health and Human Services

Exhibit G

In the even! a Federal or State court or Federal or State administrative agency makes a finding of
dlsoItnlneUon afler a due process hearing on the grounds of racse, color, rellgton. national ortgSt, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient will forward e copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to-
the applicable contracting agency or drvislon wIlHJn the Department of Heelth end Human Services, and
to (he Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contrartor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signatufe of the Comraclor's
repTBsertative as (denilfted In sections 1.11 end 1.12 oflhe General Provisions, to execute the foilowlng
■certification:

1. By signing and submitting tttis proposal (contract) ih® Contractor agrees to comply with the provtslons
indicated atuve.

ContraciorName: Qfsrt^

Name:
Title; f n:«

tatn*

GxNbltO
Cuntiwtof InSisls

Mlota d Cttftfaaei 101 ^ TfMtaM^ FMvenN
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New Hampshire Depaitment of Health and Human Sen/lcos
Exhibit H

CERTIFICATION HEQARDINQ ENVlRONMEWTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

Public Law 103-227, Part C - Environmental Tobacco. Smoke, alM Known as the Pro-ChUdren Ad of 1984
(Ad), requires that smoking not be permBted In any portion of any Indoor facnfty owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or reguiarty for the provision of health, day care, education,
or library servtces to children under the age of 18. if the services are funded by Federal prograins eBher
dUedly or through State or local governments, by ftderaJ grant, contrad, loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to chDdren'a services provided In private residences, faciliUes funded solely by
Medicare or Medlcald funds, and porttons of facoaies used for Inpatlent dnrg oraloohol.trealment. Failure
to comply vdlh the provisions of the law may result In the liT^)osltlon of a civil monetary penalty of up to
81000 per day and/or the imposition of an Bdmlnfstratlve oompnance order on the responsible entHy.

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the Qeneral Provisions agrees, by ̂ nature of the ContradoTs
representative as Identified In Sedion 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the foDowlng
certlftaatipn:

1 r By s^lng and submittJng this contract the Contrador agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with all applicable provisions of Pubfic Law 103-227. Part 0, knoym as the Pro-ChOdren Act of 1994.

Contrador Name: Akhf

Date 1 Name: fi,. yacfmei

GetibftH-CeitiSsatbnResaiding Contredof InHhJs
EmIronmcrdBl TobaoEO C/ *
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY ACT

BUSINESS AS^CIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public L^w 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and Sctcurity of Indivldualty Identifiable Heal^ Information, 46
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein, "Business
Associate* she!! mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have accesS; to protected health Information under this Agreement and "Covered
Entit/* shall mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Servtoes.

(1) Dcflnftlons.

a. 'Breacfa' shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" In section 164.402 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. 'Business Associate' has the meaning given such term in section 160.103.or Title 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. rCg^sielgQgt^ has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. 'Designated Record Set* shall have the same meaning as the term 'designated record seT
In 46 CFR Section 164.501.

,  I •

e "Data Aogreoatlon" shell have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation" in 45 CFR
Section 164.501.

"Health Care Operations' shall have the same meaning as the term "health care operations"
In 45 CFR Section 184.501.

g. "HfTECH Act" means the Health Information Technblogyfor Economic and Cllrtical Health
Act, TUleXljj, Subtitle D, Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Relnvestmertt Act of
2009.

h. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and AccountaWIIty Act of 1996, Public Law.
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information, 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

I  "Indhrfdual" shall have the same meaning as the term Tndvidual" In 45 CFR Section 160.103
and Shan Include a person who qualifies as a personal representative (n accordance with 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

I

J. shall mean the Starxtards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgatBdunderHIPAAby the United States
Department of Health end Human Services.

^ "Prpteeted Health.Informatton* shall have the same meaning as the term 'protected health
information" in 45 CFR. Section 160:103, limited to the Information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

ExhUtl Coniractor tnlteb
Health (nsurance PottobOBy Ad ^ ff
BudneesAnedeteAgrwffien! . ,,
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Extribftl

I  'Required bv Law* shall have the same meaning as the term 'nequfred by lav/* in 45 CFR
Section 104.103.

m. 'Sflcretarv^ shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her deslgnee.

a "SecuriN Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Heallh Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Sutjpart C, and amerxlmenls thereto.

•  . I

o. Unsecured Protected HeaHh Infonnatlon' means protected health information that is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health information unusable, -
unreadable, or Indecipherable to unauthorized (ndtviduals and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that Is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

p. Other Definitions - AU terms not othenwise defined herein shall have the meaning
eetablished under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164. as amended ftem time to time, and the
HITECH

Act.

(2) Business Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Heatth Infonmation.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose,.maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under

. Exhibit A of the Agreement Further, Business Assodate, Including but not limited to ail
Its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use. disclose, maintain or trammll
PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI:
I. For the proper m^agement and administration of the Business Associate;
II. As required by lavi/, pursuant to the terms set forth in paragraph d. belov^ or
III. For data abrogation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PH) to a
,  third party, Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any such dlsdosure. (I)
-  reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confidentially and

used or (Urther disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which It was
disdosed to (he third party; and (ii) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, In accordance \Mth the HIPAA Privacy, Securify, and Breach Notificatlan
Rules of any breaches of the confidentiality of the PHI, to the extent it has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Assodate shall not unless such dsclosure Is reason^ly necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement disdose any PHI In response to a
request for dlsdosure on the basis that It is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the dlsdosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such dsdosuro, the Business

ExItUll Conhieteflrifab
HflcJth PoflaMOy Ad ^
6U8lnMsA«aod>t0Agr«m*nt .

Pas*2ef6 Data



Now Harapshlre Department of Heatth and Human Services

Exhibit I

Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

. e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by addHic^al restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to (he Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be tround by such additional restrictions arid shall not disclose PHI in vtoLation of
such additional restrictiorts and shall abide by any adcfition^ security safeguards.

(3) Obllqattonfl and ActlvWes of Business Associate.

a  The Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer Immedi^y
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health Infbrmation not provided for by the Agreement Including breaches of unsecured
protected health Information and/or any security Incident that may have an Impact on the
protected health Information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when it becomes
aware isf any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall Indude, but not be -
limited to: .

0 The nature arid extent of the protected health Information Involved, Indutflng the
.  types of Identifiers and the likelihood of reNidentificalion;
0 The unauthorized person used the protected health Information or to whom the

disdosure was made;
0 ViAiether .the protected health Intbimation was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extent to which the risk to the protected health Information has been

mitigated.

The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment wtthin 48 hours of the
breach and tmmedlately report the findings of the risk assessment In wnling to the

. Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply vrith all 'Sections of the Privacy. Security, and
Breach Notirtcatlon Rule.

d. Business Assotiate shall make available all of its Internal policies and procedures, books
arvl records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Seaelary for

• purposes of determining Covered Entit/s compfianoe with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of Its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI uiKler the Agreement to agree in writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditions on the us© and disdosure of PHI contained herein. Induding
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (!)• The Cowred Entity
shall be considered a direct third party ber^efidary of the Contractor's txisiness associate
agreements with Contractor's intended business assodates, who will be receiving PHI

E*rtWll Cqniattef WBals ffi
Htaflh tnsmwe Pomuny hA
BuCneu Assodato AoTMimnt
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New Hampshire Departmenl of Heatlh aod Human Services

Exhibit 1

^reuanl to this Agreement with rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
standard Paragraph #13 of the standard

corA^provislons (P-37) of tWs Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health fnfbrmabon.

Wthin five (5) b^iness days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity
Bwl^s As^late shatJ make available during normal business hours at Hi offices ail

procedures relatfrtg to the use and disclosure
P"?!?"®® Covered Entity to determineBusiness Associate s compliance with the terms of the Agreement.

0. WtWn ten (10) business days of recetving a written request from Covered Entity
BusmMs A^ciate shall provide access to PHIIn a Designated Record Set to the

as dirked by Covered Eritlly. to an Individual In order to meet the
requirements under 46 CFR Section164^24.

C receMhg 8 Written request ftom Covered Entity fbr aha^^ment ofPHI or a record about an Individual contained In e Designated Record
Set. me Business Associate shall mate sucti PHI available to Covered Entity tor
anwiwment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to ttilfill Its
obligations under 46 CFR Section 184.526. v w wimi iis

*" such tllsciosures of PHI and Infonriation related to
for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an'

®P®®""''"B of disclosures of PHI In accoKlance with 46 CFR Section

T P2's,°','®c®'vlh9 a written request from Covered Entity fbr a
®f PHI. Business Associate shall mate availableto Coywed Entity si^ Intbrmation as Covered Entity may require to fulfilJ Its obDgatlons

®  wllh.respect to PHIIn accordance wtth 46 CFR

T* SP'y'*'®' '®<l"e«.® ®®®0ss to, amendment of, of accounting of PHI
I  "'f.^u®!"®®® Associate, the Business Assodete.shan within two (2) •

'®P"®®''° Covered Entity shall have theresponding to forwarded requests. However, If fbtwarding the
'® S®*®*®^ vv®"'"' ®®use Covered Entity or the Businessvrolate HIPM ̂  the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
K  individual's request as required by such law and notifyuwered Entity of such response as soon as pracCcable.

*  oftermination of the Agreement for any reason, the
r  destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHIw rwlved ̂ the Business Assoctate In connection with the

d^^Si tapes Of such PHI. if return or
^ ̂ <SsposItion of the PHI has been otherwise agreed to Infte Agreane^ Business Associate shalt continue to extend the protections of toe

■Agreemerrt, to such PHI and Dmit ftirther uses and disclosures of such PHI to toose
purposes that make the return or destruction Infrasible, for so long as Business

PwMSII I ^Ccnt«XorWW,^t3^
Busimw AaedBto AerMmtm
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Exhibit I

c.

Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, in Its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or ail PHI, the Business Associate shall certiiy to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

/

(4) Obligations of Covered Entitv

a  Covered Entity shall nofify Business Associate of any changes or [imitation(8) In its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to Individuals (n accordance with 45 CFR Section
154.620, to the extent that such change or limitation may effect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notily Business Associate of any changes In. or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Buslr>ess Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Sectidh
184.506 or 45 CFR Section 184.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notiiy Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
dlsdosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to In accordarKe with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affiect Business Assoctate's use.br disdosure of
PHI.

(5) Termination for Cause

Iri addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions {P-37) of this
• Agreement the Covered Bitity may Immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered

Entit/s knowledge of a breach by Business Assodate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as ̂ Ibit I. The Covered Enbly may either Immediately
tennlnate the Agreement or provide an opportunl^ for Busir^ess Associate to cure the
alleged breach wiWn a limefirame specified by Covered Bitity. If Covered Entity
determines that neither teonlnatlon nor cure Is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Misceltoneoua

^  Definlfions and Reoulatofv Refefenfynl All terms used, but not othenvlse defined herein,
^ii have the same meaning as those terms in the Privacy and Security F^e, amended
from time to time. A reference In the Agreement, as amended to indude this ExWbll I, to
a Secfion in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as In effect or as
amended.

b. finsodment. covered Entity and Business Assodate agree to take such action as is .
rwcessary to amend the Agreernem. from time to lime as Is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and appllcabie faderal and state law.

fia&finmeilte The Business Assodate acknowtedges that it has no ownership rights
vrith respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. IntsiBffitetifiQ. fhe parties agree that any ambiguity In the Agreement shaO be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA. the Privacy and Security Rule.

EkKWI Contoctor hdUali
Kwnh (murcnob PottsblBy Aa t/ ff—
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e.Seoreoaflon. If ariy term or condition of this &(Hbitl orthe application thereof to any
person(s) or circumstance Is held Invalid, such fnvandity shall not affect other terms or
conditions vrfilch can be given effect without the invalid term or condition: to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are dedared severable.

-Surviypl- Provisions In this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI. return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement in section (3) I. the
defense and Indemnlflcalten provtstons of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37). shall survive die termination of the Agreemerrt.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

Department of Health end Human Services

The State ' ̂Name of the Contractor.

aghature of Authorized Repre^tative Signature of Authortzed Representative

Name of Autwzed Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

—A-
Name of Authorized Re'^eserrtative

Title of Authortzed Representative

VW4EmiMi'
H99Bh tnsurenco PortsblOty Act
BusUmss AssodBto Aert«ment

PaseBofO

ContmetDi Infliab
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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CERTIRCATtON REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABIUTY AND TRAWSPARgMCY
ACTfFFATAlCOMPUAMCE

The Federal Fundinfl AccounlablKy and Transperency Act (FFATA) requires prfme awardees of Individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awarded on or alter October 1.2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-Uer sub-grants of $25,000.or more. If the
Initial awarcMs below $^,000 but subsequent grant modiftcations result In a total award equal to or over
$25,000, the award Is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In accordance wtlh 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation InfWmailon), the
Department of Health and Human Services (PHHS) must report the foOowing IhformaUon for any
subaward or contra^ award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements;
1. Name of entity
Z Amount of award
3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts/CFDA program number for grants
8; Program source
6. Awanj title descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of (he'entsy
8. Prtnclple place of perfbrmance

'9.. Unique Identifieroftheentlly (DUNS fQ
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives ff:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are finom the Federal government, and Ihose
revenues are greater than S25M annuaDy and

10JZ. Compensation Infbrmdlon Is not already available through reporting to the SEC. ^

Prfme grant reclptents must submB FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days, In which
the award or award amendment Is made.
The Cortrec^ Identified tn Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the prevlstons of
The Fedaral Funding Accountability and Transparency Act. Public Law 109*282 and Public Law 110-2^ •
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward end Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees'
to have the Contractors representative, as Wcntitted In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following CertlticaUon:
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed Information as outlined above'to the NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
FInanciai Accountabfflty and Transparency Act

Contractor Name: DrsrrAr o f-/fea/

Uift1L
Dal® Name:

TWe;

EvWbBJ-CeiffleaBooResaPdlnflthcFedeielFUndtfw Conbador tn&als /fr
AcEOtftoWayAnd TVansparencyAct (FFATA) Comptofw
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As the Contractor idenllfted In Gecbon 1.3 of the General Provtslons, I carti^that the responses to the
below listed questions ere true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your entity

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed riscaJ year, did your business or organization
receh/e (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross re«nue In U.S. fbdera) contracts, subcontracts,

•  loans, grants, sub^rants, end/or cooperative egreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual
gross revenues from U.S.' federal contrects, subcontracts, loans, grants, sufogrants, and/or
cooperative agreements?

X- NO YES

If the answer to.«2 above Is NO. stop here

If the answer to ilf2 above Is YES. please answer the foDowihg:

3. Does the pubOc have access to Information about the compensation of the executives In your
business or organization through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securftics
Exchenge Act of 1034 (15 U.S.C.78m(a), 7to(d)) or section 8104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1988?

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above Is YES, slop here

If the answer to #3 above Is NO, please answer the following:

4. The names and compertsatlon of the five most highly compensated ofncers In yeur business or
crganizalton are as fbUows:

Name:

Name:

Name:

f^me:

Name:

AmounL',

Amount:.

Amount.

Amount,

Amount.

CUOWOIIOTU

J - CeitBcstton ftcgerding (ho FederW Rirding
AcBourtafaCJty And Tftnspmney M (FFATA) Coopfonce
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements .

A. DeflnHions

The following terms may be reflected and have the doscrtbed meaning in this document;

1. "Breach* means ttie loss of control, compromise, unauthorized ^sdosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthort^ access, or any similar term referring to
6ltuatior\s where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have acc^s or potential access to personaQy Identifiable
Information, whether physical or electronic. With regard^ to Protected Health
Informalloa" Breach* shall have the same, meaning as the •Breach* in section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

Z  "Computer Security Incidenr shall have the same meaning "Computer Security
Jncidenr In secCon two (2) of NIST Publication 800.61, Computer Security Inddeni

•  Handling Guide, National Institute of Standards and Technology. U.& Departm^
of Commerce.

3. "Gonfidentlal Information' or "Confidential Data* means all conifidential Information
disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, health, financfa). public
assistance benefits and personal Information including without limitation, Substance

, Abuse Tnaatmerrt Records. Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Infbrmatloa

Confidential Information also Includes any and aO InfSormation owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performtng- cofUracted
servloes • of which collection, disdosuro, protecflon, and disposition is governed by
state or federal law or regulatioa This Information Includes, but Is nol limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI), Personal Financial
InfbrmaKon (PFl), Federal Tax Information (FTI), Soda) S6cur(ly Numbers. (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCO, and or other sensitive and confidential Information.

4. 'End User^ means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor'a employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives

.  DHHS data or derivative data In accordance with the terms of this ContracL

5. -HIPAA* means the Health Insurance Porlabiaty and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6 *lncident" means an act that potentially violates an explldt or Implied security policy,
which Includes attempts (either faded or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or Its data, unwanted disruption or dental of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or st^ge of data; and changes to system hardware,
firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge, Instrxicflon, or
consent Incldenits include the toss of data through theft or device misplacement toss

,  or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misroutlng of physical or etectrbnic ■

V4.Udw?e«tD04.04JZDl$ EjWMK CartraeteftniUate
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mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or ctestAJclion.

7. "Open VWreless Network" means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Departrront of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and

^ -State, to transmit) win be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrvoled PI PFi
PHI orconfldentlal DHHS data. *

8. Personal Infomiation" (or "PI") means Information which can be used to distinguish
or^ce an Indivlduars Identity, such as their name, social security number, personal
Irjmrmatton as defined In New Hampshire RSA 359-0:19, blometric records, etc.
alone, or When combined with other personal or Identifying Information which 1$ linked
Of linkable to. a specific Indrvfdual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc,

shaH.mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually IdenttflaWe Health
Norton at 45 C.F.R, Parts.160 and 164, promulgated under HiPAA by the United
Stales Department of Health and Human Services.

Informatlorf (or TNI") has the same meaning as provided In the
^mtion of Protected Health Intormation" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 46 C.F.R. §
160.103. • • a

11. ̂ ecurity Rule" shall mem the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Ft^ed Health informaUon at 46-C.F.R. Part 164. Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protected Health information" means Protectad Health Information that is
not s^red by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Intormatton
unusable, unreadable, or Indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals artd is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that Is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

L RESPONSIBIUHES OF DHHS AND THE CGMrRACTOn

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

(^ntractor must not use. disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
ex^ as reason^ly necessary as outlined under this Contract Further, Contractor
inclu^g but not limited to all Its directors, officers, employees and agents, must noi

or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

.  Z The Contractor must not cDsdose any Confidential Information In response to a

V<liatipdat»04.04.»18 e*H«K /fY •
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request for disclosure on the basis that It is required by law, In response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunltv to
consent or object to the disclosure. •

Sim® Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additionalrestrictions over and above those uses of disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pureuant to the Privacy and Security Ruler the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restricttons and must not dlsdose PHI In violation of such addlUonal
restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not Indicafed In this Contract

to the data to the authorized representatives
« DHHS for the purpose of Inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
ContFact

0. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSDfllSStON OF DATA

1. Apptotion Encryption. If End User Is transmitting DHHS data contalninfl
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
l>e^ evaluated by an expert knowledgeable In cyber security and that ^d
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the Internet

2. Com^jter Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer
devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS

3. Encrypted Emait End User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data If
arnaii is encfypted and being sent to arid being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to. receive such Information.

4. Web Site. If End User Is employing the VVab to transmK Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a \Ateb site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as RIe Sharing SItas. End User may not use file
ho^i^ se^es. such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to. transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Qnound MaD &rvlce. End User may only transmit Conndential Data via eerUtled ground
mail within the continental U.S. and when serrt to a named Individual.

portable devices to transmit
confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-prct^d.

8. Open Wireless Netvyorks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open

V4.L«lup«l«t-0104.2018 ContadorWftrf^
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication, if End User 1^ employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
installed on the End User's mobile device(8) or laptop from which Information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH File Trartsfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure Rie Transfer Protocol. If
End User is employing, an SFTP to transrnit Confidential Data. End User will
structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of
information. SFTP folders and suWbJdefs used for transmitting Confidential Data wiD
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletion cyde (i.e. Confrdentlal Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User Is transmitting Ccnfidentia! Data via wireless devices, ail
da(a must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of information.'

in. RETEMnON AND DISPOSITION OF IDEWTIRABLE RKORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract. After such time, the Contractor win have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative In whatever form It may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract To this end, the parties must

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It will not store, transfer or process data collected In
connection, with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United
StalBi This physical loc^on requirement shad also apply In the frnptementalion of
doud computing, cloud service or doud storage capabllittes, and indudes backup
data and Dlsas.ter Recovery (ocations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are In
place to detect potential security events that can impact Slate of NH systems
and/or Department confidenllal irTfbrmation for contiactor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness* and educatton for Its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential Informatioa

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confldcntial Data
In a secure location and identified in section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored In a Cloud must be In a
FedRAWP/HTTECH compOant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-suppofted and hardened operating systems, the latest an^viral, anti-
hacker. anti-spam, antl-spyware. and anti-malware utilities. The envircnment, as a
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whole, must have aggressive [ntnjsion-detedion and firewall protection.
6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's

CWef Infbmnation Officer In the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor v/il) maintain any Confidential Irrfbrmation on Hs systems (or its
sul)-cofrtractor systems), the Contractor wiH maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract terminatton; and will
obtain written certmcation for any Slate of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or arty subcontractors as a part of ongc^ng, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer in use,, electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
In accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanltizaUon, or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as descn'bed in NIST Spklal Publication 600-68, Rev 1, GuldeCnes
for Media Sanitizatibn, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contracta wlli document and certify In writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request The written certification will include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has been property destroyed and validated. Where eppilcable.
regulatory and professional standards for retention requlremehts wlll be Jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of tWs
Centred, Contr^or agrees to destroy aQ hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding. .

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to ciomplrtely destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contrador agrees to safeguard this DHHS Data received under this ContracL and any
derivative data or files, as follows;

1. The Contrador wlH maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential Information collected;-processed, managed, and/or stored In the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor vrin maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
conffdentiaJ information throughout the irtforinatlon Ptfecycle. where applicable, (from
creation, trensfbrmatior), use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data 0-e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).

V4UBJ 1^04.04.2010 Conlmctefln.^
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department confidentlai tnfbrmatton
where applicable.

4. The Contractor wlll ensure proper security monitartng capabilities are (n place to
detect potentfal security ever\t6 that can Impact State of NH' systems, and/a
Departrrtent confidential information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor win provide regular security awareness and education for Its Erxl
Users in support of protecting Department confidential Information.

0. If the Contractor will be sut>-contraclirtg any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maJitaIn a
program of en Internal process or processes that defines spedftc security
expectations, and monttoring compfiance to security .requirements that.at a minimum

. match those for the Contractor, Indudtng breach notifieation requirements.

7. The Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply wKh all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorfzatian policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department 6y8tem(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

6. If the Department determines the Contractor is a Business Assodate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the CDepartment and is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement

9. The Contractor will work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey Is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnerabnifies that rnay
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement The survey will be complutfitf
anrujally, or an aitemaie time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Depitment and the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor v41l not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside me boundaries of (he United States'unless
prior o^rress written consent Is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member \^in the Department

11. Data Security Breach Liability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State, shall recover from the Contractor aQ costs of response artd recovery from
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the breach, including but not limited to: aedil morttortng services, mailing costs and
costs associated With website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the bread!.

12. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and.security of Confidentlal Information, and must In all other respects
malritain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope that Is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Including,
but not limited to. provisions of the Privacy Acl of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a). DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5bX HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for IrtdMdually Iderrtifiable heallh
information and as applicable under State law.

13. Contractor agrees to establish and m^ntaln appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to It The safeguards must provide e level and
scope of security that Is not less than the level and scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Information Technotogy.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procuremenl at https://www.nh.gov/doWvendor/index.htm
for the Department of Information Technology polldes, guidelines; standards, and
procurement Information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and Incident
response process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional erhail addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor learns of its occuirence. This Indudes a
confidential information breach, computer security Incident, or suspected breach
which effects or includes any State of New Hampshire systems that conned to the

. State of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contrad to only those authorized End Users who .need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties In connection with purposes Identified in this Contract

16. The Contractor must ensure that aD End Users:

a comply with such safeguards as referenced In Secfion TV A. above,
Implemented-to pmted Confidential information that Is fumished by DHHS
under this Contrad from loss, theft or Inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this information at all times.

c. ■ ensure that laptops and other eledronlc devices/media containing PHI. PI, or
PR are .encrypted and password-proteded.

d. send emails containing CortfldentlaJ Information only if encrvptad and beir^
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such information.
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e. Krnlt disclosure of the Confidential Infomiation to the extent permitted by law.

' C^denUaJ Informafion received imder this Contract and IndividuallyId^fiable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored In an area that Is
physically and technotogteaDy secure from access by unauthorized persons
^ring du^ hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys
blometrfc Identifiers, etc.). '

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, Inctuding any
derivative files containing personady .identifiable (nformatlon, and In all cases
such data must be encrypted at all times when In transit, at rest or when
stored on portable media as required In section IV above.

h. in all other instances Confidential Data must be malntairted, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
asse^ment of the circumstances Involved.

I. imderstand that their user crodenlials (user name and password)"must not be
^red with anyone. End Users will keep their credential Information secure
This appQes to credentials used to access the site directly or Indirectly throuoh
a third party appllcatibn.

I  •

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End. Users. DHHS
the right to conduct onslte Inspections to monRor compRance wtth this

contrad. Including the privacy and securi^ requlremenls provided In herein, HIPA^ "
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the- Confidential Data
IS disposed of tn accordance with this ContracL

V. LOSS REPORTINQ *

The Contrwtof must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and
FTogram. Manager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor leams of their occurrence. ^

The ContTBdor must further handle and report incidents and Breaches InvoMng PHI In
accordance with the agenrys documented Incident Handling and Breach Nofificafion
^oo^res and In accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 308. In addition to. and
nowthstandlng, Contractor's compliance wtth all appficable obOgaUons and procedures
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identtfy Incidents;

2. Determine if personally Identlfiabte Information Is Irivolved in Incidents:
. 3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required in this Exhibit or p^7;
4. Idwi% and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidenls

and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and

OHHS Informrton vqng«»rtfroa» ^
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5. D^rmlne whether Breach noURcation Is requfred, and, If so, Identify appropriate
Breach^ notification methods, timlnQ, source, and contents from among dlffensnt
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach notice as weli as any mrtjoation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that Impflcate PI must be addressed and reported as
applicable, in aocofdanoe with NHRSA369-C:20. '

VL PERSONS TO COWTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange Issues:

DHHSInformationS^rityOffice@dhh8.nh.gov
B. DHHS contacts for Privacy Issues:

DHHSPrivacyOfficer@<ffihs.nh.gov
C. DHHS contact for Information Secunly issues;

DHHSInfonnalionSecurttyOffice@dhhs.nh.gov
D. DHHS contact for Breach notlftcations:

. DHHS!nfbrmationSecuiityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrfv3cy.Offlcer@dhhs.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2'*' Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2) Is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and FIT/NHNH,
Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 122
Market Street Manchester NH 03101.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on July 27, 2018 (Item #7) and amended on December 5, 2018 (#23)*, the Contractor agreed to perform
certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified In the Contract as amended and in
consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, completion
date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council;
and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #2 remain In full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions contained
In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$2,071,182.

3. Delete Exhibit A, Amendment #1. Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A,
Amendment #2, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #1, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

FIT/NHNH. Inc Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-02-A02 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox
Director

FIT/NHNH, Inc

June 5. 2019

Date Name: Maureen Beauregar
Title: President

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:
I  1

State of New Hampshire . County of Hillsborough on June 5, 2019 before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of NotaryTublic or»Signature of NotaryTublic or Justice of the Peace

Ruth Syrek, Admin. Asst., Notary Public

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires:

FOrTH A. SYREK, Notary Pub0c
My CoRvnlsdon Expbw Scptainbar S, 2023

FIT/NHNH, Inc Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-02-A02 Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, Is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name: /^.
Title: ^oLcU

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name;

I  Title:

FIT/NHNH, Inc Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BOAS-01-SUBST-02-A02 Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subreciplent in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part
2 In order to receive payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

FIT/NHNH, Inc Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectabie buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectabie extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectabie extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be In a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire.
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Sen/ices in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
'  tobacco use, treatment needs and refemal to the QuitLine as part of

treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:
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2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in order to align this work with IDN projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved ih the client's care and the client's support network '

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway contractors
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board payment to
the Doorway:

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doonvay to ensure that each
room and board client served has a GPRA interview

completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for services within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doorway services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.
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2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services;

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use

disorders and their ramifications. Including an examination of

attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other

drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,

including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and

consideration of alternative solutions and decision making with

regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

j  2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment sen/ices and activities that are provided

according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment sen/ices and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other dnjg services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are

provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use disorder
treatment services according to an individualized treatment plan
designed to support individuals as they transition back Into the
community. Transitional Living Services are not defined by ASAM.
Transitional Living sen/ices shall include at least 3 hours of clinical
services per week of which at least 1 hour shall be delivered by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under the
supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining hours shall be
delivered by a Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) working
under a Licensed Supervisor or a Licensed Counselor. The maximum
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length of stay in this service is six (6) months. Adult residents typically
work in the community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery

support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in

treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual

maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in

coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section 2.3.1.1

through 2.3.1.4 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group

Intensive Case Management in accordance with

SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

(https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-

Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-

Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5-4215) and

which exceed the minimum case management

expectations for the level of care.

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and

Women:

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation

services to pregnant women and parenting men

and women to and from services as required by

the client's treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own

vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation

passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor

shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable Federal

and State Department of

Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New
Hampshire Administrative Rule
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Saf-C 500 and inspected in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good working order.

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules. Saf-C 1000,

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as

applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Parenting Clients:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to

children of parenting clients while the individual

is in treatment and case management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care

and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed

childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable

Federal and State childcare regulations such as

but not limited to New Hampshire Administrative

Rule He-C 4002 Child Care Licensing.
:  1

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Sen/ices

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the
date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an Initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.
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2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all sen/Ices provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published In October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client:

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations In Section 2.5.4,above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3, above before

admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4, above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation In Section
2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower intensity ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the
time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.3, in which case the

client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A sen/ice with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;
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2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doorway of the client's choice to connect the
client with substance use disorder treatment services; or

2.5.8.1.2. Ifthe client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the pregnant
woman with identifying alternative providers and with
accessing services with these providers. This assistance
shall include actively reaching out to identify providers on
the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an

.  alternative provider. Interim services shall .include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the
effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use Including the provision of
interim sen/ices within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders
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2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are invoived with the

criminal justice and/or chiid protection system.

2.5.8.8. individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or iegal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shail include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other sociai service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not iimited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doorways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the
Doorways shail not receive services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR)
funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shail notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients

who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shail not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
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Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received

substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other

than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the sen/ices.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake. '

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented In the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.
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2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problems
in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a
stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.
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2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and Interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider If appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained In advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal

I  rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client,
including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management sen/ices offered by the
client's managed care organization. Doorway, third party
insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent.
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if applicable, are obtained In advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the Doorways as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination In Section 2.8.4,
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
all Services In Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirements
in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

1  2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward

his/her treatment goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
Identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that Include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
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resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s). and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deli>)er all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center;

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver sen/ices in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
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http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that Include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLine.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities at
any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco In any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products Is prohibited outside of
the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following If use of tobacco products Is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which Is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, Including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.
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2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it
can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and visitor
orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals

licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supen/isor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
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as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress:

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct
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contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally. The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an approved
training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis i(TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology

5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.
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5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required sen/ices.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have completed
treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or
mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;
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6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency:

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
as well as the identification of any other individuals
involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a

completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.
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6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with ODD, the Contractor
shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each client
served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRA) interview
completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD for

whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doorways
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment

and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there Is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.
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8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and in-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days In the reporting
period. The short-term investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)
calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
Interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

,  8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
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the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doorways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
In place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.
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The following performance measures are required for client sen/ices rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data In WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening:

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within
30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.6.1. Reduction in /no change In the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change In number of individuals employed or in school
at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of Individuals arrested in past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and
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10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block 1.8,
of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to Exhibit A,
Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment, and
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Substance Abuse

Prevention and Treatment Block Grant {CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

I  1

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Sen/ice Fee set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the
State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly
and quarterly reporting.

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale, not to exceed $4,000
per client per treatment episode.
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3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship Is defined as the
client's monthly household income being less than the deductible
plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL).

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated. The
Contractor agrees:

4.1. The fees for services, excluding Clinical Evaluation, are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the amount to
charge the Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5
below). I

4.2. To bill for Clinical Evaluation sen/ices separately from all other per day units of services.

4.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit 8-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided
under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the clients, and

the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited processing to the
greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the
program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed, payments
received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

FIT/NHNH, Inc
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided to an eligible
client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment #2 when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract

Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private Insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If. any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's Insurer, if applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, \Miich Is the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount
paid by private insurer and the amount paid by the client, unless the client's
copay or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable Income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as In Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living, See Section 7 below and

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule.

FIT/NHNH, Inc Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

'  Exhibit B, Amendment #2

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the

. state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Transitional Living for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD).

6.1. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.2. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR
funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services

7.1. ,The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 using the
sliding fee scale

'7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging and meals
'offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's Income of the
Federal Poverty Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor may charge the
client up to the following amount
for room and board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%-149% $8

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

7.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that shall be returned
to the client at the time of discharge.

7.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to room and

board.

FIT/NHNH, Inc
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

8. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living

8.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this contract to the
client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare, and private
insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

8.2. Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge In accordance with
Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract only when the
client does not have any other payer source other than this contract.

9. Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
9.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who have been
admitted to programs In accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after
billing other public and private insurance.

9.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.

9.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the

service is authorized by the Department.

10. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
10.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5

above and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation provided
in Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows;

10.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in accordance
with Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for Contractor's staff driving time, when using

the Contractor's own vehicle for transporting clients to and from sen/Ices
required by the client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than a
full hour, then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute intervals for
actual work completed: or.

10.1.2. 9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for
cab fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to and from services
required by the client's treatment plan.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the
Department upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

11. Additional Billing Information: Child Care -

FJT/NHNH, Inc Exhibit B, Amendmenl #2 Vendor Initials ]
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Exhibit B, Amendment #2

11.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the
Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Sen/Ices, Section
2.4.2.3 as follows:

11.1.1. At the hourly rate In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when the

Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is receiving treatment or

recovery support services, or

11.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care

provider.

11.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support

the cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

11.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department

instructions.

11.4. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit

11.5. 8-1 Service Fee Table.

11.6. 6.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

11.7. 6.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;

11.8. 6.3.3.2. Date of Service;

11.9. 6.3.3.3. Description of service;

11.10. 6.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

11.11. 6.3.3.5. Charge for the sen/ice;

11.12. 6.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

11.13. 6.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the

11.14. service.

11.15. 6.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20lh) day of each

11.16. month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized

11.17. expenses incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month.

11.18. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days

11.19. of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to

11.20. this Agreement. Invoices must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

12. Sliding Fee Scale

FIT/NHNH, Inc Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initials |
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12.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance with Exhibit B.
Amendment #3, Section 5, above.

12.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate in Exhibit 8-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

12.3. The Contractor shall not deny a child under the age of 18 services because of the
parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential
services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

13. Submitting Charges for Payment

13.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology
System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table. The
Contractor shall:

13.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after the
date the service was provided to the client

13.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following the
last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter notes are
ready for review.

13.1.3. Correct errors, If any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and notify
the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

13.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for the
billing month.

13.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

13.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the
last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

13.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through WIT^ the

Vendor Initials jFIT/NHNH, Inc Exhibit 8. Amendment #2
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contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative process for submitting
invoices.

14. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

15. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.

16. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

17. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

16. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment.

19. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

19.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

19.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to: >

19.2.1. Make cash payments to Intended recipients of substance abuse services.

19.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in Federal
Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or correctional
institutions of the State.

19.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless such testing Is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

19.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

19.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, \Mthout impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 309^-65

FIT/NHNH, Inc Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a. 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious
Instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts such
activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the
programs or sen/ices for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local govemment under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

FIT/NHNH. Inc Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor IniUais
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State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

1, William M. Gardner, Secretary of Slate of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that FIT/NHNH, INC is a New

Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on May 13, 1994. 1 further certify that all fees

and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good standing as far as this office is

concerned.

Business ID: 207982

Certificate Number: 0004506562

Ar

u.

Q

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 29th day of April A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

'I. Charia Stevens

(Name of the elected Officer of the Agency: cannot be contract signatory)
do hereby certify that:

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of FIT/NHNH. Inc.

(Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Agency duly held on June 5. 2019 :
(Date)

RESOLVED: That the President

(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revisions,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the 5 day of June . 2019

(Date Contract Signed)

4. Maureen Beaureaard
(Name of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

County of Hillsborouoh

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this

is the duly elected President
(Title of Contract Signatory)

(Signature of the Elected Officer)

day of June ■ 2019

Bv Charia Stevens

(Name of Elected Officer of the Agency)

(NOTARY SEAL)

Commission Expires:

(Notary Public/Justice of the Peace)

'tpRI K. SULLIVAN, Notary PubDoV
IHy Coimmisslor) Expires March 13,2020

NH DHHS, Office of Business Operations
Bureau of Provider Relationship Management
Certificate of Vote Without Seal

July 1,2005
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CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

DBEAUDOIN

DATE (MWOO/YYYY)

5/23/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POUCIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSUR£R(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcyfles) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or t>e endorsed.
- If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

Davis & Towie Moriill & EveretL Inc.
115 Airport Road
Concord, NH 03301

wc.'No.Ext): (603) 225-6611 wc.noi;(603) 225-7935
Idjftlfess:

INSURFRfSI APFORCMNO COVFRARP NAIRP

INSURER A PhlladelDhIa Insurance Comoanv 23850

INSURED

FIT/NHNH, Inc.
122 Marltet St

Manchester, NH 03101

INSURER B
Gnnlt* But* HMlth Cart 4 Human Sarvleaa SaH Inaurae Group

INSURER C

INSURER 0

INSURER E

INSURER P

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO AU THE TERMS.
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOVW MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

MSR

ITR TYPE OP INSURANCE
ADOL
msn

SUBR
wvn POLICY NUMBER UMITS

A X COMMERCIAL OEJ1ERAL LIABILITY

)E 1 X 1 OCCUR PHPK1923495 1/1/2019 1/1/2020

EACH OCCURRENCE
,  1,000,000

1 CLAIMS4|(AC DAMAGE TO RENTED ,  1,000,000

MFD FXP (Any ena safaon)
,  20,000

PERSONAL 4 ADV INJURY
,  1,000,000

1 GEm AGGREGATE UMITAPPUes PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE
,  3,000,000

POLICY |_)^ |_)y LOO
OTHFR'

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGO
,  3,000,000

]

~

i

1 AUTOMOBILE UABiUTY
iPHPK1923501

1
1/1/2019 1/1/2020

COMBINED SINGLE UMIT
lEa aeddaml

,  1,000,000

ANY AUTO

:heouled
ITOS

BODILY INJURY (Par naraenl s
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

aIRIw ONLY

sc
1 AL BODII.Y INJURY (Par ar.d<lann

]

A T UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS LIAS

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE PHUB659752 1/1/2019 1/1/2020

EACH OCCURRENCE
,  5,000,000

AGGREGATE t

DED 1 X 1 RETENTION] 0 ,  5,000,000
B WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS'LiASIUTY

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE ("771

II yaa. daacrtba undar
OfiSCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS Palow

HI A

HCHS20190000102 2/1/2019 2/1/2020

PER 1 1 OTH-
STATUTE 1 1 PR

E.L EACHACaOENT
,  1,000,000

E.L DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE
,  1,000,000

E.L DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT
s  1,000,000

A

B

Professional Liab

Worker's Compensatio

PHPK192349S

HCHS20190000102

1/1/2019

2/1/2019

1/1/2020

2/1/2020

See Below

Excess 1,000,000

DESCRIPTION OP OPERATIONS 1 LOCATIONS f VEHKLES (ACORD 101, AddHionil Ramarlis S«hadu(a. may ba attachad If mera apaea la mqulrad)
Professional Liability $1,000,000 Each lncident^3,000,000 Aggregate

Professional Liability $1,000,000 Each lncident/$3,000,000 Aggregate.

state of NH, DHHS
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301

1

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE

THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

p.

ACORD 25 (2016/03) 01988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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Our Mission

The mission of FIT/NHNH is to provide hunger relief,
emergency shelter, safe affordable housing, and
supportive services to individuals and families who are
homeless or in need, enabling them to gain self-
sufficiency and respect.
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BerryDunn

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

Board of Directors

FIT/NHNH, Inc. and Subsidiaries

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of FIT/NHNH, Inc. and
Subsidiaries (the Organization), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as of
December 31, 2018 and the related consolidated statements of activities, functional expenses and
cash flows for the year then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Consolidated Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial
statements in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles: this includes the design,
implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of
consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our
audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers
internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly,
we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the consolidated financial position of the Organization as of December 31, 2018, and the
consolidated changes in their net assets and their consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

Bangor, ME • Portland, ME • Manchester, NH • Glastonbury, CT • Charleston, WV • Phoenix, AZ

berrydunn.com



Board of Directors

FIT/NHNH, Inc. and Subsidiaries
Page 2

Report on Summarized Comparative Information

We have previously audited the Organization's 2017 consolidated financial statements and, In our
report dated March 30, 2018, expressed an unmodified opinion on those audited consolidated financial
statements. In our opinion, the summarized comparative information presented herein as of and for the
year ended December 31, 2017 is consistent, in all material respects, with the audited consolidated
financial statements from which it has been derived.

Other Matter

Supplementary Information

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated financial
statements as a whole. The accompanying supplementary Information, which consists of the
consolidating statement of financial position as of December 31, 2018, and the related consolidating
statements of activities and functional expenses for the year then ended, is presented for purposes of
additional analysis, rather than to present the financial position and changes in net assets of the
Individual entities, and is not a required part of the consolidated financial statements. Such information
is the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates directly to the underlying
accounting and other records used to prepare the consolidated financial statements. The information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the consolidated financial
statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information
directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the consolidated financial
statements or to the consolidated financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in
accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing standards. In our opinion, the information is fairly
stated in all material respects In relation to the consolidated financial statements as a whole.

Change in Accounting Principle

As discussed in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements. In 2018 the Organization adopted
Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Update No. 2016-14, Presentation of
Financial Statements for Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958). Our opinion is not modified with respect to
this matter.

)t{cyu^ic^ f ^

Manchester, New Hampshire
March 18, 2019



FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

December 31, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

ASSETS

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Funds held as fiscal agent
Accounts receivable

Grants and contributions receivable

Prepaid expenses
Due from related parties
Other current assets

Total current assets

Replacement reserves
Reserve cash designated for properties
Investments

Investment in related entity
Asset held for sale

Property and equipment, net
Development in process
Other assets, net

Total assets

2018

1,598,033 $

52,211
786,343
80,007
35,813
48.110

2,600,317

336,578
718,154

1,336,584
1,000

429,779
28,530,819
3,605,450
198.473

2017

1,062,497
96,383
38,380

451,664

33,229

43.097

1,725,250

292,264
722,130

1,000

26,210,337
2,090,031

50.000

$  37.757.154 $ 31.091.012

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Current liabilities

Current portion of long-term debt $ 1,116,180 $ 216,147

Accounts payable , 249,907 220,828

Accrued expenses 348,095 217,676

Funds held as fiscal agent - 96,383

Due to related entity 35,613 -

Line of credit 145,000 -

Other current liabilities 82.475 49.504

Total current liabilities 1,977,270 800.538

Long-term debt, less current portion, net of unamortized deferred costs 13.604.017 11.264.521

Total liabilities 15.581.287 12.065.059

Net assets

Without donor restrictions - controlling interest 17,744,537 14,563,053

Without donor restrictions - noncontrolling interest 3.243.694 3.565.478

Total without donor restrictions 20,988,231 18,128,531

With donor restrictions 1.187.636 897.422

Total net assets 22.175.867 19.025.953

Total liabilities and net assets $ 37.757.154 $ 31.091.012

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Consolidated Statement of Activities

Year Ended December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for the Year Ended December 31, 2017)

WHhoul Dooor Wtthout Oonn

Rtvenu* and (uppon
Ftdtral, UM* and othar grant tuppon
Ranlal incotrta, oat o( vacanelat

TMS ttora uM*

PuMe tuppert
Tax cradttravanua

Spadal avanl*
Davatspac ftai
VISTA program ravanua
UiwaaSzad (lou) gain on InvMmanM
(Lou) gain on diapoaal o( aaaata
Maraai Ineonia

In-Und donatlona

Invaatmam ineoma

Forglrortau otdaM
MtdteaM rainibtyaamanu

Otnar Ineoma

Nat aasaia ralaaaad from raatrleilona

Total ravanua and auppon

E;9aitaaa
Program acttvUaa

HouatHI
TlwM ttora

Total program aetMiaa
Fundralaing
Managamana and gartaral

Total atgunua

(Daflclartcy) txcaaa of ravanua and tupporl ovar
axpanaaa

Orania and contribuUona lor capU pre^adt
Nat aaaata ralaaaod Mr capttai projacta
Eflact of conaoldatien of amtata

Changa In nat aaaata

CAaitga In nat aaaata attrUxttaUa lo rtonconireilng Maraai In
tubtidianaa

CItanga in nat aaaata attar raelaaaMcatlon of portion
BttdbutaPM 10 noncentrollrtg Miaraat

Nat aaaata. Oaglnning of yaar

Nat aaaata, and of yaar

Raatrictlona • Raatrictlona - Total

ControUng Noncontroilng WKIwut Donor Whn Donor Toul Total

Maraat Maraai Raatridlona Raalrletlons 2011 2017

4.601,300 * $  4,601.300 S  513.654 $ 6,118.154 3 3.212,747
2.021,463 2,021.465 2.021.46S 1.841,084
616,565 616.565 818.685 685,796
655,830 855,630 888,830 436.127
60,000 60.000 80.000 60,000
526,610 526,610 826.610 167,161
68,463 88,463 88.463
63.734 63,734 63.734 125,742

(168.848) (188,848) (1U.848I 1,270
(10.115) (10,115) (10.118) 8.133
38,634 38,634 38,634 31.816
14,426 14,429 14,426 61.546
66,783 66,783 n,T83
131,267 131.267 131.287 131.267
521,657 521.657 821,657 411.535
276,420 276.420 276.420 61.958
792 625 262 925 1262 625) .

in(U.3 719 10 043 716 220,926 10,264 648 7315657

8,360.626 8.360,626 1.360.621 6,266,553
666 374 686374 666,374 661,261

6.077,300 6,077,300 6,077,300 6,680,644
1.131,641 1,131.641 1.131,641 418,466
867 734 867 234 167,234 538 603

11 106 475 11 106 475 11,106.478 7 639 133

(1,062.756) (1.062,756) 220,826 (841.827) (623,276)

270.857 270,857 289,633 880.760 1,538,770
356,812 359,812 (356,812)

3 261 787 3.291 787 136 164 3430 181 .

2.656,700 2,856.700 260.214 3.149,814 615.464

321,784 (321 7841 . .

3,181.484 (321.784) 2.856,700 260,214 3,149.814 615,464

14.56.3 053 3.565 478 18 128 531 867,4S It 628 653 18110 456

J2,744^

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Consolidated Statement of Functional Expenses

Year Ended December 31, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for the Year Ended December 31, 2017)

Program Activities

Management 2018
Housing Thrift Store Fundraisino and General Total

Salaries and benefits

Salaries and wages
Employee benefits

$ 3.492.775

400.781

316,195
24,951

518,402
54,002

355,442
37,770

4,682,814
617,604

2017

Total

$ 3,168,366
349,575

Payroll taxes 262.810 24.440 39.746 26.593 353.589 234.204

Total salaries and

benefits 4,156,366 365,586 612,150 419,805' 5,553,907 3,752,145

ler expenses

Advertising 15,018 25,068 - 18,946 59,032 36,236

Application and permit fees 1,620 - - - 1,620 2,015

Bad debts 28,100 - - - 28,100 26,124

Bank charges 573 8,847 - 11,445 20,865 17,875

Consultants 19,504 2,847 4,647 2,483 29,481 78,138

Depreciation 933,878 11,093 115,347 51,612 1,111,930 1,003,294

Events 3,550 2,814 160,685 - 167,049 61,181

General insurance 124,791 3,523 14,318 13,248 155,880 153,904

Grant expense 59,149 • - - 59,149 -

Interest expense 228,999 714 - - 229,713 188,473

Management fees 6,622 - - 6,622 6,487

Meals and entertainment 4,740 179 656 547 6,122 5,181

Membership dues 10,790 - 1,741 3,458 15,989 10,022

Merger expenses - - - 137,747 137,747 1,000

Office supplies 282,398 6,460 43,158 38,139 370,155 134,490

Participant expenses 116,915 45 379 379 117,718 99,219

Postage 7,324 9 4,274 1,758 13,365 7,804

Printing 16,755 2,745 19,129 2,088 40,717 24,577

Professional fees 1  53,906 3,500 - 112,417 169,823 182,974

Related entity expense (159,398) 159,398 - - - •

Rental subsidies 332,270 - - - 332,270 298,272

Repairs and maintenance 370,123 34,325 42,145 16,169 462,762 409,132

Shelter expense 166,891 . - - 166,891 -

Staff development 31,588 98 4,008 3,340 39,034 23,136

Taxes 313,613 2,307 - - 315,920 328,184

Technology support 190,132 2,231 28,782 23,666 244,811 65,457

Telephone 88,992 5,056 10,095 8,778 112,921 90,917

Travel 40,914 3,845 5,191 4,222 54,172 44,486

Utilities 512,260 31,461 52,007 17,767 613,495 444,062

VISTA program 320,859 - - - 320,859 359,804

Workers' compensation 111.684 14.223 13.229 9.220 148.356 84.544

Total expenses S 8.390.926 S 686.374 $ 1.131.941 $ 897.234 $11,106,475 S 7.939.133

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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FIT/NHNH. INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended December 31. 2018

(With Comparative Totals for the Year Ended December 31, 2017)

Cash flows from operating activities
Change in net assets
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash provided by

operating activities
Depreciation and amortization
Grants and contributions for capital projects
Effect of consolidation of affiliate, net of cash held by consolidated affiliate

of $326,551

Forgiveness of debt
Unrealized loss (gain) on investments
Loss (gain) on disposal of assets
Decrease (increase) in;

Accounts receivable

Grants and contributions receivable

Prepaid expenses
Other assets

Increase (decrease) in:
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Due to related party
Other current liabilities

Net cash provided by operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities
Repayments of advances to related parties
Net (deposits to) withdrawals from reserve accounts
Proceeds from sale of investments

Investment in development in process
Proceeds from disposal of assets

I Acquisition of property and equipment '

Net cash used by investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities
Grants and contributions for capital projects
Net borrowings from line of credit
Proceeds from long-term borrowings
Payments on long-term debt

Net cash provided by financing activities

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

Supplemental disclosure

Acquisition of property and equipment through long-term borrowings from seller

Property and equipment transferred from development in process

2018 2017

3,149,914 $ 915,494

1,125,127 1.016,491
(560,790) (1,538,770)

(3,104,400) -

(131,267) (131,267)
168,848 (1.270)
10,115 (5,133)

42,130 (16.731)
(334,679) (128.248)
(39,301) 2.609

(119,810) (302)

(21,258) 51.841

84,806 9,744
35,613 -

32.971 1.398

338.019 175.856

(35,613) 8,208

(40,338) 57,348
275,024 4,264

(1,515,419) (1,931,040)
- 5,133

(2.476.109) (162.691)

(3.792.455) (2.018.778)

560,790 1,538,770
145,000 -

3,507,201 772,009
(223.019) (203.120)

3.989.972 2.107.659

535,536 264.737

1.062.497 797.760

1.598.033 S 1 062.497

60.615

S  2.222.138 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

Organization

Families In Transition, Inc. (FIT or the Organization) is a New Hampshire nonprofit, incorporated on
May 13, 1994, to provide housing and comprehensive social services to individuals and families who
are homeless or at risk of becoming homeless in certain areas of southern New Hampshire, including
Manchester, Concord and Dover.

The Organization directly owns and operates housing programs in facilities located on Amherst Street,
Spruce Street, Lake Avenue and Douglas Street in Manchester, New Hampshire. Additional housing
facilities are owned and operated by several limited partnerships of which the Organization is the sole
general partner. These limited partnerships include Bicentennial Families Concord Limited Partnership
(Bicentennial), located at Bicentennial Square in Concord, New Hampshire: Family Bridge Limited
Partnership (Family Bridge), located on Second Street in Manchester, New Hampshire; and Family
Willows Limited Partnership (Family Willows), located on South Beech Street in Manchester, New
Hampshire (collectively referred to as the Limited Partnerships).

In 2008, the Organization created a Community Development Housing Organization, Housing Benefits,
Inc. (Housing Benefits). Housing Benefits identifies and develops new housing units and refurbishes
existing units to meet the persistent need of combating homelessness. Completed housing units are
located on School & Third Street, Lowell Street, Belmont Street, Market Street (Millyard I and Millyard
II), Spruce Street and Hayward Street, in Manchester, New Hampshire as well as an additional housing
facilities located on Central Avenue in Dover, New Hampshire (Dover), and Lehner Street in Wolfeboro,
New Hampshire (Hope House).

In 2012, the Organization became the sole member of Manchester Emergency Housing, Inc. (MEH), a
New Hampshire nonprofit corporation providing immediate shelter to homeless families in the
Manchester, New Hampshire area. MEH is the only family shelter In Manchester, New Hampshire.

The Organization also owns 100% of Family Outfitters, LLC (Outfitters), a limited liability corporation.
At December 31, 2018, Outfitters operated an independent thrift store in Manchester, New Hampshire
with the sole purpose of generating an alternate funding stream for the Organization. During 2018,
management made the decision to close the Concord, New Hampshire thrift store location.

The Organization has several wholly-owned corporations which include Bicentennial Families Concord,
Inc. (Bicentennial Families), Second Street Family Mill, Inc. (Family Mill), and Big Shady Tree, Inc. (Big
Shady Tree) (collectively referred to as the General Partners), all of which are New Hampshire
corporations. These wholly-owned corporations represent the .01% sole general partners in the Limited
Partnerships, whereby Bicentennial Families is a general partner of Bicentennial, Family Mill is a
general partner of Family Bridge and Big Shady Tree is a general partner of Family Willows.

In 2012, the Organization became the sole member of The New Hampshire Coalition to End
Homelessness (NHCEH), a statewide entity, whose mission is to "eliminate the causes for
homelessness through research, education and advocacy".
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

Effective January 1, 2018, FIT and New Horizons for New Hampshire. Inc. (NHNH) merged to create
an integrated system of care that will provide an Increased supply of affordable housing for those most
in need, sustain positive outcomes through the Incorporation of evidence based practices proven to
meet identified needs and goals, identify areas for systemic and programmatic improvements through
the use of consistent and accurate data to regularly measure success, and provide an integrated
system of care that will prevent homelessness when possible and rapidly rehouse those who become
homeless, including both the chronically homeless and families with children. The merger resulted in a
contribution of net assets of $3,430,951 as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 326,551
Other current assets 63,438

Cash surrender value of life insurance 33,676
Investments 1,780,456
Property and equipment, net 1,396,197
Accounts payable and accrued payroll (95,950)
Notes payable (73.417)

Fair value of net assets acquired $^3^430^9^

The merger resulted in a contribution because the fair value of the identifiable assets exceeds the fair
value of the liabilities assumed and no consideration was transferred from NHNH.

On May 25, 2018, the Organization organized Wilson Street Condominium Association (the
Association) and is the majority owner In the Association. The Association was established for the
purpose of maintaining and preserving a five unit premise located on Wilson Street in Manchester,
New Hampshire.

1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Principles of Consolidation

Since the General Partners have control of the Limited Partnerships, in accordance with Financial
Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Codification Topic 810-20-25, Consolidation,
the financial statements of each of the Limited Partnerships are required to be consolidated with
the Organization's consolidated financial statements. The limited partners' ownership interest is
reported in the consolidated statements of financial position as noncontrolling interest.

The consolidated financial statements include the net assets of the Organization, the Limited
Partnerships, the General Partners, Housing Benefits, MEH, Outfitters, the Association, and
NHCEH. All significant inter-entity balances and transactions are eliminated in the accompanying
consolidated financial statements.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31. 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 3i; 2017)

Comparative Information

The consolidated financial statements include certain prior year summarized comparative
information in total, but not by net asset classification. Such information does not include sufftcient
detail to constitute a presentation in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
(U.S. GAAP). Accordingly, such information should be read in conjunction with the Organization's
December 31. 2017 consolidated financial statements, from which the summarized information
was derived.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements. Estimates also
affect the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results
could differ from those estimates.

Basis of Presentation

The consolidated financial statements of the Organization have been prepared in accordance with
U.S. GAAP, which require the Organization to report information regarding to its consolidated
financial position and activities according to the following net asset classification;

Net assets without donor restrictions: Net assets that are not subject to donor-imposed
restrictions and may be expended for any purpose in performing the primary objectives of the
Organization. These net assets may be used at the discretion of the Organization's
management and the board of directors. '

Net assets with donor restrictions: Net assets subject to stipulations imposed by donors and
grantors. Some donor restrictions are temporary in nature; those restrictions will be met by
actions of the Organization or by the passage of time. Other donor restrictions are perpetual in
nature, whereby the donor has stipulated the funds be maintained in perpetuity. Donor
restricted contributions are reported as increases in net assets with donor restrictions. When a
restriction expires, net assets are reclassified from net assets with donor restrictions to net
assets without donor restrictions in the consolidated statement of activities.

All contributions are considered to be available for unrestricted use unless specifically restricted by
the donor. Amounts received that are designated for future periods or restricted by the donor for
specific purposes are reported as support with donor restrictions that increases those net asset
classes. When a donor restriction expires, that is. when a stipulated time restriction ends or
purpose restriction is accomplished, net assets with donor restrictions are reclassified to net
assets without donor restrictions and reported In the consolidated statement of activities as net
assets released from restrictions. The Organization records donor-restricted contributions whose
restrictions are met In the same reporting period as support without donor restrictions in the year of
the gift.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for- December 31, 2017)

The Organization reports contributions of land, buildings or equipment as support without donor
restrictions, unless a donor places explicit restriction on its use. Contributions of cash or other
assets that must be used to acquire long-lived assets are reported as support with donor
restrictions and reclassified to net assets without donor restrictions when the assets are acquired
and placed in service.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The Organization considers all highly liquid investments with an initial maturity of three months or
less to be cash equivalents. The Organization maintains its cash in bank deposit accounts which,
at times, may exceed the federally insured limits. Management regularly monitors the financial
institutions, together with their respective cash balances, and attempts to maintain the potential
risk at a minimum. The Organization has not experienced any losses in such accounts and
management believes it is not exposed to any significant risk on these accounts.

Restricted deposits are those deposits of cash and cash equivalents not generally available for
operating costs, but restricted to particular uses including operating and replacement reserves for
rental properties as well as certain other social services and programs.

Propertv and Equipment

Property and equipment are recorded at cost or, if donated, at estimated fair market value at the
date of donation less accumulated depreciation. The Organization's capitalization policy requires
the capitalization of capital expenditures greater than $1,000, while ordinary maintenance and
repairs are charged to expense. Depreciation is provided using the straight-line method over the
estimated useful lives of the related assets, ranging from 5 to 30 years. Assets not in service are
not depreciated.

Volunteer Services

A number of volunteers have donated their time to the Organization's various programs and
administrative services. The value of these services has not been included in the accompanying
consolidated financial statements since the volunteers' time does not meet criteria for recognition.
The estimated value of donated time for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 is
approximately $780,000 and $1,060,000, respectively.

Functional Expense Allocation

The consolidated financial statements report certain categories of expenses that are attributable to
more than one program or supporting function. Therefore, these expenses require allocation on a
reasonable basis that is consistently applied. The expenses that allocated include salaries and
benefits, depreciation, amortization, office and other expenses, which are allocated based on
estimated utilization of support services by functional cost centers.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES .

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

Income Taxes

The Organization is a tax-exempt Section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi) public charity as described in Section
501(c)(3) of the internal Revenue Code (the Code) and is exempt from federal income taxes on
related income pursuant to Section 501 (a) of the Code. Accordingly, no provision for income taxes
has been reflected in these financial statements.

The standards for accounting for uncertainty in income taxes require the Organization to report
any uncertain tax positions and to adjust its financial statements for the impact thereof. As of
December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Organization determined that it had no tax positions that did not
meet the more-likely-than-not threshold of being sustained by the applicable tax authority. The
Organization files an informational return in the United States. This return is generally subject to
examination by the federal government for up to three years.

No provision for taxes on income is made in the Limited Partnerships' financial statements since,
as partnerships, all taxable income and losses are allocated to the partners for inclusion in their
respective tax returns.

The Association is not exempt from income taxes, however, the Internal Revenue Service is
prepared to regard any profits realized by the Association from its member activities as reductions
of members' contributions towards the operation of the condominium property and not as taxable
income of the Association or its members. Accordingly, no provision for income taxes has been
made in these consolidated financial statements.

Recentiv issued Accounting Pronouncement

In August 2016, Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Accounting Standards Update
(ASU) No. 2016-14, Presentation of Financial Statements of Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958),
which makes targeted changes to the not-for-profit financial reporting model. The new ASU marks
the completion of the first phase of a larger project aimed at improving not-for profit financial
reporting. Under the new ASU, net asset reporting is streamlined and clarified. The previous three
category classification of net assets is replaced with a simplified model that combines temporarily
restricted and permanently restricted into a single category called "net assets with donor
restrictions." The guidance for classifying deficiencies in endowment funds and on accounting for
the lapsing of restrictions on gifts to acquire property, plant, and equipment has also been
simplified and clarified. New disclosures highlight restrictions on the use of resources that make
otherwise liquid assets unavailable for meeting near-term financial requirements. The ASU also
imposes several new requirements related to reporting expenses. The ASU is effective for the
Organization for the year ended December 31, 2018.
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FIT/NHNH. INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements '

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

2. Avallabllitv and Liquidity of Financial Assets

As of December 31, 2018, the Organization has working capital of $1,108,040 and average days
(based on normal expenditures) cash on hand of 54.

Financial assets and liquidity resources available within one year for general expenditure, such as
operating expenses, scheduled principal payments on mortgage notes payable, and capital
acquisitions not funded through replacement reserves or financed with debt, were as follows:

2018 2017

Financial assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,598,033 $ 1,062,497
Accounts receivable 52,211 38,380
Grants and contributions receivable 786,343 451,664
Investments 1.336.584

Total financial assets 3,773,171 1,552,541

Donor-imposed restrictions:
Restricted funds (1.187.6361 (897.4221

Financial assets available at year end for
current use $ 2.585.535 $ 655.119

The Organization also has a line of credit available to meet short-term needs.

The Organization has replacement reserves and cash designated reserves for properties as part
of its debt financirig with New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority (NHHFA) and only available
when approved by NHHFA. As a result, these replacement reserves and cash designated reserves
for properties are not considered available for general expenditure within the next year and are not
reflected in the amount above. The goal for the Organization is to maintain a balanced budget
while meeting the requirements of the various financing authorities.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

3. Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consisted of the following:

2018 2017

Land $  3,646,597 $ 3,112,699

Land improvements 602,600 602,600

Buildings and improvements 34,123,495 30,283,393

Furniture and fixtures 731,590 610,143

Equipment 558,032 217,695

Vehicles 347,711 300,367

Construction in progress 12.229 -

40,022,254 35,126,897

Less: accumulated depreciation 11.491.435 8.916.560

Property and equipment, net S  28.530.819 S 26.210.337

At December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Organization held $22,102,918 and $18,427,778,
respectively, of land, land improvements, and buildings and improvements, net of accumulated
depreciation, for the purpose of leasing to individuals.

4. Development In Process

Development in process consists of costs related to the following facilities:

Familv Willows Recovery Houslno Program

In response to the rising rates of opioid and other substance use issues throughout Manchester,
New Hampshire and the State of New Hampshire, FIT and Housing Benefits are assisting in the
establishment of The Manchester Recovery and Treatment Center, a large-scale facility to curb
the tide of substance misuse.

The plan for establishment of this facility includes the following provisions: Each of the four floors
of the Manchester Recovery and Treatment Center will provide different substance use disorder
treatments or services to those at varying stages of recovery. Agencies using the facility will
coordinate services to ensure that clients who seek services are provided with integrated and
comprehensive care. One of the key programs In the facility will be Housing Benefit's Family
Willows Recovery Housing Program (the Project) on the 2"^ and 3"^ floors. This program will
provide 19 units of sober, recovery housing, and can accommodated an estimated 40-60 women
and their children on an annual basis. Residents in the Project will have access to case
management, continued outpatient treatment, self-help groups, employment workshops, and
social events. Construction began in December 2017 and is anticipated to be completed in the first
quarter of 2019. Funding for the Project has been secured from the City of Manchester, NHHFA,
Franklin Savings Bank, the Community Development Finance Authority (CDFA) and private
foundations.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

Hope House

In December 2017, FIT and Housing Benefits began renovations on Hope House. Hope House,
modeled after FIT'S Family Place Resource Center and Shelter in Manchester, New Hampshire, is
a comprehensive resource for families experiencing homelessness. In addition to emergency
housing, Hope House provides services including comprehensive intake, assessment and referrals
designed to direct families to the appropriate homeless and housing resources In the community,
referrals to medical care for parents and children, and other essential resources. Hope House
houses 7 families and their children each night, with an estimated 30 adults and 90 children
annually. During 2018, the renovations at Hope House were completed and facility was placed into
service. Funding for Hope House was obtained with lending from NHHFA, as well as private
contributions.

5. Line of Credit

The Organization has an unsecured line of credit agreement, renewed annually, with a financial
institution in the amount of $350,000. During the term of the agreement, the Interest rate on any
outstanding principal balance shall be equal to the base rate, as defined by the financial institution,
with a floor of 4% (5.5% at December 31, 2018). There was no outstanding balance as of
December 31, 2017. As of December 31, 2018, the outstanding balance was $145,000.

6. Long-term Debt

Long-term debt consisted of the following:
2018 2017

:  I

A mortgage loan payable to NHHFA in monthly payments of $680,
including interest at 1% and an escrow of $289. The loan is
collateralized by real estate located on Amherst Street,
Manchester, New Hampshire. The loan is due and payable in
full in January 2033. $ 53,707 $ 57,243

A note payable to NHHFA. The note is noninterest bearing and is
collateralized by real estate located on Amherst Street,
Manchester, New Hampshire. The note is due and payable
upon sale or refinancing of the property or in June 2042. 163,283 163,283

A mortgage loan payable to St. Mary's Bank in monthly payments
of $990, including Interest at 4.55%. The loan is collateralized
by real estate on Spruce Street, Manchester, New Hampshire
and is due and payable in full in February 2019. The
Organization is in the process of refinancing this mortgage loan
payable. 113,185 118,282
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

A mortgage loan payable to ID Bank, N.A. in monthly payments of
$1,359, including Interest at 4.1%. The loan is collateralized by
real estate at Beech Street, Manchester, New Hampshire. The
loan is due and payable in full in November 2023. 59,226 69,980

A mortgage loan payable to RBS Citizens Bank in monthly
payments of $2,126, including Interest at 7.18%. The loan is
collateralized by real estate on Douglas Street, Manchester,
New Hampshire. The loan is due and payable in full in April
2024. 217,397 226,616

A mortgage note payable by Bicentennial to NHHFA, collateralized
by real estate and personal property. Monthly payments of
$1,095 include interest at 4.75% per annum until the principal
and interest are fully paid with the final installment due and
payable on May 1,2034. 141,864 147,919

A noninterest bearing note payable by Bicentennial to NHHFA,
collateralized by real estate and various financing instruments.
Annual payments of 50% of surplus cash are due. The note is
due and payable on May 28, 2034. This is nonrecourse. 85,018 85,018

A noninterest bearing note payable by Bicentennial to NHHFA,
collateralized by real estate and various financing instruments.
Annual payments of 25% of surplus cash are due. The note is
due and payable on May 28, 2033. This note Is rionrecourse
and is subordinate to the $85,018 note payable. 336,955 336,955

A noninterest bearing note payable by Bicentennial to Merrimack
County, collateralized by real estate and various financing
instruments. The note is due and payable in full in May 2033. 260,000 260,000

A noninterest bearing note payable by Millyard II to NHHFA,
collateralized by real estate and various financing instruments.
Annual payments of 25% of surplus cash are due. The note is
due and payable upon sale or refinancing of the property or in
May 2031. This loan is nonrecourse. 449,877 449,877

A mortgage note payable by Millyard II to NHHFA, collateralized by
real estate and personal property. Monthly payments of $1,729
include principal and interest at 3.5% per annum. The final
installment is due and payable on September 1, 2032. 220,274 233,053
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FIT/NHNH. INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

A note payable by Millyard II to the City of Manchester, New
Hampshire, collateralized by real estate and various financing
instruments. A payment of interest shall be made annually no
later than August 1 each year based on 42.5% of the net cash
flow, as defined. In any year where the Debt Coverage Ratio,
as defined, exceeds 1.15 to 1, principal payments shall be
made no later than August 1 in an amount that will result in a
1.15 to 1 Debt Coverage Ratio. All unpaid amounts are due
and payable in full on August 1, 2031. This note is
nonrecourse. 226,725 226,725

A noninterest bearing note payable by Millyard II to the New
Hampshire Community Loan Fund. Inc. (NHCLF), collateralized
by real estate. Payment of principal Is due and payable on
December 31, 2031. This note is nonrecourse. 250,000 250,000

A mortgage note payable by Housing Benefits to the City of
.Manchester Community Improvement Program, collateralized
by Millyard Families I real estate. The note is noninterest
bearing and is due and payable in January 2027. 230,000 230,000

A second mortgage note payable by Housing Benefits to CDFA,
collateralized by Millyard Families I real estate. Monthly
payments of $1,121 include principal and interest at 2% per
annum. The final installment is due and payable on June 15,
2022. 45,430 , 57,837

A mortgage riote payable by Family Bridge to NHHFA,
collateralized by real estate and personal property. The note
bears no interest and is to be repaid from 50% of available
surplus cash annually with all remaining principal due on
August 30,2034. 850,000 850,000

A promissory note payable by Family Bridge to TO Bank, N.A.,
collateralized by real estate. Monthly payments of $3,953
include principal and interest at 4.33%. The note is payable in
full in November 27, 2023 and is guaranteed by FIT and Family
Mill. 432,921 450,124

A promissory note payable by Family Bridge to the City of
Manchester, New Hampshire. The note is noninterest bearing
with annual payments of 50% of net cash flow payable by
October 1. The outstanding principal is due by October 1, 2034.
The note is collateralized by real estate and is nonrecourse. 600,000 600,000
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

A mortgage note payable by Family Willows to NHHFA,
collateralized by real estate and personal property. The note
bears no interest and is to be repaid from 50% of available
surplus cash annually with all remaining principal due on July 9,
2037. 543,384 550,878

A note payable by Family Willows to the City of Manchester, New
Hampshire. The note is noninterest bearing and has an annual
payment of $9,091 payable on October 1. All outstanding
principal is due by October 2029. The note is collateralized by
real estate and is nonrecourse. 90,908 99,999

A note payable by Family Willows to RBS Citizens Bank,
collateralized by real estate. Monthly payments of $1,882
include principal and interest at 3.75%, based on the prime rate
capped at 6%. The note is payable in full on June 27, 2033 and
is guaranteed by FIT and Big Shady Tree. 263,103 275,398

A mortgage note payable by Housing Benefits to NHHFA,
collateralized by School & Third Street real estate and personal
property. Monthly payments of $2,775 include principal and
Interest at 8% per annum. The note Is due In February 2021. 69,285 95,775

A second mortgage note payable by Housing Benefits to NHCLF,
collateralized by School & Third Street real estate and personal
property. The note bears no Interest and monthly payments of
$2,775 will commence on April 15, 2021 and continue' until
maturity In October 2039. 617,613 617,613

A mortgage note payable by Housing Benefits to NHHFA,
collateralized by Belmont Street real estate and personal
property. The non-Interest bearing note requires annual
payments In amounts equal to 50% of surplus cash. The note Is
payable In full by December 2040. 413,575 413,575

A privately-financed mortgage note collateralized by property
located at South Main Street In Concord, New Hampshire.
Monthly payments of $3,158 Include principal and Interest at
6.25% per annum. The note Is payable In full In September
2031. 332,432 348,981

A mortgage note payable from Housing Benefits to NHHFA,
collateralized by Lowell Street real estate and personal
property. The non-interest bearing note requires annual
payments in amounts equal to 50% of surplus cash. The note Is
payable in full In August 2040. 34,628 34,628
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FIT/NHNH, INCi AND SUBSIDIARIES .

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

A second, noninterest bearing, mortgage note payable from
Housing Benefits to the City of Manchester, New Hampshire,
collateralized by Lowell Street real estate. Annual payments
equal to the greater of 25% of net cash flow, as defined, or
$4,000 commenced in October 2012 and continue until the
maturity date in June 2041. 168,022 168,022

A noninterest bearing promissory note payable from Housing
Benefits to NHHFA collateralized by a mortgage and security
agreement on Lowell Street real estate. The note is to be
forgiven 1/15th annually over the low-income housing tax credit
compliance period which ends in 2026, subject to compliance
with certain requirements. During 2016 and 2017, $131,267
was recognized as revenue and support in the consolidated
statement of activities. 984,497 1,115,764

A mortgage note payable from Housing Benefits to NHHFA,
collateralized by Dover real estate and personal property. The
noninterest bearing note requires annual payments in amounts
equal to 50% of surplus cash. The note is payable in full by
June 2028. 218,672 216,672

A noninterest bearing mortgage note payable to the City of
Manchester Community Improvement Program, collateralized
by real estate located at 393-39,5 Spruce Street. As costs are
incurred Housing Benefits is to be reimbursed by the City of
Manchester. Annual payments of the greater of 25% of net
cash flow, as defined, or $5,000 are due by October 1
commencing October 1, 2015. The note is due in full by
October 1,2045. 582,808 582,808

A mortgage note payable to TD Bank, N.A., collateralized by real
estate located at 167 Lake Avenue and personal property
located at 161 South Beech Street, Unit 2. Monthly payments
of $1,921 include principal and interest at 3.41%. The note is
due in full by April 2019. The Organization is in the process of
refinancing this mortgage loan payable. 388,731 398,203

A vehicle loan payable in monthly payments of $488, including
interest at 4.06%. The loan is due in September 2020 and is
collateralized by the related vehicle. 9,892 15,239
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

A vehicle loan payable in monthly payments of $760, including
interest at 5.374%. The loan is due in November 2020 and is

collateralized by the related vehicle. 13,979 22,624

A mortgage note payable to NHHFA, collateralized by the real
estate at Lake Avenue, Manchester, New Hampshire. The non-
interest bearing note requires annual payments in amounts
equal to 50% of surplus cash. The note Is payable in full by
June 2045. 750,000 750,000

A mortgage note payable to TO Bank, N.A., collateralized by real
estate located at 641 Hayward Street, Manchester, New
Hampshire. Monthly payments of $1,091 include principal and
interest at 4.25%. The note is due in full by January 2040. 183,916 188,387

A mortgage note payable to Peoples United Bank, collateralized by
Hope House. Monthly payments of $2,270 include principal and
interest at 4.94%. The note is due in full by January 2027. 382,018 390,000

A construction loan payable to Franklin Savings Bank,
collateralized by real estate located at 267 Wilson Street,
Manchester, New Hampshire. Housing Benefits has the ability
to draw up to $825,000 on the promissory note. Monthly
payments including principal and interest are due over a 30
year period starting September 2018 at 4.90% interest. 770,113 270,855

1  ;

A noninterest bearing construction loan payable to NHHFA,
collateralized by real estate located at 267 Wilson Street,
Manchester, New Hampshire. The note has a borrowing limit of
$720,000. Annual payments in amounts equal to 25% of
surplus cash. The note is due in full by November 1, 2047. 692,891 113,819

Three vehicle loans collateralized by an activity bus payable to
Ford Credit in monthly payments of $392 at 5.90% annual
interest rate. The loan is due and payable in March 2022. 40,633 51,965

A noninterest bearing mortgage note payable to the City of
Manchester Community Improvement Program, collateralized
by real estate located at 267 Wilson Street, 2nd Floor. The note
has a borrowing limit of $1,655,323. As costs are incurred
Housing Benefits is to be reimbursed by the City of
Manchester. Annual payments of the greater of 25% of net
cash flow, as defined, or $5,000 are due by October 1
commencing October 1, 2019. The note is due in full by
October 1,2047. 1,133,816
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

A noninterest bearing mortgage note payable to the City of
Manchester, collateralized by real estate located at 267 Wilson
Street, 3rd Floor. The note is funded the the City of
Manchester's Community Improvement Program and the City
of Manchester's Affordable Housing Trust Funds. The note has
a borrowing limit of $531,252. As costs are incurred Housing
Benefits is to be reimbursed by the City of Manchester. Annual
payments in the amount of 25% of net cash flow, as defined,
are due by October 1 commencing October 1, 2019. The note
is due in full by December 1, 2047. 495,225

A noninterest bearing construction loan payable to NHHFA,
collateralized by real estate located in Wolfeboro, New
Hampshire. The note has a borrowing limit of $780,000. Annual
payments in amounts equal to 25% of surplus cash. The note is
due in full by December 1, 2047. 780,000

A technical assistance note payable to NHHFA to provide support
to the Organization for renovations at Angie's Shelter. If the
renovation project is approved, NHHFA is expected to be the
lead lender on renovations. If the renovation project is not
approved NHHFA will forgive the borrowings. The noninterest
bearing note payable is due at the time of closing on the
construction loan. 13,879

A noninterest bearing note payable to the City of Manchester
Community Improvement Program through the Affordable
Housing Trust Funds, collateralized by real estate located at
199 Manchester Street. Annual payments of $6,000 are due by
October 1 commencing October 1, 2010. The note is due in full
by October 1. 2019. 6,000

A note payable to CDFA, collateralized by real estate located at
199 Manchester Street, Manchester, New Hampshire. Principal
only payments are due for the first 18 months, at which time
monthly payments include principal and interest at 2.0% will be
required until December 2021. 46.767

14,760,449 11,534,117

Less current portion 1,116,180 216,147
Less unamortized deferred costs 40.252 53.449

$ 13.604.017 $11^264.521
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

Surplus cash for the purposes of these disclosures is as defined in the respective loan
agreements.

Principal maturities of the above notes over the next five years and thereafter are as follows:

2019 $ 1,116,180
2020 218,543
2021 210,011

2022 186,655

2023 504,951

Thereafter 12.524.109

S 14.760.449

Interest expense charged to operations, including amortization of deferred costs of $13,197, was
$229,713 and $188,473 in 2018 and 2017, respectively. Cash paid for interest approximates
interest expense.

7. Net Assets

At December 31. 2018 and 2017, net assets without donor restrictions are fully available to support
operations of the Organization.

Net assets with donor restrictions were as follows:

2018 2017

Specific purpose
The Family Place - services $  53,540 $ -

Scholarships 8,264 10,264

VISTA program 48,118 57,351

Direct care for clients 95,410 109,749

Community Gardens 10,333 -

Hope House 131,440 241,761

Family Willows Recovery Housing
Program 264.238 299,797

NHNH merger 345,003 98,500

Substance use disorder services 170,677 -

NHNH programs 60.613 -

1,187,636 817,422

Passage of time
Grant receivable - time restricted : 80.000

$  1.187.636 $ 897.422
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

Net assets released from net assets with donor restrictions were as follows:

2018 2017

Satisfaction of purpose restrictions:
The Family Place - services $ - $ 41,866

Scholarships 3,500 2,500
VISTA program 57,325 58,093

Housing programs • 10,000
Direct care for clients 84,324 45,070
Community Gardens - 42,843

Hope House 216.016 -

Family Willows Recovery Housing
Program 143,796 42,972

NHNH merger 96,706 -

Substance use disorder services 45,324 2,000

NHNH programs 5.746 -

$ 652.737 $ 245.344

8. Commitments

Under the terms of the Limited Partnerships' Regulatory Agreements with NHHFA, each Limited
Partnership Is required to make deposits to various escrow accounts to fund expected future costs.

Each Limited Partnership has entered into a Land Use Restriction Agreement with NHHFA, as a
condition of the allocation of low-income housing tax credits by NHHFA. Pursuant to the covenant,
the Limited Partnerships are required to remain in compliance with Code Section 42 for the
compliance period and an extended use period, unless terminated sooner.

9. Retirement Plan

The Organization has a tax deferred retirement plan which is available to all employees working
greater than 25 hours a week. All employees are eligible to participate and are fully vested with the
first contribution. The Organization matches contributions at 100% up to 3% of compensation. The
Organization contributed $63,053 and $49,814 during the years ended December 31, 2018 and
2017, respectively.

10. Housing Action New Hampshire

In 2011, the Organization entered into a Fiscal Sponsorship Agreement with Housing Action New
Hampshire (HANH), an unincorporated association. Authority to manage the programmatic
activities of HANH is vested solely In HANH. In accordance with the agreement, the Organization
was to maintain the books and financial records for HANH in accordance with U.S. GAAP. HANH

funds were presented in the Organization's consolidated statement of financial position as funds
held as fiscal agent. Effective January 1, 2018, the Fiscal Sponsorship Agreement terminated and
the Organization no longer maintains the books and financial records for HANH.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

11. Noncontrollinq Interest

Noncontroliing interest, as shown in the consolidated statement of financial position, represents
investments by limited partners in the Limited Partnerships as follows:

Limited Partner Property 2018 2017

New Hampshire Housing
Equity Fund, Inc. Bicentennial $ 105,749 $ 213,660

JP Morgan Chase Bicentennial 213,791 213,791
BGCC, Inc. Family Bridge 10 10
Boston Capital Corporate Family Bridge 970,818 1,135,777
BCCC, Inc. Family Willows 10 10
Boston Capital Midway Family Willows 1.953.316 2.002.230

3.243.694 $ 3.565.478

12. Subsequent Events

For purposes of the preparation of these consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S.
GAAP, the Organization has considered transactions or events occurring through March 18, 2019,
which was the date the consolidated financial statements were available to be issued.

Management has not evaluated subsequent events after that date for inclusion in the consolidated
financial statements.

Bicentennial i

During 2018, Bicentennial reached the end of the initial 15-year low-income housing tax credit
compliance period. As a result, New Hampshire Housing Equity Fund, Inc. and JP Morgan Chase
(the limited partners) have decided to withdraw from Bicentennial and are expected to do so in the
first quarter of 2019. It is management's plan to have Housing Benefits assume the remaining
assets of Bicentennial.

Outfitters

As a result of management's decision to close the OutFITter's Boutique located in Concord, New
Hampshire, the property was put up for sale and is reflected as an asset held for sale on the
consolidated statement of financial position at December 31, 2018. On February 25, 2019,
Outfitters sold the property for $830,000. CDFA, who granted tax credits to originally purchase the
property, has required Outfitters to restrict $43,340 of the proceds from the sale to be used for the
Outfitters thirft store located in Manchester, New Hampshire. Outfitters will recognize a gain on
sale of property in 2019.
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FIT/NHNH, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for December 31, 2017)

Antoinette Hills

In September, 2018, Housing Benefits signed a Purchase and Sale Agreement with Antoinette L.
Hill Apartments, Inc., an unrelated party, to purchase 23 units of housing located in Manchester,
New Hampshire for approximately $1,300,000 to be financed through NHHFA. The terms of the
long-term debt agreement with NHHFA require that the owner of the property must be a single
purpose entity. As a result, management has formed HB-AH, LLC, is a single member LLC, with
Housing Benefits as its sole member.
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Families in Transition/New Horizons New Hampshire

Board of Directors

Board of Directors

David Cassidy, Co-Chairperson

Senior Vice President, Eastern Bank

Board member since 2018

Charia Bizios Stevens, Co -Chairperson

Director, Litigation Department and Chair of Employment Law Practice Group

McLane Middleton, Professional Association Esquire

Board member since 2018

Colleen Cone, Vice Chairperson

Sr. Director Employee Relations Greater Boston Area, Comcast

Board member since 2018

Robert Bartley, Treasurer

President, CPA, CFP, Bartley Financial Advisor

Board member since 2018

Frank Saglio, Asst. Treasurer

Howe, Riley & Howe, PLLC.

Board member since 2018

Kristi Scarpone, Secretary

First, Corporate and Foundation Relations

Board member since 2018

Roy Tiisley, At Large

Bernstein Shur, Shareholder

Board member since 2018

Scott W. Ellison, At Large

COOK, LITTLE, ROSENBLATT & MANSON, PLLC, Partner

Board member since 2018

Dick Anagnost, Prior Co-Chairperson

President, Anagnost Companies

Board member since 2018

Rev. 1/1/2019 RS



Alison Hutcheson

Merchants Fleet Management, Associate Director of Sales Administration
Board member since 2018

AnnMarle French

Executive Director, NH Fiscal Policy Institute

Board member since 2018

Brian Hansen

Team Engineering, Project Manager

Board member since 2018

Brian Mikol

Spectrum Marketing, Co-Owner

Board member since 2018

Heather Whitfield

Vice President, Commercial Lending, People's United Bank

Board member since 2018

Jack Olson

Retired

Board member since 2018

Kitten Steams

Realtor, Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage

Board member since 2018

Mary Ann Aldrich

Dartmouth Hitchcock, Sr. Advisor Community & Relations

Board member since 2018

Peter Telge

Owner, Stark Brewing Company

Board member since 2018

Roy Ballentine

Executive Chairman, Ballentine Partners, LLC

Board member since 2019

Ryan Mulholland

Westbridge

Board member since 2018

Sarah Jacobs

Manchester School District Coordinator

Board member since 2018

Rev. 1/1/2019 RS



Sean Leighton

Captain - Investigative Division Commander, City of Manchester Police Department

Board member since 2019

Wayne McCormick, CFP

Steward Partners Managing Director Wealth Manager

Board member since 2018

Rev. 1/1/2019 RS



Maureen Ann Beauregard

Professional Experience

November 1991 to Present: Families in Transition, 122 Market Street, Manchester, NH
03101.

1995-Present. President, Families in Transition. Developed a Board of Directors and
established Families in Transition as a private noi^rofit agency in 1995. Responsible for
grant writing, fundraising, facility development, oversight of agency personnel, program
development, day to day operations, reporting to state and federal agencies and public
relations.

• 2003to Present: Development and Implementation of 33 units permanent affordable
housing in Manchester.

• 2001-2003: DevelopmentofFamiliesin Transition-Concord, 16 units of affordable
housing with 6 designated for homeless women with a disability and 10 designated
for transitional housing for homeless women and their children.

• 2001 to Present: Development of Families in Transition's social cntrq)rencur8hip,
Family OutFITters thrift store and Employment Training Program.

•  1998 - 2001: Development of Millyard II Transitional Housing Program with 19
apartments and 1 intaim unit for 3 families.

•  1995 - 1997: Development of Millyard 1 Transitional Housing Program with 12
apartments for homeless women with children.

•  1994 - 1995: Development of steering committee to form the Board of Directors for
Families in Transition and Families in Transition becomes and independent 501 ©

(3)

1991-1994 New Hampshire Community Loan Fund. Program Director. Designed and
implemented transitional housing programs for the homeless women with and without
chddrcn. i

•  1993 — 1994: Developm«it and implementation of Community Program providing
supportive services to 14 homeless women and their children and assisting them in
attaining and maintaining housing.

•  1992 -1993: Development and implementation of Amherst Street Transitional
Housing Program for 9 homeless single women.

•  1991 -1992: Development and implementation of Spruce Street Transitional
Housing Program for 5 homeless women and their children.

November 1989-March 1991: Child Protective Service Worker U for the Division for Children

and Youth Services, 30 Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth, NH. Advocated for abused and
neglected children in court, established support network (fostercare, visitation, and
counseling) to help in the abuse/neglect recovery process.

November 1988-November 1989: Substance Abuse Counselor for Team Coordinating
Agency, Phoenix East, Haverhill, MA. Counseled clients, aided and found resources
(AA/NA meetings, employment, education, and counseling) for residents in halfway
house for alcoholic/addicts, age 16-25. Conducted wcddy support groi^).



Education

Bachelor of Science degree from the University of New Hampshire, College of Life
Science and Agriculture. Area of study: Family Studies.

Professional Affiliations and Honors

1998 to 2004 - Northern New England Housing Investment Fund. Member of Board of
Directors.

1998 to 2004 - Northern New England Equity Fund. Member Board of Directors and
Investment Conunittee

2004: New Hampshire Business Review, Business Excellence Awards 2004, Maureen
Beauregard for Excellence inNon-Profit
2004: The Walter J. Dunfey Awards for Excellence in Management awarded to Families in
Transition

2003: YWCA Susan B. Anthony Award, Woman of the Year
2003: New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority Annual Conference: Maureen Beauregard
and Families in Transition recognized as Best Practice for Development of Affordable
Housing in New Hair^shire.
2002: Great Bay Foundation: $ 150,000 grant award for the development and mq5lementation
of social entrepreneurship, Family OulFITters.

2002: Citizens Bank and WMUR Channel - 9,2003 Community Champions Award for
Homelessness for New Hampshire
2001: Manchester Continuum of Care Narrative submission to the U.S. Dept. of Housing &
Urban Development, SuperNOFA: 1 of top 10 tiairatives in the country.
2003 to Present: YMCA Diversity Committee

2003 to Present: Intown Manchester, Economic Development Committee, Trustee
2003: The Sharing Foimdation, Caring for Cambodia's Children Parent Advisory Council
2003 to Present: New Hampshire Interagcncy Council on Homelessness, member appointed
by Governor Benson

2002 to Present: Policy Academy for the Chronically Homeless, member
2002 to Present: Great Bay Foundation, Work Group consisting of 5 leading initiatives,
member

2001 to Present: Manchester Task Force on Housing, member appointed by Mayor
1999 to Present: Northern New England Housing Investment Fund, Investment Committee,
Trustee I
1998 to Present: Manchester Continuum of Care, Chairperson in 1998,2003, founding
member



Stephanie Ailain Savard, MSW, LICSW

Education:

• Masters in Social Work, Boston University, 1996.

•  Bachelor of Arts - Honors in Psychology, Keene State College, 1992.
• Associate of Science in Chemical Dependency, Keene State College, 1992.

Llcensure and Certification:

• New Hampshire Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker, #941, April, 2000 - Present.
• Boston University Trauma Certificate Program, 2006.

•  Low Income Housing Tax Credit Certified Credit Compliance Professional (C3P), 2000.

Awards & Honors:

• New Futures Thomas Fox Memorial Treatment Scholarship - Recognized for Treatment Work in Substance Use
Field, 2013.

•  Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce "Leadership Greater Manchester Program^" Class of 2011.
• Union Leader and Business Industry Association "40 Under 40" Leaders of New Hampshire, Class of 2004.
• NH Homeless Service Providers Award, NH Department of Health & Human Services, Office of Homeless &

Housing Services, 2003.

Professional Experience:
Chief Operating Officer, Families in Transition, Manchester, NH, December 1996 ~ Present.
•  Oversight of agency operations to ensure seamless systems, fiscal responsibility, quality control and best

practices across departments. Provide oversight of development and revision of, adherence to agency policy
and procedures.

•  Oversee and manage supportive services depa^ent with up to 25 staff providing housing (emergency,
transitional and permanent) and supportive services with capacity to serve 200 homeless individual and
families. Supportive services encompass individual case management, therapy, psycho-educational
workshops, pn>-social family activities and crisis intervention.

•  Collabor^e with Board of Directors and Management Team in non-profit development and program growth.
Develop and provide clinical oversight of a specialized gender-specific intensive ou^atient substance use
treatment program 8peciali2iag in co-occurring disorders, with a fdcus on trauma histories. Program

>  recognized as the Treatment Provider of the Year by the NH Alcohol and Other Drug Providers Association,
2013.

•  Develop and provide clinical oversight of an innovative therapeutic pre-school program for children and
families who are homeless with strength-based and faihily-focused services.

•  Provide clinical and administrative supervision for clinical program managers. Oversee a 24-hour crisis line.
•  Collaborate with senior management staff in daily operations of Families in Transition, including financial

decisions, program and housing development and human resources. Assume responsibilities and decision-
making for agency in the absence of the President. Collaborate with President, Board of Directors and
management team on strategic planning and implementation for the agency.

•  Served on Families in Transition Board of Directors Programs Committee and the primary liaison to
Committee chair for agency.

Family Service Worker/Counselor, NFI Midway Residential Shelter, Manchester, NH, 1993 — 1996.
•  Provided support and treatment planning with families of children in judicial system. Conducted femily

assessments and counseling during stay at short-term residential facility.
•  SupCTvised 15 adolescent males utilizing behavior management and normative culture techniques.
• Managed all shifts; development and facilitation of summer activity program.



Clinical Social Worker Intern, CASPAR Emergency ServiceCcntcr, Cambridge, MA, 1995-1996.
• Assisted in providing treatment services to transitional living program provided within emergency housing
program for single adults.

• Completed assessments and provided individual and group therapy to adults who were homeless in early
• recovery firom substance use. Provided case management for substance use, HIV/AIDS and housing needs.

Clinical Social Worker Intern, WorkSourceofWork, Inc., Quiixy,MA, 1994-1995.
- • Provided case management, counseling and crisis intervention to people with chronic mental health

disorders.

VISTA Volunteer, Center for Human Services, Seattle, WA, Aug. 1992-Aug. 1993.
•  Developed and supervised volunteer program, assisted in agency fundraising and grant writing; designed

marketing materials; assisted in coordinating Board of Directors and chaired Board committees.

Professional Expertise and Trainer Experience:
•  Brazelton Touchpoints Community Trainer, New Hampshire's Brazelton Touclqx)ints Site with Families in

Transition, 2011 -present.

•  "Avoiding Third Degree Bums: A Professional First Aid Kit for Preventing Burnout" Conference Workshop,
New Hampshire Division of Children, Youth and Families State-wide Conference, 2014; State of NH Bureau of
Housing and Homelessness NH Homeless Provider Conference, 2013; Families in Transition Clinical
Department, 2011.

•  "Raising Voices: Strategies for Engaging Homeless & Formerly Homeless People in Local and National
Advocacy Efforts" Conference Workshop, "Institute for Childrai, Poverty and Homelessness, Beyond Housing:
A National Ckmversation on Child Homelessness and Poverty Conference, NYC, 2014.

•  "Dealing with DifEicult Conversations" Training, Families in Transition YISTA Program, 2011-2013;
Leadership Staff, 2012.

•  'TDirect Service Training for Volunteers", Families in Transition, 2013.
•  "Understmding Homelessness & Poverty" Presentation, St. Anselm's CoUcge - Sociology Department, 2011

&2012.

•  'TJthics in Professional Practice" Presentation, Families in Transition, 2009.
•  "Rclational-OLilturai Model with the People Experiencing Homelessness" Conference Workshop, State of NH

Bur^u of Housing and Homelessness - Nil Homeless Providers Conference, 2002.
•  Confident public speaker and community collaborator through active participation in multiple community

groups, coalitions and associations.

Service in Professional Societies, Government and Local Organizations:
• Appointed Member, NH Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment and

Recovery, March 2010 - Present.

• Chair and member, Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment Taskforce, 2009 - Present.
• Board of Directors Member, National Association of Social Workers —NH Chapter, 2004-2008

o Vice-Presidcnt 2006 - 2008

o Executive Council Member at Large 2004-2005
o Member 1996-Present.

• Member, Lazarus House Transitional Housing Advisory Council, Lawrence, MA, 2004-2008.
•  Board of Directors Member, NH Coalition to End Homelessness, 2000- 2002.
• Member, Manchester Continuum of Care, 2000-2007;

o Chair-2000-2001;
o Community Awareness Committee Chair, 2003-2004 & 2006-2007.



Meghan E. Shea, LICSW, MLADC

OBJECTIVE

Continue to utilize and expand the clinical and management skills have I attained from my
professional and academic training to secure a position in a nonprofit setting.

EDUCAtlON / LICENSURE

Master - licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor

Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker

Master of Social Work, University of New Hampshire
■  Graduated with an MSW from the Advanced Standing Program

Bachelor of Art, Social Work, University of New Hampshire
■  Graduated with an BSW with GPA of 3.41

September 2010- Present

October 22,2012-Pre8ent

May 2010

May 2006

EMPrXlYMF-NT

Decembei; 20*^, 2017 - present
Vice President, Clinical & Supportive Services
Families in Transition-New Horizons

■  Receiverehip-InterimEMCutiveDireaorof SerenityPlace
■ Oversees all clinical and supportive services at Families in Transition-New Horizons inrluding

emergency shelter, transitional and permanent siqjportive housing, Intensive Outpatient Services,
Outpotient services, ̂ covery Housing and programrning.

1  • Qualityof control of healthcare facilities licensiire. '
■ Oversi^ of fidelity of evidence based practices and models.
■ Oversight of staff competencies and required trainings for best practices across the agency.
■  Sipervision of ̂pncyprogramman^en and housing director.
■  Provide clinical supervisor for licensure and certifications.
■ Quality control of all billing policies and procedures.

Clinical Director

Families in Transition Sept 1", 2016- December 2017
"  Oversee and nuoage Sr. Housing Pmgtam h^nager vho supervises the supportive services department with up

to 25 staff providing housing (emergency, transitiooal and permanent and supportive services with c^qjachy 'to
serve 200 homeless individud and families. Supportive services encompass individual case management,
therapy, psycho-educatiooa] workshops, pro-social famdyactiviiies and crisis intervention.

"  Oversee the Family Wilbws Program Mam^r who supervises 11 clinical staff who condua co-occurrii^
treatment to women only

"  Develop and staff Recovery Housing program and implementation of newest housing and supportive service
programming

■  Develop and oversight Open Doors outpatient programming for all transidonaihousii^ programs of FIT
■  Ensure quality programming across Families in Transidons clinical department
*  ProvidetrainiDg within the organization and community on substance misuse in NH.
■  Adnunister all program policies and procedure for Families In Transition's various Supportive Service
*  Oversight of billii^ components of all leveb of Go-occurring treatment

Therapist
Bedford Family Therapy

■  Treat a caseload of 15 clients in a private outpatient group practice

January 2014- Present



■  Utilize various evidence based practices CBT,DBT, and Seeking Safety skills to help clients meet their own
individual goals

■  Conduct Drug and Alcohol assessments
■  Active participant in DWI Offender Prt^ram providu^ mandated outpatient session for individtials coming

from the Impaired Drivers Program
■  Participate in weekly supervision with other licensed clinicians part of the private group practice.

Clinical & Supportive Service Manager Match 7^, 2016- August 31*'^016
Families In Transition

■  the day to day operations for the Farmly Willows Substance Use Program iTyluding six staff members
■  the day to day operarions for the Housing program of Families in Transition consisting of over 200

apartment units in New Hampshire.
■  Provide clini''fll and administrative supervision for a total of 14 staff for Families In Transition
■  Ensxire compliance with budgetaryand financial goals.
■  Maintain con^jliance with State, Federal, Accreditation, Contract and Insurance nsguktidns.
■  Administer all program policies and procedure for Families In Transition's variotis Qinical Programs.

Program Manager of the Family Willow Substance Use Treatment Program September 2014-2016
Families In Transition

• Manage the day to day operations for the Family Willows Substance Use Program including six staff members
■  Transitmned the program from grant funded to billing all commercial insurances
■  Increased accessibility of treatment from 86 clients In 2013 to 250 in 2016.
"  Provided and administrative oversight of the FW Substance Use Treatment Program
■  Carried a caseload of 12-15 individual clients providing coroccurrii^ evidence base theiapcutic mtcrventions.
■  Facilitated Inienslve Outpatient treatment in a group setting on a weekly basis to group of 12 womea
"  Provided training and education to staff on clinical intervention and best practices b the group setting.

Therapist May 2010- September 2014
Families In Transitioa

■  FadHcated Intensive Outpatient Programing m a group setting daily for up to 12 clients
■  Carried a caseload of tip to 15 people for individual therapy.
■  Provided crisis services for the hodine of Families In Transirion
■  Conducted Substance Use Disorder Assessments for bcoming clients
■  Produced treatment plans, progress notes and supporting documentation in a timely nianner
■  Helped implement new cturicuhim changes m the treatment programmmg

MSW Intern May 2009 to May 2010
Bedford Cotmselihg - Mental Health Center of Greater Manchester

■  Conducted make mtervi?ws for new, aduh cUcnts and develop comprehensive psycho-socid assessments to
include di^nosb and substance use assessments

■  Provided psychotherapeutic mterventioa series to twenry-two individuals using brief treatment and cognitive
behavioral mterventions

■  Attended therapeutic workshops pertaining to dual-diagnosis, behavioral health and client driven treatment
planning

Case Manager June 2006- May 2010
Families In Transition

■  Prorided m home case management services to 30 indmduals and families to enhance housing stability among
the homeless population.

■  Provided crisis hotline covert^ for all clinical programming of Families In Transition
■  Conducted program mterviews for the community support prc^ram
■  Ntintained all Hies with updated documcntarion, clear and concise progress notes and treatment plans
"  Facilitated workshops to help enhance overall wellness to participants of the program
■  Collaborated with community parti^rs to increase referral resources

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
Providers Association Board of Directors-Vice President of Treatment July 2014 to Present
NH Alcohol & Drug Abuse Counselors Association January 2012 to Present
Member of the Manchester Substance Use Collaborative March 2012 to Present

PRK-SENTATIONS

NH Association for infant mental health workshop Helping Parents Be Parents:
Addressing Substance UseandTraumainaFamilySysicm-Loon^fountain June2015



Providers Association: Addressing Substance Misuse in the Home Environraeiit March 31n^016 at
Wentworth Douglas Hospital in Dover, NH

REFERENCES - AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

I  i !
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Sarah Bernier, LICSW, MLADC

Skills

Education

Crisis intervention, individual therapy, community outreach, treatment
planning, cognitive behavioral therapy, acceptance commitment therapy
and motivational Interviewing Interventions.

Masters In Social Work, May 2012
University of New Hampshire, Manchester NH

Bachelor's Degree In Social Work and Counseling,
Completed May 2009
Franklin Pierce University, Rindge NH. GPA 3.78

• Alpha Chi, (2009)
•  High Honors In Social Work (Franklin Pierce 2009)
•  Outstanding Senior in Social Work Award (Franklin Pierce 2009)

Experience Willows Program Manager, Families In Transition, Manchester
June 2018-Present

•  Direct oversight and management of Family Willows programming
• Mentor and engage staff in planning
•  Facilitate weekly intensive outpatient groups and provide individual

therapy
• Assist in the development of the program through networking and

collaboration

Counselor / Behavioral Health Consultant, Manchester Community
Health Center, Manchester
February 2015-Present
•  Facilitates and organizes the medication assisted treatment program
• Serves as a behavioral health consultant in the clinic working directly

with providers to assess and create plans of care for patients with
substance use and mental health needs.

• Connecting patients to resources and services
•  Individual clinical caseload of adolescents and adult patients
•  Supervising clinical notes for the medication assisted treatment

program

PREP Coordinator, Child Health Services. Manchester, NH
May 2012-Present
•  Facilitates, coordinates, recruits and retains adolescent teen girls in an



evidence-based, sexual health group.
• Mental health counseling with teens; Including wrap around case

management with clients on caseload.
•  Community outreach to promote medical homes

Advanced Clinical Intern, Cynthia Dav Family Center. Nashua, August
2011-IVIay 2012
•  Providing direct support to women and children in recovery
•  Delivered clinical social work skills with clients on caseload

•  Completed evidenced-based groups: Nurturing Parenting and Thinking
for a Change, Seeking Safety

• Completed bio-psychosocial assessments, mental health
assessments, and Alcohol Severity Index (ASI) with clients

Intern, Teen Health Clinic. Manchester, NH
August 2010-May 2011
• Met with patients and assess social service needs
• Made referrals for patients to community resources
• Group work, outreach, and program development

Per Diem Residential Counselor, Briqids Crossing.
Lowell. MA 2010-Jan2012
•  Supervising adolescent girls with their children in a residential setting
• Completing daily tasks set up by the program
•  Encouraging independent living skills

Intern, Court Appointed Special Advocates. Keene, NH
2008-2009, 2010

, • Organized Paperwork and Mail & Resource Cabinet
• Represented Child In Court including Monthly Visits with Child



Amy M. Pettengill, M.S.W LADC

6/30/

Education:

Licensed Alcohol Drug Counselor (LAD
New Hampshire License # 0957 - Expira;

University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH
-Master of Social Work- 2016

College of New Rochelle
New Rochelle, NY
- Bachelor of Social Work- 2004

- Minor in Sociology

Awards:

NH Children's Trust

Unsung Hero Award- 2019

Boards and Committee Experience

* Greater Manchester Council on Domestic and Sexual Violence

Elected Co-Chair 2017- present

* Manchester Family Justice Center

Member at Large 2017-present ' i
* NH Human Trafficking Collaborative Task Force

Member 2017-present

Work Experience:

Director of Crisis Services
yWCA NH, Manchester, NH (July 2015- Present)
- Supervise all Staff, Interns, Volunteers, and Americorp members
- Ensure that effective services are being provided to over 5,000 clients annually
- Manage the Emergency Domestic Violence Shelter
- Speak with media when needed
- Participate in regularly scheduled community meetings such as the Participating Member Council through NH
Coalition Against Domestic and Sexual Violence Domestic
and the Sexual Assault Response Team

- Provide Case Management and Drug and Alcohol Counseling
- Facilitate staff meetings and trainings
- Grant Writing and reporting

Program Coordinator ofthe Supervised Visitation and Child Exchange Center
YWCA NH, Manchester, NH (November 2013- July 2015)



- Conducted intake assessments to determine program eligibility
- Provided program staff supervision
- Monitored supervised visits and exchanges
- Maintained family files
- Provided monthly and annual statistics of families using the center

Supervisor
TCA Crossroads, Haverhill, MA (January 2012 - March 2013)
- Provided weekly staff supervision
- Ensui-ed the safety and well-being of 9 teenaged boys
- Conducted weekly primary sessions with residents
- Facilitated a variety of therapeutic groups

Case Worker

Child and Family Services, Concord, NH (June 2011 - December 2012)
- Coordinated therapeutic treatment for youth on probation
- Facilitated weekly independent living groups
- Provided weekly 1 ;1 counseling to youth
- Wrote treatment plans and monthly reports

Substance Abuse Counselor

Farnum Center, Manchester, NH (January 2009 - June 2011)
- Provided regular counseling to substance abusing adults
- Facilitated weekly family education groups
- Completed multiple assessments on clients
- Made community referrals with discharge planning

1:1 Counselor

Dare Family Services, Newburyport, MA (May 2008 - June 2010)
- Taught and monitored parenting skills to pregnan^t and parenting teens i
- Provided weekly individual counseling
- Communicated and collaborated with all treatment professionals involved with the client
- Transported and attended medical appointments witli residents

MSW Intern

NH State Prison for Women, Goffstown, NH (May 2007 - May 2008)
- Facilitated weekly substance abuse, victim impact, and eating disorder groups
- Assisted inmates with after care planning
- Attended regular court and parole hearings

Case Manager
Community Partners, Rochester, NH (May 2006 - May 2008) ^
- Provided in home mental illness management to children aged 4-18
- Assisted families with developing goals and a treatment plan
- Facilitated State of NH Child Impact Seminar

Case Manager
Our House for Girls, Dover, NH (May 2004 - May 2006)
- Assisted with the creation of resident treatment plans
- Facilitated quarterly case planning meetings
- Met weekly with individual clients to discuss progress and goals
- Monitored residents during daily activities



CONTRACTOR NAME

Key Personnel

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from

this Contract

Amount Paid from

this Contract

Maureen Beauregard President 153,900 0% -

Stephanie Savard COO 98,945 0% -

Meghan Shea VP of Clinical Services 85,000 30% 25,500

Sarah Bemier Program Manager - lOP 71,070 100% 71,070

Amy Pettengill Program Manager - TLP 55,000 100% 55,000



Jeffrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

Kaijo S. Foi
Director

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BUREA U OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD. NH 03301
603-271^110 I-800-852-3345 Ext 6738

Fax: 603-271-6105 TDD Accejs: 1-800-735-2964
www.dhhs.nh.gov

1^/

October 29. 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord. New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into a sole source amendment to an existing agreement with one (1) of the
thirteen (13) vendors listed below in bold, by increasing the combined price limitation to provide
substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services, statewide, by increasing the
total combined price limitation by $208,256 from $4,706,942 to an amount not to exceed
$4,916,198 with no change in the completion date of June 30, 2019 effective upon the date of
Governor and Executive Council approval. 55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16%
Other Funds.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current

Amount

Increase/

(Decrease)
Revised

Budget

G&C Approval

Dismas Home of New Hampshire,

Inc.

$240,000 $0.00 $240,000 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

FIT/NHNH, Inc. $645,775 $208,256 $854,031 0: 07/28/18 Item #7

Grafton County New Hampshire -
Department of Corrections and
Alternative Sentencing

$247,000 $0.00 $247,000 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

Greater Nashua Council on
Alcoholism

$624,599 $0.00 $624,599 0: 07/28/18 Item #7

Headrest $147,999 $0.00 $147,999 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

Manchester Alcoholism
Rehabilitation Center

\

$1,118,371 $0.00 $1,118,371 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

Hope on Haven Hill $278,641 $0.00 $278,641 0: 07/28/18 Item #7

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0.00 $287,406 Q:06/20/18 Late
Item G

1 A: 07/28/18 Item #7
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Phoenix Houses of New England,
Inc.

$232,921 $0.00 $232,921 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200 $0.00 $73,200 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

Southeastern New Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

$589,540 $0.00 $589,540 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

The Community Council of
Nashua, N.H.

$162,000 $0.00 $162,000 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 $0.00 $59,490 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/28/18 Item #7

\  Total $4,706,942 $208,256 $4,915,198

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND

HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN
TI010035CFDA 93.959)

05-95-92-920510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND

HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPIOID RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN
H79TI081685 CFDA 93.788)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

This request Is sole source because the Increase to the price limitation for one (1)
vendor exceeds ten (10) percent of the total contract value.

The purpose of this request is to amend an existing agreement with Families in
Transition (FIT) continue providing an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services, statewide, to children and adults with substance use disorders,
who have income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New
Hampshire or are homeless in New Hampshire.

Substance use disorders develop when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically
and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fifth Edition criteria.
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This amendment will allow FIT to continue to offer established services while offering
transitional living as well as an array of treatment services, including individual and group
outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional living, high and low intensity
residential services.

This amendment is part of the State's recently approved plan under the State Opioid
Response (SOR) grant, which identified access to transitional living and recovery housing as a
funding priority. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)
approved NH's proposal in September, with the expectation that funds are in services for
communities within the third month of grant award. Families in Transition will use these funds to
ensure that individuals with Opioid Use Disorder (CUD) transitioning from treatment into the
community will have access to safe, sober living environments that support their recovery and
aid in the transition.

This contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing
interim services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by
assessing client income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for
the clients by assisting them with accessing sen/ices or working with a client's existing provider
for physical health, behavioral health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support
services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and
quarterly reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities
identified in the contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above. In
addition, the Department is collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical
appropriateness, retention, completion, and outcomes that vrill be used to create performance
improvement goals in future contracts. Finally, contractor financial health is also being
monitored monthly.

Should the Governor and Executive Council not authorize this request persons
transitioning into the community may have limited access to safe sot>er living during this time
period.

Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health
and Human Services. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959. Federal Award Identification
Number TI010035-14. and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the
Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention. Intervention and
Treatment.
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In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not
be requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

la S.

Director

Approved by:

Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commissioner

The Oepehmenl of Heetth and Human Services' Mis^ is tojoin co^unities and famiiies
in providinQ oppoftuniiies /or crtrzens to achieve heetth end independeiKe.



Attachment A

Financial Details

0S-0S42.»20S10'3U20000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OEPT OF. HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

Community Council
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health Vendor Code: 154112-B001

)

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget /Lmount Increese/ Decreeee
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$46,657 $0 $46,857

Subtotal $46,657 $0 $46,657

Dismas Home of NH vendor Code:T8D

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount increese/ Oecreaee
Revieed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Pro9

Svc
$72,361 $0 $72,381

Sul>4otsl $72,361 $0 $72,361

Eester Seats of nh

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 1772O4-B00S

Stata Fiscal Year Class/Account This Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$337,266 $0 $337,286

Subtotal $337,286 $0 $337,288

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TiUe Budget /Unount Increese/ Decreese
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$194,759 $0 $194,759

Subtotal '  $194,759 $0 $194,759

Graflon County Vendor Code: 177397-B003

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount liKrease/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$74,492 $0 $74,492

Sub>total $74,492 $0 $74,492

Graaier Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166574-8001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decreese
Rsvlsed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$186,372 $0 $166,372

Sub-total $166,372 $0 $186,372

Headrest. Inc Vendor Code: 17S226-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$44,635 $44,635

Sub-total $44,635 $0 $44,635

Aruchment A

Financial Detail

Pace i of 6
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Financial Details

Hope on Haven mn Vendof Code: 275t 19-BOOi

State Fiscal Year Clesa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revleed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contractt for Prog

Svc
S84.035 SO $84,035

$84,035 $0 $84,035

North CounUy
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 1SS597-B001

Slate Fiscal Year Claes/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrecta for Prog

Svc
$86,676 $66,676

$ul>>toul $86,678 $0 $66,676

PhoerM Houses of

New England. Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Idodlfled

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$70,246 $70,246

Sut>-total $70,246 $0 $70,246

Seaooast Youth

Services / Vendor Code: 203944.BCI01

Stats Fiscal Year Cless/Account Title Budget Amount Incrasse/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$22,076 $0 $22,076

SutMotal $22,076 $0 $22,076

Southeastern nh

Alcohol and Drug
Services Vendeu-Code 1S5292-B001

State FiscalYeer Class/Account THIS Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$177,799 $0 $177,799

Subtotal $177,799 $0 $177,799

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177654-B001

Stele Fiscal Year Cless/Account Title Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$17,942 $0 $17,942

Sub-total $17,942 $0 $17,942

$1.419.5«L W $1.419.5W

05-95.92-«205tO-33®40000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HlrtlAN SVCS OEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF 0RU6 ft ALCOHOL SVCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (#0% FeOefal Funds. 20% General Funds FAIN TIOIOOSS CFDA 93.9$9)

Communtty Council
of NashwMSr

Nashuo Comm

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$113,143 $0 $113,143

$113,143 $0 $113,143

Attschment A

Financial DeiaD

Page 2 o( 6



Anachment A

Financial Details

Ditmas Home of NH Vendor Code;T8D

Slate FiecalYear Class/Account Tiue Budget Amount increese/ Oecreese
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S167.619 (0 (167.619

Subtotal 5167.619 (0 (167.619

Easter Seals of NH

Mancbestar

Aloohodsm Rebab

Ctr/Famom Vendor Code: 177204-B005

State Flacal Year Clasa/Accouni Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Oecreeee
Rrrleed Modified

Budnet

2019 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
S781.083 (0 (781,083

SutMotal S7S1.083 (0 (781.083

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code; 157730-BM1

State Fiscal Year Class/Account ntia Budget Amount increese/ Decrease
Fteyleed Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
(451.016 (0 (451.016

Sub-total (451.016 (0 (451.016

Graflon County Vendor Code: 177397-B003

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modined

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Cpntnicts for Prog

Svc
(172.508 (0 (172.508

Sub-total (172,508 (0 (172,508

Greater Nashua

Coundlon

Alcobolism Vendor Code: 166574-B001

State Fiscal Year Clase/Account Tlbe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
(436.227 (0 (436,227

Sub-total (436.227 (0 (436.227

Headrest. Inc Vendor Code: 175226-8001

State Fiscal Year CIsss/Account TlUe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svt
(103.364 (0 (103.364

Sub-total (103.364 (0 (103.364

<

Vendor Code: 275119-BOOi

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TiUe Budget Amount
Increese/ Decreese

Revised Modified

/Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
(194.606 (0 (194.606

Sub-total $194,606 (0 (194.606

North Country
Health Consortium Vender Code: 156557-BOOi

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oocresee
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 • 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
(200.728 (0 (200.728

Sub-total
(200.728 (0 (200.728

AttKhment *

Financial Oetsil
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Financial Details

Phoenix Houeesof

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TWe Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Ftevlsed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Ccrttracts tor Prog

Svc
5162,675 50 5162.675

Sut>4otal 5162,675 50 5162.675

Seacoast Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
551,124 50 551,124

Sut>-total 551.124 50 551,124

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Drug

Services Vendor Code 15S292-B001

State Fiacel Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Conlracta tor Prog

Svc
5411.741 50 5411,741

Sub-total 5411,741 50 5411,741

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177S54-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
541,548 $0 541.546 .

SuMetal 541,548 50 541,548

Total Clinical Svs K. 53.287.382

05-95.92-020510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPiOlD RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds. FAIN Hr9TI081689 CFDA 93.7B6)

Community Council
of Nastma-Or

Nashua Comm

Vendor Code: 154112-8001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decreaee
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
50 50 50

Sub-total 50 50 50

Dismas Home of NH

-

State Fiacal Year Clasa/Account Tide Budget Amount Increeee/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
50 50 50

Sub-total 50 50 - 50

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcohciism Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-B005

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title 1  Budget Amount 1 Increase/ Dscrease 1  Revised Modified

1  Budget

Atuchment A

FinsncisI Detalt
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Financial Details

2019 102-5007W 1 Contracts Ibr Prog {
Svc

SO so so

1 1 SO so 1 so

FIT/NHNH vendor Code: 157730-8001

Ststt Fiscal Year Cleaa/Account Title Budget Amount IfKresse/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc SO
S208,256 S208.2S6

Sub-total SO S208,2S6 S208.2S6

Grsfton County Vendor Code: 177397-B003

Stats Fiscal Year Claas/Accouni Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revleed Modified

Budaet

2019 102-600734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
so SO $0

Sub-total SO SO SO

Gfeater Nashua

Council on

Aloohoiism Vendor Code: 166574-8001

Stats Fiscal Year Class/Account Tide Budget Amount IncrsM#/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub-total SO so SO

Headrest, Inc Vendor Code: 175226-BOOI

Stats Fiscal Year Cless/Accourtt Title Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
SO SO so

SO so so

Hope on Haven HiD vendor Code; 275119-8001 '

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub-total SO SO so

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code; 156557-8001

Stats Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

SutHotal SO SO $0

PtNiertix Houses of

New England. Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-8001

Suta Fiscal Year Till# Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budaet

2019 102-5007J4
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub-total SO SO so

Seacossi Youth

services vendor uooe: \

1  Revised Modified |

1 State Fiscal Year CIsss/Accownt Title Budget Amount
IncrMse/Decrease 1 \

Attachment A

Financial Detail
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2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 SO SO

SO SO so 1

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and DruQ
Services vendor Code 1S5292-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increesef Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO so

Sub-total SO SO SO

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177654-SOOI

'

State Fiscal Year Ciesa/Account Title Budget Amount Incrsese/ Decreaae
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub-total SO SO SO

Total SOR Grant M. S208256 1208.256

Grand Total All S4.706.942 S20e.256 S4.915.168

Atuehment A

Firunelal Detail
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Rocovory Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1" Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") dated this 30th day of August, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and FIT/NHNH. Inc.. (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit
corporation with a place of business at 122 Martlet Street Manchester NH 03101.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on July 27. 2018 (Item #7) the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and
conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified: and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, price
limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions. Paragraph 18. the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon \Arritten agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services and increase the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services;

NOW THEREFORE. In consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.8. Price Limitation, to read:

$854,031.

2. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan D. White. Director.

3. Form P-37, General Provisions. Block 1.10, Stale Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A. Scope of Services with Exhibit A. Amendment #1, Scope of
Services.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit B. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit B.
Amendment #1, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

FIT/NHNH. Inc.. Amendment ffl
RFA-2019^DAS-01-SUBST-01 Pa9® 1 o' 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Ufte Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the dale written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox

Director

October 26. 2018

Date

FIT/NHNH. Inc..

jme: Stephanie Sav«

Title: Chief Operating Officer

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of New Hampshire. County of Hillsborough on October 26, 2018,before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed at>ove. and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity Indicated above.

PublkSignature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

Ruth Syrek, Admin. Asst. / Notary Public

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires:

ROTH A. SYREK, Notary Puhflc
My Commtelen Bxpir* 8«pt8n*ir 6,2021

FIT/NHNH. Inc..
RFA.20t9-BOAS-01-SU8ST-01

Amandment 01

Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

z

Oat Name:

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name;

Title:

FIT/NHNH. Inc..
RFA-2019«0AS-01-SUBST-01

Amendcnem #1

Pago 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A. Amendment #1

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor shall submit a detailed description of the language assistance services

they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure meaningful access
to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and

expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has Identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accdrdance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all Information security and privacy requirements as
set by the Department.

1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services furided with SOR
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD).. FDA-
approved MAT for OUD Includes:

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products. Including:

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

FIT/NHNH. Inc. ExNbU A. Amendmeni #1 Contactor Irutialsdtials

10-26-18
RFA-201d-BDAS-01-SU8ST-02 Page 1 of 28 Oo\e



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment ffV

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets.

1.5.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal
preparations.

1.5.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. Buprenorphine Implants.

1.5.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management sen/Ice is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone. as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hampshire, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. The Contractor must assist clients with enrolling In public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT oivsite or through referral for all clients supported with SOR
Grant funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs program.

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use. treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent

from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

M:FIT/NHNH. Inc. ExWbil A. Amendment Fl Contractor Initiate
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2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model

(http:/Avww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care

that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and

communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services

available in order to align this work with IDN projects that may

be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of

services available in order to align this work with other RPHN

projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service

providers Involved in the client's care and the client's support

network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Hub

contractors including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board

payment to the Hub;

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and tx>ard client data and

services with the clients' preferred Regional

Hub to ensure that each room and tx)ard client

served has a GPRA interview completed at

intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and

discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Hub services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub
services.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being

sen/ed.

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibil A. Amendment #1 Contreclof tnlliels,
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2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact

of violence and trauma on people's\lives arKf the importance

of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use

disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria. Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use

disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of

attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alterr^atlve

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and

other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

exploration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications, including an examination of attitudes and

feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and

decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related

problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

Intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment sen/tces and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other dmg services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment services according to an individualized

treatment plan designed to support individuals as they
transition l^ack into the community. Transitional Living

Services are not defined by ASAM. Transitiorwl Living
services must include at least 3 hours of clinical services per

week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a

Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under

the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining
hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support

FIT/NHNH. Inc. ExWbUA.AmoncJnwnttfl Comractor IrtUate —
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Worker (CRSW) or unlicensed Counselor working under a

Licensed Supervisor or a Licensed Counselor. The maximum

length of stay in this service is six (6) months. Adult residents
typically work In the community and may pay a portion of their

room and board.

2.3.1.4.1. The Contractor shall provide its men's

Transitional Living Services at the State owned

land and building through a facilities use

agreement in accordance with Exhibit A-2.

2.3.1.4.2. The Contractor shall provide its men's

Transitional Living Services through the

contract completion date.

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery

support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in

treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an Individual

maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only In coordination

with providing at least one of the services in Section 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.4 to a client, as follows: '

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group

Intensive Case Management in accordance

with SAMHSA TIP 27; Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https://store.samhsa.gov/productn'IP-27-
Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-

Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5-4215) and

which exceed the minimum case management

expectations for the level of care.

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and
Women:

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation

services to pregnant women and parenting men
and women to and from services as required by

the client's treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own
vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation

FIT/NHNH, Inc. ExhlbU A. Amendment Contractor imUala,
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passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor

shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable

Federal and State Department of

Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New

Hampshire Administrative Rule

Saf-C 500 and inspected In

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200.

and are in good working order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules. Saf-C 1000.

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as

applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Parenting Clients:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to

children of parenting clients while the individual

Is in treatment and case management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care

and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed

childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable

Federal and State childcare regulations such as

but not limited to New Hampshire

Administrative Rule He-C 4002 Child Care

Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an Individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)

MrFIT/NHNH, Inc. EjWWA. Amendment#! Contractof InlUate
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business days from the date that Individual contacts the
Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact must be

documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

Individual, using the eligibility module in Web information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact must

be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients about any changes

in income no less frequently than every 4

weeks. Inquiries about changes in income must

be documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all

services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.10 (except for Section 2.3.1.5
Transitional Living) and 2.3.2, within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening In Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module. In Web
Information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department when the individual is determined probable of being eligible for
services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon

request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment
in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

shall, for all services provided, complete a clinical
evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the
Department that include DSM 5 diagnostic information and a
recommendation [for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, put>lished
in October. 2013! The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client;

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3
business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.4. The Contractor
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2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinicai evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder

treatment sen/ices in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service writh a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is

unavailable at the time the level of care Is determined In

Section 2.5.4, In which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM

Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

^  available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency In the client's

service area that provides the service with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the
priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, including the provision of Interim
services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the
Contractor Is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the

needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Hub the client's area to
connect the client vrith substance use disorder

treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance
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must Include actively reaching out to Identify

providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate

level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall Include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute Individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as

needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Dally calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have t>een administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or In the period between screening and admission

to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of Injection drug use Including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals svith substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opiold Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are Involved

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of

the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance vwth 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose

age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the

age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor must Include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share Information with other social service agencies involved in

the client's care, Including but not limited to:
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2.5.12.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1.

2.6.2.

2.5.11.1. The Department's

(DCYF)

Division of Children, Youth and Families

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)

The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this

contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section

2.5.11 above, except those clients who refuse to consent to information
sharing with the Regional Hub shall not receive services utilizing State
Oploid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information
sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this

contract except those clients who rescind consent to information sharing
with the Regional Hub shall not receive any additional services utilizing

State Oploid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B: 12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;
I  I

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as

prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

FIT/NHNH. Inc.
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first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service
and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients arxj/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into

the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, either
directly or through a closed-loop referral to a community provider. Other
potential sources for payment include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, Including but not

limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen

(14) days after intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'

refusal of such assistance must be clearly documented In the

client record
»

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of

treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM •

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk
indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate

withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdravkral risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

FIT/NHNH. Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment#! Contractor Initials
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Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract.

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3)

sessions, whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4
above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified
the client's admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the

requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,

and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (vrithin the individual's ability to

achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done

and there is a stated time frame for completion

that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less

frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client

is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes in the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning in any
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ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor

agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.6.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals.

objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor

will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider rf appropriate

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part

2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in

advance in compliance with state, federal laws

and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving

clients with co-occurring substance use and

mental health disorders, and if the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the

Contractor will make an appropriate referral to

one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents from the client, Including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are

obtained in advance in compliance with state,

federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the client
does not have a peer recovery support

provider, the Contractor svill make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

FIT/NHNH. Inc. ExWbIt A. Amendment Contrector Intiials H PQ
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applicable, are obtained In advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal njles.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community

organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment
setting, to meet with clients to describe

available sen/ices and to engage clients in peer

recovery support services as ap>pllcable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services

offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party Insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the

client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies

engaged with the client, including but not limited
to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the
Regional Hub as applicable and allowable with
consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in
Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section 2.3.1.4), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are In
accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated In the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the

CMj^
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patient to continue to work toward his or her
treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient Is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan. Continued

treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
have been identified that are appropriately

treated at the present level of care. The new

problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current

level of care. The level of care which the

patient is receiving treatment Is therefore the
least intensive level at which the patient's

problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include;

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge "Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the

problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less Intensive level of care is Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(s) that

justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have
achieved the maximum possible benefit from
engagement in services at the current level of
care. Treatment at another level of care (more

or less intensive) in the same type of services.

Qvvp—
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or discharge from treatment, is therefore

Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C; The patient has

demonstrated a lack of capacity due to

diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her ability to resolve his or her

problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively

different level of care or type of service, or

discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;

or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has

experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s). or has developed a new

probiem(s), and can be treated effectively at a

more intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued

services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Recovery

Support Services and Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence

based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

FIT/NHNH. Inc. ExWWt A. Amendment tt\ Contmctor tnitUil#
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2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TiPs)

available at http://store.$dmhsa.gov/list/series?name=T(P-

Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series7namesTechnical-

Assistance-Publicatlons-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this

contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, arvj

nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the

use of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco

cessation counselors available through the

QuitLine; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies

and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic
devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

RFA-2019-BOAS-01-SUBST-02 Page 17 of 28 Dale
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2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products Is prohibited

outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed

outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which Is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,

Including cigarette butts and matches, will be
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate

containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly

maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting

people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy In the

Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and

visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, In and of itself, as grounds for

discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of

work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC):

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and
individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or
Board of Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any

FIT/NHNH, Inc. ExhiWt A. Amendment ffl Cootradcv Inhlab M:r
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clinical or recovery support services within their scope of

practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have

completed the required coursework for licensure by the Board

of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers. Board of Mental

Health Practice or Board of Psychology and are working to

accumulate the v^rk experience required for licensure.

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery

support services within their scope of knowledge provided

that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed

supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) wtw may

deliver intensive case management and other recovery

support services within their scope of practice provided that

they are under the direct supen/lsion of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals

who are working to accumulate the work experience required

for certification as a CRSW who may deliver Intensive case

management and other recovery support services within their

scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct

supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the

Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1

Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in

accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and

evidence based practices, at a minimum;

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment

of progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,

when enough i^ndidates are under supen/islon;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice. available at

.8^FIT/NHNH.Inc. Exhibll A. Amdndmenl #1 Contractor Wlials,
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http://slore.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addictlon-Counseling-
Competencies/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis

given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part

2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and

provide, within five (5) vw>rking days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff

for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder

treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a
new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope

of services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the

resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the

Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when

there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct

contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor must have
student Intems complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate Information security

and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Sectbn 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health
information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42
CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.0. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing
field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

FIT/NHNH. inc. Exhibil A. Amendment 01 Contractor IniUols
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3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff involved In client care within

15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, on the following;

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. Ail other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
immunodeftciency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities svhere services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record all

client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from
the client stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the Slate of New Hampshire:

5.2.2. Slate employees have access to all information that is entered into the
WITS system;

5.2.3. Any Information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information is entered into the WITS system
complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2 and/or consent in
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.
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5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall

be assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services. .

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by
or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have

completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than

those specified at>ove in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are

minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to

achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the inciderit. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. 'Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being, including but not limited to;

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.
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6.1.4. ̂ All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as

possible and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve any

individual who is receiving services under (his contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide

immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,

and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the

individual(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,

where, how the event happened, and other

relevant information, as well as the Identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had

reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017). available at
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-form.pdf

to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall t>e reported to
the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.
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6.2. For transitional living payments associated with clients with OUD that are supported by
funding from the SOR grant, the contractor must coordinate client data and services

with the Regional Hub(s) to ensure that each client served has a Government

Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRA) interview completed at intake,

three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The contractor must coordinate all services delivered to transitional living clients with

OUD that are supported by funding from the SOR with the local Regional Hub

including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level

of care placement directly from the Hub(s).

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as. but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by

the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array

to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources

to consistently and evenly deliver^these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the

contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the

contract penod that has elapsed. If there is a difference of

more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed time

on the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department

within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy

within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:
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8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be

covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments

divided by total operating expenditures. less

depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments

on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-

term investments as used above must mature within three (3)

months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard; The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a

minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance

allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

6.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current

liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to

cover the cost of its current portion of Its long-term debt.

6.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt

service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization

Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt

service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)

months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt

payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an Indication of the Contractor's ability

to cover its liabilities.
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8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided

by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for tv^^ (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least

every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure

continued access to services asi requested by the

Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to
have a material financial Impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform urxler this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement. Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include
the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or
resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due vflthin
thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.
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9. Performance Measures
The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments

under this contract that enter care directly through the Vendor who consent to

information sharing with the Regional Hub for SUD Services receive a Hub referral for

ongoing care coordination.

9.2. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Regional Hub

for SUD Services for transitional living who will receive room and board payments have

proper consents In place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection
between the Hub and the Vendor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall t>e measured as in Section 9.5 t>elow to

evaluate that services are mitigating negative Impacts of substance misuse, including

but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, will be used to

assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The

Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged
meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to Tirst service

9.4.5.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. Increase in/no change in numljer of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service
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9.4.5.5. increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in

community support sen/ices at last sen/ice compared to first

service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days
from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

■ 10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each

deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on

implementation and effectiveness.

FIT/NHNH. Inc. Exhibit A, AmarxlmBnl #1 Contractor inlUals
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment 01

Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation. Block
1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds; /

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention. Treatment,
and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.
Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State
Opioid Response Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A. Scope of Services
in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this
contract when a client has or may have an altematlve payer for services
described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1:1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table set by the
Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a
service that Is not covered by the payers listed In Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation v\rhlch is an activity that is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
amount to charge the Department for services delivered as part of this
Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit
8-1 Service Fee Table, except forChildcare (See Section 10 below).

5.1. The Contractor shall:

FIT/NHNH. Inc. E*WbftB Vendor Wiiab,
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #t

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance
plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a
client's admittance into the program and to immediately refund any
overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided
to an eligible dient under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate,
in Exhibit B-1. when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Section 11.
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates
that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full amount of
the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer (if
applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall charge the
Department the balance (the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service
Fee Table less the amount paid by private insurer and the amount
paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied by the
corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Section 11 Sliding Fee'Scale for
the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources
necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees vwthin thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and counseled
regardifig financial responsibility and possible sanctions including discharge
from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial
accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-l, except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living (See Section 6 below).

FIT/NHNH.Inc. ExWbitB VflrxJorlnitiols J
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

5.8.

5.9.

5.10.

In the ©vent of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B. Section
5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit 8-1, Service Fee Table, the
Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to Insurer, client or Departmental error.

In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application
of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

6.

In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer >vould have covered the service, the
Contractor must repay the state In an amount and within a tlmeframe agreed
upon t>etween the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Sen/ices

The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

6.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 using the
sliding fee scale

6.1.2. The charges to the Department

The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

6.1.

6.2.

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPU) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and

board per week:
0%-138% $0

139% - 149% $8

150%-199% $12
200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

6.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

6.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room and board.

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use
Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with
documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving

FIT/NHNH, Inc.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living

7.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this contract
to the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare,
and private insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to
the sliding fee scale.

7.2. Notvwthstanding Section 7.1 above, the Contractor may charge in accordance
with Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract
only when the client does not have any other payer source other than this
contract.

Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:

8.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for Intensive
case management under this contract only for clients who have been admitted
to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after billing
other public and private insurance.

8.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to a
client prior to admission.

8.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the service
is authorized by the Department.

Additional Billing Information: Transportation

9.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5 above
and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation provided In
Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follov^:

9.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate, in
accordance with Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for Contractor's staff

driving time, when using the Contractor's own vehicle for
transporting clients to and from services required by the client's
treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than a full hour,
then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute intervals
for actual work completed; or.

9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for
cab fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to and from
services required by the client's treatment plan.

9.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support the
cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the Department
upon request.

9.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

FIT/NHNH, Inc.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment

10. Charging for Child Care

10.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the
Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services, Section
2.4.2.3 as follows:

10.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when the
Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is receiving
treatment or recovery support services, or

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care
provider.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support the
cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
Instructions.

Sliding Fee Scale

11.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit B
Section 5 above.

11.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

11,

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit B-1 to Charge
the Client

0%.138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%- 199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% ■  40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

11.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential sen/ices pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

12. Submitting Charges for Payment

12.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information
Technology System (WITS) for sen/ices listed in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee
Table. The Contractor shall:

12.1.1.

12.1.2.

Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that
encounter notes are ready for review.

FIT/NHNK. Inc.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

12.1.3. Correct errors, If any. in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and
are ready for review.

12.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval
for the billing month.

12.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

12.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of
the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

12.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through
WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative
process for submitting Invoices.

13. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

14. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and sen/ices.

15. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld. In whole or in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the sen/Ices
provided, or If the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

16. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

17. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds:

17.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

17.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to:

17.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse
services.

17.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended In
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or
correctional institutions of the State.

17.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied
by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

17.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs

FIT/NHNH.Inc. Vendor Inltiab
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Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for
intravenous drug abusers.

17.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA. without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 (JSC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 ar>d Part 54a. 45 CFR Part 96. Charitable
Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory
provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in
2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable programs
may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious instruction, or prosel^ization. If an organization conducts
such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location,
from the programs or services for which it receives funds directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

FIT/NHNH, Inc. ExhibiJB Vendor Inttteb
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Dlmtar

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIOBAL HEALTH

BUREAU OP DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASAPrrSTR£ET» CONCORD, NH 03301
603-27I-tillO I-800-S51-3343 Ext 6738

Fax:603rT71-€105 TOO Access: 1-800-73S-1964
w>vwjthlisjtb.gov

June 19.2018

His Excellency.:Govemor Christopher T. Sununu
and ̂ e Honorable Council . . ' .

State House
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Sennces, Bureau of Dnig apd Alcohol
Services, to enter into Agreements with multiple Vendors, listed below, to provide substance use
disorder treatnient and reooveiy support services statewide, in an amount not to exceed $3,1^,927
effective July 1, 2018 or upon Governor and Executive Council approval whichever Is later through
June 30,2019.55.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and"30.16%'Other Funds.

Summary of contracted, amounts by VervJor.

Vendor' Budgeted Amount

Dismas Home of New Hamoshite'. Iric. ■  $240,000

Graflon County New Hampshire ̂  Department of Corrections and Alternative
Sentendno $247,000

Headrest $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371

North Country Health Consortium ■  $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New Enaland. Inc. $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services ■  $73,200

Southeastern New Hamoshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services $589,540

The Communitv Council of Nashua, N.H. $162,000

West Central Services, Inc.. $59,490

TotaiSFYIS"- $3,157,927

Funds to support this request are available In State Fiscal Year 2019 in the following accounts,
with the authority to. ad]ust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, if needed and justified.

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

The Department requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price limitation of
$3,157,927 that will allow the Vendors listed to provide an en-ay of Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Serwcas statewide to children and adults with sut}stance use disorders, who
have Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Harnpshiro or are
homeless in New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs
causes cQnically and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disatjflity, and failure
to meet major responsIbiDties at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance usq disorder is
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determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*
Rfth Edition criteria. Three (3) more agreements will be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Council meeting.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the oplold
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's Individuals* families, and oommur^es
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array of treatment services, including Individual and
group outpatient* Intensive outpatient partial hospltaliza^n* transitional living, high and low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered liy each.vendor varies sligtitly, together
they enroW 2994 Individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1.2017 and April
30.2018. (n 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths In New Hampshire with the.dealh toll for 2017
at 428 as of ̂ril 20,2016; however, the 2017 stati^cs are expected to increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction In deaths indicates that the overall strategy Including prByantion,
Intervention, treatment and recovery support services Is having a positive Impact

The Department pubfished a Request for ApplicationsTor Substance Use Disorder Treatrr^nt
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBSTj on the Department of Health and
Humans Services website Apnl 20, 2018 through May 10,2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
^plications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of indtviduais with program specific
lutowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Graflon County were
combined Into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).

Some of the Vendors' appllcatioiis scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to'the vendors, providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capadty to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau- of Daig and Alcohol Servlces.is workirig with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to improve the contract monitoring and qualU/ Improvement process as
weH as taidng steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

■  . .

The Cohtracl Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting vwimen by providing Interim'
services if they are oh a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
Income at Intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by .assisting
them with accessing services or working with a clienfs existing provider for physical health, behavforal
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

' The bepartmerit will monitor the perfcrrnance of the Vendors through monthly and quarteriy
r^rts. conducting she visits, reviewing dlent "records, and engaging in activities identified In the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above. In addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access,'engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention,, completion, and
outcomes that w3i be used to create performance Improvement goals in future contracts. Finally,
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

This contract includes language that reserves the right to renew each contrad for up to two (2)
additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of contracted
services and Governor and Executive Coundi approval. ,

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request the
vendors would not have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services necessary to
provide Individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance and sustain
recovery.
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Area served: ̂ tewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department.of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse- and Mental Health Services Adn)}nistratbr\, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
TI010035-14, and *13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment

In the event that the Federal funds become no longer avanable, General Funds will not be
request^ to support this program.

Respectfully submltteid,

%
Katies. Fox
Di ctor

Approved b
rey^Meyera

Gommlssioner

7?)s Department ofHealth end Human Sarvices'MJssJon Is to}oin cornrnumoes and famtlbs
In prwiding oppcrtuniUes tor d^ns to achieve health and Independanca.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet

Substance U«^ msDRlv TresUR»Rl And
Raccvtiy Support Ssrvteca

RrAHame

RFA*201»^AS-01<SUBST

RFANumhsr

Bidder Name
Maucmjio

Pel(Its Acteal Pelnta' Resten

County of Grefton New Heoipehtre • Grafton
County Deoutcnent of Correotions 4<0 270 North Cotntiy

Dtsmu Hortie of Kaw Hampshire, (na 440 as2 GrmMir Meaeheslsr

UanehestETAlcohoOim-RohablQtaCon Center 44a 331 OrsetarUaashester

MancbestarAfcoholbmRchsbnitatlen Center . . 440 320 Cairita]

FrnNWUitne. 440 ■ 300 Greatsr MartehMtw

Gnften County New hampshJre • dta^ Cotm^'
AUemattvs Sentendim 440 290 North Country

The Cofltnundty CbitncO of (fashua, N. H. 440 zao GrutsrKastim

Halo Edueadenal siyatenn 440 'scebdow* UpperValley

Headiest 440 281 Upper ViDey

■Hope DO Haven HIT! Ine. ' 440 304 fitiafteid Coonty

Greater Nashua CoimeO en AJeohoIfsm 440 - 384 OrealarNaehua

North CotmtnrHealth CexBortiuiD 440 329 North Country

Nortt) CotmtryHBallhConsortfum '440 299 CamI County

Phoenh Houses of NowEnnland, Inc. 440 301 Wenadnock

Soaeosst Youth Services 440 216 Saaceiet

\

Seacoast Youth Scrvkee 440 215 Strafterd County

Gouthoastsm New Kwnpohlro AJcottol & Dcufl
Abuse Services 440 320 SeacOast

Southeastern Alcohol ft Diva Abuse Seiytces - •440 370 Stnffocd

West Central Services. Irte. 440 231 OrestarSulQvan

WhltD Horse Addiction Center, Ine. 440 138^ CeiTDtceunty

•  RevtewwKamBS
. ̂taSoPonusTSinlSTRBm^
_ ^UoUfle.PfosramSpaciatistk
?• BHS
. ShaMnBtakBy.P(d0Sp«ii&\W,

ChlklBhvl.KealO)

4.
Neman, CSntcal fives

SAteeholSiycs
,,_5_^^sofKpfcyAwy«,'

subsbB Uso Siv.OtsstvereivV

*Hato Edueatfonal Systama; AppBcatkm waa dlsquaCOed as notHesponslve.
*n/tfKhe Hone AdtS^on Canter. Ine^ vendor was not selected.



Attechment A

Fmandal Details

0S«&^3091O-3382fi000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN 6VCS DEPT OP. HHS: D(V FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTfL
BUREAU OF DRUO & ALCOHOL SVC8. GOVERNOR COMMtSSION FUNDS {100% Other Funds]

Conununity CouncU
oC.NesViua^
Nashua Cemm

Mental Health Vbndor Code; 154112.6001

•

State Fiscal Year Oass/Aecount Tide Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2D19 ■102^734
Contracts for Preg

Svc
S48,BS7 $48,857

Sub^eta! S48.857 SO $48,857

DisfflaeKomeofNH Vendor Cede:T60
■

State Fiscal Year Ctasa/Aeepunt Tttie Budget Amount Irtcroase/Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

. 2019 ■ 102-SfM,734 ContradsforPcog
•  Svc

S72.381 872,381

S72.381 - SO • $72,381

"Easter Seals of NH
Menehesfsr

AleohoUsm Rehab
CtdFemum Vendor Code: 177204-8005

- State Fiscal Year ClassMccount Title . Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
' Revised Modlflod

Budoet

2019 1Q»00734 ■ Contracts for Prog
Sw

$M7.288 . $337438 '

Sub-totnl S3372S8 $0 •  5337.288 .

Vendor Code; 177397-8003

.  " * *
•

State Racat Year ClasslAccount Title Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Uodlfled

BcidOfl)

2019- 102-500734' • Contrads tar Prog
Svc

874,492 $74,492

SulMetal S74A92' $0 874.492.

Heodr^he Vendor Code: 175228-8001

SMe Fiscal Year ClassfAccctmt TlUe Budget Amount Increase/Decroase
Revised ModlQed .

Buioe!

2019 102-600734
Contracts for Prog

Svc-
$44,635 $44,635

SuMotal $44S3& SO $44,635

ttocthCountiy
Hafllth Consoftium Vendor Code: 158S57-B001

State Ftecal Year .ClassJAccount TWe 'Budget Ambunt tncreoael Decrease
Revised ModlQad

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc •
$60,678 - 866.678

8ut>4otal $88,678 $0 $86,678

AttadimentA
. RnndslDetail
PBsela<4 '



Attachment A

Financial Details

nmntx Houses of

StatoPtseel Year Clasa/Accouat Title Budget Amount btcnsae/ tleeroaso
Revised ModBlod

'Budeet .

2010 102-600734
Conlncta for Prog

Svc
$70,246 $70,246

Subtotal $70246 $0 $70,246

SeacoastYouth

Servlees - . Vendor Code: 203944^1

•

SUto FUeal Year Clasa/Account Title BudgotAmoont Increase/Decrease
Revbad Uodlfled

Budoet

2019 102-600734
Contracts for Prpg

'8ve
$22,076 $22,076

SuMotai S22L076 .  SO $22,076

.SouCheastemNH
Alcobo) and DnQ

Senteea Vendtf Code 155292-8001

"

.  «

State FlscalYaar: . Oasa/Account. Tms BudgetAmount Increase/Docrirtse
Revised Uodlfled

Dudaet

2019 . 102-600734
Contracts for Prog

&rc •
$177,799 $177,790

8ulh>t0t8l $177,789 . SO $177,799

Weal Central

Senrlcea VendorCode; 177654-8001

- State Flscd Year ClesaiAceount Title Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoat

2019 102-600734 Conbacta for Prog
■  Svo

.$17,942 .  $17,942

Subtotal _j 817,942 SO $17,942

Tet^Oov.Comm t»R394 £1 $952.394

•

OS«542^S10-33840060 KBALYH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUJHAN SVCS DEPT OF, HNS: DIV FOR BEHAV0R1AL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUiS ft ALCOHOL 8VCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (BOS Fadaral Funds, 20% Oaneral Funds PAIN TI0100SS CFDA 93^59}

!

CommunHyCoiavff
ofNas&ua-Or

Nashua Csinm

Manta) Health vendor Code: 154112-8001

'

Stale Fiscal Yoar OaaalAccount TMe Budget Amount * Irtciease/ Dsereeao
Revised UodHIed .

Budoet -

2019 102-600734
CorttraetBforProg

Svc
$113,143 - $113,lb

Sub-total $113,143 SO S1iai43 • !•»

ASaduncfltA

Rntncbl Dctaa

Pas«2of4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Diunas Homo of NH ' Vendor CodetTBD • • • •

Stdb.nseal Year ■ CbrsslAceount Tlllo Budget Amount Incroase/ Deereaso
Revised BAodlRed

Birdoet

2019 102^00734
ConttsdsbrProg

Sve
. $167,619 $187319

Subtotal $167319 $0 .  $167319

Esstor Soels'of NH

Manchoster

Alcohoflsm Rehab

Ctr^Famum Venior Coda: 1772O4-B00S

•

StstoFbeaiyeer' CtasdAecount TMIo Budget Amoimt ' . inbrasse/ Decroaae
Revlsod ModUIod

Budoet

2019 •  102^734 • ■ Contracts (or Prog
Sw-

$781.083' - $78^083

Subtotal $781,083 $0 ' $781383

Grafton County Vendor Code: 177^-6003

State Fiscal Year CloasAccount TWO Budget Amotm^ Incnttse/ Do»e«se
Rovlsod Mcdinod

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svo
$172,508 ' $172.^8

8d>4otBl • $172,508 50 . $173508

Hesdfeit. Inc Vendor CodK 175226-B001

StatB Rseal Year CtassfAeodurit Thto . Budget Amount inoaaael Decraese
Rovfsad Uodlfled

Budoet

2019 103500734 •
'■Contracts for. Prog
■  " ■■

$ia33&4 $103,364

Sub-tatal $103,384' $0 $103,394

Nflilh Country
HsaRh Consorttin Vendor Codo: 168557.6001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Aceotmt ■ . TWO Budget Amoujrt Increase/ Docroasa
RavfMd Bledlflad

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Corttracta for Prog

Sn $200,728 $200,728

Subtotal . $200,728 SO $200,728

AQsthmintA
Ftnsnda! DetaO
Pace3d4



Attachment A

Rnsncla) Details

Phoenfac Houses of-
NgiyEngtand. lno. Vendor Coda: 17TC9&-80Q1

8Me Fiscal Year Class/Account TMe Budget Amount Increese/Deeraase
Revised UodiSed

Budoel .

2019 . 102<600734
Corrtra^ for Prog

Sve •
$162^ 8182.875

' 8ol>4otal $162^75 . $0 -'•$162,875

SttWQssl Youth

Services ' Vdndor Code; 203944S001
' -

Stale Fl^ Year Cieas/Aoceunt ' noe Budget Amount bwrsasa/Deereaso
Revised blodllted

BuHoet

2019 ■ • 10^500734 ' Ccnlracts for Prog
Sve

$51,124 $51,124

a

Sid><total $51,124 £0 $51,124

Southeastern NH

Alcohd and Drug
Services Vendor Code 166292-8001

■  -
-

Siato Fiscal Year ClasafAeCdUttt me Budget Amount increase/ Decroase
Revised Modified "

Budoat

2019. 102-500734
. .ContTttCta far Prog

Sve
$411,741 $411,741-

SuMela) . 1 $411,741 $0 $411,741

West Central

Services vendor Codo: 177664-B001

•

•

Stats Ftscel Year ClsaslAccount TiUe Budget Amount Incrosso/Decrease
Revised Uodlfled

Budffot

-  2019 " 102-600734
Corrtrscts for Prog

Sve
$41,548 541348

SuiKotaf ' $41348 SO 541.548

TobJ Cnelcal Sve $2.^5.633 -is. $2308333

Orend Total AH msLw $0 $3.157327

AiuchnwntA

RnandilOcan



FORM NUMBER P-37 (version 5/8/15)
Subject: Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services fRFA-2019-BnAS>Ql-SIIRST-02>

Notice: This agreement and all of its attachments shall become public upon submission to Governor and
Executive Council for approval. Any information that is private, confidential or proprietary must
be clearly identified to the agency and agreed to In writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMENT

The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows*.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. IDENTIFICATION.

1.1 State Agency Name
NH Department of Health and Human Services

13 Contractor Name

FTT/NHNH, Inc.

12 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301-3857

1.4 Contractor Address
122 Market Street

Manchester NH 03101

1.5 Contractor Phone

Number

603-641-9441 x222

1.6 Account Number

05-95-92-920510-33 82-102-

500734; 05-95-92-920510-
3384-102-500734

1.7 Completion Date

June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

$645,775

1.9 Contracting Officer for State Agency
E. Maria Reinemaon, Esq.
Director of Contracts and Procurement

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
603-271-9330

l.Il Contractor Signature

rf\. y
1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory

Maureen Beauregard, President
1.13 Acknowledgement: State of New Hampshire, County of Hillsborough

On June 7.2018 .before the undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified in block 1.12, or satisfactorily
proven to be the person whose name is signed in block 1.11, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the capacity
indicated in block 1.12.

1.13.1 Signature ofNotary Public or Justice of the Peace

.1.13.2 (Name and Tkie of Not^ on/Justiw of the Peace

Ruth Syrek, Admin. Asst. Notary Public

RUTH A SYREK, Notary Public
My Commission Expires October 16, Z>18

1.14 State Agency Signature

2. pC
Annroval bv Ihel1.16 Approval by

By:

1.15 Name and Titleof Slate Agency Signatory

olmel OlDepartment of Administration, Division of Posdll^l Of applicable)

Director, On:

1.17 Approval by the Attorney GCTcral (Form, Substance and Execution) Ofapplicable)

By: I A n l\ / V ^ , On:

uncil Of ̂licable) • ^
U;-5 11

1.18 Approval by the Governor and Executive^

By: On:

Page I of 4



2. EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO

BE PERFORMED. The Slate ofNew Hampshire, acting
throu^ the agency identified In block l.l ("State"), engages
conti^or identified in Slock 13 ("Co^actor") to perform,
and the ̂ ntraclor shall perform, the work or sale of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHIBIT A which is Incorporated herein by inference
("Services")..

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to the approval of the Governor and
Executive Council of the State ofNew Hampshire, if .
applicable, this Agreement, and all obligations of the parties
hcrcunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor
and Execufivc Council approve this Agreement as indicated in
block 1.18, unless no such approval is required, in which case
the Agreement shall become effective on the date the
Agreement is signed by the State Agency as shown in block
1.14 ("Effective Date").
33 If the Contractor commences the Services prior to the
Effective Date, all Services performed by the Contractor prior
to the Effective Date shall performed at the sole risk of the
Contractor, and in the event that this Agreement does not
become effective, the State shall have no liability to the
Contractor, including without limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs incurred or Services performed
Contractor must complete all Services by the Completion Date
specified in block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstanding any provision of tWs Agreement to the
contrary, all obligations of the State hcrcunder, including,
without limitation, the continuance of payments hcrcunder, are
contingent upon the availability and continued appropriation
of funds, and in no event shall the Stale be liable for any
payments hcrcunder in excess of such available appropriated

• funds. In the event of a reduction or tcrinination of
appropriated funds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such funds become available, if ever, and shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon
giving the Contractornotice of such termination. The Stale
shall not be required to transfer funds from any other account
to the Account identified in block 1.6 in the event funds in that
Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/
payment.

5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms of
payment are identified and more particularly described in
EJOflBIT B which Is incorporated herein by reference.
5.2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbursement to the Contractor for all
expenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
performance hereof, and shall be the only and the complete
compensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to the Contractor other than the contract
price.

Page 2

5.3 The State reserves the right to offset from any amounts
otherwise payable to the Contractor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provision of law.
5.4 Notwiihstandirig'any provision in'this Agreement fo the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in
no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hercunder, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

6.1 In connection with the performance of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulplions,
and orders of federal, state, county or municipal authorities
which impose any obligation or duty upon the Contractor,
including, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. This may include the requirement to utilize auxiliary
aids and services to ensure that persons with communication
disabilities, including vision, bearing and speech, can
communicate with, receive information from, and convey
information to the Contractor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 During the term of this Agreement, the Contractor shall
not discriminate against employees or applicants for
employment because of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
handicap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will lake
affirmative action to prevent such discrimination.
6.3 If this Agreement is funded in any part by monies of the
United Stales, the Contractor shall comply with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"), as supplemented by the
regulations of the United States Department of Labor (41
C.FJL Part 60^ and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
as the State ofNew Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor further agrees to
permit the State or United Slates access to any of the
Contractor's books, records aiid accounts for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance wth all rules, regulations and orders,
Sd thecbvcnaht^tarns'Wd'condilioiis'of this Agreement.'

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Contractor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Contractor
warrants that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perform the Services, and shall be propaly
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
laws.

7.2 Unless otherwise authorized in writing, during the term of
this Agrwment, and for a period of six (6) months after the
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
corporation with whom it is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, who is materially involved in the
procurement, administration or performance of this

of 4
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Agreement. This provision shall survive termination of this
1 Agreement.
7.3 The Contracting Officer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her successor, shall be the Stale's representative. In the event
of any dispute concerning the interpretation of this Agreement,
the Contracting Officer's decision shall be Gnal for the State.

8. EVENT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES.

8.1 Any one or more of the following acts or omissions of the
Contractor shall constitute an event of default hereunder
("Event of Default"):
8.1.1 failure to perform the Services satisfactorily or on
schedule;
8.1.2 failure to submit any report required hereunder; and/or
8.13 fiailurc to perform any other covenant, term or condition
of this Agreement.
83 Upon the occurreDCc of any Event of Default, the State
may take any one, or more, or all, of the following actions:
8.2.1 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Default and requiring it to be remedied within, in the
absence of a greater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
days from the date of the notice; and if the Event of Default is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, efTectlve two
(2) days after giving the Contractor notice of termination;
8.2.2 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Default and suspending all payments to be made under this
Agreement and ordering that the portion of the contract price
which would otherwise accrue to the Contractor during the
period from the date of such notice until such time as the State
determines that the Contractor has cured the Event of Default

shall never be paid to the Contractor;
8.2.3 set off against any other obligations the State may owe to
the Contractor any damages the State sufiers by reason of any
Event ofDefault; and/or
8.2.4 treat the Agreement as breached and pursue any of its
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CONFIDENTIALITY/

PRESERVATION.

9.1 As used In this Agreement, the word "data" shall mean all
information and things developed or obtained during the
performance of, or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all studies, reports,
files, formulae, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawings, analyses,
graphic representations, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoranda, papers, and documents,
all whether finished or unfinished.

9.2 All data and any property which has been received from
the State or purchased with funds provided for that purpose
under this Agreement, shall be the property of the State, and
shall be retumed to the State upon demand or upon
termination of this Agreement for any reason.
9.3 Confidentiality of data shall be governed by N^. RSA
chapter 91-A or other existing law. Disclosure of data
requires prior written approval of the State.

Page 3

10. TERMINATION. In the event of an early termination of
this Agreement for any reason other than the completion of the
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of
termination, a report ("Termination Report") describing in
detail all Services performed, and the contract price earned, to
and including the date of tenninatioD. The form, subject
matter, content, and number of copies of the Termination
Report shall be identical to those of any Final Rqjort
described in the attached EXHIBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In

the performance of this Agreement the Contr^or is in all
respects an independent contractor, and is neither an agent nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
officers, employees, agents or members shall have authority to
bind ̂ e State or receive any benefits, workers' compensation
or other emoluments provided by the State to its employees.

12. ASSIGNMENT/PELEGAnON/SUBCONTRACTS.

The Contractor shall not assign, or othowise transfer any
interest in this Agreement without the prior written notice and
consent of the State. None of the Services shall be

subcontracted by the Contractor without the prior written
notice and consent of the State.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
indemnify and bold harmless the State, its officers and
employees, from and against any and all losses suffered by the
State, its officers and employees, and any and all claims,
liabilities or penalties asserted against the State, its officers
and employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account of,
based or resulting from, arising out of (or which may be
claimed to arise out oO the acts or omissions of the
Contractor. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of (he

sovereign immunity of the State, which immunity is hereby
reserved to the State. This covenant in paragraph 13 shall
survive the termination of this Agreement.

14. INSURANCE.

14.1 The Contractor shall, at Its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, and shall require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maintain in .force, the following
insurance:

14.1.1 comprehensive general liability insurance against all
claims of bodily injury, death or property damage, in amounts
of not IcssUtan Sl.OOO.OOOpcr occurrence and $2,000,000
aggregate; and
14.1.2 special cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to subparagraph 9.2 herein, in an amount not
less than 80®^ of the whole replacement value of the property.
14.2 The policies described In subparagraph 14.1 herein shall
be on policy forms and endorsements approved for use in the
State of New Hampshire by the N.H. Department of
Insurance, and issued by insurers licensed in the State ofNew
Hampshire.
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143 The Contractor shall furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, a certificate(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement.
Contractor sh£dl_also.fiirnish_to the Contr^tjng Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, certificates) of
insurance for all rcncwal(s) of insurance required under this
Agreement no later than thirty (30) days prior to the expiration
date of each of the insurance policies. The certificaie(s) of
insurance wd any renewals thereof shall be attached and arc •
incorporated herein by reference. Each certificate(s) of
insurance shall contain a clause requiring the insurer to
provide the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellation or modification of the policy.

15. WORKERS' compensation.
15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the Contractor is in compliance with
or exempt from, the requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 281-A
("Workers' Compertsation").
J5.2 To the extent the Contractor is subject to the
requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 281-A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers* Compensation in
coDncclion with activities which the person proposes to
undertake pursuant to this Agreement. Contractor shall
furnish the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers' Compensation in the
manner described in Nil. RSA chapter 281 -A and any
applicable renewal(s) thereof, which shall be attached and arc
incorporated herein by reference. The State shall not be
responsible for payment of any Workers' Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which might
arise under applicable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compensation laws in connection with the performance of the
Services under this Agreement.

16. WAIVER OF BREACH. No failure by the Stale to
enforce any prosnsions hereof after any Event of Default shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to that Event of
Default, or any subsequent Event of Default. No express
failure to enforce any Event of Default shall be deemed a
waiver of the right of the State to enforce each and all of the
provisions hereof upon any further or other Event of Default
on the part of the Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or pvcn at the
time of mailing by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument in writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after approval of such
amendment, waiver or discharge by the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire unless no

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMEt^ AND TERMS. ^
This Agreement shall be construed in accordMcc with the
laws of the Slate of New Hampshire, and is binding upon and
inures to the benefit of the parties and their respective
successors and assigns. The wording used in this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express Uteir mutual
Intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
in fevor of any party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parties and this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
arc for reference purposes only, and the words contained
therein shall in no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in the interpretation, construction or meaning of the
provisions of this Agreement.

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
forth in the attached EXHIBIT C arc incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABILITY. In the event any ofthe provisions of
this Agreement arc held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or federallaw, the remaining
provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force and
effect.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed in a number of counterparts, each of which shdl
be deemed an original, constitutes the entire Agreement and
understanding between the parties, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and understandings relating hereto.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

'ef.

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the

contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the Services described Kerein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purpo^s of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subreclplent in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Popuiatlons ■ "r

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Leyel, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless In New
Hampshire, and

' 2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
.(RROSC) by operationallzlng the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and

communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and

recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

must:

FIT/NHNH, Inc. ExhlbilA Contractor lnftiaJs\
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Suppoii Services

Exhibit A

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services
available In order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services \Mth other community service
providers involved In the client's care and the client's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Regional

Access Point contractor (RAP), that provides services
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to sen/ices

2.2.2.4.2. Referring clients to RAP services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for sen/ices

within forty-eight (48) hours

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to RAP sen/ices at the time of
discharge when a client Is in need of RAP
services, and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; I.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance
of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Sen/ices

2,3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

'  ' Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an Individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of altematlve
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment senrices assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Conlractof Initials
ft-7 1 ft
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

exploration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications, inciuding an examination of attitudes and

feelings,- and consideration of altematlve solutions and

decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
probiems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary

alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents

are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment services according to an individualized

treatment plan designed to support individuals as they

transition back Into the community. Transitional Living

Services are not defined by ASAM. Transitional Living
sen/Ices must include at least 3 hours of clinical services per
\A«ek of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a

Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under

the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining

hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supervisor or a
Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay in this

service Is six (6) months. Adult residents typically work In the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.4.1. The Contractor shall provide Its men's

Transitional Living. Sen/ices at the State owned

land and building through a facilities use
agreement In accordance with Exhibit A-2.

2.3.1.4.2. The Contractor shall provide Its men's

Transitional Living Sen/ices through December

31,2018.

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in

treatment or recovery, or reduce, or remove threats to an individual

maintaining participation In treatment and/or recovery.

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Contractor Initials
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2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in coordination
with providing at least one of the sen/ices in Section 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.4 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide Individual or group
Intensive Case Management In accordance
with SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https://store.samh5a.gov/product/TIP-27-

'  Comprehenslve-Case-Management-for-
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215)

and which exceed the minimum case

management requirements for the ASAM
level of care.

2.4.2.1.2. The Contractor will provide Intensive Case
Management by a:

2.4.2.1.2.1. Certified Recovery Support

Worker (CRSW) under the
supervision of a Licensed
Counselor or

2.4.2.1.2.2. A Certified Recovery Support

Worker (CRSW) under the
supervision of a Licensed
Supervisor or

2.4.2.1.2.3. Licensed Counselor

.  . . 2.4.2.2. "Transportation for Pregnant and Parenting_Women: .

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation

services to pregnant and parenting women to
and from sen/ices as required by the client's
treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own

vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation
passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable
Federal and State Department of
Transportation and Department of
Safety regulations.

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Contractw Initials
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2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New

Hampshire Administrative Ruie

Saf-C 500 and Inspected in
accordance >with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good working order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules, Saf-C 1000,

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as
applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Pregnant and Parenting Women:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to

children of pregnant and parenting women
while the Individual is in treatment and case

management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care
and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed
childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable
Federal and State childcare regulations such as

but not limited to New Hampshire

Administrative Ruie He-C 4002 Child Care

Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services . ' ,

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Sen/ices.

'  2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

individual, using the eligibility module in Web Information

FIT/NHNH. Inc. Exhibit A Contractor Intfial#
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Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information Is

updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients about any changes

in income no less frequently than every 4

weeks.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.T.10 (except for Section 2.3.1.5
Transitional Living) and 2.3.2, within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening In Section 2.5.2 above using the AS) Lite module, in Web
Information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department when the individual is determined probable of being eligible for
services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon

request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment
in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, include a method to obtain
clinical evaluations that include DSM 5 diagnostic Infohnation and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published

in October. 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for

each client:

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3
business days'folloWing'admission.' -- --

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed

Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4

above before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical

evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

FIT/NHNH, Inc. E*hlbilA Contiador(nUlals
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2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM

Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be r^erred to another agency in the client's
service area that provides the service with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the

pnority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even If
the children are not In their custody, as long as parental rights

have not been terminated, Including the provision of Interim

services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the

needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Access Point service

provider In the client's area to connect the client

with substance use disorder treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing

services with these providers. This assistance

must include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client

2.5.6.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate

level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an altemative provider.

Interim sen/ices shall Include;

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute Individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

FIT/NHNH. Inc. Exhibit A Contfactor Initials
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2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess
and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of Interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders wrho are involved

with the criminal Justice and/or child protection sy^tehi. '

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5;10. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2,for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the
• 'age oftweK^e(12) priorto receivirig seivic^^

2.5.11. The Contractor must Include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies Involved In
the client's care, including but not limited to;

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families
(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving sen/ices under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section
2.5.11 above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information
sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Contractor Initials
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consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this

contract.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny senrices to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's Inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide sen/Ices to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider.

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as

kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of Initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services In Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average vkrait time for all clients, by the type of service
and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.0
above by the type of service and payer source for the

services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for Initial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, ̂ her

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Contractor Initials [hH/
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directly or through a closed-loop referral to a community provider. Other
potential sources for payment include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after Intake.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at Initial contact, during screening. Intake, admission,

on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

indlcates.a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be
provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate

withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;

Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

provider to admit the.client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

^ provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days of the clinical
evaluation (in Section 2.5.4 above), that address problems In all ASAM
(2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2:8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

FIT/N HNH. Inc. Exhibit A Contractor Inltiat;
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2.6.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's ability to

achieve)

2.6.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

individual), and

2.6.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there is a stated time frame for completion

that is reasonable).

2.6.3.2. Include the client's involvement in Identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.6.3.3. . Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less

frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
Is less frequent Treatment plan updates much Include:

2.6.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.6.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new

goals based on changes in the clients

functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goats and objectives.

2.6.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.6.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor

agrieeing to the updated treatment plan, or if

applicabie, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.6.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
^  objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by

completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.6.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care .with
other providers.

2.6.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance if appropriate,
consents from the client, Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and In compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, including but not limited to;

FIT/NHNH. Inc. Exhibit A ContractDr Initials
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2.8.4.1.1. Primafy care provider and if the client does not
have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider if appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws
and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and if the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor will make an approprike referral to
one and coordinate care with that provider If
appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent. If applicable, are
obtained in advance in compliance with state,

federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client
does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor will make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If
applicable, are obtained In advance In
compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment
setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients In peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services

offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party Insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the
client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, If
applicable, are obtained in advance In

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Contractor initials.
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compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies

engaged with the client. Including but not limited

to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probationyparole, as
applicable and allowable with consent provided

pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document In the client's file if the

client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in
Section 2.6.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services In Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section 2.3.1.4), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are In
accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time

of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing

services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient Is

making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level

of care Is assessed as necessary to permit the

patient to continue to work toward his or her
treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient Is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated In the
individualized treatment plan. Continued

treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems

have been identified that are appropriately

treated at the present level of care. The new
problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Contractor Initials;
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be delivered by continued stay in the current

level of care. The level of care which the

patient is receiving treatment is therefore the

least Intensive level at which the patient's

problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4)" criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that

Include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated In the
individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the

problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition

at a less Intensive level of care Is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the probiem(s) that

justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have
achieved the maximum possible benefit from

engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more

or less Intensive) in the same type of services,

or discharge from treatment, Is therefore

Indicated; or

2;8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C:-The patient-has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to

diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit

his or her ability to resolve his or her

problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively

different level of care or type of service, or

discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;

or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has

experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new

problem($), and can be treated effectively at a
more intensive level of care.

RFA.2019.BDAS-01-SUBST-02 Page 14 of 26 Date ^
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2.6.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued

services/transfer/ or discharge Is necessary for Recovery

Support Services and Trarreitlonal Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services In this Agreement using evidence

t)ased practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be Included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse Intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resourGe-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal

and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services In this Contract In accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)

available at http7/store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-
Series-Treatmenl-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series7na me=Technical-
Assistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this

contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

FU/NHNH, Inc. ExhIbltA Contractorlnitlals.
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2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education fools that Include:

2.9.1.4.1. Asses clients for motivation in stopping the use

of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control
Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

QuitLlne; and

2.9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as

grounds for discharging clients from services
being provided under this contract.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic
devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco In any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products Is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking In this area,

including cigarette butts and matches, will be
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.
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2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly

maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any cornpany vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting

people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the

Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and

visitor orientation.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work In this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provjded and
the number of clients served.

3.1.3. Ail unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support
sen/ices shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supenrisor.

3.1.4. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff

unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See

Exhibit A-1 Section 8.1.2).

3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50

clients or portion thereof.

3.1.6. Provide ongoing clinical supen/ision that occurs at regular intervals In

accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit ,A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment

of progress;

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

FIT/NHNH, Inc. ExNbitA Contractor Inldala
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3.2.2. The 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/productn'AP-21-Addiction-
Counseling-Competencies/SMAI 5-4171 and

3.2.3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health Information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part

2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time Is spent providing substance

use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to work In the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly Indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to
address minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns
having direct contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
"^htractoFmusThave studeiit Interns comjSlet^^'apprbv^^ ethics coufs^a7id"an
approved course on the 12 core functions as descril)ed in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health Information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health Information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.
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3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and'federal laws, and rules
relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff involved In client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, If after
the contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide In-service training or ensure attendance at an

approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained

staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically

monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's

Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure

standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where sen/ices are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5, Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Infonnation Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as

directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written Informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system Is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all information that is entered into the
WITS system;

5.2.3. Any information entered Into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information Is entered into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department.
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5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the Informed consent in 5.2 and/or consent in
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered Into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive sen/ices under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any client \Arho cannot receive sen/ices under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
be assisted In finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. - The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
.  6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for.

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of ail clients who are discharged because they have

completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than

those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are

minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. 'Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1.
0

Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;
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6.1.4.

6.1.5.

6.1.6.

6.1.3.1.7.

6.1.3.1.8.

Restraint; or

Medical error.

All contact v\/ith law enforcement to the bureau in writing as'soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

Ail Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident;

Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2.

6.1.6.3.

6.1.6.4.

6.1.6.5.

FIT/NHNH. Inc.

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-02

Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide

Immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting Individual's name, phone number,

and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
indlvldual(s) involved In the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,

where, how the event happened, and other

relevant Infonnation, as well as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were Involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had

reported the event;

Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017), available at

https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-fbrm.pdf
to the bureau

Additional Information on the event that Is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in writing, as It becomes available or upon

request of the Department; and

Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

E}di1bit A
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6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate In all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to;

7.1.1.' Participation in electronic and In-person client record reviews

7.1.2: Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed, if there Is a difference of more than
10% between expended funding and elapsed time on the
contract the Contractor shall notify the Department within 5
days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall
include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments

divided by total operating expenditures. less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payrnents

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit A Contractor IniUaJs
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on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-

term Investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough

cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a

minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance

allowed.

Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

8.1.2.

8.1.3.

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

Debt Senrlce Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to

cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt

service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization

Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt

payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover Its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

FIT/NHNH, Inc.
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8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a
minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance Is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested, by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
litigation, Investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
9.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse,
Including but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data In WITS used In the following measures:
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9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting services who receive any
service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.

9.2.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on

at least 2 separate days within 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Clinically Appropriate Services: % clients receiving ASAM Criteria
identified SUD services (as identified by Initial or subsequent ASAM LoC

Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enrolled clients receiving any type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days within 45 days
of initial screening.

9.2.5. Treatment Completion: Total # of discharged (dis-enroiled) clients
completing treatment

9.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients

discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.2.6.1. Reduction In Mo change in the frequency of substance use at

.  , discharge compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of Individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction InMo change in number of individuals arrested in

past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of Individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase InMo change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first

service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the

Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty

(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. Theaction(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The aclion(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each

deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and
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10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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The Contractor shall comply with the following requirements:

1. Requirements for Organizational or Program Changes.
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes in any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership;
1.1.2. Physical location;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2. When there is a new administrator, the following shall apply:
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the department in writing as soon as possible prior to

a change in administrator, and Immediately upon the lack of an administrator,
and provide the department with the following:

1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of the new administrator required In Section 1.2
above;

1.2.2.2. A resume Identifying the name and qualifications of the new administrator;
and

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator;
1.2.3. When there is a change In the. name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secretary of State, if applicable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program. It shall submit to the.
department:

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clients being served In the
contracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the client's records being served In
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below and
with the consent of the client.

2. Inspections.
2.1. For the purpose of detemnlning compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at any time to inspect the following:
2.1.1. The facility premises;
2.1.2. All programs and services provided under the contract; and
2.1.3. Any records required by the contract.

2.2. A notice of deficiencies shall be Issued when, as a result of any inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor is In violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. If the notice Identifies deficiencies to be corrected, the Contractor shall submit a plan of
correction in accordance within 21 working days of receiving the inspection findings. '

3. Administrative Remedies.

3.1. The department shall Impose administrative remedies for violations of contract
requirements, including:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correction (POC);
3.1.2. Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor;
3.1.3. Suspension of a contract; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract.
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3.2. When administrative remedies are imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency;
3.2.2. Identifies the specific remedy(8) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor with information "regarding the right to a hearing in

accordance with RSA 541-A and He-C 200.
3.3. A POO shall be,developed and enforced in the following manner

3.3.1. Upon receipt of a notice of deficiencies, the Contractor shall submit a written
POC within 21 days of the date on the notice describing:

3.3.1.1. How the Contractor intends to correct each deficiency;
3.3.1.2. What measures will be put in place, or what system changes will be made

to ensure that the deficiency does riot recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submission of the POC;
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that:

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance with contract requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices as cited in the Inspection

report;
3.3.2.3. Preyerits a new violation of contract requirements as a result of

Implementation of the POC; and
3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon which the deficiencies will be corrected;

3.4. If the POC Is acceptable, the department shall provide written notification of acceptance
of the POC; .

3.5. If the POC is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor in writing of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the written notification in 3.5 above;

3.7. The revised POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed in accordance with
3.3.2 above;

3.8.-lf the -revisOd POC is-not-acceptable to the department, or is not submitted within 21
days of the date of the written notification In 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the implementation of any POC that has been submitted
and accepted by:
3.9.1. Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.9.2. Conducting a follow-up inspection; or
3.9.3. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled inspection;

3.10. Verification of the implementation of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor in the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been implemented by the completion date, the
Contractor shall be issued a directed POC in accordance virith 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shall develop and impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contractor to implement when:

3.12.1. As a result of an Inspection, deficiencies were identified that require immediate
corrective action to protect the health and safety of the clients or personnel;

3.12.2. A revised POC is not submitted vrithln 21 days of the written notification from the
department; or
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3.12.3. A revised POC submitted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibilities of All Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder, as
applicable.

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basis.

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the necessary qualified personnel, facilities, equipment,
and supplies for the safety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and implement written policies and procedures governing
its operation and all services provided.

4.5. All policies and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6. The Contractor shall:

4.6.1. Employ an administrator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the
Contractor;

4.6.2. Maintain a current job description and minimum qualifications for the
administrator, including the administrator's authority and duties; and

4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of command that sets forth the line of authority for
the operation of the Contractor the staff posltion(s) to be delegated the authority
and responsibility to act in the administrator's behalf when the administrator is
absent.

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents in a public area:
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's policies and procedures relative to the implementation

of client rights and responsibilities, including client confidentiality per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identifying the
location of, and access to all fire exits..

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading Information to the department.

4.9. The Contractor shall comply with all conditions of wamings and administrative remedies
Issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit and allow any department representative to inspect the
certified premises and all programs and services that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract.

4.11. The Contractor shall:

4.11.1. Report all critical incidents and sentinel events to the department in accordance
with Exhibit A, Section 20.2.3;

4.11.2. Submit additional Information If required by the department; and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shall Implement policies and procedures for reporting:
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploitation, In accordance with RSA 169-

C:29-30: and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults, in accordance with RSA 149-

F:49.
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4.13. The Contractor shall report all positive tuberculosis test results for personnel to the
office of disease control in accordance with RSA 141-0:7. He-P 301.02 and He-P
301.03.

4.14. For residential programs. If the Contractor accepts a client who is known to have a
disease reportable under He-P 301 or an infectious disease, which is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body which might or might not be
contagious, the Contractor shall follow the required procedures for the care of the
clients, as specified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2007 Guideline for Isolation Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infectious
Agents in Healthcare Settings. June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall implement state and federal regulations on client confidentiality,
including provisions outlined in 42 CFR2.13, RSA 172:jB-a, and RSA 318-8:12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a client or the client's guardian or agent, if
any, with a copy of his or her client record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contractor shall develop policies and procedures regarding the release of
information contained In client records. In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and RSA 318-8:10.

4.18. AH records required by the contract shall be legible, current, accurate and available to
the department during an inspection or investigation conducted In accordance with
this contract.

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall develop written policies and
procedures designed to protect the privacy of clients and personnel that, at a
minimum, include:

4.19.1. Proceduresfor backing up files to prevent loss of data;
4.19.2. Safeguards for maintaining the confidentiality of information pertaining to clients

and staff; and

4.19.3. Systems to prevent tampering with information pertaining to clients and staff.
4.20. The Contractor's service site^) shall:

4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessibility and barrier
free guidelines per 42 U.S.C.~12131 et seq; - -

4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

activities, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confidential client records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.

4.21. The Contractor shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor and Its
staff, as well as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct.

4.22. The Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the following:
4.22.1. Client rights, grievance and appeals policies and procedures;
4.22.2. Progressive discipline, leading to administrative discharge;
4.22.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;
4.22.4. Policies on client alcohol and other drug use while in treatment;
4.22.5. Policies on client and employee smoking that are in compliance with Exhibit A,

Section 2.11;

4.22.6. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, including a requirement for the filing
of written reports of actions taken in the event of staff misuse of alcohol or other
drugs;
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4.22.7. Policies and procedures for holding a client's possessions:
4.22.8. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medication policy;
4.22.10.Ur1ne specimen collection, as applicable, that:

4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection is conducted In a manner that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.2. Minimize falsification;
4.22.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the following:

4.22.11.1. Medical emergencies;
4.22.11.2. Infection control and universal precautions, including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
4.22.11.3. Reporting employee Injuries;
4.22.11.4. Fire monitoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill policy and

procedures;
4.22.11.5. Emergency closings;
4.22.11.6. Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

4.22.12.Procedures for protection of client records that govern use of records, storage,
removal, conditions for release of information, and compliance with 42CFR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); and

4.22.13. Procedures related to quality assurance and quality Improvement.
5. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall maintain procedures regarding collections from client fees, private
or public insurance, and other payers responsible for the client's finances; and

5.2. At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the client, and the
client's guardian, agent, or personal representative, with a listing of all known applicable
charges and identify what care and services are included in the charge.

6. Client Screening and Denial of Sen/ices.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of ail client screenings, including:

6.1.1. The client name and/or unique client identifier;
6.1.2. The client referral source;

6.1.3. The date of initial contact from the client or referring agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of the screening, including the reason for denial of services if

applicable;
6.1.6. For any client who Is placed on a waitlist, record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and interim sen/ices or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of all client contacts between screening and removal from the waitlist;
and

6.1.8. Date client was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal
6.2. For any client who is denied services, the Contractor Is responsible for:

6.2.1. Informing the client of the reason for denial;
6.2.2. Assisting the client in Identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny services to a client solely because the client:
6.3.1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.3.2. Relapsed from an earlier treatment:

FTT/NHNH, Inc. ^
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications, Including but not limited to' opiates or
benzodiazeplnes; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4. The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department.

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a current Job description for all staff, Including contracted

staff, volunteers, and student intems, which shall include:

7.1.1. Job title:

7.1.2. Physical requirements of the position;
7.1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. Title of immediate supervisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and implement policies regarding criminal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record;
7.2.2. Requiring the administrator or his or her designee to obtain and review a

criminal records check from the New Hampshire department of safety for each
prospective employee;

7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to ensure the health, safety,
or welt-being of clients:

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions in this or any other state;
7.2.3.2. Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
7.2.3.3. Findings by the department or any administrative agency In this or any other

state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3 above for good cause shown.

■ 7.3. All staff,-including contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualifications of the position as

listed in their job description;
7.3.2. Not exceed the criminal background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown. In accordance with policy established in
7.2.4 above;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certified as required by state statute and as
applicable;

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with clients, which includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics, including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Contractor's policies on client rights and responsibilities and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confidentiality requirements as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as required In Section
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Section 18 below.
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibilities and the policies, procedures, and guidelines
of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administrative and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. The Contractor's infection prevention program;
7.3.4.8. The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responsibilities of personnel in an emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found

In RSA 161-F and RSA 169.C:29; and
7.3.5. Sign and date documentation that they have taken part in an orientation as

described In 7.3.4 above;
7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual in-service education, which includes a review of

all elements described in 7.3.4 above.
7.4. Prior to having contact with clients, employees and contracted employees shall:

7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening
conducted not more than 12 months prior to employment which shall include at a
minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The nanje of the examinee;
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious illness or any other illness

that would affect the examinee's ability to perfomn their job duties;
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-step tuberculosis (TB) test, Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); and
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practitioner;

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centers for Disease Control Guidelines for
Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculosis in Health Facilities Settings, 2005,
if the person has either a positive TB test, or hKs'had direct contact or potential
for occupational exposure to Mycobaclerium tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employees, contracted employees, volunteers and Independent Contractors who have
direct contact with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test.

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store in a secure and confidential manner, a current
personnel file for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall Include, at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. A.completed application for employment or a resume, including:
7.6.2. Identification data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the current job description or agreement, signed by the individual, that

Identifies the:

7.6.4.1. Position title;
7.6.4.2. Qualifications and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

7.6.5. Written verification that the person meets the Contractor's qualifications for the
assigned job description, such as school transcripts, certifications and licenses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A_copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certification in

health care field and CPR certification, if applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for communicable diseases results required In 7.4 above;
7.6.9. Written performance appraisals for each year of employment Including

description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual in-service education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Information as to the general content and length of all continuing education or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed statement acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the clierit's rights and responsibilities, Including confidentiality
requirements, and acknowledging training and Implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the time the initial offer of employment Is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction in this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a threat to the health, safety or
well-being of a clierit; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency in
this or any other state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An individual need not re-disclose any of the matters in 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above if the

documentation is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
granted a waiver so that the individual can continue employment.

8. Clinical Supervision.
8.1. Contractors shall comply with the following clinical supervision requirements for.

unlicensed counselors:

8.1.1. All-unlicensed-staff providing treatment,--education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless
the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan.

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for
every forty (40) hours of direct client contact;

8.1.4. Supervision shall be provided on an Individual or group basis, or both,
depending upon the employee's need, experience and skill level;

8.1.5. Supen/ision shall include following techniques:
8.1.5.1. Reviewof case records;

8.1.5.2. Observation of interactions with clients;
8.1.5.3. Skill development; and
8.1.5.4. Review of case management activities; and

8.1.6. Supervisors shall maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supen/ision in accordance with the
requirement of their licensure.

9. Clinical Services.
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a clinical care manual which Includes policies
and procedures related, to all clinical services provided.

9.2. All clinical services provided shall;
9.2.1. Focus on the client's strengths;
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served;
9.2.3. Be client and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma Informed, which means designed to acknowledge the impact of

violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance of addressing trauma

in treatment; and

9.3. Upon a clients admission, the Contractor shall conduct a client orientation, either
individually or by group, to include the following:
9.3.1. Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and facility;
9.3.2. Requirements for successfully completing the program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge;
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding confidentiality, including the limits of confidentiality

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the client to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a clienfs admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an

HIV/AIDS screening, to include:
9.3.7. The provision of information;
9.3.8. Risk assessment;

9.3.9. Irltervention and risk reduction education, and

9.3.10. Referral for testing, if appropriate, within 7 days of admission;
10. Treatment and Rehabilitation.

10.1. A LADC or unlicensed counselor under the supervision of a LADC shall develop and
maintain a written treatment plan for each client' in accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competencies available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series7namesTechnical-AsslstanGe-Publications-TAPs-
&pageNumben=1 which addresses all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall be developed as follows:
10.2.1. Within 7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatment plaris shall contain, at a minimum, the following elements:
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and interventions written in terms that are specific,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. Identifies the recipient's clinical needs, treatment goals, and objectives;
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths and resources for achieving goals and objectives

in 10.3.1 above;

10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet those needs, goals, and
objectives;

10.3.5. Identifies referral to outside Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specific
goal or objective when the service cannot be delivered by the treatment
program;

10.3.6. Provides the criteria for terminating specific inten/entions; and
10.3.7. Includes specification and description of the indicators to be used to assess the

individual's progress.
FIT/NHNH, Inc. . /U
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10.3.8. Documentation of participation by the client in the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent.

10.5. Treatment plan updates shall include:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client Is meeting treatment plan goals

and objectives;
10.5.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals based on changes in the

clients functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a
different level of care based on changes in functioning in any ASAM domain and
documentation of the reasons for this assessment.

10.5.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan, or if applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the Individualized treatment planning in 10.3 above, all Contractors
shall provide client education on:

10.6.1. Substance use disorders;

10.6.2. Relapse prevention;
10:6.3. Infectious diseases associated with injection drug use, including but not limited

to, HIV, hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse;

'10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessation options;
10.6.7. The Impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and the

importance of Informing medical practitioners of-drug and alcohol use-during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. All group counseling sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer per

counselor.

10.8. Progress notes
10.8.1. A progress note shall be completed for each individual, group, or family

treatment or education session.
10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the following components:

10.8.2.1. Data, including self-report, obsenratlons, interventions, current
issues/stressors, functional impairment. Interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as it relates to the current treatment plan;

10.8.2.2. Assessment, including progress, evaluation of intervention, and obstacles
or barriers; and

10.8.2.3. Plan, including tasks to be completed between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a dally shift change log which documents such
things as client behavior and significant events that a subsequent shift should be
made aware of.

11. Client Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. A client shall be discharged from a program for the following reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes In the client's functioning
relative to ASAM criteria;

11.1.2. Program termination, including:
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2. Non-compliance with the program; /
11.1.2.3. The client left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and

11.1.3. The client is inaccessible, such as the client has been jailed or hospitalized; and
11.2. In all cases of client discharge or transfer, the counselor shall complete a narrative

discharge summary, including, at a minirnum:
11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;
11.2.2. The client's psychosocial substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the client's progress toward treatment goals In all ASAM domains;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer;
11.2.5. The client's DSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to include other assessment testing

completed during treatment;
11.2.6. A summary of the client's physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer;
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, including all ASAM domains;

^ 11.2.8. A determination as to whether the client would be eligible for re-admission to
treatment, If applicable; and

11.2.9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.
11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:

11.3.1. No later than 7 days follovwng a client's discharge or transfer from the program;
or

11.3.2. For withdrawal management services, by the end of the next business day
following a client's discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, either from one level of care to another within the same
certified Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:

.  11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the client's treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be included in the client's record; and

11.4.2. Update the client assessment and treatrhent plan.
11.5. When transferring a client to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

shall forward copies of the following information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of confidential Information is signed by the client:

11.5.1. The discharge summary;
11.5.2. Client demographic information, Including the client's name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Social Security
number; and

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment information,
including:

11.5.3.1. TB test results;
11.5.3.2. A record of the client's treatment history; and
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11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or agency-recommended follow-up
treatment.

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that:

11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care In all ASAM domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups Including, when indicated, facilitated self-

help; and
11.6.3. ^sists the client In making contact with other agencies or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document In the client record if and why the meeting In Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.8. A Contractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only If:
11.8.1. The client's behavior on program premises Is abusive, violent, or illegal;
11.8.2. The client Is non-compliant with prescription medications;
11.8.3. Clinical staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may include

the client's continued use of illicit drugs or an unwillingness to follow appropriate
clinical interventions; or

11.8.4. The client violates program mles In a manner that Is cor^sistent with the
Contractor's progressive discipline policy.

12. Client Record System. -
12.1. Each Contractor shall have policies and procedures to Implement a comprehensive

client record system, in either paper fomn or electronic form, or both, that complies
with this section.

The client record of each client sen,red shall communicate Information In a manner that is:

12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries In chronological order;
12.1.2. Easy to read and understand;
12.1.3. Complete, containing all the parts; and
12.1.4.. Up-to-date, including notes of most recent contacts.

12.2. The client record shall Include, at a minimum, the following components, organized
as follows:

12.2.1." Firstsection.-lntake/lnitiallnformation: - - -
12.2.1.1. Identification data, including the client's:

12.2.1.1.1.Name;
12.2.1.1.2.Dateof birth;
12.2.1.1.3. Address;

12.2.1.1.4. Telephone number; and
12.2.1.1.5. The last 4 digits of the client's Social Security number;

12.2.1.2. The date of admission;
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the client, the name and address

of:

12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; and
12.2.1.3.2. The representative payee;

12.2.1.4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact In the
event of an emergency;

12.2.1.5. Contact information for the person or entity referring the client for senrices,
as applicable;

12.2.1.6.The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor;
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12.2.1.7. The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor, if applicable;

12.2.1.8. The name and address of the client's public or private health insurance
Contractor(s), or both;

12.2.1.9. The client's religious preference, if any;
12.2.1.10. The client's personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Current medications;

12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the client's current admission and
determined by the counselor to be relevant; and

12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notification of client rights:
12.2.2. Second section, Screening/Assessment/Evaluation:

. 12.2.2.1. Documentation of all elements of screening, assessment and evaluation
required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;

12.2.3. Third section. Treatment Planning:
12.2.3.1. The individual treatment plan, updated at designated Intervals In

accordance with Sections 10.2- 10.5 above; and
12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progress notes and reports from all programs involved,

as required by Section 10.8 above;
12.2.4. Fourth section, Discharge Planning:

12.2.4.1. A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2 and .11.3
atx)ve;

12.2.5. Fifth section, Releases of Information/Miscellaneous:
12.2.5.1. Release of information forms compliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
12.2.5.3. Any other information the Contractor deems significant.

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record system, then the sections In
Section 12.3 above shall be tabbed sections.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic fonnat, the sections in Section 12.3 above shall
not apply provided that all infonnation listed In Section 12.3 above is Included in the
electronic record.

12.5. All client records maintained by the Contractor or its sub-Contractors, including paper
files, facsimile transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be strictly confidential.

12.6. All confidential information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at all
times as follows:

12.6.1. Paper records and external electronic storage media shall be kept in locked file
cabinets;

12.6.2. All electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. All confidential notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as follows:

12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

12.7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor closing Its treatment program shall
arrange for the continued management of all client records. The closing Contractor
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shall notify' the department In writing of the address where records will be stored and
specify the person managing the records. '

12.8. The closing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that it will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records within 10
working days; -

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consent to another
Contractor; or

12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication Services.

13.1. No administration of medications, including physician samples, shall occur except by
a licensed medical practitioner working within their scope of practice.

13.2. All prescription medications brought by a client to program shall be in their original
containers and legibly display the following information:

13.2.1. The client's name;

13.2.2. The medication name and strength;
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.2.4. The route of administration;

13.2.5. The frequency of administration; and
13.2.6. The date ordered.

13.3. Any change or discontinuabon of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licensed practitioner.

13.4. All prescription medications, with the exception of nitroglycerin, epi-pens, and rescue
inhalers, which may be kept on the client's person or stored in the client's room, shall
be stored as follows;

13.4.1. All medications shall be kept In a storage area that is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized personnel;

■ 13.4.1.2. Organized to allow correct identification of each client's medication(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated in a manner sufficient to allow reading of all medication labels;

and

13.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.4.2. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-B:1-b, shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked medication storage area and
accessible only to authorized personnel; and

13.4.3. Topical liquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shall
be stored in a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
client medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled in the following manner:
13.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be allowed to be

brought into the prograrri;
13.6.2. OTC medication shall be stored In accordance with Section 13.4 above.
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13.6.3. OTC medication containers shall be marked with the name of the client using the
medication and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as onjered by a licensed practitioner,

13.7. All medications self-admlnlstered by a client, with the exception of nitroglycerin', epi-
pens, and rescue inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall remind thexlient to take the correct dose of his or her medication at
the correct time;

13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically
handle the medication Itself In any manner;

13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and
type of medication;

13.8. For each medication taken, staff shalj document In an individual client medication log
the following:

13.8.1: The medication name, strength, dose, frequency and route of administration;
13.8.2. The date and the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or Identifiable Initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and

13.8.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.
13.9. Upon a client's discharge:

13.9.1. The client medication log in Section 13.8 above shall be Included in the client's
record; and

13.9.2. The client shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her
14. Notice of Client Rights

14.1. Programs shall inform clients of their rights under these rules In clear,
understandable language and form, both verbally and in writing as follows:

14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be Informed of their rights to evaluations and
access to treatment;

14.1.2. Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry into any program and at least
once a year after entry;

14.1.3. Initial and annual notifications of client rights In Section 14 above shall be
documented in the client's record; and

14.2. Every program within the sen/ice delivery system shall post notice of the rights, as
follows:

14.2.1. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously;
14.2.2. The notice shall be presented in clear, understandable language and form; and
14.2.3. Each program and" residence shall have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to client rights that are available for client review.
15. Fundamental Rights.

15.1. No person receiving treatment for a substance use disorder shall be deprived of any
legal right to which all citizens are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment services system.

16. Personal Rights.
16.1. Persons who are applicants for services or clients In the service delivery system shall

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at all times.
16.2. Clients shall be free from abuse, neglect and exploitation Including, at a minimum,

the following:
FIT/NHNH, Inc. lY^
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16.2.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-verbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect;

16.2.2. Freedom from the intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

16.2.3. Freedom from per^nal or financial exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality
17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the confidentiality requirements in 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. In cases where a client, attorney or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

.  17.3. If a minor age 12 or older is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA 316;B12-a, the following shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release.

18. Client Grievances

18.1. Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter, Including any alleged
violation of a right afforded by these rules or by any state or federal law or rule.

18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
individual client or a group pf clients.

18.3. The rules governing procedures for protection of client rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints and grievances.

19. Treatment Rights.
19.1. Each client shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment, including:

19.1.1. The right of access to treatment including:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the services needed;
19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessary services when those services are

available," subject to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment Including:
19.1.2.1. Services provided in keeping with evidence-based clinical and professional

standards applicable to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for which the client is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to receive services in such a manner as to promote the client's full
participation in the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment to which a person Is entitled In
accordance with the time frame set forth in the client's individual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an individual treatment plan developed, reviewed and revised In
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 10.5 above which addresses the client's own

goals:
19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and services contained in an individual treatment

plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate in meaningful
activities in the communities in which the client lives and works;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment in the least restrictive alternative or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment including programs
which least restrict;

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement; and

19.1.7.2. Participation in the community, while providing the level of support needed
by the client;

19.1.8. The right to be Informed of all significant risks, benefits, side effects and
alternative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment,

placement or refemal following an informed decision such that:
19.1.8.1. Whenever possible, the consent shall be given in writing; and
19.1.8.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at least one person;
19.1.9. The right to refuse to participate In any form of experimental treatment or

research;

19.1.10. The right to be fully informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement including the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek changes in placement, services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the service

delivery system;
19.1.12.The right to services which promote independence Including services directed

toward:

19.1.12.1. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the client's needs for
continued services and treatment; and

19.1.12.2. Promoting the ability of the clients to function at their highest capacity and
as independently as possible;

19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to refemal for medical care and treatment including, if needed,

assistance in finding such care in a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion including:

19.1.15.1. At the client's own expense, the consultative services of:
19.1.15.1.1. Private physicians;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologists;
19.1.,15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors;.and
19.1.15.1.4. Other health practitioners; and

19.1.15.2. Granting to such health practitioners reasonable access to the client, as
required by Section 19.1.15, in programs and allowing such practitioners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the following present at any
treatment meeting requiring client participation and informed decision-making:

19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney;
19.1.16.4. Family rhember;
19.1.16.5. Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant; and
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19.1.17.The right to freedom from restraint including the right to be free from seclusion
and physical, mechanical or pharmacological restraint.

19.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment contrary to such
professional's clinical judgment.

19.3. Programs shall, whenever possible, maximize the decision-making authority of the
client.

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent jurisdiction:

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that In the course of service provision, the guardian
and all persons involved In the provision of service are made aware of the
client's views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shall only make decisions that are within the scope of the powers set
forth In the guardianship order issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
and the order shall be kept in the client's record at the program;

19.4.4. If any Issues arise relative to the provision of services and supports which are
outside the scope of the guardian's decision-making authority as set forth in the

-  guardianship order, the client's choice and preference relative to those issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority Is expanded by the court to include
those issues;

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the decision-making authority granted by the court including:

19.4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the limits on his or her decision-making
authority; and

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act in a manner that furthers the best Interests of the client;
19.4.7. In acting in the best interests of the client, the guardian shall take into

consideration the views, preferences and aspirations of the client;
19.4.8. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from

acting in a manner that does not further the best interests of the client and, if
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; and

19.4.9. in the event that there is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the
program shall Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Temninatlon of Services.

20.1. A client shall be terminated from a Contractor's service If the client:

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other clients or staff, or engages in illegal
activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. is no longer benefiting from the service{s) he or she is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatment;
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she is receiving despite having the

financial resources to do so; or

20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefrts that could cover the cost of the services that he or
she Is receiving despite the fact that the client Is or might be eligible for such
benefits.
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20.2. A termination from a Contractor's services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the client and client's guardian, if any. that:

20.2.1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.2.2. List the clinical or management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document In the record of a client who has been terminated that:

20.3.1. The client has been notified of the termination; and
20.3.2. The termination has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights in Residential Programs.
21.1. In addition to the foregoing rights, clients of residential programs shall also have the

following rights:
,  21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane living environment;

21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others, Including:
21.1.2.1. The right to send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
21.1.2.2. The right to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a client to reimburse them for the cost of
any calls made by the client;

21.1.2.3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may impose reasonable restrictions on the number and time of
visjts in order to ensure effective provision of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage in social and recreational activities including the provision of
regular opportunities for clients to engage In such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy. Including the following:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on closed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal Interaction in a private setting except

that any conduct or activity which is Illegal shall be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. The right to be free from searches of their persons and possessions except

in accordance with applicable constitutional and legal standards;
21.1.5. The right to individual choice, Including the following:

21.1.5.1. The right to keep and wear their own clothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possessions:
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read materials of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and
21.1.5.5. The right not to work and to be compensated for any work performed,

except that:
21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeeping tasks

within the client's own Immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,
without compensation; and

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational teaming tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential program, If the v^rk is
consistent with their individual treatment plans and the client is
compensated for work performed; and

21.1.6. The right to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held in safekeeping by the
residence. v
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21.2. Nothing in Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavior of the residents.

21.3. Clients shall be informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
21.4. House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be in conformity with this

section.

21.5. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for compliance with this section In
connection vf<^th quality assurance site visits.

21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1.4.3 atxjve, Contractors may develop policies and
procedures that allow searches for alcohol and illicit drugs be conducted:

21.6.1. Upon the client's admission to the program; and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists, including such proof as:

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohol or illegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Requirements
22.1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict in the requirements listed below, the

applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shall
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to Increase the
Contractor's compliance.

22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty treatment for pregnant and parenting women:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both

women and their children Into treatment, If appropriate.

21.2.2. The program treats the farnily as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their children into treatment, if appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse services. Including prenataj care.

21.2.4. The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric care for the
women's children. Including immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-specific substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic Interventions for women that may address
issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic interventions for children
in custody of women in treatment which may, among other things, address
the children's developmental needs and their issues of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect.

.  . . 21.2.8. The program provides or amanges for sufficient case management and
transportation services to ensure that the women and their children have

access to the services described above.
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22.3. Arrange for means activities to assist the client In finding and engaging in a service,
which may Include, but is not limited to helping the client to locate an appropriate
provider, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients with those providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all
programs in this Contract as follows:

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 90% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

22.4.2. The program admits each individual who requests and is in need of treatment for
Intravenous drug abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
'  22.4.2.2.120 days If the program has no capacity to admit the individual on the date

of the request and, within 48 hours after the request, the' program makes
Interim services available until the individual is admitted to a substance

abuse treatment program
22.4.3. The program offers interim services that include, at a minimum, the following:

22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tuberculosis (TB), the risks of
needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment sen/ices. If necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that Includes a unique patient
identifier for each injecting drug abuser seeking treatment, including patients
receiving interim services while awaiting admission.

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables it to:
22.4.5.1. Maintain contact with individuals awaiting admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer waiting list clients at the earliest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that is reasonable to
the client.

22.4.5.3. The program takes clients awaiting treatment off the waiting list only when
one of the following conditions exist:
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission into treatment

or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out activities to encourage Individuals in need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using scientifically sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or. If no such models are applicable to the local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supervising outreach workers.
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22.4.7.2. Contacting, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
abusers, their associates, and neighborhood residents within the constraints
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among injecting drug abusers about the relationship
t^etween injecting drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or non-profrt
private entities, routinely makes available the following TB services to each
individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counseling the individual with respect to TB.
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine whether the Individual has been infected with

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
individual.

22.4.8.3. Providing for or referring the individuals Infected by mycobacteria TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment.

22.4.9. For clients denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such clients to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has implemented the infection control procedures that are
consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and identification of those individuals who are at high
risk of becoming infected.

22.4.10.2. Meeting all State reporting requirements while adhering to Federal and
State confidentiality requirements, including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that individuals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all individuals with active TB as required by State
law and in accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
-Including 42 CFR part 2. - .. .

22.4.11.The program gives preference in admission to pregnant women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment services.

Further, the program gives preference to clients In the following order
22.4.11.1. To pregnant and injecting drug users first.
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other injecting drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To all other individuals fourth.

22.4.12.The program refers all pregnant women to the State when the program has
insufficient capacity to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.13.The program makes available interim services within 48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity.

22.4.14.The program makes continuing education in treatment services available to
employees who provide the services.

22.4.15.The program has in effect a system to protect patient records from inappropriate
disclosure, and the system:

FIT/NHNH, Inc.
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22.4.15.1. Is in compliance with all Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. Includes provisions for employee education on the confidentiality
requirements and the fact that disciplinary action may occur upon
inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.1 e.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide inpatient
hospital substance abuse services, except in cases when each of the following
conditions Is met:

22.4.16.1. The Individual cannot be effectively treated in a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The daily rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing ̂ the
services does not exceed the comparable daily rate provided by a
community-based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have
been met:

22.4.16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the individual is substance abuse
and the physician certifies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The individual cannot be safely treated In a community-

based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to Improve the
person's condition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospital-based substance abuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service is provided only to the extent that it is medically
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated In community-based, non-hospital, residential
program.)

22.4.17. The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or improve land; purchase, construct, or
permanently improve (other than minor rerriodeling) any building or other facility;
or purchase major medical equipment.

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.19.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide financial
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
intended recipients of health services.

22.4.21.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide individuals
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.4.22.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
services in penal or corrections institutions of the State.

FIT/NHNH, Inc. fjh
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resort" for services for
pregnant women and women with dependent children, TB senrlces, and HIV
services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following;

22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to Insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, Including
programs under title XVIII and title XIX; any State compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant
program, any private health Insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of clients payments for services In accordance with
their ability to pay.

22.4.24!The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4.24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and a sliding fee scale (in Exhibit B) shall apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements governing human
subjecfs research when considering research, Including research
conducted by student interns, using individuals sen/ed by this contract as
subjects. Contractors must inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to initiating any research Involving subjects or participants related to
this contract. The Department reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporting
Policy.

FIT/NHNH, Inc.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8. of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,

Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block

Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of
Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided
through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative

payer for services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs
for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate

greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that Is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract

rates to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit B Vendor Initials
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activity that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department for services

delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services In
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, except for Childcare (See Section 10 below).
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for sen/ices and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and
private insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not
delay a client's admittance into the program and to
immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, in Exhibit B-1, when the insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second; Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Section 11,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for
IheTuil^ount of the Cohtrad Rate in"Exhibit'B-1^

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer (if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
insurer and the amount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not
exceed the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Section 11 Sliding
Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

Frr/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit B Vendor Initials.
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5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial

resources necessary for initial entry into the program by developing

payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees In Section 5.2.2 above, until after

working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the client

fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being Informed In
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible

sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of thar
financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
Insurer, the. client and the Department an amount greater than the

Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, except for;

5.7.1. Transitional Living (See Section 6 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all

payments received by the Contractor for a given service (except in

Exhibit B, Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated In Exhibit B-

1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the

reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or

Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who

erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct

application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,

the Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a

timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department

upon identifying the error.

6. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services
6.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, In

addition to:

6.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

6.1.2. The charges to the Department

RFA-2019-8DAS-01-SU8ST^2 PagoSofS Date 6-7-18
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6.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of
lodging and meals offered by the program according to the Table A
below:

Table A

If the percentage of
Client's Income of the

Federal Poverty Level
(FPL) is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and board

per week:

0%-138% $0

139%-149% $8

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

6.3.

6.4.

The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that

will be returned to the client at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's

contribution to room and board!

7. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living
7.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this

contract to the client's other third party payers such as Medicald,
NHHPP, Medicare, and private insurance. The Contractor shall not

"  charge the client according to the sliding fiae scale."

7.2. Notwithstanding Section 7.1 above, the Contractor may charge in

accordance with Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services

under this contract only when the client does not have any other payer
source other than this contract.

8. Additional Billing Information: intensive Case Management Services:
8.1. The Contractor shall charge In accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who
have been admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of
Services and after billing other public and private insurance.

8.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.

FIJ/NHNH, Inc.
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8.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the
service is authorized by the Department.

9. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
9.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5

above and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation
provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows:

9.1.1., At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in
accordance with Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for

Contractor's staff driving time, when using the Contractor's
own vehicle for transporting clients to and from services
required by the client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff

works less than a full hour, then the hourly rate will be

prorated at fifteen (15) minute intervals for actual work

completed: or,

9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay

for cab fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to

and from services required by the client's treatment plan.

9.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support

the cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the

Department upon request.

9.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

10. Charging for Child Care
10.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the

Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services,

Section 2.4.2.3 as follows:

10.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when

the Contractor's staff provides child care while the client Is
receiving treatment or recovery support services, or

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child
care provider.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department

instructions.

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibit B Vendor Initials
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11. Sliding Fee Scale
11.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

11.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate in

Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200%-249%, 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

11.3.

12.

The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA
318-B:12-a.

Submitting Charges for Payment
12.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

12.1!1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the service was provided to the client .

12.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, and notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

12.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

12.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department
approval for the billing month.

12.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

FIT/NHNH. Inc.
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12.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

12.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to

be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department

to develop an alternative process for submitting invoices.

13. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

14. The Contractor wiil keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

15. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

16. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days frorn the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a
prior Invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

17. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and

Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds:
17.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.

17.2. . The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT

Block Grant expenditures to:

17.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance

abuse services.

17.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended

in Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in

penal or correctional institutions of the State.

17.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the

purpose of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is

accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

17.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the

purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange, free

FIT/NHNH, Inc. Exhibits VendorInlUals
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needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needies for intravenous drug abusers.

17.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are

applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable
programs may be expended for inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious instruction, or proselytization. If an
organization conducts such activities, it must offer them
separately, in time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the

relevant State or local government under any applicable
program, and participation must be voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.
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Service Fee Table
1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods

for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.
Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable
Charge Unit

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

Individual. Outpatient $22.00 15 min

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 mIn

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00 Per day

Individual Intensive Case

Management $16.50 15 min

Group Intensive Case
Management $5.50 15 min

Staff Time for Child Care
Provided by the Contractor, only
for children of Pregnant and
Parenting Women

Actual staff time up to
$20.00 ̂ Hour

Child Care Provided by a Child
Care Provider (other than the
Contractor), only forphildren of
Pregnant and Parenting Women

Actual cost to

purchase Child Care

According to the Child
Care Provider

Staff Time for Transportation
Provided by the Contractor, only
for Pregnant and Parenting
Women

Actual staff time up to
$5.00 Per 15 minutes

Mileage Reimbursement for use
of the Contractor's Vehicle when

providing Transportation for
Pregnant and Parenting Women

Department's
standard per mile
reimbursement rate Per Mile

Transportation provided by a
Transportation Provider (other
than the Contractor) only to
Pregnant and Parenting Women

Actual cost to

purchase
Transportation

According to the
Transportation Provider

FIT/NHNH. Inc.
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"ST.

SPECIAL PROViSIONS

Contractors Obligations: The Contractor covenants and agrees that all funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eligible
individuals and, in the furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and
agrees as follovrs:

1. Compliance with Federal and State Laws: If the Contractor Is permitted to determine the eligibility
of Individuals such eligibility determination shall be made in accordance with applicable federal and
state laws, regulationsi. orders, guidelines, policies and procedures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination: Eligibility determinations shall be made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be made and remade at such times as are prescribed by
the Department

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination forms required by the Department, the Contractor
shall maintain a data file on each recipient of services hereunder, which file shall include all
information necessary to support an eligibility determination and such other Information as the
Department requests. The Contractor shall furnish the Department with all forms and documentation
regarding eligibility determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all applicants for services hereunder, as well as
individuals declared ineligible have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that all applicants for services shall be permitted to fill out
an application form and that each applicant or re-applicant shall be informed of his/her right to a fair
hearing In accordance with Department regulations.

5. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that It is a breach of this Contract to accept or
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State in order to Influence the performance of the Scope of Work detailed In Exhibit A of this
Contract. The State may terminate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement if It Is
determined that payments, gratuities or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received by
any officials, officers, employees or agents of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Payments: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract or in any
other document, contract or understanding, it Is expressly understood and agreed by the parties
hereto, that no payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the ̂ ntracto^fbr costs incurr^ for
any purpose or for any services provided to any individual prior to the Effwtive Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the individual applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that the individual is eligible for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rate which reimburses the Contractor in excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable and necessary to assure the quality of such service, or at a
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals or other third party
funders for such service. If at any time during the term of this Contract or after receipt of the Final
Expenditure Report hereunder, the Department shall determine that the Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse items of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
in excess of such costs or In excess of such rates.charged by the Contractor to ineligible individuals
or other third party funders, the Department may elect to:
7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder, in which event new rates shall be established:
7.2. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement in

excess of costs;

Exhibit C - special Provisions Contractor Initials
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor in which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor Is
permitted to determine the eligibility of individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any individual who is found by the Department to be ineligible for such services at
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE. RETENTION. AUDIT. DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the following records during the Contract Period:
8.1. Rscal Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting ail costs

and other expenses incurred by the Contractor In the performance of the Contract, and all
income received or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained in accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficiently and
properly reflect ail such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to include, wthout limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials, inventories, valuations of
in-kind contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department.

8.2. Statistical Records; Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the'Gohfr^dfPeriod, which records shall include all records of application and
eligibility (includlrig all forms required to determine eiigibllily for each such recipient), records
regarding the prosrision of services and all invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patient/recipient of services.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
agency fiscal year. It is recommended that the report be prepared in accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133. "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non
Profit Organizations" and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Programs, Activities and Functions, Issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to ftnancial compliance audits.
9.1. Audit and Review: During the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the

Department..the United States Department of Health and Human Services, and any of their
designated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit Liabilities: In addition to and not in any way in limitation of obligations of the Contract, it Is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall return to the Department, all payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception. ^

10. Confidentiality of Records: All information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or collecled
In connecUon with the performance of the services and the Contract shall be confidential and shall not
be disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to stale laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such information, disclosure may be made to
public officials requiring such information in connection with their official duties and for purposes
directly connected to the administration of the services and the Contract; and provided further, that
the use or disclosure by any party of any information concerning a recipient for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of the Department or the Contractor's responsibilities with
respect to purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient, his
attorney or guardian.

ExNbIt C - special Provisions Contractor Initials.
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Nolwifrstanding anything .tp_the contrary cotitained herein the povenants and conditions contained In
the Paragraph shall survive the termination of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Fiscal and Statistical: The Contractor agrees to submit the following reports at the following
times if requested by the Department.
11.1. Interim Financial Reports: Written Interim financial reports containing a detailed description of

all costs and non-allowable expenses incuned by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
justify the rate of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall be submitted on the form
designated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by the Department.

11.2. Final Report: A final mport shall be submitted within ̂ irty (30) days after the end of the term
of tills Contract. The Final Report shall be in a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated In the Proposal
and other information required by tiie Department.

12. Completion of Services: Disallpwance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
maximum number of units provided for in the Contract and upon payment of the price limitation
hereunder. the Contract and all the obligations of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as,
by the terms of the Contract are to be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the termination of the Contract) shall terminate, provided however, that if, upon review of the
Final Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the right, at its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All documents, notices, press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shall include the following

,  statement:

13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etc.) was financed under a Contract with the State
of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services, with funds provided In part
by the State of New Hampshire and/or such other funding sources as were available or
required, e.g., the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: All materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before printing, production,
distribution or use. The DHHS vriQ retain copyright ownership for any and all original materials
produced, Including, but not limited to, brochures, resource directories, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shall not reproduce any rnateiia[s produced under the contract without
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance with Laws and Regulations; In the operation of any facilities
for providing services, the Contractor shall comply with all laws, orders and regulations of federal,

.  state, county and municipal authorities and with any direction of any Public Officer or officers
pursuant to laws which shall Impose an order or duty upon the contractor with respect to the
operation of the facility or the provision of the services at such facility. If any governmental license or
permit shall be required for the operation of the said facility or the performance of the said services. .
the Contractor will procure said license or permit, and will at all times comply with the terms and
conditions of each such license or permit. In connection with the foregoing requirements, the .
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the facilities shall
comply with all rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Fire Marshal and
' the local fire protection agency, and shall be in conformance with local building and zoning codes, by
laws and regulations.

16. Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor will provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), if It has
received a single award of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or

Exhibit C - special Provisions Contractor Initials
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more employees, It will maintain a current EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the
OCR, certifying that Its EEOP is on file. For recipients receiving less than $25,000, or public grantees
with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Form to the OCR certifying it is not required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non
profit organizations, Indian Tribes, and medical and educational institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP Certification Forms are available at: http://www.ojp.usdojVabout/ocr/pdfe/cert.pdf.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP): As clarified by Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance, national origin
discrimination includes discrimination on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and Title VI of the Civil
Ri^ts Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to its programs.

18. Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whlstleblower Protections: The
following shall apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined in 48
CFR 2.101 (currently, $150,000)

CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEE WHtSTLEBLOWER RIGHTS AND REQUIREMENT TO INFORM EMPLOYEES OF

Whisueblower Rights (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on this contract will be subject to the whlstleblower rights
and remedies in Uie pilot program on Contractor employee whlstleblower protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 628 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Rscal Year 2013 (Pub. L.
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shall inform its employees in writing, in the predominant language of the workforce,
of employee whlstleblower rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described in section
3.908 of Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall insert the substance of this clause, including this paragraph (c). In all
subcontracts over the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: DHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health care services or functions for efficiency or convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accountability for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shall evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
function(5). This is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or irriposing sanctions if
the subcontractor's performance Is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same contractual
conditions as tiie Contractor and the Contractor is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
with those conditions.
When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:
19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities, before delegating

the function

19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed if the subcontractor's
performance is not adequate

■ 19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

...topExhibit C - Special Provisions Contractor Initials.
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19.4. Provide to DHHS an annual schedule identifying all subcontractors, delegated functions and
responsibilities, and when the subcontractor's performance will be reviewed

19.6. DHHS shall, at Its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

If the Contractor identifies deficiencies or areas for improvement are Identified, the Contractor shall
take corrective action.

DEFINITIONS

As used in the Contract, the following terms shall have the following meanings:

COSTS: Shall mean those direct and indirect items of expense determined by the Department to be
allowable and reimbursable in accordance with cost and accounting principles established in accordance
with state and federal laws, regulations, ailes and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES: Shall mean that section of the Contractor Manual which Is
entitled "Financial Management Guidelines" and which contains the regulations gowming the financial
activities of contractor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds.

PROPOSAL: If applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a form or forms
required by the Department and containing a description of the Services to be provided to eligible
Individuals by the Contractor in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Contract and setting forth
the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract.

UNIT: For each service that the Contractor is to provide to eligible individuals hereunder, shall mean that
period of time or that specified activity delermin^ by the Department and specified in Exhibit B of the
Contract.

FEDERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orders, and policies, etc. are
referred to in the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean all such laws, regulations, etc. as
they may be amended or revised from the time to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL; Shall mean that document prepared by the NH Department of Administrative
Services containing a compilation of all regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Adrhini^Vative Procedures Act. NH RSA'Ch"541-A. for the purpose of implementing State of NH and
federal regulations promulgated thereunder.

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Contractor guarantees that funds provided under this
Contract will not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

Exhibit C - Spedai Provisions Contractor Initials ijjjC—
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISiONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract, Conditional Nature of Agreement, is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notv^thstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, Including without limitation, the continuance of payments, In whole or in part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds.
Including any subsequent changes to the appropriation or availability of funds affected by
any state or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the appropriation or availability of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of
Services provided In Exhibit A, Scope of Services, In whole or In part. In no event shall the
State be liable for any payments hereunder in excess of appropriated or available funds. In
the event'of a reduction, termination or modification of appropriated or available funds, the
State shall have the right to withhold payment until such funds become avaOable, if ever. The
State shall have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services under this /^reement
immediately upon giving the Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification.
The State shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source or account into the
Account(s) identified in block 1.6 of the General Provisions. Account Number, or any other
account, in the event funds are reduced or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract, Termination, is amended by adding the
following language;

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State is exercising its
option to terminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shali promptly provide detailed
information to support the Transition Plan including, but not limited to. any information or
data requested by the State related to the termination of the Agreement and Transition Plan
and shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, including but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transltioned to having services delivered by another entity
including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services in the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of notifying clients and other affected individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shali include the proposed communications in its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Renewal: The Department reserves the right to extend tiie Contract for up to two (2) additional
years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of services and
approval by the Governor and Executive Council.

4. Subparagraph 14.1.1 of the General Provisions of this contract. Is deleted and the following
subparagraph is added:

14.1.1 comprehensive general liability against all claims of bodily injury, death or property
damage. In amounts of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence and $3,000,000
aggregate with additional general liability umbrella coverage of rK>t less than $5,000,000
each occurrence.

Exhibit C-1 - Revisions to Standard Provisions Contractor initials.
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690, Title V. Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et seq.), and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification is required by the regulations Implementing Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free
WorkplaceAct of 1988(Pub. L 100-690. Title V. Subtitle D; 41 U.S.C. 701 etseq.). The January 31,
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part II of the May 25,1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub
contractors), prior to award, that they will maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.630(c) of the
regulation provides that a grantee (and by Inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that Is a State
may elect to make one certification to the Department in each federal fiscal year in lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year covered by the certification. The certificate set out below is a
material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the agency awards the grant. False
certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension or
termination of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment. Contractors using this form should
send it to:

Commissioner

NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street,
Concord. NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that it will or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in the grantee's
workplace and specifying the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition;

1.2. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program to Inform employees about
1.2.1. the dangers of drug abuse in the workplace;
1.2.2. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;
1.2.3. Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs; and
1.2.4. The penalties that may be Imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occurring In the workplace;
1.3. Making it a requirement that each emptoyee to be engaged In the performance of the grant be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifying the employee in the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a condition of

employment under the grant, the employee will
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the statement; and
1.4.2. Notify the employer in writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a criminal drug

statute occurring in the workplace no later than five calendar days after such
conviction:

1.5. Notifying the agency in writing, within ten calendar days after receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice, including position title, to every grant

•  officer on whose grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal agency

Exhibit D - Certification regarding Drug Free Contractor Inllfals^l^^
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has designated a central point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall include the
identification number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of the following actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2, with respect to any employee who is so convicted
1.6.1. Taking appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up to and including

termination, consistent with the requirements of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended; or

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal. State, or local health,
law enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

1.7. Making a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through
implementation of paragraphs 1.1.1.2, 1.3,1.4,1.5, and 1.6.

2. The grantee may Insert In the space provided below the slte(s) for the performance of wor1( done In
connection with the specific grant.

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)

Check □ if there are workplaces on file that are not Identrfled here.

7,2018 ■

Contractor Name: fit/NHNH, inc.

s
Date Nam^: Maureen Beauregard

Title; President

Mt.Exhibit 0 - CerlHlcation regarding Drug Free . Contractor Initials.
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions, agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 319 of Public Law 101-121, Government wide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobbying, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification;

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (indicate applicable program covered):
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families under Title IV-A
•Child Support Enforcement Program under Title IV-D
•Social Services Block Grant Program under Title XX
•Medicaid Program under Title XIX
"Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
"Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the underslgnedj/to
any person for Influencing or attempting to influerice an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a fWlember of Congress in
connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, continuation, renewal, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
Influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this
Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form LLL. (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying, In accordance with Its instructions, attached and identified as Standard Exhibit E-l.)

3. The underelgn^ shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award
document for sub^awVrds at all tiers'(Including "subcontracts, sub^rants. 'ahd coritfacts' under grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction Imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required
certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

Contractor Name: FIT/NHNH, inc.

June?. 2018 (T\^* / o
)ate l^mlr Maureen Beauregard t/Date

Title: President

Bdiibll E - Certification Regarding Lobljymg Conlractor initials
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSiON

AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITY MATTERS

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the Genera! Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Executive Office of the President, Executive Order 12549 and 45 GFR Part 76 regarding Debanment,
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following
Certification:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION

1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract), the prospective primary participant is providing the
certification set out below.

2. The inability of a person to provide the certification required below will not necessarily result in denial
of participation in this covered transaction. If necessary, the prospective participant shall submit an
explanation of why it cannot provide the certification. The certification or explanation will be
considered in connection with the NH Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS)
determination whether to enter into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shall disqualify such person from participation in
this transaction.

3. The certification in this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed
when DHHS determined to enter into this transaction. If It is later determined that the prospective
primary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, in addition to other remedies
available to the Federal Government, DHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or default.

4. The prospective primary participant shall provide immediate written notice to the DHHS agency to
whom this proposal (contract) Is submitted if at any time the prospective primary participant learns
that Its certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances.

5. The terms "covered transaction," "debarred," "suspended," "Ineligible," "lovirer tier covered
transaction," "participant," "person," "primary covered transaction," "principal," "proposal," and
"voluntarily excluded," as used in this clause, have the meanings set out in the Definitions and
Coverage sections of the rules implementing Executive Order 12549:45 GFR Part 76. See the
attached definitions.

6. The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting this proposal (contracl) that, should the
proposed covered transaction be entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier covered
transaction with a person who is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation In this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prospective primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it will Include the
clause titled "Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension. Inellgibility and Voluntary Exclusion -
Lower Tier Covered Transactions," provided by DHHS, without modification, in all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

8. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant in a
lower tier covered transaction that It is not debarred, suspended. Ineligible, or Involuntarily excluded
from the covered transaction, unless It knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant may
decide the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. Each
participant may, but is not required to, check the Nonprocurement List (of excluded parties).

9. Nothing contained In the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records
in order to render in good faith the certification required by this clause. The knowledge and

Exhibit F - Certilicalion Regarding Debarment, Suspension Contractor iniUais j
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information of a participant is not required to exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent
person in the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except for trarisactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these iristructions. If a participant in a
covered transaction knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who is
suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation In this transaction, in
addition to other rem^ies available to the F^eral government, DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS

11. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief, that it and its
principals:
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a civil judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense In
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; \riotation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property;

11.3. are not presently indicted for othenivise criminally or cMHy charged by a goverhrriental entity
(Federal. State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (l)(b)
of this certification; and . . ■

11.4. have not within a three-year period preceding this appiication/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal. State or local) terminated for cause or default

12. Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS

13. By signing and submitting this lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower tier participant, as
defined in 46 CFR Part 76, certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and its principals:
13.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective'IdweTtieTparticip^^ agrees by s'ubrnitllrig'this'^rbposal (contract) that It will
include this clause entitled 'Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension. Ineiigibility, and
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions," without modification In all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

June 7. 2018

Date
Title: President

Narne: Maureen B

Contractor Name: FiT/NHNH.Inc.

eauregard ^
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO

FEDERAL NONDISCRIMINATION. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

Contractor will comply, and will require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
federal nondlscrimination requirements, which may Include;

- the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) which prohibits
recipients of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either in employment practices or in
the delivery of services or benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment OpportunKy Plan;

- the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b)) which adopts by
reference, the civil rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act. Recipients of federal funding under this
statute are prohibited from discriminating, either in employment practices or in the delivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements;

- the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Section 2000d, which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin in any program or activity);

- the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U:S.C. Section 794), which prohibits recipients of Federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of disability, In regard to employment and the delivery of
services or benefits, in any program or activity;

- the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which prohibits,
discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities in employment. State and local
government services, public accommodations, commercial facilities, and transportation;

- the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1683,1685-86), which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in federally assisted education programs;

- the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6106-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
tiasis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. It does not include
employment discrimination;

-28C.F.R. pt. 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28C.F.R. pt. 42
(U.S. Departrhent of Justice Regulations - Nondlscrimination; Equal Employment Opportunity; Policies
and Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for faith-based and community
organizations); Executive Order No. 13559, which provide fundamental principles and policy-making
criteria for partnerships with faith-based and neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 30 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizations); and Whistleblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L. 112-239, enacted January 2,2013) the Pilot Program for
Enhancement of Contract Employee Whistleblower Protections, which protects employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities In connection with federal grants and contracts.

The certificate set out below is a material representation of fact upon which reliance is placed when the
agency awards the grant. False certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or
debarment.

Exhlbil G
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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in the event a Federal or St_^e court or F^eral or State administrative agency makes ajindihg of
discrimination after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion, n^ionai origin, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions
Indicated above.

Contractor Name: fu/nhnh, Inc.

June?,2016 n
Oate NameT^aureen Beauregard

Title: president

Exhibit G
Contractor InlUals
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

Public Law 103-227, Part C - Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994
(Act), requires that smoking not be permitted in any portion of any Indoor facility owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or regularly for the provision of health, day care, education,
or library services to children under the age of 18, If the services are funded by Federal programs either
directly or through State or local governments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to children's services provided in private residences, facilities funded solely by
Medicare or Medicald funds, and portions of facilities used for inpatlenl drug or alcohol treatment. Failure
to comply with the provisions of the law may result in the Imposition of a civil monetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day and/or the imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Identified in Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification;

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with all applicable provisions of Public Law 103-227, Part C, known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994.

Contractor Name: FIT/NHNH. Inc.

Date Name: Maureen Beauregard
PresidentTte:

'  Exhibit H - Certification Regarding Contractor Initials
Environmental Tobacco Smoke is_7 in
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY ACT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 184 applicable to business associates. As defined herein. "Business
Associate" shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected health information under this Agreement and "Covered
Entity" shall mean the State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services,

(1) Definitions.

a. "Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section 164.402 of Title 45.
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. "Business Associate" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of T'rtie 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. "Covered Entitv" has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. 'Designated Record Set'^shali have the same meaning as the term "designated record set"
in 45 CFR Section 164;501.

e. "Data Aaareaation' shall have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation" In 45 CFR
Section 164.501.

f. "Health Care Operations" shall have the same meaning as the term "health care operations"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. "HITECH Act" means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act, TitleXlli, Subtitle D. Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of

.  . 2009 - - .

h. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information. 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

i. "Individual" shall have the same meaning as the term "individual" in 45 CFR Section 160.103
^ and Shan include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

j. ■ 'Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

k. 'Protected Health Information" shall have the same meaning as the term "protected health
information" in 45 CFR Section 160.103, limited to the infbmiation created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

3/2014 Exhibit! Contractor Initials
Health Insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

I. "Required bv Law" shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" in 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

m. "Secretary'" shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her designee.

n. "Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart 0, and amendments thereto.

0. "Unsecured Protected Health Information" means protected health information that is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health information unusable,
unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

p. Other Definitions - Ail terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

Act.

(2) Business Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associate, including but not limited to all
its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI:
I. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate;
li. As required by (aw, pursuant to the terms set forth in paragraph d. below; or
III. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity. ,

c. To the extent Business Associate is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party. Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure, (i)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confidentially and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which it was
disclosed to the third party; and (ii) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the confidentiality of the PHI, to the extent it has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall not, unless such disclosure is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI in response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that it is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

3/2014 ^ Exhibit I Contractor lnllial£[
Health Insurance Portability Act
Business Associate Agreement
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit!

Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

\

e. • If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not clisclose PHI In violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) ObliQations and Activities of Business Associate.

a. The Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer immediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health Information not provided for by the Agreernent including breaches of unsecured
protected health information and/or any security Incident that may have an impact on the
protected health information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall immediately perform a risk assessment when it becomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall include, but not be
limited to:

0  The nature and extent of the protected health Information involved, including the
types of identifiers and the likelihood of re-identification;

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

o Whether the protected health information was actually acquired or viewed
o The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has been

mitigated.

The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and immediately report the findings of the risk assessment in writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of its internal policies and procedures, bocks
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (1). The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party beneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements with Contractor's Intended business associates, who will be receiving PHI

3/2014 Exhibit I Contractor Initials
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Exhibit i

pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
business associates who shal! be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health information.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at its offices a!)
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreement.

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI in a Designated Record Set to ttie
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an individual In order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an individual contained in a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

1. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and information related to

such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.528.

j. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make available
to Covered Entity such information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill its obligations
to provide an accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.528.

k. In the event any individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to forwarded requests. However, if fonwaiTding the
individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall instead respond .to the individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

i. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Associate in connection with the
Agreement, and sha|l not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise agreed to in
the Agreement, Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the

— Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those '
■purposes that make the return or destruction ihfeaslble, for so long as Business ^
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Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, in its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) Obligations of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limitatlon(s) in its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to individuals In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(6) Termination for Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Miscetlaneous

a. Definitions and Regulatorv References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms In the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit I, to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as in effect or as
amended.

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownership. The Business Associate acknowledges that it has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Interpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity in the Agreement shall be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule. -

a/2014 Exhibit I Contractor Initials
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e. SeareQation. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are declared severable.

f. Sun/ival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement In section (3) 1, the
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit 1.

Department of Health and Human Services 'fit/NHNH. Inc.

The State Name of the Contract^

'ff\rrnAOc>/) iNOnu
Signature of Authorized Representative Signature of Authorized Representative

Name ofAuthorized Representative Narne of Authorized Representative

President

^  'j.— Maureen Beauregard

Title of Authorized Representative Title of Authorized Representative

■  June 7,2018

Date Date
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY

ACT (FFATAt COMPLIANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and award^ on or after October 1,2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
iniUal award is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result in a total award equal to or over
$25,000, the award Is subject to the FFATA reportlng.requirements, as of the date of the award.
' In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), the
Department of Health and Human.Services (DHHS) must report the following Information for any
subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award

3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts / CFDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award Utie descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
8. Principle place of performance
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS #)
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives If;

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Compensation information is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days, in which
the award or award amendment is made.

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 arid 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following Certification:
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
Financial Accountability and Transparency Act.

Contractor Name: PIT/NHNH, Inc.

June 7. 201B ] I U/.; ^ a«
Date Nam£ Maureen Beauregard

Title: President

Exhibit J - Cerlircatlon Regarding the Federal Funding Contractor Initials
Accountability And Transparency Act (FFATA) CompUarwe
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FORMA '

As the Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions, I certify that the responses to the
below listed questions are true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for vour entity is: 825360399

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue in U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grants, sub-grants, and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual
gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants, and/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

If the answer to #2 above Is NO, stop here

If the answer to #2 above is YES. please answer the following:

3. Does the public have access to information about the compensation of the executives In your
business or organization through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.78m(a), 78o(d)) or section 6104 of the Intemal Revenue Code of
1986?

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above is YES, stop here

If the answer to #3 above is NO. please answer the following:

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers in your business or
organization are as follows:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name;

Amount:

Amount:

Amount:

Amount:

Amount:

ojvDHHsniorn

ExMbit J - Certification Regarding the Federal Funding
Accountability And Traroparency Ad (FFATA) Compliance
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms may be reflected and have the described meaning in this document:

1. "Breach" means the loss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally identifiable
information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information," Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. "Computer Security Incident" shall have the same meaning 'Computer Security
Incident" In section two (2) of NIST Publication 800-61, Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide, National Institute of Standards and Technology. U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. "Confidential Information" or "Confidential Data' means ail confidential information

disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, health, financial, public
assistance benefits and personal information Including without limitation. Substance
Abuse Treatment Records, Case Records. Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable information.

Confidential Information also includes any and all information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed in the course of performing contracted
services - of which collection, disclosure, protection, and dlspositipn is governed by
state or federal law or regulation. This information Includes, but Is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI), Personal Financial
Information (PFI), Federal Tax Information (FTI), Social Security Numbers (SSN),

•' Payment Card Industry'(PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential lnformatlon. •

4. "End User" means any person or entity (e.g.. contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data in accordance with the terms of this Contract.

5. "HIPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. "Incidenr means an act that potentially violates an explicit or Implied security policy,
which includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or itis data, unwanted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
finnware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge, instruction, or
consent. Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouting of physical or electronic

V4. Last update 04.04.2016 Exhibit K Contractor Initjals
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or destruction.

7. "Open Wireless Network" means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI, PFI,
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. "Personal Information" (or "PI") means Information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an individual's Identity, such as their name, social security number, personal
Information as defined In New Hampshire RSA 359-C:19, blometric records, etc..
alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying Information which is linked
or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. "Protected Health Information" (or "PHI") has the same meaning as provided In the
definition of "Protected Health Information" In the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §
160.103.

11. "Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection-of Electronic
Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protelcted Health Information" means Protected Health Inforrhation that Is

not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further, Contractor,
including but not limited to all Its directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use, disclose, maintain or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. -The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information In response to a
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request for disclosure on the basis that it is required by law, In response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI in violation of such additional
restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not Indicated in this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

11. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable in cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the internet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data if
email is enervated and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such information.

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User Is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting sen/ices, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mall Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via certified ground
mall within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named Individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User Is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

8.- Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication, if End User is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
instaiied on the End User's mobile devlce(s) or laptop from which information vwll be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data,. End User will
structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of
Information. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Confidential Data will
be-coded for 24-hour auto-deietion cycle (i.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, ail
data must be encrypted to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of information.

III. RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract. After such time, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative in whatever form It may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract. To this end, the parties must:

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It will not store, transfer or process data collected In
connection with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United

States. This physical location requirement shall also apply in the implementation of
cloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage capabilities, and includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in
place to detect potential security events that can Impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confidential Data
in a secure location and identified in section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored in a Cloud must be In a
FedRAMP/HiTECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All sen/ers and devices must have
currentiy^supported and hardened operating systems, the latest anti-viral, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware. and anti-matware utilities. The environment, as a
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

whoie, must have aggressive Intrusion-detection and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's
Chief Information Officer in the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor will maintain any Confidential Information on its systems (or its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer in use, electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanitlzation, or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described in NISI Special Publication 800-88, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanitlzation, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify In writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request. The written certification will include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless othenvise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless othenvise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Cohtf^t, Cdritractdf agTees'td completely destroy all electronlc'Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as follows:

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored in the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential information throughout the" Information llfecycle, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department confidential information
where applicable.

4. The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and education for its End
Users In support of protecting Department confidential Information.

6. If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an intemal process or processes that defines specific security
expectations, and monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, including breach notification requirements.

7. The Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorization policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized. \

8. . If the Department determines the Contractor is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement.

9. The Contractor will work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey Is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes in risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be completed
annually, or an alternate time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent Is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Security Breach Liability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery from
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the breach, including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach.

12. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Information, and must In all other respects
maintain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope that is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies, including,
but not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for individually Identifiable health
information and as applicable under State law.

r

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to it. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that is not less than the level and scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire. Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/doit/vendor/index.htm
for the Department of Information Technology policies, guidelines, standards, and,
procurement information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and incident
response process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within \wo
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor learns of its occurrence. This includes a
confidential information breach, computer security incident, or suspected breach
which affects or includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor-must restrict access to the Confidential-Data obtained under this

Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties in connection with purposes Identified in this Contract.

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced in Section IV A. above.
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI, PI, or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only If encrvoted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such information.
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e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.

f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and Individually
identifiable data derived from DHMS Data, must be stored in an area that Is
physically and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
blometric Identifiers, etc.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, including any
derivative files containing personally identifiable Information, and In ail cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when in transit, at rest, or when
stored on portable media as required in section iV above.

h. in all other instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances involved.

I. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their credential information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor Is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS
reserves the right to conduct onsite inspections to monitor compliance with this
Contract, including the privacy and security requirements provided in herein, HIPAA,
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Confidential Data
is disposed of in accordance with^his Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and
Program Manager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor learns of their occurrence.

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches involving PHI in
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. In addition to, and
notwithstanding. Contractor's compliance with ail applicable obligations and procedures.
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Determine if personally identifiable Information is Involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required in this Exhibit or P-37;

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents;and
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5. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and, if so. Identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that Implicate PI must be addressed and reported, as
applicable, In accordance with NH RSA 359-C:20.

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Daia Management or Data Exchange Issues:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

8. DHHS contacts for Privacy issues:

DHHSPrlvacyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov

C. DHHS contact for Information Security issues:

DHHSinformationSecurttyOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrivacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2"^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2") Is by and between the State of New Hampshire,
Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and
Grafton County New Hampshire - Grafton County Department of Corrections and Altemative
Sentencing, (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a municipality with a place of business at 3855
Dartmouth College Highway, North Haverhill, NH 03774.

-WHEREAS.-pursuant-to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Govemor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item #7), the Contractor agreed to
perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and
in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work and terms
and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and
Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #2 remain in full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$493,000.

3. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan D. White, Director.

4. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

5. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services In its entirety and replace with Exhibit A, Amendment #2,
Scope of Services.

6. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #1, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Grafton County New Hampshire
Grafton County Department of
Corrections and Altemative Sentencing Amendment #2
RFA-2019-eDAS-01-SUBST03-A02 Page 1 of 3,
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox
Director

Date

Grafton County New Hampshire - Grafton County
Department of Corrections and Alternative Sentencing

QuXLLcT')- ^ lMu
r ame: Julie L Libby Uame: Julie L Libby

Title; County Administrator

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of nh ,, County of Grafton on
5/28/19 , before the

undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

Ui^h  f' ft U.c.kh]'

,, Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace
^  -

.My Commission.Expires:

^UE A. LACWE, Notaiy Pubfio
My Commission Explrss October 3,2023

Grafton County New Hampshire
Grafton County Department of
Corrections and Alternative Sentencing
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-03-A02

Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

(/ISlZO'i
-Date Name:~Zr;-s^/vCig«:'5-T.^

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: ^ (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Grafton County New Hampshire
Grafton County Department of
Corrections and Alternative Sentencing Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-03-A02 Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department

1.4.2. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private health
insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs program, for
clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS,

1.4.4. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for tobacco use,
treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of treatment planning.

1.4.5. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.5.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.5.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records: and

1.4.5.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.4.5.1 and 1.4.5.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a parent or legal

Graflon County DOC and Alternative Sentencing Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC) by
operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http;//www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care that build
on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and communities to take
responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and recovery from alcohol and
drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in ordertoalignthis work with IDN projects that maybe similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.3.1. Referring clients to Doorways services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services within forty-
eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.3.2. Referring clients to Doorways services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Doorways services.

2.2.2.4. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being sen/ed.

2.2.2.5. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American Society of
Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1. Outpatient Treatment
services assist an individual to achieve treatment objectives through
the exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and consideration

Graflon County DOC and Alternative Sentencing Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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Exhibit A, Amendment #2

of alternative solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment sen/ices assist a group of individuals to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of attitudes
and feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and decision
making with regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level
2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide intensive and
structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug treatment
services and activities that are provided according to an individualized
treatment plan that includes a range of outpatient treatment services
and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for
adults are provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery support
services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in treatment or
recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual maintaining participation in
treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in coordination with
providing at least one of the services in Section 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.3 to a
client, as follows;

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group Intensive
Case Management in accordance with SAMHSA TIP 27;
Comprehensive Case Management for Substance Abuse
Treatment (https;//store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-
Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-Substance-
Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215) and which exceed the
minimum case management expectations for the level of
care.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.5 below;

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows;

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically or by telephone conversation with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from
the date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use

Grafton County DOC and Alternative Sentencing Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at
contact shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than
every 4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.3 and, within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client;

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4 above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3 above before
admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless:

Grafton County 000 and Alternative Sentencing Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;
or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.5, in which case the

client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Doorways the client's area to
connect the client with substance use disorder treatment

services; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the
pregnant woman with identifying alternative providers and
with accessing services with these providers. This
assistance shall include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by
the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and
respond to any emergent needs.
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2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the

effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the

criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 GFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children. Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. The Regional Doorways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11,
above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:
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2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use
disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact to the date clients first received substance use disorder
treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other than .Evaluation in
Section 2.5.3 through 2.5.7.

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service for all the
services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or
through a closed-loop referral to a community provider. Other potential sources
for payment include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client'record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on-going
treatment services and at discharge.
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2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.6.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract: If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level

of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract.

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 through 2.5.6, above, that
address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's
admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in
Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion).

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, this is something that needs to be completed within
a stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions:

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;
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2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessment.

I

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals, objectives, and
interventions in the client's treatment plan by completing encounter
notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client,
including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
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in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization, Doorway, third party
insurance, or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged
with the client, including but not limited to the Department's
Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF),
probation/parole, and the Doorways as applicable and
allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part
2. '

2.8.4.2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the client
refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4.1
through 2.8.4.1.7, above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans
for all Services in Section 2.3, that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are
in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or
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2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that include;

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co>
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
Intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services using evidence based practices as
demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or
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2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series7namesTIP-Series-Treatment-
I mprovement-Protocols-TI PS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series7namesTechnical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumbersl

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products:

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLine; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities
at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.
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2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside
of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside
of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking
area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the discretion of the
Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential: or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or
recovery support services within their scope of practice.
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3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed
the required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and
Other Drug Use Providers. Board of Mental Health Practice or
Board of Psychology and are working to accumulate the work
experience required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may
deliver any clinical or recovery support services within their scope
of knowledge provided that they are under the direct supervision
of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who
are working to accumulate the work experience required for
certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case
management and other recovery support services within their
scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress:

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice, available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-Counseling-
Competencies/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
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confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student intems to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV),
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually
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transmitted diseases (STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the
Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Web Information Technology

4.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.

4.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

4.3. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in Section 4.2

4.3.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

4.3.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

4.4. Any client who cannot receive services under this contract pursuant to Section 4.3 shall
be assisted in finding alternative payers for the required services.

4.5. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

4.6. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

5. Reporting

5.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

5.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

5.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

5.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

5.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 5.1.1.2.

5.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 5.1.1.1 through 5.1.1.4 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

5.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

5.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

5.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical
or mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:
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5.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

5.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

5.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

5.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

5.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

5.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

5.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

5.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

5.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

5.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

5.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows;

5.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual
who is receiving services under this contract;

5.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

5.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

5.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the indivldual(s)
involved in the event;

5.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

5.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant
information, as well as the identification of any other
individuals involved;

5.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

5.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

5.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://\www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-

i  form.pdf to the bureau

5.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form In Section 5.1.6. above shall be reported to the Department, in
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writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department:
and

5.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 5.1.6.3above If
required by the department; and

5.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 5.1.6.3. above, as applicable, to other
agencies as required by law.

6. Quality Improvement

6.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

6.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

6.1.2. Participation in site visits

6.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

6.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

6.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

6.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

6.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract period
that has elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between
expended funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor
shall notify the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for
correcting the discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the
Department.

7. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

7.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a
budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

7.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

7.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered
by the unrestricted cash on hand.

Grafton County DOC and Alternative Sentencing Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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7.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments
divided by total operating expenditures, less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments on
debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-term
investments as used above shall mature within three (3) months
and should not include common stock.

7.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash
and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty
(30) calendar days with no variance allowed.

7.1.2. Current Ratio:

7.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets
available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

7.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

7.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum
current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

7.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

7.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

7.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

7.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense
plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service
(principal and interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

7.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal
and interest).

7.1.3.5. Perfonnance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

7.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

7.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

7.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

7.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by
total assets.

7.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

7.1.4.5. Perfonnance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

7.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
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the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

7.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

7.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

7.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

7.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff
to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

7.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 7.2.1
and/or 7.2.2 have not been met.

7.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

7.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department.
The Contractor shall provide requested information In a timeframe
agreed upon by both parties.

7.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

7.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the acaual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

8. Performance Measures

The following perfomiance measures are required for client services rendered from all sources
of funds.

8.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 8.2 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

8.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

8.2.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;
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8.2.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

8.2.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

8.2.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days;

8.2.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

8.2.6. National Outcome, Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

8.2.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

8.2.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in
school at date of last service compared to first service

8.2.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past
30 days from date of first service to date of last sen/ice

8.2.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first sen/ice

8.2.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first
service

9. Contract Compliance Audits

9.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

9.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;

9.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

9.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

9.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

9.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA
#93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Amendment #2,
Scope of Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through
this contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for
services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited
to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than
the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly
and quarterly reporting.

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or
copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor
must seek reimbursement from the State for that deductible based on the

sliding fee scale and not to exceed $4,000 per client per treatment episode.
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3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as
the client's nnonthly household income being less than the
deductible plus the Federally defined monthly cost of living
(COL).

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4.643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly
COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates
to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity
that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in
calculating the amount to charge the Department for services delivered as
part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the
clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's
admittance into the program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

Grafton County DOC and Alternative Sentencing Exhibit B, Amendment #2
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5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, when the insurers' rates meet or are lower
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #2,
Section 6, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates
that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full amount of the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table Third: If, any portion of the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table remains unpaid, after the
Contractor charges the client's insurer (if applicable) and the client, the
Contractor shall charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private insurer and
the amount paid by the client).

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer (if applicable) and
the client, the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance (the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by
private insurer and the amount paid by the client), unless the client's copay
or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed
the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied by the
corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Section 6
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial

resources necessary for initial entry into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and
counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions
including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts.
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5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service exceeds the Contract Rate
stated in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the
parties in the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer,
client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the
Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a timeframe
agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying
the error.

6. Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
6.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who have been
admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after
billing other public and private insurance.

6.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to a
client prior to admission.

6.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the
service is authorized by the Department.

7. Sliding Fee Scale

7.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit
B, Amendment #2, Section 5 above.

7.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%
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Percentage of Client's Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table to

Charge the Client

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

7.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

8. Submitting Charges for Payment

8.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information
Technology System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee
Table. The Contractor shall:

8.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

8.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter
notes are ready for review.

8.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and
notify the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for
review.

8.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for
the billing month.

8.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

8.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days
of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

8.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under
this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed
through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an
alternative process for submitting invoices.
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9. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

10. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

11. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

12. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit
to the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior
invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

13. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment

(SAPT) Block Grant funds:

13.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

13.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to:

13.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse
services.

13.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or
correctional institutions of the State.

13.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV) unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test
counseling.

13.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the
distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug
abusers.

13.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
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impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 (JSC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part
54a, 45 CFR Part 96. Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the Public
Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are applicable
to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be
expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious instruction, or proselytization. If an organization
conducts such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or
location, from the programs or services for which it receives funds
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government
under any applicable program, and participation must be
voluntary for the program beneficiaries.
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CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

I, Linda D. Lauer. do hereby certify that:
{Name of the elected Officer of the Agency; cannot be contract signatory)

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of Grafton Countv
(Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Commissioners of

the Agency duly held on Mav 28. 2019:
(Date)

RESOLVED: That the Countv Administrator
(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revisions,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the 28th dav of Mav ^ 2019.
(Date Contract Signed)

4 . Julie L Libbv is the duly appointed Countv Administrator
(Name of Contract Signatory) (Title of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

(Signature of the Elected Officer)

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

County of Grafton

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 28'" day of May. 2019.

By Linda D. Lauer .
,• , (Name of Elected Officer of the Agency)

Q ■ G^(uiuiL
.  - ■ '(Notary Public/Justice of the Peace)

V V . \

-.(NOTARY'SET^L)
V  LESLIE A. lACKIE, Notoiy PubOo

,  .vly Commission ExpirM Ootober 3,2023
Commission Expires:



Prime;f
NH Public Ritl Manogemeni Eicbonge CERTIFICATE OF COVERAGE

The New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (Primex^) is organized under the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 5-B.
Pooled Risk Management Programs. In accordance with those statutes, its Trust Agreement and bylaws. Primex' is authorized to provide pooled risk
management programs established for the benefit of political subdivisions in the State of New Hampshire.

Each member of Primex' is entitled to the categories of coverage set forth below. In addition. Primex^ may extend the same coverage to non-members.
However, any coverage extended to a non-member is subject to all of the terms, conditions, exclusions, amendments, rules, policies and procedures
that are applicable to the members of Primex^. including but not limited to the final and binding resolution of all claims and coverage disputes before the
Primex^ Board of Trustees. The Additional Covered Party's per occurrence limit shall be deemed included in the Member's per occurrence limit, and
therefore shall reduce the Memtrer's limit of liability as set forth by the Coverage Documents and Declarations. The limit shown may have been reduced
by claims paid on behalf of the member. General Liability coverage is limited to Coverage A (Personal Injury Liability) and Coverage B (Property
Damage Liability) only. Coverage's C (Public Officials Errors and Omissions). D (Unfair Employment Practices). E (Employee Benefit Liability) and F
(Educator's Legal Liability Claims-Made Coverage) are excluded from this provision of coverage.

The k>elow named entity Is a member in good standing of the New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange. The coverage provided may.
however, be revised at any time by the actions of Primex^. As of the date this certificate is issued, the information set out below accurately reflects the
categories of coverage established for the current coverage year.

This Certificate is issued as a matter of information only and confers no rights upon the certiricate holder. This certificate does not amend, extend, or
alter the coverage afforded by the coverage categories listed below.

Pertlcipetlng Member Member Number:

Grafton County 603
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
Box#1

North Haverhill, NH 03774

Compar^y Affordlrig Coverage:

NH Public Risk Management Exchange - Primex^
Bow Brook Place

46 Donovan Street

Concord. NH 03301-2624

V  •• f-.;-Type or Coverage. ' " ''i;- • ■EffecVvm Dete'
' fni'm/dd/wwi '

ExplrmOon pete
'  /mm/dd/vwvl • l/mtts-NH Statutory Llrnlts May Apply,.if Not:

X General Liability (Occurrence Form)
Professional Liability (describe)

7/1/2019 7/1/2020 Each Occurrence S 5.000,000
General Aggregate $ 5.000.000

O Ma^' □ Occurrence Fire Damage (Any one
fire)

Med Exp (Any one person)

Au
De

tomobile Liability
ductibie Comp and Coil:

Any auto

Combined Single Limit
(Each Aecklant)

Aggregate

X Workers' Compensation & Employers' Liability 7/1/2019 7/1/2020 X  Statutory $2,000,000

Each Accident $2,000,000

Disease — Each Emptoyaa

Disease - Policy Umlt

Property (Special Risk Includes Fire and Theft) Blanket Limit, Replacement
Cost (unless otherwise stated)

Description: Proof of Primex Member coverage only.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER: Additional Covered Party Loss Payee Primex' - NH Public Risk Management Exchange

By; Sebt Pmettt

Date: 5/28/2019 mpurcell@)nhprimex.orgState of NH, Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant St
Concord, NH 03301

Please direc;t inquires to:
Primex' Claims/Coverage Services

603-225-2641 phone
603-228-3833 fax



Grafton County Department of Corrections
3787 Dartmouth College Highway ~ North Haverhill, NH 03774

Phone (603)787-6767 - Fax (603)787-6011

Mission Statement

The mission of the Grafton County Department of Corrections is to contribute to public safety by
maintaining a balanced correctional system of institutional and community programs that provide a range of

control and rehabilitative options for criminal offenders and those offenders awaiting trial.

Guiding Operational Philosophy

• We shall demonstrate the highest ethical and professional standards in all our operations

• We shall maintain appropriate safe, secure, and humane correctional environments while providing
supervision, control, and rehabilitative opportunities for offenders

• We are accountable to the public for our operations and shall maintain cooperation and open

communications with law enforcement agencies, governmental entities, and members of the

community

• We are accountable to each other in the application of our mission and shall commit to operating

as a TEAM first - ensuring the safety and security of those in our custody, our co-workers,

volunteers, and members of the public



Grafton County Alternative Sentencing

Mission Statement- Grafton County Alternative Sentencing Program seeks to provide an
effective and meaningful alternative to the traditional criminal justice system- for first
time offenders and for individuals with a mental illness and/or addiction
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ACCOUNTANTS • AUDITORS

Heath

121 River Front Drive

Manchester, NH 03102

(603)669-6130
meiansonheath.com

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

Additional Offices;

Nashua. NH

Andover, MA

Greenfield, MA

Ellsworth, ME

To the Board of Commissioners

County of Grafton, New Hampshire

Report on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activ
ities. the major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the County of
Grafton, New Hampshire (the "County"), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2018,
and the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the
County of Grafton, New Hampshire's basic financial statements as listed in the Table
of Contents.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

The County's management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation
of these financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design, implementation,
and maintenance of intemal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.

Auditors' Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our
audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America and the standards applicable to financial
audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements

are free of material misstatement.



An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditors' judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assess
ments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and
fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such
opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies
used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinions.

Opinions

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activities, the
major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the County of Graflon,
New Hampshire, as of June 30, 2018, and the respective changes in financial position,
and the respective budgetary comparison for the General Fund for the year then ended
in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.

Other Matters

Required Supplementary Information

Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that
Management's Discussion and Analysis and certain pension and OPEB schedules be
presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although
not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial
reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational,
economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the
required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management
about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the information for
consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financial
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial
statements. We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the infor
mation because the limited procedures do not provide us with evidence sufficient to
express an opinion or provide any assurance.



other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report
dated October 26, 2018 on our consideration of the County's internal control over
financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that
report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial
reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion
on the effectiveness of the County's intemal control over financial reporting or on
compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards in considering the County's internal control over
financial reporting and compliance.

October 26, 2018



MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

As management of the County of Graflon, New Hampshire, we offer readers this
narrative overview and analysis of the financial activities of the County for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 2018.

A. OVERVIEW OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

This discussion and analysis is intended to serve as an introduction to the basic
financial statements. The basic finandai statements are comprised of three compo
nents: (1) government-wide financial statements, (2) fund financial statements,
and (3) notes to finandai statements. This report also contains other required supple
mentary information in addition to the basic financial statements themselves.

Government-wide financial statements. The government-wide financial state
ments are designed to provide readers with a broad overview of our finances in
a manner similar to a private-sector business.

The Statement of Net Position presents information on all assets, liabilities, and
deferred outflows/inflows of resources, with the difference reported as net position.
Over time, increases or decreases in net position may serve as a useful indicator
of whether the financial position is improving or deteriorating.

The Statement of Activities presents information showing how the County's net
position changed during the most recent fiscal year. All changes in net position are
reported as soon as the underlying event giving rise to the change occurs,
regardless of the timing of related cash flows. Thus, revenues and expenses
are reported in this statement for some items that will only result in cash flows
in future fiscal periods.

Fund financial statements. A fund is a grouping of related accounts that is used
to maintain control over resources that have been segregated for specific activities
or objectives. Fund accounting is used to ensure and demonstrate compliance with
finance-related legal requirements. The County's funds are reported in two
categories: govemmental funds and fiduciary funds.

Governmental funds. Govemmental funds are used to account for essentially the
same functions reported as govemmental activities in the government-wide
financial statements. However, unlike the govemment-wide financial statements,
governmental fund financial statements focus on near-term inflows and outflows
of spendable resources, as well as on balances of spendable resources available
at the end of the fiscal year. Such information may be useful in evaluating the
County's near-term financing requirements.

Because the focus of govemmental funds is narrower than that of the govemment-
wide financial statements, it is useful to compare the information presented for



governmental funds with similar information presented for governmental activities
in the government-wide financial statements. By doing so, readers may better
understand the long-term impact of the County's near-term financing decisions.
Reconciliations are provided to facilitate the comparison between governmental
funds and governmental activities.

An annual appropriated budget is adopted for the General Fund. A budgetary
comparison statement has been provided in order to demonstrate compliance with
this budget.

Fiduciary funds. Fiduciary funds are used to account for resources held for the
benefit of parties outside the County. Fiduciary funds are not reflected in the
government-wide financial statements because the resources of those funds are
not available to support County programs.

Notes to financial statements. The notes provide additional information that is
essential to a full understanding of the data provided in the government-wide and
fund financial statements.

Other information. In addition to the basic financial statements and accompany
ing notes, this report also presents certain required supplementary information
which is required to be disclosed by accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America.

B. FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

• As of the close of the current fiscal year, the total of liabilities and deferred
inflows exceeded assets and deferred outflows by $(20,785,120) (i.e., net posi
tion), a change of $(2,807,848) in comparison to the prior year.

• As of the close of the current fiscal year, govemmental funds reported combined
ending fund balances of $4,240,113, a change of $600,278 in comparison to
the prior year.

• At the end of the current fiscal year, the fund balance for the General Fund
was $4,193,736, a change of $600,007 in comparison to the prior year.

C. GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

The following is a summary of condensed government-wide financial data for the
current and prior fiscal years.



NET POSITION

Current assets

Noncurrent assets

Total assets

Deferred outflows of resources

Current liabilities

Noncurrent liabilities

Total liabilities

Defered inflows of resources

Net position;
Net investment in capital assets

Restricted

Unrestricted

Total net position

Govemmental

Activities

2018

$  7,870.006 $
47,670,360

55,540,366

11,471,380

7,749,803
79.389,701

87,139,504

657,362

21,544,485

46,377

(42,375,982)

$  (20.785.120)

2017

6,526,359

48,941,905

55,468,264

10,639,636

6.982,473

67,743.530

74,726,003

358,695

20.266,951

46,106

(29,289,855)

$  (8,976,798)

CHANGE IN NET POSFTION

Revenues:

Program revenues:
Charges for services

Operating grants and
contributions

General revenues:

County taxes
Investment Income

Miscellaneous

Loss on disposals

Total revenues

Govemmental

Activities

2018 2017

$  16,777,412 $ 15,935,281

1,581,700

25,077,129

70,225

793,311

(2.412)

44,297,365

1,378,525

23,985,628

35,511

706,319

(7,165)

42,034,099

(continued)



(continued)
CHANGE IN NET POSfTION

Govemmental

Activities

Net position - beginning of year, as restated for
GASB 75 *

Net position - end of year

(17,977.272)

2018 2017

xpenses;

General government 6,455,354 5,954,303

Public safety 3,429,982 2,819,862

Corrections 7,300,873 6.840.275

County farm 647,505 667,093

Human sen/ices 7.525.023 7,492,436

Cooperative extension 458,007 403,363

Economic development 1,340,874 825,825

Nursing home 18.914,901 17,068,312

Interest expense 1,032,694 906,526

Other - 200.706

Total expenses 47.105.213 43,178,701

Change in net position (2,807,848) (1.144.602)

(7,832,196)

$  (20.785,120) $ (8.976.798)

* Net position reported above for fiscal year 2017 was not restated to reflect the
implementation of GASB 75, as the County applied GASB 75 prospectively.

As noted earlier, net position may serve over time as a useful indicator of the
County's financial position. At the close of the most recent fiscal year, total net
position was $(20,785,120), a change of $(2,807,848) from the prior year.

The largest portion of net position, $21,544,485, reflects our investment in capital
assets (e.g., land, land improvements, buildings and improvements, and equip
ment and vehicles), less any related debt used to acquire those assets that is still
outstanding. These capital assets are used to provide services to citizens;
consequently, these assets are not available for future spending. Although the
investment in capital assets is reported net of related debt, it should be noted that
the resources needed to repay this debt must be provided from other sources,
since the capital assets themselves cannot be used to liquidate these liabilities.

An additional portion of net position, $46,377, represents resources that are sub
ject to external restrictions on how they may be used. The remaining balance of
net position is in a deficit, primarily a result of the implementation of GASB 68 and
GASB 75 related to the net pension liability and the net OPEB liability.



Governmental activities. Governmental activities for the year resulted in a
change in net position of $(2,807,848). Key elements of this change are as follows:

Govemmental funds operating results
Purchase of capital assets
Loss on disposals of capital assets
Principal debt service in excess of depreciation
expense

Change in accrued interest liability
Change in compensated absence liability
Change in net pension liability and related deferrals
Change In net OPEB liability and related deferrals

Total

$ 600,278
398,901

(8.974)

887,608

24,305

(121,287)
(891,659)

(3.697,020)

(2,807,848)

D. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE COUNTY'S FUNDS

As noted earlier, fund accounting is used to ensure and demonstrate compliance
with finance-related legal requirements.

Govemmental funds. The focus of govemmental funds is to provide information
on near-term inflows, outflows, and balances of spendable resources. Such
information is useful in assessing financing requirements. In particular, unassigned
fund balance may serve as a useful measure of the County's net resources
available for spending at the end of the fiscal year.

As of the end of the current fiscal year, govemmental funds reported combined
ending fund balances of $4,240,113, a change of $600,678 in comparison to the
prior year. Key elements of this change are as follows:

General Fund operating results
Nonmajor Govemmental Funds operating results

Total

$ 600,007

271

$  600,278

The General Fund is the chief operating fund. At the end of the current fiscal year,
unassigned fund balance of the General Fund was $2,272,580, while total fund
balance was $4,193,736. As a measure of the General Fund's liquidity, it may be
useful to compare both unassigned fund balance and total fund balance to total
budgeted expenditures. Refer to the table below.

General Fund

Unassigned fund balance
Total fund balance

6/30/18

$  2,272,580
$  4,193,736

6/30/17

1,619,257

3,593,729

Change

653,323

600,007

Percentage of
Total Budgeted
Exoenditures

5.3%

9.9%

8



Included in the General Fund are the County's Delegation-voted reserve funds with
the following balances:

Nursing Home Reserve
Dispatch Capital Reserve

Total

6/30/18

$  59,306

158,110

6/30/17

$  110,581

153,401

.$ 217,416 $ 263,982

Change

(51,275)

4,709

(46,566)

E. BUDGETARY HIGHLIGHTS

Differences between the original budget and the final budget resulted In an overall
increase in appropriations of $87,648. This change relates to a use of prior year
reserves (fund balance) for various purposes.

The total fund balance of all funds changed by $600,278 during the current fiscal
year. Key factors in this change are as follows:

Revenues in excess of budget

Expenditures less than appropriations

Budgetary results

Nonmajor governmental funds operating results
Use of fund balance - reduce taxes

Transfer to reserve funds

Use of reserves and restricted funds

GAAP basis results

$  901,398
892,226

1,793,624

271

(1,030,000)

84,000

(247.617)

$  600,278

F. CAPITAL ASSETS AND DEBT

Capital assets. Total Investment in capital assets for governmental activities at
year-end amounted to $47,670,360 (net of accumulated depreciation). This invest
ment In capital assets includes land, land Improvements, buildings and improve
ments, and equipment and vehicles.

Additional information on capital assets can be found In the notes to financial
statements.

Long-term debt. At the end of the current fiscal year, total bonded debt out
standing was $28,209,138, all of which was backed by the full faith and credit of the
County.

Additional Information on long-term debt can be found In the Notes to Financial
Statements.



REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

This financial report is designed to provide a general overview of the County of
Grafton, New Hampshire's finances for all those with an interest in the County's
finances. Questions concerning any of the information provided in this report or
requests for additional financial information should be addressed to:

County of Grafton, New Hampshire

3855 Dartmouth College Highway

North Haverhill, New Hampshire 03774

10



COUNTY OF GRAFTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE

STATEMENT OF NET POSITION

JUNE 30, 2018

ASSETS AND DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Current:

CesO and short-term investments

Restricted cash

Accounts receivat)te, net of allowances

Inventory
Other assets

Total Current Assets

Noncunenl:

CapftsI Assets:

Land

Capital assets, net of accumulated depredation

Total Noncurrent Assets

TOTAL ASSETS

DEFERRED OLfTFLOWS OF RESOURCES:

Related to pension
Related to OPEB

Loss on t>ond refunding

Total Oefened Outflows of Resources

TOTAL ASSETS AND DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Governmental

Activities

5,508,956
403,027

1,547,089
363,434

47,500

7,870,008

214,190

47,456,170

55,540,366

5,055,745

4.317,490

2.098.145

11,471,360

67,011,748

LIABILITIES AND DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Current:

Accounts payat>le

Accrued expenses
Other liabilities

Accrued Interest

Current portion of noncurrent liabliities:

Bor>ds payable

Capital lease payable
Compensated absences

Total Cunent Uablltties

Noncurrent

BorxJs payable, net of current portion

Compensated absences

Net pension liability
Net OPEB liability

Total Noncurrent Liabilities

TOTAL LIABILITIES

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES:

Related to pension
Related to OPEB

Total Deferred Inflows of Resources

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES

NET POSITION

Net Investment in capital assets

Restricted fer grants and other statutory restrictions
Unrestricted

TOTAL NET POSITION

3,069,631

527,246
33,016

424,545

2,654,581

14,862
1,025,902

7,749,803

25,554,557

471,109
25,686,764
27,697,271

79,389,701

87,139,504

653,543
3,819

657,382

87,796,866

21,544.485

48,377

(42.375.982)

S  (20,785,120)

Tbe accompanying notes are an integral part of these finandal statements.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2018

Governmental Activities:

General govemment
Public safety
Corrections

County farm
Human services

Cooperative extension

Economic development

Nursing home

Interest expense

Expenses

6,455,354

3,429,982

7.300.873

647,505

7,525,023

458,007

1.340.874

18,914,901

1,032,694

Program Revenues

Charges for

Services

$  1,155,018

1,313,935

9,628
481,299

5,000

13,812,532

Operating

Grants and

Contributions

$  79,823

211,003

1,290,874

Total Governmental Activities $ 47,105,213 $ 16,777,412 $ 1,581,700

General Revenues:

County taxes

Investment income

Miscellaneous

Loss on disposals

Total general revenues

Change In Net Position

Net (Expenses)
Revenues and

Change in Net Position

Govemmental

Activities

(5,220,513)
(2,116,047)
(7,080,242)
(166,206)

(7,525,023)
(453,007)

(50,000)
(5,102,369)
(1,032,694)

(28,746,101)

25,077,129

70,225

793,311

(2,412)

25,938,253

(2,807,848)

Net Position:

Beginning of year, as restated for GASB 75 (17,977,272)

End of year $  (20,785,120)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of ̂ ese financial statements.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

BALANCE SHEET

JUNE 30. 2018

ASSETS

Cash and short-term investments

Restricted cash

Accounts receivable, net of allowances

Inventory

Other assets

TOTALASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

Liabilities:

Accounts payable

Accrued expenses

Other liabilities

Total Llabilides

General

Fund

S 5,298,191

403,027

1,547,089

363,434

47,500

$ 7,659,241

$ 2,905,243

527,246

33,016

3,465,505

Nonmajor
Governmental

Funds

$  210,765

$  210,765

$  164,388

164,388

Total

Governmental

Funds

$  5,508,956

403,027

1,547,089

363,434

47,500

$  7,870,006

$  3,069,631

527,246

33,016

3,629,893

Fund Balances:

Nonspendable

Restricted

Committed

Assigned

Unassigned

Total Fund Balances

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

363,434

174,740

217,416

1,165,566

2,272,580

4.193,736

$ 7,659,241

46,377

46,377

$  210,765

363,434

221,117

217,416

1,165,566

2,272,580

4,240,113

$  7,870,006

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND

BALANCES TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL

ACTIVITIES IN THE STATEMENT OF NET POSITION

JUNE 30. 2018

Total governmental fund balances $ 4,240,113

* Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources and,
therefore, are not reported in the funds. 47,670,360

* Loss on debt refunding is deferred and amortized over the remaining life of the
reissued debt. 2,098,145

*  In the Statement of Activities, interest is accrued on outstanding long-term debt,

whereas in governmental funds interest is not reported until due. (424,545)

* Long-term liabilities not due and payable in the current period and, therefore, are
not reported in the governmental funds:

Bonds payable (28,209,138)

Capital lease payable (14,882)

Compensated absences (1,497,011)

Net pension liability and related deferred outflows/inflows of resources (21,264,562)

Net OPEB liability and related deferred outflows/inflows of resources (23,383,600)

Net position of governmental activities $ (20,785,120)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES. AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2018

Revenues:

County taxes

Nursing home

Charges for services
Intergovemmental
Investment income

Miscellaneous

Total Revenues

Expenditures:

Current:

General govemment

Public safety

Corrections

County farm
Human services

Cooperative extension

Economic development

Nursing home

Capital outlay

Debt service:

Principal

Interest

Total Expenditures

Change in fund balance

Fund Balance, at Beginning of Year

Fund Balance, at End of Year

General

Fund

25.077.129

13.812.532

2.961,813

290,826

70.225

755,125

42.967,650

5.164.122

2,777,729

5,525,230

575.352

7,496,824

387,498

50,000

16,389,177

474,712

2,470.000

1,056,999

42,367,643

600,007

3,593,729

Nonmajor

Govemmental

Funds

9,628

1,290,874

3,473

1,303,975

3,386

9,444

1,290,874

1,303,704

271

46,106

Total

Govemmental

Funds

25,077,129

13,812,532

2,971,441

1,581,700

70,225

758,598

44,271,625

5,167,508

2,777,729

5,534,674

575,352

7,496,824

387,498

1,340,874

16,389,177

474,712

2,470,000

1,056,999

43,671,347

600,278

3,639,835

$  4.193,736 $ 46,377 $ 4,240,113

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE

RECONCILIATION OF THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES,

EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES OF
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS TO THE STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2018

Change In fund balances • governmental funds

* Governmental ftjnds report capital asset purchases as expenditures. However, In
the Statement of Activities the cost of those assets Is allocated over their estimated

useful lives and reported as depreciation expense:

Capital outlay

Loss on disposals

Depreciation

* The Issuance of long-term debt provides curent financial resources to
govemmental funds, while the repayment of the principal of long-term debt
consumes the financial resources of govemmental funds. Neither transaction,
however, has any effect on net position;

Repayments of bonds payable

Amortization of bond premium

Amortization of loss on bond refunding

Repayments of capital lease payable

*  In the Statement of Activities, interest is accrued on outstanding long-term debt,
whereas in govemmental funds interest is not reported until due.

* Some expenses reported in the Statement of Activities do not require the use of
cument financial resources and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures In the
govemmental hinds:

Compensated absences

Net pension liability and related deferred outflows/inflows of resources

Net OPEB liability and related deferred outflows/inflows of resources

Change In net position of governmentai activities

600,278

398,901

(8,974)

(1,661,471)

2,470,000

184,581

(149,868)

44,366

24,305

(121,287)

(891,659)

(3,697,020)

$  (2,807,848)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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COUKTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

GENERAL FUND

STATEI^T OF REVENUES AND OTHER SOURCES, AND EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016

BudoMxl Amounta

R«v«nuM:

County iMM
NuMnghome

ChBiyM (or urvlCM
inurgovommefital
InvMtmont fawonw

MiacaBanooua

Total Ravwuea

ExpondlturM:
Curnat:

Ganora) govemmwit
PubtcsofBty
Comedont

County farm
Human aarvlcM

Cooparatlva axtanaion
Economte davalopmant
Nursing home

Capital outoy
DaMswvfca:

Prbtdpsl
IntaraM

Total Expendlturas

Excaas (dafldatKy) of ravanuaa over
expenditures before other Rnattcing aourcss (uses)

Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Use of fund balance • reduce taxes

Use of fund balance • prior year reserves
Transfer to reserve funds

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Excess of revenues and other

sources over sxpendlturas and other uses

Original

Budget

S  25.077.129
13,134.579

2,966,061
315,158
26,600

546,525

42,066.252

5,416,512
3,107,616
5,860,410
597,639

7,634,035

366,463
50,000

16,096,439
330,501

2,470,000
1,059,214

43,012,252

(946,000)

1,030,000

946,000

From Prior

Years' Apprond

Transfers

37,256

7,314

1,100

36,963
4,995

67,646

(67,646)

67,646

(3,500)
(156,000)

(113,605)

271,605

3,500

67.646

$  S

Final

Budoel

25,0n,129
13,134,579
2,966,061
315,156
26,800

546.525

42,066,252

5,453,766
3,111,633

5,703,510
597,639

7,520,430
389,483
50,000

16,405,027

336,996

2,470,000
1,059,214

43,099,900

(1,033,646)

1,030.000
67.646

_J84£001

1.033,646

Actual

Amounts

(Budgetary

Bastsi

25,077,129
13,612,532

2,961,813
290,626
70,225

755.125

42,967,650

5,164,122

2,777,729
5,525,230
575,352

7,496,824

367,496
50,000

16,369,177

314,743

2,470,000
1,056,999

42.207,674

759,976

1,030,000
67,646

_J64£001

1.033.648

S  1,793,624

Variance with

Final Budget
PoelUve

INeoattvel

677,953

(4,248)
(24,332)
43,425

206,600

901,398

289,646

333,904

176,260
22,467

23,606
1,965

15,650

24,253

2,215

692,226

1,793,624

The accompanyfng notes are an Intsgral part of these llnsndal statements.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE

FIDUCIARY FUNDS

STATEMENT OF FIDUCIARY NET POSITION

JUNE 30. 2010

ASSETS

Cash and short-term investments

TOTAL ASSETS

Agency
Funds

$  85,938

$  85,938

LIABILITIES

Due to others

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$  85,938

$  85,938

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHRIE

Notes to Financial Statements

1, Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

The account'ng policies of the County of Grafton, New Hampshire (the "County")
conform to Generally Accepted Accounting principles (GAAR) as applicable to
governmental units. The following is a summary of the more significant policies:

A. Reporting Entity

The County is a municipal corporation govemed by an elected Board of
Commissioners. As required by Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, these
financial statements present the County and applicable component units for
which the County is considered to be financially accountable. In fiscal year
2018, it was determined that no entities met the required GASB 14 (as
amended) criteria of component units.

B. Government-wide and Fund Financial Statements

Government-wide Financial Statements

The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the Statement of Net Position
and the Statement of Activities) report information on all of the nonfiduclary
activities of the County. The effect of interfund activity has been removed from
these statements.

The Statement of Activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct
expenses of a given function or segment are offset by program revenues. Direct
expenses are those that are clearly identifiable with a specific function or
segment. Program revenues include (1) charges to customers or applicants
who purchase, use, or directly benefit from goods, services, or privileges
provided by a given function or segment and (2) grants and contributions that
are restricted to meeting the operational or capital requirements of a particular
function or segment. Taxes and other items not properly included among program
revenues are reported instead as general revenues.

Fund Financial Statements

Separate financial statements are provided for governmental funds and
fiduciary funds, even though the latter is excluded from the government-wide
financial statements. Major individual governmental funds are reported as
separate columns in the fund financial statements.
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C. Measurement Focus. Basis of Accounting, and Financial Statement
Presentation

Government-wide Financial Statements

The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic
resources measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues
are recorded when earned and expenses are recorded when a liability is
incurred, regardless of the timing of related cash flows. Grants and similar items
are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements Imposed by
the provider have been met. The effect of interfund activity has been eliminated
from the government-wide financial statements.

Fund Financial Statements

Govemmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial
resources measurement focus and the modi^ed accrual basis of accounting.
Revenues are recognized as soon as they are both measurable and available.
Revenues are considered to be available when they are collectible within the
current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period.
Generally, all other revenue items are considered to be measurable and
available only when cash is received by the County. Expenditures generally are
recorded when a liability is incurred, as under accrual accounting. However,
certain expenditures, such as debt service, compensated absences, claims
and judgments, and pension and OPEB are recorded as expenditures only
when they are due.

Maior Governmental Funds

^ The General Fund is the County's primary operating fund. It accounts for all
financial resources of the County, except those required to be accounted
for in another fund.

Nonmaior Govemmental Funds

Nonmajor governmental funds include special revenue funds that account
for grants.

Fiduciary Funds

Fiduciary funds are reported using the economic resources measurement
focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Under this method, revenues
are recognized when earned and expenses are recorded when liabilities are
incurred. Agency funds are categorized as fiduciary funds and used to
account for funds held by the County on behalf of others (e.g., inmate funds
and patient funds).
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D. Cash and Short-Term Investments

Cash balances from all funds, except those required to be segregated by law.
are combined to form a consolidation of cash. Cash balances are invested to

the extent available, and interest earnings are recognized in the General Fund.
Certain special revenue and fiduciary funds segregate cash, and investment
earnings become a part of those funds.

Deposits with financial Institutions consist primarily of demand deposits. A cash
and investment pool is maintained that is available for use by all funds. Each
fund's portion of this pool is reflected on the combined financial statements
under the caption "cash and short-term investments". The interest earnings
attributable to each fund type are included under investment income.

E. Inventory

Inventory is valued at cost using the first-in/first-out (FIFO) method. Inventory
includes dietary, housekeeping, and supplies for use at the nursing home,
maintenance supplies, and corrections supplies.

F. Capital Assets

Capital assets, which include land, land improvements, buildings and
improvements, and equipment and vehicles, are reported in the government-
wide financial statements. Capital assets are defined by the County as assets
with a grouped cost of more than $500 for assets acquired for use in the
Nursing Home, and $5,000 for all other assets, and an estimated useful life in
excess of three years. Such assets are recorded at historical cost or estimated
historical cost if purchased or constructed. Donated capital assets are recorded
at acquisition value at the date of donation.

The costs of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of
the asset or materially extend assets' lives are not capitalized.

Major outlays for capital assets and improvements are capitalized as projects
are constructed. Interest incurred during the construction phase of capital
assets is included as part of the capitalized value of the assets constructed.

Capital assets are depreciated using the straight-line method over the following
estimated useful lives:

Assets Years

Land improvements 20

Buildings and improvements 20 • 40
Equipment and vehicles 3 - 20
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G. Compensated Absences

It is the County's policy to permit employees to accumulate earned but unused
vacation and sick pay benefits. All vested sick and vacation pay is accrued
when Incurred in the government-wide and fiduciary fund financial statements.
A liability for these amounts is reported in governmental funds only if they have
matured, for example, as a result of employee resignations and retirements.

H. Lona-Term Liabilities

In the government-wide financial statements, long-term debt and other long-term
obligations are reported as liabilities in the governmental activities Statement
of Net Position.

I. Fund Equity

Fund equity at the governmental fund financial reporting level is classified as
"fund balance". Fund equity for all other reporting is classified as "net position".

Fund Balance - Generally, fund balance represents the difference between
current assets/deferred outflows and current liabilities/deferred inflows. The

County reserves portions of fund balance that are legally segregated for a
specific future use or which do not represent available, spendable resources
and, therefore, are not available for appropriation or expenditure. Unassigned
fund balance indicates that portion of fund balance that is available for
appropriation in future periods.

When an expenditure is incurred that would qualify for payment from multiple
fund balance types, the County uses the following order to liquidate liabilities:
restricted, committed, assigned, and unassigned.

Net Position - Net position represents the difference between assets/ deferred
outflows and liabilities/deferred inflows. Net investment in capital assets
consists of capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation, reduced by the
outstanding balances of any borrowing used for the acquisition, construction,
or improvement of those assets. Net position is reported as restricted when
there are limitations imposed on use either through enabling legislation adopted
by the County or through external restrictions imposed by creditors, grantors,
or laws or regulations of other governments. The remaining net position is
reported as unrestricted.
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J. Fund Balance Policy

There is no rule or law in New Hampshire that governs the level of fund balance
for counties. However, by looking at other guidelines that exist and by
comparing the County to other counties in the state and in other states, the
County arrived at a policy that fits the County's needs and standards:

1) The NH Department of Revenue Administration recommends that
municipalities maintain a fund balance that represents between 5% and
10% of its total annual appropriations, including municipal, school, and
county obligations.

2) The Government Finance Officer Association recommends as a best
practice that "general-purpose governments, regardless of size, maintain
unrestricted fund balance in their General Fund of no less than two

months of regular General Fund operating revenues or regular General
Fund operating expenditures. Furthermore, a government's particular
situation often may require a level of unrestricted fund balance in the
General Fund significantly in excess of this recommended minimum
level. In any case, such measures should be applied within the context
of long-term forecasting, thereby avoiding the risk of placing too much
emphasis upon the level of unrestricted fund balance in the General
Fund at any one time". Two months of operating revenues for operations
funded by the General Fund for the County is approximately $7 million,
which is about 17% of budgeted appropriations.

Through this fund balance policy, the County will endeavor to achieve and
maintain an undesignated fund balance that is between 8% and 17% of its
annual budgeted appropriations, which represents one to two months of
operations.

K. Use of Estimates

The preparation of basic financial statements in conformity with Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosures for contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the basic financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenditures/expenses
during the fiscal year. Actual results could vary from estimates used.

2. Stewardship. Compliance, and Accountability

A. Budgetary Information

The County follows the following procedures for establishing the budgetary
data reflected in the basic financial statements:
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Prior to May 1st, County departments submit to the County Commissioners a
proposed tiudget for the fiscal year commencing the following July 1. The
budget includes proposed expenditures and the means of financing them.

Hearings are conducted by the County Commissioners prior to the County's
budget meeting to discuss the proposed budget.

The budget is legally enacted by the County Delegation prior to September
1st.

Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully expended at the
fiscal year-end are carried fonward as continued appropriations to the new
fiscal year in which they supplement the appropriations of that year.

The budgets for all departments and operations of the County are prepared
under the direction of the County Commissioners. Original appropriations
are acted upon by the County Delegation vote.

A copy of the budget is published in the Annual Report of the County
of Grafton, New Hampshire.

B. Budgetary Basis

The final appropriation appearing on the "Budget and Actual" page of the fund
financial statements represents the final amended budget after all reserve fund
and line item transfers.

C. Budaet/GAAP Reconciliation

The budgetary data for the General Fund is based upon accounting principles
that differ from Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). Therefore,
in addition to the GAAP basis financial statements, the results of operations are
presented in accordance with budgetary accounting principles to provide a
meaningful comparison to budgetary data.

The following is a summary of adjustments made to actual revenues and other
sources, and expenditures and other uses, to conform to the budgetary basis
of accounting.

Revenues Expenditures
and Other and Other

General Fund Financing Sources Financing Uses

Revenues/Expenditures - (GAAP Basis) $ 42,967,650 $ 42,367,643

To reverse unbudgeted use of Deeds

Surcharge restricted funds - (28,238)

To reverse use of reserve funds;

Nursing Home Reserve - (101,613)

Dispatch Capital Reserve - (30,118)

Budgetary Basis $^_42^967^65^
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Cash and Short-Term Investments

Custodial Credit Risk - Deposits. Custodial credit risk is the risk that in the event of a
bank failure, the County's deposits may not be returned to it. RSA29:1 limits deposits
as follows "deposit in any one bank shall not at any time exceed the sum of its paid-up
capital and surplus." The County does not have a deposit policy for custodial credit risk.

As of June 30, 2018, none of the County's bank balance was exposed to custodial
credit risk as uninsured or uncollateralized.

Restricted Cash

Restricted cash represents cash and cash equivalents where use is limited by legal
requirements. Within the General Fund, the restricted cash amount of $403,027 is
composed of amounts from the Nursing Home Capital Reserve, the Registry of
Deeds Surcharge Fund, the Dispatch Capital Reserve, and the Pandemic Fund.

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Contractual Allowances

The allowance for doubtful accounts for Nursing Home receivables has been
estimated at approximately $83,000 at June 30,2018. Nursing Home receivables are
also reported net of contractual allowances.

Capital Assets

Capital asset activity for the year ended June 30,2018 was as follows (in thousands):

Governmental Activities:

Capital assets, t)elng depreciated:

Beginning Ending
Balance Increases Decreases Balance

Land improvements

Buildings and Improvements
Equipment and vehicles

$  2,809 $

57,090

4,848

$

132

267

$

(144)

2,809

57,222
4,971

Total capita] assets, t>eing depreciated 64,747 399 (144) 65,002

Less accumulated depreciation for
Land improvements

Buildings and improvements
Equipment and vehicles

(1.043)

(11.846)
(3,130)

(45)
(1.219)

(398) 135

(1.088)

(13,065)
(3,393)

Total accumulated depreciation (16.019) (1.662) 135 (17,546)

Total capital assets, being depreciated, net 48,728 (1.263) (9) 47,456

Capital assets, not being depreciated:
Land 214 214

Total capital assets, not being depreciated 214 . . 214

Governmental activities capital assets, net $ 48,942 $ (1,263) S (9) $ 47,670
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Depreciation expense was charged to functions of the County as follows (in
thousands):

Governmental Activities:

General government $ 345
Public safety 180

Corrections 677

County larm 67
Nursing home 393

Total depreciation expense - govemmental activities $ 1,662

7. Deferred Outflows of Resources

Deferred outflows of resources represent the consumption of net position by the
County that is applicable to future reporting periods. Deferred outflows of resources
have a positive effect on net position, similar to assets. Deferred outflows of
resources related to pension and ORES, in accordance with GASB Statements No.
68 and No. 75, are more fully discussed in the corresponding pension and OREB
notes. Other deferred outflows of resources consist of loss on bond refunding.

8. Anticipation Notes Payable

At June 30, 2018, the County had no anticipation lines of credit available. The
following summarizes notes payable activity during fiscal year 2018:

Balance Balance

Issue Issue jnterest Beginning End
Purpose Amount Date Rate of Year Advances Repayments of Year

Tax anticipaUon $ 10,000,000 07/27/17 1.29% $ $ 6,250,000 $ (6,250,000) $

Total $ $ 6,250,000 $ (6,250,000) $

On August 23, 2018, the County issued a $10,000,000 tax anticipation note with a
maturity date of December 28, 2018 and an interest rate of 2.40%.

9. CaDltal Lease Obligations

The County is the lessee of certain equipment under capital leases expiring in fiscal
year 2019. Future minimum lease payments under the capital leases totaled
approximately $15,000 at June 30, 2018.

Equipment financed by capital leases totaling $174,942 is reported in capital assets
net of $102,769 accumulated depreciation.
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10. Long-Term Liabilities

General Obligation Bonds

The County issues general obligation bonds to provide funds for the acquisition and
construction of major capital facilities. General obligation bonds have been issued for
governmental activities. General obligation bonds currently outstanding are as
follows:

Amount

Serial Outstanding
Maturities Interest as of

Governmental Activities Throuah Rate/s^ % 6/30/18

Nursing Home Additions and Renovations 09/01/23 3.00 - 4.30% $ 3,625.000

Fire sprinkler system water tank 01/01/19 4.50 - 5.00% 95,000

Jail construction • 2010 12/01/20 3.00-4.00% 2,625,000

Jail construction - 2011 01/01/22 3.00-4.00% 3,100,000

2016 General Obligation Refunding bonds 07/01/31 2.50-5.00% 16,180.000

Total Govemmental Activities $ 25.625.000

Future Debt Service

The annual payments to retire all general obligation long-term debt outstanding as of
June 30, 2018 are as follows:

Prirxjipal Interest Total

2019 $ 2,470,000 $ 955,600 $ 3,425,600

2020 2,375,000 871,263 3,246,263

2021 2,375,000 783,381 3,158,381

2022 2,345,000 695,588 3,040,588

2023 2,350,000 596,363 2,946,363

2024 - 2028 8,105,000 2,013,950 10,118,950

2029 - 2032 5,605,000 472,250 6,077,250

Total $ 25,625,000 $ 6,388,395 $ 32,013,395

The General Fund has been designated as the source that will repay the general
obligation long-term debt outstanding as of June 30. 2018.
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Changes in General Lona-Term Liabilities

During the year ended June 30, 2018, the following changes occurred in long-term
liabilities (in thousands);

Equals
Total Total Less Lof>g-Temi

Balance Balance Current Portion

7/1/17 Additions Reductions 6/30/18 Portion 6/30/18

Governmental Activities

Bonds payat>le S 28,095 $ $  (2.470) $ 25,625 $  (2.470) $ 23,155
Bond premium 2,769 - (185) 2,584 (185) 2,399

SutXotal 30,664 - (2,655) 28,209 (2.655) 25,554

Capital lease payable 59 - (44) 15 (15) •

Compensated absences 1,376 121 - 1,497 (1,026) 471

Net pension liability 28,406 - (2,739) 25,667 - 25,667

Net OPEB liability 10,686 17,011 - 27,697 • 27,697

Totals $ 71,391 $ 17,132 $  (5,438) $ 83,085 $  (3,696) $ 79,389

On October 14, 2016. the County issued general obligation bonds in the amount of
$16,180,000 with a variable interest rate ranging from 2.50% to 5.00% to advance
refund $16,500,000 of term bonds with an interest rate of 3.00% to 4.75%. The term
bonds mature on December 1, 2030 and January 1, 2032 and are callable on
December 1, 2020 and January 1, 2022, respectively. The general obligation bonds
were issued at 3.00% and, after paying issuance costs of $200,706, the net proceeds
were $18,948,719. The net proceeds from the issuance of the general obligation
bonds were used to purchase U.S. government securities and those securities were
deposited in an irrevocable trust with an escrow agent to provide debt service
payments until the term bonds are called on December 1, 2020 and January 1, 2022,
respectively. The advance refunding met the requirements of an in-substance debt
defeasance and the term bonds were removed from the County's financial
statements.

As a result of the advance refunding, the County decreased its total debt service cash
flow requirements by $875,596, which resulted in an economic gain (difference
between the present value of the debt service payments on the old and new debt) of
$638,904.

Defeased debt still outstanding at June 30. 2018 is $16,500,000.

11. Deferred Inflows of Resources

Deferred inflows of resources are the acquisition of net position by the County that is
applicable to future reporting periods. Deferred inflows of resources have a negative
effect on net position, similar to liabilities. Deferred inflows of resources related to
pension and OPEB will be recognized as expense in future years and are more fully
described in the corresponding pension and OPEB notes.
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12. Governmental Funds - Balances

Fund balances are segregated to account for resources that are either not available
for expenditure in the future or are legally set aside for a specific future use.

The County has implemented GASB Statement No. 54 (GASB 54), Fund Balance
Reporting and Governmental Fund Type Definitions, which enhances the usefulness
of fund balance information by providing clearer fund balance classifications that can
be more consistently applied and by clarifying existing governmental fund type
definitions.

The following types of fund balances are reported at June 30, 2018:

Nonsoendable - Represents amounts that cannot be spent because they are either
(a) not in spendable form or (b) legally or contractually required to be maintained
intact. This fund balance classification includes General Fund reserves for prepaid
expenditures and nonmajor governmental fund reserves for the principal portion of
permanent trust funds.

Restricted - Represents amounts that are restricted to specific purposes by
constraints imposed by creditors, grantors, contributors, or laws or regulations of
other governments, or constraints imposed by law through constitutional provisions
or enabling legislation. This fund balance classification includes General Fund
encumbrances funded by bond issuances, various special revenue funds, and the
income portion of permanent trust funds.

Committed - Represents amounts that can only be used for specific purposes
pursuant to constraints imposed by formal action of the County's highest level of
decision-making authority. This fund balance classification includes General Fund
encumbrances for non-lapsing special article appropriations approved by the
Delegation and reserve funds.

Assigned - Represents amounts that are constrained by the County's intent to use
these resources for a specific purpose. This fund balance classification includes
General Fund encumbrances that have been established by County departments for
the expenditure of current year budgetary financial resources upon vendor
performance in the subsequent budgetary period, and surplus set aside to be used
in the subsequent year's budget.

Unassiqned - Represents amounts that are available to be spent in future periods
and deficit funds.
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The following is a summary of fund balances at June 30, 2018:

General

Fund

Nonmajor

Governmental

Funds

Nonspendable:

Inventory

Total Nonspendable

Restricted;

Deeds surcharge account

Unexpended grant funds

Total Restricted

Committed:

Delegation voted reserves:

Nursing Home Reserve

Dispatch Capital Reserve

Total Committed

Assigned:

Commissioner voted encumbrances

Use of fund balance in

subsequent year budget

Total Assigned

Unasslgned:

Remaining fund balance

Total Unasslgned

Total Fund Balances

$  363.434 $

363,434

174,740

174,740

59,306

158,110

217,416

115,566

1,050,000

1,165,566

2,272,580

2,272,580

46,377

46,377

Total

Governmental

Funds

$  363,434

363,434

174,740

46,377

221,117

59,306

158,110

217,416

115,566

1,050,000

1,165,566

2,272,580

2,272,580

$ 4,193,736 $ 46,377 $ 4,240,113

13. New Hampshire Retirement System (GASB 68)

The County follows the provisions of GASB Statement No. 68, Accounting and
Financial Reporting for Pensions - an amendment of GASB Statement No. 27, with
respect to the State of New Hampshire Retirement System (NHRS).

Plan Description

Full-time employees participate in the State of New Hampshire Retirement System,
a cost-sharing, multiple-employer defined benefit contributory pension plan and trust
established in 1967 by RSA 100-A:2 and qualified as a tax-exempt organization
under Section 401(a) and 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. The plan is a
contributory, defined benefit plan providing service, disability, death, and vested
retirement benefits to members and their beneficiaries. Substantially all full-time state
employees, public school teachers and administrators, permanent firefighters, and
permanent police officers within the State of New Hampshire are eligible and required
to participate in the system. Full-time employees of political subdivisions, including
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counties, municipalities, and school districts are also eligible to participate as a group
if the governing body of the political subdivision has elected participation.

The New Hampshire Retirement System, a Public Employees Retirement System
(PERS), is divided into two membership groups. State or local employees and teachers
belong to Group I. Police officers and firefighters belong to Group II. All assets are held
in a single trust and are available to each group. Additional information is disclosed in
the NHRS' annual report publicly available from the New Hampshire Retirement
System located at 54 Regional Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03301-8507.

Benefits Provided

Group 1 benefits are provided based on creditable service and average final salary
for the highest of either three or five years, depending on when service commenced.

Group II benefits are provided based on age, years of creditable service, and a benefit
multiplier depending on vesting status as of January 1, 2012. The maximum
retirement allowance for Group II members vested by January 1, 2012 (45 years of
age with 20 years of service or age 60 regardless of years of creditable service) is
the average final compensation multiplied by 2.5% multiplied by creditable service.
For Group II members not vested by January 1, 2012, the benefit is calculated the
same way but the multiplier used in the calculation will change depending on age and
years of creditable service, as follows;

Years of creditable service as of Minimum Minimum Benefit

Januarv 1. 2012 Age Service Multiolier

At least 3 but less than 10 years 46 21 2.4%

At least 6 but less than 8 years 47 22 2.3%

At least 4 but less than 6 years 48 12 2.2%

Less than 4 years 49 24 2.1%

Contributions

Plan members are required to contribute a percentage of their gross earnings to the
pension plan, for which the contribution rates are 7% for employees and 11.55% for
sheriffs deputies and correctional officers. The County makes annual contributions
to the pension plan equal to the amount required by Revised Statutes Annotated 100-
A:16, and range from 11.08% to 27.79% of covered compensation. The County's
contribution to NHRS for the year ended June 30, 2018 was $2,111,746, which was
equal to its annual required contribution.

Summarv of Sionificant Accountina Policies

For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows of resources
and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions, and pension expense,
information about the fiduciary net position of the NHRS and additions to/deductions
from NHRS's fiduciary net position have been determined on the same basis as they
are reported by NHRS. For this purpose, benefit payments (including refunds of
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employee contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with
benefit terms. Investments are reported at fair value.

Pension Liabilities. Pension Expense, and Deferred Outflows of Resources and

Deferred Inflows of Resources Related to Pensions

At June 30, 2018, the County reported a liability of $25,666,764 for its proportionate
share of the net pension liability. The net pension liability was measured as of
June 30,2017, and the total pension liability used to calculate the net pension liability
was determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2016. The County's
proportion of the net pension liability was based on a projection of the County's long-
term share of contributions to the pension plan relative to the projected contributions
of all participating employers, actuarially determined.

At the most recent measurement date of June 30, 2017, the County's proportion was
.52189510%, which was a decrease of .01229055% from its previous year proportion.

For the year ended June 30, 2018, the County recognized pension expense of
$2,891,904. In addition, the County reported deferred outflows of resources and
deferred inflows of resources related to pensions from the following sources:

Deferred Outflows Deferred Inflows

of Resources of Resources

Differences between expected and actual
experience $ 58,197 $ 326,664

Changes of assumptions 2,577,282

Net difference between projected and actual
eamings on pension plan investments - 326,879

Changes in proportion and differences
between contributions and proportionate

share of contributions 308,520

Contributions subsequent to the
measurement date (fiscal year 2018) 2,111,746

Total $ 5,055,745 $ 653,543

Deferred outflows of resources related to pensions resulting from contributions
subsequent to the measurement date will be recognized as a reduction of the net
pension liability in 2019. Other amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources
and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions will be recognized in expense
as follows:

Year ended June 30:

2019 $ (641.726)
2020 (1,239,580)
2021 (921,298)
2022 512,148

Total $ (2,290,456)
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Actuarial Assumptions

The total pension liability in the June 30, 2016 actuarial valuation was determined using
the following actuarial assumptions, applied to all periods included in the
measurement:

Inflation 2.5 percent per year

Salary increases 5.6 percent average, including inflation

Investment rate of return 7.25 percent, net of pension plan investment
expense, irtcluding inflation

Mortality rates were based on the RP-2014 Employee generational mortality table for
males and females, adjusted for mortality improvements using Scale MP-2015,
based on the last experience study.

The actuarial assumptions used in the June 30, 2016 valuation were based on the
results of the most recent actuarial experience study.

The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was selected from
a best estimate range determined using the building block approach. Under this
method, an expected future real return range is calculated separately for each asset
class. These ranges are combined to produce the long-term expected rate of return
by weighting the expected future real rates of return net of investment expenses by
the target asset allocation percentage and by adding expected inflation. The target
allocation and best estimates of arithmetic real rates of return for each major class
are summarized in the following table:
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Asset Class

Target
Allocation

Percentage

Weighted Average

Average Long-
Term Expected

Real Rate of

Retum

Large Cap Equities 22.50 % 4.25%

Small/Md Cap Equities 7.50 4.50%

Total domestic equities 30.00

Intl Equities (unhedged) 13.00 4.75%

Emerging Inf 1 Equities 7.00 6.25%

Total international equities 20.00

Core Bonds 5.00 0.64%

Short Duration 2.00 -0.25%

Global Multi-Sector Fixed Income 11.00 1.71%

Absolute Retum Fixed Income 7.00 1.08%

Total fixed income 25.00

Private Equity 5.00 6.25%

Private Debt 5.00 4.75%

Opportunistic 5.00 3.68%

Total alternative Investments 15.00

Real Estate 10.00 3.25%

Total 100.00 %

Discount Rate

The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.25%. This is a
decrease of .50% from the previous valuation and has contributed to the significant
deferred outflow of resources balance for changes of assumptions. The projection of
cash flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that the plan member
contributions will be made at the current contribution rate and that employer
contributions will be made at rates equal to the difference between actuarially
determined contribution rates and the member rate. For purposes of the projection,
member contributions and employer service cost contributions are projected based
on the expected payroll of current members only. Employer contributions are
determined based on the pension plan's actuarial funding policy and as required by
RSA100-A: 16. Based on those assumptions, the pension plan's fiduciary net position
was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit payments to current
plan members. Therefore, the long-term expected rate of retum on pension plan
investments was applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to determine
the total pension liability.
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Sensitivity of the Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability to Changes in the

Discount Rate

The following presents the County's proportionate share of the net pension liability
calculated using the discount rate of 7.25%, as well as what the County's
proportionate share of the net pension liability would be if it were calculated using a
discount rate that is one percentage-point lower (6.25%) or one percentage-point
higher (8.25%) than the current rate;

1% Current

Decrease Discount 1% Increase

(6.25%) Rate (7.25%) (8.25%)

$  33,814,673 $ 25,666,764 $ 18,989,875

Pension Plan Fiduciary Net Position

Detailed information about the pension plan's fiduciary net position is ayailable in the
separately issued NHRS financial report.

14. Other Post-Employment Benefits - OPEB (GASB 75)

GASB Statement No. 75, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment
Benefits Other Than Pensions, replaces the requirements of Statement No. 45,
Accounting and Financial Reporting by Employers for Postemployment Benefits
Other Than Pensions. GASB Statement No. 75 establishes standards for recognizing
and measuring assets, liabilities, deferred outflows/inflows of resources, and
expenditures related to other post-employment benefits (OPEB) liabilities and
identifies the methods and assumptions that are required to be used to project benefit
payments, discount projected benefit payments to their actuarial present yalue, and
attribute that present yalue to periods of employee seryice.

County of Grafton OPEB Plan

The following disclosures are based on a measurement date of July 1, 2017,
determined on an actuarial yaluation as of that date.

Plan Description

The County proyides post-employment healthcare benefits for retired employees
through the County's plan. The County pays 100% of the healthcare premiums. The
OPEB plan is not administered through a trust that meets the criteria in paragraph 4
of GASB 75.
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Benefits Provided

The County provides post-employment healthcare benefits to certain eligible retirees.

Membership Data

As of July 1, 2016, the following employees were covered by the benefit terms:

Inactive employees or beneficiaries currently
receiving benefit payments 83

Active employees 291

Total participants covered by OPEB plan 374

Actuarial Assumptions and Other Inputs

The total OPEB liability of $26,486,918 was determined using the following actuarial
assumptions and other inputs, applied to all periods included in the measurement,
unless otheoA/ise specified:

Discount rate 3.58%

Salary increases 2.00%

Healthcare cost trend rates

Current year trend (Pre 65/ Post 65) (1.03%) / 7.66%
Second year trend 9.50%
Decrement 0.50%

Ultimate trend 5.00%

Year ultimate trend is reached 2028

The discount rate was based on the index provided by Bond Buyer 20-Bond General
Obligation Index based on the 20 year AA municipal bond rate as of July 1, 2017.

Mortality rates were based on the RP-2000 Combined Healthy Participant Table
Projected 10 Years using Projection Scale AA.
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Changes in the Total OPEB Liability

Total OPEB liability at July 1,2017 $ 18.405.319

Service cost 1.047,889

Benefit payments (296,461)
Interest 730,284

Assumption changes and differences between
expected and actual experience 4,140.723

Change in actuarial cost mettiod 2,459.164

Total OPEB liability at June 30, 2018 $ 26,486,918

Sensitivity of the Total OPEB Liabilltv to Changes in the Discount Rate

The following presents the total OPEB liability, as well as what the total OPEB liability
would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is one percentage-point lower
or one percentage-point higher than the current discount rate;

Discount 1%

1 % Decrease Rate Increase

2.58% 3.58% 4.58%

Total OPEB liability $30,934,407 $26,486,918 $23,039,853

Sensitivity of the Total OPEB Liability to Changes in the Healthcare Cost Trend

Rates

The following presents the total OPEB liability, as well as what the total OPEB liability
would be if it were calculated using healthcare cost trend rates that are one
percentage-point lower or one percentage-point higher than the current healthcare
cost trend rates:

Healthcare Cost

1 % Decrease Trend Rate 1 % Increase

Total OPEB liability $21,831,804 $26,486,918 $32,618,712

OPEB Expense and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of

Resources Related to OPEB

For the year ended June 30. 2018, the County recognized OPEB expense of
$2,827,647. At June 30, 2018, the County reported deferred inflows and outflows of
resources related to OPEB from the following sources:
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Deferred Deferred

Outflows of Inflows of

Resources Resources

Change in benefit terms

Differences between expected and actual experience

and actuarial assumption changes 4,140,723

Net difference between projected and actual investment
earnings -

Total $ 4.140.723 $

Amounts reported as deferred outflows and inflows of resources related to OPEB
will be recognized in expense as follows:

Year ended June 30:

2019 $ 415,377
2020 415,377

2021 415,377

2022 415,377

2023 415,377

Tbereafter 2,063,838

Total $ 4,140,723

New Hampshire Retirement System Medical Subsidy Plan

Plan Description

In addition to the County's OPEB plan discussed above, the County participates in
the New Hampshire Retirement System's (NHRS) Medical Subsidy Plan (MSP). The
NHRS MSP is a cost-sharing, multiple-employer other post-employment benefit plan
for retiree health insurance subsidies. Bene^t amounts and eligibility requirements
are set by state law, and members are designated by type. The four membership
types are Group II Police Officer and Firefighters, Group I Teachers, Group I Political
Subdivision Employees and Group I State Employees.

Benefits Provided

NHRS MSP provides a medical insurance subsidy to qualified retired members. The
medical subsidy is a payment made by NHRS to the former employer or their
insurance administrator toward the cost of health insurance for a qualified retiree,
his/her qualified spouse, and his/her certifiably dependent children with a disability
who are living in the household and being cared for by the retiree. Under specific
conditions, the qualified beneficiaries of members who die while in service may also
be eligible for the medical subsidy. The eligibility requirements for receiving MSP
benefits differ for Group I and Group II members. The monthly MSP rates are:
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1 Person - $375.56

2 Person - $751.12
1 Person Medicare Supplement - $236.84
2 Person Medicare Supplement - $473.68

Actuarial Assumptions and Other Inputs

The County's proportionate share of the NHRS MSP OPEB liability as of June 30,
2018 is based upon an actuarial valuation performed as of June 30, 2016 (rolled
fonward to June 30,2017) using a measurement date of June 30.2017. The actuarial
valuation used the following actuarial assumptions:

Price inflation 2.50%

Wage inflation 3.25%

Salary increases 5.60%

Investment rate of return 7.25%

Discount rate 7.25%

Mortality rates were based on the RP-2014 healthy annuitant and employee
generational mortality tables for males and females with credibility adjustments,
adjusted for fully generational mortality improvements using scale MP-2015, based
on the last experience study.

The actuarial assumptions used in the June 30, 2016 valuation were based on the
results of the most recent experience study, which was for the period July 1, 2010 -
June 30, 2015.

Net OPEB Liabilitv. Expense, and Deferred Outflows and Inflows

The County's proportionate share of the net OPEB liability for the NHRS MSP as of
the measurement date of June 30, 2017 was $1,210,353.

For the year ended June 30, 2018, the County recognized expense related to the
NHRS MSP of $89,739. At June 30, 2018, the County reported related deferred
inflows and outflows of resources as follows:
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Deferred Deferred

Outflows of Inflows of

Resources Resources

Contributions subsequent to the
measurement date $ 176,699 $

Change in benefit terms

Difference between expected and

actual experience

Change in proportion 68

Change in assumptions

Net difference between projected and
actual investment earnings - 3,819

Total $ 176,767 $ 3,819

Contributions subsequent to the measurement date and before the end of the fiscal
year will be included as a reduction of the net OPEB liability in fiscal year 2019.

Amounts reported as deferred outflows and inflows of resources will be recognized
in expense as follows:

Year Ended June 30:

2019 $ 1,250
2020 1,250

2021 1,251

Total $ 3,751

Sensitivity of the Net NHRS Medical Subsidy OPEB Liabilitv to Changes in the

Discount Rate

The following presents the net OPEB liability, as well as what the net OPEB liability
would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is one percentage-point lower
or one percentage-point higher than the current discount rate:

1% Current 1%

Decrease to Discount Increase to

6.25% Rate 7.25% 8.25%

$  1,317,224 $ 1,210,353 $ 1,117,757
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Consolidation of OPEB Liabilities and Related Deferred Outflows and Inflows

The following consolidates the County's total OPEB liability and related deferred
outflows/inflows, and the County's proportionate share of the NHRS Medical
Subsidy net OPEB liability and related deferred outflows/inflows at June 30, 2018:

County OPEB Plan
NHRS Medical Subsidy Plan

Total

Net

OPEB

Liability

$ 26,466,916

1,210,353

$ 27,697,271

Total

Deferred

Outflows

of Resources

4,140,723

176,767

4,317,490

Total

Deferred

Inflows

of Resources

3.619

3,619

15. Commitments and Contingencies

Outstanding Legal Issues - On an ongoing basis, there are typically pending legal
issues in which the County is involved. The County's management is of the opinion
that the potential future settlement of these issues would not materially affect its
financial statements taken as a whole.

Grants - Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit
and adjustment by grantor agencies, principally the federal government. Any
disallowed claims, including amounts already collected, may constitute a liability of
the applicable funds. The amount of expenditures which may be disallowed by the
grantor cannot be determined at this time, although the County expects such
amounts, if any, to be immaterial.

16. Beginning Net Position Restatement

The beginning (July 1, 2017) net position of the County has been restated in order to
implement GASB 75.

As previously reported
Restate for implementation of GASB 75

As restated

Govemmental

Activities

$  (8,976,798)
(9,000,474)

$  (17,977,272)
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SCHEDULE OF PROPORTIONATE SHARE

OF THE NET PENSION LIABILITY {GASB 68)

REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

JUNE 30,2018

(Unaudited)

New Hampshire Retirement System

Fiscal

Year

June 30,2015

June 30, 2016

June 30,2017

June 30,2018

Measurement

Date

June 30, 2014

June 30,2015

June 30, 2016

June 30,2017

Proportion

of the

Net Pension

Uabl^l^

0.50926609%

0.51020249%

0.53418565%

0.52189510%

Proportionate

Share of the

Net Pension

Uabllltv

19,115,739

20,211,810

28,405,831

25,666,764

Covered

Payroll

12,936,696

13,421,888

14,276,178

14,163,311

Proportionate
Share of the

Net Pension

Liability as a
Percentage of
Covered Payroll

147.76%

150.59%

198.97%

181.22%

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position

Percentage
of the Total

Pension Liability

66.32%

65.47%

58.30%

62.66%

Schedule Is Intended to show Information for 10 years. Additbnal years will be displayed as they become ava/Zab/e.

See Independent Auditors' Report.
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE

SCHEDULE OF PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS (GASB 68)

REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

JUNE 30, 2018

(Unaudited)

New Hampshire Retirement System

Contributions in

Relation to the Contributions as

Contractually Contractually Contribution a Percentage
Fiscal Measurement Required Required Deficiency Covered of Covered

Year Date Contribution Contribution fExcessI Pavroll Pavroll

June 30,2015 June 30, 2014 $  1,652,177 $  (1,652,177) $ $ 13,421,888 12.31%

June 30,2018 June 30,2015 $  1,810,593 $  (1,810,593) $ $ 14,276,178 12.68%

June 30,2017 June 30,2016 $  2,023,429 $  (2,023,429) $ $ 14,163,311 14.29%

June 30,2018 June 30,2017 $  2,111,747 $  (2,111,747) $ $ 14,935,882 14.14%

Schedule is Intended to show InfbnnaUon tor 10 years. Additional years will be displayed as
d)ey become available.

See Independent Auditors' Report.
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COUNTY OF 6RAFT0N, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SCHEDULE OF PROPORTICNATE SHARE OF THE NET OPEB LIABILITY {GASB 75)

JUNE 30. 2018

(Unaudited)

New Hampshire ReBiement System Medical Subsidy

Fiscal

Year

June 30, 2018

Measurement

Date

June 30.2017

Proportion
of the

Net OPEB

Uabllltv

0.26471197%

Proportionate
Share of the

Net OPEB

UaWftv

$1,210,353

Covered Payroll

S 14,935,862

Proportionate Share of the
Net OPEB Liability as a

Percerrttwe of Covered Payroll

8.10%

Plan Fiduciary Net Position
Peicentage of the Net

OPEBLIablllN

7.91%

Sdtedules are Intended fo show Intormation for 10 years. Addlthnel yeers wfB be displayed as they become avaBaUe.

See Independent Auditors' Report
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COUNTY OF GRAFTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SCHEDULES OF CHANGES IN THE TOTAL OPEB LIABILITY AND CONTRIBUTIONS (GASB 75)

REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

(Unaudited)

Grafton County OPEB Plan'

Changes in Total OPEB Uabillty

Changes:
Service cost

Benefit payments, including refunds of member contributions
Interest on unfunded liability • time value of money

Changes of benefit terms
Assumption changes and difference between actual and expected

experience
Change in actuarial cost method

Net change in total OPEB liability

Total OPEB liability • beginning

Total OPEB liability - ending

Covered employee payroll

Total OPEB liability as a percentage of covered employee payroll

2018

$  1,047,889

(296,461)
730,284

4,140,723

2,459,164

8,081,599

18,405,319

$ 26,486,918

$ 12,822,264

206.57%

Schedule of Contributions

Actuarially determined contribution
Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined contribution

Contribution deficiency (excess)

Covered employee payroll

Contributions as a percentage of covered employee payroll

2018

$  2,927,524

(496,427)

$  2.431.097

$  12,822,264

22.83%

Schedule Is intended to show information for fO years. Additional years will be displayed as they
become available. '

* Does not include New Hampshire Retirement System Medical Subsidy.

See notes to financial statements for summary of significant actuarial methods and assumptions and
Independent Auditors' Report.
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Grafton County Telephone Directory
3855 Dartmouth College Hwy.
North Haverhill, NH 03774

Located in the Admin Building

Comnussioners' Office 787-6941

Treasurer's Office 787-6941

Human Resources Dept. 787-2034
Human Services Dept. 787-2033
Cooperative Extension Office 787-6944
Register of Deeds 787-6921
Information Technology 787-2043
Maintenance 787-2700

Nursing Home 787-6971

Grafton County Farm 787-2755

Department of Corrections 787-6767

Alternative Sentencing 787-2042

Located at the Courthouse

Sheriff's Dept.-Non Emergency 787-2111
Sheriff's Dept. - Emergency 787-6911

And 800-564-6911

County Attorney's Office 787-6968
Victim/Witness Department 787-2040
Probation and Parole (State) 787-6900
Superior Court & Circuit Court 1-855-212-1234

Grafton County Conservation District 353-4652

19 Archertown Road, Suite 1, Lyme Ext. 103

No, HaverhiU Office, Wednesdays Only 787-6973



Grafton County Department of Corrections
3787 Dartmouth College Highway - North Haverhill, NH 03774

Phone (603)787-6767 - Fax (603)787-6011

Grafton County Commissioners

•  DISTRICT 1: Commissioner Wendy A. Piper

•  DISTRICT 2: Commissioner Linda D. Lauer

•  DISTRICT 3: Commissioner Marcia Morris
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Eduortlon

1991 ChamplBln CottegQ^ Burlington, VT, USA

Accounting

AssodBtes

3.72 GPA

Graduated Magna Qim Laude
Oean^ List^ All semesters
Worlced p^r^t(me and volunteered as a tax assistant wNle maintaining a full course
load

1989

Awards

WoodsvHIe High School, Woodsvllte, NH, USA

High school diptoma
National hionor Society
Student Council

Reld Hockey, Soccer, Basketfoalj
Yearhook Co-editor

Leadership NH Graduate - Class of 2003
The Urilon Leader's 40 Ur>der Forty Recipient - 2004
Municipal Leadership Graduate - 2005
County Administrator of the Year - 2008

Refarences

References available upon request.
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Grafton County Department of Corrections July 2005- July 2008
Security Lieutenant
North Havertilil, NH

Responsible for the care, custody, and control of all Inmates and the safe and secure operation of the facility:
Inmate classification officer, review of Inmates requests and work assignments; Inmate disciplinary officer,
conducted disciplinary hearings of Inmates with alleged facility rule infractions; responsible for facility wide
internal Inmate programs.
Served on new facility planning committee.

Supervisor: Gienn Libby

Grafton County Department of Corrections August 2004 - July 2005
Shift Supervisor
North Haverhlll, NH

Supervised staff within the facility to ensure safely, security, and procedures. Maintained cleanliness of facility,
unit and tour logs and watch records; acted as Intermediate of staff and inmates to ensure rule compliance.

Supervisor: Glenn LIbby

Grafton County Department of Corrections November 2001-Juty 2004
Correctionat Officer/Classification Officer

North Haverhlll, NH

Line officer, direct supervision of Inmates within the facility; responsible for maintaining watch logs and
effectively communication to ensure rule compliance within a unit, per departmental policies.

Supervisor: Glenn Libby

Hollow Inn Motel August 1998-2001
Hotel Manager
Barre, VT

Weekend manager; resporisible for customer check-In, check-out, oversight of housekeeping services, general
customer satisfaction; responsible for daily financial transactions.

Supervisor: IJ Pate!

Grafton County Department of Corrections July 1996-Augu8t 1998
Director of Drug Freedom Program
North Haverhlll, NH

Responsible for writing and complying virfth program grant; ensuring Inmate compliance with contractual rules
and obligations within a community setting.



To work as part of a team to achieve desired goals and to provide high quality service.

• Over 18 years of experience in counseling, management, supervision and group

facilitator.

•  NH Certified Impaired Driver Intervention Instructor for 9 years

•  Certified HiSET testing Proctor

03/21/20I6 - Present Orafton County North llaverhill, NH
Grafton County Department of Corrections Substance Abuse Coordinator

10/01/2014 - 03/21/2016 Grafton Counr.y
Grafton County Alternative Sentencing Director

North Haverhill, NH

06/15/2007 ' 04/07/2014 TRI-County Community Action Program Berlin. NH
Division Director of Substance Abuse Services

11/20/2006 ■ 06/14/2007 TRI-County Community Action Program ■ Berlin. NH
Clinical Director of Friendship House

01/06/2006 ■ 11/19/2007 TRI-County Community Action Program Berlin. NH

Program Director of Impaired Driver Impairment Programs, NH Certified
Impaired Driver Intervention Instructor and Counselor.

08/18/2005 - 06/15/2007 TRI-County Community Action Program Berlin. NH
Part Time Administration Assistant and Impaired Driver Intervention
Instructor and Counselor

D5J0TfT99'^O6/TS'/7(TO3' Northern N'H'MTnTal~Tleaftb

Substance abuse counselor and a mental health crisis care worker.

Degrees
Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor
Associate's Degree in Human Science
Bachelor's Degree in Science

Slate of New Hampshire
Berlin Community College
Springfield College

'Ber'hn. N'FT'

May 2000

June 1997

June 2000



Mark Deem

Skills and Certifications

•  Certified Corrections Sergeant

•  (CIT) Mental Health Crisis Intervention trained

•  {CCAR} Recovery Coach Trained

•  Understanding and knowledge of Criminal Law

•  Excellent leadership and communication skills

Professional Experience

Well organized and detail oriented

Excei at adapting to change

Excellent Computer Skills

Knowledge of Correctional Facility
procedures

Self- Defense techniques

Programs Sergeant

Grafton County Department of Corrections ~ North Haverhill, NH 02/2014- Current

•  In my role as Sergeant I am responsible for the delivery of all Inmate Programs. This requires me to
work alongside the substance abuse counselors to provide the best programing possible to help deal
with the current widespread drug epidemic.

•  I also am responsible for coordinating volunteer programs such as AA and Church services, and making
sure each Inmate has access to religious materials as required by policy.

Booking / Intake Sergeant
Grafton County Department of Corrections - North Haverhlll, NH 01/2013- 02/2014

• As the booking and Intake Sergeant I was responsible to process all Incoming and outgoing Inmate
paperwork and ensure that all the legjal.lnformatlon Is accurate. This is ensures that the Grafton County
DOC does not release someone or detain someone iltegaliy.

•  i was also required to supervise all Video Arraignments and complete necessary court documents
required for each hearing.

Shift Supervisor

Grafton County Department of Corrections - North HaverhlH, NH 08/2011-10/2013
•  During my tenure as a Shift Supervisor I was responsible for the Dally Operations of the Facility,

supervising at times over 100 inmates as well as 10 staff members, i was required to conduct
performance evaluations for as well as review all Disciplinary and Incident reports.

•  During this time period I was selected to be a part of the Transition Team for Grafton County. These
teams was designed train and learn how a new racillty operates and help write policies and ptocedures
as well as train other staff members before working In the new facility.

Correctional Officer

Grafton County Department of Corrections - North Haverhlll, NH 06/07- 08/2011
•  Starting out as a Correctional Officer i was responsible for the basic supervision of Inmates but quickly

moved into a recordkeeping position. This position required that I work with the Facility Lieutenant
conducting classification reviewing all inmate records. I was also responsible for a portion of
Disciplinary hearings.

•  I also had the privilege of working with the Correctional Educator and Superintendent to help design a
newGED/ HiSET program. This program changed the graduation rate from 1 per year to over 20.



Sarah Pepper

Education

Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice (May 2015)
Saint Anselm College, Manchester, NH
Master of Science, Mental Health Counseling
Springfield College. Saint Johnsbury, VT

Course Highlights: Introduction to Criminal Justice, Juvenile Justice System, Juvenile Delinquency, Theories and Practice of
Punishment. Violence and Public Health, Vi/omen and Crime, Research Methods, Criminal Justice Statistics, Criminal Law,
Deviance and Social Control, Computer Forensics, General Psychology, Abnormal Psychology, Adolescent Psychology

Professional Orientation and Ethical Practice, Group Counseling Skills, Couns^ing Theories, Diagnosis and Psychopathology, Counseling
Skills and Modalities, Multicultural and Diverse Counseling

(CCAR) Recovery Coach Trained (January 2018}

Experience

Grafton County Department of Corrections, North Haverhill, NH
Subsfance Abuse Counselor/HiSET Instructor (October 2017-Present)
Assisting incarcerated individuals with substance abuse treatment by co-leading three groups daily. Provide individual counseling
weekly along with recovery support skills. Preparing individuals to take the HiSET exam to eam their High School Diptoma.

Lisbon Regional School, Lisbon, NH
Paraeducator (October 2016-October 2017)
Assisting students In the school setting achieve goals outlined In their individualized Education Plan. Goals ranging from
classroom involvement to learning the life skills necessary for outside of school, Responsible for behavior management of
student.

Life Transition Services, North Haverhill, NH
Ufe.Coach (July 2016.October 2016)
Assisting client with academic needs in the school setting according to their individualized Education Plan. Built client portfolio by
volunteering In the community and establishing the life skills needed for a paying job.

Becket Family of Services, Pike, NH
Acadamic 1:1 Support (April 2016-July 2016)
Provide 1:1 support for students while adhering to their individual treatment plans. Assisting in the academic classroom as well
as assisting the students with self-reQuiation. Engage students in the community and strengthening students' life skills.

Becket Family of Services, Pike, NH
Residentia! Youth Counselor (July 2015-April 2016)
Implement activities of daily living according to individual treatment plans and behavioral plans for at risk males between the ages
of 13 and 21 years. Involve the residents in social and recreational aolivitles such as community integration and physical-activity.
Encourage the residents to engage In high quality living skills, including: practicing personal hygiene, and housekeeping, along
with preparing meals. Trained in medication distribution. Handle with Care physical behavior managements, and veital de-
escalation using Therapeutic Crisis intervention.

Sununu Youth Services Center, Manchester, NH
Intern (February 2015-May 2015)



Intern in a supervisory position. Participate in the in-take process and different treatment plan meetings. Engage with the
students on the different units. Observe classes during the day and the residential aspect at night. Firsthand experience into the
residential and placement piece of the juvenile justice system.

Saint Anselm College Meella Center for Community Engagement, Manchester, NH
Site Coordinator for Sununu Youth Services Center (November 2013-May 2015)
Recruit and organize Saint Anselm College students to volunteer at Sununu Youth Services Center. Meet with SYSC each
semester to plan and set goals. Act as liaison between students and SYSC, demonstrating excellent communication skills.
Demonstrate problem solving ability when issues arise and solve them in a timely manner.
Voiunteer at Sununu Youth Services Center. Manchester. NH (January 2013-May 2015)
Tutor, mentor, and encourage the youth, ages thirteen to eighteen while enabling them to realize their potential. Effectively
motivate students to reach academic goals. Create an encouraging and supportive environment favorable to learning.
Volunteer at Hampshire House. Manchester. NH (January 2014-May
2014)
Teach computer skills, helped with resume building and job searching. Advised with sending employment inquiries. Created an
encouraging and supportive environment.

Leadership
Appalachla Service Project-Letcher County, KY
Group Leader (June 2015)
Lead a group of 6 high school students .to Kentucky to volunteer with Appalachia Service Project, an organization that helps
make houses safer low income families. Delegated different parts of floor replacement jobs.

Spring Break Alternative Trip-Minden, LA
Volunteer (March 2012)
Traveled down to Louisiana and worked with The Fuller Center for Housing, an organization that helps build affordable housing
for low-income families. Delegated relationships with family members and acquired exposure and understanding of the hardships
faced by low income families.

Additional Experience
McDonald's-Hillsboro, NH
Crew Member . . (June 2014-June 2015)
Exhibited strong communication and sales skills while promoting sen/ices and meeting customers' needs. Show leadership when
asked to supervise at times during shifts. Exemplify flexibility by working mornings, nights, weekends, and holidays. Based on
ability and performance,
received progressive resporisibility.

True Confections, LLC-Concord, NH
Cashier (May 2013-May 2014)
Work Independently while opening and closing the store. Acquired significant experience in customer relations through direct
contact with customers. Cashed out registers at the end of the night during closing. Accurately and efficiently handled /processed
cash, checks, and credit card transactions.

Saint Anselm College Athletics -Manchester, NH
Athletic Communications (September 2012-May 2015)
Exercise ability to multi-task in high demand situations while recording statistics during sporting events. Demonstrate reliability,
ability to focus, and attention to detail while responsible for different tasks during games including recording shots In hockey
games, keeping the scorebook for volleyball, and knowing appropriate times to play music. Show reliability and responsibility
when being a line judge during the volleyball games.

Computer Skills; Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram), Microsoft Office, NH WITS Electronic Health Record



Renee E. DePalo

Education:

Employment:

Springfield College
Manchester, New Hampshire 03103
Masters of Science in Mental Health Counseling - August 2015

Hesser College
Manchester, New Hampshire 03103
Bachelors of Science in Criminal Justice - May, 2009

DIsmas of Vermont- Director

1673 Maple St Hartford, VT 05047
Hartford Dismas House Director- January 2017-Present
Duties and Responsibilities- Creating a safe and secure home for a diverse population of former prisoners,
grant writing, presentations, maintaining safety and security of residents, monitoring sobriety, inmate
interviews, intakes and discharges, presentations about Dismas and its mission, administrative tasks, hiring
and terminations, creating staff goals and development, monitoring volunteers upwards of 100, planning
and completing fundraising events, monitoring an annual budget over 250k, maintaining a positive
relationship with Probation and Parole as well as the surrounding police departments, mandated reporter,
maintaining a close professional relationship with the local board, providing individual and group therapies,
creating new policies and procedures, creating and implementing strategic plan with consultants, writing
and implementing treatment plans and reporting on grants.

Clara Martin Center

1483 Lower Plain Rd, Bradford VT
Child and Family Clinical Team Lead- February 2016-January 2017
Duties and Responsibilities- Responsible for supervising clinical staff, creating and implementing new
groups and programs, creating new procedures as it pertains to the effectiveness of the child and family
program, completing intakes and discharges, writing and implementing treatment plans, monitoring
budgets and contracts, grant writing, remaining in compliance with office of public regulations to obtain
licensure, compliance with Medicaid regulations, providing and documenting weekly supervision with all
staff, providing individual therapy to children and families, coordinate and communicate with surrounding
mental health agencies and doctor offices, completing administrative tasks, hiring and termination, ensuring
a high quality of care for all clients, maintaining a positive professional relationship with outside agencies
and interagency.

Community Bridges- Behavioral Program Manager
70 Pembroke Road, Concord NH
Program Manager/Behaviorist-April 20!5-February 2016
Duties and Responsibilities- Responsible for supervising 20 staff members, managing 2 residential homes,
creating and implementing behavior plans, monitoring compliance with procedures and polices, creating
new policies and procedures, completing intakes and discharges, hiring and termination, compliance with
NH laws around disabilities and housing, behavioral consultations, behavioral observations, participating in
on-call coverage, some in state travel, creating and explaining reports around budgets and progress of
homes/clients, communicate with surrounding mental health agencies and state agencies, keeping employee
records and trainings up to date, approving time sheets/vacation requests/travel reimbursements, monitoring
the safety, security and rights of all individuals, sitting on human rights committee and internal rights
committee, completing all administrative tasks, maintaining a positive and on-going professional relations
ship with all outside agencies, interagency and employees.

Harbor Homes, Veterans FIRST - Assistant Program Manager/Case Manager
45 High St, Nashua, New Hampshire
Assistant Program Manager - April 2013 to April 2015

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST



Duties and Responsibilities - Responsible for assisting a caseload of approximately 20 residents
progressing through the program, by monitoring their compliance with program rules, assisting them in
securing housing, and employment, monitoring their compliance with aftercare requirements, addressing
medical and metal health needs, complete initial orientation which includes: rules of the program, create an
RSP (Resident Service Plan). Weekly/Bi-weekly case notes, communicate with contracting agencies to
discuss various aspects of each residents requirements, complete ongoing feedback of reports, including
closing summaries of completed residents, and keeping employment records up to date, completing and
submitting various routine requests for approval of residents activity to the Veterans Administration,
participate in on call coverage. Including maintaining phone contact with program as needed. Maintain
safety of clients and staff, delegate duties as needed to various staff, and maintain positive relationships
with outside agencies

YDC John Sununu Center - Youth Counselor 11

1056 North River Road, Manchester, New Hampshire
Youlh Counselor II - May 2011 fo January 2012
Duties and Responsibilities — Responsible for the safe and secure operation of the unit, provided unit
checks on the hour, responsible for head counts and random searches, served as the second in command
with potential for becoming manager of the unit, supervised staff and completed hearings when issues
occurred, monitored the safety of the residents, completed body searches upon return to the unit, monitored
and tracked daily activities, communicated with JPPO and District court

Easter Seals - Residential Instructor/Shift Supervisor

200 Zachary Rd, Manchester, New Hampshire
Inslruclor/Supervisor- June 2006 to April 2011
Duties and Responsibilities- Provided personal care and habilitation training to children with behavioral
issues in a residential setting, assisted clients in recreation and educational activities, observed and recorded
daily data to monitor client progress, managed daily operations, taught clients independent living skills,
held clients accountable for rules, supervised staff and oversaw unit, monitored staff clock in and out times,
breaks and lunches, provided weekly supervision to staff and aided in the hiring process

Skills: Dependable, Organized and exceptional time management skills
Excellent leadership skills
Detail oriented

Ability to deal tactfully with others
Ability to exercise sound judgment and discretion in handling confidential information
Ability to adjust to varying or changing working situations to meet emergency or changing program
requirements
Proficient in all Microsoft computer databases
Proficient in Quickbooks

Trainings: Dialectical Behavioral Therapy Trainer 2009
Therapeutic Crisis Intervention 2009
Applied Suicide Intervention SkillsTrainer20l4
Postvention Trainer 2014

Resilience Trainer 2014

Person Centered Thinking Trainer 2015
MOAB (Management of Aggressive Behaviors) Trainer 2015
CANS Assessment 2016

MRT 2019

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST



TavidG^elangcr, Jr.

EDUCATION:

•  M.A. In Clinical Mental Health CounsellnR, Union Institute and University, Cincinnati, OH
December 2007

•  B.A in Psychology. Southern New Hampshire University. Manchester. NH December 2003,

3.8 CPA

•  A.A. in Liberal Studies, Hesscr College, Manchester, KH January 1999, 3.8 CPA

WORK EXPF.RJENCE:

GRAFTON COUNTY ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING

North Haverhill, NH August 2015 to present

MLADC, Treatment Coordinator

Work includes; assessment of candidates for Grafton County Drug Treatment Court Program; treatment of
Drug Treatment Court participants with co-occurring substance abuse and mental health disorders; utilizing
cognitive behavioral, motivational interviewing, moral rcconation therapy, and dialectical behavioral
therapy methods; supervision of staff working towards CRSW and LADC licensure; writing progress notes
& discharge summaries; designing treatment plans based on goals agreed upon with clients and facilitating
intensive outpatient and aftercare group therapy sessions; participating in weekly multi-disciplLnary team
meetings; ser\'ing as liaison to other treatment providers; and providing after hours on-call coverage.

HEADREST, INC.

Lebanon, NH March 2014 to August 2015

Outpatient Substance Abu.sc Counselor

Work included: assessment and treatment of individuals with co-occurring substance abuse and mental
health disorders; utilizing cognitive behavioral, motivational interviewing, and dialectical behavioral
therapy methods; writing progress notes, assessments, and discharge summaries; designing treatment plans
based on goals agreed upon with clients; and facilitating intensive outpatient and men's aftercare group
therapy sessions. Other duties included providing on-cal! coverage for Headrest crisis hotline.

VALLEY VISTA

Bradford, VT November 2013 to April 2014

Primary Therapist, Men's Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Unit

Work included: assessment and treatment of individuals with co-occurring substance abuse and mental
health disorders; utilizing cognitive behavioral, motivational interviewing, and 12-Stcp Facilitation
methods; writing progress notes, assessments, and discharge summaries; designing (rcatmcni plans based
on goals agreed upon with clients; facilitating psycho-educational and process group therapy sessions;
working wiili health insurance companies to establish a length of stay appropriate for client's needs; and
working as part of a multi-dimensional team (clinical, medical, and psychiatric) to provide the best level of
care for clients.

HEADREST. FNC.

Lebanon, NH January 2007 to November 2013

Outpatient Substance Abuse Counselor May 2008 to November 2013

Work included: assessment and treatment of individuals with co-occurring substance abuse and mental
health disorders; utilizing cognitive behavioral, moiivaiional intcr\'icwing, and dialectical behavioral
therapy methods; writing progress notes, assessments, and di.schargc summaries; designing treatment plans
based on goals agreed upon with clients; and facilitating intensive outpatient and dialectical behavioral



group therapy sessions. Other duties included providing on-call coverage for both Headrest crisis hotline
and Headrest Dialectical Behavioral Therapy program.

Counselor, Grafton County House of Corrections

Performing same duties as listed above with individuals incarcerated at the Grafton County House of
Corrections (16 hours per week, since May 2008), in the Grafton County Drug Treatment Court Program,
and in the Grafton County Electronic Monitoring Program (through Headrest subcontract with Grafton
County).

Hotline Coordinator January 2007 to May 2008

Work included: oversight of 24-hour crisis hotline; answering crisis calls; supervision of 9 staff members;
Insuring hotline is in compliance with American Association of Suicidology guidelines; serving on Quality
Assurance Board; working with business manager on budgeting and marketing; coordination of services
with other facilities; and conducting trainings. Other duties included on-call coverage, staff scheduling, and
doing screenings for residential and outpatient counseling programs.

•  Completed 1500 hour counseling internship, required by graduate school program.

DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES OF SULLIVAN COUNTY

Claremont, NTl June 2004 to Dec 2006

Community Services Coordinator, Brookshire Group Home

Work included: oversight of day and residential program for 3 dcvelopmentaliy disabled individuals;
supervision and training of 15 staff members; and design and implementation of service plans with family
service coordinators, psychologists, and legal guardians. Other duties included behavioral intervention,
staff scheduling, writing monthly and annual progress reports, overseeing clients" medical care, working
with agency nurse trainer to ensure proper medication administration procedures are followed, ensuring
residence functions with state ccriincation guidelines, on-call crisis coverage (for both the residence and
agency), mentoring new coordinators, and interviewing, hiring, and training new siafT

LICENSURES AND CERTIFICATIONS

•  NH Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC), License # 0948

•  Mora! Reconation Therapy Certification: August 2017. Completed 40 hour training course
provided by Correctional Counseling, LLC. Have provided Moral Reconation Therapy group
treatment to individuals participating in Grafton County Drug Treatment Court.

•  Dialectical Behavioral Therapy Certification. December 2011. Completed 80 hours of training
provided by Behavioral Tech LLC. Certified to provide Dialectical Behavioral Therapy in both
individual and group settings. Certification also entails competency to train other staff in
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy. Designed and implemented Headrest's Dialectical Behavioral
Therapy program with other members (3) of Dialectical Behavioral Therapy team. Currently
providing individual and group treatment to Dialectical Behavioral Therapy program participants.

•  Have attended and completed trainings on topics such as Personality Disorders; Ircaling Bipolar
Disorder; treating Eating Disorders, Seeking Safely, helping National Guard Members and their
families cope before, during, and after a deployment; and other trainings required by the Slate of
New Hampshire.

•  Have attended state, regional, and national Drug Treatment Court training conferences.

•  Attended Annual Conference on Psychological Trauma: Neurosciencc, Aiiochment, and
Therapeutic Interventions, sponsored byThe Meadows. Boston, MA. June 15-June 17, 2006 (21
continuing education hours). Attended workshops on acute intervention with victims of war and
terrorism, neuropsychological asses.smcni of traumatized adults and children, and inlervcntions
with victims of human trafficking.

•  Also knowledgeable in American Sign Language

•References available upon requc.st.



ASHLEY BELYEA

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE;

Grafton County Alternative Sentencing - North Haverhill, NH July 2015-Current
Adult Diversion Program, Case Manager

Responsible for managing a caseload up of up to 25 Adult participants. Works with participants
individually and in groups to teach basic life skill needs and help aide in the participants'
stabilization (i.e. housing, finances, insurance, education, employment, etc.). Responsible for
completing assessments to aide in participant eligibility determination into the program.
Currently working towards obtaining CRSW liccnsure.

Grafton Count\' Nursing Home - North Haverhill, NH April 2012-July20i5
Licensed Nursing Assistant

Assisted elderly residents with basic life skill needs and care such as dressing, oral care,
ambulation, feeding, range of motion exercises, vital signs, and activities.

Warren Village School -Warren, NH Aug. 201 1-June 2012
Preschool Teacher

Managed a classroom size of 15 students. Prepared and taught lesson plans for Reading, Math,
Science, and Socialization. Designed and implemented a report card system to coincide with the
Reading and Math program. Documented progress of students through progress reports and
performed screening assessments.

Wentworth Elementary School - Wentworth, NH Aug. 2010-June 201 1
Kindergarten Teacher

Managed a classroom size of 6 students. Prepared and tauglit lesson plans for Math, Social
Studies, Science, Reading, Phonics, and Literacy. Documented progress of students through
work samples, progress reports, reports cards and digital portfolios.

Woodsville Elementary School- Woodsville, NH Aug. 2009-June 2010
Title I Assistant

Worked with six Kindergarten student to improve and enhance their knowledge, understanding,
and comfort with Math and Reading. Documented students' progress through work samples.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE:

Shawns Supermarkets 2002-2010
Customer Service Representative, Cashier, Deli Assistant



EDUCATION: Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education
May 2009
Minor: Psychology
Keene State College, Keene, NH

SKILLS:

Kjiowledge of Word, Excel, Power Point, Digital Portfolios, knowledge of Thinking for Change
curriculum, knowledge of biopsychosocial assessments, and CPR certified.



Lindsey Rich

Profile

I am a mother of two daughters, an Army veteran, who has a breadth of work experience. This

resumes purpose Is to serve as a marker for my professional experience to date.

Education

WOODSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL-WOODSVILLE, NH

•  General Studies

•  Diploma

WHITE MOUNTAINS COMMUNITY COLLEGE-LITTLETON CAMPUS

•  Inter-Disciplinary Associates Degree

•  In process of completion (64 credit hours)

Skills & Abilities

•  Adapted to technology

•  Team player

•  Great interpersonal skills

•  Communication skills, both verbal and written, are beneficial

Experience

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT | GRAFTON COUNTY | 2017-2019

•  Responsibility include answering phones, organizing storage spaces, ordering supplies, processing

UA's, updating and creating charts/files, billing and invoicing, assisting the director and all office staff in

any other tasks that are needed. I created a few excel spreadsheets that help track progress as well as

data required for reporting to the County's Commissioners.

LICENSED NURSING ASSISTANT (LNA) | GRAFTON COUNTY | 2016-2019

•  Assisting 30 residents with their activities of daily living, reporting any issues to the nurse on staff,

HIPPA compliance as well as communicating all aspects in a timely manner.

NEW HAMPSHIRE NATIONAL GUARD | ARMY | 2007-2014

•  Responsible for the mental and physical well-being of the soldiers in my unit, documenting and keeping

medical records, following military protocol, reporting up my chain of command and making on the

spot decisions for the best interests of my soldiers. I was deployed to Afghanistan for 10 months.



Vendor Name:

KEY ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

NH Department of Health and Human Services

Grafton County

Name of Program/Service: Grafton County SUD Treatment and Recovery Support

'  BUDGET PERIOD: > . V .  - : V •

Name & Title KeyAdminiiBtratlve'Personnel -b '

Anriual Salary of
--|i. Key - .

Administrative

Personnel

Percentage of
Salary Paid by

Contract

total Salary ' '
Amount Paid by

Coritract

Julie Libby- County Administrator $120,255 0.00% $o.oo'

Tom Elliott- GCDOC Superintendent $91,396 0.00% $o:oo

Mark Deem- Sergeant, Program Supervisor $57,505 0.00% ,  '■> ■ $0.00

Lucille Amero- LADC, Clinical Supervisor $61,753 100.00% ■■ $6ll753.bo
Sarah Pepper- CRSW, Case Manager $15,170 100.00% ■  - $15', 1,70.00

Renee DePalo, M.S. - AS Director $58,324 10.00% ■  $5,832.40":
David Belanger, MLADC, Clinician $69,639 65.00% $45,265.35:

Ashley Belyea, CRSW, Case Manager $40,246 50.00% $20,124.00

Lindsey Rich, Admin Assistant $35,797 0.00% ,  ' .,$o.6b
$0 0.00% .  ■ $0.00'

$0 0.00% ' : "" • $o:ob''
$0 0.00% . t -'$Voo'

TOTAL SALARIES (Not to exceed Total/Salary Wages, Line Item 1 of budget request) • $148,144.75.

Key Administrative Personnel are top-level agency leadership (Executive Director, CEO, CFO, etc.)-
These personnel MUST be listed, even if no salary is paid from the contract. Provide their name,
title, annual salary and percentage of annual salary paid from the agreement.
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JefTrry A. Meycn

CoRunlsiioner

Katja S. Fox
Director

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BUREAU OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603-271-6110 1-800-852-3345 ExL 6738

Fix: 603-271-6105 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964
ww\v.dbhs.ab.gov

July 10. 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter Into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
In bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide, by
Increasing the combined price limitation by $1,549,015, from $3,157,927, to an amount not to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1, 2018, upon approval of the Govemor and Executive Council
through June 30. 2019. 55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.

Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed in bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change to the
price limitation or completion date, effective upon the date of Govemor and Executive Council
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Govemor and Executive Council on June 20
2018 (Late Item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current

Amount
Increase/
Decrease

Revised

Budget

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000

FIT/NHNH, Inc. $0 $645,775 $645,775
Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Altematlve Sentencing $247,000 $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism $0 $624,599 $624,599

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabflitation Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 ■  $278,641 $278,641
North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,406
Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921
Seacoast Youth Services $73;200 $0 $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540
The Community Council of Nashua, N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000
West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942



His ExcellerKy, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the-Honorable Council

Page 2 of 4

Funds to support this request are available in State Rscal Year 2019 in the following accounts
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, if needed and justified.

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS; DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

.05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS.
CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN 71010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

Action #1)

Requested Action #1 Is retroactive because the Department > and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
• con«nuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed in time to place
the item on the. agenda for the June 20, 2018 Governor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findings. If these actions were not taken
retroactively, the result would have been a gap in critical substance use disorder' treatment and
recovery support services in the State's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
previously approved by Governor and Executive Council on June 20, 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements will allow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who have
ncome below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
in New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes
clinically and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
Fifth Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opioid
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's individuals, families, and communities
as weil as to respond to other types-of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors-are delivering an array .of treatment services, including Individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitallzatlon, transitional living, high and low intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of.services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together

in Individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1, 2017 and April
'..oo overdose deaths in New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017

®!.,7 f^owever, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases arestill pending analysis. This reduction in deaths indicates that the overall strategy including prevention
intervention, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive Impact

The Departmerit published a Request for Applications ior Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Sen^s website April 20, 2018 through May 10, 2018. The Department received sbrteen (16)
appliwhons. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of the Vendors applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a iirnited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services, (n addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to repositton staff to assist with this.

The Contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging In activities identified in the
contract monitoring and quality Improvement work referenced above. In addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance Improvement goals in future contracts. Rnaily,
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

All thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted senrices and Gbvernor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the vendors would not have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide Individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery. •

Action #2)

Requested Action #2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors In meeting contract requirements.

The changes to the contracts Include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrolling iri insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that is not expected to negatively impact client care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
Included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth in Action #1. These
changes are being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the administrative burden associated with service delivery
without compromising client care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Cpuncli determine to not authorize this Request Action #2
the gap between the cost of care and reimbursement rates will remain the same, which vendors have
Indicated may result in having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, there virould
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement In services provided.
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Area served: Statewide.

Sour^ of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959. Federal Award Identification Number
TI010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

.Katja S. Fox
Director

Approved by:
JeTfrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

7?7© Deportment of HeelOi and Human Services' Mission Is to Join conmunlties end femlUes
in providing opportunities for citizens to achieve health and Independence.



New Hampshire Department of Health end Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet

SubtUnce Ust Oitontor TrMtmtnt And

R^cownr Support Strvtett

RFA Nam*
RPA^019«DAS41 •SUBST

Bidder Name

^ CountycfGrafton New Hampshire-Gnrflon
• Co^tyDepartmantof CorrecUone

2
• Plemae Home of New Hampehlre. Inc.

Manchester AicohoHsm Rehabilitation Center

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center

5.
FrriNHNH. Inc.

■ g Grsflon County New Hampshire • Grefton County
• AltemaMvc Sentencing

The Community Coundl of Nashua, N. K

8.Halo Educational Systems

Headrest

10.
Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

11.
Greats Nashua Council on AlcohoHsm

^Z
j

13.

14.

terg>_Cwntry Health Consortium

North Country Health Consortium

PhoenU Housea of New England. Inc.

15.
Soacosst Youth Services

16.
SeacoastYouth Services

<17 Southeastern Nsw Hampshire Alcohol & Drug
' Abuee Servicee

16.

19.
West Central Services. Inc.

20. White Home Addiction Cerrter, Inc.

RPA Number

•Halo Educational SystemsrApplication was disqualifled as ron-reaponsiva.
••White Horse Addition Center. Inc.: Vendor was not selected.

nUumum
Points Actual Points Reglon

440 270 North CeuRby

440 262 Greater Manchester

440 338 Greater Manchester

440 328 Capital

440 360 Greater Manchester

440 200 North Country

440 280 Greeter Nashua

440 see below* Upper Valley

440 283 UpperVallty

440 304 Strafferd County

440 304 Greater Nashua

440 325 North Country

440 295 Carrel County

440 361' Monadnoek

440' '  215 Seacoest

440 215 Strafford County

<  440 320 Seaeoast

440 370 Strafflord

440 231 Greater Sulltvan

440 13e- Carrol Coun^

Reviewer Names

2.

Jsmla Powmrs. Clinical & Recovery
■ Sn^Admln tl. BOAS
June Lane, Program Spedatlst III.
BHS

. Shewn Blskey. Prog SpedaUst IV,
Chitd Bhvl Health

A PaulKiemBn.CBnicalSrvce
'SpdatOnjfl&Alcohol Srvca
5 »SySf33ao^SruP3cyTO>5r"
Sub^ Uae Srv. Obaervef orSy



Attachment A

Financial Details

health and social services, health and human SVCS DEPT of. HHS: oiv for behavorial health
BUREAU OF DRUG « ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

Community Cound
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Comm
Mental Health Vendor Coda; 154112.B0C1

State Fiscal Year Class/Account -Tide Budget Amount Increase/ Decreasi
Revised Modlllad

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$46.SS7 SO $46,657

Olsmas Home of NF Vendor Code;TBD

SO 1  ' $46,857

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Tftle Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc $72,361 SO $72,381

Easter Seals of NH
Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

CtrfFamum Vendor Code: 177204-B005

SO $72,361

State Fiscal Year Class/Accouni Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$337,266 $0 $337,286

fit/nhnh Vendor Code: 157730-B001

SO $337,288

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Ccrttjacts for Prog
Svc

$0 $194,759 $194,759

Sub-total SO $194,759 $194,759

Grafton County Vendor Code: 177397-8003

State Fiscal Year Cless/Account ThJe Budget Amount increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$74,492 $0 $74,492

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166S74-B001

$74,492 SO $74.492

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Accoum nue increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$0 $168,372 $166,372

Headrest, Inc Vendor Code: 175226-8001

$186 372 $188,372

State Fiacei Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount ncrcase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019

Sut>-t0tBl

102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$44,635

$44.635 SO

$44,635

$44,635

AttjchmerrtA

Financial Detail

Pate 1 of a



Attachment A

Financial Details

on Haven HiO VcndorCode: 27511S-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TWO Budget Amount increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S84.035 S84,035

Su(>>total SO S84.035 S84.035

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code; 158557-BOOl

State FiscaJ Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Ir>crease/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S86.678 $88,678

S86.67S SO

Phoenix Houses of

New Englartd, inc. Vendor Code: 177589-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Occroaso Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S70.24S S70.246

Sub-total S70.246 SO S70246

Seacoast Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account ■ntle Budget Amount increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc S22.076 SO S22.076

Sub-total $2Z076 SO $2Z076

Southeastern NH
Alcohol and Drug

Services Vendor Code 155292-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount increase/Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc S177.799 SO $177,799

Sub-total $177,799 SO S177 799

West Central
Services Y6ndorCode: 177654-BOOl

State Rscel Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc $17,942 SO S17,942

Sub-total S17.942 SO SI 7 942
Total Oov. Comm S9S2.394 S1.419.S60

—^ owwim. ne^Lin anu human SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVOR
BUREAU OF DRUG ft ALCOHOL SVCS, CUNICAL SERVICES (80% Fadoral Fund*, 20% GensraJ Funds FAIN TJOIOOSS CFDA 93.959)

Community Council
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Oomm

State Rscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019

Sub-total

102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc S113.143

$113,143

SO

SO

$113,143

$113,143

Attachmtnt A
Financial Octall
Pase2of4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Oisnias Home of MM Vendor Code;TBD

State Rscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/Dec reesî
 Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc S167.619 SO $167,619

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

AlcohoOsm Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-BD05

$167,619 SO S167.619

State Fiscal Year Class/Account ntio Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised fWodinad

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc $781,063 SO $781,083

prr/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-B0D1

SO

1

S781.083

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account ntte Budget Amount Increase/ Docroase
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

SO $451,016 $451,016

Grafton County Vendor Code: 177397-B003

$451,016 $451,016

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-600734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$172,508 SO $172,506

Greater Nashua

Council on >

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166S74-B001

SO S172.S08 1

'  State Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $436,227 $436,227

Headrest, Inc Vendor Code: 175226-B0Q1

$436.227 1

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc $103,384 $0 S103.384

Hope on Have Hill Vendor Code: 275119-B001

SO $103,364

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oeereese
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

SO $194,606 S194.608

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 158557-BOOI

SO $194,606 S194.606

State Fiscal Yoer Class/Account Title Budget Amount ncrease/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$200,728 SO $200,728

ktncliment A

inanciil Detail

"aceSofA

$200,728 SO $200,728



Attachment A

Financial Details

Phoenix Houses of

New England, Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-8001

,/

State Fiscal Yoar Class/Account Title , Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc $162,675 $0 $162,675

Seacoast Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944.S001

$0 1  $162.675 1

Slate Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Tine Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$51,124 $0 $51,124

Southeastern NH
Alcohol and Drug

Services Vendor Code 155292-BOOI

$0 $51,124

State Fiscal Year Cla^Account Title Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts fbr Prog
Svc

$411,741 $0 $411,741

West Centra)

Services Vendor Code: 177654-8001

$0 $411,741

State Fiscal Yoar Clasa/Account Title Budget Amourrt Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019

Sut>4otBl

102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc $41,548

$41,548

$0

$0

$41,548

$41,548

Grand Total AD

*^5-533

$3,157,927

$1,081,849

t1.949.91 &

"■?87.382

S4.70B.942

Attachment A
nmndal Detail
Pas* A of A



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

as

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract
This 1"* Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") dated this 26th day of June, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and Grafton County New Hampshire - Grafton County Department of
Corrections and Aiternative Sentencing, (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a municipality with
a piace of business at 3855 Dartmouth Coilege Highway, North Haverhiil, NH 03774.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late item G), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions, Paragraph 18; the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price limitation or completion date;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 2, Scope of Services, Subsection 2.7. Assistance
with Enrolling in Insurance Programs, in Its entirety, and replace with the following:

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a closed-loop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment include, but
are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private Insurance including, but not limited to New
Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after intake.

2. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 3, Staffing, Subsection 3.9, in its entirety, and
replace as follows:

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the
contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3. Add Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 10, Contract Compliance Audits, as follows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 in the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

Grafton County DOC and Alternative Sentencing Amendment
RFA-2019^DA5^1-SUBST-03 Page 1 of 4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovory Support Services

10.2 The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1 The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2 The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3 The specific steps and time line for Implementing the actions above;

10.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 8, Clinical Supervision, Subsection 8.1,
Paragraph 8.1.3. in its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for every forty
(40) hours of direct client contact;

5. Delete Exhibit B, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment, Section 9, in its entirety.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.

Grsfton County DOC and Attemativa Sentencing Amendment U^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox

Director

Grafton County New Hampshire - Grafton County

Department of Corrections and Altematlve Sentencing

l|5||S
Date

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of. , County of_ _on before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person Identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name Is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document In the
capacity indicated above.

\UXx.i.G- u.

Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires:

\ Grsfton County DOC and AltemaUve Sentencing Amendment 01
_,.,;\RFA-2019t6DAS^1-$UBSJ-03 Page 3of4
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendmenl, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date ^ J
LpName:

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Graflon County DOC and Allcmatlve Sentendng
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-03

Amendment #1

Page 4 of 4
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STATE or NEW HAMPSH0(E

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BVREAUOFDRUGANDALCOHOLSERVICBS

105 PLEASANT STREET»CONCORD«NH 03301
603-271-6110 t^0-8S^^345Ext67^8

Fax: 603-271-0105 TDD Acccu: 1-800-735-2964 '

wmv^bbutLgov

June 19, 2018

His Excellency,:Govemor Christopher T. Sununu
and ̂  Honorably Council . - , .

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Dnjg and Alcohol
Senrices, to enter into Agreements with multiple Vendors, listed below, to provide substance use
disorder treatrnent and recovery support services statewide, In. an amount not to exceed $3,157,927
effective July i. 2018 or upon Governor and Executive Council approval whichever Is later through
June'30,2019. 55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16%'Other Funds.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor

Vendor Budgeted Amount
Dismas Home of New Hampshire'. Inc. $240,000
Graflon County New Hampshire - Department of Corrections and Alternative
Sentencing $247,000
Headrest $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabllllation Center $1,118,371
North Country Health Consortium '  $287,406
Phoenix Houses of New Enaiand. Inc. $232,921
Seacoast Youth Services $73,200
Southeastem New Hamoshire Alcohol & Drua Abuse Services' $589,540
The Community Coundl of Nashua. N.H. $162,000
West Centra! Services, Inc.. $59,490
TotalSFYID- - $3,157,927

Funds to Support this request are available in Slate Rscal Year 2019 in the following accounts,
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Rscal Years through the Bi^get Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, If needed and Justified.

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

The Department requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price Qmllation of
$3,157,927 that will allow the Vendors listed to proMde an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide to chiWren and adults with substance use disorders, who
have Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are
homeless In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs
causes clinfcaliy and functionally Significant Impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure
to meet major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
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determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Rfth Edition criteria. Three (3) more agreements will be submitted by the. Department at a'future
Governor and Executive Council meeting.

These Agreements are piart of the Departrnenfs overall strategy to respond to the opiold
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's individuals, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of th^e
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array of treatment services, Including individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional living, high and low intensity
residential, and ambulatory and rasidential withdrawal management services as well as andilary
recovery support serN^ceis. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they enrolled 2994 Individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1,2017 and April
30,2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths in New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017.
at 428 as of April 20.2016; however, the 2017 Statistics are expected to Increase slightly as cases are
stiil pending analysis. This reduction In deaths indicates that the overall strategy Including prevention,
intervention. treatment„and recovery support services is having a positive impact

The'Department published a Request for ApplicationsHor Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (REA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Services website'April 20,2018 through May 10, 2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
appiicat'ons. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined Into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Scnre Sheet).

Some of the Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to'the vendprs providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
prov^e those services. In addition the Bureau-of Drug and Alcohol Services is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim'
services if they are oh a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or worklrig'with a cilent's existlfrg prdvlderfoTph'^irai fiealth7behavidfai
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

■ The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, cofiducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities Identified In the
contract monitoring and qualify improvement work referenced above. In addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access,'engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention,, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance improvement goals In future contracts. Finally,
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

This contract Includes language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up to two (2)
additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of contracted
services and Governor and Executive Council approval.

\

Should the Governor and ExecuUve Counofl determine to not authorize this Request, the
vendors would not have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services necessary to
provide individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance and sustain
recovery.



His Excellency, Qovemor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department.of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse, and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
Ti010035-14, and "13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Katjp-S. Fox
Di dor

Approved b
iTrey A'. Meyem

Commissioner

The Oeparfment of HMRh eotf Humon SofvlcM' Wsston is to join eommuniOss and fatrSBas
In providing opporluftiUos f6r dtfuns to achiova health andMdepenrtonce.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

\  . Summary Scoring Sheet

SubstanM Ut^DberderTicabuntAnS
Raoovuy Suppwl Swvteti

ItfikNtmo
RFA4019^0ASt01.SUBST

RFANumbir

Bidder Name

County of Grafisn New Hatnpshlro • Grofton
County OatHitment of CorrocSons

Moxmum

Points AetttsI Points' Refliea

440 270 North Country

Otemu Home of Naw Hamahlre. Inc. 440 362 GresterUartcfaester

Manchester AleohoOam-RatiibQltaeon Center 440 336 QreeterUanshestef

Manchester Alcchottem Rehabilitation Center . 440 326 Capital

miNHNH.lnc. 440 200 Greater ManchntM

Qratton County Now Hampshire • Oisfton bounty
Alternative Sentcndn'fl 440 290 Kortb Country

The Comrmndty CooocO of N^hua, N. R 440 200 OreatarNash'ua

Halo Educatlenal Systems 440 'see below* Upper Viltey

Headrest 440 223 UppcrVeSey

Hope on Haven HQ Inc. ' 440 304 Siratterd County

OreatarNashuaCoundl onAleohoflsm ^ 440 ■ m Greater Nastna

Norffi Country Health Consortium 440 325 NorthCeunt^

North Country Health Coosortlum '440 295 CvToJ County

PhoerdaKoose* ofNewEnaland.lnc. 440 361 UoTtednock

Seeeeast Youth Services 440 215 Soacoast

Seaeoast Youth ScTvleos 440 215 Straftonf County

Snuiheeetem New Kampshbe Alcohol & Dcug
Abuse Sendees 440 320 Seaceast

Southeastern Alcohol & Drug Abueo Services 440 370 Gti'offotd

West Central Services. Inc. 440 231 Greater Sdllvan

White Horse Addletlon Center, tnc. 440 W Carrot County

.  JsnjoTomn^^SESSTRBcovof^

« 'StSoTovTR^runSpeSSliir'
*• BKS

. ShauoB}ak8y,Pre9Sptd8&stlV,
'^ChOdBhvfK&atm

Paul tatmsn, CMcaS

rSfTVS^JS^P
Su&rtneUaeSiv.OMaivgoniy

*Halo Educatfbtta! Systems: AppBcallon was dtequaOted as notwaipondve.
''WMte Hofse Addt^n Canter, Inc.: Vendor was noi selected.



Attachment A

Rnandal Details

05-9S^-g20S1&i33820800 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN 8VCS DEPT OF, HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTI^
^REAU OF DRUG&ALOOHQL eves. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

CommunnirCDuncil
oINestM-Gr

Nashua Comrn
Mental Health Vendor Code: 154112.B001

•

State FtoeatYeer dassJAeeeunt TWO Bridget Aineunt lAcreasef Oecraase
Re vised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-000734
Conlraeta for Preg

Svo
346.657 $46,657

Subtotal S48.857 £0 S46.8S7

DisniasHQfReofNH Vendor OoderTBO

*

State Fiscal Year dassiAecount TKIo Budget Amount tneroase/ Docreaso
Revised MadtQed

Budoet

2019 • . 102-600734
Contracts for Prog

■  Svo
•  572.381 572.381

SuMetal 572^1 SO • S7Z381

Easier Seats or NH

Manchester

Aleohonsffl Rehab

CCrlFamum Vendor Code: 177204-8005

' State Raeat Year Class/Account TIUo . Budget Amount Increase/Deereaie
Ftevleed HodlEed

Budoet

2019 102400734
Contracts tdr Prog

Svc
5337.288 5337.2S6

Sut^etal £337.286 SO S337.288 .

Grafton County Vendor Code: 17739^-8003

•

State Flaeai Year ClassiAcceunt Tide Budget Amount Increase/Decreasa

lI

r

2019- 102400734 ■
Contracts for Prog

Sve
574,492 574,492

Subtotal 574.492 ' SO 574.492

HeadmLlne Vendor Codo: 175226-8001

State Ptseal Year Class/Aeeount TlUe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
RevtsedMdlSed ..
Bu^

2019 102400734
Contracts for Prog

Svo
544.635 544.635

6ub4ota1 544.635 SO 544.635

Nonh Country
Health CoAsoiliuin Vendor CedK 1SBS57-B001

1

r

Stele Ftecal Year .dassFAcceunt THIa Budget Amount Increase/ Doereess
- RuvtsedModOed

Budnat

2019 102400734
Contracts fhr Prog

Svo •
S86.676 588.678

SuMotal 566476 SO S88.678

AtRdifflCfltA

.Financial Dean

Paa«1ef4



Attachment A

Financial Details

-

PTioanlx House* of

NewErgbAd.lne. VendorCedK 17758^4001'

Stste fiscal Year Chsa/Accouftt Titfo ^get Amount taeroase/ Decrease
Revised UodlCed

'Budoet

201S 102400734
Contracts tor Prog

8vc
$70,246 $70,248

'  SulMotal , S7(U48 SO $70,246

Seacoasi Youth

ServtcM - . Vendor Cods:^44-e001

Slate Fiscal Year Clasa/Aecourrt rule Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modlflad

BudOftt

2019 102400794 Contracts for Prpg
Svc

S22.07& $22,076

Sut^^i $22,076 50 *$22,076

Southeastern KH

Alcohol and Dnig
Services VandorCodo 1552924001 .

State Bseai Year CtessiAecount. TItte BudgetAmount Increase/ Oecraaae
Rsvlaed Modified

Budoet

2019 102400734
Contracts for Prog

Svc-
$177,789 $in.709

8ub>lDta! . $177,799 SO $177,789

WestCentral

Sendee* Vendor Coda; 1776544001

•

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Aceount Tide Budget AmDimt Increase/Ofereaso
Revised Modified

Budnet

2019 102-600734
Contrects for Prog

Svc $17,942 $17,942

Subtotal $17,942 SO $17,942

Total Oov. Comni 3952J94 £L >952.884

•

OS«S42.920S1043B4000d HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT Of, HHS: OJV FOR BHHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU Of DRUG & ALCOHOL 8VCS, CUNICAL SERVICES (UH Fetfoial fund*, 20% Gerwral fund* FAIN TI01009S CFOA 9)JS9)

Oomrnunily Council
ofN«shu»Gr

Nashua Comm

State Ftseel Year Class/Account Tide BudgetAmount * Increase/ Decrease
Rovteod UetOflsd

2919 102400734
Cogtracta for Prog

Svc $113,143 .  • $113.1^
Sub4stel $113,143 SO $113,143

AtaduMinA

RnndalOtuS



A(t8chmem A

Financial Details

DbmasKenMothfH Vendor CodefTBD

State Flteai Year Class/Aceouftt TlOo Budget Anwtmt Inc'reaao/ Decrease
Revbod UodlBad

Budoet

2019 1Q2-600T34
Contracts for Prog

8vo
Si 67,619 $157,616

SutMaUl S167.619 SO $167,619

Eestsr Seals of NH
Manehestsr

Abohafism f)^b
Cti/FaiTKim Vendor Code: 177204400S *

Ststo Riesl Year' . Ctsss/Aeeeunt THIe Budget Amaant Increase/ Decroaso
Rqvlsed UodlSed

Budoet

2019 102^734
Oontraets for Prog

five
8761,083' $761,063

8ub4etsl 8761.083 SO S761B83

Giafton County Vendor Code 177397-B003

State nseal Year CUeaJAccount TtUa Budget Amount Inertastf Oeoease
Revlaed Modlflad

Budoet

2019 10^S007^4
Contacts Car Prog

five
$172,506 $172,608

Sublets) • $172,508 SO . $172,508

Headrest, Inc Vendor Cede: 17S22S40O1

Stats Flscef Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised tSodUed

Biidaot

-2019 102SQ0734 '
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103;J64 $103464

Subtotal 8103,384 SO $103,364

Noith Country
HtaRh Consoditin vendor Code: 166557-6001

-  '

State Fbcal Year CtasalAccount Tlfle Budget Amount IiTcreaea/Decrease
Revised ModtSed

Budoet

2019 102-800734
Conbacb for Prog

five
$200,728 $200,728

Subtotal S2007Z8 SO 62190.728

AtlBdmuntA

nAifl^lDctaO
Pa|t9of4



Attachment A

Rnanda] Details

Phoenix KousM of-

Vendor Code: 177S8»«001

State Fleeal Year ClasB/Aoeount Title Budget Amount Inereasel Decrease
Revised BSodUlBd

Budnet

2019 102400794
Contracts fer Prog

Svc •
<182.67$ $182,875 '

SuMotxI ' $162,676 SO ••$162,675

Seecoasi Voulh
SetvtcBs Vendor Code: 2039444001

•

Stste Fiscal Year Class/Aeceunt Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Uodtflod

Budast

2019 102400734
Contracts for Png

Svc
$51,124 S^,124

Sub-total S51.124 SO SS1.124

Southeaatem NH

Aicohol'and On^g
Services Vendor Code 1652924001

State Flacsl Year ClasslAccounl Tltla BudgetAmount Increasa/Decrease
Revised BAodlfied

Bodoat

2019. 102-600734
..Contracts for Prog

8vc
■ S411.741 $411,741

Sut>-tsb> .
/ $411,741 SO S411.741

West Central

" ~8«n4des vmddr Code: 1776544001'
- ._ .

State Flacai Year CbsslAeoount \ TlUe BudgetAmount IrKraaee/ Decrease
Revlaad UodBIsd

Budnet

2019 " 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$41,648 $41,648

StdKBtal ' $41,548 SO S41448

Total Cnnleal SvB ta.2DS.8M -sa. 82^03433

Grand Total Alt $3,187,927 SO 83,157.927

AaethfiientA

FinandBiOeaO

P«l»4ef4



FORM NUMBER P-37 (vereion 5/8/15)
Subject: Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Sunport Services fRFA-2Q19-BDAS-01-SUBST-Q3) '

Noticef This agreement and all of its attachments shall become public upon submission to Oovemor and
Executive Council for approval. Any information that is private, coolidential or proprietary must
be clearly identified to the agency and agreed to la writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMENT

The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISTONS

1. IDENTIFICATION.

1.1 State Agency Name
NH Department ofHealth and Human Services

1.2 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street

Concord.NH 03301-3857 •

1.3 Contractor Name

Qrafton County New Hampshire - Oraflon County Department of
Coriecdons ud Alternative Seoteocing

•i

1.4^ Contractor Address
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
North Haverhili, NH 03774

1.5 Contractor Phone

Number

603-787-6941

.1.6 Account Number

05-95.92-920510-3382-102-

500734; 05-95-92-920510-
3384-102-500734

1.7 CoDq)letioD Date •

June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

5247,000

1.9 Contracting Officer for State. Agency
E.^Maria Reinemann, Esq.
Director of Contracts and Procurement

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
603-271-9330

1.11 Contractor Signature. 1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory
Julie L Libby, County Administrator

1.13 Acknowledgement: State of fsJH" '>

On' , , before the undersigned officer, persoiuliy appeared the pmon identified in block 1.12, or satisfactorily •
proven to be the person whose name is signed in block 1.11, and acknowledged thM s/hc execirted this document in the capacity
indicted in block 1.12.
I.13.r. SignatureofNotaryPublicorJusticeofthePeace

.  [Stall. •" (ALdJUe Q
lAn NameandTmeofN<ftar>

' Lestir
' or Justice of the Peace

1.14. State Agency Signature 1.15 Name ̂ d Tide of State Agency Signalbry

1.16 ^proval by the N.H. Department of AdrainistratioD, Division ofPersonnel (Ifapplicable)

By. Director, On:
r  • '

1.17 Approval by the Attorney Qencral (Form, Substance and Execution) qpp/icflWe) ~ .

1.18 Approval by the Oovemor and Executive Council (if applicable)

■  By On:

o' l&
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2. EWPLOYMENT OF contractor/services TO
BE PERFORl^D. The Slate ofNew Hampshire, acting
tlwugh the ag^y idei^fied in bicck-l. 1 Cytale"), engages
coDCractor !dentifi«jl in blodc 13 CCootraeioi^) to perfunn,
and the Contractor shall perform, the work or sale of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHIBIT A which is incorporated herein by reference
C^erviccs^.

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPI,EnON OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to tte approval of the Governor and
Executive Council ofthe State ofNew Hampshire, if
applicabte, this Agreeoirat, and all obligations of the parties
heFeonder, shall become eflective on the date the Governor
and Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in
block 1.18, unless no such approval is required, in which case
the Agreement shall become enectlve on the date the
' Agreement is signed by the State Agency as shown in block

1.14 (Eflective Dale*^.
3.2 If the Contractor commences the Services prior to the
. Effective I^te, all Sendees performed by lite Contractor prior
to the Effective Date shall be performed at the sole risk ofthe
Cootraetor. and in the event t^t tMs Agreement does not
become effective, the State shall have no liabiU^ to the
Contractor, including without limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs incuired or Services performed.
Contractor must complete oU Services by the Completioa Date
specified in block 1.7.

4. CONDlTIpNAL nature OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstaoding&oy.provision of tKis Agreement to the
eonttaxy, all obligations of the State hereunder, Including,
without limitation, the continuance ofpayments hereunder, are
contingent upon the availability and condr
of fbnds, and in no event sh^ the State be

ued appropriation
liable for any

payments herexmder in excess of such ava table appropriated
funds. In the event of a reduction or temai lation of
appropriated funds, the State shall have the right to withhold'
parent until such funds become available, If ever, and ahaii

. have the ligfat to terminate this Agreement immediately upon -
giving (he Contractor notice ofsuch termination. TbeSrate
shall not be required to transfer funds from any other account
to the Account identified In block l.d in the event fiinds in that
Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. contract price/price LUmTATION/
PAYMENT.

5.1 The contract,price, method ofpayment, end terms of
payoKnt are identified and more particulaxly described in
EXUIBIT B which is incorporated herein by reference.
53 The payment by die State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbuisernent to die Contractor for all
expenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
p^ormance hereof, and shall be the only and the complete
coTOpensatioD to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to the Contractor other than the contract
price.

5.3 The State reserves the right to offset from any amounts
otherwise payable to the Contractoriinder this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or pennitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RiSA 80:7-c or any other provisbn of law.
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in Qiis Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in
no event shall the total of all payments euthoiized, or actually

. made hereuoder, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
1.8.

d. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY:
6.1 In connection with the performance of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with oil statutes, laws, regulations,
end orders of federal, stale, coun^ or municipal authorities
which impose any obligation or diify i^oo the Contractor,
including, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. This may include the requirement to utflize auxiliary
aids and services to ensure that persons with communicalloo
disabilities, including vision, hearing and speech, can
communicate with, receive information from, and convey
information to the Contractor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 During'^e term of Agreement, the Contractor dialJ
not discriminate against employees or applicants ftr
employment because of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
handicap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will take
affirmative action to prercot such discrlnainatiotL
63 Ifthis Agreement is funded in any part by monies of the
United States, the Contractor shall comply with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 C*Equal
Employment Opportunity*^, as supplemented by tiie
regulations of ihe United States Department ofLabor (41
C.F.R. Part 60), and mth any rules, regulations and guidelines
as the State ofNew Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor flirther agrees to
permit the State or Unit^ States access to any of the
Contractor's books, records and accounts for the purpose of
ascertaioihg compliance with all rules, regulations onfen,
and the covenants, terms and conditions of this Agreement--

7. PERSONNEL.
7.1 The Contractor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Cbntractor
warraats that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perform the Service^ and aball be properly
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
laws.

7.2 Uoless otherwise autliorized in writing, during the term of
this AgrMment, and for a period of six (6) months after the
ConqibHon Date In block 1,7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
corporation with whom it is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
enq>loyee or official, who is materially involved in the
procurement, administration or performance ofthis

Page 2 of4
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AgreeroenL This provision shall survive tenninadon of this
AgreemenL
7.3 The Contracting Officer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her successor, shall be the State's representative. In the event
of any dispute concerning the intcipietation of this Agreement,
the Cbotracting Officer's decision shall be final for the State.

8. EVENT or DEFAULT/REMEDIES.

8.1 Any one or more of the fbUo>^g acts or omissions of the
Contractor shall constitute an event of deAult hereonder

CEvcol ofDefhulfO^
8.1.1 failure to perfonn the Services satisfactorily or on
schedule;
8.1.2 &IIure to submit any report required hereunder; and/or
8.1.3 feihtre to perfonn any other coveoant, term or conditbo
of this AgreeroenL
8.2 Upon the occonence ofany Event of Default, the State

take any one; or more, or all, of the following actions:
8;2.1 give the Contractor a written notice specifying'the Event
of Default and requiring it to be remedied wiihl^ uj the
absence ofa greater or lesser specification of tim^ thirty (30)
days from the date of(he notice; and if the Event of Default is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, efibetiyt tvro

.(2) days after giring the Contractor notice oftermioatioD;
^ve the Contractor a written ootice spccifying the Event

of Default suspending all payments to be nude under thb
Agreement and orderii^ that the portion of the contract price
which would otherwise accnie to die Contractor during the
period from the date of such notice until such time as the State
deteiroines that the Contractor has cui^ the Event of Default
shall never be paid to the Contractor;
8.2 J set off against any other obligations the State may owe to
the Contractor any dama^ the State suffers by reason ofany
Event ofDc&ult; and/or
84*4 treat the Agreement as breached and pursue any of its
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9. DiATA/ACCKSS/CONFlDENTIALtTY/
PRESERVATION.

9.1 As used in this Agreement, the wotd "data** shall mean all
tnbnnadon and things developed or obtained during the
perfbnnaqce of; or acquired <g developed by reason o^ this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all studies, reports,
files, fbrinulse, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawings, analyses,
graphic rqrreseqtations, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoianda, papers, and documents,
all whether finished or unfinished.

9.2 Ail data end any property which has been received from '
the State or purchased with frinds provided for that puipore
under this AgreemenL shall be the properry of the State, and
shall be returned to the State upon demand or upon
tenuinatioo of this Agreement for any reason.
9J Confidentiality of data shall be governed by N.H. RSA
chapter 91 ̂  or other existing law. Disclosure of data
requires prior written approval of the State.

.  ?age 3

10. termination. In the event of on early tennination of
this Agreement for any reason other than the completion of the
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Cootractmg
OBlcer, not later than fifieeo (IS) days after the date of
terminatioii, a report CTermination Report") describing In
detail all S^ces p^ormed, and the contract price earned, to
and including the ̂ te of termination. The foiin, luhject -
matter, content, and number of copies ofthe Termination
Report shall be identical to those ofany Final Report
described in the attached EXHIBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the perfbrmance ofthis Agreement the Contractor is In all
le^ects an Indepeodent contractor, and b neither an agent nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
officers, employees, agents or members shall have eutbority to
bind the State or receive any benefits, workers* oompensatibn
or other emoluments provided by the State to its employees.

12. ASSIGNMENT/DELECATION/SUBCONIRACTS.
The Contractor sfaell not assign, or otherwbe transfer any
interest in thb Agreement without the prior written nou'ce and
consent ofthe State. None ofthe Services shall be

subcontracted by the Contiactor vritbout the prior written /
notice at)d coitsent of the.Stote.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
indemnify end hold harmless the State, its ofilcers and
en^loyces, from and against any and all losses suffered by (he
State, Its oMcers and enqjloyees, and any and all cl^ms,
liabiltfies or penalties asserted against the State; its officers
and employees, by or on behalf ofany person, on account of,
based or resulting from, arising out of (or which may be '
ciaimed to arise out oQ the acts or onusrions of the
Contractor. Notwithstanding the fbregoiag,oothiag herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute e'waiverof the

sovereign immunity of die State, which immunity b hereby
reserved to the State. Thb covenant m paragraph 13 shall
survive the termination of thb Agreement

14. mSDRANCE.

14.1 The Contractor shall, at its sole e;qxose, obtain and
maintain In fbrce, and shall require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maintain In force, the following
Insurance:

14.1.1 comprehensive general liability insurance against bO
claims ofbodily injury, death or property damage, in amounts
of not less than S1 .OOO.OOOper occucrtnce and $2,000,008
aggregate; and
14.1.2 specbl cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to cubpaxagrtph 9.2 hemn, in an amount not
less than $0% ofthe whole replacement value of (he property.
14.2 The policies described in subpaiagrapb 14.1 her^ shall ■
be on policy forms and endorsements approved fbr use la the
State of New Hampshire by the NiL Departmentof
Insurance, and hsued by insurers Ucens^ in the State of New
Hampshire.
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143 The CoQiTBctor shall fiimish to the Contracting O/Ticcr
itotified in bloek 1.9, or hts or her successor, a certiflcate<s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement
Contractor shall also fiimish to the Contracting Officer
identified in biodc 1.9, or his or her successor, ceitificate(s) of
insurance for all renewals) of insurance required under this
Agreement oo later than thir^ (30) days prior to the expiration
dateofeachofdieinsaraocepolwes. ThecernficBte(s]of
insunnce and any cenewais thereof sbail be attached mid are
Incorponted her^ by reference. Bachcertificate(s)of
inmrance shall contain a clause requiring the insurer to
provide the Contrabting Officer Identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) d^ prior written ■
noticeofcancellatlooormodificationofthepolicy..

15. WORk^* COMPENSATION.
15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the Cootractor is in compliance with
or exempt from, the requlrcmcws ofN.H. RSA chapter 281-A
C'ff'oHttrs' Coaipensation"),
15.2 To the extent the Contractor is subject to the
requbcments ofNJl RSA chapter 281^ Cootractor shall
inaiaiain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers* Compensation in
connection with activities which the petson proposes to
undertake pursuant to this Agreemeni Contractor shall
furnish the Cootracting Officer Identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proofofWoricers' Compcnsalioo in the
manner described in N.H. RSA chapter 281-A arid any
applicable renewal(s) thereof, which shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. The State shall not be
responsible for payment of any Workers' Condensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contiactor, or
any suboootcactoror employee ofCootractor,'which might
arise under ̂plicable State of New Hampshire Workers*
Compensation laws in connection with the perfbnnaoce ofthe
Services under tiiis AgreemenL

16. WAIVER OF BRbiACH. No foilure by the State to
enforce any provisions hereof afrer any Event ofDefoult shall
be deemed a waiver of Its rights with regard to thai Event of
DefoukoraaysuhsequentHventofDefouU. Noexpress
fiiiluie to enforce any Event ofDefouU shall be deemed a
waiver ofthe right ofthe State to enforee each and all ofthe
provisions hereofupon any further or other Event ofDefault
on the part ofthe Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any ootice by a party hereto to the other party ..
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or pven at foe
lime of tnaniog by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at foe addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument in writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after approval ofsuch
atneodment, waiver or discharge by the Governor end
Executive Coqocil of foe State of New Hampshire unless oo

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws ofthe State ofNew Hampshire, and is binding upon and
Inures to the benefit of the parties and their respective
successors and assigns. Tire wonting used in this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express (heir rmttofll
intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
' in favor ofany par^.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The patties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parlies and this Agreemeat shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit

21. HEADINGS. The headings tisuugbout the Agreement
' are for reference purposes only, and the words cotuaincd

therein shall io no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid In the ioleipretatioa, construction or meaning ofthe '
provisions oftius Agreement

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
forth in the attached EXHIBrr C are incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABIUTY. In the event any ofthe provisions of
this Agreement are held by a court ofcoi^etent Jurisdiction to
be cootrary to any slate or fhderal law, the remaining
provisions ofthis Agreemeat wfll remain in fbll force and
effect

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be exeimted to a number of counterparts, each ofwhich shall
be deemed on ori^nal, constitutes foe eiriire Agreement and
understanding between the parties, and supenedes all prior
Agreements and understandings relating hereto.

Page 4 of4
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Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. ' The Contractor will submit a detdled description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons -with limited English pudency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

12. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an Impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identrOed the Contractor as a
Subrecipient In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
In New Hampshire.

1.5. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery

support services in this Agreement for individuals who are Incarcerated at the
Grafton County Department of Corrections and who are enrolled in the Grafton
County Altemalfve Sehlenclng.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or tega! guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.12. Have Income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use d^rder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

22.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
(hat support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operatlonalizing the Continuum of Qare Model
(http'7/www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/contlnuum-of-care.htm].

22.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of Individuals, families and

Grafton Courtly New Hampshire •Departmertl of Corrections
and Aitemativa Senteno'ng
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Now Hampshire Dopaitment of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovefy Support Services

Exhibit A

communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery N0twork(s) (IDNs) of services
available In order to align this work with ION projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populations.

■  2.2.2.2. inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of
services available In order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. ... Coordinate client services with other community service
providers Involved in the client's care and the chant's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate cGenl services with the Department's Regional
Access Point contractor (RAP) that provides services
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services -

2.2.2.4.2. Referring dienls to RAP services when the

Contractor cannot admit a client for services
within forty-eight (48) hours

2.2;2.4.3. Referring clients to RAP services at the lime of
discharge when* a client Is In need of RAP
services, and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; |,e. designed to acknov^edge the frhpact
of violence and trauma oh people's lis^ and the" Importance
of addressing trauma In treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1, The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

Z3.1.1, Individual Outpatient Treatment as defiried as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Ou^atient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and iheir ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and oonslderaUon of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

Qrafton Counbr New HampsWre -DepartrriBnt of CorredJons
end Altemstive Sentencing .
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2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their

■ ramifications, including- an examination of attitudes and
feeilngs, and consideration of alternative solutions and
decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
problems.

2.3.1.3^ Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that Includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohof and/or other drug services. Services for. adults are.
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation In
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove ■ threats to an IndMdua]

maintaining participation In treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only In coordination
with providing at least one of the services In Section 2.3.U through

2.3.1.3 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group
Intensive Case Management in accordance

with SAMHSA TIP 27; Comprehensive Case
Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https://store.samhsa.gov/productmP-27-
Comprehenslve-Case-Managenient'^r-

. Substance-Abuse-Treatmant/SMA15-4215)
and which exceed the mlnlrnum case

management requirements for the AS AM

,  level of care.

2.4.2.1.2. The Contractor wit! provide Interisive Case
Management by a:

2.4.2.1.2.1. Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the

Grafton County New HampsNre -Department of Corrections
and AQemathre Sentencing
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supervision of a Licensed

Counselor or

2.4^.1:2.2. A Certined Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the
supervision . of a Licarrsed

Supervisor or

2.4^1^.3, Licensed Counselor

2.5. Enrolling Clients fbr Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibiHty for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 betow;

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an Individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the. date that Individual contacts the
Contractor for Substance. Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Sen/Ices.

2.5.22. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the firet direct contact with the
Individual, using the eliglbiJity module in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2,5J2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1; Assure that "clients'" income ihfdnfiatiW Is^
updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients about any changes
in income no Jess frequently than every 4
weeks.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.3 within two (2) days of the Initial
Intake Screening In Section 2.6.2 above using the AS! Ute module, in Web
Information Technology System (WITS) or other .method approved by the
Department when the Individual is determined probable of being eBgible for
sen/icas.

2.6.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment
In Section 2.5.3 In a format approved by the Department.

Grarion County New Hampshire •Department of Corrections
and Alternative Sentencing
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2.5.4. The Contractor shad, for ad services provided, include a method to obtain
clinical evaluations that include DSM 5 diagnostic Information and a

recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
In October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client;

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or wKhln 3
business days following admission.

2.5.4J2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above before admission or Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In Section 2.3. deterrrnned by the client's cilnlca!
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed" ASAM level of. care is

unavailable at the time the level of care Is determined in.

Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. . A service with the next available higher ASAM

Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as In Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency In the client's
service area that provides Uie service with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

•  2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible djents for services in order of the
priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children are not In their custody,' as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, Including the provision of Interim
services within the required 46 hour time frame. If the

GraOon County New Hampshire -Department of Correctlorw
and Attematlve Sentencing '
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Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Access Point service
provider In the cllenfs area to connect the client
with substance use disorder treatment services.

2:5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
altemative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance

must include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the
Contractor agency or an altemaUve provider,
interim services shall Include:

2.5.8.1,3.1. At least one 60 minute Individual

or group outpatient session per
week;

2,5:8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.6.1,3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess
and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse
the effects of an opiold overdose either In the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. IndMduais with a history of injection drug use inctuding the
provision of Interim services within 14 days.

2.5.6.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurririg mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. individuals with Opiold Use Disorders.

2.5.6.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

Z5.87. Individuals with substance use disorders who are Involved
with the criminal Justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

Qrafton County New Hampshire -Oepertment of Corrections
and Altemetive Sentencing
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2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 4-2 CPR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to reccing services for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or iegai guardian when the client is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor rnust include In the consent forms language for client
consent to share Informatidn with other social service agencies involved In
the client's care, Including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families
(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probabon and parole

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing Jn Section
2.5.11 above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall nob'fy the clients whose consent to Informabon
sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the .ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any Impact on services' provided under this
contract.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny sen/ices to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's Inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive conftdential services

pursuant to RSA 318-6:12-8.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment servfoes from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5116.2. Have co-occuning mental health disorders; and/or

'  .2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as-
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment senrices
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department, The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
Omes.

Grafton County New Hampshire •Department of Corrections
and AltemaSve Sentencing
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2.6. WaitOsts

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for aD clients and aD substance use
disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor v^riil track the wait time for the clients to receive services,
from the date of Initial contact In Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients
first received substance use disorder treatment services In Sections Z3
and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation In Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly;
2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service

and payer source for all the services.

Z6.3Z. The average wail time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in insurance Programs
2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for Initial entry into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;
2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private Insurance, including but not-

limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after intake.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

.  2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at Inltiai contact, during, screening, intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at dls^arge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all dfents for withdrawal risk based on ASAM
(2013) standards at ail phases of Ueatment, such as at Initial contact,
during screening, Intake, admission, ongoing treatment services and
stabifee all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall;

2.6.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk
indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be
provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level Indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

;  under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate
withdrawal management Into the client's treatment plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8Z.2. Refer dienls to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Graflon County Now Hampshire-Departmerrt of Conroctlons
and Altamatfve Santanctng
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Care that Is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services
provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation ddta within three (3) days of the clinical
evaluation (in Secdon 2.5.4 above), that address problems In all ASAM

(2013) domains which Justified the client's admlttanoe to a given level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements (n Exhibit A-1 and that;

2.8.3.1. Include In all Individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and Interventions written In terms that are;

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (dearly defining what v/ili be done)

2.8.3.12. measurable (Including dear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.6.3.1.3. attainable (within the indtviduaj's ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the
individual), and

2.8.3.1.5.' timely (this \s, something that needs to be done
and there Is a stated time frame for completion

that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's Involvement in Identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and Interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and rx) less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent Treatment plan updates much Indude:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client

is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new

goats tiased on changes In the cQents
furKtionlng relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

.  the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes In functioning In any
ASAM dorrtain and docurrientafion of ̂ the

reasons forthls assessment

Gralton County Now Hampshire •Department of Corrections
and Altemativo Santandng
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'2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or If.
applicable, documentation of the ctlehfs refusal

to sign the treatment plan,

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and Interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2,8.4. The Contractor shall refer cDents to and coordinate a clients care with
other prowders.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance if appropriate,
consents from the dlant, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and In compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and If the .client does not
have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider if appropriate
consents from the client. Including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in

advance in pompliance with state, federal laws
■  and stale and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co*occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and If the' client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor wQi make an appropriate referral to
one and coOfdirrate''care~^tir'th"at pro^'deTif
appropriate consents from, the cfient, Including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, If applicable, are
obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1 A. Peer recovery support provider, and If the client
does not tiave a peer recovery support
provider, the- Contractor will make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider if appropriate consents from
the dient, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, If
applicable, are obtained in advance In

Grafton County Now Hampshire •Department of Corrections
and AltemBb'ye Sentencing
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EC

compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate v4th local recovery community
organizations (where available) to luring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment
setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients In peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management senrices

offered by the client's managed care '
organization or third party Insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the
client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, If
applicable, are obtained In advance In
compliance with state, federal laws and 'state

and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the client. Including but not limited
to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, as
applicable and allowable with consent provided
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

' 2.6.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document In the client's file If the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination In

Section 2.6.4 above.

2.6.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
/  plans for all Services in Section 2.3 that address ail ASAM (2013)

domains, that are In accordance with the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and
that

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as fbllows;

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated In the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her
treatment goals; or

Grsflon County New Hampshire •Department of Cgrrections
and Altemativo Sentencing
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2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: TTie pallent is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated In the
Individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care Is
assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work, toward his/her treatment

• goats; and lor

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
have, been identified that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The new
problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay In the current
leva! of care. The level of care which the
patient is receiving treatment is therefore the
least Intensive level at which the patient's
problemis can be addressed.effecth/ely

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria, for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated In the
individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem(s) that Justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease TTianagement of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care is Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the pr6blem(s) that
Justified the admission to the_ present level of
care, despite amendments' to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have
achieved the maximum possible benefit from
engagement in services at the current level of
care. Treatment at another level of care (more

,  or less intensive) in the same type of serNdces,
or discharge from treatment, is therefore
indicated; or

2.8.6.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
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diagnostic or coK)ccurring conditions that rimit
his or her ability to resolve his or her
prob!em(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment, Is therefore Indicated;'

or

2.6.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensification of his or her
problem(s), or has developed a new
problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a
more Intensive level of care.

2.8.5A. • Include clear documentation that explains why continued
seiMcesAransfer/ or discharge b necessary for Recovery
Support Services.-

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the foliowing criteria;

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as.an evidence-based mental
health and substance abuse Intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource. Center

https://wvvw.$amhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-revlev^d journal,
and found to have positive effqcts; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider s^II
be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service Is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service b supported by a documented
body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.6.7. The Contractor shall deliver services In this Contract in accordarrce with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at
hltp://www.asamcrftBria.org/

2.8.7.2.' The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TTPs)
available at http://store.samhsa.gov/nst/series7name<sTIP-

^ Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocob-TIPS-

Qmflon County Now Hampshire -Department of Corrections
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2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/Ilsl/serle87namesT8chnlcal-
AssIstance-Publicab'ons-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Edgcation

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contractr lndi\^dual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. HepaUtis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus {HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. . Tobacco Education Tools that include:

\

2.9.1.4.1. Asses clients for motivation In stopping the use
of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention &: Control
Program (TPCP) and the cerhfled tobacco
cessation counselors available through the
QuitUne: and ' '

2.9.1.4.3. Shall, not use tobacco use, In and of Itself, as
grounds for discharging clients from services
being provided under tlHs contract

Tobacco Free Environment . .

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free enyironment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product the use of oral

tobacco products or "spit* tobacco, .and the use of electronic
devices:

2.10.1 J2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facilities at any time.'

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco In any Contractor owned vehicle,

2.10.1.6. Include whether or not use of tobacco products Is prohibited
outside of the fadllty on the grounds.

Graflon County New Hampshire -Deportment of Corrections
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2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1.. A designated smoking area{s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,

Inciudirig dgarette butts and matches, ,wlll be '
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area Is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the
discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

. 2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free errvironment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and Included In employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work In this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. - Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Courxselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed CRnical Supervisor (LOS) credential;

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of dients served.

3.1.3. All unlicensed staff providing treatment, educatton and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.14. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See
Exhibit A-1 Section 8.1.2).

3.1.5. At least one CertifiBd Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 60
clients or portion thereof.

Grafton County New HampsMre -Oepartment of CorrecSons
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3.1.8. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular Intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requfremenls in Exhibit A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum;

■ 3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress:

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optirriize the teaming experfence,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practioe issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/producl/TAP-21-Addiction-
Counseling.Competencfes/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate r^ponslbilifles, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security and
confidentiality practices for handOng protected health Information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, In writing of changes In key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time Is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services Is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member Is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have poHdes and procedures related to student interns to
address minimum coursework. experience and core competencies for those Interns
having direct contact with individuals served by this contract. AddWonaliy. The
Contractor must have student interns complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In

Qrafton County New Hampshire-Department of CorracSons
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Section 3.12, arid appropriate Information security and confidentianty practices for
handling protected health Information (PHI) and substarwe use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff compiete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Pfofessional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and Information security and confidentiaily practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use disoitier treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives. continuous education In the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and .rules
' relating to confidentiality

3.9. the Contractor shad provide in-service tralhing to all staff invoived in client care
within 15 days of the' contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the fbliowing:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The ConVactor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
•approved training by the Department to cnnlcal staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodefidency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) arxd sexually trar\smltted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Reserved

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and dlent contact within (3) days foliowlng the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contrador shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent
fiom the client stating that the cQent understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.Z State .employees have access to all Information that Is entered Into the
WITS system;

5.2.3. Any information entered Into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire,

5.3. The Contrador shall have any client whose Information Is entered Into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department

Graflon County New Hampshire -Oepartment of Correcfions
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5.3.1 Any client refusing to sign the Informed consent In 5.2 and/or consent In
5.3:

5.3.11. Shall not be entered Into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2,1. Any client who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
be assisted In finding alternative payers forthe
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
6.1; The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1, National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.111 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.11.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
■  those specified above In Section 6.1,12, . -

6.114. The .above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.113 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shaD attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web ba^ contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.13. Ail critical Incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
. more than 24 hours following the Incident TTie Contractor agrees that: -

6.1.3.1 "Critical Incident" means any actual or alleged- event or
situation that creates a s^nificant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being, Including but not limited to:

6.13.11 Abuse;

6.13.1.2. Neglect;

6-13.13. Exp!oitat/on;

6.13.14. R^hts violation;

6.13.15. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.13.17. Restraint; or

Gmfton County New Hampshire -Department of Corrections
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7^.

6.1.3.1.8. . Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with taw enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as

possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

. 6.1.5. All Media contects to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident:

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

■6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve any
[ndrviduai yvho Is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,
which shall Include:

6.1i6.2:1. The reporting Individuars name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
Indivldual(s) Involved in the event:

6.1.62.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.62.4. Description of the event including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other
relevant information, as well as the Idenlificalion
of any other Individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the pofice were involved due to a
crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.62.6. The Identification of any media that had
reported the event;

6:1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event the Contractor shall
submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form*
(February 2017), available at
httpsV/www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcsfdocurtient8freportlng4orm:pdf
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after
filing the form In Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, In writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6,1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department: and

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as appiicabia, to other agencies as required by law.
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7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall p^clpate In all quality Improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for dienls, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to;

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and In-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor arid manage the uh'Iizatlon levels of car© and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to;

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by.

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deDver these services; and

7.2.1.2. „ Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed. If there Is a difference of more than
10% between expended funding and elapsed lime on the
contract the Contractor shall notify the Department within 5
days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of noti^ng the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal Integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Stat^ent for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Slat^ent shajl
include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analy^s. Statements shaO be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor waH
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand..

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments
divided by total operating ^endilures. less
depreclation/amorfization and In-kind plus principal payments
on debt divided by days In the reporting period. The short-
term Investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not Include common stock.
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8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.Z Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of cunrentJiabilitles.

6.1.2.2. Formula: Totar current assets divided by total current
liabilities. ■

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

rninlmum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's abifily to

•cover the cost of its current portion of Its long-term debt

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt

service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest Expense dMded by year to date debt

service (principal and Inter^) over the next twelve (12)
months. . .

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Finandal
Statements identifying current porfion of long4erm debt

payments (principal and Interest).

6.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no vadance allowed.

6.1.4. Niet Assets to Total Assets:

6.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an Indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula; Net assets (total assets less total liabfllties) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Flnandai
Statements.

6.1.4.5. Performance Standard: • The Contractor shall maintain a

mlnimqm ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either
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8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months: or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Rscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4; The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehen^e
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notiflcalion that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance Is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional Information to assure
continued access to' services as requested by the
Department The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall Inform the Department by phone and by enriail within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff team of any actual or likely
ntigalion, Investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction- that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially Impact or Impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4, The monthly Batance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
Include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement These reports are .
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9., Performance Measures f
9.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.2 below

to. evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse,
including but not limited to the opiold epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department In determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data In WITS used In the following measures: ■

9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting services who receive any
service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.

9.2.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on
at least 2 separate days within 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Ctinlcally Appropriate Services: % clients receiving ASAM Criteria
identified SUD services (as identified by Initial or subsequerrt ASAM LoC
Criteria determination} within 30 days of screening.

Grafton County New Hampshire -Department of Corrections
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9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enrolled clients receiving any type of SLID
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days within 45 days
of Initial screening.

9.2.5. Treatment Completion: Total # of discharged (dls-enroHed) clients
completing treatment

9.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

02.6.1. Reduction In /no change In thefrequerwy of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

92.6.2. Increase b/no change in nurhber of Individuals employed or
In school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction In/no change In number of Individuals arrested In
past 30 days from date of first service to data of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase In/no change In number of Individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.65. increase In/no change in mjmber of individuals paillcipating In
community>support services at last service compared to first
service -
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Exhibit M Operational Requirements

The Contractor shall comply with the following requirements:

1. Requirements for Origanlzatlonal or Program Changes,
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes In any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership;
1.1.2. Physlcalldcation;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2. When there Is a new administrator, the following shall apply:
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
1.2.2;- The Contractor shall notify the department In writing as soon as possible prior to

a change In administrator, and Immediately upon the.lack of an administrator,
and provide the department with the following:

1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of the new administrator required In Section 1.2
above;

1.2.2.2; A resume Identi^ng the name and qualifications of the new administrator;
and.

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator;
1.2.3, When there Is a change In the name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secretary of State, ff applicable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted prc^ram. it shad submit to the
department

1.2.4.1, A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clients being served in the
contracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the cllenfs records being served In
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below and
with the consent of the cBent'.

2. Inspections.
2.1. For-the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at any time to Inspect the following:
2.1.1. The facility premises;
2.1.2. All programs and services provided under the contract; and
2.1.3. Any records requfred.by the contract.

2.2. A notice of deficiencies shall be issued when, as a result of any Inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor is in violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. If the notice identifies defider\cles to be corrected, the Contractor shaQ submit a plan of
correction In accordance within 21 working days of receiving Uie Inspection findings.

3. Administrative Remedies.

3.1. The department shall Impose administrative remedies for yioiatlons of contract
requirements. Including:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correction (POC);
3.1.2. Imposing a dIrBcted POC upon a Contracton
3.1.3. Suspension of a contract; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract.

Vendor Name -n
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3.2. When administrative remedies are Imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency; '
3.2.2. Identifies the specific remedy(s} that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor with Information regarding the right to a hearing in

accordance with RSA 541*A and He-C 200.
3.3. A POC shall be developed and enforced In the following mannen

3.3.1. VJpon receipt di a notice of deficiencies, the Contractor shall submit a written
POC wjthin 21 days of the date on the notice describing:

3.3.1.1. Howthe Contractor Intends to correcteach deficiency;
' 3.3.1.2. What measures will be putIn place, or what system changes will be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur; and ,
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shaD be corrected'which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submission of the POC;
3.3.2; The department shall review and accept each POC that:

3.3.Z1.. Achieves compliance with coritfact requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices as cited in the Inspection

report;
3.32.3. Pre^nts a new violation of contract requirements as a result of

Implementation of the POC; and
3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon which the deficiencies will be corrected;

3.4. If the POC is acceptable, the department shall provide written notification of acceptance
of the POC;

3.5. If the POC is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor In writing of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the written notification In 3.5 above;

3.7. The revised POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed In-accordance with.
3.3.2 above;

3.8. If the Tevlsed POC is not acceptable to the department, or Is not submitted within 21
days of the date of the written notlficabon in 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC in accordance wHh 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the Implementation of any POC that has been submitted
and accepted by:
3.9.1. Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.92. Conducting a follow-up Inspection; or
3.92. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled inspection;

3.10. Verification of the implementation of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor in ̂ e plan; and

3.11. tf the POC or revised POC has not been implemented by the completion date, the
Contractor shall be Issued a directed POC in accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shall develop and Impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
acfions for the Contractor to implement when:

3.12.1. As a result of an Inspection, deficiencies were identified that require Immediate
corrective action to protect the health and safety of the clients or personnel;

3.122. A revised POC Is not submitted within 21 days of the written notification from the'
department: or
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3.12.3. A revised POC submitted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibilities of AiiContradbrs.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder, as
applicable, r » . .

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to ciients on an ongoing basis.

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the necessary qualified personnel, fadlrties, equipment,
•  and supplies for the safety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and implement written policies and procedures governing
Its operation and all services provided.

4.5. All policies and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6. The Contractor shall;
4.6.1. Employ an administrator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the

Contractor;
4.6.2. Maintain a current lob description and mirdmum qualifications for the

administrator, Including the administrator's authority and duties; and
4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of command that sets forth the line of authority for

the operation of the Contractor the staff positl6n(s) to" be delegated the authority
and responsibility to act In the administrator's behalf when the administrator Is
absent.

4.7. The Contrartor shall post the following documents in a pubfic-area:
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's pollcles.and procedures relative to the implementation

of client rights and responsibilities, Indudirig client confidentiarrty per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identifying the
location of, and access to all fire exits.

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading information to the department.

4.9. The Contractor shall comply with aD conditions of warnings and admlnlstfativercmedies
issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit and allow any department representative to Inspect the
certified premises and all programs and services that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract

4.11. The Contractor Shalt
4.11.1. Report aa critical Incidents and sentinel events to the department In accordance

with Exhibit A, Section 202.3;
4.11.2. Submit additional information If required by the department and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

■ 4.12. The Contractor shall implement policies and procedures for reporting;
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploKatlon, in accordance with RSA 169-

C;29-30; and4.12.2. Si^ected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults. In accordance with RSA 149-
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4.13. The Contractor shall report ait positive tuberculosis test results for personnel to the
office of disease control In accordance with RSA 141-C:7, He-P 301.02 and He.-P
301.03.

4.14. For residential programs, if the Corrtractor accepts a client who Is known to have a
disease reportable under He-P 30l or an Infectious disease, which is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body which might or might not be
contagious, the Contractor shall foltow the required procedures for the care of the
clients, as specified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2007 Guideline for Isolallon Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infecdous
Agents In Healthcare Settings, June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall Implement state and federal regulations on client confidentiality,
Including provisions outlined In 42 CFR 2.13, RSA 172;8-a, and RSA 318-8:12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a client or the client's guardian or agent. If
any. wHh a copy of hfe or her client record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contractor shall develop polides and procedures regarding the release of
Information contained In cHent records, In accordance with 42 GFR Part 2, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and RSA318-B:10.

4.18. An records required by the. contract shall be legible, current, accurate and.available to
the department during an inspection or investigation conducted In accordance with
this contract

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall develop written policies and
procedures designed to protect the privacy of clients and personnel that, at a
minimum. Include:

4.19.1. Procedures for .backing up flies to prevent loss of data;
4.19.2. Safeguards for maintaining the confldentialHy of Information pertaining to clients

-  and staff; and
4.19.3. Systems to prevent tampering with Information pertaining to clients and staff.

4.20. The Contractor's service slte(s) shall;
4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accesslbility and barrier

free guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 et seq;
420.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

activities, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confld^tlal client records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.

4.21. The Contractor shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor and Its
staff, as well as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct.

4.22. The Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the following:
4.22.1. Client rights, grievance and appeals policies and procedures;
4.22.2. Progressive discipline, leading to administrative discharge;
4.22.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;
4.22.4. Policies on client alcohol and other drug use while In treatment;
4.22.5. PoOdes on client and employee smoking that are In compliance with Exhibit A,

Section 2.11;
4.22.6. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, Including a requirement for the filing

of written repc^ of actions taken in the event of staff misuse of alcohol or o^er
drugs;
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4-22.7, Policies and procedures for holding a client's possessions*
422.8. Secure storage of staff medications;
422.9. A dient medication policy^
422.10. Urfne specimen collection, as applicable, that

422.10.1f^nsure that collection Is conducted In a manner that preserves dient
privacy as much as possible; and

422.102. Minimize falsifteation;
422.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the foDowing:

4.22.11.1, Medical emergencies;
422.11.2. Infection control and universal precautions, Including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
4.22.11.3. Reporting employee Injuries;
422.11.4. Fire monitoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill poBcy and

procedures;

422.11.5. Emergency closings;
422.11.6: Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures,

422i12.Procedures for protection of cllerit records that govern use of records, storage,
,  removal, conditions for release of information, and compliance with 42CFR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); and

4.22.13.Procedures related to quality assurance and quality improvement
5. Collection of Fees. i k

5.1. The ̂ n^ctor shall maintain procedures regarding collections froni client fees, private
or public insurance, and other payers responsible for the clienfs finances* and

■  screening and admission the-Contractor shall provide the client, and theclient's guardian, agent or personal representative, with a listing of all known applicable
charges and Identify what care and services are included in the charge

6. Client Screening and Denial of Services,
8.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of all dlent screenings, including:

6.1.1. The client name arid/or unique dient Identifier;
6.12, The dlent referral'source;
6.1.3. - The date of Initial contact from the client or referring agency • *
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of the screening, Including the reason for denial of services- if

applicable; •
6.1.6. For any dient who is placed on a waitlist record of referrals to and coordination

wUh regional access point and interim services or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of all cQent contacts betweei^ screening and removal from the waitlist*
and

6.1.8. Date client was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal
62. For any cDent who Is denied services, the Contractor is responsible for

6.2.1. Informing the client ofthe reason for denial;
the ciierit in Identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shafi not deny services to a client solely because the dient
6.3.1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.32. . Relapsed from an earlier tredtment;^
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications, inciuding but not iimited to opiates or
berizodiazeplnes; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4. The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a cument Job description for all staff. Including contracted
.  staff, volunteers, and student interns, which shaQIncIude:

7.1.1. JobtiUe;
7.1.2. Physical requirements of the pcsUlon;
7.1.3. Education and expenence requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. Title of Immediate supervisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and. Implement policies regarding crirnlnal bacKground
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record;
7.2.2. Requiring the administrator or his or her designee to obtain and review a

ctlmloal records check from the New Hampshire department of safety Ibr each
prospective employee;

7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to ensure the health, safety,
or well-being of clients:

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions In this'orany other state;
7.2.3.2. Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
7J2.3.3. Findings by the department or any administrative agency In this or any other

state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3 atjove for good cause shown. •

7.3. All staff, indudtng contracted ̂ aff. shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualificatbns of the position as

listed in their job description;
7.3.2. Not exceed the cdmlnal background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown, In accordance with policy established In
7.2.4 atxjve;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certified as required by state statute " and as
applicable;-

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with clients, which includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics, induding ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct:

7.3.4.2. The Contractor's policies on client rights and responsibilities and complaint
procedures;

'  7.3.4.3. Confidentiality requirements as required .by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 below;.

7.3.4.4. QHevance procedures for both cQents and staff as required In Section
4.22.1 and 4.2Z3 above and Section 18 below.
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibilities and the poBcies, procedures, and gufdelines
. of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administraUve and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. The Conlractor's infection prevention program;
7.3.4.8. The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responsibilities of personnel In an emergency; and
• 7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse orneglect such as those found

In RSA 16t-F and RSA 189-0:29; arid
7.3.5. Sign and date documentation that they have taken part In an orientation as

described in 7.3.4 above;
7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual in-service education, which Includes a review of

all elements described In 7.3A above.
7.4. Prior to having contact with clients, empfoyees and contracted employees shall:
.  7,4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening

conducted not more than 12 months prior to employment which shall include. at a
minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee:
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious Illness or any other illness

that would affect the examinee's ability to perform their Job duties;
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-«t6p tuberculosis (TB) test. Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); arid
7.4;1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practltfonen

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while walling for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centers for Disease Control Guidelines for
Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculosis in Health Facilities SetUngs 2005
If the person has either a positive TB test, or has had direct contact of potential
for occupational exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis through shared air -
space with persons with Infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employees, contracted employees, volunteers and independent Contractors"wh"b h^vV"
direct contact .with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB lest,

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store in a secure and confidential manner, a current
personnel file fOr each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall Include, at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. " A completed application for employment or a resume, indudlno:
7.6.2. IdenUficatlon data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the current job description or agreement, signed by the Individual, that

identifies the:
7.6.4.1. Position tide;
7.6.4.2. Qualifications and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

7.6.5. Writteri verincation that the person meets the Contractor's quaDflcaUons for the
assigned job description, such as school transcripts, certifications and licenses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of crtentatlon as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certiflcallon In

' health care field and CPR certification, if applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for communicable diseases results required in 7.4 above;
7.6.9. Written performance appraisals for each year of employment Including

.  description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by the.
person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual In-service education as required by 7.3.6 above,-
7.6.11. Information as to the genera! content and length of all continuing education or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed statement adcnowiedglng the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the client's rights and responsibilities, including confidentiality
requirements, and acknowledging training and Implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the time the Initial offer of employment Is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction In this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or.pose a threat to the health, safety or
well-being of a client; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency In
this or any other state fbr assault, fraud; abuse, negl^t or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An Individual need not re-disclose any of the matters in 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above if the

documentation is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
granted a waiver so that the fndlviduai can continue employment

8. Clinical Supervision.
8.1. Contractors shall comply with the following clinical supervision requirements .for

unlicensed counselors: > '

8.1.1! AD unDcensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery ^pport
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shaU supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless
the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan.

8.1.3. Unlicensed couns^ors shall receive at least one hour of supervision for every 20.
hours of direct dlent contact;

8.1.4. Supenrision shaD be provided on an Individual or group basis, or both,
depending upon the employee's need, experience and skill level;

8.1.5. Supervision stall Include following techniques:
8.1.6.1. Review of case records;
8.1.5.2. Observation of Interactions with clients;
8.1.5.3. Sklll development; and
8.1.5.4. Review of case management activities; and

8.1.6. Supervisors shall maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. Individuals ficerised or certified shall receive supervision in accordance with the
requirement of tiieir Qcensure.

9. CDnfcal Services.
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a cfinical care manual which Includes policies
and procedures related to all dinlcal services provided.

9.2. All clinical services provided shall: .
9.2.1. Focus on the client's strengths;
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served;
9J2.3. Be client and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma Informed, which means designed to acknowledge the Impact of

violence and trauma on people's Dves and the Importance of addressing trauma
In treatment; and

9.3. Upon a client's admisstan, the Contractor shall conduct a client orientation, either
individually or by group, to include the following:
9.3.1. Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and facility;
9.3.2. Requirements for successfully completing the program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

, discharge; ■
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding confidentiality. Including the Dmits of confidentiality

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the cCent to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a client's admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an

HIV/AIDS screening, to include:
9.3.7. The provision of fnfo/mation;
9.3.8. Risk assessment
9.3.9. Interverttion and risk reduction education, and
9.3.10. Referral for testing, if appropiiate, wdthin 7 days of admission;

10. Treatment and Rehabintallon.
10;1. A LADC or unDcensed counselor under the supervision o7a LADC shall develop and

maintain a writteri treatment plan for each cltent In accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competencies available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/Dst/series7namesTechnicaFAssistance-PubDcafions-TAPs-
&pageNumber=1 which addresseis aD ASAM domains. ■

10'2, __Tre2^ent plans-Shall be developed as foliow/s:-1--.-
10.2.1. Within 7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatment plans shaU contain, at a minimum, the foDowing elements:
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and Interventions written in terms that are spedflc,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. IdenDfies the recipient's dintcai needs, treatment goals, and objectives;
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths and resources for achieving goals and objectives

In10.3.1 above; '
10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing ser^ces to meet those needs, goats, and

objectives; ^ •
10.3.5. Identifies refetraj to outside Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specific

goal or objective when the service cannot be delivered by the treatment
program;

10.3.6. Provides the (^leria for terminating specific Interventions; and
10.3.7. Includes spedficatlon and description of the Indicators to be used to assess the

Individual's.prGgress.
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10.3.6. Documentation of participation by the dlent In the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or If -
applicable, documentation of the cGent's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

.10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based, on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medfdne Criteria (A^M) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent

10.5. Treatm^t plan updates shall Include:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting treatment plan goals

and objectives;
10.5.2. Modification of existing goats or addition of new goals based on changes Iri the ̂

clients functioning reiativ'e to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a
dlfferent.level of c^e based on changes In functioning in any ASAM domain ahd
documentation of the reasons for this assessment

10.5.4. The stgnature of the dlent and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan, or if applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the individualized treatment planning In 10.3 above, ail Contractors
shall provide client education on:

.10.6.1. Substance use disorders;
10.6.2. Relapse prevention;
10.6.3. lnfe<^ous diseases associated with injection drug use. Including but not Hmited

to, HfV, hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.63. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse; '
10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessation options;
10.8.7. The impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and the

.Impedance of Informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.72. All group counseling sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer per

counselor.

10.8. Progress notes
10.8.1. A progress note shall be completed for each individual, group, or family

treatment or education session.
10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the following components:

10.82.1. Data, Including self-report, observations, Interventions, current
.  issues/stressors, functional impairment, interpersonal behavior, motivation,,
and progress, as it relates to the current treatment plan;

10.8.22. Assessment, including progress, evaluation of intervention, and obstacles
or barriers; and

10.6.2.3. Plan, including tasks to be completed between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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"If'"/®'?/ "*^"9® I^S do^ments suchthings as dlent behavior and slgniflcarrt events that a subsequent shift should be
made aware of.

11. Client Discharge and Transfer.
^'V^ ® 'o^owirjg reasons:11.1.1. f^grarn co^pIe«on or transfer based on changes'in the clienrs functioning

relative to AS AM criteria; ^
11.1:2. Program termination, including:

11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1 .ZZ Non-compliance with the program;
11.1Z.3. The dlent left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and

115^ such as the client has been jailed or hospitalized; anddischarge or transfer, the counselor-shall complete a narrative
discharge summary, including, at a minimum:

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;
1J-?', i^® Psychosoclal substance abuse history and legal history,
7 A summary of the cBenfs progress toward treatment goals in ail ASAM domains;

11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer;11.2.5. The tfienVs OSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to Include other assessment testlnq
completed during treatment; . ' ^

11.2.6. A summary of the client's physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer:
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, Including all ASAM domains;
11Z.8. A determination as to whether the client would be eligible for re-admlssion to

treatment, if applicable; and
11 .Z9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summaryshail be completed:
11.3i1. No later than 7 days fbilovylng a client's discharge or transfer from the program;

11.3.Z For w^draiTOl ̂ agement services, by the end of the next business day
41 A ® client s discharge or transfer from the program. —

®  '®vel of care to another within the samecerti^ Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall-
11.4,1. Complete a progress note on the client's treatment and progress towards

Qoals. to be Included In the.cUenfs record; and
11.4Z. Update the cOent asse^mentand treatment plan.

11.5. W^n tran^rrlng a dfent to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor
Shall forward copies of the following information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of confidential Information Is signed" by the client:

11.5.1. The discharge summary
11.5Z. Cfenl demographic Information, Including the cCenfs name, date of birth

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Social Security
number; and '

11.5.Z A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment Information
including:

11.5.3.1. TB test results;

11.5.3.2, A record of the client's treatment history and
Vendor Name
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11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandatbd or agency-recommended follow-up
treatment.

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that: .

11.6.1. includes recommendations for continuing care In all ASAM domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups includlr^, when Indicated, fecllltated self-

help; and
11.6.3. Assists the client in making contact with other agencies or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document In the client record If and why the meeting in Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.8. A Contractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only If:
,  11,8.1. The client's behavior on program prernlses Is atjusive, violent or IDegal:

11.8.2. The client Is rion-compllant with prescription medications;
11.8.3. CDnlcal staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may Include

the client's continued use of illicil drugs or an unwillingness to follow appropriate
clinical .Inten/entlpns; Of

11.8.4. The client violates program rules In a manner that Is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive discipline pollcy.

12. Client Record System.
12.1. Each Contractor shall have policjes and procedures to Implement a comprehensive

client record system, In either .paper form or electronic form,-or both, that complies
with' this section.'

The client record of each client served shall communicate information In a manner that Is:
12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries in chronological order;
12.1.2. Easy to read and understand;
1Z1.3. Complete, containing aH the parts; and
12.1.4. Up-to-date, Including notes of most recent contacts.

12.2. The client record shall include, at a minimum, the following components, organized
as follows:

12Z.1. First section, Intake/Initial Information:
122.1.1. Identification data, including the client's:

.12.2.1.1.1.Name;
.12.2:1.1.2. Date of birth;
122.1.1.3.Address;
12,2.1.1v4.Telephone number; and
12,2.1.1.5. Tbe last 4 digits of the client's Soda! Security number; .

12.2.1.2. The date of admission;
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the client, the name and address

of: ' .

12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; and
12.2.1.3.2. The representative payee;

122.1.4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact In the
event of an emergency;

12.2.1.5. Contact information for the person or entity referring the client for services,
as applicable;

12.2.1.6. The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor
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12.2.1-7, The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor, if applicable;

12.2.1.8. The name and address of the client's public or private health InsurarKe
Contraclor(s). or both;

12.2.1.9.The client's refjgious preference, If any;
.12.2.1..t0. The client's personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Current medications;
12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the client's cument admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notification of client rights;

12-2.2. Second section, Screening/Assessment)Evaluton:
12.2.Z1. Documentation of aO elemerils of screening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;
12^.3. Third section, Treatment Planning:

12.2.3.1.The Individual treatment plan, updated at designated Intervals In
accordance with Sections IQjz -10.5 above; and

12.2.3.2. S^ned and dated progress notes and reports from all programs Involved,
as required by Section 10.8 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section, Discharge Planning:
12.2.4.1. A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2 and 11.3

above;
12.2.5. Fifth section, Releases of Information/Miscellaneous:

12.2.5.1. Release of information forms compliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspond^ce pertinent to the client; and
12.2.5.3. Any other Irrformation the Contractor deems significant.

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record system, then the sections In
Section 12.3 above shall be tabbed sections.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic format, the secttons In Section 12.3 above shall
not apply provided that all information listed In Section 12.3 above Is included In the
electronic record; -

12.5. ^ client records maintained by the Contractor or its sul>Contractors, including paper
HO c AH ' transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be strictly confidenliai.12.6. /Ml ̂ nfldential Information shall be rhairttalned within a secure storage system at all

limes as follows:
12.6.1. Paper records and external electronic storage media shall be kept In locked file

cabinets;
12.612. /Ml electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.63. /Ml confldentla! notes or other materials that do r^ot require storage shall be

shredded Immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as follows:
12.6.4-1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and

4 o -r ® ralnlmum of 7 years after age of majority for children.12.7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor closing Its treatment program shad
arrange forthe continued management of all client records. The closing Contractor
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shall noHfy the department In writing of the address where records will be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12.8. The closing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the depar^ent
that It will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records within 10
working days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written, consent, to another
Contractor; or .

12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organization agreement with anoth.er Contractor to
. store and manage records.

13. Medication Services.

13.1. No administration of medications, including physician samples, shall occur except by
a licensed rpedlcal practitioner working within their scope of practice.

13.2. All prescription medications brought by a client to program shall be in thar original
containers and legibly display the foilov^ng Information:

13.2.1. The cDent's name;.

,13.2.2. The'medlcatlon name and strength;
13.2.3. The presoibed dose;
13.2.4. The route of administration;
13.2.5. the.frequency of administration; and
13.2.6. The date ordered.

13.3. Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licensed practitioner.

.13,4, All prescription medications, wiih the exception of nitroglycerin.-epl-pens, and rescue
Inhalers, which may be Kept on the client's person or stored In the client's room, shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. All medications shall be kept In a storage area that is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized personnel;
13.4.1J2. Organized to allow correct identification of each dierifs medication(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated in a rrianner sufficient to allow reading of all medication labels;

and

13.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.4.2. Schedule 11 controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-B:1-b, shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked medication storage, area arid
accessible only to authorized personnel; and

13.4.3.1 Topical liquids, ointments, patches, aeams and powder forrns of producS shall
be stored in a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
client medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shaii.be handled In the following manner
13.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be allowed to be

brought Into the program;
13.6.2. OTC medication shall be stored In accordance with Section 13.4 above.
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13.8^. ore medicaiion containers shall be marked with the nanie of the client using the
medicabon and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner;

13.7. AD medicaHons self-admlnlstered by a client, with the excepUon of nitrogtycertn eni-
pens, and rescue Inhalers, which may be taken by the dlent wtthoul supervision.
Shall be supervised by the program Staff, as follows"; . . '13.7.1. Staff shall remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at

the correct time;
13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physicaHv

handle the medication Itself (n any manner;
>  13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and

type^of medication;
f  ''^"'edlcaSon taken, staff shall document In an Individual client medicafion log
the following: . '

iMo' strength, dose, frequency and route of administration;13.8.2. The date and the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or Identifiable initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.8.4. The reasori for any medication refused or omitted.

13;9. Upon a client's discharge;
13.9.1. the client medication log in Section 13.8 above shall be Included In the dlenl's

record; and

AA K\ remaining medication to take with him or her.  14.Noticeqf.CIientRights .
14.1..pi^rams, shaii Inform clients of their rights under these rules In clear

understandable language and form, both verbally and In writing as follows-
14.1.1. AppDcants for services shall be Informed of their rights to evaluations and

access to treatment;
14.1.2. Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry Into any program and at least

once a year after entry,
.14.1.3. InHial and-annual notificatons of client rights In Section 14 above shainbe-

documented in the client's record; and
delivery system shan post notice of the rights, as

14.2.1. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously,
o*?' sbal! be presented in clear, understandable language and form; and14.2.3. Each pr^r^ and residence shall have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to dlent rights that are available for client review
15. Fundamental Rights.

^  ■ IscaTrinM ° disorder shall be deprived of any
16. Personal fights.

16.1. ^ons who are appDcante for services or clients In the service delivery system shaD
y program staff with dignity and respect at aD times

SeToMng-'^ Inciuding, at a minimum,
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16^.1. Freedom from any verb^, non-verbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect;

162^2. Freedom from the Intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

16.2.3. Freedom from personal or frnanda) exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right b prlvacy.-

17. Client Confidentiality
17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the confidentiality requirements !n 42 CFRpart2.
17;2. In cases vyhere a client attorney isr other authorized person, after" re^ew of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older Is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA 318:B12-a. the following shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release.

18. CHent Grievances

18.1. Cliente shall have the right to complain about any matter, Including any alleged
violation of a right afforded l)y Ihese rules or by any state or federal law or rule.

18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
(ndlviduai client or a group of clients.

18J. The rules governing procedures.fof protection of dlent rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints' and grievances.

19. Treatnftent Rights.
19.1. Each client shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment, Including:

19.1.1. Tbe right of access to treatment including:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited lb provide the services needed;
19.1.1.2, The right to provision of necessary services when those seivlces are

available, subject to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment Including:
-  19.1.2.1. Services provided In keeping with evidence-based clinical and professional

standards applicable to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for whi^ the client is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to receive services In such a manner as to promote the client's full
participation in the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment to which a person Is entitled In
accordance with the time frame set forth in the cfient's Individual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an Individual treatment plan developed, reviewed and revised in
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 10.5 above which ̂ dresses the client's own
goals;

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and services contdned In an individual treatment
plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate In meaningful
acfivHIes In the communities In which the client lives and woito;
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.19-1.7. The right to service and treatment In the least restrictive altemalive or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment Including programs
which feast restrict

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement; and
19.1.7.2-Partlclpaiion In the community, while providing the level of support needfed

bythecifent;
19.1.8. The right to be informed of all significant risks, benefits, side effects and

alternative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment,
placement or referral following an Informed decision such that:

19.1.8.1, Whenever possible, the Consent shall be given (n writing; and
19.1.8.2. In ali other cases, e\ridence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at least one person;19.1.9. The right to refuse to participate In any form of experimental treatment or
research; -

19.1.10. The right to be fully informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary pfacerhent Including the right to:

l^anges In placement, services ortreatnient at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the service

deiivery system;
19.1.12.The right to services which promote ir\depender^ce Including services directed

toward:

19.1.12.1. EDmlnating. or reduclr^g as much as possible, the cfient's needs for
continued services and treatment; and

19.1.12.2. Promoting the ability of the clients to function at their highest capacity and
as independently as possible;

19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and treatment Including, ff needed,

assistance in finding such care In a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consuilation and second opinlon lncluding:

19.1.15.1. At the cUenfs own expense, the consultative services of:
19.1.16.1.1., .Private physldans; .. . ... _.
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologists;
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1.4. Otoer health practitioners; and

19.1.15.2. Graritlng to such health practitioners reasonable access to the dierit, as
required by Section 19.1.15, in programs and allowing such practitioners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the fbllowlr^ present at any
treatment meeting requiring client partfdpation and Informed decision-making:

19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney; .
19.1.16.4." " Family member;
19.1.18.5. Adwcate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant; arxJ
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19.1.17.The right to freedom from restraint Including the right to be free from seclusion
and physical, mechanical or pharmacological restraint

19.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment contrary to such
professionars clinical judgment

19.3. Prograrhs shall, whenever possible, maximize the decision-making authority of the
cBenl

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19,3 above, the foilowing provisions shal) apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent Jurisdiction:

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that in the course of service provision, the guardian
and all- persons Involved in the provision of service are made aware of the
clients views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shall only make decisions that are within the scope of the powers set
forth In the guardianship oj^er issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
and ̂ e order shall be kept In the client's record at the program;

19.4:4. If any Issues arise relative to the provision of services and supports which are
outside the scope of the guanllan's decision-making authority as set forth in the
guardianship order, the client's choice and preference relative to those issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority Is expanded by the court to include
those Issues; •

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the decision-making authority granted by the court including:

194.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the limits on his or her decision-making
authority; and

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act in a manner that furthers the best Interests of the client;
19.4.7. In acting in the best interests of the client, the guardian shall take Into

consideration the Wews, preferences and aspirations of the client;
19.4.8. The program shall take such steps as are' necessary to prevent a guardian from

acting in a manner that does not further the best interests of the client and; If
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed ^e
guardian; and

19.4.9. In the event that there Is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the
program shall Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Tennination of Services.
20.1. A client shall be terminated from,a Contractor's service If the client;

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other clients or staff, or engages In illegal
activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from the service(s) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatment;
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she is receiving despite having the

financtal resources to do so; or .
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she Is receh^g despite the fact that the client Is or might be eligible for such
benefits.
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A termination from a Contractor'e services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to trie client and client's guardiah. if any. that:

20:2,1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.2.2: Usl the clinicaror management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document In the record of a client who has been terminated that
20.3.1. The client has been noHfled of the termination; and
20.3Z The termination has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights In Residential Programs.
21.1. In addition to the foregoing rights, clients of residential programs shaD also have the

fbllowing rights:
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane living environment;
21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others, Including:

21.1.2.1. The right to send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
21.1 .Z2. The right to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a dient to reimburse them for the cost of
any calls made by the client;

21.1.2,3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may impose reasonable restrictions on- the number and time of
visits In order to ensure effective provision of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage In social and recreational activities Including the provision of
regular opportunities for cllenls to engage In such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, Including the following:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on dosed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone cans and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal Interaction In a "private setting except

that any conduct or activity whi(^ Is Illegal shall be prohibited; and21.1.4.3. The right to be free from seardies of their persons and possessions' except
In accordance with applicable constitutional and legal standards;

21.1.5. The right to individual choice,-Including the following:— ■
21.1.5.1. The right to keep and wear their own dolhes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possessions;
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read materials of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and
21.1.5.5. The right not to work and to be compensated for any work performed,

except that:
21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeeping tasks

• within the dienfs own Immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,
without compensation; and

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential program. If the work is
consistent with their Individual treatment plans and the client Is
compensated for work performed; and

21.1.6. The r^ht to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held in safekeeping bv the
residence.. ' /
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21^. Nothing in Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavtor of the residents,

21.3. Clients shall be informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
21.4. House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be In conformity with this

section. . . ^
21.5. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for compliance with this section In

connection with quality assurance site visits.
21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1-.4.3 above, Contractors may develop policies and

procedures that allow searches for alcohol and Illicit drugs be conducted:
.  21.6.1. Upon the client's admission to the program; and

21.6.Z If probable cause exists, including such proof as:
21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohol or illegal drugs; or
21.6.ZZ Showing physical signs of Intoxication or withdrawal.'

22. State and Fed.era! Requirements
22.1. If there is any error, omisblon. or conflict in the requirements listed below, the

applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shall
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to increa^ the
Contractor's compliance.

22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty treatment for pregnant and parenting women:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both

women and their children into treatment, If approphate.

21ZJ2. The prograhi treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their children into treatment. If appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for phmary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse services, including prenatal care.

21.2.4. The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving ser\4ces:

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges'for primary pedlatric care-for the
women's children, Including Immunizations.

21Z.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-spedfic substance abuse
treatmmt and other therapeutic (nterventtons for women that may address
Issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic interventions for children
In custody of women in treatment which may, among other things, address
the children's developmental needs and their Issues of sexual-abuse,,
physical abuse, and negiecL

21.2.8. The program provides or .arranges for sufTicient case management and
transportation services to ensure that the women and their children have
access to the services described above.

Ven^rName
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

22.3. Arrange for means activities to assist the client in finding and engaging In a service,
vmich may inclixle, but is not limited to helping the ciient to locate an appropriate
provider, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients with those providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contr^tor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all
programs in this Contract as follows:

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 90% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

22.4.2. T^e program admits each individual who requests and is In need of treatment for
Intravenous drug abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days If the program has no capacity to admit the Individual on the date

of the request and, H^thin 48 hours after the request, the program makes
interim services available until the individual Is admitted to a substance
abuse treatment program

22.4.3. The program offers Interim services that include, at a minimum, the following;
22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tubercuiosls (TB). the risks of

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmission "doBS hot
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment services. If necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group coun^llng on the effects of alcohol and plher drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women .

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that includes a unique patient
Identifier for each Injecting drug abuser seeking treatment, including- patients
receiving Interim services while awaiting admission.

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables It to:
22.4.6.1. Maintain contact with Individuals awaiting admlssior)
22.4.5.2. AdmH or transfer waiting Dst clients at the eariiest possibte time'to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that is reasonable to
the client

22.4.5.3. The program lakes cDents awaiting treatment off the waiting list only when
one of the foliovring conditions ejdst
2Z4.5;3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission into treatment

or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.8. The program carries out activities to encourage Individuals In need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using scientifically sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or, (f no such models are applicable to the local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for.
22.4.7.1. Selecting, (raining, and supervising outreach workers.

Vendor Name
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

22.4.7^. Contacting, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
abusers, their associates, and neighborhood residents wHhtn the constraints
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among Injecting drug abusers about the relationship
between injecting drug abuse and communicable disea^ such as HIV.

■  22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur. ' .

22.4.8. The program directly, or th.rough arrangements, with other public or non-profit
private entities, routinely makes available the following TB services to each
Individual receMng treatmertt for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counseling the Individual with respect to TB.
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine whether the Individual has been Infected wHh

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of tr^tment for the
tndMdual. •

22.4.8.3. Providing for or referring the individuals infected by mycobacteria TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment.

22.4.9. For clients denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such diente to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has Implemented the infection control procedures that are
consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmlsston
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and Identification of those Individuals wt^o are at high
risk of becoming infected. ■

22.4.10.2. Meeting all Stale reporting requirements while adhering to Federal and
State confldentiaiity requirements, Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management actlviUes to en^re that individuals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The ̂ ogram reports all Individuals wHh active TB as required by Stale
law and in accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives pr^erence in admlssfon to pregnant women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment services.
Further, the program glVM preference to clients in the following order.

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and injecting drug users first.-
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other Injecting drug users third,
22.4.11.4. To ail other Individuals fourth.

22.4.12.The program refers all pregnant women to the State when the prpgram has
Insuffidenl capacity to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of th e program.

,22.4.l3.The program makes available Interim sendees within 48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lad( of capacity.

22.4.14.The program makes continuing education in treatment services available to
employees who provide the services.

22.4.15.The program has In effect a system to protect patient rwords from Inappropriate
disclosure, and the system: .

Vendor Name \f
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22.4.15.1. Is in compliance with all Federal and State confldentlan^ requirements.
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. Includes provisions for employee education on the confldentiaPity
requirements and the fact that disciplinary action may occur upon
Inappropriate disclosure. '

22.4.16.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide inpatlent
hospital substance abuse services, except In cases when each of the following
conditions is met:

22.4.16.1. The individual cannot be effectively treated In a community-based, non-
hosplial, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The dally rate of payment proi4'ded to the hospital for providing the
services does not exceed the comparable dally rate provided by a
community-based, non-hospltal, residential program.

.22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have
been met:

:  22.4,16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the Individual Is substance abuse
and the physician certtfies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The Individual cannot be safely treated in a community-
based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to Improve the
person's contition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. Th$ hospitai-based substance abuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse profession^ practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service Is provided only to the extent that it Is medically
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated in community-based, non-hospital; resldentfal

_  . . program.)

22.4.17.The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or improve land; purchase, construct, or
permanently Improve (other than minor remodeling) any building or other facility:
•or purchase major medical equipment

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT. Block Grant funds to satisfy and"
requirement for the expenditure of. non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4;19.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant hinds to provide finandaj
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22A.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
Intended recipients of health services.

22.4.21.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Individuals
with hypodermic needles or syringes,

22.4.22.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
services In penal or corrections Institutions of the State.

Vendor Name
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resort" for sen/ices for
pregnant women and women with dependent children, TB services, and HIV
services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following:

22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to Insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, mduding
programs under title XVII! and title XIX; any State compensation program,,
any -other public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant

^ program, any private heahh insurance, or any other benefit program'.'
'22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of clients payments for services In accordance with

their ability to pay.
22.4.24.The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but

not limited to:
22.4,24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State,, provide court-

ordered evaluation and a sliding fee scale (In Exhibit B) shall apply and
.'submissbn of the Court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those Individuals.

22A2A2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirement governing human
subject's research when considering research, including research
conducted by student Interns, using Individuals served by this contract as
subjects. Contractors must Inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to initiating any research Involving subjects or participants related to
this contract The Department reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3, Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporting
Policy.

Vendor Name
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V.

Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,-
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to E)diib)t A. Scope of Services.

2. . This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds:

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds:

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block
Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4; The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of
Services In compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services
3.1. The-State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative
payer for services described the Exhibit A,. Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampi^ire Medlcald programs
for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicald

3.1.2. Serwces covered by Medicare for dlents who are eligible for
.  - - - Medicare - . . . . . .. ..i— —

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate in Exhll^t B-1 Service Fee
Table set by the Departrhent.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 atsove, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the Stale for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are afl-lncluslve contract

rates to deliver the services (except for Clinicai Evaluation which Is an
GrafWn County Now Hampshire -D^rtmenl of CorrecBons
and Altemativa Sentencing ExhibUB Vendor initials
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activity that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable .to All Services in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.

6.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1^1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or

transportation provided under this contract from public and
private Insurance plans, the clients, and the Department .

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible In order to not
delay a client's admittance Into the program and to
immediately refund any overpayments. .

5.1.3. Malntairi an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for sen/ices
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First; Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, in Exhibit B-1, when the Insurers' rates meet or are

T  tower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Section 7,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private Insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer (If applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
insurer and the amount paid by the client).

. 5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not
exceed the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Section 7 Sliding
Fee Scale for the client's applicable Income level.

Graflon County New Hainpehlre -Department of Corrections -
and Altemativo Sentencing Vendor tNOab _
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5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial
resources necessary for initial entry Into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees In Section 5.2,2 above, until after
working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the client
feiis to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctioris Including di^harge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of ail
payments received by the Contractor for a gtvep service exceeds the
Contract Rate stated In Exhibit B-l, Senrice Fee Table, the Contractor
shall refund the parties In the reverse order, unless the overpayment
was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. . In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a ooirect
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

'  5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the state in an amolmt and"withih a
Bmeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon identifying the error,

6. Addrtionat Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
6.1. The Contractor shall charge In accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case rnanagement under this contract only for clients who
have been admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of
Services and after billing other public and private Insurance.

6.2. The Department wHI not pay for intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.

Grafton County New HampsWra ̂ partmcnl of Corrections
and Altemativo Sentencing Vendor mitob.
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6^. The Contractor will bU! for Intensive case management only when the
service (s authorized by the Department.

7. Sliding Fee Scale
7.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance with

Exhibit 6 Section 5 above.

7.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows;

Percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate in

Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client
0%-138% 0% ■

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12% -

200%-249% 25%

250%-299% 40%

300%-349% 57%

350%-399% 77%

7.3.

8.

The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential senrlces pursuant to RSA
318-B:12-a.

Submitting Charges for Payment
8.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WfTS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

Enter encounter note(s) Into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the service was provided to the client

Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the biRin'g month, and notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

Correct errors, If any, In the encounter notes as Identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been conected and are ready for review.

Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department
approval for the bllGng month.

8.1.1.

8.1.2.

8.1.3.

8.1.4.

Qiafton County New HampsNre -Oepvtment of Correcfiom
and Alternative Sentendng EjiMUt B
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8.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

8.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sbcty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

8.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Deparfoieht
to develop an alternative process for submitting invoices.

9. When the contract price limitation is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capacity at no charge to the Department for the duration of the
contract period.

10. Funds in this contract may no! be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

11. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

12. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be withheld, In whole or In part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or If the said services or products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

13. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a
prior invoice will need to tje accompanied by supporting documentation.

14. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and
Treatmerit(SAPT) Block Grant funds:--
14.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.

14.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

14.2.1. Make cash payments to Intended recipients of substance
_ abuse services.

14.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
in Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided In
penal or correctiona! institutions of the State.

14.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducUng testing for the etiologic agent for

Grafton County New Hampshire -Department of CorrccUons
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Human Immunodefidency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post>test counseling.

14.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange, free
needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cieahing
of needles for Intravenous drug abusers.

14.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows: •

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 3O0x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 46 CFR Part 96. Charitable Choice Provisions and

^ Regulations}. Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public "Health Service Act enacted by Congress In 2000-.are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating In applicable
programs may be expended for inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious instruction, or proselytization. If an
organization conducts such activities, it must offer them
separately, in time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directiy from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any applicable
program, and participation must be voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.

Grafton County New Hampshire •DepaiVnerA of Correc^ns
and Alternative Sentencing Exhibits vendor initials.
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:
Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

Individual Outoatient $22.00 15mln

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min

Interrsive Outpatient $104.00 .

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or
group counseling
associated with the
program.

Recovery Support Services:
individual Intensive Case
Manaaemehl

1

$16.50 15 min
Recovery Support Services:
Group Intensive Case
Management $5.50 •15mln

Gwlton County N«w HampsWie -DvpanrMnt of CwmeOons
antf ABsmaOve Sentencing
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Contractors Obligations: The Conlractor covenants and agrees that all funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eligible
individuals and, in the furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and
agrees as follows:

1. Com|>nance with Federal and State Laws:-lf the Contractor Is permitted to determine the eliglbQIty
of Individuals such eligibility determination shall be made in accordance with applicable federal and
state laws, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination: Eligibility determinations shall be made on fomts provided by
the DeparVnent for that purpose and shMI be made and remade at such times as are prescribed by
. the Department

3. Documentation: In addition to the detemilhation forms required by the Department the Contractor
shall maintain a data fSe on ̂chTeciplent of services hereunder, which file shaD include all
information necessary to support an eDglblllty determination and such other Information as the
Department requests. The Conlractor shall fumlsh the Department with all forms and documentation
regarding ellglbnity determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all applicants for services hereunder, as well as .
individuals declared Ineligibte have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that ̂ 1 applicants for services shau be permitted to fill out
an application form and that each applicant or re-appIIcant shall be informed of his/her right to a fair
hearing in accordance with Department regulations.

5. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contractor agreeslhat it is a breach of this Contract to accept or
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State In order to Influence the pertormanc© of the Scope of Work detailed In Exhibit A of this
Contract The State may terminate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement if It is
determlrwd that payments, gratuities or offers.of employment of any kind were ofiered or received by
any offidaJs, officers', employees or agents of the Contractor'or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Payments: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract or in any
ofiier document, contract or understanding, it Is expressly understood and agreed bythe parties
hereto, thai no payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs incurred for
any purpose or for any services provided to any Individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses Incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the individual appQes for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that the individual Is eligible for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase; Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contalrwd in the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder a! a rate which reimburses the Contractor in excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable and necessary to assure the quality of such service, or at a
rate which exceeds the rale charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals or other third party
funders for such service. If at any time during the term of this Ccntracl or after receipt of the Final
Expenditure Report hereunder, the Department shall determine that the Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse items of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
In excess of such costs or In excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to ineligible Individuals

. or other third party funders, ftie Department may elect to:
7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder. In which event new rates shall be established;
7.2. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement in

excess of costs;

ExhiUt C - Special Prsvislons Conlractor (nflfab
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess paj^ent by the Contractor In whlchevenl failure to make
- such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor Is
permitted to determine the ellglblllty of Individuals for senrlces, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department (o the Contractor for services
provided to wy individual who Is found by the Department to be Ineligible for such services at
any lime during the pedod of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS; MAINTENANCE, RETENTION, AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to.malntain the following records during the Contract Period:

. 8.1, Fis^ Records: boote, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs
and other expenses incurred by the Contractor In the performance of the Contract, and all
income received or coDected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained In accordance whh accounting procedures and practices which suffidenlly and
properly reflect all siich costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to Include, without limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as

•  requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials, Inventories, valuations ofIfvWnd contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required bv the
Department i /

8.2. Statistical Records: StatisUcal, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recl;rfent of
the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of application and

.eCglbiDly Ondudlng all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and all Invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Med^ Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patlent/recIpIent of services.

9. Audit Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
^ncy fiscal year. It is recomrriended that the report be prepared in aocord^e with the provision of
^ce of ManagemOTt and Budget Circular A-133.-Audits of States. Local Governments, and Non
Prow Organizations and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Programs, Activities and FUnctlons..Issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards'! as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.
9.1. ^dlt and Review: IJuftng the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the

Department, the United States Department of Health and Human Services, and any of their ,
des^nated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuant to

'the Contract for purposes of audit; examination, excerpts and transcripfi^ " '9.2. Audit Liabilities: (n addition to and not In any way In limitation of obligations of the Contract, It Is
understood arid agreed by the Contractorthat the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shad return to the Department, all payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been dlsaDowed because of such an
exception.

10. Confldentiality of Records: All Information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or collected
In (^neclion with the performance of the services and the Contract shall be confiderrtlal and shall not
be ̂ clo^ by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state laws and the regulations of
1? regarding the use and disclosure of such Information, disclosure may be made topubKc afflclals requiring such Information In connection with their official duties and for purposes

directly connected to the admlnfslrafion of the services and the Contract; and provided further that
the use or disclosure by any party of any Information concerning a redpleni for any purpose not
directly connected with the admlnlstralion of the Department or the Contractor's responalblHtles with
respect to purchased services hereunder Is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient his
attorney or guardian. '

Exhibit C-Sp^lPro>iafona Conlmctor rnItW9
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained In
the Paragraph shall survive the termlnafion of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Fiscal and StatlstlcatThe Contraclof agrees to submit the following reports at the following
•times if requested by the Department
11.1. Interim Financial Reports: Written Interim financial reports containing a detailed description of

ad costs and non-allowable expanses Incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other Information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
Justify the.rale of payment hereunder. Such Rnandal Reports shall be submitted on the form
designated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by toe Department

1 ̂_2. Rnal Report: A final report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after toe end of the term
of this Contract The Final Report shall be in e form satlsfectory to the Department and shall
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and objecti^s stated in the Proposal
and other Informatfan required by toe Department

12. Completion of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by toe Department of toe
maximum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of the price fimltation".
hereunder, the Contract and all the ot)ligations of the parties hereunder (except such obOgations as,
by toe terms of toe Contract are to be'performed after toe end of the term of this Contract and/or

_ survive the termination of toe Contract) shall lernilnate, provided however, that If, .upon review of toe
Rnal Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow, any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the right, at Its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: AH documents, notices, press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from toe performance of toe services of the Contract shall Include the following
statement
13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etc.) was flnanced under a Contract with the State

of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services, wllh.funds provided In part-
by the State of New Hampshire and/or su^ other funding sources as were available or
required, e.g., the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: AD materfals (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under toe contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before prfnting, production,
distribution or use. The DHHS will retain copyright ovvnershlp for any and all original materials
produced, Including, but not Dmltad to, brochures, resoume directories, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shall not reproduce any materials produced under toe contract without
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance with Laws and Regulations: In toe operation of any fadlities
for providing services, the Contractor shad comply with ati laws, orders.and regulations of federal,
state, county and munidpal authorities and with any direction of any PubDc Officer or offices
pursuant to laws which shall Impose an order or duty upon the contractor with respect to toe
operation of toe fadDly or the provision of toe senrices at such facility. If any governmental license or
permit shaD be requlr^ for toe operation of toe said facility or the p^ormance of toe said sarvfces,'
toe Contractor will procure said license or permit, and wD at aH times comply with the terms and

.  condltioTW of each such license or permit. In cortnection with toe foregoing requirements, the.
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the fadlities shall .
comply vrith ati rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Rre Marsha! and
the local fire protection agency, and shall be In conformance v>tito local building and zoning codes..by-
laws and regulations.

16. Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor will provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for CM! Rights. Oftice of Justice Programs (OCR), If It has
received a single award of $500,000 or more. If the redplent receives $25,000 or more artd has 50 or

Exhfbil C - Special Provisions Controetor IniSals
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ScR ® and submit an EEOP CertiHcation Form to the
w?h faSl^Ih ® S? f f^c'pJenls receiving less than $25,000, or public granteesrjSardless of the amount of the sward, the recipient m pmvfde an
SOP^C^cabon Form to the OCR certifying It Is not required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non-
^fit organjratloris, Indian Jiibes, and medlcai and educational Institutions are exempt from the

"JQu^nteni but are required to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP Certirication Forms ere available at http://www.ojp.usdqj/about/ocr/pdfi^ceftpdf.

17. ̂ ted ̂flllsh ProficlOTcy (LEP): As clarified by Executive Order 1316S. Improving Access to
J united English Proficiency, and resullfrig agency guidance, national origindiscrimlnrtlon Includes discrimination on the basis of Umlted English proficiency (LEP). To ensure

Act of 1968 and Title VI of the Civil
Rights of 1964, ConlTBCtors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have

.  mearungfuj access to its programs.

18. P''®* Proeram 'or Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whisfleblowor ProtecUohs: The
exceed the SlmpRfred Acquisition Threshold as defined In 48

CFR 2.101 (currently, S150.000)

COMTRACTOR EMPLOYEE WHISTLEBLOWER RIGKTS AND REQUIREMENTTO INFORM EMPHWEES OF
Whistleblower Rights (SEP 2013)

■  employees wohdrig on this contract will be subject to the whistleblower rights
?? 11*^?^ program on Contractor emptoyee whistleblower protections established at

!i CA D ^ National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L1 *2^239) 8ru rAR 3.908»

(b) The Contrador shall Inform its employees In writing, in the predominant language of the workforce,
of employee whistleblower rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described In sedion
3.9D8 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

• (c) The Contrador shall Insert the substance of this clause, Indudlng this paragraph (c). In all
subconlrads over the sImpDfied acquisition, threshold.

19. Subcontractor; DHHS recognizes tiiat the Contractor may choose to use sul)Contradors with
greater ̂pertlse to.perform certain health care services or functions for efficiency or convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accountablilly for the functlon(s). Prior to
wbcontrawng, the Contractor shall evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
fundion(8). This Is accomplished through a written agreement tfiat specifies activities and reporting
rwponsIbiliUes of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or Imposing sanctions If
thesu^ntradoris performance Is not adequate. Subcontractors are subjed to the same contractual
coraitons as the Contractor and the Contractor Is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
vrith those conditions.
Wren the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:
19.1. Evaluate (he prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities. t)efore delegalina

the function **
19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting

responslbnities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed If the subcontractor's
performance is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis •

B(hlbltc~ special Provisions Contivctorlnifials
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19.4. Provide to DHHS an annual schedule Identifying all subcontractors, delegated functions and
responsibilities, and when (he subcontractor's performarice will be reviewed

19.5. DHHS shell/at Its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

If the Contractor identifies defldendes or areas for improvement are identlfted, (he Contractor shaO
take corrective action.

DEFINmONS
As used In (he Contract, the fallowtng terms shall have the following rr^eanlngs;

COSTS: Shall 'mean those direct and Indirect items of expense determined-by the Department to be
aOowable and reimbursable In accordance with cost and accountlng.princlples established In accordance
with slate and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

FINANCIAL MANAOEM^T GUIDEUNES: Shall mean that section of the Contractor Manual which is
entitled "Financial Management Guidelines' and which contains the regulations govemfrig the flnandal
activities of contractor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds.

PROPOSAL: if applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a form or forme
required by the Department and containing a descnption of (he Services to be provided to eligible
individuals by the Contractor In accordance wHh the terms and conditions of the Contract and setting forth
tiie total cost and sources of revenue'foreach service to be provided under the Contract

UNIT: For each service that the Contractor Is to provide to eligible Individuals hereunder, shaO mean that
period of tim e or that specified adt'vlty determine by the Department and specified In Exhibit B of the
Contract

FEDERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orders, and pollcles, etc. are
referred to in the Contract (he said reference shall be deemed to mean all such laws, regulations, etc. as
tiiey may be amended or revised firom the time to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: ShaO mean that document prepared by the.NH Department of Administrative
Services containing a compilation of all regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures Act NH RSA Ch 541 -A, for the purpose of Implementing Slate of NH and
federal regulations promulgated thereunder.

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Contractor guarantees that.funds provided under this
Contract win not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services. •

Exhibit C - Special Provisions Conbector InWals ^
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVlsrONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provtstons of this contract. Conditional Nature of Agreement' is
replaced as follows: ® .

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwilhstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obllgafions of the Stale
hereunder, Including without limitation, the-contlriuance of payments, in whole or'In part
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds.
Including any subsequent changes to the appropriation or avallabinty of funds affected by
any state or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, ellminales. or otherwise
mod^es the ̂ ropriatton. or avaHablUly of funding for tWs Agreement and the Scope of
Services provided In Exhibit A, Scope of Services, In whole or In part. In no event shall the
State be Dable for any paymenls hereunder In excess of appropriated or available funds. In
me event of a reduction; termination or modification of appropriated or available funds, the
State shall have the right to wllhhold payment unt0 such funds become available, if ever. The
State shad have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services under tWs Agreement
Immediately upon giving the Contractor notice of such reduction,'termination or modification.

State shall not be required to transfer fbnds from any other source or account Into the
Accpunt(s) Identified In block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account, In the event funds are reduced or unavailat^e.

Z  Subp^agraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract. Termination, is amended by adding the
following language: J

10.1 State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole-discretion of
•  the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State is ex^bino- Its

optfon to terminate the Agreement • '

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of earty
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement including but not limited to. Identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and estabCahes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate wllh the State and shall promptly provide detailed
mfprmaUon to support the Transition Plan Including, but. not limited to, any Information or
data requested by the State related to the termhatfon of the Agreement and TransWon Ran
and Shan provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 " In the event'that seT^ces'uridS tHe"Ag^m1w»t; incliirflng but'nWim
services .under the Agreement are transltloned to having services delivered by another entity
including contracted providers or the Stale, the Contractor shaD. provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Ran.

.10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of notifying cBents and other affected Individuals
about the transHlon. The Contractor shall Include the proposed communications In its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Renewal: The Department reserves the right to extend the Contract for up to two (2) additional
years, subject to the continued avaflablllty of funds, satisfactory performance of senrfces and
approval by the Governor and Executive CounclL-

ExhibrtC-l-Revlstans to StandBrt Previsions Contractor Initiate
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CERTIFlCATrON REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L100-690. Title V. SubUtle 0; 41
US.C. 701 et seq.). and further agrees to have the Contractoi's representative, as Identified In Sections
1.11 and 1,12 of the QenersJ Provisions execute the following Certification:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification Is required by thb regulations Implementing Sections 6151-5160 of the Dmg-Free
Workplace Acl'of 1988 (Pub. L.I 00-690, TrtleV, Subtitle D; 41 U.S,C.701 elseq.). The January 31.
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part II of the May 2511990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require (rertificatlon by grantees (and bylnfererKe, sub-qrantees and sub
contractors), prior to award, that they wlD maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 30l7.63Q(c) of the
regulation proves that a grantee (and by Inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractore) that ̂  a State
may elect to make one deitification to the Department In each federal fiscal year In (leu of certificates for
each grant-during the federal fisc^ year covered by the certification. The certificate set out below Is a
material representation of fact upon" which reliance Is placed when the agency awards the grant. False
certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, susper^on or
termination of grants, or government wnde suspension or debartnenL Contrartors using this form should
send It to: • "

Commissioner
NH Department ofHealth and Human Services ' ' ,
129 Pleasant Street.
Concord, NH 03301-6505

1, The grantee certifies that lt-.win or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace hy.
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying emptoyees tiiat the unl^u! manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controRed substance Is prohibited In the grantee's
workplace and specifying the actions that v4n be taken against employees for violin of such
prohlbHion;

1.2. EstabBshlrig an ongolrtg drug-free awareness program to inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace;
1.2.2. The granteels policy of malntalnlng a drug-free workplace;

.  - 1^-3- Any ayallabje drug courtsellng, rehabllllation, and employee asslsl^ce programs; and
1.2.4.'' -^ The pien§tiesitii^^ Imposed upon employees for drug abuse'violations

......x, ■ * •• • -
ft'aTequtre^ employee to be engaged In the perfctfrnahce of Ihe grant be

-  'given a copyofthe st^Vrnenl required by paragraph (a);
"  - ■?:1.4. Nqti.^g the employee In If^statement required by paragraph (a) that as a condition of

employmeht under the.g'ranl, the employee will
- l" 1.4.1. Abide by the teirns of the statement; and
:  1.4.2. Notify the emplt^r In writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a crintinal drug

, statute occu^hg.fn^ttievyorkplace no later than five calendar days after such
convlctfon: . \

1.5. Notifying the agency In'writing, within ten calendar days after receiving notice under
siibpaiagraph 1>1.2 from an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conM'on.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice,Tnduding position title, to every grant
officer on wtwse grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Feder^ agen^

ExhlUtD-CvnrncaSonregonilnsDmgFrae COnlractorlniaals.
Wcskplace Raquirenwnls _
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has desig^ted a central point for the receipt of such notices. Nofice shall Include the
IdentjRcaUon number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. T^Ing one of the following actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving noUce under
subparagraph 1.4.2, with respect to any employee who Is so convicted
1.6.1. Taking appropriate personnel adion against such an employee, up to and Including

termination, consistent with the requirements of the RehablUlatlon Act of 1973 as
amended; or .

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to partidpate satisfactorily In a drug abuse assistance or
rehabflilatlon program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health,
law enforcement^ or olher appropriate agency;

-1.7. Making a good faith effort to continue to malntalh a drug-free workplace throuoh
Implementation of paragraphs 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.6, and 1.6.

2. The gi^tee may Insert In the space provided below the s[te{s) for the performance of work done in
connection with the specific grant

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (Hst each locatran)

Check D If there are workplaces on file that are not Identified here.

Contractor Name: Gr^Con County - Departmenc of
Corrections & Alternative Sentencing

Narfte; Julie L Llbby If
Title: County Administrator

ExhiWt 0 - CerUlicatian regaPtflng OfUfl Free Contractor tnlUab
Worlcptoco Requtraments iQla,
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CERTinCATION REGARDING LOBBYING

•The Contractor fdenlified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provtelons of
Section 319 of PubRc Law 101-121, Government wWe Guidance for New Restn^ona on Lobbying, and
31 U.S.C, 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified in Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the fono>\ang Certification:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (Indicate appDcable program covered):
"Temporary Assistance to Ne^y Families under THie IV-A
"Child Support Enforcement Program under Tttle IV-D
"Social Services Slocfc Grant Program under Title XX
"Medicald Program under Title XIX \
•Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
*Chnd Care Development Block-Grant under THIe IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behatf of the undersigned, to
any person for Influencing or attempting to influence an officeror employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In
connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, cont&iuatlon, renewal, amendmeni, or
modlficfltion of any Federal contract, grant loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specttic mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any perwn for
Infhienclng or attempting to Influence an officer or employee ot any agertcy. a Member of Congress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or ariemptoyee of a Member of Congress In connection with this
Federal contract grant loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form to
Report l^byfng, in accordance with Its instructions, attached .and identified as Standard Exhibit E-l)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be Included In the award
. document for sub-awards at all tiers (Including subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts under grants, '
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that afl sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification Is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered Into. Submission of this certification Is a prerequisite for making or entering into tills
transaction imposed by Section 1352, Tltie 31, U;S. Code. Any parson .who falls to file the required
cerfification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than 9100,000 for
each such failure.

Contractor Name: Graf ton CHunty - Department
of Corrections & Alternative Seotfindlog

nOe:

Naffie: Julie L Ubbyl
Coonty Admialetrator

ExhlbB g ~ CertiRcaBon Re^rdlng Lobb^lno
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMEMT. SUSPEMSIQM
AND OTHER RESPONSIBILrTY MA-Q-ERS

The Contra^r [dentffied in SecUon 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the Dravlslnns nf
Exe^ve Office of the President. Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 7^ rega^ £Ken^^^

Mattera. and further agrees to have the Contractofs

cSatiom Provisionsexecute the following
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION

SwtonTetti^ bS prospective primary participant is providing the

JUfrS f ^ the certifjcatlon required below will not necessarfly result in denial
f t!2. covered tr^sa^on. If necessary, the^prospect've participant shaH submit anexpiration of why It cannot provide the certification. The certlficafion or explanation vrtll be

wnsid^ed In connection with the NH Department of Health and Human Senrlces' IDHHS)
detoinatlon whether to enter Inta this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary

^  explanation shall disqualify such person from participation in

^ ® material representation of fadt upon which reliance was placedDHHS determined to enter Into this transaction. If It is later determined that the prospective
primary p^dpant knowingly rendered.an erroneous certification, In-addl&on to other remedies,
available to the Federal Government. DHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or defeult

4. The prospective primaor participant shall provide Immediate written notice to the DHHS aoency to
whom this prop wal (contract) is submitted If at any bme the prospective prtmafy participant learns
tral.jts certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of chanced
clrcumstarx^s. •

5. The terms "covered transaction,' "debarred.' "suspended," Tnellglble,' -lower tier covered
transaction.' "partldpanl,' "person," "primafy covered transaction,' "principal/ "proposal," and
vdunlanly excluded,' as used In this clause, have the meanings set out In the Definitions and
Coverage sections of the rules Implementing Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Part 76 See the
attached definitions. / . •

6. The prospective primary partidpanl agrees'by submitting this pfbpbsal {c6hlract)'thal, should the
proposed covered transaction be entered Into, It shall not kno^ngly enter Into any lower tier covered
^sactJW wim a person who Is debarred, suspended, declared IneBglble, or voluntarily exduded
from particlpallon In this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prMpective prtmary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it win Include the •
clause titled "Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Inellglblllty and Voluntary Exclusion -
^r TTer Covered Transactions." provided by DHHS, without modification. In aU lower tier covered
transactions and In all solidlations for lower tier covered transactions.

8. A participant In a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant In a
^r tier covered transat^on that It Is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or Involuntarily excluded
from the covered transaction, unless it knows that the certification is error\eous. A participant may
dedde the method and frequency by which It determines the eligibility of Its principals. Each
partidpant may. but Is not required to, check the Nonprocurement Ust (of exduded parties).

9. Nothing contained In the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records
in order to render In good faith the certification required by this clause. The knowtedge and

Exhibit F - Certiflc«Oon Rsgartlng Debanneni, Suspension Conliaetor Initials if
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information of a participant Is not required to exceed that which is normally possessed t^ a prudent
person In the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Exceptfortransactlons authorized under paragraph 6 ofthese Instructions. If a partidpant In a .
covered transaction knowingly enters Into a lower tier covered transaction v^fh a person who is
suspended, debarred, Inefiglble. or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction, In
addition to olherrem^les available to the Federal government, DHHS may terminate this tFansactlon
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prosp^tlve primary participant certifies to tha best of Its knowledge and belief, that It and Its

prindpats:
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarmerit, dedared Ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
11.2. have not ̂ hln a three-year period preceding this praposai (contr^t) been convicted of or had

a dvil judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a crimlnaljaffense In
conrwction with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal. State or local)
transaction or a contract under a pubftc transaction; vioiatlon of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embezkemerrt. theft, forgery, bribery, felslficatlon or destructton of
records, maidng false statements, or receMng stolen property;

11.3. are r\ot presenUy Indicted for otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity
(Federal. State or local) with commission of any of the pfferises enumerated In paragraph 0)(b)
of this certification: and

41.4. have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal, State or locaQ terminated for cause or default

12. Where the prospective prtmary participant Is unable to certify to any of the statemerrts In this
certification, such prospective participant shaO attach an explanatlort to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS-
13. By s}gning.and submitting this lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower tier partldpant as
' defined In 45 CFRPart 76, certines to the. best of its knowt^ge ̂ d belief that It and Its prindpals:
13.1. are not presmtty d^rred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or

voIuntarQy eittluded from partidpatlon In this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospective lower tier partldpant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospecfive participant shall atta^ an explanation to thte proposal (contract).

14. The prospect lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that It wil
include this dause entlfled "Certification Regarding Debarment. Suspension. Inellglblllty. and
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transacdons.* without mod^cadon in all lower tier covered
transactions and In all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

Contractor Name: Gcaftoa County - Department of
CorrectlOQs & Alternative Sentencing

Date NdAie; Julie L Llhby (j
Title: County Adoiolstrator

&^lt P - Ceftffieatlon ReQanSng Debarment, Suspension Contractor tniUats
And OtherRx^ponsftAity Matteis v i </
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit G

2^

^  certification of compliance with requirements pertaining to
FEDERAL NONDISCRIMINATION. EQUAL. TREATMENT OF FAITH.BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractor (der^ttfled in Section 1.3 of the General Provlsloris agrees by signature of the Cpntractor's
representative as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to ̂ cecute the following
certification:

Contractor wiH comply, and wBl require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
federal nondlscrimlnatlon requirements, which may include:

- the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) whtch_prohlblts
recipients of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either In employment practices or In
the delivery of services or benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment Opportunity Plan;
- the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section S$72(b)) which adopts by
reference, the cMI rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act. Recipients of federal funding under this
statute are prohibited from discrfmlnating, either in empioym'ent practices or In the delivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, refiglon, nationai origin, and sex. The Act Includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements;
• the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U;S.C. Section 20pQd, which prohibits faclpienls oif federal financial
assistance fi'om discriminating on the basis of race, color, ornallpnal origin in any program or activity);
- the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794), which prohibits recipients of Federal financial
assistance from discriminating'on the basis of disability, In regard to employment and the dettvery of
services or benefits,"In ariy pmgram or activity;
- the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34). which prohibits
discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities In employment. Slate and local
govemment slices, pubHc accommodations, commercial facilities, and transportation;

- the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681.16811685-86), which "prohibits " '
discrimination on the basis of sex in federally assisted education programs; . l .
- the Age plscrlmination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6106-07), which'prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age In programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. It does not Include
employment discrimination; •

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R. pt 42
• (U;S.-Depaftmenl of Justice Regulations - Nondiscrlmination;"Equal Employment Opportunity; POIic}es " '"
arui Proc^ures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for f^th-based and community
organizations); Executive Order No. 13S59, which proylde fundamental principles and poilcy^aking
criteria for partnerships with fallh-based and neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 38 (U.s; Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based,
Organizations); and Whislleblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) fbr Rscal Year 2013 (Pub. L 112-239. enacted January 2,2013) the Pilot Program for
Enhancement of Contract Employee Whistlablower Protections, which protects employtaes against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities In connection with federal grants and contracts.

Tlie certificate set out below is a material representation of fed upon which reDance is placed v/hen the
agency awards the grant False certification or violation of-the certification shall be grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or govemment v4de suspension or
debarment.

E}d)IbItG
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In the event a Federal or State court or Federal or Stale administrative agency makes a finding of
dtecrlmlnaton alter a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex
against a redplenl of funds, the recipient will fonvard a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to
the appBcable contracting agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the" General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Identified In potions 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
ce^ficaUon:

I. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply vrilh the provisions
indicated above.

Contractor Name: Crafton Cotmcy - Departcoent of
Correcfclons & AltemaCtve Senfcenclng

Date ' Name: Julie L Llbby
Title: County Administrator

SMhttQ

CtiS|Ia(«n CaiftefMS i«qUb«RSR» pattaMflg b FidirafNOAdsoMnsSoa. Equri TmtoM ef PilSvOAtstf OtBoebsflM
coniiacioT ijWIab
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Exhibit H

55:7:

CERTlHCATtON REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCQ SMOKE

Public Law 103-227, Part C - Environmental Tobacco Smoke, aliso known as the Pfo-ChiWren Act of 1994
(Aci), requires that smoking not be permltled In any portion of any indoor facility owned or leased or
coveted for by an entity and used routinely or regularly for the provision of health, day care, educafion
or library services to children under the age of 16. If the services are funded by Federal programs either'
dlre^y or through State or local governments, by Federal granL contract, loan, or loan guarantee The
Iw does not apply to children's services provided In private residences, facilities funded solely by
Medicare or Medlcald funds, and portions of fadlities used for Inpatient drug or alcohol treatmen! Failure

the provisions of the law may result in the Imposition of a civil monetary penally of ud to
S1000 per day and/or the Imposition of an admlnlstrallvc compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Ccnlractor WenUfled In Section 1 ̂  of the General Provisions agrees, by.slgnature of the Contractor's
reprweritatiye as Identified In Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute IhefoDowlna
certification: '

1. By signing and submitting this contract the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with an applicable provisions of Public Law 103.227. Part C. known as the Pro-ChUdren Act of 1994.

Contractor Name: GrafCon County - lieparcmeat of
Correction aS Alterivatlve Sentencing

Julie L .Libby
County Administrator

Exhibit H-CotlflesOanRBgaflfmg ContrstfortnOlsts Jl'v
Envtfcnmcntairotfflcco Smoke i jfeTBnvuDnmenui looaccosmoke i u^TV/y
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILmr ACT

BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor Idenlifiad In Secfion 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for PnVacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health Informatton, 45
CFR parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein, 'Business
Assodate" shall mean, the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected health Information under this Agreernent and 'Covered

. Entity" shall mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definitions.

a. "Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" In section 164.402 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. "Business Associate" has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. "Covered EnBtv" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. 'Designated Record Set"shall have the same meaning as the term "designated record set'
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e. "Data Aogr^tion' shall have the same meaning as the term 'data aggregation" In 45 CFR
Section 184.501.

f. 'Health Care Operations" shall have the same meaning as the term 'health care operations"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. 'HUECH Act" means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act, TitleXIII, Subtitle D, P^ 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.

h. 'HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portabllily and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Indivlduaily Identifiable Health
Information, 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

i. 'Individuar shall have the same meaning as the term "indivlduaP Itn 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall include a person who qualifies as a persona! representa^ In accordance wfth 45
CFR SecUon 164.501(g).

J- 'Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of IndivldualJy Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

Ic "Protected Health Information' shall have the same meaning as the term 'protected health
Information" In 45 CFR Section 160.103, limited to the Information aeated or received by
Business Associate from or on betialf of Covered ̂ tity.

S/2014 ExhbRI Contnctorlnfllsb
Health Insurance PortabUQy Act
Business Assodata AQreenient
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Now Hampshife Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

I. "pequfred by Law" shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" In 45 CFR
Section 164.103. i /

m. g^etarv*shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her designee.

n. purity Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart 0. and amendments thereto.

'Unsecured Protected Health Information" means protected health Information that Is not
secured by a tei^nology standard that renders protected health information unusable,
unreadable, or Indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that Is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

JQS - All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from lime to time, and the
HITtCH
Act.

»r

(2) Business Assodafe Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associate, Including but not limited to ail
Its directora, offlcers. employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI Iri any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business ALKbdate may use or disclose PHI:
.  i. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate:

Jl. ^ required by (aw, pursuant to the terms set forth In paragraph d, below; or
III. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

^Jty.

To the extent Business Assodale is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party, Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure, p)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confidentially and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which it was
disdosed to the third party; and (II) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, In accordance with the HIPAA Privacy. Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the confidentiality of the PHI. to the extent It has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

The Business Associate shall not, unless such disclosure Is reasonably necessary to
provide ser\4ces under Exhibit A of the Agreement, dlsdose any PHI In response to a
request for disdosure on the basis that H is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

3/2^^4 ExWbll I
Comactorlnitiais

HMBhJfaurancaPortabffiiyAct "rf" T"
Buslneaa Associate A^reemtnt
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New Hampshire OepartmenI of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhaust^ all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be tiound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disdosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate '
shall be bound by such additional restricb'ons and shall not disclose PHI In violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) ObHaatlons and Activities of Business Associate.

a. The Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entit/s Privacy Officer immediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health information not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured
protected health Infbimatiofi and/or any security Incident that may have an impact on the
protected health information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when It becomes
aware of any of the above situatior^s. The risk assessment shall include, but not be
Hmlted to:

o The nature and extent of the protected health information involved, including the
types of Identifiers and the likelihood of re-identification;

o The unauthorized person used .the protected health information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

. . o. Whether the protected health information was actually acquired or viewed
o The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has been

mitigated.

. The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and immediately report the findings of the risk assessment In writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
■ Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of Its Intelsat policies ar^d procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of Its business associates that receive, use or have <
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree In writing to adhere to the same
rest^lons and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI conls^ned herein, including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided urxfer Section's 0)' The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party beneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements witti Contractoris Intend^ business associates, who will be receiving PHI

Business Associate AOTMment

3/2014 Contractor IrdS'als
Keellh tnsurancB PoftaMl^ Act
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Exhibit I

pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and dlsdosufe of
protected health Inforrftallon.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at its offices all
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to Uie use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreement.

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI in a Designated Record Set to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an Individual In order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an Individual contained In a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and Incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.528.

I. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and Information related to
such disclosures as would, be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
Individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance with 45 CFR Section

■  164.528,

]. Wflhin ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make available
to Covered Entity such Information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill Its obligations
to provide an accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI In accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.528.

k. In^e event any individual requests access to, amendm^ of, or accounting of PHI
'dlrectiyfircWtheBusfoessAssoaVte.theWuslness Associate shall within two (2)
business days fonvard such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to forwarded requests. However, if forwarding the
Indrvldual's request b Covered Entity would cause Covered &tlty or the Business
Associate to violate HtPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
Shan instead respond to the Individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entify of such response as soon as practicable.

I. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, ail PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Associate In connection with the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction Is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise agreed to In
the Agreement, Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the retum or destruction Infeasible, for so long as Business

Exhibttl Contractor Inltfate
HeoSth Insuraneo PortaMHy Act
Business AHodalo Agreement
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Exhibit I

Associate maintains such PHI, If Covered Entity, in Its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4). Oblioatfona of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or nm}tatjon(s) In its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to Individuals in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's .
use ordlsclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164,506 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notHy Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to In accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Assodate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(5) Termination for Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity, may Immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entit/s knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I The Covered Entity may either Immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeffame specified by Covered Entity, if Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure Is feasible. Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Miscellaneous

a. Definitions and Regulatory References. All terms lised, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the.same meaning as those terms In the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to lime. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to Include this Exhibit I, to
'a Section In the Privacy and Security Rule means the Sectlort as In effect or as
arhended.

b. Amendment Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as Is
. necesMry to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered

Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownership. The Business Associate acknowledges that it has no ownership rights
-  with.resped to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. InteroretatiQn. The parties agree that any ambiguity In the Agreement shall be resolved
to permK Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.

3A0t4 ExhartI Contractor hiOials
Health Insurance Portabinty Act ftMfBusiness Assodata Agreerrant t^/4
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S^qr^flatlon. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or circumstance is held Invalid, such Invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the Invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit 1 are declared severable.

Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disciosure of PHI. return or
deslmction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement In section (3) I, the
defense and Indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of the Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have dujy executed this Exhibit I.

Department of.Heafth and Hutoh Services

The State

itgnature of Authorized ReoreSerSignature Representative

jtnorbName of Authorized Representa^e

r-

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

Grafton County - PeDartmeat of CorrArf^nno 4 Altem
Name of the Contractor AXceruatlvB Sentencing

Sldhature of Aulhortzed presentatfve

Julie L Llbby

Name of Authorized Representative

County AdmlnlBtrator
Title of Authorized Representative

June 5> 2018
Date

3^014 '
Eihlbltl

Health insurance PorttbSty Act
Bustnass Associate Aflreamsnt
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CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ THE FEDEftAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY
ACT IFFATAICOMPUANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of individual
Federal grants equal to or greater, than $25,000 arvd awarded on or after October 1,2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
initial award Is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result In a total award equal to or over
$26,000, the award Is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Ejjecutlve Compensation Information), the
Department of Health end Human Services (DHHS) must report the following Information for any
subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Nameofentl^
2. Amount of.awaid
3. Fundhig agency
4. NAICS code for contracts / CFDA program number for gr^ts
5. Program source
-6. Award title descriptive ofthe purpose of the funding action '
7. Location of the entity
8. Prindpie place of p^ormance
9. Unique Identifier of (he entity (DUNS
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives If:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Compensation Informallon Is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the rrwnlh, plus 30 days, In which
the award or award amendmentis made. '

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3' of the Genera) Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accounlabllily and Transparency Act, Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Informallon), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute 8\e following Certification: ' .
The below nam^ ̂ntractor agrees to provide needed informafion as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Servfces and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
Flnanda! Accountabilliy and Transparericy Act.

Contractor Name: SraftonCCounty - Department of
Corrections 6 Alternative Sentencing

Dale^ Name! julle L Llbby
TitJ®' County Admintstracor

EiMbttJ -CerVRcatlonRegarctlng the Federal Funding Contraetor (nltiats
• AocountaHnty And IrenspereAcy Act (FFATA) Cofflp^ee
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FORMA

^ the Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the Oeneral Provisions, I certify that the responses to the
below listed questions are true and accurate.

The DUNS number for your entity Is: Cfb /d?5
2. In your business or organization's preceding'completed fiscal year,.did your business ororganlzation

^Ive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue In U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts
loans, grants, sub-grants, and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual
gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants and/or
cooperative agreements?

y  NO ^YES

If the answer to #2 above Is NO, stop here

If the answer toi#2 above Is YES, please answer the following:

a Does the public have access to Information about the compensation of the exeoitives In your
business or organization through periodic reports filed undersedion 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.78m(a), 78o(d)) orsecDon 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986?. ' . .

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above is YES. stop here

If (he ansvrer to #3 above is NO. please answer the following:

The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers in your business or
organtealion are as follows:

Name:,

Name:.

Name:.

Name:,

Name:

Amount:

Amount:

Arrwunt:

Amount:,

Amount:

caewisnioro

Exhibit J - OftincaUon ReganSng the Federa) Funding
Accountability And TtanspareocyAct (FFATA) CompDenoe
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security ReQuirements

A. Deflnltlons

The foliowng terms may be reflected and have the described meaning in this document:

1. "Breach" means the ioss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acqulsldon. unauthorized access, or arty simliar term referring to
situations where persons .other dhan aulhorteed users and for an other than'
, authorized purpose have access or potential access 1o personally identifiable
Information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
information,' Breach" shafl have the same meaning as the term "Breach" In section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. ■ "Computer Security Incident" shall have the same meaning "Computer Security
Incident" In section two (2) of NfST Publication 800-61, Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide, Nadona] Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department
of Commerce..

3. "Confidential Information" or "Confidential Data" means all confidentlai Information
disclosed by one party to the other such as ail medical, health, financial, pubBc
assistance benefits and persona! information Including wtthout lirnitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records. Case Records, Protected Health information and
Personally Identifiable Information.

Confidential Information also Includes any and all Information owned or tT^naged by
the State of NH • created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performing contracted
services - of which collection, disclosure, protection, and disposition Is governed by
state or federal law or regulation. This Information Includes, but Is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI), Personal Financial
Information (PFI), Federal Tax InformaHon (FTI); Social Security Numbers (SSN).
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential infomiation.

4. "End User" means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's^employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that rec^ves
DHHS data or derivative data In accordarice with the terms of this Contract

5. IHiPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. "incident" means an act that potentially, vtoiates an explicit or Implied security policy,
which Includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or Its data, unwanted disruption or dental of service, the unauthorized use of
a system fbr the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
firmware, or sofbrane characteristics without the owner's Imowledge, Instruction, or
consent Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouting of physical or electronic
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potenflai to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modiflcaticxi or destruction,

7. "Open Wireless Network" means any network or segment of a network that is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencryoted PI PFI
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

6. 'Personal Information' (or 'Pp) means information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an individual's idenUty, such as their name, social security number/ personal
Iriformation as defined In New Hampshire RSA 359-0:19, bfometric records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying Information which Is linked

• or linkable to a specific Individual, such as dale and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

Standards for Privacy of Individually identifiable Health
information at 45 C.F,R. Parts 160 and t64, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. Protected Health Information" (or 'PHI") has the sarne meaning as provided in the
definition of 'Protected Health Information" In the HiPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C F R 6
160.103. • • -a

11. 'Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protected Health information" means Protected Health Information that Is
not.secured-by a-technology standard Ihat-renders Protected Health Information-unusable, unreadable, or indedpherable to unauthorized Indlvlduais and Is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that is accredited by
the American National Standards Jnstrlule.

I. RESPONSIBILITIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidemial (nfbrmation.

1. The Contractor must riot use, disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further, Corilractcr,
Indudfng but not limited to ail Its directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use, disclose, maintain or transmit PHI In any manner that would constitute a vioiatlon
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information in response to a
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

request for disclosure on the basis that It is required by law, in response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object-to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to. the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such additional
restrictions and must abide by any addltional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not indicated In this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data, to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of Inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

IL METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption, if End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests (he applications have
been - evaluated by an expert knowledgeable In cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the internet

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to Iraremll Confidential Data if
email Is encrypted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorize to receive such Information.

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User Is employing the Web to transmit Confidentiai
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. Rle Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit

. Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mall Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via certified ground
mail within the'continental U.S. and when'sent to a named Individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User Is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypt^ and password-protected.

8. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not trarrsmit Confidential Data via an open
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User is employing remote communication to
Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be

Installed on the End User's mobile devlce(s) or laptop from which Information wHI be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH Pile Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User Is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidentral Data, End User will
stature the Folder and access privileges to prevent inappropriate disclosure of
information. SFTP folders and suli-folders used for transmitting Confidentiai Data wiO
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletlon cycle (I.e. Confidentral Data will.be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User Is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices aO
data must be encrypted to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of information.

Ul. RETENTION AND DISPOSmON OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The C(mtrador will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
^ritract. After such lime, Ihe Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
oe^live In whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or perrnitted
under this Contract. To this end, the parties must:

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It will not store, transfer or process data collected in
ejection with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United
^tw. This physical location requirement shall also apply In the Implementation of
cloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage capabilities, and Includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations. -

2. The. Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are In
place to delect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and ̂ ucation for its End
Users In support of protecting Department confidential information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confidential Data
in a secure location and Identified in section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored in a Cloud must be In a
FedRAMP/HiTECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
wrrentli^supported and hardened operating systems, the latest antl-vfra!, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, antl-spyware, and anti-malware utilities. The environment, as a
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whole, must have aggressive Intrusion-detection and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures Its complete cooperation with the State*s
Chief Information Officer In the detection of any security vulnerabifrty of the hosting
Infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor will maintain any Confidential Information on its systems (or Hs
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written cer^ficatlon for any Stale of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer In use, electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
In accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanltization, or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described in NISI Special PubTicatlon 800-88, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanltization, National Institute of Standards and Tedinology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify In writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request. The written certification will include ail details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract. Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of. the termination of this
'  Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data

by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as follows:

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential information collectBd, processed, managed, and/or stored In the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain policies and. procedures to protect Department
confidential Information throughout the information lifecyde, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i-Gm tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authenUcatlon and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department conHdential information
where appficable.

4. The Contractor wit! ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are In place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential information for conlraclor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and educatlori for Its End
Users In support of protecfirig Department confldenUa! information.

6. If the Contractor, will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an Inlemal process or processes that defines specific security
expectations, and monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, Including breach notification requirements. - •

7. Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply with alt applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorizatton policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreement? as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

8. If the Department determines the Contractor is a Business Associate purauant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) wHh the Department and is responsible for maintaining compliance with the

, agreement. ,

9. The Contractor will work with the Department at Its request to complete a System
Mariagemenl Si^ of the survey is to. enable. the. Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnerBbilfties that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be completed
annually, or an alternate lime frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior ej^ress written consent Is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Date Security Breach Liability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery from
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the breach, inctuding but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary du^ to
the breach,

12. Contractor must comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and secunty of Confidential Information, and must In ad other respects
maintain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope that Is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Including,
but not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1074 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), DHHS
Privacy Ad Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govem protections for indMduaily identifiable health
information and as applicable under State law.

13. Contrador agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to proted the confidenUanty of the Confidential Data and to'
prevent unauthorized use or access to ft The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that is not less than the level and scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Infbnnation technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/doitA/endor/index.htm
for the Department of Information Technology .poilcles, guideOnes, standards, arid
procurement information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and Incident
response process. The Contrador will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
addKional email addresses provided in this secton, of any security breach within two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor learns of its occurrence. This Includes a
confidential hifbmiation breach, computer security Inddent, or suspeded breach
which affects or Includes any State of New Hampshire systems that conned to the
State of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrid access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contrad to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties in connection with purposes Identified in this Contrad.

16. .The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above,
implemented to protect Cbnfidentia! Information that is famished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI, PI, or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Inforniatlon only if encrypted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such Information.
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e. limU disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.
f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and individually

(denUfiable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored in an area that Is
phi^lcally and technoioglcally secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door loc#(s, card keys,
btometric Identifiers, etc.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data. Including any
derivative files containing personally identifiable Information, and In all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when In transit, at rest, or when
stored on portable media as required in section (Vabove.

h. in all other instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances involved.

i. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their credential information ̂ cure
This appCes to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third parly application.

Contractor Is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS
reserve the right to conduct onslte Inspections to monitor compliance with , this
contract. Including the privacy and security requirements provided in herein, HIPAA,'
and other ajvlicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Conflderitial Data
Is disposed of In accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

pe Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and
incidents and Breaches within two (2) houra of the

time that the Contractor ieams of their occurrence.

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches Involving PHI in
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
proc^ures^d In accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. in addition to. and
notwithstanding. Contractor's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:
V. identify Incidents: .

2. Determine if personally Identifiable Information Is Involved in Incidents:
3. Report susp^d or confirmed Incidents as required In this Exhibit or P-37:
4. IdenWy and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Inddents

and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and
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5. Determine whether Breach notiTication Is required, and, if so, Identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated >Mth the Breach rx^tice-as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that implicate PI mOst be addressed and reported, as
applicable, In accordance with NH RSA 359-0:20.

r

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

.A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange issues:

"DHHS|nfomiatIonSecurityOfRce@dhhs.nh.gov

6. DHHS contacts for Pi^vacy Issues:

DHHSPrivacyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov

C. DHHS contact for information Security issues:

DHHSlnformationSecurityOffl ce@dhhs.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformaUonSecur;tyOfnce@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrivacy.Offrcer@dhhs.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #3) is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and Greater Nashua
Council on Alcoholism., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place
of business at 615 Amherst Street, Nashua, NH 03063.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Govemor.and Executlve.Councll
on July 27, 2018 (Item #7) and amended on December 5. 2018 (#23), the Contractor agreed to perform
certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified In the Contract as amended and in
consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor-have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, completion-
date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of,the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Govemor and Executive Council;
and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and Increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not Inconsistent with this
Amendment #2 remain in full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions contained
In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

October 31, 2019.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$1,379,000.

3. Delete Exhibit A, Amendment #1, Scope of Service in Its entirety and replace with Exhibit A,
Amendment #2, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #1, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment In Its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-04-A02 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Govemor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox
Director

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism

£L
Date Name:

Title: h-

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of County of on . before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

Name,and Title'of Notary or Justice of the Peace

MyC,ornrr,issJon:B(pires: ju^uueunliif^" "f^lLpshlre
^  - ^ My Commission Expires November 4,2020
V V •- -• ^

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Amendments
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been revie\A/ed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:

Title: '^pidJidL

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SU8ST-04-A02 Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services --
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to Ail Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an Impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part
2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1:4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of

-  -- injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6... .The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:
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2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required .consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disordertreatment sen/Ices that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of Individuals, families and
communities to .take responsibility, for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in order to align this work with IDN projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway contractors
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board payment to
the Doorway;

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doorway to ensure that each
room and board client served has a GPRA interview

completed at Intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for sen/ices within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doorway services at the time of
discharge when a client is In need of Hub services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being seived.
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2.2.2.6. Be trauma Informed; i.e. designed to acknowiedge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use

disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of

attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other

drug related problems.

2.3:1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,

including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and

consideration of alternative solutions and decision making with

regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activities that are provided

according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary

alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are

provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Partial Hospitalization as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 2.5.

Partial Hospitalization services provide intensive and

structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug

treatment services and activities to individuals with substance

use and moderate to severe co-occurring mental health

disorders, including both behavioral health and medication

management (as appropriate) services to address both

disorders. Partial Hospitalization is provided to clients for at

least 20 hours per week according to an individualized
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treatment plan that includes a range of outpatient treatment

services and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug services.

2.3.1.5. Ambulatory Withdrawal Management services as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 1-WM as an outpatient service.

Withdrawal Management services provide a combination of

clinical and/or medical services utilized to stabilize the client

while they are undergoing withdrawal.

2.3.1.6. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use disorder
treatment services according to an individualized treatment plan
designed to support individuals as they transition back into the
community. Transitional Living Services are not defined by ASAM.
Transitional Living services shall include at least 3 hours of clinical
services per week of which at least 1 hour shall be delivered by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under the
supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining hours shall be
delivered by a Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) working
under a Licensed Supervisor or a Licensed Counselor. The maximum
length of stay In this sen/ice Is six (6) months. Adult residents typically
work in the community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.7. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment services
provide residential substance use disorder treatment services designed
to support individuals that need this residential service. The goal of low-
intensity residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.8. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined

as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

substance use disorder treatment designed to assist individuals

who require a more intensive level of service in a structured
setting.

2.3.1.9. Specialty Residential Treatment for Pregnant and Parenting

Women as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.1 and above.

This service provides residential substance use disorder

treatment to pregnant women and their children when

appropriately designed to assist individuals who require a more

intensive level of service in a structured setting.

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment

only in coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section

2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.9 to a client.
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2.3.2.1. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide for

medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of opiate

and other substance use disorders. The Contractor shall

provide non-medical treatment services to the client in

conjunction with the medical services provided either directly

by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The

Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided. The

Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by

the Department. "Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key

Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

.. Hampshire." . . .

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery

support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in

treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual

maintaining participation In treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in

coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section 2.3.1.1

through 2.3.1.9 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group

Intensive Case Management in accordance with

SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-

Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-

Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215) and

which exceed the minimum case management

expectations for the level of care.

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and

Women:

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation

services to pregnant women and parenting men

and women to and from services as required by

the client's treatment plan.
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2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own

vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation

passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor

shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable Federal

and State Department of

Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New

Hampshire Administrative Rule

Saf-C 500 and inspected in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good wori<ing order.

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules, Saf-C 1000,

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as

applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Parenting Clients:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to

children of parenting clients while the individual

is In treatment and case management sen/ices.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care

and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed

childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable

Federal and State childcare regulations such as

but not limited to New Hampshire Administrative

Rule He-C 4002 Child Care Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows;
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2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting-in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the
date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

■  2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income" information Is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
■  the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client;

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4,above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3, above before

admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4, above after admission.
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2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower intensity ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.3, in which case the
client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as |n
Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the sen/ice with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for sen/ices in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not In their custody, as long as parental rights have not

been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a

. pregnant woman .for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doonvay of the client's choice to connect the
client with substance use disorder treatment services: or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the pregnant
woman with identifying alternative providers and with
accessing services with these providers. This assistance
shall include actively reaching out to identify providers on
the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client;
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2.5.8.1.3.3. Dally calls to the client.to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the

effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use Including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are Involved with the

criminal justipe and/or child protection systenri.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social sen/ice agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doonways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the
Doorways shall not receive sen/ices utilizing State Opioid Response (SCR)
funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients
who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SCR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:
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2.5.14.1. The parent's inabiiity and/or unwiliingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists ' . ■ - -

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received

substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other

than Evaluation In Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
Intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented In the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements
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2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management Into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal Is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higherthan can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problems
in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a
stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:
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2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goats
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of

the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
.  . objectives, and, interventions in the client!s..treatment plan by .

completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shaii refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client.
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including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization. Doorway, third party
insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the Doorways as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4,
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirements
in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or
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2.8.5.2.3.' Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient Is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that Include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is Indicated; or

■ 2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Critena' B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an Intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center;
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2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have" positive effects: or

2.6.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
•  ' http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-Assistance-

Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLine.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities at
any time.
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2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside of
the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area{s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it
. can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and visitor
orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential: or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
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Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. NO licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has. approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress:

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
Issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMAI 5-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
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for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support sen/ices.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
sen/ices is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student intems to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct
contact with individuals sen/ed by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and

■  Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatmeni records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to"
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff Involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide In-service training or ensure attendance at an approved
training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.
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4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities llcensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology

5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
altemative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. • Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system: and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have completed
treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
of the month following the reporting month or quarter;
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6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as. soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. "Critical Incidenf means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or
mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1,7, . Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident:

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
as well as the identification of any other individuals
involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;
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6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that Is discovered after filing the
form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department:
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with OUD, the Contractor
,  shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each client

served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRA) interview
. completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD for

whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doorways
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation In site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there Is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.
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8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall Include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and In-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days in the reporting
period. The short-term Investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)
calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio Illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of Its current portion of Its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
Interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
Identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
Interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:
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8.1.4.1. .Rationale: This ratio is ah Indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

6.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3...ln the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
'■ Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet. Profit & Loss Statement. Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
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The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doorways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
in place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening:

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within
30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in school
at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested In past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
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10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall Include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency:

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

.  . Exhibit B, Amendment #2

Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block 1.8,
of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to Exhibit A,
Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment, and
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse

Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the
State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly

and quarterly reporting.

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale, not to exceed $4,000
per client per treatment episode.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit 6. Amendment #2 Vendor initials
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3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the
client's monthly household income being less than the deductible
plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL).

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated. The
Contractor agrees:

4.1. The fees for services, excluding Clinical Evaluation, are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the amount to
charge the Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5
below).

4.2. To bill for Clinical Evaluation services separately from all other per day units of services.

4.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit 8-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided
under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the clients, and

the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited processing to the

greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the

program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed, payments

received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services -
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

.  . Exhibit B, Amendment #2

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided to an eligible
client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private Insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment #2 when the Insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract
Rate In Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private Insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's Insurer, If applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, which is the
Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount
paid by private insurer and the arnount paid by the client; unless the client's
copay or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated In Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable Income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry Into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as In Section
5.4 above, and only when the client falls to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
Informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions Including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private Insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living, See Section 7 below and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.1.
See Section 7 below.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except In Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties In the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

Greater Nashua Council on AJcohotIsm Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the
state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicald clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (CUD) in residential level of care.

6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD In residential level of care.

6.2. With the exception of room and board payments for transitional living, the Contractor shall
not bill the Departrnent for Ropm and Board payments In excess of $553,000.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.3.1. Medicaid ID of the Client:

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client {if applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date

range identified In 6.3.3

6.3.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall submit an Invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for room and
board in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty
(30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this
Agreement. Invoices must be submitted In a Department approved manner.

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SCR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR
funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living and Low Intensity Residential
Services

7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board. In addition to:

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 using the
sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging and meals
offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's Income of the
Federal Poverty Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor may charge the
client up to the following amount
for room and board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%- 149% $8

150%- 199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% ■ $57 ■ ■ ■

350% - 399% .$77

7.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that shall be retumed
to the client at the time of discharge.

7.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to room and

board.

8. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living

6.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this contract to the
client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare, and private
insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

8.2. Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge in accordance with
Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract only when the
client does not have any other payer source other than this contract. •

9. Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
9.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who have been

admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after

billing other public and private insurance.

9.2.

9.3.

The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.

The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the

service is authorized by the Department.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services —
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10. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
10.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5

above and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation provided

in Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows:

10.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in accordance with
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for Contractor's staff driving time, when using

the Contractor's own vehicle for transporting clients to and from services

required by the client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than
a full hour, then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute intervals

for actual work completed: or.

10.1.2. 9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for cab
fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to and from services

- required by the client's treatment plan.

10.2. ... ThfiXontractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support

the cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the
Department upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

11. Additional Billing Information: Child Care
11.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the

Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Senrices, Section
2.4.2.3 as follows:

11.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when the Contractor's
staff provides child care while the client is receiving treatment or recovery

support services, or

11.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care provider.

11.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support

the cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

11.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department

instructions.

12. Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
12.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section 5 above

and as follows:

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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12.2. Medication:

12.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication Assisted

Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and customary

charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA) 126-A:3 III. (b).
except for Section 6.2.2 below.

12.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medication Assisted Treatment with

Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate Treatment Program (OTP)
per New Hampshire Administrative Rule He-A 304 as follows:

12.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the

Medicaid rate, up to 7 days per week. The code for

.  . Methadone. in an OTP is. H0020, and the code for.

buprenorphine in an OTP is H0033.

12.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per client per

day.

12.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

12.2.4.1. WITS Client ID #:

12.2.4.2. Period for which prescription is intended;

12.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

12.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

12.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

12.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

12.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
service.

12.3. Physician Time:

12.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other medical professional
to provide Medication Assisted Treatment Services, including but not limited to
assessing the client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing and/or

administering a medication, and monitoring the client's response to a

medication.

12.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit 8-1 Service

Fee Table.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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12.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

12.3.3.1. WITS Client ID #:

12.3.3.2. Date of Service;

12.3.3.3. Description of service;

12.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

12.3.3.5. Charge for the service;

12.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

12.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the

service.

•  12.3.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th)'day of each

month, vyhich Identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses
incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month.

12.3.5. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of

receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this

Agreement. Invoices must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

13. Sliding Fee Scale

13.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit B.
Amendment #3, Section 5, above.

13.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism
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13.3. The Contractor shall not deny a child under the age of 18 services because of the
parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential
services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

14. Submitting Charges for Payment

14.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website information Technology
System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table. The
Contractor shall:

14.1.1. ■ Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after the
date the service was provided to the client

14.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following the
last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter notes are
ready for review.

14.1.3. Correct errors, if any. in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and notify
the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

14.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for the
billing month.

14.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

14.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the
last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

14.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through WITS, the
contractor shall work-with the Department to develop an alternative process for submitting
invoices.

14.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SUD clients with Opioid Use
Disorder that are Medicaid coded for both residential and transitional living services.

15. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

16. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.

17. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

18. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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19. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment.

20. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

20.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

20.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to;

20.2.1. Make cash payments to Intended recipients of substance abuse services.

20.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in Federal
Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided In penal or correctional
institutions of the State.

20.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless su£h testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

20.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

20.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating In applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious
instruction, or proselytizatlon. If an organization conducts such
activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the
programs or services for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit B, Amendment U2 Vendor Initials
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state of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that GREATER NASHUA

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM is a New Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on

December 16, 1983. 1 further certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received

and is in good standing as far as this office is concerned.

Business ID; 74349

Certificate Number: 0004516977

An;

<59

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

1 hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 17th day of May A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State
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CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

'■ do hereby certify that:(Name of the ele/ted Officer of the Agency; cannot be contract signatory)

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of X )od f> QunU ! r^ H If IcohoCShn
(Agency Name)

2. The following Is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Agency duly held on ^ J^J/ ̂  :

(Date)

RESOLVED; That the_
(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter Into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other Instruments, and any amendments, revisions
or modrfications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of
thej^ day of 2023.

(Date Cor^ectSigned)

4. t-Pihh^r is the duly elected _
(Name of Contract Signatory) (Title of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

(Signature oi/MElect^OfficeO
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

County of UjHi^LmorJx
The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this j) day of 20

By y\ruli!f
(Name of Elefcted Officer of the Agency)

,  - (Notary Public/Justice of the Peace)
7^ (NOTARY'SEAEj\

^  WILLIAM C. MAFTHN
^.CoiDmission Expjfes; Justtoeof the Peace - New Hampshirev ■ ^ ̂  c- My Commission Expires Novsmbr 4,2020
■"% -Y- ):!- ^sv•

'  r.



ACORD CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
OATE (M»W)D/YYYY)

11/30/2018

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcyfles) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on

this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder In lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

Eaton & Berube Insurance Agency, Inc.
11 Concord Street
Nashua NH 03064

Klmberty Gutekunst
PHONE CA*) floo OTCfi FAX
(A«: na Frtir 603-882-2766 (a/c. NoL

AOMFM- kautekunst(8)eatonberube.com

IN8URER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICf

INSURER A: Haoover Insurance

WSUREO HARHO

Harbor Homes, Inc
77 Northeastern Boulevard

Nashua NH 03062

INSURER a: Philadelphia Insurance Companies

INSURER c; Eastem Alliance Insurance Group

INSURER D: Selective Insurance Group

INSURER E :

INSURER F ;

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER; 1724279025 REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POUCIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD

INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT Y/ITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS.
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE

□OOWHIM:
ifjMaivA'i POUCY NUMBER

POUCY EFF
(MMrtJOnrYYY)

POLICY EXP
(MMA)0/YYYY) UMn-S 1

0 X COMMERCUL GENERAL LIABILITY

)E 1 X 1 OCCUR
Y S2288207 7/1/2018 7/1/2018 EACH OCCURRENCE (1,000.000

CLAiMS-MAI
DAMAGE lUKbNIkU
PHFMLSFS <Fa omtrranRA) (1.000,000

MEO EXP (Any ona paraon) (20,000
X Abuaa PERSONAL & ADV INJURY (1,000,000

GENT AGGREGATE LIMIT APPUES PER; GENERALAGGREGATE ( 3.000,000

POLICY 1 1 jIct LAJ LOG
OTHER:

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG ( 3.000.000
(

D 1 AUTOMOBILE LIABtLTTY 306871 7/1/2018 7/1/2019 COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ee accWantl

(1.000,000

ANY AUTO

:h£ouleo
ITOS
}N-OWNEO
ITOS ONLY

BODILY INJURY (Par paraon) ' (
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HiRED
AUTOS ONLY

X SC
, AL

BODILY INJURY (Par ae6dant)j (
X X NC

. AL
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Par acddeni) (

(

0 UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS LIAB

X OCCUR

CLAIMS-MAOE

306873 7/1/2018 7/1/2019 EACH OCCURRENCE (10,000,000

i AGGREGATE (10,000.000

1 DEO 1 1 RETENTION S (
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Melanson
ACCOUNTANTS • AUDITORS

Heath

102 Perimeter Road

Nashua, NH 03063

(603)882-1111
melansonheath.com

Additional Offices:

Andover. MA

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
'  Manchester, NH

Ellsworth. ME

To the Board of Directors of

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism

Report on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Greater Nashua Council
on Alcoholism, which comprise the statement of financial position as of June 30,
2018, and the related statements of activities, functional expenses, and cash flows
for the year then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these finan
cial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America; this includes the design, implementation, and mainte
nance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors' Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted-in the-United States of America and the standards applicable-to-financial"
audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller Gen
eral of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are

free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditors' judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement
of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assess
ments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and



fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opin
ion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such
opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies
used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by manage
ment, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism as of
June 30, 2018, and the changes in net assets and its cash flows for the year then
ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America.

Report on Summarized Comparative information

We have previously audited Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism's fiscal year
2017 financial statements, and we expressed an unmodified audit opinion on those
audited financial statements in our report dated January 10, 2018. In our opinion, the
summarized comparative information presented herein as of and for the year ended
June 30, 2017 is consistent, in all material respects, with the audited financial
statements from which it has been derived.

Other Matters

Other Information

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial
statements as a whole. The supplementary information is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial statements. Such
information is the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates
directly to the-underlying-accounting and other records used to-prepare the financial-
statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional procedures, including
comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and
other records used to prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements
themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is
fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a whole.



other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have.also. issued our report
dated December 20, 2018 on our consideration of Greater Nashua Council on
Alcoholism's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is solely to describe the
scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and
the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of
Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism's internal control over financial reporting or
on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance
with Government Auditing Standards in considering Greater Nashua Council on
Alcoholism's internal control over financial reporting and compliance.

December 20, 2018



GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

Statement of Financial Position

June 30. 2018

(With Comparative Totals as of June 30, 2017)

ASSETS

2018 2017

Current Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 315,659 $ 252,981
Receivables, net 555,874 1,318,521

Promises to give - 3,000
Prepaid expenses - 5,088

Total Current Assets 871,533 1,579,590

Noncurrent Assets:

Property and equipment, net of

accumulated depreciation 5,605,937 5,686,027

Restricted cash 29,752 38,482

Due from related organizations 238,993 -
Total Noncurrent Assets 5,874,682 5,724,509

Total Assets $ 6,746,215 •$ 7,304,099

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 45,129 $ ■ 76,165

Accrued expenses and other liabilities 214,127 225,962

Due to related organizations • 399,615

Line of credit 348,779 128,779

Current portion of bonds and mortgages payable, net 128,006 123,992
Total Current Liabilities 736,041 954,513

Long-Term Liabilities:

Bonds and mortgages payable, long term, net 3,606,761 3,734,588
Mortgages payable, deferred _ 1,885,000 , 1,885,000

Total Long-Term Liabilities 5.491,761 5,619,588

Total Liabilities 6,227,802 6,574,101

Unrestricted Net Assets 518,413 729,998

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $ 6,746,215 $ 7,304,099

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.



GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

Statement of Activities

For the Year Ended June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for the Year Ended June 30, 2017)

Support and Revenue;

Support:

Bureau of Drug and Alcohol grants

Other federal grants
State of New Hampshire

Contributions

In-kind donations

Revenue:

Client services:

Medicaid

Third party insurance

Client billings, net

Contracted services

Other income

Interest income

Total Support and Revenue

Expenses:

Program services

General and administrative

Fundraising

Total Expenses

Change in Net Assets

Uhfest'ricted'Net'As^ets, Beginning of Year

Unrestricted Net Assets, End of Year

2018

$  3,472,339

20,278

2,231

1,968,601

23,082

28,394

298,483

6,885

^

5,820,343

5,249,192

700.477

82,259

6,031,928

(211,585)

729,998"

$  518,413

2017

$ 3,806,540

130,017

59,000

30,741

57,225

1,550,194

65,060

34,465

366,645

13,723

620

6,114,230

4,767,612

633,487

112,042

5,513,141

601,089

'128,909

$  729,998

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.



GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

Statement of Functional Expenses

For the Year Ended June 30.2018

(With Comparative Totals for the Year Ended June 30, 2017)

Program General and 2018 2017

Services Administrative Fundraisina Total Total

Advertising $  66.637 S  935 % $  67,572 $  1,397

Accounting fees . 12,432 ■ 12,432 11,309

Client services 391.779 50 • 391,829 139,271

Client transportation 14.636 - • 14,636 7,369

Contract services 449.942 26,407 336 476,685 658,354

Depreciation and amortization 200,420 33,017 - 233,437 220,102

Employee benefits 367,430 71,622 4,962 444,014 362,923

Food 102,593 487 - 103,080 98,506

Information technology 2,803 10,223 274 13,300 84,187

Insurance 23,862 1,249 . 25,111 20,873

Interest 161,328 8,179 . 169.507 156,922

Legal fees 2,675 249 - 2,924 5,081

Miscellaneous 19,535 1,046 20,581 35,243

Office supplies 37,545 953 - 38,498 35,641

Operating and maintenance 61,850 2,987 - 64,837 74,177

Operational supplies 31,378 143 - 31,521 24,217

Payroll taxes 221,878 40,421 5,540 267,839 206,497

Professional fees 9,634 625 . 10,259 2,121

Rent 90,093 4,942 - 95,035 186,064

Salaries and wages 2,836,067 475,817 71,102 3,382,986 2,993,248

Snow removal 9,057 363 - 9,420 7,065

Staff development 19,355 3,520 . 22,875 44,688

Staff travel 16,027 1,296 45 17,368 15,513

Telephone 18,905 753 - 19,658 18,360

Utilities 76,014 2,761 . 78,775 78,796

Vehicle expenses 17,749 - . 17,749 25,217

Total $ 5,249,192 $  700,477 $  82,259 S 6,031,928 $ 5,513,141 .

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.



GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

Statement of Cash Flows

For the Year Ended June 30,2018

(With Comparative Totals as of June 30. 2017)

Cash Flows From Operating Activities:
Change innet assets
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to
net cash provided (used) by operating activities:

Depreciation and amortization
Gain on disposal of Fixed assets
(Increase) Decrease In:

Receivables

Promises to give
Prepaid expenses

Increase (Decrease) In;
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses and other liabilities

Net Cash Provided By Operating Activities

Cash Flow From Investing Activities;
Purchase of Fixed assets

Proceeds from sale of Fixed assets

Net Cash Used By Investing Activities

Cash Flows From Financing Activities:
Receipts from related organizations
Payments to related organizations
Proceeds from line of credit

Payments to line of credit
Proceeds from long term debt
Principal payments on long term debt

Net Cash Provided (Used) By Financing Activities

Neflncrease ^

Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Restricted Cash, Beginning of Year

Cash. Cash Equivalents, and Restricted Cash, End of Year

Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information;

Interest paid

2018

$  (211,585)

233,437

762,647

3,000

6,567

(31,036)
(13,314)

749,716

(150,491)

(150,491)

1,074,901

(1,713,509)
520,000

(300,000)

(126,669)

(545,277)

—  53,948

291,463

$  345,411

169,507

2017

$  601,089

220,102

(2,180)

(795,240)
(3,000)

2,669

27,365

60,583

111,388

(214,154)
2,180

(211,974)

1,362,697

(1,088,233)
221,377

(275,000)

200,000

(97,657)

323,184

222,598"

68,865

$  291,463

$  156,922

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.



GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

Notes to the Financial Statements

1. Organization:

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism (the Organization) is a nonprofit
organization providing recovery support services which are evidence-based,
gender-specific, and culturally competent. Programs include residential,
transitional housing, outpatient, intensive outpatient, family-based substance
abuse services, pregnant and parenting women and children, and offender
re-entry sen/ices Initiative.

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies:

Comparative Financial Information

The accompanying financial statements include certain prior-year summarized
comparative information in total, but not by net asset class. Such information
does not include sufficient detail to constitute a presentation in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
(GAAR). Accordingly, such information should be read in conjunction with the
audited financial statements for the year ended June 30, 2017, from which the
summarized Information was derived.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

All cash and highly liquid financial instruments with original maturities of three
months or less, and which are neither held for nor restricted by donors for
long-term purposes, are considered to be cash and cash equivalents.

Receivables, Net

Receivables, net consist primarily of noninterest-bearing amounts due for ser-
vices-and programs.-The allowance for uncollectable receivables-is based on-^
historical experience, an assessment of economic conditions, and a review of
subsequent collections. Receivables are written off when deemed uncollectable.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment is reported in the Statement of Financial Position at
cost, if purchased, and at fair value at the date of donation, if donated. Prop
erty and equipment is capitalized if it has a cost of $2,500 or more and a
useful life when acquired of more than one year. Repairs and maintenance
that do not significantly increase the useful life of the asset are expensed as



incurred. Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over-the
estimated useful lives of the assets, as follows;

Land improvements 15 years
Building and improvements 30 years
Equipment 5 years
Furniture and fixtures 5-7 years
Software 3 years
Vehicles 5 years

Property and equipment is reviewed for impairment when a significant change
in the asset's use or another indicator of possible impairment is present. No

impairment losses were recognized in the financial statements in the current
period.

Net Assets

Net assets, revenues, gains, and losses are classified based on the existence
or absence of donor-imposed restrictions. Accordingly,, net assets and changes
therein are classified and reported as follows:

Unrestricted Net Assets - Net assets available for use in general operations.

Temporarily Restricted Net Assets - Net assets subject to donor restrictions
that may or will be met by expenditures or actions and/or the passage of
time. Contributions are reported as temporarily restricted support if they
are received with donor stipulations that limit the use of the donated
assets. When a donor restriction expires, that is, when a stipulated time
restriction ends or purpose restriction is accomplished, temporarily restricted
net assets are reclassified to unrestricted net assets and reported in the
Statement of Activities as net assets released from restrictions.

Permanently Restricted Net Assets - Net assets whose use is limited by
donor-imposed restrictions that neither expire by the passage of time nor
can be fulfilled or otherwise removed.

The Organization has only unrestricted net assets.

Revenue and Revenue Recognition

Revenue is recognized when earned. Program service fees and payments
under cost-reimbursable contracts received in advance are deferred to the

applicable period in which the related services are performed or expenditures
are incurred, respectively.



Accounting for Contributions

Contributions are recognized when received. All contributions are reported as
increases in unrestricted net assets unless use of the contributed assets is

specifically restricted by the donor. Amounts received, that are restricted.by
the donor to use in future periods or for specific purposes are reported as
increases in either temporarily restricted or permanently restricted net assets,
consistent with the nature of the restriction. Unconditional promises with pay
ments due in future years have an implied restriction to be used in the year
the payment is due and, therefore, are reported as temporarily restricted until
the payment is due unless the contribution is clearly intended to support
activities of the current fiscal year or is received with permanent restrictions.
Conditional promises, such as matching grants, are not recognized until they
become unconditional, that is, until all conditions on which they depend are
substantially met.

Gifts-in-Kind Contributions

The Organization periodically receives contributions in a form other than cash
or investments. Contributed property and equipment is recognized as an asset at
its estimated fair value at the date of gift, provided that the value of the asset
and its estimated useful life meets the Organization's capitalization policy.
Donated use of facilities is reported as contributions and as expenses at the
estimated fair value of similar space for rent under similar conditions. If the
use of the space is promised unconditionally for a period greater than one
year, the contribution is reported as a contribution and an unconditional
promise to give at the date of gift, and the expense is reported over the term
of use. Donated supplies are recorded as contributions at the date of gift and
as expenses when the donated items are placed into service or distributed.

The Organization benefits from personal services provided by a substantial
number of volunteers. Those volunteers have donated significant amounts of
time and services in the Organization's program operations and in its fund-
raising campaigns. However, the majority of the contributed services do not
meet the criteria for recognition in financial statements. Generally Accepted
Accounting .Principles, allow recognition of contributed services only if (a) the
services create or enhance nonfinancial assets or (b) the services would have
been purchased if not provided by contribution, require specialized skills, and
are provided by individuals possessing those skills.

Grant Revenue

Grant revenue is recognized when the qualifying costs are incurred for cost-
reimbursement grants or contracts or when a unit of service is provided for
performance grants. Grant revenue from federal agencies is subject to inde
pendent audit under the Office of Management and Budget's, Uniform Grant
Guidance, and review by grantor agencies. The review could result in the dis-
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allowance of expenditures under the terms of the grant or reductions of future
grant funds. Based on prior experience, the Organization's management
believes that costs, ultimately disallowed, if any, would not materially affect the
financial position of the Organization.

Functional Allocation of Expenses

The costs of program and supporting services activities have been summa
rized on a functional basis in the Statement of Activities. The Statement of

Functional Expenses presents the natural classification detail of expenses by
function. Accordingly, certain costs have been allocated among the programs
and supporting services benefited.

Income Taxes

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism has been recognized by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) as exempt from federal income taxes under Internal
Revenue Code (IRC) Section 501(a) as an organization described in IRC
Section 501(c)(3), qualifies for charitable contribution deductions, and has
been determined not to be a private foundation. The Organization is annually
required to file a Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax (Form 990)
with the IRS. In addition, the Organization is subject to income tax on net
income that is derived from business activities that are unrelated to its exempt
purpose. In fiscal year 2018, the Organization was not subject to unrelated
business income tax and did not file an Exempt Organization Business
Income Tax Return (Form 990-T) with the IRS.

Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles requires estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets
and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Accordingly,
actual results may differ from those estimates.

FinanciaTlnstrumen^s'and Credit Risk

Deposit concentration risk is managed by placing cash with financial institu
tions believed to be creditworthy. At times, amounts on deposit may exceed
insured limits. To date, no losses have been experienced in any of these
accounts. Credit risk associated with receivables is considered to be limited

due to high historical collection rates.

11



Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures

Certain liabilities are reported at fair value in the,financial statements. Fair
value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a
liability in an orderly transaction in the principal, or most advantageous,
market at the measurement date under current market conditions regardless
of whether that price is directly observable or estimated using another val
uation technique. Inputs used to determine fair value refer broadly to the
assumptions that market participants would use in pricing the asset or liability,
including assumptions about risk. Inputs may be observable or unobservable.
Observable inputs are inputs that reflect the assumptions market participants
would use in pricing the asset or liability based on market data obtained from

sources independent of the reporting entity. Unobservable inputs are inputs
that reflect the reporting entity's own assumptions about the assumptions
market participants would use in pricing the asset or liability based on the
best information available. A three-tier hierarchy categorizes the inputs as
follows;

Level 1 - Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets
or liabilities that are accessible at the measurement date.

Level 2 - Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are
observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly. These
include quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets,
quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in markets that are
not active, inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the
asset or liability, and market-corroborated inputs.

Level 3 - Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability. In these situations,
inputs are developed using the best information available in the
circumstances.

When available, the Organization measures fair value using Level 1 inputs
because they generally provide the most reliable evidence of fair value.
However, Level 1 inputs are not available for many of the assets and liabilities
that-the Organization is required to measure at fair value-(for example;
unconditional contributions receivable and in-kind contributions).

The primary uses of fair value measures in the Organization's financial
statements are:

Initial measurement of noncash gifts, including gifts of investment assets
and unconditional contributions receivable.

Recurring measurement of due (to) from related organizations - Level 3.

12



•  Recurring measurement of line of credit - Level 2. — ■

•  Recurring measurement of bonds and mortgages payable - Level 2.

The carrying amounts of cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash, receiva
bles, accounts payable, and accrued expenses and other liabilities approximate
fair value due to the short-term nature of the items.

3. Receivables. Net:

Receivables at June 30, 2018 consist of the following:

Receivable Allowance Net

Grants $ 342,165 $ - $ 342,165
Medicaid 211.274 (9,268) 202,006
Other 11,703 - 11.703

Total . $ .565,142 $. . (9,268) $ 555,874

4. Property. Equipment and Depreciation:

A summary of the major components of property and equipment is presented
below:

2018 2017

Land $ 742,500 $ 742.500
Construction in progress 241,363 143,865

Land improvements 6,644 1,743

Building 5,646,560 5,646,560

Building improvements 90,526 45,813

Computer equipment 25,233 21,854

Furniture and fixtures 38,711 38,711

Software 57,594 57,594

Vehicles ~ 55,838
...

55,838

Subtotal 6,904,969 6,754,478

Less: accumulated depreciation (1,299,032) (1,068,451)

Total $ 5,605,937 $ 5,686,027

Depreciation expense for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 totaled
$230,582 and $217,248, respectively.

13



5. Restricted Cash:

Restricted cash consists of funds required to be used for the replacement of
property, with prior approval by the New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority.

6. Accrued Expenses and Other Liabilities:

Accrued expenses and other liabilities consist of the following:

2018 2017

Accrued payroll and related liabilities $ 206,274 $ 219,476
Accrued interest 6,374 6,374

HSA liability - 112
Other accruals 1,479 -

Total $ 214,127 $ 225,962

7. Due From (to) Related Organizations:

Due from (to) related organizations represents short-term assets and liabilities
due from (to) related entities whereby common control is shared with the
same Board of Directors. The related organizations and their balances at
June 30, 2018 are as follows;

2018 2017

Current:

Harbor Homes, Inc. $ 265.768 $ (380,115)
Milford Regional Counseling Sen/ices 204
Southern New Hampshire HIV/AIDS Task Force (27,012) (19,500)
Welcoming Light, Inc. 33_ -

Total $ 238,993 $ (399,615)

As discussed in Note 2, the valuation technique used for due from (to) related
organizations is a Level 3 measure because there are no observable market
transactions. Changes in the fair value of assets measured at fair value on a
recurring basis using significant unobservable inputs are as follows:

Beginning balance June 30, 2017 $ (399,615)
Advances 1,713,509

Reductions (1,074,901)

Ending balance June 30, 2018 $ 238,993

14



8. Line of Credit:

At June 30, 2018, the Organization had $750,000 of credit available from
Merrimack County Savings Bank due on demand, and secured by all assets
and guaranteed by Harbor Homes, Inc., a related party (see Note 13). The
Organization is required, at a minimum, to make monthly interest payments at
the Wall Street Journal Prime Rate plus 1.00% (6.00% at June 30, 2018) to
Merrimack County Savings Bank. As of June 30, 2018, the credit line had an
outstanding balance of $348,779.

Bonds and Mortgages Payable:

Bonds and mortgages payable as of June 30, 2018 were as follows:

$3,963,900 In New Hampshire Health and Education
Facilities Authority bonds, dated September 15, 2014, due in
monthly installments of $19,635, including principal and
interest at 4.00%, maturing in 2042, secured by. real
property owned and guaranteed by Harbor Homes, Inc. $ 3,653,055

$200,000 loan from New Hampshire Health and Education
Facilities Authority, dated March 6, 2017, due in monthly
installments of $3,419, including principal and interest at
1.00%, maturing in 2022, secured by real property, and
guaranteed by Harbor Homes, Inc.

Less: debt issuance costs, net

Total

Less amount due within one year

Long term debt, net of current portion

150,933

(69,221)

3.734,767

(128.006)

$ 3,606,761

The following is'a summary of future payment^ on the previously mentioned
long-term debt.

Year Amount

2019 $ 128,006

2020 131,731

2021 136,371

2022 130,535

2023 104,080

Thereafter 3,104,044

Total $ 3,734,767
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Debt issuance costs, net of accumulated amortization, totaled $69,221 as of
June 30, 2018, and are related to the New Hampshire Health and Education
Facilities Authority bonds described above. The debt issuance costs on the.
above bonds are being amortized over the life of the bonds. Amortization
expense for fiscal year 2018 was $2,855.

10. Mortgages Payable. Deferred:

The Organization received special financing as partial funding for a new build
ing. These notes are interest free for thirty years with principal payments
calculated annually at the discretion of the lender. Certain covenants apply
related to eligibility and use of the mortgaged property. The balance of these
notes at June 30, 2018 is as follows;

Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston - Affordable

Housing Program $ 385,000
New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority 1,500,000

Total '■ ■ $■ 1.885,000

11. Net Assets Released from Restriction:

There were no restricted net assets during the year ended June 30, 2018
and, as a result, no net assets were released from restrictions.

12. Deferred Compensation Plan:

The Organization offers a 401 (k) retirement plan. Upon meeting the eligibility
criteria, employees can contribute a portion of their wages to the 401 (k) plan.
The Organization will contribute as a matching contribution an amount equal
to 100% of employees' contributions that is not in excess of 6% of their
contribution. Total matching contributions paid by the Organization for the
year ended June 30, 2018 were $69,630.

13. Transactions with Related Parties:

As a commonly controlled organization by way of its common board of
directors and management, the Organization is included in the consolidated
financial statements of Harbor Homes, Inc. The following transactions
between the Organization and Harbor Homes, Inc. occurred during the fiscal
year 2018:
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•  The Organization is a corporate guarantor for Harbor Homes, Inc.,
related to the mortgage on their Northeastern Boulevard property. The
guaranty consists of one mortgage in the amount of $1,125,000.

•  The Organization receives janitorial and maintenance services
performed by clients of Harbor Homes, Inc., a related organization.

•  The Organization also receives payroll services from the related
organization, billed at actual cost.

•  The Organization rents space from Harbor Homes, Inc., a related
organization. Rent expense for the year under this agreement was
$27,383.

The Organization also offers counseling services to the clients of Harbor
Homes, Inc. and other related organizations included in the consolidated
financial statements of Harbor Homes, Inc.

14. Concentration of Risk:

A material part of the Organization's revenue is dependent upon support from
the State of New Hampshire and Medicaid, the loss of which would have a
materially adverse effect on the Organization. During the year ended June 30,
2018, the State of New Hampshire accounted for 60% and Medicaid
accounted for 34% of total revenues.

15. Supplemental Disclosure of Cash Flow Information:

The Organization has adopted Accounting Standard Update (ASU) No. 2016-
18, State of Cash Flows (Topic 203): Restricted Cash. The amendments in
this update require that a Statement of Cash Flows explain the change during
the fiscal year of restricted cash as part of the total cash and cash
equivalents.

The following table provides a reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents,
and-restricted-cash reported ih the Statement of Financial Position to the-
same such amounts reported in the Statement of Cash Flows.

2018 2017

Cash and Cash Equivalents $ 315,659 $ 252,981
Restricted Cash 29,752 38,482

Total Cash, Cash Equivalents, and
Restricted Cash shown in the Statement

of Cash Flows $ 345,411 $ 291,463
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16. Subsequent Events:

.  In accordance with the provisions set forth.by FASB ASC, .Subsequent.Events,
events and transactions from July 1, 2018 through December 20, 2018, the
date the .financial statements were available to be issued, have been
evaluated by management for disclosure. Management has determined that
there were no material events that would require disclosure in the
Organization's financial statements through this date.
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GREATER NASHUA COUNCtL ON ALCOHOLISM

Schedule of Program Services Expenses.

For the Year Ended June 30.2018

Cynthia Day Drug Court - Hart>or Killsborough HUD

Crisis Can Family Center Rockingham Homes High County Transitional Incarceration-

Center CMHIRT County Passthrouoh Intensitv DOC Livino lOP

Advertising J  ,64.349 $  1,151 $ $ $  704 $ S  66 s
Accounting fees r - . .

Client services . 26,355 18,184 . 4.285 403 .

Cfient transportation - 3.090 - _ 2,511 359 .

Contract services 154 5.440 . 438,873 3,327 310 .

Depredation 1.615 100.410 . . 59,992 5,276 .

Employee benefits -20.535 85.960 24.476 388 68,684 34,784 203 16.453
Food 27 45.957 797 . 35.491 . 5,024
Information technology 24 1.371 . . 839 . 78
Insurance 414 10.136 389 287 6,419 11 593 .

Interest 1,405 80.459 . . 49,202 4,589 .

Legal fees 16 1.294 . . 853 . 94
Miscellaneous "  1,294 3.389 7.573 _ 1,499 759 206 1

Office supplies 1,772 9.991 3.967 6,651 3,745 747 671
Operatir>g ar>d maintenance 2,206 27.521 3.816 . 17.650 . 1,745
Operational supplies '  31 14.036 302 . 10.499 . 1,444 .

Payroll taxes 21,223 49.472 20.898 169 38.734 12,369 340 11.022
Professional fees 84 4,805 . . 2.938 274
Rent 4.152 - 33.600 . . .

Salaries and wages 269.846 621,968 273,220 2,159 536,109 159,705 3,638 139,805 '
Snow removal 79 4,517 . . 2,762 . 258
Staff development 2.093 4.849 5,592 . 2,733 . 293

I

Staff travel 960 2,051 5,061 . 1,329 152 2,231 :
Telephorre ■ 2.002 6.085 3,687 . 3,721 26 347 132 '
Utilities 601 34.414 7,011 . 21,044 . 1,963
Vehide expenses

- 3.834 - . 3,325 - .

Total program services
expenses $  394.882 $  1.148.555 S  408.573 i  441.876 S  881,301 $_21U99^ $^^M02

1

i  170,314

(continued)
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(continued)

Incarceration-

OP

3.583

258

1,784

22,371

Intensive

Outpatient

175

15.989

121

457

2.092

63

8,487

17.242

114,836

1.045

227

t  27.996 $ 160.734

Low Open Recovery Non ' General and Total

Intensity Doors Outoatient SuDDort DHHS Total Administrative Fundratsirra Expenses

367 $ S $ $ S  66.637 S  935 $ S  -67,572
• - • - -■ . 12.432 . .  12,432

1.410 337,501 140 . 3,326 391.779 50 . ;391,829
1.067 7,600 - 9 - 14.636 -

. •  14,636
1,736 - - • 102 449.942 26,407 336 '476,685

33,127 • - • . 200.420 33.017 . •233,437
23.200 26,468 30.231 15.176 1.300 367.430 71.622 4,962 444,014
15.?97

- - • - 102.593 487 . 103,080
438 53 - - . 2.803 10.223 274 .  13.300

3,301 1.320 303 257 53 23.862 1,249 . . 25.111
25,673

- - . - 161.328 8.179 . 169.507
418 • - - . 2.675 249 . 2.924

1,030 2,100 1,219 9 - 19,535 1.046 . 20.581
3.262 2.476 2,171 - . 37,545 953 . 38.498
8.786 - 63 . - 61.650 2.987 . 64.837
4.599 467 • - - 31,378 143 . • 31.521

14.626 13,765 21.870 5.303 1.816 221,878 40.421 5.540 267.839
1.533 - • • . 9,634 625 . 10.259

- 18.747 16,352 - 90,093 4.942 . 95.035
176.524 159,192 278,963 66.853 10.878 2.836.067 475.817 71.102 3,382.986

1.441 - • • 9,057 363 . 9,420
1.354 350 1.046 . - 19,355 3.520 . 22,875

641 3.014 227 • 134 16.027 1.296 45 17,368
1.942 803 • - 160 18,905 753 . 19,658

10,981 - - • -■ 76,014 2.761 . 78,775
1.784 - - 8,806 - 17.749 . . '  17,749

1
334,537 $  573.856 i  352.585 $  96,413 S  17.769 $  5,249.192 S 700,477 S  82,259 S  6,031,928

See Independent Auditors' Report
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GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

Schedule of Program Services Expenses

For the Year Ertded June 30,2017

28 Day 90 Day Cyn^ia Day Har1)or Hillsborough HUD

Residential Residential Crisis Call Family Center Friendship Homes County Transitional Incarceration • Incarceration

CMMIRT CMLIRT Center CMHIRT House PassthrouQh DOC Uving lOP OP

Advertising
1

$  $r - i  1,094 S $ $ S $ $ S
Accounting fees . . . - .

Client services 3,077 2,462 . 24,922 . 211 .

CHent transportation 886 300 . 1,401 . . 86
Contract services 243 34,358 2 363 178,766 374,851 25
Depreciation 55,171 35,158 1,598 96,926 . . 3,917
Employee benefits 60,020 20,453 19,287 65,641 . . 1717 . 33,961 2,970
Food 29,501 17,181 1 47,959 . . 3,378 123
Information technology 2,064 2,002 73 4,261 _ . 9
Insurance 4,214 4,547 314 9,681 . 105 . 45 161
Interest 41,564 24,730 1,234 70,883 . . 3,272
Legal fees 231 107 2 325 _ . _ 29
Miscellaneous 732 . 11 2,416 . 667 130 2,318
Office supplies 5,690 3,375 1,020 9,336 _ 19 846 503 4,624 ■
Operating and maintenance 18,957 12,150 539 33,234 _ . _ 1,361
Operationai supplies 6,904 4,123 27 11.515 . . 766
Payroll taxes 33,145 11,123 21,043 39,077 . . 1.188 . 15,864 ' 1.979
Professional fees . . . . .

Rent -
. . . .

. .

Salaries and wages 434,072 346,982 269,938 502,403 _ . 18.287 1,629 209,533 29.487
Snow removal 2,072 1,081 59 3,388 . . 193
Staff development 1,504 738 1,591 2,224 . . 230 935
Staff travel 1,040 690 349 1,836 . . . 72 2,914
Telephorte 2,085 1,412 1,703 3,720 - . 130 90 _

UUlities 19,672 12.945 603 34,737 . . 1,302
Vehicle eiqwnses 2,054 2,332 2 5,648 - . • 7 • •

Total program senrices expenses S  724,898 S 538,249 S  320,490 S  971,896 $  178,766 $  375,642 S  22.038 $  17,295 S  270,362 • S  34.597

(continued)
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(continued)

Infrastructure Intensive Open Project Recovery Non General and Total

Grant Outoatient Doors Outoatient Hooe SuDDort DHHS Total Admintstrative Fundratsino Exoeases

S $ $ $ $ . 1,094 $  303 $ $  1,397
- -

• - - - - - 11,309 - 1.1,309
125

- 101,841 119 5,266 . 1,041 139,064 207 . 139,271
-

- 4,649 - - . 47 7,369 - . 7,369
15,510 149

- - 20,680 . 2,170 627,117 31,237 . 658,354
- - - - - - - 192,770 27,332 . 220,102

13.090 17,310 1,526 17,729 1,609 22,095 17,472 294,880 64,120 3,923 362,923
-

- '  - • - - 359 98,502 4 . 98,506
5,426

- - - - - . 13,835 70,352 . 84,187
- 75

• 189 81 160 262 19,834 1,039 . 20,873
-

• - - • - - 141,683 15,239 . 156,922
• - - - - • 2,555 3,249 1,832 . 5,081

21,630 69 4.682 293 . 5 . 32,953 1,024 1,266 35,243
222 1,836 1,210 1,205 375 • 2,998 33,259 2,382 . 35,641
- 89

- 161 - • 1,560 68,051 6,126 . 74,177
-

233 233 - . 291 24,092 125 . 24,217
7,567 9,143 6,502 14,765 4,976 8,260 16,614 191,246 9,124 6,127 206,497
-

- - - - - - . 1,771 350 2,121
93,750 10,053 6,304 14,243 . - 61,513 185,863 201 . 186,064
118,713 113,943 93,080 184,046 63,192 105,163 22,902 2,513,370 379,588 100,290 2,993,248

-
- • • - • . 6,793 272 - 7,065

28.002 718 - 1,058 40 . 6,939 43,979 696 13 44,688
578

- 1,186 - 333 16 4,471 13,485 1,955 73 15,513
- - 238 • 426 742 3,473 14,019 4,341 . 18,360
-

-
158

- - . 6,481 75,898 2,898 . 78,796
• - - . • 15,164 - 25,207 10 . 25,217

304,613 $  153,618 221,376 234,041 96,978 151,605 151,148 4,767,612 i 633,487 S  112,042 S  5,513,141

See Independent AtxJitors' Report
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Mary Beth LaValley, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

KEYSTONE HALL/GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM 9/16 - present
Acting Vice President, 9/29/2017
Vice President, 5/3/2018

Compliance/Quality Assurance Director

♦ Assume all duties of the Vice President that includes developing new and expanding existing sendees/programs by
networking with other agencies. Also fosters relationships in the community, monitors and prepare budgets, supervises
and evaluates directors, approves expenses, and other related duties. Responsible for the overall operations of the
programs, facilities and staffing.

♦ Monitor all grant funded programs to ensure compliance including tracking and reporting data as specified by the
funder.

♦ Ensure compliance with federal and state laws related to substance abuse treatment programs.
♦ Prepare data and narrative reports and analyze program metrics to determine ways to improve processes and
procedures.
♦ Facilitate Clinical Billing team meetings.
♦ Oversee the CARP reaccreditarion process including preparing plans, updating policies and procedures and ensuring
tliat all programs meet CARP and state licensure requirements".
♦ Represent the agenc)' on the Nashua/Integrated Delivery Network's full committee meetings.
♦ Develop policies and procedures to maximize billingT
♦ Develop and implement plans and protocols for new programs.

EASTER SEALS NH/FARNUM CENTER

Vice President, Substance Abuse Services 7/15 - 9/16
♦ Plan, develop and direct die implementation and on-going evaluation of inpatient and outpatient programs.
♦ Assist with reports on administrative, financial, professional and programmatic information and statistics.
♦ Develop policies and procedures for substance abuse programs.
♦ Conduct on-site reviews of all substance abuse programs. Ensure compliance with state and federal regulations as
well as with CARP (Commission on the Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities).
♦ Establish and maintain positive effective relationships with public and private agencies in NH.
♦ Represent Easter Seals NH on the Region 4 Integrated Deliver)' Network (1115 Medicaid Waiver).
♦ Prepare a monthly dashboard for the Board of Directors.
♦ Provide consultation and facilitation for teams involved in strategic initiatives and priority projects.
♦ Assist with the implementation and oversight of budgets.
-♦-0versee-the-recruiting,-hiring,-trainingand-performance-of-staff-includingconsultants:

Exemplar)' Accomplishments:
Secured a $1.67 million infrastructure grant to expand substance abuse treatment sendees.
Ensured agency programs and facilities were prepared for the CARP re-accreditation sun'ey. Facilities awarded a 3-

year accreditation.

THE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF GREATER MANCHESTER, Manchester, NH 12/03 - 7/15
Director of Strategic Planning, 12/03-9/23/05
Vice President, Strategic Planning and Business Development; as of 9/25/06
♦  Researched and analyzed potential new business opportunities.
♦ Maintained the agency's dashboard, closely monitored the metrics and developed plans for improvement.
♦ Developed strategic plans for new business development that included marketing plans and financial projections.
♦ Oversaw education, consultation, research and behavioral health staffing contracts.
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Supemsed and provided direction, leadership and technical assistance to Strategic Planning Department staff.

Attended Strategic Planning meetings of the Board of Directors, and provided monthly updates.

Developed long-range plans for programs and services and evaluated their effectiveness.

Served on the Executive Committee of the Manchester Sustainable Access Project (MSAP), a planning initiative of
Healthy Manchester Leadership Council as well as on MSAP's Oral Health, Westside Neighborhood Health Center
and Behavioral Health Integration Subcommittees. Served as Chairperson for the Oral Health and Behavioral
Health Integration subcommittees.

Represented the agency at community meetings and ser\'ed on a number of collaborative.

Oversaw the Mental Health First Aid Program including marketing in the community and maintaining data.

Ser\'ed as the chairperson for the agenc)''s Marketing/Public Relations Committee four years.

Exemplary Accomplishments:

♦  Led the Oral Health Committee in efforts to select, purchase and implement an Electronic Dental Record for the
three partnering agencies: Catholic Medical Center's Poisson Dental Clinic; Easter Seals' Dental Clinic; and the
Manchester Health Department's school-based oral health program. Ser\tices expanded from serving kindei^arten
children to children at all of the Title EX schools in Manchester and establishing a dental clinic at Dartmouth-
Hitchcock Manchester.

♦ Negotiated and secured behavioral health integration contracts with several area health care organizations
expanding the availability of behavioral health services into community settings. Some of the agencies included
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Manchester, Manchester Community Health Center/Child Health Ser\'ices, and Easter Seals
NH.

♦  Built an integrated Naturopathic Practice that increased from 4 hours a week to business requiring a Naturopathic
Doctor 4 to 5 days a week. Secured a grant from the Itdeson Foundation to assist with marketing the program and
documenting how to integrate naturopathic medicine in a behavioral health setting.

♦  Served on a statewide committee to develop a model for community mental health centers to ser\'e as health
homes.

♦  Established a satellite mental health clinic at Derrj' Medical Center.

PRIVATE CONSULTANT summer / fall 2001; summer 2003

Assisted community coalitions to de\'elop strategic plans and to secure grant funds. Prepared grant proposals and
provided technical assistance regarding prevention programming.

LORETTO, Syracuse, NY 10/01 - 08/03
. Director oLGrant.and.Research.D.ev.elopment

♦  Researched local, state and national funding sources to meet program and facility needs.
♦  Conducted needs assessments to identify resource needs and developed strategic plans for new programming.
♦  Prepared narrative and financial reports based on statistical information and other project information.
♦  Supen'ised the grant writer and administrative assistant.
♦  Prepared narrative and financial reports for funders and monitored programs and expenses for compliance.

Exemplary Accomplishments:

♦  Secured over $3.0 Million in funds to enhance training programs, renovate facilities to the needs of the frail
elderly, and to establish enhanced programs for the frail elderly and their caregivers.

♦  Created and implemented protocols to monitor program progress and ensure grant objectives, financial spend
down and reporting requirements were met.

♦  Established excellent reputation among state and federal agencies, securing opportunities for future funding.

SYRACUSE ONONDAGA DRUG & ALCOHOL ABUSE COMMISSION, Syracuse, NY 11/99 - 08/01
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Executive Director

♦  Developed programs, action plans, policies and direction for the promotion and education of substance abuse
prevention and treatment in the City of Syracuse and Onondaga County.

♦ Monitored and evaluated effecdveness of projects.
♦  Served as liaison to local coalidons and chaired committees.

♦  Developed and monitored budgets.
♦  Idired, supervised, trained and evaluated staff.

Exemplary Accomplishments:

♦  Re-energized die Commission by securing members, establishing committees, developing a strategic plan, and
securing federal grant funds to hire staff and expand programming.

♦  Secured approximately $275,000 in funding.

SCOTTSDALE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, Scottsdale, AZ 11/97 - 06/99
Prevention Specialist

Grant funded position through Tide W Safe and Drug Free Schools.
♦ Oversaw prevention programs at 29 schools.
♦ Monitored and distributed the district's prevention funds, responded to compliance issues, completed reports, and

developed prevention plans.
♦ Managed exjienditure of prevention funds, made recommendations on best practices, and evaluated results.
♦ Assisted in coordinating communit)' responses to prevention by working with coalitions.

Exemplan' Accomplishments:

♦ Developed and implemented training and structure of peer mediation and mentor programs.
♦  Created and established application process used by schools to obtain funds.

WILSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT, Phoenix, AZ 12/96 -10/97
Prevention Education Coordinator

Temporary position funded through the City of Phoenix Community Impact Initiative Grant.

♦ Developed, implemented and evaluated prevention education programs for high at-risk population.
♦  Coordinated prevention/early inten^ention activities of internal and external staff.
♦  Ser\'^ed as member of Student Assistance Team and the Wilson Communit)' Coalition.
♦  Editor of The Wilson Ways, a monthly school newsletter.

Exemplar)' Accomplishments:

♦ Developed and established peer mediation and mentor programs.
♦' Established arid"maintainedTtrong lihkages"^tli communit)' organizatioiislin^'birsmes'sel.

RAPPAHANNOCK AREA COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD, Fredericksburg, VA 11/88 -10/96
Director of Prevention/Public Information
♦ Developed, coordinated and evaluated research-based prevention programs.
♦  Created and maintained budgets and program statistics. Monitored progress and ensured funding source

compliance.
♦  Sen'ed as Executive Director of Rappahannock Area Kids on the Block, Inc., a non-profit agenq' that educated

youth on disabilities, differences and social concerns.
♦ Marketed Kids on the Block program, scheduled performances, and organized fund raising and promotional

events.

♦  Promoted agency through organizing speakers' bureau, brochures, annual reports, quarterly newsletters, and special
events.

Exemplary Accomplishments:
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Expanded prevention department from one staff person to 14 through conducting a community needs
assessment, developing a long-range plan and securing funds through grant writing.

Developed and successfully implemented nine prevention programs dealing with substance abuse, drop out,
violence, teen pregnancy, and cliild abuse and developmental disabilities.

EDUCATION

Texas Woman's University, Denton TX
M.A., School Health Education

Franklin Pierce University, Concord, NH
B.S., Business Management

University of Great Falls, Great Falls, MT
A.S., Computer Science

COMMUNITY/VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES

♦ Volunteer organizer for the Out of the Darkness Walks in Portsmouth for 11 years
♦ Organize an annual Pampered Chef fundraiser to benefit a local animal shelter/rescue organization
♦ Volunteer at church with fundraisers, teaching religious education, greeting, and hospitalit)' and have ser\'ed
as a Eucharistic Minister



ALEXANDRA H. HAMEL. MA MLADC

Director of ResidenM Servhea loii-maMi
Mttleu Supenf^or 2004^2

Keyetone Halt, Nashua, NH

■ Oversee the daily operations of residential milieu
■ Supervision of residential staff
• Maintain oversight of 8drr)ission&, (past scheduling coordinator)
•  Maintain effective communication with hospltats and government agencies
• Case manager as needed.
•  Prepare montfily reports, maintaining state compliance with federai, state

And local regulations
■  Screen, train and hire new staff
•  Emergency On call

Interim Mentoring CooirHnetor 2002
fntem 2001-2002
Teen Resource Exchange, Derry NH

• Worked primarily with high school students with identified substance abuse
problems, group work, prevention and outreach;

■ Handled telephone screenings and initial assessments;
• Collaborated with Strengthening Families Program in community outreach

Substitute Teacher 19Q8-2003
Special Education Paraprofeealonal 1999-2000
Weare Middle School, Weare, NH

■  Substitute teachor.and academic paraprofessional for grades 5-B.

Special Education Secretary 1984-1996
Special Education Aide
John Stark Regional High School, Weare, NH

• Maintained special education records in contpriance with state standards.
■ Assistant to Special Education Director
•  Scheduled appointments, typed educational and psychological evaluations
• Provide academic support for students with identified learning disabilities



^<?ATIPN

AntiOGh umvGfsity, Keene, NH 2008
Masteis of Arts: Counseling Psychotogy-conoentration In addiction studies

N9w Hampshire Techntcat Institute. Concord, NH 2003
Associate of Science Addictions Counseling

St Petersburg Junior Cottage, Si. Petersburg, PL 1974
Assodate ofArts: Genenl Studies towards degree in Education



Charlotte E. frenholm, MSW« LICSW

Professional Experience
keystone HAU, greater NASHUA COUNCtt ON ALCOKOUSM MASMULtM*
Director of Intake Services NA5HUA,NH
Sentor managei^nt position coordinating all aspects of the client Intake process, establishing and malntaNri'Sl^

Establishing and maintaining excellent relationships throughout the state and communities the Agency serves
contractual relationships and ensures that patients are

admitted according to contract provlsiorrs.
Coordinates all dally client referral and Intake operations.
A«l$ts with the Implementation of Improved work methods and procedures to ensure patlenU are admitted In
accordance with policy. . . . . . . . . .

«l'"'wrsement through participation In Insurance verification and authorlcatlon

PitMdes feedback during suategic planning Including Identifying opportunities for addltlonat or improved
services to meet client needs. "vruvcu
Malntalm comprehensive working knowledge of communfty resources and assists referral sources in accesslna
community resources should services not be provided by Agency.
Maintain compliance with all llcensure, certification and otherstandards.
Supervise staff working In the Intake department. Perform staff Job performance evaluations.
Determine cOent ellglbHliy for reskfentfal level of care based on ASAM criteria.

«dmtolon (nukes, completing assessments and Ensures compliancs with all state, federal, and
rererral/intake regulatory requirements for admission.

THE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF GREATER MANCHESTER MANCHESTER nh
aiMcal Case Manager, Family intanslve Treatment Team M^WESTER, NH

^  Department at the largest provider of befwvioral healthservices in New Harnpshlre. The Mental Health Center of Greater Manchester. Providing Intensive level of care
counseling to a caseload of 20 -25 clients ranging In age from 5-10 years old.

•  community and home-based dinlcal services to cllenD, conducting Individual and family therapy
•  Unkage to and consututlon with community resources on the behalf of dients and their families.
• Worked collaboratlvely with families, school offidals, NH Department of Health and Human Service vrarkers and

various community agency representatives as appropriate for coordination of care.
•  Atte^aijce and for children and families at school meetlr^gs and treatment team meetings with

collaterals when dlnJcally appropriate for the dient and family.
•  Responsible for on time completion of Medlcald approved individual service plans, cere plans, and ouarteriy

reports. Completed annual assessments. CAFAS and fVledlcald / Private Insurance ellglbnity reports.
Atter^ weekly cllnicel supervision, weekly team meetings with department psychiatrist and monthly staff
meetings. '

WEBSTER HOUSE
MANCHESTER, NH



AsflstsntOlrectof/TreatJiwntCoordlnatar - - 2011-jMs
"""-P'?"' PfOS""" 'Of youth between 8 and 18

•  Responsible ̂  overling all program, resident and staff needs, In the absence of the Executive Director to
ensure compliance of state mandated regulations and program poilctes.

.  Revl^reterralt, Intendarwed potential residents and oversee the Intake process of now residonts upon
acceptatKe into the program.

'Of OO" fwWants. develop Medlcald approved treatment plens, fecttitatetrea^nt team meetings and complete discharge summaries and exit treatment plans for residents In
accordance of ittte regulations. iw.r«iocn«in

•  P'ovkW IndhMuat and group therapy to adolescents with emotional and behavioral Usues as well as facilitated
Tamity counseling sessions.

•  peiTOnslrBted an abMlty to Interpret behevioral/emottonal responses In order to resolve e crisis with a resident
• Maintained case files and compiled annual statistical data of retidenu

'  2 social workers and 4 to S child care workers dally, encouraged effective teemwork among them.•  ftes^nslWe for reviewing, editing and signing off on monthly progress reports and court reports of Social
Wcrwrs to ensure excellence In communication and meetlrtg of program and OHHS standards

•  bi-monthly staff meetings, attend monthly peer supervision and weekly dinicel supervision
•  supervision meetings with the DHHS Program Specialist and residential Peatmentc^inators throughout the sta^te. Actively participstsd on tht subcommittee organized by the Program

Medlcaid approved. regutaUons and guidelines for child and
adolescent residential programs.

CHILOANDPAMaVSERVICESINC MANCHESTEk NH
ainlcaJ Supervisor, integrated Home Based Program (IHB)
Provide dlnlcal supervision and administrative support to per diem IHB family therapists.

•  <»*rapi*ts with scheduled and emergency clinical consultation to counsel and teach, offer supportfeedback and help workers obtain advanced cllnlcat skills necessary to meet ethical and professional standards
nsvlewlry, edrttng and signing off on assessmentt, care plans and monthly summaries of family

therapist to ensure excellence In communlcetron and meeting of agency and DHHS standards
•  R for verifying and approving per diem payroU sheets through review of collaborating documenu and

submitting forms to accounting for payment
•  AsiUt In the orfontatlon of new employees with regard to record compliance and paperwork

FamltyTheraplst, Integrated Home Based Program (MB) >ooa.2oiiPrwlde cou^ordwed, ̂ m approach direct services to children and families within their home and the community

identTfiS dten7 froMon and Parole Officer or DCVF Child Protective Service Worker of the
•  Conduct family bte-psychosoctal Intake assessments, treatment planning, family therapy sessions case

management and after care planning

Juvenile Probation and Parole Officers and Child Protection

•  """""
^i^ndWe for on time completion of written assessments, care plens. monthly summaries, and court reports
Maintain crganlted, precisely documented case flies '

•  Collaborate with caseworkers to coordinate service provision to families
•  Attend weekly dlnlcal supervision, regular staff meetings and monthly peer supervision
•  Fadlltated a weekly skills development group for adolescent gtrls

ARBOUR C0UNSEUN6 SERVICES
Per Diem Staff Tberaplst IAWRENCE,MA

2004-2005



Outpatient cllnldan at a community mental health office, carrying a caaeload of 5-8 clients ranging in age from 12 - 55
years old.

*. diagnostic evaluations of client functioning In conductir^ initial clinical assessments
•  Formulate individual client treatment plans
•  Provide Individual, group, family, and other dinlcal and diagnostic interventions to cflents with differing DSVWV

diagnoses
Therapist • Advanced Qbikal Intemsiilp 2003-2004
Internship at an outpatient mental health office, carrying a caseload of 8-12 clients ranging in age from 12 - 55 years old.
•  Perform diagnostic evaluations of dient functioning In conducting Initial dinlcal assessments
•  Formulate Individual dient treatment plans
•  Provide Individual, group, ̂mlty, and other dinleat ar^d diagnostic interventions to dients with differing OSM-IV

diagnoses

CENTER FOIt EATING DISORDER MANAGEMENT BEDFORD. NH
Group fadlltator-CtfnlcallnUmship 2002-2003
internship at a multidlsdpllrtary treatment center for indMduais with Eatii« Disorders.
•  Developed and facilluted a weekly Eating Disorder support group for inmates at the NH State Prison for

Women

•  Conducted new client blo^ychosoclai Intake assessments
•  Co-fadlltated a weekly community support group for people with Eating Disorders, their families 8» friends

HAMPSTEAD HOSPITAl HAMPSTEAD, NH
Mental Health Counselor 1099-2003
Full time o>unselor on a 20 bed, secure psychiatric unit offering services to youth ranging In age from 0 years old to 14
years old.

•  Milieu management

•  Collaborated with a multldlsdpltnarv team to provide case n^anagement and treatment planning for Inpatient
and partial day patient clients.

•  Documented dally progress rK)tes on patients
•  Fadlltated therapeutic groups emphaslting behavior modification, as well as vtolence prevention
•  Assisted patients In enhaivcing their sodai skiDs and self esteem
•  Educated and reinforced effective coping skills

CHILD AND FAMILY LEARNING CENTER lACKSONVILLE, NC
Case managtr j jgg
Casework with children with physical and/or learning disabilities. Olents were primarily children with autism.
Responsibilities Induded providing services outlined in service agreement, attendlr^ staff meetings and training.
Submitted daily progress notes, maintained communication with clinical director and case manager.

Utillied materlels and activities to assist In achieving outcorrws outlined in service plan
Assisted clients and family In dally routine to enhance capabilities and development
Ertgaged In role playing and redirection to Improve social and verbal skiDs

COURT APPOINTED SPEOAl ADVOCATES OF NH, INC. MANCHESTER, NH
Guardian ad LItem 1995-1997



Court appointed volunteer to serve as Guardian ad Utem for neglected and abused chlidren ln the State of New

•  '^'^c'oPwftrusOngrclaUonshlp with children to best ̂ tennine their current needs
•  Maintained accurate and thorough documentation for the court and state
•  Established communication tetween court, ̂mlly, attomeys, slate, and CASA
•  Participated In media actlvttles to enhance public awareness and volunteerism

Education

*  MANCHESTER, WH
Masters In Sodal Work
Bachelor of ArU Degree In Psychology

NEW HAMPSHIRE TECHNlCAt INSmUTE CONCDMl MM
Associate of Science Degree In Accounting

seminars focusing on issues effecUng youth end the mental health

Professional Assodatlons
National Association of Social Workers • member since 2003
NH Disaster Behavioral Health Response Team (DBHRTl - team member since 2008



Jaime Nicole Gormley

Etfocstion

Professioiul
Uccsttes

SodalWork
Experteoce

Msftcr of Arts io Sodal Work
2008 UnivenityofNcwHanqtthfae Mancfaester, NH
•  3.66CuinnJativeOPA
Bachelor of Arts In Piycbologr w/ minor In Etemcntary Bdncation
2003 Western New Eoglaod College Spnsgfield,MA
•  3.6SCamiiIative CPA. Deeos List all sanestcn
•  Psi Chi National Honor Society and Mortar Board National Honor Socirty

Licenaed Independent Clinical Social WorlEer-Noviembcr22.20t0
Master Lsceoscd Alctrfiol and Dreg Counselor - Jasuaiy 14,2010

Director of Residcntfal Scrrfcet - Keystone HaO
Nasfana, NH - October 2017- prtsent
• Manages the total operadxni of Residential programs
•  Sitocrvl8c30&ippartSta£fand6cluucalsta£fmembcn
•  Provide soperviskm to all employees on a weekly Kwffls
• Ensure appjopriate maintenance of residential areas, adhermg to biriWiiitt routines and

health/safety standards.
• Provide written evaluation of staffaccording to agency pofides and procedures.
• Devd^ and approve job descriptions for all parties within toe residential division.
•  IdentiTies recruitmenl needs and establishes position requirements per regulatory

requirements

"  compliance with all liocosuie, certification and other standards.•  Screen, train, and supervise existing and new 8tafftodcvd<^ and build an effective
organizBtxoo

Outpatient Coordinator- Keystone Hall
Nashua, NH - November 20l60ctober 2017
•  Pcifwiii individttal and co^occuTrmg trs
• Complete LADC evaluatians and Adolt Intake Assessments
•  Provide chmcalsupervifiioa to outpatient staffand LADC eligible staff
• Verity insurances and review biUl^ to insuraaoe companies ami BDAS
• Oversee progremmatic policies end procedures
•  Comply with CARP requirements with chart audits aid safety evacuations
• Overree aid conipletoSBmTprooednres for Safe Station clients
• ̂ Pcrrise grant flinded Open Doonirogram and meet witocUeotshdividuany for counseling
•  Parties in fonuns to educate and advocate for Substance Use Disorder Finding



Conducted home visits on children in die states care to support foster &miUes
Siqiervised visits between in care diildreo and biological parents



PETER J. KELLEHER, CCSW, LICSW
45 High Street

Nashua, NH 03060

Telephone:
Fax:

E-mail:

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2006-Present President & CEO, Southern NH HIV Task Force
2002-Present President & CEO, GNCA, Inc. Nashua, NH
1997-Present President & CEO, Healthy At Home, Inc., Nashua, NH
1995-Present President & CEO, Milford Regional CounseUng Services, Inc., Milford, NH
1995-Present President & CEO, Welcoming Light, Inc., Nashua, NH
1982-Present President & CEO, Harbor Homes, Inc., Nashua, NH

Currently employed as chief executive officer of six nonprofit corporations (Partnership for Successful
Living) creating and providing residential and supportive services, mental health care, primary/preventive
health care, substance use disorder treatment and prevention services, supported employment and
workforce development, professional training, and in-home health care to individuals and families who are
homeless, living with disabilities, and/or are underserved/members of vulnerable populations. Responsible
for initiation, development, and oversight of more than 50 programs comprising a $16,000,000 operating
budget; proposal development resulting in more than $9,000,000 in grants annually; oversight of 330
management and direct care professionals.

2003-2006 Consultant " "

1980-1982

1979 - 1980

1978-1979

1977-1979

1976

1971 - 1976

Providing consultation and technical assistance throughout the State to aid service and mental health
organizations

Real Estate Broker, LeVaux Realty, Cambridge, MA
Successful sales and property management specialist.

Clinical Coordinator, Task Oriented Communities, Waltham, MA
Established and provided comprehensive rehabilitation services to approximately 70 mentally ill/ mentally
retarded clients. Hired, directly supervised, and trained a full-time staff of 20 residential coordinators.
Developed community residences for the above clients in three Boston suburbs. Provided emergency
consultation on a 24-hour basis to staff dealing with crisis management in six group homes and one
sheltered workshop. Administrative responsibilities included some financial management, quality
assurance, and other accountability to state authorities.

Faculty, Middlesex Community College, Bedford, MA
Instructor for an introductory group psychotherapy course offered through the Social Work Department.

Senior Social Worker/Assistant Director, Massachusetts Tuberculosis Treatment Center H, a unit of
Middlesex County Hospital, Waltham, MA
Functioned as second in command and chief clinical supervisor for eight interdisciplinary team members,
and implemented a six-month residential program for individuals afflicted with recurring tuberculosis and
alcoholism. Provided group and individual therapy, relaxation training.

Social Worker, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Out-Patient Psychiatry, Cambridge, MA
Employed in full-time summer position providing out patient counseling to individuals and groups of the
MIT community.

Program Counselor/Supervisor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT/Wellesley College
Upward Bound Program, Cambridge and Wellesley, MA
Major responsibilities consisted of psycho educational counseling of Upward Bound students, supervision
of tutoring staff, teaching, conducting evaluative research for program policy development.



EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

1975 - 1977 Simmons College School of Social Work, Boston, MA
Cambridge-Somerville Community Mental Health Program, MSW - - -

1971 - 1975 Clark University, Worcester, MA. Received Bachelor of Arts Degree in Psychology

LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS

1979 Licensed Real Estate Broker — Massachusetts

1989 Academy of Certified Social Workers - NASW

1990 Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker - Massachusetts

1994 State of New Hampshire Certified Clinical Social Worker, MA LICSW

PLACEMENTS

1976 - 1977 Cambridge Hospital, In-Patient Psychiatry, Cambridge, MA
Individual, group, and family counseling to hospitalized patients.

1975 - 1976 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Social Service Department, Cambridge, MA
Similar to above.

FIELD SUPERVISION

1983 - 1984 Antioch/New England Graduate School, Department of Professional Psychology, Kecne, NH
1983 - 1984 Rivier College, Department of Psychology, Nashua, NH
1990 - 1991 Rivier College, Department of Psychology, Nashua, NH
1978 -1979 Middlesex Community College, Social Work Associates Program, Bedford, MA

AWARDS

■  High School Valedictorian Award
■  National Institute of Mental Health Traineeship in Social Work
■  University of New Hampshire Community Development 2003 Community Leader of the Year
■  NAM! NH 2007 Annual Award for Systems Change
■  Peter Medoff AIDS Housing Award 2007
■  The Walter J. Dunfey Corporate Fund Award for Excellence in Non Profit Management 2009
■  Business Excellence Award 2010

MEMBERSHIPS

Former Chair, Governor's State Interagency Council on Homelessness/New Hampshire Policy Academy
Former Chair, Greater Nashua Continuum of Care

National Association of Social Workers

Board Member, Greater Nashua Housing & Development Foundation, Inc.
Board Member, New Futures, Concord, NH

Former Member, Rotary Club, Nashua, NH
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Greater Nashua CouncU on Alcoholism

Key Persomiel

Name Job Title Salary % Paid fi"om Amount Paid from

this Contract this Contract

Mary Beth LaValley VP of Operations $125,000 0% $0

Alexandra Hamel Director of Programs $73,500 0% $0

Charlotte Trenholm Director of Intake Services $75,000 0% $0

Jaime Gormley Director of Residential Services $77,250 0% $0

Peter Kelleher President and CEO $338,146 0% $0

Patricia Robitaille Chief Financial Officer $150,000 0% $0



I. • •

New Hampshire Department of Health ahd Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") dated this 30th day of August. 2018, Is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"Slate" or "Departmerir) and Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism,, (hereinafter referred to as "the
Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 615 Amherst Street; Nashua. NH 03063.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on July 27. 2018 (Item #7), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and
conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the' Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18. the Stale may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to rhodify the scope of services and increase'the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$1,514,899.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions. Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathari D. White, Director.

3. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

A. Delete and Replace Exhibit A, Scope of Services with Exhibit A. Amendment #1, Scope of
Services.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit 8, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit 8,-
Amendment #1, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

6. Delete Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table and replace with Exhibit B-l, Amendment #1. Service Fee
Table.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ' Amendment fin
RFA-2010^80AS^1-SU8ST-01 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Govemor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below.

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

Date ^ Katja S. Fox
Director

ContracjQC^arne Cajmol •'x

p=

Date Name:

Title; ^ t^6

Acknowtedgerhent of Contractor's signature:

State of .. County of U'lk on before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person Identified directly abovei or satisfactorily proven to
be the person vvhose name Is signed above, and acknowledge that s/he executed this docunnent In the
capacity Indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

0-<

Name and Title of-Wetery or Justice of the Peace

Mv Commission Expires: . wiUJAM C. MA^N
Justlob of thft PAflM - MW Hsnpshtre

f>tyOunvntotone«ptrB>NowmbBr4^2020

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Amendment fl
RFA-201^0A$^i.$UBST«01 Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Sorvtces

The preceding Amendment, having Ijeen reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Orester Nashua Council on AlcohoPsm
RFA-20te-BOA$^1-SUBST-01

Amendment fi

Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services .
Substance Use. Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment 01

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to Ail Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have'an impact on

the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a

Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use-Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all information secuijty and privacy requirements as
set by the Department..

1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal information sharing.and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable conHdentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services funded "with SOR
resources. ' .

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify- that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been cornpleted by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services providecl through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (QUO). FDA-

'  approved MAT for OUO includes:

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenofphlne products, iricluding{

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

iaU 1 rrGroater Nashua Coundl Oh Alcoholism Ej«bUA.Amendmeni#i - ConVador IrtiiaU

RFAr20lO-B0^1-SUBST-04 PaflOlofM PalA \\ |\'-



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Arhendment U^

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.5.2.3.2..3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal
preparations.

1.5.2.3.3. Long-acting'injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.5.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any Individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the

. withdraviral management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone. as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is.aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hanipshire, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. The Contractor rnust assist clients with .enrolling in public or private
health insurance. If the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT arid facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR
Grant funds, as clinically appropriate.'

1.5.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs program. ' .

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to ̂ e QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with r^uired consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have Income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.
•  * f • ^

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

Greater Nashua Cound) on Alcoholism A. Amendmeni f 1 ' Goniredor tnltlsta
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment 01

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support'the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
-  (RROSC) by operatlonallzing the ' Continuum, of Care Mode!

(http://www.dhhs.nh,gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care. htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of Individuals, families and

communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Nelwork(s) (IDNs) of services
available in order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client sen/ices with other community service
providers Involved in the client's care and the client's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Hub
contractors Including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services;

2.2.2.4.2. Referring a'ny client receiving room & board
payment to the Hub;.

t

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to Hub services when the
Contractor cannot-admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub-services at the time of

discharge when a client is in need of Hub
services.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversiV of the clients being
sen/ed.

2:.2.2.6. Be trauma Informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance
of addressing trauma in treatmerit.

'2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the follov^lng substance use
.  .disorder treatrnent services;.

f

Greater Nasliua'Council on Alcoholism Eidilbll A, Arnendment ei Contractor Initials %
RFA^20ia-BbAS^t-SUBST*04 Page 3 Of 29 Data



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment 01

2.3.1.1

2.3.1.2.

2.3.1.3.

2!3.1.4.

2.3.1.5.

Greater Nasliua Council on 'Alcoholism

RFA.20ie«DAS41-SUBST-04

Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria. Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with r^ard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level I. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
Individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance 'use .disorders and their

ramificalions, including ah examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and

d^ision making with regard to alcohol, and other drug related
problems.

Intensive Outpatient Treatrhent as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan thatuncludes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug sen/ices. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents

are provided at least-6 hours a week.

Partial Hospitalization as defined as ASAM Criteria. Level 2.5.

Partial Hospitalization services provide intensive and
structured individual and group alcohol and/or jsther dotg
treatment services and activities to Individuals with.'substance

use and moderate to severe co*occurring mental health
disorders, Including both behavioral health and medication
rnanagement' (as' appropriate) services to address both
disorders. Partial Hospitallzatio*h Is provided to clients for at
least 20 hours per week according to an Individualized
treatment plan that Includes a range of- outpatient treatment
s'ervices and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug
services.

Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use

disorder treatment services according to an individualized
treatment plan designed to support individuals as they
transition back Into the cornmunity. Transitional Living

Ejrfiibit A. Amendmefit 01

Page 4 of 29
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment end Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #1

Services are not defined by ASAM. Transitional Living
sen/ices must include at least 3 hours of clinical services per
week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under
the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining
hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supenrisor or a
Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay In this

■sen/Ice is six (6) months. Adult residents typically work in the
community and niay pay a portion of their room and'board.

2.3.1.6. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria, Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment services designed \o support individuals
that need this residential service. The goal of low-intensity
residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficierit in the community. Adult residents typically work in
the community and may pay a portion of their room and
tK)ard. .

2.3.1.7. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential
substance use disorder treatment designed to assist
individuals v^b require a more intensive level of service in a
structured setting.

2.3.1.8. High Intensity Residential Treatmen'l for Pregnant and
Parenting Women as defined as ASAM Criteria. Level 3.5.
This service provides residential substance use disorder
treatment to pregnant women and their children when
appropriately designed to assist Individuals ^o require a
more intensive level of service in a strudtured setting.

2.3.1.9. Ambulatory Withdrawal Management services as defined as
ASAM Criteria. Level 1-WM as an outpatient service.
Withdrawal Management services provide a combination of
clinical and/or medical senrices utilized to stabilize the client
while they are undergoing withdrawal.

2.3.1.10. Residential Withdrawal Managenient s'ervices as defined as
ASAM Criteria. Level 3.7-WM a residential service.
Withdrawal Management services provide a combination of
clinical and/or medical services utilized to stabilize the client
while they are undergoing withdrawal.

Greater Naatiua Council on Alcohoitsm
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2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medicatiort Assisted Treatment

only In coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section
2.3.1,1 through 2.3.1.10 to a client.

2.3.2.1. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide

for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of
opiate and other substance use disorders. The Contractor

shall provide non-medical treatment services to the client In
conjunction with the medical services prevlded either directly

by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided! The
Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment sen/ices in accordance with guidance provided by

. the Department. 'Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key

Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Opiold Use Disorders in New

Hampshire.

2;4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery

support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation In
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an Individual

maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only In coordination

with providing at least one of the services In Section 2.3.1.1 through.

2.3.1.10 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group

Intensive Case Management In accordance
•  with SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

(https://store.samhsa.gov/productmP-27-

Comprehenslve-Case-Management-for-

Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5-4215) and

which exceed the minimum case management

.expectations for the levelbf care. '

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant VVomeri and Parenting Men. and

Women:

2.4.2.2.1. the Contractor may pirovide tranisportatlon
services to pregnant and. parenting meri and

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ExNbii A Amendmem #1 Contrador imuals
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women to and from services as required by the
client's treatment pian.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own

vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation ,
passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shall;

2.4.2.2.2.1. Coniply with ail applicable

Federal and State Department of

Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New

>  Hampshire -Administrative Rule

Saf-Q 500 and inspected. In

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule SafrC 3200,

and are in good working order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire
Administrative Rules, Saf>C 1000.

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800
Commercial drivers licensing, as
applicable.

2:4.2.3. Child Care for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and
,  Women:

2.4.2.3.1. the Contractor .rhay provide child care to
children of parenting clients while the individual

is in treatment and case management services.

2.4.2.3.2. the Contractor may directly provide child care
and/or pay for chiidcare provided by a licensed
childcare prpvider.

2.4.2.3.3. the Contractor, shall comply with all applicable
Federal and State childcare regulations such as
but not limited to New ' Hampshire
Administrative Rule He-fc 4002 Child Care
Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
S^on 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 betow:

Greater Nasliua Council on'AlcoholIsm ExMbli a, Anwnemen) ei Contredor initials
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2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows;

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically or^by telephone conversation) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that individual coritacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment ar>d

Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact must be

docurinented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business

days from the date of the'first dirert contact with the
individual, using the eligibility module in Web Iriformation

Technology System (WITS) to determine probabllity.of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use dlsorde'r. All attempts at cbritact must
be documented in the client record or a call log. '• ;

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' Income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that -clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients -about any changes
in income no less frequently than every 4
weeks. All attempts at contact must be

documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for-all
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.10 (except for Section 2.3.1.5
Transitional Living) and 2.3.2, withiri two (2) days of the initial Intake
Sbreening in Section 2.5.2 above-using the ASI Lite module, in'Web
Information Techriology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department when the Individual is determined probable of being eligible for
sen/ices.

.2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by. the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete - a clinical
evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alterriative method approved by the
Department that include DSM. 5 diagnostic information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
In October, 2013. The Contractor must complete, a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

Greater Nashua Council oh Alcoholtsni Extitbll A. Amndmeni «i Contractor ir^Uali
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2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3

business days following,admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed .
Counselor.

,  2;5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical .evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency. . '.

' 2.5.6. the Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above before admission ̂  Level of Care. Assessments In Section 2.5.3
above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4

above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder

treatment ..services Jn Section 2.3 determined by the client's ciinicai
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a Id^r ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of; care is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level orCare;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
^  Level of Care;

2:5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

/the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency In the clierit's
service area'that,provides the sen/ice with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the
priority described below;

2-.5.8.1.. • Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children'are not in their custody,' as long as parental rights
h'ave not beeh.tenninated, Including the provision of interim
services within the required 48 hour time frame.- If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shali:

2.5.8.1.1. Conlad the Regional Hub in the client's area to

connect the dient with substance use disorder

treatment services.

Greater Nashua Council on Atcoholism - ExhIMi a. Armndment «1 ' Contractor Inl^s.
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2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This .assistance
rhust include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interini services until the appropriate-

level of care becomes ayaiiable at either the
^Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone^to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the prograiri.

2!5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of Inkrim services within 14 days.

2:5.8.4. Individuals with. substance use and ■ co-occurri^ mental
health disorders.

2!5.8.5. Iridividuals with Opioid Use Disorders. •

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2:5.6.7. Iridividuals with substance use disorders who are involv^

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals wlio require priority admission at the. request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain, consent in accordance wth 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. TTie Cohtractdr rhust obtain consent in accordance ̂ h 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is.under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

Greater Nashua Council on'Alcoholism Exhibit a. Amerxlmenl«l Contractor imuals
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2.5.11. The Contractor must Include In the cpnsent forms language for client
consent to share Information with other social service agencies involved in
the client's care; including but not limited to:

2:5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children. Youth and Families.
(DCYF) ■

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section
2.5.11 above except that clients who refuse to consent to information
sharing with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive services utilizing State
Opioid Resporise (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information
sharing in.Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any impact on'services provided under this
contract except that clients \Arhb rescind consent to information sharing
with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive any additional services utilizing
State Opioid Resporise (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the.fee;

2.5.14.2. 'The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clierits who:

2i5.15;i. Receive Medication Assisted Tfeatnient sen/Ices from other
providers such as a client's primary care provider; .

2.5.15.2. Have.co-occufring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
.Department, the Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the cornmunal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
•times.

2.6. Waitlists

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhiut A. Amendment «i Contrsdor inlHeis.
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2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the^ eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Coritractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,
. from the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3
and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation In Section 2.5.4

.2.6.3. ■ The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service

'  and payer source for all the services. '

.2.6.3.2. the average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
' services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor.must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardlaris,

v4io are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into

the program, with ob|ainirig other potential sources for payment, either,
directly or through a closed-loop referral to a community, provider. Other
potential sources for payment include, but are not limited to: '

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurar^ce, including-but hot
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'
refusal of such assistance must be clearly documented In the
client record.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall-assess all clients for risR of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during Screening, intake, admission,
oh-going treatfnent services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize alt clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2:1. Provide stabilization services ^en a client's level of risk
indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level Indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate

Greater Nashua Council on 'AlcohoHsm Exhibit a. AniemJment 0i Contrsdor Inltiats
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withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided

when a client's risk Indicates a service with an ASAM l.evel of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this' Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

provider to admit the client to an appropiiate service once the

client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract.

The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients

based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days dr. three (3)'
sessions, whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2,5.4 .

above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified
the client's admittance to a given level of care, that are In accordance the -
requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that;

2.8.3.1. Include In all individualized treatmerjt plan goals, objectives,
and Interventions written in terms that are;

2.8.3.

2.8.3.2.

2.8.3.3.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcohoiism
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2.8.3.1.1.. specific, (clearly defining what will t>e done)

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress

and completion)' . '

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's ability to

achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

Individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done

and there is a stated time frame for completion

that is reasonable).

Include the client's Involvement in identifying, developing, and

prioritizing goals, objectives, and Interventions.

Are update based on any changes in any American Society of

Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less

frequently thaficevery 4 sessions or eveiV 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates, must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client

is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. .Modification of existing goals; or addition of new

goals based on changes in the clients

Exhtbil A,Anwndmml*l . Contractor Initials.
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functioning relative to' ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes In functioning in any
' ASAM domain and ; documentation of- the

reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if

applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and Interventions In the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with

other providers. •

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,

consents from the client. Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If
applicable, .and In compliance with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, Including but not limited to:

2.6.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if. the client does not

. have a primary care provider, the Contractor '
will make an appropriate, .referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider if appropriate

consents from the client, !lncludlng 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in .
advance In compliance with state, federal laws

and state and federal rulel

2.6.4.1.2. ^Behavioral health care .provider when serving
clients with cooccurhng substance use and
mental health disorders, and .If the client does

hpt have'a mental health care prov'ider. then the
Contractor will make an appropriate referral to

one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents from the client, including
■  42 CFR Pail 2 consent, If applicable, are

obtained In advance in compliance with state,
federal layvs and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholisni ExNUl ̂  Amendment fl Contractor Inlllals
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2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the client
does not. have a peer recovery, support
provider, the Contractor vAW make an

appropn'ate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider If appropriate consents from
•  the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable., are obtained in advance In

compliance with state,- federal laws and state

•  and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
'  organizations (where available) to bring peer

.recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe

available services and to engage clients in peer-
recovery sup^rt services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case rriarragement services
offered by the client's ' managed care
organization or third ""party insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the

client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance In

compliance wth state, federal laws and state .
and federal rules.

' 2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the client, including but.not limited
to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF). probation/parole, and the
Regional Hub(8) as applicable and allowable
with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part

.2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in thie client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section 2.3.1.5), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in
accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-l and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ExhlNl a, Amendment 0i , 'Comractor inlUali
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2.8.5.2. Include at leastone (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
servjces^when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The-patient is.
;making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals articulated in the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level

of care is a^essed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his' or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Seryice Criteria B: The patient Is not
•yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the

.individualized treatment plan. .Continued

treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to

continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and /or • '

2:8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
■have been. identifted that are appropriately
treated at the present lev%l of care. The new
.problem . or priority' requires services, the
ifrequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay In the current-
■level of care. The level of care vwhich the
patient is receiving treatrnent is therefore the
least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/dischargei when addressing transfer/discharge that
iriclude:

2.8.5.3.1. t/ansfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
individualized-treatment plan, thus resolving the
probiemfs) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the prbblem(s) that
justified the admission to the present level of

Creator NasKua Council on'/Ucohotism Exhibit A, Armndmeni 01 . Contractor initials
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care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have
achieved the maximum possible benefit from
engagement in services at the current level of
care. Treatrhent at another level of care (more

or less intensive) in the same type of services,
or discharge from treatment, is therefore
indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to

diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her ability to resolve his or her
prob(em(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensification of his or her
problem(s). or has developed a new
;probiem(s). and can be treated effectively at a
' rnore Intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Iriclude clear documentation that explains why continued

* services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Recovery
Support Services and Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver, all services in this Agreement using evidence

based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria;

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse iritervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Bas^ Practices - Resource Center
https://www.sdmhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. the services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. the substance, use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the sen/ices' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.6.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholrsm An«ndmeniei Contractor ,
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2.8.6.3.2. .2. The service Is supported by a documented

VI body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. - The Contractor shall deliver services In this Contract In accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013). can be

purchased online through the ASAM website at:
,http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) , Treatment -Improvement Protocols (TIPs)

available at http://store.samhsa.'gov/llst/series?name=TIP-
Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Pfotocpls-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available at

ht1p://store.8arnhsa.gov/list/serles?name=Technicalr:*

Assistance-Publicatlons-TAPs-&pageNumber= 1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on. prevention, treatrrient, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HiV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)"

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motPvation in stopping the
. use of tobacco products;

2:9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limiled'to the

Department's Tobacco- Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and tije certified tobacco

cessation counselors available ttirough the

'OuitLlne; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environrhent by having policies

and procedures that at a minimum:

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism B^t A; Arrantfmem *1 Contractor irriUais.
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2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of .any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spit' tobacco, and the use of electronic
devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2:10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco In any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5.' Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
'  outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

' 2.10.1.6.1. A' designated smoking area(s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be

(  ' extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers. ' . ' •

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the ' designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, It can be eliminated at the

•  discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people pn authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must posi the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client.* and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and pf^itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to prpvlde the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one ll^nsed supervisor, defined as;

■ 3;1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ethiw a Amentjmeni «i Contractof iniUais OiO
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3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LAPC) Nyho also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. . Licensed mental health provider .

3.1.2. ' Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and

the number of clients served. Including, but not limited to;

3.1.2.1.' 'Licensed counselors defined as MLAPCs, LAOCs, and

Individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or'

the Board of psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver
any clinical or recovery support services wthin their scope of

-  practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as Individuals who have

completed the required coui^ewbrk for licensure by the Board

of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers.-Board of'Mental
Health Practice or Board of Psychology and are working.to .
accumulate the work experience required for licensure.^

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within .their scope, of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed

supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified . Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who rhay
deliver intensive case management and other recovery

support services within their scope of practice provided that

they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

"3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as "individuals
who are working to accumulate the wo^ experience required
for certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case
management and other recovery support services within .their

scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct .
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clirilcal supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the. Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimurn:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment

of progress; ' . ♦
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3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, .values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions: .

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice,. available at
http;//store.samhsa.gov/productn'AP-2l-Addiction-Counseiing-
Competencies/SMA15-4171; and

3.2.4. ■ The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by.42 CPR Part
1. ' ' ■ . ,

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the pepartment, in vmting of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly Iridicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whpm at least 10% of-their work time is spent, providing substance

. use disorder treatrhent and/or recovery support services.

' 3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire vrhen
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to worlc .in the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification. -

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, .when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

'  -.3.6; The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student Interns to
address minimum coursework, experience.and core competencies for those Interns
having direct contact with Individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student Intems complete an approved, ethics course and an

approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
• Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their Internship.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit A Aniendmenl ei Contractor-tmiials.
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3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use.dlsorder treatment records as
safeguarded try 42 CFR Part 2 withinjS months of hire.

3.8. - The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever
changing-field of'substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules
relating to.confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff.involved in client care
within 15 days of the contract effectiye date or the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effective dale, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.
♦

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and ̂ xually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the'Deparlment with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential seivices provided vrith the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
' Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure
standards.

4!3. The Contractor -Is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written Informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all information that is entered into the
WITS system;

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism . Ejdtlbit A. Amendment Contractor Initials
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5.2.3. Any information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information is entered into the,WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department*

5.3.1. Any client refusing, to sign the informed consent in 5.2 arid/or. consent in
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and-

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any dient who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to'Section 5.3.1.2 shall

be assisted In finding alternative payers for the
, required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the information.Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are In a program that is funded by
or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of ail clients at admission

6.1.1.2.' 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have

completed treatment or transferred to anlother program

6.1.1.3.' 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified.at>ove in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6!1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based.contract corhpliance reports ho later than
the TOth day of-the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. Ail critical incidents to the bureau in writing as.soon as possible and no
rhore than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6:1.3.1. " "Critical incident" mearis any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well*
being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;
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6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. .Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation; •

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or.

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau, in writing as soon as possible and no
.more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
individual who is receiving sen/ices under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the. event, the Gontractor shall provide
irhmediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the.

ihdivldual(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. .Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,
where, how the event happeried, and other
relevant information, as well as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

.6.1.6.2.5. 'Whether the police, were involved due to a
crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had.
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel. Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017). available at
https:/Avww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/d9Cumerrts/reporting-form.pdf
to the bureau

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Eidtlbit A. Amendment #1 Contractor iNtJais.
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6.1.6.4. Additional Information on the event that Is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in writing, as It becorhes available or upon

.  request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional Information . regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 dtx)ve if required by the department; and.

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections'6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality Improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to:

»  ̂ ^ j

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and In-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor, and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources
to consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring rid. less than monthly the percentage of the
contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the
contract period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of
more than 10% betNveen expended funding and elapsed time

oh the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department
'  within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy

within 10 days of notlfying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

include a' budget colurhh allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall l>e
subrriitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated oh the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash ori Hand:
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8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

- 8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments

divided by total operating expenditures, -less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments,
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
tenn investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3.V Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and .cash equivalents to .cover expenditures for a
minimutri of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance

allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio: •

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of^current liabilities.'

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total ,current
liabilities.

6.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain , a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8;1.3.1. Rationale; This ratio illustrates" the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion of Its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition:' The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
sen/ice.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Arfiortization
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and Interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8:1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (prihcipal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum'staridard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:
•  , r

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio Is an indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover its liabilities.
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8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets. . ' . '

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total .liabilities) divided

by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% varlance allowed. •

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does.not meet either;

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or -

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then ' ,

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
'' staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards. •

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan'at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor-shall provide additional information to assure

continued access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a time^me agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within tvyenty-
« four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely

litigation, investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a:rnaterial financial impact on and/pr materially irhjpact or. impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet. Profit & Loss Staternent, Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial .reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting, and
include the Contractor'S'totai revenues and expenditures whether or not .generated

by or resulting from furids provided pursuant to this Agreernent. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from.SOR
funding only.
•  * 4
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9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients covered by enhanced room and board

payments for residentiaUevels of care 3.1 and/or 3.5 tinder this contact that enter care
directly through the Contractor svho consent to information sharing with the Regional
Hub for SUO Services receive a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination.

9.2". The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them, by the,Regional Hub
for SUD Services for residential levels of care 3.1 and/or 3.5 who will be covered by

room and t>oard payments under this contract have proper consents in place for transfer
of Information for the purposes of data collection between the Hub and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds. \

9.3. The Contractor's contract i^rformance shall be measured as in Section 9.4 below-to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts, of substance misuse, including
but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as Collected in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmar1( for each 'measure, below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used In the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4;3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate' services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: %^of clients completing treatment; and National
dutcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged
rheeting M least 3 out of 5 I^OMS outcome criteria;

9.4.5.1. Reduction in/ho change in the frequency of substance use at
' discharge cornpared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Iricrease in/nd change in numberof Individuals employed or
In school at date of last sen/ice compared to first sen/ice

9:4.5.3. Reduction in/ho change, in number of individuals ao'ested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. iricrease in/nb. change in number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.5.5. Iricrease in/no change in number of individuals participating In
community support services at last service compared to first
sfen/ice
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10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the

Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty

(30) days from the date of the final findings,which addresses any and alt findings.

10.2. The corrective action plan shall include;

10.2.1. The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The acti6n(8) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for Implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on

implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block
1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment,
. end Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,

Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal Funds from the United States. Department of Health and Human

Services. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, State
Opioid Response Grant (CFDA #93.788) and;

■  2.5. The'Contractor agrees to provide the senrices in Exhibit A, . Scope of Services
in compliance with the f^eral funding requirements.

3. Non Reirhbursemenl for Services
3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this

contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services
described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medlcaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2: Services covered by Medicare for clients v^o are eligible for
-  Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater
thaii the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. .. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract \^en a client needs a
service that is not covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State'for services provided under this contract.when a client needs a
service, that is covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1, but payment of the
deductible or copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek relmbursemerit for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated. .

2kGreater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ' E^tiblt B. Amerxlment #1 Vendor initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #i

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that Is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
amount to charge the Depahment for services delivered as part of this
Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit
8-1. Amendnient #1 Service Fee Table, except for Chlldcare (See Section 11 below).
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation

provided under this contract from public and private insurance
plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible In order to riot delay a
client's admittance into the program and to Immediately refund any
overpayments. '

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (If any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall'determine and charge accordingly for services provided
to an eligible client under this contract, as follovrs: -

'  5.2.1.' First: Charge the client's private Insurance up to the Contract Rate.
in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #1 when the Insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #1. Except

when the client's deductible or copay creates a financial hardship as'
defined in section 3.3.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit 8. Amendment #1
Section 12, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private insurer will not remit^oynient for the full

• amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1. Amendment #1.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment
#1 remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer
(If applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall -charge the
Department the balance (the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1,
Amendment #1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private -

insurer and the amount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall.not exceed the
Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1,. Amendment #1 Service Fee Table multiplied by

■  the corresponding percentage stated In Exhibit 8, Amendment #1. Sectiori 12
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

Greater Nashua Coundl on Alcoholism Exhibit B. Amendment #1 Vendor inliiais
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New Hampehire Depar^ent of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment 01

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources
necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their .fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and counseled
regarding rinancial responsibility and possible sanctions Including discharge
from.treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial
accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #1, except for;

5.7.1. Transitional Living (See Section 7 below) and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 3.1(See Section 7 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B.
Amendment #1, Section 5.7.1 and 5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rale stated in
Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund

the parties in. the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer,
client or Departmental error.

.  5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred.
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application
of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result,of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the
Contractor must repay the state in:an amount and withiri a tirheframe agreed
upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opiold Use
Disorder (OUD) In residential levels of care 3.1 and/or 3.5.
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments

up to $100/day for Medicaid clients with OUp in residential levels of care 3.1
and/or 3.5.

6.2. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.2.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.2.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.2.3. Period for which room and board payments cover; -

Greater Nashua Council on Alooholism Ejtfibli B. Amendment Vendor INUats
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human ̂rvlces
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment 01

6.2.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range

Identified In 6.2.2

6.2.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.3. The Contractor will submit ah invoice by the twentieth (20th)'day of each

month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for aphorized expenses
incurred for room and board.in the prior rnonth. The State shall make

payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of.receipt of each invoice for
•Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices must be

submitted in a Departrnent approved manner.

6.4. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered frorn SOR

funds have a documented hlsto^ of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use
Disorder. •

6.5. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with

documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving

services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use

Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. AdditionarBililng Information for: Inti^rated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)'
7.1. The Contractor shall Invoice the Department for Integrated Medicatiort

Assisted. Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section

5 above and as follows:

7.2. Medication:

7.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication

Assisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and

- customary charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA)

126-A:3 III. (b), exdeptfor Section 6.2.2.below.

7.2.2: The Contractor will be reimbursed for. Medication Assisted

Treatment with Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate
Treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire Administrative Rule
He-A 304 as follows:

•7.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the. Medicald

•  rate, up to 7 days per week. The code for Methadone
in ari OTP is H0020, and the code for buprenorphine in
an OTP is H0p33.

7.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per
client per day.'

7.2.4! The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.2.4.1. WITS Client ID#;

Greater Nashua Councfl on'Alcoholism Exhibit B, Anwndment #1 Vendor li^ats
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New Hampehire Departrnent of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit 8, Amendment

7.2.4.2. Period for wtiich prescription is intended:

7.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

7.2.4.4. Associated Medlcaid Code;

7.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

7.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

7.3. Physician Time:

7.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other medical
professional to provide Medication Assisted .Treatment Services,
including but not limited to assessing the client's appropriateness for
a medication, prescribing and/or administering a medication, and

monitoring the ciient's response to a medication.

7.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit B-1,

Amendment #1 Service Fee Table.

7.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain docurhentation gf the followirig:

7.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;

7.3.3.2. Date of Service;

7.3.3.3. Description of service;

7.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

7.3.3.5. Charge for the sen/ice;

7.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.3.3.7. Amount being billed.to the Departrnent for the service.

7.4. The'Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20"^ day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses

incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month. The State shall
make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt- of each
Invoice for Contractor sen/ices provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices
must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

7.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use
Disorder.

7!6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with
documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving
services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism EjtfilWi B. Amendmeni «i vendor inliiais
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B. Amendment #1

6. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services and for Low-
Intensity Residential Treatment

8.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

8.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Amendment

#1, using the sliding fee scale

8.1.2. The charges to the Department

8.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, Inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and

board per week:

0%-138% $0 ■

139%- 149%. $8

150% r 199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350%-399% $77

8.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

8.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room and board.

9. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living
9.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical sen/Ices separately from this contract

to the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare,
and private insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to

the sliding fee scale.

9.2. - Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge in accordance

with'Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract

only when the client does not have any other payer source other than this

contract.

10. Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
10.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for Intensive

case management under this contract only for clients who have been admitted

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dlsorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

to programs in accordance to Exhibit A. Scope of Sen/ices and after billing
other public and private insurance.

10.2. The Department will not pay for. intensive case management provided to a
client prior to admission. ,

10.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the service

is authorized by the Department.

11. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
11.1.'' The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5 above

and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation provided In
Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows:

11.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in
accordance with Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1 Service Fee Table for

Contractor's staff driving time, when using the Contractor's own
vehicle for transporting clients to and from services required by the
client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than a full
hour, then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute
intervals for actual work completed; or.

11.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for
cab fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to and from

services required by the client's treatment plan.

11.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support the
cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the Departrnent
upon request.

11.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department

instructions. .

12. Charging for Child Care
12.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the

Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services, Section
2.4.2.3 as followrs:

12.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1 Service Fee Table
for when the Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is

receiving treatment or recovery support services, or

12.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care
provider.

12.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support the
cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

12.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

Greater Nashua Council on AJccholism Exhibit 8, Amendment «1 Vendor iNtlals V
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment

13. Sliding Fee Scale
13.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit 6,

Amendment #1. Section 5 above.

13.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate, in

Exhibit B.1 to Charge
the Client

0%.138% 0%

139%- 149% 8%

150%. 199% 12%

200%-249% 25%

250%-299% 40%

300%. 349% 57%

350%-399% 77%

13.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

14. Submitting Charges for Payment
14.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Web Information Technology

System (WITS) for services listed In Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #1 Sen/ice Fee
Table. The Contractor shall:

14.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after

the date the service was provided to the client

14.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following

the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that

encounter notes are ready for review.

14.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the

errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and
are ready for review.

14.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval

for the billing month.

14.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

14.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of
the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

14.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative
process for submitting Invoices.

15. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

16. The Contractor.will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

17. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, In whole or ,in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services
provided, or if the said services or products have hot been satisfactorily completed in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

16. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payrtient. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

19. Limitations end restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds:
19.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

■ft ' • •

19.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to:

19.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse
services. ;

19.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or
correctional institutions of the State.

19.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied
by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

19.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs
or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for
intravenous drug abusers.

19.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA. without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibil B, Amendment 01 vendor iniugis
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Arhendment #1

religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 (JSC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part Wa, 45 CFR Part 96. Charitable

Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory

provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in
2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
govemment to organizations participating in applicable programs
may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious Instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts
such activities, it must offer them separately. In time or location,

from the programs or services for which it receives funds directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant Slate or local govemment under any

applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ExMbll B. Amendment Vendor Inltlab.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1

Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

1.1.

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

1.2.

Individual Outpatient $22.00 16 min

1.3.

Group Outpatient $6.60 15. min

1.4.

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

1.5.

Partial Hospitalizatlon $223.00

Per. day: and only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

1.6.

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00 Per day

M.7. Low-Intensity Resldential for
Adults only for clinical services
and room and board $119.00 Per day

1.8. Low-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients with OUD-

Enhanced Room and Board $100.00 Per day

1.9.
High-Intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and
Parenting Women), for clinical
services and room and board $154.00 Per day

1.10.
High-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients with OUD-

Enhanced Room and Board $100.00 Per day

Greater Nashua Courtca on Alcoholism
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable
Charge Unit

1.11. High-Intensity Residential for all
other Pregnant and Parenting
Women: Room and Board $75.00 Per Day

1.12.

High-Intensity Residential only for
Pregnant and Parenting Women:
Clinical services only $180.00 Per Day

1.13.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Physician Time

Rate Per Medicaid

Physician Billing
Codes: 99201 -

99205 and 99211 -

99215.

Unit Per Medicaid

Physician Billing Codes:
99201 -99205 and 99211 -

99215.

1.14.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Medication

See Exhibit B,
Section 6.2 See Exhibit B. Section 6.2

1.15. Ambulatory Withdrawal
Management without Extended
On-Site Monitoring (ASAM Level
1-WM) $104.00 Per day

1.16. Medically Monitored Inpatient
Withdrawal Management (ASAM
Level 3.7 WM) $215.00 Per day

■1.17. Individual Intensive Case
Manaqement $16.50 15min

1.18. Group Intensive Case
Management $5.50 15 min

1.19. Staff Time for Child Care
Provided by the Contractor, only
for children of Parenting Clients

Actual staff time up to
$20.00 Hour

1.20. Child Care Provided by a Child -
Care Provider (other than the
Contractor), only for children of
Parenting Clients

Actual cost to
purchase Child Care

According to the Child
Care Provider

1.21. Staff Time for Transportation
Provided by the Contractor, only
for Pregnant and Parenting
Women and Men

Actual staff time up to
$5.00 Per 15 minutes

1.22. Mileage Reimbursement for use
of the Contractor's Vehicle when
providing Transportation for
Pregnant and Parenting Women
and Men

Department's
standard per mile
reimbursement rate Per Mile

1.23.. Transportation provided by a
Transportation Provider (other

Actual cost to
purchase

According to the
Transportation Provider

Greater Nashua CouncS or) AicohoSsm
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1

than the Contractor) only to
Pregnant and Parenting Women
and Men

Transportation

1
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND H.UMAN SERVICES

DTVISION FOR BEHA VJORAL HEALTH

BVREA V OFDRVGAND ALCOHOL SERyiCES

] OS PLGASA^rr STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
S03-271-<110 l-80&^2-334S Ext S738

F»x: €03-271-<105 TOD Accen: I-800-73S-2964

w«nT.dbtii.nb.gov

July 10. 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
arxJ the Honorable Courx:il

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
In bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide, by
tncreaslr^ the combined price limitation by $1,549,015. from $3,157,927, to an amount r>ot to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1, 2018. upon approval of the Governor and Executive Council
through June 30, 2019. 55.67% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.

Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed In bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change to the
price limitation or completion date, effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council
approval. These ten (10) contracts v/ere approved by the Governor and Executive Council on June 20,
2018 (Late item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor
Current

Amount

Increase/
Decrease

Revised

Budget

Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. $240,000 $0- $240,000

FIT/NHNH, Inc. $0 $645,775 $645,775

Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative ̂ ntencfng $247,000 $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism $0 $624,599 $624,509

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371 _$0 $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 $278,641 $278,641

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200 $0 $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000

West Central Services, Inc. $59,430 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942



His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the-Honorable Council
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Funds to support this request are available In State Fiscal Year 2019 in the following accounts,
with, the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council. If needed and justified.

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS,
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS.
CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% Gerieral Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

\  EXPLANATION

Action #1)

Requested Action #1 is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
continuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed in time to place
the item on the. agenda for the June 20, 2018 Governor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering Into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findings. < If these actions were not taken
retroactively, the result would have been a gap in critical substance use disorder'treatment and
recovery support sen/ices In the State's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
previously approved by Govemor and Executive Council on June 20, 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements will allow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Sen/tces statewide to children and adults with substance, use disorders, who have
Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
in New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or dnjgs causes

.clinically and functionally significant impairment, such as'health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fifth Edition criteria. '

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the oploid
epidemic that continues to negatively impact New Hampshire's individuals, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array .of treatment seh/ices. including individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional living, high and low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery support services. While' the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they enrolled 2994 individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1, 2017 and April
30, 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths In New Hampshire with the death loll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20. 2018; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction In deaths indicates that the overall strategy including prevention.
Intervention, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive Impact.

The Department published a Request for Applications for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Services website April 20, 2018 through May 10. 2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of the Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services is vyorklng with the Bureau
of Improvement.^and Integrity to improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at Intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behaviora!
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging In activities identirie'd In the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above. >ln addition, the Department Is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance improvement goals In future contracts. Finally,
contractor financial health Is also being monitored monthly.

All thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued avanability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted senrices and Gbvernor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor 'and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1. the vendors would not.have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide Individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery.

Actlon#2)

Requested Action #2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden on the vendors In meeting contract requirements.

The changes to the contracts include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation Is reached, allowing for assistance to clients e'nrolling in Insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that Is not expected to negatively Impact client care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth in Action #1. These
changes are being' made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rale paid by the Department by reducing the administrative burden associated with service delivery
without compromising client care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Govemor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request Action #2,
the gap between the cost of care and reimbursemeht rates,will remain the same, which vendors have
indicated may result in having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement in services provided.
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Area served; Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Idenllficetion Number
TI010035-14. and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available. General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

K^S.FoT^'^^
Director

Approved by:>
j^rey A. Meyers
Commissioner

77)0 Oepe/finonf of Hoottfi and Hum$n Sorvfcoo' Mission Is to Join commur^s ena famHios
h pnvieling opportunltiss tor citizens to echfeve health and Indapandance.



Now Hampshire Department of Health end Human Sorvicoa
Offlee of Business Oporatlone
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scorlnfl Sheet

SubsUnct Us* OlMiOtr Trvstmittt And

' Rtcevwy Support Stfricn
RfA Nfema

RFA.201»«OAS-01-SU8ST

RFA Num&or

Bidder Name
Mwunum

Peltils Actual Petnta Raglon

County of Grehon New HampeMre • Gnrflon
County Depettment of Correctiena 4*0 *70 North Cevnery

Dlimee Home of New Hemothlre, Inc. 440 202 Greetar Manchetttf

Mencheeter Alcehollem Rehcbtntstlon Center 440 3M Greatar Manehaster

Menchotter AJcohedsm Rehebdltetlon Center 440 CepRa)

FmNKNH, (nc. 44« MO Creettr MUnchoetai

Grefton County Now Hompetilro • Crofton^unty
AltemeOve Santencino 440 290 North Country

The Community Coundl of Neahue. N. H. 440 2S0 Greater Nuhua

Heto EduceOonal System* 440 . tM baiew* UpperVefley

Heedroat 440 2S3 .UpperVelley

Hope on Hsven HU Inc. 440 304 Strafterd CevrSy

Greater Neahue Council on Alcottollem 440 no Oreettr Kaetuia

North Country Heeith ConaoftJum 440 33S North Country

North Coundy Hcelth Conaortium 440 »8 Carrol County

Phoenl* Heueee of New Enaland, Inc. 440 Ml' Monednoek

Seacoeet Youth Services - 440* • *1S 8eec«est

Seeeoest Youth Sarvtccs 440 lit SirsiTord County

Seutheestom New HampeHre Aleohal & Drug
Abuse ScrvtCM ^  440 320 Seaceeat

Southeastern AIc^mI S Drug Abuse Servlees 440 370 Btrafford

West Central Servicos. Inc. 440 231 Orettar SuQWan

Whita Hmse Addiction Center, Inc. 440 tir*. Carrel County

ir!3«Po!St«^3S7^
'• Sog Adrrtn n. BOAS

^6HS
. SAami Biakay. Prog Sp*daltt (V,

CNuerMHnVi

Ptu) Kiotnn. ClAicai Srrca
SpditOmoSAteflnolSniq

MSySReiM^SnTVScyXl^r
Subtkg Uao Srv. Oborvtr or<y

Educstfonal Sysiemii-Appncaiion wst dicquallOcd «i non^sponshe.
**Whft8 Kotm Addiction Center. Inc.: Vendor wee not ae^cd.



Attachment A

Financial Detail)

04-9W2-920510-M82MOO HEALTM AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCfi OEPT OF, HHS: DtV FOR BEMAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREMJ OF DRUO S ALCOHOL 8VCS. GOVERMOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100* Other Fund®)

Conumjnity Couxil
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Cocnm

Stata FlanlVaar Claaa/Accouni Titia Budget Amount
incraase/ Dacreasa

Revised Mediflad

Budgal

2016 102-600734
Contracts tor Proe

Svc
$46,657 $0 $46,657

$46,657 $0 1  $46557

Oismtt Homo of NH VarvfarCo«te:T80

Suta Fiscal Yaar Claaa/Account . Title Budgei Amount
Incrsasa/ Dacrsasa

Ravlsed ModiHtd

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrscis for Prog

Svc
$72,361 $0 $72,361

SuMotal $72,381- $0 $72,361

Eastor Seals Of NH

Manchaalsr

AloohoBtm Rchad

Ctr^emum Vantfor Coda- in204 B009

-

Stato Racai Vaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount
Increata/ Decrease

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Corttscts for Prog

Svc
$337,266 10 $337586

Sub-tetal $337,286 $0 $337,286

FIT/NHNH VanrtAT Ciwln-157730.0001

Slate Fiscal Yaar CItaa/Account nue Budget Amount
Increeaal Decraaaa

Ravlsed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Ccntrscts for Prog

Svc
$0 $194,759 $194,759

:  Sub-tots) SO $194,759 $194,759

QraAon County VtoutarCnda- 177397.8003

Slats Fiscal Yesr Class/Account TUe Budgei Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revlstd Modified

Budget

2019 102500734
Contracu tor Prog

Svc
$74,492 $0 $74,492

$74 492 $0 $74,492

Gmstsr Nashua
Councflon

Alcoholism VMvlOfCMlft 16S574.B001

Stata Fiscal Yesr Claaa/Account Title Budget Amount
tncraase/ Decrease

Rtvlaad Modiflad

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 $166,372 $166,372

$0 • • $168,372 $186,372

HesibvsLlnc Vendor Code: 175236-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TlUa Budget Amount
Increase/ Debate

Revised Modified

Budnet

2DI9 102-500734
Contracts for PralQ

Svc
$44,635 $44,635

Sub-tetal $44.63S $0 $44,635

AnadvnemA

nnandalOcutl

FittiefA
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Financial Qetails

HopednHtv^KiO Ven(torCode:27Sil9-B00l

State Fiscal YearClass/AccountTIUoBudget Amount
Increased Decrease

Revised Modified

Budoct

2019102-500734
Contracts tor Proo

Svc
SO '$64,035$64,035

Sub>1otalSO$64,035$64,035

Nortf> Counto'
Heatiti ConsortiumVendor Code: 1585S7-B001

Stats Fiscal YtarClass/AccountTitleBudget Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revised ModlOcd

Budoel

2019102-500734 ■
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S66.678$89,678

SubtotalS66.67aSO$86,678

Phoenix Houses o(

Now Enolarvl, Inc.<. VertdorCode: 177569-8001!

State Fiscal YearClsss/A'ccour^t'TlUeBudget Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revised Modified

Budoet

2019102-500734
Contracts tor Ptog

Svc
S70,246$70,248

SubtotalS7024e$0S7a246

Seaooast Youth

SenioesVendor Code: 203944-6001

State Fbeal YeerClass/Accourtt ^TWeBudget Amount
Incroaee/Decrease

Revitod Modifted

Budoet

2019102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S22.076$0$22,076

Sub-totalS22.076$0$22,076

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Dtug
Senrlceavendor Code 155292-B001

State Fiscal YearClass/AccountTitleBudget Amount
incrssfo/ Decnaee

Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 .102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$177,799$0$177,799

Sutvtotal9177.799$0$177,799

Wosi Central

ServicesVendor Code: 177654-B001 •

State Fiscal YaarClass/AccountTitleBudget Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revised Modified

BudM

2019102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
SI 7,942$0$17,942

Subtotal$17,942$0$17,942

Total Oov, Coimp$952,394. S1.419.M0 .

OKdS^-UOSIO^MOOOO HEALTX AND SOaAL SERVICES. HEALTH ANO HUMAN SVCS OEPT OF. HHS: OIV FOR BCHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS. CLINICAL SERVICES (M% Ftdtrsl Fund*. 20% Oantral Funds FAIN T10100U CFDA 93.959}

Communify Council
of Nashua-Gr

NashuaComm

Mental HeaRh

1

VendorCode: 154112-6001

State Fiscal YearCtase/AccountTitleBudget Amount
Increase/ Docrease

Revised Modified

Budoet

2019102 500734
ConbBcts tor Prog

Svc
$113,143$0$113,143

Sub-toeat$113,143SO$113,143

Attachtncnt A

RMndaiOttall

F«g«2or4
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Financial Details

Oismas Home of.NH Vendor Codt:TBO

State'Racai Year Class/Account Title Budgat Amount
inereese/ Oecraase

Revised Uodllltd

Budoet

20t'9 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
t167.6t9 SO $167,619

Sub-total S167.ei9 $0 S167.619-

Easter Seste of NH

Manehoter

Akohdism Rehab

Ctc/Fwnum Vendor Code: 177204-BQ05

ClesWAecount Title Budget Amount Incroaao/ Oeeroaaa
Revised Modined

Budoet

2Q19 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
(761.063 SO S761.083

Subtotal $761,063 SO -.$761,069

FIT/NHNH VcfulorCode; 157730-B001

Stote Flsc^ Year Class/Account role Budget Amount
Increase/Dec roase

Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

SO S4S1.016 $451,016

Sub-tetel $0 $451,016 $451,016

Gratton Coiaity Vanrtnr Coda: 177397-6003

Stale Fbcal Year CItsa/Accouni TlUe Budgat Amount
Increase/ Docreise

Revised Modified '

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S172.S08 .SO $172,506

Sub-total $172.S08 so S172.508

Greater Nashua

Council on

AlcchoStm Vendor Coda: 166574-B001

Suia Fiscal Year Class/Account

1

Title Budget Amourtt
Increase/Decrease

Rovlsed Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
$0 $436,227 $436,227

SuMetil SO S436 227 S436.227

Headrest, (nc Vendor Code: 175226-8001

Ctass/Aceount Titio Budget Amount
Increase/Decrease

RevUed IModined

Budoet

2019 102-900734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S103.364 SO S103.364

S103.384 SO $103,364

Hope on Have Hio Vendor Coda: 275119-6001

State Fiscal Year Ctass/Account Tide Budget Amount
Inertoae/Decrease

Revleed Modified

Budoet-

2019 102-500734
Contractt tor Prog

Svc
SO $194,606^ S1K606

8ut>-^^l SO S194606 S194.606

North Country
Health Conaoithim VartforCoda: 156557-6001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Acceunt Tide Budget Amount Inereese/ Decreast
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S200.726 to $200,726

Sub-total S200.726 SO S200.728

ARtchment A

FInindal Detail

FtieSef 4



AUachmeni A

Financial Details

PhoerAi Houms of

Sttta Fiscal Year Clasa/Account TItts , Budgst Amount Incressaf Docraaso
Rsvlssd Modlfisd

BudQSl

2019 102-S00734
Contracts (or Prog

SvC
$162,679 $0 $162,679

$162,675 $0 $162,675

SeaooesiYouOi

Services Vendor Code: 203944^1

Stats Fiscal Year Class/Account nus Budgst Amount Incrcssaf Dscrasat
RevtsadModinsd

Budost

2019 102-S00734
Contracts far Prog

Svc
$51,124 SO $51,124

Sub-total $51,124 $0 $51,124

Soulheastftm KH

Alcohol and Drug
Services Vendor Coda 1SS292-6001

Stats FIsealYtsr CIsssfAccount TlUa Budgst Amount Incrsssc/ Decrossa
Rovl^ Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$411,741 SO $411,741

Sut>>tOtBl $411,741 SO $411,741

West Centra)

ServicM VcndevCode: 177654-eDOI

Stats Fiscal Year Ciaas/Aecount TtUa Budgst Amount tneraoso/ Decrcass
Rsvbsd Medifled

Budoet

2019- 102-500734
Contracts far Prog

Svc
1^1.546 SO $41,548

8ut>'t0tsl $41,946 $0 $41,546

$2,205,533 SI.OBIJMS $3,267^82

Orind Total AH $3,157,927 nmm.
VI'

AmdimeMA

FbuActaiOfOi'
fl|»40<4



FORM NUMBER P-37 (venloo S/8/i5)
Subject: Subatance Use Dixordef Tretittntm PcMvciv Support Servlcex fRFA.2Ql9.BDAS^l.SimST.04^

Notice: This fisrecmcot tnd all of id eitachjncnis shall become public upon submtssioo to Governor and
Executive Council for approval.-Any inrormBtlon (hat is private, conftdeniial or proprietary must
be dcariy idenUfied to the acciKy and ofireed to In wriiinc prior to signing the contract;

agreement

The State of New Hampshire and the Cottnictor hereby mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

IDENTIFICATION.

I.) Slate Agency Name
NH Department ofHealth and Human Services

1.2 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street

Concord. NH 03301-3857

IJ CooinctorName

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism

1.4 Contractor Address

615 Amherst Street

Nashua NH 03063

i

I.S Corttractor Phone

Number

603432-3616x1)03

1.6 Account Number

03-93-92-920510.3)82-102-

300734; 03-95-92.920310-
3384^102-500734

1.7 Completion Date

June 30.2019

1.8 Price Limitation

S624,599

1.9 Contracting OfTicer for State Agency
E. Maria Rdnemann, Esq.
Director of ConirocU and Procurement

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
603-271-9330

^yiA /

1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory

1.13 AckebwIcdgemcnlT Slftcof^^ County of H*

On .before the undersigned officer,persorail
pravcfi to be uip'perspn whose name la signed in block 1.11. and k

^Ifidicaled'iA btoclM. lil.

y appeared the person ideniined In block 1.12, or saiisfactorily
utowledged that s/hc executed this tlocumeni in the capacity

■1.13.1 'Signalurec/NotaiyrublicorJusticeorihePcace

IScall ^ umilAMC. MARTIN
).l-3^. irtdjiilc ofNoiKontselol^MEeoPdltoev HsmpetdreMyCommlsslonEx^ro«Mov«mb«rd,3020

1.14 StatoAyngtS^pflgt;^ '*7/'^ / / 1.15 Name and Title of State Agency Slgnalory

.1.16 Approvol by the Nil. Department of Adminlstrsiion, Division of Personnel (if opplieable)

By: Dircclur.On:

1

1.17 Approval by the Attontcy Genera] (I^)p,SubstB|)M and Execution) f^opp/reob/ej j f

l.Ig Annmvai hy the Governor and Exectitive Council (ifo/pUi^bit)

Pogc I of^ •



2. EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO

BE PERFORMED. The Stale ofHew Hampshire, ociln^
iJirough the Bfency (denllfled in block M rotate"), cnssges
conmicior idenlificd in block 1.3 ("Conlntcior*') to perform,
and (he Contnaor shall perform, the work or sale ofgocds, or
both, idemiflcd and more particularly described in Ihe attached
EXHIBIT A which Is incorporated herein by reference
("Services").

3. EFTECTIVEDATE/COMPLCTION OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
cortlrory, and subject to Ihe approval of the Covcraor and
Executive Council of the Slate of New Hampshire, If.
applicable, this Agrccmeni, and all obligations of the patliei
hemnder, shall become elTeciive on tJie date the Covrmor
and Executive Council approve this Agreement as Indicated In
block 1.16, unless no such approval U required, in which case
the Agmmenl shall become cfTcctivc on the dale the
Agreement is sgned bythe State Agency as shown in block
I.M CEflcctlve Date").
3.2 If the Coriinctor commences (he Services prior to the
Enectlvc Date, all Services performed by the Comiaetor prior
to Ihe Effective Date shall be performed at Ihe sole risk of the
-Contractor, and in the event thai this Agreement docs not
become effective, the State shall have no liability lo the
Contnctor, including without limiiotion, any obligation lopay
the Comractor for'any costs incurred or Series performed.
Contractor, must complete all Services by the Cbrnpldion Dale
spccified'in block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to Ihe
contrary, all obligations of the Slate hereunder,,Including,
without limiiaiion, the continuance of payments hereundcr, ore
contingent upon ihe aveilibiliiy and continued appropriation
of Ibnds, and in no event shall the State be liable for any
^Myments hereundcr in excess of such available approprblcd
Amds. In (he event of i reduction or lermination of

appropriated Ainds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such fbnds become available, if ever, and shall
.have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon
giving Ihe Contractor notice of such termination. The Stale
shall not be required lo transfer funds from any piher account
10 the Account identified in bloek 1.6 in the event fUnds In that

Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRJCE/PRJCE LIMITATION/

PAYMENT. \
5.1 Thcconmct prkc, method of payment, and lermsof
payment arc identified and more particularly described in
ETOilBIT D which is irxorponid hoein by reference.
5.2 The payment by the State of (he contract price shall be the
only and the complete rcimborsemenl to the Contractor for all
otpenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contnctor In the
performance hereof, and shall be Ihe only and the complete
compensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to (he Conirtctar other than the contract
price.

Page

5.3 The State reserves (he right to ofTiKl from any amounts
otherwise payable lo the Controcior under this Agreement
(hose liquidated amounts required or permlited by Nil. RSA
80:7 ihrougb RSA 60;7*c or any other provision of law.
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the
comrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances. In
no event shall Ihe total of all poymenu authorized, or aaually
made hereuttdcr, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
1.6.

6w COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS

AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

6. t In connection with the performanee of (he Services, lite
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulations,
and orders of federal, slate, coumy or municipal authorities
whie^ impose any obiigalion or duly upon the Contractor,
incl^fig, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. This may include the requirement to utilrze auxiliary
aids and services to ensure (hat pensoni with communication
disabilities, including visioQ, hearing and speech, can
communicate with, receive Information from, and convey
information to the Conlraclor. In addition, the Contractor
shall mmpty with all applicable copyright laws.
6 J During the lenn of this Agreemeot, the Contractor shall
not discTimiitaie against employees or ippliconts for ,
employment because of race, color, rdigion, creed, age, sex,'
handicap, sexual;Orientation, or national origin ond will take
amrmalive action lo prevent such discrimination.

If (his Agreement is funded in any part by monies of the
United Stales, ihe Contractor shall cornply «riih oil the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equol
Employment Oppofhinity"), as supplonenied by the
regulations of the United States Department of Labor (41
C.F.k. Part 60X and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
as Ihe Stale ofNew Hampshire or the United Slates issue to
Implement these regulations. The Contractor further agrees to
permit the State or United Stales access to any of (he
Contractor's books, recortb and accounts for the purpose of
ascenalning compliance with-all rules, regulations and orden,
ond the covenants, terms and conditions of this Agreement.

7.PERS0NNEU

7.1 The Conirsclor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Comractor
warrants that all pcrsonrvl engaged in the Services ̂ 11 be
qualihcd to perform the Services, and shall be proper))'
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
laws.

11 Unless oihenvise auihorixed in writing, during the term of
this Agreement, and for a period of six (6) months aAer the
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
end shall not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
corporation urilh whom It is engaged in a combined effort to
perform (he Services to hire, any.person who is • Slate
employee orodieial, who is materialty involved in the
procurement, administraiion or performance of (his
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A(reemcnt This provision shell survive lerminaiion orihis
Acreemcni.
7J The Contracling OfTtcer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her s|xcessor, shall be the Stale's rcpresenlelive. In (he event
ofany dispute concerniQc the inic/pretetion or this Agrcetnem.
the Contjicimg Onficcr's decision stisll be fine! Tor the State.

8. EVENT OP DEFAULT/REMEDIES.

8.1 Any one or more orthe rollowing sets or omissions of the
Coniioctor shall ebnsiifuic an event of default hercunder
CEvcoi of Defbult")r
8.1.1 fhlture to perform the Serviees ntlsbctorilyoron
schedule;
B.i J failure to submit tny repod quired hereunda; snd/or
BT J ̂lure to perfonn any other covcninl, term or condition
of this Agreement.
8J Uponihe occurrence of any Event of Default, the State
may take any one, or more, or all, of the following actions:
8J.I give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
ofDehult and reqairing it to be remedied i^ihin, in the
absence of a greater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
days frpm the ̂ e ofthe notice; and if the Event ofDelault is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, effective two

• (2)^y9 oGcr giving the Contractor notice ofiermlnatlon;
B.2i{ giw the Contractor a wriuen notice speelfying the Event

■ of Defbull and suspending all paymenii to be made under this.
Agreemeni and ordering that the portion of the contrixi price
which would otherwise aecruc to (he Contractor during the
period from ihe'date of such notice until such lime as the State
determines that the Contractor has cured the Event of Deftull

shall never.be paid to the Contractor;
84-3 set off against any other obligations the State may owe to
the Contmdor any damages the State su ffcrs by reason of any
Event of Default; and/or
8 J.4 ttcai the Agreement as breached and pursue any of its
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CONFIDENTIALITY/

presbrvahon.

9.1 As used in this Agrnmeni, the word "data" shall mean all
infonnalion and things developed or obtained during the
performance of, or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, Including, but not limited to, ail studies, reports,
files, formulae, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, pictorial reproductioos, drawings, analyses,
graphic representations, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoranda, papers, and documents,
all whether finished or unfinished.

9-2 All data and any properly which has been received from
the Stale or purcha^ with funds provided for tint purpose
under this Agreement, shall be the property of the State, and
shall be relumed to the State upon demand or upon
termination of this Agreement for any reason.
9 J Confidentiality of data shall be governed by N.H. RSA
chapter 91-A or other existing law. Disclororcofdaia
requires prior written approval of the State.
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10. TERMINATION. In the event of an early leiminaiion of
this Agiccmeni for any reason other don the completion ofthe
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
pfTiccr, not later thaii.fifleen (15) days after (he date of
termination, a report ("Temitnaiion Report") describing in
detail all Services performed, and the contract price earned, to
and including the ̂ ic of termination. The farm, nbjeu •
matter, content, and number of copies of the Temunatlon
Rqiort shall be identical to those of any Final Report
described in (ho attached EXHIBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the peiformance of (Ms Agreement the Coniroelor U In all
respects an independent co(Urtictor,.and if ndther an agent nor
an employee ofthe Stare. Neither IheConirocipr nor any of Its
ofTiccra, employee^ agenti or membien shall .have authority to
bind the State or rmtve.Qiiy benefits, workers' compensaiton
or other emoluments provided by the State to its em^oyecs.

12. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATlON/SUBCONTRACrrS.

The Contntcior shitll not assign, or otherwiK tranter any
interest in this Agrecmeitt without the prior ̂ iien notice and
consent of the Slate. None ofthe Servica shall be

subeontrtcied by the Contractor wliheut the prior vvriiieo
• noUea'and consent of the Slate.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless (he Stare, I'u officers ̂
employees, from and against any and all losses suffered by (he
Sine, iu officers and employees, and any and all claims,
liabilities or penalties asserted against the State, its officen
ar»d employeies, by or on behalfof any person, on account of.
based or resuldng from, arising out oT(or which may be
claimed to arise out oO the acts or omissions of the
Cofltroctor. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing hereto
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver ofthe

sovereign iremunriy of the Stale, which immunity Is hereby
reserved to the Stale. This covenam In pmgnph 13 shall
survive the termination of this Agreemeni.

14. INSURANCE,

14.1 The Contractor shall, at its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, artd shall require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maintain in force, the following
insurance:

14.1.1 comprehensive getteral liability insurance against all
claims of bodily injury, death or property damage, In amounts
of not less than SI ,0(K),OOOpcr occurrence and 52,000,000
aggregate; and
14.1.2 special cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to subparograph 9J herein, in on amount not
Ic&s than 80% ofthe whole rcplaecmeni value ofthe property.
14.2 The policies described msubparagraph 14.1 herein shall
be on policy forms and endorsements approved for use In the
State of New Hampshire by the Nil. Department of
Insurance, and issued by insurers licensed in the State of New
Hampshire.

ofd
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14J Hw Cofttraclor shill funush lo the Contrectinc OfTlccr
idenUrtMi in block 1^, or his or her successor, a ccn)ncate(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under thb Agreemcni.
Contractor shall also himish to the Conlractins Oflicer
identified in block 1.9. or his or her successor, ccftificatc(s) of
Insurance for all renewil(s) of insurance required under (his
Agreement no toler than thirty (30) days prior lo the expiration
dale of each of the insurance policies. The cciiincoie(s) of
Insurance and any renewals thereofshaJI be atuched and are
incorporated bcrcio by reference. Each cenlficaie(s) of
insurance shall contain a clause requiring the insurer to
provide the Conlracling Officer Identified In block 1.9, or his
or lier successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellatlen or modlfleaiion of the policy.

15. WORKERS* COMPENSATION.

IS.l By sigiiing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the (^ntractor is In compliance with
or e.xempi ftom, the requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 2fi1 -A
fU'eriera' Coit^ASotion ").
iSJ To the extent the Contractor is tubjcet to the
requirements ofNIL RSA chapter 28 l-A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require ar^ subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers' Compensation in
coAoeclJon with activities which the person proposes lo
undertake pursuant to this Agreement. Contractor shall
fimitsh the Contracting OfTieer Idenii fied in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers* Compcnsalion in the
manner describr^ In N.H. RSA chapter 28I'A and any
applicable renewal(s} thereof, which shall be alteched and arc
incorporatedherdn by reference. The State shall not be ,
responsible for poymcni of ony Workers* Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or bencftt for Contracior, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which miglil
ariM under applicable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compcnsaiioa laws In connection with ilw performanceofihe
Services unda this Agreement.

16. WAIVER OF BREAai. No failure by the Slate to
enforce any provisions hereof after any Event of Default shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to thai Event of
Default, or any subsequent Event of Default. No express
failure to enforce any Event of Default shall be deemed a
waiver of the right of the State lo enforce each and all of the
provisions hereof upon any fbnher or other Event of Default
on the pan of the Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto lo the;,(2^ter party
shall be docmed to have been duly Slivered or given at the
time of mailing by ccnificd mail, postage prepaid, in a United
Slates Post OfTrce addrasscd to the panics si the addresses
given in blocb Uand l.4,berclo.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement tiuy be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument In writing signed
by the panics hereto and only after approval of such
amendment, waiver or dischvgc by Ok Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire unless no

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
State tow, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordartce whh the
laws ofthc State of New Hampshire, and is binding upon and
inures to the benefit of the pania and their respective ■
successors and assigns. The wording used In this Agreemem
Is the wording chosen by the parties to c.xpms their mutual
intent, and no rule of eonsiruetlon shall be applied against or
in favor of any party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties heraio do i»o( intend lo
benefit ar>y third parties and this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
arc for reference purposes only, and the words contained
therein shall in no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in the interpretation, construction or rrteaniiig of (he
provisions of (his Agreement.

22. SPECUL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions Set
forth in the attached EXHIBIT C are Incorporated hcrdn by
rercTcrKc.

U, SEVERABIUTY. In (he event any of the provisions of
(his Agreement are held by a court ofeompdcni jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or federal law, (he remaining
provisions of this AgrecntenI will remain in full force aod
cffcet.

24. ENURE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be oiecuted in a number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed on original, constitutes (he entire Agreonent and
understanding between the parties, and supersedes all prior
Agreemenis and understandings relating t^to.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an Impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identlfted the Contractor as a
Subreclplent In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works

In New Hampshire.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible Individuals wtio:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model

(http'J/www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/contlnuum-of'Cdre.htm).
(

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care

that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and

communities to take responsibility' for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must:

Greater Nashua Council on Aicohotbm ExhlUl A Contractoi Iniesrs
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

2.2.2.1. Inform Uie Integrated Delivery N8twork(8) (lONs) of services
available in order to align this work with ION projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of
services available In order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or Impact ̂ e same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service
providers Involved in the dienfs care and the client's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Regional
Access Point contractor (RAP) that provides services
including, but not limKed to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely ddmisslon of clientis to services

2.2.2.4.2. _ Referring clients to RAP services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (46) hours

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to RAP services at the time of

discharge when a client is In need of RAP

services, and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; I.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives arKl the importance
of addressing trauma In treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment senrices assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
Individuais to achieve treatment objectives through the

Greater Nashua Council on AloQholiSfn Exhibit A Contrector InitWs
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Exhibit A

. exploration of substance use disorders and their

remifications, including an examination of attitudes arid
feelings, and consideration of altemab've solutions and
decision making with regard to eioohol end other drug related

problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive .Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Cnterla.

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive end structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services arxl activities that are provided

according to an individualized treatment plan that Includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary

alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Partial Hospttallzation as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 2.5.

Partial Hospltallzatlon services provide intensive and
structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug

treatment services and activities to individuals with substance

use and moderate to severe co*occurrin9 mental health

disorders, Including both behavioral health and medication

management (as appropriate) sen/Ices to address both

disorders. Partial Hospitalization is provided to clients for at

least 20 hours per week according to an Individualized
treatment plan that Includes a range of outpatient treatment

services and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug
services.

2.3.1.5. Transitional Living Services provide restdential substance use

disorder treatment services according to an Indh/lduaUzed

treatment plan designed to support Individuals as they
transition back into the community. Transitional Living

Services are not defined by ASAM. Transitionat Living

services must include at (east 3 hours of clinical services per
week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under

the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining
hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support

Worker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supervisor or a
Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay In this

service is six (6) months. Adult residents typically work In the

,  community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

GrMtef Neshua Council on Alcohoibm
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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Exhibit A

2.3.1.6. -Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM

Critena, Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential substance use

disorder treatment services designed to support Individuals
that need this residential service. The goal of low-intensity
residential treatment Is to prepare clients to become self-

sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work In
the community and may pay a portion of their room and
board.

2.3.1.7. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as

ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

substance use disorder treatment designed to assist

individuals who require a more intensive level of service in a
structured setting.

2.3.1.8. High Intensity Resld^tlal Treatment for Pregnant and
Parenting Women as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5.
This service provides residential substance use disorder

treatment to pregnant women and their children when

appropriately designed to assist indMduais who require a
more Intensive level of service in a structured setting.

2.3.1.9. Ambulatory Withdrawal Management services as defirted as

ASAM Criteria, Level 1-WM as an outpatient service.

Withdrawal Management services provide a combination of
clinical and/or medical services utilized to stabilize the client

while they are ur>d,ergotng withdrawal.

2.3.1.10. Residential Withdrawal Management senrlces as defined as

ASAM Criteria, Level 3.7-WM a residential . service.

Withdrawal Management services provide a combination of
clinical and/or medical sen/ices utilized to stabilize the client

while they are undergoing withdrawal.

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only In coordiriation with providing at least one of the services In Section
2.3.1.1 throuoh2.3.1.10toaclienL

2.3.2.1. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide
for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of
opiate and other substance use disorders. The Contractor
shall provide rtorwnedicat treatment seNices to the client in
conjunction with.the medical services provided either directly

by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
*  Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided. The

Orester Nashua Coundl on Alcoholism &chlbti A Connactor InUijis
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Exhibit A

Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment services In accordance with guidance provided by
the Department, 'Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key
Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication
Assisted Treatment Services for Opiold Use Disorders In New
Hampshire.'

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to e client's partidpatlor> In

treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an Individual

maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only In coordination
with providing at least one of the services In Section 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.10 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contrector may provide ir^dividual or group
Intensive Case Management In accordance
with SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

(https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-

Comprehenalve-Case-Management-for-

Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5-4215)
and which exceed the minimum case

management requirements for the ASAM

level of care.

■ 2.4.2.1.2. The Contractor will provide Intensive Case

Management by a:

2.4.2.1.2.1. Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the
supervision of a Llcertsed

Counselor or

2.4.2.1.2.2. A Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) , under' the
supervision of a Licerued
Supervisor or

2.4.2.1.2.3. Licensed Counselor

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant and Parenting Women:

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ExNbltA Contmctor InUab
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2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation
services to pregnant and parenting women to
and from services as required by the cllenl's
treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own
vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation
passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shail:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable

Federal and State Department of
Transportation and Department of
Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New

Hampshire . Administrative Ruie

Saf-C 500 and Inspected in
accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf'C 3200,

and are In good worldng order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules, Sef-C 1000.

drivers licensing, and Saf>C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as

applicabie.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Pregnant and Parenting Women:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to
children of pregnant and parenting women
while the Individual Is In treatment and case

management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care
and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed
chlldcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all a^licable
Federal and State childcare regulations such as
but not limited to New Hampshire

Administrative Rule He-C 4002 Child Care

Licensing.

Greater Nashua Councfl on AlcohollstT) ExhOXiA Coatnaot MOtH
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2.5. Enrolting Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determlr^ eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an Individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that Individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use .Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services.

2.5.2.2. Complete an Initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

individual, using the eligibility module in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
ellgibie for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income Information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients about any changes
in Income no (ess frequently than every 4
weeks.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all

services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.10 (except for Section 2.3.1.5
Transttionat Living) and 2.3.2, within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening In Section 2.5.2 atxive using the AS! Lite module, in Web
information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department wt^en the individuai is determined probable of being eligible for
services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Departmerit. upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, include a method to obtain
dinical evaluations that include DSM 5 diagnostic Information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
In October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

Greater Nashua Cound) on Alcoholism ErfibltA Contractor IntUab
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2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
busirtess days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations In Section 2.5.4
above before admission o£ Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation In Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In Section 2.3 determined by the client's dinica)
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless: ■

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is

urravallable at the time the level of care is determined In

Section 2.5.4, In which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as In Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency In the dienfs

service area that provides the senrice with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible dients for services in order of (he
priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with deperident children, even if

the children are not In their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated. Including the provision of interim

services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the

Contractor Is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Access Point service
provider in the dient's area to connect the client

with substance use disorder treatment services.
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2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with Identifying
alternative providers and svith accessing

services with these providers. This assistance
must include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.6.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or en alternative provider,
interim servlMs shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naioxone to reverse

the effects of an opiold overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or In the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of Injection drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. individuals with substance use and co-occuning mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opiold Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

with the criminal Justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Irxlividuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contrector must obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for Individuals whose
age la 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from (he parent or legal guardian when the dient Is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.
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2.5.11. The Contractor must Indude In the consent forrns language for client

consent to share information with other social service agencies involved in

the dient's care, indudlng but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families

' (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information shering In Section

2.5.11 above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify, the clients whose consent to Information
sharing In Section 2.5.11 above that they have the abifity to rescind the

consent at any time without any Impact on services provided under this

contract.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's Inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B;12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible cDents who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider,

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as

prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the

Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not

share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as

kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

2.6. Wattlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment sen/ices including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of Initiat contact In Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

Greater Nasht/a Council on Alcoholism ExNbltA^' Contractor
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first received substance use disorder treatment services In Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for ail clients, by the type of service
and payer source for aiJ the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.6
at>ove by the type of service end payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling In insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure flr\anclal resources necessary for Irvltial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, either
directly or through a ciosed^loop referral to a community provider. Other
potential sources for payment Include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1., Enrollment In public or private insurance. Inciuding but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after intake.

2.6. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.6.1. The Contractor shall assess ail clients for risk of self-harm at ell phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, Intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall assess ail clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,

during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013} guidance arxl shall:

2.6.2.1. Provide stabDization services when a client's level of risk

indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Cere that can be provided
under this contract, then the Contractor shall Integrate
withdrawal management Into the dierit's treatment plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that

withdrawal is managed safely.

2.6.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided

when a client's risk Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that Is higher than can be provided under this Contract;

Coordinate with the withdrawal management services
provider to admit the ctlent to an appropriate service once the
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client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be
provided under this contract, and

2.0.3. The Contractor must complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days of the clinical
evaluation (in Section 2.5.4 above), that address problems in ell ASAM
(2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include In ail individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and Inlenrentlons written In terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.6.3.1.2. measurable (including dear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's abinty to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the
individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there Is a stated time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's (nvoivement in Identifying, developing, and
- priorttizlng goals, objectives, and interventtons.

2.8.3.3. Are update t>ased on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medidne Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates much indude:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objedives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or add'rtlon of new
goals based on changes in the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the clienl needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes In functioning In any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the dient and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or If

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit A Camictor infflstj
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applicable, documentation of the client's refusal
to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.4.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
obiectives. and Interventions In the dlenfs treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In WITS.

The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with
other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance tf appropriate.
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
appllcabie. and In compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, Including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not
have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in

advance In compliance with state, federal laws
and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and if the client does
not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contraclor will make an appropriate referral to
one ervi coordinate care with that provider If
appropriate consents from the client Including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are
obtained in advance In compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the client
does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider If appropriate consents from
the client. Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If
applicable, are obtained In advance In

compliance with state, federal laws end state

and federal rules.
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2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers Into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe

available services and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2^8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party insurance, if

applicable. If appropriate consents from the
client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance In

compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.
1

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies

engaged with the client, including but not Umrted

to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, as
applicable and allowable with consent provided

pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.6.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file If the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

•Section 2.8.4 atxwe.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, trar^fer, ar^ discharge
plans for all Services In Section 2.3. except for Transltionai Living (See
Section 2.3.1.5), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in
accordance with the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criten'a for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Cn'teria A: The patient is

making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals articulated in the Indivldualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level

of care Is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goafs; or

2.6.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patiant Is not

yet making progress, but has the capacity to

Greater Nashua Council on Alcohoilsm EnNtiRA Conlrectof Inlliali ̂ 2^^—
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^  resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated In the

Individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is
assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; end /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C; New problems
have been ideritified that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The new
problem or priority requires services, the

frequency and Intensity of which can only safely
'  be delivered by continued stay In the current

level of care. The level of care which the

patient Is receiving treatment is therefore the

least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
Include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has

achieved the goals articulated In' the

Irvjlvlduallzed treatment plan, thus resolving the
^  problem(s) that justified admission to the

present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care Is Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B; The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(s) that

justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient Is determined to have

achieved the maximum possible benefrt from

engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (mora

or less Intensive) in the same type of services,
^  or discharge frorn treatment, is therefore

Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
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his or her ability to resolve his or her
prob)enn(s). Treatment at a qualitatively

different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore Indicated;

or

2.8.5.3,4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 0: The patient has
experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(8), or has developed a new
problem(8). and can be treated effectively at a

more Intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
servlcesAransfer/ or discharge Is necessary for Recovery

Support Services and Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following crHeria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be Included as an evldence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence*Based Practices Resource Center

httpsyAvww.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.6.6.2. The services shall t>e published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

'2:8:6.3: The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the sen^ices' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.6.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service Is supported by a documented
body of knowledge generated from similar or

related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shaO deliver services in this Contract In accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through Ure ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Sen/Ices Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TlPs)
available at http://store.8amhsa.gov/ll$t/3eries7name=T1P-

'  Series-Trealment-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-
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2.0.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available at

http://8tore.samhsa.gov/Iist/serie&7name=TechniC8l-
Asslstence-Publlcations-TAPs-SpageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor ehail offer to ai) eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and

nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education Tools that Include:

2.9.1.4.1. Asses cTients for motivation In stopping the use

of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

Qu(tLine;and

2.9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as

grounds for discharging clients from services
being provided under this contract.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the snnoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "splf tobacco, and the use of electronic

devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products Is prohibited

outside of the facility on the grounds.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ExhlbliA Contractor Inldalt.
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2.10.1.6. Include the following If use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds;

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
Including cigarette butts and matches, will be

extinguished and disposed of In appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.
I

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehicle.
I

2.10.1.6. Prohibit tobacco use In personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and Included In employee, dient, and
visitor orientation. )

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meat the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of woric In this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (L.ADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and

the number of clients served.

3.1.3. All unHcensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support

services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No llcensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an alternative supervjslon plan (See
Exhibit A-1 Section 8.1.2). '

3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50
dients or portion thereof.
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3.1.6.. Provide ongoing clinlcai supervision that occurs at regular intervals In
accordance with the Operational Reguirements in Exhibit A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
. therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

3.1.6.2. Group supen/Islon to help optimize the ieamlng experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on;

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice Issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions as descrit>ed In Addiction Counseling
Competer^cies'. The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
Practice, available at http://8tore.8amhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addictlon-
Coun86iing-Competencies/Sh4A15-4171 and

3.2.3. The starxlards of practice , and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis ^
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and approptiate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shail notify the Department, in writing of changes In key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly Indicate the staff member Is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff (or whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shail notify the Department In writing within one month of hire wtien
^  a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this

scope of services Is hired to work In the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly Indicates the staff memt>er Is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.6. The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within 14 calendar days, wtren
there Is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for nwre than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student tntems to
address minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns
having direct contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student interns complete an approved ethics course and en

•  approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
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Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3.2.2. and appropriate Information security erxJ conftdentiality practices for
handling protected health Information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professtonal Practice in
Sectton 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling
proteded health Information (PHI) end substance use disorder treatment records as

safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education In the ever
changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules
relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff involved In client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, If after
the contract effective date, on the foltawing:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide In-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
lmmurK>def]clehcy virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
tSTDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher fscilltles Ilcensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shaP use the Web Information TechrK}logy System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

I
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5.2. The Contractor shal), before providing services, obtain written Informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that;

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have'access to all information that is entered Into the
WITS system; I

I

5.2.3. Any Information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose Information Is entered Into the WITS

system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the infonned consent in 5.2 and/or consent in

5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered Into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under (his contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
be assisted In finding alternative payers for the

required services.

■ 5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Conlractof shall report on the following;

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of alt clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who ere discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to

achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau In wrfting as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that

6.1.3.1. "Critical Incldont" means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

Greatm Nashuo Council on Alootionsm ExMUia Contractor mttUs
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j  serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse; ^
6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights vtolatloh;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as

possible and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in v^ng as soon as possible end no
more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve any
Individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
-immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall Include:

6.1.62.1. The reporting indivlduars name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
indlvidualfs) Involved In the event;

6.1.62.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event. Including what, v4ien,
where, how the event happened, end other

relevant Infonnation, as well as the Identiftcation

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the poDce were Involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.62.6. The identification of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Withiri 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"

Greater Nashua Council on MoohoUvn Exhibit a Contractor initials
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(February 2017), available at

https://v^vw.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reportlng-form.pdf
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional Information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form In Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, In writing, as It becomes available or upon

request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional Information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1

through 6.1.6.4 above If required by the department; end

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,

as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shad participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and In-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by

the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7:2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract

funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract

period that has elapsed. If there Is a difference of more than
10% between expended funding and elapsed time on the

contract the Contractor shall notify the Department within 5

days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department.

6. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
6.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractors fiscal Integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit end Loss Statement shall

Orester Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit A Contractor Initials
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Include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula; Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments
dMded by total operating expenditures. less

depreciation/amortization and in-klrxJ plus principal payments
on disbt divided by days In the reporting period.. The short-
term Investments as used above rhust mature wfthin three (3)
months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definrtlon; A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cos! of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liatjilltles.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's 8t>flity to
cover the cost of Its current portion of Its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreclation/Amoflizallon
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and Interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.I.I4. Source of Data: The Contractor's ,Monthly Financial
Statements Identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

Oretier Nashua Couftdl on Alcoholism ExhlbhA Conir«etorlniaai»..^2^_
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8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio Is an indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover its iiabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less totslliabilHies) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a
minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does rwt meet either

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least

every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance Is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional Informatton to assure

continued access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall pro^de requested
Information in a tlmeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email wfthin tvwnty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
litigation, irivestlgation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially Impact or impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet Profit & Loss Statement. Cash Flow Statement, and aD
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
Include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by.or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.
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9. Performance Measures
9.1. The Conlractor's contract performance shall be measured as In Section 9.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative Impacts of substance misuse.
Including but not limited to the opiold epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as coUected in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data In WITS used in the following measures:

9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting services who receive any
service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.

9.2.2. Engagement; % of clients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on
at least 2 separate days wkhln 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Clinically Appropriate Services: % clients receiving ASAM Criteria
identified SLID services (as identified by Initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determlrution) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enrolled clients receiving any type of SLID
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days within 45 days
of initial screening.

9.2.5. Treatmerit Comptellon;. Total # of discharged (dis-enrotled) clients
completing treatment

9.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.2.6.1. Reduction In /no change in the frequency of substance use at ̂
discharge compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase In/no change in number of Individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction In/no change in number of Individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase in/no change In number of individuals participating In
community support services at last service compared to first
service
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10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. in the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the

Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

t

10.2. The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The actlon(s) that will be taken to correct each defidency;

10.2.2. The actlon(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The (^an for monitoring to ensure that the actions at>oye are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when, the vendor will report to the Department on progress on

implementation and effectiveness.
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The Contfactof shall comply with the following requirements;

1. Requirements for Organizational or Program Changes.
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes in any of the following:
1.1.1; Ownership;
1.1.2. Physical location;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2, When there is a new administrator, the following shall apply;
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the department In writing as soon as possible prior to

a change in administrator, and immediately upon the lack of an administrator,
and provide the department with the following;

1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of the new administrator required In Section 1.2
above;

1.2.2.2. A resume identifying the name and qualifications of the new administrator;
and

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator;
1.2.3. When there is a change In the name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secretary of State, if applicable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program. It shall submit to the
department:

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clients being served in the
coritracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and trar^sfer of the client's records being served in
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.6 - 12.10 below and
with the consent of the client.

2. Inspections.
2.1. For the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at any time to Inspect the following:
2.1.1. • The facility premises;
2.1.2. All programs and services provided under the contract; arrd
2.1.3. records required by the contract.

2.2. A notice -of deficiencies shall be Issued when, as a result of any inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor Is In violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. If the notice Identifies deficiencies to t>e corrected, the Contractor shall submit a plan of
correction In accordance within 21 working days of receiving the Inspection findings.

3. Administrative Remedies.

3.1. The department shall Impose administrative remedies for violations of contract
Tequirements. including;
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of corTectlon (POC);
3.1.2.. Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor;
3.1.3. Suspension of 8 contract; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Exhibit A-1 Contactor lnlt!atev^4_
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3.2. When administrative remedies are imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency:
3.2.2. Identifies the specific remedy(s) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor vkrith Ir^formatlon regarding the right to a hearing In

accordance with RSA 541-A and'He-C 200.
3.3. A POC shall be developed and enforced In the following manner

3.3.1. Upon receipt of a notice of deficiencies, the Contractor shall submit a written
POC within 21 days of the date on the notice describing;

3.3.1.1. How the Contractor intends to correct each deficiency;
3.3.1.2. What measures will be put In place, or what system (Ganges wfll be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submission of the POC;
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance.with contract requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices as cited In the inspection

report;
3.3.2.3. Prevents a new violaUon of contract requirements as a result of

Implementation of the POC; and
3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon which the deficiencies will be corrected;

3.4. ff the POC is acceptable, the department shall provide written notification of acceptance
of the POC;

3.5. If the POC Is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor in writing of the
- reason-forrejectingthePOC:

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the written notification in 3.5 above;

3.7. The revised POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be revleyved in accordance with
3.3.2 above;

3.8. If the revised POC is not acceptable to the department, or Is not submitted within 21
days of the dale of the written notification in 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the implementation of any POC that has been submitted
and accepted by:
3.9.1. Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.9.2. Conducting a fbllow-up inspection; or
3.9.3. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled inspection:

3.10. Verification of the implementation of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor in the plan; and

3.11. ' If the POC or revised POC has not been lmplenf>ented by the completion date, the
Contractor shall be Issued a directed POC in accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shall develop and impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contractor to implement when:

3.12.1. As a result of an inspection, deficiencies were Identified that require Immediate
oorrectlve.action.to protect the.health and safety of the clients or personnel;

3.12.2. A revised POC Is not submitted within 21 days of the written notification from the
department; or

Greater Nashua CouncB on Alcoholism Exhibit A-1 Contactor initial•
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3.12.3. A revised POC Submitted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibnities of All Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder as
applicable.

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of, care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basis.

4.3. The Contractor shell provide for the necessary quallfled personnel, facilities, equlpmerrt.
and supplies for the safety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and Implement written policies and procedures governing
its operation and all services provided.

4.5. All policies and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6; The Contractor shall;
4.6.1. Employ an administrator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the

Contracton
4.6.2. Maintain a current Job description and minimum qualifications (or the

administrator, Induding the administrator's authority and duties; and
4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of convnand that sets forth the line of authority for

the operation of the Contractor the staff posllion(5) to be delegated the authority
and responsibility to act In the administrator's behatf when the administrator is
absent.

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents in a public area;
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's polides and procedures relative to the implementation

•of client rights and responslbiWies. including client oonfldentiaiity per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identifying the
location of. and access to all fire exits.

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading Information to the department.

4.9. The Contractor shall comply with all conditions of warnings and administrative remedies
issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit and allow any department representative to Inspect the
certified premises and all programs and services that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract.

4.11. The Contractor shall;
4.11.1. Report all critical Incidents and sentinel events to the department in accordance

with Exhibit A,,Section 20.2.3;
4.11.2. Submit additional information if required by the department; and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shall Implement policies and procedures for reporting:
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploitation. In accordance with RSA 169-

C:29-30; and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults, in accordance v4th RSA 149-

F:49.
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4.13. The Contractor shall report all positive tuberculosis test results for personnel to the
office of disease control In accordance with RSA 141-C:7. He-P 301 02 and He-P
301.03.

4.14. For residential programs, if the Contractor accepts a client who Is known to have a
disease reportable under He-P 301 or an infectious disease, w4iich is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body which might or might not be
contagious; the Contractor shall follow the required procedures for the care of the
clients, as specined by the United States Centers for Disease ControJ and Prevention
2007 Guideline for Isolation Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infectious
Agents in Healthcare Settings. June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall implement state and federal regulations on client confldenliality.
Including provisions outlined in 42 CFR 2.13, RSA 172:8-a, and RSA 318-B:12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a dient or.the dient's guardian or agent, If
any, with a copy of his or her dient record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contractor shall develop policies and procedures regarding the release of
Information contained In client records. In accordance with 42 CFR Pert 2. the Health
insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and RSA 318-B;10.

4.18. All records required by the contract shall be legible, current, accurate and available to
the department during an inspection or Investigation conduded In accordance with
this contract.

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electranic records shall develop written policies and
procedures designed to proted the privacy of clients and personnel that, at a
minimum, Include:

4.19.1. Procedures for backing up files to prevent loss of data;
- 4;19.2; Safegoards fef malntainlng -the confldenllality of Information pertaining to dients

and staff; 2md
4.19.3. Systems to prevent tarnperlng with information pertaining to clients and staff.

4.20.. The Contrador's service slte(s) shall:
4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessibility and barrier

free guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 et seq;
4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and sodal

activities, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confidential dient records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.

4.21. The Contrador shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contrador and Its
staff, as well as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct

4.22. The Contrador shall maintain specific policies on the following:
4.22.1. Client rights, grievance and appeals policies and procedures;
4.22.2. Progressive discipline, leading to administrative discharge;
4.22.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;
4.22.4. Polides on dient alcohol and other drug use while In treatment;
4.22.5. Polides on dient and employee smoking that are in compliance with Exhibit A

Sedlon2.11: ,
4.22.6. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, including a requirement for the filing

of written reports of actions taken in the event of staff misuse of alcohol or other
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4.22.7. Policies and procedures for holding a client's possessions;
. 4.^6. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medlcatjon policy;
4.22.10.Urine specimen cotlecUon. as applicable, that:

4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection Is conducted In a manner that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.2. Minimize falsification;
4.22.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the following:

4.22.11.1. Medical emergencies;
4.22.11.2. Infection control and universal precautions, including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
4.22.11.3. Reporting employee injunes;
4.22.11.4. Fire monitoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill policy and

procedures;
4.22.11.5. Emergency closings;
4.22.11.6. Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

4.22.12.Procedures for protection of client records that govern use of records, storage,
removal, conditions for release of information, and compliance with 42CFR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portablllly and Accountability Act (HIPAA); and

4.22.13. Procedures related to quality assurance and quality Improvement.
5. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall maintain procedures regarding collections from client fees, private
or public insurance, and other payers responsible for the client's finances; and

5.2. At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the cltent, and the
clienVs-guardian,-agent, or personal-representative, vrith a listing of all known applicable
charges and identify what care and services are included In the charge.

6. Dient Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of all client screenings, including:

6.1.1. The client name and/or unique client identifier,
6.1.2. The.cllent referral source;
6.1.3. The date of Initial contact from the client or referring agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening:
6.1.5. The result of the screening, Including the reason for denial of services if

applicabte;
6.1.6. For any dient who is placed on a waitlist, record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and interim services or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of all dient contacts between screening and removal from the waitlist;
and

6.1.8. Date dient was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal
6.2. For any client who Is denied sen/Ices, the Contractor Is responsible for:

6.2.1. informing the client of the reason for denial;
6.2.2. Assisting the client in Identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny services to a dient solely because the client:
6.3..1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.3.2. Relapsed from an earlier treatment;
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications, including but not limited to opiates or
benzodiazepines; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a nr»ental health disorder.
6.4. The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a current job description for all staff, including contracted

staff, volunteers, and student Interns, which shall Include;
7.1.1. Job title;
7.T2. Physical requirements of tt)e position;
7.1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. Title of Immediate supenrisor.'

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and implement policies regard^g criminal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, Include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record;
7.2.2. Requiring the administrator or his or her designee to obtain and review a

criminal records check from the New Hampshire departmer^t of safety for each
prospective employee;

7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to ensure the health, safety,
or well-being of clients;

7.2.3.1. Felony convicttons In this or any other state;
7-.-2.3.2. Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
. 7.2.3.3. Flndir^gs by the department or any administrative agency In this or any other

state for assault, fr^ud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3.above for good cause shown.

7.3. All staff, including contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualifications of the posKion as

listed in their job description;
7.3.2. Not exceed the criminal background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown, in accordance with policy established in
7.2.4 above;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certified as required by state statute and as
applicable;

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with clients, which includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics, including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Contractor's policies on client rights and responsibilities and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confidentiality requirements as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 atjove
and Section 17 below,

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as required in Section
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Section 18 below. iOiy
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibilities and the policies, procedures, and guidelines
of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administrative and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. The Contractor's Infection prevention program;
7.3.4.8. The Contractor's ftre, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responsibilities of personnel In an emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found

In RSA 161-F and RSA 169-C:29: and

7.3.5. Sign and date documentation that they have taken part in an orientation as
described in 7.3.4 above; !

7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual ln*service education, which Includes a review of
all elements described in 7.3.4 above.

7.4. Prior to having contact with clients, employees and contracted employees shall:
7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening

conducted not more than 12 months prior to employment which shall Include at a
minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee;

7.4.1.2. The date of the examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious illness or any other illness

that would affect the examinee's ability to perform their job duties;
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-step tuberculosis (TB) test, Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); and
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practitionar;

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
-when the-results-of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centers for Disease Control Guidelines for
Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculosis in Health Facilities Settings, 2005,
if the person has either a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or potential
for occupational 'exposure to Mycobacterlum tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with Infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employees, contracted employees, volunteers and independent Contractors who have
direct contact with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test.

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store in a secure and confidential manner, a current

personnel file for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall Include, at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. A completed application for employment or a resume. Including:
7.6.2. Identification data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the current job description or agreement, signed by the Individual, that

Identifies the:

7.6.4.1. Position title;
7.6.4.2. Qualrflcations and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

.. , . -7.6.5. .. .Written verffication that the.person meets the Contractor's qualifications for the
assigned job description, such as school transcripts, certifications and licenses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certification in

health care field and CPR certification, If applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for communicable diseaises results required in 7.4 above;
7.6.9. Written performance appraisals for each year of employment including

description of any correcklve actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to be necessary;.

7.6.10. Documentation of annual Ih'seryjce education as required by 7.3.6 atx>ve;
7.6.11. Inforrhaticn as to the general content and length of all oontinuing education or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed statement acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the client's rights and responsibilities, including cohfidentlallty
requirements, and acknowledging training and implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the time the initial offer of employment Is'
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction in this or any other stale;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exptoitatlon or pose a threat to the health, safety or
well-being of a client; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency In
this or any other state for assault fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of jhe criminal records check and any vyatvers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An Individual need not re^lsclose any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above If the

documentation Is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the matertal and
granted a waiver so that the Individual can continue employment.

6. Clinical Supervision.
8.1. Contractors shall comply with the following clinical supervision requlrertients for

unHcensed courtselors:

8.1.1. All unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless
the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan.

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for
every forty (40) hours of direct dient contact;

8.1.4. Supervision shall be provided on an Individual or group basis, or both,
depending upon the employee's need, experience and skill level;

8.1.5. Supervision shall include following techniques:
8.1.5.1. Review of case records;
8.1.5.2. Observation of Interactions with clients;
8.1.5.3. Skill development: and
8.1.5.4. Review of case management activities; and

8.1.6. Supervisors shall maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

.. .8.1.7. Individuals licensed or.certified shall receive supervision In accordar>ce with the
requirement of their licensure.
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9. Clinical Services.

9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a clinical care manual which includes policies
and procedures related to all clinical services provided.

9.2. All clinical services provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on the client's strengths;
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served;
9.2.3. Be client and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma Informed, which means designed to acknowledge the Impact of

violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of addressing trauma
in treatment; and

9.3. Upon a client's admission, the Contractor shall conduct a client orientation, either
individually or by group, to Include the following:
9.3.1. Rutes, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and facility;
9.3.2. Requirements for successfully completing the program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge;
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding conridentiality, Including the limits of confidentiaiity

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the client to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.

' 9.3.6. Upon a client's admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an
HIV/AIDS iscreening, to Include;

9.3.7. The provision of Information;
9.3.8. Risk assessment;
9.3.9. Intervention and risk reduction education, and

• 9.3.10.- Referral for-testing, If appropriate, vrithin 7 days of admission;
10. Treatment and Rehabilitation.

10.1. A LADC or unlicensed counselor under the supenrislon of a LAOC shall develop and
maintain a written treatment plan for each cBent In accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competencies available at
http://store.8amhsa.gov/li5t/seri8s7rtamesTechnical*Asslstance^ublications-TAPs-
&pageNumberBl which addresses all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shaD be developed as foliows:
10.2.1. Within 7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an embulalory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatment plans shall contain, at a minimum, the following.elements;
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and Interventions written In terms that are specific,

measurable. attainat>le, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. Identifies the recipient's dinlcel needs, treatment goals, and objectives;
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths and resources for achieving goals and ot^ectives

In 10.3.1 above;
10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet tho^ needs, goats, and

objectives;
10.3.5. Identifies referral to outside Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specific

goal or objective when the service cannot be delivered by the treatment
program; ... ..

10.3.6. Provides the criteria for terminating specific interventions; and ■
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10.3.7. includes specification and description of the indicators to be used to assess the
indivlduars progress.

10.3.8. Documentation of participation by thie client in the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate: and

10.3.9. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4

V  sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent.
10.5. Treatment plan updates shall include;

10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting treatment plan goals
and objectives;

10.5.2. Modincation of existing goals or addition of new goals based on changes in the
clients functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the dieni needs lo move to a
different level of care based on changes In functioning In any ASAM domain and
documentation of the reasons for this assessment.

10.5.4. The signature of the dlent and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan, or If applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the individualized treatment planning In 10.3 above, all Contractors
shall provide dlent education on:

10.6.1. Substance use disorders;
~10.€r2.- Relapse prevention;
10.6.3. Infectious diseases assodated with injection drug use, Induding but not limited

lo. HIV, hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessation options;
10.6.7. The impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks lo the fetus, and the

importance of Informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. All group counseling sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer per

counselor.

10.8. Progress notes
10.8.1. A progress note shall be completed for each Indlvldua), group, or family

treatment or education session.

10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the following components:
10.8.2.1. Data, Including self-report, observations, inten/entlons, current

issues/stressors, functional impairment, interpersorial behavior, motivation,
and progress, as it relates to the current treatment plan;

10.8.2.2. Assessment, including progress, evaluation of Intervention, and obstacles
or barriers; and /Q?/
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10.8.2.3. Plan. Including tasks to be completed between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and

10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a daQy shift change log which documents such
things as client behavior and significant events that a subsequent shift should t>e
made aware of.

11. Client Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. A client shell be discharged from a program for the following reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes in the client's functioning
relative to ASAM criteria;

11.1.2. Program termination, including: ^
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2. Non-compliance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The client left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and
11.1.3. The client Is inaccessible, such as the dient has been jailed or hospitalized; and

11.2. In all cases of client discharge or transfer, the counselor shall complete a narrative
discharge summary,-including, at a minimum:

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;
11.2.2. The clients psychosocial substance abuse history arxl legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the client's progress toward treatment goals in all ASAM domains;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer;
11.2.5. The client's OSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to include other assessment testing

completed during treatment;.
11.2.6. A summary of the client's physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer.
11.i.?. A-continulng care-plan, Including all ASAM domains;
11.2.8. A determination as to whether the client would be eltgible for re-admission to

treatment, if applicable; and ;
11.2.9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days following a client's discharge or transfer from the program;

or

11.3.2. For withdrawal management services, by the end of the next business day
fotlowing a client's discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, either from one level of care to another within the same
certified Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the client's treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be Inciud^ in the client's record; and

11.4.2. Update the dienl assessment and treatment plan.
11.5. When transferring a cTient to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

shall forward copies of the fotlowing information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of confidential information Is signed by the dient:

11.5.1. The discharge summary;
11.5.2. Client demographic information, Induding the client's name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Sodai Security
' . .. number; and
11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment information,

Induding:
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11.5.3.1.TB test results;
11.5.3.2. A record of the client's treatment history; and
11.5.3.3. Documentatton of any court-mandated or agency-recommended follow-up

treatment.

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that:

11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care in ell ASAM domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups Including, when Indicated, facilitated self-

help; and
11.6.3. Assists the client in making contact with other agencies or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document in the client record if and why the meeting In Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.8. A Contractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only if:
11.6.1. The client's behavior on program premises Is abusive, violent, or lilegat;
11.8.2. The client Is non-compliant with prescription medications;
11.6.3. Cnnical staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may include

the client's continued use of Illicit drugs or an unwillingness to follow appropriate
clinical interventions; or

11.8.4. The client violates program njles In a manner that Is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive discipline poFicy.

12. Client Record System.
12.1. Each Contractor shall have policies and procedures to Implement a comprehensive

client record system. In either paper form or electronic form, or both, that complies
with this section.

- 'The cBent-recofd of each client served shall communicate Information In a manner that Is:

12.1.1. Organized into related sections with entries In chronological order:
12.1.2. Easy to read and understand;
12.1.3. Complete, containing all (he parts; and
12.1.4. Up-to-date, Including notes of most recent contacts.

12.2. The client record shall Include, at a minimum, the following components, organized
as follows:

12.2.1. First section. Intake/Initial Information:
12.2.1.1. Identification data, including the client's:

12.2.1.1.1. Name;
12.2.1.1.2. Dale of birth;

12.2.1.1.3. Address; . ^
12.2.1.1.4. Telephone number; and
12.2.1.1.5. The last 4 digits of the client's Social Security number;

12.2.1.2. Thedateofadmlsslon; ,
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the client, the name and address

of:

12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; and
12.2.1.3.2. The representative payee;

12.2.1.4. The r^me, address, and telephone number of the person to contact in the
event of. an emergency: .

12.2.1.5. Contact Information for the person or entity referring the client for services,
as applicable;
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12.2.1.6. The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor;

12.2.1.7. The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor, if applicable;

12.2.1.8. The name and address of the client's public or private health insurance
Contractor(s). or both;

12.2.1.9. The. client's religious preference, if any;
12.2.1.10. The client's personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Cun-ent medications:

12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the client's cument admission and
determined by the counselor to be relevant; and

12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notification of client rights;
12.2.2. Second section. Screening/Assessment/Evaluation:

12.2.2.1. Documentation of all elerrtents of screening, assessment and evaluation
required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;

12.2.3. Third section. Treatment Planning:
12.2.3.1.The individual treatment plan, updated at designated intervals In

accordance with Sections 10.2-10.5 above; and

12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progress notes and reports from all programs involved,
as required by Section 10.8 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section. Discharge Planning:
12.2.4.1. A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2 and 11.3

above;
12.-2.5. Fifth section. Releases of Information/Miscellaneous:

12.2.5.1. Release of InformaKon forms compliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
12.2.5.3. Any other information the Contractor deems significant.

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record system, then the sections In
Section 12.3 above shall be tabbed sections.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic format, the sections in Section 12.3 above shall
not apply provided that all Information listed in Section 12.3 above is included in the
electronic record.

12.5. All client records maintained by the Contractor or Its sub-Contractors, including paper
files, facsimile transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be stnctly confidential.

12.6. All confidential Information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at all
times as follows:

12.6.1. Paper records and external electronic storage media shall be kept in locked file
cabinets;

12.6.2.^ All electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. All confidential notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded Immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as foliows:
12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.
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12.7. In the event of a program dosure, the Contractor closing Us treatment program shall
arrange for the continued management of all client records. The closing Contractor
shall notify the department In writing of the address where records will be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12.6. The closing ContrBctor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that It will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records ̂ ^4thln 10
working days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consent to another
Contractor; or ,

12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication Services.

13.1. No administration of medications, Including physician samples, shall occur except by
a licensed medicai practitioner working within their scope of practice.

13.2. All prescription medications brought by a dlent to program shall be In their original
containers and legibly display the following information:

13.2.1. The client's name;
13.2.2. The medication name and strength;
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.2.4. The route of administration;
T3.2.5. The frequency of administration; and
13.2.6. The date ordered.'

1-3.3. -Any-change-or-discontinuatlon of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licer^ed practitioner.

13.4. All prescription medications, with the exception of nilroglycerin, epi-pens, and rescue
Inhalers, which may be kept on the client's person or stored in the client's room, shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. All medications shall be kept In a storage area that Is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized personnel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to allow correct identification of each client's medicatlon(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated In a manner sufficient to eilow reading of all medication labels;

and

13.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.4.2. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-B:1-b, shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked medication storage area and .
accessible only to authorized personnel; and

13.4.3. Topical liquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shall
be stored In a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
client medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled in the following manner:
13.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be aBowed to be

brought into the program;
13.6.2. OTC medication shall be stored In accordance with Section 13.4 above.
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13.6.3. QIC medication containers shall be marked with the name of the client using the
medication and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner;

13.7. All medications self-administered by a client, with the exception of nltroglycerin, epi-
per\s. and rescue inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at
the correct time;

13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically
handle the medication Itself In any manner;

13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and
type of medication;

13.8. For each medication taken, staff shall document In an Individual client medication log
the following:

13.6.1. The medication name, strength, dose, frequency and route of administration;
13.8.2. The date and the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or identifiable Initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.8.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a client's discharge;
13.9.1, The client medication log In Section 13.8 above shall be Included In the cftenfs

record; and

13.9.2. The client shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her
14. Notice of Client Rights

44.-1. Programs shall Inform clients of their rights under these rules In clear,
understandable language and form, both verbally and in writing as follows:

14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be Informed of their rights to evaIuatior>s and
access to treatrhent

14.1.2. Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry Into any program and at least
once a year after entry;

14.1.3.'Initial and annual notifications of client rights in Section 14 above shall be
documented In the client's record; and

14.2. Every program within the service delivery system shall post rwtice of the rights, as
follows:

14.2.1. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously;
14.2.2. The notice shall be presented In clear, understandable language and form; and
14.2.3. Each program and residence shall have on the premises complete copies of

rules periaining to client rights that are available for client review.
15. Fundamental Rights.

15.1. No person receiving treatment for a substance use disorder shall be deprived of any
legal right to which all citlzerts are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment services system.

16. Personal Rights.
16.1. Persons who are applicants for sen/ices or clients in the service delivery system shall

be treated by program.staff.with.dlgnity and.respect.at all times.
16.2. Clients shall be free from abuse, neglect and exploitation including, at a minimum,

the following:
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16^.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-verbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect;

16.2.2. Freedom from the intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

16.Z3. Freedom from persona) or finandel exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality
17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the oonfidantiallty requirements In 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. In cases where a dlent, attorney or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
. free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older Is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA 318:B12-a. the following shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature.alone shall audtorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release.
18. Client Grievances

18.1. Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter, Including any alleged
violation of a right afforded by these rules or by any slate or f^eral law or rule.

18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
Individual client or a group of clients.

18.3. The rules governing procedures for protection of client rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints and grievances.

19. Treatment Rights.
19.-1. —Each dient-shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment, including:

19.1.1. The right of access to treatment Including:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicanfs need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the services needed;
19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessary services when those services are

available, subject to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment Including:
19.1.2.1. Services provided In keeping with evidence-based cUnlcat and professional

standards applicable to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for which the client Is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to receive services In such a manner as to promote the client's full
participation In the oommunlty;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment to which a person Is entitled In
accordance with the time frame set forth in the client's Individual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an Individual treatment plan developed, reviewed and revised In
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 10.5 above which addresses the client's own
goals; .

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and services contained in an individual treatment
plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate In meaningful
activities In the communities in which the client lives and works;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment in the least restrictive ailemative or
environment necessary to achteve the purposes of treatment Including programs
which.least restrict:

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement; and
19.1.7.2. Participation In the community, while providing the level of support needed

by the client;
19.1.8. The right to be Informed of all significant risks, benefits, side effects and

alternative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment,
piacement or referral following an informed decision such that

19.1.8.1 ■ Whenever possible, the consent shall be given in writing; and
19.1.8.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at least one person;
19.1.9. The'right to refuse to participate In any form of experimental treatment or

research;
19.1.10. The right to be fully informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement including the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek changes in placement, services or treatment at anytime; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the sen/ice

delivery system;
19.1.12.The right to services which promote independence including services directed

toward:

19.1.12.1. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the client's needs for.
continued services and treatment; and

19.1.12.2. Promoting the ability of the clients to function at their highest capacity and
asHndependeintlyBs possible;

19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and treatment Including, if rweded.

assistance in finding such care in a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion Including:

19.1.15.1. At the client's own expense, the consultative services of:
19.1.15.1.1. Private physicians;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologists:
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1.4. Other health pracb'tioners; and

19.1.15.2. Granting to such health practitioners reasonable access to the client, as
required by Section 19.1.15, in programs and allowing such practitioners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the following present at any
treatment meeting requiring dient partteipation and informed decision-fliaking:

19.1.16.1. Guardian:

19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney:
19.1.16.4. Family member;
19.1.16.5. . Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant; and

A
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.  19.1.17.The fight to freedorh from restraint Including the right to be free from seclusion
and physical, mechanical or pharmacological restraint.

19.2. No treatment professional shall be^required to administer treatment contrary to such
professional's clinical judgment.

19.3. Programs shall, w^henever possible, maximize the decision-making authority of the
client.

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent jurisdiction:

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that in the course of service provision, the guardian
and all persons Involved in the provision of service are made aware of the
client's views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shall only make decisions that are within the scope of the powers set
forth In the guardianship order Issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
and the order shall be kept In the client's record at the program;

19.4.4. If any Issues arise relative to the provision of services and supports which are
outside the scope of the guardian's decision-making authority as set forth in the
guardianship order, the client's choice and preference relative to those Issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority is expended by the court to Include
those issues;

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as arie necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the decision-making authority granted by the court Including;

19.4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the limits on his or her decision-making
authority; and

19.4.5.2. If necessaryr-bringlng-ti^e matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act in a manner that furthers the best interests of the client;
19.4.7. In acting In the best Interests of the client, the guardian shall take Into

conslderalion the views, preferences and aspirations of the client;
19.4.8. The program shall take such steps as are necessa^ to prevent a guardian from

acting in a manner that does not further the t>est interests of the client and, if
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; and

19.4.9. In the event thai there is a dispute between the-program and the guardian, the
program shall inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate couii that appointed the guardian.

20. Termination of Services.
20.1. A client shall be terminated from a Contractor's service if the client:

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other clients or staff, or engages In Illegal
activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from the 8ervice(s) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatment;
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she Is receiving despite having the

financial resources to do so; or
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she Is receiving despite the fact that the clienl is or might be eligible for such
benefits.
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20.2. A termination from a Contractor's services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the client and client's guardian, if any. that:

20.2.1: Give the effecUve date of tennlnationi
20.2.2. Ust the clinical or mar>agement reasons for termir\aUon; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document In the record of e client who has been termlr^ated that:

20.3.1. The client has been notified of the termination; and
20.3.2. The.termlnatlon has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights in Residential Programs.
21.1. In addition to the foregoing rights, clients of residential programs shall also have the

following rights:
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane livir>g environment;
21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others, including:

21.1.2.1. The right (o send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
21.1.2.2. The right to have reasonable access to telephones and to t>e allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a client to reimburse them for the cost of
any calls made by the client;

21.1.Z3.The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may Impose reasonable restrictions on the numt>er and time of
visits In order to ensure effective provision of services; end

21.1.3. The right to engage in social and recreatlorial activities including the provision of ^
regular opportunities for clients to engage In such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, Including the following:
21:T.4;1.The right to-courtesies such as knocking on closed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;.
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal interaction in a private setting except

that any conduct or activity which Is illegal shall be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. The right to be free from searches of their persons and possessions except

in accordance with applicable constitutional and legal standards;
21.1.5. The right to Individual choice, Including the following:

21.1.5.1. The right to keep.and wear their own clothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possessions; .
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read materials of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and
21.1.5.5. The right not to work and to be compensated for any work performed,

except that:
21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeepir^ .tasks

within the client's own immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,
without compensation; and

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential program, if the work is
consistent with their Individual treatment plans and the client is
compensated .for work performed: and

21.1.6. The right to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held in safekeeping by the
residence. ^ .
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21.2. Nothing in Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
. behavior of the residents.

21.3. Clients shall be informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
21.4. House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be in conformity wHh this

section.

21.5. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for compliance with this section in
. connection with quality assurance site visits.

21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1.4.3 above, Contractors may develop policies and
procedures that allow searches for alcohol and illicit drugs be conducted: .

21.6.1. Upon the client's admission to the program; and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists, including such proof as:

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohol or Illegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Requirements
22.1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict In the requirements listed below, the

applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, rules arid requirements shaD
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to Increase the
Contractor's compliance.

22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty treatment for pregnant and parenting women:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and. therefore, admits both

women and their children into treatment, if appropriate.

21.2.2. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
-and their-ohitdren Into tFeatm6nt,-ff appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arrartges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse services, Including prenatal care.

21.2.4. The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric care' for the
women's children, including immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-specific substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic interventions for women that may address
Issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic Interventions for children
In custody of women in treatment which may. among other things, address
the children's developmental needs and their Issues of sexuai abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect.

21.2.8. The program provides or arranges for sufficient case management and
transportation, services to ensure that the women and their children have
access to (he ser\4ces described above.
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22.3. Arrange for means activities to assist the client In finding and engaging In a service,
which may Include, but is not limited to helping the client to locate an appropriate
provider, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients with those providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all
programs In this Contract as follows;

22.4.1.. Within 7 days of reaching 90y» of capadty. the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

22.4.2. The program admits each individual who requests and is in need of treatment for
intravenous drug abuse not later than;

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days if the program has no capacity to admit the individual on the date

of the request and. vrfthin 46 hours after the request, the program makes
interim services available until the individual Is admitted to a substance
abuse treatment program

22.4.3. The program offers Interim services that Include, at a minimum, the following:
22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tuberculosis (TB), the risks of

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and Infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment services, if necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that Includes a unique patient
Identrfier for each Injecting drug abuser seeking treatment, including patients
receiving Interim services while awaiting admission.

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables it to:
22.4.5.1. Maintain contact vi/ith individuals awaiting admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer waiting list clients at the earliest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area (hat is reasonable to
the client.

22.4.5.3. The program takes clients awaiting treatment off (he waiting list only when
one of the following conditions exist:
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission into treatment

or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out activities to encourage individuals In need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using scientifically sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or. if no such models are applicable to (he local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for.
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supervising outreach workers. ^
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22.4.7.2. Conlacling, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
atnjsers, (heir associates, and neighborhood residents within the constraints
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among injecting drug abusers about the relationship
between Injecting drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or non-profit
private entities, routinely makes available the following TB services to each
individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counseling the Individual with respect to TB.
22.4.B.2. Testing to determine whether the Individuai has been infected with

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
individuai.

22.4.8.3. Providing for or referring the Individuals infected by mycobacteria TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment.

22.4.9. For clients denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such clients to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has Implemented the infection control procedures that are
consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and Identification of those Individuals who are at high
risk of becoming infected.

22.4.10.2. Meeting all State reporting requirerhents while adhering to Federal and
State confidentiality requirements, including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that Individuals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all individuals with active TB as required by State
law and in accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives preference in admission to pregnant women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment services.
Further, the program gives preference to clients In the following order.

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and injecting drug users first.
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other Injecting drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To all other individuals fourth.

22.4.12.The program refers all pregnant women to the State when the program has
insufficient capacity to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.13.The program makes available Interim services within 48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because ofJack of capacity.

22.4.14.The program makes continuing education in treatment services available to
employees who provide the services.

22.4.15.The program has In effect a system to protect patient records from inappropriate
disclosure, and the system:
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22.4.15.1. Is In compliance with all Federal and State conftdentiality requirements,
including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. includes provisions for employee education on the confidentiality
requirements and the fact that disciplinary action may occur upon
Inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.16.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Inpatlent
hospital substance abuse services, except in cases, when each of the following
conditions Is met:

22.4.16.1. The Individual cannot be effectively treated In a community-based. non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The daily rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing the
services does not exceed the comparable daily rate provided by a
community-based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have
been met:

22.4.16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the lr\dtv{dual Is substance abuse
and the physician certiftes that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The Individual cannot be safely treated In a community-
based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to improve the
person's condition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospital-based substance abuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service Is provided only to the extent that It Is medically
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated in community-based, non-hospital, residential
program.)

22.4.17.The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or Improve land; purchase, construct, or
permanently Improve (other than minor remodeling) any building or other facility;
or purchase major medical equipment

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.19.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide financial
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
Intended redpients of health services.

22.4.21.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide individuals
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.4.22.Tho program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
services In penal or corrections institutions of the State.
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resorf for services for
pregnant women and women with dependent children. IB services, and HiV

^  services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following:
22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons

entitled to insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, including
programs under title XVIil arxf title XiX: any State compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant
program, any private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of clients payments (or services in accordance wtth
their ability to pay.

22.4.24.The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to: .

22.4.24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaiuattoh and a sOdIng fee scale (in Exhibit B) shall apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements goveming human
subject's research when considering research. Including research
conducted by student interns, using Individuals served by this contract as
subjects. Contractors must inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to initiating any research Involving subjects or participants related to
tNs contract. The Department reserves the right, at Its sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event RepQrtir>g
Policy.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The state shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire Generai Funds; .

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. ' Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and

Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block
Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services In Exhibit A, Scope of
Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative
payer for services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but

■  not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs

for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private lnsurer(s) at a-rate
greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek

reimbursement froni the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that Is not covered by the payers listed In

Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.

• 4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are ailnnclusive contract
rates to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which Is an

Greater Nethua Coundl on Alcoholism Exhibit B
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New Hampshire Departrhent of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B

activity that Is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to Ail Services in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, except for Childcare (See Section 11 below).
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and

private Insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible In order to not
delay a client's admittance into the program and to
immediately refund any overpayments!

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor, shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, in Exhibit B-1, when the insurers' rates meet or are

tower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Section 12,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or

,  anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1
'  remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's

insurer (if. applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
Insurer and the amount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the clierxt shall not
exceed the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Service Fee'Table muttiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Section 12 Sliding
Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism . Eidibtt B Vendor Inflials
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5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial
resources necessary for Initial entry Into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue senrices for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees In Section 5.2.2 above, until after
working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the client
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being Irifonmed In
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions Including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall no! charge the combination of the public or private,.
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, except for;

5.7.1. Transitional Living (See Section 7 below) and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria, Level 3.1 (See Section 7 below).

5.8. in event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all
payments received by the Contractor for a given service (except in
Exhibit fl, Section-5.7.1 and 5.7.2) exteeds the Contract Rate staled in
Exhibit B-1. Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties In
the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or
Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund' the party wtio
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a
timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) ,
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in
Section 5 above arKl as follows:

Greater Nashua Coundl on Ateohornm ErfUWtB VandorlnMab —
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6.2. Medication:

6.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication

Assisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's

usual and customary charges according to Revised Statues
Annotated (RSA) 126-A:3 III. (b), except-for Section 6J2.2
below.

6.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medication Assisted
Treatment with Methadone or Buprenorphine In a certified

Opiate Treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire
Administrative Rule He-A 304 as follows:.

6.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek' reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the
. Medicaid rate, up to 7 days per week. The code
for Methadone in an OTP Is H0020, and the code

for buprenorphine In an OTP Is H0033.

6.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses
per client per day.

6.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.2.4.1. WITS Client ID #:

6.2.4!2.' Period for which prescription is Intended;

6.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medicaUon;

6.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

6.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

6.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

6.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for thie
service.

6.3. Physician Time;

6.3.1. Physician Time Is the time spent by a physician or other
medical professional to provide Medication Assisted
Treatrrient Services. Including but not limited to assessing the
client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing and/or
administering a medication, and monitoring the client's

.  response to a medication.

Gmater NMhua Council on AJcoMtem - SKhibHB Vdndor WUiii
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6.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement ac^rding to Exhibit
B-1 Service Fee Table.

6.3.3. The Conlractor shall maintain documentation of the following:.

6.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;

'  6.3.3.2. Date of Service;

6.3.3.3. Description of service;

6.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

6.3.3.5. Charge for the service;

6.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

6.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
service.

6.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20^) day of each
month, which Identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized
expenses Incurred for medication assisted treatment In the prior month.
The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days
of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to
this Agreement. Invoices must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

7. . ..CharglngJhe .CIient.for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services and for
Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in
addition to:

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of
lodging- and meals offered by the program according to the Tattle A
below:

Gmstef Nashua Council on AJcohoil«m ' Vendor Initials
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Table A

If the percentage of
Client's income of the

Federal Poverty Level
(FPU Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and board

per week:

0%-138% $0
139%-149% $8

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300%-349% $57

350% - 399% $77

7.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that
will be returned to the client at the time of discharge.

7.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's

contribution to room and board.

8. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living
8.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this

..contract .lo.: the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid,
NHHPP, Medicare, and private insurance. The Contractor shall not

charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

8.2. Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge in
accordance with Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services

under this contract only when the client does not have any other payer
source other than this contract.

9. Additional Billing Information; Intensive Case Management Sen/ices:
9.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who
have been admitted to programs In accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of
Services and after billing other public and private insurance.

The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.

The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the
service is authorized by the Department.

A-

9.2.

9.3.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism ExNbli 6 Vendor InUsb.
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10. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
10.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5

above and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation
provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows:

10.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in
accordance with E)dilbll B-1 Service Fee Table for
Contractor's staff driving time, when using the Contractor's
own vehicle for transporting. clients to and from services
required by the client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff
works less than a full hour, then the hourly rate will be
prorated at fifteen (15) minute intervals for actual work
completed; or.

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay
for cab fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to
and from services required by the client's treatment plan.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of transportation and provide said records arid receipts to the
Department upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

11. Charging for Child Care
11.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the

Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services.
Section 2,4.2.3 as follows;

11.1.1. At the houriy rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when
the Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is
receiving treatment or recovery support services, or

11.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a license child
care provider.

11.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request

/ •

11.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism EnNhKB vendor InWab ̂
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12. Sliding Fee Scale
12.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

12.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follovire:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate in
' Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300%-349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

12.3.

13.

13.1.2.

The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential service pursuant to RSA
318-8:12-3.

Submitting Charges for Payment ... .. „
13.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website information

Technology System (WITS) for sen/ices listed in Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

13.1.1. Enter encounter nole(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the service was provided to the client

Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
followflng the last day of the billing month, and notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

13.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department
approval for the billing month.

Submit separate batches for each billing month.
W

Im

13.1.4.

13.1.5.

E;^B
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13.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the tast day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

13.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For, any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall worft with the Department
to develop an altemative process for submitting Invoices.

14. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

15. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

16. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreemerit may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

17. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final Invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a
prior Invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

18. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and
Treatment (SAPT-) Biock Grant funds:
18.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.

18.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

18.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance
abuse services.

18.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
in Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in
penal or correctional institutions of the State.

18.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing Is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

18.2.4., Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange.^free

Greater Nashua Council on Ateohcltsm ExhibttB Vt«tor WUah
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needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

18.3, The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
Impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating In applicable
programs imay be expended for inherency religious activities,
such as worship, religious instruction, or proselytlzatlon. If an
organization conducts such activities, it must offer them

, separately, in time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any applicable
program, and participation must be voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.

Greater Na»hua Courwil on AlcohoJIsm ExWW B Vendor tnltiaJi ^
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable
Charge Unit

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

Individual Outoatient

!

$22.00 15 min

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days v^en the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the
proorani.

Partial Hospltallzation $223.00

Per day. and only on those
days v^en the client ,
attends individual and/or
-group counseling
associated with the

oroaram.

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00 Per day

Low-Intensity Residential for
Adults only for clinical services
and room and board $119.00 Per day

High-intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and
Parenting Women), for dinlcal
services and room and board $154.00 Per day

High-Intensity Residential only for
Pregnarit and Parenting Women:
Room and Board ohiv $75.00 Per Day

High-Intensity Residential only for
Pregnant and Parenting Women:
Qinicai services only $180.00 PerDav

Oreatar Nashua Ceundt on AlcohoCam
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Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum AJIowable

Charfle Unit

integrated Medtcation Assisted
Treatment - Physician Time

Rate Per Medicald

Physician Billing
Codes: 99201 -

99205 and 99211 - .

99215.

Unit Per Medicald

Physician Billing Codes:
99201 -99205 and 99211 -

99215.

Integrated Medicatton Assisted
Treatment - Medication

See Exhibit B,
Section 6.2 See Exhibit B. Section 6.2

Ambulatory .Withdrawal
Manageiri^^^hout Extended
'On-Slte Monitoring (ASAM Level
1-WM) S104.00 Per day

Medically Monitored inpatient
Withdrawal Management (ASAM
Level 3.7 WM) $215.00 . Per day

Individual Intensive Case
Management $16.50 ISmln

Group Intensive Case
Management $5.50 15 min

Staff Time for Child Care

Provided by the Contractor, only
■for children of Pregnant and
Parenting Women

Actual staff time up to
$20.00 Hour

Child Care Provided by a Child
Care Provider (other than the
Contractor), only for children of
Pregnant and Parenting Women

Actual cost to
purchase Child Care

According to the Child
Care Provider

Staff Tinte for Transporlation
Provided by the Contractor, only
for Pregnant and Parenting
Women

Actual staff time up to
$5.00 Per 15 minutes

Mileage Reimbursement for use
of the Contractor's Vehicle when
providing Transportation for
Pregnant and Parenting Women

Department's
standard per mite
reimbursement rate Per Mile

Transportation provided by a
Transportation Provider (other
than the Contractor) only to
Pregnant and Parenting Women

Actual cost to
purchase
Transportation

According to the
Transportation Provider

Oroatcr Nifhui Councfl on AicohoHtm
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Conlractors Obligations: The Conlractor covenants and agrees that ell funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eligible
Individuals and. In the furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and
agrees as follows:

1. Compliance with Federal and State Laws: If the Contractor is permitted to determine the eHglbility
of Individuals such eligibility determination shall be made In accordance with applicable federal and
state laws, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination: Eligibility determinations shell be made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be made and remade at such times as are prescribed by
the Department.

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination forms required by the Department, the Contractor
shall maintain a data file on each recipient of services hereunder, which file shall Include all • •
Information necessary to support an eligibility determination and such other Information as the
pepertment requests. The Contractor shall furnish the Department with all forms and documentation
regarding eligibility determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all applicants for services hereunder. as well as
Individuate deciared ineligible have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination. The

. Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that all applteants for services shall be permitted to fill out
an application form and that each applicant or re-appllcant shall be Infonned of his/her right to a fair
hearing In accordance with Department regulalions. \

5. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that it Is a breach of this Contract to accept or
make a payment, graluily or offer of employmenl on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State In order to Influence the performance of the Scope of Work detailed in Exhibit A of this
Contract. The Stale may terminate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement if It Is
determined that payments, gratuities or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received by
any officials, officers, employees or agents of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Payments: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In the Contract or In any
olher document, contract or understanding, || is expressly understood and agreed by the parties
hereto, that no payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs Incun-ed fof'
any purpose or for any services provided to any Individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses Incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the Individual applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that the individual is eligible for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to obligate or require (he Department to purchase serves
hereunder at a rale which reimburses the Contractor In excess of the Conlractors costs, at a rale
which exceeds the amounts reasonable and necessary to assure the quality of such ser^ce, or at a
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals or other third perty
funders for such service. If at any time during the term of this Contract or after receipt of the Final
Expenditure Report hereunder. the Department shall determine lhat Ihe Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse Items of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
In excess of such costs or in excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to ineligible Individuals
or other third party funders. the Department may etect to:
7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder, in which event new rales shall be established;
7.2. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement in

excess of costs;
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7.3. DemantJ repayment of the excess payment by bie Conirector In which event faiiure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor is
permitted to determine the eligibiiity of Indlvlduais for services, the Contractor agrees to '
reimburse the Department for eti funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any Individual who Is found by the Department to be Ineligible for such services el
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE. RETENTION. AUDIT. DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the following records during the Contract Period;
8.1. Fiscal Records: books, records, documents and other date evidencing end redecting all costs

and other expenses Incurred by the Contractor In Ihe performance of the Contract, and ail
income received or collected by the Contractor during the Contrad Period, said records to be^
maintained In accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficlentfy and
properly reflect ail such costs end ejqjenses, end which are acceptable to Ihe Department, end
to Include, without limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders, s«ucher5, requisitions for materials, inventories, valuations of
in-kind contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
DepertmenL

8.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each redpienl of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of application and
eligibility (including all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and all invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each paUent/recipient of services.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
agency fiscal year. It is recommended that the report be prepared In accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of States. Local Govemments. end Non
Profit Organiiallons" and the provisions of Star^dards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Programs, Activities and Functions. Issued by Ihe US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to fihandat compliance audits.
9.1. Audit end Rewew: During Ihe term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the'

Departmerrt. the United States Department of Health and Human Services, and any of their
designated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of audil, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit Liabilities: In addition to and not in any way In limitation of obilgaticns of the Contract, it Is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any state '
or federal audit exceptions end shall return to the Department, ail payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such en
exception.

10. Confidentiality of Records: AH Information, reports, and records maintained .hereunder or collected
in connection with the performance of the services and the Contract shall be confidential and shall not
be disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state laws and ihe regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of information, disclosure may be made to •
public officials requiring such Information In connection with their offclal duties and for purposes
directly connected to Ihe administration of the services and Ihe Contract; and provided further, that
the use or disclosure by any party of any Infomnalion conceming a recipient for any purpose not
directly connected with the adminisiration of the Department or the Contractor's responslbiJtties with
respei^ to purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient, his
attorney or guardian.
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Notwilhslanding anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained In
the Paragraph shall survive the termination of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Fiscal and Statistical: The Conlraclor agrees to submit the following reports at the following
times if requested by the Department.
11.1. Interim Rnanclal Reports: Written Interim financial reports containing a detailed description of

all costs and non-allowable expenses incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
justify the rate of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall be submitted on the form
designated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by the Department.

11.2. Final Report A final report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the term
of this Contract. The Final Report shall l>o In a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and otjecHves staled In the Proposal
and other information required by the Department.

12. Completioh of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
rhaximum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of the pirice limitation
hereunder, the Contract and all the obligations of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as.
by the terms of the Coritract are to be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the termination of the Contract) shall terminate, provided however, that If, upon review of the
Final Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the right, at its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All documents, notices.'press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shall include the following
statement:

13,1. The preparation of this (report, docurrient etc.) was fin^ced under a Contract vwth the State
of New Hampshire. Department of Health'arid Human Series, with funds provided in part
by the Stale of New Hampshire and/or such other funding souroes as were available or
required, e.g.. the United States. Department of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: At! materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before printing, production,
distribution or use. The DHHS wl) retain copyright ownership for any and all origin^ mat^als
produced, Including, but not limited to, brochures, resource directories, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shall rK)t reproduce any materials produced under the contract without
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance with Laws and Regulations: in the operation of any facilities
for providing services, the Contractor shall comply with all laws, orders and regulations of federal,
state, county and municipal authorities and with any direction of any Public Officer or officers
pursuant to laws which shall impose an order or duty upon the contractor with respect to the
operation of the facility or the provision of the services at such facility. If any governmental license or
permit shall be required for the operation of the said facility or the performance of the said services,
the Contractor wOl procure s^ license or permit, and v^ll at all times comply with the terms and
conditions of each such license or permit. In connection with the foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the facilities shall
comply with all rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Rre Marshal and
the local fire protection agency, and shall be in conformance with local building and zoning codes, by
laws and regulations.

16. Equal Emplo)m)ent Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor will provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), If it has
received a single award of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and has 5(^r

EiMMC'Spedal Provision* Contractorlnitisis'
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more employees. It will meintain a current EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certification Form to ttie
OCR. certifying that Its EEOP is on file. For recipients receiving less than $25,000, or public grantees
with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Form to the OCR certifying it Is not required to submit or maintein an EEOP. Non
profit organizations. Indian Tribes, and medical and educational institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP Certification Forms are available at: http:/Avww.oJp.usdoj/about/ocr/pdfs/cert.pdf.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP): As clarified by Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance, national origin
discrimination includes discrimination on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP). To erisure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1966 artd TKlo VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to its programs.

18. Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whisttoblowor Protections: The
following shall apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined in 48
CFR 2.101 (currently. $150,000)

Contractor Employee Whistleblower Rights and Requirement to Inform Employees of
\  Whistleblower Rights (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on this contract will be subject to the whistlebiower rights
and remedies in the pilot program on Contractor employee whistleblower protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L.
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shall inform its employees in writing, in the predominant language of (he workforce,
of employee whistleblower rights and protections under41 U.S.C. 4712, as described In section
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall insert (he substance of this clause, including this paragraph (c), in all
subcontracts over the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: DHHS recognizes that (he Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health care services or functions for efficiency or convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accountability for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shall evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
functionfa). This Is accomplished through a written agreement that spedfies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or imposing sanctions if
the subcontractor's performance is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same contractual
conditions as the Contractor and tiie Contractor is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
with those conditions.

When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:
19.1. Evaluate (he prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities, before delegating'

the function

19.2. Have a written agreement witi> the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed If the subcontractor's
performance Is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

Extitbit C - Spedal PnMslsns Contractor irulUs.
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19.4. Provide to OHHS an annual schedule Identifying all subcontractors, delegated functions and
responsibilities, and when the sut>contractor's performance will be reviewed

19.5. OHHS shall, at Its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

If the Contractor identiftes deficiencies or areas for improvement are identified, the Contractor shall
take corrective action.

DEFINITIONS

As used In the Contract, the following terms shall have the following meanings:

COSTS: Shall mean those direct and Indirect Items of expense determined by the Department to be
allowable and reimbursable In accordance with cost and accounting pn'nclples established In accordance
with state and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health end Human Services.

financial management GUIDELINES: Shall mean that section of the Contractor Manual which Is
entitled "Financial Management Guidelines" and which contains the regulations governing the finartcial
activities of contractor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds.

PROPOSAL: It applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a form or forms
required by the Department end containing a description of the Services to be provided to eligible
individuals by the Contractor in accordance yMth the terms and conditions of the Contract end setting forth
the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract.

UNIT: For each service that the Contractor is to provide to eligible individuals hereunder. shall mean that
period of time or that specified activity determined by the Department and speclHed in Exhibit B of the
Ccnlract.

FEDERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, njles, orders, and polides. etc. are
referred to in the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean ail such taws, regulatlohs, etc. as
they may be amended or revised from the time to time.-

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: Shall mean that document prepared by the NH Department of Administrative
Services containing a compilation of ali regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures AcL NH RSA Ch 541 -A. for (he purpose of implenientirtg State of NH and
federal regulations promulgated thereunder. \ .

SUPPt-ANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Contractor guarantees that funds provided under this
Contract wiii not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

ExNbb C - Sp«clai Provisions Contnctor tnUala.
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REVISIONS TO STANDARD CONTRACT LANGUAGE

1. Revisions to Form P-37, General Provisions

1.1. Section 4. Conditional Nature of AQreemenl. la replaced na fnUows!

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, el) obiigaUons of the State
hereunder, tndudmg without limitation, the conUnuartce of payments, in whole or In part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued epproprtatlon or availability of funds,
including any subsequent changes to the appropriation or evallabllity of funds affected by
any state or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the epproprtatlon or availability of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of
Sef>dc6s provided In Exhibit A, Scope of Services, In whole or In pah. In no event shal the
State be liable for any payments hereunder In excess of appropriated or available funds. In
the event of a reduction, termlr^aUon or modiftcation of appropriated or available furtds, the
State shall have the right to withhold payment untii such funds become available. If ever.
The State shaO have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement
immediately upon giving the Contrector rtetlce of such reduction, termination or
mocfification. The State shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source or
account into the Account(8) identified in block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account
Number, or any other account in the event funds are reduced or unavailable.

1.2. Section 10, Termination, is amended by adding the following language:

10.1 The State may tenninate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State is exercising Its
option to lerminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under, the
Agreement, Including but not limited to, Identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement end establishes a process'to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide detailed
Information to support the Transition Plan Including, but r>ot limited to, any Information or
data requested by the State related to the termination of the Agreement and Transition Ran
and shall provide ongoing communicatiori and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State
as requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, Including but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement ere transhioned to having services delivered by another
entity including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process (or
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contracter shall establish a method of notifying clients and other affected Individuals
Btx)ut the transition. The Contractor shall Include the proposed communications In its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

2. Revisions to Standard Exhibits

2.1. Delete Exhibit C, Specla) Provisions, Sectlor^ 9, Audit, and replace with:

9. Audit

9.1 Audit: The Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within nine months
after the dose of the contractor's fiscal year. The audit shall be conducted in accordartce
with the single audit requirements found In 2 CFR Part 200, Subpart F of the Uniform
Administrative Requirements, Cost Prindples and Audt Requirements for Federal Awards,
when all of the following criteria apply:

EiMblt C-t - Rovtsions/ExcepUons to Standard CorMract lutnguaoe Contractor Initials
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9.1.1 Department determines the contractor Is a subredpienl pursuant to 2 CFR 200.300;
V

9.1.2 Contractor Is a non-federal entity pursuant to 2 CFR §200.69, which Is defined as a
state, local government, Indian tribe, or institution of higher education, or nonprofit
organlzBtion that carries out a federal award as a recipient or subrecl^ent; and

9.1.3 Contractor expends $750,000 or more of federal funds during the contractor's fiscal
year.

9^ Audit Exemption: The Contractor shall be exempt from the audit requirements of Section
9.1 if, during a single fiscal year, the contractor is not determined to be a subrecipient
pursuant to 2 CFR 200.300 and cumulatively receives less than $100,000 of total funds,
regardless of source of funds, from the Department through this contract and other
contracts.

9.3 Audit and Review: During the term of tNs Conb'act and the period for retention hereunder,
the Department, the United States lOeparlment of Health ar>d Human Services, ar^d any of
their designated reprasentatlyes shall have access to all reports and records maintain^
pursuant to the Contract for purposes of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.4 Audit Liabilities; In addition to and not In any way In Dmitation of obligations of the
Contract, it Is understood and agreed by the Contractor (hat the Contractor shafi be held
liable for any state or federal audit exceptions and shall retum to the Department, all
payments made under ttie Contract to ̂ ich exception has been taken or which have
been disalbwed because of such an exception.

The Department has determined that Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism Is a subrecipient for the
purposes of this contract The Department reserves the right to withhold payment If the agency does
not submit a completed A-133 audit witiiin nine.(9) months of the close of the Contractor's 2017 fiscal
year.

3. Renewal

3.1. The Department reserves the right to extend this agreement for up to two (2) additional years,
contingent upon satisfactory delivery of services, avallsbie funding, written agreement of the
parties and approval of the Governor and Executive Council.

ExNbitC-l-Rov<ftkMis/£xcepQon$ to StsndMl Contract Languaoo Conlractof tnltlah
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUtREMENTS

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 6151-6160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1908 (Pub. L 100-690. Title V. Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 el seq.), and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative." as identified in Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification: -

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Thb certification Is required by the reguiatrons implementing Sections 5151-5160 of the Gmg-Free
WorkplaceActof1988.(Pub. L 100-690, Title V. Subtitle D;-41 U.S.C. 701 etseq.). The January 31.
'1989 regulations were emended and published as Part II of the May 25.1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by Inference, sub-grantees arxl sub
contractors). prior to award, that they will maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.63G(c) of the
regulation provides that a grantee (and by Inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that is a State
may elect to make one certtfication to the Department In each federal fiscal year In lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year covered by the certification. The certificate set out below is a
material representation of fact upon which reliance is placed when the agency awards the grant. Fal^e
certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension or
termination of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment. Contractors using Ihb form should
send .it to:

Commissioner

NH Departmentiof Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street,'
Concord. NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that it will or will continue to provide a drug-free worttplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibKed in the grantee's
workplace and specifying the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition;

1.2. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program to tnform emptoyees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse In the workplace:
1.2.2. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;
1.2.3. Any available drug counseiing, rehabiiitation, and employee assistartce programs; and
1.2.4. The penalties that may be Imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occurring in the workplace;
1.3. Making it a requirement thai each employee to be engaged in the performance of the grant be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifying the employee in the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a condition of

employment under the grant, the employee will
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the statement; and
1.4.2. • Notify the employer in writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a criminal drug

statute occum'ng In the workplace no later than five calendar days after such
conviction;

1.5. Notifying the agency in writing, within ten calendar days after receiving notice under
subparagreph 1.4.2 from an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide nolice, including position trtie. to every grant
officer on whose grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal ageni

£xttiMtO-C«rtincaOonrc9«nflnB Drug Free Contracler InitMs.
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7^.

has designated a central point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall Include the
identification number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of the following actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2. with respect to any employee who is so convicted
1.6.1. Taking appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up to and including

termination, consistent with the requirements of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended; or •

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health,
law enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

1.7. Making a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through
Impiementatton of peragrephs 1.1, 1.2.1.3.1.4, 1.5. and 1.6.

Z The grantee may insert in the space provided below the sltd(s) for the performance of work done in
connection with the specific grant

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)

Check □ If there are workplaces on ftle that are not tdentiTied here.

J. tATrtol rnContractor Name:

ilM
Date NameiTe-K/ Ktl

rrtle:

Exhibit 0 - CertiflcaDan rogsrdlng Ontg Frta Contractor InltiaJs
Workplace Requtremonts
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING

The Cpnlractof Identified In Section 1.3 of the Genefal Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 319 of Public Law 101-121, Government wide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobbying, aixi
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1;11
end 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certificetion:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ■ CONTRACTORS

Programs (indicate applicable program covered);
^Temporary Assistance to Needy Families under Title IV-A
'Child Support Enforcement Program under Title IV-D
'Social Services Block Grant Program under Title XX
'Medicaid Program under Title XIX
'Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
'Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that;

1. No Federal apprc^riated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to
any person for influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in
connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, continuation, renewal, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention
sub-grantee Of sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person foi
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency; a Member of Congress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection vt^h this
Federal contract, grant, loan.'or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete and submit ̂ andard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying. In accordance with its Instructions, attached and identified as Standard Exhibit E-l.)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included In the award
document for sub-awards at ail tiers (including subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts under grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that ail sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered Into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required
certification shad be subject to a crvil penalty of not less than $16,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

Contractor Name

Date Ndfr^e: JeAer
Title: ^

E;U^bll E - C«rtlftcallon RsgxrUlng Lobbying ContfSCtor InMaJs.
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CERTtRCATION REGARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION
AND OTHER RESPONSIBIUTY MATTERS

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Executive Office of the President, Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 76 regarding Oebarment,
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following
Certification:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1. By signing end submitting this proposal (contract), the prospective primary participant is providing the

■certification set out below.

2. The inability of a person to provide the certiflcation required below will not necessarily result in denial
of participalion In this covered transaction. II necessary, the prospective participant shail submit an
explanation of why it cannot provide the certification. The certification or explanation will be
considered in connection with the NH Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS)
determination whether to enter into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shall disqualify such person from participation In
this transaction.

3. The certification in this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed
when OHHS determined to er^tef into this transactioT\. If it is later determined that the prospective
primary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certiricatlon. In addition to other rem^les
available to the Federal Government, OHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or default.

4. The prospective primary participant Shan provide immediate written notice to the DHHS agency to
whom this proposal (contract) Is submitted if at any time the prospective primary participant learns
that its certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances.

5. The terms 'covered transaction." "debarred,* 'suspended.' 'ineligible.' 'lower tier covered
transaction,' 'participant,' 'person,' "primary covered transaction,' 'principal.' 'proposal.' and
'voluntarily excluded,' as used in this clause, have the meanings set out in the Definitions and
Coverage sections of the rules Implementing Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Part 76. See the
attached definitions.

6. The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that, should the
proposed covered transaction be entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier covered
transaction with a person who is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation In this covered transactton. unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prospective primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it will include the
clause titled 'Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Inellgiblllty and N/oluntary delusion •
Lower Tier Covered Transactions.' provided by DHHS, without modification, in all lower tier covered
transactions and In all solicitations for Imver tier covered transactions.

6. A participant iri a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant in a
lower tier covered transaction that it Is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or involuntarily excluded
from the covered transaction, unless it knows that the certification Is erroneous. A participant may
dedde the method and frequency by which It determines the eJ^ibllity of Its principals. Each
participant may. but is not required to, check the Nonprocurement List (of excluded parties).

9. Nothing contained In the foregoing shail be construed to require establlshrnent of a system of rec
In order to render in good faith the certification required by this clause. The knovriedge and

J

EjtfiM F - CetlMcsOon Rsg«r^g Debirntent. Suipvnsion Contractor Irtiltais
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information of a participant is not required to exceed that wtilch is normally possessed by a prudent
person in the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these Instructions, ff a parlicipant In a
covered transactiori knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
suspended, debarred. Ineligible, or volunlaray excluded from participation In this transaction. In
addition to other remedies available to the Federal government, DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief, (hat rt end its

principals:
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment. declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a civil judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of emboz^ement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen properly;'

11.3. are not presently indicted for otherwise criminally or civlily charged by a governmental entity
(Federal, Slate or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (l)(b)
of U^ls ceftiTicatton: and

11.4. have not within a three-year period preceding thb application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal. State or local) terminated for cause or default.

12. Where the prospective primary participant Is unable to certify to any of the statements In this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS
13. By signing and subrfiltting this lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower tier participant, as

defined In 45 CFR Part 76, certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and Its prindpals:
13.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligiUe, or

vofuntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospedlve lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that it will
Include this clause entitled 'Certification Regarding Debarmenl. Suspension, tneliglbility, and
Voluntary Exduslon - Lower Tier Covered Transactions,* vwthout modification in ell lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

Contractor Name:

Ml< kXA
Date Name:

frtsfJenV ^ceo
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO
FEDERAL N0NDISCRIMJNAT10N. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 "and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

Contractor will comply, and will require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
federal nondiscrimlnation requirements, which may include:

- the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act d 19S8 (42 U.S.C. Section 37e9d) which prohibits
recipients of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either In employment practices or In
the delivery of services or bcrtefrts, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment Opportunity Plan;

• the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section S672(b)) which adopts by
referef»ce. the civil rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act. Recipients of federal funding under this
statute are prohibited from dtecrlmirjating. either In employment practices or In the delivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements;

- the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Section 20C0d. which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin in any program or activity);

- the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794). which prohibits recipients of Federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of disability. In regard to employment and the delivery of
services or benefits, in any prograrn or activity;

• the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), wrhich prohibits
discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities in employment, State and local
government services, public accorrvnodatlons. commercial facilities, and transportation;

-the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1861,1883,1885-86). which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in federally assisted education programs;

- the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 [42 U.S.C. Sections 6106-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age in prx^rams or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. It does not indude
employment discrimination:

- 28 C.F.R. pi. 31 (U.S. Department of Justice R^ulatlons - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R. pt. 42
(U.S. Oepartmeni of Justice Regulations - Nondiscriminatton; Equal Employmenl Opportunity; Policies
end Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for fallh-based and community
organizations): ̂ ecutive Order No. 13559, which provide fundamental principles and policy-making
criteria for partnerships wilh faith-based and neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizations); and Whistleblower protedlons 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The Nati^ Defense Authorization
Act (NCAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub! L. 112-239. enacted January 2.2013) the Pilot Prograrn for
Enhancement of Contract Employee Whistleblower Protections, which protects employees agair\st
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities in connection with federal grants and contracts.

The certificate set out below Is a material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the
agency awards the grant. False certincation or violation of the certification shall be grounds for
susperwion of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or I
debarment.

ExMbilG
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit O

In the event a Federal or Stale court or Federal or State administrative agency makes a finding of
discrimination after a due process heahr^ on the grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex
against a recipient of fundi the recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, arid
to the Department of Health ar>d Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor identified in Section t .3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Wentlfled in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

I. By signing ar>d submitting this propose! (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions
indicated above.

Contractor Name: GnsxW' Qjndl

MK
Date Name:

& CSO

.  ExhibllO
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit H.,,'^.

CERt'lFICATION REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

Public Law 103*227. Part C - Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994
(Act), requires that smoking not be peirnitted In any portion of any Indoor facility owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity end used routinely or regularty for the provision of health, day care, education,
or library services to children under the age of 16, if the services are funded by Federal programs eltheir
directly or through State or local governments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to children's services provided in private residences, facllltles funded solely by ■
Medicare or Medlcaid funds, and portions of facilities used for inpalient drug or alcohol treatment. Failure
to comply with the provisions of the lew may result in the imposilion of a cMI monetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day and/or the imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provtelons, to execute Ihe following
certification:

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with an applicable provisions of Public Law 103-227. Pad C, known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994.

Contractor Name

WIK
Date Name:

.  Title: ^ cr<='

E;4iiba H - CcrtfficsSort Rsgsrdlng CorSrsctor InfUaU
ErMronmentd Tobscco Smoke
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New Hampehire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY ACT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AC3REEIV1ENT

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portat)ility and Accountability Act. Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health Information. 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein, "Business
Associate" shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have abcess to protected health Information under this Agreement and "Covered
emit/ shaii mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Pefinltions.

a. "Pfpach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section 164.402 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. 'Business Associate" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45. Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. ICgyereiifllil/has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. 'Designated Record Set" shall have the same meaning as the term "designated record sef
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e. "Data AQareoation" shall have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation" in 45 CFR
Section 164.501.

'• 'Health Care Operations" shall have the same meaning as the term 'health care operations'
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. "HITECH Act" means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act, TitleXIII, Subtitle D. Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.

h. 'HIPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information, 45 CFR Parts 160, 162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

i. "Individuar shall have the same meaning as the term "individual" in 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal representative In accordance wlth 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

j. "Prrvacv Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
information at 45 CFR Paris 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United Stales
Department of Health and Human Services.

k. "Protected Health Information" shall have the same meaning as the term "protected health
information* In 45 CFR Section 160.103. limited to the Information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

3/2014 EjtWbil I Contractor IniOals ^
Health Inaurance PoflatiDIty Ad
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit 1

"Required bv Law' shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" In 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

m. "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her designee.

n. "Security Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

o- 'Unsecured Protected Health information" means protected health information that Is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health information unusable,
unreadable, or Indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organizalion that is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute. , ....

p. Other Definitions • All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164. as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

Act.

(2) Business Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associate, Including but not limited to all
Its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use. disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI:
i. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate;
II. As required by law, pursuant to the terms set forth in paragraph d. below; or
HI. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party. Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure. (1)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will t>e held confidentially and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for (he purpose for which It was
disclosed to the third party; and (11) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, in accordance with ttie HIPAA Privacy. Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the confidentiality of the PHI, to the extent It has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall not. unless such disclosure is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI In response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that It Is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure a
to seek appropriate relief, tf Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

3/J014 EiMttll Contnclor WJUl*
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Now Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

Associate shall'refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
' remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Busihe^g^^iate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restnctions ovier and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuartt to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI In violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

f

(3). _Ob(lqatlon8 and Activities of Business Associate.

■

a. The Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer Immediately
after the Business Associate t)ecomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health Information not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured
protected health Information and/or any security Incident that may have an Impact on the
protected health information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall immediately perform a risk assessment when It becomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk asse^ment shall include, but not be
limited to:

0 The nature and extent of the protected health information Involved, Including the
types of identifiers and the likelihood of reHdentlfication;

o The unauthorized person used the protected health information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

0 Whether the protected health infcrmation was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extent to which the risk to the protected health inforrhation has been

mitigated.

The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and immediately report the findings of the risk assessment In writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of its internal policies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate .on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of Its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (I). The Covered Entit,
shall be considered a direct third party beneficiary of the Contractor's business assocl^e
agreements with Contractor's Intended business associates, who wilt be receiving

3^2014 ExWbMI Cofttnctof Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

pursuant to.this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health Information.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a vfl-iiten request from Covered Entity.
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours a! Its offices all
records, books; agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreement.

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity.
Business Associate shall provide access to PHHn a Designated Record Set to th6
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an individual in order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI er a record about an Individual contained in a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill Its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

I. Business Associate shall docunwnt such disclosures of PHI and information related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
Individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.528.

j. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI. Business Associate shall make available
to Covered Entity such informalion as Covered Entity may require to fulfill its obligations
to provide an accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.528.

k. In the event any Individual requests access to. amendment of. or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to forwarded requests. However, if forwarding the
individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall Instead respond to the individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

I. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Assodate shall return or destroy, as spedfied by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Assodate in connection with the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise agreed to In
the Agreement. Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the return or destruction infeasible, for so long as Business A

Exhibit I CentrxctorlnWauJk
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, in its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI. the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) Obligations of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or llmltation(s) In Its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to Individuals In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provid^ to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.508 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(fi) Termination for Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Assodate of the Business A^odate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either Immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged tv'each within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Miscellaneous

a- Definitions and ReQulatorv References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms In the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit I. to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as in effed.or as
amended.

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to lake such action as is
-' necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered

Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownership. The Business Associate acknowledges that It has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Interpretation. The parties agree (hat any ambiguity In the Agreement shall be resoh/j^d
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.

3^2014 Contracttf InlBab \
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New Hampshire Department of Health an^ Human Services

Exhibit I

Seoreoation. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or circumstance Is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are declared severable.

Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement in section (3) I, the
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
Standard terms and conditions (P-37). shall sun/lve the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Ihe parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

Department of Health and Human Services b/v ftlcitiil/r
The State

Slgn^furTof'Aurrtorized Representative
^  ̂

Name of AuJhorlzed Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

Name5f the Contracl^

a
Signature of7^tho>ized Representative

?f.U-
Name of Authorized Representative

& C£C>
Title of Authorized Representative

LNk
Date

3/2014 ExhUtt
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit J

CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY

ACT fFFATA) COMPLIANCE

The Federal Funding Accourtlability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awarded on or after October 1,2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
Initial award is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result in a total award equal to or over
$25.0X, the award is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information], the
Department of Health end Human Services (DHHS) must report the foUovnng infonmation for any

-subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award

3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts ICFDA program number for grants
5. Program source , .
6. Award title descriptive of the purj^s^o^e funding action
7." Location of the entity • •• • 'T;':..
8. Principle place of performance
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, end those
revenues are greater than $2$M annually and

10.2. Compensation information is not already availat>le through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days, in which
the award or award amendnrient Is made.

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding AccountaMity and Transparency Act, Public Law 109>262 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and hirther agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 end 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following Certification;
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply with ail applicable provisions of the Federal
Financial Accountability and Transparency Act.

I

Contractor Name:

UllK
Date Name:' | fefltT

ExMbU J - Coftiflcxtlon ReflirCing the Federei Fuidbg Contractor (nftlab
Accouniab|Uty And Transparency Act (FFATA) CompOartce
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit J

FORIVIA

As the Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions. 1 certify that (he responses to the
below listed questions are true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your entity la:

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue In U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grants, sub-grants, end/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual
gross revenues from U.S. federal conlracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants, and/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

If the answer to #2 above is NO, slop here

If the answer to #2 above Is YES, please answer the following:

3. Does the public have access to Information about the compensation of the executives In your
business or organization through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.7'8m(a). 78o(d)) or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986?

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above Is YES, stop here

If the answer to M above Is NO, please answer the following;

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization are as MIows:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Amount:

Amount:

Amount:,

Amount,

Amount:

cuo«ttnio7ia
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms may be reflected and have the described meaning in this document;

1. "Breach" means the Ipss of control, compromise, unauthorized disciosure.
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally Identifiable
information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information,' Breach' shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach' in section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. 'Computer Security Incident' shall have the sanie meaning "Computer Security
Incident" in section tv«) (2) of NiST PubRcation 800-61. Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide, Nabonai Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. 'Conridential Information' or 'Conridential Data" means all confidential information

disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, health, financial, public
assistance benefits and personal information including without limitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records, Case Records. Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Information.

Confidential Information also Includes any and all information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed in the course of performing cpntracted
services - of which collection. disclosure, protection, and disposition Is governed by
state or federal law or regulation. This information includes, but Is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI), Personal Financial
information (PFI), Federal Tax information (FTI). Social Security Nuijnbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential Information.

4. 'End User" means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data In accordance with the terms of this Contract.

5. 'HiPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. "incidenr means an act that potentially violates an explicit or implied security policy,
which includes attempts (either failed or ̂ ccessfui) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or its data, unwanted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processltig or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's knov4edge. instruclion. or
consent. Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loi
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouting of physical or electror

V4.LBSI update 04.04.2016 , ExhIMK Contractor
DHHS Iftfomtalion
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use. disclosure, modification or destruction.

7. 'Open Wireless Network' means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by^the Stale of New Hampshire's Departrhent of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, arxJ
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI, PFI,
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. 'Personal Information' (or "PI") means Information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security number, personal
Information as defined In New Hampshire RSA 359C:19, blometric records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with other personal or Identifying Information which Is linked
or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name. etc.

9. 'Privdcy Rule* shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiabte Health
Infofmation at 45 C.F.R. Paris 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

I

10. "Protected Health information" (or 'PHI') has the same meaning as provided in the
definition of 'Protected Health Information" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §
160.103.

11. 'Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

12. 'Unsecured Protected Health Information' means Protected Health Information.that Is

not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals and Is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that Is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

I. RESPONSIBIUTtES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further, Contractor,
including but not limited to all its directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use. disclose, maintain or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information in response to/a
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

request for disclosure on the basis that It Is required by law, In response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or ot^ect to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be txiund by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy end Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
addttlonal restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such additional

restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not Indicated in this Contract;

6. The Contriactor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract".

II. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable in cyber security ar^ that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the internet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data If
email Is encnmted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such information. '

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL erx:rypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via certified ground
mail within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named Individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User Is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

8. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
Installed on the End User's mobile devlce(s) or laptop from which information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data, End User will
structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of
Information. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Confidential Data will
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletlon cycle (i.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User is transmitting Corifidential Data via wireless devices, all
data must be encrypted to.prevent inappropriate disclosure of Information.

RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of (his
Contract. After such time, the Contractor wtll have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative in whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract. To this end. the parlies must:

A. Retentbn

1. The Contractor agrees it will not store, transfer or process data collected in
connection with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United

States. This physical location requirement shall also apply in the Implementation of
cloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage capabilities, and includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in
place to detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential inforrtiation for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for Its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confidential Data
in a secure location and identified In section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored In a Cloud must be in a
FedRAMP/HITECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest anti-viral, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware. and anti-mah^re utilities. The environment, aya
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whole, must have aggressive intruslon-detectiof) and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's
Chief Information Officer in the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting

•  Infrastructure.

j

8. Disposition

1. If the Contractor wil) maintain any Confidential Information on Its systems (or Its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
^curely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certification for any Stale of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer In use. electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with Industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanitlzation. or otherwise phy^cally destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described in NISI Special Publication 600-88, Rev 1. Guidelines
for Media Sanilization, National institute of Standards and Technology. U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify In writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request. The written certincation will include ail details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be jointly
evaluated t^y the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

\

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract. Contractor agrees to completely destroy ail electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also knoNvn as secure data Vidping.

fV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivative data or flies, as foiloNvs:

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential information collected, processed, managed. ar>d/or stored In the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain pollcles and procedures to protect Department
confidential Information throughout the information lifecycie. where appilcabte. (from
creation, transformation, use. storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department conridentlal infonnaiion
where applicable.

4. The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Conlractor will provide regular security awareness and education for Its End
Users In support of protecting Department confidential information.

6. If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an internal process or processes that deftnes specific security
expectations, and monitoring compliance to security requirements thai at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, including breach notification requirements.

7. The Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Departn:>ent system access and authorization policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreemente as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

8. If the Department determines the Contractor Is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
{BAA) with the Department and is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement.

9. The Contractor will work with the Department at Its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey Is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The sunrey will be completed
annually, or an alternate time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department end the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Security Breach Liability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery (rom
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the breach, including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach.

12. Contractor must, comply with all appticable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Information, and must in all other respects
maintain the privacy end security of PI end PHI at e level and scope that is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Including,
but not limited to. provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a). DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for Individually Identifiable health
information and as applioable under State law.

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confldentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to It. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that is not less than the level and scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/doit/vendor/lndex.htm
for the Department of Infomiation Technology policies, guidelines, standards, and
procurement Information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification end Incident
response process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor learns of its occurrence. This includes a
confidential Information breach, computer security incident, or suspected breach
which affects or includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire netv^ric.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties In connection with purposes Identified in this Contract.

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above,
implemented to protect Confidential Information that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or Inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this Information at all times,

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI. PI, or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only if encrypted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such information.
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e. limit disctosure of the Confidentiat Information to the extent permitted by law.

f. Confidential Information received under this. Contract and Individually
Uenlifiable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored in an area that is
physically and technologicaliy secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g.. door locks, card keys,
bbmetric Identifiers, etc.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, including any
derivative files containing personally Identifiable information, and in all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when in transit, at rest, or when
stored on portat>le media as required in section IV above.

h. In all other Instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances Involved.

i. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their credential Information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or Indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of their ErxJ Users. DHHS
reserves the right to conduct onsite Inspectkxis to monitor compliance wth this
Contract, including the-p^acy and securify requirements provided In herein, HIPAA,
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Confidential Data
is disposed of In accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the Stale's Privacy Officer. Information Security Office and
Program Manager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor learns of their occun-ence.

The Contractor must further handle and report incidents and Breaches Involving PHI In
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and In accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. In addition to, and
notwithstanding. Contractor's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures,
Contractors procedures rriustalSQ addr^s how the Contractor v41l:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Determine if personally identifiable infonnatlon is Involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required In this Exhibitor P-37;

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and
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5. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and, If so, Identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, liming, source, and contents from among different
options. ar>d bear costs associated with the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that implicate Pi must be addressed and reported, as
applicable, in accordance with NH RSA 359-0:20.

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange Issues;

DHHSInformationSecurityOffice@dhhs,nh.gov

B. DHHS contacts for Privacy Issues:

DHHSPrivacyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov

C. DHHS contact for Information Security Issues:

DHHSInformationSecurityQffice@dhhs.nh.gov

0. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformatlonSecur1tyOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrlvacy.Offlcer@dhhs.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services ^

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

- ̂ Amendment #3 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 3^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #3) is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and Headrest.,
(hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 14Church
Street. Lebanon, NH 03766.

WHEREAS,, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7) and December 5, 2018 (Item
#23), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in
the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, completion
date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council;
and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #3 remain in full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions contained
in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows;

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$611,000.

3. Delete Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A,
Amendment #3, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Headrest Amendment #3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and'Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

(^)
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

Date

Headrest

Name;

Title:

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of . County of Qmrfdn
undersigned orficef, personally appeareoiheperso

on Lp jS // ? , before the
^  . jifjerson identified dire(Aly ̂ bove, or satisfactorily proven to

be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capaciW indicated above.

CC

Signature of Notary ubiic

A vu/

Justice of the Peace

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

Mv Commission Expires: ER'CC.HARBECK JR., Notary Public
Slum Of N«W Hampshire

My Commission Expires February 1,2022
- .

Headrest
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-05-A03
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:

Title: ^CajU

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: {date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Headrest Amendment #3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the Stke Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subreciplent in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

.1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part
2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (CUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, Including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

Headrest Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine -as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to;

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

Headrest Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and >

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in order to align this work with ION projects that may be similar or Impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be simitar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway contractors
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and. board payment to
the Doorway;

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doorway to ensure that each
room and board client served has a GPRA interview

completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for services within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doorway services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.

Headrest Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of

attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other
drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and
consideration of alternative solutions and decision making with

regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are
provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment services
provide residential substance use disorder treatment services designed
to support individuals that need this residential service. The goal of low-
intensity residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services
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2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact {face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the

■ date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. AH attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite rriodule, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for sen/ices.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client:

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.
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2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4,above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3, above before
admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4, above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless;

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower Intensity ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.3, in which case the
client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doorway of the client's choice to connect the
client with substance use disorder treatment services; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the pregnant
woman with identifying alternative providers and with
accessing services with these providers. This assistance
shall include actively reaching out to identify providers on
the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;
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2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the

effects of an opiold overdose either In the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the

criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doonways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the
Doorways shall not receive services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR)
funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients
who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.
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2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received

substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other
than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the sen/ices.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry Into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements
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2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk Indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract: If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problems
in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a
stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client!s involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:
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2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client Is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives:

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
In functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessrrient.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment'plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.^. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client.
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including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet vwith clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization, Doorway, third party
insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the Doorways as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4,
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirements
in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit

,  the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or
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2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that Include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
orherproblem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center;

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or
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2.8.6.3. The service Is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA). Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that Include: «

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products:

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the OuitLine.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tqbacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities at
any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.
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2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside of
the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it
can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and visitor
orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
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Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for iicensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress:

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMAI 5-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.
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3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform ail required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder^treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date. If after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. the contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an approved
training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.
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4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology

5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS systerh; and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have completed
treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:
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6.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or
mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident:

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
as well as the identification of any other individuals
involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau
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6.1.6.4. Additional informatipn on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional Information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 . through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with OUD, the Contractor
shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each client
served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRA) interview
completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD for
whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doorways
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as. directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of'care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

8.1. In order to enable DHHS to. evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
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Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall Include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall ,be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and In-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days in the reporting
period. The short-term investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)
calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to, date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance-allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.
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8.1.4.3. Formula; Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.'

9. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.
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9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doorways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
in place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate sen/ices: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within
30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in school
at date of last service compared to.first service

9.4.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in nurnber of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
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10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State .shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block 1.8,
of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to Exhibit A,
Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment, and'
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant {CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the
State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed In Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly
and quarterly reporting.

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale, not to exceed $4,000
per client per treatment episode.
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3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the
client's monthly household income being less than the deductible
plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL).

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated. The
Contractor agrees:

4.1. The fees for services, excluding'Clinical Evaluation, are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the amount to
charge the Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5
below).

4.2. To bill for Clinical Evaluation services separately from all other per day units of services.

4.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit B-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided

under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the clients, and

the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited processing to the

greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the

program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed, payments

received and overpayments (if any) refunded.
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5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided to an eligible
client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private Insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit 8-
1, Amendment #2 when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract

Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B. Amendment #3, Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer, if applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, which is the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount
paid by private insurer and the amount paid by the client, unless the client's
copay or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as in Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 except for:

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.1.
See Section 7 below.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Sen/ice Fee
Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule.
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5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the
state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care.

6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care.

6.2. With the exception of room and board payments for transitional living, the Contractor shall
not bill the Department for Room and Board payments in excess of $455,000.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.3.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date

range identified In 6.3.3

6.3.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for room and
board in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty
(30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this
Agreement. Invoices must be submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered froni SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR
funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low Intensity Residential Services

7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 using the
sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging and meals
offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A
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.If the percentage of Client's income of the
Federal Poverty Level (FPL) is:

Then the Contractor may charge the
client up to the following amount
for room and board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%- 149% $8

150%- 199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

7.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that shall be returned
to the client at the time of discharge.

7.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to room and

board.

8. Sliding Fee Scale

8.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance'with Exhibit B, Amendrnent
#3, Section 5, above.

8.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows;

Percentage of Client's income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%- 149% 8%

150%- 199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

8.3. The Contractor shall not deny a child under the age of 18 services because of the parent's
unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential services
pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.
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9. Submitting Charges for Payment

9.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology System
(WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table. The
Contractor shall:

9.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after the
date the service was provided to the client

9.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following the
last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter notes are
ready for review.

9.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and notify
the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

9.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for the
billing month.

9.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

9.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the last day
of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

9.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this contract
through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through WITS, the contractor
shall work with the Department to develop an alternative process for submitting invoices.

9.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SLID clients with Opioid Use Disorder
that are Medicaid coded for both residential and transitional living services.

10. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

11. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.

12. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
services or products'have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

13. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

14. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment.

Headrest Exhibit B. Amendment Vendor Initials cjr
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #3

15. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

15.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

15.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to:

15.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse services.

15.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in Federal
Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or correctional
institutions of the State.

15.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

15.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

15.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a. 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local govemment to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious
instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts such
activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the
programs or services for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Headrest
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state of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the Slate of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that HEADREST is a New

Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on April 27, 1972.1 further certify that all fees

and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good standing as far as this office is

concerned.

Business ID: 61466

Certificate Number : 0004502287
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

1 hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 22nd day of April A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

U-H-Or^Avc^ ̂ ^oc=>y<-c^ C-V^d'.c^ , do hereby certify that;
Name of the elected Officer ̂ f'the Agency; cannot be contract signatory)(Name of the

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of
(Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Agency duly held on CpI I
(bale))ale)

RESOLVED: That the

(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revisions,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

■ 3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the ^ day of 2011.
(Date Contract Signed)

4. \/ f^r^cO is the duly elected
(Name of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

^ urt f ̂^cro/L
(Title of Contract Signatory)

(Signature of the Elected Officer)

STATE OF NE)A/ HAMPSHIRE

County of O C^-Vo

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 3-^— day of Jlun£ . 20j_^,

(Name of Elected Officer of the Agency)

O, i 'fNIOTAR'Yl.SGAl)

\ - A
r.

A
-'A

ERIC C. HARBECK JR., Notary Public
State of New HampsNre

My Commission Expires February 1,2022

ilic/Justice o(Notary Public/ the Peece)

, vC-bmfTiission Expires:
''' . X
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HEADREST INC. MISSION STATEMENT

"We are dedicated to assisting anyone currently dealing with a
substance use disorder, experiencing a crisis, or needing
support, by providing effective programs and treatment
regardless of ability to pay"
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

To the Board of Directors
Headrest, Inc.
Lebanon, New Hampshire 03766

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Headrest, Inc. (a nonprofit
organization),which comprise the statements of financial position as of June 30, 2018
and 2017, and the related statements of activities and cash flows for the years then
ended, and the related notes to the financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America, this includeis the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal
control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors' Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion oh these financial statements based on our
audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
In the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement.

An audit includes performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditor s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or emor. In making those risk assessments,
the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity's internal controi. Accordingly, we express no such opinion.
An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and
the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

VVe believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to '
provide a basis for our audit opinion.

-1-



Opinion

in our opinion, the financial statements referred to the above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of Headrest. Inc. as of June 30, 2018 and 2017, and the
changes in its net assets and Its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Other Matter

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial
statements taken as a whole. The schedule of functional expenses on page 11 is
presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic
financial statements. Such information is the resF)onsibility of management and was
derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to
prepare the financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional
procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements
themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is
fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as
a whole.

Wheeler, Ring, Doian & Dupuis, PC

li'fiuUr. 'King. 'DoUn Cr 'Dupuis, <SC-

Manchester, N. H. 03104
November 15. 2018

-2-



HEADREST, INC.
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

JUNE 30, 2018 AND 2017

Assets 2018 2017

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash $ 11,920 $ 54,696
Accounts Receivable 76,558 45,624
Prepaid expenses 4.078 5'.456

Total current assets 92.556 105 779

Assets Limited as to Use 35,460 26.184

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
•-snd 19,010 19,010
Building and improvements 241,037 229 467
Furniture, fixtures and equipment 146.687 146!687

Total property and equipment 406.734 395J64
Less accumulated depreciation 316.003 307.563

90.731 87.601

OTHER ASSETS, loan origination fee,
net of Amortization 2018 and 2017 627 754

TOTAL ASSETS S219 374 S220 315

See Independent Auditors' Report and Notes to Financial Statements
-3-



HEADREST, INC.
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITiON

(continued)
JUNE 30, 2018 AND 2017

2018 2017

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABLITIES
Accounts Payable $ 3,074 $ 6.483
Notes payable and current portion of
Long-term debt 9,439 5^39

Line of Credit 60.000
Accrued payroll and related expenses 27.015 33 156

Total Current Liabilities 99.528 47,828

LONG-TERM DEBT, net of current portion 45.589 55149

Total liabilities 145.117 102 977

NET ASSETS

Unrestricted net assets 74.257 117 338

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS S219.-^74 s

See Independent Auditors' Report and Notes to Financial Statements
-4-



HEADREST. INC.
STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 AND 2017

REVENUE AND SUPPORT

State contracts

Local government grants
Private foundations
United Way
Service fees

Contributions

Interest and dividend income
Total revenue and support

EXPENSES

Program Services:
Outpatient
CMRD

Total program services

Supporting Services:
Generai and administrative
Fundraising

Total supporting service

Total expenses

Increase (Decrease) in Unrestricted Net Assets

Unrestricted Net Assets, beginning of year
Unrestricted Net Assets, end of year

2018

255,479
103,017

130,000
6,667

285,425
113,526

41
894.159

540,797
219.610

760.407

2017

$ 283,344
100.684

35,000
10,602

191,395
126,707

84
747.816

468,991
192.731

661.722

156,284 138,586
20.549 16.939

176.833 155.525

937.240 817.247

(43,081) (69.431)

117.338 186 769
$  74 257 $ 117.338

See Independent Auditors' Report and Notes to Financial Statements
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HEADREST. INC.
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

YEARS ENDED JUNE 30. 2018 AND 2017

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets

Adjustments to reconcile excess of revenues
and support over expenses to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
(Increase) Decrease in assets limited as to use
(Increase) Decrease in accounts receivable
(Increase) Decrease in prepaid expenses
Increase (Decrease) in accounts payable
Increase (Decrease) in fine of credit
Increase (Decrease) in accrued expenses

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of capital assets

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Repayments of long-term notes payable

Net Increase (Decrease) In Cash

Cash at Beginning of Year, unrestricted

Cash at End of Year, unrestricted

SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE OF CASH FLOW
INFORMATION

Cash paid during the years for;
Interest

2018

$(43,081)

8,567

(9.276)
(30,934)

1,378
(3.409)
60,000
(6.141^

Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities (22.896)

(11,570)

^8.310)

(42,776)

54.696

2017

$(69,431)

8.959

24.943

39,319

(  1.627)
3,869

10.702

16.734

(1,651)

(8.871)

6,212

48_484

$ 3 107

See Independent Auditors' Report and Notes to Financial Statements
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HEADREST, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 AND 2017

NOTE 1 - NATURE OF ORGANIZATION

Headrest, Inc. ("Headresr) is a New Hampshire nonprofit corporation that
provides information and referral, crisis intervention and other related services
through the use of a telephone hotline and office visitations. Headrest also
provides counseling and emergency shelter to transients, and Information to the
community relating to drugs and alcohol.

NOTE 2 - SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The summary of significant accounting policies of Headrest is presented to assist
In understanding the Organization's financial statements. The financial
statements and notes are representations of Headrest's management who is
responsible for their integrity and objectivity. These accounting policies conform
to U.S. generally accepted accounting principles and. have been consistently
applied in the preparation of the financial statements.

The financial statements of Headrest have been prepared on the accrual basis of
accounting. The significant accounting policies followed are described below.

Financial statement presentation

Financial statement presentation follows the recommendations of the Financial
Accounting Standards Board in its Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
(SFAS) No. 117, "Financial Statements of Not-for-Profrt Organizations". Under
SFAS No. 117. Headrest is required to report information regarding its financial
position and activities according to three classes of net assets: unrestricted net
assets, temporarily restricted net assets, and permanently restricted net assets.

Unrestricted net assets are comprised of operating revenues and
expenses and contributions pledged which are not subject to any donor-
imposed restrictions. Headrest, Inc. currently has $74,257 and $117,338
unrestricted net assets as of June 30. 2018 and 2017, respectively.

Temporary restricted net assets are comprised of contributions and gifts
for which donor-imposed restrictions will be met either by the passage of
time or the actions of the Organization. Headrest, Inc. currently has no
temporarily restricted net assets as of June 30, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.

-7-



HEADREST, INC.
• NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 AND 2017

NOTE 2 - SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

Permanently restricted net assets Include those assets for which donor-imposed
restrictions stipulate that the asset be permanently, maintained by the
Organization. Headrest, Inc. has no permanently restricted net assets as of
June 30, 2018 and 2017.

Use of estimates — The preparation of financial statements in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect certain reported amounts and disclosures.
Accordingly, actual results could differ from those estimates.

Cash equivalents - For purposes of the statement of cast] flows. Headrest
considers all short-term investments with an original maturity of three months or
less to be cash equivalents. At June 30, 2018 and 2017 there were no cash
equivalents.

Assets limited as to use

-Assets Limited as to Use represent board-designated assets for capital
expenditures and reserves amounting to $35,460 and $26,184 at June 30, 2018
and 2017. Assets limited to use consist of cash and cash .equivalents however
these amounts have not been iricluded in cash and'cash equivalents for cash
flow purposes.

Allowance for doubtful accounts - Headrest considers accounts receivable to be
fully collectible, accordingly, no allowance for doubtful accounts is required.

Depreciation and fixed assets - Property and equipment are stated at cost if
purchased and at fair market value on the date of the donations if donated.
Assets donated with explicit restrictions regarding their use and contributions of
cash that must be used to acquire property and equipment are reported as
restricted or temporarily restricted support. Absent donor stipulations regarding
how long those donated assets must be maintained, Headrest reports expirations
of donor restrictions when the donated or acquired assets are placed in service
as instructed by the donor. Headrest reclassifies temporarily restricted net
assets to unrestricted net assets at that time. Depreciation is computed using
straight-line and accelerated methods based on the estimated useful life of each
asset. Estimated useful lives used for building and improvements are ten to
thirty- nine years and for furniture and fixtures three to seven years.

Public support and revenue - All contributions are considered to be available or
unrestricted use unless specifically restricted by the donor.

-8-
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HEADREST, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEARS ENDED JUNE 30. 2018 AND 2017

NOTE 2 - SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

Income taxes - The Organization is a not-for-profit organization that is exempt
from income taxes under Section 501©C3) of the Internal Revenue Code and
classified by the Inteimal Revenue Service as other than a private foundation.

The Organization adopted the recognition requirements for uncertain income tax
positions as required by generally accepted accounting principles, with no
cumulative effect adjustment required. Income tax benefits are recognized for
income tax positions taken or expected to be taken in a tax return, only when it is
determined that the income tax position will more -likely-than-not be sustained
upon examination by taxing authorities. The Organization has analyzed tax
positions taken for filing with the Internal Revenue Service and the state
jurisdiction where it operates. The Organization believes that income tax filing
positions will be sustained upon examination and does not anticipate any
adjustments that would result in a material adverse affect on the Organization's
financial condition, results of operations or cash flows. Accordingly, the
Organization has not recorded any reserves, or related accruals for interest and
penalties for uncertain income tax positions at June 30, 2018.

Donated services and materials - Donated supplies and equipment are reflected
as contributions in the accompanying financial statements at their estimated fair
market values.

Functional expenses - Functional and administrative expenses have been
allocated among program services based on an analysis of personnel time and
space utilized for the activities.

NOTE 3-LINE OF CREDIT

The Organization has a $100,000 line of credit with a local bank through January
30, 2019, collateralized by all assets, with interest at Wall Street Journal prime.
There were outstanding balance of $60,000 and $0 at June 30, 2018 or 2017.

NOTE 4 - NOTES PAYABLE AND LONG-TERM DEBT

Notes payable and long-term debt consisted of the June June
following as of: 2018 2017

Mortgage note payable with bank with interest
at 4.5% dated July 31. 2003 and due July 15, 2023
with monthly installments of principal and interest
of $1,030, secured by all assets of the organization. $ 55.028 $ 63.338

Less current maturities 9,439 8.189
Long-term debt, less current maturity $ 45,589 $ 55 149

-9-



HEADREST. INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2018 AND 2017

NOTE 4 - NOTES PAYABLE AND LONG-TERM DEBT (CONTINUED)

Scheduled principal repayments on long-term debt for the next five years and thereafter follows:

Year Ending
June 30

2019 $ 9,439
2020 9,996
2021 10,586
2022. 11,211
2023 11,873
Thereafter 1.923

Total S 55 028

NOTE 5 - COMPENSATED ABSENCES

Employees of Headrest are entitled to paid personal days depending on length of
service and other factors. The accrued expense for compensated absences for the
fiscal years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 were $13.077and $23,092 respectively. No
more than 240, 180 and 120 hours for full time, Va time and Yi time employees,
respectively, of personal leave may be carried over from the previous year's employment
calculated on a calendar year basis.

NOTE 6 - MAJOR GRANTORS

A Substantial portion of Headrest's revenue comes from the Department of Heath and
Human Sen/ices of the State of New Hampshire. For the years ended June 30, 2018
and 2017 revenue from the contract was approximately 23% and 30%, respectively of
total revenue.

NOTE 7 - EVALUATION OF SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

The Organization has evaluated subsequent events through November 15, 2018, the
date which the financial statements were available to be issued.

-10-
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Laurie Harding, President (2005)
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Cameron Ford

EDUCATION

B.S. degree, Organizational Management, Daniel Webster College, Nashua, NH
Certificate, Human Services, NH Technical College, Manchester, NH

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

April 2017- Present
Executive Directory Headrest Inc.
Headrest is a non-profit community organization focusing on addiction and crisis
assistance since 1971. Services include 24 hour Hotline, Outpatient Counseling, a
Transitional Living program, and Outreach and Community Education.

1 provide leadership and direction as the senior executive to the organization. Responsible
for.monitoring the quality and effectiveness ofthe agency programs and services, and
provide effective leadership in the operations of the organization. Serve as a liaison for the
agency within the community. Responsible for the overall financial health of the
organization. Maintain oversight and compliance with state, federal and grantfunding.
Collaborate with other agencies to provide efficient services.
August 2015 to Present-
Foundery CEO Iron Heart Gateways to Success
Iron Heart is a non-profit dedicated to helping Veterans and people facing barriers to
employmentfind and maintain living wage Jobs with sustainability opportunities. As co-
founder ofthis organization, lam committed to every individual that comes through the
door to help them make life changing choices regarding employment, financial literacy
and education.

February 2014 to June 2015-
Executive Directory Granite Pathways
Granite Pathiuays is a peer-support, self-help community that provides hope and dignity to adults
zuith mental illness. The mission of Granite Pathzuays is to empozver and support adults zvith
mental illness to pursue their personal goals through education, employment, stable housing,
reivarding achievements, and meaningful relationships. It does that byJbllozuing the certification
standards of the International Center for Clubhouse Development (ICCD,), zohich define an
evidence-based model of rehabilitation that achieves superior employment and recovery outcomes.

•  Responsible for the overall management of the organization including staff development,
strategic planning, fiscal management, and groxuth.

•  Ivkiintain stakeholder relationships, Establish, developed, and maintained
collaborative relationships with foundations and funding sources

f?l
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•  Increased membership at the clubhouse by 40%
•  Increased number ofemployed members by 60%
•  Completed training at an ICCD certified training Center (Genesis, Worcester Mass.)

February 2004 to March 2013-
Executive Director, MY TURN Inc,
The MY TURN program provides services to approximately 800 students per year through
both in school and out ofschool programs. The programs provide educational
advancement opportunities, dropout prevention, and include services such as community
service learning, tutoring and study skills, employment skills training, mentoring, college
preparation, leadership, and guidance and counseling. The majority of fundingfor the
organization is through WIA funds in partnership with local worlforce boards. My
position initially covered the NH region until I was promoted in 2011 to manage the entire
organization.

• Administered and oversaw the growth and fiscal management and operations of the
MYTURN Organization in New Hampshire and Massachusetts. Responsibilities
included Board Development, Strategic planning, fundraising and program
development. Position reported to the CEO.

• Established, developed, and maintained collaborative relationships with
foundations, worlfbrce boards and funding sources, and high demand labor market
industries.

•  Successfully expanded the marketing of the program to and created partnerships
with schools, community colleges. Chambers of Commerce, local civic
organizations, state vision teams and economic development groups.

•  Explored and developed sustainable avenues for funding and for the growth and
continuous improvement of the MY TURN programs through financial
collaborations with schools and higher education entities, grant writing, and
responding to RFP's

• Managed and motivated 18-20 staff throughout the region including all aspects of
human resources.

• Responsible for Regional Board Development, Strategic planning, fundraising and
program development. Position reports to the CEO.

Oct 1994-April 2004-
Work Opportunities Unlimited Inc,, Director of Youth Development

• Oversaw the operation of the Youth Career Program for adjudicated youth that
included peer and family groups, career focused Jobs for youth, adventure-based
activities such as hikes, camping trips, deep-sea fishing, and experiential based
group activities. This program was highly regarded in New England as an
alternative to placement for adjudicated youth. During my leadership, this program
averaged a 9% recidivism rate.

• Created and established new state marketing to funding sources and industry,
development and implementation of the Youth Career Program that assisted



adjudicated and at risk youth in Worlforce Development and youth development
activities. Trained new directors and staff Contributed to the strategic plan
process for growth ofthe youth programs within the organization and developed
strategies for expansion into new states. During my leadership, this program
received recognition as a Promising Effective Practices Program from the National
Youth Employment Coalition in Washington DC

Responsible for the management offive offices in N.H. and the supervision ofas
many as 18 staff. Directly involved in hiring ofstaff training and support, and
program growth. Developed and consistently exceeded yearly program recruiting,
operational and financial goals through a strategic planning process.

March 1991-Oct 1994-

Work Opportunities Unlimited Inc. Concord N.H Employment Representative

• Responsible forjob development activities for youth and adults with disabilities.
Worked with Counselors from Vocational Rehabilitation, Area Agencies and local
schools. Carried a caseload of 45 clients that included adults and youth from,
schools and the Youth Development Center. Maintained an 80% success rate for
placements.

Volunteer Associations-

• Co-Chair, Manchester Continuum of Care
• Past Board Chair, Girls at Work, Non-Profit Organization that engages girls in

non-traditional work experiences, with emphasis on the construction field
• Queen City Rotary Club
• Board of Directors, Helping Hands, Manchester NH

Achievements/Awards-

•  St. Anselm College Presidents' Community Partner Award
•  "EntrepreneurshipJ 01 Award" National Consortium for Entrepreneurship

Education

• National Youth Employment Coalition's New Leaders Academy Class of2000.
Certiflcations-
• National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship
•  CESP, Nationally Certified Supported Employment Support Professional
•  Clubhouse Administrative Training Certification. 2015, Genesis, Worcester Mass.

References- Available upon request
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M. KATHLEEN RUSSO BS, LADQ LCS

Substance Abuse Counseling

dinfcal Director. HEADREST: Lebanon, NH; Supervision of Low-Intendty Residential Treatment program,
Supervision of Outpatient services, Development of new licensed counselors, expanding Substance Abuse Services in
the Upper Valley, August 2016 to present

Independent Cnntracton September 2006 to present

.  OutpatientTheraplst: RTT Associates, Concord, NH, Facilitating fbrensics group, working with Federal
and State probation/parole dients, case management, randuding evaluations and outpatient substance
abuse counseling. Part-time. January 07 to February 2011.

•  Nevtf Hampshite Technical institirte! Adjunct Instructor, taught Group Counseling and
Psychopharmacblogy,
Spring 2007

•  Clinical Supervisor: Keystone Hall Nashua, NH, 8-10 hours per week providing dinlcal supervision to
counselors working toward llcensure. Working in the cri^ intervention/ sobriety maintenance program.
Member of treatment team and liaison with administration. Monitored for compliance with date regulatior^.
June 2006 - Mard) 2007 , ̂

•  Private Practice: Nashua location for five years, part-time. WorWng with referrals from attorneys offices,
DWI counseling and aftercare. Department of Transportation evaluations, consultation with families to asdst
with interventions as well as group counseling. Tiiton private practice since July 2006, with dmilar clientele.
Managing business twjdget for five years. Qosed Nashua office in March 2008. Currently in Private Practice
in niton, NH,

Director of Rehabilitation Services. Harmony Rrst, Bedford, NH, October 2000 to September 2006
Developed and Implemented a successful Intendve Oirtpatient treatment program for Harmony Rrst, Bedford, NH.
Provided TOP services, group and individual therapy. Assessed patients for placement in Outpatient Detoxification
services with medical staff at this location. Provided treatment planning and case management to ail patients.
Facilitated Family Mucation Groups to compliment this program. Provided utilization reviews with ir^rance
companies, sharing dinlcal information for reimbursement Respondble for fielding crisis Intervention calls for
placement into detoxification and treatment services. Provided families and loved ones with intervention services and
referrals.

Therapist. Birchwood Counseling, Nashua, NH October 1998 to October 2001
Conducted group therapy, individual therapy and evaluations. Worked with Community Alcohol Infomnation program
clients and other referral agendes to asdst with DWI aftercare requirements, provided substance abuse services for
referrals from Department of Child and Family Services.

ainlcai Suoervlson Roxie Avenue Rehabilitation Center and Treatment Altematives to Street Crimes, Cumberland
County Mental Health Center, and Fayetteville, NC -1996-1997 ,; ' ,
Provided dinlcal supervision for in-patient detoxification crisis stabilization center, provided dinlcal supervision to
Criminal Justice Intensive Out patient Treatment Program, Treatment Altematives to Street Crimes, Cumberland
county Mental Health,_Fadlitated Dual Diagnosis outpatient treatment groups, provided consultation services to
Intensive Probation and Parole, State of North Carolina. Provided Consultation services to Day Reporting Center,
Cumberland County, NC Lead Qlnlcal Substance Abuse Counselor for high- risk treatment oses, provided In-service
training and staff development training.



Chemical Dependency Counselor. Locked and Open Acute Psychiatric Units; Cape Fear Valley Medical Center/
Fayetteville, NC October 1992-March 1996
Coordinated and provided Education and Consultation services for open and locked inpatient psychiatric units. (
Provided Consultation services in a County Medical Center to medicai/surgicaL labor/delivery, orthopedics and 6YN
patients for the hospital physicians. Provided Education and Consuitation services to Adolescents in a Sexually
Troubled Youth Program, provided Substance abuse counseling and case management services for a Residential
Treatment Program inpatient psychiatri<yacute care program. Responsible for case management and discharge
planning of aii patients in all hospital programs.

Employee Assistance Program Counselor: Cape Fear Valley Medical Cen^, Fayetteviile, NC
Responsible for identification and asse^ent of perlbrman^ based personnel problems and chemical
dependency issues as an Employee Asistance Program Counselor.
Clinical Supervbor: Cape Fear Valley Treatment Center, Fayetteviile, NC
Developed and implemented Quality Assurance Improvement program for an Intensive Outpatient
Treatment program. Supervised an outpatient treatment staff of five providing direct patient care.
Coordinator/ Pain Management, Inpatient Services, Cape Fear Valley Medical Center
coordinator of services for an Inpatient Pain Management Treatment Program
Facilitated multi-family, couples and women's groups, proWded individual therapy
Fadlttated Aftercare and Relapse Prevention groups.

Chemical Dependency Counselor: Tripler Army Medical Center, Department of Psychiatry, Schofield Barracks, HI
1988-1992

Provided sodal work, psychological treatment and oonsuitation secvicss to Alcohol and Drug dependent; military,
cMiian personnel and family members in rehabilitation. Conducted individual and group therapy.
Provided case management services for military personnel arid their family members v^ie in treatment
Member of treatment planning team fbr Inpatient and outpatient, U3 Army Drug and Alcohol program
Coordinated development and conducted psycho/sodal assessments In dinical setting

Caseworker Suoer\dson American Red Cross, Service to Amied Forces and Veterans; Ft ̂ 1, OK 1986-1988 /
Supervised and trained caseworkers fbr Services to the Armed Forces, American Red Cross. Provided notification
services to service members of ̂mily emergendes and provided financial assistance with Red Cross guidelines.
Member of the Board of Directors for the American Red Cross. Redpfent of the Clara Barton award for Volunteerism.

Program Deyelooment and Manaocment

❖ Developed and Managed, Intensive Outpatient Treatment Program, Harmony Rrst, 2000 to 2006
^ Developed Family Education Program to adjunct the Intensive Outi^tient Pr^ram 2000 to 2006
<• Developed group therapy program fbr DWI offenders in a private practice setting, 1998-2001

Developed, designed and Implemented Intensive Outpatient Treatment Program, Treatment Alternatives to
Street Crimes, Day R^rting Center, Cumberland County Mental Health, Fayett^lle, NC 1996-1997

<• Developed and implemented Chemical Dependency Education for In-patient Adolescent Services, Cumberland
Hospital, Fayetteviile, NC -1994-1996
Develop^ and implemented screening tools fbr acute In-patient psychiatric nursing fbr alcohol and drug
dependent patients

❖ ̂  Designed and Implemented Relapse Prevention Program fbr Inpatient Pain Management Program, Cape Fear
Valley Medical Center, Fayetteviile, NC-1992-1996
Designed and implemented Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program for U.S. Arm/s Regional Confinement Facility:
Ft Sill, OK - February 1992- June 1992

❖ Designed and implementEd Intendve Outpatient Treatment Program for the U.S. Army's Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Program, Schofield Barracks, HI 1989-1992

<• Designed Alcohol and Drug Prevention Program fbr the American Red Cross: R Sill, OK 1986-1988

Education

B.S., Sodal Sdence Education: Plymouth State College, 1983
❖ 2-week Vldting Professional Course; Tripler Army Medical Center, TRI-SARF; Honolulu, HI
❖ U.S. Army Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation Training, R Sam Houston, TX: Individual course 14-days; Group

Course, 14 -days; Advance,Counsellng Course, 7 days
❖ 1 year Internship program, U.S. Army, Schofield Banacks, HI 1989



Certification

❖ New Hampshire, LADC #(M45
❖ New Hampshire LCS #045
❖ Certified US. Department of Transportation Substance Abuse Prof^lonal, Current
❖ US Army, Health Services Command, 1989
❖ Hawaii, Certified Substance Abuse Counselor; #551 - 1990
❖ North Carolina Certified Substance Abuse Counselor #1096 -1998

Professional Assodatfons

NAADAC 1986- present
NHADACA Secretary 2002-2004
NH Providers Association - Current

NHADACA- Current

Board member of the NH Board of Licensing of Alcohol and other Drug Abuse Professional April 2016- Current
Co-Chair of Integrated SUD /1115 Wavfer-current



Eric Harbeck

EXPERIENCE

Headrest, Inc. Lebanon, NH
Assistant Director July 2018-Present

Business Manager, Hotline/Residential Counselor May 2014-July 2018
•  Connect, maintain and supervise relationships with insurance agencies, claim submission and reimbursement and compliance.

•  Assist the Executive Director will any projects, grant funding requests and/or grant.

•  Manage applications, renewals or termination of benefits for all employees.
•  Review and correct payroll for submission to payroll service, submit bills to payroll service.

Jakes Market and Dell

Customer Service Assistant/Store Clerk

•  Assist customers with questions and concerns.

•  Maintain a clean and organized work environment.

•  Promptly distribute products upon delivery from vendors.

•  Work with store manager and vendors on how to increase efficiency and productivity.

Webster House

Child Care Worker

•  Write log reports at the end of every shift.

•  Meet one-on-one with selected residents discussing their progress.
•  Attend biweekly meetings with co-workers and administration to discuss state of the house.

•  Supervise, organize and participate in activities with the residents.

Warwick Mills

Mix Technician

•  Check schedule for daily tasks.

•  Check in with supervisor for various projects to complete outside of the department.

•  Troubleshoot issues that would arise with equipment.

•  Record material usage into inventory database.

Colby-Sawyer College Library Learning Center
Information Services Asslstant/He\p Desk Assistant
2011

Check materials In and Out, shelve materials and check shelving accuracy.

Cover front desk and assist students and community members with library questions.

Interface with Archives and Inter-Library loan system in addition to other offices on campus.

Professionally answer Help Desk support line and conduct basic trouble-shooting.

Generate service requests and respond to voice mail in timely manner.

Andover/New London/Lebanon, NH
September 2012 - Present

Manchester, NH

Feb. 2012-Aug. 2012

New Ipswich, NH
June 2011-Jan. 2012

New London, NH

Sept. 2007-May

EDUCATION

Master In Social Work

University of New Hampshire-Manchester

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology

Colby-Sawyer College

Certified Recovery Support Worker

Recovery Coach Academy-CCAR Mode

Manchester, NH

Aug 2017 - Present

New London, NH

Sept. 2007-May 2011

April, 2016-Present

June, 2016

Academic Highlights: Theories of Counseling, Child Psychology, Psychology of Personality, Biological Psychology, Cross-Cultural

Psychology, Learning and Cognition, Directing and Stage Management, Jazz Dance



Lara Kristen Quillia

Education

Hartford High School (HHS), Hartford, Vermont June 2007
Honors and Awards: The National Honor Society, (Secretary 2005-2007)
Service Above Self Award (for dedication to the act of volunteering)
Outstanding Youth Award (for excellence in Scholarsh^, Sportsmanship, and Citizenship)
University of Vermont (UVM), Burlington, Vermont May 2011
Bachelor of Science Degree in the College of Education and Social Services
Major: Social Work
Honors and Awards: University of Vermont Dean's List, The National Society of Collegiate Scholars and
Phi A^ha Honor Society (for excellence in academic performance in social work)
Karl-Franzens Universitat Graz, Graz, Austria 2/2010 - 7/2010
Whilst attending UVM I spent a semester abroad focusing on cultural studies and learning German at an
intermediate level In addition to my studies I was able to fulfill an ambition of mine to expand my
knowledge of the world and foreign cultines by extensively traveling throughout Europe and Northern
Africa.

Social Work Experience

State of Vermont Economic Services (formerly PATH) 11/2003 - 12/2006
For three years was the HHS chief coordinator and in-service representative for the local community
Christmas Project, a program that connected over 50 children in need from the local community with both
the high school and middle school classrooms, sponsors, and donors. I was responsible for cost-effectively
handling the contributed fimds/donations and providing the children with presents and/or winter clothing
during the holiday season.
New Sudan Education Initiative (NESEI) 3/2009 - 4/2009
Created a new training manual for future volunteers to help them learn about the NESEI organization; as
well as what their time in Africa would be like, how it might feel to return to their home countries after their
experience, and things they could do to prepare for their experience.
Career Connections 9/2010 - 5/2011
As part of my senior curriculum I worked as an employment counselor intern assisting adults with serious
and persistent mental illness in identifying and accomplishing their education or employment goals.
Fuifriermore, I co-facilitated an eight-week group on stress management and calming techniques.

Work Experience

Headrest - Lebanon, NH 8/2016 - Present
Residential Case Manager - In collaboration with other program staff and clients, ensure the safety of
residents living at Headrest. Support residents in recovery from substance use disorder to complete their
treatment goals and achieve successful re-entry into the community.

Murphy's on the Green - Hanover, NH 5/2012 - 10/2016
Server/Bartender — Implement efficient time management and organizational skills while engaging in inter
personal communication with diverse clientele. Assisting in the management of staff and coordination of
logistics during shift, monitoring of customers, and training and supervising new staff.
Market Table- Hanover, NH 9/2011 - 5/2012
Server - Antic^ated and responded promptly to the desires of patrons, while contributing to the overall
efficiency and friendly atmosphere of the restaurant.

j - - _•
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CONTRACTOR NAM E

Key Personnel

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from

this Contract

Amount Paid from

this Contract

Cameron Pord Executive Director $75,000 15% $1 1,250

Kathleen Russo Clinical Director $72,000 25% $18,000

Eric Harbeck Assistant Director $50,000 15% $7,500

Lara Ouillia Residential Coordinator $49,000 80% $39,200

$75,950



Jeffrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

Katji S. Fox

Director

NdV21'18pfi 2:26 DAS
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Department of health and human services

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BUREAV OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603-27MII0 1-800^52-3345 Cxt 6738

Fix: 603-271-6105 TOD Acccm: I-800-73S-2964

www.dhhs.nh.gov

November 14, 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into a sole source amendment to eight (8) of the thirteen (13) vendors listed
below In bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support sen/Ices,
statewide, by increasing the total combined price limitation by $3,362,900 from $4,915,198 to
an amount not to exceed $8,278,098 with no change in the completion date of June 30, 2019,
effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval. 69.35% Federal, 13.50%
General, and 17.15% Other Funds.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current

Amount

Increase/

Decrease

Revised

Budget
G8tC Approval

Dismas Home of New Hampshire,
Inc.

$240,000 $3,400

-.y

$243,400 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

in

FIT/NHNH. Inc. $854,031 $0.00

1

$854,031 0: 07/27/18 Item

#7

A: 11/14/18 Item

.#14

Grafton County New Hampshire -
Department of Corrections and
Alternative Sentencing

$247,000 $0.00 $247,000 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18.ltem

#7

Greater Nashua Council on

Alcoholism

$624,599 $890,300 $1,514,899 0:07/27/18 Item

#7

Headrest $147,999 $80,600 $228,599 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Manchester Alcoholism

Rehabilitation Center

$1,118,371 $1,091,800 $2,210,171 0:06/20/18 Late

Item 6

A: 07/27/18 Item
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m
Hope on Haven Hill $278,641 $218,400 $497,041 O: 07/27/18 Item

#7

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $114,200 $401,606 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Phoenix Houses of New England.
Inc.

$232,921 $584,600 $817,521 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7
Seacoast Youth Services $73,200 $0.00 $73,200

4

0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Southeastern New. Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

$589,540 $379,600 $969,140 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

m
The Community Council of Nashua
N.H.

I

$162,000 $0.00 $162,000 0.06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7
West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 $0.00 $59,490 0:06/20/18 Ute

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item
#7

Total $4,915,198 $3,362,900 $8,278,098

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN
TI010035CFDA 93.959)

05-95-92-920510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPIOID RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN
H79TI081685 CFDA 93.788)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

This request is sole source because the increase to the price limitation for eight (8)
vendor exceeds ten (10) percent of the total contract value.

Substance use disorders develop when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically
and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
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major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. Fifth Edition criteria.

This amendment will allow the above eight (8) vendors listed above in bold to continue
and potentially expand access to residential treatment services provided to Medicaid-covered
individuals with opioid use disorder (OUD). Funds in this amendment will be used to cover $100
of room and board payments for Medicald beneficiaries with OUD in low and high intensity
residential treatment services. These funds will support existing residential programs to
continue serving the Medicaid population, which has been cited as a challenge by treatment
providers as a result of differing rates of reimbursement between Medicaid and Commercial
payers. The-vendors above will also continue to offer their existing array of treatment services,
including Individual and group outpatient. Intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization. transitional
living, high and low Intensity residential services.

This amendment is part of the State's recently approved plan under the State Opioid
Response (SOR) grant, which identified access to residential treatment as a funding priority.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) approved NH's
proposal in September, with the expectation that funds are in services for commuriities within
the third month of grant award. The eight (8) vendors above will use these funds to ensure that
individuals with OUD receiving high or low intensity residential treatment have continued and/or
expanded access to the necessary level of care, which increases their ability to achieve and
maintain recovery.

Additionally, the Department will continue to monitor the performance of the Vendors
through monthly and quarterly reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and
engaging in activities identified in the contract monitoring and quality improvement work
referenced above. Contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

Should the Governor and Executive Council not authorize this request residential
treatment programs may have to limit the availability of beds for individuals with OUD on
Medicaid, which would delay access to care for those individuals.
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 69.35% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health
and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification
Number TI010035-14, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State

Opioid Response Grant. CFDA #93.788. and 13.50% General Funds and 17.15% Other Funds
from the Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Other Dnjg Abuse Prevention. Intervention
and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available. General Funds will not
be requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Katja S. Fox

Director

Approved by: /
Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commissioner

The Depertmont of Heelth and Human Sarvicas' Mission is to Join conmunitJas end famiUas
in providing opportunitias tor citisans to achieve haalth and indapandanca.



Atlachmeni A

Financial Details

0^9S-92-920S10'33620000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS- DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Fundi)

Community Council
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Convn

Mental Health Vendor Code: 154112-BOOl

/

Slate Fiscal Year Claae/Accounl Title Budget Amount Ineraasa/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budost

2019 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
548,857 50 548.857

Suthtotal 546.857 50 548.857

Oismaa Homa of NH Vendor Code:TBD

State Fiscal Year Ciaas/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Otcreese
Revised Modified

Budoti

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
572.381 50 572.381

SutMolal 572.381 ■  50 572.381

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Clr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-8005

Sute Fiscal Year dees/Account . . Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budast

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

5337.288 50 5337,288

Sub>tolal 5337.288 50 5337.288

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-B001

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account
■  .V«».

Till# ' Budget Amount tncreaie/Oicresee
Revised Modified

Budaei

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5194,759 50 5194.759

Sub-total 5194.759 50 5194.759

GraAon County Vendor Coda: 177397-8003

State Flacai Yaar Claea/Account niic Budget Amount Increase/ Decresse
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
574.492 SO 574.492

' Sub-total 574.492 50 574.492

Greaiar Nashua

CouncDon .

Alcoholism Vendor Coda: 166574.8001

Stata Fiscal Yaar Claea/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
5188.372 50 5188.372

Sub-ioial $188,372 50 5188.372

Headrtsi, Inc VtndorCedr l7S22ft^OOl

Stale Flacel Year CIssa/Aeeouni Title Budget Ameuni Increase/ Decresse
Revlsad Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
544,635 544.635

. Sub-total 544.635 50 544.635

Attachmefli A

Financial Detail

Pace 1 »f 6



Attachment A

Financial Details

Hope on Haven Hin Vendor Code: 275n9.B00l

State Flecat Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revlaad Modified

2019 102-500734
Conlracts for Prog

Svc
584,035 50 584,035

Sul)-tetal 564.035 50 584,035

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 158557-8001

State Fiscal Year ClassfAceovnt Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Reviaed Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
586.678 588,676

Sub'total 588.678 SO 588,676

Phoerdx Houses of
New Ertgland. Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Tide Budget Amount Incresas/ Decraaaa
Reviaed Modified

Budgei

2019 . 102-500734
Cor^tracts for Prog

Svc
570.246 570,246

8ul>-total 570,248 50 570,246

Seacoost Youth

Services*"' Vendor Code: 203944-B001

- State Fiscal Year Clasaf Account Title Budget Amount Increaae/ Oacreaaa
Reviaed Modified

Budgei

2019 102-500734
ConUscts for Prog

Svc
522,076 50 522.076

8ut>-total 522,076 50 522.076

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Onrg
Services Vendor Coda 155292-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount tncreasa/ Decreaae
Reviaed ModlOed

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

" Svc
5177.799 50 $177,799

SulMoial 5177,799 50 5177.799

Weal Central

Services Vendor Coda: 177854^001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amounl tncreaaa/ Decraaae
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
517,942 SO $17,842

Sub-total • 517.942 50 517.942
Total Cov. Comm 51.419.560 50 51.419.560

05-9M2.92051(>*33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVC8 DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL 5VCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funde, 20% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Community CourKil
of Nashua-Gr

Naahua Comm

Mental Health Vendor Code: 154112-B001

1

State Flacal Year Clata/Account Tills Budget Amounl Increase/Decrease
Revleed Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$113,143 50 5113.143

Sub-total $113,143 50 5113.143

Act«<lt(ncnt A

Finencle) Oclell

Fate 2 el 5



AUachmenl A

Financial Details

Oismas Home ofNH Vendor Code:TBD

StAto Fit cal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Rovlaed Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for ProQ

Svc
$167,619 $0 $167,619

Sub-tolet $167,619 $0 $167,619

Easter Seats of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

CU/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-6005

r

Slate Fiscal Year Claaaf Account Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Decrtaae
Ravlaed Modified.

Budoet ^

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$761,063 $0 $761,063

Sul>-(otal $761,063 $0 S781.063

FIT/NHNH VendorCode; 157730-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$451,016 $0 S451.016

SutMotal $451,016 - $0 $451,016'

Grafton County Vendor Code: 177397-6003

State Flacol Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount Increate/ Oecreaie
Revlaed Modified -

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$172,506 SO $172,506

Sub-total $172,506 SO $172,508

Greater Nashua

Council on

AtcohoHsm VendorCode: 166574-6001

State Fiscal Year Claaa/Account Title Budget Amount Increeee/Decrease'
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$436,227 SO $436,227

Sub-total S438.227 SO S436.227

Headrest. Inc VendorCode: 175225-8001

Stale Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decreaee
Revlaed Modified

Budget

2019 102-SCW734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103,364 $0 $103,364

Suls-total $103,364 SO $103,364

Hope on Haven HiU Vendor c:ode: 2751158001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Conlracis (or Prog

Svc
$194,606 SO $194,606

Sub-ioial 1 $194,606 SO $194,606

NorthCourury
Health Consortium VendorCode: 1565578001

•

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increate/ DecresM
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
■»

Conlracis lor Prog
Svc $200,728 SO $200,726

Sub-total $200,728 SO $200,728

Auechmeni A

Flnanctol OeuH

Pa|» 3 of 6



Attachment A

Financial Details

PttoenU Houses of

New EoglSfyj. Inc. Vendor Code: 177599-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5162,675 50 5162,675

Sub-total -  5162,675 50 5162.675

Seecoasl Youth

Services

f

Vendor Code: 203944-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount . Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
551,124 50 551,124

Sub-total 551.124 SO 551,124

Soulheeslem NH

Alcohol end Drug

Services Vendor Code 155292-6001

Stats Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5411.741 50 5411.741

Sut)-letal 5411.741 50 5411,741

Wesi Cenirel

Services Vendor Code: 177654-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budgel Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc-
541.548 50 541.548

Sub-total 541.548 SO 541,548

Total Clinical Sve 53.287.382 is. 13.287.382

05.95-B2-92051D-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORtAL HEALTH.
BUREAti OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS. STATE OROlO RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN H79TI0ei5e5 CFDA93.7e0)

Community Council
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health VandorCode: 154112-0001

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Tltle Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreaae
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc-
50 SO 50

Sub-total 50 50 SO

Oismss Home of NH Vendor Code;TBO

State Fiacat Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
50 53.400 53.400

SutMotal 50 53.400 53.400

Easier Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

ClrfFamum VendorCode: 177204-6005

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budgel Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

AtCKlvrneAt A

FirufKlel Detail
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Attachment A

Financial Details

2019 102-500734
Ccniracta for Prog

Svc
50 Sl.09l.e00 S1.091.600

Sub>tol«l $0 Sl.09t.600 Sl.091,600

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-BOOt

State Flacal Year CIsss/Accouni TlUe Budget Amount Increeeef Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$206,256 SO $206,256

Sub-toUl $208,256 SO $206,256

Grafton County Vendor Code; 177397-6003

Slate Plecal Year Claee/Account TlUe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
. Revised Modified

Budsel

2019 102-500734
Conlrsclsfor Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub-total $0 SO SO

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcohontm Vendor Code: 166S74-8001

-

State Fiscal Year Claas/Account TlUa Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Ccntrecis for Prog

Svc
$0 $890,300 $690,300

Sub-total $0 $690,300 $690,300

Headrest, bx Vendor Code: 175226-BOOl

State Fiscal Year Claes/Account Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Decrease
Revleed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrecls for Prog

Svc
$0 $60,600 $60,600

SutHotal $0 $60,600 $60,600

Hope on Haven HIU Vendor Code: 27511M001

State Fiscal Year Clase/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrees#
Revised Modified .

Budgst

2019 102-500734
Coitlrecls for Prog

Svc
SO $216,400 $216,400

Sub-total SO $218,400 $216,400

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code; 156557-6001

State Fiscal Year Cleat/Account Title Budget Amount increaee/ Decreste
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 S114.200 $114,200

Sub-lotal SO $114,200 $114,200

Phoenix Houses of

New Englsftd, Inc. Vendor Coda: 177569-6001

-

Stats Fiscal Year Claaa/Aecouni Tills Budget Amount Increase/ Decreete
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracis for Prog

Svc
SO SS64.600 $564,600

SulHotsI SO . $564,600 $564,600

Seacoasi Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944-6001

Stats Fiscal Yeor Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Oecresee
Revised Modified

Budget

Attachment A

Financial Detail
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Attdchment A

Financial Details

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO

Sulvtota) SO SO

Southaatiani NH

Alcohol and Drug
Servicas Vendor Coda 155292-6001

Stata Fitcai Yaar Class/Account Title 6udget Amount Increaat/ Oacreaaa
Revfaad Medlfiad

Budoet

2019 . 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $379,600 $379,600

SutMotal $0 $379,600 S376.600

Weal Canuai

Sarvlcaa VandorCoda; 177654^001

Suit Fiscal Yaar Clasa/Accounl nu# Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budgel

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sut>>lotal SO SO SO

Total SOR Grant $208,256 $3,362,900 $3,571,158

Grand Total All $4,915,196 iimm. $6,276,098

Grand Total bv Vandor

PO VarKkKs Current Price Umltalion Increase/Decreasa New Price Llmilatlon

0

Community Council of Nashua-
Gr Nashua Comm Mantal Keallh

Vendor Code:

154112-8001 S162.000 SO $162,000

0 DIsmas Home of NH Vendor Code:TBD S240.000 S3.400 S243.400

0

Easter Seals of NH Manchester

AicohoCsm Rahab CtrfFamum

Vender Code:

177204-6005 Sl.1ie.371 $1,091,600 S2.210.171

0 . FIT/NHNH

Vendor Code:

15773G6001 $654,031 SO $654,031

0 Grafton County
Vendor Code:

177397-6003 ' $247,000 SO S247.000

0

Greater Nashua Council on

Alcoholism

Vendor Code:

166574-6001 $624,599 S690.300 $1,514,699

0 Haadrasi. Irtc

Vendor Code:

175226-6001 S147.999 S80.600 S228.S99

Hooe on Haven Hill

Vendor Code:

275119-6001 $276,641 $216,400 S497.041

0 North Country Health Consortium

Vendor Code:

156557-6001 S287.406 S114.200 S40t.606

0

Phoenh Houses of New England.
Inc.

Vendor Code:

. 177569-6001 S232.921 SS64.600 S617.521

0 Seacoast Youth Services

Vendor Code:

203944-6001 S73.200 SO S73.200

0

Southeastern NH Alcohol artd

Onx> Services

' Vendor Code

155292-6001 S569.540 $379,600 S969.140

0 Wesi Central Services

Vertdor Cede;

177654.8001 S59.490 $0 SS9.490
Total S4.91S.198 $3,382,900 S6.278.096

AitKhmeniA

rinandal Detail
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment arid Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2") dated this SOth day of August. 2018. is by and between the
State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and MOman Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and Headrest., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit
corporation with a place of business at 14 Church Street, Lebanon, NH 03766.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Govemor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item #7) the Contractor agreed to
perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and
in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions. Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parlies agree to modify the scope of services and increase the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37, General Provisions,.Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$228,599.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan D. White, Director.

3. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone.Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A, Scope of Services with Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of
Services.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit B, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit B.
Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

6. Delete and Replace Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, with Exhibit 8-1, Amendment ff2. Service
Fee Table.

Hoadrest Amendment U2
RPA-2019-BOAS-Ot-SUBST-OS Page 1 of 3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Subctance Use Dlsofder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parlies have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox

Director

Contractor Name

///

Date Name

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of ̂ k) . County of on IiInJiS before theim
undersigned office^ personally appeareathaperson identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capaci^ndicated above.

Signature of Notary Publi^ei<Justice of the Peace

/ikr\^ Uhhc_
Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: fotrr HAwaecKjR.. Notary PubUc
Stalo of N«w Hampfthtre

My Convnission Expim Fetyuary 1,2022 t  ,

' ..

Headrest Antendment 92
RFA-2019-BOA&^1-SU8ST*05 Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovefy Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFiCE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Govemor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Headrest Amendmom 02
RPA-2019«OAS41-SU8ST-C$ Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor wiii submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English prortciency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a

Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
In New Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all information security and privacy requirements as
set by the Department.

1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

.  1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal Information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that dient referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD Indudes:

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, induding:

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

Headrest ExhIWt A. Amendmeni #2 Contraclor Wtlato
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.5.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal
preparations.

1.5.2.3.3. Long^acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.5.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any Individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone. as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hampshire, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Senrices in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. The Contractor must assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site qr through referral for all clients supported with SOR
Grant funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIOs program.

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. ' Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

Headrest ExhlWl A, Amendment 02 Contractor InlUals ̂
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model

(http:yAwww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care

that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and '
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and

recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Networ1((s) (IDNs) of services

available in order to align this work with ION projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN

projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.
\

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service

providers involved in the client's care and the client's support

network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Hub

contractors Including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services;

2.2.2.4.2. Referring .any client receiving room & board
payment to the Hub;

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to Hub services when the

Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub services at the time of

discharge when a client is in need of Hub

services.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being

served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma Informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance

of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

t

Headrest EjtWbft a. AmenAndnt #2 Contractor Intllals C.//*-
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

ExhIbN A, Amendment 02

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications, including an examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and

decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured Individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents

are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria, Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential substance use

^  disorder treatment services designed to support individuals
that need this residential service. The goal of low-intensity
residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in
the community and may pay a portion of their room and
board.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services In accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows:

Headrest ExhIWt A. Amendment« Contractor WlWa,
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment ̂2

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically or by telephone conversation) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that Individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact must be
documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the
individual, using the eligibility .module in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact must
be documented in the dient record or a call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess dients' Income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients* income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking dients about any changes
in income no less frequently than every 4
weeks. Inquiries about changes in income must

be documented in the client record.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.4 within two (2) days of the initial
Intake Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web
Information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department when the individual is determined probable of being eligible for
services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a dinical
evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the
Department that indude OSM 5 diagnostic information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
in October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
business days following admission.

Headrest ExhlWia,Amondmem$2 ContractofInWals
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A. Amendment #2

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above before admission Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4

above.after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder

treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a senrice with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's

service area that provides the senrice with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the
priority described below:

2.5.8.1.

Headrest
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Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if

the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, including the provision of interim
services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Hub in the client's area to
connect the client with substance use disorder

treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
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services with these providers. This assistance

must inciude actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.0.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute Individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess
and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse
the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid tJse Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. . Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.
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2.5.11. The Contractor must include In the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies involved In
the client's care, including but not limited to;

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families

(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing In Section
2.5.11 at>ove except that clients who refuse to consent to information

sharing with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive services utilizing State
Opiold Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to Information
sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this
contract except that clients who rescind consent to information sharing
with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive any additional services utilizing
State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12'a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. -Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the dass of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

2.6. Waitlists

Hesdrest ExhIbH A. Amendment ff2 Contractor Initials
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2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of Initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service

and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8

above by the type of service and payer source for the

services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into

the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not

limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen

(14) days after intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'
refusal of such assistance must be clearly documented in the
client record.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of

treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate
withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and
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provide on-going assessment of v*rithdra\Aral risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of
Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management sen/ices
provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be
provided under this contract.

The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3)
sessions, whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4
above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified
the client's admihance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the
requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.

2.8.3.1, Include in all Individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1.

2.8.3.1.2.

2.8.3.1.3.

2.8.3.1.4.

2.8.3.1.5.

2.8.3.2.

2.8.3.3.

specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

measurable (Including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

attainable (within the. individual's ability to
achieve)

realistic (the resources are available to the

individual), and

timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there is a stated time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes in the clients

Headrest
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functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.0.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if

applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions In the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with
other providers.

2.0.4.1. The Contractor • shall obtain In advance if appropriate,
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not
have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider if appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Pan
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws
and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mentai health disorders, and rf the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor will make an appropriate referral to
one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client. Including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are
obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

Headrest Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Conlractof Initlale
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2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, ar^d if the client

does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider if appropriate consents from

the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, rf
applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance with state, federal taws and state

and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community

organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to descrit>e

available services and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services

offered by the client's managed < care
organization or third party insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the

client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If

applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance, with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies

engaged with the client, including but not limited
to the Department's Division of Children. Youth

and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the

Regional Hub(s) as applicable and allowable

with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part

2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file if the

client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3 that address all ASAM (2013)

domains, that are in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-l and

that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.
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2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.6.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A; The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated in the Individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2; Continuing Service Criteria B: The,patient is not
yet making progress, but has the capadty to
resolve his or her problems. He/she is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
have been identified that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The new

problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current
level of care. The level of care which the

patient is receiving treatment is therefore the

least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1)'of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care is Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(s) that
justified the admission to the present level of
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care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have

achieved the maximum possible benefit from
engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of caro (more
or less Intensive) in the same type of services,
or discharge from treatment, is therefore

indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 0: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her ability to resolve his or her

prob]em(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of service, or

discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new
problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a
more intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services In this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https;//www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. The service is supported by a documented
body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:
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2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.6.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
/  available at http://store.sdmhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-

Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocols-TI PS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series7namesTechnical-

Assistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

-  2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and

nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:
/

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the

use of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the cerliTied tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

QuitLine; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral

tobacco products or 'spit' tobacco, and the use of electronic

devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or dient visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at anytime.
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2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in'any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be

extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehicle.

2.10.1.6. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The contractor shall not use tobacco use. in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirerhents to provide the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels (hat are appropriate for the sen/ices provided and
the nurnber of clients served. Including, but not limited to:
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3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADGs, LADCs. and

individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or

the Board of psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver
any dinlcal or recovery support services within their scope of
practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have

completed the required coursework for llcensure by the Board
of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental
Health Practice or Board of Psychology and are working to
accumulate the work experience required for licensure.

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that (hey are under the direct supervision of a licensed

supen/isor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may
deliver intensive case management and other recovery
support services within their scope of practice provided that
they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertlfted recovery support workers defined as individuals
who are working to accumulate the work experience required
for certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case
management and other recovery support services within their
scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the

Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-l
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;
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3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice, available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addictlon-Counseling-
Competencles/SMA15-4171: and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
dearly indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key per^nnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which dearly indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufHdent staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to
address minimum coursework, experience and core competences for those interns
having direct contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student interns complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and appropriate Information security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their Internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3.2.2, and information security and confldentially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire:
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3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education In the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules

relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff Involved in client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, If after

the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following;

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide In-service training or ensure attendance at an

approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (IB) and sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained

staff.

1

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Depiartment's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure

standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and stari^ards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Infonmation Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent

from the client stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all Information that is entered into the

WITS system;

5.2.3. Any Information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the
-  State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose Information is entered Into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Departrnent.
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.  5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2 and/or consent in

'  5.3;

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall

be assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.

' 5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program thai Is funded by
or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs)data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1:3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. "Critical incident' means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well*
being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;
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6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any

Individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. : Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide

immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,

and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the

individual(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,

where, how the event happened, and other

relevant information, as well as the Identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The Identification of any media that had

reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"

(February 2017), available at

https:/Avww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-form.pdf

to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form In Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to

the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and
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6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Pailicjpation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources
to consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the
contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the
contract period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of

more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed lime
on the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department
within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy
within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall
include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and ishort term investments
divided by total operating expenditures, less
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depreciation/amortization and in^kind plus principal payments
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
term investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data; The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.
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8.1.4.4. Source of Data; The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minlrnum ratio of .30:1.^with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months: or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department

staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive

corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that

8.2.1 and/or 6.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure

continued access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a tlmeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff leam of any actual or likely
litigation, investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8:4. The monthly Balance Sheet. Profit & Loss Statement. Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients in residential level of care 3.1 covered

by room and board payments under this contract that enter care directly through the
Contractor who consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub for SUD Services
receive a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination.
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9.2. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Regional Hub

for SLID Services for residential service level of care 3.1 who will be covered by room

and board payments under this contract have proper consents in place for transfer of
information for the purposes of data collection between the Hub and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.4 below to

evaluate that services are mitigating negative Impacts of substance misuse, including
but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing sen/ices within 14 days of screening:

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

g.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care

within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged

meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or
In school at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.5.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested In

past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service.

9.4.5.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first

service.

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days
from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.
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10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1^ The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for Implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
Implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block

1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment,

and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human

Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,

Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959)

2.4. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human

Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State

Opioid Response Grant (CFDA #93.788); and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services

in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this
contract wheri a client has or may have an alternative payer for services
described the Exhibit A. Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medtcaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicald

3.1.2. Senrices covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. . Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a
service that is not covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a

service that is covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1, but payment of the
deductible or copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client.
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3.4. The Contractor shall provide a final budget for State Fiscal Year 2021 no later
than March 31, 2020 for Department approval, which shall be submitted for
Governor and Executive Council approval no later than June 30. 2020.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates to

deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
amount to charge the Department for services delivered as part of this
Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit
B-1, Amendment #2. Sen/ice Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance
plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a
client's admittance into the program and to immediately refund any
overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided
to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate,
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2, when the insurers' rates meet or are

.  lower than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2. Except
when the client's deductible or copay creates a financial hardship as
defined in section 3.3.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit 8, Amendment #2.
Section 7, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or

■  anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full
amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If. any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
^  #2 remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer

(if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall charge the
Department the balance (the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Exhibit B-
1, Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by
private insurer and the amount paid by the client).
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5.3. . The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the

Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2. Service Fee Table multiplied by
the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit 6. Amendment #2, Section 7

Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled

clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the client falls to pay

their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in wn'ting and counseled
regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions including discharge
from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial
accounts.

•5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
Insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract

I  Rate in Exhibit B-1 Exhibit B-1, Amendment U2, except for;

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 3.1 (See Section 6 below).

5.6. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B. Section

5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1; Exhibit B-1,

Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in
the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or

Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application
of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer, would have covered the service, the

Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed
upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing infotmation for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) In residential level.of care 3.1
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments

up to $100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care 3.1.

6.2. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following .

6.2.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;
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6.2.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.2.3. Period for which room and board payments cover; r

6.2.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range
identified in 6.2.3

6.2.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.3. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses
incurred for room and board in the prior month. The State shall make

payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each Invoice for
Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices must be
submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.4. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use
Disorder.

6i5. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with
documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving
services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Exhibit B-1.

Amendment #2 using the sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level fPPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and

board per week:

0%-138% $0
139%-149% $8
150%. 199% $12

200% • 249% $25
250%-299% $40
300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77
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7.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

7.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room and board.

Sliding Fee Scale
8.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit 8.

Amendment #2. Section 5 above.

8.2. The Contractor shali adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit 8-1 to Charge
the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%
200% - 249% 25%
250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

8.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

9. Submitting Charges for Payment
9.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Web Information Technology

System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee
Table. The Contractor shall:

9.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

9.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that
encounter notes are ready for review.

9.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and

are ready for review.

9.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval
for the billing month.

9.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.
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9.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of
the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

9.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS.' For any services that are unable to be billed through
WITS, the contractor shall work \Arlth the Department to develop an alternative
process for submitting invoices.

10. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

11. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

12. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld. In whole or in part. In the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or Stale law, rule or regulation applicable to the services
provided, or If the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed In
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

13. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

14. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block .Grant funds:
14.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

14.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to;

14.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse
services.

14.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended In
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or
correctional Institutions of the State.

14.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is^accompanied
by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

14.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs
or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for
intravenous drug abusers.

14.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Headrest ExhWl B. Amendment #2 Vendor tnHlats

RFA-201»-BDAS^l-SUBST-05 Page 6 of 7 Date



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit 6, Amendment #2

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance

abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA benertciaries (see 42 USC 300x-65

and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable

Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory

provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in
2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local

government to organizations participating in applicable programs

may be expended for Inherently religious activities, such as worship,

religious instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts

such activities, it must offer them separately; in time or location,
from the programs or services for which it receives funds directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the

program beneficiaries. '.

Headrest Exhibit B. Amendment W Vendor Initials

RFA-20t9-BDAS-01-SUaST-05 PageTotT Data



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit 6-1, Amendment 02

Service Fee Table

1, The Contract Rates in the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charoe Unit
1.1

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation
1.2

Individual Outpatient $22.00 15 min
1.3

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min
1.4

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the
program.

1.5 Low-intensity Residential for
Adults only for clinical services
and room and board $119.00 Perdav

.  1.6 Low-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients with OUD-

Enhanced Room and Board 1 $100.00 Per dav

He8dn)»t

RPA-2019-BOAS-01-SUBST-05
Exhibit 8-1. Amendment tf2

Page 1 of i
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HJUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHAVJORAL HEALTH

BVREAV OF DRVG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

10SPLEASA^fTST1t£ET,CONCORO»NH 03301
603-271-0110 I-Sa0-8S2-334S Eil 6738

Ftx: 603-271-6105 TDD Accm: 1-800-73S-2964
i*ww.dli!>fcCib.|Ov

JutylO, 2018

Hio Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord. New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1} Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
In bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide, by
Increasing the combined price limitation by $1,549,015, from $3,157,927, to an amount not to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1.2018. upon approval of the Governor and Executiv© Council
through June 30, 2019.56.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.

Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed in bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change to the
price limitation or completion date, effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Councfl
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Governor and Executive Council on June 20,
2018 (Late item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor
Current

Amount
Increase/

Decrease

Revised

Budget

Dism^ Home of New Hampshire, Inc. $240,000. $0 $240,000

FIT/NHNH, Inc. $0 $645,775 $645,775

Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative ̂ ntencing $247,000 $0 / $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism $0 SG24,S99 $624,599

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism RehabDItation Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 $278,641 $278,641

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New England, Ina $232,921 $0 $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services $73;200 $0 $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 %0 $589,540

The Community Council pf Nashua, N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000

West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 so $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942



His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the-Honorable Council

Page2oF4

Funds to support this request are available in State Rscal Year 2019 in the following accounts,
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, if needed and justified.

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS,
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

.05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG 8. ALCOHOL SVCS,
CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds. 20% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

Action ffl)

Requested Action #1 is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
continuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed in time to place
the item on the agenda for the June 20. 2018 Governor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Niashua, Council on Alcoholism and Hope on Haveri Hiii are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findir>gs. If these actions were not taken
retroactively, the result would have t>een a gap in critical substance use disorder' treatment and
recovery support services in the State's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
previously approved by Governor and Executive Council on June 20. 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements will allow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who have
Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes
. clinically and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibiilties at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
Rfth Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opioid
epidemic that continues to negatively impact New Hampshire's individuals, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use drsorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an anay of treatment services, including individual arxj
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospltalization, transitional living, high and low intensity
residential, and ambulatory artd residential withdrawal management services as well as anciilary
recove.ry support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they enrolled 2994 individuals in service groups covered by the contract between May 1.2017 and April
30. 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths in New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20. 2018: however, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction in deaths indicates that the overall strategy including preventton.
intervention, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive impact.

The Department published a Request for Applications ior Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of H^llh and
Humans Services website April 20, 2018 through May 10, 2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).



His Excellency, Govamor Christopher T. Sununu
and (he Honorable Council
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Some of the Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services, in addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services Is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this. ^

The Contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing sen/Ices or working with a clienl's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities identified in the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above". In addition, the Department is
collectir>g baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance irnprovement goals in future contracts. Rnally.
contractor finandal health Is also being monitored monthly.

Ail thirteen (13) contracts indude language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Governor and Executive Coundl approval.

Should the Governor and .Executive Coundl determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1. the vendors would not.have suffident resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide Individuals with substance u^ disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery.

Action #2)

Requested Action #2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors in meeting contract requirements.

The changes to the contracts indude rerrioval of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrolling Iri Insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that is not expected to negatively Impact dient care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth in Action These
chariges are being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of redudng the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by redudng the administrative burden assodated with service delivery
without compromising dient care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Coundl determine to not authorize this Request Action #2.
the gap between the cost of care and refmbursemeht rates will remain the same, which veridors have
indicated may result in having to limit services provided under this contract. In addlUon, (here would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement In services provided.
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award IdentifiCjation Number
71010035-14, ar>d 13.97% General Fiirwls and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention. Intervention and Treatment

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

.Katja S. Fox
Director

Approved
J^rey A. Meyers
Commissioner

The 09f>vtment of Haolth and Human Sofv/cas' Mfss/on is to /ofn commvn/tfas ana fem/ffoa
in pnn/iaing opportun/Oas tor cilizons to acftisve haafth and Mapondanea.



Now Hompshiro Dopartmen) of Health and Human Servlcea
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet

8uteUiv« Um Dbenter TminNnl Ana

FUcowwy Supeert t<rvlc»i

VANlRt*

RFA-201»«OA841 .BUBST

RFA Numbtr

Bidder Noma

County of Grafton Mew Htmpehha • Grafton
County Daoartmant of Corrtclkma

uaxunurn

Points AciutI Points Region

440 270 North Country

Dlamis Home (Df Now Hampahira. Inc. 440 2f3 Crsder Manchester

Maneheatar Akcfwham RahablUtBtlon Center 440 33S Groeter Msnctwstw

Manchester AkohoUam RahetllitBOoit Center 440 328 Capital

FnTNHNH.tnc. 440 aao GreeterManehtstsr

Grafton County New Hampsliire - Grafton dwoty
AltemaOve Sentandno 440 2S0 North Country

The Community Council of Nashua, N. K 440 320 Greater NastKo

Hale.Educatlond Syatema 440 B4eb4lew Upper Vafity

Headroal 440 222 Upper Vtltoy

Hops on Haven HIU Inc. 440 304 Soafltrd County

Graetw Nastiue Ceunetl on Alcoholism 440 324 Oroeter Nsshua

North Country Health Conaorthtm 440 325 NecthCeuntry

North Country HcetthConeoreum ' 440 229 ''Cenol County

PboanU Houses of New England. b>c 440 3<V Uentdaech

Soaceast Youth Services - 440* •  219 fteseoest

Seecoast Youth Sendee* 440 219 SUstTOrd County

South*astern New Hampehire Alcohol & Drug
fibvae Scr>4cas •  440 320 Sescoest

Southaeetem Alcohol ft Drug Atwee Senrtcei 440 370 StrsftoPd '

West Central Scrvkea. Ine. 440 231 Greeter ButUven

VAilte Horse Adificlfon Centar, Inc. 440 13B~ Carrel County

Ravjqwef Namet

. Tml^5wir5iICTRSc55y

. Sn«wnai«c*y. ProgSptdaltlfV,
Cniid erM HMVt

P»d Klemn, CMcbI Srvu

aMurmsncs

Sub»^ Uw Sf». Obmrftr orty

' ■ i <■: .

*KbIo Etfucaflansl Systems:-AppTcatton was disqualiOed ts norKupensIve.
"WNle Home Addiction Center, inc.: Vendor was nol tatacted.



Attachment A

Finsndal Details

OM»«2-g20$1P4»nOIW HEALTM AND SOCIAL SCRVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HKS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG A ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (10P% Other Funtfa)

Communilir Coundl
ofNashuaO

Nashua Comm

Merta) Heellh Vendor Code: 154112-6001

State Flaeal Year Class/Account TWa Budget Amount
incroaser Decrease

Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-S00T34
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S4d.e57 SO $46,657

Sub-total $46.&57 so 1  $48,657

Oismas Home of NH Vendor CodKlBO

State Fiscal Year Clais/Account TVIe Budget Amount
Increase/ Decrease

Revised Uodined

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S72.361 SO S72.381

Sut>-Cotal $72,381 SO 572.361

EastarSoatsotNH

Manchester

AicohoBsm RehaO

CtdFamum vendor Code: 177304-6005

Suta rscaJ Year Ctasa/Aceount TUIe Budget Amount
Uicnjaee/ Decrease

Revised Modinad

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Syc
$337,286 SO $337,266

Sut>-tot8t $337,288 so $337,286

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code 157730^001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Aecount Title Budget Amount
Increaae/ Decreate

Revised ModiHed

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrxls lor Prog

Svc
$0 SI 94.759 , $194,759

Suti-4ota) $0 $194,759 S194.7S9

Giafion County Vendor Code: 177397-8003

Atata Fiscal Year Clesa/Account Thie Budget Amount
increase/ Decrease

Revised MedlRed

Budget

2019 1CB-500734
Convacts fcr Prog

Svc
$74,492 so $74,492

Subtotal S74.492 so S74.492

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166574-6001

r

Stale Fiscal Year Ctasa/Aecount Tide Budget Amount tncreese/Oecrcsao
Revised Modiried

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
SO SI88.372 S166.372 ■

9ub4atat SO ' S188.372 1188.372

Headrest, inc VendorCode: 175226-BOOi

State Fiscal Year aasafAccount Tide Budget Amount
Increase/ Dct^rease

Revised MedKled

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S44.635 S44.635

SatMotit $44,635 SO S44.63S

Attachment A

RwKtal Detail

Faga 1 of 4



Attachment A

Rnancial Details

HopeonHavmHia VendorCoda: 275tl»ao01

Stats fiscal yosc ClassiAccount TMO Oudgct Amount Incroasef Oecraase
RevUad Modified

Budoot

20t9 102-S00734
Contracts tar Prog

Svc
SO $84,035 584.035

SuWatrf SO 584.035 584.035

NorO^ Country
HeaRh ConaoAiurn vendor Code: 155557^1

Sttto FUcaJ Yaar Class/Account TUls Budget Amount IncreasoT Decrease
Rmrlsad Modified

Budoet

2019 102-600754
Contracts br Preg

Swc
586.676 588.678

SuO-tetsI 588.678 50 586.678

Ptwanix Houses of

NowEnf^snd, Inc. Vender Code; I775e9«»l

Stats Fbcal Yaar Ctias/Accouni TitI* Budget Amount IncreesoT Decrease
Revised Modlflod

Budoet

2019 1O2-S0O734
Controcu tor Ptog

Svo
570,246

1

570,246

Sub-toCAl 570.248 SO 570J24a

Scaooast Youth

Services Vendor Code: 2039S4.B001

Stats FlscAl Year Cbss/Aecount Tlila Budget Amount Increase/ Oecieesa
Revlaed Modirted

Budoet

2019 102^734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
522.076 50 522.076

Sub'tetal 522.076 50 522.076

SoulheastemNH

Alcohioi and Onrg
Services Vendor Coda 155292-8001

Stats Rscal Year Class/Account TTda Budget Amourd Incrasse/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-600734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
5177.789 50 5177.799

Sol>4et8l 5177.799 50 $177,799

WastCantTM

Services Vendor Code: 177664^001

V

State Rscat Veer Ctasa/Account Titto Budget Amount Incraase/ Deereaso
Revised Modlflid

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
517.942 50 517,942

SuMotal 517.942 50 517.942

Total Cow. Cotmn 5952.394 5467.186 51>19.S80

0»9S-«'920S 1C3TS40000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AMD HUWAM SVCS DEPT OP, HHS: CIV FOR BCHAVORIAL HEALTH

BUREAU OP DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS. CUNICAL SERVICES (90% Fsdanl Funds. 20X Conoral Funds FAIN T10100SS CFDA 93.959}

Community Coundl
of N3Stu»Cr

Nashua Comm

MenMHaatm

\

VandorCode: 154112-8001

Stats Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Deciaase
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
5113.143 50 5113.143

Subtotal 5113.143 50 5113.143

AttKhmtMA

niwacMMtiU

PattZor4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Otamss Home of NH Vendor CodrTBO

StBto'Rscat Year CiassrAccount TlUe Budget Amount Incroeae/ Decreeae
Revised Modified

Budoet

201'9 102-500704
Corrtracts tor Prop

Swc
S167.619 SO S167.619

S167.619 SO S167.619

Easter Seals of NH

MsKhester

Mcohdivn RaOab

CWfamom Vendor Code; 177204-8005

State Plseal Year Clasa/Acceunt Title Budget Amount
Increaaof Decrease

Revised Modifted

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Connects tor Prog

Svc
s7ei.oe3 SO $761,063

Sut>-total S761.083 SO $701,063

RT/NHNH VondorCoda 157730^001 '

Stale FlacaJ Year CtassTAceount TitIO Budget Amount Inercaaef Decrease
Revised Modified

Budaol

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S451.01S S4S1.D16

Sub-total $0 $451,016 ' $451,016

Grafton County Vondor Code: 177397-B003

State Fbcat Year Clasa/Account TiUe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S172S08 SO S17Z506

Sub-total S172.S08 SO S17ZS08

Greater Nashua

Counoion

Atcohotism VandorCodK 16SS74-B001

State Fiscai Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount
Increase/Decrease

Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S436.227. $436,227

Sub-total SO S436.227 S436.227

t

Headrest (nc VendorCoda: .175226-8001

State Fiscal Year ClasarAccount Title Budget Amount increese/ Decrease
ftevlsed Modtnad

Budoot

2019 102-500734
Contracts fbr Prog

Svc '
S103.3S4 SO S10i364

S103.364 10 $103,364

Hope on Have HI VendorCode; 275119-6001

State Fiacat Year Claaa/Accoont Title Budget Amount
Increase/Decrease

Revised ModtRcd

Budoet-

2019 102-500734 ' Contracts for Prog
Svc

SO S194.606 > $194,606

SutHotal so S194.60e S194.606

North Courtty
HeaRh Coftsonium VendorCode: 15aS57-BOOl

State Fiscal Year CtassfAccount rale Budget Amount Increate/ Decreeae
Revised Modified

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Picg

Svc
S200.729 SO $200,726

Sub-total S200.72S SO S200.728

Atntfuntnt*

namd»IOet«a

Pa|e3ol4



Attachment A

Financial Oetails

Phoanb Houses of

N0W Engtand. Inc. Venlor Coda:

Stata racalYcsr Class/Aecourtt TUta , Budget Amount Increasaf Decrease
Revisad Modified

Budoat

2019 102-500734
Contracts <or Proo

Swe
$162,675 $0 $162,675

SuMotal $182,675 $0 $162,675

Seacoost Youth

Servicas Vendor Code: 203944-8001

Stita Fiscal Year Ctast/Aceount Tlda Budget Amount Increase/Deciacsa
Revtsad Modtfltd

Budnet

2010 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

SvC
551.124 $0 $51,124

Sub-total $51,124 SO $51,124

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Oruo
Services Vendor Coda 1SS292-6001

State Flscai Year CassiAccount Tftla Budget Amount Incretse/Oacreese
Revtsad Modified

Budoet

2010 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$411,741 to $411,741

Sub-totBi .• $411,741 $0 $411,741

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177654.B001

State Racal Year Clasa/Aecount TUa Budget Amount Jncreese/Deercasa
Ravtaed ModiRad

Budoet

2010 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$41,646 $0 $41,548

Subtotal $41,548 SO S41.546

Total Cifnieai Sva I2J05.53J $1,081,849 $3,267 J82

Grind Total AH $3,157,927 $1.54ft MS $4,706,942

AOKhmenlA

flnmctsl OtaS

Paci4of4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Diaofder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment arid
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1" Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") dated this 26th day of June. 2016, is t)y and between the
State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services ̂ erelr«fler referred to as the
"State" or "Departmenr) and Headrest, (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit
corporation with a place of business at 14 Church Street, l^banon, NH 03766.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (l-ate Item G), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of worh, payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions. Paragraph 18, the State ̂ y modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price limitation or completion dale;

NOW THEREFORE. In consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services. Section 2. Scope of Services. Subsection 2.7, Assistance
with Enrolling in Insurance Programs, in its entirety, and replace with the following:

2;7. Assistance with Enrolling In Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial enby into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a dosed-loop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment. Include, but
are not limited to:

. 2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private insurance including, but not limited to New
Hampshire Medicald programs within fourteen (14) days after Intake.

2. Delete Exhibit A. Scope of Senrices, Section 3, Staffing. Subsection 3.9, In its entirety, and
replace as follows:

^ ■

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-senrice training to all staff Involved in dienl care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date. If after the
contract effective dale, on the following:

3.9.1. The cornet requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department. •
3. Add Exhibit A. Scope of Services, Section 10. Contract Compliance Audits, as follows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and ail findings.

Amendment #1
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Troatmcnt and Recovery Support Services

10.2 The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1 The acllon(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2 The actlon(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3 The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 8, Cfinical Supenrislon, Subsection 8.1,
Paragraph 6.1.3, In its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for every forty
(40) hours of direct client contact;

5. Delete Exhibit B, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment, Section 9, in Its entirety.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
8ub$tance Use Disorder Treatment and Recoygryjupportjervlces^^
This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Govemor and Executive Coundl approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below.

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

(£.
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

Headrest

Detb Name:

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of . Countvof ̂ railmh on jjOlS. before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared th|f person Identified directiy^bove, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name Is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document In the
capacity indicated abovoy

(^nature ofNotary Public6^iustlce of the Peace

/w/' •/Lh.iJr X-. TlhJ/c.
Name end Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Ej^lres:

Headrest

RFA-20t»-BOASM)1-8UaST-09

sue C. HARBECK JR. Notary PubCc
Stain d New Mampctttro

My CommMoh Ejfpirss Fflbnoiy 1.2022

Amendment 01
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substancej^e Dlsordor Treatmeiit and Recovery Support Services

The precedlr^ Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, Is approved as to form, substance and
execution. .

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

7/V/r
Name: (/J. AjC^s

St:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name;

Title:

Am«n«*n«ni •!
RFA-201&«DAS^>1'SU8ST-05 PBgo4or4
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,

DIVISION FOR BEBA MORAL HEALTH

BUREAU OF DRUGAND ALCOHOL SBRMCES

105 PLCASAfTT STREET, CONCORD, NB 03301
603<37U110 l•80MS^^34'SEKttf730

.  F8« 603^271^109 TDD Access: I-80O.73S-2964
www^bsjili.{ev

. June 19.2016

Hte Exceliency,; Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Cbuhcn . • , . •

State House -

Concord. New Hampshire 03301

REQUiEStEDACTrON
«  I • ' . . • I ■

Authorize, the Department of Health and Human SeMces, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter Into ^reemonte with multiple Vendors,' listed below, to provide substance use
disorder trealrnent .arrf recoveiy support services statewide. In an amount not lb exceed $3,157,927
effectiye July 1. 2018 or upon Governor and Executive Council approval whichever Is laler through
June 30,201.9.55.67^ Federal, 13.97% General, and 36.16%'Other Fimds.

Sunimary of contracted amounts by Vendor

Vendor' Budgeted Amount
Dlsmas Horhe of New HamDShlre". Iric. - $240,090
Graflon County New Hampshire - Department of Corrections and Alternative
Sentencinfl $247,009.
Headrest $147,989
Manchester Alcoholism RchabllltaGon Center $1,118,371
North Country Health Consortium • - • '  $287,406
Phoenix Houses of New Enoland, Inc. $232,921
Seaooast Youth Services . $73,200
Southeastern New Hamoshlre Alcohol & Drua Abuse Services' $589,540
The Communitv Council of Nashua. N.H. $162,000
West Central Services. Inc. . $59,490
TotalSFY19• $3,157,927

Funds to Support this request are available In State Fiscal Year 2019 In the following aqcounts,
wfto the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Oflioe
wtthout approval of the Governor and ExecutivsCouncn, If needed and justified.

Please see attached financial details<

EXPLANATION

The Department requests approval of.ten (10) agiwments with a combined prfoe Omitation of
$3,157,927 that will altowlhe Vendors Dsted to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Re<x)very Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use, disorders, who
have Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are
homeless In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol ahd/or drugs
causes dWcally and functionally Significant Impairment such as health problems, disabDlly, and failure
to meet major responsibilities ait worlt school, or home. The existence of a sut^stance usq.disorder Is



Wj Exc«nency. Governor Chffetopher T. Sununu
end (hfl'K^rebta Coundl
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determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Di8<^er8,
Rfth Edition criteria. Xhree (3) mo're agreements will be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Council meeting.

These Agreements are part of the Departrnent^s overall strategy to respond to the oplold
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire!® Individuals,. famlDes, and communltlas
as well as to respond to 6ther types of substance use disorders. Under the current Heratlon of th^ -
contracts, fifteen (16) vendors are delivering an array of treatment services, including Individual and
group outpatient, Intensive outp^rit, partial ho^ltallzetlon, transitional living, high and low Intensity
re^dentlal, and ambutatory and residentialwtthdrawa! management services as wen as andilary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies sOghtly, together ■ ■. .
they enrolled 2994 Individuals In service groups covered by the contract betwen May 1,2017 and April
30.2018. In 20J6 there, were 4W dmg oirardose deaths, In New Hampshire with the,death toll for 2017
at 4^ as of April 20.2016; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to Irtcmse slightly as cases arestill, pendir^ analysis. This reduction In deaths Indicates that the overall strategy Including prevention,
Intenrahllon. treatrrieht and recovery support servtees b having 8 posltiw Impact

The "Department published a Request for Appllcatlons^for Substance Um Disorder Treatrnent '
and Recowry Support Services. (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Hymaris $ervteias website^ril 20,2ai81tirough May 10.,2018, The Department received sixteen (16) '
appllcatletw. The^ proposals were reviewed and scored by a t^m of IndMduafe with program specific
Knowledge. The Department selected fourteen dppHcatJons (two (2) submitted by Graflon County w^
comlrir^ Into oho contract) to provide these sendees (See attached SummJiry Score Sheet).; '

Some of the Vendors* appIICatJorts scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
tothe vendore.-provWJng a lirnHed array of servtces and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those seiMces. Iri addition the Bureau-of Drug and Alcohol Servlces.ts wortcing wtth the Bureau 'of lmpro\«ment and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring arxl quality improvement process as '
wen as taking steps to re^lUon staff to assist with this.

The Cohtrad Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim ■.services tf they are. oh a wahlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of sen/Ices by asMSSing client
Iricome at Intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care ooordlnation for the clients by .assisting
them wrth accessing servtces or working with a dlent^s existing provfder for physical health, behavtoral
health, medlcatton assisted trisatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department wlil monftor the perforrnarwe of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly -
reports, oortducting sito visits, reviewing client "records, and engaging In activities identiTied In the .
co.ntrapt mortitoring and qualify Improvement vvork refeienoed above. In addition, the C?epartment Is ■
collecting baseCne data on access/'engapement. dlnicai appropriateriess, retention,, completion, and
outcomes that wQI be used to create perfofmance lmpro\fement goals In future contracts.-Rnalfy, '
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

This contract Includes language that reserves the right to rertew each -contract for up to two (2)
additional ye^. subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfectory perfomiance of contract^
services and Governor end Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor arid Executive Council determine to rwt authorize this Request, the
vendors would not have sufRdent resources to promote and pro^e the array of services neces^ry to
provide individuate with substance use disorders the necessary toots to achieve, entiance 8nd sustain
recovery.



Hb Excellency. GDvomor Christopher T. Sununu
enri the Ht^orabie Coundl

P89e3of3 N

Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Fur^Js from the United Stales Departn>enl,of Health ar^d
Human Servtoes, Sut>starKe Abuse, and Mental Health Services Admlrtistratloix Substance Abuse
PrevenUon and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award IdenHricathxn Number
TI010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment

In the event that the Federal Furrds become no longer avallsble. General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

• Respectfully submitted,

%
Katia'S. Fox

dor

Approved b]
'A. Meyers

Commissioner

ThoDtpsrtmtnl ofHo«I\h»fUiHijm9nSwloot'Mission fs to join communihi end tOmStOf
/npiDvWnp (woriWtBiM tor cCZcBns to acMsm Aeetfi AMbpcndfencv.



New Hampshire Department of Hepfth and Human Servfcee
Offico of Business Operations
Contiacts A Procurement Unit
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Attachment A

Financtal Oetills
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BUREAU OP ORUO & ALCOHOL 6VCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (ieO% OtHor Funds)
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Financial Details
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FORM NUMBER P-37.(vcrslon S/8/15)
Subject VM PtfQnleTTff«tTnent and Recovery Support Servicea rRFA-2019-BpAS-01-5U&ST-P5)

Nodce: This agftemcQt and fill of irs attachmenu ihall become public upon submhstoa to Governor ̂
Executive Cotjocit for approval. Aoy'infofroatioo that ts private. eosAdeatisl or proprieiaiy must
be clearly identified to tbe agency and agreed to In writing prior to the costraei.

AGREEMENT

The State of New Uaaq)shire and tbe Contractor hereby ouitnaily agree as foUowa:

GENEIUL PROVISIONS

1. IDENTIFICATION.

1.1 State Agency Name
■NU Departrnenl of Health end Human Services

V

1.2 State Agency Address 1
129 PJeasant Street
Concord, NH 03301-3837

IJ Contractor Name '
'Headrest '

1.4 Cootractor Address . '
14 Church Street
Lebanon NH 03766

• 1.5 Contractor Phone
Number.

603-448*4872x102

I  •

1.6 Account Nosfoo

03-95-92.92051(l-3382-ld2-
300734; 03-9S-92-920SI0-
338^102-500734 ... •

1.7 Completibn Dato

June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

$147,9» ' ,

1.9 CcntraetiogOfifipa-forStBie Agency'
E. Maria Rein&rahn. Esq. ' ,
Director of ContitctB and Procurement

1.10 Stale Agency Telq^jiooe Number
603-271-9330

1.11 Contrai^ Signature 1.12 Name and Title of Cotttnctor Signatory

*1.13 Aclmowle4gibieDt^tatyffy((i;r County of dhm^/ar*
^ Y , before the tmderagned'officer, personally appeared the person Ideplified in block l.i 2. or utis&ctoniy
proven to bo the pbraoQ whose oame is sifted in block 1.11, sod acknowledged that s/he executed this docuiseol (n tbe apadty
indicated in block 1.12.
1.13.1 - Signature ofNotsiy Public or Justice'of the; Peace a /7 /I H

BacC.HARB£CKJR.JtotBjyPiAjec t/ / IL iL
.  dttisolNewHempshbe X * 1/0/^1/1

fSe^lMyConMtilssk)fiBq3tf8BFpbivBiy1,a022 '
1.13.2 Name end Title ofNotary or Justice of the Peace ^ '

^T\(L ^vbec^ AirAiry T^bl^c . .
1.14 State Agendy Signature 1.13 Name end Title ofStateAgei^ Signatory

1.16 Approval by tbe NH. Department of Administrafion, Division.of PersodneP(7/app/rea6/e^

■  .By- Director, On:

1.17 Approval by the Attorney 'Gaeral (Form, Substanoe and Executioo) (\f tqiplicttble}
•

1.18 Approval by the Governor and Executive Couocil fifappUeebie)

By: On:
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1. EMPLOYMENT OP C0^^^UCT0R/SERV1CES TO
BE PERFORMED. TheSliteofN«wHuDpshire,ftctin8
Onough the ofency ideotifltd io block 1.1 encigci
coQtnctor Idodft^ io block I j CContractoO-io pe/form»
and (he Contnctor shall perform, (he work or sale of goods, or
both, IdeotiflM) tod more panicularly described Id the aoached
EXHIBIT A which U iocorponted l^lo by refercocc
CServfceO-

X EmCTTVEDATE^MPLETlON OF SERVICES.
3.1 NotwIthstBDdiDganyprbvisionqrtbis Agmement to the
cootmy, and subjeet to epprovai pflhe Goveroor and
EseeuHve CouQcilofthe Stale orNewHimpihifCi if
applicable, this Agreement, end all obligations of the parries
hereunda. shall become elective oo the date the Governor
aod Executive Ootmcil approve this ABreemefll as fodicated in
block.l.lh, tmlessno suchepprbvnl b required, in which e^
the Agreembit aball become effocUve oo the date the
Agreeneot U rigoed by (be.State Agcscy es she wo in block
1.14 ("Effective Datc^.
3.2 Ifthe Cootnctor commeoees the Services prior to the
Bffectivt Date, ell Servtcea'pcffortRed by the Cootnctor prior
to the Effective Date shall be perfonsed at the sole risk of the
Contractor, and In (he event uiet this Agreement does oot
become, effective, the State shall have oo liability to the
Cootnctor. thchding without iindtotion, any ohL'gstion to pay
the Contactor for aoy costs Incurred or Ser^oes perform^
Contractor mnst ooo^te oil Services by (he Completioa Date
^>cci&edinbtock'|.7.

4. CONDITIONALNATUREQFAGREEMENT.
Nqtwilhstaoding any provisioo ofthU Agrtemeot to (he
coatrery. iQ obUgatioos of the State hereunder, includlngi
wilhqut lioitatiq^ the continuance of payments hereunder. are
.copliognit upon die avanabillty ̂  eoatlRued appropriaiioo
of fuo^ and in 00 evcot shall the State be liable for aoy
payments heseunder lo execu of such available appropriated
fuW In (he event'of a re^etloo or termioation of
annpriated flmda, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment untlt such foods become available, ifever, and shall
have the right to tenrnoato thb Agreement immediately upon
fijviqg the CoQtraetpr notice ofsucb termination. Tho-Stite
stiaTl oot be required (o innsfcr fonds ffom any other account
to the Account Identified in block 1.6 In the event foods in that
Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. contract PRICE/PRICE UMITATlbN/
payment.
3.1 cpntraiet priee, method ofpayment, end terms of
payment are Idet^ed and more parricuUrty described In
EXHIBIT B txhlch Is incoiporated hereto by refereoee.
5.2 The payment by the State ofthe cootract price shall be (he
only ̂  the complete ceimburscmeot to the Connector for all
expenses, of whatever nature ineurred by the Contractor b the
peribrmance hereof ipd shall be the only and the complete
compeusatioa to the Cpntractor for the Sendees. Tlte State
shall have oo liability to the Contractor other.than the eonttect
priee.

53 The State leKrves the right to ofiset fiom aoy emounts
otherwise payable to the Contractor uoder this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by Nil. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provisioo oflaw.
5.4 NotwilhstODding any provision in ̂ s Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithsaoding ooetqrected circumstances, io.
no event ihall (he total of all psytseols authorised, or actually
mode hereunder, exceed the PriM Uitdtatioo set forth in block
l.B.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR RTTH LAWS

AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.
6.1 In conneciion with (ho pcrfonnanee of the Sendees, the'
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, bws, icgslotioos,
end orders of federal, state, county or municipal authorities
which impose any obligation or duty upon lira Contreclor,
bcluding; but not Urolted to, civil ri^ts and.equol opportunity
bwi. This may Include thercqairemeoltnutiUxeauuUary
aids artd tovices to ensure that persons with communi^'oo
disabllhies, including visibo, bttring and ̂ eech, can
communicate with, receive infomnrion from, and con^
tnfomratioa to tho Cootnctor. In addittoo, the Coqtnctor ■
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 Dining foe tenn of Agreement, the Contractor iball
not discTuninatt bgainst employees or applicants for
en^lcymest because of race, color, reli^on, creed, age, sex,,
handicap, sexual orientation, or oarianai origfo and will take
tfllrnntive action to prevent such discrimination.

■ 6J If this Agreement b fonded fai any part by monies offhe
United States, (he Contractor shall coolly with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 112^ ("Erptal
Employment OpportunlrjO, as siqtplemcnted by the
reguladons ofthe United States Department ofLabor(41
C.PJI. Part.60h and with any mles, regularions and gidddnes
iS the State of New Hampshire or the United States Issue to
implement these regulations, the Coooictor ftoibcr agrees to
permit the State or United States access to any ofthe
Cofitrictoris hooks, records and accounts for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance with all rules, icgulotioas' a^ orders,
and (he covcoanis, terms and conditions-of this Agreement

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Coatnetor shall a( its own expense provide all
personnel ceceeaxy to perfoim the ̂ rvioes. The Contractor '
warmts that all personnel engaged to the Services tftaD be
qualified to pbrfWt the Services, and shall be propeiiy -
licensed aod otherwise authorxBed to do to tmi^ ̂  applicable
laws.

7.2 Unless otherwise authorized in writing, during the term of
thb Agreemnt, aod for a period ofsU.(6) fflonths after the
Completion Dote in bloek 1.7, the Contractor aball not hlr^
and shall oot permit any suboontxactor or otba person. Grip or
corporatkm vdfo whom It Is engaged in a combbrad effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who b a State
ernployee oroflidal, who b materially tavelved to the
pTOcurement, adminbtntloa or performanoa of (his
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Agtteme&L Thisprovittonsbflllsurvivetcnnioatioooflhis
Agreemeat. .
T.STbeContnetiAgOfScertpMifled in block 1.9. or his or
ber sooceisor, thali be ihe Ststo's reprcscaniive. Intheevenl
ofoay di^ule coocereiog the IntopretaUoa ofttUs Asreeseni,
the Omtractiag Officer'a dedsion shafl be flail for ibe Stile.

8. EVENT OP DEFAULT/HEMZDIES.
8.1 Anyone or more ofthe foUowuisacuOf ombuoosofthe
CoaBoclor^Uoi&titute la event of de&uil haeunder
CEventofDeftuir):
6.1.1 fiillure to perform the Servicei sitlslhctority or on
schedule;
B.1.2 fkfluie to sd>m!t any report required hereuoder.and/or
6.1 J Oulure (b perfarm any other covenant, term or condition
ortbis Acreemenl
8.2 Upon the occtgtence of any Event ofDclault, (he State
may take any one, or more, or all, oftbe-foUowiag aclioss:
8 J.I give the Conpactor a written notice spcci^ng the Event
ofDe&ult and requiring h to be remedied wHhIii,' ia the
absence of a greats or lesser ipcdficstion of time, thirty PO)
days from the date ofthe ootlce; utd if the Event of De&idtU
not linely remedied, temdnate this Agreement, effective two
(2) days after gfviag the Contractor notice or(erTninat)0&;'
. 8.^2 ̂ve the Cootmtor a written notice specifying the Event
of Ddbplt aqd suspending ell payments to be made under this
Agreement and ordering that the portion of the contnct price
which would otherwise accrue to the CcntrKtor dunng the *
period from (be date of such notice until sncfa time as the State
dntnnnlDes that the Contractor has cured the Eveot of Default
shall never be paid to ihe.Coonctor,
8J3 act offagainst any other obligations the Slate may owrc to '
the Cootncior any dama^ the State suffers by reason of any
Eveitf of Oofeult; and/or
8J.^ treat the Agreement as breached and pursue any of its
remedie* at h« or Is equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CONPlDENTlALrry/
PftESCRVATION.
9.1 Aa uied in tl^ Agreement, the word '^dita" iball mean all
Infornadon and things developed or obtained during the
perfbrmaiBce oC or acquired or dewloped by reason of. tfds
Agrcecipii, tnchidmg. bot not limited to, all itodiea, rqrorts,
Dies, formulae, surveys^ maps, ebazts, sound fcconliogi, vi(bo
recordings, pietortal reproducthtta, drawings, analytes,
gitphic.rep(taentftioiu, computer progranoi, computer
printout oaie«, letter^ merooraoda, papers, and dccumenti.
all whether flnisbed or unfinisbcd.
9 J.Ali data and toy property which has bca' received from
the Sbte-or purphased vdth funds provided fbr that purpose
tinder this Agreefltent. shall be the property of the State, and
sfaaU be returned to the State upon dernand or t^on
termination of this Agreemat for any reason.
9.3 Coofldentiaiity ofdata shall be governed by N.H. RSA
ehq>ter9]«Aorolheraii8tiAglaw. Disclosure of data
requirea.pr^ writleo approval of ttte State.
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10. TERMINATION. In the even! oftD early termination of '
this Agreement fbr any reason other than the onmpletion of the
Setviees, die Contractor shall deliver to the Cootncilog
OlGcer, not later than fiftecd (IS] days after the dale of -
lennloation, a report CTermiaat^ Repon*^ descrfirmg in
detail at! Sarvtces performed, and the contract price earned, to
and including the date of tennbstioo. The forn^ tubject
matter, content, and number ofmptes of (he Tennmtioa
Report shall be identical to those ofany Final Illaport
described in the attached EXHlBrT A.

U. CONTRACTOR'S REtATlON TO THE STATE. In
(he pcrroimsoce of this Agreement (he Coattactor'b tn all
' respects an iodependeni contractor, and is nesfeer an agent nor

an employee of the State. NdthcxtheContraetoroorar^oftts
oOice^ eiDpI^recs, ageau or members shall have authoriQf to
' bind (he State or receive any benefita, wofkera'conipensitton

or.other emoluments provided by (he State to tu eoaployce's.

li ASSTGNMENT/DELEGAnON/SUBCONTRACrS,
The Contractor shall not assign, or otherwise mnsfbr any
ioterest in this Agreement without the prior written notice and
.consent of the State. None of the Services shall be
subcontracted by the Conrraetor withoat the prior written

. notice and eottscttt of the State.

13. INDEMNIFICATIOR The Contractor shall defhnd, '
indemnify end hold hannlw the State, bs oncers and
enployeea, ftom and against any and all loases suffertd by the
State, its offlcera and eioployees, and any and all claioii^ .
. (labllitfes or penalties assert^ against the State, Its officera
and eiiq)loyees, by or on behalfof any pervoo, on account of,
based or resulting ftom, iridng out of(qr which may be
elaimed to irise out oO tkt acts or omlsioiu of(he
Contractor. NoCwitbstaodingthe.fbregoiog, nothing bmin
contained shall be deemed to constitme a waiver of the

covereigD imrnunity of (he State, which iramuniQr Is hereby
reserved to the Stale. This covenant in paragraph 13shall
' sttrvive the termioitiob of this Agreement.

M. INSORANCE.
14.1 The CMtoctor thaU, at.lts sole expeose, obtain and
maintain in force, and shall require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain a^ malotalo b force, the fbUowing
insxnnee;
14.1.1 comprebensive gesenl liaUUty insurance against all
claims of b^y hvmy. death or property damage, b amounts
of not leu ttian Sl.OOO.OOOper'oecurrowe and 82,000,000
aggregate; and
14.1J spe^al cause ofbss coverage form covering aO
property subject to siAparagraph 9J herein, in aq anrount not
les than 80% of the whob replaeament value of the property.
14J The policies described in aubparagraph 14.1 he.rdo shqll
be 00 ̂licy forma and endorsemcDls approved ftrr use b the.

-  State of New Hampshire by (be N.H.'Department of
Insurance, and isaued by insurers liccisrd in the Sate ofNew
Hampshire.
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14.3 The Cootrtdor shell Auiush to the Co&tnctins Officer
fdotlfied io bloek 15. or his or her successor, a oertificate(s)
of iiuutviee fbr ftU tssureoce required under this Agrceraenl.
Contrsetbr shall also fumUh lo the Contracthtg Offi cer
ideotifiod in block 15, or his or her successor,' ceitiftcatc(s) of
Insnimce fa eD refiewajfa) of iosaranco reqolred under
Agreement no later than thifty (30) days prior to the eaptniion
dateofeacboftheinsuFmcep^ies. Thecertificatefi)of
instsaoce and any reacwals thereof shall be ettaehed and art
incorpoieted her^ by refoence. Eaeb certificate(s) of
htsuiance shall contain a clause re^ircng the insnrcr to
ptovide(be;CoiitncdQgOfBcer identified in bloek 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than ihirQr'(30) d^.prfor written
notice of cancetlatios or modifisatioa of the policy. ''

15. WORKERS' COMPENSATION.
IS.l By signing this agreement, the Contractor agreo,

. ceitifia and wanants that the Contractor is In cofflpliance. with
or eiempt from, the requirements of Nil. RSA chapter 28) ̂
C^orktn' Competuothn ").
ISJ To the extent (he Contactor b subject to the
risqviremeqts ofRR RSA ch^ta 281-A. Contractor shall
maintain, a^ require any stdtcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment ofWorkera' Compensation io
cDzne^on with activitio «4sich the person proposes to
mtdertake pursaoni to this Agreement. Contractor shall.
hirouh the Con^cting OfBcer identified (a block 15, or his
or bcr successor, proofofWofken* Corepeasation In (he
manner, deserved in Nil. RSA cbapmr 26UA and any
applicable fcne^(s) thereof which shall h« aoached and ore
incorporated bereip by reference. TheStateahaO not be
responsible for payment of any Wciken' Coiopenaatioa
prtfflivms or fhr any other claim ox benefit for Contractor, or
foy suboootractor or employee of Cootnclor, which might
prise under applicable Slate ofNcw Hampshire Worfcen'
Ccuuptupation laws b connectbo with the perfonnaoce of the'
Seryieef unda (hip Agreement.

16. WAIVER OF BR£ACH.'No biluie by the State to
enfitxce any ptoviiioaa bereofafter my Bveat of Deftoli shall
bo deetned a waiver ofitsrigfatt with regard to that Event of .
Deftult, or my fubsequeqt Event of Deftult No opress
faihtfe to enforce any Event ofDefiiult shall be deemed a
waiimrof.tbe ri^t of tbe State tb enforce each and all of the
ptovisions hereofopon any fixnho' or other Event of Oefkult
on tbe pan of tbe Contractor.

17. NOITCE./^ ootlcc by a party hereto to tbe other party
shall be,deemed to have been delivered or given at the
tfnie ofmailing by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parda at the addresses '
gKeo b bbds 15 and 1.4, herein.

)&. AM^fDMSNT. Thii Agreement be amended,
waived or dischatged only by u bsttumeot b writing signed

the partia hereto and only after qtproval of such
anMdqvnt, waiver or dlseh^c by the Oovemor end
Exei^'ve Cqunci) of the State of New Harnpshiie unless no

such approval is required under tbe circumstances pumam to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND tERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed lo oceordooce with the
laws of (haStira ofNew Ht^shiTe, a/Ml b binding t^on and
iauics to the benefit of the parties and their respective
successors aod assigns. The woidlng used ta this Agreement
is (Ke wording cboten by the parties to express their tnutuol
bteat, end no'cuk of constructioQ shall be applied against or
in bvor of any party,

20. THIRD parties. The parties hereto do not httend to'
benefit soy third parties and this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such besefiL'

21. HEADINGS. Tbe headings Ihxpughoiit tbe Agreement
are-for reference purposes only, aivd the words contained
therein shall in no way be held to explain, modify, atiqiUfy or
eld b the mterpretatbn, coastrectioo or meartbg of the
provisioas of this Agre^oL

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provbions let
forth in the ettaehed EXHIBIT C ere bcorponted hercb by
reference

SBVERABILUy. tnlheevenianyofthaptovbkinsof
(his Agreement ere held by a court ofcosfyetent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or fbderal bw, the remaining
provbions of thb Agreemmt wlli remab b full force md
efiecL

24. ENTIRE AGREBVIENT. Thb Agreetnctu, which may
be executed b a cumber of eounterpartt, each of which shall
be deemed art orighul, constltutm the entire Agreanent and
underctandbg between the panics, and superaedes all prior
Agreemenu md uitderstandb^ rebting hereto.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

ExhlbHA"

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed descrlpllon of the ianguE^e assistance

services, they will provide to persoris with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/dr services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2l Ttie Contractor ̂ rees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire Oerwral Court or federal or stote court orders may have an impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
prtontles and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
complianoe therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract. ..(he Department has identffiad the Contractor 88 8
Subredplant in accordance with the provfslons of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4.: The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of whem the cnenl Gves or worlcs
in New Hampshire.'

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populattons

2.1.1. The CcntractorwUI provide sehKces to eligible Individuals v^o; ~

Z1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, wHh required consent
from ̂  parent or lagal guardian to receive treatment, and

Z1.1.2. Have Income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, arto.

.2.1.1.3. . Are . regents of New Hampshire or .homeless In New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. ResQIency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Cere

2.2.1. The Conlractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
that support the Resiliency-and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operattonafizlng the Continuum of Care Model
(httpV/www.dhh4.nh.goy/dcbC8/bdas/oontlnuum«of-c8reiilm).

2J2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of Individuals, families and
corrimunities to take responsIblTity for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and dnjg protjlems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must:

Headrest EtfiUlA ContwctafWttili
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New Kampehire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

2.^2.1. Inform the integrated Delivery Networ1((8) (IDNs) of services
avallafiie In order to align this work with ION projects that may
be slrnOar or Impact the same populattons.

Z222. Inform the Regtonal PuWIc Health Networks (RPHN) of
■services available Iri order to align this work .with other RPHN
projects that r^ be similar or Impact the same popuIatbRS;

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other "communMy service
providers Involved In the dJenfs care and the dlent's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate ctj^t services with the Departmenfs Regional
Access vP^t contractor {RAP) that provides services
Indudlhg, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.Z4.Z Referring dients to RAP services wheri the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services
within forty-eight (46) hours

2.2.Z4.3. Referring dlenta to RAp; services at'the Hme of
discharge wheit a dient'^if ln need of RAP
servtces, and

-ZZ2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the dients .t>e!ng
served.

2.ZZ6. Be trauma tnformed; I.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of vblence and trauma on people's Oves and the importance
of addressing trauma In treatment

Z3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Servteeis

Z3.1. The Contractor must pipvide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

Z3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Sodety of Addiction Medldne (ASAM) Crtlerta, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an Individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exptoratlon of substance use
dteorders and their ramifications, Inctuding an examtnetion of
attitudes and feelings, and conslderatidn of altematlvo
solutions and dedsjon making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

Z3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level ,1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
Individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

Hwdreti EihWtA ContractorWBtfa J-g*
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Now Hampshlro Dopartmont of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

ExhIbHA

exploratfon of substance use disorders and their

ramificatbne, indudlng an examtnatlon of attftudes end
feelings, end cortslderation of alternative solutions and
decision making with regard to alcohol and ciher drug related
problems. ' ̂  •

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,.
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
Intensive and striictured Individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that Endudes a
range of outpatldnt treatment services and other ancOlary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at (east 9 hours a week. iServlces for addescenis
are provided atleast 6 hours a week.

*  • ^ .

Z3.1.4. Low>lnlenslty Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria. Level 3.1 for aduKs. Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential' wbstance use
disorder treatment services designed to 8upf»ft indh^uals .
that need this residential service. The goal -of low-Intensity .
residential treatment Is to prepare dlents to become' self*
sufficient In the conimunity. Adult residents typically work In
ihe community and may pay a portion of their room and
board.

2.4. Reserved

Z5. Enrolling COents for Services

Z5.1. The Contractor will delermlno eligibility for services in. accordance with
Section Z1 above and with Sections Z5.2 through 2.6.4 bekw.

2.6.Z The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as foUows:

Z5.Z1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeBng
In person, or etectronlcally, or by telephone conversation) with
an Individual (deHned as anyone or a provider) wUhtn two (2)
business days from the date thai individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Ofsorder Treatment erKl

Recovery Support Services.

Z5Z.Z Complete an Initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

Individual, using the eOglbiGty module in Web (nfomiatlon
. Technology System (WfTS) to determine probabDIty.of being

eligible for services under this contract artd for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

HeatSvtt ElMfaRA CpfitraetarlnBali
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

ExhIbK A

Z5.2.3. Assess clients' Income prior to admission using the WITS fee
detennlnatlon mo^el and

Z6.2.3.1. Assure that clients' Income infbrmallon (s

updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients about any changes
In Income no less frequently than every 4
weeks.

2.6.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
.  services in Sections 2.3:1,1 through 2.3.1.4 wlihfri two (2) days of the Initial

Intake Scre^ng tn Section 2.6.2 above using the AS! Lite module,' in Web
information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
£>epartment,wtien the Individual Is deterrhlned probable pf being eligible for
services.

2.6.3.1. The Contnactor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care A^ssment
in Section 2.6.3 In a formal approwd by (he department

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for'all services provided, (ndude a method to obtain
dinlca! evaluations (hat Include DSM 5 diagnostic Information and a'
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
In October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a ciinlcal evaluation, for
each client

. 2!5.4.1. • Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
business days foliowing admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor. .

2.6.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.6.6. The Contractor wBI either complete dinlcai evaluations In Section 2S.4
above before admission si of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3
abow before admission along with a dlnical evaluation In' Section Z6.4
above after admls^oh.

2.^.7. The Contractor shall provide eOgitile dlents the substance use-disorder
treatment Services In Section 2.3 determined by the client's dlnical
evaluation in Section 2.6.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The dlent choses to receive a senrice with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

Hesdrwl CxMbltA • Contr®etDrW(W»_^^^
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2.5.7^. The aervice with the needed ASAM level • of cafe' Is

unavailable at the time the le^l of care Is determined In

Section 2.5.4, In which case the client may chose:

A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.'5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Lever of Care;

2.5.7^:3. Be placed on the waitlist until their aervice whh

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as In Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.Z4. Be referred to artolher agency In the cUent'e
.  service area that provides the service with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.6.6. The Contractor ehall enroll eligible clients for services In order, of Ihe
priority described belovin

.23.6.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even If
the-chDdren are not In their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been termlnaled, Including the provision of interim
services within the required 48 hour time frame If the
Contractor Is unable to edmft a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shaD:

2.5.6.1.1. Contact the Regional Access Point service
provider In the cOent's area to connect the client
with substance use dlsonier treatmenlsendces.

2.5.6.1JL Asslsl the pregnant woman with Identifying
altemaUve providers and with ' aooessing
services with these providers. This assistance
must tndude acttvely reaching out to Identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.8.1.3. Provldo Interim services unti) the appropriate
level of care becomes available at eKher the

Contractor agency or an altematfve provider.
Interim servlceis shaD Include;

2.6.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session par
week;

2.6.8.1.3.Z Recovery support servloes as

needed by the cQenl;

Hextfrest ExhOjA A ContFttcter Mbh
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2.6r8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the dient to assess
end respond to any emergent

needs.

2.6.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naioxone to reverse.

the effects of en opfold overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or In the period between screening and edmlsslon.
to the program.

2.53.3. Individuals with a history of Injection drug use Induding the
provision of Interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with' substance use and co^ccurring rnentat
health disorders'

2.5.83. Individuals wHh Opiold Use Disorders. .
i  \

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders .

Z5.8.7. thdivlduals with substartce use disorders who are Involved

wBh the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.6. .Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent In aoccrdance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the cBenl prior to receiving services for irtdh/fduals whose
age Is 12 years end older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client Is under the
age of b^lve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor must tnctgde In the consent forms language for cDenl
consent to share Information with other social serviod agencies Involved in
the client's care, Including but not limited to:

Z5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children. Youth ar^ Families
(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.1Z The Contractor shall not prohibit clients (t'om receiving services under this
contract when e dient does not consent to information sharing In Section
2.5.11 above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to Information
sharing In Section 2.5.11 above that they have the abOlty to rescind the
consent at any time without any impact on servlc^ provided under this
contract

. 2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to: ■

Hesdrest ErfribftA C«bMtDrW6al»_^3^^
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2.5.14.1 The parent's inability 8r\d/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's dedsion to recelvo conririentlal services

pursuant to RSA 31S^:.12-e.

2.5.15. The Coritractor must provide servlcas to eligible cflents wtio:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a cnenfs primary care provider;

2.6.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2:5.15.3. Are on medicallons. and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the dass of medicatior).

2.6.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, imtess otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency spa^. however, the communal ps^ such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

2.6,. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contraclor 'vriil maintain a waitlist for all dients.and all 8ut>stance-use

disorder treatment services including the eligible dlents.-being served
under this contrad and dlents being served under another payer source.

2.6.Z The.Contrador wHI track the wait time for (he clients to receive services,
from the date of Initial contad in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services In Sections Z3
and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly;

. 2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service
and payer source for ell the services.

Z6.3.2. The average .wait time for priority dlents In Section 2.5.6
above by the type of service end payer source for the
servicas.

2.7. Assistance with EnrolEna In Insurance Pn)grams

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their'parents or legal guarcSans.
wt)o are unable to secure flnandal resources necessary for InlliaJ entry Into
the progfam. with obtaining other potential sources (or payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment In pubSc or private insurance, hdudliig but .not
limited.to New Hampshire Medicald programs wlth^ fourt^
(14) days after intake.
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2.6. . Service DeltveryAcUvttles and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of setf-harm at aQ phases of

treatment, such as at Initial contact, during screening. Intake, admission,
cr>-9olng treatment services and at discharge..

Z8.2. The Contractor shall assess aD clients for vvflhdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2018) standards at all phases' of treatment, such as at Initial contact,
during screening, Intake, edmteston, orv^olng treatinent services and

stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

.  2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a dient's level of risk

Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a dient's risk level Indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this contract, .then the Contractor shall Integrate

withdrawal management irrto the client's treatment plan-and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that

withdrawal Is managed safely.

.  . 2.6.2.2. Refer dients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a dienf6 risk Indicates a service. an ASAM Level of

Care that Is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

' provider to admit the client to ah appropriate service once the.
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contracL and

2.6.3; . The Contractor must complete Indivldualtzed treatment plans for all dients

ba^ on cUnlcel evaluation data within three (3) days of the -cDnlcal
evaluation (In Section 2.6.4 above), that address problems in all ASAM
(2013) domains which Justified the client's admittance to a given level of
care, that are In accordance the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that:

Z8.3.1. Include In all indivfduaUzed treatment plan goals, objectives,
and Inten/entions written In terms that are:

2.6.3.1..1. specific, (dearty defining what wOl be done)

2.8.3.1 .Z measurable (including clear otterla for progress
and completion)

2.a3.1.3. attainable (within the Indivtdual's ability to

achieve)

2.6.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are' available to the

indlvidua]). and

HesdreA EdittiA C«R&«c(orMaato_^^^C
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2.6.3.1.5. timely (this Is something that needs to t)e done
and there is a stated time frame for completion
that Is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's Involvement In Identifying, developing, and
.  ptiorlUzing goals, objectives, and Interventions.

Z6.3.3. Are update based on any changes In any Arnerlcan Society of
Addiction Medldne Criteria (ASAM) domain and no lees

frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4' weeks, whichever
is less frequent T reatment plan updates much include:

2.8.3.3.1.. Documentation of the degree to which the client
Is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.6.3.3.2. Modificstlon of existing goals or addition of nev/ .
goals based on changes In the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatrhent goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The. counselor's assessment of whether or not

. the dienl needs to move to a different level of

^  care .based on changes tri functioning In any
ASAM domain and documentation of ihe

reasons for this assessment

2.6.3.3.4. The signature of the dlent and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or If
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the dfent's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the cQent'e treatment plan by
compteiting encounter notes In WIT&

2.8^. The Contractor shall refer cOents to and coordinate a dienfa care with

other providers. ^

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance -if approprtata.
consents from the dlent, Indudlng 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If
applicable, and In compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, indudlng but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Prtnwy care, provider and If the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor

win make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider If appropriate
consents from the cQent, Indudlng 42 CFR Part

HcoAwl • Eitfstb&A Caia^fttPfWfafa- '
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2 consent. If appflcabie, are obtained In
advance In compDance with state, federal laws
and state and federal rules..

2.6.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
dients with co>occurrtng substance use end

mental health disorders, and If the dlent does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor wQl make en appropriate referral to
one and coordinate care with that provider If

appropriate consents from the dient Indudlng
■  42 CFR Part 2 consent, If applicable, are

obtained In advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medfcation assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the dlent
•  • doe.s not have a peer recovery support

provider, the Contractor wOl make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinata.care
that provider If appropriate consents frofn

' Ihe client, Including 42 CFR Part. 2 consent; if
applicable, ere obtained In . advance In
compliance with state, federal lav/s end state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with cfents to descr&e

available services and to engiage dients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.6.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the dlenfs managed care
organization or third, party (nsuranoe. If
applicable. If appropriate consents (mm the
dlent, Induding 42 CFR Part 2 oonsent, If
applicable, are obtained In advance In

compBance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.7. Coordinate with other soclaJ service agencies
engaged with the cGent. Induding but not Omlled
to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, as

Headrest &MUA Oon&^aafwnah
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applicable and aOowable wHh consent provided
pursuant to 42 CFR Part Z

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must dearly document In the dient's Hie if the

cflent refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in
Section Z6.4 abo^.

2.8.6. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services In Section 2.3 that address ell ASAM (2013).

domains, that are Iri accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-l artd
that;

Z6.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time

of the dient's Intake lb the program.

2;8.5.Z Indude at least one (1) of the three (3) cdterta for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

Z6.S.Z1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
. making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals articulated In the individual?zed treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present lavd
of care is assess^ as necessary tg pennit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8,5.ZZ Continuing Service Criteria B; The patient ts not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resoive his or har problems. He/she Is adively
working toward the goals articulated (n the
indivtduaiized treatment plan. Continued

treatment at the present level of care- Is

assessed as necessary to pennit the patienl to
continue to work toward his/iier treatment

goals: arxi/or

2.e.5Z.3. Continuing Service Crtterta C: New problems
have been identtfied 8iat are eppfopriately
treated at the present level of care. The new
problem or prtodty requires services, (he
frequency and intend of wttlch can only safely

.  be delivered by continued stay In the. current
level of care. The level of care.which the

patient Is receiving treatment (a therefore ffie
least Intertslve level at which the paOent's

problems can be addressed effectively

Headrest EihMA CBntradorlnfthto '
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2.6.6.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
tnciude:

2.8.6.3.1. Transfer/Dlscharge Criteria A: The Patient has

achieved the goals articulated in the

Individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problefn(s) that Justified edmisslon to the
present level of ca/e. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's cot)dttlon
at a less intensive level of care is Indicated; or

2.6.5.3.2. TransfedDischarge Criteria 6: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(8) that

justified the admission to the present Isyel of
care,' despite amendments to the treatm^t
plan. The p^ent Is .d^ermtned to- have
achieved the maximum possible benefit from
engagement In services et the current level of
care. Treatment at.another level of care (more

or less Intensive) In the same type of services,
or discharge from treatment. Is therefore

Indicated; or

2.8.6.3.3. . Transfer/Discharge Criteria C; The patient has
.  . derno^slrated a lack of capacity due h

^ ;dla^^c^ or cpKJccurrlng conditions that Dmll
his or her abDIty to resolve his or .her

pTOblem(a). Treatment at a quafltatively
different level of care or type of senrice. or

■  discharge from treatment. Is therefore Indicated;
or

2.8.6.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
-  experienced an tntensificstlon of his or her

probl8m(8), Of has developed a new
probtem(s), and can be treated effecdvety at a
more Intensive level of care.

2.6.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services In this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following crfteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be Included as an evlderice*based mental

health and substance abuse (nterventton on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource - Center

https://v^^.88mh3a.gov/ebp-resouroe<enter
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2.8.6^. The servtoes shall be published In a peer-revtewed Jouma)
and found to have positive effects; or

2.6.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the services' effectlvertess based on the
following:

.2.6.6.3.1. The service Is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

,  2.6.6.3.2. 2. The service Is supported by a documented
body of Knowledge generated from similar or

related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deilver services in this ContrBct In accordance with:

Z6.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The.^ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http:/Avww.asamcrIteria.org/

Z6.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Admlrtlstration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
avaDable at httpi/fetore.semhsa.gov/llst/sariesTnamesTIP-

Sertes-Treatmcnt-lmprovemenl-Prtrtocols-TlPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMH^ Technical Assistance PiibScatlons (TAPs)
aveQable at

http://8tore.samh8agov/itstf8ertes?name=Technlca)-
As5lstance-Pub{icatlons-TAPs-8tpagef>tumber3l

2.8.7.4. The flegulrements In Exhibit A-1, /

2.9. COent Education

Z0.1. The Cor^ctor shall offer to aD eligible dients receiving services under this
contract, Individual or group' education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Humari Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

Z9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Asses ciierris for motivation In stopping the use
of tot»cco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco

Hutfmt EiNMA WBati
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cessation counselors available through the
QuHLIne: end

2.9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco usa, in end of Itself, as

grounds- for discharglr^ clients from services
being provided under this contract.

2.10. Tobacco Free SnvironmenI

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free envlronrrwnt by having poUctes
ar>d procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smpldng of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or 'spit* tobacco, and the use of electronic
devices:

Z10.1.2. Apply to'employed, clients and employee or client visitors;

Z10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products wHhln the Contractor^

facilities at any time.

Z10.1.4. Prohlbltthe useof tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.6. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited

outside of the fadGty on the grounds.

Z10.1.6. Include the fodo^ng if use of tobacco products is aOowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(B) which Is located
at (east twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

Z10.1.6.2. AD materials used for smoking In this area,
-Including cigarette butts and matches, wfO be
extinguished and disposed of In appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

ZtO.1.6.4. If (he designated smo^ng area is not properly

malnitein^, it can t>e. eltmlnated at tha
dfscr^on of the Contracbr.

Z10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehide.

2.10.1.6. Prohtbll tobacco use In personal vehldes when transporting
people on authohzed business.

2.10.2. The Contrador must posl the tobacco free erMronmerU pcDcy In the
Contractor'e facilities and vehldes and Induded In employee, cDent and
visitor orientation.

Moadmst EtfUUtA Ce^rtneiaitnteti
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3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of wor1( In this RFA m follows:

3.1.1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. . Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed AJcohol and Drug Counselor (UVDC) vrho also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LOS) credenllaj;

3.1 .Z Suffici^t staffing levels that are appropriate for the sen/ices provided and
the number of cflents served.

3.1.3. A/I unlicensed staff providing treatment, education arxl/or recovery support
services shaO t>e under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No licensed BU;iervIsor shall supen/be more than twelve unlicensed staff"
unless the Department ties apprpved an attematfve supervision plan (See
ExhIbKA-1 SeoOon 8.1.2).

3.1.5. . At least one Cer1ff»d Recovery Support Woilter (CRSW) for every 50
dients or portion thereof.

3.1.6. Provide ongoing dinical supervision that occurs at regular Intervals In
accordance writh the Operational Requirements In Exhibit A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.6.1. Weekly dbcusslon of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress:

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimize the (earning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision; '

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice Issues faced by the supervbee;

3.2.2. The 12. core fUncttona as. described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies; The Knowledge, SkUts, and Attitudes of Professlonaf
Practice. avaBable at http;//store.8amhsa.govfprDduct/TAP*21-Addiclkm-
Coun8ei)ng-Competencles/SfMA15'4171 and

3.2.3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasb
gh/en to the counselor's role arid appropriate respor\sibtlitles, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security arxj
confidentiality practices for handling protected healOi Information (PHI) ancS
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
Z

EiWMlA CoHtntSorhOiA /L
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3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, In writing of changes In key personnel
and provide, wtthin five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
dearly Indicate the staff member Is employed by the Contractor. Key persorme! are
those staff for whom at least 10% of ihclr work time Is spent provtding substance
use disorder treatment erKt/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department In wrfUng within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or" any staff person essential to cariytng out this
scope of services Is hired to work In the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which dearly Indicates the sC^ member Is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shell notify the Department in vwiling within 14 calendar days, when
there Is not suffident staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6< The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student Interns to
eddress minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns
haying direct contact with Individuals served by this contract Additionally, The
Contractor must have student intems complete en approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as descriljed In Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Prof^lonal Practice In
Secdon 3.2.2, and approprtate Information security and confidentiality practiced for
handOng protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their Internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unllcerrsed staff complete an approved ethics course arrd
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skflls, and Attlludee of Professionai Practice In
Section 3.2.2, and Information security arid confidentially, practices for handling
protected health Informatlbn (PHI) end substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.6. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education In the ever
changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, end rules
relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide Irvservtce training to all staff Involved In client care
within 15 days of the.contracl effective date or the staff person's start date. If after
the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the fbQowtng:

3.9.1. The contrad requiremencs.

3.9.2.' AH other relevant pdides and procedures pro^d^ by the DepertmenL

3.10. The Corttrador shall prcA^lde ln>servioe trailing or ensure atterulance at an
approved training by the Department to cBnIcal staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
Immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases

EirtbSA Comradof trtfria
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(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a Qst of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Departmenfs Health Facilities Adrntnistratlon.

. 4.2. The Contraclof shall comply with the additional lioenslng requirements for medicaily
monitored, residential wtthdrewal maiugement services by the .Depertment's
Bureau of Health FaclUttes Administration to meet higher facDttles Dcensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor Is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, ppJides, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

^ client actlvtty and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
difpcted by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services. otJtaIn written Infonned conse^
froTTi the dlent stating ftat the dten! understands that

5.2.1. The WITS system Is administered by the State of New'Hampshtre;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all Information that Is entered into the
yviTS system;

V  •

5.2i3. Any Information entered Into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any dtenl whose Information Is entered into the WITS
system compiete a WITS consent to the Department

5.3.1. Any dlent refusing to sign the Intomned consent In 5.2 and/or consent In
5.3:

5.3.1.1. ShaD not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract

6.3.1.Z1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shaD
be assisted In flrKtlng altematlve payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

Hesdresl E*KMA CQot7®dtorWDih_^iXi£
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6; fieporting .
6.1. The Contractor shall report on (he following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WfTS for

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission-

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
compleled treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of an cllonts who are discharged for reasbna other than
' those specified above In Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Sectjon 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract ocnipllartce reports no later than
the lOlh day of the month following the reporting mrmth or quarter,

6.1.3. All critical (nddents to the trureau in writing as soon as posslbie and no
more than 24 hours follqwing the Incident The Contractor agrees that

6.1.3.1. ^Critical Incidenf means any actual or alleged event or
slluatton that creates a s^nificant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or weD-
being. Including but not Bmlted to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.13.1.2. Neglect:

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights vtolatlon;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.13.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to .the bureau in wrftlr^ as soon as
posslbie and no more than 24 hours foDowtng the Inddent;

6.1.6. AO Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as pos^le and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events b the Department as ftdows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they tn^lve any
Indrvlduai who is receiving services under this contract;

Htsdrest , Contadoftngati
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6.1.6^. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shaQ provide'
Immediate verbs) notlficatjon of the event to the bureau,
v/hlch shall include:

e.1.6.Z1. The reporting tndivlduars name, frftone numt)er.
end egency/organlzatlon:

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
lndi>^dusl(8) tnvolved In the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Locat^n, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Descrifilion of the event. Including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other
relevant informatton, as well es the identlflcsllon

of any other individuals Involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the polioe were Involved due to a
crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The Identificatton of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall
submit a completed "Sentinel Even) Reportir^ Form*
(February 2017X available . at
httpg://www.dhh8J)h.gov/dcbcs/documenls/feporting-form.pdf
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Addfllortal Information on (he event (hat Is. discovered after
fUlng the form In Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, In whtihg,.a8 ft t>ecomes. available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.%6.5. Submit additional Information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
■  through 6.1.6.4 above If required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.8,1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as appTicable, to other sgendes as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate In ell quality Improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, euch as, tnrt not
Umlted to:

7.1.1. Participation In electronic and In-person dient record reviews

7.1.2. Partidpation in site visits

HestfM EiMMA
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' 7.1.3. Partldpatlon In training and technical assistance aclMtles as directed by

the Department.

12. The Contradof ̂all monitor arrd manage the utilization levels of care and senrlce
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to;

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Olsorder,
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

72.1.1. Monitor the capecity such as stafTing and other resources to
consistently and evenly defiver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed If there Is a diffarance of more than

10% between expended funding and elapsed time on the

contract the Contractor shall notify the Department v^thln 5
days and submit a plan for coning the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
6.1. In oi:der to enat)le DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal Integrity, the ContrBctor

^rees.to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

' Include a budget column allowing for budget to actual anal^is. Staterhents shall be
subml^ within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the fc^owlhg:

6.1.1^ Days of Cash on Hand:
'N

8.1.1.1. DefinlUon: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

6.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investmerits
divided . by total operating expenditures. less
depredatlon/amorlizatlon and in*kln'd plus principal payments
on debt divided by days in the reportlno period. The short*
term investments es used above must mature within three i(3J
months arul should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. ■ Pdrformance Stenderd: The Contractor shaO have enough
cash end cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Conlractor's total cunent assets

avaJlalsie to cover the cost of current UablCties.

Headrust EiAlbQA CQ0tr»ctnflnnata ,
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8.1^^. Formula: Total current assets dMded by total current
Dabnitiss.

6.1.2.3.. Performance Standard: The Contractor shaO maintain a-

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed. •

6.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

6.1.3.1. Ralton^e: This ratio Illuslrates the Contractor'e ability to
cover the cost of Its current portion of Its lortQ-tenn debt.

.  6.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Irwome to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: .Net Irtcome plus Depredatiort/Amortlzation
Expense-plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
senrice (principal and Intere^) over the next twelve (12)
months.

6.1.3.4, Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Rnanda)
Statements identif>4ng current portion of bng-term debt
payntents (prirrclpal and Interest).

6.1.3.6. Performanbe Standard: The Contractor, shall maintain- a

minimum StarBand of 1.2:1 with no vartanoe allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor'e abaity
to cover Its liabliitles.

i

6.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

6.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (to^ assets less total liatjIGtles) dMded
by total assets.

6.1.4.4. Source of' Data: the Contractor'a - Monthly Financial
Statements. *

6.1.4.6. - Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1. with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either-

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the stahdahj regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

6.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Rscel Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

6.2.3. The Department may regulre thet the Contractor rr)cet with Department
staff to explain the reesorts thai the Contractor has not met standards.

Hcarfpest . CxMbhA Contrmdaflnaiito
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0.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan wfthin thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 6.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at feast •
every thirty (30) calendar days until oompllance Is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional Information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the

Department The Contractor shall - provide requested
Information In a timefreme agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by emaO within twenty-
four (24) hours.of when any key Contractor staff learn of arty actual or likely
litigation, InvestlgatlOT, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material finandat Impact on and^r malertatiy Impact or Impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department

6.4. The monthly Balance Sheet Profit & Loss Statement. Cash Flow Stat^ent end as
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accotmting and
Indude the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not ge.nerated
by or faulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement These, reports are -
due wUhln thirty (30) calendar days aherthe end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
6.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as In Sectldn 9.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative Impacts of substance misuse.
Including but ru)t ItmHed to the cpiold epidemic and assodated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected In WITS, will be used to
assist the Department In determining the benchmark for each measure below.. The

Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.2.1. Access to Services: % of ̂ ents aocepting services who receive any
ser^ce, other than evaluation, wfthin 10 days of screening.

•9.2.2: Engagerrient % of dients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on
at least 2 separate days wllhin 14 days of saeeriing

9.2.3. Ctinicaily Appropriate Services: % dients receiving ASAM Criteria
Identified 8UD services (as Identified by initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enroOed cQents receiving any type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days wllhin 45 days
of Initial screening.

9.2.5. Treatment Completion; Total # of discharged (dls-enroQsd) dients
completing treatment -

HaadfMl EMbiA ContaetoflnCbta_^Zj^
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9^.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMSj The % of dients out of ail clients
' discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria;

9.2.6.1. Reduction In /no change In the frequency of substance use at
discharge corr^ared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase In/no change In number of Indlvtduals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to firet servce

9.2.6.3. Reduct]or> Infno change In ruimber of Individuals arrested. In

past 30 days from date of first eervtce to date of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase In/no change tri number of IndMduals that have

stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase in/no change In number of Individuals participating In
community support services at last seivlce copipared to first
service '
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The Contractor shall comply with the following requirements:

, 1. Requirements for OrganlzaHonai or Program Changes.
1.1. The Contractor shaii provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes In any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownet^ip;
1.1.2. PhyslcaliocaUon;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2. VVhen there Is a new administrator, the following" shall apply:
112.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with Immediate notice when an

administrator p<^tlonbeoomes Vacant; ' .
1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the department in writing as soon as possible prior to

a change In admlr^istrator, and Immediately upon the lad( of an admlnlstretor,
and provide (he department with the following:

1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of . the new adrntnlstrator required in Section 1.2
-above;

~1.2.2J2. A resume Identffying the name and qualifications df the new administrator;
and

1.2.2.3. CoplM of applicable licenses for the new administrator;
1.2.3. When there Is a change In the name, the Contractor shall submit to. the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secretary of State. If eppTtcable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program, (t shall submK to the
department

12.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clierits being served In the
contracted program; and

1.2.42. .A plan for the security and transfer of the client's records being served in
the contracted program as required by Sections 128 - 1210 below and
with the consent of the dient.

2. inspections.
21. For the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any departi^nt representative at any time to inspect the following:
21.1. The f^dilfy premises;
2.12. All programs and services provided under the corrtract; and
212. Any records required ̂  the conlract

22. A notice of deficiencies shall be issu^ when, as a result of any Inspactfon, the
department detmines that the Contractor Is in violation of any. of the contract
requirements.

22. If the notice Identifies defidencles to be corrected, the Contractor shall submit a plan of
correction In accordance within 21 working days of receiving the inspection findings.

3. AdmInistratlve.Rernedies.
3.1..The department shall Impose admlnbtrative remedies for violations of corrtract

requirements, Including: .
3.1.1. ■ Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correction (PCX^);
3.12. Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor;
3.12. Suspension of a contract; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a conlrad.

Vendor Name
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3.2. When admlnlstraUve remedies are Imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as appllcable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency:
3.2.2. Identifies the specific remedy(&) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Conlraclor with Information regarding the right to a hearing In

accordance with RSA 541>A and HeC 200.
3.3. A POC shall be developed and enforced in the following mannen

3.3.1. .Upon receipt of a notice of deficiencies, the Contractor shall submit a written
POC within 21 days of the date on the notice describing:

3.3.1.1. How the Contractor Intends to correct each defldancy;
3.3.1.2. What measures ̂*^1 be put In place, or what system charges wHl be made

to;ensure that the deficiency does not recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the dale of submission pf the POC:
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that:

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance whh contract requirements;
3.3.2.Z Addresses all defidendes and deficient practices es dted In the Inspection

report;
3.3.2.3. ■ Prevents a new violation of contract requirements as a result- of

implementation of (he POC; and
3.3.2.4. Spedfles the date upon which the deficlendes wiD be corrected; .

3.4. If the POC (s acceptable, the department shall provide written notification of acceptance
of the POC;

3.5. if the POC is not acceptable, the department shall notify (he Contractor In writing of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit, a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the written notiricatlon in 3.5 above;

37. The revised POC shaO comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed In accordance with
3.37 above:

3.8. If the revised POC Is not acceptable to the department^ or Is not. submitted within 21 .
days of the date of the written notification In 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the tmplemenlation of any POC that has been submitted
.  and accepted by:

3.9.1.- ' Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.97. . Conducting a foUow>up inspection; or
3.97. ' Reviewing compnance during the next scheduled Inspection;

3.10. Verification of the Implementation of any POC shaO only occur after the date of
oomplellon spedfled.kry the Contractor In the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been linplemented by the completion date, the
Contiector shall be Issued a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below.

3.17. The department shall develop and Impose a directed POC that spedfles corrective
actions for (he Contractor to implement when:

3.12.1: As a result of an inspection, deficiencies were identified that require immediate.
corrective actton to protect the health and safety of the cQents or personnel;'

3.177 A revised POC Is not submitted within 21 days of the written notification from the
- department; or

Vendor Name
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3.12.3. A revised POC submitted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibllittes of All Contra^re.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder, as
appitcable.

4.2. The Contrector shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongolr^ basis.

4.3. The Contrector shall provide for the necessary qualified personnel, (acDitles, equipment,
and suppQes for the safety, maintenance end operation of the Contractor-

4.4. The Contractor sHafl develop and Implement written pdicles and procedures governing
Ds operation end all services provided.

4.6. All poQcles and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and Irah^ed on pet Contractor
PoDcy.

4.6. The Contractor shall:
4.6.1. 'Employ an adminlstrabr responsible for the day-to-day bperellon of the

Contractor;
4.6.2. - Maintain a current job description and minimum qualifications for the

administrator, Including the administrator's authority and duties; and
4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of command that sets forth the Wne of authority for

the operation of (he Contractor the staff posltlon(5) to be delegated the authority
end responsibility to act in the administrator's behalf when the administrator is
absent

4.7. The Cohtractor ehall post the following documents In a public area:
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's pdrcies and procedures relative to the implementation

of dient rights and responsibilities, Irtcluding dlent confidentiality per 42 CFR
. Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractof's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identifying the
location of, and access to all fire exits.

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading Information to the department.'

4.9. The Contractor shall comply with all conditions of warnings ami admlnlstratrve remedies
Issued by (he department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall ̂ mH and allow any department representative to inspect the
certified premises and alt programs and services that are being provided at any time
fa the purpose of determining oompQance with the contract.

4.11. The Contractor shall:
4.11.1. Report all critical incidents and sentinel events to the department (n accordance

with Exhlb'tt A, Section 20.2.3;
4.11.2. Submit addltkmal informallon If required by the department; and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contracta shall Implement poOdes and procedures for reporting:
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or expldtation. In accordance with RSA 169-

C:2d-30;and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, negtecl or ejqrtoltatJon of adults. In accordance wtth RSA 149-

F:49.

Vendor Namo . ̂
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4.13. The Contractor shall report all positive tuberculosis results for personnel to the
ofTbe-of disease control In accordance with RSA 141^0:7, He-P ̂ 1.02 and He-P
301.03. •

4.14. For residential programs, if the Contractor accepts a client who is known to have a
disease report^le under He>P 301 or an infectious disease, whdch is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms in the body which might or might not be

■< contagious, the Contractor shall fotbw the required procedures for the care of .the
clients, as speci^d by the United States Centers for Dt^ase Control and Prevention
2007 Qutdeline Jor Isolation Precautions,' Preventing' Transmission of Infectious
Agents in Healthcare Settings. June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall Implemeni state and federal regulations on client confidentiality,
Including provisions outfined ln42CFR 2.13, RSA 172:8'fi,and RSA31&:B:12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a client or the client's guardian or agent. If
any, with a copy of his or her client record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contractor shall develop policies and procedures regarding the relate of
Information contained in client records. In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2. the Health
Insurance Portability arxj Accbuntabfiily Act (HIPAA), end RSA 31&-B:10.

4.18. All records required by the contract shall be legible, current, accurate and available to
the department during an Inspection or investigation coixiucted In accorda^ with

'  this contract
4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall develop written policies arid •

procedures designed to protect the prtvacy of clients and personnel that, at a
minimum, include:

4.19.1. Procedures for backing up files to prevent loss of data;
4.19.2. Safeguards for maintalnirig the confidentiality of (nfomiaUon pertaining to clients

and staff; and
4.19.3. Systems to prevent tampering wHh Information pertaining to dlents and staff.

•  4.20. The extractor's service dte(5) shall:
4.20.1. Be accessible to a person vrith e disability using ADA acces^Hty and barrier

.  free guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 etseq;
4.20.2.- Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

actlviU^, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confidential client records; and

- 4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.
4.21. The Contractor shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor a^d Its

6^, 68 well as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct
4.22. The Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the foUowtng:

4.22.1. Client rights, grievance and appeals policies and procedures;
4.22.2. Progressive discipline, leading to admlnlstrBtive dscharge;

' 4.22.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;
4.22.4. Polictes on client alcohol and other drug use while In treatment;
4.2Z5. Policies on client and employee smoking that ere In compliance with Exhibit A,

Section 2.11;
4.22.6. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, Including a requirement for the firmg

. of written reports of actions taken In the event of staff misuse of aJcohol or other
dnjgs;
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4.227. Poficies and procedures for holding a cdenfs possessions;
4.2Z6. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medication policy;
4.22.10.Ur!n6 specimen ooDedion, as applicable, thai:

422.10.1. Ensure thai coQectlon Is conducted In a manrter that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.2. Minimize falsification;
4.22.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the'foDowing:

4.22.11.1. Medical emergencies;
422.112. Infection control and universal precautions. Indudtng the use of protective

clothing and devices;
.  4.22.11.3. Reporting'employee injuries;

4.22.11.4. Rre monltbrtng, warning, evacuation, and safety drill policy and
procedures;

4.22.11.6. Emergency doslngs;
4.22.11.6. Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

422.12.Procedures for protection of cQenl records that govern use of records, storage,
removal, conditions for release of Information, and compliance with 42CPR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); and

422.13.Procedures related to quality assurance and quality ImprovemenL
5. CoOectton of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall maintain procedures regarding collections from client fees, private
or publlclnsurance, and other payers responsible for the cflenfs finances; ami

52. Al the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the client, and the
cUent's guardian, agent, or personal representative, with a listing of bQ known appDcable
charges and identify what care and aen/lces are Included in the charge.

6. CQent Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of ell client screenings, Including:
'  6.1.1. The dient name and/or unique client Identifier; ^

6.12. The dlent refenal source;
6.1.3. The date of Initial contact from the c&ent or referring agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of the screening, including the reason for denial of services tf

applicable;
6.1.6. For any dtant who Is placed on a wa'iliist. record of referrals to and coordlnaUon

with regional access point and interim servtees or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6:1.7. Record of all dlent contads between screening end removal from the waitlist;
and

6.1.8. Date dlent was removed from the waltQst and the reason for removal
62. For any client who is denied services, the Contractor Is responsible for

6.2.1. Informing the dlent of the re^on for denial;
622. Assisting the cOent In identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny servtoas to a dlent solely because the dlent:
6.3.1 Previously left treatment agalnslthe advice of staff;
622; Relapsed from an earlier treatment;
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)

6.3.3. Is on any class of medicalbns, Including but not Ttntlted to opiates or
benzodiazepines; or

.. 6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4. The Contractor sh^l report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department.

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a current job description for sQ staff. Including contracted

staff, volunteers, and student interns, which shall Include:
7.1.1. Job title:
7.1.2. Physical requirements of the position; .
7-1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;

. 7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. 'Title of immediate supervisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall devetop and Implement policies regarding crimtna) background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, include:
7.2.1. Requlr^ a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record;
7J2:2. Requiring the acbnimstrator or his or her deslgnee to obtain and review a

crtmlnal records check; from the New Hampshire department of safety for each
- prospective employee;

■  7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the following, beyond wNch shaO t>e
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to ensure the health, safety,
or well-being of clients:

7.2.3.1. Felorry convictions in this or any other state;
7.2.3.2. Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
7.2.3.3. Findings by the department or any administrative agency In this or any other

state for assault fraud, abuse, ne^ect or expioltatiori or arry person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3 above for good cause shown.

7.3. All staff. Including contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educatiortal, experfentlal, and physical qualifications of the position as .

fisted In (heir job description;
7.3J2, Not exceed the crimiral background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown. In accordance with policy established In
72A above;

-7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certified as required by state statute and as
applicable;

7.3.4. F^ceive an orientation within (he Rrst 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with clients, which includes:

7.3.4.1. The extractor's code of.ethics, including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Gontractor's policies on client rights end responsibilities and oomplatnt
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confkjenfiafity requirements as required by Actions 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both cflenta and. staff as required In Sectfon
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Sectionals below.
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7.3.4.5. The duties and res'i^slbflities and the policies, procedures, and guidelJnes'
of the posRfon they were hired for,

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the edministretive and personnel manuals;
7.34.7. TTie Contractor's Infection prevention program;
7.3,4.8. The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency ptans which outline

the responsibflitles of personnel ln an emergency; end
73.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or r>eglect such as those found

•In RSA 16.1-F and RSA 169^:29; and
,  73.5. Sign end date documentation that they have taken part In an orierrtation as

described In 7.3.4 above;
7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual In-servtce education, which Includes a review of

as eiernents described in 7.3.4 alrave.
7.4. Prior to ̂ vfng contact with clients, enriployees and.cohtracted employees shall:

7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening
conducted not more than 12 months prior to employmertl which shall include at a
minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The. name of the examinee;
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination:
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the eramir^ has a contagious Illness or any other IBness.

that would affect the examinee's ablli^ to perform their job duties;
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2'Step tuberculosis (TB) test, Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); and
7.4.1.6. The dated signature of the licensed health pfactilioner;

743. . Be allowed to work .while waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the resutts of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with (he requirements of the'Centers for Disease Contrx^ Guidelines for
Preveming the Transmission of Tuberculosis In Health Facilities Settings, 2005.
If the person has either a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or potentlal
for occupational exposure to Mycobacterium tube^losls through shared air
space with persorts vi4th infectious tuberculosis.

7.6. Employees, contracted employees, volunteers and Independent Contractors who have
direct contact with dients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain ar>d store In a secure and confidential manner, a current /
personnel fSe for each employee, student, volunteer, and cohlrected staff. A personnel
file shall lndude. at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. A completed appOcatlon for employment or a resume, Including:
T.6.2. Identification data; and
7.63. The education and wwk experience of the employee;
7.6.4. Acopyofthecurrentjobdfescrlptlonoragreement. signed by the Indlvlduai, that

Identifies the:
• 7.6.4.1. Position title; ,
7.6.43. Qualifications and experience; and
7.6.43. Duties required by the position;

7.63. Written verification that the person meets the Contractor's quatificallons for the
assigned job dascrlpGon, such' as school transcripts, certincatlons end licenses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 atiove;
7.6.7. A copy of each current. New Hampshire license, re^strallon or certlflcallon In

health care field and CPR certification, If applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screenlrtg for communicable diseases results require In 7.4 above;
7.8.9. Written performance appral^ls for each year of einptoymeni Including

description of any correct've actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to t)8 necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual Irvservlce education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Information as to the general content and length of all continuing education or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed statement acknoArledgIng the receipt of'the Contractor's policy settlrrg '

forth the client's rights and responsibilities, Including confidentiality
requirements, and acknowledging training and implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the dme the initial offer of employment Is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction In this or any other state;
7.6.13J2.Ha8 not been convicted of S sexual a^ult. other violent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse; neglect or exploitation or a threat to the hea.lth, safety or
we||«lbe!ng of a dienl; and

.  7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency In
this or any other state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or expldltallon of
any person; and

7.6.14. Oocumentationof the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An individual need not re^disclose any of the matters In 7.6.13 end 7.6.14 above If the.

documentation Is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
•granted a waiver so that the Individual can continue employment. -

6. Gtlnlcal Supervision. ~ '
6.1. Contractore shall comply with the foilowtng clinical supervision requirements for

unlicensed counselors:
8.1.1. Ail unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support

servtces-shall be und^ the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.
8.12. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless

the Department has approved en alternative supervision plan.
8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one hour of supervision for every 20

hours of direct client contact; '
6.1.4. Supervision shall be provided on an irtdlvfdual or group basis, or both,

depending upon the employee's need, eKperlence and skill level;
8.1.5. .Supendsion shall include foOowing techniques;

8.1.5.1. Review of case records;
6.1.5.2. Obser^tbn of interactions with clients;
8.1.5.3. SklQ devebpment; and
8.1:5.4. Review of case rrianagement activities: and

8.1.6. Supervisors shad maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

6.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supervlsbn in accordance with the ~
requirement of th^r Ucensure.

9. Canlcal Services.
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and edhere to a clinical care manual which Includes poDcies
and procedures related to aQ dinical services provided.

9^ All clinical services provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on the cllenf s strengths;
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served:

-  9.2.3. Be client erx) family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma Infonried, which rrteans designed to acknowledge the Impact of

violence and trauma on pec^e's llves and the Importance of addressing trauma
In treatment; and

9.3. Upon a client's admission, the Contractor shaQ conduct a client onentalion, either
tndivlduaUy or by group, to Indude tha following:
9.3.1. Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and fadlity:
9.3.2. Requfrementa for succes^nycompletirtg the program;

• 9.3.3. The admlnlstrallve discharge policy and the grounds for admlnlslfatlve
discharge;

9.3.4. AD apptlcabte laws regardlrtg confldentiallty. Including the limits of confldentlallly
and mandatory reporting requirements; and

9.3.5. Requiring the client to sign a receipt that the orientaUon was conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a dlenfs admission to treatmenl. the Contractor shaU conduct an

HIV/AIDS screening, to Indude:
9.3.7. The provision of InformaUon;
9.3.6. Risk assessment;
9.3.9. Intervention end risk reduction education, and
9.3.10. Referral for testing, if appropriate, within 7 days of admlsdon;

10. Treatmertf artd RehablOtatlon.
10.1. A LADC or unDcensed counselor under the supervision of a LADC shall develc^ and

maintain a v/ritten treatment plan for each dicnt in acoordanoe with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competencies available at
hltp://store.samhsa.gov/rist/serte$7n^e-technical>Asslstance-Pub(lcaUor\s>TAPs-
&l»geNumbera1 which addresses all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall t>e developed as foOows:
10.2.1. WHhIn7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. IndMdua) treatmenl plans shall ccmtain, at a minimum, the foOowing elements:
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and Irrterventlons written In terms that are spedflc, •

measurable, attainable, realistic end timely.
10.32. Identifies the reclplenf8 clinical needs, treatmenl goals, and objectives; '

.  10.3.3. Ideritifles the clients strengths and resources for Bchl^ng goats and obj^lves
In 10.3.1 above;

10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet (hose needs, goafs, artd
objectives;

10.3.5. tdentlflas referral to outside Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specltic
goal Of obfedive when the servloe cannot be delivered by the treatment
program;

102.6. Provides (he criteria for lermlnatirtg specific Interventions; end
102.7. lr>cludes specification and description of the Indicators to be used to assess (he

Individual's progresa
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10.3.8. Documentation of partlcipatjon by the dlent In the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the cOent and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or If
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to'slgn the treatment pian.

10.4. Treatrnent plans Shaii be updated based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medldne Criteria (ASAM) dorrmin and no less frequently than every 4
'sessions or every 4 weeks, whicheverls less frequent

10.5. Treatment plan updates shall Include:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client Is meeting treatment plan goals •

and objectives;
10.5.2. Modification of edsting goals or addition of new goals based on changes In the

clients functioning relatlye to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
ob]ectives. '

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a

different level of care based on changes in functioning In any AS^ domain ahd
documentation of the reasons for this assessment

10.5.4. The signature of thp client and the counsebr agreeing to the updated treatment •
plari, or If appii^le, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the indlviduanzed treatment planning In 10.3 above, ail Contractors
- shad provide dlent education on: -

10.6.1. Substance use disorders:
10.62. Relapse prevention;
10.62. Infecttous diseases associated with injection daig use, Induding but not limited

to. HIV, hepatitis, and TB;
102.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotiona}, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessation o^ons;
10.6.7. The Impad of dnjg and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and (he

(mportanoe of Informing medical practitioners of drug and atcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall malnlain an outline of each educatlona! and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. AD group counseling sessions shaD be limited to 12 cflents or fewer per

counselor.
102. sProgress notes

102.1. A progress note shall be completed for each IndMdual, grc^, or family
treatment or education session.

10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the following components:
10.8.2.1. Data. Induding .self-report observatior^s, Interventions, current

Issues/stressors. ftinctloral Impairment, interpersonal behavior, motivatton,
and progress, as It relates to the current treatment ptan;

10.82.2. Assessment, Induding progress, evaluation- of tnterventJon, and obstacles .
or barriers; and

1022.3. Plan, Indudir^ tasks to be completed between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a daily shift change log which documents such
things as dient behavior and stgnlficant events that a subsequent shift should be
made avyare of.

11. Client Discharge and Transfer. .
11.1; A dient shall be discharged from a program for the rollowing reasor^s:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes In the client's functioning
relative to ASAM criteria;

11.1.2. Program tfirmlnatlon, including:
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2. Norvoompliance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The dient left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and
11.1.3. The dient Is Inaccessible, such as. the dient has been Jailed or hospitalized; arxl

11.2. In all cas^ of cDent discharge or tranter, the counselor shall complete a narrative
discharge summary, Including, at a minimum:

11.2.1. The dales of admission and discharge or transfer; •
' 1122, The dient's psychosodal substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the client's progress toward treatment goals In all ASAM domains;
112.4. The reason for discharge or transfer;
11.Z5. The dient's DSM S diagnosis and summary, .to Indude'other assessment testing

completed during treatment;
11.2.6. A summary of the dienrs physical corxjiUon at the time of discharge or transfer;
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, induding all ASAM domains;
1 T.2;6:.. A^.delerTnlnatlon as to whether the dient would be eligible for re-admlsslon to

trealftiient, applicable; and
11.2.9. The dated s^naUire of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7'da^ foliowing a client's discharge or transfer from the prograrn;

Of

11.32. For withdrawal management services, by the end of the next business day
foQowtng a dlenfs discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When tranderring a dient, either from one level of care to another within the same
certified ConlfBctor agency or to anolher trealment Contractor, the counselor shall:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the dient's treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be induded in the dient's record; and

.. 11.42. Update the dient assessment and treatment plan.
11.6. When transfeming a client to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

shaJ] forward copies of the following (nfbrmation to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of confidential Information Is signed by the client:

11.6.1. The dlsd^arge summ^
11.5.Z CGent demographic tnformatton, including the dlenfs name, date of btrth,

address, telephone number; and the last 4 digits of his or her Social Security
number; and ' -

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment (nfcrmaUon,
Induding:

11.5.3.1. TB test results;
11.522. A record of the dient's treatment history; and
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,11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or agency-recommended foDow-up
treatment. " .

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
est^lish a continuing care plan that

•11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care in all ASAM domains:
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups Including, when Indicated, (acintated seff-

help; and
11.6.3. Assists the client in making contact with other agencies or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document in the cHeni record if arxl w^ the meeting In Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.8. A Contractor may admiriistrativety discharge a client from a program only if;
11.8.1. The ctlent's behavior on program premises isabusive, violent, or Dlegal;
11.6.2. The client Is non-compliant with prescription medications;
11.8.3. Cfinica) staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may indude

the dIenVs continued use of Illicit drugs or an unwlltlhgness to follow appropriate
clinical interventions; or

11.8.4. The dienl violates program rules In a manner that is. consistent with the
Contractor's progressive dlsdpQne ̂ licy.

12. CQent Record System.
1^1.' Each Contractor.shall have policies and procedures to Implement a comprehensive

dient record system. In either paper form or electronic form.-or both, that compiles
with this section.

The dlent record of each client sarved shal) communicate Information in a manner that Is:
12.1.1. Organized Into related sections wHh entries in chronological order;
12.1.1 Easy to read and understand;
12.1.3. Complete, contalrting aO the parts; and
12.1.4. Up-to-date, tncludlng notes ctf most recent dontacts.

12.2. The client record shall Indude. at a minimum, (he foDowirtg components, organized
as follows:

12.2.1. First section. Inlake/lnltial Irdormatlon:
12.2.1.1. identlflcation data, Induding the dierit's:

12.2:1.1.1. Name;
12.2.1.1.ZDateofbirth;
12;2.1,1.3.Address;
12.Z1.1.4. Telephone number and
12.2.1.1.5. The last 4 digits of tha dIenCs Soda) Security number;

12.2.1.2. The date of admission;
12.2.1.3. If eilher of these have been appointed for the dlent, (he name and address

of:
12.2.1.3.1. The guardian: and
122.1.3.2. The representative payee;

122.1.4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact to the
event of an emergency;

122.1.5. Contact Information for the person or entity refenlng the client for services,
as appllcabie;

12.2.1.8. The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor;
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12>2,1.7.The name, address, arxi telephone numtw of the behavioral health care
Contractor, if applicable;

12.2.1.8. The name and address of the client's public or private health Insurance
ContraGtor(s). or both;

12.2.1.9. The cfient's religious preference. If any;
.  12.2.1.10. Theclient's peraonal health history;

12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Current medications:
12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the cflent's current admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notlflcatbn of client rights;

12.2.2. Second section, Screenirrg/Assessment/Evaluation;
12.2.2.1. Documentation of all elements of screening, assessment, and evatuatlon

required by Exhibit A. Sections 6 and 10.2;
12.2.3. Third section. Treatment Rannlng:

12.2.3.1. The individual treatment plan, updated at designated intervals in
accordance with Sections 10.2-10.5 above; and

12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progr^s notes and reports from all programs Involved,
as required by Section 10.6 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section. Discharge Plannfng:
1Z2.4.1.A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2 and 11.3

above; .
12.2.5. Fifth section,-Releases of Informatlon/Mtscellaneous:

12.2;5.1. Re!ease.of information forms compllahl with 42 CFR. Part 2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; axid
12.2.5.3. Any other Information the Contractor deems slgniftcanL

12.3. If (he iContractor utilizes a paper format cflent record system, then (he sections In ,
Section 12.3.above ahaD be tabbed sections.

12.4. if the Contractor utilizes an electronic format, the sections in Section 1Z3 above shall
' not apply provided that an Information listed in Section 12.3 above b Included In the

electronic record.

12.5. All client records maintained by the Contractor or its sub^Contractors. including paper
files, facsimile transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be strictly confiderinai.

12.6. AU confidential information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at all
times as fbilows:

12.6.1 .V Paper records and external electronic storage media shall be kept Jn locked file
-  cabinets;

12.6.2. All electronic Tiles shall be password protected; and
1Z6.3. ASH confidentJal notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

.  shredded Immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shall retain cRent records after the discharge or transfer of the client

as foOows:

12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adutt; and
12.6.4J2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

1Z7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor dosing its treatment progiw shaO
arrange for the continued management of aH cCant records. The dosing Contractor
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shall notify the department In writing of the address where racords will be stored and
. specify the person managing the records.

12.8. The closing Contractor shaO airange for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that It will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records wtthin ld
worldng days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consertt to another
Contractor; or •

12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organteatlon agreement wHh another Contractor to
stbris and manage records.

13. Medication Services.
13.1. No administration of medications, Including physician samples, shall occur except by

a licensed medical practitioner worldng within their scope of practice.
,13.2. AH prescription medications brought by a client to program shall be In their original

containers end legibly display the follo^ng Information:
13.2.1. The client's name:

• 13.2.2. The medication name and strength;
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.2.4. The route of edmlnlstrBtion;
13.2.5. The frequency of administration; and
132.6. The date ordered.

13.3. Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licensed practitioner.

13.4. All prescription medications, with the exception of nltfoglyoerin, epl-pens, and rescue
inhalera, which may be kept on the clienrs person or stored In the cllenl's room, shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. All medications shall be kepLIn a storage area that Is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized personnel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to allow correct Identification of eadi client's'medlcdtlon(s);
13.4.1.3. Illumlrtated In a-manner sufficient to allow reading of. all medication labels;

and
13.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;

13.42. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA 316-B:1-b, shall be kept In
a separately locked compartment v^in the lodged medication storage area and
accessiUe only to authorized personnel; and -

13.42. Topica! liquids, ointments, patches, creams end powder forms of producle.shall
be stored In a rronner such that cfoss^ontamlnatldn with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

. 13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be acccssibte to cltents, nor stored with
client medlcatian.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be harxlled In the following manner
13.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medlcattons shall be allowed to be

brought Into the program;
13.62. OTC medication sh^ be stored In accordance with S^tlon 13.4 et>ove. .
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13.6.3. OTC medication containers shaD be marked with the name of the dlent using the
medication and taken In accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner;

13.7. All medications self-administered by a dlent, with the exception of nitroglycerln, epi-
pens, and rescue Inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, 88 follows:

13.7.1. Staff shaQ remlrwJ the cllant to take the correct dose of hte or her medication at
the correct time;

13.7.2. Staff may open the medication contair^r but shaQ not be permitted to physically
handle lhe medication Itself In any manner,

13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the cUcnt to observe them taking the prescribed dose and
type of medication;

13.8. For each medlcatlor) taken; staff shaD documertt tr\ an Individual dlent nWication log
the following: ' > -

'13.8.1. The medication name, strength, dose, ffequency and route of adminbtratibn;
13.8.Z ■ The date and the tjme the medication was taken;
13.8.3; The signature or Identifiable Initials of the person super^rig the taking of said

medlcatlQn; and
13;8.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a dienfs discharge:
13.9.1. The client medication log In Section 13.8 above shall be Induded In the dienfs

- .record; and
13.9.2. The dlent shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her

14. Notioe of Client Rights
- .14.1. Programs shall Inform dlents of their rights under these rules In dear,

understandable language aruf form, both verbally and In writing as follows:
14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be Informed of their rights to evaluations and

access to treatment;
14.1.2. Clients shaQ be advised of their rights upon entry Into any program and at least
'  once a year after entry;

14.1.3. Initial, and aryiual notifications of dlent r^ts In Section 14 above shall be
documented In the dlent's record; and

14.2. Eve7 program within the service deliver system shall post notice of the rights, as
follows:

14.2.1. The fiotlce shall be posted continuously end conspicuously;
142.2. The notice shall be presented In dear, understandable language and form; and
142.3. Each prc^ram arxf residence shall have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to client rights that are available for dlent review.
15, Fundamental.RJghts.

15.1. No person receiving treatment for a sutjstance use disorder shaD be deprived of any
legal right to which aU dtlzens are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment services system.

18. Persona) Rights.
16.1. Persons who ere appllcarUs for services or dlents in the service delivery system shall

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at aD times.
18.2. Clients shaD be free from abuse, neglect and eidoitatton Indudlng. at a minimum,

the following:
Vendor Neme
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16.2.1. Freadom from any vert>al, non-verbaJ, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect;

16.2.2. Freedom from the intentional use of physical force except the minimum fprce
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and •

16.2.3. Freedom from personal or financial exptortatioa
16.3. Clients ahall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality I
17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the confidentiality requirements In 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. |n cases -where a cDent, attorney, or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such'boples available
free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older Is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA 318.'612-a. the fofiowlng shaS apply.

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

* authorization to release.
18. Client Grievances

16.1.- Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter, including any alleged
violation of a right afforded by these rules or by arry state or f^eral law or rde.

16.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
Individual client or a group of clients.

16.3. The rules governing procedures for protection of dient rights found at He-C 200'&han
apply to such oomplairTts and grievances.

19. Treatment f^hts. ^
19.1. Each dlent shall have the right to adequate artd humane treatment. Including:

19.1.1. The right of access to treatment including:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need forservloes and to

determine which programs ere most suited to provide the services needed;
19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessa^ services when those services are

. available, subject to the admission and ellglbtlity polides and standards of
each program; and

19.12. The right to quality treatment Indudtng:
16.1.2.1. Services provided In keeping with pvidence-based clinical and-profeeslonal

standards appficabte to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to (he oondltions for whl^ the cSent is being Ueated,

19.12. The right to recelva services In such a- manner as to promote the dlenVs fuQ
participation In the community:

19.1.4. The 'r^ht to receive ail services or treatment to which a person Is entitled in
' accordance with the time frame set forth In the dtenl's tndivtdual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an Individual treatnnent plan developed, reviewed and revised In
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 102 above which ̂ dresses the dlent's own
goals;

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and sendees contained In an Individual treatment
plan designed to provide opportunities for the dimt to partldpate tn meanlngfd
actMlles In the communities In which the client fives and worli^
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment In the least restrictive altemath^ or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment Inciucfing programs
which least restrict

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement; and
19.1.7.2. Partidpatjon In the community, while prov^lng the level of support needed

tiy the client;
19.1.6. The right to be Informed of all significant risks, beneflb. side effects and .

BltemsUve treatment and services end to give-consent to any treatrnent, 1^;
placement or referral following an Informed decision such that

19.1.6.1.Wheneverpo8sible, the consent shall be given In writing; and
19.1.6.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent phal) be documented by the program

and Shan be witnessed by at least one person;'
19.1.9. The right to refuse to partldpato In any fonn of experlmentsT treatment or

research;
19.1.10.The right to be fully informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;

•  19.1.11.Therighttovdlunt8ryp!acemianttndudlngtheriohtto; .
19.1.11.1. Seek changes In placement, services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voIun^7 treatment or from the service

delivery system;
19.1.12.The right to services which promote independence Induding services directed

toward: ''

19.1.1Z1. Eliminating.- or reducing ea much as possible, the cOent's needs for
.  continued services and treatment; end

19.1.12.2. Promoting the abfltty of (he clients to function at (heir highest capadty and
as Independently as possible;

19.1.13.Th6 rfghtto refuse medteation and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referrBl for medical care'and treatment Induding, If needed.

■ assistance In finding such care In a timely manner.
19.1.15.The right to consultation and second opinion Induding:

19.1.1S.1. At the cflenfs own expense, the consultative services of:
18.1.15.1.1. Private physldans;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologtsts;
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and aloohol counselors: and
19.1.1,5.1.4. Other health practitioners: and

19.1.15J2. OranUng to ̂ ch health practitioners reasonable access to the dient. as
required by Section 19.1.15, In programs end altowing such practiUoners
to make reconm>end8tions to programs regarding the s^ces end
treatment provided by the progra^;

19.1.16. The right, upon request,, to have one or rnore of the following present at any
treatment meeting requiring client partldpatlon and Informed decision-making;

•  19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16Z. Represeritative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney;
19.1.16A . FamDy member;
19.1.16.5. Advocate; Of .
19.1.16.6. Consuitant; and
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19.1.17>Th6 right to freedom from restraint Including the right to be free from sedusion
and physical, rnechanical or pharmacological restraint

19.2. No treatment professional shaO be required to administer treatment contrary to such
professional'a clinical Judgment.

19.3. Programs shall, whenever possible, maximize the dedslon-maktng authority of the
/ \;>;.r'";^l®rit
19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for

whom a guardian has been appointed by a court ot competent {urisdictiqn:
19.4.1. The program shall ensure that In the course of service provision, the guardian

and aO persons involved In the provision of service are made aware of the
client's views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian sh^l only make dedsbns thai are within the scope of (he powers set
fptlh In^^.guardianshtp order Issued by the court;

.  19.4.-3. Tha^pio^am shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
ar>d the order shall be kept in the client's record at the program;

19.4.4. If any Issues arise relative to the provision of servtoes and supporis which ere
outsMe the scope of the guardian's decislon>makIng authority as set forth In the
guardianship order, the cHent's choice and preference relative to ttose Issues .
shall prevail unless the guarcSan's authority is expanded by the couri to indude
those issues;

19.4.5. A program shali take such steps as are necessary to pr^ent a guardian from
exceeding the dedslorwnaking authority granted by the court induding:

19.4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the limits on his or her dedslon-making
authority; and

19.4.62. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

'19.4.6. The guardian sh^i act in a manner that furthers the best interests of the cOent;
19.4.7. In acting in the best Interests of the client, (he guardian shaO take Into

consideration the views, preferences and aspirations of the dlent;
19A2.. The program shall take such steps as ere necessary to prevent a guardian from

acdng (n a manner that does not further the best interests of the dlent end, If
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; and

19.4.9. In the event that there is a dispute between the program and the guardian; the
program shall Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of (he probate court (hat appoirded the guardian.

20. Termination of Services.

20.1. A client shall be terminated from a Contractor's service If the dlenl'
20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other dients or staff, or engages In Illegal

.  activity on the pfop^y of the program;
20.1.2. Is no longer benenting from the servlcets) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatmant;
20.1 A. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she Is receMng desp&e having the

flnandat resourdas to do so; or
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she b receMng desplie the fact that the client Is or might be etigibte for such
t)€neflts.
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20.2. A termination from a Contractor's services shail not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the cQent and cQent's guardian, if arry, that

20.2.1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.Z2. List (he cflnlcal or management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He*C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall docurnent in the record of a client wtu> has been terminated ttiat:
20.3.1. The client has been notified of the termination; and
20.3.2. The termination has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights In Residential Programs. ^
21.1.. In addition to the foregoing rights, dients of residential programs shall also have the

following rights:
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humarte Tivlrtg environment;
21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others, Induding:

21.1.2.1. The right to send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
21.1.2.2.'The right to have reasonable access to telephories and to be allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a dient to reimburse them for the cost of
any caDs made by the df^t;

21.1.2.3. The fight to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that resldentlai •
programs may Impose reascmable restrictions on the nurnt)er and time of
visits in order to ensure effective provision of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage In soda! arxi recreational activitlas Induding the provtsion of
regular opportunities for dients to engage In such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy. Induding the following:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as krtacking on dosed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal Iriieracflon In a private setting except

that any condud or activity which Is lOegal shail be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. The right to be free from searches of (heir persons and possessions except

in accordance with applicable ocnstilutionat and iegal standards;
21.1.5. The right to Individual choice, tndudlng the following:

21.1.6.1. The right to. keep and wear their own dothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possesstons;
21.1.6.3. The right to keep and to read materials of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keeg arid spend their own money; and
21.1.5.6.The right not to'work and to be compensated for any work performed,

except that:
21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeeping tasks.

within the dient's own Immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,
without compensation; and

•  21.1.5.5.2. Clienta may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential prbgram. the work Is
constetent with their Individual treatment plans and the cOent is
compensated for work performed; and

21.1.8. The right to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held In safekeeping by the
residence.
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21.Z

21.3.

21.4.

21.5.

21.6.

Nothlr^ In Section 21 shell prevent a residence from having poltdes governing the
behavior of the residents.
CGents shall be informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be In conformity with this
section.
House policies shall t>e periodically reviewed for compliance with this section In
connection with quality assurance site visits.
Notwfthstanding Section 21.1.4.3 above. Contractors may devetop polic^
pracedures that aOow searches for alcohol and miclt drugs be conducted:-

21.8.1. Upon the client's admission to the program; and
21.6.2. if probable cause exists. Including such proof as:

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohol or Illegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical s^ns of Intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Requirements
22.1. If there Is any erior, omlsston, or conlllct. In the requirements listed' below; the

appQcabie -Fedeml, State, and loca\ regulations, rules end requirements shaD
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to Increase the
Contractor's compflance.

22.2.> The Contractor agrees to the following state artd/or federal requirements for Program
requtrements for spectalbr treatment for pregnant and parenting women: •
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both

women and their children into treatment, If appropriate.

21.2.2.

21.Z3.

The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, adir^s both women
and their children Into treatment, tf appropriale.

The program provides, or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving 8ut>stance abuse services. Including prenatal care.

21.^4. The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric cot for the
women's children, Including Immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-epecific substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic Interventions for women (hat may address
issues of relationships, sexual abuse, pineal abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arrarrges for therapeutic Interventions for children
In custody of women bi treatment which may, among other things, address
the children's develc^mental needs and their Issues of sexual atxjse.
physical abuse, and neglect

»

21.2.8. The program provides or arranges for sufficient case management and
transportation sendees to ensure that the women and their children have
acoeaa to the services described above.
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22.3. Arrange for means actMties to assist the client In finding and engaging In a service,
which may Include, but Is not limited to helplrtg the client to locate an appropriate

- provider, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients with those provtders, and assisting the dient with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contractor agrees to the folbwing state and federal requirements for ell
programs tn this Contract as follows:

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 90% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
capadty has been reached.

22.4.2. The program admits each Individual who requests and Is In need of treatmmt for
Intravenous dnjg abuse not later than:

224-.2.1.14 days after making Ihe request: or
22.4.Z2.120 days if the program has no capadty to admit the Individual on the date

of the request,and, within 46 hours after the request, the program makes
Interim services avaOabte until the Indrvtdual Is admitted to a substande
abuse treatment program

22.4.3. The prr^ram offers Interim services tfiat (pdude, at a minimym. the following:
22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tubercubds (TB), the rtslU of

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and Infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and-TB transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment services, if necessary
22<4.3.3. Individu.al and/or group counseftng on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women arid referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant wornen .

22.4.4. The program has established a watting list that indudes a unique pa&ent
•  Identlfief for each Injecting dmg .abuser seeking treatment, Indudfng patients

recetvtng tntertm settees while SNwaUng admission.
22.4.5;. The program has a mechanism that enables It to:

22.4.5.1. Maintain contact with Individuals awaiting admission
^^.4.5.2. Admit.or transfer waiting list cSents at' the earliest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that Isi reasonable to
thedlenl

22.4.5.3. The program takes dlents awaiting treatment off the waiting list only when
one of the following cbndidons exist:
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission Into treatment

or ■

22.4.6.3J2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out activities to encourage individuals In need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using sdentrflcally sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or, If no such models are appDcable to the local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for
22.4.7.1 .Selecting, training, and supervising outreach worlcera.
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• 22.4.7^ Contacting, communicaling, end foIkrMng up with hlgh-risK substance
abusers, their assodates, and nelghbortiood residents within the constraints
of Federal end State cqrtfidentiallty requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among Injecting drug abusers about the reiationshlp
.t>etween injecting drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.B. The program dlredly, or through arrangements with other put)!ic or non-profit
prtvate entitles, routinely makes available the following IB services to each
Individual receiving freatment for substance abuse:

22.4.6.1. Counselhg the Individuai v^th resect to IB.-
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine, whether the Individual has been Infected with

. myoobacterta TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
Individual.

22.4.8.3. Providing for or referrtng the individuals Infected by myoobacteria TB
a^ropriate medical evaluation arvl treatment

22.4-9. For dients denied ̂ mtsston to the program on the basis of tack of capedty, the
program refers such dients to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has Ifnpiemented the Infection control procedures that are '
consl^r^t with those estabfished by the Department to prevent the trartsmbslon
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and Identlficatton of those Irtdividuals who are at high
risk of becoming infeded.

22.4.10.2. Meeting all-State reporting requirements white edhertng to Federal and
State confidentiality requirements. Induding 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that Individuals receive euct^
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports eD Individuals with active TB as. required by State
law and in accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Induding 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives preference In admission to pregnant women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment servloes.

Further, the program gives preference to clients In the following order
224.11.1. To pregnant and Injecting drug'users first
224.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other Ir^ctlng drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To aQ other Individuals fourth.

224.12.The program, refers all pregnant women to the State when the program has
Insufficient capacity to provide servloes to any such pregnant women who seek
the eervtoes of the program.

22.4.13.The program makies available Interim services within 48 hours to pregnant
women cannot be admitted because of tack of capacity. ^

224.14.The program makes oontlmjlng education In treatment services available to
employees who provide the sen^s..

22.4.15. The pi^ram has In effect a system to protect patient records from inappropriate
disclosure, and ̂ e system:
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22.4.15.1. Is In complianoe wHh aO Federal and State confidenUaDty requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

224.15.2. Includes provisions for employee education on' the conTidentJallty
requirements and the fact that disciplinary action may occur upon
inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.16.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provtde Inpatl^t
hospttal substance abuse services, except In cases when each of the foQowtng
conditions Is met: . . ,

22.4.16.1. The individual cannot be effectively treated In a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2., The dafly rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing i\\e
services does not exceed the comparable dally rate provided by a
community-based, non-hospital, residential program.

22:4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have
been met:

22.4.18.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the Individual is substance abuse
and the physician certifies that fact

22.4.16.32. The Indlvtdual cannot be safely treated In a community-
based, norvhospftal, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to linprove tite
person's condition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospltal-based substance abuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice.

2Z4.16.3.5. The service is provided only to the extent tirat |t Is medically
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot tie
safely treated in community-based, non-hospltaJ, residential
program.)

22.4.17.The program dods not expend Sutjstance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Biodt Grant funds to purchase or Improve land; purchase, construct,- or
permanentiy Improve (other than minor remodeling) any building or other fadlity:
or purchase-major medicei equipment.

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy arxJ
requirement for the eiqiendlture of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.1d;The program does not expend SAFT Block Grant funds to provtde finandai
assistance to any entity otiier t^ e public or nonprofit prfvete entity..

22.420.The program does hot e^^end SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
interujed recipients of health sen/ices.

22.421.The program does not ejqiend.S^ Block Grant funds to provide Individuals
with hypodermic needles or syrihges/

22.422.The pr^ram does not expend SAFH* Block Grant funds to provtde treatment
services In penal or corrections Institutions of the State.
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the 'payment of last resorf for services for
pregnant women and women with dependent children, TB services, and HIV
services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following:

22,4^3.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to Insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, Including
programs under title XVIIl and title' XIX: any State compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant
program, any prfvate health Insurance, or any other benefi! program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patlerHs of cllenls payments for services In accordance with
their abtiity to pay.

2Z4.24.The Contractor shall comply with a!) relevant state and fed^l laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4,24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the Slate, provide court-
ordered ̂ vahjation and a sliding fee scale (In Exhibit B) sh^ apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatrhent to those Individuals.

2Z4^4^ The Contractor shall.comply with the legal requirements governing huriian
subject's research when cpnsiderfng research, -Induding research

^ conducted by student Interns, using Individuals served by this coniract as
subjects. Contractors must Inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to Initiating any research tn>«Mng subjects or participants re^ed to
this contract. The Department reserves the right, at Us 'sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.424.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporting
Policy.

Vendor Name
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay ttie Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price UmJtation,
^ Block 1.6, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement Is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds; *

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, the ^bstance Abuse and Mental Health Services
AdministraUon. Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatnient • Block

Grant (CFDA m959): and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services In Exhibit A, Scope of
Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services
3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

' through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative
payer for services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but

■ not limited to:

3.1.1. Sendees covered by any New Hampshire Medicald programs
for ciienls who are eflgible for New Hampshire Medicald

3.1.2.. . Sen/ices covered by Medicare for clients who are etiglble for
Medicare

3.1.3; Services covered by the client's private insurer(s] at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee
Table set by tt^e Department

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a dient needs a service that is not covered by the payers listed In
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee,for services In Exhibit B*1 Service Fee fable, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for sendees are all-tnduslve contract

rates to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which Is an

Heatfrost &«dbQD VtndQrWaols.^«^:
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activity that Is billed for separately) and are the maximum allovrable
charge tn calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of thls'Agreement (See Section 5 below). -

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to AH Services in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.
5.1. ■ The Contrectpr shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and
prfvate insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to-not
delay a client's admittance Into the program and to
immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for ail services
billed, payments received and over^yments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows: -

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract
Rale, In Exhibit B-1, when the Insurers* rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Secorid: Char^ the dient according to Exhibit. B, Section 7,
Sliding Fee Scale, vihen the Contractor determines or

anticipates that the private Insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate in ExhlbH B-1.

5.2.3. Third; If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
Insurer (If applicable) and the client, the Contractor'shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate- In
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
insurer and the amount paid by the dient).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the dient shaQ not
exceed the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Tat}le multiplied
by the correspondirig percentage stated In Exhibit B. Section 7- Sliding
Fee Scale for the dienfs applicable Income level.

Headrest SrtlbiiB WndarWihh
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5X. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial

resources necessary for InlQai entry Into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enroUed
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after
working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only wtien the dient
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being Informed In
writing arid counseled regarding financial re^nsibOlty possible
sanctions Indudlng discharge from treatment. - ̂

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
flnanctai accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
.insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, except for

,  5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM

Criteria, Level 3.1 (See Section 6 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of an
payments received by the Contractor for a given senrlce (except In
Exhibit B, Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated In Exhibit B-
1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund .the parties In the

'  reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or
Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor-shall refund the party who

erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
appllcatton of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of bDling the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, ^
the Contractor must repay the state In an amount and within a

'  timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon Identifying the error.

6. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

6.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board. In
addition to:

6.1.1. The dienfs portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

Heatfreti ExNUiS Vendor ^
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• 6.1.2. The charees to the Department

The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive ofS.Z

lodging and meals offered by the program according to the Tattle A
below:

Table A

Then the Contractor
may charge the

If the percentage of Client up to the
Client's income of the following amount
Federal Poverty Level for room and board

(FPU Is: per week:

0%-138% SO

139%-149% $8

150%-,199% $12

200%-249% $25

250%-209% • $40

300%-349% $67

350%-309% $77

6.3.

6.4.

The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the didnt that
wilt be returned to the client at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's

contrfbution to room and board.

7. Sliding Fee Scale
7.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

7.2. The Contractor shaD adhere to the sliding fee scale ̂  follows:

Percentageof
Percentage of Client's Contract Rate In

Income of the Federal Exhibit B-1 to

Poverty Level fFPL) Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300%-349% 57%

350%-399% 77% -

Headrest
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7.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 10)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
rhlnor child's decision toTeceive confrdentlal services pursuant to RSA
318-8:12-8.

t

0. Submitting Charges for Payment
8.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WITS) for services fisted In Exhibit B-1 Service

Fee Table. The Contractor shall: .

6.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the service was provided to the dieni

8.12. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, and notify-the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

6.13. Correct errors, If any, In the encounter notes as Identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

6.14. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department

approval for the billing month.

6.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

8.2.. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment

8.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bai for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department
to develop an alternative process for submitting Invoices.

9. When the contract price limitation Is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capac^ at no charge to the Department for-the duration of the
contract period.

10. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

11. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their.activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

Hoedmft VandnfMBah
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12. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be withheld, In whole or in part, In the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or tf the said services or products have not been satisfactorily
completed In accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

13. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final Invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a
prior Invoice win need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

14. Umltatlons and restrictions of federal Suljstance Abuse Prevention and
Treatmant (SAPT) Block Grant funds:
14.1.' The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort

14.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

14.2.1. Make cash payrrwnts to intended recipients of substance
abuse services. ' ■

14.2.2.. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
In Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided In
penal or correctbnal Institutions of the State.

14.Z3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting testing for the etblogic agent for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is
accompanied by appropiiate'pre and post-test counseling.

14.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange, free
needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for Intravenous drug abusers.

14.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice f^eral statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organiutions are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
Impairing the religious character of such organizations and
v^thoul diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
benefidarles (see 42 USC 300x-S5 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provblorts and

Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the

ElMbfiS l/».fw<fir
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Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating fri applicable
programs may be expended for inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious Instruction, or proselytizatlon. If an
organization conducts' such activities. It must offer them
separately, In time or locatlan, from the programs or services
for which It receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State, or local government under any applicable
program, and partidpatJon must be voluntary for the program
benefidartes. . :
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Sen/Ices under this Contract In Exhibit B.

X " Table A

Service

Contract Rate:
Maximum Allowablo

Charae. Unit .

Clinical Evaluation $275-00

\

Per evaluation

Individual OutDattent $22.00 15 min

Orouo Outpatient $6.60 tSmln

intensiva OutDatlent $104.00

Per day: only on those
days winen the cUent
attends IndMduai and/or
group counsding
assoctatedwith-the

pfoqram.

Low-lntdnsHy Residential for
Adutts only for dlnical services
and room and board $119.00 Per day

Headrari
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS .

Contractors ObOgalione: The Corrtractor covenenb and agrees that all funds received t)y the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to ellglbie
IndMduals and, in the hjrtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants aruJ
agre^ as foilows:

1. Compflance with Federal and State Lows: If the Contractor te permitted to determine the englbtlQy
of IrtdMduels such eligibility determination shall be made in accordance wtlh applteable federal end
atate laws, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedures.'

Z Time artd Manner of Dotermlnattpn: QlglbDIty determlratlons iBhall t>e made on forms provided by
the Department for (hat purpose and shall be made and remade at such Umes as are prescribed by
(he Department. . .

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination fcnns required by die Department, the Contractor
shaO maintain a data file on each recipient of services hereunder, which file shaD Indude aO
(nformation necessary to support an eligibility detemrdnatlcn and such other Information as the
Department requests. The Contractor shall furnish the Department vdth all forms and documentation
regarding digltdity determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that aO appdieants for services hereunder, as well as
Individuals dedar^ bieilglble have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor- hereby covenanls and agrees that efl sppteants for eervices shall be permitted to fSI out
an application form and that each applicant or re-applicant ahafl be Informed of hts/her right to e foir
hearing In accordance with Department regulations. >

6. Gratiiltios or kickbecks:. The Contrador agrees that II ls .a breach of (his Contract to accept or
make a ̂yment. gratuity or offer of employment on behelf of the Contractor, any Sub-Con tree tor or
the State ti) order to Influence the perfoimance of the Scope of Work detailed In Exl^ll A of ihb
Contract The Slate may terminate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement If it Is
determine that payments, gratuities or offers of employment of any Idr^ were offered or received by
any officlals. officers, employees or agents of the Contractor Of Sub-Contractor. -

€. Retroactive Payments: Notwithstanding anything to (he contrary contain^ In the Contract or in any
other documenL contract or understanding, It Is expressly understood and agreed by .the parties
hereto, that rq payments will be made hereunder to rdmburse the Contractor for cosb Incurred for
any purpose or for any services pfovtded to any Individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall bo made for expenses focurrad by ̂ e Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on wtdch the Individual applies for services or (except as othetwtae proNdded by the
federal regulallona)! prior to a determlnaOon that the Indlvlduel Is elfglbla for such aervioea.

7. Cortditlona of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained ip the Contract, npthing
herein porSained ahaO be deemed to obligate or require (he D^>a/tment to purchase services
hereunder at e rete whi^ rebnburses the Contrector In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable end necessary to assure the quality of such service, or at a
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to Inedible Individuals or other third p^ '
fundara for such service. If at any time during the term of this Contract or after receipt of the Find
Expenditure Report hereunder, the Department shall determine (hat the Contractor has used '
parents hereunder to rdn^mrse Hems of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
In excess of such costs or In excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to ineliglbto Individuals
or other third parly fUnders, the Department may elect to: •
7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder. in which event new rates shall be esteiuished;
72. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement in

excess of co^;
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7.3. Demand repayment of (he excess paymerU by the Contractor In which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor Is
perniKt^ to determine the eligibility of Individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for ell funds paid by the Department to (he Contractor for services
provided to any ir^Mduai who Is found by the Department to be tnallgtbte for such services at
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAlhTTENANCE. RETENTION. AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CCNFlDENTIALrTY:

8. Matntenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants end agrees to malnt^ the following records during the Contract Period:
6.1. Rsca! Records: books, records, dooimOTts and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs

and other expenses tn^rred by the Contractor In the performanoe of the Contract, end all
tncoma received or collected by the Contractor durtng the Contract Period, said records to be
malntajned In accordance with accounting prooedums and practices which sufficlenlly and
property relied all such costs and eieMnses, and which are acoeptdile to the DepartmenL and
to include, without (ImltaUon. aS ledgers, books, reoorda. end orfglnal evidence of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materiais. inventories, valuations of
in*ktnd contribuUons, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requeued of required.byjher.'<!^>,
Department ' ̂

6.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of apptlcatfon and
eHglblDty (including all forms required to determine el^Ibiiity for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of servt^s and aO Invoices submlti^ to the Department to obtain
payrrwnt for such services.

8.3. Medi^ Records: Where eppropriete and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the-
Contractpf shad retain records on each patient/redpient of services.

6. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of.the
agency fiscal year. It b recommended that the report be prepared In accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non
Profit Organizations* end the provisions of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Programs, AcftvUles arxj Functions, Issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.
6.1. AuditandRevlew. During the tarmofthb Contract and the period for retention hereunder. the

DepartmenL the United States Departmerrt of Health end Human Services, and any of their
dedgnated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuarit to
the Contract for purposes of audit, examination, excerpb and transcripts.

'  9.2. Audit Liabilities: In addition to and not In any way tn limitation of obligatiohs of the Contract, It b
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held tlable for any state
or f^ral audit exceptions and shall return to the Department, ad payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have be^ disallowed because of such an
exception.

10. Confidentiality of Records: AJI Information, reports, and iBcords maintained hereunder or collected
In connection. wRh the performance of the services arxl-the Contract shafi be confidential and ̂ »1| not
be disctosed by ttw Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to slate laws and the re^ytations of

- the Department regarding the use and disdosuia of su(^ Information, disclosure may be made to
pubflc cffidab requiring such Informetlon In connscUon wtih their offlcJa) duties and for purproses
directly connected to the administration of the services and the Co ntract; end provided further, that
(he use or. dtsdosure by any party of any Information oorKerrtng a fedplent for any purpose not
(Srectty connected with the edmlnbtmtion of the Department or the Contractor's responsibilities with
respect to purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of the rndplenL hb
attorney or guardian

EiWbltC-special ProvbloM canWactof IriUala
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. Notwithstanding anyth^ to the contrary contair>ed herein the covenants and conditions contained fn
the Paragraph shell survive the termlnailon of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Fiscal and StatlsDcal: The Contractor agrees to submit the following reports at the foOowing
times if requested by the DepartmenL
11.1. Interim Rnanclal RepoHs: Written interim financial reports containing 8 detailed description of

bU costs and non^awabte expenses Incurred try the Contractor to the date ofihe report and
ccntalntng such other Information as shall bo deemsd satisfactory by the t^epaitment to
Justi^ the rate of payment hereimder. Such Finandal Reports shall be submitted on the form
desl^ated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by Ihe Department.

11.2. Fbtei Roport: A flnal report shall be submitted within thlr^ (30) days after the end of the term
of this Contract The Rnal Report shaD be In a form sall^ctory to the Department and shati
contain e summary statement of progr^s toward goals and ob(ectives stated in the Proposal
and other information required by the Department.

1Z Completion of Servloes; Disallowahce of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the ^
maximum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of the price limitation
' hereunder, the Contract and all the obligaUons of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as,
by the terms of the Contract are to be pertbrmed after the end of tite term of this Contract arxi/or
sunriNle the termination of the Contract) shaO terminate, provided however, that if, upon review of the
Final Expenditure Report the Department shaQ disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as .

■ costs hereunder the Department shaD retain the right, at Its discretion, to deduct t^e amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All docurrients, notices, press releases, research reports efKl other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of Ihe Contract shall indude ttio foDowlng
statement

13.1. 1>e preparation ofthls (report, document etc.) was financed under a Contract with the State
of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services, with funds provided in part. '
by Die State of New H^pshlre and/br such other fundlr>g eources as were avaSable or
r^ulred. e.g.. the UnSed States Department of Health and Human Services.

14... Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: All materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall ha^ prior approval from DHHS before prtntirtg, production,
distribution or use. The DHHS will retain copyri^t ownership for any and all original materials
produced, (ndudlng, but not limited to, bro^res, resource directories, protocois or gukteilnes,
posters; or reports. Contractor shall rtot reproduce any materials produced under ihe contract without
prior written approval from DHHS.

V  ■ '

15. Operation of Facaitles: Compliance with Laws and Regulations: In the operation of any fapOities
for providing services, the Contractor shall comply with all laws, orders and regulaOons of federal,
plate, county and munldpal authorities end with any direction of any Pubfic Officer or offfceri
pursuant to laws which Impose pn order or duty upon the contractor wQh respect to the
pperatlon of the fadGty or ttie proviston of the services at such facility. If any governmental Dcense or
permit shall be required for the operation of the said facOlty or the p^ormance of the said services,
thq Contractor wOl procure teld license or pennB. and will at all times corhply with the terms and
amditlona of each such'Ocense or permit In correction with the foregoing requtrements. the
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Ccrrtract the facilities shdl
comply with aQ rules, prden, regulations, and requirements of the State Offtce of the Fire Marshal arrd
the locd fire protection agency, and shall be In conformance with (coal buQding and zoning codes, by*
laws and regulations.

16. Equ^ Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor wOl provide an Equal Ernplpyment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), if ft has
received a single award of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or.

I  \ 1
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more employees, It wfll maintain a current EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the'
OCR, certifying that its EEOP is oh file. For redpients receiving less then $25,000. or public grantees
with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, (he reclplertt will provide an
EEOP CertiflcaHon Form to the OCR certifyfng tt is not required to submit or maintain en EEOP. Non
profit orgenlzatlons, Indian Tribes, and medical and educetlone! institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submH a certification form to the OCR to dalm the exemption.
EEOP Certification Forms are avallat^e at: httpi/Zwwwxijp.usdqj/about/ocr/pd^oert.pdr.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP): As dariCed by Executive Order 13156. Improving Access to
.Services for persons with Limited English Profidency, end resulfir^ agency guidance, natJonel origin
discrtmlnaiion indudes discrtmlnalion on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crtme Control and Safe Streets Act of1868 and Tide VI of the avQ
raghtsActof 1964, Contractors must take reasonable-steps to ensure (hat LEP persons have
meaningful access to Its programs.

IB. Pilot Program for Enhancement orConlracter Employee Whistleblbwer Protections: The
following shall apply to all contracts that exceed the SImpUfied Acquisition Threshdd as defined In 40

. CFR 2.101 (currefitly. $150,000)

Contractor Employee WHiSTLEBLowst Rights and REoumEMENr To Inform Employees of
WHSTLEBLOWER RiOHTS (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on this contract wtD be subject to (he whIsOeblower rights
and reniedies in the pilot program on Contractor employee whisdeblovraf protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L
1.12-239) end FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shad Inform Rs employees in writing, In the predominant language of the workforce..
of employee whistleblower rights and protections under 41 U.ac. 4712, as descrtbed In sermon
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall insert the substance of (his dause, Indudlng this paragraph (c). In eD
subcontracts over the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: D^HS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health care services or functions (or effidency or convenience,
but the Contractor shad retain (he responslbtllly and accountability for the function(8). Prior to

• subcontracting, the Contractor shbll evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
hjnctior>(s). This is accomplished through a wrkten agreement that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subttntractor and provides for revoking the ddega&on or Imposing sanctions If
the subcontractor's performance is not adequate. Subcontractors are su^ecl to the same contractual
conrbtlons as the Contractor and the Cordredbr b responsible to ensure subcontractor comf^ance
with those conditions.
When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontrector, the Contrador shall do the following:
19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's abltity to p^rm the actlvifies. before delegating

the function

19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities end how sanctions/revocation wtU be managed if the suboontractor's
performance is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basb.

Etfilbac~Sped»l Provfrioftt Caitimdof tnMah
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19.4. - Provide to DHHS an annual schedute identifying all sutjcontractora, delegated functions and'
responsibBliies. and wt\en the subcontractor'e pefformar>ce will be reviewed

19.5. DHHS shall, at Its (£scretlan, review arxl approve all subcontracts.

If (he Contractor- Identifies deficiencies or areas for Improvemertt are Identified, the Contractor shall
lake corracGve action.

OERNITIONS
As used In (he Contract, the following terms shall have the following meanings:

COSTS: Shall mean those direct and Mdlrect items of expensis detemnlned by the Department to be
allowable and reimbursable fo accordance with cost and accounting principles estattilshad In accordance
with state and federallaws, regulations, njles and orders.

DEPARtfMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

FINANCIAL fAANAGEMENT GUIDELINES: Shafl mean that section of the Contractor Manual which Is
entitled Tinandal Martagemend Guidelines' and which contains the regulations governing the financial
acttvtSes of contractor agencies wftich have contracted wlth the State of NH to receive fUnds.

PROPOSAL: If applicable. shaD mean (he document submitted b^the Contractor on a form or forms
regutred by the.Department and containing a description of the Services to be provided to eligible
Individuals by the Contractor In accordance wUh the tenns and conditions of the Contract and setting forth
the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract

UNIT: For each service that the Contractor Is to provide to eligible tndMduals hereunder. shall mean thai
period of time or thai specified acti\<ty determined by the Department and spedfied in Exhibit B of the
Contract

FEDERAL/STATE LAW; Wherever federal or state laws, regulatbns, rules, orders, and poQdes, etc. ere
referred to In the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean aD such lews, regulations, etc. as
they may be amended'or revised from the time to time.

CONTRACTOR fhlANtiAL: ShaD mean that document prepared try the NH Department of Admlrdstrattve
Services corrt^irtg a compilation of all regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures Act NH RSA Ch 541-A, for (ha purpose of Implemehting Stale of NH and
federai/egulations promulgated thereunder.

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: TIm Contrador.guarantees that (Unds provided under this
Cortirect win not supplant any ejdsUng federal (lirtds avaDa^ for these services.

EtfilbliC-Sp«dBipiwtslons Contrecte tnUei
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subpar^raph A of the Genera] Provrslons of this contract, Conditional Nature of Agreement is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwfthstandlng any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obngatfons of the State
hereunder, Including without b'mltalion, the continuance of payments, In whole or In part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds,
Induding any subsequent changes to (he appropriation or availability of funds effeded by
any state or fadem] tegislaUve or executive action tNst reduces; eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the appropriation or avaSability of fundbg for this Agreement and the Scope of
Service provided In Exhibit A. Scope of Servtoes, In wtiota or in part In no event shall the
State be Cable for any payments hereunder In excess of appropriated or avaflable hjnds. In
the everd of a mductton; termlnalion or modiftcation of appropriated or available funds, die
Stale shaD have the right to withhold payment untH such funds become avaOable, if ever. The
State. BhaO have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services urxler this Agreement
Immedlatdy upon gtvtng the Contractor rioticQ of such reduction, termination OF modification.
The State shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source or account Into the
Account(6) Identified in block 1.6 of the General Provisions, /^count Number, or any othor
eooount, bi the event fur>ds are reduced or unavailabla

2. Subparagraph 10 ofthe General Provisions of this contract, Termirtatlon, is emended by adding the
following language;

10;1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any lime for any reason, at the sole dtscretbn of
the State, 30 days after gtvlrq the Contractor wrlHen notice that the State b exerdslng Its
option to terminate the Agreement.

.10.2 In the event of early terminatlcn, the Contractor shall, within IS days of .notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Trar^sltion Plan for services urufer the
Agreement Incfucfing but not limited to, identiVng the present anid future needs of clienta
receiving sendees under the Agreement and e^blishas a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide datafied
Information to support the Transition Ran IncIudZng, but not Itmited to, any Infbirnation or
data requested by the State, related to the termination of (he Agreement and Transition Ftan
and ShaD provide ongoing communication arxl revisions of the Tranvtion Ran to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the-event that services under the Agreement. Inducting but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transiUoned to hasHng services delivered by another entity
(nduding contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Plan.

10.6 The Contractor shaO establish a method of noti^ng clients and other affected Individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shaO-include (he proposed communfoatiorts in Its
Transltion Ran submlhed to the State as described above.

3. Renewal: The Departmerrt reserves the right to extend the Contract for up to two (2) additional
years, sut^ect to the continued avaflablllty of fonds, sattsfoctory performance of services and
approval by the Governor and Executive CounciL

EiMbh CM • RWstons to Stsndsid Proxtolofts Contractor InlUeii
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CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ ORUQ.FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contmctor tdenllTiad in Section 1 ̂  of the Qeneral Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Dru^ree Worlrplace Act of 1988 (Pub. U100-690. Title V, Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et seq.), and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, aa Identined In Secdons
1.11 and 1.12 of the Genera) Provisions execute the foOowIng CertJftcaSon:

ALTERNATIVE I • FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIOUALS

US department OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US OEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF. AGRICULTURE • CONTRACTORS

This cerdftcation Is required by (he regutetlons Implementing Sections 5151-5160 of the Dnrg-Pree
Workpi8ceActof1968(Pub.L. 100-690.TttleV.SubtUleDMI U.S.C.701 etseq.). TheJanuarydl.
1989 regulations were emended and published as Part 11 of the May 25.1990 Federal Register ̂ ges
21681-21691), end require certification by grantees (and. by Inference, sub-grentees and sub-
contradore). prior to award, that (hey wfl) maintain a drug-free worlcplace. Section 3017.630(c) of the
regiJlatlan provides thet e grantee (and by Inference, 6ut>-grentees and sub-contractore) that is a State .
may elect to make one certfficatlon to the Department in each federal fiscal year In lieu of certificates for
each grant during (he federal fiscal year covered by (he certification. The certificate set out below Is a
material representation of fact.upon which reQance Is placed when the agency swards the grant False
certification or vhtiatlon of the certlflqatlon ehaO be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension br
. termination of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment. Contractora using this form should
send ft to:

Commlsstoner
NH Department of Heallh and Human Services
129 Pliant Street.
Concord. NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that H win or wQ continue to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a'statemem notifying employees that the unlawful manufecturo. distribution,

.  dispen&ing, possession or use of a controlled substance Is prohibfled In the grantee's
; workpbceendspedfyfngtheactlonsthatWiDbetakenaga^employeesforvfolationofsuch

prohibition;
12. Estobtlshlng an ongoing drug-free awareness program to inform empbyees about

1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse In the workplace;
1.22. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;
12.3. Any available dnjg counseling, rehabflitation, and employee assistance programs; and
12.4. The penaltbs that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse vidatlons

occurrbg In the workplace;
12. Maidng It a requirement that each employee to be engaged In the performance of the grant be

given e copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifyfrtg the employee In the statement required paragraph (a) that, as a condltbrt of

employment under the grant the employee wlQ
1A1. Abide by the terms of the statement; arki
1.42. Notify the empbyer In writing of his or her convlctbn fore vbbtlon of a criminal dnig

statute occurring In the workplace no bter than five calendar days after such
conviction;

1.5. Notifyfrtg (he agency In vetting, wtthln ten calendar days efterrecetvlng notice under
subperagJBph 1.42 frorri an er^oyee or otherwise receding actual notice of such conviction.
Empbyers of conned empb^es must provide notice, Including posltbn tide, to every grant
offber on whose grant ectMly the convicted empbyee was working, unless (he Federal agency

EkNMD-CcftDcefanreesnllftO Drug Free Contmdg (nMah
Wortptees R»9tfttmtnts /• /^//
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has designated a central pdnt for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall Indude Ihe
Identification number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of the following actions, withb) 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2, with respect to any employee wtM Is so convicted
1.6.1. Teking appropriate personnel acflon against such en empioyee, up to and Including

terminate, consistent with the requirements of the Reh^OUaticn Act of 1973, as
emended: or

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to participate sattsfectorOy In a dnig abuse assistance or
r^^llftafio'n program approved for such pirposes by a Pederei, State, or loeal health,
law enfofoement, or other epproprlete agency;

1.7. Mektnp o good folth effort to corSlmJO to maintain a drug-free workplace through
Implemenlation of paragraphs 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5, and 1.6.

Z . The gfanlae may Insert In the space provldad below the stte(s) for the performance of work done In
connection with the specific grant.

Place of Perfbrmarvce (street address, dty. couity, slate, zip code) (list each location)

Chedc □ V there are workplaces on file that ere not Identified here.

ContrBctorNarrie:-
.  ■■

Name:

EdfiA D - CcnMcallon ngs^O OAig Freo , CoBtr«ca>f hflliilt
Wottptoea Raqulrcmenti
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CERTinCATION REGARDINQ LOBBYING

The Contrector identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provtsbns agrees to comply with the provtsfams of
Section 319 of Public Law 101<121, Qovemment wide ̂ Idance for New Iteet/fctlons on Lobbytng, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the ConUactor'a representative, as Identiried in Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certificatfon:

US DEPARTMEhfT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE • CONTRACTORS

Programs (Indicate applicable program covered):
*Tempof8ry Asststanoe to Needy Familiee under Title IV-A
*Ch3d Support Enforcement Program under Tide (V-D
*$oda] S^ces Biodt Grant Program under Titie XX ^
*Medlcatd Program under Title XIX
'Community Services Block Grarit under Title VI
fChOd Care Development Block Grant under TlUe IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or wOl be paid by or on behalf of the undaralgned. to
any person for Influencing or ettempHng to inOuence an ofllcer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an erhployea of a Member of Congress In
connection with the awair^ng of any Federal contract, continuaten, renewal, amendi^ht, or
modification of any Federel contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by epaclflc mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated hinds have been paid or wBI be paid to any person for
Influencing or attempting to Influence an ofllcer or employ of any agency, e Member of Congress,
an offtcer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Memt>er of Congress In connection wHh
Federal contract, pant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention eub^rantee or sut>*
contractor), (he undersigned Shan complete and submll Standard Form LLL, (Dtsdosure Form to
Report Lobbying, in accordance wHh Its instructions, attached and Identifled as Standard Exhibit E-l.)

3. The undersigned shaD require thai the language of this certification be Included In (he award
document for sub-awerds at all tiers (Induding subcontracts, sub-grants, and conbsds under grants,
loans, and cor^ratlve ̂ reements) and that all sub-recipients shall certify and dlsdoso accordingly.

This certificetion is a material representation of fad upon which rallanoe was placed when this transaction
was made or entered Into. Submission of this certification Is a prerequisite for making or entering Into this
transaction Imposed by Section 1352, TlOe 31. U.S. Code. Any person who falb to file the requM
ceTtlflcation shall be sut^ecl to o cfvO penalty of not less than $10,000 and hot more than $100,000 for
each eueh failure. •

^4^

cusMcviitfm

Contractor Name: f

.  Nama; '

ExhIbtiE-CarltScalignReaafe'nsLobbjitng Contractor WUgla.
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^  CERTIRCATION REGARDINS DEBARMEWT. SUSPENSION
AND OTHER RESPONSIBtLTTY MATTgRH

The Contractor identWIed In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Executive Office of the President. Executive Order 12540 and 45 CFR Part 76 regardlno Debarmert.
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, end further agrees to have the Contractor's
■repreaentatlve, as Identified In Sectioos 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the foaowino.
Certincatton: ( "

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIRCATION
1. By signing end submitting this proposal (contract), the prospective primary participant Is providing the

certificaUon eat out below.

1 The tnat^ilily of a person to provide the certlficatjon required below wiO not necesaarfly result In denial
of .participation In this covered transaction. If necessary, the prospective participant shafi submit an
explanation of why H cannot pro^de the certificaUon. The certincatton or explanation will be
coftsidefcd in connection wiih the NH Oepartmenl of Health ai^ Human Scnrlces' (DHHS)
detsrmlnayon whether to enter Into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary
parlictpafit to furnish a certification or an explanation shaD disqualify such person from partlclpalion In

- this transaction.

3. The cerfrfication In this clause b a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed
when OHHS determined to enter Into this transectlon. If Ills later determined that the prospective
primary partldpant knowingly rendered on erroneous certification. In addiUon to other remedies,
available to the Federal Qovemmcnt, DHHS may terminate this Iwisectlon for cause or detoult

4. The prospectiva primary participant ^all provide immediate wriiien notice to the DHHS agancy to
whom this prqjosal (contract) Is subinltted If at any tbne the prospective primary parliclpani learns
that its certification was errbrtoous when submitted or has t)ecome erroneous by reason of changed
drcumstences.

5. The terms 'covered transaction,' "debarred," 'su^nded." InellglWe,' lower tier covered
transaction.' 'participant,' 'person,' 'primary covered transadtoa' "prindpal." 'proposal.' end
NoluntarOy excluded,* as used In this dausa, have the meanings set out In the DefinlUom and
Coverege sections of the rules Implemerrtlng Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Parl 76. See the
attached dafinlttons. ^

6; The prospective primary partlcipanl agrees by submitting this proposal (contrect) that, should the
proposed covered trertsacUon lie entered Into, ItshaD not knowingly errter Into any tower tier covered
trensactlon wUh a person who Is debarred, suspended, declared (nefiglbie, or voluntarily excluded
from partldpallon In this covered transaction, unless authorized by OHHS.

7. The prpppccfive primary participant further agrees by submittirtg this propose! that It will Include the
d^se titled 'CertificaUon Regeiding.Debarment Suspension, inet^lbifity and Vduntory Exduslon •
Lower "Her Covered Transactions," provided by DHHS, wlthoul modlficBlion, In an tower tier.covered
transactions artd In sD sofidtations for lower tier covered transactions.

B. A partldpant In a covered transaction may ralyipon a certificetlonofBprospecUyepartldparit In a
tower tier covered transaction that Q Is not debarred, suspertded. Ineligible, or Involuntarily exctoded
from the covered trensactlon, unless H knows that the certificaUon Is erroneous. A parttdpant may
dedde the method end frequency by which It determines the dIglblQty of Its prlncl^s. Each
partldpant may. but Is not required to. check the Nonpracurement List (of excluded parties).

0. NoihlnQ oontatned In the foregdng shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records
In order to render In good faith the certification required by tols clause. The knowledge and

EidifeaF-.C«ilfle8SonRce8rtSngDob<mi«ftt.Smp«ntlon CortrBgtorln)W»_C^^*
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.  Enformailon of a particlpant le not required to exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent
•  person In the ordlrtary course of business deaDngs.

10. Except for transacQofts authorized under paragraph 6 of these Instructions, If a participant In a
covered lianssction knov^ngly enters Into a lower tier covered transecticn vidlh a person who Is
suspended, debarred. Ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from particlpabon In this transacbon. In-
addiCon to other remedies available io the Federti government, OHMS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The proapective prtmery participant certifies to the best of Its knowledge arul belief, that it end Its

principals:.
11.1. are not presendy debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, decfared Irtertgible^ or

voiuntarlty excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
11 have rxrt within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a clvD]udpment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense In
connedion with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or focal)
transaction'or a contract under a public transaction; victetlon of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or qommisslon of ernbezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receMng stolen propsfty:

11.9. are not presently indicted for otherwise crtrntnaDy or cMUy charged by a governmental eriiHy
(Federal. State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (l)(b)
of Ihb ceiffflcatlon: and.

11.4. have not within a lhree«year period preceding this applfcation/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal. State or local) terminated for cause or default.

12. Where the prospective primary paffidpaht Is unable to certify to any of the statements In tto
certiflcatfor), su^ prospective participant shad attach an exf^natlonlo this proposal (cotntracQ.

LOWER TIER COVERED.TKANSACTIONS
19. By signing and submitting this lower Her proposal (contracO. the prospective lower Der psftlclpant. as.

defined In 45 CFR Part 76. certifies to the best of Ks knowtedge and beDef that It and Its principals:
13.1. are not presently debamed, suspended, proposed for debarment. dedared.indlglbte, or

voluntarfiy excluded from parttdpatlon In this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospective tter participant is unable to certify to any of the ebove, such

prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this pn^osal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (corrtract) lhat (1 wIS
Include this clause entUed "Certification Regarding Debarment. Suspension, IneliglbQlty, and
Voluntary Exclusion • Lower Tier Covered Transactions/ without modification In all lower tier covered
transactions and In an soQdtapons for lower tier covered transactions. -

Contractor Name: ^ •

Date ' / ̂  Name; F'Of^^sP
Title: )>tnffCr€>f^

ExMbH F - CortiScfltion PessfcUng D«bann»ai, Suspension CorXroetDf IntOflts
And Olhsr Rstponsm^ MoQifi
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CERTITTCATION OFCOMPUANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TQ
FEDERAL NOND1SCRIM1NATION. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FAITH^ASEO ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTLEBLQWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractorldanlified inSedion 1.3of the Genera! Provisions egrees by signature of the Coniractor'e
representaUve as (dentified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the fodowtng
certification:

Contractor will compty, and will requiro any eubgranteee or subcontractors to comply, with any appBcable
federal ndndlecrtmination requirements, which may Include:

• the Omnibus aime Conlrol and Safe Streets Act ofl 988 (42 U.s!c. Section 3789d) which proWbtts
recipients of federal funding under Ihb statute from tfiscrimlnating, either In employment practices or In
the deOvery of wrvices or benefits, on the basis of race; color, religion, nattonaJ crfgin, and sex. The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal. Employment Opportunity Ran;

•• the JuvenSe Justice Delinquency Prevention Ad of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Scdion S872(b)) which adopts by
reference, the dvfl rights obligations of tte Safe Streets Act Redplents of federal funding under tNs
statute are proWbHed from discrtmlnatlng, either In employment pradices or In the delivery of services or
benefits, on Ihe bests of race, color. reHgton, national origin, and sex. The Act Includes Equal
Empbyment Opportunity Plan requirements;

-the Clvn Rights'Act of 1984 (42 U.S.C. Section 20000, which prdilbils redplents of federal financial
assbtance (Vom discriminating on the basis of race, color, or naliorral origin In any program or activity);
- the RehabCilatlon Ad of 1073 (29 U.S.C. Section 794). which prohibits reclptents of FdJeral finandal
assistartce frorn discrlmlnafing on the basis of disability. In regard to employment and the deDvery of
servicas or benefits, In any prograrn or activity;

-the Americans with Dbabinties Ad of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which prohibits
discrimination end ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities tn employmenl, State and local
government services, public accommodations, commerdal facilities, arid transportation:

- the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sedlons 1681,1683,1885-B8). which proWblls
dbcftminatlon on the basb of so tn federally assbtad educatton programs;
- the Ago Discrtmlnatlon Ad of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6108-07), which prohibits dlscriminabon on the
basis of dge In programs or activities receiving Federal finandal assbtar^. "It does not Indude
employment dlscrlmlnaUon;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant programs); 28 C.F.R. pt- 42
(U.S. Department of Judtee Regulations - Nondlscrlmlnatlon; Equal Ernploymem Opportunity PoDctes
and PreceduTBs); Exeditive Or^ No. 13279 (equal protection d the lasvsTor faith-based and community
organizatio'ns); ExecutNo Order No. 13559, which provide fendamental prindples and poDcy-maWng
criteria for parlnershlps wllh fallh-based and neighborhood organizations;

• 28 C.F.R. pL 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for.Felth-Sased
Orgartftallons); end WhIsOeblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authorfzation
Ad (NDAA) (or Rscal Year 2013 (Pub. L. 112-239, enacted January 2.2013) the Pilot Program fbr
Enhancement of Contract Employee WhbOeblower Protedloris, which protacis empfoyees against
reprtsat fbr certain whistle bloi^ng acUvitles in connection with federal grants and contracts.

The certificate sat out below b a material representation of fad upon which reliance te placed when the
^ency awards the granL Fabe certification or violation of the certificaUon shall be grounds for
suspension of paymenb, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or ,
debarmenL

EAIbSO ___
ContraetorInMah t
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In the event a Fbderai or State court or Federal or State admlnistretrve agency makes a finding of
discrtmlnat^ after a.due procesa hearing on the gmuncto of raoe, color, rel^lon. natlonaJ origin, or sex
against a reclpl^t of funds, the recipient wIU forward a copy of the finding to the Office for CIvfl Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or'division within the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Hurr^an Servicea Office of the Ombudsman,

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees ty signature of the Contractor's •
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and .1.12 of (he General Provisions, to execute ihefoUowIng
cefdTlc^n:

1. By sfgnlng and submitting this proposal (contract) the Corrtractor agrees to comply vidth the provisions
Indicated above.

Contractor Name:

Name: ^

TWe:

EjtfilMQ ^
ContfaeteflnMiU Nf i

CiHaeaf^CViaB—MI>nuaMwuiilW>a>i>'—
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CERTIFICATION REGARDINQ ENVIROWMENTAL TOBACCO SMOK^

PubOc Law 10^227, Part C • Envlronmenta) Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Ad of 1994
(Ad), requires that emoking not be permitted in any portion of any. indoor facfllty owned or teased or
contract^ for by an entity end used roullnety or regularty for the provision of health, day care, education,
or library aervicea to children under the age of 16, if.ihe services are funded by Federal programs cither
dlrecUy or through State or local governments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
iawdoes not apply to children's services provided in private residences, fadOties funded sotety by
. Medicare or Medicaid fuTKls, and portions of fecllities used for Inpatlent drug or atcohol treatment. FaDure
to oomply with the provlstons of the law mey result in the ImposUlon of a cMI monetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day and/or the fmposiUon of an edmlnistraiive compUanoe order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor identmed In Section 1.3 of the Ganerat Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Uanlified In Section 1.11,and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the foflowlng
certiflcatioa'

/

1. By sfgrUng and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to oomply
with all applicable provisions of PubOc Law 103-227, Part C. known as the Pro-ChBdren Act of 1994.

Contractor Name:

Name:

Title:

0MbDH-CertRB<tIon Regarding ' Oaneectef InMA
Enwtmnmcrdri Tebacco Smoke > / / #

.«uo»wsnt»t> P«t1ori Date_2UiUx
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Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY ACT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of (he Agreement agrees to
comply w&h the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
wtth the Standards for PrWady and Securl^ of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates- As defined herein. "Business
Associate* shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the CpntrBctor that
receive, use or have access to protected he^th inforrnation under this Agreement and 'Covered
Entit/ shall mean the State of New Hempshfre, Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Poflnltlorra.

a. 'Breach' shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach* in section 164.402 of Title 45.
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. "Busfness Associate' has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. 'Covered Entttv* has the meaning otveh such term in section 160.103 of Title 45. •
Code of Federal Regulailions. _ ' '

d. 'T)eslgnatBd Record Set' shall have the same mpaning as the term 'designated record set"
In 45 CFR Section 164.501. .

' & 'Data AQcreaatlon* shall have the same meaning as the term 'data aggregation' In 45 CFR
Section 184.501,

f. ■'Health Care Operations' shall have the same meaning as the term 'health care operations'
■  in 46 CFR SecUon 164.501.

g. 'HITECH Act' means the Health Information Technology fbc Economic and Clinical Health
Act, TitleXIII. Subtitle 0, Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Rdnvestment Act of

:  2009.

h. 'HIPAA* means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Lew
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of IndlvtduaOy Identifiabte Health
Information, 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and. 164 ar\d amendrnente thereto. -

L  "Indlvlduar shall have the same meaning as the term 'IndMduaT In 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall Include a person who quafifies as a^personal representative In accordance with 45
Ci^R Section 164.501(g).

]. 'Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human ServlOK.

k. "ProtBCtad Health InfofTTiatton" sh^ have the same rfteanlng as the term 'protected health
bifdrmatloh" In 45 CFR Section 160.103, flrnlted to the information created or received by
Business Assodate ffom or on behelf of Covered.Entity.

3/2014 EiMUil Conlfmctamnito
HMSlhlniurennPoftitilByAct y
Buslnaas AciodcM Agivcment , ^ /Lf//u
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Exhibit I

1. 'Required bv Law" shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law* In 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

m. 'Secretary*shall mean^the Secretary of the Department of Health and'Human Services or
his/her deslgnee.

n. "Securttv Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

0. 'Unsecured Protected Heatth Informatton* means.prolocted health Information that is not
secured by a techrwlogy standard that renders protected health Information unusable,
unreadable, or (ndMlpherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is dev^oped or endorsed by
a standards deyeloplrtg organization that is accredited by the American National Standards
Irstftute.

p. Other Definitions - All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

Ad. ' ■ .

(2) Business Asscclate Use and Dlaclosuro of Protected Health Information.

a. Business Associate shaD not use. disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
(rrformatlon (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further. Business Associate, Including but not limited to aQ

- -its directors, otficera, employed and agents, shall not use, disdose, maintain or transmit
' PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b: Business Associate may use or disdose PHI:'
I. For the proper management and edmlntstratton of the Business Associate:
II. As fsqulred by law. pursuant to the terms set forth In paragraph d. below; or
III. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Assodate Is permltted under the Agreement to disdose PHI to a
third party, Business Assodate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure. (1)
reasonable assurarwes from the third party that such PHI will be held oonfidentlally and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which U was
disclosed to the third party; and (U) an agreement from such thi.nij party, to notify Business
Associate, In accordanoe with the HIPAA Privacy,"8ecuiity. and Breach Notification
Rules of any bre^hes of the confidentiality of the PHI, to the extent It has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall not, unless such dl^osure Is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement,' disdose .any PHI In response to a
request for disdosure on the basis that'll Is required by law, without'first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the dlsciosurfr and
to seek appropriate rdiel If Covered Entity ot]jects to such disclosure, the Business.

a»14 . &WM11 . CenWatoftnBiti
HoaJih tftsunnce Ad
Business AnodsteAercernenl

Pefle2ol6 Dale.
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Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI untO Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be txjund by add^lonal restrictions over and above those uses or disdosures or security
safeguaras of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI in violation of
such additiona) restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) Obligations and Activities of Business Associate.

a  the Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Wvacy Oflloer immediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure'of protected
health Information not provided for by the Agreement Including breaches of unsecured
protected health Information and/or any security Incldenl that may have an Impact on the
protected health Information of the Covered Entity.

b. . , The Business Associate shall immediately perform a .risk assessment when It becomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall lnclude» but not be
limited to: .

0 The nature and extenl of the protected health foformalion Involved, (rtdudlng the
types of Identifiers and the likelihood of re^dentification;-

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health Inforrhallon or to whom the
disclosure was made;

0 Whether the protected health Information was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has been

mitigated.

The Business Assocfate shall complete the risk assessment wltMn 48 hours of the
breach and lmmedi0le!y report the firidings of the risk assessment In writing (o the
Covered Entjity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with ail sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. - Business Associate shall make available all of Its internal policies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI rece.lv^ ffom, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entit/s compliance wtth HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall r^uire all of Its business associates that receive, use or have
. access to PHI under the Agreement, to ag^ In writing to adhere to the same
restrictloos and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained, herein, Including
Ihe duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 0)- The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party benefldary of the Contractors bu^ness associate
agreements with Conlractor's Intended business associates, who will be receiving PHI

3Q014 EtfiibctI , (f
HMltMnsursnocPortablDtyAet -
Buslneta Asudsta AoTftmtnt
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pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
conlraet provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health Infbnfiation.

f. Within five (5) tujsiness days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity. '
Business Associate shall make avaHable during normal business hours al its oHices afl
records, books, agreements, poilcies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity \o determine
Business Associate's compflance with the terms of the Agreement ,

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI In e Designated Record Set to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an individual in order to rneet the
requirements urider 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. vyHhIrt ten (10) business days of receiving a wrftten r^uest from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an indlvlduai contained In a Designated Pi^rd
Set, the Busbiess Associate make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfil! its
obO^tions under 45 CFR Section 164.528.

i. Business A^odale shall document such dlsdosures of PHI and ioformaton related to
such dlsdosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance wHh 45 CFR Section
164.528. --

j. WHhfn ten (10) business days of receiving a wrIUen request from Covered Entity for a
requestfor an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make available
to Covered Entity such Information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill Its obligations
to pro^de en accounting of dlsdosures with respect to PHI In accordance with 45 CFR
SectiQn164.52e.

k. . In the event any Individua) requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Assodale shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to forwarded requests. However, if forwanling the
Indivlduars request to Covered Entity would .cause Co.vered Entity or the Business

.  Assodate to vtolate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Assodate
shall instead respond to the IndividuaPs request as required by such lew and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

I. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Assodate shall return or destroy, as spedfled by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Assodate in connection v^4th the

. Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If retum or
destnjcUon is not feasible, or the deposition of (he PHI has been otherwise agreed to In
the freemen!. Business Associate shell continue td e^rtd the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and dlsdosur^ pf such PHI to those
purposes that make the return or destruction infeasibfei for so^tbng as Business

a/2014 BdlJbftI CofttetteftiVtMl
HttsHh InsvrwM Portability Act
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Associate malntelns such PHL if Covered Entity, in Its sole discretlbn.irequlres that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI. (he Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) ObllqaUons of Covered Entitv

a. Covered Entity shall rtotify Business Associate of any chanpes or limltatlon(s) in Us
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to IndMduals In accordance whh 45 CFR Section
164.620, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or dlsdosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Assodate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provid^ to Covered Entity by IndivldLials whose PHI may be used or
disdosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

. r- .

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Assodate of any restrictiorrs on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restricUon may aifect Business Assodate's use or dlsdosure of

.  PHI.

(5) Terniination far Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this *
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entit/s knowledge of a breach by Business Assodate of the Business Assodate
Agreertlent set forth herein as E^^iblt I. The Covered Entity may either Immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an cpporfanlty for Business Assodate to cure the
alleged breach wflhln a timeframe spedfiad by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
detenplnes that neither termination nor cure Is feasible, Covered Entity shall report (he
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Miscellaneous

a. Definitions and Reoulatorv References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the sarhe meaning as those terms In the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to Include this Exhibit 1. to
a Sedion In the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as tn effect or as
amended.

Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Assodate agree to take such action as is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as Is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes In the requirements of HIPAA, the -Prtvacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law,

c. Data Qwnershio. The Business Associate aclmowtedges that tt has no ownership lights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity:

d. Irtterpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity In the Agreement shall be resotved
to permit Covered Entity to comply wUh HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.

-3/2014 EvhBt&t OanlracmIngata ̂
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Seoreoation. If any term or conditiort of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to .any
per5on(s] or circumstance is held invalid, such Invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions virhfch can be given effect without the.invalid term or condltiori: to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I ere declared severabte.

Survival. Provisions In this Exhibit I regarding the use and d}sdosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement In section (3) I; the
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of'^e
et^dard teims end conditions (P-37), shall survive the (ermirtatlon of the Agreerhent

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this pxhibit (.

Department of Health end Human Servtcea .2^^
The State Name .of tha ConifBClof

-  nzi
Signature of Authorized Representativ

<r,
Name of Authoozed Repfei^entatlve Name of Authorize RepresentatName of Authorize Representati

sign¥ture^f^f»rized Re"J)reserresentative

Tide of Authorized Representative

Date

ve

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

30014 Exhibltl
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CEHTinCATION REQARDINQ THE FEDERAL RINDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY
ACT ffFATAI COMPLIANCE

The Pedend Funding Acccuntabliily and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of individual
Faderai grarrts equal to or greater than $25,000. and award^ on or after October 1,2010, to report on
data rdated to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grants of S25.000 or more. If (he
initial sward Is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modificattons result In a total award equal to or over

. |2S,0X. the award is su^ed to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the awan
.  In accordarwe with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Execufive Compensation infonmaUon), the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) must report tfie following Infomtatlon for any
sutiaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:

^  1, Name of entity
Z Amount of award

. 3. Fundlr^ agency .
4. NAICS code for contracts/CFDA program number for grants

'  5.. Program source ' . '
. 6. Award title descriptive of the purpose of the funiSng action

7. Location, of the entRy
6. Principle place of p^ormartce
9. Unique identifier of fheenb'ty (DUNS#)
10. Total compensafion and names of the fop five executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater lhan $2SM annually arid

10.2. Compensation Information is not already available through rqroffing to the SEC.

■Prime grant redptents must submit FFATA required data by the end of (he month, plus 30 days. In which
8ie award or award amendment Is rnade.
The Centrador jdenfified In Sedlon 1.3 of (he General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Fpderal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, Putilic Law. 109-262 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and,Executive Compensation Information), and furiheragrees
tp have (heContractor'e representative, asldenlifiedtn Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Pmviddns
execute the foOowIng Cer(iflCBtion:<
The below narhed Contractor asfees to provide needed Information as outlined above to (he NH
Dapartrrient of Healtli end Human Services and to comply with aQ applicable provisions of die Federal
Flnandal Accountability and Transparency Act

Contractor Name:

TlUe:

EidAti J - C«itificallon Rte<nSng the Fedsrd Funding Contractor
Aecounts&!IItyAndTr8ruparancyAcl(r=FATA)Canpaana)

omeenwrn . Pa9»ior2 Oats.
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PORWA

As the Contractor identified in SecOon 1.3 of the General Provisions. I certify that the responses to the
below listed questions ere true artd accurate.

1. The DUNS number for vour entity b:

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed fhcal year, did your business or organtzalion
receive (1) 60 percent or more of your'annusl gross revenue In U.S. fedierel contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grants, sub-grants, and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $26,000,000 or more In annual
gipss revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, eubgrants. and/or
co^erBlive agreements?

X»NO YES

If the answer to 92 above is NO. slop here

if the answer to #2 above is YES. please answer the following:

3. Does the pubHc have acc^ to Information about the compenselion of the executives In your
business or organization through periodic reports f3ed under section 13(a) or 1d(d] of the SecudUes
Exchange Act of 1934 (IS U.S.C.76m(8), 76o(d}} or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1086?

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above is YES, stop here

If the answer to 93 above Is NO, please answer (he following:

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensatad otncers In your business or
organlzatton are as follows;

Name;.

Name:.

Name:,

Name:.

Name:

Amount:.

Amount:,

Amount,

/ynount.

Amount

CMMonisTia

EihUt J - CcnSicallan Rsgsflflng ths rad<nJ FUniing
AiRQunttcny And Trsnsptitney (PPATA) CflfRpOinoo

PagoZofZ
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Exhibit K.

DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definlttons

The following leims may be reflected end have the described meanlnfl in this document:

1. •Breach" means the loss of control, 'compromise, unauthorized disclosure,-
unauthorized acqutsfUon. unauthorized access, or any . similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally-. Identifiable
Information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information," Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach* In section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

Z  "Computer Security Incidenr shall have the same meaning "Computer Security
Incident In section two (2) of NIST Publication 600^1, Computer Security Incident
Handing Guide. National Institute of Standards and Technology. U.S. Department
of Commerce.

a "Confidential Information" or "ConfidenUa) Data' means aD confidential Information
disclosed by one party to the other such as aD medical, health, flnandal, pubDc
assistance benefits and personal Information Including wlihout limitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records,- <5ase Records. Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Information.

Confidential Information also Includes any and aU information owned or managed by
the Slate of NH • created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health anjj
Human Senrlces (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performing oontracted
services - of which collection, disclosure, protection, and disposition Is governed by
state or federal law or regutallon. This Information Includes, but Is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI), Personal Rnandal
Information (PFl), Federal Tax Informatfoh (FTI), Soda) Security Numbers (SSNX
Payment Card industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential Information.

N  •

4. "End User' means any person or entity (e.g.. contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data In accordance with the terms of this Contract

& 'HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and AccountabiDty Act .of 1998 and the
regulations pforrujlgated thereunder.

6, "Incidenr means an act that potentlaDy violates an explicit or Implied security policy,
which includes attempts (either felled or successhjl) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or Its data, unwanted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data;' and changes to system harc^re,
firmware, or software characteristics wfthout the owner's knowledge. Instredion, or
consenL Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and mlsrouling.of physical or electronic

V4.U«cpd.,.<K04.20ie . Con,mdo„nrtiU_e^
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New Hampshire £>epartment of Health end Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

maQ, aB of which may have the potential to put (he data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or destruction.

7. "Open Wireless Network* means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technc^ogy or delegate as a protected nehwork (design^, tested, end
approved,'by means of the State, to transmit) wlli be considered an open
hetvAfk and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI, PFI.
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

6. 'Personal Information" (or "PI") means Information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an Individual's Identity, such as their name, soda! security number,-^personal
Informatbn as defined In New Hampshire RSA ̂ 9^:19, biometric records, etc.,
alone, or when corhbined with other personal or Identifying information which Is United
or [Inkabte to a specHic Individual, such as date and ̂ ce of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc. '

Ql 'Privacy Rule' shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individuany Identifiable Health
Inforrhaticn at 45 C.F.R Parts 160 and 164, .promulgated under HIPAA by the Unlted
States Department of Health end Human Services.

10. "Protected Health Information" (or TH^) has the seme meaning as provided In the
.  deflnUion of "Protected Health Irtformatlon" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §

160.103.

11. "Security Rule'.shaQ mean the Security Standards for the Protection.of Electronic
Protected Health Informatton at 45 C.F.R. Part 1^, Subpart C, end amendmants
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protected Health Information* means Protected Health Information that b
hot secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or Indedpherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is
developed or endorsed .by a standards developing organization that Is accredited by
the American National Standards in'stitute:

L RESPONSimLITIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A Buslness'lise and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under thb.Contract. Further, Contractor,
including but not limited tp all its directors, offioers. employees and agents, must not
use, disdose, maintain or transmit PHI In any manner that wpuid constitute a vtotatlon
of the Privacy and Security Rule. •

2. The Contractor must not disdose any Confidential Information In rasportse to a

V4.Lu(iipeit»04.04.20te Conlwtarln8Ia!i_^.2l£l
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

request for disclosure on the basis that It Is required by taw. (n response to a
subpoena, etc., v^thoid flret notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the cflsclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disdoeures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the ContrBCtor must be bound by.such
addltior^l restrictions and must not dlsdose PHI In violation of such additional
restrictions end must abide by any addiltonal security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disdosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract

5. The Contrector agrees DHHS Data obtalnied under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that ere not indicated In this Contract

.  6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to (he data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of Inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract

D. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA '

1. -Application Encryption. If End User. Is Iransmittlrtg DHHS date contalrilrrg
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications hpve
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable In cyber security and that aald
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the internet.

Z Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, siich as a thumb drtve, as a rrtelhod of trsnsmltL'ng DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Confldenfia) Data If
emaD Is encrypted and being sent to and being received by erhaH addresses of
pefsoris authorized to receive such Informetion,

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User Is employing the Web to transmit Confldenllai
Data, the s^re socket layers (SSL) must be used ar^d the web site miist be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

.5. Foe Hosting Sendees, atso known as File Sharing Sites. End User .may not use file
hosting sendees, such es Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to trahsmll
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via cerf/ffed grourxt
map within the contlnenta! U.S. and when sent to a named Individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User Is employing portable devices to transmit
ConTidentla] Data said devices must be encrypted and password^protected

8. Open Wireless Networto. End User may not transmit Cor^fldential Data via an open
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

wireless networlc. End User must employ a ̂ rtual private rtetwork (VPN) when
-  remotely transmitting via an open vyireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User Is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
Installed on the End User's mobDe dev[ce(s) or laptop from which information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH Re Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User ts employing an SFTP to transmit ConfldenUal Data, End User-will
stnjcture, the Folder and access privileges to prevertt Inappropriate disclosure of
information. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Confldentia! Data wSl
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletion cyde (i-e. Confidential Data will be.deleted every 24'
hours).

11. Wireless Device. If End User is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, all
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of Informatlori.

ID. RETENTION AND DISPOSITTON OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract After such time, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
d.erivatrv^ in whatever form It may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted

.  under this Contract. To this end, the parties must:

A. Retention

' 1. The Contractor agrees it will not store, transfer or process data collected In
\ connection with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United
. States. This physical location requirernent shall also apply In the implementation of
doud oomputi]^, doud service or dbud storage capabilities, and Indudes backup

.  data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contrador agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabmtles are In
place to deted potential security events 'that can Impact. State of NH syde'ms

. and/or Deparbnent confidential information for contractor pri^ded sydems.
3. the Contractor agrees to provide-security awareness end education for Its End

Users In support of protecting Department confidential Information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all eiectrortic and hard copies of Confidential Data
In a secure locati^ and Identified In section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored In .a Cloud must be In a
FedRAMP/HITECH compliant soiutidn and oomply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding tlie privacy.and security. All servers and devices must have
cunently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest anU-vfral..8nt^
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware, and anti-molware utilities. The envfronment, as a
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whole, must have aggressive Ifttfusiorvdctedion and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures Its complete cooperation with the State's
Chief Informallpn Officer In the detection of any security vulnerebiiity of the hosting
Infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the ContFBctor will maintain any Confidential Informallbn on Its systems (or fts
6Ut>'Oontractor systems], the Contractor wQJ maintain a documentad process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination: and wQ]
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroy^ by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emwgency, arxi or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer (n use. electronic media containing State of
New Hampsh^e'data shaQ be render^ unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
In accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanHizatlon. or othen^ physically destroying the rhedla (for example,
degaussing) as described in NIST Spedal Publication 600-86, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media SanltJzation, NatJonaJ Iretituie of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Comrnerce. The Contractor wW docurrwit and certify In wrfting at
time of the data dcstriictlon, and will provide written certlflcallon.to the-Department
upon request The wfftten oe'rtlficabon wfli Include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and validated. Where applicable, •
regulatory and..professlonal. standards for retention requirements will be Jointly
evatu^d by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

Z Unless ctherwfs© specified, within thirty (30) days of the termlnallon of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure rrtethod such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise specified, wtlWn .thirty pO) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completciy destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by'means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURny

^ A. ContTBctor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data reoelved under this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as foOows:

1. The ContTBctor wID maintain proper security controls to protect Department
oonfidentiai Inforrrsbon collected, processed, managed, arid/of stored In the dkl^ry
of contracted servicea.

Z- The Contractor, wfll maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
GonTdenfiarinfarmation throughout the Information Ufecyde. where apptlcabte. (ftom

•  creatiort, trensfbirnaSon, use. storege ard secure d^truction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (1.0.. tape. disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will malntafn appropriate authentication- and access controls (o
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department confldenUal Information
v^ere applicable.

4. The Contractor wm ensure proper security morlltorfng capabilities are In place to
detect potential securlV events thai can Impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor win provide regular security awareness and education for Its End
Users In support of ̂ tectlng Department ccnfMentlai Information.

6. If the Contractor veil be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an tntemal process or processes that defines specific security
expei^tions. and monitoring compliance to security requlrerhents that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, lnciudir)g breach ndUfication requirements.

7. -The Contractor wtD work with the Department to sign and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system acoess and authorization podctes

. and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as' part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department 8ystem(s). Agreements Mil be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

8. If the Department determines the Contractor Is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor wtD execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for maintaining compliance wllh the
agreement..

9. The Contractor will work with the Department at its request to complete a. System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey Is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes in risks, threats, and vufnerabtlitles that may
occur over the life of the (^ntractor engagement The survey will be completed
annually, or an alternate time frame at the Departments dbaetlon with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the ehgagertient between the Department and the Contractor changes. •

,  • i

10. The Contractor wOl not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State' of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent Is- obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Security Breach Liabllily. In "the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to tnwstlgate the causes of the breach, promf^y take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or lo^ resulting from the tveach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and raoovery fr^
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the breach. Including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, ma0!ng costs and
^Is associated wHh wet^e and telephone call center services necessary due to
the Iveach. '

12. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Infomwtlon, and must In all other respects
maintain the privacy arwl security of.PI end PHI at a level and scope that Is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Including,
but not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 652a), DHHS

^  Privacy Act Regulations (46 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy end Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for IndMduaily identifiabia health
Information and as applicable under State law.

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidenlialily of Ihe Confideriti^ Data and to
prevent unautlwrized use or access to ft. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security .that is not (ess than the level and scope of security requirements

. estabDshed by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https!/ywww.^h.govfdoIt^endor/!ndex.htrh
far the Department of Information Techrnilc^y pclides, guidelines, starxfards, and

■  'procurement information relaGng to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and incident
response process. The Contractor wiU notify the State's Privacy Officer, ^nd
addlllona! email addresses provided In this section, of any security .breach within two
(2) hours of the lime that the Contractor (earns of its occurrence. Thb includes a
confldentfal .Information breach, computer securify (nctdent, or suspected breach

• which affects or Includes any State of New Hampshire systems that oonnecl to the
Stale of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under (his
Contracl to orify those authorized End Users who such DHHS Data to
perform (heir offlcta) duties In connection with purposes identlfted In this Contract.

16. The Contractor must ensure that an End Users;

a comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above,
Implemented to protect Confidential Infarmatton that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contr^ from loss, theft or Inadvertent disdosure.

b. safeguard this information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other dectronlc devrcesAnedla containing PHI, PI, a
PFI ere encrypted and password^otected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only If ertcrvoted and being
sent to end being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such Information.
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e. limit disclosure of the Confidentlai iriformatlon to the extent permitted by law.

i Confidential Information received under this Contract and Intjivldually
identifiable data derived from DHH8 Data, must be stored in an area that Is
physically end technologically Mcure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as weD as inorvduty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
bbmetric identifiers, etc.).

Q. only authorized End Users rrtay transmit the ConfidenUal Data, Irtduding any
derivative files containing personally Identifiable Information, and In all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all timea when in transit, at rest, or when
stoiad on portable media as required In section (V above. '

.  h. In all other Instances -Confidential Data must * maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determlrwd by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances Involved.

,  I understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their cfedentlal Information secure.
This appFies to credentials used to access the site directly or Indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS
reserves the right to conduct ensile Inspecliorts to monitor compliance with this
Contract, Including the privacy and swurity requirements provided in herein. HIPAA,
and other applicable laws and Federal.regulattons until such time, the Confidential Data
Is disposed of in acoordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

;  The Contractor must, notify the State's Privacy Officer, Informaflon Security Office and
Program Rtenager of any Security Incidents arid Breaches within two (2) hours of the
Ome that the Contractor (earns of their occurrence. •

The Contractor must further handle and report Irwrfdents and Breaches Involving PHI In
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach NotfTfcation
procedures and tn accordance with. 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 • 308. In additton to. and
notwlthstandtng, Contractor's compliance with all appUcable obligations arwJ procedures,
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

Z Determine If personally Identifiable Infomration Is Involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required lr> this Exhibit or P-37:

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine rtsk-based responses to Incidents; end
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6. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and, if so, identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs essodated the Breach notice as well as any mitigaitlon
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that Implicate PI must be eddressed and reported, as
applicable, In accordance with NH RSA 359^:20.

VI PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange issues:

DHKSInformationSecur1tyOfrice@dhhs.nh.gov

B. DHHS contacts for Privacy issues:

DHHSPriv3cyOfficer@dhhs.nh.90v

C. DHHS contact for Information Security Issues:

DHHSInfbrmatlonSecurilyOffice@dhhs.nh.9cv

D. DHHS coritact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformaUonSecurjtyOfrice@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrivaCy.Ofncer@dhhs.nh.Qov

i
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #3 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 3"^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #3) is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and Manchester
Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center, (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with
a place of business at 555 Auburn Street, Manchester, NH 03103.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7) and December 5, 2018 (Item
#23), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in
the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, completion
date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council;
and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #3 remain in full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions contained
in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$5,299,800.00.

3. Delete Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A,
Amendment #3, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Amendment #3
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-07-A03 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Uso Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja 8. Fox
Director

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center

5/28/19

Date Name: Elinlreanor

Title: CFO

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of New Hampshire County of Hiiisbofough on Mav 28.2019 , before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name Is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document In the
capacity Indicated above.

d
signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

%

COMMISSION

EXPIRESName and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace = wiuARYa =

My Commission Expires:

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-07-A03
Amendment *3

Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Amendment #3

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-07-A03 Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subreclpient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish forma! information sharing and referral
agreements with the Doorways, compliant with all applicable
confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part 2 In order to receive
payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Doorways have been completed by Contractor prior to accepting
Invoices for services provided through SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes;

1.4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal
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preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that Is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken In the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible Individuals who:
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2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operatlonalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http:/Awww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in order to align this work with ION projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doon/vay contractors
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board payment to
the Doorway:

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doorway to ensure that each
room and board client served has a GPRA interview

completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doonway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for services within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doonway services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.
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2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other
drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and
consideration of alternative solutions and decision making with
regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are

provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Partial Hospitalization as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 2.5.
Partial Hospitalization services provide intensive and
structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug
treatment services and activities to individuals with substance

use and moderate to severe co-occurring mental health
disorders, including both behavioral health and medication
management (as appropriate) services to address both

disorders. Partial Hospitalization is provided to clients for at
least 20 hours per week according to an individualized
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treatment plan that includes a range of outpatient treatment

services and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug services.

2.3.1.5. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as

ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

substance use disorder treatment designed to assist

individuals who require a more intensive level of service in a

structured setting.

2.3.1.6. Residential Withdrawal Management services as defined as

ASAM Criteria, Level 3.7-WM a residential service. Withdrawal

Management services provide a combination of clinical and/or

medical services utilized to stabilize the client while they are
undergoing withdrawal.

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual

maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in
coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section

2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.6 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group
Intensive Case Management in accordance with
SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

{https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-
Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5-4215) and
which exceed the minimum case management
expectations for the level of care.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the
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date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client:

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4,above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3, above before
admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4, above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless:
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2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower intensity ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.3, in which case the
client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doonway of the client's choice to connect the
client with substance use disorder treatment services; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the pregnant
woman with identifying alternative providers and with
accessing services with these providers. This assistance
shall include actively reaching out to identify providers on
the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.
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2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the

effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the

criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doorways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the
Doorways shall not receive services utilizing State Opioid Response (SCR)
funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients
who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;
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2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who;

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless othenvise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received

substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other
than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements
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2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problems
in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a
stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:
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2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of

the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to;

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client,
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including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
Into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization. Doorway, third party
insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the Doorways as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4,
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirements
in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or
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2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires sen/ices, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center;
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2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects: or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
httpi/Awww.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series7namesTechnicaI-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLine.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities at
any time.
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2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside of
the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it
can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use In personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and visitor
orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC):

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to;

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
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Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum;

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress:

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision; ,

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CPR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
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for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those Interns having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student Interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education In the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff Involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date. If after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an approved
training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.
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4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology

5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have completed
treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
of the month following the reporting month or quarter;
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6.1.3. All critical Incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that;

6.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or
mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
as well as the identification of any other individuals
involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;
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6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https;/Avww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

t

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with OUD, the Contractor
shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each client
sen/ed has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GRRA) interview
completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD for

whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doorways
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doonvays.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.
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8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal Integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet. Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall Include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and In-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days in the reporting
period. The short-term investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)
calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio;

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio Illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of Its current portion of Its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
Interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
Identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
Interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:
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8.1.4.1. Rationale; This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
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The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doorways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
in place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening:

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within
30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (MOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.6.1. Reduction In /no change In the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in school
at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
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10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and alt findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block 1.8,
of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to Exhibit A,
Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment, and
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the
State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and

quarterly reporting.

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale, not to exceed $4,000
per client per treatment episode.

3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the
client's monthly household income being less than the deductible
plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL).

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit B. Amendment #3 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #3

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated. The
Contractor agrees:

4.1. The fees for services, excluding Clinical Evaluation, are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the amount to
charge the Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5
below).

4.2. To bill for Clinical Evaluation services separately from all other per day units of services.

4.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services In Exhibit B-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided
under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the clients, and

the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited processing to the
greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the
program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed, payments
received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided to an eligible
client under this contract, as follows:

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-07-A03

Exhibit B, Amendment #3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #3

5.2.1. First; Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment #2 when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit 8. Amendment #3, Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer, if applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, which is the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount
paid by private insurer and the amount paid by the client, unless the client's
copay or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as in Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the
state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.

Manchester Alcohoiism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit B. Amendment #3 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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Exhibit B, Amendment #3

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care.

6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care.

6.2. With the exception of room and board payments for transitional living, the Contractor shall
not bill the Department for Room and Board payments in excess of $1,900,800.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.3.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date

range identified in 6.3.3

6.3.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for room and
board in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty
(30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this
Agreement. Invoices must be submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for alt clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR
funds, with Doonways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
7.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who have been

admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after
billing other public and private Insurance.

7.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to

a client prior to admission.

7.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the

service is authorized by the Department.

8. Sliding Fee Scale

8.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit B. Amendment
#3, Section 5, above.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit B. Amendment #3 Vendor initials.
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8.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

8.3. The Contractor shall not deny a child undertheageof 18 services because of the parent's
unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential services
pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

9. Submitting Charges for Payment

9.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology System
(WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table. The
Contractor shall:

9.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after the
date the service was provided to the client

9.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following the
last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter notes are
ready for review.

9.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and notify
the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

9.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for the
billing month.

9.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

9.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the last day
of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

9.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this contract
through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through WITS, the contractor
shall work with the Department to develop an attemative process for submitting invoices.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit B. Amendment #3 Vendor Initials.
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9.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SUD clients with Opioid Use Disorder
that are Medicaid coded for residential services.

10. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

11. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.

12. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

13. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

14. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment.

15. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

15.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

15.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to;

15.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse services.

15.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in Federal
Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or correctional
institutions of the State.

15.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

15.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

15.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Vendor Initials.
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and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious
instruction, or prosetytlzation. If an organization conducts such
activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the
programs or services for' which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Vendor Initials
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State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

1, WUUam M. Gardner. Secreiary of Slate of the Stale ofNew Hampshire, do hereby certify that MANCHESTER ALCOHOLISM

REHABILITATrON CENTER is a New Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hanpshire on

February 19,1980.1 further certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's ofGce have been received and

is in good standing as far as this ofTlce is concerned.

Business ID: 6L650

CeTtificate Number: 0004498668

Off

u.

o ■0

%

4*
-ei

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF.

1 hereto set my band and cause to be afOxed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 12th day of April A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretory of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

I, Betty Burke^
{Name of the elected Officer of the Agency; cannot be contract signatory)

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of _Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center

do hereby certify that;

(Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Agency duly held on _Aprl117, 2019 :
(Date)

RESOLVED: That the CFO

(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revisions,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the_ . day of ^ 20 / 9.
(Date Contract Signed) I(Date

4. Elin Treanor

(Name of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

County of _Hlllsborough

is the duly elected Chief Financial Officer
(Title of Contract Signatory)

(SignaturS of the Elected Officer)

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this day of 20

By Betty Burke.
(Name of Elected Officer of the Agency)

(NOTARY SEAL)

Commission Expires: CL/y/Li

\\\uHii Public/Justice of the Peace)

MY

S  COMMISSIONS Q*. =
1  EXPIRE =
5  DEC. 7,2021 ; I

■



Client#: 497072 ^STESEA7

ACORD^ GERtlFICATE 0F yABILII^ INSURANGE DATE (MM/DOmrYY)

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION'ONLYAND.CONEERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER: THIS
CERTinCATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER fflE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSfiTUTE A CONTRACt BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURERIS) AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER . -
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder ls an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(lee) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provlslone or be endorsed
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain pollclea may requirs an endorsement A statement on
this certificate doee not confer any rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

USI Insurance Services LLC

3 Executive Park Drive, Suite 300

Bedford, NH 03110

866 8744123

K.EXO: 866 8744123
E-MAIL
AODREM:

INSURERIS} AFFORDMO COVERAGE NAICt

INSURER A ; HMwiHtr Imumtm Co. 18068
MSUREO

Easter Seals NH, Inc.
565 Auburri Stoeet

Manchester, NH 03103

INSURER B:

INSilRBR C :

mSURER 0:

INSURERS:

INSURER F:

m

THIS tS.TO CERTIFY THATlTliE -POUCIES.:OF: iNSURANCEf USTEP;.BELOW.^|^yE;BEEN!lSSUED> TO.THE INSURED^NAMED AflOVE'FOR.THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY ^QUIREMENT,'TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY ;'CONTRACT.OR OTHER-DOCUMENf. WTTH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR, MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE "AFFORDED BY THE-POOCIES-DESCRIBED HEREIN'lS SUBJECt TO ALL THE TERMS
EXCLUSIONS AND CONpmONS OF SUCH POLICIES-' UMITO .SHOVW {MAY ' BEEN^REPUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

TYPE OF MSURANCS ImTirraal POLICY NUMBER..

COMMERCIAL OENERAt LIABILITY

ClAIMS-MADEQ OCCUR

.Professional LIsb

OENl AQGREQATE UMIT AFPUES PER:

POUCY □PRO.
JECT s LOC

OTHER:

AUTOMOetLE UABIUTY

ANY AUTO

2!lf?^0NtY
HIRED

"ONLY

UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

DEO

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NONOWNED
AUTOS ONLY

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE

Xl RETENTION»$10K
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS'UABUTY

(Mandatoty bi NK)
KyM, datertea un^
DESCRIPnON OF OPERATIONS balow

Y/N

□

EDP

PHPK1866633

PHPK1866629

PHUB643260

PHPK1866633

09/01/2018

09/01/2018

09/01/2018

)9/01/2018

09/01/2019

09/01/2019

09/01/2019

09/01/2019

LIMITS

EACH OCCURRENCE
ENTED
ooenN»nca>

MEDEXP.(Anyonapafaon)

PERSONAL A AOV INJURY

GENERAL AOQREGATE

PRODUCTS - COMPlOP AGO

COMBINED single LIMIT
IEF PWWtfflL-
BOCNLY INJURY (Par parKXi)

BODILY INJURY (Par aeddant}
pAPPERWtUMAdS ^(ParaoddenH

EACH OCCURRENCE

AGGREGATE

PER
STATUTE

OTH-
ER

E.L EACH ACCIDENT

E.L DISEASE • EA EMPLOYEE

E.L DISEASE - POUCY UMIT

11.000.000
ilOOiOOO
»5;000
s 1,000.000
>3;000.000
t3.ooo;ooo

t1.000.000

sIg.OOO.OOO
i16.000.000

$1,619,060
$600 Deductible
Special Form Inci Theft

OeSCRtPTWN OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS /.VEHICLfS (ACCR0101, AddMbral Ramwka Selw^ imy ba attichad 11 mora'a|Mea la raqub^ '
^Supplemental Name8*:Ea8ter Seals ME, Inc.; Manchester AlcohpliRehabllltatlbn Center, Inc.. dba The Famum
Center, Easter Seals VT, Inc., S iHe Homemakers Health Services. Tha General Uabrilty policy Includes a
Blanket Automatic Additional Insured Endorsement that provides Aiddltipnal lneured and a Blanket Waiver of
Subrogation etetue to the Certificate Holder, only when there Is a .written contract or written agreement
between the named Insured and the certificate holder that requires such etetiis, and only with regard to the
(See Attached Deacrlptlone)

State of NH
OHHSiBureau of Licensing & Certification
Office of Bureau Support'
129 Pleasant Sl^et
Concord, NH' 03301

1

SHOULD ANY OP THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOTICE WIU BE DEUVBREO IN
ACCORDANCE THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORSIS REPRESENTATIVE

..

ACORD 26 (2016/03) 1 of 2
#S23696681/M23696266

The ACORD name and logo are regtstered nuirfce of ACORD
JXDZP



".iDEscRipfidi^^^ini^dfroSi'iE^ge^^-y^^r Itr
above referenced on behalf of the named Insured. The General Liability policy contains a special endorsement
with "Primary and Non-Contributory" wording.

8AOnTA2B.3 (2016/03) 2:^6f2

#S236e6681/M236952S6



/KCORD CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
OATE <MM/DtVYVYY)

12/17/2018

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy{le8) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder In lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

Hays Companies

133 Federal Street, 4th Floor

Boston MX 02110

Moira Crosby
PHONE FAX
(AK:. No. £*«• {tJC. No):

AotMPss- i&crosbyBhayscoa^emies. com

INSURERIS) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICf

INSURER A The North River Insurance Comoanv 21105

INSURED

Baster Seals New Hampshire,Inc

555 Auburn Street

Manchester NH 03103

INSURER B

INSURER C

INSURER D

INSURER E

INSURER F

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER:19-20 WC REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR

liTT^ TYPE OF INSURANCE
asisJIdMi
il.'LHtll'.viH POUCYNUMBER llJulj>>J4'a'a'a'illlUui<'''Va'aaii UMITS

COMMERCIAL GENERAL UABIUTY

E i 1 OCCUR
EACH OCCURRENCE S

CLAIMS-MAC
UAMAUh lOKbNIhU
PREMISF.S (Fa occurrenca) s

MED EXP (Any ona pareon) s

PERSONAL S ADV INJURY s

GEN-L AGGREGATE UMIT APPLIES PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE s

POUCV 1 j JECT 1 1 LOG
OTHER;

PRODUCTS • COMP/OP AGG s

s

AUTOMOBILE UABIUTY !

1

COMBINED SINGLE UMIT
(Ea acddant)

s

ANY AUTO

:HEDULED
rros
)N-0WNED
rros

BODILY INJURY (Par parson) 0

ALL OWNED

AUTOS

HIRED AUTOS

SC
AU

BODILY INJURY (Par acddant) s

NC
AU

PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Par acddant)

$

s

UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE
i

1

EACH OCCURRENCE s

A(3GREGATE s

DEO 1 1 RETENTION S s

A

WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS' UABIUTY y , ̂
ANY PROPRIETORff'ARTN£R®(ECUTIVE 1 1
OFRCERA1EMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory In NH) '
If yat. dascflba undar
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS bakjw

NiA:
406-731052-9 1/1/2019 1/1/2020

Y PER OTH-
* STATUTE ER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT s  1,000,000

E.L DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE S  1,000,000

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT $  1,000.000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, AMHional Rvmarks Schadul*, oiay b* ■ttachad If more ipac* !■ required)
Insured includes Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Inc.. dba Farnxim Center

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRA'nON DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

James Hays/MCROSB ' *

ACORD 25(2014/01)
INS025 (201401)

(£) 1988-2014 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors

Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. and Subsidiaries

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Easter Seals New Hampshire, inc.
and Subsidiaries (Easter Seals NH), which comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as of
August3l, 2018 and 2017, and the related consolidated statements of activities and changes in net assets,
functional expenses and cash flows for the years then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial
statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Consolidated Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements
in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation
of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors' Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors' judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud
or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's
preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.



To the Board of Directors

Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. and Subsidiaries

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of Easter Seals NH as of August 31,2018 and 2017, and the changes in its net assets and
its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America.

Other Matter

Our audits were conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated financial statements as
a whole. The accompanying other financial information is presented for purposes of additional analysis rather
than to present the financial position and results of operations of the individual companies and is not a required
part of the consolidated financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of management and was
derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the
consolidated financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audits of the consolidated financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and
reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the
consolidated financial statements or to the consolidated financial statements themselves, and other additional
procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our
opinion, the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the consolidated financial
statements as a whole.

Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated December 4, 2018,
on our consideration of Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. and Subsidiaries' internal control over financial
reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of
internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an
opinion on the effectiveness of Easter Seals New Hampshire's internal control over financial reporting or on
compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards in considering Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. and Subsidiaries' internal control over financial
reporting and compliance.

SaaKsr LVC
Manchester, New Hampshire
December 4, 2018



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

August 31, 2018 and 2017

ASSETS

Current assets:

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments, at fair value
Program, and other accounts receivable, less contractual allowance

of $12,719,900 in 2018, and $8,302,300 in 2017, and allowance for
doubtful accounts of$2,377,500 in 2018 and $2,004,100 in 2017

Contributions receivable, less allowance for doubtful
accounts of $66,600 in 2018 and $87,500 in 2017

Current portion of assets limited as to use
Prepaid expenses and other current assets

Total current assets

Assets limited as to use, net of current portion
Fixed assets, net

Investments, at fair value

Beneficial interest in trust held by others and other assets

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Current liabilities:

Line of credit

Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Deferred revenue

Current portion of capital lease obligation
Current portion of interest rate swap agreements
Current portion of long-term debt

Total current liabilities

Other liabilities

Interest rate swap agreements, less current portion
Long-term debt, less current portion, net

Total liabilities

Net assets:

Unrestricted

Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted

Total net assets

2018 2017

$ 2,365,508 $ 3,619,043
3,002,574 2,816,344

1 1,083,589 9,306,185

495,957

894,523
431.780

18,273,931

1,660,727

28,795,786
12,777,572

206.608

1-714.624

$  610,319
2,722,563

5,334,857

704,650

244,261
1.241.671

1,660,727
1,528,323

21.049.598

19,284,594

2,259,129
5.073.932

582,508

1,566,680
432.857

18,323,617

1,523,728
28,448,341

12,027,698
458.909

2,417,236
4,773,612

1,683,805

20,995
348,636

2.008.973

10,858,321 11,253,257

1,417,860

2,293,037

22.285.106

35,096,969 37,249,260

15,834,922

2,683,135

5.014.976

26.617.655 23.533.033

See accompanying notes.



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Year Ended August 31, 2018

Public support and revenue:
Public support:

Temporarily Permanently
Unrestricted Restricted Restricted Total

Contributions, net $  1,342,659 $  631,087 S  51,350 $ 2,025,096
Special events, net of related

direct costs of $1,027,034 — 1,954,318 _ 1,954,318
Annual campaigns, net of related

direct costs of $117,055 324,504 56,838 — 381,342
Bequests 138,000 — _ 138,000
Net assets released from restrictions 3.157.024 f3.157.0241 _

Total public support 4,962,187 (514,781) 51,350 4,498,756

Revenue:

Fees and grants from governmental
agencies and others, net 63,635,700 — — 63,635,700

Other grants 22,473,591 -
— 22,473,591

Dividend and interest income 575,571 15,711 — 591,282
Rental income 27,050 -

— 27,050
Other 122.688 _ _ 122.688

Total revenue 86.834.600 1.5.71 1 86.850.311

Total public support and revenue 91,796,787 (499,070) 51,350 91,349,067

Operating expenses:
Program services:

Public health education 254,896 _ 254,896
Professional education 23,007 — _ 23,007
Direct services 79.618.852 _ 79.618.8.52

Total program services 79,896,755 -
- 79,896,755

Supporting services:
Management and general 8,566,845 — _ 8,566,845
Fundraising i 1.142.077 _ _ 1.142.077

Total supporting services 9.708.922 9.708.922

Total functional expenses 89,605,677 89,605,677
Support of National programs 39.036 _ _ 39.036

Total operating expenses 89.644.713 89.644.713

Increase (decrease) in net assets
from operations 2,152,074 (499,070) 51,350 1,704,354



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS (CONTINUED)

Year Ended August 31, 2018

Temporarily Permanently
Unrestricted Restricted Restricted Total

Other non-operating expenses, gains and losses:
Change in fair value of interest rate swaps $ 869,089 $ - $ _ $ 869,089
Net unrealized and realized gains

on investments 477,782 75,633 - 553,415
Increase in fair value of beneficial

interest in trust held by others - - 7,606 7,606
Loss on sales and disposals of fixed assets (9,100) - - (9,100)
Other non-operating losses f31.8931 ("5691 - (32.4621

1.305.878 75.064 7.606 1.388.548

Increase (decrease) in net assets before

effects of discontinued operations 3,457,952 (424,006) 58,956 3,092,902

Loss from discontinued operations -
see note 14 (8.2801 ^ ^ (8.2801

Total increase (decrease) in net assets 3,449,672 (424,006) 58,956 3,084,622

Net assets at beginning of year 15.834.922 2.683.135 5.014.976 23.533.033

Net assets at end of year

See accompanying notes.



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Year Ended August 31, 2017

Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

Permanently
Restricted Total

Public support and revenue;
Public support:

Contributions, net
Special events, net of related

direct costs of $911,140
Annual campaigns, net of related

direct costs of $I 15,846
Bequests
Net assets released from restrictions

$  312,482

160,995

259,979

288,456
2.278.674

$ 2,025,590

1,550,279

62,056

r2.278.6743

$  108,733 !S  2,446,805

1,711,274

322,035

288,456

Total public support 3,300,586 1,359,251 108,733 4,768,570

Revenue:

Fees and grants from governmental
agencies and others, net

Other grants
Dividend and interest income

Rental income

Other

61,041,718
21,339,214

546,014

27,225
132.189

10,746

- 61,041,718
21,339,214

556,760

27,225
132.189

Total revenue 83.086.360 10.746 83.097.106

Total public support and revenue 86,386,946 1,369,997 108,733 87,865,676

Operating expenses:
Program services:

Public health education

Professional education

Direct services

280,174

30,599
76.585..361

-

- 280,174

30,599
76.585.361

Total program services 76,896,134 - - 76,896,134

Supporting services:
Management and general
Fundraising

7,879,91 1
1.314.200

-

- 7,879,91 1
1.314.200

Total supporting services 9.194.1 11 9.194.1 1 1

Total functional expenses
Support of National programs

86,090,245
38.326

- - 86,090,245
38.326

Total operating expenses 86.128.571 86.128.571

Increase in net assets from operations 258,375

6

1,369,997 108,733 1,737,105



EASTER SEALS ̂ EW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS (CONTINUED)

Year Ended August 31, 2017

Other non-operating expenses, gains and losses:
Change in fair value of interest rate swaps
Net unrealized and realized gains

on investments

Increase in fair value of beneficial
interest in trust held by others

Loss on extinguishment of debt - see
note ID

Loss on sales and disposals of fixed assets
Other non-operating (losses) gains

Increase in net assets before effects of

discontinued operations

Loss from discontinued operations-
see note 14

Total increase in net assets

Net assets at beginning of year

Net assets at end of year

Temporarily Permanently
Unrestricted Restricted Restricted

846,306 $

426,221

(63,031)
(3,146)
00.987^

LI95.363

1,416,007

14.418.915

68,662

570

69.232

1,453,738 1,439,229

G7.73n

1,439,229

1.243.906

$

6,743

6.743

115,476

115,476

4.899.500

Total

846,306

494,883

6,743

(63,031)
(3,146)
riO.417^

1.271.338

3,008,443

f37.73n

2,970,712

20.562.321

s 23.^33.0^3

See accompanying notes.



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

Year Ended August 31, 2018

Salaries and related expenses
Professional fees

Supplies
Telephone
Postage and shipping
Occupancy
Outside printing, artwork and media
Travel

Conventions and meetings
Specific assistance to individuals
Dues and subscriptions
Minor equipment purchases

and equipment rental
Ads, fees and miscellaneous

Interest

Impairment
Depreciation and amortization

Public

Health

Education

$154,060

24,294

5,740

322

4,155

13,131

377

25,854

835

26,128

Program Services

Profes

sional

Education

$  -

Supporting Services

Total Program
and Supporting

Services Expenses

23,007

$254.896 $23.007

Manage
Direct ment and Fund-

Services Total General Raising Total 2018 2017

$61,117,128 $61,271,188 $5,640,588 $ 795,150 $6,435,738 $67,706,926 $64,079,038
6,805,177 6,829,471 1,788,439 179,045 1,967,484 8,796,955 8,622,061
2,316,899 2,322,639 59,138 34,427 93,565 2,416,204 2,237,582
407,445 407,767 214,507 3,538 218,045 625,812 618,922
21,029 25,184 20,926 8,648 29,574 54,758 61,251

2,137,530 2,137,530 328,405 61,165 389,570 2,527,100 2,344,933
16,639 29,770 3,206 17,718 20,924 50,694 85,288

2,364,492 2,364,869 21,991 5,703 27,694 2,392,563 2,331,929
170,210 219,071 16,649 22,009 38,658 257,729 257,381

1,121,594 1,121,594 8,599 - 8,599 1,130,193 1,122,534
18,734 18,734 43,834 2,920 46,754 65,488 37,212

265,539 266,374 93,885 3,568 97,453 363,827 350,979
355,489 381,617 18,373 4,281 22,654 404,271 432,543
829,763 829,763 194,859 - 194,859 1,024,622 986,384

— - - - - — 767,632
1.671.184 1.671.184 113.446 3.905 117.351 1.788.535 1.754.576

0.28% 0.03% 88.85%

Excludes expenses related to discontinued operations - see note 14.

See accompanying notes.

89.16% 9.56% 1.28% 10.84% 100.00% 100.00%



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

Year Ended August 31, 2017

Salaries and related expenses
Professional fees

Supplies
Telephone
Postage and shipping
Occupancy
Outside printing, artwork and media
Travel

Conventions and meetings
Specific assistance to individuals
Dues and subscriptions
Minor equipment purchases

and equipment rental
Ads, fees and miscellaneous

Interest

Impairment
Depreciation and amortization

Public

Health

Education

$164,816

49,613
4,514

108

5,503

16,940

491

20,911

59

16,999

220

Program Services

Profes

sional

Education

$  -

Supporting Services

30,599

(1)

$280.174 $30.599

0.33% 0.04% 88.95%

Excludes expenses related to discontinued operations - see note 14.

Total Program
and Supporting

Services Expenses

89.32% 9.15% 1.53% 10.68%

Manage
Direct ment and Fund-

Services Total General Raisine Total 2017

$57,633,534 $57,798,350 $5,291,100 $ 989,588 $6,280,688 $64,079,038
6,980,655 7,030,268 1,453,388 138,405 1,591,793 8,622,061
2,133,879 2,138,393 58,328 40,861 99,189 2,237,582
420,160 420,268 194,042 4,612 198,654 618,922
26,188 31,691 15,258 14,302 29,560 61,251

2,002,857 2,002,857 285,179 56,897 342,076 2,344,933
34,198 51,138 7,694 26,456 34,150 85,288

2,293,457 2,293,948 23,797 14,184 37,981 2,331,929
184,289 235,799 7,697 13,885 21,582 257,381

1,102,877 1,102,877 19,657 - 19,657 1,122,534
27,749 27,749 8,407 1,056 9,463 37,212

265,596 265,655 83,969 1,355 85,324 350,979
275,784 292,783 130,640 9,120 139,760 432,543
781,743 781,743 204,641 - 204,641 986,384
767,632 767,632 - - — 767,632

1.654.763 1.654.983 96.1 14 3.479 99.593 1.754.576

$76.585.361 $76.896.134 $7,879,911 $1.314.200 $9.194.111 $86.090.245

100.00%

See accompanying notes.



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Years Ended August 31, 2018 and 2017

2018 2017

Cash flows from operating activities:
Increase in net assets $ 3,084,622 $ 2,970,712
Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to

net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization 1,788,535 1,754,576
Impairment - 767,632
Bad debt provision 1,640,474 2,284,863
Bond issuance costs amortization 6,109 5,069
Increase in fair value of beneficial

interest in trust held by others (7,606) (6,743)
Net loss (gain) on sales and disposals of fixed assets 9,100 (3,329)
Loss on extinguishment of debt - 63,031
Change in fair value of interest rate swaps (869,089) (846,306)
Net unrealized and realized gains on investments (553,415) (494,883)
Temporarily restricted contributions (631,087) (2,025,590)
Permanently restricted contributions (51,350) (108,733)
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Program and other accounts receivable (3,417,878) (2,350,573)
Contributions receivable 86,551 468,453
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 1,076 31,026
Other assets 259,908 (363,547)
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 866,572 275,628
Deferred revenue (979,155) (41,683)
Other liabilities 242.867 225.770

Net cash provided by operating activities 1,476,234 2,605,373

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of fixed assets (2,145,080) (4,467,192)
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets

and property held for sale - 290,155
Change in investments, net (382,689) (200,721)
Change in assets limited as to use 535.158 (1.568.3251

Net cash used by investing activities (1,992,611) (5,946,083)

Cash flows from financing activities:
Repayment of long-term debt and capital lease obligation (2,029,914) (18,950,657)
Issuance of long-term debt, net of bond issuance costs - 22,081,045
Borrowings on lines of credit 610,319
Temporarily restricted contributions 631,087 2,025,590
Permanently restricted contributions 51.350 108.733

Net cash (used) provided by financing activities (737.1581 5.264.711
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS (CONTINUED)

Years Ended August 31, 2018 and 2017

2018 2017

(Decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents $ (1,253,535) $ 1,924,001

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 3.619.043 1.695.042

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year S 2.365.50R $ 3.619.043

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Interest paid S 1.021.000 S 942.000

See accompanying notes.

II



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

1. Corporate Organization and Purpose

Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. and Subsidiaries (Easter Seals NH) consists of various separate
nonprofit entities: Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. (parent and service corporation); Easter Seals Maine,
Inc. (Easter Seals ME); The Harbor Schools Incorporated (Harbor Schools) through August 31, 2018 (see
note 14); Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center; and Easter Seals Vermont, Inc. (Easter Seals
VT). Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. is the sole member of each subsidiary. Easter Seals NH is
affiliated with Easter Seals, Inc. (the national headquarters for the organization).

Effective October 26, 2016, Agency Realty, Inc. was dissolved and all properties were transferred to
Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc.

Easter Seals NH's purpose is to provide (I) programs and services for people with disabilities and other
special needs, (2) assistance to people with disabilities and their families, (3) assistance to communities
in identifying and developing needed services for residents, and (4) a climate of acceptance for people
with disabilities and other special needs which will enable them to contribute to the well-being of the
community. Easter Seals NH operates programs throughout New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont.

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Principles of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. and the
subsidiaries of which it is the sole member as described in note 1. Significant intercompany accounts and
transactions have been eliminated in consolidation.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Easter Seals NH considers all highly liquid securities purchased with an original maturity of 90 days or
less to be cash equivalents. Cash equivalents consist of cash, overnight repurchase agreements and money
market funds, excluding assets limited as to use.

The management of Easter Seals NH has implemented a practice to establish cash reserves on hand. As
of August 31, 2018 and 2017, approximately $2,277,000 and $ 1,705,000, respectively, of cash and cash
equivalents, and approximately $3,003,000 and $2,816,000, respectively, of investments were on-hand
under this practice. Because such funds are available and may be used in current operations, they have
been classified as current in the accompanying consolidated statements of financial position.

Easter Seals NH maintains its cash and cash equivalents in bank deposit accounts which, at times, may
exceed amounts guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Financial instruments which
subject Easter Seals to credit risk consist primarily of cash equivalents and investments. Easter Seals
NH's investment portfolio consists of diversified investments, which are subject to market risk.
Investments that exceeded 10% of investments include the Lord Abbett Short Duration Income A Fund
with a balance of$2,847,749 and $2,816,344 as of August 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Assets Limited as to Use and Investments

Assets limited as to use consists of cash and cash equivalents, short-term certificates of deposit with
original maturities greater than 90 days, but less than one year, and investments. Investments are stated
at fair value. Realized gains and losses on investments are computed on a specific identification basis.
The changes in net unrealized and realized gains and losses on investments are recorded in other non-
operating expenses, gains and losses in the accompanying consolidated statements of activities and
changes in net assets. Donated securities are stated at fair value determined at the date of donation.

Beneficial Interest in Trust

Easter Seals NH is the beneficiary of a trust held by others. Easter Seals NH has recorded as an asset the
fair value of its interest in the trust and such amount is included in permanently restricted net assets, based
on the underlying donor stipulations. The change in the interest due to fair value change is recorded
within other non-operating expenses, gains and losses as permanently restricted activity.

Fixed Assets

Fixed assets are recorded at cost less accumulated depreciation and amortization. Expenditures for
maintenance and repairs are charged to expense as incurred, and expenditures for major renovations are
capitalized. Depreciation is computed on the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the
underlying assets. Leasehold improvements and the carrying value of equipment financed by capital
leases are amortized using the straight-line method over the shorter of the lease term or the estimated
useful life of the asset.

Fixed assets obtained by Easter Seals NH as a result of acquisitions on or after September I, 201 1 are
recorded at estimated fair value as of the date of the acquisition in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles guidance for acquisitions by a not-for-profit entity.

Donated property and equipment not subject to donor stipulated conditions is recorded at fair value at the
date of donation. If donors stipulate how long the assets must be used, the contributions are recorded as
restricted support or, if significant uncertainties exist, as deferred revenue pending resolution of the
uncertainties. In the absence of such stipulations, contributions of property and equipment are recorded
as unrestricted support. See also note 7.

Intangible Assets and Lone-Lived Assets

Accounting rules require that intangible assets with estimable or determinable useful lives be amortized
over their respective estimated useful lives to their estimated residual values, and be reviewed by
management for impairment.

Amortization expense recognized in 2017 totaled $33,131 related to a patient list obtained in the
acquisition of Webster Place in 2012 (in May 2013, Webster Place was merged with Manchester
Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center).
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

When there is an indication of impairment, management considers whether long-lived assets are impaired
by comparing gross future undiscounted cash flows expected to be generated from utilizing the assets to
their carrying amounts. If cash flows are not sufficient to recover the carrying amount of the assets,
impairment has occurred and the assets are written down to their fair value. Significant estimates and
assumptions are required to be made by management in order to evaluate possible impairment.

Based on current facts, estimates and assumptions, management believed that the patient list was impaired
in 2017 and recorded $132,521 in impairment to write-off the remaining book value. Additionally,
management believed that certain fixed assets were impaired in 2017 and recorded $635,11 1 in
impairment related to those long-term assets. No other long-lived assets were deemed impaired at
August 31, 2018 and 2017.

Bond Issuance Costs

Bond issuance costs are being amortized to interest expense using the straight-line method over the
repayment period of the related bonds, or the expected time until the next refinancing, whichever Is
shorter. Interest expense recognized on the amortization of bond issuance costs during 2018 and 2017
was $6,109 and $5,069 respectively. The bond issuance costs are presented as a component of long-term
debt on the accompanying consolidated statement of financial position.

Revenue Recognition

Revenue generated from services provided to the public is reported at the estimated net realizable amounts
from clients, third-party payors and others based upon approved rates as services are rendered. A
significant portion of Easter Seals NH's revenues are derived through arrangements with third-party
payors. As such, Easter Seals NH is dependent on these payors in order to carry out its operating activities.
There is at least a reasonable possibility that recorded estimates could change by a material amount in the
near term. Differences between amounts previously estimated and amounts subsequently determined to
be recoverable or payable are included in other fees and grants in the year that such amounts become
known.

Revenues are recognized as earned, or attributable to the period in which specific terms of the funding
agreement are satisfied, and to the extent that expenses have been incurred for the purposes specified by
the funding source. Revenue balances in excess of the foregoing amounts are accounted for as deferred
revenue until any restrictions are met or allowable expenditures are incurred.

The allowance for doubtful accounts is provided based on an analysis by management of the collectability
of outstanding balances. Management considers the age of outstanding balances and past collection
efforts in determining the allowance for doubtful accounts. Accounts are charged against the allowance
for doubtful accounts when deemed uncollectible. The bad debt provision in 2018 and 2017 totaled
$1,640,474 and $2,284,863 respectively, and is recorded against fees and grants from governmental
agencies and others and contributions. The decrease in bad debt provision in 2018 is due to a shif^ to
third-party payors for services provided by Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center and changes in
payormix. See also note 5.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Easter Seals NH has agreements with third-party payors that provide for payment at amounts different
from its established rates. Payment arrangements include discounted charges and prospectively
determined payments. Contractual allowances for program and other accounts receivable at August 31,
2018 and 2017 were $12,719,900 and $8,302,300, respectively. The total contractual adjustments
provided in 2018 and 2017 totaled $50,711,300 and $42,812,400, respectively, and are recorded against
fees and grants from governmental agencies and others. The increase in contractual adjustments in 2017
and 2018 are primarily due to growth in services provided by Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation
Center and an increase in services being covered by third-party payors.

Unconditional contributions are recognized when pledged.

Advertisins

Easter Seals NH's policy is to expense advertising costs as incurred.

Functional Allocation ofExpenses

The costs of providing the various programs and other activities have been summarized on a functional
basis in the accompanying consolidated statements of activities and changes in net assets. Accordingly,
certain costs have been allocated among the programs and supporting services based mainly on time
records and estimates made by Easter Seals NH's management.

Charity Care (Unaudited)

Easter Seals NH has a formal charity care policy under which program fees are subsidized as determined
by the Board of Directors. Free and subsidized services are rendered in accordance with decisions made
by the Board of Directors and, at established charges, amounted to approximately $8,642,000 and
$6,701,000 for the years ended August 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

Income Taxes

Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc., Easter Seals ME, Easter Seals VT, Harbor Schools and Manchester
Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center are exempt from both federal and state income taxes under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Agency Realty, Inc., through to the date of its dissolution (see
note 1) received a determination letter from the Internal Revenue Service stating that it qualifies for tax-
exempt status under Section 501(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Tax-exempt organizations could be required to record an obligation for income taxes as the result of a tax
position historically taken on various tax exposure items including unrelated business income or tax
status. In accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America,
assets and liabilities are established for uncertain tax positions taken or positions expected to be taken in
income tax returns when such positions are judged to not meet the "more-likely-than-not" threshold, based
upon the technical merits of the position. '
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Management has evaluated tax positions taken by Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. and its subsidiaries
on their respective filed tax returns and concluded that the organizations have maintained their tax-exempt
status, do not have any significant unrelated business income, and have taken no uncertain tax positions
that require adjustment to or disclosure in the accompanying consolidated financial statements.

Use ofEstimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of
the financial statements. Estimates also affect the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the
reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates. Estimates are used in accounting for
the allowance for doubtful accounts, contractual allowances, workers' compensation liabilities and
contingencies.

Derivatives and Hed2im Activities

Accounting guidance requires that Easter Seals NH record as an asset or liability the fair value of the
interest rate swap agreement described in note 10. Easter Seals NH is exposed to repayment loss equal
to the net amounts receivable under the swap agreement (not the notional amount) in the event of
nonperformance of the other party to the swap agreement. However, Easter Seals NH does not anticipate
nonperformance and does not obtain collateral from the other party.

As of August 31, 2018 and 2017, Easter Seals NH had recognized a liability of $1,772,584 and
$2,641,673, respectively, as a result of the interest rate swap agreements discussed in note 10. As a result
of changes in the fair value of these derivative financial instruments, Easter Seals NH recognized an
increase in net assets of $869,089 and $846,306 for the years ended August31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively, in the accompanying consolidated statements of activity and changes in net assets.

Increase in Net Assets from Operations

For purposes of display, transactions deemed by management to be ongoing, major or central to the
provision of services are reported as revenue and expenses that comprise the increase in net assets from
operations. The primary transactions reported as other non-operating expenses, gains and losses include
the adjustment to fair value of interest rate swaps, the change in the fair value of beneficial interest in
trust held by others, gains and losses on sales and disposals of fixed assets, and net realized and unrealized
gains and losses on investments.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Recent Accounting Pronouncements

In May 2014, the FASB issued No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (ASU 2014-09),
which requires revenue to be recognized when promised goods or services are transferred to customers in
amounts that reflect the consideration to which Easter Seals NH expects to be entitled in exchange for
those goods and services. ASU 2014-09 will replace most existing revenue recognition guidance when it
becomes effective. ASU 2014-09 is effective for Easter Seals NH on September I, 2019. ASU 2014-09
permits the use of either the retrospective or cumulative effect transition method. Management is
currently evaluating the impact that ASU 2014-09 will have on Easter Seals NH's consolidated financial
statements.

In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842), which requires that lease
arrangements longer than twelve months result in an entity recognizing an asset and liability. The
pronouncement is effective for Easter Seals NH beginning September 1, 2020, with early adoption
permitted. The guidance may be adopted retrospectively. Management is currently evaluating the impact
this guidance will have on Easter Seals NH's consolidated financial statements.

In August 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 20\6-\4, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958): Presentation of
Financial Statements ofNot-for-Profit Entities (ASU 2016-14). Under ASU 2016-14, there is a change
in presentation and disclosure requirements for not-for-profit entities to provide more relevant
information about their resources (and the changes in those resources) to donors, grantors, creditors, and
other users. These include qualitative and quantitative requirements in net asset classes, investment
return, expenses, liquidity and availability of resources and presentation of operating cash flows. ASU
2016-14 is effective for Easter Seals NH on September 1, 2018. Management is currently evaluating the
impact of the pending adoption of ASU 2016-14 on Easter Seals NH's consolidated financial statements.

In June 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-08, Clarifying the Scope and the Accounting Guidancefor
Contributions Received and Contributions Made. Due to diversity in practice, ASU 2018-08 clarifies the
definition of an exchange transaction as well as the criteria for evaluating whether contributions are
unconditional or conditional. ASU 2018-08 is effective for Easter Seals NH on September I, 2019, with
early adoption permitted. Easter Seals NH is currently evaluating the impact that ASU 2018-08 will have
on its consolidated financial statements.

Subsequent Events

Events occurring af^er the statement of financial position date are evaluated by management to determine
whether such events should be recognized or disclosed in the consolidated financial statements.
Management has evaluated events occurring between the end of Easter Seals NH's fiscal year end and
December 4,2018, the date these consolidated financial statements were available to be issued. See also

note 15.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 20 i 8 and 2017

3. Classification of Net Assets

in accordance with the Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA), net assets
are classified and reported based on the existence or absence of donor-imposed restrictions. Gifts are
reported as either temporarily or permanently restricted support if they are received with donor
stipulations that limit the use of donated assets. Temporarily restricted net assets are those whose use by
Easter Seals NH has been limited by donors to a specific time period or purpose. When a donor restriction
expires (when a stipulated time restriction ends or purpose restriction is accomplished), temporarily
restricted net assets are reclassifled as unrestricted net assets and reported In the consolidated statements
of activities and changes In net assets as net assets released from restrictions. Permanently restricted net
assets have been restricted by donors to be maintained by Easter Seals NH in perpetuity, the income from
which is expendable to support all activities of the organization, or as stipulated by the donor.

Donor-restricted contributions whose restrictions are met within the same year as received are reported
as unrestricted contributions in the accompanying consolidated financial statements.

In accordance with UPMIFA, Easter Seals NH considers the following factors in making a determination
to appropriate or accumulate donor-restricted endowment funds: (a) the duration and preservation of the
fund; (b) the purpose of the organization and the donor-restricted endowment fund; (c) general economic
conditions; (d) the possible effect of inflation and deflation; (e) the expected total return from income and
the appreciation of investments; (f) other resources of the organization; and (g) the investment policies of
the organization.

Endowment Net Asset Composition bv Type ofFund

The major categories of endowment funds at August 31, 2018 and 2017 are as follows:

2018

Camping program
Other programs
Operations

Total endowment net assets

2017

Camping program
Other programs
Operations

Total endowment net assets

Temporarily
Restricted

$ 4,760

61,066

Permanently
Restricted Total

S6S.826

$ 4,052
52,585

$  365,969 $ 370,729

464,175 525,241
4.055.536 4.055.536

$4.885.680 $4.951.506

$ 365,969 $ 370,021
430,204 482,789

3.994.823 3.994.823

S4.79Q.996 $4.847.633



EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTpS TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

3. Classification of Net Assets (Continued^

Chanses in Endowment Net Assets

During the years ended August 31, 2018 and 2017, Easter Seals NH had the following endowment-related
activities:

Temporarily
Restricted

Permanently
Restricted Total

Net endowment assets, August 31, 2016

Investment return:

Investment income, net of fees
Net appreciation (realized and unrealized)

Contributions

Appropriated for expenditure

Net endowment assets, August 31, 2017

Investment return:

Investment income, net of fees

Net appreciation (realized and unrealized)
Contributions

Appropriated for expenditure

Net endowment assets, August 31, 2018

$  15,046 $4,640,631 $4,655,677

25,641

20,017

(4.067)

56,637

75,165

25,632

(91.608)

150,365

25,641

20,017

150,365

(4.067)

4,790,996 4,847,633

94,684

75,165

25,632

94,684

(91.608)

$4.885.680 $4.951.506

In addition to endowment net assets, Easter Seals NH also maintains non-endowed funds. The major
categories of non-endowment funds, at August 31, 2018 and 2017 are as follows:

Total Non-

Temporarily Permanently Endowment
RestrictedUnrestricted Restricted Net Assets

2018

Veterans program
Other programs
Operations

Total non-endowment net assets

2017

Veterans program
Other programs
Operations

Total non-endowment net assets

19.284.594

$1,129,223

291,994

772.086

SI 9.284.594 $2.193.303

15.834.922

$ 715,361

184,462

1.726.675

S2.626.498

$

188.252

$188.252

$

223.980

$223.980

$ 1,129,223
291,994

20.244.932

S21.666.149

$  715,361

184,462

17.785.577

SlS-68.5.400
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

3. Classification of Net Assets (Continued)

From time to time, the fair value of assets associated with individual donor-restricted endowment funds
may fall below the level that the donor requires Easter Seals NH to retain as a fund of permanent duration.
Deficiencies of this nature are reported in unrestricted net Eissets. There were no deficiencies between the
fair value of the investments of the endowment funds and the level required by donor stipulation at
August 31, 2018 or 2017.

Investment and Spending Policies

Easter Seals NH has adopted investment and spending policies for endowment assets that attempt to
provide a predictable stream of funding to programs supported by its endowment while seeking to
maintain the purchasing power of the endowment assets. Endowment assets include those assets of donor-
restricted funds that Easter Seals NH must hold in perpetuity or for a donor-specified period. Under this
policy, as approved by the Board of Directors, the endowment assets are invested in a manner that is
intended to produce results that exceed the price and yield results of an appropriate market index while
assuming a moderate level of investment risk. Easter Seals NH expects its endowment funds to provide
an average rate of return over a five year period equal to the rate of 2% over the inflation rate. Actual
returns in any given year may vary from this amount.

To satisfy its long-term rate-of-retum objectives, Easter Seals NH relies on a total return strategy in which
investment returns are achieved through both capital appreciation (realized and unrealized) and current
yield (interest and dividends). Easter Seals NH targets a diversified asset allocation that places a greater
emphasis on equity-based investments to achieve its long-term return objectives within prudent risk
constraints.

Easter Seals NH may appropriate for distribution some or all of the earnings and appreciation on its
endowment for funding of operations. In establishing this policy, Easter Seals NH considered the
objective to maintain the purchasing power of the endowment assets held in perpetuity or for a specified
term as well as to, so long as it would not detract from Easter Seals NH's critical goals and initiatives,
provide additional real growth through new gifts and investment return.

4. Contributions Receivable

Contributions receivable from donors as of August 31, 2018 and 2017 are $599,597 and $946,055,
respectively, net of an allowance for doubtful accounts of $66,600 and $87,500, respectively. The long-
term portion of contributions receivable are recorded in other assets in the accompanying consolidated
statements of financial position. Gross contributions are due as follows at August 31, 2018:

2019 $562,557
2020 63,940

2021 36,200

2022 3.500

£666.197
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

5. Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Revenues

Revenues related to providing health services are recorded net of contractual allowances, discounts and
any provision for bad debts. Substantially all such adjustments in 2018 and 2017 are related to Manchester
Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center. An estimated breakdown of Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation

Center's revenue, net of contractual allowances, discounts and provision for bad debts recorded in fees
and grants from governmental agencies and others recognized in 2018 and 2017 from major payor
sources, is as follows:

2018

Private payors (includes coinsurance
and deductibles)

Medicaid

Medicare

Self-pay

2017

Private payors (includes coinsurance
and deductibles)

Medicaid

Medicare

Self-pay

Gross

Revenues

$33,571,171
31,615,594

85,060
275.991

$33,264,634

23,941,745

577,683

632.930

S-^«-4I6.992

Contractual

Allowances

and

Discounts

$(20,973,855)
(27,988,142)

(8,159)
(168.460^

Provision

for

Bad Debts

$(1,057,046)
(148,056)

r85.872^

Revenues. Net

$11,540,270

3,479,396

76,901

21.659

^(49.138.616^ $(1.290.974^ SI5.II8.226

$(21,055,057)
(20,604,836)

(18.639)
(98.180^

$(1,855,504)
(164,539)

(87)
(209.128^

$10,354,073
3,172,370

558,957
325.622

$11.111,

6. Leases

Qperatins

Easter Seals NH leases certain assets under various arrangements which have been classified as operating
leases. Total expense under all leases (including month-to-month leases) was approximately $1,016,000
and $ 1,046,000 for the years ended August 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively. Some of these leases have
terms which include renewal options, and others may be terminated at Easter Seals NH's option without
substantial penalty. Future minimum payments required under the leases in effect at August 31, 2018,
through the remaining contractual term of the underlying lease agreements, are as follows:

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

$741,937
456,177
311,365
224,162

31,706
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

6. Leases (Continued"!

Capital

In 2015, Easter Seals NH entered into a three year lease agreement with a bank for certain computer
equipment. This lease ended in 2018. Payments made under this agreement for the years ended
August 31, 2018 and 2017 were $20,995 and $60,617, respectively. The assets are fully amortized as of
August 31, 2018. The carrying value of assets recorded under the capital lease totaled $ 17,533, net of
accumulated amortization of $ 161,286 at August 31,2017. Amortization expense related to the above
capital lease is a component of depreciation expense in the accompanying consolidated statements of
functional expenses. Interest expense recognized on the capital lease in 2018 and 2017 was insignificant.

7. Fixed Assets

Fixed assets consist of the following at August 3

2018 2017

Buildings $ 30,906,387 $ 27,501,343
Land and land improvements 3,331,184 2,989,333
Leasehold improvements 140,442 120,539
Office equipment and furniture 9,380,281 8,609,250
Vehicles 2,641,876 2,750,511
Construction in progress 177.686 2.806.165

46,577,856 44,777,141
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization ("17.782.0701 (" 16.328.8001

S 28.795.786 $ 28.448.341

Depreciation and amortization expense related to fixed assets totaled $ 1,788,535 and $ 1,721,445 in 2018
and 2017, respectively.

During 2012, Easter Seals NH received a donated building with an estimated fair value of approximately
$1,100,000. Under the terms of the donation, for a period of six years, Easter Seals NH must continue to
use the building as a child care center. Should Easter Seals NH cease to operate the program, or wish to
sell or donate the property, Easter Seals NH must first provide the donor with the opportunity to purchase
the property for $1. The contribution representing the fair value of the building was recorded as deferred
revenue at August 31, 2017. As of December 2017 the terms of the donation were met and Easter Seals
NH recognized the remaining balance of $937,292 in unrestricted contributions.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

8. Investments and Assets Limited as to Use

investments and assets limited as to use, at fair value, are as follows at August 31:

2018 2017

Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,200,834 $  1,873,318
Marketable equity securities 1,716,059 1,450,878

Mutual funds 14,084,488 13,244,995

Corporate and foreign bonds 873,487 940,042

Government and agency securities 460.528 425.217

18,335,396 17,934,450
Less; assets limited as to use f2.555.2501 0.090.4081

Total investments, at fair value SI 4.844.042

The composition of assets limited as to use at August 31, 2018 and 2017 is set forth in the table shown
below at fair value. The portion of assets limited as to use that is required for obligations classified as
current liabilities is reported in current assets.

2018 2017

Under a deferred compensation plan (see note 9):
Investments $1,660,727 $1,417,727

Maintained in escrow to make required payments
on revenue bonds (see note 10):

Cash and cash equivalents 894.523 1.672.681

Total assets limited as to use $2.555.250 $3.090.408

The principal components of investment income and net realized and unrealized gains included in
continuing operations and other non-operating expenses, gains and losses are summarized below.

2018 2017

Unrestricted investment income and unrealized

and realized gains on investments:
Dividend and interest income $ 575,571 $ 546,014
Net unrealized gains 164,958 305,131
Net realized gains 312.824 121.090

1,053,353 972,235
Restricted investment income and unrealized

and realized gains on investments:
Dividend and interest income 15,711 10,746

Net unrealized gains 14,335 51,569
Net realized gains 61.298 17.093

91.344 79.408

S 1-144.697 $1.051.643
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31,2018 and 2017

9. Retirement Plans

Easter Seals NH maintains a Section 403(b) Plan (a defined contribution retirement plan), which covers
substantially all employees. Eligible employees may contribute any whole percentage of their annual
salary. Easter Seals NH makes a matching contribution for eligible employees equal to 100% of the
participants' elective deferrals limited to 2% of the participants' allowable compensation each pay period.
The combined amount of employer and employee contributions is subject by law to annual maximum
amounts. The employer match was approximately $579,000 and $479,000 for the years ended August 31,
2018 and 2017, respectively.

Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. offers, to certain management personnel, the option to participate in
an Internal Revenue Code Section 457 Deferred Compensation Plan to which the organization may make
a discretionary contribution. The employees' accounts are not available until termination, retirement,
death or an unforeseeable emergency. Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. contributed approximately
$99,500 and $ 106,000 to this plan during the years ended August 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively. The
assets and liabilities associated with this plan were $1,660,727 and $1,417,727 at August31, 2018 and
2017, respectively, and are included within assets limited as to use and other liabilities in the
accompanying consolidated statements of financial position.

10. Borrowings

Borrowings consist of the following at August 31:

2018 2017

Revenue Bonds, Series 2016A, tax exempt, issued through the New
Hampshire Health and Education Facilities Authority (NHHEFA),
with an annual LlBOR-based variable rate equal to the sum of
(a) 0.6501 times one-month LIBOR, plus (b) 0.6501 times 2.45%
(2.95% at August 31, 2018), due in annual principal payments
increasing from $40,417 to $62,917 with a final payment of
$6,875,413 due in May 2027, secured by a pledge of all gross
revenues and negative pledge of cash, investments and real estate. $ 12,226,664 $ 12,705,000

Revenue Bonds, Series 2016B, tax exempt, issued through NHHEFA,
with a fixed rate at 3.47%, annual principal payments continually
increasing from $15,810 to $21,180 with a final payment of
$5,404,249 due in May 2027, secured by a pledge of all gross
revenues and negative pledge of cash, investments and real estate. 7,724,289 9,052,520

Various notes payable to a bank with fixed interest rates ranging from
2.24% to 2.50%, various principal and interest payments ranging
from $11 1 to $2,923 payable monthly through dates ranging from
September 2018 through September 2021, secured by vehicles with
a net book value of$267,979 at August 31, 2018. 179,929 312,440
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

10. Borrowings (Continued^

2018 2017

Mortgage note payable to a bank with a fixed rate of 3.25%. Principal
and interest of $12,200 payable monthly, due in February 2030,
secured by an interest in certain property with a net book value of
$4,883,943 at August 31, 2018. $ 2.285.333 $ 2.355.174

22,416,215 24,425,134

Less current portion 1,241,671 2,008,973
Less net unamortized bond issuance costs 124.946 131.055

Principal payments on long-term debt for each of the following years ending August 31 are as follows:

2019 $ 1,241,671
2020 857,166
2021 881,731
2022 876,813
2023 914,374
Thereafter 17.644.460

$22.416.215

Lines ofCredit and Other Financing Arrangements

Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc. had an agreement with a bank for a $500,000 nonrevolving equipment
line of credit. The line of credit was used to ftind the purchase of New Hampshire titled vehicles for use
by Easter Seals NH through April 2, 2014. The interest rate charged on outstanding borrowings was at a
fixed rate at the then prime rate minus 0.75% for maturities up to a five-year term. Upon maturity of this
agreement, the balances outstanding under the note payable at August 31, 2014 were converted to various
term notes secured by vehicles, as described above. Included in long-term debt are three notes payable
totaling $7,185 and four notes payable totaling $58,244 at August 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

Easter Seals New Hampshire, inc. also has an agreement with a bank for a $500,000 revolving equipment
line, which can be used to fund the purchase of New Hampshire titled vehicles for use by Easter Seals
NH on demand. Advances are converted to term notes as utilized. The interest rate charged on
outstanding borrowings is at a fixed rate equal to the then Business Vehicle Rate at the time of the advance
for maturities up to a five year term. Included in long-term debt are twenty-four notes payable totaling
$172,744 and twenty-five notes payable totaling $254,196 at August 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively,
that originated under this agreement. Availability under this agreement at August 31, 2018 and 2017 is
$327,256 and $245,804, respectively.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

10. Borrowings (Continued)

On August 31, 2015, Easter Seals NH entered into a revolving line of credit with a bank. Borrowing
availability is up to $4 million (a portion of which is secured by available letters of credit of $38,000).
Outstanding advances are due on demand. The interest rate charged on outstanding borrowings was at
LIBOR rounded up to the nearest one-eighth of one percent plus 2.25%, subsequently amended twice
(once in January 2017 to LIBOR rounded up to the nearest one-eighth of one percent plus 2.10% and in
May 2018 to LIBOR rounded up to the nearest one-eighth of one percent plus 1.90%) (4.03% at
August 31, 2018). Under an event of default, the interest rate will increase from LIBOR plus 1.90% to
LIBOR plus 5.25%. The line is secured by a first priority interest in all business assets of Easter Seals
New Hampshire, Inc. with guarantees from Easter Seals VT and Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation
Center. The agreement requires that collective borrowings under the line of credit be reduced to
$ 1,000,000 for 30 consecutive days during each calendar year. Amounts outstanding under this revolving
line of credit agreement at August 31, 2018 were $610,319. There was no outstanding balance at
August 31, 2017.

NHHEFA 2016A and20I6B Revenue Bonds

On December 20, 2016, Easter Seals NH issued $13,015,000 in Series 2016A Tax Exempt Revenue
Bonds. These bonds were used to refinance the Series 2004A Revenue Bonds.

Also, on December 20, 2016, Easter Seals NH issued $9,175,000 in Series 2016B Tax Exempt Revenue
Bonds. The bonds were issued to refinance an existing mortgage and to obtain funds for certain planned
capital projects.

In connection with the refinancing of the 2004A revenue bonds in 2017, Easter Seals NH incurred a loss
on extinguishment of debt totaling $63,031, primarily related to the write-off of certain unamortized bond
issuance costs.

Mortgage Notes Payable

On February 18,2015, Easter Seals NH and Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center entered into a
$2,480,000 mortgage note payable to finance the acquisition of certain property located in Franklin, New
Hampshire. The initial interest rate charged is fixed at 3.25%. Monthly principal and interest payments
are $! 2,200, and all remaining outstanding principal and interest is due on February 18, 2030. The note
is secured by the property.

Interest Rate Swap Agreement

Easter Seals NH has an interest rate swap agreement with a bank in connection with the Series 2004A
NHHEFA Revenue Bonds. On December 1, 2016, an amendment to this agreement was executed in
anticipation of the refinancing of the 2004A revenue bonds to change the interest rate charged from 3.54%
to 3.62% and the floating rate from LIBOR times 0.67 to LIBOR times 0.6501. The swap agreement had
an outstanding notional amount of $12,226,664 and $12,705,000 at August 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively, which reduces in conjunction with principal reductions until the agreement is terminated in
November 2034.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

10. Borrowings (Continued)

The fair value of the above interest rate swap agreement totaled $ 1,772,584 and $2,641,673 at August 31,
2018 and 2017, respectively, $244,261 and $348,636 of which was current at August 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively. During the years ended August 31, 2018 and 2017 net payments required by the agreement
totaled $323,938 and $401,992, respectively. These payments have been included in interest expense
within the accompanying consolidated statements of activities and changes in net assets. See note 13 with
respect to fair value determinations.

Debt Covenants

In connection with the bonds, lines of credit and various other notes payable described above, Easter Seals
NH is required to comply with certain financial covenants including, but not limited to, minimum liquidity
and debt service coverage ratios. At August 31,2018, Easter Seals NH was in compliance with restrictive
covenants specified under the NHHEFA bonds and other debt obligations.

II. Donated Services

A number of volunteers have donated their time in connection with Easter Seals NH's program services
and fundraising campaigns. However, no amounts have been reflected in the accompanying consolidated
financial statements for such donated services, as no objective basis is available to measure the value.

12. Related Party Transactions

Easter Seals NH is a member of Easter Seals, Inc. Membership fees to Easter Seals, Inc. were $39,036
and $38,326 for the years ended August 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, and are reflected as support of
National programs on the accompanying consolidated statements of activities and changes In net assets.

13. Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Fair value of a financial instrument is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid
to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at their measurement date. In
determining fair value, Easter Seals NH uses various methods including market, income and cost
approaches, and utilizes certain assumptions that market participants would use in pricing the asset or
liability, including assumptions about risk and the risks inherent in factors used in the valuation. These
factors may be readily observable, market corroborated, or generally unobservable. Easter Seals NH
utilizes valuation techniques that maximize the use of observable factors and minimizes the use of
unobservable factors.
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CASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

13. Fair Value of Financial Instruments (Continued)

Certain of Easter Seals NH's financial instruments are reported at fair value, which include beneficial
interest held in trust, investments and the interest rate swap, and are classified by levels that rank the
quality and reliability of the information used to determine fair value:

Level I - Valuations for financial instruments traded in active exchange markets, such as the New
York Stock Exchange. Valuations are obtained from readily available pricing sources for market

transactions involving identical instruments.

Level 2 - Valuations for financial instruments traded in less active dealer or broker markets.

Valuations are obtained from third party pricing services for identical or similar instruments.

Level 3 - Valuations for financial instruments derived from other methodologies, including option
pricing models, discounted cash flow models and similar techniques, and not based on market
exchange, dealer or broker traded transactions. Level 3 valuations incorporate certain assumptions
and projections in determining fair value.

The following describes the valuation methodologies used to measure financial assets and liabilities at
fair value. The levels relate to valuation only and do not necessarily indicate a measure of investment
risk. There have been no changes in the methodologies used by Easter Seals NH at August 31, 2018 and
2017.

Investments and Assets Limited as to Use

Cash and cash equivalents are deemed to be Level I. The fair values of marketable equity securities, and
mutual funds that are based upon quoted prices in active markets for identical assets are reflected as
Level I. Investments in certain government and agency securities and corporate and foreign bonds where
securities are transparent and generally are based upon quoted prices in active markets are valued by the
investment managers and reflected as Level 2.

Beneficial Interest in Trust Held bv Others

The beneficial interest in trust held by others has been assigned fair value levels based on the fair value
levels of the underlying investments within the trust. The fair values of marketable equity securities,
money market and mutual funds are based upon quoted prices in active markets for identical assets and
are reflected as Level I. Investments in marketable equity securities and mutual funds where securities
are transparent and generally are based upon quoted prices in active markets are valued by the Investment
managers and reflected as Level 2.

Interest Rate Swap Agreement

The fair value for the interest rate swap liability is included in Level 3 and is estimated by the counterparty
using industry standard valuation models. These models project future cash flows and discount the fiiture
amounts to present value using market-based observable inputs, including interest rates.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

13. Fair Value of Financial Instruments (Continued)

At August 31,2018 and 2017, Easter Seals NH's assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring
basis were classified as follows:

Level 1 Level 2

2018

Assets;

Assets limited as to use and investments

at fair value:

Level 3

Government and agency securities

Beneficial interest in trust held by others:
Money market funds
Marketable equity securities:

Large-cap
Mutual funds:

Domestic fixed income

Liabilities:

Interest rate swap agreement

460.528

7,096 $

71,948,

$1.334.015 $,

-  $

23.924

Total

Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,200,834 $ - $ - $ 1,200,834
Marketable equity securities:

Large-cap 1,182,262 - 1,182,262
International 533,797 - 533,797

Mutual funds, open-ended:
Short-term fixed income 4,387,471 — 4,387,471
Intermediate-term bond fund 1,037,1 10 — 1,037,110
High yield bond fund 81,169 - 81,169
Foreign bond 30,620 - 30,620
Government securities 377,563 — 377,563
Emerging markets bond 56,094 - 56,094
International equities 1,091,145 - 1,091,145
Domestic, large-cap 1,1 13,968 - 1,113,968
Domestic, small-cap 269,615 - 269,615
Domestic, multl alt 736,276 - 736,276
Real estate fund 197,057 — 197,057

Mutual funds, closed-ended:

Domestic, large-cap 3,172,644 - 3,172,644
Domestic, mid-cap 588,528 - 588,528
Domestic, small-cap 428,019 — 428,019
International equity 517,209 - 517,209

Corporate and foreign bonds 873,487 - 873,487

460.528

7,096

71,948

23.924

S: 22^ $ 23.924 $ ^

$  ̂ 5 ^ SI-772.584

$  102.968
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August 31, 2018 and 2017

13. Fair Value of Financial Instruments (Continued!

ND SUBSIDIARIES

STATEMENTS

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

2017

Assets:

Assets limited as to use and investments

at fair value:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,873,318 S - S $ 1,873,318
Marketable equity securities:

Large-cap 1,139,744 - - 1,139,744
International 31 1,134 - - 311,134

Mutual funds, open-ended:
Short-term fixed income 4,254,127 - — 4,254,127
Intermediate-term bond fund 1,098,931 —

— 1,098,931

High yield bond fund 52,926 -

- 52,926

Foreign bond 34,863 -
- 34,863

Government securities 491,892 -
- 491,892

Emerging markets bond 64,867 - - 64,867

International equities 977,737 - — 977,737
Domestic, large-cap 859,050 -

- 859,050

Domestic, small-cap 339,680 -

- 339,680

Domestic, multi alt 861,055 - - 861,055
Real estate fund 188,220 -

- 188,220

Mutual funds, closed-ended:

Domestic, large-cap 2,949,475 -
- 2,949,475

Domestic, mid-cap 499,421 - - 499,421
Domestic, small-cap 240,364 — - 240,364

Fixed Income and bond 4,577 -
- 4,577

International equity 327,810 -
- 327,810

Corporate and foreign bonds -  ' 940,042 - 940,042

Government and agency securities — 425.217 — 425.217

X XI 7.934.450

Beneficial interest in trust held by others:
Money market funds $  7,943 $ - $ $  7,943
Marketable equity securities:

Large-cap 66,063 - - 66,063
Mutual funds:

Domestic fixed income _ 21.357 _ 21.357

X  74.006 X  21.357 X X  95.363

Liabilities:

Interest rate swap agreement S $ _ X2.641.673 X 2.641.673
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

13. Fair Value of Financial Instruments (Continued)

The table below sets forth a summary of changes in the fair value of Easter Seals NH's Level 3 liabilities
for the years ended August 31, 2018 and 2017:

Interest

Rate Swap

Ending balance, August 31,2016 $ (3,487,979)

Unrealized gain, net 846.306

Ending balance, August 31, 2017 (2,641,673)

Unrealized gain, net 869.089

Ending balance, August 31, 2018 $0.772.5841

14. Discontinued Operations

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include various programs and entities that are
reported as discontinued operations, as follows:

•  On January 25, 2012, the Board of Directors of Easter Seals NH voted to close Harbor Schools
and cease all operations of this subsidiary. Effective August 31, 2018 the dissolution of Harbor
Schools was finalized.

•  On June 23 2017, Easter Seals NH sold the last property at 57 Webster Street.

The management of Easter Seals NH has determined that the closure of each of these programs/entities
met the criteria for classification as discontinued operations. The decisions to close the programs/entities
were based on performance factors.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

14. Discontinued Operations (Continued!

The summary statement of financial position for Harbor Schools as of August 31, 2017 was as follows:

Harbor

Schools

Total assets S201,786
Net assets:

Unrestricted 149,764
Temporarily restricted 28,196
Permanently restricted 23,826

There were no remaining balances as of August 31,2018 for Harbor Schools noted above for purposes of
summary statement of financial position presentation.

Summary statements of activities for each of the above discontinued programs/entities for the years ended
August 31, 2018 and 2017 are as follows:

Harbor Schools New Hampshire

2018 2017 2018 2017

Total public support and revenue $ 1,203 $ 1,123 $ - $ -
Operating expenses - (10,035) - (34,741)
Other non-operating expenses (1,771) (553)
Gain on sale of properties, net - - - 6.475

Loss from discontinued operations S (568) S ('9.465't S - £('28.2661

In addition, the accompanying consolidated financial statements include losses from various other
discontinued operations totaling $7,712 in 2018.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

August 31, 2018 and 2017

15. Acquisition of The Homemakers Health Services. Inc.

On May 4, 2018, Easter Seals NH entered into a letter of intent to affiliate with The Homemakers Health
Services, Inc. (the Organization). On September 1, 2018, Easter Seals NH acquired the Organization for
no consideration. The Organization was not controlled by Easter Seals NH prior to this agreement. This
affiliation will be accounted for in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles guidance on
acquisitions by a not-for-profit entity. The Homemakers Health Services, Inc. had total net operating
revenue of approximately $289,000 (unaudited) for the two months ended August 31, 2018, and
$2,330,000 for year ended June 30, 2018. The financial position of The Homemakers Health Services,
Inc. as of September I, 2018 (unaudited), is as follows:

(Unaudited")

Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 119,865
Other current assets 148,613
Fixed assets, net 1.030.882

Total assets £1.299.360

Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 51,250
Accrued expenses and other liabilities 107,746
Debt 125.685

Total liabilities 284,681

Net assets:

Unrestricted net assets 1.014.679

Total liabilities and net assets
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

August 31, 2018

ASSETS

Current assets:

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments, at fair value
Accounts receivable from affiliates

Program and other accounts receivable, net
Contributions receivable, net
Current portion of assets limited as to use
Prepaid expenses and other current assets

Total current assets

Assets limited as to use, net of current portion

Fixed assets, net

Investments, at fair value

Beneficial interest in trust held by others
and other assets

Harbor

* New Schools, Elimin

Hamoshire Vermont Maine Inc. ations Total

$ 2,327,419 $  29,169 $ 8,920 $ - $ $ 2,365,508
3,002,574 - - - — 3,002,574
2,335,205 1,450,563 - - (3,785,768) _

10,427,498 566,808 89,283 - — 1 1,083,589
492,283 1,020 2,654 — _ 495,957
894,523 -

- - — 894,523
389.913 13.440 28.427 _ 431.780

19,869,415 2,061,000 129,284 - (3,785,768) 18,273,931

1,641,337 19,390
-

- - 1,660,727

28,725,627 51,923 18,236 -
- 28,795,786

12,777,572 - - — _ 12,777,572

206.608 206.608

1-714,624
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LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Total net assets (deficit)

* New

Hamoshire Vermont

Current liabilities;

Line of credit $  610,319 $
Accounts payable 2,709,560 12,816
Accrued expenses 5,295,718 8,054
Accounts payable to affiliates
Deferred revenue 685,999 11,540
Current portion of interest rate swap agreements 244,261 —

Current portion of long-term debt 1.241.671 -

Total current liabilities 10,787,528 32,410

Other liabilities 1,641,337 19,390
Interest rate swap agreements, less current portion 1,528,323 —

Long-term debt, less current portion, net 21.049.598
-

Total liabilities 35,006,786 51,800

Net assets (deficit):
Unrestricted 20,883,776 2,075,949
Temporarily restricted 2,256,065 4,564
Permanently restricted 5.073.932 -

Maine

187

31,085

3,785,768

7,111

3,824,151

3,824,151

(3,675,131)
(1,500)

28.213.773 2.080.513 (3.676.63 0

S63.220.559 S 2.132.313 $ 147.520

Harbor

Schools,
Inc.

$ -

Elimin

ations

(3,785,768)

S(3.785.768^

Total

$  610,319
2,722,563

5,334,857

704,650

244,261
I.24I.67I

(3,785,768) 10,858,321

1,660,727
1,528,323

^ 21.049.598

(3,785,768) 35,096,969

19,284,594

2,259,129
•5.073.932

26.617.655

Includes Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

August 31, 2017

ASSETS

Harbor

* New Schools, Elimin

Hampshire Vermont Maine Inc. ations Total
Current assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 3,589,555 $  19,385 $ 10,103 $ $ $ 3,619,043
Short-term investments, at fair value 2,816,344 — _ _ 2,816,344
Accounts receivable from affiliates 1,489,181 1,668,124 — 149,764 (3,307,069)
Program and other accounts receivable, net 8,599,952 691,294 14,939 _ 9,306,185
Contributions receivable, net 568,342 920 13,246 582,508
Current portion of assets limited as to use 1,566,680 — 1,566,680
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 389.372 12.775 30.710 _ 432.857

Total current assets 19,019,426 2,392,498 68,998 149,764 (3,307,069) 18,323,617

Assets limited as to use, net of current portion 1,511,218 12,510 - - - 1,523,728

Fixed assets, net 28,359,254 75,573 13,514 -
- 28,448,341

Investments, at fair value 11,975,676 - - 52,022
- 12,027,698

Beneficial interest in trust held by others
and other assets 458.909 —

-
— _ 458.909

S201.786 $n.307.069^ $60.782.293
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LIABILITIES AND NET ASSRTS

Current liabilities:

Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Accounts payable to affiliates
Deferred revenue

Current portion of capital lease obligation
Current portion of interest rate swap agreements
Current portion of long-term debt

Total current liabilities

Other liabilities

Interest rate swap agreements, less current portion
Long-term debt, less current portion, net

Total liabilities

Net assets (deficit):
Unrestricted

Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted

Total net assets (deficit)

* New

Hampshire Vermont

$ 2,388,870 $ 25,812 $
4,750,875

1,635,253

20,995

348,636
2.008.973

11,153,602

1,405,350
2,293,037

22.285.106

37,137,095

33,557

59,369

12,510

16,553,419 2,401,641
2,642,819 7,061
4.991.150

24.187.388 2.408.702

$61 ■324.483 $2.480.581

Maine

2,554 $
22,737

3,307,069
14,995

3,347,355

71,879 3,347,355

Harbor
Schools,

Inc.

(3,269,902)
5,059

149,764
28,196
23.826

(3.264.8431 201.786

Elimin-
ations

(3,307,069)

Total

$ 2,417,236
4,773,612

1,683,805
20,995

348,636
2.008.973

(3,307,069) 11,253,257

1,417,860
2,293,037

^ 22.285.106

(3,307,069) 37,249,260

15,834,922
2,683,135
5.014.976

23.533.033

$  82.512 $201.786 $(,3.307.0691

♦  Includes Agency Realty, Inc. through October 26, 2016 (see note I) and Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Year Ended August 31, 2018

Public support and revenue:
Public support:

Contributions, net

Special events, net
Annual campaigns, net
Bequests

Total public support

Revenue:

Fees and grants from governmental agencies
and others, net

Other grants
Dividend and interest income

Rental income

Intercompany revenue

Other

Total revenue

Total public support and revenue

Operating expenses:
Program services:

Public health education

Professional education

Direct services

Total program services

* New

Hampshire Vermont

$ 1,913,486 $ 28,113 $
1,898,837
371,433

138.000

4,321,756

58,082,135

21,165,950

591,280
27,050

741,597

110.189

80.718.201

85,039,957

246,678

23,007

72.888.726

73,158,411

394

4,761

33,268

5,261,341

1,060,871

2

12.475

6.334.689

6,367,957

7,099

6.001.327

6,008,426

Maine

Harbor

Schools,

Inc.

83,497 $

55,087

5,148

143,732

292,224

246,770

24

539.018

682,750

1,119

761.733

762,852

Elimin

ations

(741,597)

Total

$ 2,025,096

1,954,318
381,342

138.000

4,498,756

63,635,700

22,473,591

591,282

27,050

122.688

(741.5971 86.850.311

(741,597) 91,349,067

254,896

23,007

(32.9341 79.618.852

(32,934) 79,896,755
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Harbor

Supporting services:
Management and general
Fundraising

Total supporting services

Total functional expenses

Support of National programs

Total operating expenses

Increase (decrease) in net assets from operations

Other non-operating expenses, gains and losses:
Change in fair value of interest rate swaps
Net unrealized and realized gains on investments
Increase in fair value of beneficial interest in trust held by others
Loss on sales and disposals of fixed assets
Other non-operating expenses

Loss from discontinued operations

Increase (decrease) in net assets before effects
of dissolution of an affiliate

Dissolution of an affiliate

Total increase (decrease) in net assets

Net assets (deficit) at beginning of year

Net assets (deficit) at end of year

*  Includes Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center.

* New

Hamoshire Vermont Maine

Schools,

Inc.

Elimin

ations Total

$ 8,536,262

869.629

$ 614,425

73.295

$  124,821

199.153

$ $(708,663) $ 8,566,845
1.142.077

9.405.891 687.720 323.974 (708.663) 9.708.922

82,564,302 6,696,146 1,086,826 -
(741,597) 89,605,677

39-036 _ _ _ 39.036

82.603.338 6-696.146 1.086.826 (741.597) 89.644.713

2,436,619 (328,189) (404,076) - - 1,704,354

869,089
553,415

7,606

(9,100)
f32.462)

— — — — 869,089
553,415

7,606

(9,100)
(32.462)

1,388,548 -
- - - 1,388,548

f7.712) f568) (8.280)

3,825,167
201.218

(328,189) (411,788) (568)
(201.218)

-
3,084,622

4,026,385 (328,189) (411,788) (201,786) - 3,084,622

24.187.388 2.408.702 n.264.843) 201.786 _ 23.533.033

$28,213,773 $2080.513 $ $ $26,617,655
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Year Ended August 31, 2017

Public support and revenue:
Public support:

Contributions, net
Special events, net
Annual campaigns, net
Bequests

Total public support

Revenue:

Fees and grants from governmental agencies
and others, net

Other grants
Dividend and interest income

Rental income

Intercompany revenue
Other

Total revenue

Total public support and revenue

Operating expenses:
Program services:

Public health education

Professional education

Direct services

Total program services

* New

Hampshire Vermont Maine

Harbor

Schools,

Inc.

$ 2,330,292 $ 22,084 $ 94,429 $
1,627,232

292,955

288.456

4,538,935

54,830,934

19,998,951

556,758

27,225

759,869
129.094

76.302.831

80,841,766

272,981

30,599

69.254.921

69,558,501

3,917

10,473

36,474

5,065,405

1,002,769

2

1.000

6.069.176

6,105,650

7,179

5.620.706

5,627,885

80,125

18,607

193,161

1,145,379
337,494

2.095

1.484.968

1,678,129

14

1.751.400

1,751,414

Elimin

ations

(759,869)

Total

$ 2,446,805
1,711,274

322,035

288.456

4,768,570

61,041,718
21,339,214

556,760

27,225

132.189

(759.8691 83.097.106

(759,869) 87,865,676

280,174

30,599

(41.6661 76.585.361

(41,666) 76,896,134
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♦ New
Hampshire Vermont Maine

Harbor

Schools,

Inc.

Elimin

ations Total

Supporting services:
Management and general
Fundraising

$ 7,854,998

L039.446

$ 551,880
75.463

$  191,236
199.291

$ $(718,203) $ 7,879,911
1.314.200

Total supporting services 8.894.444 627.343 390.527 f718.203) 9.194.111

Total functional expenses 78,452,945 6,255,228 2,141,941 - (759,869) 86,090,245

Support of National programs 38.326 _

38.326

Total operating expenses 78.491.271 6.255.228 2.141.941 (759.869) 86.128.571

Increase (decrease) in net assets from operations 2,350,495 (149,578) (463,812) - - 1,737,105

Other non-operating expenses, gains and losses:
Change in fair value of interest rate swaps
Net unrealized and realized gains on investments
Increase in fair value of beneficial interest in

trust held by others
Loss on bond refinance

Loss on sales and disposals of fixed assets
Other non-operating expenses

846,306
494,883

6,743

(63,031)
(3.674)
nO-4171

528

-

— 846,306
494,883

6,743

(63,031)
(3,146)
n0.4l7)

1,270,810 - 528 -

- 1,271,338

Loss from discontinued operations (2&.266) _ f9.465) (37.731)

Total increase (decrease) in net assets 3,593,039 (149,578) (463,284) (9,465) - 2,970,712

Net assets (deficit) at beginning of year 20.594.349 2.558.280 f2.801.559) 211.251 20.562.321

Net assets (deficit) at end of year S2Q1.786 $, S23.533.Q33

♦  Includes Agency Realty, Inc. through October 26, 2016 (see note 1) and Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

Year Ended August 31, 2018

Harbor

* New Schools, Elimin

Hamoshire Vermont Maine Inc. ations Total

Salaries and related expenses $61,637,499 $5,345,519 $ 723,908 $ - $ $67,706,926
Professional fees 8,697,878 669,966 170,708 - (741,597) 8,796,955
Supplies 2,371,309 33,136 11,759 — _ 2,416,204
Telephone 574,477 35,251 16,084 _ 625,812
Postage and shipping 52,277 1,689 792 _ _ 54,758
Occupancy 2,293,069 170,645 63,386 _

_ 2,527,100
Outside printing, artwork

and media 42,146 4,051 4,497 —

_ 50,694
Travel 2,061,630 306,760 24,173 — _ 2,392,563
Conventions and meetings 238,764 15,397 3,568 _

_ 257,729
Specific assistance to individuals 1,053,536 41,070 35,587 _ 1,130,193
Dues and subscriptions 64,350 _ 1,138 _ 65,488
Minor equipment purchases-

and equipment rental 347,406 14,929 1,492 _ _ 363,827
Ads, fees and miscellaneous 357,091 22,997 24,183 _ 404,271
Interest 1,024,622 — —

—
_ 1,024,622

Depreciation and amortization 1.748.248 34.736 5..55I
-

- 1.788.535

$82.564.302 $6,696,146 $1,086,826 $ - $(741.597^ $89,605,677

*  Includes Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center.
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EASTER SEALS NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATING STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

Year Ended August 31, 2017

Harbor

* New Schools,
Hamoshire Vermont Maine Inc.

Salaries and related expenses $57,687,981 $4,925,625 $1,465,432 $ -
Professional fees 8,463,640 640,027 278,263
Supplies 2,180,957 38,894 17,731
Telephone 566,435 37,125 15,362
Postage and shipping 57,742 1,295 2,214
Occupancy 2,022,811 154,091 168,031
Outside printing, artwork

and media 71,825 6,754 6,709
Travel 1,990,758 313,059 28,112
Conventions and meetings 214,857 31,141 11,383
Specific assistance to individuals 1,025,235 33,829 63,470
Dues and subscriptions 34,018 200 2,994
Minor equipment purchases-

and equipment rental 338,335 11,384 1,260
Ads, fees and miscellaneous 335,912 24,820 71,811 __

Interest 986,384 _
_

Impairment 767,632 _

Depreciation and amortization 1.708.423 36.984 9.169
-

$78,452,945 $6,255,228 .$2,141 941

Elimin

ations

S

(759,869)

Total

$64,079,038
8,622,061

2,237,582

618,922

61,251

2,344,933

85,288

2,331,929

257,381
1,122,534

37,212

350,979

432,543
986,384

767,632

1.754.576

$86.090.245

Includes Agency Realty, Inc. through October 26, 2016 (see note 1) and Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center.
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2019 Farnum Center Board of Directors

Chairman

Timm Runnion

Past Chair

Ian MacDermott

Vice Chair

Tom Bullock

Treasurer

Paul Voegelin

Rob Wieczorek

Lori Levesque

Shawna Colantuone

George Powell

Twila Mclnnis

Sandy Dahri

Matt Boucher
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9/71-8/75

9/70-7/71

2/69-8/70

9/67- 1/69

•  •, I j' ,y

'i*V .

&. Adiihs, Inc.

Manchester, NH. 03103

Podtipn: FaciUti^,DinxtDr,;EastiiS«U^

I»9rils; developing bi^ ea^^xiiixQ-fixii^, screening of

New Hampshire p of Ednc^on
Keene I^lic ScbooU
Keeiie,NH 03431

PoS|ition: Special Education Consultoist
ifwT' b TOis of 6 smaU towni in Nowto 6 school boards and.tbe New Hampshire
Department of Special Education, Title VliB OrahL

Ooy Public Schools
Gary, IN

Posjtion: Teacher, Special Education
Ciajsroom teacher, M.R. Summer program for traipable M.R_
Charlcttesville Public Schools
Chariottcsville, VA

PoatiOD: T««ho MJl.-Deportmiik Ch^^

Chaiman for Junior High
age M.R. Director, Suinmer project (7/68), Title I.
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£]ip IVeanor
Easter New Hampshire, Inc.

555 AubomStM
MaBcIiestCT, NH 03103

CAREER StJMMARY:

services te oistcmers.

SKILLS & BCPE^NGE:

cost

.  *■ ""TOwmg. banldng relaticnslu^
»  laauramxa, contracts, graots. le^ lKues mouiseinent
« Pplraraandjtrocaluiesdwi.q^
e  Financial training and consuhatioh
®  Strategic and business planning
«  Li^whhWofDire^

WORK HISTORY:

2012 - Present

1994^2012

1988-1994

1984-1988

^tfOperatino
Oversee all prb^^^HST^^^^i^multi
corporate, multi-state entity.

F^cr ̂  New Hampshire, fee.. M^hester. NH
^01 Vice Piraidem A Phief Pin.p^P|

, »u^rppn^ multi.^ enti^ >«». re^ble for
recei^on, maintenance, onstomer service' functions.

Easter.SeaJ Society cfNH. fee.. Manchester. NH
VicePiesirtent^ffj^T..^
Responsible for finance functions and information systems
slmmirffi tuni2«»md from$^.000 deficit in 1988 to SIOO.OOO surplus in 1989 and
surpluses every year ihexeafter.

Easter Seel Soddy of NH, Inc.. Manchester m
Cgattoils^mot^ to position wiih added responsibilhiea of managiagfê ^cuonui^MsfC Converted financial applications to
integrated automated systems. Involved in corporate
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EXPERIENCE

£asterseak> NH, VT, ̂
555 Auburn Str^
Manchester, NH ;03103

Chief Strategy Officer

NANCY L. ROLLINS

[E; Farnum Gehter/Farnum North-NH.

-November 2016 -Present

Responsible for, strategic development across all organizational, services and supports. Providesintergovernrriental^ relations working with the-;senior .management team to develop and implement a
corporate and legislative strate^. Improve visibility across the three state footprint, specifically in the
areas of Health and Human Services, Foundations'and-State .Government. Collaborate with the
mwagement team to develop, and implement plans for the bperationarinfrastructure of systems, processes
and personnel dwign ̂  accommodate growth and i^id response-to hefeds within the community. Seeks
^wth oppo^nities ̂ rouj^ p^erships, mergers and-acquisitions of compatible organizations lo meet
the needs ohndividuals wd their familles-across the lifespan who have disabilities or. special needs Leads
quality initiative to incljide reviews of prpgram service, analyzes data and develops and implements
strategies to move towards quality performance measurement in all service and supports.
Se^es as a member of the Executive Leadership Team. Reports directly to the President/ Chief Executive
Utiicer I

Goodwill Industries ofNonhcm New England
38 Locke Road, U2 !
Concord. NH 03301 |

New Hampshire State Director for Strategic •DcveloDmerit ahd .Public Policy .
Januao', 2014 - October

Responsible for collaboration with existing state and local networks to identiiy. develop or create potemial

"r Hampshire. Assuring such activities are consistent withGoodwdl ofNorthem Ntnv Engiaod's Ooodw.ii NNE) stritegic.pian ihd-.yision of creating sustainable
communities that thnve through the fullest participation of their dlverseresidints. Acquire knowledee
about current trends and merging issues in public policy, as well ai New Hampshire business practices
and relates them to existrrtg and potential Goodwill NNE business and program development Works in
conjunctron with Qoodwiji NNE senior management team. New Hampshire Goodwill NNE retail staff

r X M Hampshira and the egency in general. Represem'sGoodwill NNE in all stale and local activities consistent with the agency's mission to enable persons
With diverse challenges achieve personal stability and community engagement.

^ member of the Senior Management Team. Report directly to the President/ Chief Executive



State of New Hampsbjre
Department of:H^Itli:ai}d^Hn,man ̂ rvic^
Division of Conimunity>]^ed^(^^
129,PleasantStre^ •. ... ■ •• •

,•-Concord;Ne\viHampshire.6330I- • i. i- - •••a;;—

who-are

scnings. ;,

■  Servcci^^.a^Wr of tHarConrmusiionirlsJSaniol^^ffife^^^
position;\^adi.rp'ct;re(Kirtto.theG^^^ level

,  , V. W.'.. f
py)a^m_epXp/-H^th^^&^^^

• Ofllce'of M^icaid Bu1in^^&
And ■■ '' • • •

r ■.> 5

.■IM

/k-v
2P,P6i.r March.:2006,

as

rfunctlonai
.progi^(Medicajd).

Cpm.nunity,B«^^

^  chronic

State;ofNc^;Hariipsliire , ' -Vr-

:r.).A.-jnv

Acting July. 1995;,during'a reorganization of the Department orHealth '^nd Human
Services.; Oh N6yembcr 27. 1995 a^umed thc'position^f blrictdr tKfe-division- f6r'ehild)w' ¥outS
and FamUws (PCYn,respo.^sible fo^^Jate -lM^ei^h^



protection, children in need of semcee (GffflSS), and ;commu5ity.based -.Juveriile.-justice. juvenile
probations and parole serv|^. In addition DCYF has administrative rosponsibiiity for stateWide domestic
vrolrace fimds and prpvrdes ̂ te funded chrldrare/chrld development, services-that are empioymenr
related, pro^live or preventativc. Administer an annual budget of $124 million dollars. The Division
maintains sites statewide with a staff,of 370. In addition the Division contracts or vcndoW
service to over 1,600 cpmmumty-ba^ providers or residential care facilities. On September 16 2001 the

Cr^ « from DCYF to a n^ly, ̂ ed DivUion for Juvenile JusticeSeryices (DJJS); DO^retarns, responstbtlrty for chdd prbtwtjorj; child ;develbpment/ehildcare, domestic
oiMSfei-tKi use'of Federal childftnd^for DJJS. WDrrectOr:JposlUon; is a'drrect report tothe Corhmissloner of the

^p^enr of Health md Hurti^ &rv,ces. Serve as a nhember of the Departrnenfs management tearh
Provide Iradeishrp regjardrng chrldren. youth arid family issues in a wide variety of areas on the
community, state and national levels.

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health |and Hiimao Services
Division for ChiJdixh, lYouth, and Families
6 Hazen Drive >

Concond.NH 03301 j August 1994 - July 1995
Deputv Director j
Direct rcs^nsibihty for planning and oversight of opemional areas.-of .the Bureau of Administrative
Services. This includes oversight of the agency budget, personnel, provider relations, and payment of
servi^. Oversees the Burwu of Children and Families which is responsible for all field operations
including twelve district offices providing child welfare, children in need of services (CHINSJ and

"i^v Vh"S.r of Rosidential.Services that is responsible for the,operations ofthe Youth Detention facility a long-term jMvcnile d^ facility; the Youth Serv.iccs Unit,-a short-term

u  ® Pl«rated-residential facility for seriously emotionallydismrbed children and :^uth. Serve. w.a liaison to .various local, state, and federal agencies relative to
child welfare,juvenilejusticc, and children's mental health services.

State of New Hainpsbiie
Department of H^ith and Human iServices
Division of Mental Health and bevdopmeutal Services
105 Pleasant Street '
Concond.NH 03301 February 1993 - July 1994

Administrator of Children's Mental Health-Servir^.;

Coordinate planning efforts for development of Community Mental Health'^Sefvices and programs for
children and adoleseentj; d^^ted oontract negotiations with pfovidcV agenciesfdevelopedan'd directed
initiatives to recommen^ and implement policies and standards for the enhancement of community-based
semices^and supports for children and their families; provided technical assistance to mental health
organizations to resolve, operational problems in the care and training of families and child/adolescent

he^lfo



State of New Hampshire .
Depai^ratofHe^IUim^
Division

.  105 PlMsant Street V .; ' ':-. i ■ ■ -.••f?;-.' •• .
Concord, NH 03301 Mm^ i990-JulyM994

Director ofNew Hampshire - Child and Adolescent Setvice System Rrfti'ect

state-

ency

aind

S.tatc;dfjNew Hampshire; •
wpartmentTof^HealthiahdvHumari'Senic^ . '
Di>^ion'of;MeDta)^HeaItb'aodHDevelbpnieDtal S^ictt

eonQord/NmpMO! . , MarchM989 -

Program Planning.and Review Specifllisl ,

: Servj^V:Sy^cm;.:frpj«t,^'.^^^^^^^^ tl^e development of .a statewide
compreh*ensXye;system bfc^for sendusly.'emotiohaily distiirSi^ .

River y^ley Counse^^^^ May 1978- Febiaiaiy. I989ii r .
Chicoj^ Adbie^nt P^ , .
Chicbt^,:Mas»chusetts.J^ -./Vw...- . .v:s .' . »*>

. Director. ChiltyAdolescem Qutpat Health Services

Administrative: '

and, iTiaints.in^lSntr^^^^ of RubHc; H^'I^ Dlipwtmcnf

jUnior:hi^-Mhw^ s,tuderii^,^d iheir f^ilies.', Fbnned. par^ with .area' hu/Tiah sei^ice networks.
Proyldedrln-seWlce iraming-^worksHops^ to local s<^'c^js, and'.communi^^'agel^i'csT••'p^



implemented, mental healA and substance, abuse treatment services on'site at-the"'Westover Job Corps
^thcare Facility in Ghicopee, M^s. The Weaver Job Corps serves a large multicultural population
from throughout the greater Northeast.

Clinical;

Provide individual,
abuse, family systems,

), Md,family th^py to low and,inodcrato^income families. Focus on substanw
.  - - general child/adolescent mental-healdi^services. Developed, and co-leab

Adventare^ treatm^t groups .wi^ .adoleswnts who hove serious emotional disturbances
developmejital delays ̂ d /or special medical needs, iPrbvided elinical supervision to nine therapisti'
Provided chnical consultation tp.Hpl^pke Girls Club/Boys Club; Holyoke High School Teen-Clinic [nci-
^copee DistnctCour^j Holyoke DisW Giourt, and the Dep^ent.of Social Services, Holyoke District
OftiM; facilitated staff case disposition, in-service training and utilization review of children's mental
health cases.

Hartford Neighborhood Cenfem
Mitchell House |
Hartford, Connecticut

Youth Counselor

Full-tirne undei^raduate:  s

September 1974 - May 1975

tydent internship. Developed and-irnplemented human service programs formner^ity Hispanic and Afncan-Am^can youth. Provided counseling, therapeutic recreation advocacy
and crisis intervention se^rvtccs. Served as a member of City-Wide Youth Board. Provided staff support to
other Center progn^s serving pre-schoolers, school-aged youth and elderly.

Springfield Giris Ciub/|Family Center
Springfield, Massachusetts

Child Care Worker

Provided a multi-cultural after school recreational program for preschoolers.

September 1973 - May 1974

EDUCATION

Master of Social Work |
University of.Connecticut
School.ofSocial Work [
West Hartford, Connecticut

De^e conferred, May 1985
Concentration in Public Policy and Administration-Minor in Group Work

Bachelor of Science. Cum Laude

■ Springfield College {
Springfield, Massachusetts

Degree conferred, May 1985
Concentration in Community, Leadership and Organizational Development



•  -."Kid

Primaiy Focus oh.Human Services Adrnimstr^ipn

TEACHING EXPEMENO:

.  Dartinouth College Medical School • "
Department of Psychiatry
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Cehter

-  L^banoh/NewHam^hlre^ ^^
Adjmcr Faculty'^-

-4trv'' '■ -• •"*' ' ■Uniyersity.ofNew-Ham^ . " >;?•';< ; ■ ••••'• r.w. ; • /
Schoblof HMi®and;Hum^an^^ r-i i -'-i V'' ' '

••'r':. ■ -v-rV.'^eptem^^^
'. ' \' •;;-vV),

.v.- •„ ■-■..-i . , ' .-i-v."'-': 1 'M'..""- •- •' .• ' .''
PRGITOSIQhiAi y^SOClATIQ^^

Brain [njiiiy. >fe.»clatlc!nbfNH<4Empl6ymeht'Advisb'ty^^^ •'SeotembcriOI'S-2'6'l6
' • ' ,•• ;■ ■ •' • •

Governor's irtteragency Council on Homelessne'ss (ICHJ^EmpJoyment^^^ , .
February 2015-Present

Center .on Aging,and Gommu'nity .Uyjng; Adyi^ry Bo^d- • '• September 20]'4'Xiprescht''^' • ♦

Ugjslatl.ve Task Fbrce.on Work and^ Family, Governor Appointment Septernber 20I4-- Present. •

- ■ Nfl Center fo^-Non^frofits Policy.EmdL^derahipTasbF^ 'M®y
New Hampshiie;Statc Rehabilit^^ Advispry'Council,.Governor'^kppo!ntmCTt*FVbi^^„^^^^

National Adyisoiy. Committee,^<w///on/ng Pu^^ S/rengihening Families
■ For the ^i" Fpnturv '' rhK mltifttiv^ rft-«niSiieftp^H Kv th* Nfttirtnal 'A er/v-iatSnn

New Hampshire State Mental Health Council "" January 2006 - 20!

/ HampshireChildren'sBehaVioral Hwlth*C6ilab6'rative, M'efnbHsrtiead^h'ipCom



August 2013

New Hampshire Interagcncy Coordinating Council for Women Offenders January 2006 - Deccmbef

National As^iation of State Mental Policy Directors (NASMHPD) January 2006- December 2013
NASMWD repre^ntative to the Children's Mental Health Subcommittee
Chair, NASMHI|D President's Task Force on Returning Veteran's
Board Member Member-at-Large 2011.2013
Board Member NASMm-D Reseafcharistitutc, Inc. (NRJ) 201 1-Present
NASMHPD Res^h Institute. Inc. (NRI). Board Vice-president 2011-2013

27* Annual Rosalyn Urtcr Symposium.on Mental Health
Policy, BuUdmzBrid^ and Si^pqrifor Chiidren^posed 10 Ehmestic Violence Child
Welfare andjayenile Justice Atlanta, Georgia,Oct. 26 and 27.2011.
NASMHPD'Boajd Vicc-President 2012-2013

WCfi. (NAPCWa,. an Amiiata of ,hc A.arican

SMHRCY Rcprwentative to Children's Mental Health Subcommittee and
NAPCWA ̂ecutivc Committee, 199! - 1994
NH State Child Welfere Representative, 1995- Present

w  Committee, Membcr-at-Large. Vicc-President, January 2002- Dec 2004NAPCWA^taa Represantotiva to the APHSA sponsored te-writes of the Interstate Compact for
ThcPlacementofChildrcn, Dec. 2004-Nov. 2005

NAPCWA President, January 2005 - January 2006

New England Association of Child Welfare Commissioners and Directors
Judge Baker Children's Center, Boston, Mass.

Committee Mcm^r, 1995 - January 2006
Vicc-President. 2001- January 2006

NH Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers
25 Walker Street 1
Concord, New Hampshire

State Advisory Board - Member- at-large

University of New Hampshire
School of Health and Human Services
Department of Social Work|

Community Advisory Board Member

September 1999-2003

September 1998 - September 2002

National Technical Assistance Center for Children's Mental Health-
Georgetown University Child Developmeht Center

Advisory Committee Member

State Mental Health Rcpr^ntarive for Children and Youth (SMHRCY)
NH State Representative, 1989 - 1994
Executive Committee, 1992- 1994

1995- 1998

I  "



Community 2000: Pipiiecr Valley Unj^ Way
Member, SubsteuwcAbMclSUb^.- .'Children MdAdolesccrits Subcdmi^^ v

Western MA, ADS Service Providers Coalition, 1987-1989

ciyie AssdciATidNs

■'yi^-5.^1^^bf|he.(^ft^ission/S^ 2014-2016

Adjustments/^ by,the Town Board of Selectman
2013-2014

At H0Ene Ne^:H^^^^ s^iors 'age:in place' in New London. Newbury. Springfield •-
Sunapec,:Sutt9n and;Wi!mQt. Bo«d ofDlr^ri " * 2012^014

:,Memt^r'of'S(iirit Andrew Episcopal Church, Nev/.London, NH ..
Appointcd to theVestry, January 2014-201-7

New L^naon.VBowd of Selectmen Elected; May 2014-Present
"  - ; ■ Chair, May 2015■.20i"6'

■Bpwd Representative to the Budget Committee 2014-2017
New H^pshire-Municipal Association, Bowd of Directors 2015 - Present

Awards

Nffiional GuardDislingulshMService Me for providmeleadership whjle-at the Pep^ment of Health and Human SeWices for developing seri^ices
. supports, and-SM^^^ partherships for the purposes bf bettir meeting'ihe needs
of New.Haiiipshire service mem^is both active duty, depjbyed and reserves, their families
^d Presen^ by.William;!^; Rddel III. M^pf ̂ neral-. New Hampshire Nationki ,
Guwd.The Adjutpl General and.Govempr.-Margaret Wood Ha^ r20 Ndvember'2bi4.

Awarded the

-■ . - .ev



'Operation Welcome Home' a militmy /civilian p^cmhip to-support'hundrcd^ of New
Hampshire Guard sen ice members retx^ing frprndraq and Afghanistan. Presented by KcnnctH
Clark, Major General, New Hampshire National Gumrd, The Adjutant General. 24 May 2005.

Awarded the "Commissioner's Award" which recognizes those who, through their hard work
and dedication, have made outstanding contributions toward the prevention, intervention and
treatment of child abuse and neglect. Individuals who receive this award have demonstrated a
strong personal conuhitment to enstog the safety and Well beingof children and to supporting
and strcngthemng our Mtipn's famnics;;PreMnted^.at IS* National Conference on
Child Abuse and Neglect, by WE. OhI, Cbrtotoner..Cbd^^ Bureau, Administration
for Childreh, Youth and Families, U.S. DepaJtment of Health ahd'Human Services
Washington, D.C.. 21 April 2005.
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fed^.reqirire .
wtgm^pnal bc^fits

impl^ted a^due 4mfi^ ^ ̂analysis syscra for assessine
wth^semor it0[ tewn, in'prqii^on'of

s^tc^ plan^g^i^^^ ' - . "

^ ̂.e;ioy«rt?cbrat'<^ for
Ea^ Sods NH,'inc.' '" '

HamaO'I^pufcas Direct
Moore Cirater Servk^fo^ Mancfa^er, NH
198^15^

HcW prog^iw ^ ̂Tfor-prpfit prganiz^^ of 4»
fii^ti:w^^doF^ent'M Rcs6\2rc«
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md developed innovative

.'•wfc.sv-.w- - '.' ®>^"4roonient. Lead the
I. ,. . i I-. - • •-" bene& admimstration tobecomiDB a key advto tb &!« "u^msraoonro

^ rê -bilito^ ad^sbaio woAera

.  . • . ,. - I • i retirement pl^bodgetaiy dcvclopmdtt; and VecruitmenL «mumsiniuon.

education

Bachdor of SciaKCj Degree, Keene'St^eGoU^^^ 1986
Minor in Human R«wun^ and Safety Muiagcment
MS Organizationai

ORGANIZATIONS

-eadership, Southern NH University (in process)

Manchester Area Human Resource Assodaiion
Diversity 01^2010

Society for Human Resource Manageshent
BIA Human Resout^

Health Care A Workforce Development Cominittee 2009,2010



^T"'•■•.•"««»■»» •»'-•—.-•'<T»^ -I-.f • .—"

,  , WOEKEXPERIENGE .,

EastersealsNH V'r''*'" ""/" T
Sr. Vice President of Development , ; v Vv- ' . - ^ Sept-2017 - presentM^age day to day operatibns'orE^tehcals Development and Communications office (14 person staff-in NH. ME and

Analyze information compiled by Development Coq^dinatp^s.Md.^^^anagSs^^^^^^ and
prospects to identify majqr.gift pfospects and;.extend the/nbrnber prospects by making personal
Assist other staff and volimtee^Jn.dcyelppjng^strategyrand-cqntacts fonthoscidonorsiand prospects for which
^erj m.y l«ye 0 prim|a;), ;-. V.' iytfo. .

»P®rd;toenhance;relationsniosiand<createLereatcnfiindn»i«ino.ftn/t»Ant^Mi^v» T,rt»e{K;i5»^*^.; ;

ing

..s.

•and

friendlyand cooperative relationship;' acquaint them wi^ Easterseals' programs and services andjadvisertmd assist them
in their fundraising activities..' " -

ti

Senior Director of Pevelopment Nov. 2014 - Sept. 2017
Manage da'y.td-Jday operat.idns oTaiihual giving (4 staff.members) and advancement services (6 staff members) for Saint
Anselm College..'* ■ ' ' .. y, .^.4....: ^ '?'i,Work w^^cKwter ehh^;relationships and.create greater-fundraising and ourreachjposs1biliti«.

•v..^De>lb-p^Ib1ig-'tr^:;^ttgi;^f^^^^^^ '
•  Assist in;,stTategic:^ep^7fimentanp|Mning'im^

development staffi . , •
•  Plan, implement, promote and evaluate assigned public relations, events or activities and other fundraising

vehicles conducted by and for the Agency.
•  Managea *
■  Organ^
•  Create

Saint Anselm ^ ■ , i
Executive'D!rec'tbr;;Devel6bmenVand;AdvaDcefhentServicfcs , Oct. 2013- Nov..2014Mariage.'day;o <j^'Sp^1ipn|'of'^i^J^mng^^^ staff'mcrnbers). fbrSaiht

'ur:iManage7allgift|cn^ and database coordination
•  Supervise camp.^^ communications and stewardship programs - developing a stewardship plan resulting in

95Vi of donors receiving donor stewardiship packages '
•  • A?tas*Jiaisbn,Bef^en-Con^^^^ athletic participation and

.,,dollars:raiscd^Tc{if6ftKe2lalt%^^^ " ' ' '
PTOvlde;and.T.epbrtion-fuhdrais1hg;7fihaLriciaIs'td;Trustees-



Director^/Anriual'Givinp
• Manage$-3'milhon^nnuaHgivmg-prograiT?iw'Sain™lsclm^dIlege

Supervision of five person annual giving staff
Engage and personally solicit annual' fund gifts from 100 - 120 alumni yearly ranging from $ 1.000 to $ 10,000
Established new reunion giving program and young alumni giving program
Increased alumni participation from 17% in 2010 to 21% projected in 2013 '
Create and implement annual appeal schedule and mailings I

July 2009 — December 2010Associate Director. Annual Glvinp

Supporii implement and enhance the Saint Anselm Fund
.  ■ Engage and personally solicit annual ftmd gifts from 100 - 120 alumni yearly
•  Create annual fund marketing pieces and solicitation leners for fiindraislng purposes
•  Manage and support Reunion Giving programs for 4-5 classes yearly

Support Office of Alumni Relations at college programs and events

Assistant Director. Annual Giving/ Director, Saint Anselm.P'hbne-a-thon June 2005 - June 2009
Support and enhance the Saint Anselm Fund asVell ias being i^dhslble for all'day-to-day activities of Saint Anselm
CoDege PHone-a-thon program

•  Lead and facilitated Senior Class Gift Prq^m, increasmg student participation three consecutive years
•  Manage and supervised staff of 60-65 studentis in reqUesiing donations ffbm all college alumni
•  Implemented a new training pVogitim for aircai'lers resulting in higher bveralValumni participation
•  Assisted the Manager of Advancement Services in creating a new database to streamline the input and updating

of alumni records
•  Increased dollars raised by the phone-a-lhon from $95,000 to $ 170,000

Assistant Director. Alumni Jelations September 2004 - June 2005
Work with'Vice Pfesidcht of Alurrmi Relations in planning, impicmehtation arid follbw-up oti all college events

•  Created arid designed invitations and brochurc^for college alumni evenU
•  Recruited and managed volunteers to work" various college events'including Reunion Weekend, Homecoming,

and others

•  Effectively responded to and communicated with alumni regarding general alumni inquiries

ShapDragon Associates, Bedford, NH
Recruiter | April 2004 - September 2004
Worked with the President and Vice President of company in all day-torday. activities of the company
'  Contacted possible clients (businesses) to provide rei^iting services resulting in 2-3 new leads per week
•  Searched for, contacted wd interviewed top quality professionals for client positions

Masters in Business Administration
EDUCATION

Southern New Hampshire University, Manchester, NH

i
Bachelor ofArts in Business !
Saint Anselm College, Manchester, NH

1

OTHER RELATED EXPERIENCE

Moore Center Services Development Board
Diocesan School Board-New Hampshire
Goffstown Junior Baseball Board!

January 2008

May 2004

Sept. 2010- Sept. 2016
June 2014 - present
January 2016 - present



CHERYL A. MLKlfe l>sy^,,l>^AD£l.,,^ .. ..
I'v: Phpne-60^^2;^2#> ■

; pell pKpne: 603^4^6-^^^^
.,, cyinlkie@eastersealsnh.prg;.

EMPLOYMENT HISTORV

Easter Seals New Hampshire, Inc.:/Farh^^CenterEaster Seals New Hampshire, Inc.:/Farhum:Center: . > w . . V rtiiona

•^^Currentlv.remodel hcr:a

" * ' c-'ii ̂ lU!- . i
• ' DcveloD^ffrant'broDOsals aridothftV:fiVnrf;n»'«,;««r+M«i»;^^ . . ' ... .

•  ■■ Assun5;prpgrarn cpmpii^ce.with^.ah^ and.State laws.and regulations^
•  Admmjstrative and-fisw^ EMRVspftwarS^i-^-^ .. o.:,?-.

New England area. - xV; >;' ^ v' ■

'*1.;;.. ' V.T l-'ii. ■ JjVU" ;t,.. •'. •• \ •■;''>■ V. tr-l,:---. i'.!'. "' *
Soiitl^crn'iycwHa^ , :

N,rijvr ; ■; r.r.ii -/r - - ?;.;-20fei008Dmcctpr, of a.drug'and alc'oKoJ^^tmerit p.rograrh for'offenders in the criminal justice-system
•';;\«S^upcwjsipnpfall'sta^^ i- •' V-;..'
•'L-rj^tdmimstratjoniip^.alj.dprnr^^ , J; ..■ • - ^

:;outpaticnt
-f

;S;treatmentjnd;sehtencing; •., ?, «. •: •;
••: ../LVr- • . v;'.m7 N-;J

treatment

•  ProvideftainihgHp aH stafFJrivbivingdrug ahdalcohol and mental health issues
,  • , , , ■

•  .-• ' ' '•>■■ ' " - "'V -r? iv-rciK, . >, •■ '.' - '•■ . • • '
—?!V

.. ;> •'.
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Southern New Hampshire Services
Manchester Academy Pro'gram, Manchester, N.H. 1998-2003
Clinical Director of a community based alternative sentencing program for adult offenders.
•  Provided substance abuse evaluations to the Court system.
•  Made recommenda ions to Superior and District Courts regarding offender's treatment

and sentencing.
•  Case management of,offenders.

Promoted to Director of the|Manchester Academy Program 2003-2008
Supervision of oil staff.

•  Maintained administrative and fiscal records.

Reporting and data compliance for the NH Department of Corrections.

Manchester Academy Pro »ram, Manchester, N.H. 1998-2003
Clinical Director of a community based alternative sentencing program for adult offenders.
•  Provided substance abuse evaiuMions to the Court system.
•  Made recommendations to Superior and District Courts regarding olTender's treatment

and sentencing. |
•  Case management of offenders.

Promoted to Director of the|Manchester Academy Program 2003-2008
•  Supervision of all staff.
•  Maintained administrative and fiscal records.

•  Reporting and data compliance for the NH Department of Corrections.

Odyssey Family Center, Cantcrbu!7, N.H. 1993-1998
Supervisor at a long-term drug and alcohol treatment program for pregnant and post partum
women.

•  Supervised direct care staff.
•  Provided drug and ajcohol treatment services, individual and group counseling.
•  Provided intake evaluations and to case load management.
•  Coordinated outreach screening and continuing care services for clients and their

children. |
•  Maintained administrative and fiscal records.

N.H. Department of Corrections, Probation/Parole Field Services 1991-1992

•  Set up and co-facilitated counseling support groups for women-being paroled to their
home communities.I

•  Counseled women with drug and alcohol Issues, parenting issues,-financial problems, and
domestic violence and sexual abuse issues.

•  Made referrals to dijverse support groups and worked with women in developing
strategies for staying out of the criminal justice system.

N.H. State Prison for Woiien, Goffstownj N.H. 1987-1993
Internship through Springfield College
•  Provided individualjcounseling and group therapy^as a drug arid alcohol counselor.
•  Performed crisis intervention within the prisom system.
•  Provided transitional support for women returning to their home communities.

EDUCATION

Psy.D., Forensic Psychology, Eisner Institute, 2009.
Double Masters Degree, Ps}>'cho!ogy/Human Services Administration, Springfield College, 1998
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Bachelor of Science Degree .in Criminal Justice, Sf)rmgfiel,d p.pl|ege, 1994 '

Master Licci^scd;AlcohoM'Pn^l-'CQun^or (MLADC), license #0398, expiration 2/2017
Clinically certified by the Department ofTransporta'tion to perform evaluations (SAP)
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CM RISTINK WEUER, LAD.C

Licensed Alcohol nnd Druj^ Abuse Counselor. License -/BM since 2010.

EDUCATION:
• •Assocituc Degree in Science in Addiclion^;Coiinsef.jn^ NewJ.lumpshire 'rcehnical
Insliuue. Concord, New l lamp.shirc. . ' . ;
- Bachelor of" Science in PsyclYolpgy./lJnivefsily of New.l-himpshire.

AKKILIATIO-NS:
■-2()()Bt20.|0 NjIADAC'A Chair.of Prorcssional Dcyclopmenl Connniiice
--2011-2012 NH.Cienicr lor l-Accllcnec Clinical Supervision Coilaboraiivc
• •Orcaler'Manchesicr Subsiuncc Abuse Coilaboraiivc
--NlATx-C'otUibpiYiiivc .
• •Concord I Ipspilal Inlcrn: Behavioral I Icallli/Sabstanec Abuse .Services.
• rAdull Uriig Couri Planning IniUniivc
• •Nl I Military Alcohol & Drug Coinmiuec

WORK EXPICRIENCIC:

Screniiy Place .Crisis Centci-, Mnnchestcr New l lnmpshir-c;
Ca-isis Silc '1 cchnician: l-ebruury 2006 10 April 2007. Deloxillcalion
Suhslnnec' Ahusc Counselor: April 2007 lb NoveriYbcr 2008.

R.B.A.P (Resources for Bvalualing Alcohol Problems), Manchester New Hampshire:
OWI A(tercare Pacilitator: May 201 1 to Seplcmbcr 201 1.

Easier Seals h'nrninn Center, fVlanclicstcr New Hampshire:
Residential Substance Abuse Counselor: November 200K to February 2012.
QLitpaticnt Subsiance Ahusc Coiihsclor: l-ebrunry 2012 to July 2012.

ITociam Coordinator Concord Ori'ice: July 2012 to l-cbruary 2013

()ii|paiichi.Prom:nni (^ourciinator Manchester: February 2013 to .iune 2013
Other areas of lbeu.s: ATR and WITS/VMS Administrator. Domestic Violcnec '

l'i;ieticc Mannaor: June 2013 to present



KEY ADMINIPJ^TIVE RERS

NH Depaitment of Health and Human Services^

Vendor Name:

Name of Program/Service:

Easter Seals, NH, Ihc,.

MancheseF.jjc^

NamwSraia!KS®!S^^

l^njiualtgalapy/pi5
■H

flR^reonrSififl
. . LafTy?.Gammoh.>eresldehtV&^^^ ..^W67^1dl i.»M r^b?Od%'

. . /lEIIhivTfeanor.rCF.O . :. . ' ■.V ' : $2^;800'. ,  . 0:0d%■HMMMi
,  , . . •Naricv^Roliinsr^COO . ; . • , , $i1.17.d00. ■  ' ■.lb'•'li IS.*-. 5*.  viv..:y.t.o,GO% WKBKBSS
./ ■XlriacSharbvkG^ .■ ' $145,656 -. 0:00%-

J.osephrEmm6h's;.sy4beye!dDm .  .$12b.000', 0:00%

Cheryl WiIklei:SV^Subst'ance.AbiJS'e:,Services' -$175:000 .25:00®i
' Ghristirie-Weber.^VfejDperations Farhum Center -  $:ib3;ooa 43.00%'

$0 .  o.bo?^■BIBKn
$6 0.00%BHHKK
$0 o.ob®A

.  ' - ■ ■ . $b 0:00%^Koamm
so .0.00%wjA^^LAKitb^lN ae8vun«ltom:-i;ofj tudgetfrequest)', >j msmmomm

title, annual salary and per«^htage'brahh^^^^ agreemeht



Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commluioner

Kitji S. Foi
Director

NOVSl'iePM 2:2GDAS
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Department of health and hdman services

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAt HEALTH

BUREAU OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603<271-€l 10 1-800^52-3345 Eit 6738

Fax:603-271-6105 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964

www.dhhs.nh.gov

November 14, 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House.

Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter Into a sole source amendment to eight (8) of the thirteen (13) vendors listed
below in bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services,
statewide, by increasing the total combined price limitation by $3,362,900 from $4,915,198 to
an amount not to exceed $8,278,098 with no change in the completion date of June 30, 2019,
effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval. 69.35% Federal, 13.50%
General, and 17.15% Other Funds.

Summaiv of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current

Amount

Increase/

Decrease

Revised

Budget
GSiC Approval

Dismas Home of New Hampshire,
Inc.

$240,000 $3;400

•  !-5.-

$243,400 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

FIT/NHNH, Inc. $854,031 $0.00 $854,031 0: 07/27/18 Item

#7

A: 11/14/18 Item

#14

Grafton County New Hampshire -
Department of Corrections and
Alternative Sentencing

$247,000 $0.00 $247,000 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/1 S.ltem

#7

Greater Nashua Council on

Alcoholism

$624,599 $890,300 $1,514,899 0: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Headrest $147,999 $80,600 $228,599 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Manchester Alcoholism

Rehabilitation Center

$1,118,371 $1,091,800 ^ $2,210,171 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item
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Hope on Haven Hill $278,641 $218,400 $497,041 O: 07/27/18 Item

#7

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $114,200 $401,606 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Phoenix Houses of New England,
Inc.

$232,921 $584,600 $817,521 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/16 Item

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200 $0.00 $73,200 "0:06/20/18 Late
■Item G
A; 07/27/18 Item
#7

Southeastern New. Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

$589,540 $379,600 $969,140 0:08/20/18 Late
Item G
A: 07/27/18 Item
#7

The Community Council of Nashua,
N.H.

$162,000 $0.00 $162,000 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G
A: 07/27/18 Item
#7

West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 $0.00 $59,490 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G
A: 07/27/18 Item
#7

Total $4,915,198 $3,362,900 $8,278,098

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HNS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN
T1010035CFDA 93.959)

05-95-92-920510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPIOID RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN
H79TI081685 CFDA 93.788)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

This request is sole source because the increase to the price limitation for eight (8)
vendor exceeds ten (10) percent of the total contract value.

Substance use disorders develop when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically
and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
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major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. Fifth Edition criteria.

This amendment will allow the above eight (8) vendors listed above in bold to continue
and potentially expand access to residential treatment services provided to Medicaid-covered
individuals with opioid use disorder (OUD). Funds in this amendment will be used to cover $100
of room and board payments for Medicaid beneficiaries with OUD in low and high intensity
residential treatment services. These funds will support existing residential programs to
continue sen/ing the Medicaid population, which has beeh cited as a challenge by treatment
providers as a result of differing rates of reimbursement between Medicaid and Commercial
payers. The vendors above will also continue to offer their existing array of treatment services,
including individual and group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional
living, high and low intensity residential services.

This amendment is part of the State's recently approved plan under the State Opioid
Response (SOR) grant, which identified access to residential treatment as a funding priority.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) approved NH's
proposal In Septemt>er, with the exp}ectation that funds are in services for communities within
the third month of grant award. The eight (8) vendors above will use these funds to ensure that
individuals with. OUD receiving high or low intensity residential treatment have continued and/or
expanded access to the necessary level of care, which increases their ability to achieve and
maintain recovery.

Additionally, the Department will continue to monitor the performance of the Vendors
through monthly and quarterly reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and
engaging in activities Identified in the contract monitoring and quality improvement work
referenced above. Contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

Should the Governor and Executive Council not authorize this request residential
treatment programs may have to limit the availability of beds for individuals with OUD on
Medicaid, which would delay access to care for those individuals.
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Area served; Statewide.

Source of Funds: 69.35% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health
and Human Services. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959. Federal Award identification
Number T1010035-14. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration Slate
Opiold Response Grant. CFDA #93.788. and 13.50% General Funds and 17.15% Other Funds
from the Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention. Intervention
and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available. General Funds will not
be requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Katja S. Fox

Director

Approved by:

Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commissioner

Th6 Dopertmoni of Heo/lh and Human Sarvicei' Mission is to join eonvnuniUas and fanvTias
in providing opportvnUias for dtizans to aehiavo haefth and indapandarKa.



Attachment A

Financial Details

OS.9S.92.920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVC8 OERT OF. HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100* Olhar Funtfa)

Community Counci
of Nast^-Gr
Nashua Convn

Mental Health Vendor Code: 154112-6001

/

Stata Fiscal Year Ctase/Accounl Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budosl

2019 102-500734
Corttracls for Prog

Svc
548,857 50 548.857

Sub*lotal ■: 548.857 ... 50 548.857

Oismas Home of NH Vendor CodetTBD

.;Stal^Fiscal Year Class/Account ntla Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreese Revised Modified
Budosl

2019 102-S00734 Contracts for Prog
Svc 572,381 50 572.381

SutMotal 572.381 50 572.381

Easier Seals of NH
Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab
Clr^amum Vendor Code: 177204-8009

Suie Fiscal Year Claes/Account . . Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified
Budoet

2010 102-500734 Corttracts for Prog
Svc 5337,288 50 5337.288

Sub-iotal 5337.288 50 5337.288

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-B001

State Flacal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified
Budoet

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc 5194.759 50 5194.759

Sub-toiai 5194.759 50 5194.759

Graflon County VendorCode: 177397-8003

State Flacal Year Claae/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modlflsd
Budoet

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc 574.492 SO 574.492

Sub-total 574.492 50 574.492

Gresier Nashua
CoutkOoo .
Alcoholism VendorCode: 166574-8001

Slate Flacal Year Clesa/Account .  Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease ' Revised Modified -

2019 102-^734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

5188.372 50 5188.372

5ul>-tot8l 5188,372 50 5188.372

Headrest. Itk VendorCode: 175226-8001

Sute Fiscal Year ' Ctass/Acceum Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts fix Prog
Svc 544.635 544.635

Sub-total 544.635 SO 544.635

Attachment A

ainancialOetiU

P»selol$



Attachment A

Financldl Details

Hope on Haven Hill VeryJof Code: 275119-8001

State FItcal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modined

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Conlracls for Prog

Svc
$84,035 to $84,035

Sub-total $84,035 SO $84,035

North Country
Health Conaortlum Vendor Code: 158557-8X1

State Flacal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$86,676 $88,678

Sub-total $86,678 $0 $86,678 -

Phoenix Hoirseaot

New Engiartd, Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-6X1

Stale Flacal Year Class/Account Tide Budget Amount Increase/ Decraase
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 . 102-5X734
Conlracls for Prog

Svc
$70,246 $70,246

Sub-total $70,246 $0 $70,246

Seacoest Youth

Services VendorCode: X3944-BX1

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-5X734
Contrscts for Prog

Svc
$22,076 $0 $22,076

Sub-total $22,076 SO $22,076

Soulheaslem NH

Alcohol sr>d Drug

Services Vendor Coda 15S292-BX1

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Ravlsed Modified

2019 102-5X734
Conlracls for Prog

Svc
$177,799 SO $177,799

Sub-total $177,799 SO $177,799

Wesl Central

Servlcet VendorCode: 177654-6X1

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-5X734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$17,942 SO $17,942

Sub-lolal • $17,942 SO $17,942
Total Gov. Comm $1,419,560 SO ^  S1.419.580

05-9$-92.920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHSt DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS. CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funda, 20% General Fund* FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Community Council
of Naahua-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health VendorCode: 154I12-BX1

V

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-5X734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$113,143 SO S113.143

Sub-total $113,143 SO $113,143

A(te<h«ncnt A

Financial Detail

Pace 2 of 6
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Financial Details

Olvnaa Home of NH Vendor Code:TBO

State Flecal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increasa/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-5007S4
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S167.619 $0 $167,619

Sub-total S167,619 $0 $167,619

Easier Seale of NH

Marxhesier

-AJcohollsm Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-8005

State Flacat Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Incresee/ Decrease
Revised Modified.

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Preg

Sve
$781,083 $0 1781.083

Sub-total $781,083 $0 S781.083

FIT/NHNH VendorCode: 157730«001

Slete Flacal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Conlracls lor Prog

Svc
$451,016 SO $451,016

Sub-total $451,016 - $0 $451,016'

Grafton County VertdorCode: 177397-8003

Stale Flacal Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified -

2019 102-500734
CorMracts for Prog

Svc
$172,508 $0 $172,506

Sub-total $172,508 $0 S172.S08

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcohollsni Vendor Code: 166574-6001

Slate Fiscal Year Claea/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/Decrease'
Revised Modified

2019 " 102-500734
ContTDCla for Prog

Svc
$436,227 $0 $436,227

Sub-total $438,227 SO $436,227

Headrest, Inc Vendor Code: 175226-8001

State Fiscal Year ClasWAccount Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103,364 SO $103,364

Sub-total $103,364 '  SO $103,364

Hope on Haven Hill Vendor Code: 275119-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Accouni Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Reviled Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
$194,606 SO $194,606

Sub-total I $194,606 SO $194,606

NorthCourury
Health Cor^sortium Vendor Code: 158557-8001

•

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account Tills Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
1

Contracts for Prog
Svc

$200,728 SO $200,728

Sub-total $200,726 SO $200,728

AtlKhmeni A

FinancieJ OeuU
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Attachment A

Financial Details

Pno«nU Houses of

New England, fnc. Vendor Code: 177569-B001

Stste'Flscet Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

20t9 •  102^734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$162,675 $0 $162,675

8ut>*tol«l -  $162,675 $0 $162,675

Seacoasi Youth

Services

!

Vendor Code: 203944^1

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget ArnounI . Increase/Decrease
Revteed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$51,124 $0 $51,124

Sub^totsl $51,124 $0 $51,124

Souiheasiem NH

Alcohol and Drug

Services Vendor Code 155292-8001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Accounl Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Corttracts for Prog

Svc
$411,741 $411,741

8ut>-total $411,741 $0 $411,741

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177654-6001

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decreaee
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc'
$41,546 $0 $41,548

Subtotal $41,548 $0 $41,548

Total Clinical Sva $3,287,382 22. $3,287,382

0$-95-92-920510.70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OEPT OF. HHS; DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEM.TH,
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPiOID RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds. FAIN H79TIC8iee5 CFDA 93.768)

Community Council
Of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health Vendor Code; 154112-6001

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Tllla Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreese
Reviled Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc-
$0 $0 $0

Sub>total $0 $0 $0

Oismas Home of NH Vendor Code:TeO

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Cont/acis for Prog

Svc
$0 $3,400 $3,400

Subtotal $0 $3,400 $3,400

Easier Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-6005

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Titia Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreese
Revised Modified

Budget

AitKhmerH A
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Attachment A

Financial Details

2019 102-S007S4
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
50 51,091.800 1  51,091.800

Sul>*toUl 50 51.091.600 51.091.800

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-6001

Statt Fiscal Yaor Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Medined

2019 102-500734
Contracis for Prog

Svc
5206.256 50 5206,256

Sub-total 5208.256 50 $208,256

Graflon County Vendor Code: 177397-6003

Stat* Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title • Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
. Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-900734 Contracts (or Prog
SvC

50 SO 50

Sub-total 50 50 50

Grealer Nashua

Council on

AlcohcDtm Vertdor Code: 166574-8001

Stala Fiscal Ytar Class/Account' TlUe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
50 5890,300 5890,300

Sub-total 50 5890.300 5890.300

Headrasi. Inc Vendor Code: 175226-6001

Stata Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contrecls for Prog

Svc
50 580.600 580.6W

Sub-total 50 560.600 560.600

Hope on Haven Mill Vendor Code; 275119-600)

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount tncrease/ Decrease
Revised Modified .

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrecls for Prog

Svc
SO 5218.400 .5218.400

Sub-total 50 5218.400 5218.400

North Country
Haalih Consortium Vendor Code: 158557-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
50 5114,200 5114,200

Sub-total 50 5114.200 /  $114,200

Phoenix Houses o/

New EnglarKi, tr>e. Vendor Code: 177569-6001

Slate Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
50 5564.600 5564.600

Sub-total 50 5564.600 5564.600

Seacoast Youth

Servicas Vendor Code: 203944-6001

Ststa Fiscal Year | Class/Account Tills Budget Amount increase/ Decrease |Revised Modified 1

Budget 1

AtltChrrwnt A

Finao(i«(OeuU
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Attachment A

Financial Details

2019 102500794
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO

Sub-lotal 1 . SO SO .-:.'.io

Soutn«0stem NH

Aicohol and Drug
Sarvtcea Vendor Coda 155292^001

Stata Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Incraaaef Daereast
Ravtaad Modified

Budaal

2019 102.500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S379.800 S379.600

SuMetal $0 S379.800 S379.600

Waal Canual

Sarvtcai Vendor Code: 177654.8001

Statff Fiscal Yaar Class/Account nua Budget Amount Incraaaa/ Dacraaaa
Ravlaad Modified

2019 102400734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

Sub<toUl SO SO SO
Total SOR Grant $208,256 $3,362,900 $3,571,156 '

Grand Total All $4,915,106 $3,362,900 $8,278,098

Grand Total bv Vendor

PO Vendors Current Price Limitation' Irtcreasa/Docraasa New Price Limitation

0

Community Council of Nashua*
6r Nashua Comm Mental Health

Vendor Code:

154112*8001 S162.000 .  SO $162,000

0 Olsmas Home of NH Ver>dor Code:TBD S240.000 $3,400 $243,400

0

Easter Seals of NH Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab Clr/Famum

Vendor Code:

177204*8005 Si.118.371 $1,091^800 $2,210,171

0 . FIT/NHNH

Vendor Coda;

157730*8001 $854,031 $0 $854,031

0 Grafton County
Vendor Code:

177397-8003 ' S247.000 SO $247,000

0

Greater Nashua Council on

Alcoholism

Vendor Code:

166574-8001 S624.599 S890.300 $1,514,899

0 Headrest, irtc

Vendor Code;

175226*8001 $147,999 $80,600 $228,599

Hooe on Haven Hn

Vendor Code;

275119-8001 S278.641 S216.400 S497.041

0 North Country Health Consortium

Ver)dor Code;

156557*8001 S287.406 St14.200 S40t.606

0

Phoenix Houses of New England.
Inc.

Vendor Code;

. 177589*8001 S232.921 S564.600 $817,521

0 Seacoast Youth Services

Vertdor Code:

203944*8001 S73.200 SO $73,200

0

Southeastern NH Alcohol and

Oruc Services

' Vendor Coda

155292*8001 S569.540 S379.600 $969,140

0 Wesi Ceriiral Services

Ver>dor Code;

177654-8001 SS9.490 SO $59,490
Total' S4.915.198 S3.362.900 $8,278,098

AitKiwnem A

FintncisI Oelsil
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Sutwtance Use Disorder Treatment and Rocovory Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2"* Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2') dated this 30lh day of August. 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center, (hereinafter referred to as
"the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 555 Auburn Street. Manchester, NH
03103.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Coundl
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27. 2018 (Item #7). the Contractor agreed to
perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and
in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services and increase the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$2,210,171.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read;

Nathan D. White, Director.

3. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A. Scope of Services with Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of
Services.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit B, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit B,
Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

6. Delete and Replace Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, with Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2, Service
Fee Table.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Amendment «2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dlsordef Treatmont and Recovery Support Sorvlcos

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

\ i nC_
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

11/14/18

Contractor Name Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center

Date Namei ElinTreanor

Title; cfo

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of New Hampshire County of Hiitsborough on before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

CYNTMA ROSS, Notary Public

My'Commission Expires: ̂  ft̂ fOBrntrtrtonEr^itwMarch 12.20i»

MarKhester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Amendment *2
RFA.2019-BDAS-01-SU&ST-01 p«ge 2 Of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment end Recovery Support Sofvlces

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Nam^ -

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Amendment n
RFA-2oie-BOAS-oi-suB$T^i p«o»aor3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Sut>stance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or sen/ices within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the Sen/ices described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a

Subrecipient In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or wortcs
in New Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all information security and privacy requirements as
set by the Department.

1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center E;e)ibit A. Amenctment az Contractor Iniuaia
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naioxone tablets,

1.5.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naioxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naioxone buccai
preparations.

1.5.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. Buprenorphine impiants.

1.5.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service Is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that Is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hampshire. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. The Contractor must assist clients with enrolling In public or private
health insurance. If the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR
Grant funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.0. For clients Identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs program.

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularty screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and refen-al to the QuitLlne as part of
treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabililation Center Exhibii A. Amendment #2 Contractor Inttlela
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model

(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuufTv-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network{s) (IDNs) of services
available in order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populatioris.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of
sen/ices available in order to align this worlt with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service
providers Involved In the client's care and the client's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client sen/ices with the Department's Hub
contractors Including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services;

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room & board
payment to the Hub;

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to Hub sen/ices when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub services at the time of

discharge when a client is in need of Hub

services.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; I.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance
of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment sen/ices; ^

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhtt>il A, Amendment #2 Contractor Inltiele
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.

Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems!

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment 'services assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications. Including an examination of attitudes and

feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and

decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided

according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

-range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Sen/ices for adolescents

are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Partial Hospitalization as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 2.5.

Partial Hospitalization services provide intensive and

structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug
treatment services and activities to individuals with substance

use and moderate to severe co-occurring mental health

disorders, including both behavioral health and medication
ntanagement (as appropriate) services to address both

disorders. Partial Hospitalization is provided to clients for at

least 20 hours per week according to an Individualized
treatment plan that includes a range of outpatient treatment

sen/ices and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug
sen/ices.

2.3.1.5.

2.3.1.6. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as

ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

substance use disorder treatment designed to assist

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contraaor Initiate
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment U1

55^

individuals who require a more intensive level of service in a

structured setting.

2.3.1.7. Residential Withdrawal Management services as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.7-WM a residential service.

Withdrawal Management services provide a combination of
clinical and/or medical services utilized to stabilize the client

while they are undergoing withdrawal.

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only in coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section

2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.7 to a client.

2.3.2.1. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide

for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of

opiate and other substance use .disorders. The Contractor

shall provide non-medical treatment services to the client in

conjunction with the medical services provided either directly

by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The

Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided. The

Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by

the Department, "Guidance Document on Best Practices; Key

Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

Hampshire.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Sen/ices

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for sen/ices In accordance with

Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically or by telephone conversation) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)

business days from the date that individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services. Ail attempts at contact must be

documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

individual, using the eligibility module in Web Information

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment *2 . Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact must
be documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients atx>ut any changes

in income no less frequently than every 4
weeks. Inquiries about changes in income must
be documented in (he client record.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all

services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.7 and 2.3.2, within two (2) days
of the initial Intake Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite
module, in Web Information Technology System (WITS) or other method
approved by the Department when the individual is determined probable of
beirig eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a clinical
evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the
Department that include DSM 5 diagnostic information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
in October. 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client;

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3

business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above before admission ̂  Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3
above before admission along with a clinical evaluation In Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center ExhiM a. Amendmem «2 Contractor initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Sut>8t8nce Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder

treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless;

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The sen/ice with the needed ASAM level of care is

unavailable at the time the level of care Is determined in

Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may choose: ^

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency In the client's
sen/ice area that provides the service with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the
priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, Including the provision of interim

services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Hub in the client's area to

connect the client with substance use disorder

treatment services.

-  2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
sen/ices with these providers. This assistance

must include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.

Interim services shall include:
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2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission

to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of

the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose

age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving sen/ices.

2.5.11. The Contractor must include in the consent forms language for client

consent to share information with other social service agencies involved in
the client's care, including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families

(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)
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2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this

contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section
2.5.11 above except that clients who refuse to consent to Information

sharing with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive services utilizing State
Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information

sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the

consent at any time without any Impact on services provided under this

contract except that clients who rescind consent to information sharing

with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive any additional services utilizing
State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny sen/ices to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders: and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as

prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the

Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as

kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate

times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served

under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 at>ove to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:
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2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service

and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.6

above by the type of service and payer source for the

services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into

the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, Including but not

limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'

refusal of such assistance must be clearly documented in the
client record.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. . The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of

treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,

on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,

during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and

stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall;

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization, services when a client's level of risk

indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate

withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and

provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that

withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided

when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract.
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2.8.3. The Contractor n^ust complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
leased on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3)

sessions, whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (In Section 2.5.4

above), that address problems In all ASAM (2013) domains which justified
the client's admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the

requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress

and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the Individual's ability to

achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done

and there is a stated time frame for completion

that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less

frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever

is less frequent. Treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client

is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new

goals based on changes in the clients

functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor

agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or If
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applicable, documentation of the client's refusal
to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,

objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by

completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If

applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, including but not limited to;

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor

will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider if appropriate

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part

2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in

advance in compliance with state, federal laws

and istate and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving

clients with co-occurring substance use and

mental health disorders, and if the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the

Contractor will make an appropriate referral to

one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents from the client, including

42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are

obtained in advance in compliance with state,

federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client

does not have a peer recovery support

provider, the ^Contractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider if appropriate consents from

the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.
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2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers intp the treatment
setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services arid to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services

offered by the client's managed care

organization or third party Insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the

client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the client, including but not limited

to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the
Regional Hub(s) as applicable and allowable
with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part

2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in
Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3 that address all ASAM (2013)
domains, that are in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and
that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Sen/ice Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated In the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the

patient to continue to work toward his or her
treatment goals; or
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2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B; The patient Is not

yet making progress, but has the capacity to

resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the
individualized treatment plan. Continued

treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to

continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems

have been identified that are appropriately

treated at the present level of care. The new

problem or priority requires services, the

frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current

level of care. The level of care which the

patient is receiving treatment is therefore the

least intensive level at which the patient's

problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for

transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has

achieved the goals articulated in the
individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the

problem(s) that justified admission to the

present level of care. Continuing the chronic

disease management of the patient's condition
at a less Intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has

been unable to resolve the problem(s) that

justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have

achieved the maximum possible benefit from

engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more

or less intensive) in the same type of services,

or discharge from treatment, is therefore

indicated; or
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2.6.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has

demonstrated a lack of capacity due to

diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her ability, to resolve his or her

problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively

different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has

experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new

problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a

more Intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence

based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall t>e included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal

and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. The sen/ice is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or

related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:
I

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be

purchased online through the ASAM website at:

http://www.asamcrrteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

.  (SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)

available at http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-
Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-
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2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

http://store.8dmhsa.gov/list/series7ndmesTechnlcal'

Assistance-Pub! ications-TAP$-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and

nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the
use of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco

cessation counselors available through the
QuitLine; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or 'splf tobacco, and the use of electronic
devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:
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2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located

at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking In this area,

including cigarette butts and matches, will be

extinguished and disposed of. in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated

smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. if the designated smoking area Is not property

maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting

people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tot>acco free environment policy in the

Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLAOC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds

the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LOS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served. Including, but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MI^DCs, LADCs, and

individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or

the Board of psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver

any clinical or recovery support sen/ices vkrithin their scope of
practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have

completed the required coursework for licensure by the Board
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Of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental
Health Practice or Board of Psychology and are working to
accumulate the work experience required for licensure.

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery

support services within their scope of knowledge provided

that they are under the direct supen/ision of a licensed
supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may
deliver intensive case management and other recovery

support services within their scope of practice provided that

they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals

who are working to accumulate the work experience required

for certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case

management and other recovery support services within their
scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the

Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1

Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in

accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1 and
evidence based practices, at a minimum;

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment

of progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,

when enough candidates are under supen/ision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the

practice issues faced by the supen/isee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice, available. at

http://8tore.samh8a.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-Counseting-

Competencies/SMA15-4171; and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
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boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a

copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is

employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one

month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to

address minimum courseworlc, experience and core competencies for those interns
having direct contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally. The
Contractor must have student interns complete an approved ethics course and an

approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in

Section 3.2.2. and appropriate information security and confidentiality practices for

handling protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment

records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and

an approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional .Practice in

Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as

safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules

relating to confidentiality

3.9., The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after

the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.
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3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by (he Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (IB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that;

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all Information that is entered into the

WITS system;

5.2.3. Any information entered into (he WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information is entered into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the Informed consent in 5.2 and/or consent in
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall

be assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.
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5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by

or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than

those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to

achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than

the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. "Critical incident' means any actual or alleged event or

situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-

being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident;
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6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows;

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,
which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
indivldual(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event. Including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other

relevant information, as well as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a
aime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall
submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017). available at

https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-form.pdt
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after
filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon

"  requestof the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as. but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

'^JT
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^  7.1.2. , Participation in site visrts

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by

the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to;

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent sen/ice capacity for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources

to consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the

contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the

contract period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of

more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed time
on the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department

within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy

within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,

and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss'Statement shall

include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be

submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will

be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments

divided by total operating expenditures, less
depredation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments

on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-

term investments as used above must mature within three (3)

months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a

minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance

allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:
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8.1.2.1. Definition; A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current

liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio;

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio Illustrates the Contractor's ability to

cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization

Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt

service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)

months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data; The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability

to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided

by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the'standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards

for three (3) consecutive months, then
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8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department

staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive

corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that

8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least

every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional Information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the

Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-

four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
litigation, investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be

considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair

the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and ail

other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated

by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients receiving residential level of care 3.5

covered by room and board payments under this contract that enter care directly
through the Contractor who consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub for
SUD Services receive a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination.

9.2. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Regional Hub
for SUD Services for residential level of care 3.5 who will be covered by room and

board payments under this contract have proper consents In place for transfer of

information for the purposes of data collection between the Hub and the Contractor.

The following perfonnance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds. ' '

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.4 below to

evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including

but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.
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9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected.in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care

within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged

meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at

discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.5.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in

past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have

stable housing at last sen/ice compared to first service

9.4.5.5. Increase in/no change In number of individuals participating in

community support services at last service compared to first
service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days
from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The actlon(s) that wilt be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each

deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

How and when the vendor will report^ to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block
1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment,

and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human

Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,

Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human

Services. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, State
Opioid Response Grant (CFDA #93.788) and;

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services
in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this
contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services
described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for

Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's pnvate Insurer(s) at a rate greater

than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a

service that is not covered by the payers listed In Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a

service that is covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1, but payment of the

deductible or copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client.
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3.4. The Contractor shall provide a final budget for State Fiscal Year 2021 no later
than March 31, 2020 for Department approval, which shall be submitted for

Governor and Executive Council approval no later than June 30. 2020.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are allnnclusive contract rates to

deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
amount to charge the Department for services delivered as part of this

Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Arrtount to Charge the IDepartment Applicable to All Sen/ices in Exhibit
B-1, Amendment #2 Sen/ice Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance

plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a

client's admittance Into the program and to immediately refund any

overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,

payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided

to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate,
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2. when the insurers' rates, meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2. Except

when the client's deductible or copay creates a financial hardship as

defined In section 3.3.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #2.
Section 8. Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or

anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full
amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If. any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment

#2, remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer

(if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall charge the
Department the balance (the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1,

Amendment M2. Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private

insurer and the amount paid by the client).
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5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shail not exceed the
Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2,'Service Fee Table multiplied by

the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Section 8
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled

clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay

their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and counseled
regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions including discharge
from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial

accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private

insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract

Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2, except for:

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential, Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 3.1 (See Section 7 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments

received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B,

Amendment #2, Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-

1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, the Contractor shail refund the parties in

the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or

Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,

and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application

of the Sliding Fee Schedule. ^

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this

contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the

Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed
upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicald clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (QUO) in residential level of care 3.5.
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments

up to $100/day for Medicald clients with OUD in residential level of care 3.5.

6.2. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:,

6.2.1. Medicald ID of the Client;
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6.2.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.2.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.2.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range

identified in 6.2.3

6.2.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.3. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses

incurred for room and board in the prior month. The State shall make

payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each invoice for
Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Irivoices must be

submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.4. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use
Disorder.

6.5. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with
documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving

sen/ices rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
7.1. The, Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section

5 above and as follows:

7.2. Medication:

7.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication

Assisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and

customary charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA)

126-A:3 III. (b), except for Section 6.2.2 below.

7.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medication Assisted

Treatment with Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate

Treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire Administrative Rule

He-A 304 as follows:

7.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the Medicaid

rate, up to 7 days per week. The code for Methadone

in an OTP is H0020, and the code for buprenorphine in
an OTP is H0033.

7.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per

client per day.
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7.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.2.4.1. WITS Client ID#:

7.2.4.2. Period for which prescription Is Intended;

7.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

7.2.4.4. Associated Medicald Code;

7.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

7.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

7.3. Physician Time:

7.3.1. Physician Time is the lime spent by a physician or other medical
professional to provide Medication Assisted Treatment Services,
including but not limited to assessing the client's appropriateness for
a medication, prescribing and/or administering a medication, and
monitoring the client's response to a medication.

7.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit 8-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

7.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;

7.3.3.2. Date of Service;

7.3.3.3. Description of service;

7.3.3.4. Associated Medicald Code;

7.3.3.5. Charge for the service;

7.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

7.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20'^) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses
incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month. The State shall
make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each
invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices
must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

8. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

8.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:
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8.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibrt B-1, Amendment

#2. using the sliding fee scale

8.1.2. The charges to the Department

8.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A t^elow;

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and
board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%-149% $8

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25
250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

6.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

8.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room and t>oard.

9. Sliding Fee Scale
9.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit 8,

Amendment #2, Section 5 above.

9.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (^PL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit B-1 to Charge
the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350%-399% 77%
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RFA-201 S-B0AS^1 -SUBST-O? Page 6 of 8
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Sut>stance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment U2

9.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

10. Submitting Charges for Payment
10.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Web Information Technology

System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2. Service Fee

Table. The Contractor shall:

10.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

10.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that

encounter notes are ready for review.

10.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the

errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and

are ready for review.

10.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upori Department approval
for the billing month.

10.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

10.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of

the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

10.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this

contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through
WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative

process for submitting invoices.

11. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

12. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

13. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services
provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

14. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to t>e accompanied by supporting documentation.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit B. Amvtdment #2 Vendor inKieb

RFA-20l9-eOAS-01-SUBST-07 PaBd7of8 Date 11/14/18



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

15. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds:
15.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

15.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to:

15.2.1. Make cash payments to intended redpients of substance abuse

services.

15.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or

correctional institutions of the State.

15.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose

of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human
Immunodefidency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied

by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

15.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose

of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs
or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for

intravenous drug abusers.

15.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as

follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance

abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the

religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the

religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65

and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a. 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable

Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory

provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in
2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds

provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local

government to organizations participating in applicable programs

may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,

religious instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts

such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location,

from the programs or services for which it receives funds directly

from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any

applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the

program beneficiaries.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center SxhibU 6. Amendment *2 Vendor infiisls

RFA.2019-BDAS-01-SU8ST^7 PaoeaofS



New Hampishire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Trea^ont and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2

Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates in the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

1.1.

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

1.2.

Individual Outpatient $22.00 15 min

1.3.

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min

1.4.

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

1.5.

Partial Hospitalization $223.00

Per day: and.onty on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

1.6.
High-Intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and
Parenting Women), for clinical
services arid room and board $154.00 Per day

1.7.

High-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients wHh 0U(>

Enhanced Room and Boaird $100.00 - Per day

1.8. Medically Monitored iripatient
Withdrawal Management (ASAM
Level 3.7 WM) $215.00 Per day

1.9. Recovery Support Sen/Ices:
Individual Intensive Case

Management $16.50 15 min

1.10. Recovery Support Services:
Group Intensive Case
Management $5.50

\

15 min

Mencheftter AicohoOsm ReftsbUUsSon Center
RFA-20ie-80AS-01-SUBST-07

a-1, Amendment #2
Pa0e 1 of 1

Contractor Initieie.
Date 11/14/18
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STATE OF NEW UAMPSUIRE .

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HJUMAN SERVICES

DIV3S10I^F0R BEIIAVJORAL nEAim

BUREAU OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVTCES

I OS PLEASAKTSraCBT. CONCORD, NH QUO!
l-np«243<SExt.673l

Fn: 60-171-SIQ5 TDD AccoK l'800-73$>2964
i«mv.dbbi.D3».to«

July 10,2018

Hte ExceDency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Hooorabio Council

State House
Concord, New Hampshire O3301

REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health end Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter Into retroacUve Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
In bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment arvJ recovery support services statewide, by
tncreas'lng the combined price limitation by $1,549,015, from $3,157,927, to an amoimt not to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1,2018, upon approval of the Governor and Executive Cound)
through June 30,2019.55.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.
Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts wflh ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not Dsted in bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change to the
price DmUatlon or completion dale, effective upon the dale of Governor and Executive Councfl
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Governor and Executive Council on June 20,
2018 (Late item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor
Current

Amount

IrTcrease/
Decrease

Revised

Budget

Dlsm^ Home of New Hampshire. Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000

Fft/NHNH. Inc. SO $845,775 $645,775

Graflon County New Hampshire - Department of
Correclions and Alternative ̂ nlencirtg $247,000 $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism SO $624,599 $624,599

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism RehabOitatlon Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 ■  $278,641 $278,641

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,408

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. $232,921 SO $232,921

Seacoast Youth Senrices $73:200 SO $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540

The Community Coundl of Nashua. N H. $162,000 SO $162,000

West Central Services, inc. 559,490 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,708,942



Hte Ekcdtoncy, Governor Chrtslopher T. Sununu
ami (hsHonorable Counca

Paoe2or4

/

Funds lo support this request are available In State Rscal Year 2019 In the following accounts,
with, the authority to adjust encumbrances between Slate Rscal Years, through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council^ If needed and justified.

05-95.92-920S10-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS.
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS {100% Other Funds)

06-9S-92-9205i 0-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS.
clinical SERVICES (80% Federal Funds. 20% General Funds FAIN 11010035 CFDA 93359)

Please see attached financial ̂ talls.

EXPLANATION

Action^)

Requested Action #1 Is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
continuing to work on thb scope of work and therefore, the oqnlract was not corhpieled In time to place
the item on the agenda for the June 20, 2018 Governor end ̂ ecutlve Councfl.meeling; The contract
with Greater hteshua CouncD on AIcohoDsm and Hope on Haven Hfll are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to aPow for Council review prior to; entering Iritp an Agreement, and to add
contract' monlloring language to address the aiidlt findings. If these acttons were not taken
retroactively, ttie result wPuld have been a gap in critical substance use disord^'treatment and
recovery support services In the State's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
previously approved by Governor and Executive Council on June 20. 2018 Late Itcrh G. These
agreements win allow the Vendors fisted to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Sen/ices statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who have
Income, below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes
clinically and functionally significant ImpalrmenL such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder Is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
Rflh Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the oploid
epidemic that continues to negallvely Impact New Hampshire's Individuals, famlilea, and commuraiies
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current Iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors-are delivering an array .of treatment services. Including Individual and
group outpatienL Intensive outpatient, partial hospilallzation, transitional IWIng, high and low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they emolled 2994 IndMduais In senrlce groups covered by the contract between May 1,2017 and April
30. 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths In New Hampshire with the death toil for 2017
at 428 as of April 20, 2018: however, the 2017 statistics are expected to Increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction In deaths indicates that the overall strategy Including prevention,
Inlen/ention. treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive Impact

The Departmerit published a Request for AppQcations ibr Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFAi2019-8DAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of H^llh and
Humans Services website Apnl 20. 2018 through May 10. 2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen appiicalions (two (2) submiUed by Graflon County were
combined inlo one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of (he Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing e limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addillon the Bureau of Oiiug end Alcohol Services Is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quality Improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract (ncludes language, to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure cTients contribute to the cost of services by assesslr^ client
income at Intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the cTients by assisting
them wtth accessing services or working with a cHent's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatinent end peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly arxJ quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing dlent records, and .-engaging in activities Identified In the
contract monitoring and quality Improvement work referenced above' in addition, the Oepartmem ts
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that wilt be used to create performance Ipiprovement goals in future contracts. Rr^lly,
contractor financial health Is also being morittored monthly.

'

Ail thirteen (13) coritracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to twq (2) additional years, subj^t to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Governor and Executive Coundi approval.

Should Ihe Governor and ExMutive Coundl determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the vendors would not.have sufflderit rasdurces to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery. *

Action #2)

Requested Adion #2 seeks approval to amend ten ,(10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substence use disorder treatrrient and recovery support services by m^lfying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors In meetirtg conlrad requirements.

The changes to the contracts indude removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price OmltaUon is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrofling in insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that Is not expected to negatively impact dlent care. Cofredive action for com^aiKe audits was also
included. The changes were also rrade to the three (3) contracts being put forih In Action #1. These
changes are being' made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services ar>d the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the admMiatratlve burden associated with service delivery
without comprorriislrig dlent care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Coundl determine to not authorize this Request Action #2,
the gap between the cost of care and relmbursemeht rates will remain the same, which vendors have
indicated may result In having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, (here would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvem^t In services provided.
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Ser^ces, Substance Abuse and Mental HeaHh Services Administration. Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Awanl Identjficatlon Number
11010035^14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, Ger»eral Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

.Katja S. Fox
Director

jVfrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

7h0 OcpMnMflf or HmO) and Human SarviCM'tfsttofl e K) communMi end fomSw
in pmvidfrip o^onuiStu for dSmna (0 acMeve tea'M and indtpendenea.
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Attach ment A

Flninclai Detal'i

|OMM^B203t04tt20000 HEALTH AND SOOM. SEAVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OEPT OP. KHS: OtV PON BEMAVDRIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG A ALCOHOL 8VCS. COVERNOA COMHSSON FUNDS (100% Other Fuoes}

ConinutAr Oourcfl
OfNasHM*^

(teHisComm

AMNHeatt • Vendor CedK 1S4112-8001

Stita FteeaJYur Claaa/Accouwl Tida DudgatAMouid
IncrtMa/Docraoea

RavtaedModmad

Budoet

2019 W2S00T34
CenSscalBrPreo

Swc
946,697 SO S46457

SubABttl 946.697 90 1  S46L657

OlBn«9>^tnte(NH ' Wi^Co^TBO .

SUM Pises) Yaar ciMt/AecMsrt' •  ;• TlIlD Bsdgtt AOMURI
IneiaaaafOaeraaia

l^vtsadUadintd

Budgat

2019 102-9007)4
-  1 • .

Con&aoi lor Pieo
Swc

972.361 10 ^91

Sub-tetsI 972481 SO 972491

EaitBrSesftfifNH

Mintf«3lDr

AlcaHotvn Rsf«b

Ck/FoflBn) Vendor Codae 177204-6009

-

Sttts Fiscal Ymt •'•ClasaOleceunt ' liut 6wdgatAneuM
Incrcasc/Oacraaee

Rmdead MedOlad

Budgat

2019 t02-5007)4-
CorSiatt ler Preg

Swc
9337469 '  SO 9337469

Swb^aui 9337.280 so 9337488

FTTMHNH VmterOode 157730«I01

8utsFisca)Year Clasa/Aecoutt TlUa OudgatAimeunC InciaasalDacraaM
Revlaad Madinad

BudsM

2019 102-900^4 Conssos tar Prog
Swc

90 9194.759 .S1K769

SbMoO] SO 9194.799 9194,759

6is4onCour*r vendor Coda: 177)97.8003

SUiaPbealYear Ctaaa/Account TlUe Budgat Amount
Incfoeea/Daciaaea

Ravisad Medillad

Budgat

2019 102400734
Cenoscts tarnog

Svc
974.492 90 974.492

SuMeOI 974.492 90 974.492

Grtster Nashvs

CotfioOon

AtooTioUsm Vendor Cede 168574-6001

SUM Fisesi Year Cltsi/Aecdsnt TWe Budget Amount tnaaaaa/OaefCase
RavUad idediaad

Budoei

2019 102-5007)4
Conbacts tar Prog

Svc
SO 9196472 9198.372

flubtata) SO ■ S168472 1188372

»te8(9C5t,tnB Vendor Code 179226-6001

SUtD Fttcal Year Cfaas/Accoent TVIt Budget Amount Incmaad Dcciaaaa
RavisadMsdBtad

Budett

2019 102-9007)4
Cersraeu tor Prog

Svc
944,635 944439

Subtotal 944.635 90 944.639

AuachvKAiA

FSnwdil DetaM

Nte t N4



Attachment A

Financial Detaih

Hoae on Haven Kl Vendor Co4b 2751 iMOOl

StttoFtscs] Year rial it Account TMe Budget Anount toeteeae/ DtCfiasa
Ravisad UedUlad

iBudoet

2019 102-500734
Contrads tor Preg

Sve
SO S84.03$ S84.(OS

suwoiti so SS4.039 SS4^

HortiCouaay
HesBi Conoertutn VortdorCede: lS&SS7-eOOI

Snio Raeal Year ClmtAccounl TUte Budget Aaioont inereaseT Decrease
RavMad UodiOed

Budrtfi

2019 102-000734
ConlmdebrPioe

Sw
S88^ tSB.S7«

Sub-tstsi 98SS7S SO iaso7a

PrnanCxHoauaaf
New Englan], bifr Vender Cede: 177S89-Drai

State Fbcai Year Class/Account Tide Budget Arnouei Ineratsar Decrease'
.  RwlsadMedtnad

.  Dudeet

2019 102-900734
Cordrads tor Prog

8ve
570,246 $70,246

8ub>(ettl S7a24B SO S70JM

ScaooastYoud)

Vendor Coda: 203944-0001

State FhealYMT Clets/Aeeownt TtOm Budget AmotBt Incretaef Oeceeesa
ReUaedWedinad

Bedoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Piog

Svc
S22,076 to tzim

SuMetal m078 SO S22.076

fiouOwastcmNH

AlctM end Dug
ScTvicm ^nderCode 195292-B001

State FbcM Year Ctass/Accouot rw« Budget Aootsd Increase/ Pecireae
Rfivtiod MDdinad

Bwteei,

2019 102-600734
CondoctstarPiog

8«c
S177.T90 SO sm.799

SubCetsl 1177,799 to Sl77.7ft9

WasiCenM '

SetWeee Vendor Code: 177654-6001

State Fteeai Year aate/Acceont Title Budget Amount Increesa/Oeoeese
Raviaad Medinad

Dudeet

2019 102-900734
Contrecb tor Prog

Sve
S17.»<2 to $17,943

SvtHetai 917.942 SO StT.942

TetalOcv.Cemm S9S2.3S4 S4S7.1S6 IMt9.S»

0545>l2-R091I><33aatB>Q0 ItCALTH AND SOCIAL SCAVtCES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: OIV FOR BCHAVORVSL HEALTH.

BUREAU OF DRUO S AUOHOL SVCS. CUMCAL SERVICES (00% FedarM Funds. 20% G«ti«a< Funds FAM T10100U CFDA «) JS9)

CenvTMdly Coundl
oINastumCr

NatnuaCootm

MerttMHeeOi

\

VettoorCodr 194112-8001

•

State FbcjJ Year ClasWAeesani TtUe Budget Aotoent laciease/ Decmese
Revised MedUled

BudeM

2019 102-500734
CoreaeiatsrProg

S«c
$113,143 to $113,143

8ub4oCBt $113. U3 SO $113,149

AltKlinenlA

nMncWOcee

fa(e2ara
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FbMncUl Details

Oianaa Hen^ crf.NK VandarCoda:T80

SM'RwbI Year Oasa/Acceurt Tnt Budget Aaatmt (ncreeaef Oecratse
RavlsedUodUM

Sudnet

201B 1O2-0GO734
CortracutorPrao

Sec
S1S7A19 SO $167,819

OutHtobl S187.619 SO S1S7.619

Easter Seats of NX

MvidtcsiBr

MeeMIam Ratiab

Cttfwrnm Vendor Codr t7720«-Ba0S

atata nical Yaar CiMaMecnuBt Tltla Budget Aiaeant
Incmasof Oeeeaea

Revised UedUM^
Budaet

2019 102-5007S4
CenVactsierPreo

9781^ SO S791.083

SdMbUI S781.083 SO • S791083

RT/NHNH VcnteCcda ISTTX-BOOt

)
State FlfdtYaar QassfAccoutS Tide Budget Aoeust taoeaaef Decraeee

Ravlaed Meddled

Budeat
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Contria lor Prog

See
SO S4S1.016 S4S1,0t8

SutMelal SO S4S1016 $451,016

QjafeonCouniy' Vendor Coda: 172397-6009

Stata FlKal YMr Ctais/Aeeount TUIe - Budgtt Ameuat Incnescf Oocmee
Roviecdaiedined

Budeot

2019 102500734
CenvacatorPreg

Svc
SI72M •SO $173,906

SuMotal S172^ SO S172.506

QnetesNaitua

Council on

AlCDtaitm Vandorcoda: 1«eS74.B001

State BscaJ Year Ctats/Aeeount TUle Budget Aateoai locrem/ DKriisa
Reviled Modified

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor prog

Svc
SO 1436^ $436,337

SulHetal SO S438.227 .  $436,227

Hoadtcst Inc Vendor Codr1TS736-e001

Sta&FbcafYcer CtaeefAccoum TIllQ Budgot Acroonl Incrtasaf Decrease
Revtoed Medlfled

Bwdqot

2019 10S-S00734
Contracta tor Plog

Svc
8103.354 SO $103^64

Sub-leol 3109.304 so $103,384

KepeenHaweHe Vender Cedr. 275119-B001

State Flscaf Year CiaaaiAcecunt T«I« Budget Anount lacraasaf Deereaw
Revlaed MedUted

BudoH-

2019 102-500734
Contridi tor Piog

Svc
SO SIKSOO $194,806

Sul^lotal SO $194,808 S194.606

NorVtCotnay
Itealh Censanbm Vendor Cedr 158557-6001

State FIscat Year ClaeeMcceunt TUe Bwdgsl Aaieuil Inciaasa/Decftaae
Revisad Meddled

Bedaet

2019 1O2-900734
ConOscts tor Prog

Svc
S3X.728 SO $200,728

Sub-total S20Q.72fl so S20a726
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Financial OetoiU
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Rmrtstdtoednid
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5163.875 50 5162.679

siezers SO S1&?.ff7S

ScaeooJYotfh
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••w
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novhredModatd

'BudOft
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CcntncatorPreo

Svc
551.124 SO UI.124
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SoMheuttmNH

AkeMivdDfuo
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Rovtood Itodmad

Budoot
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Sw
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2019 102-500734
ContrtctslorPfog
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1" Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and .Repoyaiy Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") dated this 26th day of June.' 2018. te by and between the
State of New Hampshire; Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center, (hereinafter referred to as
"the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 555 Auburn Street, Manchester. NH
03103.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract*^ approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20. 2018 (Late Item G), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions. Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon wrltteri agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price limitation or completion date;

NOW THEREFORE, In coAslderatton of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 2, Scope of Services. Subsection 2.7. Assistance
with Enrolling Iri Insurance Programs, In Its entirety, and replace with the following:

-2.7. Assistance wtth Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients arxl/or their parents or legal guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a closed-loop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment Indude. but
are not limited to: , .

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private Insurant* including, but not^limiled to New
Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after intake.

2. Delete Exhibit A. Scope of Services, Section 3, Staffing, Subsection 3.9, In its entirety, and
replace as follows:

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved In client care wilhiri
fifteen (15) days of the'Cbntfadtieffective date or the staff person's start date, if after the
contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.- Add Exhibit A, Scope of Sen/ices, Section 10, Contract Compliance Audits, as follows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

MaAChesierAJcohoOtmRcheblQASonGentt/ AmendmoniSI
RFA-201»aOAS01-SUSST Pe0flior4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Pteorder Treatment and Recovery Support Servicea

10.2 The corrective action plan shall Include:

10.2.1 The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2 The actlon(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3 The specific steps and time line for imptementing the actions above;

10.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and eff^tiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 8, Clinical Supervision. Subsection 8.1,
Paragraph 8.1.3, In Its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed couniseiors shall receive at.least one (I) hour of supervision for every forty
(40) hours of direct client contact:

5. Delete Exhibit B. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment Section 9. In Its errtirety.

The rest of this page left intentionally Wank.

Manchester AlcdhalUm RehabQItaSon Center Amendmart «1
RFA.3019-BOA$^1-SU8ST Page 2 of 4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
SutotencgJUge^teorder^Tr^^ and Recovery Support Servlceo

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katie S. Fox

Director

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center

Date Name: /i^

Title: ^

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature;

State of County of on .
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person Identtfled diredllv SDove. or sa

before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the p&'son identtfled diredlly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name Is signed above, and acknowledged that s/ho executed this document In the
capacity Indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public or Jusliue uf Ute PuaLB

CY?miiA ROSS. Notvy Pvbfle
Ceinmtaton Uaich 12.20)9

... Name and TjtJe of Notary or Justice oftliB Puam

• * • * * *

My. Commission Expires:

Manchester Atcohoflsmfiehabfiltfttlen Center Amendmerd«i
RFA-2019-BOA&01.SUBST PiQeSoia



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dlaefdcr Treatment and Recovefy Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

n

Dale Name;

TlUe:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

AlcohoOtm RtfttbDsOon Center
RFA-2C1 e-BOAS-01-SUBST

Amendment 01
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KEY ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

NH Department of Health and Human Services

Vendor Name: Esster Seab NH, Joe.

Name of Program/Service: Maacbeser Alcoholism RebobUlation Ceater

BUDGET PEKIOD: 1

Name & Title Key Admlrdstratlvo Personnel

Annual salary or

Key

Admlnletretlve

Pereorml

Peroentageof
. Salary Paid by

Contract

.  Total Sala^
Amount Paid by

Contract

lanv Gammon. President & CEO S387.107 .0.00% - $0.00

Sin Treenor. CFO $244,600 0.00% $0.00

Nancy RoUhs, COO $117,000 0.00% $0.00

Tina Shartoy. CHRO $145,656 0.00% $0.00

Joseoh Emmons. SVP Develooment $120,000 0.00% $0.00

- Cheryl Wilkle, SVP-Sut>8tance Abuse Services $175,000 25.00% $43,760.00

Christine Weber. VP ODcrations Famimi Center $103,000 43.00% $44;29a00

$0 .  0.00% $0.00

$0 0.00% $0.00

■ $0 0.00% $0.00
'

$0 0.00% $0.00

Total salaries (Not to exceed Total/Salary Wai
$0

ges. Line item i of
0.00%

iudgol reguost)
. laoo

$86,040.00

Key Admlnlstralive Personnel are top-tevel agency leadership (Executive Director, CEO, CFO, etc.).
These pemonnel MUST be Qsted, even if no aaterV Is oatd from the contract. Provide their name,
title, annua! salary and percentage of annual salary paid from the agreement.



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHAVJORAl HEALTH

BmSAUOPDRVGAIfDALCOaOLSERyjCES
KiAtytxt

OwRniBloacr . 105 PtEASAfn'8TR££T, CONCORD, NH OUOl
603-3T1-6110 l-eOO-&S2-334'S Bit 6756

Kilfa & P«i Fau 6a3-371-6I0S TDD Accos: UOO-735-3964 '
WVfTtJdbhSMh^W

'  June 19.2018

His Excellency.; Qovemor Christopher T. Sununu
and toe Honorable Council. . . - .

State House ,
Concordi New HampeWre 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drag and Alcohol
Sendees, to entw' Into Agreements with multiple Vendors, listed below, to provide substance use
dborder treatmerit and recwe^ support services statewide, In. an amount not to exceed $3,157,927
effectiye July 1, 2018 or lipon Governor and Executive Coiincfl iapproval whichever Is. later through
June 30,2019.55.87% Federal; 13.97% General, and 30.16%'Other Funds. "

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Budgeted Amount
DIsmas Home of New Hampshire* Inc. $240,000
Grafton-.CounW New Hampshire - Department of Corrections and Altematlvq
Sentehdfw' $247,000
Headrest $147,999
Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371
North Country Health Consortium '  $287,408
Phoenbc Houses of New Ennland. Inc. $232,921
Seaooast Youth Services $73,200
Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services' $589,540
The Communltv Council of Nashua. N.H. $162,000
West Central Sendees. Inc.. $59,490
Total SFYie-' . ' $3-.157.927

--t- w ̂

Funds to feupport this request are available In State Fiscal Year. 2019 In the foUp^ng accounts,
wfto toe authority to adjust encumbrances t>etwesn State Rscal . Years through the^Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Exscutlve Oouncn.'lf needed and justified.

Please see attached firmclal details,

P^^-ANATIDN . . .

The Department requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price limitation of
$3,157,^7 that will alldw the Vendbrs listed to provide an array of Substance Use Dl^rder Treatment'
arto Recovery Support Sendees statewide to children and adults with substance use dlsorderB, wtio
have Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or am
homeless In New Hampshire. Sutistance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/a drugs
causes cDnfcany and functionally Significant Impairment, such as health problems, disaUlity, and failure
to meet major responslbHtties at work, school, or home. The exlstertce of a sutistance usq disorder is



His Excellency. Oovemor Christopher T. Sununu
end (he'Honomble CouncQ

Pago 2 of3

detemilned using a clinical evaluallori based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fifth Edition crilerte. .Three (3) more agreements wlD be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Coundl meeting.

These Agreements are pKart of the Departrnents overall strategy to respond to the oplold
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact Nw Hampshire's Individuate, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array of treatment slices, Indu^g Individual and
group outpatient, Intensive outpatient, partial hospHalization, transitional Uvf'ng, high and low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management service as well as ancfllary
recovery support senric^. While the array of services offered by each vendor-varies sPghtJy, together,
they enrolled 2994 Individuate In service groups, covered by the contract betw^ May 1,2017 and April
30i 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths .fn New Hampshire with the .death toll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20,2016; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to Increase slightly qs cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction In deaths Indicates Uiat the overaD strategy Including preyentlon.
Intervention, treatment and recovery support servlw Is having a positive Impact

T^^partrnent published a Request for ApplicalIons:for Substance Um Disorder Treatment
and Recdvery Support Services (RFA^019-BDAS-0i^UMT)' on the Department of Health and
Hurrjans Services website April 20,, 2018 through May 10,2018, The Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a t^m of Individuate with program specific
knowledge The Depai^enl selected fourteen applications (two (2) submltl^ by Graflon County were
oomblned Into one contr8Ct).lb provide these senrices (See attached Summary Score Sheet). '

Some of the. Vendors' applfcatlorls scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the vendors providing a limited, array of services and not to their e)toariehce and/or capacity to
provide those eervlces. In addition the ̂ reau-of Drug and Alcohol Servtces.Is working with tha Bureau
of Improvement and Iritegrity to.lrnprove the contract monitoring and quality Improvement process as
weOas taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

A  ■

The Contract Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim'
services If they.are oh a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake artd on e monthly ba^; and tq ensure care coordination for the clients by .asslstir^
them with accessing services or working with a ciienfs exlsling provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department wiH monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting "site vtsfts, reviewing dient 'records, end engaging In activities Identified In the
contract monllbring and quality Improvement work referenced above. In addition, the Department is
collecflng baselino data on access, "engagement clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, end
outcomes that will be used to aeate p^ormance Improvement goals in future Mntracts.>RnaIIy,
contractor financial health Is also being monitored rrionthly.

This contract Includes language that reserves the right to renew each obntract for up to two (2)
additional years; subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performarrce of contracted
services end-Governor and Executive Coundl approval

Should the Governor and Execulhra Council determine to not authorize this Request, the
vendors would rurt hpve sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services rrecessary to
providd Individuals with substance use disorders the neoessary tools to achieve, enhance 8nd sustain
recovery.
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Hte Exctftancy, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
fiftd the Honorable Coundl
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Area served; Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health artd
Human Services. Substance Abuse, and Mental Health Services Administration. Sutistance Abuse
Prevention and Treatrnent aock Grant/ CFDA #93.959. Federal Award Identification Number
TI010035-14. and 13.07% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Govemorts Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention end Treatment

In the event that (he Federal Funds beoome no longer available. General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

Katie's. Fox
DL dor

Approved
rey Al Meyere

Commissioner

The C(p«ii7ienf oZ/AeZtfi. endrtewi Sen*»f'Aflsstort a bjofe 6ommvn«« and
provtfnp (VpodUiBta tor cttfDAe to ecMOve heeO) end Mt^endbnea.



New Hampshtre Department of Hoelth end Humm Servlcea
Office of Bustnoea OpersUone
Contmds & Procurement Unit

Summary Sccrinq Sheet
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AttachmsAt A

Rnancial Details

0«S.$MMJ104JttMOO HEALTH AND SOCIAL CERVICCS. HEALTH AND HUUAN 8VC8 OBPT OP, HH6: DtV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUO & ALCOHOL 6VC8, GOVERNOR COUBflSStON PIMOS (100% Other hintfs)
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.Rnsndsl DeteUs
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Rnandai Details
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/ FORM NdStBSR P-37 lnuSas 5/8/15)
Subject Substance Ute Disorder Pnd Reccverv Rifppott Rervloci fRFA»20 l»aP.^8-gi -gU

Notice: This agreemem and all of its atechraents shall become public upon snbalision to Oounnor and
Executive Council for approval. Any infonnatlon thai U private, cosfidmtial or progprelBy must
be clevly idecitifled to the agency and 'agreed to in vniting prior to sigDmg the cootnufl.

AGREEMENT

The Stale ofNew Hampshire and the Conuactor hereby mutually, agree as folkns:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.1 Stale Agency Name
NH D^ortment of Health and Human Scrviqcj

12 State Agency Addresa.
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH03301-M57

.IJ .ContractorName ' -
Manchcster'AlMholism Rehabilitation Center

1.4 ContractorAddros -

555. Auburn Street ■

MahdiesterKH 03103 . . .

IJ Contractor Phone

.Number

60L-62I-346r

1.6 Account Number'

05-95-92<920S10-3382-102-

500734; 05-95-92.920510-
3384-102-500734

1.7 Completion Date

June 30.2019

ij Mee Limitntioa

SUI^371
>•

1.9 CooOractbg Officer for Stah
B. Mario Reinenann, Esq.
Oiredor of Contracts and Procur

5 Agency

cment

1.10 Slate Agency Tdqtbone Number <
603-271-9330

1.11 Contractor Signature I.I 2 Name and Title ofContractor Sgpalory

Efinlreanor. CffO

1.13 - AckoowledgemenL'Stole of NH , County of HlUsborough

On '^^^befbre the undersigned ofGoer, personally appeared the person IdrnTified in bloA Li2, or aa^sdldorily
proven (d be tte person whose name Is signed lo btock 1.11, and acknowledged thai s/be execolcd this doqpDeot In'the ̂ mty .
iixlieolcd in block 1.12. . / . J

*. ■

/■

\
1.13.1 SignaturpofNotaiy Public or Justice of the Peace

tScalj
1.13.2 NamcindTitleofNctaiyorJusticcofgfjffi^R(jSS,Noteiypirtj5e

My Convninion Eaplnia March 12.2019
1.14 State Agency Signs&re ?

•proval by the Nil
Date:

1.15 Name and Title of Slate Agency ̂ gnalory

1^^t1.16 Approval by the NH. Department ofAdministration, Division of PcrsooaelTv (^pUcabb)

By: Director, On:

1.17 Approval by the Attorney General (Form, Substance andExecution) ({fc^p/icah/ej

By: ./\AyV
1.18 Approval the QovenK>r end Executive

Br-

ive^^llcil (ii(ifappli^U)
On:

Page 1 of4



1 EMPLOYMENT OF CO^^^RACTOR/SERVICES TO

BE PERFORMED. The Stale ofNev Hampshire, acting
through the agency ideniifleO b block 1.1 ("Staie"), engages
cDotraetor identlEed b block 1J (^ittrector^ (o perform,
^ the CoAlntetor shall perfiirm. the w)rk or s^ ofgoods, or
both, Ideotifled and more particularly described b (he aflaehed
EXHIBIT A vrhlcb Is bet^nted Iwrein by referenoe
("Servleo").

3. EPFECrrVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.

3.1 NotwUhstindlng any provision of this Agreement to the
conitary, end sub)ect to the approval of the Oovemor and
Executive CouncU of the Sbta of New Hampshire. If
ap^dlcabte, this Agreement, end alt dbUgstions of the parties
hereimder, shall become enbctive on the date the Oovenior
end Executive Council approve thla Agreement as bdleatcd in
block I.IS, unless do su^ approval Is requbcd, in which case
the Agroen^t shall become effective on (he dale the
Agreement b signed by the State A gency as ̂ wn in block
I.UC^ectiveDate'O.
3.2 Ifthe Contractor commenoes (ha Services prior to the
Eflectivc Dat^ all Servioes pcrfonncd by the Conmctor prior
to the Effective Date shall be performed at the sole risk the
Contractor, and b the event that this Agreement does not
become efCxUve, the State shall have oo liability to the
Oontnetor, including without limitation, any obligatbo to pay
the Contractor for any costs bcuned or Servbes performed.
Contractor must complete all Services by the Completion Dale
specified b block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL nature OF AGREEMENT.

Motwithstandbg any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, all obUgatUm ofthe State hereunder, Includbg,
without limitatloa. the contbuaace of payments hereunder, are
contingent upon the avalbbility and continued appropriation
of funds, and b no event shall (be State be liable lor any
payments beretmder In excess of such available appropriated
fimds. btheeveotofaredocdonortambttionof

appropriated fimds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such funds become eviileble; ffever, and shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon •
gMng the Controcsor notice of such termination. The State
shall not be required to trensfer fiindi ffom any other account
to the Account Idaitllied b blodc 1.6 Inthe event firndsbthat
•Account ere reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/

payment, '
5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms Of
poyment are IdemiSed end more partlcubrly deserfbed In
EXKIBn* B wUcb Is Incorporated bercb ̂  reference.
5.2 The psyment by the State of the confraet price shall be the
only and the eompfete reimbursement to the Contractor for oil
expenses, ofwhatever nature Incurred by the Contractor in the •
perfonaaoce hereof^ end ahal) be the only and the complete
compensaBoa to the Contractor for the Services. The Stale
shall hove oo Ueblllty to the Contractor other than the contract
price.

PBgc2

53 The State reserves the right to pfiket from any 'aisounb
otherwise p^ble to (he Contractor tioder this Agreement
those liquidated amouots required or pomitted byNii. RSA
80:7 through RSA 60;7<c or any other provisloa of law.
S.4 Noiwithstandng any provision b this Agreement n the
contrary, and rwtwilhstandbg unecpccted etrcumstonces, In
no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or acWly
made hereunder, exceed the I^oe Umltatzon set forth b block
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WfTH LAWS

AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.
6.1 In connection with the pcrfomaaoc ofthe Services, (be
CoBtractor shall comply ̂vith all statutes, bws. regularionj,
and orders of federal, slatak county or municipal authorities
w^ich Impose any obligotjon or ̂ ty upon the Contractor,
bcludln^ but not iimltod to, civil rights and equal of^xytuniQ^ •
laws. This mny Include the requlrcrtient to utilize auxiliary
aids and services to ensure that persons whh ooosmunlcallon
disabilities, Including vision, hearbg and speech, am
coromunlcste with, receive Informalioa and convey
bfbrmaHontotheComrtctor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all QppUcsble copyri^ lawx
6.2 During (he term of this Agreement, the Contractor ahall
not disalmbote agalns employees or ai^Ilcants for
eroploymcnt because ofrace, color, religion, oeed, age. sex,
haridleap. sexual orientaUon, or national origla and wtU take
afllrflBallve action to pievcnt such discrimination.
63 If (his Agreement Is fbnded b any part by monbt ofthe
United States, the Contrftctor shdl comply all the
provisions of Executive Order Na 11246 ("Equal
Empbymcni Opportu^r), as supplemented'by the
regulatbns.of the United Stales l>epfirtment ofLabor (41
C.FJL Part 60), and wbh any rules, regubtbns and guidelba
as the State ofNew Hampsl^ or the United States Issue to
bqilcment these regulations. The.Contraclor fbrtbcr Qgrecs to
pertnlt the State or United States access to any ofthe
Cootrictor'B books, records'and aceounts fix the purpose of
•seertainlng ooo^lbnee with all rules, rtgidatbns a^ orden,
and the covenants, terms ond condltlaRS of this AgreemenL

7. PERSONNEL.

7.J The Contractor shall at Its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perfonn the Slices. The Contractor
wamots that all personnel engaged b the Services shall be
quaDHed to perform the Services, and shall be prq)criy.
licensed end otherwise authorized to do so un^ all applicable
laws.

72 Unless otherwise authorized b writing, dutbg the term of
this Agreement, and for a period of six (6) moothi after the
Completion Date in block 1.7. the Contractor shall not hire,
and Ml not permit any subcontractor or other penor^ Arm or
corporation with whom It D eogeged Id a combined eflbrt to
pofonn the Services to hire, any pcraon who b a Ststo
eir^loyeo or ofnciaL wbo h roatcrially involved b the
procurement, administration or peribnaanee ofthis

of4
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AgrconenL This providon shall survive texmlnalion of (his
Agrcemon.
7.3 The OontracUng OfScer specified In block 1S, or bb or
berstiooessor,shallbetheSt^'srep^nmive. la the event
of floy dispute eoocemlAB the interpr^tion of thb Agreement,
the ContracUng Ofllcer*s decblon shall be final for the Stote.

fl. EVENT OP DEFAULT/REMEDIES.

8.1 Any one or more ofthe following acts or ombstoos of the
Contractor shall constitute en event of deftull boeundv
C*Evenl of Oe&uh"):
B.1.1 fsitura to perfbna (he Services satisfoetorlly oron
schedule;
8.12 foliure to submit sny repoii required bereuoda; ond/or
8.13 EiDore to perform any other coveoaot, term or oondiitoo
cfthls Agreement.
83 Upon (he occuTTtnoe ofany Event of Defoult, the State
m^ take any one, or roore, or alt of the following actions^
83.1 ̂ ve the Contractor a wrltteo ooUce spedQ^big the Event
ofOeftult end requiring it to be remedied ̂ thlo, In the
abscnee of a greater or lesser specification of time, thir^ (30)
days fhxn (he date ofthe nmlcc; and iftheJBvent ofDefliult Is
not timely remedied, terminate thb Agreement, efTectlve two
(2) days after glvfng (he Contractor notice of tomlnallon;
833 ̂  (be Contractor a written oou'ce tpeelQrIng the Event
of Default and suspending all payments to be made uoder thb
Agreement and ordering that Um portion of (he contract price
which would otherwise oocroe to the Contractor during the
period ftom the date of iuch notice unlU such time as the State
detendnea that the Cootroctor has cured the Event of Defouli

shall never be pald to the Comractor;
833 set off a^mst any other obligations the State may owe to
the Gootractor any damages the State suffers by reason of any
Eveoi of Oefoult; and/or
83.4 treat (he Agreemeni as breached itkI pursue any of its
nmtedles al law or In equhy, or both.

9. DATA/ACCBSS/CONFIDBNTlALnY/

FRSSERVATTON.

9.1 As used In thli Agreement, the word ''data" shall mean all
InfonnHion and things developed or obtained during the
pcrformaooe of, or acquired or developed by reason of, thb
Ayegncnt, tedutflng, but not llmlt^ to, all itudes, reports,
Gles» formeltt, surveys, maps^ charts, sound recordings, video
recordingi, pictorial repfodoedo&s, drawtegs, analyses,
grqihle rtprcscmitions, computer progranB, computer
printouts, notes, letter^ memoranda, papers, and doeumenb,
aQ whether finl^ed or unfinbh^.
93 Ail data and any property whidt has been received ftom
(he State or puidtased with fliods provided for (hat ptupose
uader thb Agreement, Aall be the property of (be State, end
shall be returned to (he Slate upoo demand or upon
thrtBlnatloo ofthb Agreemeni for any reason.
93 ConfidesdiJI^ ofdsta dtalt be governed by Nil. RSA
ch^terPI-A or other edstJag lew. pisclosureofdata
requires prior written approval of (he State.

Page 3

10. TCIUiflNATION. In (he event of an early (emitnaUon of
thb Agreemeni for aoy reason other (han the' completion of the
Services, (he Contractor ahsll deliver (o did Contracting
Officer, not btcr.than fifteen (15) days after the data of
tcnnfnalion, a report OTennination Report*0 describing In
detail all Soloes peiformed, end the contract price canted, to
and {Deluding the date of (crmlrtalion. The form, subject
matter, content, and numba ofooples of (he Te^nalioa
Report shell be tdcntical to those of aoy Final Report
described in the attached OCHIBn* A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the performance cfthls Agrecmeot the Contractor b In till
respects an Independent contractor, and b oeHher an agent nor
an employee of (he State Neither (he Cootrscsor rmr any of Its
officers, employees, ogcrtts or members tfuUl have euihoriQ^ to
bind the State orrecelvt eny bcoeftts, woikera* compensation
or other emoluments provided by the Slate to Its empbyees..

12. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION/SUBCONTRACTS.
The Conlraetor shall no( assign, or otherwise transfer eny
Interest in thb Agreement without the prior writteo notice and
consent.of (he Slate. None of (he Services ihall be
suboontracted by (he Contractor without the prlor written
notice and consent of the State.

D. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractbr-shall deffaid,
indemnlQr and hold harmless (he State; itsotnoers and
employees, from and against any end ill losses suffered by (he-
Stale; lb officos and employees, and any and all claims,.
UabillUes or penoldes anoted e^nst the State, lb offi^
and employees, by or on behalf of eny person, on eecounl of,
based or resulting from, arising out of (or which may be
ehimed lo arise out of) the actt or omUsioos of the
Coitfractor. NotwIihsUndlng the foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be. deemed to constitute a wtdver of (he

sovereign imnwnlty of the Slate, which immunity b hereby
reserved to the State. This oovcnaot in psn^nph 13 shall
survive the termination of this AgreemenL

14. INSURANCE.

14.1 The Contracur shall, at lb ale expense, obtain and
mainttlo In force, and shell require any subeomraetar or
itssignee to obtain end rtulntaln (n force, the following
Insuranee:

14.1.1 comprehensive general Uabifity Insoranee against ell
claims of bodily lq}tny, death or property damage; In amounb
of not less (hon 81,000i000peroocuTrence and ̂ 000,000
egpcg3ie;aad
14.13 tpe^ cause of loss coverage form covering all
property sutjeetto lubparagraph 93 hereb, In en amount not
less than 8094 of the wtole replacement value of (he property.
143 The policies described In Mbpangnph 14.1 herdn shall
be on policy forms and eodoraeooua ̂ iprovcd fbr use lo the
Sbte ofNew Hampshire by the N.H. Departmerd of
Insurance, and Issued by luurers licensed in the Slota of New
Hampshire.

of4 ■ ' ^—
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144 Tht Contrtctor shall furnish to the ConuacU'ns Officer
Meniifl^ in block 1.9, or his or her successor, t ce(i]nc9te(s)
oflnsannce fbr all io^nce required under (his Agreement
Gontftctof shall also fUmlsh to the Contracting Officer
idertlifled In block 1.9. or his or her successor, cerllficate(s) of
insurvice (br all rene^^Cs) of bturence required uader this
Agreement no laierthan tl^ (30) (bys prior to the expiration
date of ̂sch ofthe Insurance pollcta. The certifiGatefs) of
[Bsuranee end any renewals thereof shall be attached and ore
tncorpoieted her^n by refcrepcc Each certlGcatefs) of
Insuraoce shall oontalri a clause requiring the losorcr to
provide the ContitcUng Officer UeatJDed In block 1.9, or his
or her cuoeessor, no less than tldtty (30) dtqrs prior written
notice ofcanceDation or moiliflcallon of (he policy.

15. WORKERS' COMPENSATION

IS.l By signing this agretmoii, the ContnctoV threes,
certifies end wairams (hat the Contnetor is In carcpllnca with
or ecempt from, the requlrentents ofN>{. RSA chapter 251-A
("iVorUrt'Compt/uailM').
JSJ To the odeal the Conlrat^ b subject to the
requirements ofXii. RSA ch^ter2tl-A, Contractor ahali
malotaln, and require any subooniraetor or assignee to secure
and rrrainisio, payment of Workers' Compensation In
eonnectten wdih octlviiles which the person proposes to
ondertake pursuant to this AgreemenL Contractor (hall
fiimisb the Contracting OfBcertdcntlfled In block 1.9, or his
' Or her successor, proof of Worken* Compensaiion in the
manner described in N41. RSA chapter 261-A and any
BppUcabie renewal(s) thereof which shall be attached aad am
Incorporated herein ̂  reference. The State shall not be
responsible fbr payment ofany Workers' Coippensatt'on
■pt^ums or fbr any other claim or benefit (br Contrador, or
any subcontractor or etnployce ofContfaetor, whldt might
arise un^ applicable State ofNew HampsMre Workers'
' Compensaiion bws in cooocdion vdtb ths perlbrmiaee of (he
Services under this. Agr^ertt.

16. WAIVER OF BREACR No fidhuc by the State to
enibree any provWons hereofafter any EveotofDe&olt shell
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to that Event of
Odhult, or any subsequent Event ofDeftuIk No express
fUIure to cnfome any Event of Default shall be deei^ a
waWvofthe right of the State to ertfbrce each and all of the
prm^siORS hereof upon any ftnlber or other Event of De&ult
OA the pert of the Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Aay notice by a party hereto to the other pvly
disll be deemed to have been duly delivered or glVen at the
time of raalliag by certified mall, postage prepaid, In a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addresses
given in blocks 14 and 1.4, herein. .

IE AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amend.ed.
waived v discharged only by on Instrument in writing slgrted
by the parties herdo and only after approval of sudt
amcn^nent, waiver or dladarge by the Govonor and
Execothre Coundl of the State ofNew Hampshire unles no

such approval Is required under the circumstances pursuant to
State bw. rule or poU^.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed In accorduee with the
laws of the Stale ofNew Hampshire, and b binding upon and
inures to the benefit of the parties end their re^ective
sucecssofs end assigns. The warding used In this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express Ihctr mutual
intent, and no rule of oonstruction shall be applied against or
In bvor of any party.

10. THIRD PARTIES. Ihe parties hereto do not Intend to
benefit aoy third panla and thb Asrcemtnt ihatl not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

'21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout (he Agreement
are for reference purposes only, and the words contained
therein ritall h no way be held to erqihln, modify, amplify or
aid in the InterpretatioQ, construction or meaning of tte
provlsloftS oftiils Agreement

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Addlliooal provisions set
forth in the attached EXHIBIT C are incorporated herein by
refereocc.

23. SEVERADILITY. Intheeventanyofihaprovlsloasof
thb Agreement are held by a court ofcompeiest jurhdksion to
be contrary to any state or federal bw, the remaining
pro^lpns ofthb Agreemem will remain In full force aad
effect.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. Thu Agiccmenl, which may ,
be executed In a number ofcounterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an ori^nal, constitutes the entile Agreement and
understanding betw^ the parties, and supertedes all prior
Agreements and understssdings rebting hereto.
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Now Httnpohire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Troatmentand Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the lartguage assistance

services they wID provide to persoris with limited. English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to pieir programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

^2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action, by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or stale court orders may have an impact on
the Services described herein, the. State Agency has the right to modify Service
pnorKies and expenditure requirements under thts Agreement so as to achieve
compnance therewith.

1.9. For (he purposes of this Contred, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrectpient In accordance with the provbtons of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the dient lives or worka
in New Hampshire.

1.5. The Contractor wDI provide residential services in fecilities located In Franklin end

Manchester Nev/ Hampshire.'

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor wQl provide services to elig&>)e individuals who:
1  • t •

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, Vk^h required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

•  2.1.1.2. Have Inoome below 400% Federal Poverty Level, end

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless In New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. ' Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. ResIlierKy and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
that support' the Resiliency ar)d Recovery Oriented Systems of Cere
(RROSC) by operatfonallzlng (he Continuum of Care Model
(http7Avvw.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdaafcontinuunvoFcare.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC suppcrb person-centered end setf-dtrected approaches to care
that buQd on the strengths end resffience of Individuals, families and
Gommunaies to take r^onelbUIty for their sustained health, weflne^ and

MwdiBStet Mohoa>m a«Mtfa»Bon Centnr ExAMA ContmdDrtRlIUti.

flF^1S-BOAS-01-SU8STff7 P«09lor24 Oatt Wl/f^



New Hampshin Department of Hesfth and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovory Support Services

ExbtbltA

recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum; the Contractor

must

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated DeOvery Networ1c(8) (IDNs) of services
available in order to align this worfc with IDN projects ttiat may
be similar or Impact the same populationa.

2.2.2.2. Irrform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of
8er>^oes avaDable in order to atlgn this work wtth other RPHN

projects that may be simOar or Impact the same populations.

2^2.3. Coordinate cUerit ^rvices wHh other commuriity service
providers involved in the client's care and the client's support
network )

2.22.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Regional
Access Point contractor (RAP) jhat provides services
including, but not Urr^ed to:

22.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

^  2.22.4.2. -Referring clients- to RAP services when the
Contractor, cannot admit a cBent for senrices

within forty-eight (40) hours

222.4.3. Referring clients to RAP sen^s at the time of
discharge when a cliOTt is In need of RAP

,  services, and

22.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the.dients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma Informed; le. designed to acknowledge, the impact
of violence and trauma on people's Trves and the Importance

of addressing trauma In treatment

22. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the foliowtng substance use
disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatnient as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medidne (ASAM) Criteria. Level 1.
Outpatient Treatim^ sendees assist an Individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications. Includirig an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

MsftctesterAtcoftofltmRehAiaBtlonCentBr EtfiMA Oon6idortntUtis_^^^
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2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAIVl Criteria.
Level 1. Outpallent Treatment services asstel a group of
Individuals to achieve treatment obiecthres through the
exploration of substance use disorders arxl - their
ramtficatlons, [ncludir^ an examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and
decision making with regard to atcohoJ and other drug related
proUems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatmcnt'as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intenslye Outpatient Treatment services provide
Intensive and structured Individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatn^t services and activtties that are provided
accoRjing to an tndivldualized treatment plan that includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and otiier ancillary
alcohol and/or oth& drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a vreek. Services for adolescents

are provided at (east e hours a week.

2.3.1.4. . Partiaj HospitaDzatlon as defined as ASAM Crfieria, Level 2.5.
Partial HospttalCTtJon .services provide Intensive and
structured Indrvldua) and group alcohol and/or other drug
traatment services end activities to indh/tduals with substanoe
use and moderate to severe co-occurring mental health
disorders, including both behaClorBl Irealth and medlcatton
management (as appropriate) services to address both
disorders. Parllal Hospllalizatlon is provided to clients for at.
least 20 hours per week according to. an indhriduaTized
treatment plan that IrKludes a range of outpatient treatment
services and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug
services.

2.3.1.5. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential
substance use disorder treatment designed to assist
Individuals who require a more intensive level of sendee In a
structured setting.

2.3.1.6. Residential Withdrawal Managem^ services as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.7-WM a resldenilal service.
Withdrawal Mar»gement sen/ices provide a combination of
clinical and/or medical services utilized to stabilize the client
whDe they are undergoing withdrawal

Z4. Recovery Suppori Services
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2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department the Contractor may pro\4de recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's parllcfpatton In
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an Individual
maintaining participation In treatment end/or recovery.

2.4^2. The Contractor may provide recovery support services only In coordination
with providing el least one of the servloes In Section 2.3.1.1 through
23.1.6 to a client, as foQows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

243.1.1. The Contractor may provide Indrvldua] or group
Intensive Case Management In accordande

'  with SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case
Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

(https7/8torB.samhsaoov/product/nP-27-
Comprehensive-Case^nagement-for>
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5-4215)
and which exceed the minimum case

.  ̂ management requlrernents for the ASAM
level of care. -

2.4.2.13. The Contractor vdll provide Intensive Case

Management by a:

2.43.13.1. Certined , Recovery Support
Wodter (CRSW) under the
supervision of a Licensed

Counselor or

2.4.2.13.2. A Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the
supervision of a Licensed
Supervisor or

2.43.13.3. Uoensed Counselor

2.5. Enrolling COents for Servloes

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eUglblHty for services In accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.53 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contrador must complete intake screenings as foDows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face cornmunlcation by meeting
In person, or electronlcaiiy, or by telephone oonverBatlon) with
an Individual (ddined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that IndMdua) contacts the

bUftchetlerAleohQlbfflrtehBbSmionCeftttr GtfiUtA CetitndormaUU
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Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatmeflt and

Recovery Support Services.

2.522. Complete an Initial Intake Screening within two (2) busirtess
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

Individual, using the englblUty module in Web Information
technology Syslem (WITS) to determine probability of being.
eligible for services under this contract arid for probabmiy of
' having a substance use disorder.

2.5.2.3. Assess cflents' income prior to admission using the WTTS fee
determination model and

2.52.3.1. Assure that clients' income Information Is

updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients about any changes
In income no less, frequently than every 4

weeks.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for aD
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 22.1.6 within two (2) days of the Initial
Intake Screening In Section 2.5.2 abovd using the AS! Ute module, In Web
Informalion Technology ̂ stem (WTTS) or other method approved by the
Department when the Individual Is determined probable of being eligible for
servloes.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available lo the Department, upon

request, the data from the ASAM l.eve) of Care Assessment

In.Sectktn 2.5.3 In a format approved by the Department.

2.5A. The Contractor shall, for aD services provided, Include a metood to obtain
clinical evaluations that include 5 diagnostic Information and a
recommendatton for a le^ of care based on the ASAM Crfieria, published
In October, 2013. The Contractor must compietB e ciinica) evaluation, for

' each client:

2.5.4.1. Prtof to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
business days following admission.

2.5.42. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evahjatfons completed by a Licensed
Counselor a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations In Section 2.5.4
above before admission fii Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3
above before admission along wHh a clinical evaluation in Secfion 2.5.4
above after admission.

Alpoftcfftm RatHttttUipo EMAA Cantr»ciaf InMita ^
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2^.7. The Contractor shall provide eOgible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In. Section 2.3 determined by the cCenTs. clirtical

.  evaluatibn In Section 2.M unless:

2.5.7.1. The cHent choses to receive a sen/ice with a lower ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is
unavaHabte at the time the level of care is determined In

Section 2.5.4. In which case the cBent may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lowerASAM Level of Care;

.  2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher AS/UM
•Level of Cam;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitTtst until their service with
\  the assessed ASAM level of .care becomes

available as In Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2A. Be referred to another agency in the cllenrs
service area that provides the service wHh the

■ needed AS^ Level of Care.

2.5.6. ■ The Contractor shall enroll oDglbie cDents for services in order of the

priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dep^denl children, even if
the children are not In their custody, as long as parental
have not been terminated, Including the -provialon of Interim
sehrices wHhin the required 48 hour time flame. If the
Contractor Is unable to' admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor ̂ alL

2.5.8.1.1. .Contact the Regional Access Point service
provider In the dienrs area to connect the diem

wHh substance use dtsordertreatmemsereloea.

2.^.6.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with Identifying
altemmive providers and with ecoes^g
services with these providers. This mslstanoe
must Include actively reaching out to Identify
providers on the behalf of the clienL

2.5.8.1.3. Provide Interim services untQ the appropriate
level of care beoomes availabie at either the

Contractor agency or an attematlve provider!
Interim servloes shall Include:

Mweawly AlccteflOT RahibOtflon CuSfr EiMbBA Contnctsr InliWs
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2.5.6.1^.1. At least one 60 ndnute indtvlduat

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery, support services as
needed by the client;

2.6.6.1.3.3. OaDy calls to the dient to assess
and respond to any emergent

. needs.

2.6.ejt. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of en opioid overdose either In the 14 days prior to
screening or In the period between screening and adnrdssion
to the program.

2.6.6.3. Individuals with a history of Injection drug use including the
provision of Interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. IndMduals with substance use and oo-occurnng mental
health disorders.-

2.5.8.5: Individuals with O^id Use Oisofdefs.

2.6.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.6.8.7. Indhrlduais with substance use disorders who are Involved

wAh the crimlnai justice and/or child protection system..

2.5.6.6. Individuals who require prlortty adm^lon at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor rhust obtain consent (n accordance with 42 CFR Piart 2 for

treatment from the c&ent prior to receiving services for individuals whose
age Is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance wAh 42 CFR Part 2 fOr

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the dient is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receh/fng services.

Z5.1 i. The Contractor must Indude In the consent forms language for client
•  oonser^ to share information wAh other sodal service agendes Involved in

the cQenTB care, including but not Ilrnrted to:

Z6.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families
(DCYF)

Z5.11.2. . Probation and parole

2.5.1Z The Contractor shall not prohibit dlents from receiving services under this
contract «^n a client does not consent to information sharing In Sedlon
Z5.11 above.

MuuAsstBrMnhofiBmRshatitCiitroflCcnter EtfitMA ConlncUrlnaiab.
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2.6.13. The Corrtrador shall notify the cflents whose consent to biformallon
sharing In Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any Impact on services provided under this
contract.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adotescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's InabBlty end/or unwlQingne^ to pay the fee;

2.5.142. , The adolesoent's decision to receive confktentla] eeivtoes

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1,. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment scivloes from other
providers such as a cUenf4 primary care provider

2.5.15.2. Have co>oocurring mental health disorders; andtar

2.5.15.3. Are on medications, and are taking, those medicatipns as
prescribed regardless of the class of .medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment servloes
separately for ̂ lesoent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate

■  times.-

2.a Waitlists

Z6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waftDsl for ail clients and all substance use
(flsorder treatment services including the eligible cDents being served
under this contract ar)d cQents being served under another payer source.

2.62. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive sen/ices,
from the date of tnltia] contact In Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients
first recelv^ subsl^ce use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3
and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation In Section Z5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department morrihiy:

Z6.3.1. ■ The average wait time for ail dients, by the type of service
and payer source for aQ the services.

Z6.3.Z The average wail time for priority cCents In Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Asststance with Enrolling tn Insurance F^ograms

UinctiatnAteaheaunRthiUBfllsftCtnlar EitAiA CerMel«rtPSBls
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2.7.1. The Contractor must assist cHents and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for Inflial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment* such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollrnent In public or private insurance, tncludng but rwt
Omited to New Hampshire Medlcald programs within fourteen
(14) days after lr\take.

2.8.. Service DeHvery Activities and Requirements

2.0.1. the Contractor shall assess aH clients for risk of aelf-harm-at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening. Intake, admission.

.  on-going treatment servioes and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk teased on ASAM
(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,

•  ̂urfng serening, Intake, admission, on-gplng treatment services and
stabilize ali cOents based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1, Provide stabilization services when.a dienfe level of risk

Indicates a servioe wHh an ASAM Level of Care that can be.
provided under Contract; If a.cnent's risk level Indicates a
servftt with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this contract, then the Contractor shall Integrate
withdrawal management Into the dient's treatment plan and
provide on-golnp assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal Is .managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facfllty where the services can be provided
when a client's risk Indicates a sendee with an ASAM Level of

Care that Is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate vXth the withdrawal management- sen/ices
provider to admit the client to an appropriate sen/Ice once the
cUent's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided underthis contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete Individualized treatment plans for aB clients
based on dinlcal evaluation data within three (3) days of the clinical
evaluation (In Section 2.5.4 above), that address problerris in aO ASAM
(2013) domains which Justified the client's admittance to a given (eve! of
care, that are In aceordanoe the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all Indivlduaiized treatment plan goate, objectives,
and Interventions written In terms that are:

2.8.3.'1.1. specific, (dearly defining what wtn be done)

2.83.13. measurable (Including dear criteria for progress
and completion)

MmcfiesWAteohdhmRenabOWtonCeitcf EkKWA
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2.8.3.1.3. attainable (wtthln the. (ndlviduaTs ability to
achieve)

2.6.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

indivlduai). and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this Is something that needs to be done
and there ts a stated lime frame for completion
that is reasonable).

2.8.3JL include the cQsnt's Invotvement In Identifying, developtng. and
prioritizing goats, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent.' Treatment plan Ctpdates much Include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
Is meeting treatmentplan goals and ofajectivm:

'  2.6.3.3.2. Modification of existing goats or addition of new
•  goals based on ^nges In the cGents

functioning r^tive to ASAM domains and
ti^tment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning In any
>ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment

2.6.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor

. agreeing to the updated treatment pl^. or If
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal
to sign.lhe treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the cfienfs progress relative to the specific goats,
objectives, and Interventions In ̂ e client's treatment plan by
completing encounternotes In WITS.

Z8.4. The Contractor Shan refer dients to and coordinate a dlenfs care wfih

other providers.

Z6.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance if appropriate,
consents from the cCenl, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent If
applicable, and In oompQance wilh state, federal laws and
stste.and federal rules, tnduding but not CmltBd to:

UlfKlmWAlcaMltfflfMntlQiagonCwitar ExMAA ' CenUvdDrMaHi
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2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and If the cRcnt does rwl
have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care whh that provider If appropriate

r  consents from the cUent, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained In
advance In compliance with state, federal laws
end stBte arid federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. . Behavioral health care provider when servl/tg
clients ̂ with co-ocouiring substance use and
mental health disorders, and If the cDant does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor wiO make an appropriale referrBl to
one and coordinate care wRh (hat provt^r If
appropriale consents from the cDenlr Includfng,
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are
obtained In advance in compliance with state,
federallaws and stale and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client
\  does not have a peer recovery support

provider, the Contractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
' with that provider If appropriate consents from

the client. Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent* If
applicable, are obtained in advance in

compQanoe with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local reoovery community
organixatlons (where* available) to brtng peer
recovery support providers' Into the treatment
setting, to meet with cOents to describe
available sendees and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.6.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the dlenfs managed cere
organlzatton or third parly Insurance, If
applicable. t( appropriate consents from the
cQent, InchJdtng 42 CFR Part 2 consent, tf
applicable, ere obtained In advance In

MMCSntsr Aieeholsa R«ha&5ltf on Centsr EMbflA ConnetorlrtBott.^^^^'
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oompUartce with state, federal taws and stale

and f^eral rules.

2.6.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social sen/Ice agencies
engaged with the client Inctudlng but not Ernfled
to the Department's DMslon of Children, Youth

and Families (OCVF), probatton/parole, as
.  appQcabte and allowable wtth consent provided

/  pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the cOenfs file If the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordlnatton in
Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. ' The Contractor must complete oontlnutng care, trertsfer, and discharge
plans for afl Servtoes in Section 2.3 that address all ASAM (2013)
domains, thm are In accordance with the requirements In Eidilbit A-1 and.
that

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the dienfs IntaKe to the progTBm.

2.8.5J2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
sendees when addressing continuing care as follows:
2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service 'Criteria A: The patient is

making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals fiirficulMed in the IndlvlduaQzed treatment
plan. Continued treatment Bt the present teve)
of cane Is assessed as nec^sary to permil the
.patient to conb'mje to work toward his or her

tr^tment goals; or

2.e.5.2JL ' Continuing Service Crtteria B: The patient Is not
yet making pregress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she la actively
vrarklng toward the goals articulated In the

Individualized treatment plan. Gontiruied
treatment at the present level of care te

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and/or

2.6.5.Z3. Continuing Service. Criteria C: New problems

have been Identified that are appropriately
treated at the present tisve! of,care. The new
problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safety
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be delivered by continued stay tn the current
level of- care. The level of care «rhlch the

patient is receivino treatment la therefore the

least Intensive level- at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one ^1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge thai'
tnctude:

2.8^.3.1. ' Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
individualized b^lrrtent plan, thus resolving the
problemfs) that {ustifled admissfon b the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the pallenfs condition

at a less Inter^tve level of care Is Indicated; or

2.6.5.3.2. transfer/Discharge Criteria BrThe patient has
been unable to resolve the problemfs) that

-  ' -justified the admissbn to (he present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient Is determined to have
BChiavad the maximum possible benefit from

engagement in services at the current level of
care. Treatment at another level of care (more.

or less Intensive) In the sarne type of services,
or disr^rge from treatment. Is therefore

'  indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Dlschafge Criteria C; The pattent has
demoRstreted a lack of capacity due. to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her abDrty to resolve his or her
preb]8m(8). Treatment at a qualitaSveiy

different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment. Is therefore indicated;^
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has

eJtoerienced an tntenslficalion of his or her

probiem(s), .or has devetoped a new

prbblemfs). and. can be treated effectively at a
more Intensive level of cere.
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2.8.5.4. Inchids' clear documentation that explains why continued
sendees/transfer/ or discharge ts necessary for Recovery
Support Services.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver aD services In this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by. meeting one of the following otterta;

2.8.8.1. The service shall be Included as on. evidence-based mental
health end substance abuse Intenrentbn on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https:/Mww.samh88.gov/ebp-resource<enter

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published In a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.6.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment servtoe provider shaO
be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

fbllowing:

2.6.6.3.1. The service Is based, on a theoretic^i

perspective (hat has vaDdated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The servtoe Is supported by a documented

body of Irnowiedge generated from similar or
related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract In accordance with:

2.a7.1. The ASAM Criterta (2013), The ASAM Crtterla (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at;

http:/Avww.85amcriter1aorg/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement .Protocols (TIPs)
avaitabte . at http:/fetore.samh8a.gov/U8t/8er1e6?name°T(P-
Sertes-Treatment-lmprovemenl-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/lt$t/series?name»Technical-
-Assistance-Pub!icatons-TAP8-8pa8eNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. COent Education

2.0.1. The Contractor shaD offer to all eligible clients recehrlrtg services under this
contract, IndMdual or group education on prevention.- tre^ent, and
nature of:

2S.1.1. Hepatitis CVlma.(HCV)

Mmchtrta Ateohcto RihaWCHflw Ctntef &MBOA Cantracta/tnBah.
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2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3.' Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1:4. Tobacco Education Tools that Include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assee cOents for motivatten In stopping the use
' of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not Qmited to the

Departmenfa Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the
QuitUne; and

2.9.14.3. Shall not use tobacco use, In and of Itself, as
grounds for discharging clients from services

being provided under this contract.

2.1D. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tbbaoco-ffee envimnment by having poQdes
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or 'spir tobacco, and the use of electronic

.  . de^s;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, dients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. ProWbH the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facIitUes at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco In any Contractor owned vehicle.

Z10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products Is pfohlbtted
outside of the facflity on the grounds.

' 2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is aCowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking Brea(8) .which Is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entranbe.

2.10.1.6.2. ^ materials used for smoking In this area.'
Including dgarette butts end matches, wm be

extinguished and disposed of In appropriate
containers.

2.l0.1.6,3u Ensure periodic cleanup of the des^nated
smoking area.

HtnenoivAtaorioOnRehiUBUfionCaitcr BMbtA ContneWtnlUtfi,
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2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area Is r^l property
mafntalned. It can be eUmtnated at the .
dlscretton of the Contractor.

Z10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any conipany vehlda.

2.10.1.8. prohibit tobacco use In perwnai vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free envtronment policy In the
Contractoi'fi facilities and vehicles and Included In employEe. clienl, and '
visitor orientation.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shail mieet the minimum staffing regulremenis to pnovide the scope

of work In thfe RFA as follows;

3.1.1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Aloohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Aloohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who aliso holds
the Licensed CUnlcd Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1Z. Suffldent stafflrig levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the numt)^ of clients served.

3.1.3. AH unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a Qcensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No Soensed supervisor shall supervse more than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an ahematrve supervision plan (See
Exhibit A-1 Section 8.1.2).

3.15. At least One Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50
dlenta or portion thereof.

3.1.6. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular (ntervais in
accordance with the Operational Requlremerits in Exhibit A-1. and
evidence baaed practices,'at a mlnlrrtum:

3;1.8.1 weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress:

3.1.0Z. Group supervision to hdp optimize the learning expertenoe.
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.Z The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3Z.1. Knowledge, skHls. values, and ethics wfth specific appllcatton to the \
practice issues foced by (he supervisee;

llincha»terAlDOtoQsinR>ti«bOtUlonCenlef CMMA CcmradorWIUb;
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3J22. The 12 core functions as de^n'bed in Addiction CounseOnp
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skins, and Attitudes of Professional
Practice, available at http://5tore.sainhsa.gov^roduot/TAP-21-Addlctioo-
Counseling^mpelenctes/SMA1S4171 and

3^.3. The standards of practice end ethical conduct with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responslbOHIes, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security end
oonfldentlality priacUces fix handling protected health Informabon (PHI) and

substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 QFR Part
2. . ■ ■ I

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of charges In key personnel
and provide, within five (5) worldng days to the Department,-updated resumes that
dearty Indicate the staff member Is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time Is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within one month of hire wheri
a new adrhhistratpr or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services Is hired to work In the prograrri. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which dearty Indicates the staff member Is
erriptoyed by the Contractor, wHh the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, wtten
there Is not suffdent staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contrector shall have policies end procedures related to student Jntems to
address minimum .coursework, es^erience and core competencies (or those interns
having direct contact wfth Individuals served by this contract Additionaily. The*
Contractor must have student Interns complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseiing
Competencies: .The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professlona] Practice in
Section 3.2,2, and apprppriate Information security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health Information (PHI) end substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CPR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course artd
an approved oourse on the 12 core functions as desaibed .ln Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knovuiedge, Skins, and Attitudes of Professional Practice, in
Section 3.2.2, and Infbrm^'on security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by.42 CFR Part 2 wHhln 6 months of hire.

hUnctetvAfcotelivpRifatblBBSanCtnttr ExMbdA Ccntradof WSali,
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3.6. The Contractor BhaQ ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever
changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws,'and rules
relating to confldentiaiity

3.9. The Contractor shall provide bvsen/lce training to all staff Involved in cBent care
wfthin 16 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effective date, and at least every BO days thereafter on the foflowtng:

3.B.I. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. AO other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide lr>-servlce training or ensure attendance at an
. .approved training by Ihe Departmeril to cHnlcal staff on hepatifls C (HCV). human
Immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmflled diseases
(STDs}'anmjally. The Contractor fihali provide the Department with a Dst of trained

■ staff.

4. Facilities License ^
4.1. The Contractor shafl be licensed for ell resldenttal services provided with (he

Department's Health FadGties Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with tl^ addlUona) licensing requirements for medically
monitored, resldenlial withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health FacQltles Administration to meet higher facilities llcensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor Is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided rheet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Infoi^atlon Technology
6.1. The Contractor shall use Ihe Web information Technology System (WITS) to record

ad cflerit activity and cSenl contact vdthin (3) days fbQowirtg the activity or contact as
directed by the Department

5.2. The Contractor shall, before proving services, obtain written tnfoimed consent
ffom the dient stating that Uie client understands that

5.2.1. The WTTS sy^m Is admlnlsterBd by the State of ffew Hampshire;

6.2.2. State employees haw accpss to ail..information that Is entered Into the
WTTS system;

•  " ' .
5.2.3. Any Information entered Into the WlT&systern-becomes the property of the

Stale of New Hampshire. •

6.3. The Contractor shaU have any cfienl whoso tnfonnatloii Is entered Into the WTTS
system complete a WTTS consent to the Department.

MBiKtMtorAlcehQSsmRetBta9taOoaC«ftor EihUA CentiMtor MOsli
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5.3.1. Any client refusing'to sign the Informed consent In 5.2 and/or consent In
5.3;

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered No the WTTS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shad not receive services under this contract

5.3.1.2.1. Any cd^l who cannot receive servloea under
.  this contract pursuant tp Section 5.3.1.2 ehaQ

be assisted In finding altemative payers for the
require services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requbements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting .
S.I. The Corttractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In wrrs for

6.1.1:1. 100% ofaDdients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of ail cQents who are discharged because ̂ ey have
completed treatment or ̂ nsferfed to another program

6.1.1.3. . 50% of an ctients who are discharged for reasons other than
those spedfied above In section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In .Section 6.11.1 through 6:1.1.3 are
rnlnln\urTi requirements and the Contractor shaD attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract complianqe re;Iorts no Idter than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. AD crffical incidents to the bureau (n wrttlhg as soon as possible and no
more th^ 24 hours fbilowlng the (ndderrl The Contractor agrees that .

6.1.3.1. 'Critica) Inddenf means any actual or elieged event or
situation that creates a significarit risk of substahtlal or
serious harm to physical or mental health, saf^, or weD-
being, indudtng but not Med to;

6.1.3.1.1.. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. I^egled;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights vtolatton;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

ItMEhntsrAteobeilim RsitibSRiOon Center EiMUA
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6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; Of .

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. Ail contact with law enforcement to the bureau (n writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.5. AD Media contacts to the bureau In writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours foOowlrig the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as fbOows;

6.1.6.1. Sentlnef events shall be reported \^en they involve ar)y

Indi^ual who is receNlng services under tNs contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shaQ provide
Immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,
which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. - The reporting indlvlduars name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
rindlvlduai(6) Involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Desaiption of the event; including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other
relevant information, as well as the identification

of any other Individuals Involved;

6.1.62.5. Whether the police were Involved due to a
crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The WenlffiGation of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shaD

submit a ccmpleted *Sentlnel Event. Reporting Form*
(February 2017), avaOable • at
http9:/Mww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documentB/reporting-fbmi.ptf
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. AddlUonal Information on the event that b .discovered aftpr
fiDng the form In Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the OepartrrienL In writing, as & becomes avaOable or upon

.  request of the Departmerrt; and

6.1.6.8. Submit, addttionai (nformation regarding. Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

M«nchMtBrAlconoBsfflR«tnsatsfionCcntv QMbRA CentnctarMBati.
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ai.6.6; Report the event In Sectlone 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. QuaUty Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate In all quality tmprovenient activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as. but not
limited to;

7.1.1. Participation In etectronJc and irv-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Partldpatton In site visits

7.1:3.., Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shad monflor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to'ensure servlcea are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain, a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatntent and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capactty such as staffing and other resources to
corrsistently and evenly deliver these servfces; arvd

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the ccntraot
funding expended relative to the percentage of (he contract

\  period, that has elapsed. If there is a difference of nipre
10% between expended furiding and-elapsed timie on tlw
contract the Contractor shall notify the Department within 5
days and submit a plan to correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department

8. Maintenance oif Fiscal Integrity
6.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal Integrity, the ContrBctor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet Profit and Loss Statement
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall
Include a budget column allowing to budget to actual analyais. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. the Contractor wOJ
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. D^ of Cash on Hand: ' \

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments
divided by total operating expenditures, less
depredation/amortization and tn-ktnd plus prtndpal payments

WmAMttfAlnhcflmRtfutatiOonCarits^ EiMAA Contractor wiiU,
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on debt divided by days tn the reporting period The short-
terni investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not Include common stock.

^  6.1.1.^ Performance Standard: The Contrector shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

0.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current UabilHiea

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Perfoimance Standard: The Ccntractpr shall maintain a
minimum current ratio of 1.'5:1 With 10% varlance.all0tt«d.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

>  . 8.1.3.1. Rationale; This ratio Illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the costbf its current portion of fis long-term debt

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income, to the year to date ddn
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Nat Income plus Depredation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest Expense dlvld^ by year to. date debt
servloe (prir^dpal end interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements Wentuyino current portion of long-term debt
payments (prfndpal 8r)d Interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no vartance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio Is an indication of the Contractor's al)iniy
to cover Its liabiTrtJes.

d-1«4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1:4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total llafallrtles) divided
by total assets.

-M«nc>mtarAleshalsnrtBhsMBaOuiCcfl(Br EtdttdA C«UncttTbdlbt»,
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6.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

6.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a
minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either

8.2.1. The standard reflardlng Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
fbr three (3) consecutive months, then .

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
. staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards. '

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a convrehen^e
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days' of riotifiCefllon that ■
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shaD update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days untD compOance Is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional Information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
Information in a timaframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. TTc Contractor shaO Inform the Department by phone and by emaD wilhih twenty-
tour (24) hours of when any key Coritractor staff learn of any acJud or Okely
litlgatton, tovesligation, complaint, dalm, or transacten that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial Impact on and/or materially Impact or Impair
the abmty of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. ' The monthly Balanoe Shed, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Row Staterrwrt. and aB
other financial reports shaU be based on the accrual method of accounting and

.  Include the Ccntractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulflng from funds provWed pursuant to this Agreement These reports are
due withinlWrty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures . ^ ̂ _
9.1. The CbntrBCtor's contract performance shall be measured es In Section 9.2 bdow

to evaluate that services are mitlgaling negative Impacts of substance mlstisa,
Including but not llm«ed to the optoW epidemic and associated overdoses.

B2, For the first year of the contract only, the data, as coUacted In WITS, wffl be used to
assist the Department In determining the benchmark for each measure bdow. The
Contractor ̂ rees to report data in WTTS used in the following measures:

M8i*hest»AreehelBnRehs»ets9enCint8f . OootmctofWto »/.—
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9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting servfces wtio receive any
service, other than evaiuatbn. within 10 days of screening. ^

9.2.2. Engagement % of clients receiving any services, olher than evaluation, on
at least 2;8ep8rete days within 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Clinically Appropriate Servloes: % clients receiving ASAM Crtterta
Identified SUD sen/Ioes jCas IdenUned by Initial or sutrsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determirtatlon) within 30 days of ecreenlng.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enroUed clients receiving any type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate da^ within 45 days
of Initial screening.

9.2.5.- Treatment Completion: Total n of discharged (dlfranrolted) cCents
completing tmatment

G.2.6. National Outcome Measures (MOMS) The %^of clients out of ̂ 1 clfents
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:
9.2.6.1. Reduction In /no change tn the frequency of substance use'at

- discharge compared to date of first service

9.2.62. Increase In/no change In number of individuals ernployed or
In school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction In/bo change In number of Individuals arrested tn
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last 88r>4ce

92.6.4. Increase In/m change In number of Individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service.

9.2.6.5. Increase In/no change In number of Individuals partldpatlr^ In
comnumlty support services at last service compared to first
service

MiftchMterAletfiabmRanttffManCcmor EifftQA CentnclartnIlto(»_I_
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The Contractor shall comply with the foUowtog requirements:

changes in any of the fbllowing:
1.1.1. Ownership:
1.1J2. Physical location;

1.2iZ IdeotHyt,,? the name and quaDfieaUona ol the new edminiatraton
;  1.2J.3. ̂ P'«"'«PP"'tlt!^n"1S?e'"nlV
Ii3. When there te a cha^e Amendment from the New Hampshire

department a copy of tte wrttfic^e or^wm^i
Secretary of State, If appncaWe, and ofoaram It shall submit to the

•1 lA '■ When a Contractor discontinues a contracted piogram. n snau
.  ■ ■ to transfe,. discharfle o, reter all cDente bding een,ed h, the

contraded proflram; and . . dient's records being served In
-  toe^!S prSiK * by Secticms 12.8 - 12.10 betow and"vrflh Ihe'consenl of the cEent.

2. Inspections. ' with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

Z13. Anyreeords^iredbyme^^i. ^ inspecUon, the
0, any ot. the ccnhact

requlremenb. ^mirted the Contrector shall submit a plan of

'■ ^Ttl^^Sthal. impose adminbtrnti-e remedies (or vtotatlons of contract
to submit a plan.of c«rectIon (POC);

3li directed POC upon a Contradcr.
3.1.3. Susjtonslon of a oontrad; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract ■

Vendor Neme Contactor InlUalo: ^RFA2019-B0AS4>1-SU8ST ' Oate:iS2il&
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32. When administrative remedies are Imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which:
3.2.1. Iden^ies each defidertcy;
3Z2. Idenltftes the specific remedy(s) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides tl)e Contractor with information regarding the right to a hearing in

accordance with RSA 541 -A and 200.
32. A POC shaQ be developed and enforced in the foQowlng manr)er

3.3.1.., Upon receipt of a notice of deficiencies, the Contraotor shall 6Ut)mlt a wrttter)
POC within 21 days of the date on the notloe describing:

3.3.1.1. How the Contractor Intends to correct each deficiency;
3.3.1.2. What measures will be put In place, or what system changes wlU be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur and
3.3.1.3. The date by vrhlch each dehdency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submlssloh of the POC;
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that:

3.3.2.1. A^ieves oompOance with contract requirements;
3.322. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practloes as cited In the Irrspectlon

report;
3.3.2.3. Prevents a nevy violation of contract requirements as a result of

Implementation of the POC; and
3.32.4. Spacifles the date upon v^lch the deficiencies will be corrected;

3.4. If the POC is acceptable, the department shall provide .written notification of acceptance ,
ofthePOC;

3.6. If the.POC Is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor In wrttlng of the
reason for rej^nfi the POC;

3.6. The Contractor ̂ 0 develop and submit a revised POC wflhin 21 days of the date of
the written notification In 3.5 above;.

3.7. The revised POC shall comply vWlh 3.3.1 above and be reviewed In accordance with
3.32 above; " • " '

3.6. If the revised POC Is not acceptable to the department or Is nofsubimmed wlthtn 21
days of the date of the written notifiratlon In 3.5 above, the Contractor st^n be subject
to a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below;

.  3.9. The deparlmerd shall verify the Implementation of any POC that has been submitted
and accepted bry:
3.9.1. Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.6.2. Conductfng a follow-up inspection; or
3.6.3. ■ ReviewhgcompGartce during the next scheduled Inspection;

3.10. Verification of the Implementation of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor In the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been Implemented by the completion date, the
Contractor Shan be Issued a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shall develop and Impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contractor to Implement vyheru

3.111. As a result of an Inspection, defidencles were Identified that require Immediate
corrective action to protect the health arxi safety of the clients or personnel:

3.122. A revised POC Is not submitted within 21 days of the written noHficatten ffom the
department; or

Vendor Name"
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3.12.3. A revised POC submitted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibnitles of All Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvats, and rules promulgated thereunder, as
applicable.'

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, es necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basis.

4.3. The Contractor shaD provWe for the necessary quaHfed personnel, facUHles, equipment,
and supplies for the safety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and Implement written pcOctes and procedures governing
its operation and eB sbrvl^ provided.'

4.5. All policies and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, artd trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6. The Contractor shalh •

4.6.1. Employ an administrator responsible tor the day-to-day operation of the
Contractor;

4.6.2. Maintain a "current Job description and minimum qualifications tor the
adrnlnlstrator, Indudlng the edmlnislratof's authority and duties; and

4.6.3. Establish, in writing, a chain of .command that sets forth the Dne of authortly tor
the operation of the Contractor the staff pbsitton(8) to be delegated the authority .
end respoh^Dily to act In the admlnlstfatQi's behalf when the admlnlstrotor Is
absent.

4.7. The Contractor-shall post the following documents In a public area:
4.7.1 ■ A copy of the Contractor's poOcles and procedures relaUve to the Implementation

of cllem fights and responsibilities, including cfient confidenliality per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2: The ContrBolor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identifying the
location of. end access to all fire exits.

4.8. The, Contractor or any employee shaD not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading InformaUon to the department

4.9. The Contractor shaD comply with all conditions of warnings and administrative remedies
Issued by the department, and aQ court orders.

4.10. The Contrector shall adrrtt and allow any department representative to Inspect the
certified premises and ad programs and servfces that are being provided at any lime
for the purpose of determining cdmpGance with the contract

4.11. The Contractor Shalt .
4.11.1. Report all crttlcal Incidents and sentinel evenb to the department In accoroance

svtth Bdrlbit A. Section 20.^3;
4.112. Submit additional information If required by the department: and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agendas as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shaD implement polldea and procedures for reporting:
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, rteglect or exploitation. In accordance with RSA 169-

C:29-30;and. _
4.12.2. Suspeid abuse, neglect or esqitoitsUon of adults, fn accordance with RSA 149-

F'A9.

Vendor Name
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413. The Contractor ehan report aD positive tuberculosis test
oHloe of disease control In accordance with RSA 141-0:7, He-P 301.02 and He-P

414 Fbr residential ptogrema, if the Contractor accepts a client who is known 1°Jwe a
■  disease reportable under He-P 301 or '"rXhi «t^

caused by the growth of mlcroorBanlsms In the body whto might ^
contagious, the Contractor shaD follow the require procedures /^e rare of ̂

.  cnents, as specified by the United States Centers for pise^
2007 Guideline for Isoblibn Pracautlons, Preveming Transmission of Infectious
Aoenls In Healthcare Settings. June 2007. '
Conors shall Implement stale and federal regulatons
Iricluding provisions outlined fn 42 CFR 2.13. RSA fjiAni if
A Contractor ehaH. upon request, priwide a client or the client s "
^y. wrtlh a copy of his or her cflent record within the anfines for 42 CTO Ftort 2.
The Contractor ehaU develop policies
Information contained in dicnt records. In accordance wi^J^2 CFR ̂rt 2. the Health
Insurance Portabflity and AccountabllHy Act (HlPAA). and RSA 316^:10.

418 AlJ records required by the contract shai! be legible, current, accurate and^aliable to .the department during aninspectlon or investfflatloh conducted in accoidanco with

419 Ariy Contetor thai maintains etectronic records shaU develop written
■ procedures designed to protect the prhracy.of, dtents and personnel that at a
minimum. Include: ' '

419.1. ProccduresforbacKlngupriles to prevent loss of dala; , ,^4.
4.19.2. Safeguards (or maintaining the oonfldentlalily of Information pertaining to cHente

4.19.3, Systems to prevent tampering with Information pertaining to cflenls and Staff.
4.20. The Contractor's service slte(8) Shalt .

4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessibffity and barrier
freeguldefinc8per42U.S.C. 12131 etseq;

4.20.2. Havea reception areiaseparatefromlMng and treatment areas; .
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

activities, as applicable;

4.20.4. Haveseoureslorageof active and closed confidential client records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances. • ^

4.21. The Contractor shaD establish and mortitor a code of ethics for the Contredof and itsstaff, as wet! as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct.
422. The Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the following:

422.1. Client rights, grievance and appeals policies and pTMedures;
4:222. Progreasivo dlsdpBne, leading to admlnlsliatlve discharge;
422.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances; ^ _
422.4. Polic^ on cDent aJcohol and other drug use while to treatment; a
A.22A. Polldes oh dlent end employee smoWng that are in compDance with Exhibit A,

422.6. Driig^ee workplace policy and procedures.-todudlng Requirement
of wrttten reports of actions taken In the event of staff misuse of alcohol or other
t^s;

Ccntectorln^:^
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4^.7. PoDdes and procedures for holding a cGenl's possesslora;
4J22.8. Secure storage of staff medications:
4.22.6. A client medication poQcy;
4^.10.Urine specimen Coltectton, as applicable, that • „ ̂

4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection Is conducted In a manner that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; end

422.10.2; Minimize falsification;
4 jJ2.11. Saf^ and emergericy procedures on the (oQowfng:

422.11.1. Medical emergencies; . . ^
4.22.11.2. Infection control and universal precautions. Including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
422.11.3. Reporting employee Injuries; .. . ,
422.11.4. Fire mpnltoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill policy and

procedures;
4.22.11.5. Emergency closings;
4 22.116 Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

4.22:i2.Procedures for protection of dlent records that £^vem use of ̂ coiTfe.
.  removal, conditions for release of information, and Mmpni^ Part^

2 and the Health Insurance PortabOlty and Aocourtabllity Act (HIPAA). and
422.13.Procedures related to quality assurance ar)d quality Improvement.

cSmreto shall maintain procedures regarding conections dtent fees, private ■Of pubflc insurance, and other, payers responslbte for the ̂ crtsfinan^.a^ .
S 2 At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall prP^We the

dienfs guardian, agent, or personal represenlaflye. with a listing rf all known appflcabte .
charges and Identify what care and services are included In the charge.

6. cnent Screening and Denial of Services.
61 Contractors shall maintain a record of aH client screenings, Including.

6.1.1. The client name and/or unique client identifier;
6.12. • The cCent referral source;
6.1.3. The date of InRal contact from, the cflent or referring agency;
6.1 A The date of screening; if
6.1.5. The result of the screening, Including the reason for denial of services

616 F^^^l^t who Is placed on a wailllsl. record of
with regional access point and interim seivtoes or reason that such a referral

6.1.7. R^d S^cOent contacts between screening and removal from the waHBst;
6.1.8. Date client was removed from the waitlist arvl the reasonfor removal

62 For any client whois denied servloes, the Contractor Is responslDlB for.
'6.2.1. informing the client of the reason for denlah
622. Assisting the dlent In tdentlfylng and accessing appropriate available treatment.

6.3 The Contractor shall not deny services to a dierrt solely t«cause the dlent
6.3.1, prevtauslyteft treatment egalrBt'lhcadvtce of staff;
6.3.2. Relapsed from an earlier treatment;

VendwNamo Contactor Irinials:.^!*
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications,' Including but not Dmtted to opiates or
benzodiazeplnes; or

6.3.4. Has been dlagrKsed wtth a mental health disorder.
8.4. The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department.

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.'1. The Contractor shall develop a current lob deserlpUon for all staff, including contracted

staff, volunteers, and student interns, which shall biclude:
7.1.1. Jobtnie;
7.1.2. Phy^l requirements of the position:
7.1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the p(^lon;
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. THIe of bnm^Iate supendsor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and Implement poDcIes regarding criminal background
checks of prospective employees, whl^ shall, at a minimum, Include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release^ allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record;
72.2. Requiring the administrator or his or her deslgnee to obtain and review a

criminal records check from the Neiv Hampshire department of safe^ for each
prospective emptoyee;

72.3. Crfmlral background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to rtot hire a prospective employee in order to ensure the health, s^ety,
or weD-beiiig of cOents:

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions In this or any other state;
72.3,2 Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse.

neglect or exploitation; and
72.3.3. Findings by the department or any adminlstratlvB agency In this or any other

state for assault, ftaud, abuse, neglect or exptoltatton or any person; and
72.4. Waiver of 722 above for good cause shown.

7.3. Ail staff, tnctudb^ contracted staff, shaQ:
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualifications of the position as

listed In their job description:
7.32, Not exceed the crtmlna! background standards established by 72.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown, tn accordance with policy established In
72.4 above; . . •

7.32. Be Qocnsed, regtelered or certified as required by state statute and as
applicabia;

7.3.4. Receive an orterrtatton within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contad
virith clients, which iitdudes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code pf ethics. Including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct; •

7.3.4.2 The Contractor's poDdes on cfienl righlis and responslbintles and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confidentlalay requtrements os required by Sections 4.16 and 4.192 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. -Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as requtred In Section
.  . 4221 and 422.3 above and Sectiom6 below.-

■ Vendor Nsffte .
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responslbllilles and the policies, procedures, and guidelines
of the postilon they were htred for,

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administrBtive and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. The ContrBctor's Infection prevention program;
7.3.4.6. The Contractor'e fire, evacuation, and other emergency plena which outline

the responsibilities ofpersonnel In an emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found

in RSA 161-Fand RSA 169-0:29; and .
7.3.5. Sign and dote documentation that they have taken part In an odentation as

described In 7.3.4 above;
7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual tn-serv(oe education, which includes a review of

all elements described In 7.3.4 above.

7.4. Prior to having corttact with ctlents. employees and contTBCted employees shall: >
7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor.proof of a physical examination or a health screening

conducted not more than 12 months prior to erriploymenl v/hlch shail Include at a
' minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee;
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination;

. 7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examlnee has a contagious Illness or any other Illness
that would effect the examinee's ability to perform their Job duties;

7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-8tep tubercuiosls (TB) test, Mantoux method or other method
approved by.the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); and

7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practitioner;
7.4.2. Be allowed to work v/hlie waiting for the results Of the second step of the TB test

when the results of the tirst step are negative for TB; and
7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centers for Disease Control GuldeGnes for

Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculosis .tn Health Facllilles Settings, 2005,
if the person has either a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or potential
for occupational exposure to Mycobacterlum tut>erculo8is through shared air
space with persMs wltb Infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employees, contracted employeee, wiunteers and independent Contractors who have
dir^ contact with cflents who have a history of TB or a positive skfn test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test

7.6. The Contractor shaH maintain and store In a secure and conndentla) manner, a current
personnel file for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shaD include, at a minimum, the foflowfng:
7.6.1. A completed applicaUan for employment or e rewme, Including:
7.6Z Identification data; and
7.6.3. The education and worlr experience of the ernployee;

• 7.6.4. A copy ofthecurrentjob description or agreement, eigned by the Individual, that
Identifies the:

7.6.4.1. Poslllon thie;
7.6.4.2. Quafiftoatlons end experience; and
7.6/1.3.' Duties required by the posflton;

7.6.5. Written verlflcatton that the person meets the Contractor's quaOficalions for the
assigned Job description, such as school transcripts, certfficattons and Qoenses as
applicable;

Vendor Name • •
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 above;
,  7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certification in

hratlh care field and CPR certification, if applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for communicable diseases results required In 7.4 above;
7.6.9. Written performance''appraisals for each year of employment Including

description of any cofrecUve sctions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual In-service education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Information as to the general content and length of all continuing educ^on or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed statement acknowtedglng the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the client's rights ertd responsibiritles, Including' confitentlarity
requirements, and ackn^edglhg training and Implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the time the Initial offer of empioymentls
made arvf then annually thereafter, statlng-that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction In this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, a^ult,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a threat to the health, edtety or
well-being of a cQent; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a flrxltng by the department or any administrative agency bi
this or any other stAe for assault, ffaud, abuse, neglect or explortatlon of
any person; and

7.6.14. Docuirientadon of the criminal records check arid any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An (ndlvldual r«ed-not re^isdose any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above If.the

documentation is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
granted a waiver 80 that the Individual can continue employment.

8. CQnl^ Supervision.
6..1. Contractors shall comply .with the following dinica]. supervision requirements for

unlicensed counselors:
6.1.1. AO- unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery aupport

. services Shan be under the direct supervision of a licensed sup^lsor.
6.12. No Koensed supervisor shall supen/ise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless

the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan.
6.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one hour of supervision for every 20

hours of direct client contact;
8.1.4. Supervision shall be provided ort an individual or group basis, or both,

depending upon the employee's need, experience arKi skQ level;
6.1.6. Supervision shaO tndude followtng techniques:

8.1.5.1. Review of recorts;
6.1.52. Observation of Interactions with dlents;
6.1.5.3. Skm development; and
6.15.4.. Review ofcase management activities; and

6.1.6. Supervisors shall maintain a log of the supervlslori date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. individuals licensed or certified shall receive supervision In accordance with the
requirement of their Bccnsure.

9. Clinic^ Servtc^
VendorName
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a cQnlcal care manual which Includes policies
end procedures related to all dtnical servtces pro\Med.

9.2. AQ cflnlcal sendees provUed shall:
9.2.1. Focus on the client's strengths;
9.2^. Be sensitive and relevant to the^lverslty of the clients being served;
9.2^3. Be dient end femily centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma informed, which mearis designed to ackrxiwledge the Impact of

vtdence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of addressing Iraurha
in treatment; end

9.3. Upon a dienfs admission, the Contractor shall conduct a clierrt orientation, either
individually Of by group, to tndude the fonowtng:
9.3.1. Rules, poDcies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and facflit)d
913.2. Requirements for successfully completing the program;
9.3.3. Ttie administrative drscharge poTtcy and the grounds for administrative

dbcharge; , " .
9.3.4: AO appHcabte laws regarding conftdenttality, Including the limits of confWenliaflly

and mandatory reporting'requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the cCent to sign a receipt that the ortenlellon v/as conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a cllenfs admission to trea^ent, the Contractor shall conduct, an

■ HIV/AIDS scfBehing;to Include:
9.3.7. The pTDviston of Information;
9.3.8. Risk assessment;

9.3.9. Intervention and risk reduction educatlon.'and
-9.3.-10. Referral.for testi^. If appropriate, within 7 days of edmlsslon; ■

10. Treatment and RehablBt^on.
10.1. A UlVDC or unl'icenscd counsetor under the supendsion of a LAOC shaD develop and

maintain a written treatment plan for each dIent In accordance with TAP 21:
Mdlctton Counsetbtg Competencies available at'
hitp7/store.8amh6a.gov/)l^erie8?name=Tedmical-Asslstance-PubBcattons-TAP^
&pageNumberBl which addresses ell ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall be developed as follows: -
10.2.1. Wllhiri 7 days followtng admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatment plans shall contedn, at a minimum, the followtng elements:
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and Interventions written In terms that are spedfte,

measurable, attainable, reaQsUc and timely.
10.3.2. Identifies the redplent's dintcal needs, treatment goals, and cbjectrves;
10.3.3. Identlftes the dienfs strengths and resources for achieving goals and objectives

in 10.3.1 above;
10.3.4. Defines the strategy (or providing servtces to meet those needs, goats, and

objectives:
10.3.5. Identifies referral to outside Contractors for the purpose of achtevfng a specific

goal or objective when the service cannot be. delivered by the treatment
program;

10.3.6. Provides the criteria fortermlnaling specific interventions; and
10.3.7. Indudes speclflcation and description of the indicators to be used.to assess the

IndMduars progress.
Vendor Name ./
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10.3.6. Documentation of participation by the cfient In the treatment planning process or
the reason why the cfient did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or If
appHqable. documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plaa

10.4. Treatmeni plans shad be updated based on ar^ changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criterts (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
senlons or every 4 wedcs, whichever Is less frequent.

10.5. Treatmeril plan updates shall Include:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the cQent is meeting treatment pten goals

and objectives; ■
10.5.2. Modification of existing goals or addltloh of new goals based on changes in the

cQents functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
obiectlves.

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a
'  different level of cafe based on changes In funcOonlrtg In any ASAM domain artd

documentation of the reasons for this assessment;
10.5.4. The signature of the cfient and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment

plan, or If applicable, documentation of (he dtenfs refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addlbon to the Indivlduarized treatment planning In 10.3 above, all Contractors
shaD provide client education on:

10.6.1. Substance u^ disorders;
10.6.2. Relapse prevention;
10.6.3. Infectious diseases associated wilh Irijectlon drug use, Including but not limited

to, HIV, hepatitis, and Tfi;
•  10.6.4. Sexuaiiy transmitted diseases;

10.6.5. Emotlpnal, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.6.6. Nioollne u.se disorder and cessation options;
10.6.7. The Impad of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, end the

Importance of Informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational ̂  group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. AO group counseling sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer^per

counselor.

10.8. ■ Progress notes
10.6.1. A progress note shaD be completed for each individual, group, or famiy

treatmerrt or education session.
10.6.2. Each progress note shad contain the following components:

10.0.2.1. including self-report. observations, tnterventlo'ns. current
issues/stressors, functional impairment, Interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as H relates to the cunent treatment plan;

10.6.2.2.A8Sa8smem, Including progress, evaluation of Intervention, end obstacles
or barrtsre; and

10.6.2.3. Ptan, including tasks to be oompteted between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next sesston; and
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10.8. .Residential programs shall maintain a daily shift change log which documents such
things as client behavior and slgniftcanl events that a subsequent shift should be
made aware of.

11. Clieht Dlsctarge and Transfer
11.1. A client shaD be discharged from a program for the following reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes In the client's-functioning
relative to ASAM crfteria;

11.1.2. Program tenninatlon, Indudlng:
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2. Non-compliance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The dlent left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff.and
11.1.3. The cfierrt Is Inaccessible, such as the cDent has be^ jailed or hospitalized; and

11:2. In aQ cases of cfiant discharge or transfer, the oounseior shaD complete a nairatlve
discharge summary, Including, at a minimurrv

11.2.1. The dates of admbsion.and discharge dr transfer;
11.2.2. The cDenfs psychosocial sutretance abuse history and lega! history;
11.2.3. A summary of-the'cDenfs progress tovrerd treatment goab In ell ASAM domains;

•  11.2.4. The 'reason for discharge or transfer;
11.2.5. The cfierrfe OSM 5 diagnosis and sumrrrary, to Include other assessment testing

complete during treatment;' -
11.2.6. A summary of the cGenf s physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer;
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, deluding all ASATifl domains;
11.2.8. A determination as to whether the client vyould be efigible for re^dmlsslbn to

.  treatment. If appncabte; and ''
11.2.9. The dated signature of the counselor corripletlng the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shad be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days fbOowIng a client's discharge or transfer from the program;
'  or ■

11.3.2. For withdrawar management services, by the erid of the next business day
following a cDent's discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. VNhen transferring a cilenl, either from one level of care to another within the same
certified Contractor ag^cy or to another treatment Contracta, the counselor shaD:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the cfienfs treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be Included In the cQenfs reconj; and

11.4.2. Update the client assessment and treatment plan.
11.5. When transferring a client to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

. ShaD forward copies of the following iriformatlon to the receMng Contractor, only after
a release of confidenttal Information Is signed by the.cUent

11.5.1. The discharge summary;
11.5:2. CCent demographic Information, Including the clienrs name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Social Security
number; and

11.5.3. A (SagnQstic assessment statemant and other assessment information,
Irtdudl^;

11.6.3.1. IB test results;
11.6.3.2.ArecordpflhecDenrs treatment history: and

Vendor Name
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11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or agency-recommenddd fbliow-up
'  treatment

11.6. The counselor ehall meet with the client at.the time of'discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that:

11.6.1. Includes recommendaUons for continuing care in en ASAM domains;
■  ' 11.6.2. Addresses the useof self-help groups Including, when Indicated. facDItated self-

help; and
11.6.3. As^s the cOent In making contact with other agencies or services.

.11.7. The counselor shall document In the.cOent record (f and why the meeting In Section
11.6 above could not take place. .

11.8. A Contractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only If:
11.8.1. The cQenVs behavior on program pren^sbs Is abusive, violent, or in^l;
11.82. The client b ndn-compD^t ̂ h prescription medicaUpns;
11.6.3. crmlc^ staff documents therepeutic reasons for dlsi^arge, which may Include

the dienfs continued use of flndt drugs or an unwHllngness to follow approprfate
clinlca] (nterventioRs; or

11.6.4. The client violates program rules In a manner that Is consistent the
Contractor's progressive discipline policy.

12. Client Record System.
12.1. Each Contractor shall have poQdes and procedures to Implement a comprehenstve

^  dient record,system. In either paper form or electronic form, or both, lhal compOes
with thb secfen.

The dient record of each client served ehall communicate information in a manner that Is:
12.1.1. .Organized Into related sections with entries In chronological order;

'12.1.2. Ea^to read and und^and;
12.1.3. Complete, containing an the parts; and
12.1.4. Up-to^ate. Indudihg notes of most recent contacts.

12.2. The.dient record shall Include, at a minimum, the fbIlo»rirtg components, orgartlzed
as foDows

IZ^.1. First section. Intake/Initial Information:
122.1.1. Identlficatfon data, tnduding the dienfs;

12.2.1.1.1. Name;
12.2.1.1.ZDat80fbIrlh;
12.2.1.1.3. Address;
12.2.1.1.4.Telephone number; and

.  122.1.1.6. The last 4 digits of the cDenfs Social Security number; •
12.2.1.2. The date of admtolon;
12.Z12. If either of these have been appointed for the client, the name and address

of;

122.1.3.1. The guardian; end
12.Z1.32. Tha representative payee;

12.2.1.4. The. name,, address, arid telephone number .of the person to cont^ In the
event of an emergency;

122.1 .S. Contact information for the person or entity referrtrig the dient for aendcas,
as applicable;

122.1.6.Th8 name, address, end telephone number of the prtmary health care
Contractor,
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12.2.1.7.The name, eddress, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor. If appHc^le;

12.2.1.6. The name and address of the client's public or private health Insurance
Contractpits), or both:

.  12.2,1.9.Thecnent'sreOglouspreference,tfany; .
12.2.1.10. The cnenTs pereonel health hl^ory;
12.2.1.11.'The cDenfs mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Cunent medications:
12.2.1.13. Records end reports prepared prior to the cbenl's current admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of rtotificatlon of client rights:

122.2. Second section, Screening/Assessment/Evaluation:
12.2.2.1. Documentation of a!) elements of screening, sssessment and evaluation

•required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 end 102;
12.2.3. Third e^on, Treatment Planning:

12.2.3.1.7^6 Individual treatment plan, updated at designated intervals in
' accordance wllh Sections 10.2 -10.5 above; and

122.32.Slgned and dated progress notes and reports from all programs Involved,
as requM by Section 10.8 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section, Discharge Planning:
122.4.1.A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 112 and 11.3

■ above;
122.5. -Fifth section. Releases of Infonhatlon/Ml^llaneous!

12.2.5.1. Release oMnformation forms oompliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
. 122.52. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
122.5.3. Any other Information the Contractor deems significant.

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record^stem, then the sections In
Section 12:3 above shaD be tabbed sections.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic format, the sections In Section 12.3 above shall
not apply provided that aD IrTformatlon Dsted in Section 12.3 above Is Included in the
electronic record.

-12.5. All client records maintained by the Contractor or Its sub-Contractors, toduding paper
Tiles, facsimne transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shaD be strictly confidential.

12.6.- AD conftdentlal information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at aO
tirhes as follows:

12.6.1. Paper records and external electjonic storage media shaD be kept In locked file
cabinets:

12.6.2. AO electronic files shall be password protected; and
126.3. AO confidential notes or other materials that do not requlia storage shall be

shredded Immedi^ly after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shaQ ret^ cBent records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as follows:

12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
126:4.2 For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

.  .12.7. in the event of a program closure, the Contractor clo^ its treatment program Shan
arrange for the continued management of all client records. The ctoslng Contractor

VendorName
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- Bhall notify the department In writing of the address where records will be stored end
specify the person managing the records.

12.8. The closing Contractor shad arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the foliowtng measurek

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that It wQI respond to authortzsd requests for copies of client records within 10
woridng days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of cOents who have given written consent to another
Contractor; or

12.8.3. Enter into a tlmited service organliatlon agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication Services.
13.1. No administration of medications, Including physician samples, shall occur except by

a licensed medical practitioner working wtthin their scope of practice.
13.2. All prescription medications brought by a client to program shall be in their original

containers and leglbiy display theToflowlng information:
13.2.1. The client's name;
13.2Z The medication name and strength;
i3.Z3. The prescribed dose;
132.4. The route of adnriinlstratlon;
13.2.5. The.frequencyofadmlnlstrkloniand
13.2.6. The date ordered.

' 13.3. Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a Itoensed practllloner.

13.4. A!) prescription medications, with the exception of nltrbglycerin, epi-pens, and rescue
Inhere, v^lch may be kept on the dienl's person or stored iri the dienfs room, shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. AU medicaUons shall be kept in a storage area that Is:
13.4.1.1. (.ocked arrd accessible only to authorized personriel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to aSow correct tdentlfleatlon of each event's m8d(cation(8);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated In a manner sufTicient to allow reading of all medication labels;

and .
13.4.1 A. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;

13.42. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-8:1-b, shall be kept In
a separately locked compartment wHhln the locked medication storage area and
accessible only to authorized personnel; and

13.4.3. Topical liquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shall
be stored In a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, opli^ ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
dtent medicaliori.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled In the following manner.
13.6.1. Only original, unoperied oontahers of OTC medk:at)or\s shall be allowed to be

brought Into the program;
13.6.2. OTC medlcadon shall be stored in accordance with Section 13.4 above.

Ntendor Name
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13.6.3. QIC medication oontalnefs shall be marked wAh (he name of the client using the
msdtcation end taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a Qcensed practitioner: ^

13.7. AD medicaflons setf-administered by a client, with the exception of nitroglyoerln, epi-
pens, and rescue Inhalers, which msy be taken by the cHent wtthout supervision,
shaD be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall .remind the cUent to take the correct dose of his or her medication at
the correct time:

13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically
handle tiW medication hseif In any manner.

13.7.3. Staff shaD remain with the dlent to ob^rve (hem taking the prescribed.dose and
- type of medication:

13.6. For each medkalion taken, staff shaD document In an individual client medication log
the following:

13.6.1. The medication name, strengith. dose, frequency and route of adminlstratlonr
13.6.Z The date and the time the rr^icaUon was taken:
13.6.3. The signature or Identifiable Initials of the person supervising the taking of said

rnedicadon; and .
13.6.4. The rrason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.6. Upon a clients discharge:
13.6.1. The client medication log In Section 13.6 above shaD be Included In the cOenfs

record; and . , '
13.8.2. The client shall be given any remaining medication to take wilh him or her

14. Notice oil Client RlghtB
• 14,1. Progrorrw shall inform clients of their rights under these rules In deer,

understandable language end form, both verbally and In wHtIng as foQows:
14.1.1. Applicants, for services shaU be Inform^ of their rights to evaiuafions and

access to ireatment;
14.1.2. CGents shall be advised of their rights upon entry into any program and at least

once a year after entry;
14.1.3. Initial and annual notifications of cDerit rights in Section 14 above. sh^ be

documented In the dierttis record; and ■

14.Z Every program within the service denary system shall post notice of the rights, as
follows:

14.2.1. The notice ShaD be posted continuously and conspicuously;
14.2.2. The notice shaD be presented in clear, understandable language and foim; and
14.2.3. Each progr^ and residence shaD have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to dlent rights that are available for cUent review.
15. Fundamental Rights.

15.1. No person recetvtng treatment for a substance use disorder shaU be deprived of any
legal right to whl^ ail citizens are entitled solely by reason of thai person's
admission to the treatment services system.

18, Personal Rights.
16.1. Persons who are eppteants for services or clients In the servloe delivery ̂ stem shaO

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at aU times.
16.2. DIents siudi be free from abuse, neglect and exploltatton Indudlng, at a minimum,

the following:
VendofName
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16^.1 Freedom from any verbal, nonverbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect;

16.2.2. Freedom from the Intentional use. of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the cQent or others; and

16.2.3. Freedom from persona! or financial exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confldentiarity
17.1. All ContTBctors ̂ aO adhere to the confidentiality requirements in 42 CFR part 2. .
17.2. In cases where a client, attorney or other authorized person, after review of (he

.  record,-requests copies of the record, a progr^ .shalJ make such copies available
free of charge for the flrrt 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or cider^ Is treated for drug abuse without parental consent' as
authorized ̂ RSA 318:812-8, (he following shall apply;

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authortze a disclosure; and
17.3.Z Any disclosure to the minor's parents or- guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release,
18. Client Grievances

18.1. Clients shall have (he right to complain about any matter, Including any alleged
viotatlon of a right afforded by these m!es or by any state or federal law or rule.

^B2. Any person shafl have the right to complain or bring a -grievance on behalf of an.
Individual client or a group, of cPents.

18.3. The rules governing procedures for protection of client rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such compt^ts and grie^ces.

19. Treatment Rights.
19.1. Each client shafl have the right to adequate end humane treatment, including:

19.1.1. The r^ht of access to treatment including:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the services needed;
19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessary ̂ ices when those services are

available, subject to the admission and eligibDlty poDcles and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatrhent Including:
19.1.Z1. Services provided in keeping wHh evidence-based clinical and professional

standards applicable to the persons and programs providing the treaimerrt
and to the condrtions for which the client Is being treated;

■ 19.1.3, The r^ht to receive servtcM. In such a manner as to promote the dlenfs fiiD
participation In the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment to which a -person is entitled in
acQordance the time frame set forth In the cUenfs individual treatment plan:

19.1.5. The right to an IndMdua) treatment plan developed, reviewed and rev^lsad In
accordance with Sections 10.1 -10.5 above wh!^ ̂ dresses the client's own
goals;

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and services contained Ini an individual treatment
plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate in meaningful
activities in the communities In which the client lives and works;
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19.1.7. The right to service end treatment In the least restrictive altemaSve or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment Indudir^ programs
writlch least restrict

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement; and .
19.1.7.2. Partletpatlon In thie community, while providing the level of support needed

-  by the client;
19.1.8. The right to be informed of aO significant risks, benefits, side effects end

alternative treatment end services end to give consent to any treatmerrt,
placement or referral following an Informed decision such that:

19.1.8.1. Whenever possible, the consent shall be given (n writing; end
19.1.8.2. In aQ other cases, evidence of consent shaQ be documented by the program

and she!! te witnessed by at l^t one person;
19.1.9. The right to reftise to participate In any form of experimental treatment or

research:
19.1.10. The right to be fuify informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to VDluntary placement Including the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek changes in ptacement. servioes or treatment St any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or ffom the servtce

delivery system;
19.1.12.The right to services which promote Independence Including ser^ces directed

.  tosvard:
19.1.12.1. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the cCenfs needs for

■ continued services and treatment; and
-19.1.12.2. Promoting the abOHy of the cQents to function at their highest capacity arxi

as Independently as possible;
19.1.13. The r^ht to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and treatment irtdudhg, If needed,

assistance In finding such care in a timely marmer;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion including:

19.1.15.1. At the cDenfs own expeRM, the corcultative services of:
19.1.15.1.1. Private physldans;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologists;
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors: and
19.1.15.1.4. - Other health practitionera; and

19.1.15.2. Qranttng to such health practftbners reasonable access to the cQent as
required by Section 19.1.15, In programs^end allowing such practitioners
to make reoommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the followtng present at any
treatmerrt meet^ requiring dlent parilclpstion and informed decision<fnaldng:

16.1.18.1. ^arcflan;
19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney;
19.1.16.4. FamQy member;

■  18.1.18.5. Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant; and
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• 19.1.17.T1W right to freedom from restraint including the right to be free tmm seclusion
and physical, mechanical or pharmacotoglcal restraint.

19.2. No treatment prctfesslonal shall tie required to administer treatment contrary to such
professtonaTa clinical judgment.

19.3. F^rams Shan, whenever possible, maximize the declslorvmaking authority of the
citerrt.

19.4.. ■ In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for
guatdian has been appointed by a »urt of competent ̂risdlcllon:

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that In the course of service provision, the guardian
and ail persons Involved In the provision of service ere made aware of the
dlenfs vievirs, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.Z A guardian shall only mate decisions thai are wftWn the scope of the povrers sd
forth in the guardianship order Issued by the court;.19.4.3. The program shall request a copy pf the guardianship order from the guardian
and the order shaD be kept In the client's record at the program*10.4.4. If any Issues arise relative to the provlston of services end sup^ which ere
out^e the scope of the guardian's decbbn-msfldng authority as set forth In the
guardianship order, the clienfs choice and preference relative to those Issues
shaO prevafl unless the guardian's authority Is expanded by the court to Include
(hose issues;

19.4.5. A program shall lake such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
. exceeding thq decision-making authority granted by the court Including:

19.4.5.1; Revtewing wHh the guardian the Dmlts on his or her dedslbn-maWna
•authority; and . •

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian; .

*tial furthers the best Interests of the tOent*19.4.7. In acting In the best interests of the client, the guardian shaO take Into

19.4.9. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian frorri * •
acting In a manner that does not further the best Interests of the client and, if • ̂  '
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that apoolnled the
guardian; end

19.4.9. In the event that there Is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the
program shaO Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
aaerrtlon of the probate court that appointed the guardbn.

.20. Termlnatton of Services.
20.1. A client shall be terminated from a Contractor's service If the cDent;

20.1.1. EndOTgers or threatens to endanger other clients or staff, or engages In ilieaal
acth^ on the property of the program;-

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from the servicefs) he or she Is receiving;
20.12. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatment*
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she is receiving despite having'the

finandal resources to do so; cr
20.1.5. .R^ses to apply for tienefds that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she Is reoeMng desfrte the fad that the client is or might be eCgibte for such
benefrts. ^
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20.2. A (ennlnatlon from a Contractor's services shaQ not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the cCenl and cOent'e guardian, If any, that:

20.2.1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.2.2. List the cllnica) or management reasons for termination; and

''20.2.0. Explain the rights to appeal and the a^eal process pursuant to He-C 200.
20.3. A Contractor shall document In the record of a client wtw has been termfnaled that:

20.3.1. The client has been notified of the termination; and
20.3.2. The termlnaUon has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights In ResUentia) Programs.
21.1. In addition to the foregoing r^hts, clients of residential programs shall also have the

following rights:
21.1.1. The rlght to a safe, sariltary and humane IMjjg environment;
21.1.2. The tight to prtvately communicate with olhcra, including:

21.1.2.1. The right to serid and receive unopened and uncensor^ correspondence;
21.1.2.2. The right to have reasonable access to telephones end to be allowed to

rrrake and to reoeiva reasonable numbers of telephone. caOs except that
residential programs nriay require a cGent to reimburse them for the cost of
any caOs made by the cQerit;

21.12.3. The right to receive arid to refuse to receive visitors except that resklentJ&l
programs may Impose reasonable restrictions on Ihe number and time of
vislta In order to ensure effective provision of services: and

21.1.3. The right to engage In social and recreaUonai activities Including the provision of
regular opportunities for cQents to engage In such actlvflies;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, including the fbllowtng:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on closed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone caDs and visits;
2T..1.42.The right to opportunities for persona! interaction In a private setting except

that any conduct or activity which Islllega) shaO be prohibited; and
21.1.42. The right to be free ffom searches of their persons and possessions except

in accordance with applicable oonstftutlonal and legal standards;
21.1.5. the r^ht to IndMdua) choice, indudlng the following:
. 21.1.5.1. Therighttbkeepandweartheirownclathes:
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal po^esslons;
21.1.5.3. The r^htto keep and to read materials of thelr.own choosing;
21.1.5.4. .The right to.ke^ and spertd their own money; and
21.1.52. The right not to work and to l)e compensated tor any work perfonrned.

except that:
21.1.5.5.1. CBents may be required to perform personal housekeeplrtg tasks

. wfthln the client's own Immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,

. wfthout compensation; and
21.1.5.5.Z COents may perform vocattonal learning tasks or work required for

the operation or malrrienance of a residential program, If the work Is
corisLstent with their Individual treatment plans and the client Is
compensated for work performed; and

21.1.6. The rfoht to be reimbursed for the toe. of any nxmey held In safekeeping by the
residence.
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

21^.

21.3.

21.4.

21.5.

21.6.

Nothing In Section 21 shaQ prevent a residence from having pollcres governing the
behavior of (he residents.
Clients shaO be informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
House policies shall be pasted end such policies shal) be in conformity with this
section.
House poBctes shall be perlodlcalty reviewed for compllarwe wHh this section In
connection wHh quality assuranoe site visits.
Notwithstanding Sec^n 21.1v4.3 above, Contrectors may develop policies and
prooedures that allow searches for alcohol and QQcIt drugs be conducted:

2.1.6.1. Upon the clienfs admission to the program; and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists, Including such proof as:.

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohoi or illegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of Intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State and Pederal Requirements
■ 22.1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict in the requirements fisted below, the

applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, rules arid requirements shall
control The requirements specified below are provided herein to increase the
Contractor's compliance, ^
The Contractor agrees to the following state end/br federal requirements for Program
requirements for speclaby treatment for pregnant and parenting women:.
21.2.1. The program treats the femily as a unit and, (her^ore, admits both

women and their children Into treatment. If appropriate.'

21.2.2. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their chibtren Into treatment, If appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arrenges for primary medical care for women
who are tebelving substance abuse services, Including prenatal care.

222.

212.4.

21;2.5.

20.6.

21.2.7.

21.2.6.

The -program provides or erranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric care for the
women's children, inctudlng ImmunlzatlonG.

The program provides or arranges for gender-spoclfic substance abuse
trealm^ and other therapeutic Interverttlonsfor women that may address,
issues of ralationsWps. sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

The program provides or arranges for therapeutic interventions for children
In custody of women In treatment which may, among other things, address
the chBdren's developmental needs and their issues of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglecl

The program provides or arranges fbr sufficient case management and
Iranspcrtatton services to ensure that the women and their chDdren have
access to the services described above.
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22.3. Af^ge for means adivftles to assist the dient In finding and engaging in a service
which may Include, but Is not limited to helping the dlerrt to locate an appropriate
provider, referring dients to the rteeded servtce provider, setting up appointments for
.cflents wtth those pfoviders, and assisting the client with attending appointments with
the service provUer.

22.4. The Contrador agrees to the following .state and federal requirements for all
programs m this Contract as fotlcwK

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 00% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
00% capadty has been reached.

22.4.2. The program admits each Indtvidual who requests and Is fri.need of treatment for
tntrmnous dmg abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days If the program has no capacity to admit the individual on the date

of the request and, within 48 hours after the request, the' program makes.
Interim sendees available until the Individual Is admitted to a substance
abuse trealrhent program

22.4.3. The program offers interim services that Irictude, at a minimum, the following:
22.4.3.1. Counseling ar)d educatlon about HIV and Tuberculosis fTB), the ilsks of

ne^le-aharlng, the risks of transmfeston to sexual partners and Infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and IB transmission does not

- . .;.occq5£..
22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment 5er\4ces, if necessary
22.4.3.3. individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pr^nant women

22.4.4. The program has established a walling list that Includes a ur^ue patient.
Identifier for each Injecting drug abuser seeking treatment, Including patients
receMr^ Interim ser\^8 while aw^'ng adrhisslon.

22.4.5. The program has a nrtechanism that enables It ta*
22.4.5.1. Malrrtaln oontact with Individuals awaiting admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer waiting list clients at the earliest possible tme to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that Is reasonable to
the cCenl

22.4.6.3. The program takes clients awaltlr^ treatment off the waiting list only when
one of the foOowtng conditions exist
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission Into treatmient

.or

22.4.5.3.Z Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out acUvilles to encourage Individuals In need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by' using sdentlfeally sound outreach models

• such as those outlined below or, If no such models are eppQcable to the local
situation, another approach which can ressonat^ be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. TTie program has procedures for
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supenrislng outreach woricers.

Vendor Name
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22.4.7^, Contactlr^, oommunteatinp, and foilowtng up wfth high-risk substance
abusers, Ihelr associates, and nefehbortiood residents within the constraints
of Federal and State corrfldentialtty requirements.

22.4.7 Promoting awareness among Injecting drug abusers about the relationship
between injecting drug, abuse and communicable diseases sudh as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending "steps (hat can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur. ■

22.4.6. The program directly, or through arrangements with other pubBc or non-profit
private entities, routinely makes available the following IB senrioes to each
Individual receiving treatn^nt for substartce abuse:

2Z4.8.1. Counseling the Individual with respect to TB.
.  .22.4.6.2.Teding to determine vyhether the Individual has been Inttected with

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
Individual.

22.4.6.3. Providing for of referring the Individuals, infected by mycobacterla TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment.

22.4.9. For cBents. denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such cflents to other providers of TB servlcea.

22.4.10.The progiam has Implemented the infection control procedures that are
consistent tWhh those established by the Department to prevent the transn^sslon
of TB and that address the foDowing:.

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and Identification of those Individuate who are at high
risk of becoming Infected.

22.4.10:2. Meeting all State reporting requirements while adhering to Federal end
State confidentiality requirements, Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that IndlvidLBte receive such
services.

22.4.10.4.' The program reports all individuate with active TB as required by State
law and In accordance with Federal and Slate confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives preference in admission to pregnant women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Orartt funded treatment services.
Further, (he program gives preference to clients In the following order:

22.4.11.1. To pr^nant and Injecting drug users first
22.4.112. To other fxegnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other irtjecling drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To an other individuals fourth.

22.4.12.The program refers aD pregnant women to the State when the program has
Insuffident capacity to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of ihe program.

22.4.13.The program makes available .Inte/fm services within 46 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity.

22.4.14.The program makes continuing education in treatment services available to
employees who pro\4de the services.

22.4.15.The program has In effect a eystem to protect patient records flom inaMfobrfato
disctosure, and the system:
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22.4.15.1. Is In compliance wllh all Federal and State conndenllanty rcqulrementB
Including 42 CFR part 2.-

22.4.15.2., Includes provlstons for employee education on the confWentialHy
requirements end the fact that dtedpllnary action may occur upon
Inappropriate disdosure.

22.4.16.pie p^ram does not expend SAPt BlocJc Grant funds to provide Inpatlent
hospital sub^ce abuse services, except In cases when each of the foltowtna
oonditions Is met:

22.4.16.1. The Individual cannot be effectively treated in a communily-based. hon-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.18.2. The daDy rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing the
sendees does not exceed the comparable daily rate provided by a
communily-based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3. A physWan makes a dctermlnatloo that the following conditions have
been met

22.4.16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of. the IndVldual Is substance abuse .
^I^th^hysldan certifies that fact

22.4.16.3.2. The Individual cannot be safely treated In'a community-
based, norv-hospftal, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be' reasonably expected to improve the
person's condition or level of fancUonlng.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospltatbased substance abuse pr^ram follows
national standards of substance abuse professbnal practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service Is provided only to the extent that it Is medically
necessary (e.g.. only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated In community-based, non-hospltal, reslderitlai
program.)

22.4.17.The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant fUnds to purchase, or Improve land; purchase, construct, or
permanently Improve (other than minor femodeling) any building or other fadlity:
or purchase me|or medical equipment.

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT-Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-federal funds as a ccndftlon far the
receipt of Federal fUnds.

22.4.19.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide financial
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private ef%.

22.4.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
Intended recipients of health services.

22.4.21.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide individuals
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.4.22.The program does not expend SAPT Stock Grant funds to provide treatment
services In penal or conactlons Institutions of the State.
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22.4^3.The program uses the Block Grant as the 'payment of last resorf for seh/lces for
pregnant women and women wHh dependent chDdren, IB eervtces, and HIV

,  servtoes and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the follov^:
22.4^3.1. Collect rolrhbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons

entitled to Insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, Including
programs under title XVIII end title MX; any State compensation program)
any other public.assistance program for medical expenses, any gram
program, ariy private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4JZ3.2.-S6cure from patients of clients payments for services In accordance wtth
their ablHty to pay. , ;

22.4..24.The Contractor shall Mmply vdtlvan^levant state and federal laws such as but
notfhnltedto:

22.4.24.1. The Contractor shaflj upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and a sliding fee scale (In Exhibit B) shad apply and •
submission of the court-ordered evajuation and shall, upon the dlrepUon of
the State, offer treatment to those Individuals. .

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall conriply with the legal requlremertts governing hurrwn
subject's research when considering research, Indudlng research
conducted by student Interns, using Indlviduats senred by this contract as
subjects^ Contractors must Inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to Initiating any research involving subjects of participants related to
this contract The Department reserves Oie right, at its sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. -Contractors shall connpty wfth the Departmenfs Sentinel Event Reporting
Po&iy.
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EiMbit B

Method andConditlons Precedent to Payment

1  The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8. of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. . This Agreement is funded by:
2.V New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
. Treatment, and Recovery Funds; ■

2.3. Federal Fun^ from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatmerrt Block

■  Grant (CFDA #93.059); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the sendees In Exhibit A, Scope of
Services in compliance with federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Sen/ices ■ ' . .
3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract vrtien a client has or may have an alternative
payer for servloes described the Exhibit A . Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medrcafd programs
for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for cilcnts who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the criBnfs private insurer^s) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department

■ 3.2. ■ NotwIthstarwJlng Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client rraeds a service that is not covered t>y the payers listed In
Section 3.1.,

■ 4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement fbr actual services deHver^ by
fee for services In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1; The Contractor agrees the fees for services are alMnciusive contract

rates to deDver the services (except for CBnIcal Evaluation which Is an

MancfwttBrAlophofismRchaKHlatfonCemBr &MbaB Vindorlngiti
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activity (hat Is billed for separately) and are the maximum dliowable
charge ir^ calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 belov^.

Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services In
E)dilbtt B-1 Sendee Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall;

6.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment, for services and/or
transpprtatlon provided under this contract from public and
private Insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedilad
processing to the greatest degree possible In order , to not
delay a client's admittance Into the program - and to
Immediately refund ary overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and recordp for all ser\dces
■  ■ billed, payments received and overpayments (If any) refonded.

5.2. The Contractor shaill determine.and charge accordingly^for sendees'
provided to an eligible client under this contract as fbllow:

5.2.1. Rrst. Charge the cOenfs private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, In Exhibit B-l, when the insurers' rates meet or are
lower than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1.

• 5.2.2. Second: Charge the dient according to Exhibit B, Section 7,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines, or
anticipates that the private Insurer will not rehfilt payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-T

5.2.3. Third: If,, any portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1

remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the dlenfs
Insurer (If applicable) and the. client, the Contractor shaD
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate (n
Extilbit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
Insurer and the atrxtunt paid.by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the dlent shall not
exceed the Contract Rate in E)d\lblt B-t, Service Fee Table multlprted
by the corresponding percentage stated In Exhibit B. Section 7 SQdlng
Fee Scale for the clients applicable income level.
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5.4. The Contractor win assist clients who are unable to secure financial
resources necessary for Initial entry into ttie program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after
working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the dient
falls to pay their fees within thirty (30). days after being Informed (n
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions Including discharge (rom treatment

5.8. The Contractor will provide to dlents, upon request copies of their
financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shati not charge the combination of the public or private
Insurer, the client and the -Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate In Exhibit S-1.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein, the combination of all
payments received by the Contractor for a given service exceeds the'
Contract Rate stated In Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor
Shan refund the parties In the reverse order, unless the overpaymerrt
was due to Insurer, client or Oepartmental error. ■

5.9. In Instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the.Stiding Fee Schedule.

6.10. In the event of overpayipent as a resuK of baling the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the state In an amount and within a
tlmeframe agreed upon between the Contractor ar\d the Department
upon Identifying the error.

6. Addlttonal Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
6.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

Intensiw case management under this contract only-for clients who
have been admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A. Scope of
Sen/Ices and after billing other public and- private Insurance.

6.2. The Department will not pay for Intensive case management provided tO'
a cflent prior to admission.
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6.3. The Contractor wiW blU for Intensive case management only when the
service Is.aulhoftzed by the Department

7. Sliding Fee Scale
7.1. • The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

7.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as jfoliows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPU

Percentage of
Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1 to

Charae the Client
0%-138% 0%

.  139%-149% 8%

■  150%-.199% 12%

200%-249% 25%-

250%. 299% 40%

300%. 349% 57%

350%-399% 77% •

7.3. .... The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwlirmgness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidentlai services" pursuant to RSA
318-B:12-a.

8. Submitting Charges for Payment
8.1. The Contractor shall submit bifling through the Website Infbrmation

Technology System (WITS) for services listed In Exhibit B-1 ^rvlce
Fee TaWe. The Contractor shall:

V

8.1.1. Enter encpunternote{s) Into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the service was provided to the client

6.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than tvyenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, and notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

8.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes, as Identified by
the Departrhent no later than seven (7)' days after being
notified of the errors and notify (he Department the notes have

■been corrected and are ready for review.
8.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department

approval for the billing month.
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.6.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.
8.2. The Contrartor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)

days of the last day of the bluing month may be subject to nori-paymenL
0.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bnt for ̂ rvices provided

under, this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department
to develop an alternative process for submitting Invoices^

9. When the contract price limitation is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capacity at no charge to the Department for the duration of the
contract pertod.

.  10. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

11." The Contractor will kefep detailed records of their activities related to Department
hjnded programs and services.

12. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that"
fUndhg under this agreement rnay be withheld. In whole or in part in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provtded, or if. the said services or products have not been saHsfactohly
.completed In accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement

13. Contractor win have forty-five (45) days from the ertd of the contract period to
submlt.to the [Apartment final invoices for payment. Any aitJustmenls rhade to a
prior Invoice will need to be accompanied by supporfing documentation!

14. Limitations and restrtctiona of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and
Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds:
14.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort

14.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
.  . -Block Grant expenditures to:

14.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance
abuse services.

14.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block pranl funds expended
In Federal F|scal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in
penal or correctional institutio'ns of the State.

14.2.3. Use any federal funds prpvided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting testing for the etiologic agent far
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Human Immunodeficiency Vlrua (HIV) unless such testing Is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-tost counseling.

14.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange,'free
needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for Intravenous drug abusers.

14.3. The Contra^or agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance-abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
Impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 end
Part 54a, ̂  CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable • to. the SAPT-Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly j^om SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable
programs may be expended for Inherently religious actMties.
such as worship, religious iristruction, or proselyfizallon. If an
organization conducts such acfivtties. It must ofTdr them
separatety, in time or location, from the programs or services
for which It receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant Stale or local oovernment under any applicable
program, and participation must be voluntary for the program

-  beneficiaries.
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rales In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Sendees under this Corttract In Exhibit 8.

Table A

Service

Contreet Rate:
Maximum Allowable

Chame Unit

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

Individual Outoatlent $22.00 15 min

Group Outpatient 98.60 16 rnln

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per dey; only on those
days when the client
attends Individual ̂ d/or •
group counsell^ '
associated with the
prooram.

Partia] Hospltanzallon $223.00

Per day. and only on those
days when the client
attends Individual and/or

group counseling
associated wilh the
oroflrem.

Htgh-lntensity Residential Aduft,
(excluding Pregnant end
Parenting Women), for cDnlcal
services and room and board $154.00 Perdav

Medically Monitored Inpatlent
Withdiarral Management (ASAM
Level 3.7 WM) $215.00 Perdav .
Recovery Supppil Services:
IndMduallntensive Csfie
Manaoement $16.50 ISmln
Recovery Support Services:
Group Intend Case
Manaoement- $5.50 .iSmln

MtftdMfter Aleebdlsn RthsMUsSon OorSer
RFA-2£MSeOASO1^UaST-07
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SPECIAL PRQVtStnwS

Contractor covenanta and agrees that all funds received by the Contractor
the Contrert shall be used only &s payment to the Contrector tar Mivices provided to eflolble

In the furtherance of the aforesaid covorwts. the Contractor hereby covenants and
asrees es Iniov/s:

1. with Federal and State Laws; If the Contractor Is permlted to determine the eHotblBty
of hfflvtduab si^ eCglblDty determination shall be made In aocordanoe with applicable federal and
state tews, fegutetlons, orders, guldefirwa. poUcles and procecfures.

2. Time and Manner of Oetarmlnatlon; EhgibDJty determlnattens shall be made on forms provided by
the Departmera for that purpose and shall be made and remade at such times as ore orescrtbed bv
the tJopartmenl. •

3. Ooaonentatfon: In addition to the deterralnaBon forms rcquhed by the Oepartmend, the Contractor
sWl maintain a data file on each recipient of services hereunder, which fDe shaO Include aO
Infermallon necessary to support an elglbiDly determlnallon and such other tnfbrmallon as the •
Depamnen! requests. The Contractor Shan furnish the Department wtth bU forms ond documentation
regarding cflglbUity determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hoarfngs: The Contractor understands that aQ eppUcarrts for servlocs hereunder, as weD as
bjdMduab declared IncDgibJe have a rfght to a fair heering regarding that determlnatton The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that alt applicants for servtcea shall be permitted to All out
an appOcatlon fbrm and thai each applicant or re-eppUcant shaD be Informed of his/her rfght to a bir
hearing in Booordanoe with Department regutellons.

6. OretuHJes or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that ft Is a breech of tNs Contract to accept or
make a payment, gratify or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State In order to Influence 0)e performance of the Scope of Work-detailed In Eidilbtt Aof this
Contract The State may torminale this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement If It Is
determined that payments, grstu&les or offers of empteyment of any kind were offei^ or received by
any officials, officers, employees or agents of the Cont/^or or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroacthro Payments: NotiA^tandlng anything to the contrary contained In the Ccntracl or In any
other document, contract or understanding. H Is expressly understood and agreed by the parties
hereto, lhat.no payments vrfD be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs Incurred fbr
erty purpose or tor any services provided to any Individual prior to the Effscfive Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made tor e]q)ense8 Incurrod by the Contractor for ar>y services provided
priorto the date on which the Individual applies for servloes or (except as othenvlse provUed by the
federal regulations) prior to a determtnallon that the Individual ts eligible fbr such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In the Contract, nothing
hgmh contained sh&D be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rate which reimburses the Contractor In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
wNch exceeds the amoimls reasor^able and necessary to assure the quality of such service.-or at a

which exceeds the rate charged by the Ccntiactof to Inefigibie Individuals or other third party
ftnWers for such ser>rfoe. If at any time during the Isrm of this Contract or after recefi^ of the Rnal
Expenditure Report hereunder, the Department shaO determlrie that the Controctor hat used
paynwnta hereunderto reimburse Items of expense other than such Qosts, or has received payment
In eroess of such costs or In excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to bieOdble Individuals
Of other thW party fuhdera, the Department may elect to:7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder, tn which event new rates shaD be estabBshed;
72. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement In

excess of costs;

BtfiM c - Bpedil PromrdoM ContrtderMBtb
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7.8. Demand repayment ot the e^ss payment by Iho Contmctor In which event lalUne to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Conbactor ts
pcrmftted to determlr« the ellglhlfity of indMduate for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for ail funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for servCces
provided to any tndMdual who is found by the Department to be IrtcDglbte for euch ecrvloes at
any time during the period of retention of records estabDshcd herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE. RET^TION, AUOn. DISCLOSURE AND CbNFID^lAUTY:
fl. fiflalntonance of Records: In addition to the ellglbfllty rcconls-speclfied above, the Contractor

emamanls and agrees to maintain the following records during the CorUmct Period:
0.1. Rscal Records: books, reccrda, documents and other data evidencing and feflecdng all costs

• end other expenses Incurred by the Contractor In the perfdrmance of the Contrad, and all
Income received or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained In aocordanoa accounting procedures end practices which sufflcienfly' and
property reflect all such costs and etgienses, end which are accepteble to the DepartmcnL and
to IncfcJde, without DmRallon, all ledgers, books, records, end orlglnai evidence of costs such as
purchase.requls&ions and ordere, vouchers, requisitions for materials, (nventorias, valuallona of
In*ldnd oontrtbutlons. labatime cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department.

8.2. Statistical Records: Gtatlstica!, enrolment, attendance or vtsit records for each redpient'of
senrfces durtng the Contract. Pertod, which records shaU Include all records of application and
eliglMlity (Including aD forms required to determine ellgibnity for each such redpi^l). records
regarding the.provlslon of sendees and all Invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

6.3. Med^ Records: Where appropriate end as prescribed by the Department regulaCons, the
Contractor shall retain medial reoords on each patient/tedplent of Slices.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
.agency fiscal year Jt Is recommended that the report t>e prepared In accordance with tho provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-183. "Audits of States. Local Governments, end Non
Profit Organbcatlcns" artd tho pr^sions of Standsrdls for Audit of Oovemmental Organlzattons,
Programs. ActivUIea end Functions. Issued by the uis Genera! Aceourrting OfCce (QAO standards) as
they pertain to flnandal compQanca audHa.
6.1. Audit and Review: Du^ the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder. the

OepartmenL the United States Department of Health end Human Services, and any of their
designated reprasentatiyes shaQ have access to aO reports and records m^ntalned pursuartt to
the Contract for purposes of audlL examination, excer^ and transcr^.

62. Audit UabOIttes: In addition to.and not In any way In [imitation of obt^etions of the Contract It Is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that tha Contractor shali be held liable for any stete
cff^ferBl audit exceptions end shall return to (he Department aO payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such en
exception.

10. Confidontianty of Records: All InformaUon, reporta, and records maintained hereunder or cbHected
in connection with the performance of the services end the Contract shell be confidential and shaQ not
be disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state taws and the regutalfons of
the Department regarding the use and disdosure of such Infbrmetlon, dlsctosuro may be made to
public offldais requiring such Information In connection with their offlcla) duties and tar purposes
directly connected to the admlntstraOon of the services and the Contract: and provided further, that
the use or disclosure by any party of any Information conocmlng a redpfertt Ibr arry purpose not
dlredly connected wfth the admlnlstretlon of the Department or (he Contractor's rasponsIbSIlies wflh
respect to purchased sendees hereunderls prohlbttad except on wrftten consent of the recipient his
attorney or guardian.

EiMbQ C - spado) PnnliJona Comncter btUiilk •V
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Notwfthatanding anything to (he corttranr contained herein the covenants and condibone contained In
the Paragraph ahat/ aurvtve the termlneL'on of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports? Fiscal and Statistical: The Contractor agrees to submit the foOowtng reports et the fbitowfng
times If requested by the Department.
11.1. Interim Rnanctal Reports: Written Interim Gnandal reports containing a detailed desolptfon of

aO costs and non-allowable expenses incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such ebier infomutlon as shall be deemed saUsfaetory by the Deportment to
justify the rate of payment hereunder. Such Ftnandal Reports shall be submitted on the Ibrm
designated by (he D^rtment or deemed satisfactory by the D^artment. ■

1ia Rr\al Report: A Goal report shall be submitted wfthfn thlr^ (30) days after the end of the term
of thb ContracL The Final Report shall be In a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
contafn a sumrnary stat^nt of progress toward goals and objeetlvea stated In the Proposal
and other Information required by the Department

12. Complotten of Services: Dtsallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase try the Department of the
maximum number of units provided for in the Contract and upon payment of the price Dmitotlon
hereunder, the Contract ai^ alt the obllgatlohs of the parties hereur^er (except such obUgstlons as,
by the terms of the Contract are to be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the termination of the Contract) shall termlnato, provWed however, that If, upon revlow of the
Final Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the rtght, at Its dlsaeUon, to deduct (he amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from ihe'Contractor.

13. Cr^ita: All documents, notices, press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resutling from the perform8r)ee of the services of the <>)ntrad shaD fadude the fodowtng

'  statement' . .

13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etb.) was financed under a Contract with the State
of New HampsWra, Oeffartment of Healtti artd Human Services, with funds provided In part
by the State of New H^pshlre and/or such other frjnding sources as were available or
required, e.g., the United Slates DepBrtn)ent of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: All materials (written, video, audb) preduced or
purchased under the contract shaO have prior approval from DHHS before printbg. production,
dlstrlbulion or use. The DHHS will retain copyright owr^ersh^ for any end all original materials
produced, Including, but not limited to, brochures, resource directoHes, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shaO not reproduce any m^erials produced under the contra^ without
prior written approval from DHHS.

16. Operation of Facflltles: Comptiance with Laws and Regulations: In tf« operation of any facilities
for providing sarvloes, the Contractor shall comply .with all laws, orders and regutatlons of federal,
state, county and munldpal euthorftles and with any direction of any Public Officer or officera
pursuant to taws which shall Impose an order or d^ upon the contractor wfth respect to the
operation of the facHty or the provision of the services at such facility. If any governmental Dcensp or
permtt shaO be requlr^ for the operation of the said faciBty or the perfomrance of the said services,
the Contractor wO procure said license or permit, and will at aD times comply with the terms and
conditions of each sud) license or perrniL In connection WQh the f^gotng r^ulraments, (he
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the fsdlttles shall
comply wtth all nrles. enters, regulaflons. and requirements of the Stale Office of the Flra Marshal.and
the local.nre protection agency, shall be In conformance vrith local buitdlng and zoning codes, by*
laws and regulations.

16. Equal Efflplpymant Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor wlfl provide an Equal Employmerit
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) tp the OfOce for CMJ Rights, Oflloe of Justlee Programs (OCR), If ft has"

.  received a single award of 6600,000 or more. If tfie r^plent receives S26,000 or more and has 60 or

ExNbSC'-SpadsiPtwlsiens ConUsetarlniQsls
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®  "" «" EEOP CefttKalton Fomi to theOCR, eertlVng l^l lb EEOP b on file. For redplenb receiving less than$25,000, or public grentees

^ple^ wni provide anBTOP CertW^on Form to the OCR certifying it Is nd required to aubmlt or malntafn an EEOP. Non-
prefn^anl^ona, Indian Tribes, and medical and educatlona) InsBiuOons are exempt from the
EtW req^em^, but are required to submit a certification fcrm to Ihe OCR to claim the excmptioft.
ccOP Certfflcation Forms are avaOable at htfp://vii(ww.ojp.utdoyebout/ocrfpdb/certpdf.

17. Umlbd ̂ llBh Proflclency (LEP)j As clarlfted by Executive Order 131M, Improving Access to
^  ̂lish Proficiency, and resulting agency guUence, natkx^ ortglndbcriminallon Includes dlscrimlnatfon on the baste of 0m8ed Englbh profidency (LEP). To ensure

^plbnoe with the Omnlbue Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1988 and Title VI of the CMI
RIghb Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ertsure that LEP persons have
meartngfUt access to Bs pregrems.

IB. Pilot Progrem for Enhancement of Contractor Employea Whlatlebtower ProtecUona: The
fojoyrinfl shall apply to aD wntracts that exceed Ihe Simplified Acqulsitton Threshold as defined In 46
CFR 2.101 (cunerrtly, 8150,000)

Contractor Employee Whisti£0lower Riohte and Requirement To Inform Employes of. .
WHISn£BLOWERRlCHTS (SEP 2013)

-•(U .

<a)TWs contract and empioyees working on this contract vyill be subject to Ihe vriilstlcblower rtghis
®  program on Contractor empteyce.whistlebtowef protectiorw established at
41 u.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense AulhorfzaBon Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub L
112-239) end FAR 3.908.

{b).The Contractor shall Inform 11s employees In writing, In the predominant language of the workforce,
of employee wWstleblower righte and protections under4f y.S.C. 4712. as described In section
3.908of ihe Federal Acquisition RegulatlorL * ' .

(c) The Contractor shall Insert the substance of this clause, Irrcfudlng this paragraph (c). In all
subcontracb over the sfrnplifted ecqulslGon threshold.

Sr^contractoia: OHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
grrater experBse to perform certain health care services or fUr»c8ofis for efficiency or convenience,
txA the Contractor shall retain the responslbOIiy and acootfitabillty for the fUnc6on(s}. Prior to
suboontrecting, Ihe Contractor shall evaluate the subcontractor'e aWDly to perform the delegated
functlqn(8). This Is accompOshed through a writtert agreement that spedfies acDvWes end reportlno
respondbSlles of the subcontractor and previdee for revoking tfM ddegaflon or imposing sanctfons.if
the suboontfBctor's performance is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same oonlractual
condiflens as the Contractor and the Contractor Is responsible to ensure subMntractor comprtanca
with those condBions.
When the Contractor delegates a functon lo o subcontraqtor. the Corrtractbr shall do the foflowlng:
19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's aUIUy to perfbnn the activities, before delesafirxi

the function ^
19Z Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies actMUes and reporting

.  responsibDHies and how sanctlonsAavocaSon win be managed H the subcontractor's
perfonnance b not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's perfonnance on an ongoing basis

EMiMC-SpsdUPimtUom CoflSactor MSiit
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19.4. Provido to DHHS an annual schedule WenOfytng eU subcontractore, delegated functions and
responsMes. and when the'subconlmctor's performance wQi be reviewed19.5. DHHS shall, at Its discretion, review arut approve all subcontracts.

If the Contractor Wenllfles deficiencies or areas fbrlmprovenicn! are Wenlified, the Contractor atoD
take corrective ectlon.

DERNITiOMS
As used In the Contract, the fbtlowfng terms shall have the foflowfng meanlrtgs:

■COSTS: Shall mean those direct end Indirect Items of expeme determined by the Department to be
aHowable and relmbumable In eocordance with cost and accounting principles established in accordance
wHh state and federal laws, regulattons, rules end orders.

DEPARTM^fT: NH Oeparlinent of Health amJ Human Services.

RNANCIAL MAfWGEMBJT GUIOEUNES; Shall mean that section of the Contractor Manual which b
entitled "Rnanclal Management Guldellnea" and which contalna the regulations governing the financial
activities of contractor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds. .

. PROPOSAL If applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a forni or forms
required by the Department and containing a description of the Services to be provided to efiglble
IndMduals by the Contractor In accohfance with the terms and conditions of the Contract and setting fbrth
the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract

I

UNIT: For each service that the Contractor b to provWe to eOglble Individuab hereunder. shall mean that
period of llme or that specified activity determined by the Department and epadfied in ExhlWl 8 of the
Ccnirect

FEDERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orders, and poQdes. etc. are
referred to In the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean ell such laws, regulations, etc. es
they rray be amended or revbed from the time to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL Shalt mean that document prepared by the NH Department of AdmWstrattve
Services containing a cccfipBatlon of all regubtlons p^ulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
AdrnlnbtraQve Procedures Act NH RSA Ch S4t-A, forthe purpose oflmplernenOng State ofNH and
federal regulations promulgBted (hereunder.

SUPPLAfifriNG OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Qontractotguarentees that furvls provided urtder thb
.Contract win not supplant any existing federal funds avdlabie for these services.

EiNMC'Special PnmUlonfl Contntfer InlOala •4^
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HEVTSIOHSTO iSENERAL '

***• Provisions of this contract, CondJIIonal Nature of Agreement. Isreplaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwtmstandirig wy provision of this Agreement to the contrary, ell oMIgaeohs of the State

® wflhout (Imitation, the continuance of paymerrts, In whole or In partunder thU AgreeTOnt are eonllngCTt upon conffnued appropriation or avsnabflity of fuwb'
inctuamg any subsequent changes to the appropriation or evaliablUty of furtds affbcted bv
mi'wtSS®!!?'' or executive eetfon that reduces. eUmlnatas. or ctheivd^the appreprtatlon. or avaOabiniy of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of

£2'^ ^ ^ Sefvlpes, In whole or In part In no event shall the
of approprfated or available funds. In^evOT m a reduction, termination or modlftcation of appropriate or available ftinds the

see e^ hwe the right to withhold payment untD such funds become available, If aver.Vhe
^  reduce. tcrmlnateVor modify services under this Agrecmerit^m^ateiy upon ghrtng the Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modlflcatton.

The State S|MI be required to transfer funds from any other source or account Into the
Account(s) Wentjfcd In block 1,6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account, m the event fUnds are reduced orunavailable.

CSieneral Prwistohs of this contract, Ternilnatten, Is amended by addinfl the
•ouowtng anguage;

10.1 (poy term.lrate the Agreement at any bme for any reason, at the sote discretion of
tto State. 30 days after gMr»g the Contractor written notice that the State Is aerdsina Us
opilor) to termlrato the Agreement. . »

102 In the went of earty termlnatten, the Contractor shaO, within 15 days of notic© of early
termlnatlort, develop and submit to. the Sate a Transition Plan for seivlces under the
Agrwment, Including but not limited to. Idantlfytng the present and (Wure needs of cOents
receiving eervices under the Agreement and estabdshea a process to meet those needi.

10.3 The Contractor shall hiOy cooperate wtlh the Slate and shaO promptly provide detaSed
mwmatlcn to support the Transition Plan Including, but not BmSed to. any Inlbrmalton or
data requested by .the State related to the tenrfnallon of the /^roemenl and Transltfen Plan
and shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Trandtton Ran to the State as
requested.

104 m the event that services under the Aflraement. Including but not nmlied to cflenta receMng
s^ces under the Agreement are trandtJoned to haWng services dedvered by another entity
Including contracted providers or the Slate, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of senrioes In the Trandtbn Ran.

10.5 Corttractor shaO edabdth a method of noting clients and other affected Individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall Inctude the proposed commurticafions In Its
Transtbon Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Rcnewat The Ocpartmerrt resenros the right to extend the Contract fer up to two (2) additional
^ continued avaOablSty of ftjnds, satisfactory performance of servloes andapproval by the Governor and Executive CouncIL

Eitfibn C-1 - Roddorp to SUndtnj PnMstew Contrscter inQCb
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-  pei^TlBCATIPN RECARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMEhn-fi

1.3 ofthe Oenerel Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
.  V® Drug^ree Workplaco Act of 1908 (Pub. L10CW90. Title V. Subtitle D: 41

< 4 4 A 4 1 fcirthw agrees to have the Contractor's repfcsentatlvo, as Identifted In Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provblons execute the fbllowtng Certifteatfon:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES • CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION • CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AOTCULTURE - CONTRACTORS

^ required by the regulations Implementing Sections 5161-51CT of the Dnn-Free
Wodtolaee Ad of 1980 (Pub. L 100-690. THIeV.SubtllleO; 41 U.8.C. 701 et scq.). The January 31
1W9 regutatfons were amended and published as Part II of the May 26,1990 Federal Register (pages

require cerflfteafion by grantees (and by trrference, sub-grantees and sub-
contadois). prior to award, that they w31 maintain a drug-free worhpface. Section 3017.630(c) of the •
fegiaat^ provides that a grantee (and by Inference, eub^rantees and sub-contractora) that la a State
rnay eied to make one cerbfication to the Oeparlment In each federal fiscat year In Deu of cerfiflcatee for
eadigmnl during tha federal fiscal year covered by the certifleatlon. The certificate set out below ts a
md«1a! representation of fact upon which reCanco Is pieced when the agency, awards the grart. False
wQratbn or viotatton of the cerilfiealfon shad be grounds for suspension of payments, suspyislon or
termination of grants, or government .wide suspension or debarment Contractors ustno this form should
sendltto; ' . .

Commissioner
NH Department of Health arid Human Services
129 Pleasant Street
Concord. NH 03301-6506

1. The grantee certifies that It wID Of ¥vQ] continue to provide a dnig-free workplace by:
1.1. PuhDshIng a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dhpens^. possession or use of a controOed sub^ce (s p/ohlbfted In the grantee's
worbplaee and specl^hg the actions that wQI be taken against employees tor vldaCon of such
prohlbillon;

1.2. Establishing an ongoing dnrg-free awareness program to Inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace;
1.22. The grantee's policy of rnaintalnlng a drug-frcevroilplaco;
12.3. Any avaOable drug counseDng. rehabUttatton, arrd employee assistance programs; and
1.24. The peneltles thai hnay be Imposed upon employees for drug abuse violalions

occurring (n the workplace;
1.3. Maldng It a requkement that each employee to be er^aged In the performance of the grant be

given a copy of (he etalem ent required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifying the employee In the statement required by faragreph (a) that as a condSIon of

employment under the grant, the employee wDI
1A1. Abide by the terms of Ihe statement; and
1-4.2. Nofliy the emptoyer in writing of his or her conviction fbr e vtolatton of a crtmlnel drug

stMute occurring In (he vrorlmlace no later than five calender days after such
.convictton;

1.6. NoWytng the agency In writing, within ten calender days after retrelvfng notice under
B^pyagraph 1.42 from an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such convlctloa
^ptoirere of corwteled employees must provide notice. Including pos&lon title, to every grant
offloer on whose gran! activity the convicted employee was worltlng. unless (he Federal agency

CxMbbO-CeitaciiIannsanSnaOniaFne Ccntridor WBili
lAMtptece ReqiAtffl^
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New Hampshire Department of Heatth end Human Services
ExhlUtD

has designated a ̂ntraJ point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall include the
IdentlficBtfon number(s) of each alfocted grent;

1.8. TaWrtg one of the follo^g actions, virfthln 30 calendar days, of roceMng notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2. with respect to any employee who is so convicted"
1.6.1. Toklng appropriate personnel action a^tnst such an cm;do^e, up to and Including

termination, consistent with the requirements of the Rchabilltadon Act of 1973, as
emended; or

1.6.2. RequMng such employee to participate satlsfoctorlly In a drug abuse assistance or
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal, state, or local health,
law enforcenient, or other appreprtate egency;

1.7. Making a good foith effort to continue to malntBln a drug-free workplaoe through
.lmpIemcnlaHondfpar80Taphs1.1,1.2.1.3,1.4,1.6,andl.6. '

2. The grantee rnay (ns^ In the span provided below the slte(s) -for the performance of work done In
conrwclion wDh the specific gram

/

Place of Perteffnanco (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)

Chech D if there ere workplaces on me that ere not UentHied here. '

Cordraclor Name: Manchester Aloohofism RehafaOitstion Center

8/31/16

•Dste Name: EDnTreanor
TWe: CFO

BWWtD-CertincetiQnWflinflnoOrtioFfett Conlradof titiiti
WttiialeeD Requftencnti
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Now Hsmpshlro Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit E

CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ LQBHyp^n

The Contractor Idenfificd !n Section 1.3 of the General Provtebrw agreee to comply vrith the provtstons of /
Se^n 319 of PubCc Law 101-121, Government wide GuWartce for NewReslrfctlonj on Lobbytnfl and
31 U.S.C. 1362. and further agreee to have the Contractofo reprcaentellve. as Identified In Sectlaris 1.11
artd 1.12 of the General Provblons execute the following Certiflcatlon:

US PEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES. CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTWENT OF EDUCATION • CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE-CONTRACTORS

Programs (indicate applicable program covered);
•Temporary Assistance to Neetty FarWDes under Title IV-A
•ChSd Support Enfortemenl Program under Tllle IV-D
•Soda) Sendees Block Grant Pn^ram under TUle XX
•MedlcaW Program under Title XJX
•Community Services Block Gram under Tble VI
•ChDd Care Devetepment Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her krtowledge and beDef, IhaL*

1. No Federal apprapdated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to
any person for Influertctr^g or aftempilrtg to Inftuence an officer or employee of any agertcy, a-Member
ofCong^$,enofficcrorcmployeeofCpngre58.oranernpldyeeof8Memb8rofCongres9ln "
connection wtlh tite dwarcflng of any Federal contract, corUlnuatlon, renewal, amendment^ or
modllfcation of any Federal contract, grant ben, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention
sub^rarttee or sub-contractor).

I

2. If 9iy flmds other than Federal epproprlated funds havo been paid or wia be paid to any person for
Influencing or aftemptfng to Influence en officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress,
an offter or employee pf Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In connection with thts
Federal contract grant, ban, or cooperalh/e agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the understgned shall complete end submit Standard Form LLL. (Dlscbsure Form to
Report Lobbjrtng. In eecordenee wtth Its instructions, attached end IdemHIed as Standard Exhibit E-14

3. The undersigned shaO require that the language of this certification be Included In the award
document for sub-awards at el] tiers (Irwturftng subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts urufer grarto,
bans, and cooperative agreements) and that aO sub-reclplents shall certify and disclose accordingly!

This certification Is 0 material representBtbn of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered irtfo. Submission of this certificallon Is e prerequisite for making or entering Into this
tranactbn bnposed by Section 1362, TRIe 31. U.8. Code. Any person \Mio fefis to file the required
certlftcatbn shall be subject to a dvD penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 fbr
.each such fstiura.

Contractor Name; Manchester AlcohoOsm Rehabfitation Center

s/3ifie

Date Name: Elln Treonor
THteCFO

EjMbttE-CenBeatknResiTUIaBUbeytna CQntretfsrM!?a{>

Paealefl t)«ta 'fi/31ha



New Hampstilre Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit F

CERTIfICATION REQARDIMQ DEBARMBJT. SUSPENSION
AND OTHER RESPON8IBIUTY MATTERS

The Contractor Mentffied (n Section of die Oeneral Provisions agrees to comply with the previsions of
accutfve Office of the President, Executive Order 12S49 and 45 CFR Part 76 regarding Deha/ment,
Suspension, and Other ResponslblDty Matters, end further agrees to have the Contractor's
^esentaOve. as Identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Prevrslons execute the fbOowtno
Cerfiflcatfon: "

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
submltflng this proposal (contract), the prospective prfmary partlclpant to provWirro the

oertmcation set out below.
I  •

2. In^Tity of a person to provide the certificaUon required beiow will riot necessarily resutt.In denial
cf.partidpation in this covered transadlon. If necessary, the prospective pa/tldparYt shall submit an
exptanatlon of why R carmot provide the certlficaiion. The ccrtWcalten or explanation will be
considered In connecQon with the NFC Department of HeaRh and Human Sendees' (DHHS)
ddermlnatton whether to enter Into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shaii dtoquaCfy such person from oarttetoalion In
this transaction. . r-—r

3. The cerfification In this clause Is a msteital representalton of fact upon which reDanqe was placed • •
OHHS determined to enter Irrto this transadion. If it to later determined that the prospective

•primary participant kn^ngly rendered an erroneous certification. In addition to other remedies
available to the Federal Goverivnent, [^fHS may terminate this transaction for cause or defbult

4. The prospective primary partJclpanl shaQ provide immediate written notice to the OHHS ag^icy to
whom this proposal (edrtract) Is submitted If at arry time ttte prospective primary participant learns. •
ttat Its certification was erroneous wtwn submlQed or has become erroneous by reason d chanced
arcumstancea.

• 5. The terms 'covered transaction.' 'debarred,' 'suspended,' 'Ineligible.' 'lower tier covered
transadtan,' 'particfparrt.* "person." 'primary covered transacHcr.' 'principal." "proposal,' end
^umarBy excluded.' as used In this dause, have the meanlr^ set cut Inlhe Definitions and
Coverage sedions of the rules ImpIemenUng Executive Order 12549:46 CFR Part 76. See the
attached definitions. .

6. The prospective primary participant agrees by submllling this proposal (contract) that, should the
proposed covered transacfion be entered Into. It shaQ rwt Icno^ngly enter Into any lower tier covered
transaction wfth a person who Is debarred, suspended, dedared IneCgiblc. or voluntarily exdudad
ftom paitldpalion in this cov^ed transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7, ̂  prospective prtmaiy partidpant farther agrees by submllOng this proposal that It wlD Include the
Rogardlrrg Dcbarment, SusF^nsloft. IneCgfcliay and Voluntary Exclusion -

Lower Tier Covered Transactions," provided by OHHS, wflhout modification. In all lower tier covered
transadlons and In all soficHafions far lower tier covered transactions.

0. A ̂artto^artl In a owered transaction may rely upon a certrficatton of a prospective partidpant In a
tow tier covered transaction frwt It Is not debarred, suspended, Ineligible, or Involurttarfly ecduded
man the covered treniaclica unless It knows that the certification to erroneous. A partldpard may
decide the rrrethod and frequency by which It determines the eUgibOity of Its prtndpab. Each
parficlpan! may, but Is not required to, check the Nonproeuremerd Ust.fof cxctuded parties).

9. Nothins contained In the foregoing shaO be construed to require establishment of a system of records
In order to render In good faHh the certiOcaSon required by this dause. The knowledge and

ErttlMF-CcniScsGonReBinlneDcSMnenLSu^wniton Conttsctnr IntSab
And Other RMpenlWByMsttas



New Hampshire Department qf Health end Human Services
Exhibit F

Infermalton of e particlpant U not required to exceed that which Is normally possessed by a erudent
person in the ordinary course of business deaHngi.

10. Except for transacllons aothortzed under paragraph 6 of these InstnicUofts. If a participant In a
cohered ̂ »etion knowlngty enters Wo a hnwr tier covered Iransectlon with a person who Is
s^FwjdedjdebafTBd, tneCglWo, or volunlarfly excluded from participation In this transaction, In
addition to othw remedies BvaOable to the Federal government. OHHS may tcmilnate thb transaction
for cause or dereult.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective prtmary partfelpanl certlfles to the beat of its Knowledge and belief, that It and Its

prtndpals:
11.1. ere not prasertOy debarTcd, suspended, proposed for debarment. declared IneBglble, or

voluntarfly excluded from covbed transactions by any Federal department or agency.11.2. hM not v«iln a three«year p^ preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had
a cfvfl judgment rendered against them for commlsston of fraud or a crfralnaJ offense h
connocUon with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or perfomiing a public (Federal, State or iocaJ)
transadlon or a contract under bpubBc trensacflon; vtelatton of Federal or Slate antitrust
statutes or commission of embeoilemont. theft, forgery, bribery, fahificatlon or destruction of
records, making false statements, or reccMng stolen property;

11.3. ̂  not presently IruUctad for othen^e crtmlrwlly or dvflly charged by a govemmenlal entlly
^^ral. State or local) vrith commission of any of the offenses enumerated (n paragraph (D(b)
ofthlsccrtincalIon;and ^ o r- v;\ /

11.4. have nrtwHhln a three-year period preceding IWs appCcalton/propesal had one or more pubfc
trartsacOona (Federal, State Of local) terminated for cause or dcfauH

12. Where the prospective primary participant Is unable to certuy to any of the statemerits In this
certification, such prospective participant shaD attach an e)q>lanatlan to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER (X)VERED TRANSACTIONS

^  ̂̂ IJubmlBlng this tower tier proposal (contracQ. the prospective lower tier pertidpanl, asdefined In 46 CFR Part. 70, ccrtWes to the b.e*t of (la knowledge and belief that It and Its prtndpals:
13.1. are not presently debftired, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared Inell^, or

vobntarily excluded from partldpaOon In this transaction by arty federal department or agency.
132. where the prospeetive tower tier participant Is unable to certfly lo any of the above, sudi

prospective participant shall attach an etiplanallon to this proposal (contfBcO.
14. The prospective lover tier paiticlpam further agrees by eubmfltlng this proposal (contract) that tt will

tocfude this deuse entitled •Certification Regarding Dobanment, Suspension. IncDglblllly. and
Voluntaiy Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactlons.* wilhout modlficatlan In all lower tier covered
transactions and In aD soOdtattons for lower tier covered (ransactiorts.

Contrador Name: Msndtsster AlcohoQsm Rehabilitation Center

mi/18

Name: EOn Trsartor
TWeCFO

EiAfiAF-C«ref(caflonRisenfingDit«nn«n,Suip«nsign
And Other R«iaeroQ>Qiyl4inm -
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Servicas
Exhibit G

COMPLIAWCt: WITH RtetflRPMEMTS PERTAfNIMQ TO
NONPiaCRJWINATtON. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FAITW^ASgD ORGAMIZATIQMS

WWCTLaLOWERraQTECT^ ^ nff ̂  fVr*o

The Con^ctor Whiffled In Section 1.3 of the Qcrwrnl Prevblona agrees by signature of the ContfBctor'a
re^^iive as WcnlHled In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provtelona, to execute the followlna
certiijcatlon! "

Contractor 'wJH comply, and wIH require any subgrantces or subcontractors to comply, with any rrrnftatrle
Tedera) nondlscrtmlnalton requirements, which may Include:

'  ̂ 0* 1S88 (42 U.6.C. Section 37eM) which prohibBa
U ? n federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either In employmen! pracQcas or In(he delivery of services or benefiU. on the basis of race, color, reHgloa natlonal ortgln, and sax. The Act

.  requires certain redplcnls to produce an Equal Emptoymenl Oppcrtunlly Plan:
• the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Aci'of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Beclten fi672(b)) vtiWch adopts by
ref^ea, the dvll fights obrgaCons of the Safe Streets Act Recipients of federBl funding under this
statute are prohibited from discriminating, either in emptoyment practices or in the delivery of sendees or
benefits, on the basts of race, color, rellglon.'nailonal ortgfn, and sex The Act Included Equal
Employment Opportunlly Plan requirements; ■

- the CMI Rfflls Act of 1084 (42 U.S.C. Section 2000d, which prohibits recipients of federal finanda)
assistance from discrimlnatfng on the basis of rece, color, or national origin In any program or actlvify);
■  RehablWalion Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 7M). which prohtotts recipients of Federal'rinmdal
assbtsnce from dbcrtmlnating on the basis of dlsabHIly. In rega^ to employment and the defiyery of
sendees or benefits, h any program or activity;
- the Amertcans with DIsabirities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which jrohlbils.
dlscrlminaOon and ensures equal opportunity for persons with dlsabiiities In employmerrt. State and local
govcmment services, pubOc accommodate^ commerdal facQilies. ar^ transportation;
- the EducaOcn Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681.1683,1685-86). which prohibits
dlscrtminalion on the basb of sex In federally assisted education programs;
- the Age PbcrtnilnBtion Act of 1975 (42 U;S.C. Sections 6108-07), which proWbtti dbcrtminaOon on the
basb of age to programs or aetMUes reoeMng Federal TmandaJ assbtance. It docs not Include
employment discrimination;

■ 28 C.FJ^, pt 31 (U.S. [yepartroefTt of Justice Regutotians - OJJDP Grant Programi): 28 C.F.R, pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondbcrimtnation; Equal Employment Opporturtlty; Policies
and Procedures): Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for faith-based and communily
organizations); Executive Order No. 13559, which provide fundamental prindpies and pdlcy^aWng
crtteiia tor partnerships with totth-based and neighborhood organbaUons;

- 28 C.F.R. pt 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Reguiafloni - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizations); and Whbtleblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The Natiorial Defense Authorization
Art (NDAA) for Rscal Year 2013 (Pub. L112-239, enacted January 2,2013) the Pilot Program (or
Enhancement of Contract Employee Whisllebtoww Protections, which protects employees against
reprisal lor certain whistle blowtog artMUes In connection with federal granb arid conlrBcts.

The certiflcatD set out below b a material representation of fact upon which reliance b pbced when the
agency awards the grant Fabe certifleallan or violation of the cerdOcatlon shaD be grounds for
wpernlen of payments,, suspension or termtoatiorj of grants, or government wWe suspension or
debarment

eiMfaSG

CentrsrtortnOfsb
-  Tiwwwi«frrtswiiur>yuMriiii
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EihlbltO

In (he events Federe) or State court or Federst or aste adminlstretive agency makee a finding of
dIscftmhaSon after a due process he^g on the grounds of race, c^, religion, rational origin, or sex
agalnsi a redplert of funds, the redptert! wfll foAvard a copy of the finding to the Office for ClvD Rights, to
the appOcable contracting agency or dMslon ivtihtn the Depanment of Heafih and Human Servlc^ and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor hfentffied In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the Qeneral Provldons. to execute the muovring
cenificstJon:

\. By signing and submltttng thh proposal (contrad) (he Contractor sgrees to comply wfih the provisions
tndlcatod above.'

Contractor Name: Manchester AteohoSsm ReheblStallon Center

fi/aifia
Data Name: Bin Tremor

TWerCFO

BtfXUlG

Centraoer (aXhh
^wiWwafiii *iffinaiiirtw.ewen*MfMiai»rwf>eui<CTagaacMi

nrmiewiiii hbbihh
i/unt
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CERTIRCATION REGARDING ENVIROWMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

PubQc Law 10^*227, Part C - EnvironmentBl Tobacco Smoke, also known ai'the Pro-Children Ad of 1994
(AcQ. requires that smoMng not be permUtetJ In any portion of any indoor fecUty owned or leased or
contracted (or by ̂  entBy and used routihety or regularly for the provision of health, day care, education,
or Obrary servioes to children under the of 16, If (he ser^cee are funded t)y Federal programs either
qireetiy or through State or local goverrrments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
taw dc^ not apply to ehlldren'a services provided In private r^dencea, fecfliUes funded eolely by
Medicare or Medlcaid fUnds, endportlons of (aclliiies used for (npatient drug or alcohdl treatment Failure
to comply wHh the provisions of the law may result bi the Imposition of a civD monetary penalty of up to
91000 per day and/or (he imposIOon of an administrative cempDance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor Identified In Section 1J of the General Pro^sions agrees, by signature of the Contractor'e
representative as jdentified In Section 1.11 and 1.12 of (he General Provtelon8,to execute (hefoOcwlng
cqrtiflcation:

1. By signing and submitting this contract the Contractor agrees to niake reasonable efforts to comply
with an applicable provisions of PubHc Law-103-227, Part C. known as the Pro>Chlldren Act of 1994.

Contractor Name: Manchester Alcoholism RehsbSitsGon Center

Mine
Oatd Name: EfinTreanor

Tftte:CFO

EdAeH^CerfDcsSanRaoartfng Ccmximtnglsts,
EmtTDnmnU) Tobasco Smeks

CUONKSntom P«Ott«ff Dato S/31/1B



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILfTY ACT

BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The.Ccntxactor identlfled tn Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, PuUic Law 104-191 end
with the St^dards fbr Privacy and Security of Individually Identtnatile Health Information, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein, 'Business
Assodale' shafl mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to.prote^d health InformaUon under this Agreement and X^overed
Errtit/ Shan mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definitions.

a. "Breach* shall have the same meaning as the term 'Breach' In section 184.402 pf Title 45,
Code of Federal Regutattons.

b. 'Buslnas AaBocteta' has the meaning given such term In sectton 160.103 of Title 45. Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. "Covered Entltv' has the meaning given such term In section 180.103 ofTltJe45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. 'Designated Record Set* shall have the same meaning as the term 'designated record aef
ln45eFRSectonie4.601.

•e. 'Data AQareoation' shall have the same mieaning as the term 'data aggregation' In 46 CFR
Section 164.501.

f. "Health Care Operations' shall have the same meaning as the term 'health care operations*
In 46 CFR Section 164.601.

g. 'HiTECHAct* means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act,. T[tl8XIII, Subtitle D, Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of.
2009.

h. 'HIPAA* means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act pf 1996, Public law
10^191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Indtvldualty Identifiable Health
Informatton, 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

L  IndMduar shall have the same meaning as the term 'indlviduar In 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shaO Include a person who quatifles as a personal representative In accordance with 45
CFR SocUonI 84.601(g).

'Privacv Rule* shall mean the Standards fbr Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human Sendees. .

k. "Proteded Health infermation' shaQ have (he same meaning as the tenn "protected health
Information* tn 45 CFR Sedlon 160.103. Qmited to the Information created or received, by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

iao^4 Eerbni conwfitofiniait»__^_
HmJO> lounnoe PatibOiy Ad
Binltttss Anodtto Aommtnt
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human SerHces

Exhibit I

1. 'Required bv Law" shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" In 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

. m. 'Secfetarv* ahad mean the Secretary of the Department of Health 'and Human Services or
his/her deslgnee.

n. 'Securttv Rule' shall mean the Security Standards far the Protection of EJectrenlc Protected
Health tnformatlon at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

o. 'Unsecured Protected Health Information' meana protected health fntnrmatten that bt tvH
-  secured by a technology standard that renders protected health Information unusable,

gnreadabte, or tndeclpl^ble to unauthorized tndivUuals and is developed or endorse by
a standards devel^lng organization that Is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

p.' Other Deftnhlons • AH terms not otherwise defined herein shali have the meaning
established unde.r45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

/Act

(2) Business Assoelate Use and Dlsctesufe of Protected Health InfbrmaHon.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associats, Indudlng but not limited to all
Its (OrectorB. officers, employees and ̂ nts. shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI tn any manrrer that would constitute a vtolatlon of the Prtvacy arid Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI:
I  For the proper management and administration of the Business Asspdate;
If. As required.by law, pursuard to the terms set forth in paragraph d. below; or
ill. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

'Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate Is permitted under the Agreement to disciose PHI to a
third piarty. Business Associate nnjst obtain, prior to maldng any such disclosure, (f)
reason^le assurances ffom the third party that such PHI wQI be held contldentiaRy and
used of further disdosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which It was
disclosed to the third party; and (D) en agreement from such third party to notify Business
Assodats, in accordartce wHh the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the confidentianty of the PHI, to the extent it has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Buslr^ss Assodate slull not, unless such dlsdosura Is reasonably necessary to
provide serelces under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI In response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that It is required by law, without first notit^ng
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to ot^ect to the cDsdosure and
to seek appropriate reOel if Covered Enttyotr^cts to such dt^osure, the Business

W014 ■ ExhOAl ConlrtctorlnBUb,
He<tm btturmce PofUtOiy Act
BiislfttsaAssoctottAsnMmffnt
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Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted ail
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies, the Bu^ness Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
bo bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Bu8lr>e8s Associate
shall be bound by such addrtlonal restrictions and shall not disclose PHI In vlotatlon of
such additlorral restrictions and shall abide by ahy additional security safeguards.

(3) Obnoations and AcUvltles of Business Asaociato.

a  The Business. Associate shall notify the Covered Entii/s Privacy Officer Immediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disdosure.of protected
health Information not provided for by the Agreement Including breaches of tmsecured
protected he^h information and/or any security Incident that may have an Impact on the
protected h^lth information of the Covered Entity.

b. . The Business Associate shall Immediately "perform a risk assessment when it becomes
aware of any of the above sbuatlohs. The risk assessment shall Include, but not l>e
limited to:

o  The nelure-and extent of the protected health Information Involved, Including the
types of IdentlfierB and the IlkeOhood of re-ldentfficatton;

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health tnfbnnatlon or to whom the
disclosure was made;

0 Whether the protected health information was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extent to which the risk to the protected heaith.lriformation has been

mitigated.

The Business Associate shaD complete the risk assess^nt within 46 hours of the
breach and tmmediatefy report the fskltngs of the risk assessment In writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall compfy with ail sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shaO make available sD of its internal poQcies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered EntHy to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance, with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

Q. Busirress Associate stiafl require all of Kb business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree In writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditicns on the use and disclosure of PHI confined herein, including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI provided under Section 3 (I). The Covered Entity
Shan be considered a direct third party treneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements with Contractor's intended business associates, who will be receMng PHI
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h.

purwanl to this Agmement. vsAh rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
business associates who ̂hall be governed by standard Paragiraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health information.

Within five (5) business days of receipt of a \Arritten request from Covered Errtily.
Business Associate shafl make available during normal business hours at its offices all

agreernents, poDcies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, ft>r purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Assodete'o compliarice with the terms of the Agreement

Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity
Business Associate shaU provide access to PHI in a Designated Record ̂  to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an Individual in order to meet the
requirements under 46 CFR Section 164.524.

Wilhln ten (10) business days of receiving awritten request from.Covered.EntftyJor an
amendment of PHI or a record about an Individual conlalhed In'a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate ShaO make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and Incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 1 B4.526.

I. Business Associate sheD document such dioctosures of PHI and Information related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entily to respond to a request by an
Individual (or an accounting of disctosures of PHI In accordance wHh 45 CFR Section
164.526.

J. . Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written requwl from Covered Entity fbr a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall mate available
to Covered Entity such thformalton as Covered Entity may require to fulfill Its obligalions
to provide ̂  accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.520.

k. In the event eny Individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Assodate shall wilhln two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the

.  responsibility of responding to fbrwarded requests. However, if fbrwardlng the
Individual's request to Covered Entily would cause Cowered Errtlly or the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall instead resporto to the Individual's request as required try such law and notliy
Covered Enfify of such response as soon as practicable.

I. Within ten (10) business' days of lermlnallon of the Agreement, for any reason, tfie
Business Assodaie Shan return o^destroy, as specified by Covered Entily, all PHIreceived from, or created of repeh/^by the Business Associate In connection wHh the

. Agreement, and ShaU not retain any copies or back-uplapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction Is not feasible, or the disposition of the WHI has been otherwise agreed to In
the Agreement Business Associate shall continue to extend the protecttons of the
Agreement to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the return or desfructfon Infeaslbje, fbr so long as Business ■ ^
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Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, (n Its sole discretion, requires thai the
business Associate destroy any or an PHI. the Business Associate shaU certify to
Covered Entity that the PH) has been, destroyed.

(<) Obligations of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shaD notify Business Associate of any changes or Dmltaitlon(8) In Its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to Individuals Iri aocordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or llmitaUon may affect Business Asso(^te's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall prompUy noti^ Business Associate of my changes In, or revocation
of permission provtd^ to Covered Entity by IndMduals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section

.. 164.608 Of 45 CFR Section 164.508.

c.. Covert entity shall promptly r>ottfy Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or.
disclosure of PHI that Covert Entity has agreed to In accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(5) Termination for Cause

'  In addltbn to Paragraph 10 ofthe standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agrjwrhent the Covered Entity may immedtetefy terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entit/s knowledge of a brea^ by Business Asixidate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as E}^lbH t. The Covered Entity may either Immediately

. terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach wHhin a timeframe specified by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
vMation to the Secretary.

(8) MlsceHancotia

^  Peflnttlons and Reaulatorv References. All lerma used, but not othefwtefl defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms In the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from fime to time. A reference In Ihe Agreement, as emended to include this Exhibit I, to
a Section In the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as in effect or as
amended.

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as Is
necessary to emend the Agreement, ftom time to time as is necessary for Covered
Entity fe comply with the changes In the requirements of HlPAA, the Privacy and
Secur^ Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownershta.- The Buaness Associate acknowledges that It has no ov/nershtp rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Interorctatlon. The parties agrn that any ambiguity In the Agreeihent shall be resctve^
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule,
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Ssgr^gUsn. If any term or condition of this Exhibit 1 or the application thereof to any
pereonfs) or circumstance Is hsW Invalid, such Invalidity shaO not affect other terms or
conditions which cari be given effed without the invalid term or condition; to thb end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit | are deciared severabie.

SMPftVfll- Provi^ns in this ̂ Iblt I regarding the use and dlscbsure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement In section (3) I, the
defense and Indemnification provistone of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and, conditloi\a (P-37). shall survive the termlnalbn of the Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

Department of Health and Human Servloes

The State

Signature of

imeoTAuthc

ized Representative

Narne ofMithortzed Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

Manchester Alcohoflsm ftehaWBaQpn Center

Name of the Contractor

latdfe of Authorized FRSlgnd

EDnTrcanor

epresentative

Name of Authorized Representative

CFO
Title of Authorized Representative

s/3iyi8 -

Date
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PgRTlPICATlOW REQARDINQ THE FEDERAL FUWDINQACCOUNTABTUTY AND TftANBPARgMCV
ACT»TATArC0MW.IA^

The Federal FumJing Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awrardees of Individual
Federal grants equal to or greater t^ 925,000 and award^ on or after Octc^r 1,2010, to report on
dab related to ekecuflve compensation end associated flrst-lter aub^grants of $25,000 or more. If the
InlGal award Is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modiflcaUons resutt In a total award equ^ to or over
$25,000, the aviard it subject to the FFATA reporting requbemenls; as of (he data of the award.
In Bocordanca with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Eaecutlve Compensalion Intbrmatlon) the
Department of HcaBh and Human Services (OHHS) must report the fOUbwlng InlbrmaUon for any
subavrtfd or contfbct award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award

3. Funding agency-
4. NAICS code for contracts / CpOA program number for grants
5. Program source
_6. Award title descriptive of (he purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entUy
8. Principle place of performance
9. Unique Identifier of (he entity (DUNS 0)
10. Total compensaOpn and names of the top Ove executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenuos arc ftom the Fcddral gbvemment. and (hose
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

102. Compensation trrfOnhation Is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the monl^ plus 30 days. In which
the award or award amendment Is made. '
The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Acl. Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
.and 2 CFR Part-170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Info'rmation). and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12of the General Provlstons
execute the foOowIng Certlftcation; '
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to (he NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
Rnandal AcoountabBity and Transparef)cy Act

Contractor Name: MsnchssterAtcohoUsmRehsbBtiatlon Center

sdvia

Date Name: EBn Tresrwr
■ntle:CFO

CiNbflJ-CMOfeiOenRtgvtfneDMFidantPundhg CentrsctortnlBsli
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EORMA

^ Ihe Contractor IdentM In Section 1J of the General Provtelona. I certify that the resDonsM to the
below Hated quesfiona are tnie and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your Bfrtfty la: .WBSOWas

2, In your busineaa or organlaatlon'a preceding compleled fiscal year, did your business or eraanlzatlon
racelve (1) 80 peraent or moro of your annual gross revenue tn U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts
loans, grants, aub-granls, andtor oooperative ogrecmcnta; and (2) 825.000,000 or more m annual

. gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, suboontracts, loans, grants, suborants and/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

If the answer to d2 above Is NO. step here

If the answer to P2 abovp Is YES, please answer the following:

3. Does the public ha\ra access to Intormallon about the compensation of the executives In your.
^Iness or organization through periodic reports fDed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the SecurtUes
Exchange Act of 1934 (16 y.S.C.7em(e). 7Bo(d)) orsectlod 6104 oflhoJntemaJ Revenue Codeof
1886? .

NO YES

If the answer to M above .Is YES, stop hero

H the answer to P3 above Is NO. please answer the following:

4. trie names and compensation ol the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization ere as follows: .

Name:.

Name:.

Name:,

Namel,

Name:

■ Amount:,

Amount,

Amount.

Amount.

Amdunt

cuoMtanisTu

ErfSbA C«ittle«Son Regtiding Sie Fedeal Fundlne
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DHHS Information ̂ curlty Requirements

A. Definitions

The following tenns may be reflected end have the described meaning In this document

1. "Breach* means the loss 'of control,, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have eocess or potential access to personally Identifiable
Information, whether physical or electronic. Wllh regard to Protected Health

•  Information," Breach" sh^ have the same meaning as the term "Breach* In section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. "Computer Security Incidenr shall have the same meaning 'Computer Security
Incident' in section two (2) of NIST Publication 800-61, Computer Security incident'
Handling Guide, Nation^ Institute of Standards and Technology. U.S. Department
of Commerce.

a "Confldentlal Information" or 'Confldentlal Data" means ail confidential Information
disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, healtK flnanclai, public
assistance benefits and personal Infbrmatfon including wtthout limitation. Substance
Abuse Treatment Records, Case Records, Protected Health informatlOT and
Personally identifiable Information.

Confldentlal Information also Includes any end aQ Information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received fioni or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performing contracted
servtoes - of which collection, disclosure, protection, and disposition ts governed by
state or federal taw or regulation. This Information includes,-but Is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Informalien (Pi). Personal Flnandai
Information (PFI), Federal Tax Infbrmation (FTI), Sodal Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other s&isltive and confldentlal information.

4. "End User" means any person or entity (e.g.. contractor, contractci's employee,
business associate, sut)contr8Ctor, other downstream user, etc.) that recces
DHHS data or derivative data in accordance wlih the terms of this Contract

5. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance PortabiTfty and Aocountabllfty Act of 1998 and the
regufotions promulgated thereunder.

6. 'Inddenf means an act that pctentiaDy violales an explicit or Implied securtly policy,
which Includes attempts (eith^ failed or successhil) to gain unaulhortzed access to a
system or Its data, unwanted disruption or denial of servloe. the unauthorized use of

,  a system for the processing or storage of data; arid changes to system hardware^
firrrTware, or software charactertstics witftout the owner's knowledge. InstAmUon. or
consent Incidents Include the loss of,data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or ̂ placement of hardcopy documents, and mlsrouting of physical or electronic

V4.LBt update 0404J01.e Etfi/ttlK CoiteMtoriiACb^
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maD, aD of which may have the potenllai to-put the data at risk of unauthorired
access, use, disclosure, modifioalion or destruction.

7. ropen VWIreless Network" mcahs any network or segment of a network that ts
not dealgnated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrvoted PI PFI
PHI or conffdentlal DHHS data. • ' '

• 8. *^r&onai (nforrnation* (or "PI") means Infbrmation which can be used to distinguish
or trace an tndividuars Identity, such as thdr r»ame, soda! security number, personal
Information as defined In New Hampshire RSA 359-C:19, bicmetric records, eta,
alone, or when combined with otter personal or Identifying Informalian which (s linked
or linkable Id a spacific individual, such as date and place of Krlh, mother's maiden
name. etc.

0. 'Privacy Rule" 8hal].mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.P.R. Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Slices.

10. Trctected Health Information" (or "PHI') has the same meaning as provided In the
definition of 'Proteded Health Information" In the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F R 6
160.103. '

11. "Security Rule" shall mean the Security StandanJs for the Protection of Electronic
Protected Hearth Information at 45 C.F.a Part 164, Subpart C. and emarrdments
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protected Health InforiTalion" means Protected Health Information that Is
not,secured by a lechnolooy standard that renders Protected Hearth information
unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals ar^ Is
developed or endorsed by, a standards developing organtzation that Is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

I. RESPONSIBILITIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of CortfhJenUallnfbrmation.

1. The Conlractor must not use. disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Infonnailon
except as reasonabV neceteary as outlined under this Conlracl Further, Contractor,
Including but not Dmrted to all te directora, offioere, employees artd agents, must not
use, disclose, maintain or bansmlt PHI In ariy manner that would institute a vloiation
of the Privacy and Security Rule,

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Cortfidentlal Infbmiaiicn In resporjse to e
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request for disclosure on the basis that n Is required by law. In response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure. r

3. If DHHS nollfles the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Sccurtty Rule, the Contractor rrujsl be bound by such
additional restrictions ar)d must not disclose PHI In violalion of such additiona)
restrictions arul must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The'CorrtfBctor agrees that DHHS Data or derfvalive there from disclosed to an End
User must only be us^ pursuant to the terms of this Contract

5. The Contractor agiees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
. any other purposes that are not Iridlcated In this Contract

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the auihoreed representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terrns of this
Contract

II. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption." If End User Is transmitting DHH§ data containing
.Confidential Data between applications, the Conlraclor attests the applications have
been evaluated, by an expert knowledgeable In cyber security and that said
appllcatlon'a encryption capabilities ensure secure transmiislon via the Internet

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use oomputer disto
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Enciypted Email. End User may only employ email lo transmit Confidential Data If
email Is encrypted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such Informatbn.

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User Is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must-be
secure. 8SL encrypts data transmitted via a Web she.

5. FUe Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mall Service. End User may only transmit Confidentlsl Data via certfffed ground
man whhfn the contfoental U.S. arxf when sent to a named Individual.

7. Laptops and PD^ If End User Is employlrjg portable devices to trar\smil
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

•  a Open WirelBSS Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open
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iivirelees network. Errd User must employ a virtual private rtetwork CVpN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

0. Remote User Communication, if End User Is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
installed on the End User's mobile device(8) or laptop fTorn which Information will be
transrnJtted or'accessed.

.  la SSH File Transfer Protocol (SPTP), also known as Secure Rle Transfer Protocoi. If
End User Is employing an SFTP to transmit ConfldentlaJ Data, End U^ wll)
structure the Folder and access privfleges to prevent inappropriate dtedosure of
inforrnatton. SFTP frtders and sUtvfolders used for transmftfing Corrfidential Data will
be coded for 24-hour auto^eletion cyde (I.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User Is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, all
data must be encrypted to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of IrtfomiBtioa

m RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIAfiLE RECORDS

The Contractor wiD only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract After such lime, the Contractor wDJ have 30 days to destroy tha data and any
derivative In whatever form It may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permltled
under this Contract To thb end, the parties must:

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It wfll not store, transfer or process data -finliftctwi In
connection wtlh tha sen/ices rendered urtder this Contract outside of the United
States. This phydcaJ location r^ulrement shaO also apply In the irr^dementatlon pf
doud computir^, doud ssrvice or doud storage capatjilities. arxl includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery tocatidns.

2. The Corrtractor agrees to ensure proper secu^ nwnitcrtng capabilities are In
place to deted potential security events that can Impact State of NH systen^
ar^cr Oapartment confidenUal Information for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contrsdor agr^s to provide security awareness and educabon fer its End
Users In support of protecUhg Depart/pent confidential Information.

4. The Contractor agre^ to retain aH electronic and hard copies of ConTidentlal Data
In a secure locallon and (dentrfled In section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stared In a Cloud must be In a
FedRAMRIHITECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulaUons regarding the privacy end security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operatiriig syst^, .tha latest anb-virai, entl-
hacker, anO-spam, anb-spyv/are, and antt-malware utUlbra. The envfronment, as a
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whole, must have aggressive Intnision-detection and firewall protection.

®- IJf agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's
Chief InformatJon Officer in the detection of any eecurfty vulnerability of the hostina
Infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor wiD malnt^n any Confidential Information on fts systems (or Its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor wH) maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certifJc^n for ar^y State of New Hampshire data destroy^ by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster'
recovery operations. When no longer In use, etectronlc media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unreooverabie via a siecure wipe progran
In accordance wHh Industry-accepted standards for secure deletbn* and media
sanitization, or othervWse physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described In NIST Special Publlcalion 800-68, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanftiration, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commepce; The Contractor wDl document and certl^ In writing at
time of the data destruction, and ivlll provide ivrftten certification to the Department
upoo r^uest. The wrttten certfilcafion wiD include all . details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and vafrdated. Where appllc^le,
regulatory end professional standards for reterrtion requlremcnta wni be jointly
evaluate by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified. wWhJn thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contr8Ctor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shreddirig.

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termlnatiGn of this
Contract Contractor agrees to complelely destroy a!) electronic Confidential Data
by mearra of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURfTY

A. Contradof agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract and any
derivative data or flies, as follows;

1 The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential Iriformallon opllected, processed, managed, and/or stored In the delivw
of contracted services. . .

2. The ContTBctor will maintain poHctes and procedures to protect Department
confidential Information throughout the Infornwtion lifdcycte, where ap^icable; (from
cfe^n, transtormatlon, use, storage end secure destfuctidn) regardless of the
media used to store the data (Le., tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authenUcailon and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, trar>smlt, or store Oepartment confidentlal Information
where eppOcable.'

4. T>ie Contractor v<lQ erasure proper security monHorlng capabllKies ere lin place to
detect potential security events that can impact Stata of NH systems and/or
Oepartment confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

*  I .

5. The Contractor wiH provide regular secudly awareness e^ education for Its End
Users In support of protecting Oepartment confidential information.

$

6. If the Corrtraclor will be sub-contracting any . core functions of (he engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of art Internal process or processes that defines specific security
expectations, arid monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, tndtuding brcMh notlflcatton requirements.

7. The Contractor wQI work with the Department to sign and compfy with all appDcabte
State of New Hampshire and Department system access arid authorization poiidcs-
end procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining ac^ss to any Department systemfs). Agreernents wm be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any appncat)(e sub-^ntractors prior to
system eooess being authorized.

6. If the Department determines (he Contractor Is a Business Associate pursuant .to 45
CFR 160.103. the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and Is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement.

9. The Contractor wlli work with the Department at Its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey Is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnefabiHties that may
occur over the Dfe of the Contrector engagement The survey wDI be completed
annualiy, or an aitematB time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

ia The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of. New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless

• prior, express written consent Is obtained from the information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Securtty Breach Liability. In the event of any 8«urity breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Inv^gate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
pre^nt future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State ehaD recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery from
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

the breachi Including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach..

12. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy, and security of Confidential Information, and must In all other respects
maintain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope thatis no) less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies, Including,
but not fimfted to, provisions of the Privacy Ad of 1974 (6 U.S.C. § 552a), DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R §5b). HIPM Privacy and Security. Rules (46
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for IndivWuaily Werilfiable' health
Informatton and as applicable under State law.

13. Contractor agre.es to establish and maintain appropriate admlnlstrHtlve, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to H. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that Is not less than the level and scope of security requirements
est^lished by the Stete of New Hampshire. Department of Infoimatfcn'Technology
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/dolt/yendor/lndexhtm
for the Department of Information Technology poficles, guidelines, standards, and
procurement Information relating to vendors.

14. Contracior agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and Incident
response process. The Contractor" will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and

■ sddHionaJ email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within two
(2) hours of the tifne that the Contractor learns of Its occurrence. This Includes a
corrfidentiai Inferfhatlon breach, computer security Incident, or suspected bre^
which affects or Includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
Stale of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
ContfBd to only those authorized End tJsers who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties (n connection with purposes Idenfifled In this Contract.

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a comply with such safeguards as .referenced In Section IV A. above.
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that Is fumtshed by DHHS
under this Contract fiom loss, theft or Inadvertent disclosure.

b. .safeguard this Information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devloes/medla containing PHI, PI, or
PR are ertoypted and password-protected.

d. send emaOs containing Confidential Information only If encrvoted and being
sent to and being received by email a^resses of persons authorized to
receive such information.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Infomiatlon Security Requirements

■ e. nmit dlscloaure of the Confidentiai Information to the extent permitted by law.
f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and IndMdually

(derttiflable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored In an area that Is
physically end techr)olodicany secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
biometdc Uentlflers. etc.).

0. only authoffzed End Users may transmit the ConfidenUal Data, Including any
derivative fBes conlalnmg parsonally Identifiable Information, and In all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times whan In transit, at rest, or when
stored on portable media as required in section IV above.

h. Iri all other Instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determlried by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances Involved.

I  understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. EruJ Users wiD keep their credenUal Information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor Is responsible for oversight end compliance of their fnd Users. DHHS ■
.  reserves the right to conduct onslte Inspections .to monitor compliance willi this

Contract,.Including tha privacy and security requirements provided In herein. HIPA/V
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Confidential Data
is disposed of In accordance with this Contract

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notifir the State's Privacy Officer, information Security Office end
f^ram Manager of any Securfiy Incidents and Breaches wfthin two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor learns of their occurrence. ^

The, Contractor murf further handle and report Incidents and Breaches InvoMng PHI In
accordance with the agency's, documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and In accordance with 42.C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 308. In" addition to, and
notMrilhstanding, Cbntractoris compliance with all appllcabia obligations and procedures,
Contractor's procefdures mu^ also address how tt% Contrector wID:
1. Identify Incidents; '

2. Determine if personally Wenlifiable tnfonnaUon is Involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or oonflrmed incidents as required tn this Exhibit or P-37;
4. Idenfify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents

and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and
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Exhibit K

DHH8 Information Security Requirements

5. Determine whether Breach notification is.required, and, if so, Identify appropriate
■  Breach notification rr^ethods, timing, source, and contents from among different

options, and bear costs associated \Mlh the Breach notfoe as wed as any rr^gation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that Imppcata PI must be addressed and re^ed, as
epplicabld, in accordanoe with NH RSA 359^:20.

VI PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange Issues:

DHHSInformatIonSecurityOfnce@dhhs.nh.gov

B. DHHS contacts for Privacy Issues:

DHHSPrtvacyOfnccr@dhhs.nh.gov

C. DHHS.contact for Informafion Security issues:

OHHSInformattonSecuf1tyOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach nollficattons:

DHHSInfDrmat)orrSecurttyOfnce@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSRriV8cy.Offlcer@dhh8.rih.g6v
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

HHr the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
Ift o #2) is by and between the State of N§w Hampshire, Departmentof Health and Human Services {hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and Hope on Haven

Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at
326 Rochester Hill Road, Rochester, NH 03867.

agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on July 27. 2018 {Item #7) and amended on December 5. 2018 (#23), the Contractor agreed to perform
certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified In the Contract as amended and in
consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, completion
date, pnce limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council;
9no *

WHEREAS the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #2 remain in full force and effect; and

consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions contained
in the Contract and set forth herein,, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37 General Provisions. Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$725,000.

3. Delete Exhibit A. Amendment #1. Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A
Amendment #2, Scope of Services. '

4. Detete Exhibit B. Amendment #1. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-06-A02 Page 1 of3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services
This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

^ 1 1 ̂
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

>c

Date

Hope on Haven Hili Inc.

Title:-r- I
-^^nin'?_:yC'€CUiT/TK' TilACO(^

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

state of lUevt) ft tWpsK^nty of on hoWoth.^
ZtTr T'' directly above, or satSr Iy proven to

ilM
Signature otMdfary Public or Justice of the Peace - r.-o^ <i-. n"

•  :>- — •

Z  '? '=*UBLIC Co/ c
j  .Son ■ |5,re

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace
''rjin**

My Commission Expires: A-n-IDOA

Mamo onH Tiflo nt

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-06-A02
Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance.
and

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date
X7

Name: /??.
Title:

Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council ofthe State of New Hampshtre at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-06-A02
Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

^^ 'egislative action by ttie New HampshireGenerai Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on thrSe^icLs
described herein, the State Agency has the righi to modify Ser^icrpriorides and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith,

'he Department has identified the Contractor as aSubrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

^  r" Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Hampshire regardless of where the client lives or works in New

1.4. Standard Compliance

by th^Departmern " P^vacy requirements as set
1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Doorways, compliant with all applicable
confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part 2 in order to receive
payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2.

1.4.2.3.

The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Dooways have been completed by Contractor prior to acceptinq
invoices for services provided through SOR funded initiatives.

provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (0UD1 FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.4.2.3.1.

1.4.2.3.2.

Methadone.

Buprenorphine products, including:
1.4.2.3.2.1.

1.4.2.3.2.2.

1.4.2.3.2.3.

1.4.2.3.2.4.

Single-entity buprenorphine products.

Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-06-A02
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectabie buprenorphine products.
1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectabie extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectabie extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health Insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records \mII be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibl. A, Amendmern #2 Conductor initials 243
RFA-2019-BDAS-01.SUBST-06-A02 Page 2 of 25 Dale ^ |S 1*^



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and
2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless In New Hampshire, and
2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in order to align this work with IDN projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client sen/ices with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway contractors
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board payment to
the Doorway;

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doorway to ensure that each
room and board client served has a GPRA interview
completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for services within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doorway services .at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.

Hope on Haven Hill lnc. Exhlbl, A, Amandmen.« CondaclorlnlUals
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

•A

2.2.2.6. Be trauma Informed: i.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other
drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and
consideration of alternative solutions and decision making with
regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment, services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are
provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use disorder
treatment services according to an individualized treatment plan
designed to support individuals as they transition back into the
community. Transitional Living Services are not defined by ASAM.
Transitional Living services shall include at least 3 hours of clinical
services per week of which at least 1 hour shall be delivered by a
Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under the
supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining hours shall be
delivered by a Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) working
under a Licensed Supervisor or a Licensed Counselor. The maximum

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A, Amendmenl #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

length of stay in this service is six (6) months. Adult residents typically
work in the community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.5. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment services
provide residential substance use disorder treatment services designed
to support individuals that need this residential service. The goal of low-
intensity residential treatment is to prepare ciients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.6. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined
as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential
substance use disorder treatment designed to assist individuals
who require a more intensive level of service in a structured
setting.

2.3.1.7. Specialty Residential Treatment for Pregnant and Parenting
Women as defined as ASAM Criteria. Level 3.1 and above.
This service provides residential substance use disorder
treatment to pregnant women and their children when
appropriately designed to assist individuals who require a more
intensive ievel of service in a structured setting.

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual
maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in
coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.7 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or.group
Intensive Case Management in accordance with
SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case
Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
{https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-
Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215) and
which exceed the minimum case management
expectations for the level of care.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. ExhibU A, Amend^n,« Conlraclcr Inlbals
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and
Women:

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation
services to pregnant women and parenting men
and women to and from services as required by
the client's treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own
vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation
passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable Federal
and State Department of
Transportation and Department of
Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are
registered pursuant to New
Hampshire Administrative Rule
Saf-C 500 and inspected in
accordance with New Harnpshire
Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,
and are in good working order.

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in
accordance with New Hampshire
Administrative Rules. Saf-C 1000.
drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800
Commercial drivers licensing, as
applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Parenting Clients;

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to
children of parenting clients while the individual
is in treatment and case management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care
and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed
childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable
Federal and State childcare regulations such as

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment U2

but not limited to New Hampshire Administrative
Rule He-C 4002 Child Care Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the
date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client:

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.
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Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or wittiin three f31
businGss days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor

Level orCare;°or' ASAM
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.8.1.3. Provide Interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include;

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute Individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the
effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are Involved with the
criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doorways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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fund^g^^ services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR)
2.5.13. The Contractor stiall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in

Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients
who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;
2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to

RSA 318-B!l2-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders: and/or
2.5.15.3. Are ori medications and are taking those medications as prescribed

regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use
disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received
substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above other
than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:
2.6.3.1. Ttie average wait time for all clients, by ttie type of service and payer

source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.
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2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry Into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;
2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private Insurance, Including but not limited to

New Hampshire Medlcald programs within fourteen (14) davs after
Intake. '

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented In the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at Initial contact, during screening, Intake, admission on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at Initial contact, during screening

A f; f^^'^'ssion, on-^|oing treatment services and stabilize all clients based or!ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk Indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; If a client's risk level Indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal Is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Referj clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that Is
higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clintcal evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever

M  evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problemsin a I ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:
2.8.3.1. Include In all Individualized treatment plan goals, objectives and

Interventions written In terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, Including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the Individual's ability to achieve.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 , Contractor imuale
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2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.
2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a

stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goais or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client
needs to rnove to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if appiicable, documentation
of the ciient's refusai to sign the treatment pian.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other
providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shali make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when sen/ing clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care
provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit a. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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referral to one and coordinate care with that provider If
appropriate consents from the client, Including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, If applicable, are obtained in advance In
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider If appropriate consents from the client,
including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
{where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization, Doorway, third party
Insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent.
If applicable, are obtained in advance In compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the Doorways as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2 8 4
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall corhplete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
all Services In Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirenients
in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient Is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor
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2.8.5.2.2.

2.8.5.2.3.

2.8.5.3.

the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals: or

Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or

Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A; The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care
(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.
I
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a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Transitional Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based
Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center;

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver sen/ices in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TiP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/iist/series?name=Technical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit a, Amendment #2 Contractor initials ,
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(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLlne.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having, policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or spit tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;
2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities at

any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.
2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside of

the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which Is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2.All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.
2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it

can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client and visitor
orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shali not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contmctor
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3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
Drug Use Providers. Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within \he\r scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supen/ision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials ̂  0
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3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/productn"AP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, In writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time Is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relatinq to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved In client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:
3.9.1. The contract requirements.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit a, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.
S.IO.The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an approved

training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV) human
immunodeficiency v^^ (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contactor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an

alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department. '

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2;

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive sen/ices under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be
assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.
5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are In a program that Is funded by or

under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:
6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit a. Amendment #2 Contractor InlUals
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100% of all clients wtio are discfiarged because they have completed
treatmsnt or transferrod to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
spectfled above In Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
or the month following the reporting month or quarter;

^h'in^olf possible and no morethan 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that;
6.1.3.1. "Critical incidenf means any actual or alleged event or situation that

creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or
mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.2.

6.1.3.

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

tP the bureau in writing as soon as possibleand no more than 24 hours following the incident;
6.1.5. All Mpdia contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more

than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
IS receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide Immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall Include:
6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and

agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the Indivldual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
as well as the identification of any other individuals
involved:

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-'
form.pdf to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department-
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with ODD, the Contractor
shall coordinate client data and sen/ices with the Doorways to ensure that each client
served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRA) interview
completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD for
whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doorways
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:
7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following;

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and in-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days in the reporting
period. The short-term investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)
calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
interest) over the next twelve (12) months.
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8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.
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8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and Include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doorways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
In place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing sen/ices within 14 days of screening:
9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;
9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;
9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within

30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or In school
at date of last service compared to first service
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9.4.6.3. Reduction In/no change in number of individuals arrested in past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:
10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;
10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;
10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the,actions above;
10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and
10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on

implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment
Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation Biock 1 8

Scope of Se^icer'"'""'' Erbk A:
2. This Agreement is funded by;

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

Recove^ FundsT""°" Treatment, and
Department of Heaith and Human Services the

Provl r ®"'^ Mentai Heaith Services Administration, Substance AbusePrevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

Ruhtal,/""fh Department of Health and Human Services
Gmnt (CFDA m%r8?an^^^ Administration State Opioid Response

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shaH not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract

Scnnp^nf w" rv or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit AScope of Work, such as but not limited to: c;^niDir m,

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

^  t try 'tie client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than theContract Rate rn Exhrbrt B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee set by the Department
3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the

State for servrces provrded under thrs contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting. '

Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
from hi\f f A Contractor must seek reimbursement
5r" llentS^^^^^^^^^ ™

3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the
I  ».? monthly household income being less than the deductible

plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL) ^
Hope on Haven Hill inc. Exh« a. « Vendor ,n,Ua,s
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3.4.1.1. If the Individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4.252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5
Monthly COL ^ $ 2.570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

Change the Department for services delivered as part of L Agreeme7(See 5
4.2. To biii for Ciinicai Evaluation services separately from ail other per day units of services

—y ."I

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided
under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the clients and
the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited processing to the
greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the
program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for ail services billed payments
received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

dfenfuntlrlhLtmS'^^ accordingly for services provided to an eligible
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5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment #2 when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract
Rate In Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit 8, Amendment #3. Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer, if applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, which is the
Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2. Service Fee Table less the amount
paid by private insurer and the amount paid by the client, unless the client's
copay or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit 8, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources
necessary for initial entry Into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as in Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living, See Section 7 below and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.1.
See Section 7 below.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit 8, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to "Insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. in instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule.
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5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the
state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing Information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care.

6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care.

6.2. With the exception of room and board payments for transitional living, the Contractor shall
not bill the Department for Room and Board payments in excess of $503,000.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

■ 6.3.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date
range identified in 6.3.3

6.3.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for room and
board in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty
(30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this
Agreement. Invoices must be submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid'Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR
funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living and Low Intensity Residential
Services

7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

7.1.1. The client s portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 using the
sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging and meals
offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit 8, Amendment Vendor Initials
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If the percentage of Client's income of the
Federai Poverty Levei (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor may charge the
client up to the following amount
for room and board per week:

0%-138% $0

139% -149%
$8 .

150% -199%
$12

200% - 249%
$25

250% - 299%
$40

300% - 349%
$57

350% - 399%
$77

1^°^° Charged to the client that shall be returnedto the client at the time of discharge. "ciumeu

board account for the client's contribution to room and

8. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living

^'^'dtent?othe°r^hfrrt^n=,''r^^ ccP^^tely from this contract to theclients other tl^rd party payers such as Medlcald, NHHPP, Medicare and private
insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to the sliding fee scale

®  Secfonfrg g'and^h "T®' i"® accordance with
clfpn nft r 1 ° under this contract only when theclient does not have any other payer source other than this contract.

Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
9.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who have been
admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after
billing other public and private insurance.

The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.

The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the
service is authorized by the Department.

9.

9.2.

9.3.

10. Additional Billing Information: Transportation

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.
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10.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement In accordance with Section 5
Department for Transportation provided

in Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows;

P'"® rate In accordance

t^fconnart Contractor's staff driving time, when usingthe Contractor s own vehicle for transporting clients to and from services
required by the client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than a
ful hour, then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute intervals for
actual work completed; or.

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for cab
fare in order for the client to receive transportation to and from services required
by the client's treatment plan.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the
Department upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will Invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

11. Additional Billing Information: Child Care
11.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the

Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services, Section
2.4.2.3 as follows:

11.1.1. At the hourly rate In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when the
Contractor's staff provides child care while the client Is receiving treatment or
recovery support services, or

11.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care
provider.

11.2.

11.3.

The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

Srucfenf'''"' Department
12. Sliding Fee Scale

12.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. E«i. B. M,end™n. rra vendor
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Percentage of Client's income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate In Exhibit B-1 to
Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149%
8%

150%- 199%
12%

200% - 249%
25%

250% - 299%
40%

300% - 349%
57%

350% - 399%
77%

^  18 services because of theparent s unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential
services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a. uonnaentiai

13. Submitting Charges for Payment

Shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology

crn^acto^Lhail #2 Senrice Fee Table. The
13.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after the

date the service was provided to the client

13.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days followino the

S for mvlL ' Department mat encounteTnrs are
encounter notes as identified by the

thn !" after being notified of the errors and notifythe Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

billing month encounter notes upon Department approval for the
13.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

HavTnf rh= '''"'"9 submitted for review after sixty (60) days of thelast day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

Contractor shall bill for services provided under thiscon ract through WITS For any services that are unable to be billed through WITS the
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13.4. . The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SUD clients with Opioid Use
Disorder that are Medlcaid coded for residential services.

14. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

15. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.

16. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

17. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

18. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment.

19. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

19.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

19.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to;

19.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse services.

19.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in Federal
Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or correctional
institutions of the State.

19.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

19.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

19.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC i;%|3px^5

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit 8. Amendment#2 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious
instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts such
activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the

services for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-06-A02

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

Page 9 of 9
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state of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the Stale of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that HOPE ON HAVEN HILL

INC. is a New Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on November 25, 2015. 1

further certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good standing as

far as this office is concerned.

Business ID: 735370

Certificate Number: 0004523513

SI
%

fia.

O ■©

%

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

1 hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 3rd day of June A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

ter' IflilCor. cannol be conU(Name or ine eieuieu V/. I..W . ^

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of Hflpf.

2. The following Is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Boa
the Agency duly held on Q" 0 ̂ ^

(Date)

RESOLVED: That the jEniicirn;e"^
IS hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency toenteMnto^
oTm':rLTs^.h:rraT;^sh^irrm^3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revohed,and remalnlnfull force and effect aso

the nfS day of CTonFv 20J3-(Dale Contract Signed) ,, OlK^OrO'

4. K^.^ni lOorioicu—(Name^ Contract Signatory) ^(Nam

of the Agency.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

County of <3^-^ (d

(Signature ot the B Officer) /

The forgoing Instrument was acknowledged before me this

®='®d Officer ot the Agency)

N©Tj^i§tLA

f) day of tiy\C.s 20_13->

.•<1 -A ••'the Peace)of(N r->S;:

; .u>v .-'i' ,.f/



/XCORCf CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE(MM/D(VYYYY)

05/29/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S). AUTHORIZED

REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER. AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(les) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.

If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder In lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

E & S Insurance Services LLC

21 Meadowbrook Lane

P 0 Box 7425

Gilford NH 03247-7425

pairiey Kenneally

(003)283-2791 fAg (603)293-7188

Aomless- fairieyiSfesinsurance.net
MSURER/S) AFFOROINO COVERAGE NAICa

iNSURERA: Markel
KSUREO

Hope on Haven Hili, inc.

P 0 00x1272

Rochester NH 03BQ7

INSURER e: Insurance Co 25011

INSURER C:

INSURER 0:

INSURER E:

INSURER F :

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: CL189513455 REVISION NUMBER:

1FISIT
UTS

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THATTHE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD

INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS

CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS.

EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

POUeVEPP PouevEXP
TYP£OF INSURANCE

X
liiwllra!! POLICY NUMBER

COMMERCIAL GENERAL UABIUTY

CLAIMS-MAOE OCCUR

GENl AGGREGATE UMITAPPUES PER:

PRO
JECTPOUCY LOC

OTHER:

HUP2419-02

(MM/OO/YYYY)

08/01/2016

IHM/OO/YYYYl

06/01/2019

uMrrs

EACH OCCURRENCE

uuuaLfuuu/iku—
PREMISES (Ea occun»oe«>

MEO EXP (Any on« p«f»on)

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

GENERALAGGREGATE

PROOUCTS - COMP/OPAGG

Abuse and Molestation

0dNl9iNe6&N6Le UMiT
fEa acdaxYl

1.000,000

50,000

5,000

1.000,000

2.000,000

2.000,000

S 1.000,000

AUTOMOBILE UABIUTY

ANY AUTOX BOOILY INJURY (Par pwaon)

OVMED
AUTOS ONLY

HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

HUA2420-02 OeA}1/2018 08/01/2019 BODILY INJURY (Par aeddani)

wowftf/bANUse
(Par actidantt

UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

DED

OCCUR

CLAJMS-MADE

EACH OCCURRENCE
1,000.000

HUU2421-02 06/01/2018 08/01/2019
AGGREGATE

1,000.000

RETENTION S

■STJTWORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS'UABIUTY y/N
ANY PROPRIETORffARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICERMEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
H yaa. daaortba urt^
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS bakM

STATUTE

WWC3371059 08/02/2016 08/02/2019 EL EACH ACCIDENT 500,000

EL DISEASE • EA EMPLOYEE 500,000

EL DISEASE • POUCY LIMIT 500,000

Professional Liability
HUP2419-02 08/01/2018 08/01/2019 Each Wrongful Act

Aggregate
1.000,000

2.000,000

OESCRtPOON OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS I VEHICLES (ACORD 101. Additional Ramarka Schadula. may ba attachad If mora apaca la raqUrad)

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLA-nON

DHHS

129 Pleasant Street

Concord NH 03301

1

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DEUVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03)
e 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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Mission Statement

To provide treatment and recovery support for pregnant and postpartum

women with substance use disorder so that they can become healthy,

nurturing and confident mothers and members of their community.

P.O. Box 1272, Rochester, NH 03866 (603) 841-5353 • Fax: (603) 841-5585 www.hopeonhavenhill.org
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

CUMMINGS

■'*' LAMONT
& McNAMEE, PLLC

'Trusted JAdvisors for
over 50 years!"

March 29, 2019

To the Board of Directors
Hope on Haven Hill, Inc.
Rochester, New Hampshire

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Hope on Haven Hill, Inc. (a nonprofit
organization), which comprise the statement of financial position as of June 30, 2018 and the related
statements of activities and changes in net assets, functional expenses and cash flows for the year
then ended and the related notes to the financial statements. ^

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements
in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this
includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are fî e from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United Slates
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to
design audit procediues that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express
no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of sigmficant accounting estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Hope on Haven Hill, Inc. as of June 30, 2018, and the changes in its net assets
and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.

i  ~PLLC-
Certified Public Accountants
Portsmouth, New Hampshire

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

2 StOffif Street

Box 328

•  Kennebunk, Maine 04043-0328

TEL 207 985-3339
'-FAX 207 985-1339

. One New Hampshire Avenue
Suite 230

Porismouth. NH 03801
TEL 603 430-6200

-■'FAX 603 430-6209

1 Hampton Road
Syiie 306
Exeter, NH 03833

.TEL 603 772-3460

FAX 603 772-7097

http;//www,cimcpa.com
e-mail: cim@clmcpa.com

'  I

Raymond L. Baid, CPA, CFE
Cindy K. Edwards, MBA
Wanda J, Ring, CPA
Meianie Bunker, CPA
Michelie Goldsmith, MST, CPA

Member;

American institute of CPAs

Licensed in Maine, New Hampshire
and Massachusetts



HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

JUNE 30, 2018

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash

Medical billing receivable
Prepaid expenses

Total Current Assets

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

Building

Land

Equipment

Furniture and fixtures

Vehicles

Leasehold improvements

Less Accumulated depreciation

Total Property and Equipment, Net

OTHER ASSETS

Deposits

Total Other Assets

Total Assets

$ 740,294

55,613

642

796,549
/

221,727

39,128

3,000

10,284

29,683

200.935

504,757

15,660

489,097

6,600

6,600

S 1,292,246

See Notes to Financial Statements
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HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

JUNE 30,2018

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accounts payable
Line of credit

Accrued expenses
Current portion oflong-term debt

Total Current Liabilities

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

Note payable, net of current portion

Total Long-Term Liabilities

Total Liabilities

NET ASSETS

Unrestricted net assets

Temporarily restricted net assets

Total Net Assets

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

10,631

28.999

62,954

30,951

133,535

118,860

118,860

252,395

834,351

205,500

1,039,851

1,292,246

See Notes to financial Statements
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HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2018

Temporarily

Unrestricted Restricted Total

SUPPORT AND REVENUE

Donations $  503,919 $  185,500 $ 689,419

Grants 563,873 25,000 588,873
Insurance reimbursement revenue 497,220 - 497,220

Fundraising 56,972 56,972

Food stamp reimbursement 5.249 - 5,249
Other income 2,919 - 2,919
Interest income 241 - 241

Net assets released from restrictions 5,000 (5,000) -

Total Revenue and Other Support 1,635,393 205,500 1,840,893

EXPENSES

Program Services 870,066 - 870,066
Supporting Services:

Management and general 175,930 - 175,930
Fundraising 139,106 - 139,106

Total Supporting Services 315,036 315,036

Total Expenses 1,185,102 1,185,102

Changes in Net Assets 450,291 205,500 655,791

NET ASSETS, Beginning of Year, as restated 384,060 384,060

NET ASSETS. End of Year $  834,351 $  205,500 $ 1,039,851

See Notes to Financial Statements
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HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2018

Program Management

Services and General Fundraising Total

Salaries and wages $  569,834 $  76,701 $  55,183 $ 701,718

Professional fees 27,456 50,761 38,901 117,118

Payroll taxes 50,214 6,206 - 56,420

Employee benefits 42,459 5,248 - 47,707

Direct services 47,013 - - 47,013

Fundraising - - 41,529 ̂ 41,529

Rent 26,987 10,560 - 37,547

Repair and maintenance 20,744 1,638 - 22,382

Utilities 14,338 1,033 - 15,371

Advertising 12,583 - 2,221 14,804

Insurance 8,187 4,217 - 12,404

Travel 10,837 1,339 - 12,176

Office expense 7,469 3,847 - 11,316

Depreciation 10,934 - - 10,934

Telephone and internet 7,016 448 - 7,464

Dues and subscriptions 3,839 1,978 - 5,817

Payroll service charges - 5,409 - 5,409

Equipment rental 2,993 1,542 - 4,535

Taxes 3,617 447 - 4,064

Meals and entertainment 1,935 894 - 2,829

Bank service charges 1,056 909 - 1,965

Interest expense 387 1,460 - 1,847

Memberships and affiliations - 1,293 - 1,293

Licenses and permits - -
1,272 1,272

Registrations 121 -
- 121

Outpatient 47 - - 47

$  870,066 $  175,930 $  139,106 $ 1,185,102

See Notes to Financial Statements
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HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,2018

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:

Change in net assets $ 655,791

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash
provided by (used in) operating activities:

Depreciation 10,934

Changes in assets and liabilities that used (provided) cash:

Medical billing receivable
J

39,120

Grant receivable 48,568

Prepaid expenses 817

Deposits (2,800)

Accounts payable 4,764

Accrued expenses 31,794

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities 788,988

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:

Purchase of property and equipment (121,685)

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities (121,685)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:

Net proceeds (repayments) on line of credit 4,000

Payments on long-term debt (7.689)

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities (3,689)

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 663,614

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 76,680

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR % 740,294

1,847

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION:

Interest expense _$

There was no cash paid during 2018 for taxes on income.

SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE OF NQNCASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES:

Purchase of property and equipment financed with long-term debt $ 157,500

See Notes to Financial Statements
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HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Note I - Summary ofSienificant Accountine Policies

Nature of Activities • Hope on Haven Hill, Inc. (The Organization) was organized November 25, 2015. The Organization is a
level 3.5 substance abuse treatment facility serving homeless, pregnant and newly parenting mothers. The Organization was
established to provide a nurturing therapeutic home environment for women with substance abuse disorder who arc seeking
recovery by providing a safe home with comprehensive addiction treatment services, family therapy, parenting classes,
advance in education and life coaching to support families in their recovery from addiction.

Basis of Accounting - The financial statements of the Organization have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting,
and accordingly, reflect all significant receivables, payablcs, and other liabilities. j

Basis of Presentation - Financial statement presentation follows the recommendation of the Financial Accounting Standards
Board in its Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Financial Statements ofNot-for-Profit Organizations. Under this
standard, the Organization is required to report information regarding its financial position and activities according to three
classes of net assets: unrestricted net assets, temporarily restricted net assets, and permanently restricted net assets.

The Organization's net assets and its revenues and expenses are classified as temporarily restricted and unrestricted based on
the existence or absence of donor-imposed restrictions. These classifications are defined as follows:

•  Unrestricted net assets are not restricted by donors, or the donor-imposed restrictions have expired.
•  Temporarily restricted net assets contain donor-imposed restrictions that permit the Organization to use or expend

the donated assets as specified and are satisfied either by the passage of time or by actions of the Organization.
•  Permanently restricted net assets include accumulated donations which require, by donor restriction, that the corpus

be invested in perpetuity and only the income be made available for program operations in accordance with those
restrictions imposed by the donor. There are no permanently restricted net assets as of June 30, 2018.

Cash and Cash Equivalents - For purposes of the Statement of Cash Flows, the Organization considers all unrestricted highly
liquid investments which are readily convertible into known amounts of cash and have a maturity of three months or less
when acquired to be cash equivalents. The Organization maintains cash balances at several banks. From time to time during
the year ended June 30, 2018, the Organization's bank account balances may have exceeded federally insured limits.
Management has evaluated this risk and considers it to be a normal business risk.

Donated Assets - Donated marketable securities and other noncash donations are recorded as contributions at their estimated
fair values at the date of donation. Donations of inventory items held for resale are recognized when sold because the
Organization does not have an objective measurement for determining fair value.

Donated Services - Donated services are reflected in the financial statements at the fair value of the services received only if
the services (a) create or enhance nonflnancial assets or (b) require specialized skills that are provided by individuals
possessing those skills and would typically need to be purchased if not provided by donation.

Estimates - The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect certain reported amounts and
disclosures. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Income Tax Status - The Organization is exempt from federal and state income taxes under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. In addition, donations to the Organization qualify for the charitable contribution deduction under Section
170(b)(1)(A), and the Organization has been classified as an organization that is not a private foundation under Section
509(a)(2).

The federal informational tax return of the Organization is subject to examination, generally for three years af\cr the returns
arc filed.

-7-



HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Note I • Summary ofSieniflcant Accountine Policies (continued)

Grants and Medical Billing Receivable - Grants and medical billing receivable arc stated at the amount management expects
to collect from outstanding balances. Management considers accounts receivable to be delinquent based on the date of
unpaid invoices. Management provides for probable uncollectible amounts through a provision for bad debt expense and an
adjustment to a valuation allowance based on its assessment of the current status of individual accounts. Balances that are
still outstanding after management has used reasonable collection efforts are written off through a charge to the valuation
allowance and a reduction to accounts receivable. There was no allowance for doubtful accounts as of June 30, 2018. The

Organization does not require collateral when extending credit.

Property and Equipment - Property and equipment is staled at cost, less accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is provided
for using the straight line method over the estimated useful lives of the related assets, which is 5 to 30 years. Normal repairs
and maintenance are expensed as incurred. Upon sale or retirement of depreciable assets, the related cost and accumulated
depreciation are removed from the accounts. Any gain or loss on the sale or retirement is recognized in current operations.
Assets donated with explicit restrictions regarding their use, and contributions of cash that must be used to acquire property
and equipment are reported as restricted support. Absent donor stipulations regarding how long those donated assets must be
maintained, the Organization reports expirations of donor restrictions when the donated or acquired assets are placed in
service as instructed by the donors. The Organization reclassifies temporarily restricted net assets to unrestricted net assets at
that time.

Contributions - Unconditional promises to give are recognized as revenue when the underlying promises are received by the
Organization. Gifts of cash and other assets are reported as temporarily restricted support if they are received with donor
stipulations that limit the use of the donated assets. When a donor restriction expires, that is, when a stipulated lime
restriction ends or purpose restriction is accomplished, temporarily restricted net assets are rcclassifled to unrestricted net
assets and reported in the Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets as net assets released from restrictions.
Temporarily restricted contributions which are both received and released within the same year are recorded as an increase in
temporarily restricted net assets and net assets released from restrictions. A portion of the contributions received by the
Organization are temporarily restricted for a specified geographic area. It is the Organization's policy to use such funds for
the specified purpose as soon as practical and prudent.

Functional Allocation of Expenses - The expenses of providing various program and supporting services have been
summarized on a functional basis in the statement of activities. Accordingly, certain expenses have been allocated among the
programs and supporting services benefited. Allocations may be direct or indirect according to the type of expense incurred.

Advertising Costs - The Organization's policy is to expense advertising costs as they are incurred. Advertising expense
totaled $14,804 in 2018

Note 2 - Line of Credit

In January 2017 the Organization obtained a line of credit from a financial institution in the amount of $24,999. In July 2017
the amount was increased to $50,000. The line bears interest at the Wall Street Journal Prime Rate plus 1.50% with a floor of
5.25%. The interest rate was 6.50% at June 30, 2018. The line is secured by all personal property of the Organization. Interest
expense paid on the line was $1,460 for the year ended June 30, 2018.

-8-



HOPE ON HAVEN HILL, INC.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Note 3 - Note Payable

The following summarizes the Organization's long-term debt obligations as of June 30, 2018:

Terms Security

Term loan with the New Hampshire
Health and Education Facilities

Authority. Monthly payments of
principal and interest of $2,692. The
loan has a fixed interest rate of 1.00%

and matures in March 2023. Building $ 149.811

Total Debt 149,811

Less: current portion 30.951

$  118.860

Interest expense under this debt agreement amounted to $387 for the years ended June 30, 2018.

Future minimum principal payments under the agreement are as follows at June 30,:

2019 $  30,951
2020 31,262
2021 31,576
2022 31,893
2023 24.129

$  149.811

Note 4 - Temporarily Restricted Net Assets

Temporarily restricted net assets consist of the following at June 30,2018:

Purchase of rehab location $ 2Q5.5QQ

Net assets were released from donor restrictions by incurring expenses satisfying the purpose or time restrictions specified by
donors as follows during the year ending June 30, 2018:

Purchase of rehab location

Note 5 - Related Party

During the year ended June 30, 2018 the Organization leased a residential home from a former executive director. The term
of the lease was for twenty years with a base rent of $2,200 per month increasing 2.5% every five years. The lease included
an option to purchase the property which the Organization exercised in April 2018. Total rent paid under this lease prior to
exercising the purchase option was $19,800.

-9-



hope on haven hill, inc.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2018

Note 6 - Leases

ends in February 2019. The I 1'=^=- The lease
year ended June 30, 2018. Lease payments due'hrough June 30 20^9 are $T2 8M Th [
Organization became a tenant-at-wil! in March 2019. S12,800. The lease was not renewed and the

Note 7 - Retirement Plan j

Note 8 - Concentration ofCrpHit g/cfr

The Organization derived approximately 26% of its operating revenue and suppori from a government agency.

Note 9 - Commitment

In August 2018 the Organization purchased a rehab location for $280 000 Th,. k k i
tempomnlyrestncted funds and unrestricted funds. There is no debron the properly

Noj-e 10 - Prior Period 4diuxttt,^»,t

ended June 30, 2017. ThTdrectofrnTrestelem^ receivable had not been entered for the year
the year ended June 30, 2017 are as follows: unrestricted net assets and financial position as of and for

Medical billing receivables
Insurance reimbursement revenue
Unrestricted net assets

As previously
Reported

$

$

$ 289,327

Restated

$  94,733
$  94,733
$ 384,060

Note II • Subsequent EventK

were available ifbe iruel'^ere wire lo olhtlftaVtL^e
financial statements at March 29, 2019. ' those disclosed in note 6, that were material to the

. to
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Board of Directors

As of May 17, 2019

Sarah Landres, Esq. - Chair
Public Defender Program
603-275-0265

Sarah.landres(a)gmail.com
Term ending: 12/2020

Michael Murphy, -Treasurer
Murphy, Powers & Wilson, P.C.
603-926-8063

michael(a)mDandwcDa.com
Term ending: 12/2020

Joseph Hannon, MD
603-292-5852

Joehannon4nh(5)email.com

Term ending: 12/2020

Kathleen Routhier, RN - Secretary
Wentworth Douglas Hospital
603-767-4855

rdrouthierOgmail.com
Term ending: 12/2020

Jillian Mulrooney
508-269-5706

Jillmulroonev33£a)hotmail.com
Term ending: 10/2021

Colin Walker

Ameriprise Financial Services
603-767-2992

Colin.walkerfSamof.com

Term ending: 02/2021
Nicolas Couturier

Red Post Realty
603-817-3876

nIckOrDrnh.com
Term ending: 02/2022

Patte-Anne Ardizzoni

Southern NH Services

781-983-0259

Datteardizzoni(5)aol.com
Term ending: 02/2022

Christine List

Orr & Reno, PA
857-753-8827

Clistl27(a)gmail.com
Term ending: 02/2022

•

P.O. Box 1272, Rochester, NH 03866 (603) 841-5353 • Fax: (603) 841-5585 www.hopeonhavenhiU.org



Kerrylee Norton, RN

Knorton@hopeonhavenhill.org

Work Experience

Dates Employed

7/1/15-Present Operations Director/Founder

Hope on Haven Hill, Rochester NH

Co-Founder of emerging Non-Profit Residential treatment facility for Pregnant Women with Substance

Use Disorder. Responsibilities include but not limited to. Filing for 501 c(3), Grant writing, preparing
and testifying for Variance and Planning Board, Submitting application for Level 3.5 Inpatient
treatment facility licensure. Prepare policies and procedures and admission criteria, prepare facility
policies, Coordinate fundraising and volunteers, Give presentations to local schools, civic agencies,
businesses and NH allies. Advocate for Prevention, Treatment and Recovery services for NH and care

for Men and Women who reach out to us while unable to access care in NH and assist them with

getting support and treatment. After opening supervise and train Recovery support staff. Maintain
schedule for recovery support for programming schedule of residential program. Implement, monitor

and supervise medication management of residential programming. Implement, monitor and
supervise urine drug screenings for residential program. Responsible for day to day operations of
residential program.

11/2008-11/13/2015 RN

Garrison Women's Health Center, Dover NH

Triage and Infertility Nurse in Busy OB-GYN office. Responsibilities include but not limited to triaging
all patient calls. New Prenatal OB Intakes, Essure Procedures, Infertility coverage including call
weekends. Employee Health, OSHA training and compliance for all employees, new hire training and
policy and protocol implementation.

1/2006-4/2010 RN,CP5N

Atlantic Plastic Surgical Center, Portsmouth NH

All facets of care for patients undergoing Ambulatory Surgery. Admit patients. Circulate and Scrub
during surgical cases and Recover patients in PACU. Certified as a Certified Plastic Surgical Nurse with
National Certification in Skin Wellness. Certified to perform Microdermabrasion, Chemical Peels and
Laser Therapy.



5/1994-10/2008 Maternal Child Health RN/Resource Nurse

Portsmouth Regional Hospital, Portsmouth NH

All facets of Maternal Health, including Labor and Delivery, Postpartum Well Baby Nursery, Level 2
Nursery, Pediatrics, Scrub and PACU for Cesarean Sections, Breast Feeding support. Sibling Class
facilitator, NRP Instructor, PALS instructor, Resource/Charge Nurse and Staff orientation.

1/2002-1/2005 Pediatric Nurse

Portsmouth Pediatric Associates, Portsmouth NH

Weekend coverage for Triage care for sick visits of all Pediatric patients In a very busy pediatric
practice. As the only nurse covering on weekends I became very competent in all facets of pediatric
care and emergencies.

1/2002-1/2005 Triage Nurse and Childbirth Educator

Harbour Women's Health, Portsmouth NH

Triaged all patient medical concerns. Reviewed all Laboratory reports and followed up with patient
results and treatment protocols. Assisted Dr. Lantinen with infertility patients. Taught and
coordinated all Childbirth Education programs.

5/19993-5/1995 Triage Nurse

York OB-GYN Associates, York Me

Triage all patient concerns and assist physicians with patient care.

9/1993-5/1994 Substitute School Nurse

SAD 60, Berwick ME

Substitute School Nurse in SAD 60. Worked in all School. Elementary, Middle School and High School.

Past and Present Certifications:

NRP, BCLS, ACLS, CPSN And STABLE. Maine State Registered Nurse, License compact state.

References upon request



Beth O'DeU, MS, LCMHC, NCC, 200-RYT

Education

M.S. Walden University, 2016
Human Services OPublic Policy, Analysis and Planning)

M.S. Wilmington University, 2013
Community Counseling
Advisor: Doris Lauckner, PsyD.

B.S. Wilmington University, 2005
Psychology

Experience
Adult ACT Clinician October 2016-Present
Center for Life Management, Derry, NH
Clinical Supervisor: Heather Crowell, LCMHC, MLADC, LCS
Work in coordination with the Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) Team to provide
integrated services to individuals with severe, persistent mental illness. Provide leadership,
support and mentoring to bachelor-level staff on the ACT Team. Provide clinical services within
the community and office setting to individuals receiving treatment on the ACT Team, as well as
functional support services and case management as needed. Provide mental health and
substance abuse treatment (individual and group), utilizing Cognitive Behavior Therapy,
Dialectical Behavior Therapy, Motivational Interviewing techniques within the therapeutic
setting, and with respect to client stage of change. Provide consultation to the Substance Use
Disorder (SUD) pilot team as the SUD group leader for clients during weekly SUD Team
meeting. Develop and implement a Yoga for Mental Health group program within the adult
department. Assess for crisis, provide stabilization care as needed, and provide on-call services.
Work closely with Emergency Services to coordinate voluntary and/or involuntary emergency
admission to hospital for inpatient psychiatric care. Attended all ACT Team meetings, as well as
clinical staff meetings and trainings as required.

SAPR Support Specialist August 2013-September 2016
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR)
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Kittery, ME
Facilitate proper implementation of SAPR Program requirements per Navy and Department of
Defense instruction, policy, and guidance in collaboration with the Sexual Assault Response
Coordinator (SARC). Assist in screening sailors for volunteer service as Victim Advocates.
Develop, provide, and manage sexual assault training and prevention tools to military and
civilian personnel on base and throughout the area of responsibility (Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, and northern Massachusetts). Coordinate monthly case management group meetings on
behalf of SARC and installation leadership. Coordinate the SAPR Watch Bill (on-call schedule)
for Unit Victim Advocates (UVA), and provide mentorship, continuing education, and assistance
with certification/D-SAACP renewal packages. Additional responsibilities include ensuring
sailors and civilians are referred to appropriate offices and resources, to include referrals to
treatment programs for individuals, families, and groups needing assistance with family
problems and issues, and sexual assault support; working in collaboration with the partner
programs in the development and implementation of outreach/prevention.



Beth O'Dell, MS, LCMHC, NCC, 200-RYT

Domestic Violence Advocate/DVLiaison August 2011-July 2013
SAFE Program of People's Place, Milford, DE
Supervisor: Marcey Rezac, LCSW, DVS
Worked independently to provide domestic violence services and support as the Liaison for the
State of Delaware Division of Family Services (Kent County). During this time, earned
qualification as a Domestic Violence Specialist through the Delaware Coalition Against
Domestic Violence through work and education experience. Provided trauma-informed advocacy
to domestic violence victims/survivors in the community, assisting victims in accessing support
services and resources through other community agencies available to them, and navigated
victims through the legal process so they may better understand court proceedings, secure a
Protection From Abuse (PFA) Orders, and access legal services available to them. Referrals
included: Victim Compensation Assistance Program, Legal Aid, Family Court, (PFA) Orders,
Public Housing, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families and Food Stamps through the
Department of Health and Social Services, and more. Additional responsibilities included:
screening applicants for job hiring, as directed by Program Manager, to fill vacancies, and assist
in the interview process, as needed.

Counseling Intern May 2012-April 2013
Aquila of DE, Inc., Georgetown, DE
Site Supervisor: April Lathbury, LCSW, CCDP-D
Faculty Supervisor: Mary Vaughn, Psy.D.
Group Supervisor: Doris Lauckner, Psy.D.
Explained and conducted assessments and mental health evaluations to determine client
diagnoses based on DSM criteria and appropriate level of treatment. Created narrative reports
and treatment plans based on assessments of clients and one-on-one interviews. Provided
one-on-one counseling and family therapy to adolescents in Outpatient and Day Treatment
settings, and conducted group therapy in Day Treatment setting. Completed 100-hour Practicum,
600-hour Internship.

Case Manager August 2010-August 2011
SAFE Program of People's Place, Milford, DE
Supervisor: Marcey Rezac, LCSW, DVS
Provided trauma-informed case management to women in domestic violence shelters and the
community to assist with budgeting, employment, seeking permanent residency, obtaining
identification, and other services as needed. Assisted as a team member in maintaining a
federally-funded grant and its monetary disbursement among domestic violence survivors in
emergency shelters and in the community. Developed and implemented workshops for women in
shelter to promote independence and empowerment.

DUIEvaluator October 2009-August 2010
Sodat DE, Inc., Wilmington, DE
Conducted evaluations of DUI offenders' substance abuse and dependence in Kent and Sussex
County, Delaware. This evaluation determined the appropriate level of treatment for offenders, as



Beth O'Dell, MS, LCMHC, NCC, 200-RYT
22 Farmgate Rd, South Berwick, ME 03908
TEL: 603-969-2589 EMAIL: betty810@gmaiLcom

required by the State of Delaware. Created narrative reports based on assessment and one-on-one
interviews. Independently managed the daily activities of the Kent and Sussex County offices,
and reconciled and deposited money daily.
Training
200-hour Yoga Teacher Training February 2018
Yoga Life Institute NH, Exeter NH

DBT Skills Training for Borderline Personality Disorder
Mental Health Center of Greater Manchester

National Certified Counselor

National Boardfor Certified Counselors

April 2017

August 2013-August 2023

Danger Assessment Certification September 2011
Danger Assessment Training Program; John Hopkins School of Nursing



Carey Johnson

Objective

My goal is to obtain a position where I can use my strong interpersonal skills, ability to multitask, my attention to detail, a
positive attitude, and the opportunity to contribute.

Experience

11/06/2017 - Present Hope on Haven Hill Somersworth, NH

Finance & Organizational Director

•  Ensuring time sheets are recorded properly and appropriate payroll processes followed.
•  Oversee, review, and adhere to the budgets
• Monitor cash flow, accounts, and other financial transactions

•  Create and maintain relationships with service providers and contractors, including banking institutions and
accountants

•  Update and implement fmancial policies and procedures
•  Developing and administering human resources plans and procedures that relate to company personnel.

• Maintains employee benefits programs and informs employees of benefits by studying and assessing benefit needs
and trends; recommending benefit programs to management; directing the processing of benefit claims; obtainmg an
evaluating benefit contract bids; awarding benefit contracts; designing and conducting educational programs on
benefit programs.

•  Ensures legal compliance by monitoring and implementing applicable human resource federal and state requirements,
conducting investigations; maintaining records; representing the orgamzation .

• Maintains historical human resource records by designing a filing and retrieval system; keeping past and current
records.

10/06/2015 - 10/31/2017 NH Providers Association Concord, NH

Billing & Credentialing Specialist

•  Completes provider credentialing and re-credentialing applications; monitors applications and follows-up as needed.
•  Enters information necessary for insurance claims such as patient, insurance ID, diagnosis and treatment codes and

modifiers, and provider information. Insures claim information is complete and accurate.
•  Submits insurance claims to clearinghouse or individual insurance companies electronically or via paper CMS-1500

form.

•  Follows up with insurance company on unpaid or rejected claims. Resolves issue and re-submits claims.
•  Follows FdPAA guidelines in handling patient information.
•  Understands managed care authorizations and limits to coverage such as the number of visits.
• May have to verify patient benefits eligibility and coverage.
.  Ability to look up ICD diagnosis and CPT treatment codes from online service or using traditional coding references.
•  Prepare, process and track all billable invoices to clients monthly.

05/20/2015 - 10/01/2015 Pinewood Healthcare/Pain Care Somersworth, NH

Medical Billing Specialist



Post transactions to journals, ledgers and other records.
Communication with vendors regarding payments verbally, electronic, and written.
Receives cash payments and a^jies credit to customer accounts. ^
Communicating wit*fi'customers by making collection calls and following up on payments.
Follows established procedures for processing receipts and cash, sorts and files documents after posting.
Prepare bank deposits, oversee accounts receivable recordkeeping, ensure cash receipts, claims, or unpaid invoices are
accounted for properly.

01/22/07 - 06/30/13 Garrison City Early Childhood Center Dover, NH

Lead Level Kindergarten/Pre-K Teacher

Knowledge of administrative and clerical procedures and systems such as word processing, managing files and records,
designing forms, and other office procedures and terminology.
Excellent knowledge of group behavior and dynamics, societal trends and influences, human migrations, ethnicity,
cultures and their history and origins.
Proficiency at talking to others to convey information effectively.
Expertise at selecting and using training/instructional methods and procedures appropriate for the situation when
learning or teaching new things in accordance with the State of NH Curriculum Frameworks.
In-depth ability to monitor/assess performance of self and other individuals to make improvements or take corrective
action. . .

Great ability to use logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions, conclusions or
approaches to problems.
Creating materials to communicate with parents and children on a weekly, monthly and quarterly basis.

Knowledge and Skills

Proficiency in numeric keypad and alpha keypad with excellent data entry skills.
Proficiency in operating office equipment of all kinds.
Fast learner with the ability to leam and use new applications and programs
Proficiency in Centricity and other clearinghouse programs.
Proficiency in Microsoft applications, including Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook
Strong multitasking, accessing multiple data bases and sites at the same time.
Good communication and customer service skills and able to communicate with all levels of the orgamzation, and
extemal customers.

Ability to work under deadlines and time restraints.
Ability to read, to interpret, and to carry out oral and written instructions, and to write legibly in English.
Ability to plan, to organize, and to prioritize work independently, with team or with supervisory feedback.
An understanding of compliance with HEPAA privacy requirements and confidentiality of information.



MICHELLE CHUTE

OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Counselor, LADC Nov 2018-Present
Groups Recover Together

Conduct intake assessments to evaluate the individuars appropriateness for the program and
collaboratively develop the member's treatment plan. Lead group therapy on a daily basis; make
discharge decisions in coordination with the team, conduct regular pill counts and other anti-diversion
measures. Keep individualized documentation on Groups custom EMR, currently eCW to record the
member's progress. Assist member with individual support as needed, such as referrals to other
resources, crisis intervention and collaborating with outside parties involved in the member's treatment.
Collaborate within a team of administrators, physicians, office coordinators and other counselors to
ensure that members have the support and accountability they need to succeed in an evidence-based
treatment program.

Clinician, LADC May 2017-Nov 2018
Rockingham County Drug Court

Complete initial screen and assessments to determine if participant meets criteria for Drug Court. Obtain
prior and clinical stay reviews with insurances for level of care. Assess participants for appropriate level
of care and work collaboratively with them to develop their treatment plan. Develop classroom
curriculum, along with following the Matrix Model and teach psychoeducation in lOP as well as OP
classes. Collaborate with outside facilities to make sure participants are following through with
obligations and obtaining the medications they need to maintain sobriety and mental health wellness.
Meet individually with participants to engage in therapeutic conversation in regards to
skills/tools/knowledge they learned in groups, any outside barriers and drug screens that may come back
with a positive outcome. Work closely with probation and the court to discuss participants' progress or
lack of during the previous week and advocate for their current needs.

Social Worker/Care Coordinator December 2015-May 2017
Families First Seacoast

Assist patients with coordination of referrals, obtaining resources such as; insurance, Medicaid, connect
with financial assistance through, hospitals, and outside community resources, assist with organization
of transportation to and from medical appointments, with completion of paperwork for housing, Social
Security, and obtaining vouchers for prescriptions. Work with the MAT Program (Medicated Assistant
Treatment Program) for patients struggling with substance use. Initiate collateral contacts to obtain
information and verification required to complete determinations of initial and ongoing program
eligibility. Help patients learn to advocate in a positive way for themselves, connect with groups, out
patient programs, obtain transportation, research childcare options and assist in keeping to their
treatment plans to reach their goals.

Employment Specialist III ju]y 2015-November 2015
Maine Medical Centers Vocational Services

Advocate for competitive employment opportunities; for 18-30 yr. olds diagnosed with mental illness as
well as co-existing diagnoses. Collaborate with Psychiatrist, Therapist, Case Managers and Employers



MICHELLE CHUTE

to provide the best fit for the client to maintain meaningful employment. Assist with cover letter/resume
writing, mock interviews, and skill development. Coordinate benefits counseling and vocational/training
needs. Collect and enter data into ETO.

Clinical Case Worker June 2012 - July 2015
Maine Behavioral Healthcare, (Counseling Services Inc.)

Coordinated a comprehensive intake assessment to detemiine eligibility for case management. Provided
professional supportive counseling and case management services to clients who are affected by severe
and prolonged mental illness and/or substance abuse addiction. Implemented consistent care with individual
service plan (ISP)/Treatment Plan, which was created with client. (Completed all required paperwork, record
keeping requirements of third party payers, and clinical chart reviews. Provided home based services, client
advocacy, maintenance of basic living needs, assessment ofbenefits and linkage of services. Assisted with resume
building, complete job applications, develop and practice job skills, practice mock interviews and help them obtain
necessary vocational/training skills.

Instructional Aide/Para Professional July 2007 - June 2012

Exeter High School
Maintained control of a classroom and followed the teachers' sub plans. Supported students in the classroom in
one-on-one situations. Modified students' tests, scribed, took notes, helped with organizational skills, implement
behavior strategies, guided social building skills, recorded grades and assisted with administering
reading/language test. Supported students with obtaining job skills in the community and job developed to help
student find gainful employment. Acted as a liaison to maintained clear, concise feedback to the team and
employers.

Transition Counselor October 2005 - Sept 2006
Seacoast Learning Collaborative

Advocated and assisted young adults' with intellectual disabilities transition fix)m High School to the occupational
careers. Primary responsibility to help individuals work independently and productively in society, taught them
activities of daily living (ADL) skills, sanitary issues when working with food, how to follow instructions fix)m
their employers, interact with co-workers, develop independence in order to take public transportation, and build
social sldlls.

Case Manager March 1991 - July 1993
Strafford Guidance Center

Taught ADL to adults diagnosed with Schizophrenia. Responsible for recording clients' achievements/setbacks in
monthly progress reports. Assisted with clients' integration into society to enhance their independence. Supervised
and distributed prescribed medication.

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Bachelor of Science: Rehabilitation Counseling. Alcohol and Drug; Minor: Psychology December 1987
University of Maine at Farmington

CERTIFICATES

LADC (Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor, NH), ORAS Certified (Ohio Risk Assessment System), EPICS
(Effective Practices in Community Supervision, Substance Abuse Tx for Women, Understanding MAT for Recovery
Support, Criminal Thinking and Anti-Social Logic, ACRE Certified (Supported Competitive Employment for
Individuals with Mental Dlness, Nationally Certified), CANS (Children & Adolescent Needs & Strengths Certified),
MHRT-C (Mental Health Rehab Tech certified), Certified LOCUS Rater, CPI (Certified Crisis Prevention Intervention)

PROFESSIONAL AFFLIATIONS



MICHELLE CHUTE

President of Brentwood Garden Club for five years, previously, Vice President-six months. Member ofThe Friends of the
Mary Bartlett Library for eight years. Special Olympic Coach for four years.
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6OBJECTIVE

Olu;iiii a |x>sirion ar a subsnincf use disorder rvearinent lacilir^'. 1 have working knowledge
ol rhe Twelve Sreps of Alcoholics Anonymous and am looking forward ro giving back (o rhe
communiry of woman and offer supporr as rhcy did for mc.

6 EMPLOYMENT

bk^pc on Hawn Mill I 10/2016-Prcsenr j Mouse Manngcr

Overseeing client and staff schedules. Ensuring programming and schedule is

adhering to state and program guidelines. One on one direct support for staff. In

charge of training new hires.

The Chiinnel ComiJanyj 10/2014-12/2015 | Senior Busines.s

Dcvcloi)incnr Re|.^rcsenrari\-e

Lead generation and apjxiintment setting. Training new hires and overseeing rhe

floor.

Ecoasr Sales Solutions 1 10/2012-03/2013 | iiusiness Devclopinenr

RepresenrarlN'c

Load Generation. Outbound calling. Following up with prospects on specialty'

campaigns.

KVPCbiningl 01/2004-10/2014 | Manuger

Cleanittg commercial and resideiuial properties. Forming schedules. Forming

new business.

O SKILLS

Excellcni verbal/nonverl.ial

ctuuimntication

Strong leadership and trainirig skills

Knowledge of SUD and ircatmenr

practices

Nurturing Parcnrine Facilitator

Goal Oriented

Strong work ethic

Skilled in active listening

Skilled in Moti\-irional

Inteiviewing

Reliable and res|X)iisiblo

6 EDUCATION

603-422-3940

Portsmouth Fligii School

2004-2007

Fligh vSchool Diploma

Received highest hoitors 1-4

Grunire State College

Bachelor's in psychology

and Human Services

Certified Recovety Supporr

Worker

Class of 2021

REFERENCES AVAILABLE AMONG REQUEST

Certified from 6/14/18-

6/30/2020



CONTRACTOR NAME

K.ev Personnel

■ . .

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from

this Contract

Amount Paid

from this Contract

Kerrylee Norton Acting Executive Director $70,850

BethO'Dell Clinical Director $65,000

Carey Johnson Finance & Organizational
Director

$60,000

Michelle Chute LADC $55,000

Faith Blue Program Manager $42,000



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Subfttanco Use Disorder Treatment and Recovory Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1" Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
{hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") dated this 30th day of August. 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
'State' or "Department") and Hope on Haven Hili Inc.. (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a
nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 326 Rochester Hill Road. Rochester. NH 03867.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on July 27, 2018 (Item #7) the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and
conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18. the Stale may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope o'f services and increase the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$497,041.

2. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.9. Contracting Officer for Stale Agency, to read:

Nathan D. White. Director.

3. Form P-37, General Provisions. Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A, Scope of Services with Exhibit A, Amendment #1, Scope of
Services.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit B. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit 6.
Amendment #1. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

6. Delete Exhibit B-1. Service Fee Table and replace with Exhibit B-1. Amendment #1, Service Fee
Table.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Amdndmeru 01
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SU8ST-01 Page ̂  Of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

K  f i\g~
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

Contractor Name

/iln I k . •
"Date ' Name:

Title: ^

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

Stateo,_wiL_ , County of on M11 9 , before the

'e, or satisfactorily proven toundersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directiy'abo
be the person whose name Is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of I^ary Publie^r Justice of the Peace

Kpila'Sic..V^;s> / A/A/a>r,
Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: \
r '7v V*: •

(V

Hope on Haven HiD Inc. Amendm«ni »1
RPA.2019-eDAS-0t-SUBSTC1 Page 2 Of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Dat^ Name;

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Govemor and Executive Council of
the Slate of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.
RFA-2019.BOAS.01-SUBST^1

A/nendmenl #1

Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #1

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subreclpient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all information security and privacy requirements as
set by the Department.

. 1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide. Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes;

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.5.2.3.2.1. Sir^gle-entity buprenorphine products.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

RFA.2016-BOAS-01 -SUSST^

Exhibit A. Amdndmeni tn

Page 1 of 28

Contractor Ir^tiala

D.U,



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A. Amendment #1

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.5.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal
preparations.

1.5.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.5.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR furtds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hampshire, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules. I

1.5.2.6. The Contractor must assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health Insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with . SOR

. Grant funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor

shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIOs program.

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the OuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

2. Scope of Seivices
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who;

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment 01 Cont/iBCtor Initials, <8^
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2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/contlnuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care

that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and

recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must:

2.2.2.1. inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of sen/ices

available in order to align this work with ION projects that may

be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of

services available in order to align this work with other RPHN

projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service

providers involved in the client's care and the client's support

network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client senrices v/ith the Department's Hub

contractors including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services;

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room & t)oard

payment to the Hub;

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to Hub services when the

Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub services at the time of

discharge when a client is in need of Hub

services.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being

served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance

of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use

disorder treatment services:

RFA-2O19-eDAS-O1-SU0ST^36 Page 3 0(20 Dal»j\
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2.3.1.1

2.3.1.2.

2.3.1.3.

2.3.1.4.

2.3.1.5.

Hope on Haven Hin Inc.
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Individuai Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

Group Outpatient' Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their
ramifications, including an exartiinatlon of attitudes and

feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and
decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
problems.

Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.

Level 2.1. intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individuai and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment senrices according to an individualized

treatment plan designed to support individuals as they
transition back into the community. Transitional Living

Services are not defined by ASAM. Transitional Living

sen/ices must include at least 3 hours of clinical services per

week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a

Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor working under

the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining
hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supervisor or a
Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay in this
service is six (6) months. Adult residents typically work In the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential
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substance use disorder treatment designed to assist,
individuals who require a more intensive level of service In a

structured setting.

2.3.1.6. High Intensity Residential Treatment for Pregnant and
Parenting Women as defined as ASAM Criteria. Level 3.5.
This service provides residential substance use disorder

treatment to pregnant women and their children when

appropriately designed to assist Individuals who require a
more intensive level of service in a structured setting..

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor may provide recovery

support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in

treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual

maintaining partldpation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor may provide recovery support services only In coordination
with providing at least one of the services In Section 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.6 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group
-  Intensive Case Management In accordance

with SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case
Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

(https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-
Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5-4215) and

which exceed the minimum case management

expectations for the level of care.

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and
Women:

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation
services to pregnant and parenting men and
women to and from services as required by the

client's treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own
vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation

passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor

shall:

Hope on Haven HilHnc. ExNUi A, Amendmant 01 Contractor gp
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2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable

Federal and Slate Department of
Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. - Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New

Hampshire Administrative Rule

Saf-C 500 and inspected in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good worVing order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules, Saf-C 1000,

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as
applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Parenting Clients:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to
children of parenting clients while the individual

is in treatment and case management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly proyide child care
and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed
childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable
Federal and State childcare regulations such as
but not limited to New Hampshire

Administrative Rule He-C 4002 Child Care

Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenir>gs as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Hop® on Haven Hill lnc. Exhibit A. Amendment Contractor trtitiats
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Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact must be
documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

individual, using the eligibility module in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact must

be documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information ' is
updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients about any changes
in income no less frequently than every 4

weeks. Inquiries about changes in incorrie must

be documented in the client record.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.6 (except for Section 2.3.1.4

Transitional Living) within two (2) days of the initial Intake Screening in
Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information

Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department
when the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a clinical

evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the
Department that include DSM 5 diagnostic information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
in October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for

each client:

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3

business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor frorn a referring agency.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit A. Amendmant tft Contractor InUiats
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2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations In Section 2.5.4

above before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical
evaluation In Section 2.5.4 unless;

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's

service area that provides the service with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the
priority described below;

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, including the provision of Interim
services within the required 48-hour time frame. If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Hubin the client's area to
connect the client with substance use disorder

treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance

must include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. ExKNi A, Amend/nent #1 Contractor Initials
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2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate

level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as

needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an oploid overdose either in the 14 days prior to

..screening or in the period between screening and admission

to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals v^th a history of injection drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental

health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of

the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the

age of twelve (12) prior to receiving sen/ices.

2.5.11. The Contractor must include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social sen/ice agencies involved In

the client's care, including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children. Youth and Families

(DCYF)^
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2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section
2.5.11 above except that clients who refuse to consent to information

sharing with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive services utilizing State

Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information

sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the

consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this

contract except that clients who rescind consent to information sharing

with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive any additional services utilizing

State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny senrlces to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's Inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:.12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as

prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

separately for adolescent and adults, unless othenvise approved by the

Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not

share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as

kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate

times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients ar>d all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initial contact In Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 at>ove. other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

Hope on Haven Hil) Inc. Eirftibit A. A/nondment 01 Contrsctor initials
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2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service

and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8

above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into

the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, either

directly or through a closed-loop referral to a community provider. Other

potential sources for payment include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen

V  (14) days after intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'

refusal of such assistance must be clearly documented in the

client record.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,

on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all .clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and

stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate
withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and

provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that

withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

Hopo on Haven HiO Inc. Exhibit a. Amendment i1 Contractor initlaJs2^
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provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client^s withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be
provided under this contract.

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3)
sessions, whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4
above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified
the client's admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the

requirements in Exhibit A-l and that;

2.8.3.1. Include in all Individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.2.

2.8.3.3.

Hope on Haven Kin Inc.
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2.8.3.1.1. Specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

Individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there is a stat^ time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes in the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes In functioning In any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

ExNbil A. Antendm«nt
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2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if

applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in (he client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, including but not lirnited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider if appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent. If applicable, are obtained in

advance In compliance with state, federal laws

and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and if the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the

Contractor will make an appropriate referral to
one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are,
obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal oiles.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client

does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor wilt make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider if appropriate consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance in
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compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizatipns (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe

available services and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management sen/ices

offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party Insurance, if

applicable. If appropriate consents from the

client, inciuding 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance with slate, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the client, includir>g but not limited
to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families, (DCYF), probation/parole, and the
. Regional Hub(s) as applicable and allowable

with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part

2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file If the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section 2.3,1.4), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in
accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that;

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
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patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria 6: The patient is not

yet making progress, but has the capacity to

resolve his or her problems. He/she is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan. Continued

treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to

continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals: and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
have been identified that are appropriately

treated at the present level of care. The new

problem or priority requires senrices, the

frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current

level of care. The level of care which the

patient is receiving treatment is therefore the

least intensive level at which the patient's

problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic

disease management of the patient's condition

at a less intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 6: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(s) that

justified the admission to the present level of

care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have

achieved the maximum' possible benefit from
engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more
or less intensive) in the same type of services,
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or. discharge frorr) treatment, is therefore
Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has

demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her ability to resolve his or her
probl6m(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 0: The patient has

experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new

problem(s). and can be treated effectively at a
more intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Recovery
Support Services and Transitional Living.

2.6.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

hltps://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-C€nter

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research: or

2.8.6.3.2. The service is supported by a documented
body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/
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2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
available at http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-
Series-T reatment-improvement-Protocols-TI PS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/llst/series7namesTechnical-

Asslstance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and

nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that Include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the

use of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco

cessation counselors available through the

QuitLine; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum;

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral

tobacco products or 'spit' tobacco, and the use of electronic

devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.
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2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited

outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate

containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly

maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use. in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLAOC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. Sufficierit staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served. Including, but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as Ml-AOCs. LAOCs, and

individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or

the Board of psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver
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any clinical or recovery support services within their scope of

practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have

completed the required courseworic for licensure by the Board
of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers. Board of Mental

Health Practice or Board of Psychology and are working to
accumulate the work experience required for .licensure.

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery

support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed

supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may
deliver intensive case management and other recovery
support sen/ices within their scope of practice provided that
they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals

who are working to accumulate the work experience required
for certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case
management and other recovery support services within their

scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct

supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the

Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular inten/als in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and

evidence based practices, at a minimum;

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or

therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. ' The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice. available at
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http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-Counseling-
Compelencies/SMA15-4171: and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional

boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part

2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department. In writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a

copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required sen/ices for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related .to student interns,to
address minimum coursework. experience and core competencies for those interns

having direct contact with individuals senred by this contract. Additionally. The
Contractor must have student intems complete an approved ethics course and an

approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment

records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and

an approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies; The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as

safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules

relating to confidentiality
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3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements. ^
3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide In-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written Informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the Stale of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all information that is entered into the

WITS system;

5.2.3. Any information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose Information Is entered into the WITS

system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2 and/or consent in
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.
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5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall

be assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are In a program that Is funded by
or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1.

6.1.2.

6.1.3.

National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.-1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged b

6.1.1.3.

6.1.1.4.

ecause they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

The above NOMs In Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month orquarter;

All critical incidents to the bureau In writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. 'Critical Incident" means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being. including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.
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6.1.4. ^1 cor^tact with law enforcement to the bureau In writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,
which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1.- The reporting individual's name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
individual(s) involved In the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what. when,
where, how the event happened, and other
relevant information, as well as the identiftcation

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a
crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form'
(February 2017). available at

hltps://svww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-form.pdf
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that Is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional Information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.
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7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as. but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources
to consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the
contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the
contract period that has elapsed. If there, is a difference of

more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed time
on the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department
within 5 days and submit a'plan for correcting the discrepancy
within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet. Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments

divided - by total operating expenditures. less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
term investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not include common stock.
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8,1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a

minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale; This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and Interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

-minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets;

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data; The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.
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8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shalj provide requested
information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
litigation, investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially Impact or Impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet. Profit & Loss Statement. Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
Include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients covered by enhanced room and board
payments for residential level of care 3.5 under this contract that enter care directly
through the Contractor who consent to information sharing wjlh the Regional Hub for
SUD Services receive a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination.

9.2. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Regional Hub
for SUD Services for residential level of care 3.5 who will be covered by enhanced room
and board payments under this contract have proper consents in place for transfer of
Information for the purposes of data collection between the Hub and the Vendor.
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The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from ali
sources of funds.

9.3. the Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.4 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including
but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, will be used to

assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures;

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention; % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (MOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged
meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge cornpared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.5.3. Reduction irVno change in number of individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have

stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.5.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating In
community support services at last service compared to first
service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the

Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The dction(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
. deficiency;
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10.2.3. The specific steps and lime line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure lhat the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation. Block
1.8. of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention. Treatment,
and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.
Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFOA #93.959);

2.4. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, State
Opioid Response Grant (CFDA #93.788) and;

f

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services
in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this
contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services
.described the Exhibit A. Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a

service that is not covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a
service that is covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1. but payment of the
deductible or copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.

Hop6 on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibli B. Amenttmomin vendor IniiiaJi
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Hurhan Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are alMnclusive contract rates to

deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that Is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
amount to charge the Department for services delivered as part of (his

Agreement (See Section .5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit
8*1, Amendment Service Fee Table, except for Chlldcare (See Section 10 below).
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation

provided under this contract from public and private insurance

plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited

processing to the greatest degree possible In order to not delay a

client's admittance into the program and to Immediately.refund any

overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for.all services billed,

payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided
to an eligible client under this contract, as follosvs:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate,
in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #1, v^en the insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Amendment ff1. Except

when the client's deductible or copay creates a financial hardship as
defined In section 3.3.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B. Amendment #1.
Section 11, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private Insurer will not remit payment for the full

amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1.

5.2.3. Third: If. any portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 Exhibit B-1.

Amendment #1 remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the
client's insurer (if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall

charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-

1. Amendment #1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by
private insurer and the amount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1. Service Fee Table multiplied by
the corresponding percentage stated In Exhibit 6. Amendment #1. Section 11

Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

Hope on Haven Hilt Inc. ExNbitB, Amendment ivi Vendor Inltiats
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for Initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after t>eing informed in writing and counseled
regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions Including discharge
from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial
accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1. except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living (See Section 7 below) and

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B,
Amendment #1, Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated In Exhibit 8-
1. Amendment U^ Service Fee Table, the Contractor, shall refund the parties In
the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or
Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other-parties, according to a correct application
of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the

Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed
upon l)etween the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Enhanced Room and Board for Medicaid clients with
Opioid Use Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care level 3.5.
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments

up to $100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care 3.5.

6.2. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.2.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.2.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.2.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.2.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range
identified in 6.2.2

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. ExhIbU B. Amendment #i Vendor iniUett
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Now Hampshire Department of Heaith and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

6.2.5. Arhount being billed to the Department for the service

6.3. The Contractor wlH submit an invoice by' the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses
incurred for room and board in the prior month. The State shall make
payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each invoice for
Contractor sen/ices provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices must be
submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.4. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid tJse
Disorder.

6.5. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with
documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving
services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services
7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to;

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment

#1 using the sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

if the percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and

board per week:

0%-l38% $0
139%-149% $6

150%-199% $12
200% - 249% $25
250% - 299% $40
300% - 349% $57
350% - 399% $77

7.3.

7.4.

The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to
room and board.

8. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living

Hope on Haven Kill Inc. exhibit B. Anwndment«1
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

0.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this contract
to the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare,
and private insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to
the sliding fee scale.

8.2. Notwithstanding Section 7.1 above, the Contractor may charge in accordance
with Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract
only when the client does not have any other payer source other than this
contract.

9. Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
9.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for intensive

case management under this contract only for clients who have been admitted

to programs in accordance to Exhibit A. Scope of Services and after billing
other public and private insurance.

9.2. The Department will not pay for Intensive case management provided to a
client prior to admission.

9.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the service
is authorized by the Department.

/

10. Additional Billing Information; Transportation
10.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5 above

and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation provided in
Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows:

10.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in
accordance with Exhibit B-1. Amendment #1 Service Fee Table for

Contractor's staff driving time, when using the Contractor's own
vehicle for transporting clients to and from services required by the
client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than a full
hour, then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute
intervals for actual work completed; or.

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for
cab fare, in order for the dient to receive transportation to and from
services required by the client's treatment plan.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support the
cost of transportation arKj provide said records and receipts to the Department
upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

11. Charging for Child Care

Hope on Haven Hia Inc. Exhibit B, Antondmantei Vendor Inittals
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

11.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the
Department for Childcare provided In Exhibit A Scope of Services, Section

2.4.2.3 as follows:

11.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #1 Service Fee Table

for when the Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is

receiving treatment or recovery support services, or

11.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care
provider.

11.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support the
cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

11.3; The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

12. Sliding Fee Scale
12.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit 6,

Amendment #1. Section 5 above.

12.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follov^:

Percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit 8-1 to Charge
the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

12.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 316-B:12-3.

13. Submitting Charges for Payment
13.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Web Information Technology

System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #1 Sen/ice Fee

Table. The Contractor shall:

13.1.1.

13.1.2.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

RPA-2019-e0AS-01 -SUaST-OS

Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after

the date the service was provided to the client

Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that
encounter notes are ready for review.

Exhibit B. Anwndment Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

13.1.3. Correct errors, if any, In the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and

are ready for review.

13.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval

for the billing month.

13.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

13.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of

the last day of the billing month may be subject to non>payment.

13.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this

contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through

WITS, the contractor shall work with the.Department to develop an alternative

process for submitting invoices.

14. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

15. The Contractor will keep detailed records oMheir activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

16. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or In part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law. rule or regulation applicable to the services
provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

17. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

18. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment

(SAPT) Block Grant funds:
18.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

18.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block

Grant expenditures to:

18.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse

services.

18.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in

Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or

correctional Institutions of the State.

18.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose

of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human

Hope on Haven HiU Inc. Exhibit 8. Amendment iVi Vendor Inldab -gE-
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #1

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied

by appropriate pre and post*test counseling.

18.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose

of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs
or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for
intravenous drug abusers.

18.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as

foliows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious

organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA. without impairing the

religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a. 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable

Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory

provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in

2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local

govemment to organizations participating in applicable programs

may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,

religious instruction, or proselytlzation. if an organization conducts

such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location,

from the programs or services for which it receives funds directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local govemment under any

applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Hope on Haven HBl inc. Exhibit B. Arnendmenttfl Vendor Initisls
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B-1, Amendment 01

Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates in the Table A are (he maximum allowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Exhibit 8.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charfle Unit

1.1.

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

1.2.

Individual Outpatient $22.00 15 min

1.3.

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min

1.4.

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

1.5.

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00 Per day

1.6.

\

High-Intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and Parenting
Women), for clinical services and
room and board $154.00 Per day

1.7.

High-Intensity Residential Adult, on
Medicaid with OUD: Enhanced

Room and Board $100.00 Per day

1.8. High-Intensity Residential for all
other Pregnant and Parenting
Women: Room and Board $75.00 Per day

1.9. High-Intensity Residential for
Pregnant and Parenting Women on
Medicaid with OUD: Enhanced

Room and Board $100 Per day

1.10.

High-Intensity Residential only for
Pregnant and Parenting Women:
Clinical services only

/

$180.00 Per Day

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.
RFA-zoid-eoAS-oi-suesT-oe
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New Hampshire Departmer)t of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B'1, Amendment #1

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

1.11. Recovery Support Services:
individual Intensive Case

Management $16.50 15min

1.12. Recovery Support Services: Group
Intensive Case Management $5.50 15 min

1.13. Staff Time for Child Care Provided
by the Contractor, only for children
of Parenting Clients

Actual staff time up to
$20.00 Hour

1.14. Child Care Provided by a Child Care
Provider (other than the Contractor),
only for children of Parenting Clients

Actual cost to

purchase Child Care
According to the Child
Care Provider

1.15. Staff Time for Transportation
Provided by the Contractor, only for
Pregnant and Parenting Women and
fii^en

Actual staff time up to
$5.00 Per 15 minutes

1.16. Mileage Reimbursement for use of
the Contractor's Vehicle when

providing Transportation for
Pregnant and Parenting Women and
Men

Department's
standard per mile
reimbursement rate Per Mile

1.17. Transportation provided by a
Transportation Provider (other than
the Contractor) only to Pregnant and
Parenting Women and Men

Actual cost to

purchase
Transportation

According to the
Transportation Provider

Hop« on Haven Hill inc.
RPA-2019-BOAS^1-SUBST.06
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HJJMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BURBA V OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD. NH 05301
6<0*271-<UO l<800>8S2434SEitfi738

F«x: 6a3-271-610S TDD Acccn: I-800-73S-39M
wmT.dbbi.tib;gov

July 10. 2018

His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Coundl

Slate House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into retroactive Agreements with ̂ ree (3) of the Ihlrieen (13) Vendors listed below
in bold, b provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide, by
increasing the combined price limitation by $1,549,015, from $3,157,927, to an amount not to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1.2018, upon approval of the Governor and Executive Council
through June 30.2019.55.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.

Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, b amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed In bold, b nnodify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change b the
price limitation or completion date, effective upon the dale of Governor and Executive Council
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Governor and Executive Council on June 20,
2018 (Late Item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor

Vendor
Current

Amount

Increase/
Decrease

Revised

Budget

Olsm^ Home of New Hampshire, Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000

FIT/NHNH, Inc. $0 $645,775 $645,775

Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative ̂ nterKlng $247,000 $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism $0 $624,599 $624,599

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1i11B.371 _$o $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 ,  $278,641 $278,641

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 ■ - $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services $73:200 $0 $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540

The Community Council of Nashua. N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000

West Central Services. Inc. $59,490 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942
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Funds (0 support this request are available In State Fisral Year 2019 In the following accounts,
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Rscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, If needed and justified.

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS

DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS.
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS,
CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN Tt010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATiON ̂

Action#1)

Requested Action #1 Is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
continuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed In time to place
the item on the agenda for the June 20. 2018 Governor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering Into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findings. If these actions were not taken
retroactively, the result would have been a gap In critical substance use disorder treatment and
recovery support services in the State's two largest cities.

The Department raquests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
pre^'ously approved by Governor and Executive Counci] on June 20, 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements ̂11 allow the Vendors listed to providp an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who have
income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when (he use of alcohol and/or drugs causes

. clinically and functionally significant ImpairmenL such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
detained using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Rfth Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opioid
epidemic that continues to negatively impact New Hampshire's individuals, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array pf treatment services, including individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional living, high and low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they enrolled 2994 Individuals in service groups covered by the contract between May 1.2017 and April
30, 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths in New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20. 2018; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to Increase slightly as cases pre
still pending analysis. This reduction In deaths indicates that the overall strategy including prevention,
Intervention, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive impact.

The Departmerit published a Request for Applications Tor Substance Use Di^rder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2Q19-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Services website April 20. 2018 through May 10. 2018. The Department received sbdeen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Detriment selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) to provide these ser^ces (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of the Vendors* applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their expenence and/or capacity to
provide those services, tn addition the bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of sen/Ices by assessing client
income at intake end on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behaviora]
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging In activities Identified In the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above', in addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriater^ss. retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance Improvement goals In future contracts. Finally,
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

Ail thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contiact for up
to two (2) additior^l years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Governor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor and Executive Council detemnlne to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the vendors would not.have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide Individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery. -

Action #2)

Requested Action #2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors in meeting contract requirements.

The changes to the contracts include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enroUtng iri insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supen/ision requirements
that is not expected to negatively impact client care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put fohh in Action #1. These
chahges are being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the administrative burden associated with service delivery
without oompromtsing client care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Coundl determine to not authorize this Request Action #2,
the gap between the cost of care and relmbursemeht rates wlli remain the same, which vendors have
indicated may result in having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement In services provided.



His Excellency. Governor ChristopherT..Sununu
and (he Honorable Council
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
11010035-14, arxJ 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention. Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer availabie. General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

Katja S. Fox
Director

JCTrey A. Meyers
Approved

frey A. Meyers
Commissioner

The Department of Health and Human Servicaa' hCsslon Is to join eommuntias and famlBea
in pnvkilng opportunities tor dtians to eehieve hee/th and independerce.
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Attachment A

Financial Details

dS«S«2420$10-an20000 health and social services, health and humam svcs oept of. HHS: cmv for behavorul health,
BUREAU OF drug ft ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

Contmurfiy Coundl
oTNashUfrGr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health Vender Coda; 1S4112-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Tide Budget AiaourK
Increasaf Oecreose

Revised Modlflad

Budaat

2010 102-600734
Conbaets for Preg

S*c
S49.9S7 60 S48.A57

SuiHtotal S48.6S7 SO >  S48.657

Oisma Home of NH Vendor Code-TBO

State FbcalYaar Class/Account Title Budget Aetount IncrMse/Decraaso
Revised Uodlhed

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Prog

Svc
672.361 60 672.381

Stdi-tetal 672.381 60 672.381

Easter Soais of NH

Manchester

AlcohoSsm Rehab

CeiFairnsn Vendor Code: 177204-6005

Sute Fiscal Year ClasafAccount Title Budget Amount In croasc'Otcraas a
Re^^ldodined

Budget '

2019 102-500734
Contrects tor Prog

Svc
6337,208 SO 6337388

SuMotai 6337.208 $0 6337388

FTT/NHNH Vendor Coda 157730-6001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Aecount Tide Budgtt Amount Increasaf Dtcraase
Revised ModViad

Budget

2019 103400734
Centrads for Prog

Sw
60 6194.759 6194,759

Sub-total 60 6194.759 6194.759

Grafton Courtfir Vendor Code: 177397-800)

State Fiscal Year Ctaas/Account TUe Budget Amount incroasaf Decrease
Revised Modinad

Budget

2019 102-600734
Contracts tv Prog

Svc
*74.492 60 674.492

Subtetel 674.492 60 674.482

Greater Nashuo

Coundl on

Aloohaftsm Vendor Code 16S574-8001

State Fiscal Year Ctssa/Ac count TTOa Budget Amount bKiaasaf Decrease
Revised Uodillad

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
60 *106.372 *188.372

Subtotal SO ' 6188372 *108.372

nEKRS^ mc Vendor Code: 175229-6001

State Flacal Year Class/Account Tide Budget Amount Increase/ Oeqeue
Revised ModDted

Budoet

2019 I02-5C0734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
644.035 *44.635

Sub-total 644.635 60 *44.835

AttschmemA

FhancWOeoU

NgslelA



Attachment A

Financi»l Details

Hope 6n Haven Kia VendorCoda 27St1»^l

State FlauJ Year Claaa/Account Title Budget Amount Increaeel Deentaae
Raviaad ModUlad

Budoet

2019 102-600734
Contracts fcr Prog

Svc
SO $64,035 $^.035

Sub'tots] SO $84,036 $84,035

North Couwy
Health Comorthan Vendor Cede: 158657-6001

StatD Fitcal Year Clisa^Account Title Budget Amount Increase/Oecreeee
Rm4«ad MedJRed

Budoet

2019 102-600734
Ccntraca tor Prog

Svc
S88.678 $88,678

Subtotal $68,678 SO $88,878

Phoenix Housaa o(

New England, mc. Vdndor Code: 177589-6001

Stats Fbcal Year Claas/Acceuni Title Budget Amount Increese/ Decrease
Revised Modtfied

Budoot

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S70,24S $70246

Sub^oul S70.244 $0 $70,248

Scacoast Ypuih

Servicss Vendor Code: 203944-6001

(

State Fiscal Year CbssyAccount TtOe Budget Amount Inciaaac/ Decrease
Revtaed Modinad

Budoet

2019 ' 102-500734
Contracts tor Pnig

Svc
$22,076 $0 $22J>76

Sut>-tetal S2Z076 $0 $22,078

Sovtheastem NH

Alcohol and Dnig
Servicaa Vendor Ckide 15S292-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TWa Budget Amount Incraeec/ Oocrcase
-  Revieod Modined

Budoet

2019 102-600734
Conbaca tor Prog

Svc
$177,799 $0 $177,799

' Sub-total $177,799 $0 $177,799

WestCantrai

Servicea Vfendor Code: 177864-6001

State Fiacal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount tneraaee/Decrease
Revised Modlfled

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$17,942 $0 $17,942

SutWtOtBl $17,942 $0 $17,942

Teal Oev.fCotnm 1952J94 $487,188 $1,419,580

09-9S-02-020S10-3SB40000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH ANO HIMAN SVCS OEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BCHAVORtAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF DRUO A ALCOHOL SVCS. OJNICAL SERVICES (90% Fedenl Funds. 30% GMerai Funds FAIN T101003S CFDA 0X9$9}

Conmunlty Coundl
olN«shu»-Cr

Nashua Co0vn

Mental HeaOh

1

Vendor Code: 154112-6001

Sttta Fiscal Yaar Ctass/Account Title Budget Amount Increasa/ Decraesa
Rovbod Modified

Budoei

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$113,143 SO $113,143

Sub-total $113,143 to $113,143

ARKhmiM A

RMnclaiMtaR

Ncciore



Attachment A

Financial Details

Oiamaa Home of NH VenborCodeJBO

State Racsl Year CItu/Account Thte Budgat Amount irvcreese/ Oecrtase
Revised ModUM

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Preg

Svc
S167.619 $0 $157,619

Subtotal $167,519 $0 $167,619

Caster Scab ot NH

>aancHeatef

Alcaholism Rahab

Ctr/Fannim Vender Code: 177304-B005

State Ftscal Year CIsss/Accoutn Title Budgat Amount Increase! Ooereasa
Revtaed Modined

Budoet

2019 102-600734 ' Contracts tor Prog
8«c

$761,063 so $761,063

Sub-total $781.083 $0 $781,053

FTT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730^1

Stete Rscal Year Class/Account noo Budget Amount Incrcaae! Decrease
Revlaed Mtodtned

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $451,018 $451,016

Suthtotal SO $451,016 $451,016

Giafton County vendor Code: 177397-S003

•

State Pbcal Year 1  Class/Account Titie Budget Amount Increaso! Oecroaso
Revised Modified

Budoot

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$172,308 SO $172,505

Subtotal $172,508 SO $172,508

Greater Nashua

Coundl on

Atcohofism Vendor Coda: 16SS74-8001

Stete Rseat Year Class/AeeouiTt TWa Budget Amount ItKrvase/Decrease
Revised Modmed

Buduet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

■Svc
$0 $436,227 $435,227

Subtotal $0 $436,227 $436,227

Hoadrcct, (nc VendteCode: 176225-6001

Stete Fiscal Year Ctesa/Account Tide Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modiflad

Budool

2019 109-500734 Contracts tor Ptog
Svc

$103,364 $0 $103,354

8ut)-total $103,354 $0 $103,364

HopemHaveHI Vendor Coda: 275119-B001

State Tiscal Year Cfcm/Ac count Ttue Budget Amount Incraase/ Decrease
Rovlaed Modified

Budoet ■

2019 .  102-500734 Corttads tor Prog
Svc SO $194,605 $194,608

Sub-total $0 $194,808 $194,606

North Cou(«y
Haalth Consortium Vendor Code: 15S557-B001

State Fiscal Year Ctasa/Account TWo Budget Amount liKreesaf Decrease
Revtsad ModHlcd

Budoet

2019 102-500734 Cordracts for Prog
Svc $200,728 $0 $2ra,728

Sub-total $200,725 $0 $200,725

AtrxtmcntA
Hnandil Octal
Peie3of4



//
FORM NUMBER P07 (vertlon 5/8/15)

Subjecl: Substance Use Disorder Trealment and Recovery Support Services /RfA-20l9»BDAS'Ql'SUBST-06>

Notice: ThU figreemeni ond all of its attachments shall become public upon submission to Governor and
Executive Council for approval. Any information (hat is private, confidential or proprietary must
be clearly identified to the agency and agreed to in writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMENT

The State ofNcw Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

I. IDENTIFICATION. i

LI Suie Agency Name
NH Dcpanmcnl of Health and Human Services

1.2 Srate Agency Address
139 Pleasant.Street

Concord, NH 03301-3857

IJ Contractor Name

Hope on Haven Hill Inc.
1.4 Contractor Address

326 Rochester Hill Road

Rochester. NH 03S67

1.5 Contractor PhorK

Number

603.841.5353

1.6 Account Number

05-95-92-920510-3382-102-

500734; 05-95-92-920510-

3384-102-500734

1.7 Completion Date

June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

5278.641

1.9 Contracting Officer for Stale Agency
E. Maria Reincmann, Esq.
Director of Contracts and Procurement

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
603-271-9330

I.U ContmctorSignanire 1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory

.13 Acknowledgement: State of ^ , County of SW-^-^orC^ ^ ~
Or H, ̂ 0 , before the undersigned officer, personally oppeared the person identified in block 1.12. or satUfactorily
proven he LS&per:9Q whose name is sigtted in block LI 1. and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the capacity

' indicated in bld^-l- lJ?.
l.ll'il Sig«trture'orN'oi3(Y Public or Justice of iht Peace

i. 13.2 Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace
^ainoM. Hulls -

Notary hiOtc. Sttie oHlcnr ffampsNrs

WyCMHnissioeEiQues Nov. iiaOiO

1.14 Slate ^ 1.15 Name and Title of State Agency Signatory

1.16 Approval by the N.H. Department of Administration, Division of Pcntjr^eY (if applicable)

By: Director, On:

1.17 Approval by the Attorney General (Foryi./ ubilaiyk and Execution)/V'opp/icab/e.) //^

1.18.'* —aval by the Governor and Executive Council Mif applicable)

.Pagclof4



2. EMPLOYMENT OF CO^muCTOR/SERVlCES TO

BE PERFORMED. The State of New Hampshire, acting
through the agency identified in block 1.1 ("State"), engages
contractor identified in block IJ ("Contractor") to perform,
and the Contractor shall perform, the work or sale of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHiBfT A which is iraorporated herein by reference
("Services").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to the approval of the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, if
applicable, this Agreement, and all obligations of the parties
hacundcr, shall become elTcctivc on the date the Governor
and Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in
block 1.18, unless no such approval is re<iuircd. in which case
the Agreement shall become effective on the dale the
Agreement is signed by the State Agency as shown in block
1.14 ("Effective Date").
3.3 If the Contractor commences (lie Services prior to the
Effective Dale, all Services performed by the Contractor pripr
to (he Effective Date shall be performed at the sole risk of the
Contractor, and in the event-that (his Agreement does not
bmrne effeciive, the State shall have no liability to the
Contractor, including without limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs incurred or Services performed.
Contractor must complete all Services by the Completion Date
spcciQcd in block 1.7.

4. CONOmONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, all obligations of ihe State hcreunder, including,
.'without limitation, the continuance of payments hereundcr, are
contingent upon the availability and continued appropriation
of fonds, and in no event shall Ihe State be liable for any
paytrietUs hcreunder in excess of such available appropriated
funds, in the event of a reduction or termination of
appropriated funds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such funds become available, if ever, and shall
have the right to icrmioate this Agreement immediately upon
giving the Contractor notice of such tennination. The Stale
shall not be required to transfer fonds trom any other account
to the Account identified in block 1.6 in the event fonds in that

Account are reduced or unavailable. '

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/

PAYMENT.

5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms of
paymem ere identified and more particularly described in
E^^IBfT 8 which is incorporated herein by reference.
5.2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be (he
only and the complete reimbursement to the Contractor for all
e.\penses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
performance hereof, and shall be (he only and the complete
compensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to the Contractor other than the contract
price.

Page 2

5.'3 The State reserves the right to oITsel from any amoimts
otherwise payable to (he Contractor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required of permitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provision of (aw.
S.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to Ihe
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in
no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereundcr, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
1.8.

6. COMPUAjNCE by CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS

AiND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

6.1 In connection with the performance of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all stamtes, Laws, regulations,
and orders of federal, state, county or rrumicipal authorities
which impose any obligation or du^ upon the Contractor,
including, biit not limited to. civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. This may include the requirement to utilize auxiliary
aids and services to ensure that persons with communication
disabilities, IrKluding vision, hearing and speech, can
communicate with, receive information from, and convey
informstioo to (he Contractor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 During the term of this Agrecraem, the Contractor shall
not discriminate against employees or applicants for
employment because of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
handicap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will take
affirmative aciicnto prevent.such discrimination.
6.3 If (his Agreement is fonded in any part by monies of the
United States, the ConUactor shall comply with all the
provisions ofExecutive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"), as supplemented by (he ^
regulotions of the United States Deportment of Labor (41
C.F.R. Part 60), and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
as the Slate of New Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor further agrees to
permit the State or United Stales access to any of (be
Contractor's books, records and accounts for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance with all rules, regulattons and orders,
and the covenants, terms and conditions of this Agreement.

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Contractor shall at io own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Contractor
warrants that all personnel.engagcd in (he Services shall be
qualified to perform the Services, and shall be properly
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
laws.

7.2 Unless otherwise authorized io writing, during the tenn of
this Agreement, and for a period of six (6) months afler (he
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
corporation with whom it is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, who is materially involved in the
procurement, administration or performance of this

Ofd

Contractor Initials!^fe7^
Date



Agreement. This provision shall survive termination of this
Agreement.
7.3 The Contracting Officer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her successor, shall be the Slate's representative. In the even!
of any dispute concerning the interpretation of this Agreement,
the Contracting Officer's decision shall be final for the State.

8. £VCNT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES.

8.1 Any one or more of the following acts or omissions of the
Contractor shall constitute an event of default hertunder

CEvent of Default'*):
8.1.1 failure to perform the Services latisfaclorily or on
schedule;

8.1.2 failure to submit ony report required bereunder; and/or
8.1.3 failure to perform any other covenant, term or condition
of (his Agreement
8.2 Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, the Stale
may take any one, or more, or ail, of the following actions:
8.2.1 give the Contractor a written notice specifying (he Event
of DefiiuU and requiring it to be remedied within, in the
absence of a greater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
days from the date of the notice; and if the Event of Default is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, effecrive two
(2) days after giving the Cootmctor notice of tcnninaiion;
8.2.2 give the Contractor a vmtten notice specifying the Event
of Default and suspending all payments to be made under this
Agreement and ordering that the portion of the contract price
which would otherwise accrue to the Contractor during the
period from the date of such notice until such time as (be Stale
determines that the Contractor has cured the Event of Default

shall never be paid to the Contractor;
*8.23 set offagainst any olber obligationa the Sute may owe to
the Contractor tiny damages the Stale sufTen by reason of any
Event of Default; and/or
8.2.4 treat the Agreement OS breached and pursue any of its '
remedies al bw or in equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CO!VFIDEf^IALITy/
PRESERVATION.

9.1 As used in this Agreement, the uord "data" shall mean all
infofmation and things developed or obtained during the
performance of, or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, including, but not limited to,.all studies, reports,
files, fbrmube, surveys, rrups. charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawings, analyses,
graphic representations, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoranda, peers', and documents,
all whether finished or unfmtshed.

9 J All data and any property which has been received from
the Slate or purchased with funds provided for that purpose
under this Agreement, shall be the property of the Stale, and
shall be returned to the State upon demand or upon
termination of (his Agreement for any reason.
9.3 Confidentiality of data shall be governed by N.H. RS A
chapter 91 -A or other existing law. Disclosure of data
requires prior written approval of the State.
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10. TERfVl (NATION. In the event of an early termination of
this Agreement for any reason olber than the completion of the
Setvices, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
Officer, not bter than fifiecn (1S) days after the date of
termination, a report ('Termination Report") describing In
detail all Services performed, and the contract price earned, to
and including the date of termination. The form, subject
matter, content, and number of copies of the Terininalion
Report shall be identical to those of any Final Report
described in the attached EXHIBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In

the performance of (his Agreement the Contractor Is in all
respects an independent contractor, and is oeitbcr on agcat nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
oTicers. employees, agents or members shall have authority to
bind (he State or receive ony benefits, workers' compensation
or other emoluments provided by the State to its employees.

12. ASSICNM ENT/DE LEGATION/SUBCONTRACTS.

The Contractor sball not assign, or otherwise transfer any
interest in Ibis Agreement without the prior written notice and
consent of the State. None of the Services shall be

subcontracted by the Contractor wiiliout the prior written
notice and consent of the State.

13. INDEMNinCATION. The Contractor shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the Stale, its officers and
employees, from and against any and. all losses suffered by the
State, its officers bnd^roployees, and any and ail claims,
liabilities or penalties asserted against (he Stale, hs officers
and employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account of,
based or resulting from, arising out of (or which may be
claimed to arise out of) the acts or omissions of Ibc
Contractor. Notwithstanding (he foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of (he

sovereign immunity of the State, which immunity is hereby
reserved to the State. This covenant in paragraph 13 sball
survive the termination of this Agreement.

14. INSURANCE.

14.1 The Contractor shall, at its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, and sball require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maintain in force, the following
insurance:

14.1.1 comprehensive general liability insurance against all
claims of bodily injuty, death or property damage, in omounts
of not less than S l.OOO.OOOpcr occurrence and 82,000,000
aggregate; and
14.12 special cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to subparagraph 9.2 herein. In an amount not
less than 80% of the whole replacement value of the property.
142 The policies described in subparagraph 14.1 berein shall
be on policy forms and endorsements approved for use in the
State of New Hampshire by the N.H. Department of
Insurance, and issued by insurers licens^ in the State of New
Hampshire.

Contractor Initials



14.3 The Contractor shall fumish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, a certlficatefs)

' of msurance for el) iosurancc required under this Agreement
Contractor shall also furnish to the Contracting OfTicer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, certiGcatefs) of
insurance for all reoewalfs) of insurance required under this
Agreement no bter than thirty (30) days prior to the eapiracioti
date of each of the insurance policies. The c<rtificate(s) of
insurance and any renewals thereof shall be attached and art
incorporated herein by rererencc. Each certificatc(s) of
insurance shall contain a cbuse requiring the insurer to
provide the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellation or modification of the policy.

IS. WORKERS'COMPENSATION.

15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the Contractor is in compliance with
or exempt f^om. the requirements of N.K. RSA chapter 2&t -A
C^Vorkers'Compensation").
/S.2 To the extent the Contractor is subject to the
requirements of N.H. RSA cbopier 281 -A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers' Compensation in
connection with activities which the penon proposes to
undertake pursuant to this Agreement. Contractor shall
flimish the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers' Compensation In the
manner described in N.H. RSA chapter 281-A and any
applicable rcnewal(i) thereof, whicit shall be attached and arc
incorporaied herein by reference. The State shall not be
responsible for payment of any Workers' Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontraclor or employee of Contractor, which might
arise under applicable Slate of New Hampshire Workera'
Cdmpotsation laws In connection with the performance of the
Services under (his Agreement

Id. WAIVER OF BREACH. No failure by the State to
enforce any provisions hereof after any Event of Default shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to that Event of
Dcftult. or any subsequent Event ofDefault. No express
failure to enforce any Event of Oe&ult shall be deei^ a
waiver of the right of the State to enforce each and all of the
pfovisioru hereof upon any further or other Event of Default
00 the pan 0 f (he Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a pany hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly Slivered or given at the
time of mailing by certiried mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post OfTice address^ to the panics at the addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4. herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument In writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after approval of such
amendment, waiver or discharge by the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire unless no

such approval is required under the ciieumstances pursuant to
Stale law. rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws of the Slate of New Hampshire, and is birkltng upon and
inures to the benefit of the parties and their respective
successors and assigns. The wording used in (his Agreement
is (he wording chosen by the parties to express their mutuol
intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
in fovor of any party.

20. THfRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parties artd this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
are for reference purposes only, artd the words contain^
therein shall in do way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in the interpretation, construction or meaning of the
provisions of this. Agreement

22. special PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
forth in the attached EXHIBIT C are incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABLLITY. Lo (he event any of the provisions of
this Agrecmeot are held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any suie or federal (aw, the remaining
provisions of this A^emcnt will remain in foil force and
effecL

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed.in a number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original, constitutes the'entire Agreement arul
undetitanding between (he parties, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and understandings relating hereto.

Page 4 of 4
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Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services.
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

sen/ices they will provide to persons wrth limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an Impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

■1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department, has identified the Contractor as a
Subredpient In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12. with required consent
from a parent or tegat guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have Income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and
2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
that support the Resiliency arxi Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationaliiing the Continuum " of Care Model
(hltp://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and setf^directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities.to take responsibility for their sustained health, weOness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must

Hope on Haven HiU Inc EiNbd A Contractor
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2.2.2.1. Infomi the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services

available in order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of

services available in order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service

■ ^. providers Involved In the client's care and the client's support
~  ̂ network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services wilh the Departments Regional
Access Point contractor (RAP) that provides services
Including, but not limited to;

2.2.2.4.1. ' Ensuring timely admission of dienta to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring clients to RAP services when the

Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours

2.2.2.4.3. Referrtng clients to RAP services at the time of

discharge when a client is in need of RAP

services, and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance

of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2^3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Sbclety of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria. Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications. Including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of altematlve

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
^  other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

Hope on Haven HBIInc. EiWMA Comrectof bitiab^^S-
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exploration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications, including an examination. of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and
decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided

according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week.lsenrices for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a weel(.

2.3.1.4. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment services according to an individualized

treatment plan designed to support Individuals as they
transition back into the community. Transitional Living
Services are not deftned by ASAM. Transitional Living
services must Include at least 3 hours of clinical services per

week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a

Licensed Counselor or unlicensed Counselor, working under

the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining

hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supervisor or a
Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay In this
service is six (6) months. Adult residents typically work in the

community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.5. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential
substance use disorder treatment designed to assist
individuals who require a more intensive level of service in a

structured setting.

2.3.1.6. High Intensity Residential Treatment for Pregnant and
Parenting Women as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5.
This service provides residential substance use disorder

treatment to pregnant women and their children when

appropriately designed to assist Individuals who require a

more intensive level of service in a structured setting.

Hope on Havsn Inc. EihIM A Contrector IniUali.
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2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor may provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual
maintaining participation in treatment and/a recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor may provide recovery support services only in coordination
with providing at least one of the sen/ices In Section 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.6 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management
V

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group
Intensive Case Management In accordance
with SAMHSA TIP 27; Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https7/store.8amh8a.gov/product/TIP-27-

Comprehensive-Case-Managerhent-for-
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215)

and which exceed the minimum case

management requlrementa for the ASAM
level of care.

2.4.2.1.2. The Contractor will provide Intensive Case
Management by a:

2.4.2.1.2.1. Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the.
supervision of a Licensed
Counselor or

2.4.2.1:2.2. A Certifted Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the

supervision of a Licensed
Supervisor or

2.4.2.1.2.3. Licensed Counselor

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant and Parenting Women:

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation
services to pregnant and parenting women to

and from sen/ices as required by the client's
treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own
vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation

.2^Hop«on Haven HUlInc, ExhMA Contrsctof inftWs, ^
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passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable

Federal and State Department of
Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.Z2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New
Hampshire Administrative Rule

Saf-C 500 and inspected In

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good working order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules. Saf-C 1000,

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800
CommerctaJ drivers licensing, as

applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Pregnant and Parenting Women:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to

children of pregnant and parenting women
v\/hi!e the Individual is in treatment and case

management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care
and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed
childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable
Federal and State childcare regulations such as
but not limited to New Hampshire

Administrative Rule He^C 4002 Child Care

Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 t)elow:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting

in person, or electronicalty, or by telephone conversation) with

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Extaii A Contnctof inlUsl*.
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an Individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that Individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening wl^In two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact v\rfth the
Irxflvidua), using the eligibility module in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for sen/ices under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' Income prior to admission using the WTTS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients about any changes
In Income no less frequently than every 4
weeks.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.6 (except for Section 2.3.1.4
Transitional Living) within two (2) days of the Initial Intake Screening in
Section 2.5.2 atwve using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department
when the individual fs determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. . The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, include a method to obtain
clinical 'evaluations that include DSM 5 diagnostic Information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
in Octot^er, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3

business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the ctinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete cllnlcai evaluations In Section 2.5.4
above before admission ̂  Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3

Hope on Haven HlUlnc. ExhibttA Contractor Inillab .22^^-
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above before admission along with a clinical evaluation In Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In Section 2.3 determined by the client's dinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a sen/ice with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Section 2.5.4, in virfiich case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next avallabte higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's
service area that provides the service with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.0. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the
priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the'children are hot in.their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, including the provtslon of interim

senhces within the required 48 hour time frame. If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the. Regional Access Point service

provider in the client's area to connect the dient

with substance use disorder treatment services.

2.5.6.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman wKh identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance

must include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the dIent.

2.5.6.1.3. Provide interim senhces until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Hope on Haven HQ} Inc. ExhiMA Contractor InUlats.
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Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall include: . ^

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute Indlvlduat

or group outpatient session per
week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as

needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Dally calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.6.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opiold overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of Injection drug use including the
provision of Interim services within 14 days.

2.5.6.4. Individuals substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with OpiokJ Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substanoe use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders wtio are involved

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the nequiest of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent In pccordance virith 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client pn'or to receiving slices for Individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client Is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving sendees.

2.5.11. The Contractor must Include in the cor^nt forms language for client
consent to share Information with other social service agencies Involved in
the client's care, Including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families

(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

Hope or^-Haven Hin Inc. EjAlbSA Contractor mnists SMl
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2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section
2.5.11 above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information

sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescirid the
consent at any time without any Impact on services provided under this

contract. '

2.5.14. 7*he Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The^Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

separately for adolescent and adults, unless othenvise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents at^ adults do not
Qhare the same resider>cy space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation In Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service
u

and payer source for all the services.

Hope on Haven KiD Inc. ExHbltA Contnctor Uittlsls
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2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance wWh Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, either
directly or through a closed-^oop referral to a community provider. Other
potential sources for payment Include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1 Enrollment In public or private Insurance, Including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after Intake.

2.8. Service Oellvery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of

treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,

on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all cGents for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at alt phases of treatment, such as at Initial contact
during screening, Intake, admission, on-going treatment services artd
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract If a client's risk level indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate
withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and
provide ori-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure thai
withdrawal Is managed safely.

2.6.2.2. Refer clients to a fadfity where the services can be provided
when a ciienfs risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that Is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days of the clinical
evaluation (in Section 2.5.4 above), that address problems in all ASAM
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(2013) domains which justlfled the client's admittance to a given level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.6.3.1. Include In all Indtvlduallzed. treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions written In'terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (Irxiluding clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individuars ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the
individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there is a stated time frame for completion
that Is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. , Include the client's Involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM)^ domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent Treatment plan updates much include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the cl'ient

is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes In the dients
functionlr^ relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the dient needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning In any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the dient and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicabie, documentation of the dient's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

Hope on Haven HIH Ina Exhibit A Contrsdor tnlUato
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2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and Interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In WITS.

2.0.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with
other providers.

2.6.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance If appropriate.
consents from the client, Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and in compliance with state, federal taws and
state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the dient does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider If appropriate
consents from the client," including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws
and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and If the dient does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contrador will make an appropriate referral to
one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the dient. induding
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, ^e
obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support prowder, and if the client
does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contrador will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
vrith that provider If appropriate consents from
the dlent, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance In

compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.0.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

Hqp« on Havtn Hid Inc. Exhibit A Contractor Inftists
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setting, to meet with clients to describe

available services and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party insurance. If
appllcabie. If appropriate consents from the

client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consenl, if
applicable, are obtained in advance In

compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.17. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the client, Including but not limited
to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF). probation/parole, as
applicable and allowable with consent provided
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the dienfs file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section 2.3.1.4), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are In
accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.6.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated ̂ in the Individualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to vyork toward his or her
treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient Is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated In the
individualized treatment plan. Continued

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. ExhftritA Comradof Inlllila ftl
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treatment at the present level of care Is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work to^rd his/her treatment
goats; and/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
have been Identilied that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The new
problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and Intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current

level of care. The level of care which the

patient Is receiving treatment is therefore the
least Intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for

transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the

Individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(9) that
justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient Is determined to have

achieved the maximum possible benefit from
engagement In services at the cument level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more
or less intensive) in the same type of sen/ices,

or discharge from treatment. Is therefore
indicated: or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of -capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her abiiity to resolve his or her

problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of service, or

Hope on Haven HiD Inc. Exhibit A Contxactor IntUsls mO- ̂
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discharge from treatment. Is therefore indicated;

or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new
probiem(s), and can be treated effectrvely at a

more Intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued

servlcesAransfery or discharge is necessary for Recovery
Support Services and Transitional Living.

. 2.8.6. The Contractor shall driver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be Included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resourc8-oenter

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published In a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. the substartce use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

follOA/ing:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service is supported by a documented .
body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services In this Contract In accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be

purchased online through the ASAM wet)site at:
http:/Mww.asamcriteria.org/

2.6.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)

available at http://8tore.6amhsa.gov/li8t/series7namesTIP-
Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.6.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available at

http://8tore.samh8a.gov/list/8erie87namesTechnlcai-
Assistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumbersi

Hope on Haven HiO Inc. ExNbrt A Contnctsr initlslt
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2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1,

2.9. Clierit Education

2.9.1 The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.11 Hepatitis C Vinjs (HCV)

2.9.12. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.13. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.14. Tobacco Education Tools that include:

2.9.14.1 Asses clients for motivation in stopping the use
of tobacco products;

2.9.14.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Pr^eritlon & Control
Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

QuitLine; and

2.9.14.3. Shall not use tobacco use,< in and of Itself, as
/

grounds for discharging clients from sen/ices
being provided under this contract.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1 The Contractor must ensure a tot^acco-free environment by havir>g policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.11 Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral

tobacco products or 'spif tobacco, and (he use of electronic
devices;

2.10.12. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

fadlrties at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco In any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.15. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

Hope on Haven HH] Inc. Exhibit A Contractor imuab mQ: .
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j

2.10.1.6.1. A designated-smoking area(8) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. Ail materials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area Is not properly
maintained, It can be eliminated at the

. discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use In personal vehicles when transporting

people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the

Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included In employee, client, and
^  visitor orientation.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2; Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds

the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided arxj
the number of clients served.

3.1.3. All unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support

services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No licensed supervisor shall supen/ise more than twelve unlicensed staff

unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See
Exhibit A-1 Section 8.1.2).

3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50
clients or portion thereof. ^

3.1.6. Provide ongoing clinical supen/lsion that occurs at regular intervals in

accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. . and

evidence based practices, at a minimum:

Hope on Haven Mil) Inc. ExhtbBA Contractor inUats.
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3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and penodic assessment
of progress:

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimize the leamir^ experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice Issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
Practice," available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-
Counseling-Competencl8s/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of char^ges In key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
ciearty Indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying put this
scope of services Is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which dearty indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to
address minimum coursework, e)q)erience and core competendes for those Interns
having direct contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student intems complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competendes: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3.2.2, and appropriate Information security and confidentiality practices for

Hope on Haven Wn Inc. E^iUA Contrector Wttel*
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handling protected health Inrormation (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment

records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies; The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and mlee

relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-senrice training to all staff Involved in client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effective date, on the follovwng:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-senrice training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
Immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained

: staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Faciirties Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional lioensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management/services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor Is responsible for ensuring that the faculties where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all client.activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system Is administered by the Stale of New Hampshire:

Hope on Haven HID Inc. ExhfbilA Contractor InMah
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5.2.2. State employees have access to all information that is entered into the
WITS system:

5.2.3. Any Information entered Into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any dient whose information Is entered into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the Informed consent In 5.2 and/or consent in
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered Into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any dient who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1,2 shall
be assisted In finding alternative payers for the
required sen/ices.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor Shan report on the folJowing:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WITS for

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all dients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all dients who are discharged for reasons other than
those spedfied above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web t)ased contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident. The Corrtractor'agrees that:

6.1.3.1. 'Critical incident' means any adual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being. induding but not limited to:

6..1.3.1.1. Abuse;

Hope on Haven HID Inc. ExtiEbit A Contrsdor InBlab
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6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical en'or.

6.1.4. All contact with lew enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
Immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting tndividuars name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
individual(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the everrt;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,

where, how the event happened, and other
relevant information, as vrall as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had

reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the senllnel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed 'Sentinel Event Reporting Form'
(February 2017), available at
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reportlng-f6rm.pdf
to the bureau
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6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to

the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding. Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above If required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement-
7.1. . The Contractor shall participate in alt quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as. but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation In electronic and In-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation In site visits

7.1.3. ' Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
amay to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services statevi/ide by.

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistentiy and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
. funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of more than

10% between expended funding and elapsed time on the
contract the Contractor shall notify the Department within 5
days arxl submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will

be evaluated on the following:
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6.1.1. Days of 'Cash on Hand;

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments
divided by total operating expenditures. less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments
on -debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
term investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard; The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

.  8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio;

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates .the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depredation/Amortization

Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

6.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements identifying cunent portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.
\

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover its liabilities.
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. 8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula; Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data; The Contractor's Monthly Finaricial
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either

6.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Har»d and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two.(2) consecutive rnonths; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to sut)mlt a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at (east
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance Is achieved;

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional infomiation to assure

continued access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall Inform the Department by phor^e and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
litigation, Investigation, complaint, daim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.
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9. Performance Measures
9.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as In Section 9.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse,
including but not limited to the opioid epkJemtc and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, wilt be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting services who receive any
service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.

9.2.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on
at least 2 separate days within 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Clinically Appropriate Services; % clients receiving ASAM Criteria
identified SLID services (as Identified by Initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of cun^entiy enrolled clients receiving any type of SLID
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days wHhIn 45 days
of inHialscreening.

9.2.5. Treatment Completion; Total # of discharged (dis-enrolled) clients
completing treatment

9.2.6. Natiorial Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.2.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase In/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last sen/Ice compared to first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase in/no change In number of Individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of Iridividuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first
service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department the

Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and aD findings.

10.2. The corrective action plan shalllnclude:

Hope on Haven HHI Inc. ExhtolA Contracaof fnitlan
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10.2.1. The action(8) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3. The Specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and '

10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

The Contractor shall comply with the following requirements:

1. Requirements for Organizational or Program Changes.
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes in any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership;
1.1.2. Physical locatiph;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2. When there Is a new administrator, the followtr^ shall apply:
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with Immediate notice v^en an

administrator position t>ecomes vacant; '
1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the department In writing as soon as possible prior to

a change in administrator, and Immediately upon the lack of an administrator,
and provide the department with the following:

1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of the new administrator required in Section 1.2
above;

1.2.2.2. A resume identifying the name and qualifications of the nw administrator;
and

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator;
1.2.3. When there Is a change In the name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secretary of State, If applicable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted, program, It shall submit to the
department:

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clients being served in the
contracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the client's records being served in
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below and
with the consent of the client.

2. Inspections.
2.1. For the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at any time to Inspect the following:
2.1.1. The facility premises;
2.1.2. All programs and services provided under the contract; and
2.1.3. Any records required by the contract.

2.2. A notice of deficiencies shall be issued when, as a result of any inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor is in violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. if the notice Identifies deficiencies to be corrected, the Contractor shall submit a plan of
correction In accordance within 21 working days of receiving the Inspection findings.

3. Administrative Remedies.

3.1. The department shall impose administrative remedies for violations of contract
requirements, including:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correction (POC);
3.1.2. Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor:
3.1:3. Suspension of a contract; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract ^

Hope on Haven Hill, Inc. Exhibit A-1 . Contactor Inltlalsrl/Z^y
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3.2. When administrative remedies are Imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency;
3.2.2. Identifies the specific remedyfs) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor with Information regarding the right to a hearing in
'  accordance with RSA 541-A and He-C 200.

3.3. A ROC shall be developed and enforced In the following manner:
3.3.1. Upon receipt ̂  a notice of deficiencies, the Contractor shall submit a wntten

POC within 21 days of the date on the notice describing:
3.3.1.1. How the Contractor Intends to correci each deficiency;
3.3.1.2. What measures will be put in place, or what system changes will be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submission of the POC;
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that;

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance with contract requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices as cited In the inspection

report
3.3.2.3. Prevents a new violation of contract requirements as a result of

implementation of the POC; and
3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon which the deficiencies will be corrected;

3.4. If the POC is acceptable, the.department shall provide written notification of acceptance
of the POC;

3.5. If the POC is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor In writing of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the wntten notification in 3.5 above;

3.7. The reused POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed in accordance with
.  3.3.2 above:

3.8. If the revised POC is not acceptable to the department, or is not submitted within 21
days of the date of the written notification in 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC in accordance vrith 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the Implementation of any POC that has t)een submitted
and accepted by:
3.9.1. Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.9.2. Conducting a fonow-up inspection; or
3.9.3. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled inspection;

3.10. Verification of the Implementation of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor In the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been Implemented by the completion date, the
Contractor shall be issued a directed POC in accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shall develop and impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contractor to Implement when:

3.12.1. As a result of an inspection, deficiencies were Identified that require Immediate
corrective action to protect the health and safety of the clients or personnel;

3.12.2. A revised POC is not submitted wfthin 21 days of the written notification from the
department; or

Hope on Haven HiH. Inc. Exhibit A-1 Contactor Initialitial
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3.12.3. A revised POC submitted has not been accepted.
. 4. pLjti^and Responsibilities of All Contractors.
.  4.i;''ffie Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,

ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder, as
applicable.

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoirtg basis.

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the rtecessary qualified personnel, facilities, equipment,
and supplies for the safety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and implement written policies and procedures governing
its operation and all services provided.

4.5. Ail policies and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6. The Contractor shall:
4.'6.1. Employ an administrator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the

Contractor;
4.6.2. Maintain a current job description and minimum qualifications for the

administrator, Including the administrator's authority and duties; and
4.6.3. Establish, in writing, a chain of command that sets forth the line of authority for

the operation of the Contractor the staff position(s) to be delegated the authority
and responsibility to act In the administrator's behalf when the administrator is
absent.

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents in a public area:
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's policies and procedures relative to the implementation

of client rights and responsibilities, including client confidentiality per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies identifying the
location of, and access to all fire exits.

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading information to the department.

4.9. The Contractor shall comply with all conditions of warnings and administrative remedies
Issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit and allow any department representative to Inspect the
certified premises and all programs and services that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract

4.11. The Contractor shall:

4.11.1. Report all critical Inddents and sentinel events to the department In accordance
with Exhibit A, Section 20.2.3;

4.11.2. Submit additional Information if required by the department; and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shall Implement policies and procedures for reporting;
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploitation, in accordance with RSA 169-

C:29«30; and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults. In accordance with RSA 149-

F;49.
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4.13. The Contractor shall report ail positive tuberculosis test results for personnel to the
office of disease control in accordance with RSA 141-0:7, He-P 301.02 and He-P
301.03.

4.14. For residential programs, If the Contractor accepts a client who is knovm to have a
disease reportable under Me-P 301 or an infectious disease, which is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body vkrhich might or might not be
contagious, the Contractor shall follow the required procedures for the care of the
clients, as specified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2007 Guideline for Isolation Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infectious
Agents in Healthcare Settings. June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall implement state and federal regulations on client confidentiality.
Including provisions outlined In 42 CFR 2.13. RSA 172:8-a, and RSA 318-6:12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a dient or the cfienfs guardian or agent. If
any, with a oopy of his or her dient record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contrador shall develop polides and procedures regarding the release of
iriformation contained in dient records, in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Ad (HIPAA), and RSA 318-6:10.

4.18. All records required by the contract shall be legible, current, accurate and available to
the department during an Inspedion or Investigation conduded In accordance with
this contrad.

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall develop written polides and
procedures designed to proted the privacy of clients and personnel that at a
minimum, Include:

4.19.1. Procedures for backing up files to prevent loss of data;
4.19.2. Safeguards for maintaining the confidentiality of information pertaining to clients

and staff; and
4.19.3. Systems to prevent tampering with infonnation pertaining to dients and staff.

4.20. The Contractor's service site(s) shall:
4.20.1. 6e accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessibility and barrier

free guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 etseq;
4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

activities, as applioable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confidential dient records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.

4.21. The Contrador shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contrador and its

staff, as well as a mechanism for reporting unethical condud.
4.22. The Contrador shall maintain specific policies on the following;

4.22.1. Client rights, grievance and appeals polides and procedures;
4.22.2. Progressive discipline, leading to administrative discharge;
4.22.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;
4.22.4. Policies on dient alcohol and other drug use while in treatment;
4.22.5. Policies on client and employee smoking that are in compiiance with Exhibit A,

Section 2.11;
4.22.6. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, Induding a requirement for the filing

of written reports of actions taken In the event of staff misuse of alcohol or other
drugs; • ■ r\
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4.22.7. Policies and procedures for holding a client's possessions;
4.22.8. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medication policy;
4.22.10. Urine specimen coflection. as applicable, that:

4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection is conducted in a manner that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.2. Minimize falsification;
4.22.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the following:

4.22.11.1. Medical emergencies;
4.22.11.2. Infection control and universal precautions, including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
4.22.11.3. Reporting employee Injuries;
4.22.11.4. Rre monitoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill policy and

procedures;
4.22.11.5. Emergency closings;
4.22.11.6. Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

4.22.12.Procedures for protection of client records that govern use of records, storage,
removal, conditions for release of information, and compliance with 42CFR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); and

4.22.13.Procedures related to quality assurance and quality improvement.
5. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall maintain procedures regarding collections from client fees, private
or public insurance, arxJ other payers responsible for the client's finances; and

5.2. At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the client, and the
Qlienfs guardian.'agent, or personal representative, with a listing of all known applicable
charges and identify what care and ser^ces are included In the charge.

6. Client Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of all client saeenings, Including:

6.1.1. The cllerit name and/or unique client Identifier;
6.1.2. The client referral source;
6.1.3. The date of initial contact from the client or referring agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of the screening, Including the reason for denial of senrlces if

applicable;
6.1.6. For any client who Is placed on a waitlist, record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and Interim sen/ices or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of all client contacts between screening and removal from the waitlist:
and

6.1.8. Date client was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal
6.2. For any client who is denied services, the Contractor is responsible for:

6.2.1. Informing the client of the reason for denial;
6.2.2. Assisting the client in identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny services to a cQent solely because the client:
6.3.1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.3.2. Relapsed from an earlier treatment;
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications, including but not limited to opiates or
benzodiazepines; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4. The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department.

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a current job deschption for all staff, including contracted

staff, volunteers, and student Interns, which shall include:
7.1.1. Job title;
7.1.2. Physical requirements of the position;
7.1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. Title of immediate supenrisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and Implement policies regarding criminal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, Include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record;
7.2.2. Requiring the administrator or his or her designee to obtain and review a

cnminal records check from the New Hampshire department of safety for each
prospective employee;

7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to ensure the health, safety,
or well-being of clients:

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions in this or any other state;
7.2.3.2. Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault,. fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
7.2.3.3. Rndings by the department or any administrative agency in this or any other

state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3 above for good cause shown.

7.3. All staff. Including contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualifications of the position as

listed in their job description; . j
7.3.2. Not exceed the criminal background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

-  unless waived for good cause shown, in accordance with policy established in
7.2.4 above;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certified as required by state statute and as
applicable;

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with clients, which includes:

. 7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics. Including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Contractors policies on client rights and responsibilities and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confidentiality requirements as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as required In Section
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Section 18 below. p.
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibilities and the policies, procedures, and guidelines
of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administrative and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. The Contractor's Infection prevention program;
7.3.4.8. The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responsibilities of personnel In an emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found

in RSA 181-F and RSA 169-C:29; and
7.3.5. Sign and date documentation that they have taken part in an orientation as

described in 7.3.4 above;

7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual in-service education, which includes a review of
all elements described In 7.3.4 above.

7.4. Prior to having contact with clients, employees and contracted employees shall:
7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening

conducted not more than 12 months prior to employment which shall include at a
minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee;
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious illness or any other illness

that would affect the examir^e's ability to perform their job duties;
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-step tuberculosis (TB) test. Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (COG); and
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practitioner;

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while wailing for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centers for Disease Control Guidelines for
Prevertting the Transmission of Tuberculosis in Health Facilities Settings, 2005,
If the person has either a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or potential
for occupational exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employees, contracted employees, volunteers and independent Contractors who have
direct contact with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store in a secure and confidential manner, a current
personnel ftle for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall include, at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. A completed application for employment or a resume, including:
7.6.2. Identification data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the current job description or agreement, signed by the individual, that

identifies the:

7.6.4.1. Position title;
7.6.4.2. Qualifications and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position:

7.6.5. Written ven'fication that the person meets the Contractor's,qualifications for the
assigned job description, such as school transcripts, certifications and licenses as
applicable; rt\cCL
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certification In

health care fteld and CPR certification, if applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for communicable diseases results required In 7.4 above;
7.6.9. Written performance appraisals for each year of employment including

description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by (he
person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual in-senrice education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Information as to (he general content and length of all continuing education or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed statement acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the client's rights and responsibilities, including confidentiality
requirements, and acknowledging training and Implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the time the Initial offer of employment is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction In this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a threat to the health, safety or
well-being of a client; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency in
this or any other state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An individual need not re-disclose any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above If the

documentation is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
granted a waiver so that the individual can continue employment.

8. Clinical Supervision.
8.1. Contractors shall comply with the following clinical , supen/ision requirements for

unlicensed counselors;

8.1.1. All unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support
service shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supen/isor.

8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless
the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan.

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for
every forty (40) hours of direct client contact;

8.1.4. Supen/ision shall be provided on an Individual or group basis, or both,
depending upon the employee's need, experience and skill level;

8.1.5. Supervision shall include following techniques:
8.1.6.1. Review of case records;
8.1.6.2. Obsonratlon of interactions with clients;

' 8.1.5.3. Skill development; and
8.1.6.4. Review of case management activities; and

.  8.1.6. Supen/isors shall maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supen/ision In accordance with the
requirement of their licensure.

9. Clinical Senrices. "
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a clinical care manual which includes policies
and procedures related to all clinical sen/Ices provided.

9.2. All clinical services provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on the client's strengths:
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients l>elng served;
9.2.3. Be client and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma informed, which means designed to acknowledge the Impact of

violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance of addressing trauma
in treatment; and

9.3. Upon a dienfs admission, the Contractor shall conduct a client orientation, either
individually or by group, to include the following:
9.3.1. Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and facility;
9.3.2. Requirements for successfully completing the program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge;
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding confidentiality, Including the limits of conffdentlality

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the client to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a client's admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an

HIV/AIDS screening, to Include:
9.3.7. The provision of Information;
9.3.6. Risk assessment;
9.3.9. Intervention and risk reduction education, and .
9.3.10. Referral for testing, if appropriate, within 7 days of admission;

10. Treatment and Rehabifitation.

10.1. A LADC or unlicensed counselor under the supen/ision of a LADC shall develop and
maintain a written treatment plan for each client in accordance with TAP 21:
Addlctbn Counseling Competencies available at
http;//8tore.samhsa.gov/list/series?name~TechnicaUAssistance'PubIications-TAP8-
&pageNumber=1 which addresses all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall be developed as follows:
10.2.1. Within 7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatment plans shall contain, at a minimum, the following elements:
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and Interventions written in terms that are specific,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. Identifies the recipient's clinical needs, treatment goals, and objectives;
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths and resources for achieving goals and objectives

in 10.3.1 above;
10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet those needs, goals, and

objectives;
10.3.5. identifies referral to outside Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specific

goal or objective when the service cannot be delivered by the treatment
program;

10.3.6. Provides the criteria for terminating specific Interventions; and
10.3.7. Includes specification and description of the Indicators to be used to assess the

individual's progress. ^
Hope on Haven Hill, Inc. Exhibit A-1 Contactor lnltlats:^^Sr
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10.3.8. Documentation of participation by the ciient in the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the ciient and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based on any changes in any American Sodety of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever Is less frequent.

10.5. Treatment plan updates shallinclude:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting treatment plan goals

and objectives:
10.5.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals based on changes in the

clients functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a
different level of care based on changes in functioning in any ASAM domain and
documentation of the reasons for this assessment.

10.5.4. The signature of the dient and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment,
plan, or if applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the individualized treatment planning in 10.3 above, all Contractors
shall provide client education on;

10.6.1. Substance use disorders;
10.6.2. Relapse preventbn;
10.6.3. Infectious diseases associated with injection drug use, including but not Ilrhited

to. HIV, hepatitis, and-TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse; ' '
10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessation options;
10.6.7. The impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and the.

Importance of informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
.  10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. Ail group counseling sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer per

counselor.

10.8. Progress notes
10.8.1. A progress note shall be completed for each Individual, group, or family

treatment or education session.

10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the following compor>enls:
10.8.2.1. Data, including self-report, observations, interventions, curient

issues/stressors. functional impairment, interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as H relates to the current treatment plan;

10.8.2.2. Assessment, including progress, evaluation of Intervention, and obstacles
or barriers; and

10.8.2.3. Plan, including tasks to be completed between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and ^
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a dally shift change log which documents such
things as client behavior and significant events that a sut>sequent shift should be
made aware of.

Tl. Client Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. A client shall be discharged from a program for the following reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes in the client's functioning
relative to ASAM criteria;

11.1.2. Program termlrialion, including:
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2. Non-compliance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The client left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and
11.1.3. The client is inaccessible, such as the client has been jailed or hospitalized; and

11.2. In all cases of dient discharge or transfer, the counselor shall complete a narrative
discharge summary, including, at a minimum:

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;
11.2.2. The client's psychosodal substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the dient's progress toward treatment goals in all ASAM domains;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer;
11.2.5. The dient's DSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to Include other assessment testing

completed during treatment;
11.2.6. A summary of the client's physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer.
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, including all ASAM domains;
11.2.8. A determination as to whether the dient would be eligible for re-admission to

treatment, if applicable; and
11.2.9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days following a client's discharge or transfer from the program;

or • .

11.3.2. For withdrawal management services, by the end of the next business day
following a dient's discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, either from one level of care to another within the same
oertiried Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the client's treatment and progress towards
. treatment goals, to be induded in the dient's record; and

11.4.2. Update' the dient assessment and treatment plan.
11.5. When transferring a dient to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

shall fonward copies of the following information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of conrtdentia! Information is signed by the client:

11.5.1. The discharge summary;
11.5.2. Client demographic information, induding the client's name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Sodal Security
number; and

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment infomnation,
induding:

11.5.3.1. TB test results;
11.5.3.2. A record of the client's treatment history; and /wv-Ch
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11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or agency-recommended follow-up
treatment.

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that

11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care in all ASAM domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups including, when indicated, facilitated self-

help; and
11.6.3. Assists the client in making contact with other agencies or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document in the client record If and why the meeting in Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.6. A Contractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only if;
11.6.1. The client's behavior on program premises is abusive, violent, or Illegal;
11.8.2. The client is non-compliant with prescription medications;
11.8.3. Clinical staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may include

the client's continued use of illicit drugs or an unwillingness to follow appropriate
clinical interventions; or

11.8.4. The client violates program rules in a manner that is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive discipline policy.

12. Cfjent Record System.
12.1. Each Contractor shall have policies and procedures to implement a comprehensive

client record system, in either paper fonn or electronic form, or both, that complies
with this section.

The client record of each client served shall communicate Information in a manner that Is;

12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries In chronological order.
12.1.2. Easy to read and understand;
12.1.3. Complete, containing all the parts; and
12.1.4. Up-to-date, Including notes of most recent contacts.

12.2. The client record shall include, at a minimum, the following components, organized
as follows:

12.2.1. Rrst section, Intake/Initial Information:
12.2.1.1. identification data, including the client's:

12.2.1.1.1. Name;
12.2.1.1.2. Date of birth;
12.2.1.1.3. Address;
12.2.1.1.4.Telephone number; and
12.2.1.1.5. The last 4 digits of the client's Social Security number

12.2.1.2. The date of admission;

12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the client, the name and address
of:

12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; and
12.2.1.3.2. The representative payee;

12.2.1.4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact In the
event of an emergency;

12.2.1.5. Contact Information for the person or entity referring the client for services,
as applicable;

12.2.1.6. The nanie, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor ^
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12.2.1.7. The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor, if applicable;

12.2.1.6. The name and address of the client's public or private health Insurance
Contraclor(s), or both;

12.2.1.9. The cfient's religious preference, if any;
12.2.1.10. The client's personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The client's menial health history;
12.2.1.12i Current medications;
12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the client's current admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notification of client fights;

12.2.2. Second section, Screening/Assessment/Evaluation:
12.2.2.1. Documentation of all elements of screening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;
12.2.3. Third section, Treatment Planning:

12.2.3.1. The individual treatment plan, updated at designated intervals in
accordance with Sections 10.2 - 10.5 above; and

12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progress notes arKi reports from all programs Involved,
as required by Section 10.6 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section, Discharge Planning:
12.2.4.1. A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2 and 11.3

above;

12.2.5. Fifth section, Releases of Information/Miscellaneous:
12.2.5.1. Releaseof lnformationfarm8Compliantwlth42CFR, Pad2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to.the client; arxJ
12.2.5.3. Any other information the Contractor deems significant.

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record system, then the sections in
Section 12.3 above shall be tabbed sections.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic format, the sections in Section 12.3 above shall
not apply provided that alt Information listed in Section 12.3 above Is Included in the
electronic record.

12.5. All client records maintained by the Contractor or Its sub-Contractors, including paper
flies, facsimile transmissions, or dectronlc data transfers, shall be strictly confidential.

12.6. All confidential information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at all
times as follows:

12.6.1. Paper records and extemal electronic storage media shall be kept In locked file
cabinets;

12.6.2. All electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. All confidential notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client

as follows:

12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

12.7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor closing its treatment program shall
arrange for the continued management of all client records. The dosing Contractor

Hope on Haven Hill, Inc. Exhibit A-1 Contactor Initials:
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shall notify the department In writing of the address where records will be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12.8. The closing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the foUbwIng measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the departrrient
that it will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records within 10
working days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consent to another
Contractor, or

12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication Sennces.

13.1. No administration of medications, including physician samples, shall occur except by
a licensed medical practitioner working within their scope of practice.

13.2. All prescription medications brought by a client to program shall be In their original
containers and legibly display the following information:

13.2.1. The client's name;
13.2.2. The medication name arxl strength;
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.2.4. The route of administration;
13.2.5. The frequency of administration; and
13.2.6. The date ordered.

13.3. Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licensed practitioner.

13.4. All prescription medications, with the exception of nltroglycerin. epi-pens, and rescue
Inhalers, which may be kept on the client's person or stored in the client's room, shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. Ail medications shall be kept in a storage area that is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized personnel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to allow correct identification of each client's medicationCs);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated In a manner sufficient to allow reading of all medication labels;

and

13.4.1.4. Equipped to rnaintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.4.2. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-B:1-b, shall be kept In

a separately bcked compartment within the locked medication storage area and
accessible only to authorized personniel; and

13.4.3. Topical liquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shall
be stored in a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
client medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled in the following manner:
13.6.1: Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be allowed to be

brought Into the program;
■  13.6.2. OTC medication shall be stored In accordance with Section 13.4 above.

Hope on Haven Hill. Inc. Exhibit A-1 Contactor
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13.6.3. OTC medication containers shall be marked with the name of the client using the
medication and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner;

13.7. All medications self-administered by a client, with the exception of nilroglycerin, epi-
pens, and rescue inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at
the correct lime;

13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not t>e permitted to physically
handle the medication itself In any manner;

13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and
type of medication;

13.8. For each medication taken, staff shall document in an individual client medication log
the following:

13.8.1. The medication name, strength, dose, frequency and route of administration;
13.8.2. The date and the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or Identifiable initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.8.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a client's discharge:
13.9.1. The client medication iog in Section 13.8 above shall be Included in the client's

.  record; and
13.9.2. The client shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her

14. Notice of Client Rights
14.1. Programs shall inform clients of their rights under these rules In clear,

understandable language and form, both verbally and in writing as follows:
14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be informed of their rights to evaluations and

access to treatment;

14.1.2. Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry Into any program and at least
once a year after entry;

14.1.3. Initiaf and annual notifications of client rights in Section 14 above shall be
documented in the client's record; and

14.2. Every program within the service delivery system shall post notice of the rights, as
... follows:

14.2.1. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously:
14.2.2. The notice shall be presented in dear, understandable language and form; and
14.2.3. Each program and residence shall have on the premises complete copies.of'

rules pertaining to client rights that are available for client review.
15. Fundamental Rights.

15.1. No person receiving treatment for a substance use disorder shall be deprived of any
legal right to which all citizens are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment services system. .

16. Personal Rights.
16.1. Persons who are applicants for services or clients In the sendee delivery system shall

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at all times.
16.2. Clients shaO be free from abuse, neglect and exploitation irtcludlng, at a minimum,

the following: ki^CV.
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16.2.1. Freedom from any verbal, norvverbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect;

16.2.2. Freedom from the Intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

16.2.3. Freedom from personal or financial exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have tlW right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality
17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the confidentiality requirements In 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. In cases where a client, attorney or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

17.3. if a minor age 12 or older is treated for drug abuse without parental cortsent as
authorized by RSA 318:B12-a, the following shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release.

16. Client Grievances

18.1. Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter, including any alleged
violation of a right afforded by these rules or by any state or f^eral law or rule.

18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
individual client or a group of clients.

18.3. The rules governing procedures for protection of client rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints and grievances.

19. Treatment Rights.
19.1. Each client shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment, including:

19.1.1. The right of access to.treatment including:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the senrices needed;
19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessary sen/ices when those services are

available, subject to the admission and eiiglbiiity policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment Including:
19.1.2.1. Services provided in keeping wHh evidence-based clinical and professional

standards appncable to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for which the client is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to receive services In such a manner as to promote the client's full
participation in the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatmerrt to which a person Is entitled in
accordance with the time frame set forth in the client's individuai treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an Individual treatment plan developed, reviewed and revised in
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 10.5 above which addresses the client's own
goals:

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and services contained in an Individual treatment
plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate in meaningful
activities in the communities in which the client lives and worics;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment in the least restrictive alternative or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment including programs
which least restrict:

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement; and
19.1.7.2. Participation In the community, while providing the level of support needed

by the client;
19.1.6. The right to be Informed of all slgnlTicant risks, benefits, side effects and

alternative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment, ^
placement or referral following an informed decision such that:

19.1.8.1. Whenever possible, the consent shall be given in vrriting; and
19.1.8.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at least one person; i
19.1.9. The right to refuse to participate In any form of experimental treatment or

research;
19.1.10. The right to be fully informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement includir^g the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek changes in placement, services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the service

delivery system;
19.1.12.The right to services which promote independence including services directed

toward: .

19.1.12.1. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the client's needs for
continued services and treatment; and

19.1.12.2. Promoting the ability of the clients to function at their highest capacity and
as Independently as possible;

19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and treatment including, If needed,

' assistance in finding such care In a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion Including:

19.1.15.1. At the client's own expense, the consultative services of:
19.1.15.1.1. Private physicians;
19.1.15.1.2. . Psychologisls:
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1.4. Other health practitioners; and

19.1.15.2. Granting to such health practitioners reasonable access to the client, as
required by Section 19.1.15, in programs and allowing such practitioners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the following present at any
treatment meeting requiring client participation and Informed decision-making:

19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney;
19.1.16.4. Family member
19.1.16.5. Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant; and
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19.1.17. The right to freedom from restraint including the right to be free from seclusion
and physical, mechanical or pharmacological restraint.

19.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment contrary to such
professional's clinical judgment.

19.3. Programs shall, whenever possible, maximize the decision-making authority of the
client.

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent jurisdiction:

19.4.1. The program shali ensure that In the course of service provision, the guardian
and all persons Involved In the provision of service are made aware of the
client's views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shsdl only make decisions that are within the scope of the powers set
forth in the guardianship order Issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
and the order shall be kept in the client's record at the program;

19.4.4. If any Issues arise relative to the provision of services and supports Nvhich are
outside the scope of the guardian's decision-making authority as set forth In the
guardianship onler, the client's choice and preference relative to those issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority Is expanded by the court to Include
those Issues;

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are necessa^ to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the declsiorvmaklng authority granted by the court inciudlng:

19.4.5.1. Reviewing v^h the guardian the limits on his or her decision-making
.  authority; and

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act in a manner that furthers the best interests of the dient;
19.4.7. In acting In the best interests of the client, the guardian shall take into

consideration the views, preferences and aspirations of the client;
19.4.8. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from

acting in a manner that does not further the best Interests'of the dient and, If
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; and

19.4.9. In the event that there is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the
program shali inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Termination of Services.

20.1. A client shall be temnlnated from a Contractor's service If the client:

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other clients or staff, or engages In illegal
activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from the serviceCs) he or she is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatment;
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she Is receiving despite having the

financial resources to do so; or
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she is receiving despite the fact that the dient is or might be eligible for. such
benefits.
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20.2. A termination from a Contractor's services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the client and client's guardian, if any. that:

20.2.1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.2.2. List the clinical or management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document in the record of a client who has been terminated that

20.3.1. The client has been notified of the termination; and
20.3.2. The terrnination has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights in Residential Programs.
21.1. In addition to the foregoing rights, clients of residential programs shall also have the

following rights:
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane Irving ̂ vironment;
21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others, including:

21.1.2.1. The right to send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
21.1.2.2. The fight to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a client to reimburse them for the cost of
any calls made by the client;

21.1.2.3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may Impose reasonable restrictions on the number end time of
visits in order to ensure effective provisbn of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage in social and recreational activities including the provision of
regular opportunities for clients to engage in such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, Including the following:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on closed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal Interaction in a private setting except

that any conduct or activity which Is Illegal shall be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. The right to be free from searches of their persons and possessions except

in accordance with applicable constitutional arid legal standards;
21 ..1.5. The right to Individual choice, including the foilovring:

21.1.5.1. The right to keep and v^ar their own clothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to spdce for personal possessions:
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read materials of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and
21.1.5.5. The right not to work and to be compensated for any work performed,

except that:
21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform persorral housekeeping tasks

within the client's own immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,
without compensation; and

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential program, if the work is
consistent with their Individual, treatment plans and the client Is
compensated for work performed; and

,  21.1.6. The right to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held in safekeeping by the
residence.
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21.2. Nothing In Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavior of the residents.

21.3. Clients shali be informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
21.4. House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be in conformity with this

section.

21.5. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for compliance with this section In
connection with quality assurance site visits.

21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1.4.3 above. Contractors may develop policies and
procedures that allow searches for alcohol and illicit drugs be conducted:

21.6.1. Upon the client's admission to the program; and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists, including such proof as:

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohol or illegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of Intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Requirements
22.1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict In the requirements listed below, the

applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shali
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to increase the
Contractor's compliance.

22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty treatment for pregnant and parenting women;
21.2.1. Theprogramtreatsthefamilyasaunitand, therefore, admits both

women and their children Into treatment, if appropriate.

21.2.2. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their children into treatment, If appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse services, including prenatal care.

21.2.4. The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric care for the
women's children, including Immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-spedfic substance abuse
treatment arxi other therapeutic interventions for women that may address
Issues of relatioriships, sexual atxjse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic interventions for children
in custody of women in treatment which may, among other things, address
the children's developmental needs and their issues of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect

21.2.8. The program provides or arranges for sufficient case management and
transportation services to ensure that the women and their children have
access to the services described above.
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22.3. Arrange for means activities to assist the client In finding and engaging in a service,
which may include, but is not limited to helping the client to locate an appropriate
provider, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appolntrnents for,
clients with those providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all
programs In this Contract as follows:

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 90% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

22.4.2. The program admits each individual who requests and is in need of treatment for
Intravenous drug abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days if the program has no capacity to admit tf>e individual on the date

of the request and, within 48 hours after the request, the program makes
interim services available until the Individual Is admitted to a substance

abuse treatment program
22.4.3. The program offers Interim services that include, at a minimum, the following:

22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tuberculosis (TB), the risks of
needle-sharing, the hsks of transmission to sexual partners arid infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment services, if necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal cane For
pregnant women

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that includes a unique patient
Identifier for each injecting drug abuser seeking treatment including patients
receiving Inten'm services while awaiting admission.

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables it to;
22.4.5.1. Maintain contact with individuals awaiting admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer waiting list clients at the earliest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that Is reasonable to
the client.

22.4.5.3. The program takes clients awaiting treatment off the waiting list only when
one of (he following conditions exist:
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be bcated for admission into treatment

or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

'  22.4.6. The program can'les out activities to encourage individuals in need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using scientifically sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or, If no such models are applicable to the local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procures for
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supervising outreach workers.
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22.4.7;2. Contacting, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
abusers. their associates, and neighborhood residents within the constraints
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among injecting drug abusers about the relationship
between injecfa'ng drug abuse and communicabie diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or norvprofil
private entities, routinely makes available the following TB services to each
individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counseling the individual with respect to TB.
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine whether the indlvrdual has been Infected with

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
individual.

22.4.8.3. Providing for or referring the individuals Infected by mycobacteria TB ^
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment.

22.4.9. For clients denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such clients to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has implemented the Infection control procedures that are \
consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

•22.4.10.1. Screening patients and idenlrficatlon of those individuals wrho are at high
risk of becoming infected.

22.4.10.2. Meeting alt State reporting requirements while adhering to Federal and
State confidentiality requirements, including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that individuals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all Individuals with active TB as required State
law and in accordance with Federal and State conridentiality requirements,
inchjdirig 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives preference in admission to pregnant womeri who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment services.

Further, the program gives preference to clients in the following order
22.4.11.1. To pregnant and Injecting drug users first.
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other Injecting drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To all other Individuals fourth.

22.4.12.The program refers all pregnant women to. the State when the program has
insufficient capacity to provide services to any such pregnartt women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.13.The program makes available interim services within 48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity.

22.4.14.The program makes continuing education in treatment services available to
employees who provide the services.

22.4.15.The program has in effect a system to protect patient records from inappropriate
disclosure, and the system:
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22.4.15.1. Is In compliance with all Federal and State conndentiality requirements,
Includir^g 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. Includes provisions for employee education on the confidentiality
requirements and the fact that disciplinary action may occur upon
inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.16.Th8 program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide inpatient
hospital substance abuse services, except in cases when each of the following
conditiorts Is met:

22.4.16.1. The individual cannot be effectively treated In a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The dally rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing the
services does not exceed the comparable daily rate provided by a
community-based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have
been met

22.4.16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the individual is substance abuse

and the physician certifies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The Individual cannot be safely treated In a community-
based. non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to Improve the
person's condition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospital-based substance abuse program follows

national standards of substance abuse professional practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service is provided only to the extent that it is medically

necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safety treated In community-based; non-hospital, residential
program.)

22.4.17. The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or improve land; purchase, construct, or .
permanently improve (other than minor remo^ling) any building or other facility;
or purchase major medical equipment.

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.19. The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide financial
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20. The program does not experxl SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
intended recipients of health services.

22.4.21.The program does not experxl SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Individuals
wHh hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.4.22.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
sen/ices in penal or corrections institutions of the State.
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resorf for services for
pregnant women and women with dependent children. IB services, and HIV
services and. therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following:

22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, including
programs under title XVIII and title XIX; any State compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant
program, any private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of clients payments for services in accordance with
their ability to pay.

22.4.24.The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4.24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and a sfiding fee scale (In Exhibit B) shall apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those Individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements governing human
subject's research when considering research, including research
conducted by student interns, using individuals served by this contract as
subjects. Contractors must Inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to initiating any research involving subjects or participants related to
this contract. The Department reserves the right, at Its sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporting
Policy.
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Method and Condftfons Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by;
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

Administration. Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block

Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of
Services injcompliance with the federal fundirrg requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided
through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative
payer for services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs
for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate
greater than the Contract' Rate In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee
Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for sen/Ices provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bit) and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract

rates to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an
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activity that Is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Siection 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services In
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, except for Chlldcare (See Section 10 below).
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and

private insurance plans, the clients, and the Department
t

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not
delay a client's admittance into the program and to
immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private Insurance up to the Contract
Rate, in Exhibit B-1, when the insurers* rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Section 11,
'  Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or

anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract ■ Rate in Exhibrt B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer (if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in-
Exhibit B-1. Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private

insurer and the amount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not
exceed the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Service Fee Table multiplied

by the corresponding percentage stated In Exhibit B, Section 11 Sliding
Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.
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5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial

resources necessary for initial entry into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after

working with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed In
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts. ^

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the

Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, except for:

5.7.1. V Transitional Living (See Section 7 below) and

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all

payments received by the Contractor for a given service (except in
Exhibit B, Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated In Exhibit B-

1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the

reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or

Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under

this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contrador must repay the state in an amount and within a
timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department

upon Identifying the error.

6. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services
6.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in

addition to:

6.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

6.1.2. The charges to the Department
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6.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of
lodging and meals offered by the program according to the Table A
below:

Table A

If the percentage of
Clienf8 Income of the
Federal Poverty Level

(FPU Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and board

per week:

0%-138% $0

139%-149% $6

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250%-299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399%' $77

6.3.

6.4.

The Contractor shall hold 50% of^lhe amount charged to the client that
will be returned to the client at the lime of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's

contribution to room and board.

7.

8.

Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional living
7.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this

contract to the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid,
NHHPP, Medicare, and private insurance. The Contractor shall not

charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

7.2. Notwithstanding Section 7.1 above, the Contractor may charge in
accordance with Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services

under this contract only when the client does not have any other payer
source other than this contract.

Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
8.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who
have been admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of
Services and after billing other public and private insurance.

8.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.
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8.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the
service is authorized by the Department.

9. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
9.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5

above and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation
provided In Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows:

9.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in
accordance with Exhibit G-1 Service Fee Table for

Contractor's staff driving time, when using the Contractor's

own vehicle for transporting clients to and from services
required by the client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff

works less than a fiill hour, then the hourly rate will be
prorated at fifteen (15) minute Intervals for actual work

completed: or.

9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay
for cab fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to

and from services required by the client's treatment plan.

9.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the

Department upon request.

9.3. The Contractor will Invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

10. Charging for Child Care
10.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the

Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Sendees,
Section 2.4.2.3 as follows:

10.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when
the Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is

receiving treatment or recovery support services, or

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child

care provider.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request

10.3. The Contractor will Invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.
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11. Sliding Fee Scale
11.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

11.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit 8-1 to

Charge the Client
0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250%-299% 40%

300%-349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

12.

11.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA

318-8:12-3.

Submitting Charges for Payment
12.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

12.1.1.

12.1.2.

12.1.3.

12.1.4.

12.1.5.

Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the service vras provided to the client

Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, and notify the

Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

Correct errors, if any. in the encounter notes as identifred by

the Department no later than seven (7) days after being

notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are. ready for review.

Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department

approval for the billing month.

Submit separate batches for each billing month.
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12.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

12.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department
to develop an alternative process for submitting invoices.

13. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

14. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

15. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be withheld, In whole or In part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement

,16. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final Invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a
prior invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

17. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and
Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds:
17.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.

17.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to;

17.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance,
abuse services.

17.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
in Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided In
penal or correctional institutions of the State.

17.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

17.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under thte contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchar^e, free
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needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

17.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows;

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
impairing the religious character of such organizations and

without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and

Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96. Charitable Choice Provisions and

Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable
programs may be expended for inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious Instruction, or proselytization. If an

organization conducts such activities, it must offer them

separately, in time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any applicable

program, and participation must be voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.

Hope on Haven Hill Inc. Exhibit B Vendor Inilials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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Exhibit B-i

Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum anowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable
Charge Unit

^Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

Individual Outpatient $22.00 15 min

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min

intanslve Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the dient
attends Individual and/or
group counseling
associated with the

proqram.

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00

1

Per day

High-Intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and Parenting
Women), for dinical services and
room and board $154.00 Per day

High-Intensity Residential only for
Pregnant and Parenting Women:
Room and Board only $75.00 Per Day

High-Intensity ReskJentla) only for
Pregnant and Parenting Women:
Clinical sen/Ices only S180.00 Per Day

Recovery Support Services:
Individual Intensive Case

Manaqement $16.50 15 min

Recovery Support-Services: Group
Intensive Case Manaqement $5.50 15 min

Staff Time for Child Care Provided

by the Contractor, only for children
of Prear\aht and Parenting Women

Actual staff time up to
$20.00 Hour

Hope on Haven K3I Inc.
RFA-20ie>BDAS-01-SUBST-06
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Exhibit B-1

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit
Child Care Provided by a Child Care
Provider (other than the Contractor),
only for children of Pregnant and
Parentlnq Women

Actual cost to

purchase Child Care
According to .the Child
Care Provider

Staff Time for Transportation
Provided by the Contractor, onty for
Preanant and Parentinq Women

Actual staff time up to
$5.00 Per 15 minutes

Mileage Reimbursement for use of
the Contractor's Vehlde when
providing Transportatton for
Pregnant and Parentinq Women

Department's
standard per mite
reimbursement rate Per Mile

Transportation provided by a
Transportation Provider (other than
the Contractor) only to Pregnant and
Parentinq Women

Actual cost to

purchase
Transportation

According to the
TransDortatlon Provider

Hope on Haven HH Inc.
RPA*2019^DAS-01-SUaST-0«
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Contractors Obligations; The Contractor covenants and agrees that ail funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eligible
individuals arxj. In the furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, (he Contractor hereby covenants end
agrees as follows:

1. Compliance with Federal and State Laws: If the Contractor is permitted to determine the eDgfbliity
of individuals such eligibility determination shall be made in accordance with epplicabie federal end
state laws, regulations, orders, guldetlnes, policies end procedures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination: Eligibility determinations shall be made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be made and remade at such limes as are prescribed by
the DepartmenL

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination forms required by the Department, the Contrector
shall maint^n a data file on each recipient of services hereunder. which file shall include all
Information rtecessary to support an ellglblllly determination and such other information as the
Department requests. The Contractor shall furnish the Department with aU forms and documentation
regarding eligibility determinations that the Department may request or require.

A. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all applicants for services hereunder. as well es
individuals declared ineligible have a right to e fair hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that ail applicants for services shall be permitted to fill out
an applicalion form and that each applicant or re>appllcant shaO be informed of his/her right to a fair
hearing in accordance with Department regulations.

5. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that It Is a breach of this Contract to accept or
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State in order to influence the performance of the Scope of Work detailed In Exhibit A of this
CpntracL The State may terminate this Contract and any subcontract prsub-agreement if it is
determined that payments, gratuities or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received by
any officials, ofTicers, employees or agents-of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Paymonta: Notv/ilhstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract or in any
other document, contract or understanding, it is expressly understood and agreed by thie parties
(hereto, that no payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs incurred for
any purpose or for any services provided to any individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the Individual applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that (he individual is ellgibie for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rate which reimburses the Contrector In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable arto necessary to assure the quality of such service, or at a
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to ineligible irxlividuals or other third party

.  funders for such service. If at any lime during the term of (Ns Contract or after receipt of the Fln^
Expenditure Report hereunder. the Department shall determine that the Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse items of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
in excess of such costs or in excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to ineligible individuals
or other third party funders. the Department may elect to:
7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder. in which event new rates shall be established;
7.2. Deduct from any toture payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement in

excess of costs: ^

Exhibit C-Spcdi)Pro*tjlont Contraclof J
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor In which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor Is
permitted to determine the elJglWlrty of IrxJIviduats for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to eny individual who Is found by ̂ e Department to be ineligible for such services at
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE. RETENTION. AUDIT. DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALITY:

8. ryiaintonance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contraclor
covenants end agrees to maintain the following records duhng the Contract Period:
8.1. Fiscal Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs

and oOier expenses Incurred by the Contractor In the performance of the Contract, and all
Income received or coHecled by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained In ecoordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficiently and
property reftecl ail such cosis and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to Include, without limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evIderKe of costs such as
purchase requlsilions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials, inventories, valuations of
Ir>-kind contributions, labor lime cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
OepartmenL

8.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of applicallon and
eliglblDty (including all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and all Invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patient/recipient of senrices.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit en annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the dose of the
agency fiscal year. It Is recommended lhat Ihe report be prepared In accordance with the provision of
Office ofManagemenl.and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of Stales. Local Govemmenls. and Non
Profit Organizallons' and the provisions of Standards for Audit of (Sovemmental Organizations.
Programs, AclMtles and Functions. Issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to flnandal compliance audits.
9.1. Audit and Review: During the term of iNs Contract arxJ the period for retention hereunder, the

Department, the United Slates Department of Health and Human Services, and any of their
designated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuant to
the ̂ nlract for purposes of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit Liabilities: In addlboo to and not In any way In llmilatlon of obligallpns of the Contract, it is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that Ihe Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall return to the Department, all paymertts made under (he
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been dlsaOowed because pf such an
exceptiofl.

10. Confldenllality of Records: All Information, reports, arxl records maintained hereurvler or collected
in connection with the performance of Ihe services and the Contract shall be confidential and shall not
be disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such Information, disclosure may be made to
public officials requiring such Information In connection with their official duties and for purposes
directly connected to the administration of the services and the Contract; and provided further, that
the use or disclosure by any party of any Information concerning a recipient for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of the Department or the Contractor's respcnsIblliUes with
respect to purchased services hereunder Is prohblted except on written consent of the rea'pient. his
attorney or guardian.

EiMbil C - Special Previsions Contractor inOisb,
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained in
the Paragraph shall survive the termination of the Contract for any reason wtiatsoover.

11. Reports: Fiscal and Statistical: The Contractor agrees to submit the following reports at the followtng
times if requested by the Department.
11.1. Interim Financial Reports: Written interim financial reports containing a detailed description of

aD costs and non^ailowable expenses Incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
Justify the rale of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall be submitted on the form
designated by (he Department or deemed satisfactory by the Department.

11.2. Final Report A final report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the term
of this Contract. The Final Report shall be in a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated in the Proposal
and other information required by the Department.

j

12. Completion-of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
maximum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of (he price limitation
hereunder, the Contract and all the ofafigations of the parties hereurider (except such obligations as.
by the terms of the Contract are to be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the termination of the Conlract) shall lerminata, provided however, that if. upon review of the
Final Expenditure Report the Department shad disallow eny expenses claimed by the Contractor as

' costs hereunder (he Department shall retain the right, al its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All documents, notices, press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resultlr^g from the performance of the services of the Contract shall include (he following
statemeni:

13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etc.) was financed under a Contract with the State
of New Hampshire. Department of Health arxl Human Services, with funds provided in part
by the Stale of New Hampshire and/or such other furding sources as were available or
required, e.g.. the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership; All materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before printing, production,
distribution or use.'The DHHS win retain copyright ownership for any and all original materials
produced, including, but not limited to. brochures, resource directories, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shall not reproduce any materials produced under the contract without
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance with Laws and Regulations: In the operation of eny facilities
for providing services, the Contractor shall comply with all laws, orders and regulations of federal,
state, county and municipal authorities and with any direction of any Public Officer or ofTicers
pursuant to laws which shall impose an order or duty upon the contractor with respect to the
operation of the facility or the provision of the services at such focQlty. If any governmental license or
permit shail.be required for the operation of the said facility or the performance of the said services,
the Contractor will procure said license or permit, and will at all times comply vrilh the terms and
conditions of each such license or permit. In connection with the foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the facilities shall
comply with ail rules, onlers, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Fire Marshal and
the IomI fire protection agency, and shall be In conformance v4th local building and zoning codes, by
laws and regulations.

IS. Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor will provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), if it has
received a single award of SSOO.OOO or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or

Eeilrit C - Sp«dsl Provbloo* Contractor Initials
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more employees. It will maintain a current EEOP on Hie end submit en EEOP Certincattoh Form to the
OCR, certifying that Us EEOP Is on file. For recipients receiving less than $25,000. or public grantees
with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide en-
EEOP CertlficaUoo Form to the OCR certifying it Is not required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non
profit organizations. Indian Tribes, and medical and educational institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP CertlflcaUon Forms are available at: http://www.ojp.usdoj/about/ocr/pdfs/cert.pdf.

17. Limited English Proflcfency (LEP): As clarified by Executive Order 13166. improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance, national origin
discrimination Includes discrimination on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control erxl Safe Streets Act of 1966 and Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
mear^lngful access to its programs.

18. Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee VVhlstlebjower Protections: The
follosving shall apply to ell contracts that exceed the Simf^ifted Acquisition Threshold as defined In 46
CFR 2.101 (cufrenlly. $150,000)

COWTRACTOR EMPtOYEE WHJSTLEBLOWER RiOHTS AND REQUIREMENT TO INFORM EMPLOYEES OF

WWSTLEBLOWER RlOHTS (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract end employees woddng on this centred vrtll be subject to (he v4ilslleblower rights
and remedies in the pilot program on Contractor employee whisUeblower protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub! L
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shall Inform its employees In wnling. In the predominant language of the workforce,
of employee whistleblowef rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described in section
3.908 of-the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contrector shall Insert the substance of Ihb dause. induding this paragraph (c). In all
subcontracts over the simplined acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: OHMS recognizes that the Contrador may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health cere services or fundions for eflidency or convenience,
but the Contractor shell retain (he responsibility and eccountabillty for the functlon(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contrador shall evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
functlon(s). This is accomplished through a written agreement that specifiee adIvUies and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontrador end provides for revoking the delegation or Imposing sanctions if
the subcontractor's performance is not adequate. Subconlradors are subject to the seme contractual
corKlilions as the C<^trac(or and the Contractor Is responsible to ensure 8ut>contractor compliance
with those conditions.

When the Contrador delegates a fundton to a subcontrador. the Contrador shell do the fdlowing:
19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities, before delegating

the function

19.2. Have e.written agreement with the subcontrador that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed if the subcontractor's
perfermance Is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

etfon*
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19.4. Provide to DHHS an annual schedule Identifying aD subcontractors, delegated functions and
responsibilities, and when the sutxontractor's performance will be reviewed

19.5. DHHS shall, at its discretion, review and approve alt subcontracts.

If the Contractor identifies defidencies or areas for Improvement are identified, the Contractor shall
take corrective action.

DEFINITIONS

As used in the Contract, the following terms shall have the following meanings:

COSTS: Shall mean those direct and indirect Items of expense determined by the Department to be
allowable end reimbursable In accordance with cost and eccountirrg principles established in eccordanoe
with state and federal laws, regulations, rules end orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES: Shall mean that section of the Contractor Manual which is
entitled 'Financial Management Guidelines' and which contains the regulations governing the financial
activities of contractor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds.

PROPOSAL: If applicable, shall mean tha document submitted by the Contractor on a form or forms
required by the Department and containing a descrrpUon of the Services to be provided to eligible
individuals by the Contractor In accordance with the terms and condtiions of the Contract and setting forth
the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract.

UNIT: For each service thai the Contractor is to provide to eligible Individuals hereunder, shall mean that
period of time or that specified activity determined by (he Department and specified in Exhibit 8 of the
Contract.

FEDERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orderis. and policies, etc. are
referred to in the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean all such laws, regulations, etc. as
they may be amended or revised from the time to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: Shali mean that document prepared by the NH Department of Administrative
Senrices containing a compilation of all regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures Act. NH RSA Ch &41-A. for the purpose of implementing Slate of NH and
federal regulations promulgated thereunder. '

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Contractor guarantees thai funds provided under this
Contract will not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

Exhbit C - SpadaJ Provisiofts ConUscior Initials _
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of (he General Provisloos of this contract, Conditional Nature of Agreement, Is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwilhstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, includtng without limitation, the continuance of payments, in whole or In part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds,
including any sutrsequent changes to the'epproprlailon or availability of funds affected by
any state or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the appropriation or availability of funding for Ihts Agreement and the Scope of
Sen/Ices provided In Exhibit A. Scope of Services. In whole or in part. In no event shall the
State be liable for any payments hereunder in excess of appropriated or avaDable funds. In
the event of a reduction, termination or modrficaUon of appropriated or available funds, the
State shall have the light to wlihhold payment until such funds become evailabte. If ever. The
State shall have (he right (o reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement
Immediately upon giving the Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification.
The Stata shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source or account into the
Account(6) identified In bk^k 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account, In the event funds are reduc^ or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of (he General Provisions of this contract. Terniinatlon. Is amended by edding the
following language;

10.1 The Slate may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State. 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State is exercising Its
option to terminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termination, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under (he
Agreement. Including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving ser>4ces under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fuUy cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide detailed
information to support the Trartsitlon Plan Including, but not limited to. any InformaUon or
dale requested by the State related to the lermirtallon of the Agreement and Transition Plan

■ and shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 (n the event that services under the Agreement, Including but not limKed to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transitioned to having services delivered by another entity
Including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of ru)tifyir>g clients and other affected Individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall mcluda the proposed communications in its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Renewal:' The Department reserves the right to extend the Contract for up to two (2) additional
years, subject to the corttlrtued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of services arxj
approval by the Governor and Executive Coimcil.

Pofio 1 Q( 1 Daio.
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CERTIFICATiON REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the Qeneral Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (Put). L. 100-690. Title V. Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et seq.), and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the foflowtng Certification:

alternative I. FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDMOUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES • CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification Is required by the rogulaUorts ImplemenUng Sections 5151-5160 of the Orug-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690, Title V. Subtitle D; 41 U.S.C. 701 etseq.). The Janua«y31.
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part II of the May 25. 1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by Inference, sub-grantees and sub
contractors). prior to award, that they will maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.630(c) of the
regulation provides that a grantee (and by inference, sub-grantees end sut>-contractors) that Is a State
may elect to make one certification to the Department In each federal fiscal year In lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year covered by the certification. The oerllflcate set out below Is a
material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed wlien the agency awards the grant. False
certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension or
termination of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment. Contractors using this form should
send It to:

Commissioner
NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street,
Concord, NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that It will or wilt contlnuo to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that ihe unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited In the grantee's
workplace and specifying Ihe actions lhat wDl be taken against employees for viotation of such
prohibition;

12. Establishing an .ongoing drug-free awareness program to Inform employees about
1.2.1. The dar>ger$ of drug abuse In the workplace:
1.2.2. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;
1.2.3. Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs; ar>d
1.2.4. The penalties lhat may be Imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occurring In the workplace;
1.3. Making it a requirement lhat each employee to t>e engaged in the performarKe of the grant be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifying the employee in the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a cor>dllion of

employment under the grant, the employee will
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the Statement; end
1.4.2. Notify the employer in writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a crimir>al drug

statute occurring in the workplace no later than five calendar days after such
conviction;

1.5. Notifying the agency In writing, within ten caler>dar days after receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employeo or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice, including position title, to every grant
officer on whose grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal agency

ExMbit 0 - CaniOcAUOA t«sarding Drug PrM Coniractor IniSah
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has designated a centra) point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall include the
identification numb6r(9) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of the follo^^g actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving mtlce under
subparagraph 1.4.2. with respect to any employee who is so convicted
1.6.1. Taking appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up to and including

termination, consisteni with the requirements of the Rehabllttallon Act of 1973, as
amendad; or

1.6.2. Repuinng such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal. State, or loca) health,
law enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

Making a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through
impIernenlaUon of paragraphs 1.1.1.2.1.3.1.4,1.5. and 1.6.

1.7

2. The grantee may insert In the space provided below the sitefs) for the peftonmance of work done In
connection with the speclflc grant.

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, stale, zip code) (list each location)

Check □ if there are workplaces on file that are not identified here.

Contractor Name:

ate
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Eihlbit E

ate

CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provislorts agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 319 of Public Law 101-121. Government wide Guidance for New Resiri^ons on Lobbying, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identined in Sedlons 1.11
and 1.12 of the Genera) Provisions execute the following Certification;

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES • CONTRACTORS

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (Ind'tcaie applicable program covered):
'Temporary AsslslarKe to Needy Families under Title IV-A
'Child Support Enforcement Program under Title IV-D
'Social Services Block Grant Program under Title XX
'Medlcaid Program under Title XIX
'Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
'Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge end belief, (hat:

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behatf of the undersigned, to
any person for influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or emplbyee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In
connection ̂ ^Ih the awarding of any Federal contract, continuation, renewal, amendment, or
modificaUon of any Federal contra^ grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by spedflc mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
Influencing or attenipting to influence an officer or ernployee of any agency, a Member of.Congiess.
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in oonnection with this
Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor). the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form ILL, (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying, In accordence with Its Instructions, attached and Identified as Standard Exhibit E-l.)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award
document for sub-awards at all tiers (Including subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts under grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and (hat all sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification Is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered Into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for meking or entering into this
(rensaction imposed by Section 1352, Title 31. U.S. Code. Any person who fails to,file the required
certiflcalion shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and nol more than $100,000 for
each such faDure.

Contractor Name:

Name:

Title:

Exhibit E - C«f1i&cM>en Ragardine Lobbying . Contrsctor InUila ̂
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New Hempshire Department of Health and Human Services
^  Exhibit F

CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION

AND OTHER REBPONSIBIUTY MATTERS

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Executive Office of the President, Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 76 regarding Debarment.
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as Identified in Sections 1.11 end 1.12of the General Provisions execute the following
Certiflcetlon:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION

1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract), the prospective primary participant Is providing the
certification set out t>6low.

2. The Inability of a person to provide the certirication required below voll not necessarily result In denial
of participation in this covered tr^saction. If necessary, the prospective participant shall submit an
explanation of why It cannot provide the certification. The certirication or explanation wilt be
corttidered In oonnection.wlth the NH Oepartmertt of Health end Human Services' (OHHS)
determination whether to enter Into this transection. However, failure of the prospc^ive primary '
participant to furnish a certirication or en explanation shall dcsquanfy such person from participation in
this transaction.

3. The certification In this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed
when DHHS determined to enter Into this transaction. If It Is later determined that the prospective
primary partidpant kr>owlngly rendered an erroneous certification. In addition to other remedies
available to the Federal Government, OHHS may terminate this trartsaction for cause or default

4. The prospective primary partidpant shall provide immediate written notice to the OHHS agency to
whom this proposal (contract) Is submitted If at any time the prospective primary parUdpant learns
lhat Its certincation was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
drcumstances.

5. The terms 'covered transaction.' 'debarred.' 'suspended,' 'Ineligible.' 'lower tier'covered
transaction.' 'participant,' 'person," 'primary covered transaction.' 'prindpal.' 'proposal,' and
"voluntarily exduded," as used In this dause. have the meanings set out In the Definitions and
Coverage sections of the rules implementing Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Part 76. See the
attached deflnltlans.

6. The prospective primary partidpant agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that, should the
proposed covered transaction tie entered Into, (I shall not knowingly enter Into any lower tier covered
transaction with a person who Is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation In this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prospective primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that It will ir>dude the
dause titled 'Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineriglbility and Voluntary Exduslon •
Lower Tier Covered Transactions.' provided by DHHS, without modification. In all lower tier covered
transactions and In all solicitations for lower tier covered transadiors.

8. A partidpant In a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective partidpant In a
lower tier covered transaction that It is not debarred, suspended, ineiigible. or invduntarily exduded
from the covered transaction, unless It krxjws that the certification Is erroneous. A participant may
decide the method arxl frequency by which It determines the eligibility of Its principals. Each
participant may. but Is not required to, check the Nonprocurement List (of exduded parties).

9. Nothing contained In the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records
In order to render in good faith the certification required by this dause. The knowfed^ and

ExMblt F - C«rtlflca8on Rcgsnltng Debcnnenl. Suspension Conuocior
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit F

Information of a participant is not required to exceed that which Is normally possessed by a prudent
person in the ordirtary course of business dealings.

10. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these Instructions, if a participant in a
covered transaction Knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
suspertded, debarred. Ineligible, or voluntarity excluded from participation In this transaction. In
addition to other remedies available to the Federal government, DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of Its knowledge and belief, that It and its

principals:
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed fordebarment. declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency:
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a civil Judgment rendered against them for commlMton of fraud or a criminal offense in
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; vioiation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embez^ement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property:

11.3. are not presently Indicted for otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a govemmental entity
(Federal. State or local) with commission of any of (he offenses enumerated in paragraph (l)(b)
of this certlficalion: and

11.4. have notvrilhln a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal. Stale or local) terminated for cause or default.

12. Where the prospective primary participant Is unable to certify to any of the statements in this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVEFIED TRANSACTIONS

13. By signing and submitting this lov/er tier proposal (contract), the prospectiveJower tier perticipant. as
defined in 45 CFR Part 76, certifies to the best of Its knowledge and belief that It and Its principals:
13.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from participation In (his transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier partidpant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that It will
include this clause entitled 'Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Inellgibllity. and
Voluntary Exduslon • Lower Tier Covered Transactions.' without modlficatlcn In all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions-

Contractor Name:

Name:

ExNbil F - Ctrtiflcattan R«gstdlf)g Debcimenl. Suspension Contrsctor
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit G

CERTIPiCATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO

FEDERAL NONDISCRIMINATION. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FArTH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND
WHISTLEBLQWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor'a
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

Contractor will comply, and will require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, vrith any appiicable
federal nondtscrlmination requirements, v^ich may include:
• tiM Omnibus Crime Control end Safe Streets Act of 196B (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) vrhich prohibits
recipients.of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either in employment practices or in
the delivery of services or benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment Opportunity Plan;

- the JuvenDe Justice OelinquerKy Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b)) which adopts by
reference, the civil rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act. Recipients of federal furiding urvJer this
statute are prohiblli»j from discriminating, either in employment practices or in the delivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, redgion, national origin, and sex. The Act includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements;

- the Civil Rights Act of 1984 (42 U.S.C. Section 2000d, which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discriminaling on the basis of race, color, or national origin In any program or activity);

• the Rehabllitallon Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794). which prohibits redpients of Federal finaixia)
' assistance from discrimlnatirtg on the basis of disabriity, In regard to employment and the delivery of
services or benercts, In any program or activity;

-the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34). which prohibits
discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities in empIcymenL State end local
government services, public accommodations, commerciaf fecllities, end transportation;

-the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1663,1685-86), which prohibits
drscriminatkm on the basts of sex in federeily assisted education programs;

- the Age Oiscrlmlnalion Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6108-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. It dees not Include
employment discrimination;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations » OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R. pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations • Nondiscrmnation; Equal Employment Opportunity; Polides
and Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of (he laws for faith-based and community
organizations); Executive Order No. 13559. which provide furviamental principles end policy-making
criteria for partnerships with faith-based and neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for FaHh-Gased
Organizetions): and Whistlebtower protections 41 U.S.C. ̂ 712 and The National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L. 112-239. enacted January 2.2013) (he Pilot Program for
Enhancement of Contract Emplo)^e WhisUebbwer Protections, which protects employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blo^ng activities in connection with federal grants arid contracts.

j

The certiTicate set out bebw is a material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the
agency awards (he grant False certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or
debarment

EjinUAG
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N«w Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit G

In the event a Federal or State court or Federal or Slate administmtivo agency makes a finding of
discrimination after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient will forv/ard a copy of the finding to the Office for CKdl Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, end
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certfication:

I. 8y signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions
indicated atove.

Contractor Name:

ate

C

lame

Titie:

Einb»6
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit H

CERTIFICATION REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

Public Law 103-227. Part C - Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994
(Act), requires that smoking not be permKled In any portion of any indoor facliity owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or regularly for the provision of health, day care, education,
or library services to children under the age of Id. If the services are furuJed by Federal programs either
directly or through State or local govemments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to children's services provided in private residences, facilities funded solely by
Medicare or Medicald funds, and portions of facilities used for Inpatlent drug or alcohol treatment. Failure
to comply with the provisions of the law may result In the Imposition of a dvll monetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day anrVor the imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the Oerwral Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
represenlabve as kjenliHed In Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
cc^cation:

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with aH applicable provisions of Public Law 103-227. Pert C. known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994.

Contractor Name:

am

'rTitle:

CUOWfl/l 1071}
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Seh/lces

Exhibit I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABIUTY ACT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of (he Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health insurance Portabiilty and Accountability Act. Public Law 104-191 and
with (he Standards for Privacy and Security of (ndividualty Identifiable Health information, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein. "Business
Associate' shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected health Information under this Agreement and 'Covered
Entity' shall mean the State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definmons.

a. "Breach" shall have (he same meaning as the term 'Breach' in section 164.402 of Title 45.
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. 'Business Associate' has the meaning given such term in section 160:103 of Title 45. Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. 'Covered Entltv" has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 45.
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. 'Designated Record Set'shall have the same meaning as the term 'designated record set"
In 45 CFR Section 164.501,

e. 'Data Aaareoation' shall have the same meaning as (he term 'data aggregation* in 45 CFR
Section 164.501.

f. 'Heatth Care Operations' shall have the same meaning as the term "health care operations"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. "HITECH Act* means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act. TitleXIII, Subtitle D, Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.

h. "HIPAA* means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information, 45 CFR Parts.160.162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

I. "Individua!" shall have the same meaning as the term "indrviduaP In 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance vrilh 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

j. 'Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health aryj Human Services.

k. 'Protected Health Information' shall have the same meaning as (he term "protected health
Information' in 45 CFR Section 160.103. limited to the Information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

ytou Etfdbrn Conbaetaf tniUaTiA/^ /
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

1. 'Required bv Law' shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" in 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

m. "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her designee.

n. 'Securitv Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164. Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

o. 'Unsecured Protected Health Information' means protected health Information that is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health information unusable,
unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals and is developed or endorsed by
8 standards developing organization that is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

p. Other Definitions • All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH.
Act.

(2) Business Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
-information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further. Buslr;)es$ Associate, including but not limited to all
its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use. disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI:
I. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate;
II. As required by law. pursuant to the terms set forth In paragraph d. below; or
III. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate is permitted under the Agreement to dlsdose PHI to a
third party, Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure, (I)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confidentially and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which it was
disclosed to the third party; and (il) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification
Ruies of any breaches of the conridentiality of the PHI. to the extent it has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shali not. unless such disclosure is reasonably necessary to
provide services under E)diibit A of the Agreement, disciose any PHI in response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that It is required by law. without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covert Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

S/2014 EihJbltl Contfaaor mtltah J )
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted a!)
remedies.

e. if the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be t)ound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI In violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) ObUqations and Activities of Business Associate.
N

a. Tfie Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer immediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health information not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured
protected health Information and/or any security Incident that may have an impact on the
protected health information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when it becomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall include, but not be
limited to:

0 The nature and extent of the protected health information involved, including the
types of Identifiers and the likelihood of re-idenUflcatlon;

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health Information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

o Whether the protected health information was actually acquired or viewed
o The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has been

mitigated.

The Business Associate sh^l complete the risk assessment within 46 hours of the
breach and Immediately report the findings of the risk assessment In writlr^g to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of Its internal policies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entity's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, Including
the duty to retum or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (I). The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party beneficiary of (he Contractors business associate
agreements with Contractor's Intended business associates, who will be receiving PHI

3/2014 Exhibit I ConUsctof IniUolt
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph ff13 of the standard
contract provisions (P'37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health information.

f. Within fh/e (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available dunng normal business hours at Its offices all
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreement.

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI in a Designated Record Set to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an Individual In order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an Individual contained In a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill Its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

i. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and information related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
Individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.528.

J. Wilhin.ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make available
to Covered Entity such information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill its obligations .
to provide an accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR
Section.164.528.

k. In the event any individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to fonivarded requests. However, if forwarding the
individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall instead respond to the Individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicat)le.

I. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Associate In connection with the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction Is r>ot feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise agreed to in
the Agreement, Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to
purposes that make the return or destruction Infeasible, for so long as Buslnesl. a ̂ .

SrZOU . EiNbiil Contmetof InMah f
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

Assodale maintains such PHI. If Covered" Entity, in Us sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) Oblloations of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limitation(s) in its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to individuals In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in. or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CFR SecUon 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
'  disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,

to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

{5) Termination for Cause
V

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit 1. The Covered Entity may either immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Assoc.iate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeframe specified by Covered Entlfy. If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Miscetlaneous

a. Definitions and Reoulatorv References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms in the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to Include this Exhibit I. to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as In effect or as
amended.

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to lake such action as Is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state taw.

c. Data Ownership. The Business Associate acknowledges that It has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Interpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity in the Agreement shall be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security >
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit I

e. Seofeoation. If any term of condiiion of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
p6rson(s) or circumstance is held Invalid, such Invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without t{ie invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit 1 are declared severable.

f. Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI. return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreerneht In section (3) I. the
defense and Indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parlies hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

Department of Health and Human Services

The Stale

/////
Name of the Contractor

Signature of Authorized Representative Slgna^^^^f ̂tho^^QpRepresenlative

te of ALOhorized Representative Name ̂Authorized RepresentativeName lorized Representative

Title» of Authorized RepiRepresentative

IDate ^

Title of Authorized Representative

"vi'ist

3/2014 Exhibit I

Htitth Irmjrtnce Poi1<bllty Act
Busineti Axiodalc A^Mmtnt

Pegs 6 of B
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit J

CERTinCATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY
ACT fFFATAt COMPLIANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of Individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awarded on or after October 1.2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated flrst-Uer sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
initial award Is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result In a total award equal to or over
$25,000. the award Is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In acco^ance vdth 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), the
Department of Health and Human Servl^s (DHHS) must report the foilo^^g Information for any
sutaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award

3. Funding agency
4. NAICS coda br contracts / CPDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award title descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
6. Principle place of performance
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS 0)
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives If:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Compensation information is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days. In which
the award or award amendment Is made.

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions d
The Federal Funding Accountability and TransparerKyAct. Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following Certification:
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply wHh all applicable provisions of the Federal
Financial Accountability and Transparency AcL

Contractor Name:

Date

JT^L

Name

TlUe:

cuoKKari to;o

J - CertificaOon RaQardIng ihft FtCera) Funding
AccounuMSty And Tmnspsrenqr Act (FFATA) Compliance

Page 1 of 2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit J

FORMA

As (he Contractor Idenlined In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions, I certify that the responses to the
below listed questions are true and accurate.

. The DUNS number for your entity Is:

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue in U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grarits, sub-grants, and/or cooperative agreements: and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual
gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants, artd/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

If the answer to U2 above is NO. stop here

If the answer to #2 above is YES. please answer the following;

3. Does the public have access to information about Ihe compensation of the executives in your
business or organization through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.78m(a). 78o(d}) or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986?

NO YES

If the answer to above is YES, stop here

if the answer to 03 above Is NO. please answer the following:

4. The names and corhpensation of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization ere as follows:

Amount:

Amount:

Namexyf^y7.rf^^^ Amount:
Amount:

Amount:

Name: ̂

Name;

CUOMMn 10719
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms maybe reflected and have the described meaning In this document;

1. 'Breach* means the loss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally Identifiable
information, wl^ther physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information, * Breach" shad have the same meaning as the term 'Breach' In section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. "Computer Security incident" shall have the same meaning 'Computer Security
Incident" in section two (2) of NIST Publication 800-61, Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide, National Institute of Standards and Technology. U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. 'Confidential Information' or 'Confidential Data' means all confidential Information
disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, health, financial, public
assistance benefits and personal inforniation including without limitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records, Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable information.

Confidential Information also includes any and all Information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed in the course of performing contracted
services • of which collection, disclosure, protection, and disposition is governed by
state or federal taw or regulation. This information includes, but is rwt limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI). Personal Information (PI), Personal Financial
Information (PFI). Federal Tax Information (FTI), Social Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential Information.

4. 'End User* means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data In accordance with the terms of this Contract.

5. 'HIPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. 'Incident' means an act that potentially violates an explicit or Implied security policy,
which includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or its data, unvranted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge, Instruction, or
consent. Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misroutir>g of physical or electronic

Security Requfremenu A
Pegelofl ^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

mall, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use. disclosure, modification or destruction.

7. "Open Wireless Network" means any network or segment of a network that is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unenc^pted PI, PFI,
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. "Personal Information* (or "PI") means information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an Indh/lduars identity, such as their name, social security nurhber, personal
information as defined in New Hampshire RSA 353-C:l9. blometric records, etc.,
alorw, or when combined with other personal or identifying information which Is linked
or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. "Privacy Rule' shall mean the Standards for Prwacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. "Protected Health Information" (or "PHI") has the same meaning as provided In the
definition of "Protected Health infonmatlon" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §
160.103.

11. "Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164. Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protectkl Health Informalion" means Protected Health Information that Is
not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or .Indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organteation that is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

I. RESPONSIBILITIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use. disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further, Contractor,
Including but not limited to all its directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use. disclose, maintain or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information In response to a

V4.Ust update 04.04.201B ExhibRK Contractor
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

request for disclosure on the basis that it is required by law. in response to a
subpoena, etc.. without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notiftss the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such additional

restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not Indicated in this Contract

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

II. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confideniiai Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable In cyber security and that said
application's-encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the intemet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User rnay only employ email to transmit Confidential Data If
email is encrypted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such Information.

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User Is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mall Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via c&rtifted ground
mail within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

S. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User Is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a vihual private network (VPN) must be
Installed on the End User's mobile devic6(s) or laptop from which information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH Rie Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data, End User will
structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of
Information. SFTP folders and sub^foiders used for transmitting Confidential Data will
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletion cycle (i.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, ail
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of information.

III. RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract. After such time, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative In whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract. To this end. the parties must:

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It will not store, transfer or process data collected In
connection with the services rendered under this Contract outside .of the United
States. This physical location requirement shall also apply In the implementation of
cloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage capabilities, and includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in
place to detect potential security events that can Impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confidential Data
in a secure location and identified In section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored in a Cloud must be in a
FedRAMP/HlTECH compliant solution and comply Nvith all appdcable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest anti-viral, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware, and anti-malware utilities. The environment, as a
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whole, must have aggressive Intrusion-detection and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's
Chief Information OfTicer in the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor will maintain any Confidential information on its systems (or Its
subcontractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certification for any Stale of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer In use, electronic media containir>g Slate of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanltJzation. or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described fn NISI Special Publication 800-88, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanitization, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify in writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request The written certification will Include all details rvecessary to
demonstrate data has been property destroyed and validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be. jointly
evaluated by the Slate and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless othentflse specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract. Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received ur>der this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as follows;

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored In the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential Information throughout the Information llfecycle, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e.. tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department confidential information
where applicable.

4. The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department conndentlal Information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and education for Its End
Users in support of protecting Departmerit confidential Information.

6. If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagen>ent
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an Internal process or processes that defines specific security
expectations, and monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, Including breach notificallon requirements.

7. The Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorization policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

6. If the Department determines the Contractor is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement.

9. The Contractor will work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey Is to enable the Department arxt
Contractor to monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be completed
annually, or an alternate lime frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and ttie Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent Is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Security Breach Uability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery from
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the breach, including but not limited to: credit nx)nitoring services, mailing costs aruj
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach.

12. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential information, and must In all other respects
maintain the privacy and security of Rl and PHI at a level and scope that Is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Including,
but not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), OHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for individually identifiable health
inforrhation and as applicable under State law.

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to It. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that is not less than the level arxJ scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire. Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https.7fwww.nh.gov/dolt/vendor/lndex.htm
for the Departnr^ent of Information Technology policies, guidelines, standards, and
procurement information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and incident
response process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach v^thin two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor leams of Its occurrence. This Includes a
confidentia) Information breach, computer security Incident, or suspected breach
which affects or Includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this

Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties in connection with purposes identified in this Contract.

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above.
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this Information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI, PI, or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only if encrypted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such information.
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e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.

f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and Individually
identifiable data derived from OHMS Data, must be stored in an area that Is
physically and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
blometric Identifiers, etc.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, Including any
derivative files containing personally Identifiable information, and in all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when in transit, at rest, or when
stored on portable media as required In section IV above.

h. in all other instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances involved.

1. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their credential information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS
reserves the right to conduct onsite Inspections to monitor compliance with this
Contract. Including the privacy and security requirements provided In herein. HIPAA.
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations unlil such time the Confidential Data
is disposed of in accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer. Information Security Office and
Program Manager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) liours of the
time that the Contractor learns of their occurrence.

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches Involving PHI in
accordance with the agency's docurr^ented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and in accordance v/lth 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 • 306. In addition to, and
notwithstartdlng. Contractor's compliance with ali applicable obligations and procedures.
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Determine if personally identinable Information is InvoNed in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required In this Exhibit or P-37;

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and
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5. Determine whether Breach notification is required, and. If so. identify appropriate
Breach noUficalion methods, timing.. source, and contents from arnong different
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that Implicate PI must be addressed and reported, as
applicable. In accordance with NH RSA 359*Ci20.

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. ■ DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange issues:

DHHSlnformationSecurityOfftce@dhhs.nh.gov

B. DHHS contacts for Privacy Issues:

DHHSPrivacyOfr(cer@dhhs.nh.gov

C. DHHS contact for Information Security Issues:

DHHSInformatlonSecurityOfrtce@dhhs.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

OHHSInformatlonSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

OHHSPrtvacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New.HampshIre
Department of Health and Human Serylces

Amendment #3 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 3"' Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #3) is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and North Country
Health Consortium., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of
business at 262 Cottage Street, Suite 230, Littleton, NH 03561.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7) and December 5, 2018 (Item
#23), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in
the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to rnake changes to the scope of work, completion
date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

j

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council;
and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and ' ^

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Arnendmeht #3 remain in full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing andthe mutual covenants and conditions contained
in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30,2020. . .

2. Form P-37 .General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation,'to read:

$1,419,000.

3. Delete Exhibit A,' Amendment #2, Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A,
Amendment #3, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

North Country Health Consortium Amendment #3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substanco Uso Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date ' Katja S. Fox
Director

North Country Health Consortium

/£>. 5.
7^

Date' , Name:

1Title: C'SO

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of aItiJ County of_ ' on , before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

r.. r, ul- .1 r. AMY JEROYSignature of Notary Pubtjaor ̂ stice of the Peace Notary Public - New Hampshire
My Commission Expires May 3, 2022

/\ivw
Title or Notary or JusticName and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

k

My Commission Expires: 3, ̂oz-2-

North Country Health Consortium Amendment #3 .
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name: iiSi
Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and-Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on; {date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

North Country Health Consortium Amendment #3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Draft #3

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire

- General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services

described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and

expenditure.requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, .regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Doorways, compliant with all applicable
confidentiality laws, including 42 -CFR Part 2 in order to receive
payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Doorways have been completed by Contractor prior to accepting
invoices for services provided through SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
,  (MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-

approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment UZ, Draft #3

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naitrexone.
1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management

services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naitrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The .Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor shall
coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs program.

1.4.2.'9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. No later than 30 days from the date of Governor & Council approval, the
contractor shall-submit a plan for Department approval for that addresses

actions that shall be taken in the event that the contractor ceases to provide

sen/ices. This plan shall include, but not be limited to:

1.4.3.1. How clients shall be transitioned to alternative providers to

ensure that there is not a gap in services;

1.4.3.2. Where client records shall be transferred to; and

1.4.3.3. How clients shall be notified of 1.4.3.1 and 1.4.3.2.

1.4.3.4. The Department may not be identified as the entity that shall

assume responsibility for client records.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

»  Exhibit A, Amendment UZ, Draft #3

2. Scope of Services
2.-1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who;

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12. with required consent

'  .from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that

support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)

'by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm). '

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care

that build on the strengths and*resilience of individuals, families and

communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and

recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall: ,

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services
available In order to align this work with ION projects that may

be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks "(RPHN) of
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN'
projectS'that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with-other community service

■ providers involved in the-client's care and the client's support

network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway

contractors including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board

payment to the Doorway;

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor initials,
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support ̂ ivices

Exhibit A, Arhendment #3, Draft #3

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room'and board client data and

services with the clients' preferred Doorway to

ensure that each room and board client served

has a GPRA interview completed at intake, three

(3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the

Contractor cannot "admit a client for sen/ices

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Dooivvay sen/ices at the time

of discharge when a client is in need of Hub
services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being

served.

2.2.2.6. , Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact

of violence'and trauma on people's lives and the importance of

addressing trauma in treatment.
%

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use'

disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use

disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of

.attitudes .and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other

drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives - through the

exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and

' consideration'of alternative solutions and decision making with

regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Draft UZ

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient .Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive. Outpatient treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activities-that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are
provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use

disorder treatment services according to an individualized

treatment plan designed to support individuals as they
transition back into the community. Transitional Living Services

are not defined by ASAM. Transitional Living services shall

include at least 3 hours of clinical services per week of which

at least 1 hour shall be delivered by a Licensed Counselor or
unlicensed Counselor working under the supervision of a

Licensed Supervisor and the remaining hours shall be

.  delivered by a Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW)
working under a Licensed Supervisor or a Licensed Counselor.
The maximum length of stay in this service is six (6) months.

Adult residents typically work in the community and'may pay a
jDortion of their room and board.

2.3.1.5. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria, Level 3.1 for adults.' Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential substance use disorder

treatment services designed to support individuals that need

this residential service. The goal of low-interisity residential

treatment is to prepare clients to become self-sufficient in the

community. Adult residents typically work in the community
and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.6. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

substance . use disorder treatment designed to assist

individuals who require a more intensive level'of service in a
structured setting.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor initials,
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New Hampshire Department of Heaith and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3,' Draft #3

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment only in coordination with providing at least one of the
services in Section 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.10 to a cMent.

2.3.2.1. integrated Medication Assisted Treatment sen/ices provide for
medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of opiate

and other substance use disorders. The Contractor shall

provide non-medical treatment services to the client in
conjunction with the medical services provided either directly
by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the , service provided. The
Contractor shall deliver integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by

the Department. "Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key
Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

Hampshire." '

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. " Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery

support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual
maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. ' The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in
coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section 2.3.1.1
through 2.3.1.4 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group

Intensive Case Management in accordance with

SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TiP-27-

Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-

■Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215) and
which exceed the minimum case management
expectations for the level of care.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Draft #3

2.5.1. The Contractor shall.determine eligibility for services in accordance with

Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face comrhunication by meeting in

person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an

individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)

business days from the date that individual contacts the

Contractor for ̂ Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact shall be

documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business

days from the date of the first direct contact with the individual,
using the eligibility module in Web Information Technology

System (WITS) to determine probability of being eligible for

services under this contract and for' probability of having a

substance use disorder. All attempts at'contact shall be

documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of treatment

by asking clients about any changesin income

no less frequently than every 4 weeks. Inquiries

about changes in'^income shall be documented
in the client record

, 2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all

services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within'two (2) days of the initial
Intake Screening.in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web

Information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the

Department when the individual is determined probable of being eligible for

services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon

request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in

Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed

or unlicensed Counselor frpm a referring agency.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Draft UZ

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed.by a licensed or

unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for alt services provided,

complete a clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative
method approved by the Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic

information and a recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM

Criteria, published in October, 2013. The Contractor shall complete a clinical
evaluation, for each-client:

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3

business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.5

above before admission or Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.5

above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder

treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical

evaluation in Section 2.5.5 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower intensity

ASAM Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable

at the time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.4, in

which case the client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of

Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity

ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes
4.

available as in Section 2.5.5; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's

service area that provides the service with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority

described below:

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Seivlces
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment UZ, Draft #3

.  2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even If
-the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights

have not been terminated, including the provision of Interim

services within the required 48-hour^ time frame. If the
Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the needed

level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:^

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doorway of the client's choice to

connect the client with substance use disorder

'  treatment services; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., Assist

the pregnant woman with identifying altematlve

providers and with accessing services with these

providers. This assistance shall include actively
reaching out.to identify providers on the behalf of

the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim'services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.

Interim services shall include:
.  I

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

i  ' 2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period-between screening and admission to
the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection,drug use including the
provision of interim,sen/ices within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health

disorders.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit a, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Draft #3

•  2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

' 2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. - Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with

the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority adrnission at the request of the
Department. . ^

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for^

treatment from the client'prior to receiving sen/ices for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part ,2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age
of twelve (12) prior to receiving services. • • '

2.5.11. The Contractor .shall include in the consent forms language for client

consent to share information with other social service agencies involved in

the client's care, including but not limited to: '

2.5.11.1. The Department's Divisiori of Children, Youth and Families
(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5:113. Doonways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall'not prohibit clients,from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section

2.5.11 above except that clients who/refuse to consent to information
sharing.with the Doorways shall not receive services utilizing State Opioid
Response (SCR) funding. ,

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing
in Section 2.5.11 above,that they have the ability'to rescind the consent at.
any time without any impact on services provided under this contract except
that clients who rescind consent to inforrhatioh sharing with the Regional
Hub shall not receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid
Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unvwllingness to pay the fee;
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Draft UZ

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

'  pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. ■ Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2:5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, .unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as

kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6, Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under

this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and

.  2,4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.5

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and

payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above
by the type of service and payer source for the services.

,2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into

the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

'  2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen •

(14)daysafterintake:
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Hurhan Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Dreft #3

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'

refusal of such assistance shall be clearly documented in the

client record

2.8. SetVice Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of

treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on

going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during

screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all

clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall;

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under

this contract, then the Contractor shall Integrate withdrawal

management into the client's treatment plan and provide on

going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that withdrawal

is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided

when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;

Coordihate with the withdrawal management services provider

to admit the client to an appropriate sen/ice once the client's

withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be provided under

this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients

based on clinical evaluation data within'three (3) days or three.(3) sessions,

whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4 above), that

address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's

admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the requirements

in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,

and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what shall be done)
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Subistance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3, Draft #3

2.8.3.1.'2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's Ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the
individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done

and there is a stated time frame for completion,

that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the,client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less

frequently than every 4 ̂ssions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates shall include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new

goals based on changes in the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to.move to a different level of

■  care based on changes in functioning in any

ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment. ^

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor

agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,

objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor initials
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2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents

from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, If applicable,

and in compliance with state, federal laws and state and
federal rules, including but not limited to;

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor

shall make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider if appropriate

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part

2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance

in compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving

clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and if the client does not

have a mental health care provider, then the

Contractor shall make an appropriate referral to

one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are

'obtained in advance in compliance with state,

federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery isupport provider, and if the client
does not have a peer recovery support provider,
the Contractor shall make an appropriate referral

to one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents.from the client, including

42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are

obtained in advance in comjDliance with state,

federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment
setting, to meet with clients to describe available

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit a, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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services and to engage clients in peer recovery

support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services

offered by the client's, managed care

organization, Doorway, third party insurance or

other provider, if applicable. If appropriate

consents from, the client, including 42 CFR Part

2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance

in compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the

client, including but not limited to the Department's Division of

Children, Youth and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and

the Doorways as applicable and allowable with consent

provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.The Contractor shall'

.  clearly document In the client's file If the client refuses any of

the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge

plans for all Services, in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See

Section 2.3.1.1), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in

accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time

of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing

services when addressing continuing care as .follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is

making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals articulated in the individualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level of

care is assessed as'necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not

yet making progress, but has the capacity to

resolve his or her problems. He/she is. actively

working toward the goals articulated in the

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor Inltiats
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individualized treatment plan. . Continued

treatment at the present level of care is assessed
as necessary to permit the patient to continue to

work toward his/her treatment goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems

have been identified that are appropriately

treated at the present level of care. The new

problem« or priority requires services, the

frequency and intensity of which can only safely

be delivered by continued stay in the current

level of care. The level of care which the patient

is receiving "treatment is therefore- the least
intensive level at which the patient's problems

can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4)' criteria for

transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that

include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has

achieved the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the

problem(s) that justified admission to the present

level of care. Continuing the chronic disease

management of the patient's condition at a less

intensive level of care is indicated; or
*  -v ,

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has

been", unable. to'resolve the problem(s) that

justified the admission to the present level of

care, despite amendments to the .treatment plan.

The patient is determined to have achieved the

maximum possible benefit frorh engagement in
services at the current level of cafe. Treatment

at another level of care (more or less intensive)

in the same type of services, or discharge from

treatment, is therefore indicated; of

.2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has

demonstrated a lack of capacity due to

diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that lirhit'
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his or her ability to resolve his or her problem(s).

Treatment at a qualitatively different level of care

or type of service, or discharge from treatment,

is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new problem(s)..
and can be treated effectively at a more intensive

level of care.

2.6.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued

services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Transitional

Living.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and

found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has

validated research.

•  2.8.7.. The'Contractor shall deliver services In this Contract in accordance with:

' 2.8.7.1. The ASAiyi Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the. ASAM website at:

http://www.asamcriteria.org/

. 2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA)'Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available

at http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-
Treatment-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available » at

http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-
Assistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1. ̂

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. .The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature

of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.T.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that Include: . }

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation In stopping the

use of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control
Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

QuitLine; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral

tobacco products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic

devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use'of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following If use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which Is located

at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this, area,

including cigarette butts and matches, shall be
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated

smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly

maintained, it can be eliminated at the discretion

of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting

people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post .the tobacco free environment policy in the

Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and

visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from seiVices being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of

work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds

the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.
<

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate;for the services provided and
the number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and

individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or
Board of Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any

clinical or recovery support services within their scope of

practice.
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3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuais who have

completed the required coursework for licensure by the Board

of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental
Health Practice or Board' of Psychology and are working to

accumulate the work experience required for licensure.

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery

support services within their scope of knowledge provided that

they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver

intensive case management and other recovery support

services within their scope of practice provided that they are

under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals

who are working to accumulate the work experience required

for certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case

management and other recovery .support services within their
scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct

supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence

based practices, at a minimum;

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment

of progress;

3.1.4.2. , Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,

when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. .The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of • Professional Practice, available at
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'  •(

http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-Counseling-

Competencies/SMA15-4171 and • '

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis

given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and

confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part

2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff

.  for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder

treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new

administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of

services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
.  .resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the

Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there

is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct

contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security

and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to

beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an

approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in .Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire. .
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3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field

of substance use '^disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality '

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15

'  days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract

effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide-In-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the -Departmeht to clinical staff oh hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor: shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.
%  0

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically

monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of

Health Facilities Administration to meet higher, facilities licensure standards.

'  4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
rheet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System .(WITS) or an

alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity

and client contact within (3)* days following the activity or contact as'directed by the
Department. , .

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department. •

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and,'

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be
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assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that Is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.T2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have

completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than

those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are

•  ' minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to

achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. fyionthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th
day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more

than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees,that:

6.1.3.1. " Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or

situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or serious

harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well- being,

including but not limited to:

.3.1.1. Abuse;

.3.1.2. Neglect;

.3.1.3. Exploitation;

.3.1.4. Rights violation; .

.3.1.5. Missing person;

.3.1.6. Medical emergency:

.3.1.7. Restraint; or
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6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident; •

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the Incident;

»  •

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any

'  ' individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which

shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,

and agency/organization;

6.1:6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)

involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,

where, how the "event happened, and other

relevant information, as well as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime
or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported

the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72, hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017), ■ ' available at

https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-form.pdf

to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the

Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon request

of the Department; and
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6.1.6.5. Submit additional Information regarding, Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department: and -

6.1.6.6. Report the event in.Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with OUD, the contractor
shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each

client ̂ served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GRRA)

interview completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD for

whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doorways
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level
of care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality, improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department^ such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site ̂ /isits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor-and manage the utilization levels of care and service array

to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7;2.1.2. , Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of more than
10% between expended funding and elapsed time on the
contract the Contractor shall .notify the Department within 5
days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within 10
days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
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8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit.to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement for the
month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the month
and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract, and Cash Flow
Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a budget

column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted within thirty
(30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated on the
following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand: '

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments

divided by total operating expenditures, less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments

on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-term

investments as used above shall mature, within three (3)

months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough

cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio: ■

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.
I

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover

the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense

plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service
(principal and interest) over the next twelve (12) months.
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8.1.3.4. .Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt

'  payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance. Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of ,1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. .Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability

to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: the Contractor's Monthly Financial
.  Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either;

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
. Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any ofthfe Maintenance of Fiscal integrity'standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff
to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

I-

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) caleridar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

i  , "

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) caleridar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure

continued access to services as requested by the Department.

The Contractor shall provide requested information in a

timeframe agreed upon by both parties.
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8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four

(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially-impact or impair the ability of the

Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet. Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other

financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting

from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

i  ̂

9. Performance'Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments

under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to

information sharing with the Doorways receive a Hub referral for ongping care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who

shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents

in place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the

Doorways and the Contractor.

•  The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds. ' '

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in'Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but

not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, .as collected in WITS, shall be used to

assist.the Department in'determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing sen/ices within 14 days of screening:

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;
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9.4.4.. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
;  Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged

meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at

discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in

school at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.5.3. Reduction in/no change in nurhber of individuals, arrested in

past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.5.5. Increase in/np change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first

sen/Ice

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergojes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a,corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2.' The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each

deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor'shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block 1.8,
of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to Exhibit A,
Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment, and
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Sen/ices Administration State O'pioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services ^

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Sen/ices covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare .

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee set by the. Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the
State for services provided under this" contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3;1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale, not to exceed $4,000
per client per treatment episode.

3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the
client's monthly household income being less than the deductible
plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL).

North Country Health Consortium Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Vendor initials tfj
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3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size ,

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 _ $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2.. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90" $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service'Fee Table, unless otherwise stated. The
Contractor agrees:

4.1. The fees for services, excluding Clinical Evaluation, are all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services and are the maximurn allowable charge in calculating the amount to
charge the Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement,(See Section 5
below).

4.2. To bill for Clinical Evaluation services separately from all other per day units of services.

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit B-T,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided
under this contract from putjlic and private insurance plans, the clients, and
the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited processing to the

greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the
program and to irnmediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed, payments
received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided to an eligible
client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment #2 when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2.

North Country Health Consortium
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5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract'Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, .after the Contractor charges the client's insurer, if applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, which is the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount

paid by private insurer and the amount paid by the client, unless the client's
copay or deductible Is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees^the amount charged to the client shall not ,exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry'into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as in Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The-Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 except for:

5.7.1. Transitional Living, See Section 7 below and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria. Level^3.1.
See Section 7 below.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table, the 'Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the
state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.
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6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OU.D) in residential level of care.

6.1. The Contractor" shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients,with OUD in residential level of care.

6.2. With the exception of room and board payments for transitional living, the Contractor shall
not bill the Department for Room and Board payments in excess of $619,200.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.3.1.- Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Leyel of Care for which the client received services for the date
range identified in 6.3.3

6.3!5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall-submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for room and
board in the prior month. 'The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty
(30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this
Agreement. Invoices must be submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR

•  funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2. '
* i ;

7. Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
7.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section 5 above and as

follows:

7.2. Medication:

7.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication Assisted

Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and customary charges

according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA) 126-A:3 III. (b), except for

Section 7.2.2 below.

7.2.2. •. The Contractor will be reimbursed for lyiedication Assisted Treatment with
Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate Treatment Program (OTP) per

New Hampshire Administrative Rule He-A 304 as follows:

North Country Health Consortium Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Vendor Initials
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7.2.2 1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the Medicaid

rate, up to 7 days per week. The code for Methadone in

an OTP is H0020, and the code for buprenorphine in an

OTPISH0033.

7.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per client per
day.

7.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.2.4.1. WITS Client ID#:

7.2.4.2. Period for which prescription is intended;

7.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

7.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code;^
*  «

7.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

7.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and
V

7.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the

service.

7.3. Physician Time: . '

7.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other medical

professional to provide Medication Assisted Treatment Services, including but

not limited to assessing the client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing
and/or administering a medication, and monitoring the client's response to a

medication.

7.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit B-1

Service Fee Table.

7.3.3. • The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;'

7.3.3.2. Date of Service;

7.3.3.3. Description of service; . ■ '

7.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

7.3.3.5. Charge for the service;'

7.3.3.6. Client cost share for the.service; and

North Country Health Consortium Exhibit B. Amendment '#3 . Vendor Initials
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8.

7.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
service.

7.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month,
which identifies, and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for
medication assisted treatment in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the

Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services
provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices must be- submitted utilizing the WITS

system. ■ '

Additional Billing Information; Intensive Case Management Services:
8.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for intensive case

management under this contract only for clients who have been admitted to programs in
accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after billing other public and private

insurance.

8.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to a client
prior to admission.

8.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the service is
authorized by the Department.

9.' Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services and Low Intensity
Residential

9.1 . The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

9.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 using the
sliding fee scale

9.1.2. The charges to the Department

9.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging and meals
offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's income of the
Federal Poverty Level (FPL) Is;

Then the Contractor may charge the
client up to the following amount
for room and board per week;

0%-138% $0

139%-149% ;  $8

. 150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

■  250% - 299% ■  $40

North Country Health Consortium
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300%- 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

9.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that shall be returned
to the client at the time of discharge.

9.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to room and

board.

10. Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional'Living

10.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this contract to
the client's other third party payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare, and private
insurance. The Contractor shall not charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

10.2. Notwithstanding Section 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge in accordance with
Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 above for clinical services under this contract only when the
client does not have any other payer source other than this contract.

11. Sliding Fee Scale

11.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit B,
Amendment #3, Section 5, above.

11.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate In Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%- 149% 8%

150%- 199% 12%

200%.-249% - 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

11.3. The Contractor shall not deny a child under the age of 18 services because of the
parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential
services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

12. Submitting Charges for Payment

North Country Health Consortium
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12.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology
System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1 ..Amendment #2 Service Fee Table. The
Contractor shall;

12.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after the
'  date the service was provided to the client

12.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following the
last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter notes are
ready for review.

12.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and notify

.  the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

12.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for the
billing month.

12.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

12.2. ■ The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the
last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

12.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shairblll for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through WITS, the
contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative process for submitting
invoices.

12.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SLID clients with Opioid Use
Disorder that are Medlcaid coded for both residential and transitional living services.

13. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

14. The Contractor ;Shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.

15. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld,' in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, .rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

16. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

17. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment.

18. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

North Country Health Consortium Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Vertdor Initials,
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18.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

18.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to: '

18.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse services.

18.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended In Federal
Fjscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or correctional
institutions of the State.

18.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the "purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

18.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

18.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 360x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, 'religious
instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts such
activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the
programs or services for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.
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State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

1, William M. Gardner. Secretary of State of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that NORTH COUNTRY HEALTH

CONSORTFUM is a New Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on October 05.

1998. 1 further certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good

standing as far as this office is concerned.

Business ID; 301456

Certificate Number: 0004524560

Qp.

%

asii

O

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF.

1 hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 5th day of June A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

1, Edward Shanshala, do hereby certify that:

1. I am a duly elected Officer of North Country Health Consortium.

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the Agency duly held on April 12, 2019.

RESOLVED: Whereas the North Country Health Consortium enters into contracts with the State
of New Hampshire, acting through its Department of Health and Human Services.

RESOLVED: Be it resolved that the ChiefExecutive Officer and/or Board President is hereby ■
authorized on behalf of this corporation to enter into said contracts with the State and to execute
any and all documents, agreements, and other instruments; and any amendments, revisions, or
modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable, or appropriate. Nancy Frank is
the Chief Executive Officer of the corporation.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as
of the 5"^ day of June, 2019.

4. Nancy Frank is the duly elected Chief Executive Officer of the Agency.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand as the President of the North Country Health
Consortium this 5"' day of June, 2019.

^Edward Shansh^^^President

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

COUNTY OF GRAFTON

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 5"" day of June, 2019, by Edward Shanshala.

AMY JEROY . ,
Notary Public - New Hampshire-

My Commtaaton Expire# May 3, 2^tary Public/iustice oph^eace
My Commission Expires:



ac^rd' certificate of liability insurance DATE (MM/DO/YYYY)

06/04/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S). AUTHORIZED
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NORTH COUNTRY
HEALTH CONSORTIUM

North Country Health Consortium Mission Statement:

"To tend innovative collaboration to improve the health status of the region."

The North Country Health Consortium (NCHC) is a non-profit 501(c)3 rural health network,
created in 1997, as a vehicle for addressing common issues through collaboration among health
and human service providers serving Northern New Hampshire.

NCHC is engaged in activities for:

•  Solving common problems and facilitating regional solutions
•  Creating and facilitating services and programs to Improve population health status
•  Health professional training, continuing education and management services

to encourage sustainability of the health care infrastructure
•  Increasing capacity for local public health essential services
•  Increasing access to health care for underserved and uninsured residents of Northern

New Hampshire.

262 Cottage Street, Suite 230, Littleton, NH 03561
Phone: 603-259-3700; Fax: 1603-444-0945

wmf.nchaih.oiv • nchcQinchcnh.ora
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

To the Board of Directors of
North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary
Littleton, New Hampshire

Report on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of North Country Health
Consortium, Inc. (a nonprofit organization) and Subsidiary, which comprise the consolidated statements
of financial' position as of September 30, 2018 and 2017, and the related consolidated statements of
activities and changes in net assets, functional expenses, and cash fiows for the years then ended, and the
related notes to the consolidated financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial
statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United Slates of America,
this includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation
and fair presentation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards,
issued by the Comptroller General of the United Stales. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from
material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal conlroi. Accordingly we express no such opinion.

/An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of
the consolidated financial statements.

401 Water Tower Circle 27 Center Street 30 Congress Street 1020 Memorial Drive
Suite 302 P. O. Box 326 Suite 201 St. Johnsbury, VT 05819 West Lebanon. NH 0..784
Colchester. VT 05446 Rutland, VT 05702 St. Albans. VT 05478 (802) 748A5654 (6O.1) 306-0100
(802) 654-7255 (802) 773-2721 (802) 527-0505



We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of North Country Health Consortium. Inc. and Subsidiar>' as of September
30, 2018 and 2017, and the changes in its net assets, functional e.xpenses, and its cash flows for the years
then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United Stales of America.

Other Matters

Other Information

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated financial statements
as a whole. The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards, as required by Title 2 U.S.
Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements. Cost Principles, and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards, is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required
part of the consolidated financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of management and
was derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the
consolidated financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the audit of the consolidated financial statements and certain additional procedures, including
comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used
to prepare the consolidated financial statements or to the consolidated financial statements themselves,
and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to
the consolidated financial statements as a whole.

Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated March 26, 2019
on our consideration of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's internal control over
financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is solely to describe the
scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that
testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and
Subsidiary's internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of
an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering North Country
Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's internal control over financial reporting and compliance.

St. Albans, Vermont

March 26, 2019

VT Reg. No. 92-0000102

O.yi. < Ccmpo^.lUP
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NORTH COUNTRY HEALTH CONSORTIUM, INC. AND SUBSIDIARY

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AND 2017

2018 2017

ASSETS

Curreni assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable, net

Grants and contracts

Dental services

Certificates of deposit
Prepaid expenses

Restricted cash - IDN

Total current assets

Property and equipment:
Computers and equipment

Dental equipment

Furnitures and fixtures

Vehicles

Accumulated depreciation

Property and equipment, net

Other assets

Restricted cash • IDN

Total other assets

Total assets

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Current liabilities

Accounts payable

Accrued expenses

Accrued wages and related liabilities
Deferred revenue

Total current liabilities

Long-term liabilities

Deferred revenue • Long term portion

Total long-term liabilities

Total liabilities .

Net assets

Unrestricted

Total net assets

Total liabilities and net assets

s 687,847 S 1,075,410

966.962 548.391

898 .  864

126,065 125,540

21.356 9.960

1,987,216 1,021,388

3,790,344 2,781,553

147,392 147,392

32,808 32,808

30.045 30,045

'18,677 18.677

(170,735) (137,253)

58,187 91,669

800.000 1.200.000

800,000 1,200,000

$ 4.648,531 $ 4.073.222

s 396,039 $ 105,345

8.983 6.921

265,717 154,454

1,854,420 1,185,265

2,525,159 1,451,985

800,000 1,200,000

800,000 1,200,000

3,325,159 2,651,985

1.323,372 1,421,237

1.323.372 1.421,237

$ 4,648,531 $ 4,073,222

See accompanying notes.
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NORTH COUNTRY HEALTH CONSORTIUM, INC. AND SUBSIDIARY

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AND 2017

See accompanying notes.

2018 2017

Support:

Grant and contract revenue

Revenue:

Dental patient revenue

Fees for programs and services
Interest income

Other income

Total revenue

Total support and revenue

Program expenses:

Workforce

Public health

Molar

CSAP

Total program expenses

Management and general

Total expenses

Gain (loss) on sale of property and equipment

Change in net assets

NET ASSETS, beginning of the year

NET ASSETS, end of the year

$  5,017,825

101,092

1,455,860

6,085

12,766

1,575,803

6,593,628

3,263,756

198,719

219,335

2,524,655

6,206,465

485,028

6,691,493

(97,865)

1.421,237

$  1,323,372

$  3,493,136

121,784

100,602

5,554

2,594

230,534

3,723.670

2,01 1,463

165,268

279,213

772,056

3,228,000

275,938

3,503,938

(1,146)

218,586

1,202,651

$  1,421,237

-4-



^OUTH COUNTRY Hf^UTH CONSORTIUM. INC-AM) SUBSIDIARY

Pertonnel:

Saliri<4

Payroll ■3:in aiKt employee benel'itt
Subtotal

Site expeitsea:
Computer fee*
Medical and pharmacy auppliet, MOA
OfTicc tuppliei
Food

Subtotal

General:

Baddebu '
Depreciaiiurt
Due* and membetalilpi
Education and training
Equipment and maintenance
Rent attd occtipancy
Inaurance *

Miicellaneout

Payroll proceuing fees
Poiiage
Printing
Profeuional fees

Training fees and supplies
Travel

Telephone
Vehicle expense
Event facility fees

Subtotal

Total expenses

See accompanying notes.

CONSOUIIMTER statement OF KUNCTIONAL E.VPENSES
FOR THE Yt-SR ENDED SF.PTEMBEH 30. 2018

Maitagemetu &
Public Health Molar CSAP Total Prouram Octteral Total

$  987.365 S 115.572 S  1 12.796 S  I.4S0.3I7 S  2.696.050 S  281.983 $  2.978,033

185.492 20.750 21.9.48 261.323 489,503 48,518 538.021

1.172.857 1.46.322 1.44,7.44 1.741.640 3.185,553 3.40,501 3.516.054

16.218 1,186 3,392 18.846 39.642 3.161 42.803

I.6I0.2I2 36.431 55.217 327.270 2.029.130 4.967 2.034.097

17.314 2.634 448 64.899 85.295 .40.617 115.912

58.405 58.405 58.405

40.251' 59.057- 469.420 2^112.472 38.745 2J5I.2I7

12,847 12.847 12.847

6.869 6.869 26.613 .43.452

203.919 59 76 4.877 208.931 8,658 217.589

2,108 140 1.050 3.298 45 3.343

22,299 544 3,787 26,630 2,420 29,050

51.842 5.628 6.099 1 15,769 179.338 20.556 199.894

5..364 972 1.173 7.156 14,665 5.016 19.681

219 7.732 7.951 7.951

150 50 694 894 9.105 9.999

1,646 168 178 1.635 3.627 313 3.940

4.208 366 1.175 4.330 10.079 1.756 11.835

26.047 I.OOO 2.797 38,573 68.417 19.353 87.770

53.602 914 I.OOO 20.548 76.064 4.758 80.822

47.224 2,806 1.475 54.798 106.303 8.423 114.726

10.222 1,116 501 12.348 24.187'' 1.327 25.514

3.298 31 3.329 497 3.826

18.524 9.067 27.420 55,01 1 6.942 61.953

447,155 22.146 25.544 .413.595 808,440 1 15.782 924.222

S  3.263.756 S 198.719 S  2I9J3S S  2.524,655 . $  6.206.465 S  485.028 S  6.691.493
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NOKTM COUNTHY MK/M-TII CONSOIITIUM. INC. AND SUHSIDIAHV
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OK EUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

EOR THE VE/\K ENDED SEPTEMBER JO. 2017

CSAP Tw.ii PfOKfim

Management &

CenenI Total

Personnel:

Salariei

Payroll taxes and employee benerns
Subtotal

Site expenses;

Computer fees

Medical and pharmacy supplies. MOA
OITice supplies

Subtotal

General:

Depreciation

Dues and memberships

Education and training

Eqiilpmeni and malnieiinnce

Rent and occupaticy

InsiuaiKC

Miscellaneous

Payroll processing fees
Postage

Printing

Professional fees

Training fees and supplies
Travel

Telephone

Vehicle expense

Event facility fees
Subtotal

Total e.xpenses

S  902.2S5 S  72.003 $  141.659 S  271.561 $  1,387.508 S 131.822 $  1,519.330

IS8..I95 12.821 26.335 . 46.652 244.203 19.635 263.838

I.0&0.680 84.824 167.994 , 318.213 I.63I.7I I 151.457 1.783.168

17.098 1.570 5,135 4.920 28.723 1,698 30.421

673.678 61,473 70.399 354.919 1.160.469 2.212 1,162.681

I7.7d<l 2.588 1.407 9.570 31.309 15.415 46.724

708.520 65,631 76.941 369.409 1.220.501 19.325 1.239.826

7.095 7,095 23.114 30.209

5,185 35 9 9.87! 15,100 8,547 23,647

4,635 150 1,514 l,7.-0 8.029 8,558 16,587

270 468 . 738 1,727 2,465

39.647 3.279 6,881 11,180 60.987 4,709 65,696

5.712 944 1.601 1,609 9.866 582 10,448

_ . 5.817 5,817

. . 592 592 5.717 6.309

2,007 146 348 722 3.223 606 3.829

3,805 671 1.506 5.276 11.258 426 11,684

27.639 1.601 4,872 11,890 46.002 28,039 74,041

84.505 667 407 9.694 95.273 1,462 96,735

48.119 3.885 3.585 27.635 83.224 8.979 92.203

10.398 1,040 975 2.105 14.518 623 15.141

. 5.017 800 5,817 5.817

10,341 2.395 . 1.330 14,066 6.250 •  20,316

242.263 14.813 34.278 84,434 375.788 105,156 480,944

S  2,011.463 S  165,268 S  279.213 $  772.056 S  3,228.000 % 275.938 S  3.505,938

See accompanying notes.



NORTH COUNTRY HEALTH CONSORTIUM, INC. AND SUBSIDIARY
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

FOR THE YEARS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AND 2017

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Change in net assets

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets

2018 2017

(97,865) $ 218,586

Depreciation 33,482 30,209

1,146(Gain)/loss on sale of property and equipment
(Increase) decrease in operating assets:

(207,861)
Accounts receivable - Grants and contracts (418,571)

Accounts receivable • Dental services (34) 8.420

Prepaid expenses (1 1,396) 25,366

Restricted cash - IDN (565,828) 191,847

Increase (decrease) in operating liabilities:
42,240Accounts payable 290,694

Accrued expenses 2,062 (987)

Accrued wages and related liabilities 1 1 1,263 57,073

Deferred revenue 269,155 (194,604)

Net cash provided (used) by operating activities (374,191) 171,435

Ending cash and cash equivalents

See accompanying notes.

■ 7 -

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Reinvestment of certificates of deposit interest (525) (520)
Purchases of property and equipment

Net cash used by investing activities (5^5)

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (374,716) 89,565
Beginning cash and cash equivalents 1,075.410

700,694 $ 1,075.410



NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note I. Nature of Activities and Summary ofSignificant Accounting Policies

Nature of activities

North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary (NCHC) (the Organization) is a not-for-profit
health center chartered under the laws of the State of New Hampshire. The Organization's mission is to
lead innovative collaboration to improve the health status of the region. NCHC is engaged in promoting
and facilitating access to services and programs that improve the health status of the area population,
provide health training and educational opportunities for healthcare purposes, and provide region-wide
dental services for an underserved and uninsured residents.

Effective October I, 2017, the Organization assumed the operations of Friendship House, an outpatient
drug and alcohol treatment facility and program from Tri County Community Action Program.

The Organization's wholly owned subsidiary, North Country ACO (the ACO), is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
charitable corporation formed in December 201 1. This entity was formed as an accountable care
organization (ACO) with its purpose to support the programs and activities of the ACO participants to
improve the overall health of their respective populations and communities. A nominal cash balance
remains and activities have ceased.

The Organization's primary programs are as follows;

Nenvork and Workforce Activities - To provide workforce education programs and promote oral health
initiatives for the Organization's dental services.

Public Health and CSAP - To conduct community substance abuse prevention activities, coordination of
public health networks, and promote community emergency response plan.

Dental Services and Molar - To sustain a program offering oral health services for children and low
income adults in northern New Hampshire.

Following is a summary of the significant accounting policies used in the preparation of these
consolidated financial statements.

Basis of accounting

Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenses are recognized in the accounts and reported in
the financial statements. Basis of accounting relates to the timing of the measurements made, regardless
of the measurement focus applied.

The Organization uses the accrual basis of accounting. Under the accrual basis of accounting, revenues
are recorded when susceptible to accrual, i.e., measurable and earned. Measurable refers to the ability to
quantify in monetary terms the amount of the revenue and receivable. Expenses are recognized when they
become liable for payment.

Principles of consolidation

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of North Country Health
Consortium, Inc. and its wholly owned subsidiary, North Country ACO. All inter-company transactions
and balances have been eliminated in consolidation.



Note I. Nature of Activities and Summary of Signincant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Use of estimates

In preparing the consolidated financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United Stales of America, management is required to make estimates and assumptions that
affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at
the date of the financial statements and the amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period.
Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Concentration of risk

The Organization's operations are affected by various risk factors, including credit risk and risk from
geographic concentration and concentrations of funding sources. Management attempts to manage risk by
obtaining and maintaining revenue funding from a variety of sources. A substantial portion of the
Organization's activities are funded through grants and contracts with private, federal, and state agencies.
As a result, the Organization may be vulnerable to the consequences of change in the availability of
funding sources and economic policies at the agency level. The Organization generally does not require
collateral to secure its receivables.

Revenue recognition

Below are the revenue recognition policies of the Orgaiiization:

Denial Paiient Revenue

Dental services are recorded as revenue within the fiscal year related to the service period.

Grant and Contract Revenue

Grants and contracts are recorded as revenue in the period they are earned by satisfaction of grant or
contract requirements.

Fees for Programs and Services
Fees for programs and services are recorded as revenue in the period the related services were performed.

Cash and cash equivalents

For purposes of the statement of cash flows, the Organization considers all highly liquid investments with
an original maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents.

Restricted cash - IDN

Restricted cash - IDN consists of advanced funding received from The State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services for the Integrated Delivery Network program (IDN). The
original advance of funds of $2,000,000 is to be used to fund the Organization's cost of administering the
IDN over a period of five years, beginning in fiscal year 2017. The remaining balance is to be distributed
to participants.

•9-



Note 1. Nature of Activities and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

For the years ending September 30, 2018 and 2017, these amounts were restricted as follows:

2018 2017

Administration fee to the Organization $ 1,200,000 $ 1,600,000
Distributions to participants 1,587,216 6^l»388

'  $ 2,787.216 $ 2,221,388

Accounts receivable

The Organization has receivable balances due from dental services provided to individuals and from
grants and contracts received from federal, stale, and private agencies. Management reviews the
receivable balances for collectability and records an allowance' for doubtful accounts based on historical
information, estimated contractual adjustments, and current economic trends. Management considers the
individual circumstances when determining the collectability of past due amounts. Balances that are still
outstanding after management has used reasonable collection efforts are written off through a charge to
earnings and a credit to accounts receivable. Any collection fees or related costs are expensed in the year
incurred. The Organization recorded an allowance for doubtful accounts for estimated contractual
adjustments for dental service of $598 and $7,776 as of September 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively, and
an allowance for doubtful accounts for grants and contracts of $12,847 and $0 as of September 30, 2018
and 2017, respectively. The Organization does not charge interest on its past due accounts, and collateral
is generally not required.

Certificates of deposit

The Organization has three certificates of deposit that may be withdrawn without penalty with one
financial institution. These certificates carry original terms of 12 months to 24 months, have interest rates
ranging from .40% to .55%, and mature at various dates through February 2020.

Property and equipment

Property and equipment is staled at cost less accumulated depreciation. The Organization generally
capitalizes property and equipment with an estimated useful life in excess of one year and installed costs
over $2,500. Lesser amounts are generally expensed. Purchased property and equipment is capitalized at
cost.

Property and equipment are depreciated using the straight-line method using the following ranges of
estimated useful lives:

Computers and equipment 3-7 years
Dental equipment 5-7 years
Furniture and fixtures 5-7 years
Vehicles 5 years

Depreciation expense totaled $33,482 and $30,209 for the years ended September 30, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.

- 10-



Note 1. Nature of Activities and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Deferred revenue

Deferred revenue is related to advance payments on grants or advance billings relative to anticipated
expenses or events in future periods. -The revenue is realized when the expenses are incurred or as
services are provided in the period earned.

Net assets

The Organization is required to report information regarding its financial position and activity according
to three classes of net assets: unrestricted net assets, temporarily restricted net assets, and permanently
restricted net assets.

Unrestricted net assets - consist of unrestricted amounts that are available for use in carrying out the
mission of the Organization.

Temporarily restricted net assets - consist of those amounts that are donor restricted for a specific
purpose. When a donor restriction expires, either by the passage of a stipulated time restriction or by the
accomplishment of a specific purpose restriction, temporarily restricted net assets are reclassified to
unrestricted net assets and reported in the statement of activities as net assets released from restrictions.
The Organization has elected, however, to show those restricted contributions whose restrictions are met
in the same reporting period as they are received as unrestricted support. The Organization had no
temporarily restricted net assets at September 30, 2018 and 2017.

Permanently restricted net assets - result from contributions from donors who place restrictions oh the
use of donated funds mandating that the original principal remain invested in perpetuity. The
Organization had no permanently restricted net assets at September 30, 2018 and 2017.

Income taxes

The Organization and the AGO are exempt fronV federal income taxes under Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code and are not classified as private foundations. However, income from certain
activities not directly related to the Organization's tax-exempt purpose is subject to taxation as unrelated
business income. The Organization had no unrelated business income activity subject to taxation for the
year ended September 30, 2018.

The Organization had adopted the provisions of FASB ASC 740-10. FASB ASC 740-10 prescribes a
recognition threshold and measurement attributable for the financial statement recognition and
measurement of a tax position taken or expected to be taken in a tax return, and provides guidance on
derecognition, classification, interest and penalties, accounting in interim periods, disclosure, and
transition. Based on management's evaluation, management has concluded that there were no significant
uncertain tax positions requiring recognition in the financial statements at September 30, 2018.

Although the Organization is not currently the subject of a tax examination by the Internal Revenue
Service or the State of New Hampshire,, the Organization's tax years ended September 30, 2015 through
September 30, 2018 are open to examination by the taxing authorities under the applicable statue of
limitations.



Note 1. Nature of Activities and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Functional expenses

The costs of providing the various programs and activities have been summarized on a functional basis in
the Statement of Activities. Expenses are charged to programs based on direct expenses incurred and
certain costs, including salaries and fringe benefits, are allocated to the programs and supporting services
based upon related utilization and benefit.

•Implemehtation of new accounting pronouncements

Management is reviewing the following Accounting Standards Updates (ASU) issued by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board, which are effective for future years, for possible implementation and to
determine their effect on the Organization's financial reporting.

ASU No. 2015-14, Revenue from Comracts with Customers. This ASU includes new revenue
measurement and recognition guidance, as well as required additional disclosures. The ASU is effective
for annual reporting beginning after December 15, 2018, and interim reporting periods within annual
reporting beginning after December 15, 2019. The effect of this ASU has not been quantified.

ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). This ASU requires lessees to recognize the following for all
leases (with the exception of short-term leases) at the commencement date; (I) a lease liability, which is
the lessee's obligation to make lease payments arising from a lease, measured on a discounted basis; and
(2) aTight-of-use asset which is an asset that represents the lessee's right to use, or control the use of, a
specified asset for the lease term. For short-term leases (term of twelve months or less), a lessee is
permitted to make an accounting policy election by class of underlying asset not to recognize lease assets
and lease liabilities. If a lessee makes the election, it should recognize lease expense for such leases
generally on a straight-line basis over the lease term. The ASU is effective for annual periods, and
interim reporting periods within those annual periods, beginning after December 15, 2019. The effect of
this ASU has not been quantified.

ASU No. 2016-14, Not-For-Profn Entities: Presentation of Financial Statements of Not-for-Profit
Entities. The ASU was issued to improve reporting by not-for-profit entities in the areas of net asset
classifications and information provided about liquidity. This ASU is effective for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2017, and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018.
This ASU will increase disclosures in the Organization's financial statements.

ASU No. 2016-18, Statement of Cash Flows: Restricted Cash. This ASU clarifies how to report restricted
cash in the statement of cash flows. This ASU is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2018, and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019. This ASU will have
minimal effect on the Organization's financial statements.

- 12-



Nole 2. Cash Concentrations

The Organization maintains cash balances at two financial institutions. Their bank accounts at the
institutions are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) up to $250,000 per financial
institution. The Organization's cash balances exceeded federally insured limits by $14,600 at September
30, 2018. The Organization has not experienced any tosses with these accounts. Management believes the
Organization is not exposed to any significant credit risk on cash as of September 30, 2018.

The Organization attempts to manage credit risk relative to cash concentrations by utilizing "sweep"
accounts. The Organization maintains ICS Sweep accounts that invest cash balances in other financial
institutions at amounts that do not exceed FDIC insurable limits. All cash at these institutions is held in
interest-bearing money market accounts, interest rates on these balances ranged from .10% to .15% as of
September 30, 2018.

Note 3. Operating Leases

The Organization leases office space in Littleton, NH under a three year operating lease that expires in
October 2020. The Organization has the option to renew the lease for two additional years.

In October 2017, the Organization assumed the operations of Friendship House, an outpatient drug and
alcohol treatment facility and program. The Organization leases the premises under a five-year operating
lease that expires March 2023, with monthly rent and CAM fee payments of $19,582. The CAM fee
portion is to be adjusted annually. Since the inception of the lease, the agreement has been verbally and
mutually amended to allow the Organization to pay actual expenses, such as utilities, repairs, mortgage,
CAM, etc., in lieu of the $19,582 monthly payment.

In addition, the Organization leases satellite offices in Berlin, NH, Tamworth, NH, Woodsville, NH,
North Conway, NH, and Conway, NH under month-lo-month operating lease agreements.

Future minimum rental payments under lease commitments are as follows:

Year Ended September 30,
2019 $ 160,297

2020 163,41 1
2021 65,431
2022 56,500
2023 28,250
Thereafter "

$  473,889

Lease expense for the aforementioned leases was $132,746 and $62,100 for the years ended September
30, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
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Note 4. Deferred Revenue

The summary of the components of deferred revenue as of September 30, are as follows:

2018 2017

Deferred Revenue-IDN $ 2,387,744 $ 2,215,782
Deferred Revenue- Other 266,676 [69,48.j

Total $ 2,654,420 $ 2,385,265

Deferred revenue - IDN

Under the terms of an agreement between the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and the
State of New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services, various Integrated Delivery
Networks (IDN) are to be established within geographic regions across the state to develop programs to
transform New Hampshire's behavioral health delivery system by strengthening community-based mental
health and substance use disorder services and programs to combat the opioid crisis. The Organization has
been designated to be the administrative lead of one of these 1 DNs.

In September 2016, the Organization was awarded a five-year demonstration project from the CMS,
passed through the State of New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services. At that date, the
Organization was advanced $2,413,256 upon fulfillment of the condition of successful submission and
state approval of an IDN Project Plan. Of that amount, $2,000,000 will be retained by the Organization as
administrative fees for five years and the remaining funds will be disbursed to participants. For years two
through five, the IDNs will continue to earn performance-based incentive funding by achieving defined
targets and any funds received will be passed through to the participants.

Note 5. Related Party Transactions

A majority of the Organization's members and the Organization are also members of a Limited Liability
Company. There were no transactions between the Limited Liability Company and the Organization s
members in 2018 and 2017.

The Organization contracts various services from other organizations of which members of management
of these other organizations may also be board members of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and
Subsidiary. Amounts paid to these organizations were $898,736 and $348,668 for the years ended
September 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively. Outstanding amounts due to these organizations as of
September 30, 2018 and 2017 amounted to $33,214 and $37,950, respectively. Outstanding amounts due
from these organizations as of September 30. 2018 and 2017 amounted to $5,210 and $0, respectively.

Note 6. Retirement Plan

The Organization offers a defined contribution savings and investment plan (the Plan) under section
403(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Plan is available to all empl9yees who are 21 years of age or
older. There is no service requirement to participate in the Plan. Employee contributions are permitted
and are subject to IRS limitations. Monthly employer contributions are $50 for each part-time employee
and $100 for each full-time employee. Employer contributions for the years ended September 30, 2018
and 2017 were $61,990 and $26,291, respectively.
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Note 7. Commitment and Contingencies

The Organization receives a significant portion of its support from various funding sources. Expenditure
of these funds requires compliance with terms and conditions specified in the related contracts and
agreements. These expenditures are subject to audit by the contracting agencies. Any disallowed
expenditures would become a liability of the Organization requiring repayment to the funding sources.
Liabilities resulting from these audits, if any, will be recorded in the period in which the liability is
ascertained. Management estimates that any potential liability related to such audits will be immaterial.

Note 8. Federal Reports

Additional reports, required by Governmeni Auditing Standards and Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 200, Uniform Adininisiralive Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards, including the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards, are
included in the supplements to this report.

Note 9. Reclassifications

Certain reclassifications have been made to the financial statements for the year ended September 30,
2017 to conform with the current year presentation.

Note 10. Subsequent Events

Subsequent to year end, the Organization entered into a line of credit agreement with a local bank. The
Organization has $500,000 of available borrowing capacity under this line of credit. The line of credit
bears interest at the Wall Street Journal Prime Rate plus .50% and is secured by all assets of the
Organization. The line of credit is due on demand and matures February 2020.

The Organization has evaluated subsequent events through March 26, 2019, the date the financial
statements were available to be issued.

- 15-
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NORTH COUNTRV HEALTH CONSORTIUM. INC. ANH SUBSIDIARY

SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS

YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30. 2018

Federal Crantor/Puss through Cranlor/Progrum Title

U.S Department uf Health anil Human Sen'ices
Direct Progmmj;

Rural Health Care .Services Outreach Program (Oral Health)

Network Development

Rural Health Care Services Outreach Program (Opioid)

Health Careers Opponuniiy

Drug-Free Communities (SAMHSA)

Total direct programs: '

Passed through the State of Nr>v Hampshire:

Public Health Emergency Preparedness

Disaster Behavioral Health Response Teams

SAP - 2 Schools

SAP - WMCC

Young Adult Strategies
Young Adult Leadership

School-Based Immunization

Continuum ul Care

Student Assistance Program Federal Block Grant
SAP-5 Schools

Substance Use Disorder (Friendship House)

Substance Misuse Prevention

Community Health Workers

Community Health Workers (Chronic Disease)
Community Health Workers (Heart Disease.)

Community Health Workers (Cancer)

Public Health Advisory Council

Total passed through the State ofNew Hampshire:

Passed ihrotigh the Uaiversity of Dartmouth Area Health
Education Center:

Area Health Education Centers

Passed through the University ofNew Hampshire:

Practice Transformation Network

Total Eipcnditurcs of Federal Awards

Federal CFDA

Nutiiber

93.912

93.912

93.912

93,329

93.276

93.07'!

93.074

93.243

93,243

93.243

93.243

93.268

93.959

93.959

93.959

93.959

93.959

93.757

93.757

93.757

93.898

93.758

93.107

93.638

Grant No.

D04RH28387

D06KH2803I

D04RH3I64I

G06HP27887

IH79SP02I539.01

Pass-through

Grantor's Subgrant

No.

U90TP000535

U90TP000535

SP020796

SP020796

SP020796

SP020796

H23IP0007757

TIOI0035-I4

158557-BOOl

TI0IO035-16

TI010035-.I4

TI0I0035-I4

NU58DP00482I

NU58DP00482I

NU58DP00482I

NU58DP003930

BOI0T0O937

U77HP03627.09-01

Agreement f 16-039

Feitcral

Expenditures

106.595

254.067

5.813

366,475

102.222

151.252

619.949

66.566

62.542

129.108

77.695

119.728

96.490

19.547

313.460

8.689

23.666

856

68,584

210,900

69.687

373,693

12.867

29.992

49,985

92.844

24.942

42.025

984,761

76.099

517.138

2,197.947

Sec accompanying notes to schedule of e.xpenditures of federal awards.
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NORTH COUNTRY HEALTH CONSORTIUM, INC.
AND SUBSIDIARY

Notes to Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
for the Year Ended September 30, 2018

Note 1. Basis of Presentation

The accompanying Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards (the Schedule) includes the tedcrai
award activity'of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary (the Organization) under
programs of the federal government for the year ended September 30, 2018. The information in this
Schedule is presented in accordance with the requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulalions
Part 200, Uniform Administraiive Requiremenis. Cosi Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal
Awards (Uniform Guidance). Because the Schedule presents only a selected portion of the operations of
the Organization, it is not intended to and does not present the financial position, changes in net assets, or
cash flows of the Organization.

Note 2. Summary of Signiricant Accounting Policies

(1) Expenditures reported on the Schedule are reported on the accrual basis of accounting. Such
expenditures are recognized following the cost principles contained in the Uniform Guidance whereby
certain types of expenditures are not allowable or are limited as to reimbursement.

9

(2) Pass-through entity identifying numbers are presented where available.

(3) The Organization did not elect to use the 10% de minimus indirect cost rate allowed under the
Uniform Guidance.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL
REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS

BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERf^MENT AUDITING STANDARDS

To the Board of Directors of
North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary
Littleton, New Hampshire

We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to Hnancial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the consolidated financial statements of North
Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary (the Organization) (a New Hampshire nonprofit
organization), which comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as of September jO, 2018,
and the related consolidated statements of activities and changes in net assets, functional expenses, and
cash flows for the year then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements, and
have issued our report thereon dated March 26, 2019.

Internal Control over Financial Reporting

In planning and performing our audit of the consolidated financial statements, we considered North
Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's internal control over financial reporting (internal
control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the consolidated financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's internal control.
Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Organization s internal control.

A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or
detect and correct, misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination
of deficiencies, in internal control, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement
of the entity's financial statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A
significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is less
severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with
governance.

Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this
section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material
weaknesses or significant deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses
may exist that have not been identified.
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Compliance and Other Matters

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and
Subsidiary's consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement, we performed tests of
its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements,
noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial
statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an
objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests
disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under
Governmeni Auditing Standards.

Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the Organization's
internal control or on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards in considering the Organization's internal control and compliance.
Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any other purpose.

VT Reg. No. 92-0000102
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE FOR
EACH MAJOR PROGRAM AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL

OVER COMPLIANCE REQUIRED BY THE UNIFORM GUIDANCE

To the Board of Directors of

North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary
Littleton, New Hampshire

Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program

We have audited North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's compliance with the types of
compliance requirements described in the 0MB Compliance Supplement that could have a direct and
material effect on each of" North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's major federal
programs for the year ended September 30, 2018. North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and
Subsidiary's major federal program is identified in the summary of auditor's results section of the
accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.

Management's Responsibility

Management is responsible for compliance with federal statues, regulations, and the terms and conditions
of its federal awards applicable to its federal programs.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of North Country Health Consortium,
Inc. and Subsidiary's major federal programs based on our audit of the types of compliance requirements
referred to above. We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the audit
requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative
Requirements. Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Those
standards and the Uniform Guidance require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that
could have a direct and material effect on a major federal program occurred. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence about North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary s compliance with
those requirements and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on compliance for each major
federal program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of North Country Health
Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's compliance.
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Opinion on Each Major Federal Program

In our opinion, North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary complied, in all material respects,
with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect
on each of its major federal programs for the year ended September 30, 2018.

Report on Internal Control Over Compliance

Management of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary is responsible for establishing and
maintaining effective internal control over compliance with the types of compliance requirements referred
to above. In planning and performing our audit of compliance, we considered North Country Health
Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's internal control over compliance with the types of requirements that
could have a direct and material effect on each major federal program to determine the auditing
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
compliance for each major federal program and to test and report on internal control over compliance in
accordance with the Uniform Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of internal control over compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the
effectiveness of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary's internal control over
compliance.

A deficiency in internal control over compliance-tVASis when the design or operation of a control over
compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a
federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal control over compliance is a
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control over compliance, such that there is a
reasonable possibility that material noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal
program will not be prevented, or detected and corrected, on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in
internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over
compliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is less severe than a material
weakness in internal control over compliance, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged
with governance.

Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control over
compliance that might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies. We did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be material weaknesses. However,
material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.

The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of our
testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the requirements of the
Uniform Guidance. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other purpose.

a. w. < Cc^f<^. u.?
VT Reg. No. 92-0000102 , v
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NORTH COUNTRY HEALTH CONSORTIUM, INC.
AND SUBSIDIARY

Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs
Year Ended September 30, 2018

A. SUMMARY OF AUDITOR'S RESULTS

1. The independent auditor's report expresses an unmodified opinion on whether the consolidated
financial statements of North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiar>' were prepared in
accordance with GAAP.

2. No material weakness or significant deficiencies relating to the audit of the consolidated
financial statements of North Country Health Consortium. Inc. and Subsidiary are reported in
the Independent Auditor's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and on
Compliance and Other Matters Based on an Audit of the Financial Statements Performed in
Accordance with Governmental Auditing Standards.

3. No instances of noncompiiance material to the consolidated financml statements of North
Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary, which would be required .to be reported in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards, were disclosed during the audit.

4. No material weakness or significant deficiencies relating to internal control over compliance for
major federal award programs are reported in the Independent Auditor's Report on Compliance
for Each Major Program and on Internal Control over Compliance Required by the Uniform
Guidance.

5. The auditor's report on compliance for the major federal award programs for North Country
Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary expresses an unmodified opinion on the major federal
program.

6. There were no audit findings that are required to be reported in this schedule in accordance with
2 CFR Section 200.516(a).

7. • The program tested as a major program was U.S. Department of Health and Human Services -
ACA - Transforming Clinical Practice Initiative: Practice Transformation Networks (CFDA
Number 93.638).

8. The threshold for distinguishing Types A and B programs was $750,000.

9. North Country Health Consortium, Inc. and Subsidiary was determined to be a low-risk auditee.

B. FINDINGS - FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT

There were no reported findings related to the audit of the consolidated financial statements for the year
ended September 30, 2018.

C. FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS - MAJOR FEDERAL* AWARD PROGRAM AUDIT

There were no reported findings related to the audit of the federal program for the year ended September
30, 2018.
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NORTH COUNTRY HEALTH CONSORTIUM, INC.
AND SUBSIDIARY

Summary Schedule of Prior Audit Findings
Year Ended September 30, 2018

2017 and 2016 FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS - AUDIT OF MAJOR FEDERAL
AWARD PROGRAMS

2017 Finding:

There were no reported findings related to the audit of the major federal program for the year ended
September 30, 2017.

2016 Finding:

There were no reported findings related to the audit of the major federal program for the year ended
September 30, 2016.
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Chad L. Dingman
157 Fellows Road - Guildhall, VT 05905 - Phone: (C) 603-545-9504

Chad.Dingman34@gmail.com

Employment Histor)'
North Country Health Consortium - Littleton, NH

Administrative/Operations Director of Clinical Services April 2019 - Present
•  Responsible for the administration, development, management, compliance and

operation of Friendship House (residential treatment program), Intensive Outpatient
Services, Oiiipalient Services, and the Impaired Driver Program.

•  Development and implementation of internal operating policies and procedures
•  Ensure organizational delivery system uses evidence-based treatment throughout all

provision of services

•  Monitor the quality of clinical care for consistency and clinical integrity throughout
substance use programs

•  Lead service performance and quality improvement activities
•  Identify, plan, and evaluate new programs, services, and projects
•  Maintain knowledge of. and adhere to. Commission for the Accreditation of

Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) standards throughout programs

Mountain Club on Loon Resort - Lincoln, NH
Controller <i- Human Resources August 2018 - April 2019 (Full-Tinie)

April 2019 - Present (Consultant)

•  Oversee all Accounting, Business OITice and Human Resource functions for the resort
and restaurant

•  Lead 4 direct reports: Payroll, A/P, Owners Accountant, SiafT Accountant
•  Preparation of Financial Statements, weekly/monlhly/quarterly reporting on financial,

labor and operating statistics
•  Financial Review and Recommendations to the Board of Directors & General Manager

•  Completed a Transition to new Accounting software
•  Identified and initiated a change in HR/Payroll provider, with annual savings of

approximately $95,000
•  Train all management personnel on employee coaching/counseling processes, and

review all personnel management documentation

Morrison Nursing Home & Summit by Morrison - Whitefield, NH
Executive Director/CEO November 2016 - July 2018

Lead overall operations of Morrison's Nursing Home, 2 Assisted Livings and an
Independent Living community, a total of 164 beds.
Managed and completed construction, policy development, licensing and hiring of the
S25 million Summit by Morrison AL/IL community
Employee turnover reduced from 82% to 42% in 18-monih limeframe
Average Skilled census of 1 1.7 last 7 months. Historical average 5.8
Eliminated all contracted staffing: yielding an annual savings of approximately $240,000
Prepare and manage operating and capital budget/spending
Track and review expenses to identify variances in product usage and saving
opportunities
Identify and forecast all Capital budgeting and expenditures
Hire/Terminate personnel

Created a Memory Care program to enhance resident centered care and their quality of
life for residents with advanced cognitive loss.



Chad L. Dingman
157 Fellows Road-Guildhall, VT 05905 - Phone: (C) 603-545-9504

Chad.Dingman34@gmail.com

Employment Historj' Continued
St. Vincent de Paul Rehab & Nursing - Berlin, NH

Executive Director/Administrator I^iiy 2014 - November 2016
•  Oversee all operations of a 80 bed Nursing Facility, and operated 38% over budgeted

EBITDARM in last fiscal year

Increase from 4 to 5-Star Rating by CMS
Deficiency Free Health Recertification Survey in 2016
Approve facility expenditures and annual Financial budget preparation
Manage and oversee all Capital Budgeting and Expenditures
Restruclured'Housekeeping workflow and scheduling to meet sanitary needs of facility
Worked with Department Heads to best manage budgets, expenses and staff
Developed a mentor program for LNA's to improve orientation process and training of
new LNA's

Genesis HealthCare
Center Executive Director November 2011 - November 2013
•  Oversee all operations of Nursing Home and Assisted Living community
•  Voted "Best of the Best" in Nursing care for the Greater Rutland VT area for 2013. First

time receiving this award since its initiation in 2001
•  Restructured interviewing and orientation process to create a more streamlined process.

Results decreased length of time between interview to start date, as well as improved
feedback from new hires after completing orientation

•  Worked with Director of Nursing to quickly eliminate all bed and chair alarms, while
increasing rounding efforts to improve Quality of Life and Dignity for residents.

•  Reduction in amount of wasted and/or lost medical supplies, while increasing availability

Administrator-in-Training/Assl. Administrator October 2010 - November 2011
•  Learn all facets of the operation of a long-term care facility while completing AIT.
•  Monitor department budgets, expenditures, and over/under staffing
•  Consult with department managers concerning the operation of their departments to assist in

eliminating/correcting problem areas, and/or improvement of services

Scheduling t& Human Resources Manager May 2008-October 2010
•  Increase of approximately 20% in clinical staff retention in less than 18 months,

through thorough employee selection during hiring, and consistent enforcement of
policies and procedures'

•  Recruit, coordinate applicant flow, pre-screen applicants, complete all reference and
criminal background checks, conduct interviews, and hire clinical staff

•  Work with Administrator and Director of Nursing Services for annual budget preparations.
•  Manage/Organize the orientation process for all newly hired employees
•  Staff the facility with the proper Hours per patient Day (HPPD) to ensure a safe staff to

patient ratio while maintaining exceptional clinical care

Fidelity Investments, Merrimack, NH
HR/Payroi! & Retirements-Specialist February 2007 - April 2008
•  Advised management regarding salary ranges/increases, transfers, and employment

status changes



Chad L. Dingman
57 Fellows Road - Guildhall, VT 05905 - Phone: (C) 603-545-9504

Chad.Dingman34@gmail.com

Licensing and Certifications
•  NH Licensed Nursing Home Administrator, License #3756
•  Vermont Licensed Nursing Home Administrator, License #027.0091 194
•  Six Sigma Green Belt Certification - 2009
•  Strong use of PeopieSoft, Kronos, Point Click Care, HealthMedX/Vision, Paylocity,

AoD, Galaxy and Microsoft Office software

Education

Plymouth State University, Plymouth, NH 03264
Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Healthcare Administration
•  Anticipated completion date of August 2019
•  Current GPA of 3.83 on a 4.0 scale

Bachelor of Science in Business Management w/ Economics minor
•  December 2006 degree completion
•  Award for Outstanding Business Student



Stacie LeclercXCMHC.MLADC
286 Town Hall Rd, Intervale, NH 03845 Email: sleclerc@nchcnh.org Phone: 603-915-3224

Objective

Supervise and manage the daily activities of a clinical team providing residential
and outpatient substance use disorder treatment.

Experience
North Countrv Health Consortium October 2017-Present
Tri-Countv Community Action Program October 2016-October 2017
Bethlehem, NH

Clinical director for substance use disorder clinical services. Provide clinical
supervision to residential and outpatient counseling program staff. Program
development with the use of evidence-based practices. Ensure that the continuum
of care components are operated at their optimum levels. Responsible for the
delivery of the clinical programs.

Northern Human Services June 2006-November 2016
Berlin, NH

Licensed clinician working with outpatient consumers. Member of the Assertive
Community Treatment team who serve consumers with severe and persistent
mental illness. Primary clinician for the Referral Education and Assessment
Program serving the elderly community. Member .of the regional emergency
services response team who consults after business hours with five hospitals for
suicide and safety assessments.

Monarch Center for Family Healing June 2004-April 2006
Georgetown, CO
Licensed Eligible Clinician. Provide counseling to at-risk youth and their families
while utilizing wilderness settings and outdoor adventure to facilitate growth.

Home Care January 2001 -August 2003
Berlin, NH
Caregiver for individuals needing assistance to maintain independent living status.
Support families in transition of later stages of life care.

A Safe Place May 1999-December2000
Portsmouth, NH

Provide support to survivors of domestic violence in shelter, on crisis line and as
legal advocate in court.



Stacie Leclerc, LCMHC* MLADC •

286 Town Hall Rd, Intervale, NH 03845 Email: sleclerc@nchcnh.org Phone:603-915-3224

Licensure and Education

Licensed Clinical Mental Health Counselor

Master Licensed Alcohol & Drug Counselor

Naropa University August 2003-May 2006
Boulder, CO
Master of Arts in Transpersonal Counseling Psychology and Wilderness Therapy.

University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology
Bachelor of Arts in Women Studies.

September 1997-May 2000



93 Old Village Rd.
Oroveton, NH 03582

(603) 636r2412 (603) 631-0786
amy.meiinier@yahoo.com

Amy Dawn Hetinier

Objective: To seek new challenges and opportunities to advance my career in the Human
Services profession in order to continue my education, gather more experience,
and be a part in improving the lives of others one step at a time.

Education:
2016-Present Springfield CoUege St Johnsb^, VT

Hnman Services with a concentration in Meptal Health. Counseling.
•  Master's Degree
•  Northern Human Services Scholarship Award

2015-2016 Springfield College St Johnsbury, VT

Human Services with a concentration in Addiction Stiidies

•  Bachelor's Degree
•  Minor in Addiction Studies

•  Dean's List

Substance Abuse Ethics (7Hrs)

Experience: ,

2/12/2()18-Present North Country Health Consortium -The Friendship^ Hoiise ^ BetUeheni, NH

Program Coordinator, Ciinician

RSS Supervisor, Hire, Train
Facilitate team meetings
Provide direct services to clients

Monitor and Ensure documentation of client b^avior
Maintain Program Curriculum

2015-2018 Northern Human Services Berlin, NH

Assertive Community TVeatment Coordinator (ACT)
Program Coordinator\Supervisor
Facilitate team meetings^chedules
Case Management and direct services



2012-2015 Northern Human Services

Financial Case Manager

Social Security Representative Payee
Housing Specialist (HUD and Private Sectors)
Medical Benefits Specialist.(DHHS, Medicare and Private)

Berlin, NH

2006-2012 Northern Human Services

Administrative Assistant 2

Assisting guest upon entry
Answering telephone calls
Scheduling Doctor Appointments
Staff VacationVExtended Time

Coverage for Accounting\Payroll
Evening phone coverage for Emergency Services

Berlin, NH

Trainings:
•  Suicide Prevention (3hrs)

• Dialectic Behavioral Training (DBT) (8hrs)
•  niness Management and Recovery (IMR)
•  Foundation Trainings (MH101), Stages of Change, Motivational Interviewing, Functional

Supports and Services, CBT Strategies. (4hrs)
• CPR/First Aide

•  "When Money Still gets in the Way" (3hrs)
• Bed Bug Education (8hrs)
•  Substance Abuse Ethics (Thrs)

• Crisis Prevention Intervention (CPl)

•  LEAP (Listen, Emphasize, Partner, Agree)
• ACT Co-Occurring Disorder Specialist (7 Part Series)

References:

Available upon request



NANCY FRANK, MPH

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

North Country Health Consortium
Littleton, New Hampshire
January 2017 - present

Chief Executive Officer

•  Responsible for supervision of all agency staff
•  Director of the Northern New Hampshire Area Health Education Center
•  Lead strategic planning and board development efforts
•  Prepare and manage organization's budget
•  Provide oversight and technical assistance to all agency projects and programs

August 201 1 - January 2017
Executive Director

•  Responsible for supervision of all agency staff
•  Director of the Northern New Hampshire Area Health Education Center
•  Lead strategic planning and board development efforts
•  Prepare and manage organization's budget
•  Provide oversight and technical assistance to all agency projects and programs

December 2009-July 201 1
Development DirectorAVorkforce Development
•  Responsible for researching and writing grant applications, developing work plans, identifying

funding opportunities
•  Serves as North Country Health Consortium Evaluator
•  Provides consultation to member organizations and assists in community needs assessment,

evaluation, and resource development

•  Serves as project director on workforce development initiatives
•  Provides supervision to the Workforce Development Program
•  Member of NCHC Management Team

/

Vermont Department of Health
St. Johnsbury, Vermont
November 2006-June 2008

Public Health Supervisor

•  Responsible for administration of local public health programs, including school health,
immunizations, healthy babies, ladies first (breast and cervical cancer screening), and
environmental health

•  Participated in local emergency preparedness planning
•  Collaborated with community partners to develop community health education prevention

programs

•  Participated in local community health assessmeni and identification of public health priorities
•  Facilitated local Maternal/Child Health coalition

•  Supervision of professional/para-professional staff

Northeastern Vermont Area Health Education Center

St. Johnsbury, Vermont
December 1999-0ctober2006



Community Resource Coordinator
Program Coordinator, National Community Center of Excellence in Women's Health
•  Responsible for coordination of community health education programs in a six county region

in Northeastern Vermont

•  Collaborated with five regional hospitals to increase access to health information
and education programs

•  Worked with community partners to plan and implement community health and wellness
programs

•  Developed community health status reports
•  Responsible for grant writing, including successful award for five year federal grant to

establish National Community Center ofExcellence in Women's Health (CCOE) in Vermont's
Northeast Kingdom

•  Responsible for all aspects of development, implementation, management, and evaluation of a
rural CCOE model

•  Responsible for submission of all federal reports and documentation of CCOE program
highlights

•  Attended and presented at national meetings

Northeastern Vermont Area Health Education Center

St Johnsbury, Vermont
July 1999-October 1999

Consultant, Community Diabetes Project
•  Established partnerships with primary care provider practices to plan and implement diabetes

education program

•  Developed educational packets for providers and patients with an emphasis on chronic disease
management

Vermont Department of Health
Burlington, Vermont
June 1992 - December 1998

Public Health Specialist (February 1998 - December 1998)
Primary Care Coordinator
•  Wrote, managed, and administered Federal Grant establishing Vermont's Primary Care

Cooperative Agreement
•  Assessed access to primary care services for all Vermonters, particularly underserved

populations
•  Assisted communities, providers, and special populations in development of strategies to

increase access to care

•  Participated in policy development related to primary care delivery systems
•  Responsible for Vermont's applications for Federal Health Professional Shortage Area

designations
•  Facilitated and coordinated meetings of Primary Care Cooperative Agreement Steering

Committee

Maternal and Child Health Planning Specialist (October 1993 - February 1998)
Project Coordinator, State Systems Development Initiative
•  Facilitated community health needs assessment process in various communities

throughout the slate by providing technical assistance for development and data analysis
•  Managed community grants focused on integrated health care systems development for

children and families.

•  Responsible for development of community assessment and evaluation tools.



•  Responsible for federal grant and report writing
•  Member of statewide advisor)' boards, including the Primary Care Cooperative Agreement,

the Robert Wood Johnson Making the Grade Project, and the Indicator and Outcomes
Committee of the State Team for Children and Families

Maternal and Child Health Planning Specialist (June 1992 - September 1993)
Responsible for statewide planning for maternal and child health programs and policies.
Evaluated Department of Health programs and make recommendations for programmatic
changes

Responsible for coordinating Vermont's Maternal and Child Health Title V grant proposal and
annual report

Coordinator for statewide systems development project focused on the primary health care
needs of children and adolescents in Vermont.

Vermont Genetics Coordinator - manage contracts and grants with the Vermont Regional
Genetics Center

Responsible for grant and report writing
Member of Vermont's Child Fatality Review Committee

University oflllinois at Chicago, School of Public Health
Prevention Research Center, Chicago, IL
January 1990-May 1991

Project Director, Youth ATOS Prevention Project
•  Responsible for directing all aspects of a multiple risk reduction HIV prevention

education/research project

•  Developed comprehensive risk reduction curriculum for 7th and 8th grade students
•  Developed research questionnaires for students, parents, and school administrators
•  Responsible for writing annual National Institutes of Mental Health progress and

evaluation reports
•  Participated in budget management of project i
•  Supervised staff of three health educators and two research assistants

*5

Cook County Department ofPublic Health
Maywood, Illinois
September 1987 -January 1990

AIDS Education Coordinator (July 1988 -January 1990)
•  Responsible for administration, planning and implementation for all HIV/AIDS community

and school-based education programs

•  Managed subcontracts with community based organizations
•  Responsible for writing quarterly progress/evaluation reports submitted to the Illinois

Department ofPublic Health
•  Supervised staff of four health educators

Community Health Educator (September 1987 -July 1988)
•  Organized and conducted conferences, workshops, training, and classes for students,

teachers, and community groups on a variety of public health issues, emphasis on
HlV/AlDS and sexuality education

Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio
November 1982-May 1985

Research Assistant, Department of Nutrition



•  Primary research assistant for the laboratory analysis component of a project to study the
vitamin D levels of bottle-fed versus breast-fed infants

Research Assistant, Department ofMedicine
•  Prepared statistical and technical data for publications^
•  Managed research grants

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS/BOARDS

•  Grafton County Mental Health Court, Advisory Council
•  New England Rural Health Round Table, Board Member
•  New Hampshire Oral Health Coalition, Steering Committee
•  New Hampshire Governor's Primary Care Workforce Commission
•  National Cooperative of Health Networks
•  American Public Health Association

EDUCATION

May 1987 Master of Public Health, Community Health Sciences, Maternal & Child Health
University of Illinois at Chicago, School of Public Health

June 1981 Bachelor of Science, Consumer Science
University of Wisconsin - Madison



Colleen Gingue
537 Rabbit Plain

St. Johnsbury, VT 05819
(802) 274-2324 gingue.gingue@gmail.com

Self-Starter Team Plaver Task Oriented Cheerful

Highlights of Qualifications
•  Proficient in Microsoft Suite (Access, Excel, Power Point, Word) and Microsoft

Outlook (Email, Calendar, Reminder, Notes), QuickBooks Pro, Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), SharePoint, ADP, ReportSmith, Red Beam

Experience

Chief Financial Officer North Country Health Consortium 2018-Present
•  Supervise Financial Controller
•  Provide oversight for annual audits
•  Provide oversight for monthly reporting and present to governing body
•  Monitor cash positions
•  Prepare annual organization-wide budget and grant budgets
•  Provide oversight for clinical service billing
•  Evaluate processes and implement improvements and efficiencies

Finance Director North Country Health Consortium 2012-2018
•  Prepare monthly financial management reporting packages and analyses

o Present financial statements to Finance Committee and Board

•  Direct preparation of monthly, quarterly, and annual budget reports with
recommendations for areas of improvements

•  Direct administration of financial management systems, strategies, fiscal
policy and procedures

•  Oversee and participate in annual external audit
o Review auditor reports and financial statements, and provide

recommendation as needed

•  Supervise annual insurance renewals and review coverage requirements
•  Supervise Administrative Assistant

Multi-Client Bookkeeper Service Abacus Bookkeeping 2012
•  Assist Montpelier tax preparer and bookkeeper service with QuickBooks and

Intuit ProSeries tax preparation software
o Concentration in reconciliations, Excel spreadsheets, and analysis

Accounting Manager microDATA 911, Inc. 2002-2011
•  Supervise and Participate in Management of Accounting Department

o Reconcile A/R, A/P, Payroll, Accrual'and Prepaid Accounts, Fixed Assets
•  Perform Daily Cash Management and Monthly/Annual Projections
•  Prepare Financial Reports for Internal and External Distribution
•  Team with external CPA for Annual Review and Tax Return Preparation
•  Supervise and Participate in Year-End Closing Duties

o  Payroll Multi-State Reporting Requirements
o Closing Journal Entries and Financial Statement Preparation



o New year Prepaid, Accrual and Depreciation Journal Entries
o  Interview, Manage Benefits. Provide Employee Reviews & Coaching

Office Manager/Accountant Gingue Electric Corporation 1989-2007 (closed)
•  Orchestrate Multitude of Tasks for Successful Business Operation

o Manage Payroll and Employee Benefit Duties
o Track Apprenticeship Program Requirements
o Manage Full-Charge Bookkeeper Duties: A/P, A/R, Financial Reporting
o Create and Maintain Inventory and Billing Database

Education

•  Graduate with Bachelor of Arts Degree in Business Management. Johnson State
College

•  Cum Laude Graduate with Associate in Science Degree in Accounting,
Champlain College



Vendor Name:

Name of Program/Service:

KEY ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

NH Department of Health and Human Services

North Counir)' Health Consortium

Substance Use Disorder Treatment & Recovery Support Sen'Iccs

BUDGET PERIOD:" .

V  ' , .
I. • ■ • '.*C

,  • tA V-' '

V ;; . , •
Name '• • • ' . JbbTitle .. ' ■ -

Annual Salary ot.

'Key" . '

Admihistrative ^
Personnel

^Percentage of
Salary Paid by

- Contract ■

• .ti . , •

^Amount Paid by
' Contract

Chad Dinqman Administrative Director $97,131 50.00% ■  $48,565.48-

Stacie Leclerc Clinical Director $79,957 50.00% ■  .$39,978.52

Amy Meunier Proqram Coordinator $43,812 50.00% $21,906.04

Nancy Frank Chief Executive Officer $123,467 10.00% $12,34^71,

Colleen Ginque Chief Financial Officer $88,496 10.00% $8,849.61'

$0 0.00% t- ' $6.00-

SO 0.00% •  ' i.'f1$6;00

$0 0.00% •' •! ■ !3$0;00-

$0 0.00% T  ;.'"$o.oo

$0 0.00% $0.00i

TOTAL SALARIES .  $131!646.37,:



New Hampshire Depaitmenfof Health andKunian Setvlces
Substance Uise Oteofder.Treatmentand Recovery Suppoft.Sefvlces . ,

■' it State'of New Hampshire %
„. ̂ .. Poparhiiont of Heajthi^^^ Hurnan Services .

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery^Support Services Contract '

This 2*^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract.
(hereinafter, referred to as "Ameridment #2").dated this 30th; day of August, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"StateV or "Department") and North" Country Health Consortium., (hereinafter referred to as "the
Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with;a place of business'at 262 Cottage Street, Suite 230, Littleton.
NH 03561. • '

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contracr) approved by the Governor.and Executive Council
ori June 20. 2018 (Late- Item G) and amended on July 27. 2018 (Item #7) the Contractor^agreed to
P®^9I!Tl cejiain services based upon the terms arid conditions specified in the Contract as amended and
in consideration of certain sur^specified; and
WHEREAS, the State, and.the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of .work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and
WHEREAS, pursuarit to Forrri P-37. General Provisions, Paragraph 18. the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule ofithe contract'upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Goverrior and Executive Council; and ' ' \-c M f
WHEREAS, the parties agreed© modify the scope^of services and increase th_e price limitation to support
continued deliveiy of these services; arid ^
NOW THEREFORET iri'cbhsiderati8ri'-^'6f tfTe'^'doregoIng and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:, :

1. Form P-37, General Provisions. Block 18. Price Limitatiori, to read: - * ' i
$401.606^ __ _ ' ■ " _

2. Form P-37, General PijoyisiorisjBlock 1.9, ContrStirigOfficer-for State Agency,'to read:
■.,.1. ■* Na^np. yVhite^ . ■

3. Form P-37, General Provisions. Block 1.10. State Agency Teiephone Number, to read:
. 603-271-9631. '

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A, Scope of Services with Exhibit A,.Amendment #2, Scope of
Services. . ' . \ • .

5; Delete 0rxl Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit B.
Arnendfnenf»2; ̂ etgpd^^nJtQp^^opsJ'rec^ent to Pay^ " -

—6. Delete.and. Replace_Exhibit.'B:.1..Service. FeeJTable.with-Exhibit.Br.l,,Amendment .#2.' 's'ervice_ ...i
Fee Table. . '

North Country Health Cor^$ortium /vnendmem W2
RFA;20ie-8DAS^.i:-su8ST:08,Ti:i:.. r .i;-.-. ieofle-.iof.3. ^



New Hampshire De^f^ent of Health and Human Se^lces.
Support Ssrvlceg

.  .

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and. Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF; the parties have set tHeir hands as of the date written below;- -

I* • ,1
State of New Hampshire

'.Department of Health-and'Human Services

-Date. .Katja,S_.,Fpx

^Director -

Date

Contractor Name*

i ■ 'I
Name:

'  Cioicf 0^0

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

Slate of, County of_ _j on before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly abo^e. or satisfactorily proven to
be the person \^ose name is. signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document irt.the
capacity Indicated above. - ; . , •

-■■y
Signature of Notary PuWic"b^J.ustice of the Peace

••— AMY.JEROY.
.'NotBfy Publto - Now Hainpshfro -

My.Commlnloh &plm'Msy 3, 2022

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: *2022-

Nor^ Country Health Consortium
-RFA-20Y^*eiOAS-bl-SU8STdd

Aiwendmeni #2.
"Paoe-2of*3-'-^



New Hampshire Department of Health and'Hunian Services •
Substance Use Dteordo'r Treatment and Recovery Support Services. .

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFF,jCE OF THE ATTORNEY-GENEF^L

e.

Date Narfie: ,1J(iACu J • /)

I .hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment .was approved.by the.Govemor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)''

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

.  . ...Titie:

■. i' ■ ■ . . •

North Country Health Consortium Amendment #2
.RFAr20iwOAs;o.i:-SU8ST.-08:T-.r 'zii_:_:-.--": :Pa9a:3:of,3"



Hampshire Department of ̂HeaKh and Human Services
Substance Use Dtaoi^efTrea'bnent and Recovery Sup^rt'Serylces

.-.V . ' Exhibit A, Amendment #2

' "Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
.. .1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to* ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date. V \ .

.1:2:" —The eontractor.:agrees~thatrtorthe "'extent future-legislative-action by''the-New-
'.Hampshire Gerieral Cdiirt pr^-federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the*■Seivices.'destiiitJed herein,, tbe State.Agency has the right to rnodify Service

—  priorities and expenditure requirements-under- this-Agreement so as to-achieve
— —compliance-therewith. • — -— —'

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the .Contractor as a
Subrecipient In accordance with the prpvisioris of-2 CFR 200 et seq.-

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client^ r^ardless of where, the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance
1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all information security and privacy requirements as

set by .the Department,

1.5.2. ' State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards
■  -1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish-formal information-sharing-and referral

agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with ail applicable confidentiality lavtrs. including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR,
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Senrices have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

• • 1.5;2.3.- -The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUb). FDA-

.  approved MAT-for OUD ineludesr- -•
1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including;

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

North Country Health Consortium Exttibtl a, Amendrnent *2 Contractor Irtltials _

~ ■" " ^ r-*~-bate"£|



New Hampshire Department of Health and.Human Services
'Substance'Use Disorder treatment and Recovjery Sup^rt ServlcM

Exhibit Ai.AmendmentM

. J.5:2.-3.2.2. Buprenbrphine/naioxone tablets,

•  *1.5:2.3.2.3. ■ Buprenorphine/n^oxone films.
>  1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprehorphine/naioxone buccal

preparations.

1.5.2.3.3. ' VLong-acling Injectable buprehorphihe products.

1.5.2.3.4. B'uprenoi^rphine Implants.

1.5.2.3.5. ' Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.'5r2."4V~ 'TfieTContfa^pT^ffairndt provide~rhe3ical witHbrawal management
,.serylces to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal mahagernent service is accompaaied by the. use of

.  ; : injectable.extendedrrelease.naltrexone,.as.clinlcally appropriate..

1.'5.-2;5:—The-CbntractPr-shall ensure that" clients-receiving-financial aid- for*
fr ; recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a-recovery

housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery'
^  Residences standards" arid'registered with the' State of New

Hampshire. Bureau of Drug 'and Alcohol Services in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. . The Contractor must^assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance,, if, the clierit is determined eligible for such coverage.

,1.5.2.7. , The Cpntrador.shall. accept, clients ̂ on MAT and facilitate access to
'MAT on-site or through referral for "all clients supported with SOR
Grant-funds, as clinically,appropriate.

1.5.2.6. For clients'.identified as at risk.of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
.... . , . '_shall.cppr.dinate vi/ith.the.NH.Ryari.WhlteHIV/AlDsprogram.. ̂

.  The'Contractor shall ensure that all clierits are regularly screened for tobacco use,
treatment needs and ref^ral tp^the OuitLine as part of treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide .services to eligible individuals who:
•». . I , •. • j' , j

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
~  from a parent'or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

^2..1...1.2. ̂ . _.HaYe.income.belowj1C)D%.EederaLPoverty.Ley.el,.and _ .

2.1.1.3. ' Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire,-and

•2.1.1.4. . Are determined positive for substance.use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Cafe '

2.2.1. The. Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

.  „'that-supportItfier"ResiliencyIin3'.Recovery OVlentid TSVsTemsIof. Care r : "IT

North Country Health Consorlium
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(RROSC) by opierationallzing the Continuum of Care Model
., (http:*//yAy:w.dhhs.nh.gov/dCbci^"daVcohtlnuum-of-care7htrh

2.2.2. RRO^SC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that 'build on the strengths and' resilience of individuals, families and
communities to. take responsibility/or their sustained health, v\/eilness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a rhinimum, the Contractor
must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the integrated Delivery NetworK(s) (IDNs) of sen/ices
ayailable in order to align this ̂ rk with IDN projects that may
be similar or impact the sartie p.opulations.

. . . . 2r27272.- -Inform-the-Regionar Public Health- Networks (RPHNs); Of~

•  ̂ :—, •• • - . —services available-in-prder to align-thls work with qther-RPHN •
-projects that may be similar or-lmpact the same populations.

't ,

2.2t2.3. ' . Coordinate -client services ..with other community service
:. providers involved,Jn the client's care and the client's support

network • ' ;

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Hub

contractors'iincluding, but hot limited to:

2.2.'2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services;
*  i » .

2.2.2.4.2. ..Referring, any; client receiving room & board

payment to the Hub; .

-*' ■ —2.2:2.4.3. • Referring-'clients to Hub services-when the
'  . 1 . , ■. Contractor canriot' admit a client for services

within forty-eigtit (48) hours: and

2!2.2..4.4. Referring clients to Hub services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub

services.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma inforrhed; i.e. designed'to acknowledge the impact
•..—1— . of vlolence and-trauma.on.people's lives-and-the.importance .

.  of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or. more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

^  2.3:1.1. Individual. -Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
3  . " _ Society of Addiction-Medicirie-fASAM) Griteria. Level- -1.-

North bcuntry Health Consortium . ' ExNbb a. Amendment 02 Contractor Inltitii
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• Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
.. ... •^rg^^pr^-^jQ^jgptj^sWoughMhe^loTatioirof substanc^^

disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of.

attitudes and feelings, -and consideration of alternative
solutions -and decision -making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
'Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

—^ '-individuals^lo^achieve^treatment-objectives-through the-
exploration of substance use disorders and their
ramifications, including an examinatipn of attitudes and

—-1-—^feelings, - and * consideration of-alternative—solutions—and ■

•  . — decision rhaking with regard to aicohoi andiotherdrug-reiated -

-  • ■ problems-. • • •- • • • —

2.3.1.3. .Intensive Outpatient.Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 2.1. intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

-  intensive'and^structured individual and group alcohol and/or
se1vices'aTid*activitieVthat are provided

/ 'according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a
,  range of outpatient treatment "services and other ancillary
,alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents

are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3..1.4. . -Transitional-Living-Service's provide.residential-substance use
disorder treatment services according to an irrdlvidualized

.  * treatment plan designed. to support individuals as they
' ' transition "back Into the- community.^ trahsitibnaj • Living

Senrices are not defined/by ASAM..- Transitional Living
services must include at least 3 hours of ciinlcal services per

•. week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a

Licensed Counselor or unlicensed' Counselor working under

'the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and the remaining
* ■ "hours mustjbe deliveTed by a Certified Recovery Support'

^  , .Worker (CRSW) workirig under a Licensed Supen/isor or a
Licensed Counselor..The maximum.length of stay in this

service is six (6) .months. Adult residents typically work in the

commuiiity and may pay a portion of theii^ roorn and board.

2.3.1.5. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria. Level 3.1 for adults.. Low-Intensity .Residential
Treatmerit services provide residential substance' use
idisofder treatmentLservices-desigried-to support-individuals

North Country Health Consortium Exhibit A. Amendment ; .Contractor Inm^s
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that need this residential service. The goal, of low-intensity

' resideritiarTreaTment is to. prepare clIehisTto become Telf-"
• • • sufficienl In the community. Aduft residents typically work in

the community and may pay a portion of their room and
board. " '

2.3.1.6. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as-defined as

ASAM Criteria,'Level 3.5. This service provides residential

'  substance -use disorder' treatment designed to assist
individuals.whoTequife^ morFint^Sive'le^l'of service"in a
Structured setting.

..2 .3:2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only, in coordination'with providing at least one of the services m .Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.6*to a client.

2.3.2.1. integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide
for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of
opiate and other substance use disorders. The Contractor

,  . . . ^^shali provide, non-medical treatment .services to the client in

conjunction with the medical, services provided either directly
j  . by the. Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The

Contractor shall t>e responsible for coordination of care and

meeting ail requiremerits for the service provided. The
Conjlractor shall deliver integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by

. . .• the-Department.-Guidance Document-on Best Practices: Key

Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication
Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

"  . . 'Harnpshire."- '

2.4. Recovery Support Services

• 2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor rnay provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation In

treatment ■ or recovery,, or reduce or remove threats to an individual

;* * maintaining participation In treatment and/or recovery:'

—  _"_2.4.2.. . .The.Contractor-may.provide.recovery support.services only in coordination.
'  ' with providing at least one of the services In Section 2.3.1.1 through

2.3.1.6 to a dient. as follows:

2.4.2.1.. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The«Coritractor may provide individual or group

Intensive . Case Management in accordance
.  ■ with SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehehsive Case

;  — j—— —Managemerit-for-Substancer-Abuse-Trea^enl -

N<^ Country Health Consortiufn Bdiibit'A, Arr«ndmentt2 Contractor inlUals
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(https://store.8amhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-
Cbmprehensl^-Case-Managem'erit-for*-"";
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215) and
\^ich, exceed the minimurn case management
expectations for the level of care..

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services '

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services In accordance with
' Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows;

2.5.2.1. Have direct.cont'act.(face to face communication by meeting
.  . " in'person. of ̂ectrbnically.'br by tele;phone"conversatio"h)"witlv*.. jnaividual (defined as^'yohe ora provider) within two (2)

business days from thb' date that individual contacts the

J  Contractor, for Substance .Use Disorder Treatment .and

Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact must be.
documented In the client r.ecord or a call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
• days from the date of the first .'direct contact with the

individual,- using the eligibility mo.dule in Web Information
.  . , Technology System (VyiTS) to determine probability of being

eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a sutsistance use disorder. All attempts at contact must

_  . be documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
.  ... ... .. . deterrnmatjon model and

.  , . 2.5.2.3.1. ...Assure that, clients' Income Information is
updated as." needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients about any changes
'  In income no less frequently than every 4

weeks. Inquiries about changes in income must
'  be documented-in the client record. •

^ 2.5.3: The Contractor shall complete an ̂ AM l^^l of Care Assessment for alt
■ services in: Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.1l .10, (except for S^tfon 2.3.1 ̂4 '
Transitional Uvirig) and. 2.3.2. v/ithin two (2) days of .the initial Intake

•  Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI .Lite module, in Web
Iriformation Technology System'"(WITS)* or other method approved by the
DepaKment when the individual is determined probable of being eligible for

'services.

North Country Health Condortium ' Etfiibil A./Vnendmem #2 ContrBctor initlels.
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2.5.'3.r1. Thtf Contractor shall make available to the Department^u^n^
■* '~re^est71he!data from the ASAM Level of C^are Assessrhent

I, in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5;4. .The Contractor shall, .'for all services provided, complete a clinical
evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the
Department that include DSM. 5 diagriostic ' Information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published

,  in October. 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
^  each'cli^tr ■ ' ' ^

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as'a part of interim services or within 3
_ ^business days foljowing admissiqrv . . _ . .!

- —2t5.4.2;— -During treatrtient- orily-when determined-by a -Licensed
•  Counselor. .. . .

2.5.6. The Contractor must use the clinical-evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above before admission .or Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3
above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The^Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services in Section 2.3 deterrnined by the client's clinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless: '

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2.' The service with the needed ASAM level of care is
unavailable at the time' the level of care is determined in
Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may chose:

^  2.5.7.2.1. . A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

'  2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
.  . - Level of Care; 7

l.-.—T ■ .. . 2.5:7.2.3 -Be f>laced-on-the-waitIist.unti| their.service-vyith -
the assessed ASAM level of care becomes
available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7,2.4. . Be referred to another agency in the client's
»service area that provides the service with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

^  2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for seryices.jn 6rde.r_pf the ..
- — '.".rr—f" -priority described'belOw:— —;LTr"zz r : .. —x. ^77^

Nofth pdunlry Health Consortium . " Exhibit a. Amendment #2 Contractof initiaii f \ a
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2.5.8.1: Pregnant^women and women with dependent children, even if
the children'^fe~nbt ih'theirljustbdy. as iohg'ispaf^taiTights
have not been terrninated, inciuding the provision of interim
services within*, the required 48 hour time frame. If the
Contractor iis unable, to'admit a pregnant woman for-the
needed level of care within 24 hours,' the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. • Contact the Regional Hub in the ciient's area to
. connect the client with substance use disorder
T treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. ASjSist the pregnant' woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing

"^services with these, providers. This assistiance
must include actively reaching out to identiiv
providers.on the behalf of the client.

. 2.5.8.1.3. = Provide fnterim iservices until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

■  1..^ .CQntractox_agency.or an ajtematjve provider.
Interim services shall include: * '

2.5.6.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual.

>.or .group outpatient session per
^week;

•  ; '

-. 2.5.6.1.3.2. Recovery support services as

.1. _ . ^ ..needed by the.dient;

2:5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls"to the client to assess
i  . arid,; respond to any emergent

'  "needs'.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have .been administered naloxone to reverse

the'effects of an opioid overdose either In the 14 days prior to
screenirig or in the period between screening and admission

to the program.

2.5.8*^^' Individuals wrth_^a histp*ry. of inje'ction' drug'u^ 'includjn'g the
provision onnterim services within ̂  days. ..

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental

health disorders..*"

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. .. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

—:— with the criminal justice and/6r child protection system.--

North.Country Health Consortium Exhibit a. Amendment «2 Contractor Inlilels
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•V

2.5.8.8. ' Individual's who require, priority admission at the request of
.  'the'Department. •• -r-

2.5.9. The Contractpr must obtain consent in accordance v/ith 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client phor to receiving services for Individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The CohtVactOf must obtain consent in accordarice with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client .Is under the

•  _age of ̂ elve (12) prior to receiving services. . _

2.5.11. The Contractor must include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share ihfortriation with' other social service agencies involved in
the client's care,-including but not limited to: . .

■2.5.11.1. The bepartment's'"Drvislon of Children. Youth and FamlTies"
(DCYF)

•  2.5.11.2.' Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not.prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not corisent to information sharing in Section
2.5.11 above except that clients who refuse to consent to information
sharing with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive services utilizing State
Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

,  2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to "information
-- - * sharlng-ih-Section 2:5.11 above-that they have the ability to-resclnd the

; consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this
contract .except that clients who rescind consent to in^ormaUon sharing
with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive any additional services utilizing

" State Opioid Response (SOR) funding. * '

... 2.5.14. The Cdntractor.shall not deny services to an adolescent due to: ,

, 2.5.14.1. the parent's Inability and/br unwillingness to pay the fee;
2.5..14..2.. The adolescent's .decision to. receive confidential services

-• ' pursuant to RSA 318-B:-12-a.
" *2r5n 5r" TH^C^tfactor mus't provide service to eligible'clierits who:

*' • • I

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other
providers such as a client's primary care provider;

■  2.5.15:2. Have co*6'ccurring mental health disorders; and/or
2.5.15.3. . Are on medications and are taking those medications as

'  < prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

No'fthCbunffy Health ConsorUum ExWbll A. Amendment W- Contractor Inttlali
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2.5.16. The Cohtractor must provide substance ;use disorder treatment services
"".r efparately for adblescent'ancl"adults; unless.otKeTwIse app'rdved by'the

.  .Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not

.share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate

limes'.

2.6. Waitlists

•  Th^Cbh'tract'or will maintain a waittist'for 8111:1181118 and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served

under this.contract and clients being served under another payer source.

•  :2.6.2. The Contractor-will track'the wait time^for the clients to receive services,.
frorn the date of jnltjal cgntact iri. S^ion 2.5.2..1 aly)ve to the date clients

*  first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

'  -and 2:4'abqve, other than Evalukion in Section 2.5".4 "

2.6.3. The Contractor vAW report to.the Departrhent monthly:

;  *7 2.6.3.1.' The""average vyait tim§"fdrall"cliehtsr6y the type of service
.  ̂ ' "■ and payer source.for all the services.",

2.6.3.2. The average, wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.6
above by the type of service and 'payer source for the
services: . .

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in'Insurahce Programs'
2.7.ir The Contractor must.assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into
program,.'with obtaining other pbt'ehtial souTcesfor payTn'e'rif. such'as; •

2.7.1.1. . . Enrollment in public or private insurance,'iricluding but not
. limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourtieen

(14) days after Intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'
refusal .of suchassistance must be clearly documented in the

■  client.record: '

2.8. Service Delivery. Activities and Requirements

2.8.1:.. '.The. Contractor shall as^ss all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
-treatment, such as<at initial contact, during screening,.'iritdke, admission,
on-:gojng treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall.assess ail clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM
(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact.

North: Country Health CdrisortkOT ExNUi A, Anien<jment #2 Contrector initials
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during .screening; Intake, admission, ori'^oing treatmerit services • and
stabilize all clients- based oh ASAM (2013)'guidance.and shall:

2.8.2.1'. Provide'stabilization services When a'client's, level of risk

'indicates a service with an ASAM-Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then. the Contractor shall integrate

withdrawal management into the; client's treatment plan and
~ ^vide:dn-going assesTment ofWithdrawalTiskTtO'ensure that

withdrawal is managed safely. -

2.8.2.2. Refer'cliehts to a facility where the services can be provided

i. ..,_wh®9 a client's risk indiMtes a .service wit_h an ASAM Level of
Care that is higher than can^be provided under this Contract;

Coordinate -.with the withdrawal management services
provider to admit the clierit to. an appropriate service once the

•  - client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract.

2.8.3. The .Cpntractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation' data within three (3) days or three (3)

sessions, whichever is'longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4
above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified

the client's admittance to a given^ level of care; that are in accordance the
requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:. •

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,

and interventions written in terrrls that are: •

■  ' .2.8.3.1.1. ' sp^ific,* (clearly defining what will be done).

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress

■  . • and completion)

2.8.3.1.3.' ' attainable l(within the individual's ability to
achieve)

278.3.1.4. ." realistic (the rejso.urcA.s7 .are available to the
_  _ _ individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. tirnely,(this is something that needs to be done

and.'there is a stated:time>frame for completion

that is reasonable). •

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing,- and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.'

North tountry HealUi Consortium ExNWl a. Amerxlment #2 ' Contmctor Wtialj X}2r-
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2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addictidh'Medicine Crilena **(ASAM)*llomain'aha'np less"

.. . frequently.than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
>  is. less frequent, treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1*. Documentation of the degree to which the client
Is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new

•  • • "floals based on changes in the clients
functioning .relative to'ASAM domains and'

-  ' treatment goals and objectives.

.  : 2.8.3.3.3. - '-.The counselor's assessment of-NVhether-or-not-
:  •.. . . • _the-client needs-to-move to a-drffererit-ievel of

.  —'V.. . care based on changes in functioning in. any-
ASAM domain and documentation of the

'"'' reasons for this assessment.

.2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
- agreeing to the update treatment-plan.- or-rf

-  - iapplicable," documentation of the client's refusal-
'' to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,

'  objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shalj refer clierits to. and coordinate a client's care with

other providers.,

.2.8.4.1. The Contractor. shall obtain in advance if appropriate,

consents'from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

i. " applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and

. state and federal rules, including'but not limited to:

2.8.4.'l-.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not
■  - have a primary care provider,- the Contractor

~  . virill rriake ah a'ppr'opriate referral to one .and"
.  - , . Todfdinate carewtlfthat'pTdvidef if"^ro"priate

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
•  , ' . ' 2 ' consent, if applicable, are obtained in

r  -advance in compliance with state, federal laws

and state'and federal rules.

.  2;8.4.1.2. Behavioraf health care provider when serving
:  . clients with 'co-occurring substance use and

—7 •; 7T". - _ ■ ■ V.— :zr~* 7rrn.ental.:heatth-dis.ordersranditf-theic.lient..d.o.es
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not have,a mental health care provider, then the

Cbntrabt6r='wlll make ah appropriate- refeifal to
-  one arid coordinate care with that provider if

•  appropnate^consenls from the client, including
^  42 CFR Part 2 consent, If applicable, are

obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client

does hot have a peer recovery support

. . . provider, the Contractor will make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if apprppriate consents frorn
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, ' are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. ' Coordinate with local recovery community

~  . . prganizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe
^available services and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

"2.8.4.1.67 Coordinate with case management services
offered by the client's managed care

-  -- organization-^ or third . party insurance, if
.  .. applicable. - If appropriate consents from the
.  client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

~2;8.4:1.7. Coordinate with"other soclal 'service" agencies

engaged with.the client, -including but not limited
•  " * *• to the Department's"Division of Children, Youth

^ and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the

•  . Regional Hub(s) as "applicable and allowable
•  with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part

,  . 2.

2.8.4.2. .The Contractor must clearty document in the client's file if the
•  • . . ... client. ,r.efuses..any_of_the_r.eferTals or care_coordination_iri.

" . i~".Section*2:8.'4"above.r_— n
I
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2.8.6. The Contractor must cohfiplete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
•'**plan^fb?"airServices' iniSectiori■2137'e'xcepffor TransltiorTa|-Liviri^(See

-Section 2.3.1.4), that address at! -ASAM (2013) domains, that are in
.accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that: • *

2.8.5.1, Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2, ' Include at least one (1)'of the'three (3) criteria for continuing
[  services when addressing continuing care as follows: •

V-'

2.8.5.2.1. .Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient Is
'making progress, but has not yet achieved the

.  .goals-articulated in-lhe-individuajized treatment. -
—  plan.. Continued trealnient at-.the'-present level--

:  .. .. of .care, is assessed as necessary to. permit the.
.  . patient to Continue to work toward his or her

treatmenTgoals; or " "
2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Servjce Criteria B: The patient is not

-yet-making-progress; but-has the capacity to •
,  ■ : resolye his or her problems. He/she is actively

working toward the goals articulated in the
Individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatmerit at the present level of care is

. assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward His/her' treatment
gdalsTand76r~/ ~ " " -- - - —

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criterta C: New problems
,  v.' have. .■beeh~identlfied that are . appropriately '

-  , , treated at the present level, of care. The new '
problem or priority requires , services, the

^  frequency and intensity of which pan only safely
be.delivered by continued stay in the current

■  level of care. The level of care which the .
-  K.T ''"'* patient is-receiving; treatrhent is-therefore the
... ' * leasf\ intensive, lev.el at which. .tHe^^tient's

"  problems cafTbe addre'ssed^ffecti'vely

2.8.5.3. .- Include, at least one (.1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when, addressing transfer/discharge that

.  include: ^ -r.-* •

2.8..5.3.1. .Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has •
-  ■ < achieved, ' the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment-plan; thus-resolving-the-

Nofth Country Health Con&ortium - ExNbh A, Amendment 92 Contractor iniilaia
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pfdblem(s) that justified admission to the
^ ^ pTesent level of~care. Contrnuing the chronic

- • disease management of the patient's condition
>  at a less intensive level of care Is Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. ' Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
'  ' ' been unable to resolve the problem(s) that

justified .the admission to the present level of
,  . , , . despite amendments to the treatment

^  " ~ ■ plaff The patient""is~cietermined to .Rave'
'  - ' * ' achieved the maximum possible benefit from

engagement in seivlces at the curreiit level of
.  care. ""Treatmenfat another leveI*of care'(more

"  ' ~ ■ or less'intensive) in the"same type of services.
■ '"or discharge ■ from " treatment. ' is therefore

^  • indicat^; or .

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C; The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to

• *'* " ^ " " diagnostic or co-occurring cohditlons that limit
his or her ability to resolve' his or her
problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;

.  ' ^ ' or
--2-8.5.3.4. - Transfer/Discharge GriteriaD: The-patient has

experienced an intensification of his or her
_' problem(s). or has developed a new

problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a
more intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. .. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
seryices/transfer/ or discharge is necessary .for Recovery
Supped Services and Transitional Living.

■2:8.6: ~ The Contractor shall deliver all'servlces in this Agreement using evidence
based practice's as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as. an evldence-t)ased mental
health 'and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA
Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center
https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.6.6.2. The services shall t>ev published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive-effects; or

North Country Health Consortium Exhibti A. Amendment #2 Contrectbr iniUala
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2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder, treatment-service provider shall
be ablelolJocument'tlTe services' effectiveness'based dri'the'

folldwirig:'
I.' '

2.8.6.3.1. The service Is bas^ on a theoretical
1  perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2.'^ The service is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or
^  related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

, 2,8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). TheASAM Criteria (2013) can be
.  * ■'puTchase'd online through 'the ASAM ^bsite, 'at:

"  ~ ~Http://www.asamcriteriaTdrg'/ - - - ■

2:8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration
"  ' (SAMHSA) Treatment- Improvement Protocols (TIPs)

• available at http:-//stbre.5amhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-
, , . Series-Treatment-lrnpro'vement-Protocols-TIPS-

.•.2.8.7:3. The SAMHSA Technical . Assistance." Publications (TAPs)
, available . . at

http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technlcal-
Assistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirertfehts in Exhibit A-1.'

- 2.9. ^-Client Education- -

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
•contract,' individual or group-education on prevention,-treatment and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. . Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency .Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. ' Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)
2.9.1.4. . Tobacco Treatment Tools that Include:

2.9.1.4.1. . Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the
use of tobacco products;

.  ■ . . r s .. . '. .
2.9.1.4.2. . ■ Offering resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control
Program (TPCP) and the . certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

• - •Qyjti:ine;-and-^ ^ "

North Country Health Consortium ExWbll A. Amendment #2 Contractor inltlets /vWy '
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2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies

and procedures'that at a minimum';

2.10.1.1. include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or 'spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic

.  devices:

' 2.10.T.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products v/lthln the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. -Prohibit.the.use of.tobacco In any Contractoriowned.vehicle...
*  f • •

2.10.1.5. " ■ Include whether or not'us'e~of tobaCcCproducts is' prohibited'

■  " ■ " outside of the facility on the grounds. ,'

2.10.1.6. Include the. following if use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on th'e^grounds:

—  2.10..1.6..1...--A.designated.smoking area(s) which is located—
'  .. . at.leasttwen^ (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All mkerials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be

■  extinguished and disposed of in appropriate

containers.

■  - - - 2.10..1.6.3. JEnsure-periodic. cleanup-of—the,, designated-
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. • if.the.deslgnated smoking area-is not properly..

maintained, it can • be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting

_ _ people on authorized business.

2:10:2;"*The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the
.  ♦—Contractor's-facilitles*and-vehicles-and included- in employee,-client, and

visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
'  ' discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing'
3..1. The Contractor shall meet the'minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work.in thts.RFA.as.follows:,.

North Country Health Consortium Exhibli A. AmeiKlment 92 • Conlrador initials
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3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as;

"3.1.1.1. 'Masters'Licensed Alcohol arid Drug Couriseior(MLADC): or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) v/ho also holds
'the Licensed Clinical'Supervisor (LCS) credential; or ' -

3.1.1.3. . Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. SufHcient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and

the number of clients served- Including, but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCs, LADCs,. and

iridividuals licensed by the .Board "of Mental Health Practice or
thei8.oardj.Qf.psychology.,Licensed..Ci0.unselors. may.deliver..
any cliiiical or'recp.yery, sup'pdrt.se.r^cesvwj.thinjheir scp.pe.of'
practice..

3.1.2.2. Unjicerised . counselors ! defined as individuals who have
,  completed the required'coursework for licensure by the Board

of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental
Health -Practice or. Board of-Psychology and-are working-to

'. accumulate«the work experience required for licensure.

Unlicerised counselors may deliver'.any clinical or-recovery

support sen/ices within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed

supervisor. " . ^

_3.V2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers- (C^Ws) who may
deliver intensive case, management'and other recovery

support services within their scope of practice provided that

-  they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

' 3.1.2:4. ' - Uncertified recovery support workers defined as: individuals

V  • • who are, working to accumulate the work experience required
for certification as a CRSWwhp may deliver intensive case
management arid: other-recovery support services within their

scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct

supervision of a licens^ supervjsor \'

—: -3r1.3.. ■ -No-licensed supervisor-shall supervise-more-than twelve-staff unless-the

Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1

Section 8.1.2).. ! . _ -

' 3.1.4. Provide, ongoing clinical supervision'that occurs at regular-intervals in
•  X accordance )with 'the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and

- evidence based practices, at a minimurri:

North Country .Health Consoitium. ExMblt A. Amendment #2 .** Contractor Inltiels.
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^  3.1.4.1. . ̂Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
. theTa^uticTpproaches, c6"-therapy. and periodic assessrfient'
of progress:

3.1.4.2. Group supen/lsion to help.optimize the learning experience,
wheri enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
- - • --- practice issuesfaced-by the supervisee; ■ ■ —

3.2.2. The 12.core functions;

.-3.2.3. The-Addiction..Counseling.Competencies:. The Knowledge.. Skills, and
•  •. . * —Attitudes - ^of Professiorial ... ;.Practice. available at.

http://store.samhsa.gpv/product/T AP-21 -Addictlon.-.Counseling-..

Cpmpetencies/SMA1.5-4171; and

3.2.4.. ■ The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional

boundaries.'and power dynamics-and-approprlate lnformation security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and

•  ' ' substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.-. ■ ■ .

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Departmerit, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, vyithin five (5) working days to the Qepartment, updated resumes that

clearly indicate" the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel.are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
' .. a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person esVerilial to carrying out this

^  '• scope of services is-.hired to work in the .program. The Contractor shall provide a
■ copy of the .resume of the-employee, which clearly indicates the staff member Is
. employed by the Contractor, with the notification.'

-  . 3.5 The.Contractbrishair.'notify-the.Department In-writihg.within M.calendar days, when.
"there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one~

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to
a'ddre'ss minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns
having direct contact with'individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student iriterns complete'an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core' functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In

—  Section.3*.2.2, and.approprlate.ihformation'i^urlty.and.conficlenfialrty p'ractlces-for-U
• T'
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, handling protected ,health .information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
■ "records as safeg^rclea i^42 CFR Paft"21)n6rt^l5eginriihg*tHeir Iht^sfiip."^''"

3.7.. - The Contractor shall.have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course'on" the 12'core, functions .and the; Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and informatiori security and confiderltially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as

-  safeg"uarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire:

... 1 . ̂

3.8. .-The Contractor shall ensure-staff receives continuous education in the ever

-  changing field of substance use disorders. and'State and federal laws, and rules
relating to confidentiality ■ ^ _

3.9. -The-Contractor-sh*aILprpvide-in-seryice4raining to all staff-involved-in-client care
.  - within -is days of the contract effective date-or the staff person's start date, if after

the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract" requirements.

3.9.'2. ' All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the ̂ partment.

3..10. ? The Contractor shall provide in-service"! training, or ensure attendance at .an
approved training by the Department to clinical "staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the.Department with a ilst of trained
staff. , ^

4~Facilitie8 License - —7-— - — -
4.1. The Contractor shall'.t>e licensed for all residential services provided with the

.  Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the addrtipnaMicensing. requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management; services by the Pepartment's
Bureau of Health'Facilities Administration • tp- meet higher facilities licensure
standards.

' 4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet•airth'e''applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.^

"SrWob Information Techriplogy "
5.1'. The Contractor shall use the Web Iriformation Technology System (WITS) to record
■. all clie'ht activity and client contact.within (3). days following the activity of contact as

'  ..directed by the Department. '•

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain- written informed consent
from the client stating that the. client understands that:

5:2:17- The WITSs'ystem-is-administered by theState of New Hampshire;' '

North'Cbuntty Health Consortium Exrtbll A. AmendmertiW ' <■ Contractof inllial#
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5.2.2. State iem'plbyeesi-have access to all'information that Is entered into the
~ ■ WITS s^em;'^' '*- ■ ■ ~ - — ■

5.2.3. • Any information entered into the'WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.-

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose" Information is entered into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5,2 and/or consent In

5.3.1.1. - Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

^  .5.3.1.2 -Shall.not receive services under this contract.-

*  "" " * 5.3.1':2.T. Any"clleht'who cannofreceive'sen/ices under"
.  ,. .. this contract pursuant to Section 5'.3.i:2 shall"

,  be assisted in finding alternative payers.for the.

required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to.the Information'Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system;shall only be. used for clients who are.in a program that Is funded by
^  or under the oversight of the Department,

6. Reporting - i
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following; ^

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WITS for:

6.1.1.1. . 100% of all clients at admission

6.1...1..2. ._.1.00% of all clients who are. discharged because they have
^  ̂ completed treatrnent or transfeited to another program

6.1.-1.3. 50% of. all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1:4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6:1.1.3 are-
*  • rninimum -requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to

'  achieve greater reportingTesults when possibje,- . .

Monthly and quarterly web based-contract compliance reports no later than
the ipth day,of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical ihcidents' to-the bureau in-siting as soon ai«pbssible and'no
more than 24 hours following the.incident. The Contractor agrees that:

.6.1.3.1.- . "Critical. Incident' means arty actual, or alleged event or
.  .situation that creates a-significant risk of substantial or

"6.-1-.2.
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serious ha.rm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
/'beihg. iricluding'buthotnimitedto*:

6.1.3.1.-I. - Abuse;

'  6."1.3.i;2.\ Neglect;'

.  , ■ 6.1.3.1.3. ■.Exploitation;
'6.1.3.1.4.''.- ' Rights violation;

^  : .6..1.3.1.5. Misslng.person; _ —
6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1..3.1.7. Restraint; or _
-- — 6r1-:3.1.8. 'Medical error^ - —

6.1.4. All . contact with law enforcement t6~tHe bureau irt'.writing* as soon'as
— possibleand no more than 24.hoursfollowing.the incident; '

6.1.5. '.All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
• more tjian 24 hours followjng the incident; ^ , _ J, _

6.1.6. .Sentinel events to the Department as follov«: j. • •---

.6.1.6.1, Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
'' individual who is receiving services under this contract;

'  . . . . . . , . _ .

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the' Contractor shall provide
immediate verbal notification of the -event to the bureau,

—  which shall'include- - ' ...
•  t * ' I • '

6.1.6.2.1; ■ The reporting individual's "name, phone number,
—  ••' and agency/organizatiohj-

- 6.-1,6.2.2. Name and date of birth ■ (DOB) of the
inclividudl(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time oUhe event;

. 6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,
,  where; hpy^ the event happened,-and other-
.' .'relevant information, as"weiras the.id'entificatio'h

... of'any other'lndividuaisihvoiyed;

^ 6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were Involved due to a
•  ' crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any .medja that had
^  reported the event; .

6.1.6.3. ,- y Within 72 hours of the sentinel event,-the Contractor shall
'.submK_~aJ .completed!—■Sentiniel~Eyent_Reppfting^ Form' -

NoftivCountry Health Cortsortium' Exhibit A..Amcn(Jment #2 ' Contriactbr Initials jf
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(Februaiy * 2017); ^ ^aliable _ at
https:/7w^.dhhsrnh'.gov/dcbcWdocumefT^re^o^
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional Information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
.request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1_
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
— - as-applicabie.-to other-agencies as required by law.'

_ 7. Quality Improvement .
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of 'care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
-  limited-to: -. • • ' - - • —

7.1.1. Participation In electronic and ih-person client record revievifs

•7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. . The.Contractor.shall.monitor_and.manage.the utilization levels of.care.and.service —

array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1.. . Maintain .a_consistent.service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1..1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources
to consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the
•  contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the

7.. ~. ' contract peripd/that has elapsed Jfjhere
_  ' • more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed time

on the contract the Conti;actor shall notify the Department
within 5 days arid submrt a plan for correcting the discrepancy
within "l 6 days, of noTifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal iritegrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement.
- —and Cash .Flow-Statement for-the-Contractor.—The-Profit.and-Loss,Statemefit.shall

'  ' \ ■ r''
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NwHampshire;Department of Health end Human Sprvices
Substance Use'Dleorder Treatment and Recovery .Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2;

include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis.' Statements.shali t>e .
submitted'within, thirty (30) 'calehdar'days aftere^h' rTTo"hth'erid'"The Cd'ntra'ctor will
be evaluated oh the following;

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand;

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand. ''

.  8.1.1.2." Formula: Cash, cash ̂ uivalents and short term investrhents
divided by—total— operating—expenditures; less-

depreciation/amortization and In-kind pius principal payments

on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The 'short-
. . -term-investments-as-used. above must mature within.three (3) -

—  ■ .months and shouid not-include.common stock.- ~— -

8.T.1.3. Performance"Standard: The Contractor shall have enough

cash, and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for. a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar .days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. . Definition:- A measure of ̂the Contractor's total current assets
available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

. 8.1,.2.2.; Formula: Total current, assets divided' by total current
liabilities. -

. .. -v- ' ,

8.-1.2.3. -Perforrhance-Standard;--The Contractor shali -maintain-a-

.  . . minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance ailowed.

-.8.1.3. . Debt Service Coverage-Ratio:— - ■ -

"8.1.3.1. -- Rationales This ratio illustrates the Contactor's ability- to
^  . cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.'2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service'.'

■  " 8.1.3.3;. Formula:- Net -Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
■  " Expense plus Interest Experise''d'iyided by^year to date debt

- -servlce~(principal and "Interest) 'over"the~next 'twelve (12)"

months.

8.1.3.4., Source^ of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements, Identifying current portion of long-term .debt
payments (principal and interest).

.  .8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor .shall maintain a
—: minimum standard-of 1.2:1-with-no variance allowed.

NortI) Country HealUi Consortium ExNbit A, Anwndment #2 Contractor Initials
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New. Hampshire Department of HeaKh and Human Services ^
Suttstfhce Um Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support'Seryices"

Exhibit A, Amendment .

8.1,4. Net Assets to Total Assets; - • ■ . '

,•8.1.4.1. Rationale; This ratio is an indicatioh.of the Contractor's ability
to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition; The ratio of the 'Contractor's net-assets to total

• assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4; Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements.

.  ... - :. 8.1.4.5 .Performance Standard:- -The_Contractor shall .maintain a....

'  - mihimum.ratio of..30:-1..with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does nofmeet either: ' '

8.2.1, The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Curreht-Ratio for two (2) consecutive months: or

..8.2.2.-.. .Three (3) or more of any of the-Maintenance.of-Fiscal. Integrity-standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not rnet the standards.

. 8.2.4!' -'The Department rhay require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30)'calendar days of notification that

... .. -8.2..1 and/or 8.2.2 hayenotbeen.met.'—■ —

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
.  . . every thirty (30) calendar days.until compliance is achieved.

.  8.2.4.2. The Contriactor .shall provide additional information to assure
.  ̂ ' continued access to services as' requested by the

Department. ' The Contractor shall provide requested
information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
.  .ifour (24) hours oTv^eh.any .key. Contractor ^aff. learn of any actual or likely

litigation', investigation. Corriplaint.- clairn. or transact[on .tha.t mjy reasonably.be„.
considered to have a materiaf financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all
' other financial reports shall be based on the' accrual method of accounting and,

include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from furids provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty C30) calendar days afler the end-of each month. • • •

I
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New'Hampdhire Department of Health='ahd Human Services ■
Substance Use Disorder Treatmeht and Recovery Support Services

ExhIblt.A, Amendment

9. Performance Measures • _ . ' j ̂
'• The following* perfohnnance measures are required"for'diefit 'sefvices 'reridered"'from
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients receiving .room, and-board payrnents

for residential leyels of cafe 3.1 and/or .3.5 under this contract that enter .care directly

through: the Contractor who consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub for
SLID Services receive.a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination-.

- 9.2. The-Contractor must ensure that-10d%-of clients referred to them-by'the-Reglonal-Hub-
for SUO Services for for residential levels'of care 3.1 and/or 3.5 who will'be covered by

room and board payments under this contract have proper consents in place for transfer
—of'information for the purposes of data collection t)etween the Hub and-the Contractor.

The .following performance measures are required for client services, rendered from.all
sources of funds. " ' '

•  i ~ i

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be rrieasured as in Section 9.4 below to

evaluate that'services are-mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including
" ~but not'limrted to the bpioid epidemic'and'asso'ciated.'bverdpsesV - .
9.4: For the first year of the contract only, the data; as colleded in WITS,' will be used to

assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:.

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services.within 14 days of screening;

9.4:2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3.or'more eligible services within 34
•days; " "

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services:.% of clients receiving ASAM level of care

within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged

meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5:17 Reduchon in /no change in the fr^uency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service .

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or

.  . . . . in school at.dale of last service, compared to.first service

-  9.4.5.3. ' Reduction in/no change'In numt}er of individuals- arrested in

past 30 days from date of first settee to date of last service

9.4 5.4. - Increase in/no change' in number of individuals that have

.  stable housing at last service compared to first service

North^ Country Health Consortium Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor lniU8la_:
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ffampshire Department of Health.and Human.Services > ;
Substance Use Dlsor^iar Treatment and Recbvely Support Seivi^

Exhibit A, Amendmerit -

•9.4.5.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
'  . . community-,support services^^ iiit seivice compaTed to firs't

.  , service ' '

10. .'Contract Compliance Audits
10.'1'. 'In the-event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

'■ 'agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Deparlrhent within thirty (30) days
from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

' 10:2. . • The'Cbntractor shall ensure the"cofrective*action*pian:'shall'include: - - • • -
10.2.1: The action{s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;'

--:10.2.2.- -T!rhe-action{s)-that-will- be-taken-to prevent the^ reoccurrence-of-each
deficiency; ' -- — — -

' TO.2.3. The specific'steps arid'time line for implenie'htin^the actipns'abdve;
10.2.4. The plan foTrfidhitdhrTg to ehsure th'at the actions above are effectiveT and

10.2.5. HoWj and vyhen the vendor will report to, the,.Department on progress on
- implementation-and effectiveness.- -—

\  I
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services .
Substance Use Disorder Treatrhent and Recovery Support Services',:

Exhibit B,:Amendment #2

Methbd'and Conditions Precedent to Payment
i t ' ' " ' ,

1. The State shall pay the. Contractor an amount not to .exceed the Price Limitation, Block
1.8, of the .General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A, Scope of Seivices. ' '

*

2. This Agreement is funded by: , »
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds; , ' r *' .
2:2: Governor's Commission on"Alcohol"and"Drcjg Abuse Prevention. Treatment:"

end Recpvery Funds; .*'• •
i'' ■ • ' ■ "' I

2.3. Federal Funds from, the ̂ United States' Department of Health and Human
Services, the ̂ bstance Abuse and-Mental Health Servic^
Substance Abuse Prevention aj»d Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal Funds frorn the United States Department of Health and Human

Seivices. Substance Abuse and Mental Health .Services Administration. Slate
Opioid Response Grant (CFDA #93.788) and;

2.5. - The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A. Scope'of Services

in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will.not reimburse the Contractor for sen/ices.pro.vlded through this

•  contract when a .client has or may have an alternative payer for services
:, described .the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited to;

3.1.1;*- Services covered by'any New Harhpshire Medlcaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicald. -

" ■ '^Tir2. Services, covered by Medicare for clients who'are eligible for
Medicare ■ / -

.3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private Insurer(s) at a rate greater
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-i, Amendment #2 Service Fee

.  ̂ Table set by the Departrrient. * • ' :
i  . " ■ • - ' I .

• 3.2. Notwithstanding ;Sectjon-3:1 above.-the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from'the State for services p'rovidied'uhder'this contract .v^en ̂ client needs a"

__ 7se'iyice'th*aris*ndt'covered'by.theTrayersJist^

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor must seek relmbursernent
,  . from the State for. services provided under this contract when a client needs a

sen/Ice that Is covered by the payers listed; in Section i3.1, but payment of the
, deductible or cqpay virould constitute a financial hardship for the client.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for' actual services delivered by fee for
sei>!ices.in.Exhil5irBr.1.. Amendmeot.#2.S.VfV.ice.F.e.eLTaBle,.unless.o.thei>vlse.state.d._

'-j- t
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N^' Hampshire Department of Health and'.Human Services
Sutratancs Use Dlsoi^er TreatmenVand Recovery'Support Services

t

Exhibit B; Amendment #2

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusiye contract rates to

deilveVrthe'services (except fqr'idinlcaT Evaluation v/hi activity that is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
amourit to charge the Department for services delivered as part of this

>  Agreement (See Section 5 below)."

5. ■ Calculating'the Amount to Charge the Department Appli^ble to A|l Services in Exhibit
B-1, Amendment U2, Service Fee Table. "
5.T. The Contractor shall:

''5.1.1. Directly bill' and receive payment .for services ̂and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance

. plans. tHe.clients. and the Department. . " . . . _ .

"5:1:2.— Assure-a7.billirig and payment-s^tem that'"enables expedited"
—  processing lo'.the greatest'degree possible in order to not"delay a

client's adrnittance into.the prograrn and to .immediately refund any
overpayments. ' • •

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and'records for all services billed,
"  ~ payments received aTid'ov^etp^mehts (If any) refun'ded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly ifor services provided
to an eligible client under this contract, as fqllows;|

5.2.1. " First: Charge the client's-private insurance up to the Contract Rate.
in'Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2, when the insurers'rates meet or are
lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2. .

r, / * Except "^en tlTe"^lient'r'deductibli orcopay cre'^eFi finaricial
. I hardship as defined in section 3.3.

•5.2.2. Second: Charge the client accoTding to Exhibit 8, Arhendmerit #2,
Section 10,-Sliding Fee Scale, when .the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full
amourit of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2. ■

5.2.3. Third: If. any portiori of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment
_ #2 remains unpaid, after the Coritr'adbr charges the client's insurer

(if. -applicable) and the client, the Contractor, shall, charge the
... Department .the..;baIance_(the_Contract_Rate_in_Exhibit...8z1...

Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private

insurer and the amount paid by. the client). ••

5.3. * The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the
' Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2, Service Fee Table multiplied by
the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Arriehdment #2, Section 10
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's.applicable income level.,.

NorthlCbuntry Health Consortium &Mblt 9. Amendment #2 , . vendor imtlats
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Now Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Sub^nce Use'Dleorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services'

Exhibit Bi'Amendment #2

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resour^,
nectary fbr initiarehtiy ihto'the'program'by dev"eloplh^pay^^ pisps."

5.5. The Contractor shall, not deny, delay...or discontinue services for enrolled
..clients; who do not pay their fees Iri^ Section 5.2.2 above, until after, working
with the client as in Sectibri' 5.4 above, and qrily when the client falls to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after being infbrrned in writing and counseled
f;egardi.ng financial .responsibility and possible sanctions'including discharge
from treatment. 1

5.6. The Contractor will .provide to clients, upon request-, copies of their financial

accounts. • • _

5.7. - • The Contractor-shall.--not~chargethe-combination. of-the-public-or..private-
insurer,-the-clienf.ahd the Oepartment-ari amount-greater than-the Contract

Rate in-Exhibit ,B-1, Amendment #2, except for:
I  ■ .. .

.  .. 5.7.1. Transitional Living.(See Section 7.below) and

' 5.7.2; Low-Intensity, Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

—  Level 3.1 (See Se^on 7 below). ' • ^
5.6. In the event of an overpayment (wherein, the:Comblnation.of all payments

received by^ the Contractor for a, given service '(except in Exhibit B,
Amendment #2. Section 5.71 and 5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in
Exhibit B-1.'Amendment #2. Service-Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund

the parties in the reverse order, unless the overpayment ̂was due to, insurer,
client or Departmental error.

.  . 5.9. In Instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,

and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application
of the Sliding Fee Schedule: ~ '

5.10. In the event of overpayment .as a;result of Billing the Department under this
contract when'a third party payer would have covered the service, the

Contractor, must,repay the state in an.amount and vrithih a timeframe agreed

upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. -Additional'Billing-information for; Room and Board for Medicaid'clients with Opioid'Use'
Disofder*'(OUD)"'ih residential level of care 3.1 and/or 3.5 "" * ,

^--6:1-.—■—The-Contractor shall invoice-the-Department-for-Robm-and-Board-payments-
up to $1.00/day.for.Medicaid clients with ODD in residential level of care 3.1
and/or 3.5.

. 6.2. , The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following::

6.2.1. Medicaid ID of the Client; -

.6.2.2." "" WITS lb of the Client (if applicable) - ■ ■
—i6:273r—rP.erlod.for.which-fb.om.and'bdard paymentsrcoverir: — :::• z~~'•:
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Now. Hampshjre Department of Health and Human Services
S.ubstance Use Disorder Treatment and Recdvery Support'Servlces

Exhibit B,. Amendment

6.2.4. ■ Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range
. "identifiedin>6."2.2 .•

6.2.5> Amount being billed to the Department-for the service-

6.3." 'sjhe Contractor will submit an* invoice by the''twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reirhbursemeht for" authorized expenses
incurred for room and board in the prior month. The State shall make
payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each invoice for

- - . Contractor services provided pursuant to .this Agreement'. Invoices must be
submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.4. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from. SOR
-r-funds-have-a documented- history-of/or-current-'diagnoses-of Opioid Use

•  • Disorder.- — — ^ ^ —

6.5. the Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients v/ith
— - documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opiold-Use Disorder, receiving

services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Additional Billing Information-for: Integrated Medication Assisted-Treatment (MAT) •
7.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section
5 above and as follows;

7.2. Medication:

;  ̂ -7-.2.-1-, The. Contractor-shall seek reimbursement--for—the Medication-

Assisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and

customary charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA)

126-A:3 III. (b), except for Sebtion 6.2.2 belowr

7.2.2. The Contractor will .be reimbursed for Medication 'Assisted
Treatment with^'Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate

'' treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire Administrative Rule •
\ He-A'304 as follows:

•  *• . ■*. 7.2.2:1.-. r-The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for
'  Methadorie or Bupreriorphine based, on the Medicaid_  - raterupTo~71fays per".weeir.The~c6de for Methadbhe

in an OTP ls' H0020, and the code for buprenorphine in
■an OTP is H0033,

7.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to .3 doses per
X  . • client per day.

7.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

. 7:2.4.1-:——WITS-Glient-ID-#:-
I  T ' ' - .. ..... .. .
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New Hampshire Department of Heal^ and Human Services. *
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Reccvery Support'Servlces';

Exhibit B,.Amendment d2

7.2.4.2,. Period for wtiich prescription is intended;

7.2.4.3.^ • Name and dosage of the medication; • •

7.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

7.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

7.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service: and

7.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

' ** "7.3. Physlcian'Time; ^

7.3.1. Physician Time Is the time spent by a physician, or other rnedical
, professional to .provide Medication Assist^ Treatment Services,
including.but not limited to assessing the client's appropriateness for
a medication, prescribing, and/or administering a medication, and
monitoring the client's response to a medication.

7.3.2. the Contractor shall seek reirhbursemeni according to Exhibit B-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

.. — 7 3 3 -The Contractor shall maihtain documentation of the fbllowingiT •

7.3.3.1. "wits Client ID#:

^  7.3.3.2. Date of Service;

7.3.3.1 Description of service;

'7.3.3.4. •• Associated Medicaid Code;-

7.3.3.5"! ^harge!fdr.the^erviceT "

•' 7:3.3.6. • Clierit cost share for the service; and

7.3;3..7. Amount being billed to the Departrhent for the service.

7.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by'^lhe twentieth (20®^) day of each
month, -whjch,identifies and requests/relmbursement for .authorized expenses

.  incurred for medication assisted, treatrrient in the'prior'mqrith, The State'shall
make payment to'the Contractor within thirty (30) days, of receipt of each

invoice for-Gdntra'clor services provided pursuant to this-Agreement. -Invoices
must be submitted utilizing the WITS systerh. ^ ' r'■

8. Charging the Client for Room and. Board for Transitional Living Services and for Low-
. .Intensity Residential Treatment

8.1. ' The Contractor may charge the client fees,for room and t}oard, in addition to:

8.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 using the sliding fee scale

8.1.2. —-Thecharges-to the-Departmenf—-

Nor^^Country Health.Conso^um ' Exhibit B. Amendment *2 Vendor inBlab.
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. Department of Health and Human Services ;
Sutfitance^Ose OfsdraeFTreattrwrnfanttRecdveiy Support'Siervlcw-

Exhlblt.B, Amendment #2^

8.2.. The Contractor may charge the client for'Room and Board, Inclusive of lodging
and rfieals;offire91»yThe prograrri according toltfre Table A below;

.  . Table A /

If the percentage of-Ctient-8-
income of the Federal

Povertv Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
— up to>the fqllowing-.
amount for room and

board per week:

0%-138.% , '  . . $0

139®/o^ 149% .'r .  ."-s's".:
•150%-~199%- .. $1-2— "

•  '200%--249% • • .  . -$25

"  250%-299% .  $40

• 300% - 349% .  $57'
350%-399% . $77

8.3.

8.4.

The Contractor shall hold'50% of the ampunticharged to the client that will be
returned to the ciiel^ at the "time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room andboard.

9. Charging for Clinical Serviceis .under Transitional Living
_ :The_Contractor_shalLcharge.for.ciinicaLservices.separ.ately.from.lhis.contract.

to the client's other'third party'payers such as Medicaid, NHHPP, Medicare,

and private insurance. The Contractor shall not charge>the client according to

'the slidipg'fee scale. " " ""7

9.2.' " Notwithstanding Secti6n'8.1 above, the Contractor may charge Fn accordance
with Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3_ above for clinical,'services under this contract

"only vyhen the client does noi have any other."payer-source other than this
contract. 'r .. . • . ^

Additio'n'ar Billing rhformation: Inlen's'ive Case Managerheht SeiViceis": '
10.1. the Contractor shall charge in accordance With Section 5 above for intensive

:• 10.2.

10.3.

case management under this contract only for clients >vho have been admitted

to prograrhs in accordance to Exhibit A,' Scope'of'Services and after billing

other public ahd'private insurance. .

The Department'will not pay for intensive case management provided to a
client prior to admission.

The Contractor will bill for intensive case management'only when the service
'is'aathorized bv the Department: —:

Ndi^Cbuntry Health Consortium
20,19;BDAS-01-SU8ST^

Exhibit B. Amendment #2 ' Vendor InfUali
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Exhibit B.Amendrnent

11. ' Sliding Fee Scale. ; ,
- 11.1. ••■The*eonlractor shall apply the"slidirig'fee scale in accordance'with Exhibit*B,-

Ameridment #2,Section 5 above. • !

11.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

... Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate in-

^hlblt B-i to Charge
r . the Client

•  ••0%-138%—^■ —

1

1

o

.  139%-149%• ^ \ 8% *
•  • V • 150%-199%- 12% • •

■  '200%- 249%' ■  ■ . 25% '
:  250% - 299% . 40% ' . ;

300% - 349% 57%
• • 350% .•399%"' ■ ■ ~ V" .77%*

12.

11.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
.  . because , of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's

.  decision-to receive-confidential services pursuant .to:R'SA.3,18^6:^12-a

Submitting Charges for Payment
12.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Web Information Technology

System'(WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2 Service Fee
Table. The Contractor shall: •

12.1.1. Enter encouriter ndte(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
'—";"the datethe"service was provided to the client"^ '— —:

12.1.2. ReWw the encounter notes no later than twenty (20),days following
-the-last'day of the billing month, and notify the-Department-that

•  • encounter notes are ready for review.

12.1.3^'" • 'Correct 'errors, if'any, in the en'counter. notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and'notifyithe Department the notes have been corrected and
are ready for review.

-  12.1.4. - Batch and transmit the encouriter-notes upon Department approval
.  .. ' - •---^—for-the-billing-month." = — — — •

12.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

12.2. The Contractor agrees that billing subrhitted for review after sixty (60) days of
the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

12.3. . To the e^erit possible, the.ConUactor.shajl bill for services provided under this
contract;through WITS. For any service;s that are unable to. be billed through

North.Country Health Corisortium

r(%TRFA;20.i9i-80ASW-SUBST=08^ ~

ExNtHI B. Amendment 02
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Exhibit B/Amendment #2.

WITS, the contractor shall wortt with the Departm'ent to'develop an alternative
^rdceisTorTubmittlfig Invoice ' ' ^ ~

13. Funds in thjs contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source. * .

'14. V The Contractor vyill keep detailed records'pf the|r activities related to, Department funded
programs.-and services'; •• •. • ^ .

15— Notwithstanding^anythingito^he.contrary .herein, the-'Con'tfactor_agrees_that_furiding.
under this agTeeriient may' be withheld, .in whole "or in; part. In the event of 'rion-
compliance with any Federal, or State law. rule or regulatipn applicable to the services.
pfovided;'pr'if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in

;  'accordance with the terms'and conditlbns ofthls'agreement."

16. Contractor.will, have forty-.five-(45) days from.the.end of-the contract.perlpd to submil to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any. adjustments made to a prior invoice will

~ need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.-- " '

17. ■ Limitations and reslfictions of federal Substance Abuse. Prevention and Treatment
■  (SAPT) Block-Grant funds: '-■i'--- — ■

.  17.1. . TheContractoragreestousetheSAPTfundsasthepaymentof.lastresort.

17.2. .The Contractor agrees to.the following.funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures,to: ' ' ,
17.2.1. Make cash payments to "intended recipients of substance abuse

-  • . services.
_ -|7;2;2.."'7**Expend~rf^re th'ah'tfie amdunt-of'Bldck Grant funds expended in "

Federal Fiscal Year 1991,for treatrrient services provided in penal or
... correctional.institutions.of the.Stale.-

17.2.3. Use any federal funds provided >under this contract for the purpose: -
■ of . conductirig testing; for the .etiologjc .agent for .Human
Immunodeficiency,Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied
by appropriate pre ahd:post-test counseling.

17.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under, this contract for the purpose
. ... . ... . . of cOnclucting..any. form, oflne^le exchange.'.free.ne^le programs

1  or the distribution'of bleach for the cleaning ;of needles for . . .
intravenous drug abusers.

J  ' r ' '

-  '17.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable-Choice-federal statutory; provisions as
■*' ' follows: ■ • '

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that .religious
organizations are able'to equally-cortipete for Federal substance

'  • ' '• abuse'' fuhdihg-administered by SAMHSA,- without impairing the
_! —i ^eligiouscharacter-of-such-organizations-and-without-diminishing-the— ̂ —

North Country Health Consortium ■ ExWbti 8.'Amendment #2 . d; Vendor inKlals.
~  'V' dite-lJ j l^~/13
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Exhibit B, Amendment #2 ..

religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficidries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR'~PaTt'54"'^ricl~Part '54a, 45.'CFR"P^";96rCharitab!e"
Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory
provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in
2000 are applicable io the SApt Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly .from^SAMHSA or the. relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable programs
may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as v^orshlp, ^

_religio.us.instr.uctioh, or proselytization. lf_an.^orgariization_conducts
such activities, it must offer them separately. In time or location,'

from the programs, or services for which it receives funds directly,
from SAMHSA or the''relevant State or local.g'oyernrnent und_er any. _
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the ..

prograrn beneficiaries. _

<  ' .1

North Country Health Consortium ExNbIt B, Amendment #2

RCA:?ni'ft!iHnAS.ni.Rimfi;T:nA

Vendor InUisb
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Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2

Service Fee-Table

1, The Contract Rates In the Table A a(;ie the maximum allowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Exhibit B. .

Table A.

1.1

i.2:-

1.3.

1.4.

1.5.

Service

Clinical Evaluation

/ 1 ■ -t

Individual Outpatient

Group Outpatient

Intensive Outpatient

Transitional Living for roorh and
•board-only- - • —

Contract Rate: .

Maxirnum Allovyable.

^  "Charge

$275.00

$22.00

$6.60

$104.00

■$'75:00 -

Unit"

Per evaluation

15 niin

15 min
Per day: only on those
"days whenthe client
attends individual and/or
group counseling
associated with the
program.

• Per^day
1.6. Low-Intensity Residential for Adults

only for clinical services and room
and board $119.00 Per day

1.7.. Low-Intensity Residential for'
Medicaid clients svith OUD-
Enhanced Room and. Board ■ $100.00 Per day

1.8. High-Intensity Residential Adult;
(excluding Pregnant and Parenting
Wpmen)rfor clinical services-and
room'and board $154.00 Per day

1:9. High-lhterisit7Residentlal for
Medicaid clients with OUD-
Enhanced Room.and Board- - $100.00 Per day -

1.10,

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Physician Time

Rate Per Medicaid
Physician Billing
Codes: 99201 -
99205 and 99211 -
99215.

Unit Per Medicaid
Physician Billing Codes:
99201 -99205 and 99211
99215.

North.Country HMtth Comorlium Exhibit B'l, ̂ wdment 92
—  f-RageTl-ort":"

• ^Contractor InlUala _
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,  . 1.11.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Medication

See Exhibil B,
Section 6.2 See'Exhibit B, Section 6.2

1.12. Recovery Support Services:
individual Intensive Case -

Manaaement . $16.50 ISrriin

1.'13. Recovery Support Services: Group
intensive Case Manaqement $5.50 15min

North Country Health CoreorUum Exhibil 6-1. Amen(tr^ntjr2
"• *'• Vooe 2 of'2---^—

Conlractof tnlUals . _ . _
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

D/yiSION FOR BEHA ̂lORAL HEALTH

BVREAVOFDRUGAND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105PLEASANTSTRECT, CONCORD, Nil 03301
«03-27r-6lI0 I-800-ftS2.334SExt073B

Fix: 603-27t-<105 TDD Accen: l'SOO-735-2964

Wmv.dbl>S.DlLgOV

July 10. 2018

His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

Slate House

Concord. New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
in bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support senrices statewide, by
increasing the combined price limitation by $1,649,016. from $3,157,927, to an amount not to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1, 2018, upon approval of the Governor and Executive Council
through June 30.2019. 66.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.

Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed in bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change to the
price limitation or completion date, effective upon the date of Govemor and Executive Council
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Govemor and Executive Council on June 20,
2018 (Late item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor

Vendor
Current

Amount

Increase/

Decrease

Revised

Budget

Olsmas Home of New Hampshire, Inc.' $240,000 -  $0 $240,000

FIT/NHNH, Inc; $0- $645,775 $645,775

Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative Sentencing $247,000 $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Councit on Alcoholism $0 $624,599 $624,599

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 -  $278,641 $270,641

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services $73:200 $0 $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 SO $589,540

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000

West Centra) Services, Inc. $59,490 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942
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Funds to support this request are available in State Fiscal Year 2019 in the following accounts,
with, the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council. If needed and justified.

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS,
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF. HHS; DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS,
CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

Action #1)

Requested Action #1 Is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
continuing to work on the scope of work iand therefore, the contract was not completed in time to place
the item on the. agenda for the June 20, 2018 Governor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholisrn and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findings. If these actions were not taken
retroactively, the result would have been a gap in critical substance use disorder" treatment and
recovery support sen/ices In the State's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
previously approved by Governor and Executive Council on June 20. 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements will altow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who have
Income below 400% of the Federal Povet^ level arxi are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
In l^w Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes

.clinically and functlonaDy slgnincant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a .substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
Rfth Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opiold
epidemic that continues to negatively impact New Hampshire's Individuais, families, and communities
as weil as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors-are delivering an array,of treatment sehrices, including individual and.
group outpatient, Intensive outpatient, partial hosprtalization, transitional living, high and low intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they enrolled 2994 individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1. 2017 and April
30, 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths in New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20, 2018; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases ̂are
still pending analysis. This reduction in deaths Indicates that the overall strategy Including prevention,
intervention, treatment, and recovery support'services may be having a positive impact.

The Departmerit published a Request for Applications ifor Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Services website April 20, 2018 through May 10, 2018. The Department received sijrteen (16)
applications. TTiese proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) to provide these senrices (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of the Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to improve the contract monitoring and quality Improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

"nie Contract Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interirh
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute.to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake and oh a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities identified In the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above'. In addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance improvement goals In future contracts. Finally,
contractor financial health Is also being monitored monthly.

Alt thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Gbvernor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the vendors would not. have sufficient resources to promote and provide the amay of services
necessary to provide individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery. .

Action #2)

Requested Action #2 seeks-approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
proN^sion of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors In meeting contract requirements.

The changes to the contracts include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrolling iri Insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that Is not expected to negatively Impact client care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth in Action #1. These
changes are being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by' the Department by reducing the administrative burden associated with service delivery
without compromising client care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to r^ot authorize this Request Action #2.
the gap between the cost of care and relmbursemeht rates will remain the same, which vendors have
Indicated may result in having to limit services provided under this contract In addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist vrith improvement In services provided.
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Area served; Statewide.

SourM of Funds; 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services. Substance Abuse and f^flental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959. Federal Award Identification Number
TI010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available'. General Funds will not to.';
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted, .

.Katja S. Fox
Director

Approved by;>
j^rey A. Meyers
Commissioner

Th» Dtpertment oT WMflh and Human Servfcas' ACsaron fe #e join comtnunlUas end /emfllto*
In ptovklInQ opportunHlat for ddnns lo achieve heefih end Independence.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Sorvlcoe
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

\  Summery Scoring Sheet

Subat«nee Us* Obeidsr Trsttmtn] And

___£*wS2^8wggof^8*rfle^^^_
RFA Nam*

RFA'201»«OASei >80887

RFA Nufflbtr

Bidder Name

Countyef Grefton New Htmpahir* •Grsflon
' County Depaitment el Corractlona

Maurnum

Points Actual Peims Regloit

449 270 North Country

' Diamas Home of New Hemeahira, Inc. 449 262 Grsstsr lilanehest«r

Manchaatar Alcoholism RehabDItatfon Canter 440 ass Grtettt Msnehestar

Manchester Alcoholism Rahabdttstlon Centar 440 S2S CapKai

FTTfNHNH.Inc. 444 S6t> Oiaatar Msnehestar

Graflon County New Hampshire • Qrafton County
Altemetlve Sentencing 440 290 North Country

The Community Ceundi ofNeshue. N. H. 440 2S0 Orealsf Nashua

Hale EducaOofwl Systama 440 St* balew* Uppar Vatlay

Haadraat 440 29S UpperVallay

Hops on Haven HIU Inc. 440 304 Strafford County

Oreatw Nashua Council on Alcohollem 440 394 Oreatsr Nashua

North Country Haalth ConaortJuro 440 32S • North Country

North Country Health Consortium 440 29S Carrol County

PhoenU Houses of New England. Inc. 440 301' Uonedneek

Soaceast Yeudi Services ■ 440' • 215 Saacotal

Sascoest Youth Services 440 215 Strnfford County

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol d Drug
Abuse Servteaa 440 ■  320 Saacosat

Sootheaatam Alcohol & Drug Abuaa Services 440 370 Slrsflhrd

Wast Central Serwtces, Inc. 440 231 Graatar SuDWan

White None Addiction Center. Inc. 440 ' 130- Carrol County

Rsvlewef Nime*

J*m^^ws5?S33eSySc^?7

TuSrCSnS^ra^nTTpSEBlSni^
*• BHS

. stawm aiskty, Pio0 Sptdaist nr,

. PsulKlsmsaCtrlcalSrvc*

' SMfl. Drug & AleeM Srvc*
A&i^ho^.yiJPJcyAnlyst.
Subrtic U*s Srv; 0&>»rwtf

'Haio EducsKorwi Systems:-Application was disqualified as non>resporttfve.
**Whlto Horse Addiction Cenier. Inc.: Vendor was not selected.



An»chment A

Financial Details

OWMMMSIO-MMOOOO HEAUTM AMD SOCIAL SERVICSS. HEAL7W ANO HUMAN SVC8 OgPT OF. HHS: DiV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG B ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Olhor Fund!)

Community Coundi
ofNashufl-Gr

NAAttia Comm

MemM Heatm - Vfidof C:oda: 15<112.B001

Sta:* FHcal Ytar Class/Account Title Budget Amount incraaac/ Decrease
Revised Modiflsd

Budget

2019 102-<00734
Contracts br Prog

Svc
S46,S57 SO $48,657 '

SuD-total $4S.8S7 SO 1  $48,857

Oismsa Homo of NH Vendor CodetTBO

SutH Fbcal Yov Clasa/Aocount Tblo Budget Amount Incraese/ Oecreeaa
Revised Modinsd

2019 102'-900734 Contmoa for Prog
Svc

S72.3S1 SO $72,381

Sutvlotsi S72.381 so $72,381

Easter Bests of NH

Manchsslor

Alcoholtm RcHsD

Ctr/Famum Vendor Coda: 1772O4 B0OS

Sute'Fiacel Yes/ Class/Account nua Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019' 102-5007S4
Comacts for Piog

Svc
S337.2SS SO $337;788

Sub-total S337 288 SO $337,288

FFTrNHNH Vendor Code: 157730-B001

State Fiscal Yoar Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount IncreasW Decrease
Revfsed Modified

Budget

2019 102-S00734
Contrsets for Prog

Svc
SO $194,759 $194,759

SutKotd SO S194.759 $194,759

Grsfton County Vendor Code: 177397-8003

Stats Fiscal Year CUsa/Account Title Budget Amount Incresee/Decrease
Revised IQodined

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S74.492 SO $74,492

SuMotal 174492 SO $74,492

Grsstsr Nashua

Coundt on

Aloohoflsm Vendor Code: ie&S74-800i

Sute Fiscal Year Clasa/Aceeunt Title Budget Ameunt tncresae/Decrease
Revised Modtned

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SI 98.372 $188,372

8ub-ioul SO ' S188.372 S188.372

-Hesdrost, inc Vendor Code: 175226-6001

State Fiscal Yoar Ctaas/Account Title Budget Amount IrKroaae/ DoMsae
Revtsed Modified

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S44.635 $44,635

SuMotal S44.S35 SO $44,835

AuachmcrnA

Rnandsl Dean



Atiachm«nt A

Financial Details

Hope dn Haven Hil Vendor Code; 275119-BOOl

Stino Fiscal Year Clas^Account Tula Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised ModUied

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
SO 584.035 584.035

SulHOUl - SO 564.035 584.035

North Courury
Heeim Cortsortium Vendor Code: 150957-6001

-

State Fiscal Yesr Class/Account Tlila Budget Amount Ir>crease/ Decreese
Revised ModlDed

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Coniracte lor Prog

Svc
S86.67e $88,878

aut>>totti 888.878 50 586.878

Piwenix Houses o(

Now Enolsrtd. Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-6001

'Stats Ftocal Year Class/Account Tw# Budget Amount Incratie/Decrease
RevtsSd Modified

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracu tor Prog

Svc
$70,246 570.246 .

Sub<(etsl 570.248 SO 570.248

Seacoost Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account nua Budget Amount Increase/ Decreese
Revised Modifled

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S23.076 50 522.076

Sub-total ( 522.076 10 52Z07e

Southeastern NH

Atcohoi and Drug

Servlcsa vendor Code 155292-6001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TItJe . BudgetAfflount Increase/ Oacreeea
Revieed Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
5177.799 50 1177,799

Sub-totel S177.799 -  SO 5177.799

West Central,
Services Vendor Coda: 177854-6001

State FbcalYter Class/Account Titio Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
517.942 $0 517.942

. SutMOtBl 517.042 $0. . • • 517.942

TetsiOev, Comm IB52.m 5467.168 51.419.880

OMS43-920S10-33d40000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUG B ALCOHOL SVCS. CUNICAL SERVICES (80% Fedaral Fundi. 30% General Funds FAIN T10100S5 CFDA 93.959)

Convnunlty Counds

oINsihui-Gr

t4ashueComm

lilental Healih

y

Vendor Coda; 1S4112-B001

State Fiscal Year Claas/Accourrt TUIe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revisad Modifled

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
5113.143 SO 5113.143

Sub-total - 5113.143 SO 5113.143

Attschment A
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Anachment A

Financial Details

Diamas Home of NH VenctorCocitJBD

Staia'Fltcsl Year Claas/Account. Tide Budget Amount incroesef Oecreaae
Revised Modilled

Budeet

ZOt'B 102-500734
Contracta lor Prog

Svc
$1S7.619 SO S167,619

Subtotal $167,619 SO $167,619

Easter Seals of NH

Man^tesfief

AJcohotism Rehab

Cu/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-6005

State Fbcal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount increaac/ Oeereeae
Revtaed Medlflad

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrecu tor Prog

Sve
$781,063 SO $761,083

Subtotal $761,083 SO $781,083

FnrfNHNH Vendor Code: 157730-6001

Stale Hacai Year Clasa/Account TUlo Budget Amount Incrotae/Oecreaae
Revtaed Uodined

Budoct

201B 102-500734
Contracta for Prog

Svc
SO $451,016 $451,016

Sub-total SO S4S1.016 $451,016

Grafton Cotfitjr Vendor Codo: 177397-SM3

State Flscsi Year Cbaa/Aecount Title Budget Amount increaaof Oocreese
RevlMd Modified

Budoei

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S172.508 SO S172.506

Subtotal $172,508 SO S172.808

Oreator Nashua

Coundion

. Alcoholsm Vendor Coda: I66S74-B001

State Fiscal Year CCast/Aecount Titia Budget Amount Incraaae/ OecreeM
Revlaod Moditied

Budset

2019 102-500734
Ccturscta for Prog

Svc
SO $436,227 $436;227

Sub-total $0 $436,227 $436,227

Headrest Inc Vendor Code: 17S22S-B001

State Fiscal Year Cleaa/Account rido Budget Amount Increaaef Oecreaae
Revtsed Modined

Budcwt

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103,364 to S103.384

8ul>-tota) 1103.384 to S103.364

Hope on Have HID Vendor Code: 27Sll»«00t

State Fiscal Year Ctaaa/Aceouni TlOa Budget Amount Increaaef becresse Revteed Modified

Budget-

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S104.606 $194,606

Sub-total SO $194,608 $194,606

North Country
Health Cortsonhiffl Vendor Coda: 156557-6001

State Fbcal Year Claai/Accotint Tiao Budget Amount lr»c reeaef Oeereeae
Revtaed Modified

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$200,728 to S200.728

Sub-total S200.729 SO $200,728

ARKtimCfltA

nnandit Dfta&
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Attachment A

Financiat Details

Phoanto Houses of

NMrEDQiand.iftc. Vendor Coda: n75e9>Q00^

Ststa FEtcaJ YearClaae/AccountTitia ;'Budgat Amountincreesef Oocraaao
Ravised fttodtflad

Budoel

2019I02-5007J4
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$162,675$0St62.875

' SuMotal$102,675$0$102,679

Seacoott Youth

ServicesVendor Code: 203944-8001

StataFlacel YearCJase/Aecount .TItfaBudget Amounttncrcese/Oecreaae
Revised Modinad

Budoat

2019- 102-900734
Contracts ior Prog

Svc
$51,124$0$51,124.

SutMOtll$51,124$0$51,124

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Drug
ServieesVendor Coda 1S5292-BO01

State Fiscal YearCiaas/Account- riUaBudget Amount
Incraasef Oecroaso

Revised Modified

Budoet^

2019102-S00734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$411,741$0$411,741

Sub-total••$411,741$0$411,741

West Cental

ServicesVendor Codft 1776S4-B001

Ststa FUcal YearClase/AccountnuaBudget Amount
[ocrMiGf Oacroasa

Revbtd Modifiad

Budoet

2019t02.S00734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$41,546$0$41,540

8ut>-t0tBl$41.54B$0$41,546

Total Clinical 8vt$2J0S.$W$1001.549».287.M2

Orand Total AD13157 927$4 7tMft42
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dtsofder Treatment arid Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1" Amendment (0 the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as 'Amendment #1") dated this 26th day of June, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department .of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and North Country Health Consortium, (hereinafter referred to as "the
Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 262 Cottage Street, Suite 230, Littleton.
NH 03561.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late item G), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the,contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price limitation or completion date;

NOW THEREFORE, In consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contair^ed In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services. Section 2, Scope of Services, Subsection 2,7. Assistance
with Enrolling In Insurance Programs, in Its entirety, and replace with the following:

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insuranpe Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a dosed-loop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources'for payment include, but
are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private insurance including, but not limited to New
Hampshire Medlcald programs within fourteen (14) days after intake.

2. Delete Exhibit A. Scope of Services. Sectton 3. Staffing, Subsection 3.9, In its entirety, and
replace as follows:

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff involved in client care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the
contract elective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3. Add Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 10. Contract Compliance Audits, as follows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department,- the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the dale of the final firKlings which addresses any and alt findings.

North CoorUry Health Consortium AmetKlmenl #1
RFA-2019'BOAS41-SUB$T Pagelofa



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dleorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

10.2 The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1 The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2 The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2:3 The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

1 p.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective;' and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
Implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 8, Clinical Supen4slon. Subsection 8.1,
Paragraph 8.1.3, in its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for every forty
(40) hours of direct client contact;

5. Delete Exhibit B, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment, Section 12. in its entirety.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.

North Country Hesllh Consortium Amendment 91
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Hecove/y Support Senrlces

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Govemor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

n

Date Katja S. Fox

Director

North Country Health Consortium

Date . Name:

Title:

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature;

State of Iift^Countv of ly^rlrTsn^ on Jujlg., 33^ 2S^before the
undersigned officer, pbrsonally appeared the person Identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowtedged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated at>ove.

Signature dPNotary-PJelic or Justice of the Peace

Name artd triie of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires;
tracya.v^^3^ \ ^

Motoy Public • N«* Hampslilm
MyConvrUbion ExplfwSoptembcf 10,2010

North Country HesBh Comonium AmsrxtmentSl
RFA-2019>BOA&-0l-SLiBST Page3ef4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Uee Dteorder Treatment and Recovefy Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

h
Date N^e:

Title:

I hereby certify that the forgoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

North Counlry Heilth Consortium
RFA-2019-dOAS-Ol-SUBST

Amerujmont0l
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,  STATE OF NEW UAMPSHZEIE

D^ARtMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHAyiORjiLHBAlTH

BVREAV OP DRVGAND ALCOHOL SBRVICBS

105 PLEASANT STREET, GONCOiUA NH 03301
£03.2714110 14004514345 Bit 6738

.  Pax: £03:2714105 Toi) Accent l4b6r73S^2964
w>mjlhlu.Bb^or

June 19, 2018

His &ocellency,:-Qovenior Christopher T. Sununu
. and the HpnoraWo Cbundl . . v.. . ,
Stete-J^puse •

, Q^rd, Nw ̂Hampshire 03301

:■ .V \ . REQUESTED ACTION
v  Ai^rlK lhe Depart of rHealth and Humari Services, Bureau'of Driig arid. -Aloohpi

SeiM|^,-tp!entery^ with multiple Vendors, listed below, to provide 'substarice use
diso^r'treatment and rebove^ support eervlo^ statewide, la an amount ndt;to'ex6eed 1^,157,927
effecti^ July i,. 2018 or upon Qovemor'and Executive Coiir^ approval whichever is later through
JunaSO, 2019. ̂ .67%:FetlarBl, 13.97% General, and 30.16%'6therFunda V-

.  Summary of contracted arnounte.ljy Vendor: • . '

Vendor" Budoeted Amount
DIsmas Home of New HemDShlre*. Inc. ^  $240,000
<3rafton County New H^pshlre - Dapdrtnient of Oorrections and Alternative
SentenclTiQ "■ $247,000
Headrest • • -"x-:"- • ■ ■ - $147,999
ManchwlsrAIddhoflsm ReteWlitatioh Center $1,118,371
North Country Health Consortldm ' ' • ■ ■ •- $287:406
Phbenbt Houses of New Ehflland;'lnc. - ' :  $232,921
Seacb^tYouth^Sen/Ices'" •  ' • $73,200
Southeastern New Hambshira Alcohol'& Druq Abuise'ServIci^ ' ■  • $589,540
The Coniniuhltv'CouTicfl of/Nashud. N.H; ■ ^ ■ $162,000
West Central Servloes. Inc.. • • $59,490
Total SFYia-' $3,167,927

Funds to Support this request are avallabto In State Fiscal Year 2019 In the following accounts,
wffit Oie authority to acQust encumbrances beb^n State Fiscal Yeara through the Budget.Office
without approval of bie .Qovemor and Executive CouncQ, If needed and Justified.

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

The Department requsste approval of ten (10) agreemerits with a combMed price Itmttation of
$3,157,627 that wll! allpw ttie. Vendors Hated to pro^e an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide to children end adults with substance use disorders, who
have Incorne below ApO^ of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are
homeless In New Han^shlre. Substarice use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs
causes cllnfcalty and functonafly ftlgnfficant Impairment such as health problems, dj^bOity, and failure
to meet major resporisjbflltlfis at work, school, or home. The eidatence of a sub^r^. usq disorder is



His Excellent. GovsmorCMstoptierT. Sununu
end tha'Hmra&ie Council
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determined using a dirdcal ev^uatlon based on Diagnostic end Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
Rfth Edition criteria! Three (3) ̂ re agreements wUI be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executt^ CouhcD rneeting. . .

These Agreements are part of the Departrnenfs overall strategy to'respond to'the oploid
epUemlc that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's Individuals, famllj^,.and communltias
as \m1] as to respond to dther types of substanoe use dls^ers. Un^r the currerit Iteration of th^e
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array of tr^trnerit services; Indudlng IhdMduai and
gmup out^llent, Intensive'outpatlerit, partial hospHaOzatlon. transltlprel llv^g'; hlgh'and low Intensity
r^ldpntla}. and ambulatory and reslderltial wtthdrsiwal'mar\agement'aervtces as well "as encIQary
recovery support senilce's. While the arr^of aervtees offered ̂  each .vendor-varies slight^, together,
they enrolled 2994 individuals .In service gmups covered by the contract tetween May 1.2017 arti /^rll
30.201&, In 2016 there wers 4^ dn^ overdose deaths In'New Harhpsl^re with the.dei^-toirfdr ̂ 17
at-428 as.df Aprf) 20. 2016: liowe^r; the 2017 stattsthK are 6)g)ected to tncrease'sli^^ as'ca^ are
still pendir^ ana.l^nls! This reductlori tn deaths indicataa that the p^raH strat^ Ihcludlhg pre^tidn;
!hteryentich.tr^tihenj[,-ahdrecovefyiBupport8eryfce8lsha^ng8 |^.!tlvelmpact: ' ' '

The'I^artrnent published a Request for Appllc8tlons:for Substance pisorder Tieatrr^.
and. Reiio'yery-Support Services.'(RFA-i019-BbA^1-SUBCT) on-the bepar^ent^o^ .'H6&trt and
Hurr^ SerVlcies we^lttf April 20,2016 through May 10,2016; The Departmwt receh^ shtoh (16)
ap'pll^ftor^ proposals were re^'ew^'ahd scpred by a tearh of Individuals widi pi^ram.-spedfic
^^edge.:'R^ bepsMent selected fourteen appl}cailora'-(tvTO (2) submitted by Graftoh Coiirtty were

Into ohe'cbntrad) tofwvWeth^ services (Sto attached Sumrn^ '*

Some of ttte .Ven.itore' appllcatioris scored lower than artid^ted; however, this was larpely due
to the; veridofs proving !a .Umlted ,a^y of services" ̂ d; not' to their ejgterferiqe ah^or, capacity, to^
provide thpM sbrvic^. Ih'achlitibn.th Bureau-pf.bmg end-^oohol^en^oes.ls ̂ riung vdth the Bursfau
of Impro^ant arid Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quall^ Improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposWon staff to sttfilat with. this. ■ .

The' ̂ ntr^ lndud(».langi^ a^lst pregriarit arid p'arentii^ wpni^ ̂  prpyldlhg hterirh'
services If they are oh a waitilst; to ensure' diefite contribute to the cost of servt^ b'y ctese^g'^^rit'
Income at intake ̂  on a monthly .basis; and to-ensure care coordination for the diehts by .assisting
them with accesdng services or worttlng with a dienfs existing provider for (rfiyslcal health, behavioral
health, medtcatton assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

* The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through rnon^ly ar>d quart^y
reports, oohdudlng she \4slts. reviewing dlent'recdrds. and engaging tn actMtfes Identified In the
conVad. monitoring and quali^ Improvernarrt work referenced above. In addition, tha'Oepa/tment Is
conecttng baseOne data on access.'engagement, cQrdcal appropriateness, retention,, oomplettcn. and
outcomes that win be' used to create perfcrmanoe Improvement goals in future contracts.'RnaDy.
contractor flnanctel health Is also belrtg monitored monthly.

This cpntrect tndudes language that reserves, the right to renew each contract for up to two (2)
addttbnal years, subject to the continued availabfllty of funds, satisfactory peffbrmanoe of contractad
eervloes and Governor and Executive Council approval.

\

Should tile Governor and Executive Councfl determine to not authorize this Request the
vendors would have suftident resources to promote and provide the array of services riecessary to
provide Individuals wfth substance use disorders the rieoessary tools to achi^, enhance and sitttain
recovery.
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Furtds; 65.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department.of Health and
Human Servfoes, Substance Abuse- and Mental Health Sef^o^ ̂rrilnlstratlon. Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.9^, Federal Award Identlflcabon hlumber
TI010035-14, and "13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Furtds from the Goyemor'e Comrnlsslon
on Aloohd artd Other Drug Abuse Preventlori. Intervention and Treatment

In the event that .the Federal Funds become no longer available, Genera! Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respec^lly submitted,

%

Approved

Kat^S. Fox

A. Meyers
Commissioner

7t»tkp$rtmwt of H»9Bh,9ndHtgjmtS$nte»t Mission b toJoin oomoHjnOstvtdtMn^^
^pn¥(diag<iffaiMOo9lvcBb»nstOKtilovohBaah9nitM$fi9ttAnea.
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FORMTniMBER 1137 tvonloo 5/809
>pct SahstMcoyte niscrderTftataent ond Recovcfv Stioport ServicM fRFA^9-BDAS^l-S0BST^av

Notfee; This Bgreaneot aad sU of hs Attacfameots shall become public iqxmsubaissiooId OoverDor afl
-  £xecutKv Couodl'for approval. Any lafomiaHoo Ibal' is piivit^ooQilde&tinl orpropii^aiy must

be dearly ideotified to tbe a^ocy aod agreed to m writiofi priorilengiiins the czmtracL

AGREEMEt^
Ihe Stale ofNew Hampshire aod the CootrKtor hereby nndiBUy agree as (hllows;

GENERAL PROVISIONS '

1.1 Stats Ages^ Name
NHpepartmenlofHeallbaBdKumm Services .

12 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Strol

Concord, NH(S33Dl-3857 . '

i3 CootrectorNama.
North Coui^ Health Coosorthun

1.4-Contractor Address
252 Cottage Strec^-Soite 230 '' '• 1
LliUeion NH .03561 . • -J-' r-
'  ■ r\' ..... ; •

IJ CostroctorPlune

Number '
603-25W700*e«223

L6 Account Number

0S-9S-92-920510-33n-lQ2-

500734:05-95-92-92dj 10-
3384^102-500734

1.7 CompleliooDSe '

biae30,20l9
X  ' *

*JJ lYicetidntsrioB "
•j,,

•«287,406 tr ' •
'-V

Vi-.

1.9 CootrMlfisOhScerfdr-State Agency
•E. Maria Reiilemzmn,^. ' . -
Ohtctor of Contrads Bad Procnremeot

. 1.10 State Agea^Tde^neNumber603-271.9330; . j . ■-• *
'Ml ContractorSiauturo 1.12 Name and of Cootrectar Signatory *. ^

1.13 Admowledgeiflpdl:-State of H -,CouDtyof

On 3~k>ne. If.AotV .beforetheuodsrslgnedofficer,pesoodlyappcaredtbepeisosideDtiiiedtaUock 1.12,ors^fistorily'
proven to be 4>e peison whose naine is stgaed h block 1.11, aekn^ledged tfam eiecuted tl^ docnmeni is tbeeveci^
Indicated ijrblodc 1.12. • •*!. '
1.13.1 St^ahir^.ofNojaryPiiblicorJusticeofthePeace

■■-[Sail ■: '
1.132 Kaido.apd Title ofNdtary or Justice of (be Peace 'KARENLNOVT

1.1.4 State Agency signature MS Name and Ti^ ofState'Ageaqr Signatory. ■
S  (/3^c/0rr-.

1.16 Approval by the Nil Department ofAdminhtrerion.DivuioQ of Pereoosel^/r^p/^/^l

By: Director, On;

1.17 Ajqrrpval by (be Attorn^ Oenerel (Fono, Sobstancc and Eaecutioo) (l/tvpJ/coO/e^'

1.18 Approval by the Ooveaur and Exbcu^ Councl^ (^^/(dohh^ / * '
By; \ On:

i
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2. EMPLOYMENTOFCONTRACTOWSERVICESTO
BE PERFORMED. The Ststc orNew Hampshire, aetfo|
.(hraughtbeesetty identified b block 1.1 ("SttfO*
cflotacfw IdeoUfied b bbck 13 CtSontrectorO b peKbnn,
end the Cpfltrector ihatl perfonn, (he work or site of goods, or
bothi Ideotined and more psrtictilaily described b (he aitsched
EXHIBIT A vddch B bcotporeted bereb by reCsreoce
rSeivlees^

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.
J.Ubnvilbs&Ddlngttiypithdsioaofihti Apeetnenttotho
cootray, and subject to appraval orthe Governor and
Eeecotive CouocDofthe Slate ofKewKaiapshlrc, if •
appUabte, tUs Agrteoicnt, and all obUgaHons of be paitks
bmoadcr, sbifi becooe ef&ctive oo the date (he Oovenor
ead EiecuUve Couocfl approve this Agreement as Indicaied b
block 1.18; unlen no su^ approval is rcqa{red.b which oue
the Agreement shall become eflMve on the date the'
Agreement is signed by the Scste Agency as dtowo b block
1.14 CXffccUve Date").
33 irthe CoQtnctor commences the Services pior to the
Eflbetlve Date, all Sqvices perfanned by the Cootraetm prior
to the Effective Data shall be perfonoed at the sole risk of the
Contaetor, and b the event that this Agreement does not
become elfeedve, the State bell have oo liability to the
Oootractor, bcludtog witboot Kmbubo, acy obllgatbn'to pay
fee COfltiactQf for my costs bccntd or Ser^ces perforroed.
Comncbr most complete all Services by the Completion Date
specified b block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL NATXIRE OF AGREEMENT.
Nobriihstaodlr^ any ptovisbn of this Agreement to the
ooDtrary, ali obtij^tlons of the Stnte hereunder, bcludbg.
without ihmtalion, the cootiouaooe of poyroents bereusder, are
contbgem upon the evaDabOity and eradoued eppropriatbo
offtmds, and b oo event shall the Stete be llabkbr coy
poymeids hereundq b excess of such available epprep^^

la the event oraicdsaion or tensinatbn of
Bppreprfated ftmds, the State shall hmve the right to withhold
payment until such fends become arable, If ever, and shell
here (he right to temAttte this Agreeroent Inuncdalefy upon
gKiog llto Contiactor ootice oTsud) lerimnaiiorL.The Sate
shaO not be required to trott^i^fi]urids66tp'i^'oibcr,abcbi^i^ . ̂
to (be Account Identified b blbck'l:6b'16'oerenVltb£ ulBaf ^
Account ere reduced or unavailable.

S. CONTRACT PRICE/PRJCE LIMITATION/

PAVhffiNT.
S.l The contract price, method of paymenr, end lemii of
p^reent ore identified and more parikolarly described b
EjbnBIT B which Is bcoipontid betcm by reference.
S3 The payment by be Stite of the cooireet price shall be (be
only and the complete fcfanbunestcni to' the Conlrecior for all
expenses, of whatever natoft beurred try the Conlreetnr to the
pofermance bercoC and shall be the ooly aad the complete
compcnnlioo to the Coptractor fer the Services. The State
stall have no liability to the Contractor other thsin the
price
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other ihsin the cont^ ̂ j^(t

5J The Stnte reserves the rlgfas to oErec from any amoonls
otberwlse payable to the Cootractor under this Agreement
those liquid^ amounts required or pennloed by NA RSA
80:7 through RSA 60:7'C or any other pmvlsloo of law.
SA Nctwlthstudbg any provision b Ibis Agreement to (be
cooiraiy, and ootwilhstudbg mexpected drcumstaoces, to
CO event shsUtbe total ofall payments mnborfaed^ or acttally •
made hereunder. exceed the Mce Uffittarion sd fettb b btocfc
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WTTH LAWS
AND REdllLATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPINORTUNrrY. '
6.1 bcoonectloo wkhiheperfbrTOBnceofdwServiceiiihe
Contractor enopbf all statutes, laws, regofaUons,
end orders of (ederal, states county or Bupldpd onthoriries
which impose any obligation or duQr upon the Cootreetor,
bcbdbg, bit Dot linuted to, dvil r^|bts ead equal oppofrnnlly
tnn.' This any Include the reqidrtmentto utllixe euxiUary
aids and terviecs (o eosoie thai penorn with cocummlcatbn
dIsBbllidea, bcbdbg vision, herbg end speech, can
communleate wltl^ reecive bfotmafion tom, and convey
bfqmttiloo..to the Cootreetor. b addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable eopyright laws. '
62 Durbg the tonn of this Agrecmqit, the Contractor shaD
not dkcrimloata agalnss employees or aRpUcants fer
employmeni becense of rece^ color, reiiglotv crv^ age, sex.
baodfeap, sexual orienat^ or oaUoial ori^ and will take
afliniixllve aetlon to prevent such dIscrifflinitkxL
63 If this AgreemeiU Is fended b ony part by monies of the
Uohed States, the Cootreetor sfasU comply vritb aU'lhe
provlsioas QfExeaillveOiderNo. UMdCEtpel
Empl^ent Opportunity^ as ntoplemerited by the
regnlathmsortto United Slates Oepotment of Labor (41
CPJL PeadOX end with m)y rules, regulatioiB'bnd.ffiddellttes
as the State of New Kampshire or th^Ubhed Si^ie^^e to
Imptemeoi these reflations. Tbe.6dotra^er to .
peimlt the Soie or Unhed States ̂ ess'toray^t^.-'^
Cootractor's books, recoids and aceocnts for thdpmp^of
esoeztaloing compliance wllh eUt4ks,*i%gul8(!^ a^oiders,
and the covenants, terms and conditions ofthis Agt^esU.

7. PERSONNEL

7.1 TbeContredor shall et its own expense iroride all
personsel necessary to perform-the Slices. Tbe Contractor
warraou thm all personnel engaged b the Services shall be
quaiified to perfarm tbe Services, end shall be properb^
licensed oi^ otherwise authorized to do so undier Nl applicable
laws.

73 Unkas otherwise amborixtd m wriibg during (he term of
this Agreement, end fbr a period ofsix (d) momhs afisr the
CompletloQ Dab In btodc 1.7, the Cootractor shall oot hire,
and notpermit eny subcontrector or other persm^ firm or
corpoQlloo withwhomit iseogagod bacombfoedellbrito
perform the Services to hire, any person wfto b a Stale
employee or ofScUl.wbo Is materially bvolvedb^

ê^^,^(..^mj9jstrNtonor pofonRence(^^^^
MASS I
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Agrtemmt Thb provisioQ ih<Q sonrive lerminatioa of (hla
AgretrecnL
TJTboConlnetJflsOfneertpoetftcdiabbck 1^. or his or
bcr successor, shall be (he State'troprtsonUUve. lotheevem
of any dispute eoooenusg the bterpntsUoa of this Agrecfficnt,
Iba CoR&actinj Ofbcer's declsfoa shaO be Gaal for the State.

a BVEKT OF DEFAVLT/R£MiU)lES.
11 AoyooebriDoreoftberoUowto^ecisoromlsslomofthe.
CootnetorshsU coosritute ea event of defouh bocusdef
C^veet of beftuU^:
11.1 foOcre to pafm the Services taUft&ctorily or 00
schedule
lU foQjire to sifoffib aay report required hertoodo; oudfor
11J ftlhse Co perform'!^other covcnaat, temt or coodilioo
ofihis Agrtemeot
12 Upoo the occBireoce of Boy Event-of DeOtoU, the Stile
say take any 00^ or more, or all, of the Ibllowlag actions:
12.1 pvettepootmetoratnlttniaotlcesp^fyiostheEvent
of Deftoh end requiring It to be remedied within, Id the '
ifasence ofa grrata or lesser spedftcolioa oriimiB, thlny C30) *
dqrs ftoffi the date ofthe notice; oad ifthe Event ofDeb^ b
oot dfoely remedied, tennlaate thb Agrtemeot, eflecdve two
(2) dqrs after giving the Contractor nodeo of termlaadoo;

^ve foe Coatractor a written eodce ̂ediyi^ the Eviest
of Detottaod xtupadlngallpiymeats to be under thb
Agreement and ordeHog that the portloa ofthe contract prleo
whkh would otherwise accrue to the Contractor during (be
period from the date of aeh noUee unlO s\Kh time as the State
detenomes thai the Contractor has cured (be Event of Dtftult
shiU never be pold (0 the Cantraetor;
12J set off a^nst oqy other obQgattord the Slate may owe to
(be Cootraaar any daroagn the Slate tafforxby.ttesonofiny
Event ofDefooU; aod/or
1Z4 the Agrecmeol as brcscbed sad pmsue any of ib
remedies It law or in equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CONPlOENTUUry/
PRESERVATION.

9.1 As used In thb Agrtemeot, ifae word "dat^ shall mcao bH
iofonrtatkn and things developed or obtained during the
perforrsaiice oC or aoqu (red or developed by leasoo oil thb
Agrtemenl, brchrdls^ but ooi limited to, aU siudies, reports,
flies, formoiae, surveys, mips, draitA soond recordings, tddeo
recordings, pictorial reproduedoos, drawings, analyses,
gr^rUc 'reprcsentitioos, computer programs, computer
printoots, 0010. letters, orcraomoi^ pap^t^ ̂  docnreents,
all whether finished or uofintshed.
9.2 AU data and any propeny wtucb has been received from
foe State or purchased with foods provldBd for that purpose
under this Agreemsni; shall be the 5iropercy ofthe State, and
dab be returned to the Snio upoo demand or upon
tennlnxtioa ofthb Astemenl for any reason.
9J CoofidentiatityordatBshall be governed by N.H. RSA
chapter 9t-A or odrer eausrlng law. Dbclosureofdata
requires prior wrlnen approval of the Stale; : **•
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10. TERMINATION. In the event ofen early terminfttfon of
thb Agreement fbr any reason other than the completion of the
Serviees, the Cootractor shall deQver to the Cootrwcting
OfEeer, not later (ban fifteen (IS) days afitfthedite of
terminntlbo, a report CTermlastlon Report") describing b
detaU all Services performed, and (he contract price caned, to
and inebaiing the (bte ofterrolnaiton. The fonn, subject
miBtf, cooteat, and rmmbcr ofcoplm of the Termlnatioo.
Report sfaaU be IdenUeal to those ofooy Final Rflport

• described in the attzdied EXHIBrr A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TOTnB STATE ̂
the perfbnimaco of thb Agnsetnatit the Cootractor b b all
respects CD lad^Kodenl oofi&ector, and b neither an igeta DOT
an employee of the State. Neither the Cocrtnctor nor any of Its
officers, efflpbyces, agents or membeis shall have aolhoriiy to
bind the State or,ieoe(ve-apy beoefits, worfcccs* eotnpcasarioo
or other emotomeais provided by the State to its eoployeo.

12. ASSIGNManVDELiXSATIONSUBCONTRACTS.

The Cootractor shall not assl^ or cthcrwbo trmsfvany
interest fat ibb Apteroeo! witbotit (he prior wripea nodeo and
eoDsent ofthe State. None oftite Scrvico Shall be
subcootrected by the boolractor u^out Iho prior written
notice aodcooseotqf the Stale,

U. O^DEMNinCATION. The Contrt^ shaU defend,
inderonlfy and bold bannless the State; hs officeo and
employees, ftom and against arty and sQ losses iaflered by (be
State, Its offieen and emp!oyees;and coy and ell clahm,
liabtntfm or pesallla assert^ against t)^ State, its ofCm
end employed, by or oa behalf of any person, on aeoouat oC
based or resuhliQ from, aririog out of(or which isqr be
cblmed to arise out oO the acts or ombsioosof(he
CootiBeldr. NotwUhstaodiag the fofegolng. oothlag herela
eoatained shall be deemed to ootutUute a omlver oflhe
sovere^ immunity of the Stare, which bnnmniQr b bcr^y
reserved to the Sure. This coveoant in paragraph 13 shiQ
sarvive (he termlaatfoa ofihb Agreeaxed

14. INSURANCE

14.1 The Cootractor sha^ at Its sole speose, obcaln and
matnfirin la force, and sbril require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maiotaio in force, the following
(osuranee:

14.1.1 eomprebensivt geoeral Ibbility insurance against all
claims of bodQy irdury, da(b or property damage, in amounts
of not leas tbaa Sl,000,000per occuneDce tod S2JdOO,000
iggregats; and
14.1.2 special cause ofloss coverage fORD covering all
properly subject to subparagnph 9.2 beretrv Ih an amottat not •
less than 80M of the whole replacemeot value of (be property.
14.2Tbepolkl0 described In subparagraph U.lhei^staU
be 00 pbltcyronss and codonemenis apyoved for ue in the
Slate ofNew Hampshire by. foe N.H. Depiittneot of
Insurooce. and issued by btsurea licetqri In (be State ofNew
Hampshbe.
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14J The ContnctDTshall flmUsh to (he Cootnctlos OOicer
(deodfted lo block 1.9,ochborherwccessor.eceitUicaie(s)
of fatsunoce Ibr all Insurance required uoder (hh AsretmeoL
Codractor shall ebo fimbh to (he Coatnctios OlGter
Identified in bbdc 1^, or bb or ber tueceaor» certi(ieate(s) of
faswsoe for all reaer»a](s) of Insurance rcqured ondcr ihh
Asrcenent so later than thhly (30) days prior to the explradoa
dale ofeach ofthe tssureoco policies. The cei1incate(s) of
bwuuceftodanyroiewibthereorihallbeaQaehedesdftre -
mcorporaied hcieln ̂  rcfisenceu Etch ceTiJfkate(t) of
' Insansco Aell conltln a clause requlrlos tbe.bisuicr to
provide the Coatncdog Ofllcer Idenilfted in bloek 1.9, or hb
or ber successor, do less thin thirty PO) days prior written
nodce orcaiiceltitlon or modtneabon of the policy.

15. WORKEHS* COMPBKSATION.
15.1 By sisnli^thbisreenunt, (be Ooomctor agrees,
ceitifia end warrafits.ihet d» Contractor b to oonpOaoce with
or exempt ftoo^ the reqnhemenb of RH. RSA chapter 381 >A
CtyoHm' Camp€ntalhn'),
t5J To die extent the Cootractorb subject to (be
requirements ofHH. RSA chapter 261 -A, CoQtrBCtor shall
ffltlntBhi, aod require vtf subcoohactor or assignee to secure-
ind tniinUin, payment ofWorisn* Compensation in
OBmectioo with actMlies wbkh the perm proposes to
ondatain pursuant (D tbfa AgreqrneoL.Cootrector shall
flmibh the Coanactlng Omeer IdentifiH la block U, or hb
or ber suece^, proof of Workers' Compensation tn tho
otasoer describ^ InKiL RSA chapter ̂ 1*A ̂  eity
applicable icoewalCs) (hereof wfalcb shall be attscfaed and are
ineorporoted herein ̂  reference. The State shall not be
responsible for.paym^ of aay Wotkers' Compensation
pr^ums or for any other date or benefit for Contmtor, or
eoysubcottfrBctDr orcmptoyn of Contractor, o^ch might
ar^ under applicable State o^ewlIampsh^-Woiten'
CbrapeisodoQ bws in contiectlon with the perfinniince ofthe
Servto under thb AgrtemenL

•  ILWAtVEROFBREACftNofeilniebytheStatfito
enforce any providaas hereofafter any Event of Defenli shall
be deemed a waiver of its fi^ with regard to (bat Even! of
De&uti,oranysubseqoeniEventofDefaulL Noexpress
foOort to enfbict any Event of OefeuU shall be deerned a
waiver ofthe right ofthe Sttoe to enforce each aod all of the
provbioDS. hereof upon any ftirtber or other Bvctit of Oefeuli
on the part ofthe Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any nodce by a patty hemo to the otber party
rfull be deemed to have been doly delivered or glvies et the
lime of maUing by certified mall, postage prepaid, to a Ualted
Sutes Post OOice addressed ro the parties at (he addresses
given in blocks 1.2 end 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. Thb Agreement may be amended,
waived or dbcbarged ooly by an iosoumem in wriliog signed
by (he parties hereto and only after approval ofsuch
smendnient, waiver or rOscharge by the Governor and
Executive Council ofthe State ofNew Hanipshtre unless no

tueb approval U required under the circumstances pursuant to
Stale law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTTON OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be eonstiued b secordaoce with (he
laws of the State of New Hampshire, and b binding upon end '
bores to the beoefit of (be parties aod their rbpectWe
successon and Bss^. The wording us<^b thb Agitem^
b the wording chosen by the parties to express ibeir mutual
btenV and ob nite ofconstruction diatl be iqipUfid ̂ ebst or
InfbTorofanyparty.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The penies hereto do not blend to
benefit any third parties end thb Agreaoeot ahall oot ba
construed to confb any such benefit. .

11. HEADINGS. The headingstiaqugboutthe A^eemenl
are for reference poposes only,.and the words eocttdned
tlmb shall b no way be held to explain, tnodlty, arapGty or
aid m the Uderpretati^ coostiocibn or meanbg ofthe
provtslom of thb AgrtemenL

22. SPEOAL PROVISIONS: AddlUonal provtsfons set
forth b die atuebed EXHIBIT C ire IncoaponKedbcreb by '
reference. '

23. SEVERABILTTY. b the event say orthepiovtsloos of
thb Agreement are held by a court of conqiettnt jurbcQctloo to
be contrary to any state or federal law, tbe renuunbg
prqvislcms of thb Agreement will ren^ in fliU forte aod
effitoL .

34. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed b a number ofcounterparts, each of wfakdi sb^
be deemed an orf^nal, cooshTutes the entire Agreement and
undentandlng between the parties, and supesedes ell prior
Agreemems aod uoderstomfiogs rebtbg boelo.
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Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Cpntrsctor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they ̂ 1) provide to persons with iimlted. English proficiency to iensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date. • .

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the.Senrlces described herein, the Stale Agency has the right to modify Service,
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achiwe
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has Identified the Contractor as a
Subreclplent In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eDgible client, regardless of where the dient fives or worta
In New Hampshire.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered.Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are' age 12 or older or urxter age 12. with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.12. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty l.evel, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of.. New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor rriusl provide substance use disorder treatment services
that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care.
(RROSC) by operatlonalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(httpi/^rww.dhhs.nh.goy/dcbcs/bdas/corrtinuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person^centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and. resilience of individuals, families and
commuriities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must

North Cou'nlnr Hesllh Consortium Exhlbft A - ContrectortnftKla.
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2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Networks) (lONs) of services
available In order to align this work with ION projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inforni the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of.
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service
providers invoived In the client's care and the client's support

network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services ^th the Department's Regional
Access Point contractor (RAP)- that provides services
including, but not limited to;'

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to sen/ioes.

2.2.2.4.2. . Refem'ng clients to RAP services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours

■  2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to RAP services at the time of

discharge when a client is in need of RAP
services; and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being

served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma'Informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance
of addressing trauma in treatment

2.3. Substance Use. Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

2:3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an Individual to achieve

tre^ent ot^ectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramiftcaUbns. Including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group (Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Crtteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
indtvtduals to achieve treatment objectives through the

North Cobnt^ HeaUh Consortium EiAibftA Contuetaf Iftaau •
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e^loration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications, including an examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of alternative solution's and
decision making with regard to aloohot and other drug related
problems.

2.3.1.3. intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAfl^ Criteria.
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured Individual and group alcohol and/or

.  other drug treatment sen/ices and activities that are provided
accordlrig to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

• rai^ge of outpatient treatment services and other andllary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a weekl Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Transitional Living Services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment services according to an [ndividuarized
treatment plan designed to support individuals as they
transition back Into the community. Transitional Living
Services are not defined by ASAM. Transitional Uvlng
secvices must irfclude at least 3 hours of dinicaJ services per
week of which at least 1 hour must be delivered by a
Licensed Couniselor or unlicensed Counselor working under
the supervision of a Licensed Supervisor and' the remaining
hours must be delivered by a Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) working under a Licensed Supervisor or a
Licensed Counselor. The maximum length of stay In this
service.Is six (6) months. Adult residents typically work In the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.5. Low-lnlensKy Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
. Criteria, Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential

Treatment services provide residential substartce use
disorder treatment services designed 'to support individuals
that need this residential service. The goal of low-intercity
residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
suffident In the community. Adult residents typically work In
the community and may pay a ̂ rtlon of their room, and
board.

2.3.1.6. High-Intensity Residential Treatrnent for Adults as defined as

ASAM Criteria. Level 3.5. This service provides residential
substance use disorder treatment designed to assist

North Country HeaJlh Consortium ExhiWA Contraanflnihais^^r^
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7^.

individuals who require a more intensive (eve) of service In a
structured setting!

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only In coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.6 to a client.

2.3.-2.1.. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide
for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of
opiate and other substar^ use disorders. The Contractor
shall provide non-medical treatment services to the client In
conjunction with the medical services provided either directly
by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and
meeting all requirements for the service provided. The
Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatmer\t services In accordance with guidance provfded b'y
the Department, 'Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key
Components for, Delivery Community-Based Medication

. Assisted Treatment Services for Opiold Use Disorders In New
Hampshire.*

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of-the Department, the Contractor may provide recovery
• support services that will remove barriers to .a client's participation In
.treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an IndMdua)

maintaining participation in treatment and/or recoyery.

2.4.2. The Contractor rhay provide recovery support services only in coordination
with providing at least one of the services .In Section 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.6 to a. client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2*4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group
Intensive Case Management in accordance
with SAM.HSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case
Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

(https://8tore.samh».gov/product/TIP-27-
Comprehenslve-Case-Management-for*
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMAI 5^215)
and which exceed the mtnlmum case

management requlreinents for the ASAMI
level of care.

-  2.4.Z1.2. The Contractor will provide Intensive Case

Management by a:

North Country Heanh Consortium ExMUA ContraetarlrUtfali
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2.4.2.1.2.1. Certified Recovery Support
WorVer (CRSW) under the
supervision of a Licensed'
Counselor or

2.4.2.1.2.2. A Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the
supervision of a • Licensed

Supervisor or

2.4.2.1.2.3. Licensed Counselor

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Sen/ices

2.5.1: . The Contractor will determine ellgibliily for services In accordance with
Section 2.1 above and wHh-Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

Z5.2. The Contractpr must complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting

In person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that individual contacts the
Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services.

2.5.2.2. Complete an Initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the
individual, using the eligibility module in Web information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and.for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients* Ificome prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2 3.1. Assure that clienls' Income Information Is

updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients about any changes

In income no less frequently than every 4

weeks.

2.5.3. The Contactor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services In Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.10-(except for Section 2.3.1.4
Transitional Living) and 2.3.2, within two (2) days of the Initial Intake
Screening (n Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module. In Web
Inform^on Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the
Department when the Individual is determined probable of being eligible for
services.

North Country Health Corrcortlum ExMbS A Contractor tnJUal
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2.5.3.1. The Corrtractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

In Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, include a method to obtain
cilnlca) evaluations that include OSM 5 diagnostic Information and' a
recommendation for a level of cere based on the ASAM Criteria, published
In October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client!

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within 3

business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. Durlrig treatment only wtien determined by a Licensed
Counselor. ■.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor, from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor wll] either complete clinical evaluations In Sectton 2.5.4-
above before admission o]; Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3
above before admission along with a clinical evaluation In Section 2.5:4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless.

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service \wth a lower ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7:2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is
unavailable at the time the level of care Is determined in

Section 2.5.4, In which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.^1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the wallilst until their service with
the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as In Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's
service area that provides the service with the
needed ASAM Level of Care-

2.5.0. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the
priority described below:

RFX-MIS-BCAS^I-SUBSnr-OB Page Q of 24
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2.6.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children are not In their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, including the provision of intenm
services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the
Contractor Is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Cental the Regional Access Point service
provider (n the client's area to connect the client
with substance use disorder treatment services.

2.6.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers, this assistance
must Include actively reaching out to Identify
providers on the behalf of the client

2.5.8.1.3. Provide Intenm services until the appropriate

level of cere becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an. alternative provider.
Interim services shall Include:

2.5.8.1.3.1.' At least one 60 minute Individual

or group outpatient session per
week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support sen/Ices as
needed by the client;

Z5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the cOent to assess
and respond to any emergent

needs,

2.5.8.2. individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opIoW overdose eKher In the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection dnjg use including the
provision of Interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals wHh Opiold Use Dlsordets.

2.5.8.6.. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with suljslanoe use disorders who are Involved
with the criminal Justice and/or child protection system.

North Counl/y Health Ccftsorthim . ExhlWlA ContractorlftWib.
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2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department

2.6.9. The Contractor must obtain, consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose

age is 12 years and.older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain conser\t In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the cfient is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor must Include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies involved In
the client's care, including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families
(DCYF)

2.5.11.2i Probation and parole

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client docs not consent to tnformatlon sharing In Section
2.5.11 above. ■ .

Z5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information
sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this
contract.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to en adolescent due to:

^  2.5.,14.1. The parent's Inabtllty'and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services-,

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor rnust provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider:

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring rrlental health disorders; and/of

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substiance use disorder treatment services
separately for adoteicent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, grouji) rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separata .
times. •

•fO:North Country Heofth Contortium ' ExMM A Contractor Inaisls _
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2.8. WaWists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance us©
disorder treatment senrtces including the eligible cTients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.8.2. The Contractor will track the wait lime tor the clients to receive services,
from the dale of initial contact in Section 2,5.2.1 above to the date clients
first rBcefved substance use dlsorder^treatmen! services In Sections 2.3
and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation In Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to'the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1> The average waft time for all clients, by the type of service
and payer source for an the services.

2.6.3.2. The average waft Urne for priority clients in Section 2.5.6
above by the type of service and payer source for.the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling In Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or tegal guardians,
who are uriable to secure financial resources necessary for Initial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollmeni In public or private Insurance, Including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after Intake.

20. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess aQ clients for rtsk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at Inilla! contact, during screening, intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2 The Contrector shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM
(2013) standards at at! phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
durtrtg screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance ar>d shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; It a client's risk level indicates a
sen/Ice with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this conlracL then the Contractor shall integrate
withdrawal management Into the client's treatment plan end
provide on-going assessment of v^Ahdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal Is managed safely.

Noflh Country Heaim Consortium ExniMA ContfsctorlnaaJs^j!^^—
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2.8.22. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services
provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract and

The Contractor must complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days of the ctinical
evaluation (In Section 2.5.4 above), that address problems In all ASAM
(2013) domains which Justified the client's admittance to a given level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.

2.8.3.1.

2.8.3.2.

2.8.3.3.

Include in all individuafized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and Interventlonfi written tn terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. speclfk:, (clearly defining what win be done)

2.8.3.1.2. . measurable (including clear crUeriafor progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attalnatple (wtthlh the individual's abllHy to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the
individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there Is a stated time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and Interventions.

Are update based on any changes In-any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than eyery 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
Is less frequent Treatment plan updates much Indude:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes In the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client r^eds to move to a different level of

NoTlh'Country Heallh ConMrtKim
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care based on changes In functioning In any
ASAM domain end documentation of the

reasons for this assessment

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
ot>jectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes (n WfTS.

2.6.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with

other providers.

2.8,4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance If appropriate,
consents from the client, Induding 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and In compliance with state, federal, laws and
state and federal rules, tncludlng but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor

will make an appropriate referral to one and
ooordlnate care with that provider if appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part

2 consent, If applicable, are obtained in
.  advance iri comptlance with state, federal laws

arid state and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and if the client does
not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor will rriake an appropriate referral to
one and coordinate care r^h that provider [f
appropriate corrsents from the client, ir\dudlng
42 CFR Part 2 consent, If applicable, are
obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the dlent
does riot have a peer recovery support

provider, the Contractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

NoJth'CounfiryHeeShConsoitum ExhibnA Contractor inOials
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with that provider if appropriate consents from
the client, 1 including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, If
applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where avallat^le) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the* treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients In peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the client's managed care
organization or third parly Insurance, If
applicable. If appropriate consents from the
client. Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, tf
applicable, are obtained in advance In

' compliarice with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate wHh other social service agencies

engaged with the cOent, Including but not limited
to the Department's Division of Chndren, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, as
applicable and allowable with corisent provided
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.6.4.Z ■ The Contractor must clearly document In the client's file If the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination In
Section 2.8.4 atMve.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living (See
Section 2.3.1.4), that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are In
accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.6.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's Intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) aiterla for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.0.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient Is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goats art'culated In the Individualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level

North Country Health Consorth/m ExMiii A Conrtcter
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of care Is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient Is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her prot^ems. He/she is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the
irxiivlduallzed treatrhent plan. Continued

.treatment at the present level d care Is
assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
have been identified thai are appropriately
treated at the preserrt level of. care. The new

problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay In the current

'  level of care. The level of care which the
patient is receiving treatment Is therefore the
least Intensive level at which the-patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at . least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
tFansfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that'
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
Individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem(8) that Justified admission to the
present level of care. Contiriuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less Intensive level of care is indicatedj or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discherge Criteria B; The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(6) that
Justified the admission, to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have
achieved the maximum possible benefit from

engagement in services at the current level of
care. Treatment at another level of care (more
or less intensive) In the same type of services,

Nortb Caurrtry Health Coftsortium ExhnSA ContmctDr inittela
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or discharge from treatment, is therefore
indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or oo-occun-ing conditions that limit
his or her ability to resolve Ms or her

problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of serN^. or
discharge from treatment, Is therefore Indicated;
or , . ' ■

2.8.5.3.4. transfer/Discharge Criteria D*; The patient has
experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new
problemCs), and can be treated effectively at a

. more intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued
servicesAransfer/ or discharge Is necessary for Recovery
Support Services and Transitional Uving.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall defiver all services In this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following crltert'a:

2.6.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intenrention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource . Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8:6.2.. The services shall be published In a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.6.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

Z6:6.3.1. The service is .based on a theoretical

^  perspective that' has validated research; or
2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service Is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver sen/Ices In this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. . The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:

http://www.asamcriterla.org/
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2.87.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TtPs)
available at http'y/store.8amhsa.govAtst/&eries7name=TlP-
Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocots-TIPS-

2.6.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

httpy/store.samhsagovAist/serlesVname-TechnicaN
Assl8tance-PublicaUons-TAP8'^pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.6. Client Education

2.9.1.- The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevendon, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1.' Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).
/

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

Z9.1.4. Tobacco Education Tools that include;

2.9.1.4.1. Asses clients for motivation In stopping the use
of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco PrBvention & Control

Program (TPCP) arfd the certified tobacco
' cessation counselors available through the
QurtLlne; and

Z9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco use. In and of Itself, as

grounds for discharging clients from services
being provided under this contract.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The,Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and prooedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or 'spit' tobacco, and the use of electronic

devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, .clients and employee or client visitors;

Z10.1.3. prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facilities at any time.
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2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.
f

. 2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products Is prohibited
outside of the fBclCty on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is allowed
outskJe of the facKity on the grounds:

2.10.1.8.1. A designated smoking areaCs) which Is located
at (east twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
Including dgarette butts and matches, will be
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not property
maintained, it can be eliminated at the

disCTelion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Pfohibit.tobacco use In any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in persona! vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2; The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and.
visitor orientation.

3. Staffing /
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work In this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. . At least orie:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC): or

3.1.1.2, Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Cllnlca) Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and

the number of clfents served.

3.1.3. All unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No licensed supervisor shaK supervise rhore than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an altemathre supervision plan (See
Exhibit A-1 Section 8.1.2).

North Country Health Consortium EWiM A Conirsetor
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3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50
clients or portion thereof.

3.1.6. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular Intervals In
accordance with-the Operational Requirements In E)dilblt A-1. and
evidence based pradlces. at a minimum:

3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestlorts for resources or

therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

'3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimize the teaming experience,
when enough candidates are under supen/ision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on;

'3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and-ethics with specific application to the

practice issues faced by the supervisee;

'3.2.2. ' The 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of .Professional

Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-
Counseiing-Compelencle8/SMA15-4171 and

•3.2.3... The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentlairty practices forhandling protected health Information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part

2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated r^umes that
dearty indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work tirrie Is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shad provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates, the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, vAih the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within 14 calendar days, when

there is not sufficient staffing to perform ail required senrices for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to
address minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those Interns

North Country Heafth Consortium exMMA Contractor tniusda
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having direct contact with Individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student Interrts complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core funcUons as described tn Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3,2.2, and appropriate InformaUon security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health Informatidn (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to t)eg{hn{ng their Internship.

3.7. - The Cor^actor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitude of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handfing
protected health Infofmation.(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The-Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever

changing field of substartce use disorders, and state and federal laws, and hjles
relating to confidentJaiity

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff Involved in client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, If after
the contract effective date, and at least every GO days thereafter on the foDowtng:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training .or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to dtnlcal staff on hepatitis C (HOV), human
Immunodeficiency virus (Hl\0, tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted.diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shdl provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. Ttie Contractor shall be licensed for all residential senrices, provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additloriai flcensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities lloensure
standards.

4.3.^ The Contractor Is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are
provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, polides, and standards.
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5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technotogy System (WTTS) to record

' all client activity and client contact within (3) days fotlowlng the acth/ity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent

from the client stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system Is administered by the State .of New Harhpshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all information that is entered into the
WITS system;

5.2.3. Any Informatlpn entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the
Stete of New Hampshire.

5.3. • The Contractor shall have any client whose Information is entered into the WITS
system complete a WITS, consent to the Department

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the Infom^d consent. In 5.2 and/or consent In
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered Into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. ' Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any cUent who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
be ̂ slsted In finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting . -
6.1. The Contractor shall reporl on the following: ^

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for

6.1.1.1. 100% of all dlents at admission ■

6.1.1.2. 100% of ail cUents who are discharged because, they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are disch^ged for reasons other than
those specifted above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Section 6.1.1.1 through 8.1.1.3 are

minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th. day of the month foUwving the reporting month or quarter^
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6.1.3. Ail critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident The Contractor agrees that.

6.1.3.1. 'Critical Incident* means any actual or allege event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or vs«ll-
being, including but not Umiled to;

'  6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation; .

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.6. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6:1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3..1.6. Medical error.

.6.1.4. .All contact with law enforcement to the bureau In writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident;

'  6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

\6.1.6.1. Sentinel events Shall be reported when they involve any
IndMdual who Is receiving services under this coiTtract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
Immediate vert^ notmcatlon of the event to the bureau,
which shaii include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporllng individuars name, phone number,

and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
lndivtduai(s) involved in the event; ^

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. ' Description of the event, including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other
relevant Information, as well as the Identification

of any other individuals invplved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were Involved due .to a
crime or suspected crime; and
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6.1.6.2.6. The identrficstlon of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. . .Wilhin 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall
submit a completed •Sentinel Event Reporting Form'
(February / 2017). available ' at

https:/Aivww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reportlng-fofm,pdf
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that la discovered after

fifing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of tfie Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additioral information regarding Sections 6.1.6,1

through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and .

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as appHcabie, to other agencies as required by law.'

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate In all quality Improvement adMtles to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation In electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation tn site visHs

7.1.3. Participation In training and technical assistance activftles as directed by
the Department

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent, service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1: , Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
conslstentiy and evenly delh/er these services; and

7,2.1,2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed. If there Is a difference of more than
10% between exranded funding and elapsed time on the
coritf^ the Confrador shall notify the Department wtlhin 5
days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department.
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8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
' 8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity,, the Contractor

agrees to submit to OHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall
include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following;

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Dermltion: The days of. operating expends that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.Z Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments
divided by total operating expenditures, less
deprecidtion/amortization and livkind plus principal payments
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
term Investments as used above must m^re withlh three (3)
months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equlvaients to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed. ^

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1.' Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilitres.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided b^fotal current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall rrialntain a

minimum current ratio of 1:5:1 with 10Vo variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Ratlonate: This ratio Illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion .of Its long-term debt

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

6.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.
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6.1.3.4.- Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements Identifying current portion of tang-term debt
payments (principal and interest). .

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

B.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio Is an Indication of the Contractor's ability
to cover Its liabinties.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less totalllahilitles) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Rnanclal
. Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30; 1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. in the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.i2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrtty standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 6.2.2 have not been met!

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance Is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide addlb'onal Information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the
Oep^ment. The Contractor shall •provide requested
inforrhation in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within tv^ty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
irtlgation, Investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial Impact on and/or materially lmpact or Impair
the abilrty of the Contractor to perform tinder this Agreement with the bepattmenl
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8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement Cash Flow Statement, and ail
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the ConUactor'fi total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are

due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
9.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 0.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative Impacts of substance misuse,
including but not limited to the o^old epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For'the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected In WITS, vwll be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.2.1. Access to Sen/Ices: % of clients accepting services who receive, any
service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.

9.2.2. Engagement; % of clients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on
at (east 2 separate days within 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Clinically Appropriate Services: % clients receiving ASAM Criteria
Identified SUD services (as Identified by Initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Cfienl Retention: % of currently enroDed clients receiving any type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days within 45 (lays
of Initial screening.* . .

9.2.5. Treatment Completion: Total # of discharged (dis-enrolled) clients
completing treatment

8.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
. discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria;

9.2.6.1. Reduction in /no change In the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.6.3. . R^uction In/no change in number of individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase irVno change In numtwr of tndividuals that have
. stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first
service

Noiih Cpuntry Hearth Consortium edifbHA ' Confrsctor hiUaU
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Exhibit A-1 Operatfonal Requirements

The Contractor shall comply with the following requirements:

1. Requirements for Organizational or Program Changes.-
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes In any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership:
1.1.2. Physical location;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2. When there is a new administrator, the following shall apply;
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with Immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the departrneni fri writing as soon as possible prior to

a change in administrator, and immediately upon the lack of an admlntetrator,
and provide the department with the following:

.  1.2.2.1, The written disclosure of the new administrator required In Action 1.2
above;

1.2.2.2. A resume Identifying the name arid qualifications of the new administrator,
and ' . ■

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator,
1.2.3. When there Is a change in the name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from-the New Hampshire
Secretary of State, if applicable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program, it shall submit to the
department:

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all cfients being served (n the
contracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the client's records being served In.
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below and
with the consent of the client

2. Inspections.
2.1. For the purpose of determining compiiance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at any time to insped the following:
2.1.1. The faciilty premises;
2.1.2. All programs and sennces provided urxJer the corrtract; and ■
2.1.3. Any records required by the contract.

2.2. A notice of deficiencies shall be Issued whea as a result of any inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor Is In violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. if the notice identifies defidencies to be corrected, the Contractor shall submit a plan of
correction In accordance within 21 working days of receiving the Inspection fmdlngs.

3. Administrative Remedies.
3.1. The depajtment shall Impose administrative remedies for violations of contract

requirements. Including:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correclion (POC);
3.1.2. Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor,
3.1.3. Suspension of a contract; or
ll.4. RevocaUon of a contract

Vendor Name " ^/)
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

3.2. When administrative .remedies are Imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which;

.3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency;
3.2.2.- identifies the spectfic remedy(s) that has been proposed; ar^
3.2.3., Provides the Contractor with information regarding the right to a hearing in

accordance with RSA 541-A and He*C 200.
3.3. A POC shall be developed and enforced (n the following manner

3.3.1. Upon receipt of a notice of deficiencies, the Contractor shall submit a written
POC within 21 days of the date on the notice describing:

3.3.1.1. How the Contractor irrtends to correct each deficiency; ..
3.3.1.2. Vyhat measures wili be put In place, or what system changes will be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submission of the POC;
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that:

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance with contract requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices as cited In the inspection

report;
3.3.2.3. Prevents a new violation of contract requirerhents. as a result of

•  , Implementation of the POC; and. ■
3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon which the deficiencies will be corrected;

3.4. If the POC is acceptable, the.department shall provide written notification of acceptance
oflhePOC;

3.5. If the POC-Is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor In writing of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the written notification in 3.5 above;

3.7. The revised POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed in accordance with
3.3.2 above;

3.8. If.the revised POC is not acceptable to the department, or Is not submitted within 21
days of the date of the written notification In 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below,

3.9. The department shall verify the implementation of any POC that has been submitted
and accepted by:
3.9.1. Reviewing rriateriais submitted by the Contractor;
3.9.2! Conducting a fbllow-up inspection; or
3.9.3. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled Inspection; -

3.10. Verfficatlcn of the Implementation of any POC shall only occur after ttie date of
Completion specified by the Contractor in the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been Implemented by the completion date, the
Contractor shall be issued a directed POC in accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shalf develop and impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contractor to Implement when:

3.12.1. As a result of an Inspection, deficiencies were Identified that require Immediate
oorrectlve action to protect the health and safety of the clients or personnel;

3.12.2. A revised POC Is not submitted within 21 days of the written notification from the
department; or

Vendor Name
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3.12.3. A revised POC submihed has not bean accepted.
4. Dulles end Responsibilities of AO Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereimder, as
applicable.

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basis. .

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the necessary qualified personnel, facilities, equipment,
and supplies for the safely, rnainlenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and implement written pallcles and procedures governing
Its operation and all services provided.

4.5. Al) poficles and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy. •

4.6. The Contractor shall;
4.6.1. Employ an administrator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the

Contractor; .
4.6.2. Maintain a current Job description and minimum quafrficatiGns for the

administrator, including the administrator's authority and duties; and'
4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of command that sets forth the line of authority for

the operation of the Contractor the staff positlon(s) to be delegated the authority
; and responsibility to act in the administrator's behalf when the administrator Is
absent

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents in.a public area;
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's policies and procedures relative to the Implerfientatlon

of clierrt rights and responsibilities, Including client confidentiality per 42 CFR
P8rt2;8nd

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identifying the
location of, and access to all fire exits.

4.8. The Contractor or any employee'shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading Information to the department.

4.0. The Contractor shall comply with alt conditions of warnings and admlnlslrative remedies
issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit and, allow any department representative to inspect the
certified premises and all programs and services that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract.

4.11. The Contractor shall:

4.11.1. Report aQ critical Incidents and sentinel events to the department In accordance
with Exhibit A. Section 20.2.3;

4.11.2. Submit addlllohal Information if required by the department; and .
■4.11.3. Riaport the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shall Implement policies and procedures for reporting: ^
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploitation, in accordance with RSA 160-

C:20'3O; and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults, In accordance with RSA 149-

F:40.
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4.13. The Contraclor shall report all positive lubercuiosis test results for personnel to the
office of disease control in accordance with RSA 14'1-C:7. He-P 301 02 and He-P
301.03.

4.14. For residential programs. If the Contractor accepts a client who is known to have a
disease reportable under He-P 301 or an infectious disease, which is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body which might or might not be
contagious, the Contractor shall follow the required procedures for the care of the
clients, ̂  specified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2007 Guideline for Isolation Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infectious
Agents fn'Healthcare Settings, June 2007.

4.15. Contactors shall Implement state and federal regulations on client confidentiality.
Including provisions outlined in 42 CFR 2.13, RSA 172:8-a, and RSA 318-8:12;

■ 4.18. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a client or the dlenfs guardian or agent, if
any, wilh.a copy of his or her client record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2. •

4.17. The Contractor shall develop policies and procedures regarding the release, of
Informallon contained in client records. In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2. the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and RSA 318-3:10.

4.18. All records required by the contract shall be legible, current, accurate and available to
the department during an Inspection or Investigation conducted In accordance, with
this contract

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall develop vwitten policies arid
procedures designed to protect the privacy of clients and personnel that, at a
minimum, include:

4.19.1. Procedures for backing up files to prevent loss of data;
4.10.2 Safeguards for maintaining the confidentiality of Information pertaining to clients

and staff; and . ' -
4.19.3.. Systems to prevent tampering with Information pertaining to clients and staff.

4.20. The Contractor's service slte(s) shall:
4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessibility arxf-barrier

frw guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 et Sjeq; . ̂
' 4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

activities, as applicable;
420.4; Have secure stpraqe of active and closed confidential client records; and

.  4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.
4.21. The Contractor shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor and Its

staff, as wed as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct.
4.22. The-Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the following: '

422.1. Client rights, grievance .and appeals policies and procedures;
4.22.2 Progressive discipline, leading to administrative discharge;
422.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances; .
4.22.4, Policies on client alcohol and other drug use while In treatment;

■  4.225. Policies on client and employee smoking that are In compliance with Exhibit A,
Section 2.11;

422.6. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, Including a requirement for the filing
of written reports of actions taken In the event of staff misuse of alcohol or other
drugs;
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4.22.7. Policies and procedures for holding a client's possessions;
4.22.8. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A clierrt medication policy;

• 4.22.10.Urine specimen collection, as applicable, that:
4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection Is conduded in a manner that preserves dient

privacy as much as possible; and
4.22.10.2. Minimize falsification;

4.22.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the following:
4.22.11.1. . Medical emergencies;
4.22.11.2. Infection control and universal pracautions, including the use of protective

. clothing arid devices;
4.22.11.3. Reporting employee Injuries;
4.22.11.4. Fire monitoring, waming, evacuation, and safety drill policy and

procedures;
4.22.11.5. Emergency closings;
4.22.11.6. Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

4.22.1Z Procedures for protection of client records that govern use of records, storage,
removal, conditions for release of information, arid compliance with 42CFR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portabitity and Accountability Act (HiPAA); and

4.22.13. Procedures related to quality assurance and quality improvement ■
5. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall rnalntain procedures regarding coilecbons from client fees, private
oV public Insurance, and other payers responsible for the client's finances; and

5.Z At the time of.scrBBnIng and admission the Contractor shall provide the client, and the
client's guardian, agent, or personal representative, with a listing of all known applicable
charges and Identify what care and services are included in the charge.

6. CBent Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of ail client screenings, including:

6.1.1. The cQent name and/or unique client identifier;
6.1.Z The client referral source;
6.1.3. The date ol Initial contact from the client.or refeirlng agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of the screening, including the r^son for denial of services If

applicable;
6.1.6. • For any client who Is placed on a waitQst. record of referrals to arid coordination

with regional access point and interim services or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of ail dlent contacts between screening-and removal from the waitlist;
end

6.1.6. Date client was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal
6.Z For any client who Is denied services, the Contractor is responsible for

6.2.1. Informing the dIent of the reason for denial;
6..Z2. Assisting the dlent In identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny services to a client solely because the dlent
6.3:1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.3.Z Relapsed from an earlier treatment;
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications. Including but not limited to opiates or
benzodiazepines; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4, The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department.

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor .shall develop a current Job descnption for all staff, Including contracted

•  staff, volunteers, and student Interns, which shall Include:
7.1.1. Jobtitte;..
7.1.2. Physical requirements of the position;
7.1.3. Education and expertance requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. Title of Immedlale supervisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and implement policies regardlr^ criminal bacKground
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at 8 minimum, Include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his Of her criminal record;
7.2.2. Requiring the administrator or his or her deslgnee to obtain and review a

criminal records check from the New Hampshire department of safety for each
prospective employee;

7.2.3. Crimfrial background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee in order to ensure the health, safety,
or well-being of cfients;

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions In this or any other slate;
7.2.3.2. Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
7.2.3.3. Findings by the department or any administrative a'gerKy In this or any other

state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3 above for good cause shown.

7.3. Air staff, including contracted staff, shall: ■
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualifications of the position as

listed In their job description;
7.3.2. Not exceed the criminal background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown, in accordance with policy estabftshed in
7.2.4 above;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certified as required by, state statute and as
applicable; •

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first. 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
^h clients, which Includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics. Including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.Z The Contractor's policies on client rights and responsibilities and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. ConWentiafily requir^ents as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both cfients and staff as required In Section
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Section 18 below.
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibilities and the policies, procedures, and guidelines
of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4,8. Topics covered by both the administrative and personnel manuals:
7.3.4.7. The Contractor's Infection prevention program;
7.3.4.8. The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responsibilities of personnel in an emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found

in RSA161 -F and RSA169-C;29; and
7.3.5. Sign and date documentation that they-have taken part In an orientation as

described In 7.3.4 above;
7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual in-service education, which lncludes.a review of

an elements descnbed in 7.3.4 above.
7.4. Prior to having contact wfth.clients, employees and contracted employees shall:

7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical exarrilnatlon or a health screening
conducted not more than 12 months prior to employment which shall Include si a
minimum thefollowing;

7.4.1.1. The name of the exarninee;
7.4.1.2. The date of examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious Illness or any other illness

that would affect the examinee's ability to perform their Job duties;
7.4.1.4.' Results of a 2-step tuberculosis (TB) test, Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers Tor Disease Control (CDC); and
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health pracdtlbner;

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centere for Disease Contrd Guidelines for
Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculosis In Health Facilities Settings. 2005,
if the person has either a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or potential
for occupational exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with Irifectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employe^, contracted employees, volunteers and Independent Contractors wtio have
direct conUct with clients who have a history of TB or a positive sidn test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test

7.8. iSe Contractor shall matntab and store in a secure and confidential manner, a current
personnel file for each employee, student volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall Include, at a minimum, the fallowing:
7.6.1. A completed application for employment or a resume, Including:
7.6.2. Identification data; and . .
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of tfie current job description or agreement signed by the Individual, that

identifies the:
7.6.4.1. Position title;
7.6.4.1 Qualifications and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

7.6.5. Written vehficstlon that the person meets the Contractor'8 qualifications for the
^signed Job description, such as school transcripts, certifications and licenses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or. certification In

health care field and CPR certification, If applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for communicat>le diseases results required In 7.4 at)oye;
7.6.9. Written performance appraisals for each year of employment including

description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annualin-servlce education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Information as to the general content and length of all continuing education or

educatbnal programs attended;
7.6.1Z A signed statement acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the client's rights and -responsibillfies, Including confidentiality
requirements, and at^owledglng training and implementation of the policy.

7.6.11 A statement, which shall be signed at the time the initial offer of employment is'
made then annually thereafter, stating that he or §he:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony convictlon.ln this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual; assault; other violent crime! a^ault,

. fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a threat to the health, safety or

. well-being of a client; and
7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency fn

this or any other state for assault, fraud, abuse, r^eglect or e)mloitatlon of
• any person; and .

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An individual need^not re-dlsclose any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above If the

documentation is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
granted a waiver so that the individual can continue employment.

8.- Clinical Supervision.
8.1. Contractors shall comply with the following clinical supervision requirements for

unlicensed counselors:

8.1.1. Ail unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervi^r.

8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless
the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan.

6.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at (east one hour of supervision for every 20
hours of direct client contact;

8.1.4. Supervision shall be provided on an Individual or group basis, or. both,
depending upon the employee's need, experience and skill level;

8.1.5. Supervision shall Include following techniques:
6.1.5.1. Review of case records;
6.1.5.2. Observation of interacdor^' with clients;
B.1.5.3. Skill development; and
8.1.5.4. Revim of case management activities; and '

6.1.6. Supervisofs shall maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supervision In accofdanca with the
requirement of their licensure.

9. Clinical Services.
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9.1 .■ Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a clinical care manual which includes policies
and procedures related to all clinical services provided.

Q2. All clinical services provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on Ihe client's strengths;
9.2.2. Be .sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served;
9.2.3. Be client and family centered;
0.2.4. Be trauma irrfbrmed. which means designed to acknowledge the Impact of

violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance of addressing trauma
In treatment; and

9.3. Upon a client's admission, the Contractor shall conduct a client orientation, either
Individually or by group, to include the following:
9.3.1. Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and facility;
9.3.2. Requirements for successfully completing the program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge;
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding confidentiality, Including the limits of confidentiality

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Riequlrtrig the dlent to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a client's admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an

HlV/AlDS screening, to Include:
9.3.7. The. provision.of (nfomialion;-
9.3.8. Risk assessrnent;
9.3.9. Intervention and risk reduction education, and
9.3.10. Referral for testlr^, If appropriate, within 7 days of admission;

,10. Treatment and Rehabilitation.
10.1. A LADC or unlicensed cour\selor under the supervision of a LADC shall devetop and

maintain a written treatment plan for each client In accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competencies available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/]ist/5erles?name=Technlcal-AssIstance-Pubncations-TAPs-''
&pageNumber=1 which addresses all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall be developed as follows:
10.2.1. Within 7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the thirdsesslon of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatment plans shall contain, at a minimum, the following elements:
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and interventions written In terms that are specific,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. Identifies the recipient's dlnlcal needs, treatment goals, and objectives;
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths and resources for achieving goals and objectives

In 10.3.1 above;
10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet those needs, goals, and

ot^ectives;
10.3.5. Identifies referral to outside Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specific

goal or- objective when the' service carmot be delivered by the treatment
program;

10.3.6. Provides the.crtteria for temnlnating specific interventions: and
10.3.7. includes specification and descriptfon of the indicators to be used to.assess the

Individuals progress.
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10.3.6. Documentation of participation by the client (n the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not partidpats; and

'  10.3,8. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based on any changes In any American Society, of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent

10.5. Treatment plan updates shall include:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting treatment plan goals

and objectives;
10.5.2. Modification of existing goals or. addition of new goals based on changes in the

clients functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a

different level of care based on change In functioning |n any ASAM domain and
documentation of the reaspr\s for this assessment

10.5.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan,, or If applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment,
plan.

10.6. In addition to the indivldualixed treatment planning In 10.3 above, all Contractors
shall provide client education on:

10.6.1. Substar^ use disorders;
10.6.2. Relapse prevention;
10.6.3. Infectious diseases associated with Injection drug use, including but hot limited

to. HIV, hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.j5. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.6.6; Nicotine-use disorder and cessation options;
10:6.7. The Impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and,the

importance of informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. .The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

se^ion provided.
10.7.2. All group counseling sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer per

counselor.

10.8. Progress note.s
10.8.1. A progress note shall be completed for each' Individual, group, or family

treatment or education session.
10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the foliov/ing components:

10.6.2.1. Data, Including self-report, observations, Interventions, current
Issue^stressors, functional Impairment, Interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as it relates to the current treatment plan;

10.6.2.2;Assessment, including progress, evaluation of Intervention, and obstacles
or barriers; and

10.8.2.3. Plan, including tasks to be completed between sessions, objecttves for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a. dally shift change log which documents such
things as dient behavior and significant events that a subsequent shift should be
made aware of.

11. Client Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. A dient shall be dtecharged from a program for the following reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes (n the client's functioning
relative to ASAM criteria;

11.1.2. Program termination, including:
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2. Non-compliance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The dient left the program before completion agaln^ advice of treatment

staff; and " , .
11.1.3. The client Is inaccessible, such as the cDent has been jailed or hospttalized; and

11.2. In all cases of dient discharge or transfer, the counselor shall cornplete a narrative
discharge summary. Including, at a minimum:

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;
11.2.2. The client's psychosocia) substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the dienl's progress toward treatrrwnt goals in aD ASAM domains;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer; *
11.2.5. The cHenfe DSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to include other assessment testing

completed during treatment;
11.2.6. A summary of the client's physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer;
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, Including all ASAM domains;
11.2.6, A determination as to whether the client would be eligible for re^dmission. to

treatment, (f applicable; and
11.Z6. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days following a client's discharge or transfer from the program;

or ' ) '
11.3.2. For withdrawal management services, by the end of the next business day

fbliowing a client's discharge or transfer from the program.
11.4.' When tran^erring a dient, either from one level of care to another within the ̂ me

certified Coritractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:
11.4.1. Complete a. progress note on the client's treatment and progress towards

treatment goals, to be Included In the client's record; and
11.4.2. Update the dient assessment and treatment plan.

11.5. When transfenlng a client to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor
shall foHMard copies of the following information to the receiving Contractor, or^iy after
a release of confidential Information Is signed by the dient:

11.6.1. The discharge summary;
11.5.2. Client demographic Information, Induding the client's name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of hfs or her Sodal Secuhty
number; and

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment information,
including:

11.5.3.1. TB test results;
11.5.3.2. A record of the client's treatment history; and
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11-5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or agency-recommended follow-up
treatment.

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time'of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that

11.6.1. Includes feoommendalions for continuing care In all ASAM domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups Including, when Indicated, facilitated self-

help; and
11.6.3. Assists the client in making contact with other agencies or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document In the client record if and'why the meeting tn Sechon-
11.6 above could not take place.

11.8. A Contractor rriay administratively discharge a dient from a program only If;
11.6.1. The client's behavior on program premises is abush/e, violerit. or illegal;

■  11.8.2. The client Is non-compliant with presalpt'on medications;
11.8.3. Clinical staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may Include

the client's continued use of Illicit drugs or an unwillingness to follow appropriate
• clinical Interventions; or

■  11.B.4. The client violates program rules in a.marvier that is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive disdpline policy.

12. Client Record Systerri.
12.1. Each Contractor shall have poUcJes and procedures to lmpiemer\t a comprehensive

dlent .record system, In either paper form or electronic-form, or both, that complies
with this section.

The client r^rd of each client served shall communicate Information In a manner that Is:
12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries In chronological order;
12.1.2. Easy to read and understand;
12.1.3; Complete, containing all the parts; and'
12.1.4. Up-to-date, hdudi^ notes of most recent contacts.

12.2. Tt)e client record shall irxcfude, at a minimum, toe following components, organized
as folbws:

12.2,1. First section, Intake/Initial lnformatior\:
12.2.1.1. Identification data. Induding the client's:

12.2.1.1.1. Name;
12.2.1.1.2: Date of birth; •

^  . 12.2.lT.3.Address;
12.2.1.1.4.Telephone number, and
12.2.1.1.5. The last 4 digits of the client's Social Security number;

12.2.1.2. The date of admission;
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the client, the name and address

of:

12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; and \
12.2.1.3.2. The representatWe payee;

12.2.1.4. the name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact in the
event of an emerger\cy; .

12.2.1.5. Contact Information for the person or entity referring the' client for services,
as appGcable;

12.2.1.6. The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor;
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12.2.1.7.'nie name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral heallhxar©
Contractor, if applicable;

.12.2.1,8. The name and address of the dienfs public or private health insurance
Ccnlractof(s), or both;

1-2.2.1,9. The client's religious preference, if any;
12.2.1.10. The client's personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Current medications;
12.2.1.13. Rwords and reports prepared prior to the dienfs current admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and.
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notification of dient rights;

12.2.2. Second section, Screening/Assessment/Evaluation:
12.2.2.1. Documentation of all elements of screening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;
12.2.3. Third section^ Treatment Planning:

12.2.3.1. The Individual treatment plan, updated at designated Intervals in
accordance with Sections 10.2 - 10.5 above; and.

12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progress notes and reports from all programs Involved,
as required by Section 10.8 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section, Dlscharpe Planning;
12.2.4.1. A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2. and, 11.3

above;"
12.2.5. ■ Fifth section, Releases of InformatlonfMiscellanecus:

12.2.5."1. Release of information forms compliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
12.2.5.3. Any other information the Contractor deems significant.

1Z3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record system, then the sections in
Sectlon12.3 above shall be tabbed sections. .

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic format, the sections in Section 12.3 above shall
not apply provided that alt information Rsted in Section 12.3 above is included in the
electronic record.

12.5. All cOent records maintained by the Contractor or Hs sub-Contractors, including paper
files, facsimile transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be strictly confidential.

12.6. An confidential Information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at all
times as follows:

12.6.1. Paper records and external electronic storage media shall be kept In locKed file
cabinets; '

12.6.2. All electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. All confidential notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shall retain cReril records after the discharge or transfer of the cTient.

as follows:
12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

12.7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor closing Its treatment program shall
arrange for the continued management of all client records. The closing Contractor
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shall notify the department In writing of the address where records will be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12-8. The closing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that It will respond to authorized requests for copies of dlenl records within 10
working days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consent to another
Contractor; or'

12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records. '

13. Medication Services. '
13.1. No administration of medications, Including physician samples, shall occur except by

a licensed medical practitioner working within their scope of pradlce.
,  13.2. AH pr^cfiplion medications brought by a client to program shell be In their original

containers and legibly display the folMng information:
13.2.1. The ctleot's name;
13.2.2. The medication name and strength; •
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.2.4. The route of administration;
13.2.5.. The frequency of adfhinlstration; and
13-2.6. The date ordered.

13.3. ■ Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order frorn a licensed practitioner.

' 13.4. All prescription medications, with the exception of nitroglycerin, epi-pens, and rescue
Inhalers, which may be kept on the client's person or stored In the client's room, shall
be stored, as follows:

13.4.1.- An medications shall be kept In a storage area that Is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized personnel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to allow correct identification of each client's medication(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated in a manner sufficient to allow reading of all medication labels;

and

13.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper ternperature;
13.4.2. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-B;1-b. shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked medication storage area and
accessible only to authorized personnel; and

13.4.3. Topical Hqulds. ointments, patches, aeams and powder forms of products shall
be stored In a manner such that aoss-contamlnation with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication-belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
client medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled in the following manner:
13.6.1.- Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall.be allowed to be

brought Into the program; •
13.6.2. OTC medication shall be stored in accordance with Section 13.4 above.
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13.6.3. OTC medication containers shall be marked with the name of the client using the
medication and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner;

13.7. All medications self^adminlstered by a client, with the exception of nltroglycerln, epl-
pen8» and rescue inhalers, which may be taken t)y .the client without supervision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at

the correct time;
13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically

handle the medication Itself In any manner;
13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and

type of medication;
13.8. For each medication taken, staff shall document in an Individual client medication log

the following:
13.8.1. The medication name, strength, dose, frequency and route of administration;
13.8.2. The date and the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or Identifiable Initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.8.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a clienVs discharge:
13.9.1. The client medicaSon log in Section 13.8 above shall be included In the clienfs

record; and
13.9.2. The'client shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her

14. Notice of Client Rights x
14.1. Programs shall Inform clients of their rights under these rules In clear,

understandable language and form, both verbally ar>d in writing as foHows;
14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be informed of their rights to evaluations and

access to treatment;
14.1.2. Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry into any program and at least

once a year after entry;
14.1.3. fnltlal and annual notiftcations of client rights In Section 14 above shall be

documented In the client's record; and
14.2. Every program within the service deOvery system shall post notice of the rights, as

follows:
14.2.1. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously;-
14.2.2. The notice shad be presented in clear, understandable language and form; and
14.2.3. Each program and residence shad have on the prenilses complete copies of

rules pertaining to client rights that are available for client review.
16. Fundamental Rights.

16.1. No person receiving treatment for a substance use disorder shall be deprived of any
legal right to which all citizens are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment services system.

16; Personal Rights.
16.1. Persons who are applicants for services or clients in the service detivery system shall

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at all times.
16.2. Clients shall be free from abuse, neglect and expioltetton Including, at a minlrrium,

the followtng:
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16.2.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-verbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
, neglect;

16.2.2. Freedom from the intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others;,and

16.2.3. Freedom from personal or financial exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality
17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the confidentiality requirements In 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. In cases where a client, attorney or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
.  free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thereafter.

17.3. If^a minor age 12 or older Is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
.authorized by RSA 318:812-a, the f(^iowing shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

autt^orization to release.
18. Client Grievances '
. 18.1.- Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter, Including any.alleged

violation of a right afforded by these rules or by any state or federal law or rule.
18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an

Individual client or a group of orients.
18-3. The rules governing procedures for protection of client rights found at He-C 200 shall

' apply to such complaints and grievances.
19. Treatment Rights.

19.1. Each client shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment, including:
19.1.1. The r^h't of access to treatment including:

19.1.1.1.The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services and to
determine which programs are most suited to provide the services needed;

19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessary services when those services are
available, subject to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment Inciuding:
19.1.2.1. Services provided in keeping with evidence-based clinical and professional

standards applicable to the persons and programs pro^'ding (he treatment
and to the conditions for which the client Is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to receive services in such a manner as to promote the client's full
participation in the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment to which a person is entitled in
accordance with the time frame set forth In the client's Individual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right (o an Individual treatment pian developed, reviewed and revised in
accordance with Sections 10.1 -10.5 above which addresses the client's own
goals;

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and eervices contained in an Individual traatmertt
plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate in meaningful
activities In the communities in which the client lives and works;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment In the least restrictive aitemative or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatmeht Including programs
which least restrict:

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement: and
19.1.7.2. Particlpalion In the community, while providing the level of support needed

by the client;
19.1.8. The right to be informed of all significant risks^ benefits, side effects and

allem alive treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment,
placement or referral following an Informed decision such that:

19.1.8.1>VVh8never possible, the consent shall be given in writing: and
19.1.6.2. in all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at ieast one. person;
19.1.9. The right to refuse to partlcl^te in any form of experimental treatment or

research;
19.1.10. The right to be fully Informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement Including the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek changes In placement, services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the service

delh/ery system;
19.1.12. The right to services which promote Independence Including services directed

toward:
19.1.12.1. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the client's needs for

continued services and treatment; and
19.1.12.2. Promoting the ability of the clients to function at their highest capacity and

as Independently as possible;
19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and treatment Including, if needed,

assistance in finding such care in a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion including:

19.1.15.1. ■ At the client's own expense, the consultative services of:
19.1.15.1.1. . Private physicians;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologists: ,
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1.4.. Other health practitioners; and

19.1.15.2. Granting to such health practitioners' reasonable access to the client, as
required by Section 19.1.15,-in pn:>grams and allowing such practitioners
to. make recommendations to programs regarding' the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request. td have one or more of the following present at any
treatment rheeting requiring client participation ar^ informed dedsion-maklr>g:

19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16.2. Represeritative;
19.1.16.3. -Attomey;
19.1.16.4. Family member;
19.1.16.6. Advocate; or
19.1.15.6. Corisuttant; and
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19.1.17.The right to freedom from restraint including the right to be free.from seclusion
and physical, mechanical or pharmacological restraint.

19.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment contrary to-such
professional's cUnical.judgment

19.3. Programs shall, wttenever possible, maximize the decision-making authority of-the
■  . client.

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent jurisdiction:

19.4.1. program shall-ensure that In the course of service provision, the guardian
and ail persons Involved In the provision of service are made aware of the
client's views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shall only make decisions that are within the scope of the powers set"
forth In the guardianship order Issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program shall requwt a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
and the order shall be kept In the dient's record at the program;

19.4.4. If any-lssues arise relative to the provision of services and supports which are
outside the scope of the guardian's dedsiorvmaklng authority as set forth in the
guardianship order, the client's choice and preference relative to those Issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority is expanded by the court to include
those issues;

19.4.5. A program shall lake such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the dedsion-making authority granted by. the court including:

19.4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the limits on his or her decidon-making"
.  authority; arid

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall ad iri a mariner that furttwrs the best Interests of the client;
19.4.7. In acting In the best Interests of the client, the guardian shall take Into

consideration the views, preferences and aspirations of the diept;^
.  19.4.8. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent aTguardian from

acting In a manner that does not further the best interests of the dlCTl and, if
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the

.  guardian; and
19.4.9. In the event that there is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the

program shall Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Temilnation of Servicas.
20.1. A dient shall be terminated from a. Contractor's service If the client:

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other dients or staff, of engages In (llegal
activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from the service(s) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatment:
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she is receiving despite having the

finandal resources to do so; or
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for berxefits that couW cover the cost of the services that he or

she Is receiving despite the fact that the client Is or might be eligible fa such
benefits.
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20.2. A termination from a Corrtractor's services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the client and client's guardian. If any, that

20.2.1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.2.2. List the clinical or management reasor\8 for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to HeC 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document In the record of a client who has been terminated that
20.3.1. The client has been notified of the termination; and

20.3.2. The termination has Ijeen approved by the program director.
21. Client Rights in. Residential Programs.
. 21.1. In addition to the faegolng rights, clients of residential programs shall also have the

following rights:
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary arxl humane living environment
21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others, including:

21.1.2.1. The right td send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
21.1.2.2. The. right to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of. telephone calls except that
residenllal programs may require a client to reimburse them for the oost of
any calls made by the dient;

21.1.2.3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may impose reasonable restrictions on the number and time of
visits in order to ensure efTedtve provision of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage In sodal and recreational activities including the provision of
regular opportunities for clients to engage In such activities;.

21.1.4. The right to privacy, including the following; ■ . .
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on dosed doors before- entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal interaction in a private setting except

Uiat any conduct or activity which is illegal shall be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. the right to be free from searches of their persons artd possessions except

in accordance with appHcable constitutional and legal standarcte;
21.1.5. The right to Individual choice, including the following: .
. 21.1.5,1. The right to keep and wear their own clothes;

21.1.5.2. the right to space for personal possessions;
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read rriateriais of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and '
21.1.6.5. The right not to'work and to be compensated (or any work pefformed.

except tt^'.
21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required td perform personal housekeeping tasks

within the client's own immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the resitence,
without compensation; and

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential program, if the wrk is
consistent with their Individual treatment plans and the client is
compensated for work perfomied; and

'21.1.6. The right to be reimbursed (or the loss of any money held in safekeeping by the
residence.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services
RPA-2019-BDAS-01-SU BST

Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

21.2. Nothing in Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavior of the residents.

21.3. Clients shall be Informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.-.
21.4. House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be In conformity with this

section.
21.5. House policies'shall be peripdically reviewed for compliance with this section In

connection quality assurance site visits.
21.6. Notwithstanding SecUon 21.1.4.3 above, Contractors may develop policies and

procedures that allow searches for alcohol and Illicit drugs be conducted:
21.6.1. Upon the client's admission to the program: and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists, including such proof as:

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of alcohol or lUegal drugs; or
. 21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of Intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State, and Federal Requirements
22.1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict in the requirements listed tpelow, the

applicable Federal, Slate, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shall
control. The requirements specked below are provided herein to Increase the
Contractor's compliance.

22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following state and/or federal requirements tor Program
requirements for specialty treatment for pregnant and parenting women:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unK and, therefore, admits both

women and their children Into treatment, If appropriate.

21.2.2. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their children Into treatment, If appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse sen/Ices, Including prenatal care.

21.2.4. The prograrri provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services. ■

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric care for the
women's children, including Immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-specific substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic Interventions for vromen that may address
-issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting,

,  ' 21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic interventions for children
In custody of women In treatment which may, among other things, address
the children's developmental, needs and their Issues of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect

21.2.8. The program provides or arranges for sufficlerrt case management and
transpoftaljon services to ensure that the women and their children have

access to the services described above.

Vendor Name rc.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance use Disorder Treatnftent and Recovery Supoort Services
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST

Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

22.3. Arrange for means activities to assist the client In finding and engaging In a service
wnlw may include, but is not limited to helping the client to locate an appropriate
prowder, refening clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
cllents with those providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments with

*  the service provider.
22.4. The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all

programs In this Contract as follows:

^  reaching 90% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
.  90% capacity has been reached.

22.4-2. The program admits eaph individual who requests and Is In rieed of treatment for
Intravenous drug abuse not later than;

22.4.Z1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days If the program has no capacity to admlt the Indivldua! on the date

of the request and, vMthin 48 hours after the request, the program rnakes
Interim services available until the individual Is admitted to a substance
abuse treatment program

22.4.3. The program offers interim services that inciude, at a minimum, the following;.
22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tuberculosis (TB), the risks of

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and Infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.Z Referral for HIV or TB treatment-services, it necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that Includes a unique patient
Identifier for each injecting drug abuser seeking treatment, Including palienle
receiving Interim services while awaitipg admission.

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that envies H to:
22.4.5.1. Maintain contact with Individuals avrahing admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer walling list clients at the earliest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that Is reasonable to
the client.

22.4.5.3. The program lakes citents awaiting treatment off the waiting list only when
.  one of the following conditions exist:

22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for adrnisslon Into treatment
or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out activities to encourage individuals |n,need of treatment
ser^rices to undergo treatment tjy using scleri^cally sound oUt^ach rTX)dels
such as those outlined below or, if no such models are appOcable to the local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for
22.4i7.1. Setecdng, training, and supervising outreach workers.

Vendor Name
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services
RFA-2019-BOAS-01-SUBST
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

22.4.7.2. Contacting, communicating, and foilowing up with high-risk substance
abusers, their associates, and neighborhood residents within the constraints
of Federal and State confldentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among Ir^ectlng drug abusers about (he relationship
between injecting drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HfV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or non-profit
private entities, routinely makes available the foliowing TB services to each
individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counselirig the individual with respect to TB.
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine whether the individual has tieen Infected with

mycbbacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
individual.

.  2Z4,8.3. Providing for or referring the Individuals Infected by mycobacterla TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment

22,4.0. For clients denied admission .to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
progriam refers such clients to other providers of TB services. .

22.4.10.The program has implemented the Infection control procedures that are
consistent with thoM established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screenirig patients and Identification of those individuals vi/hb are at high
risk of becoming Infected.

22.4.10.2. Meeting all State reporting requirements while adhering to Federal and
State confidentiality requirements. Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that Indlviduais receive' such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all Individuals with active TB as required by State
law and in accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives preference in admission to pregnant women vvho seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment services.
Further, the program gives preference to clients in the foilowing order:

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and Injecting drug users first.
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other Injecting drug users Ittird.
22.4.11.4. To all other Individuals fourth.

^.4.l2.The program refers all pregnant women to the Stale when the program has
Insufficient capacity to provide services to any such pr^nant women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.1 S.The program makes available interim services within 48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity.

22.4.14.the program makes continuing education In treatment services available to
employees who provide the services.

22.4.1 S.The program has In effect a system to protect patient records from Inappropriate
disclosure, and the system:
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Now Hampshiie Department of Health and Human Services
Substance use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services
RFA>2019-BDAS-01-SUBST

Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

22.4.15.1. Is In compliance with all Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. Includes provislohs for employee education on the confidentiality
•  requirements and the fact that disciplinary action may occur upon

Inappropriate disclosure.. -
22.4.1 e.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant, funds to provide inpatlent

hospital substance abuse services, except in. cases when each of the following
conditions Is met

22.4.16.1. The irxflvldual cannot be-effectivety treated in a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The daily rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing the
services does not exceed the comparable daily rate provided by a
community-based, non.-hospital. residential program.

22.4.18.3. A physician makes a determination that the following corxlrtions have
been met:

22.4.16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the IrtdMduai-ls substance abuse
and the physldan certifies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The individual cannot be safely treated in a community-
based. hoivhospltal, residential program.

• 22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to Imprgve the
person's condition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospital-based substance abuse, program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice.

22.4.16.3.6. The service is provided only to the extent that it Is.medlcaPy
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safety treated ̂In community-based, non-hospltal, residential
program.)

2Z4.l7.The program-does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAP^ Block Grant funds to purchase or improve land; purchase, cbnstrucl, or
permanently improve (other than minor remodeling) any building or other fadlity;
or purchase major medical equipment. -

22.4,18.The program do^ not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22..4.10.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide flnandal
assistance to any entity other than a public or ncnprcrit private entity.

22.4.20. The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
Intended redpients of health services.

22.4.21.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide individuals
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.4.22. The program does not ejqrend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
services In penal or corrections Institutions of the State.

Vendor Rame
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Sut>stance use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services
. RFA'2019-BbAS-01-SUBST

Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

22.4.23. The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resort' for services for
pregnant women and women with dependent children, IB services, and HIV
services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following;

22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for (he costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to insurance benefits under the Social ^Security Act, induding
programs under title XVIII and title XiX; any State compensation program,
any other, public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant
program, any private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of dients payrnents for services In accordance with
their ability to pay.

22.4.24. The Contractor Shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4.24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and a sliding fee scale (In Exhibit B) shall apply and

, submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements governing human
8ub]ect'8 research when considering research. Including research
conducted by student interns, using Individuals served by this corxtract as
subjects. Contractors must Inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to initiating any research involvlrig subjects or participants'related to
this contract. The Department reserves the right, at Its sole discretiorx. to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Departmenfs Sentinel Event Reporting
PoDcy.

Verxdor.Name • ^ SX
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Hew Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B

Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. TTie State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governors Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United Stales Department of Health and

Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

Administration. Substance Abuse Prevention and Tr^tment Block
Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4. The-Contractor agrees to provide the services In Exhibit A, Scope of
Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Ndn Reimburserhent for Services - .
3.1.^ The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative
payer for services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Senrlces covered by any New Harnpshlre Medicald programs
for clients wtio are eligible for New Hampshire Medicald

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Sen/ices covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8*1 Service Fee
Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notvrithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek

reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that Is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for senrices In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless othenMse stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for senrices are ali-irrcluslve contract

rates to dellvef the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which Is an

North .Q.oVntry Health Consortium EtftlbAB Vendor inltuis
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New Hampstilre Department of Health and Human Servlcee
Sut>9tance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Sorvlces

Exhibit B

activity that Is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge In calculating the amount to.charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payn^nt for services and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and
private Insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. • Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not
delay a client's admittance into the program and to
immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payrhents received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to en elfglbie client under this contract, as follows;

5.2.1. ■ First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, tn Exhibit B-1, when the insurers' rates meet or are

.  lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the cfcnt according to Exhibit B, Section 10,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the. private insurer will not remit payment for
the full amourrt of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third: If. any -portion of the-Contract. Rale In Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer (if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate In
E^lblt B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
Insurer and the artiount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall nbt
exceed the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Section 10 Sliding
Fee Scale for the client's applicable Income level.

North Country Health Consortium ExhibAS
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Olsofdor Treatment and Recoveiy Support Services

Exhibit B

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial
resources necessary for initial entry into* the program by developing

.  payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after
working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the client
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being Informed in
writing and counseled regarding financial respohslbitlty and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their,
financial accounts.

6.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, except for;

5.7.1. TransHlonal.Living (See SecUbn 7 below) and

5.7.2. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria, Level 3.1 (See Section 7 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all
payments received by the Contractor for a given service (except In
Exhibit B, iSection 5.7.1 and 5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in
Exhibit 8-1, Service.Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in
the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to Insurer, client or
Departmental error.

5.9. In Instances of. payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the state In an amount and within a

timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon Identifying the error.

6., Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT!
6.1. The Contractor shall irrvolce the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in
Section 5 above and as follows:

North Country Health Conaortlum EiNbkB Vendor InBtoU
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New Hampshhe Department.of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B

6.2. Medication:

6.2.1. The Contractor shall eeek reimbursement for the Medication

Assisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's
usual and customary charges according to Revised Statues
Annotated (RSA) 126-A:3 ill. (b), except for Section 6.2.2
below;

6.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medication Assisted
Treatment with Methadone or Buprenorphine In a certified
Opiate Treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire
Administrative Rule He-A 304 as follows:

6.2.2.1. . The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the
Medicaid rate, up to 7 days per week. The code

■  for Methadone In an OTP is H0020. and the code
for buprenorphine in an OTP Is H0033. '

6.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses
per client per day.

6.2.4. The Contractor shall maintairi documentation of the following:

6.2.4.1. WITS Client ID #;

6.2.4.2. Period for which prescription is intended;

6.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

6.2.4.4. Associated Medlcald Code;

6.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

6.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

6.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
service.

6.3. Physician Time:

6.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other
medical profewlonal to provide. Medication Assisted
Treatment Services, including but not limited to assessir^g the
client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing and/or
administering a medication, and monitoring the client's
response to a medication.

North CounVyHeatm Consortium EihWB Vewtor taaUh
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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Exhibit B

6.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit
^  B-1 Service Fee Table.

6.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

•  6.3.3.1. WITS Client ID #:

6.3.3.2. Date of Service;

6.3.3.3. Description of service;

6.3.3.4. Associated Wledlcald Code;

6.3.3.5. Charge for the service;

6.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

6.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
service.

6.4. The Contractor will submit an Invoice by the twentieth (20"*) day of each
month, which Identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized
expenses Incurred for medication assisted treatment In the prior month.
The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days
of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to
this Agreement Invoices rtiust be submitted utilizing the'WITS system.

7. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Transitional Living Services and for
Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

7.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in
addition to:'

7.1.1. The client's portion of. the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

7.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of
lodging and meals offered by the program according to the Table A
below.

North CounVy Health Coneoitlum ExtdbB B
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Table A

Then the Contractor

may charge the
tf the percentage of client up to the

Clienf & income of the following amount
Federal Poverty Level for room and.board

(FPL) Is: per week:
0%-138% $0

139% -149% $8
150%-199% $12

.  200%-249% $25

250%-299% . $40 .

300%-349% $57
360% - 399% $77

7.3.

7.4.

The Cioniractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that
will be returned to the client at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account, for the client's,

contribution to room and board.

8.

9..

Charging for Clinical Services under Transitional Living
8.1. The Contractor shall charge for clinical services separately from this

contract to the dlenfs other third party payers such as Medicaid.
NHHPP," Medicare,'and private insurance. The Contractor shall not

charge the client according to the sliding fee scale.

8.2. Notwithstanding potion 8.1 above, the Contractor may charge in
accordance with Sections 5.2.2 and 52.3 above for clinical services

under this contract only when the client does not have any other payer

source other than this contract.

Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
9.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

Intensive case management under this contract only for. clients who
have been admitted to programs In accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of

Services and after billing other public and private insurance.

9.2.

9.3.

North Country Health Consortium
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10. Sliding Fee Scale
10.1. The Contractor .shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

10.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Fedora!
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate in

Exhibit B-l to
Charfle the Client

0%.138% 0%
139%-149% 8%

150%-199% . 12%

200%-249% 25%

250%-299% 40%
300%-349% , 57%

350% - 399% 77%

10.3.

11.

The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the'age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the-fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA
318-8:12-8.

Submitting Charges for Payment
.11.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WITS) for services listed In Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

11.1.1. Enter encounter npt0(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days-
after the date the service was provided to the client

11.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, arxl. notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

11.1.3. Correct errors, rf any, In the encounter hotes as identified by
the" Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

11.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department
approval for the billing month,
,  ;

11.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

North CoVnby Hestlh Consoithjm
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11.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment

11.3. To, the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this cortoct through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department
to develop an altemative process for submitting Invoices.

12. When the contract price limitation Is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capacity at no charge to the Department for the duration of the
contract period.

13. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a pr<^ram already
funded from another source. '

14. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related .to Department
funded programs and services.

15. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees tiiat
funding under this agreement may be withheld. In whole or In part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or If the said services or products have not been satisfactorily

. completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

16. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments rnade to a
prior invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

17. Limitations and restrictions of federal Sut»slance Abuse Prevention and

Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds;
17.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.
1

17.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

17J^.1. Make cash paiinnents to intended recipients of substance
abuse services.

17.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended.
In Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in
penal or correctional (nstitutioris of the State.

17.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the

purpose of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for

72-
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.  Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

17.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange, free
needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for Intravenous drug abusers.

17.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
Impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the. religious freedom of SAMHSA
benefidaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory pro\risions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress In 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Gran^ program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable
programs may be expended for Inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious. Instruction, or proselytization. If an
organization conducts such activities, it must offer them
separately, in time or location, from the progranns or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any applicable
program, and participation must be voluntary for the program

. beneficiaries.
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates in the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Extilblt B.

Table A

-  Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable
Charge Unit

ainical Evaluation . $275.00 Per evaluation

IndMdual Outoatient $22.00 15mln
)  •

Group Outpatient S6.0O 15min

\

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

Transitional Living for room and
board only $75.00 Per day

Low-Intensity Residential for Adults
only for dlnlcal services and room
and board

^ •

$119.00 Per day

High-Intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and Parenting
Women), for clinical services and
room and t)bard $154.00 Per day

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Phvsiclan Time

Rate Per Medicald
Physician Billing
Codes: 99201 -

99205 and 99211 -

99215.

Unit Per Medicald
Physician Billing Codes:
99201 - 99205 and 99211 -

99215.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Medication

See Exhibit B. .
Section 6.2 See Exhibit B. Section 6.2

Recovery Support Services:
Individual Intensive Case
Manaqement $16.50 15 mln

Recovery Support Services: Group
Intensive Case Manaqement $5.50 15 mln

North Country Ha&Jth Censorthm
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Contractors Obligations: The Contractor covenants and agrees that a!) funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor fdr servces provided to eligible
individuals and. in the'furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and
agrees as follows:

1. Compliance with Federal and State Laws: If the Contractor is permitted to determine the eligibility
of irxjividuals such eligibility determination shall be made in accordance with applicable federal and
state laws, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedure.

2. Time arid Manner of DeterrrUnatton: Eligibility determinations shall t>e made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be rnade and remade at such times as are prescribed by
the Departm.enl.

3. Documentation: In addition to the determinatioh forms required by the Department, the Contractor
'  shall maintain a data tile on each recipient of services hereunder, which file shall Include all

Information necessary to support an eligibility determination and such other Informallon as the
Department requests. The Contractor shall fumlsh the Department with all forms and documentation
regarding eliglbnity determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all applicants for services hereunder, as well as '
individuals declared Inefiglbte have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees thai all applicants for services shall be permitted to fin out

^ en application form and that each applicant or re-appilcant 8hall.be informed of hlafher right to a fotr
hearing In accordance with Department regulations.

5. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that it Is a breach of this Contract to accept or
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employmenl on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State In order to Influence the performance of (he Scope of Work detailed in Exhibit A of this
Contract The State may terrrtinate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement If H is

.  determined that payments, gratuities or offers of employmenl of any kind were offiered or received by
any officiate, officers, employees or agents of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Payments: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In the Contract or In wy
other document, contract or understanding, It is expressly understood and agreed by the parties
hereto, that no.payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs Incurred for
any purpose or far any services provided to any individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the indrviduai applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that tiie Individua) Is eligible for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to obligate or require'the Department to purchase-services
hereunder at a rate which reimburses the Conlraclor In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable and necessary to assure the quality of such service, oral a
rate which excels ihe rate charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Indivlduals or other third party
flinders for such' service. If at any time during the term of this Conlracl or after receipt of the Final
Expenditure Report hereunder, the Department shall determine that (he Contractor has used
payments hereunder to lelmtxirse Items of expense oiher than euch costs, or has received payment
In excess of such costs or in excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to Ineligible individuals
Of other third party funders, the Department may elect la
7.1, Renegotiate the rales for payment hereunder, in which event new rates shall be established;
7.2. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement In

excess of costs;

Extiijil C - SF«dtl Pfovhtonj Canlmgtef Inlttals^
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor in which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute en Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor is
permitted to determine the eligibility of individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any Individual who is' found by the Department to be ineligible for such services at
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS; MAINTENANCE. RETENTION, AUDIT. DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIAUTY:

8. MalntenariM of Records: in additton to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to rhaintaln the foMng records during the Contract Period:
8.1. Fiscal Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs

and other expenses Incurred by the Contractor In the performance of the Contract, and all
income received or cpHected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained in accordance with accounting procedures and practices which suffldentty and
properly reflect ail such costs ar^ expenses, and which are rcceptabie to the DepartmenL and

-  to Include, without limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as
•  purchase raquisitions and orders, vouchers, requbllions for materials, Inventories, valuations of

in*klnd contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department

8.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall include all records of application and -
eligibility (including all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient), records
' regarding the proviston of services end all Invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate ar>d as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
ContractDr shall retain medicd r^ords on each patlenl/redplent of services.

Q. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
agency fiscal year. It is recommended that the report be prepared in accordance wllh the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, TAudits'of States, Locai Governments, and Non
Prof!! Organizations" and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Govemmental Organizations,
Progranis. ActlvHies and Functions. Issued by the US General Accounting Office (QAO standards) as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.
9.1. Audit and Review: During the term of this Contract and the period for fetenlionhereurSder, (he

Department, the United States Department of Health and Human Services, and any of their
designated representatives shall have access to all reports and records maintained pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of audit, examlnatton, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit UablDUes: In addition to and not In any way in limitation of otatigalions of the Contract, it Is
understood and agreed by the Contractor thai the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and sh^ return to the Department, all payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception.

10. Confidentiality of Records: All Information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or collected
In connection >Mlh Ihe performance of (he services and the Contract shall be confidential ar^d shaO not
be dlsdosed by (he Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state lasvs and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such information, disclosure may be made to
public offidais requiring such Information in connection with their offidai duties and for purposes
directly connected to thB.administralibn of the services and the Contract; and provided further, that
the use Of dteclosure by any party of any Information concemtrig a recipient for any purpoM not
directly connected with the administration of the Department or the Contractor's responsibilities witn
respect to purchased services hereunder Is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient, his
attorney or guardian. <
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained in
the Paragraph shall survive the termination of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Ftecal and Statistical'The Contractoragrees tosubmltthe foilowng reportsatthefofiowlng
Qmes If requested by the Detriment.
11.1. interim Rnancia] Reports; Written Interim financial reports containing a detailed description of

a]} costs and non-allowabte expenses Incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other Information as shall be'deemed satisfactory by the Department to
justify the rate of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall t>e submitted on the form
designated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by the Department.

11^ Rnal Report: A final report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the term
of this Contrect. The Final Report shall be In a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
contein a summary statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated In the Proposal
and other Information required by the Department

12. Completion of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of (he
maximum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of the price limitatnn
hereunder, the Contract and all the obligations of the parties hereunder (except such obDgadohs as,
by the terms of the Contract are to be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the term{r^afio^ of the Contract) shall terminate, provided however, that if, upon review of the
Rnal Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the right, at Its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All documents, notices, pressreleases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract ̂ all include the following
statement:
13.1. The preparation of this (report, document efo.) was financed under a Corjtract with the State

of New Harnpshire, De^rtment of Health end Human Services, with fUnds provided In part
by the State of New Hampshire and/or Whether fimdlng sources as were available or ■
required. e.g.. ihe United States Department of Health and Human Services. 5'^^^

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: All materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before printing, production,
djstrfbutlon or use. The DHHS will retain copyrl^t ownership for any and all original materials
preduced. including, but not Gmlted to. brochures, resource directories, protocols or guidelines,-,
posters, or reports. Contractor shaQ not reproduce any materials produced under the contract wBhout
prior written approval from DHHS. i

15. Operation of Facilities: Compllanco with Laws and Regulations: In the operatton of any facilltlss
for providing services, the Contractor shall comply with all laws, orders and regulations of federal,
state, county and municipal authorities and with any direction of any Public Officer or officers
pursuant to laws which shall Impose an order or.duty upon the contractor with respect to the
operation of ̂  fadHty or the pr^slon of the services at such facility, (f arty govemmental license or
permit shaO be required for Ihe operatton of the said facility or the pefforrnance of the said services,
the Contractor wQl procure said Doense or permlL and win at an times comply with the terms end
conditions of each such licertte or pennit. In connection vrith tt^e foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby coveriants and ̂ rees that,during the term of this Contract the facilities shall
comply with all rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Rre Marshal and
the tockl fire protection agency, and shall be in conformance with local bidldlng and zoning codes, by
laws and regulations.

16. Equal Emptoyment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor wiU pro^ride an Equal Emplr^ment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for CM! f^hts, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), If It has
received a single award of $500,000 or more. If the recq^nt receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or
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more employees, It will maintain a current EEOP on tile and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the
OCR. certifying that Hs EEOP is oh file. For recipients receiving less than $25,000. or public grantees
with fOwer than 60 employes, regardless, of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Form to the OCR certifying it is riot required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non
profit organizations, Indian Trjbes, and medical and educational Institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are r^ulred to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP Certification Forms are available at http:/Awvw.oJp.usdoJ/about/ocr/pdfs/certpdf.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP): As clarined by Executive Order 13168, Improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Profidency, and resulting agency guidance, national origin
discrimination includes discrimination on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe .Streets Act of 1966 and T1^ VI of.the,Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP Arsons have
meaningful access to its programs.

16. Pilot Program.for Enhancement of Contractor EmptoyeeWhistieblower Protections: The
following shali appiy to ail contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined in 48
CFR 2.101 (currently, $150,000)

CONTOACTOR Employee Whistieblower Rightb and Requirement To Inform Employees of
"  ' WH1STI£8LOWERRIGWT5(SEP2013)

(a) This contract and employees working on this contract will be subject to (he whistleblower rights / .
and remedies In the pilot program on Contractor employee wti'istieblower protections established at
41 US.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The Con^ctor shall Infbrm its emptoyees.ln writing, in the predominant language of the workforce,
of employee v/histiebi^ver rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described in section
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall Insert the substance of this clause, inctudlng this paragraph (c), in all
subcontracts over the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractorsi^OHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health care services or functions fOr efficiency or convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accounlabliity for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor st^all evaluate the subcontractor's ability to perform the delegated
runction(s). This is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or Imposing sanctions (f
the subcontractor's performance lis not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same contractual
conditions as the Contractor and the Contractor Is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
with those conditions.

When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following;
19.l! Evaluate (he prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities,, before delegating

the function
19.2. Have a virrltten agreement with-the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting

responsibilities and how sanctions/revdcallon will be managed if the subcontractor's
performance is not ed^uate , ̂

18.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

Exhibit C - Sfwdsl PrQvlslcms Contnctor IniUato
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19.4. Provide to OHHS an annual schedule identifying all subconlractora, delegated funcUone and
responslbDItlea. and when the subcontractor's performance will be reviewed

19.5. OHHS shall, St its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

If the Contractor Identifies defxilenctes or areas for Improvement are Identified, the Contractor shall
take corrective action.

DEFINITIONS
As used In the Contract, the following terms shall have the following meanlrtgs;

COSTS: Shall mean those direct and Indirect herns ofexpense determined by the Department to be
allowable and reimbursable In accordaru* with cost and accounting principles established In accordance
with state and federal taws, regulations, rules and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES; Shall mean that section of the Contractor Manual which Is
entltlcd "Financial Management Guidelines" and which contains the regulations governing the financial
activities of contraclor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH-to receive funds.

PROPOSAL: If applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a form or forms '
required by the Department and containing a description of the Services to be provided to eiigible
Indivfdu^s by the Contractor in accordance with the terms end conditions of the Contract and setting forth
the btal cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract

' UNIT: For each service that the Contractor Is to provide to eligible Individuals hereunder, shall mean that
period of time or that spedfied actMty determined by the Department and specified In Exhibit B of the
ContracL '

FEDERAL/STATE LAW; Wherever federal or stale laws, regulations, rules, orders, and policies, etc. are
referred to In the Contract, the safd reference shall be deemed to mean all such laws, regulations, etc. as
they may be amended or revised from the time to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: Shall mean that document prepared by the NH Department of Admlntetrattve
Services containing a compilation of all, regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures Act NH RSA Ch 541-A, for the purpose of Implementing State of NH and
federal regulations promulgatsd thereunder.

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Contractof guarantees that funds provided under this
Contract v4U not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

ExhlbflC-8p«d«IPiTNi9ion» ConirKtor InUtts
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract. Conditional Nature of Agreement Is
replaced as follows:

4. CONOmONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contraiy, all obligations of the State

•  hereunder, Includfng without limitation, the continuance of payments. In whole or in part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continue approprlaUon or availability of funds,
including any subsequent changes to the appropriation'or availability of funds affected by
any slate or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the eppropriallon or availability of funding (or this Agreement and th© Scope of
Services'provided In Exhibit A. Scope of Services, (n whole or In part In no event shall the
State be liable for any payments hereunder In excess of appropriated or available funds. In
the event of a reduction, termination or modification of appropriated or avaOable fUnds, the
Stale shall have the right to wllhhold payment until such funds-become available, if ever. The
State" shall heve the right to reduce, terminate or niodlfy services under this Agreement
Immediately upon giving the Contractornolice of such reduction, termination or modiflcaUon.
The State shall not be required to transfer funds from any ott^er source or account Into the

• Account(6) Wenllfied In block 1.8 of the General Provfelons, Account Number, or any other
' account. In the event funds are reduced or unavaUable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract, Tcimlnatlon, ts amended by adding the
following language; ' -

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any b'rrie for any reason, b\ the sole discretion of
the State. 30 days efter giving the Contractor written -notice that the State Is exercising (Is
option to termlnate the Agreement

1G.2 In the event of early termlnatbn, the Contractor shall, within 16 days of notice o( early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement Including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of cGents
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shell fully cooperate with the State and shall promptly provide detaltod
•Wbrmatlon to support the Transition Plan Including, but not limited to, any Informab'on or
data requested by the Stale related to the termination of the Agreement and Transition Plan
and shall provide ongoing communlcdtlon and revisions of Ihe Transition Plan b the Stab as
requesbd.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, Including but not tlmlted to cBents receiving
services under the Agreement are transitloned to having services delivered by another entity
Including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a proce» for
uninterrupted delrvery of services in the Transition Plan.

10.6 The Contractor shall, establish a method of notifying clients and olher affected Individuals
about (he translUon. The Contractor shall include the proposed communications In Its
Transltion Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Renewal: The Department reserves the right to extend the Contract lor up to two (2) additional
years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of services and
approval by the Governor and Executive Council.
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CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contrsctor Identified In Section'^1.3 of the Genera! Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1068 (Pub. L. 100-690. Title V, Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et seq.). and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified in Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the Genera] Provisions execute the following CertlficaUon;

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN-INDWIOUALS

US DEPARTIMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION • CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE-CONTRACTORS

This cerlificatJon is required by the regulations Implementing Seclior^s S1S1-5160 of the Dmg-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. 1.100-690, TlUe V. SubtiUe D; 41 U.S.C. 701 et seq.). The January 31,
1989 reguiatlons were amended and published as Part II of the May 25.1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub
contractors), prior to award, that they wlll maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.630(c) of the
regulation prpvtdies that a grantee (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that Is a State
may elect to make orte certification to the Department In each federal ftscal year In lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year covered by the certiftcation. The certificate set out below is a
material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the agency awards the granL False

'.ttrtification or vIolaUon of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension or
termination ofgrants, or government wide suspension or debarmenl Contractors using this form should
send it to:

Commissioner

NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant StreaL
Concord. NH 03301-6505 ... .

1. The grantee certifies that It will or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publlshbg a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited In the grantee's
workplace and specifying the actions that will ba taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition:

1.2. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program to Inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse in the wort^lace;
1J2,2. The grantee's.potlcy of maintaining a dmg-frM workplace;
1.2.3. Any available drug counseiing, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs; and
1.2.4. The pef>alti6s that may be Imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occurring In the workplace;
1.3. Making it a requlrement'that each employee to be engaged In the performance of the grant be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a),-
1 Notifying the .employee in the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a condition of

employment under the grant the employee will .
1.4.1., Abide by the terms-of the statement; and
1.4.2. Notify the employer In writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a criminal drug

stetute occurring In the workplace no later than five calendar days after such
conviction;

1.6. Notifying the agency in writing, within ten calendar days after receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice, inctudlng position title, to every grant
offi^ on whose grant acth% the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal e^ency

CUIDHMVllor^
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has designated a centra) point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall Include the
identification number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of the following actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving rMtlce under
subparagraph 1.4.2, with respect to any employee who is so convicted
1.6.1. Takli^ appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up to and Inciudtng

termination, consistent with the re<iulren>enls of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended; or

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to participate sattsfactoriiy In a drug abuse assistance or
rehabllHaUon program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health,
law enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

1.7. Dteklrtg a good foilh effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through
Implema'nlation of paragraphs 1.1,1.2,1.3.1.4.1.S, ar»d 1.6.

2. The grantee may Insert In the space provided below the siteCs) for the performance of work done In
connection with (he specific grant

Place of Performance (street address', city, county, state, zip code) (fist each localton)

Check □ If there are worl^iaces oh file that are not tdeniified here.

Contractor Name:

Date » Name:

viwiv.|>iaw> nmiwicmenv , ■CUft»«ini«^3 PagiZofZ Date <. [lljV
EiMbll 0 - CertfltcstiM rsgsrdtr^fl Owe Free Contractor Inttals
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYINQ

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of (he General Provisions agrees to comply v^lh (he provisions of
Section 319 of Public Law 101-121, Government wide Guidance for New Restrvtlons on Lobbying, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In Se^ns 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEAITH AND HUMAN SERVICES - COhfTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (Indicate applicable program covered);
^Temporary Assistance to Needy Famles under Title IV-A
*Child Suppofl.Enforcement Program under Title jV-O
'Social Services Block Grant Program under Title XX
'Medlcaid Program urxfer Tftie XIX
*Communlty Services Block Grant under Title VI
'Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The underalgned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or wHI be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to
any peraon for influencing or attempbng to tr^fluence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an-offioer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In
connection wllh the awarding of any Federal contract, conlinuaiion, renewal, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, granL loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specltic mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
induenclng or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency.-a Member of Congress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Ccngresa in connection with this
Federal oontracL grant lo^, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor}, the undersigned shaD complete and submit Standard Form ILL, (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying,, cn accordance with Us instructions, attached add. Identified as Standard Exhibit E-L)

3. The undersign^ shaltraqulre that the (anguage.of this certification be Included In the award
document for sub-ewards at ad tiers (indudirtg subcontracts, 8Ut>-grants, and contracts urxler grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub-fecipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certltication Is a material representatioaof fact upon which reliance was ptacad when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certlOcation Is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction Irpposed by Section 1352, Titie 31, U.S. Code. Any person who f^ to file the required
certification shall.be subject to a cMl penaUy of not less than 310,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

I  ̂

Contraclor Name:

lalft tDale' *' Name: K.
TlOe: '

Ejtftftill E - CoitMcdlon Reoartlng Lobbying Conl/actor lottil*
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CERTinCATION REGARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION

AND OTHER RESPONSIBIUTY MATTERS

The Contractor Identined in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
ExecuUve Offtce of the President. Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Pai1.76 regarding Debarment,
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute Ihefotiowing
Cerdflcadon;

instructions FOR CERTIFICATION
1. By signing and submitting this prbposal (contract), the prospective primary participant is providing the

certification set out below.

2. The inability of a person to provide the certification required below wiD not necessadiy result In denial
of participation In this covered transaction. If necessary, the prospective participant shad sutimit an
' explariaton of why it cannot provide the certification^. The certification or explanation will be
considered In connection with the NH Department of Health and Human Services',(DH.HS)
determination whether to enter into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shall disqualify such person from participation In
(his transaction.

3. The certfficallon In.this clause Is a material representation of fact upon which reDance was placed
- when DHHS determined to enter into this transaction. If It Is later'determined that the prospective
primary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, In addition to other rem^les
available to the Federal Government, DHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or default.

4. The. prpspectiye primary participant shall provide immediate written notice to the DHHS agency to
whom.this proposal (contract) Is submitted if at any time the prospective primary particlparrt learns

■  (hat its certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances.

5. The terms ̂covered transactbn,' 'debarred,* 'suspended.* 'Ineligible." 'lower tier cover^
transaction,* 'participant.* "person," "primary covered transaction.' "principal." *proposal'." and
"voluntarily excluded," as used In thb clause, have the meanings set out In the Defnliions and
Coverage sections of the rules implementing Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Part 76. Seethe
attached definltiorts.

6. The prospecthre primary participant agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that, stiould the
proposed covered transaction be entered into. It shall not knowingly enter Into any lower tier covered
transaction virith a person who Is debamed. suspended, declared Irieliglble, or volurttBrlly excluded
from partidpatiqn h this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prosper^ve primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that It win include the
clause titled'CertifHalJon Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibillty and Voluntary Exclusion -
Lower Ter Covered Transactions," provided by DHHS, without modfOcatfon, In all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitBtions for lower tier covered transacttons.

6. A participant In a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant In a
lo^r tier covered transaction (hat It is not debarred, susjpended, Ineligible, or involuntarilyaxduded
from the covered trartsaction, unless ti knows that (he certification is erroneous. A participant may
decide the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of Us principals. Each\ •
partidpant may, but .Is not>requlred to. check the Nonprocuremeht List (of excluded parties).

9. Nothing contained in the foregoing shati be construed to require establishment of a system of record
In order to render in good faith the certification required by thls.clause. The knowledge and

E!it)^f-C«rtiric8Uon Regarding Oobsrme/it.Suspsnsipfl • Cotdrartor InMah f V
'  And Ottwr Roipomlbnity MtaSera I |
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Information of a participant Is not required to exceed that which Is normally possessed by a prudent
person in the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these Instructions, If a participant in a
covered transaction knowingly enters Into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
suspended, debarred, lncliglble,-of voluntarily excluded from particlpalion In this transaction, In
addition to other remedies available to the Federal government DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective primary participant certlftes to the best of Its knowledge and belief, that It and lU

principals:
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarmcnt. declared Ineligible, or

•  voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency:
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a cMI Judgment rendered against them for comrnlsslbn of fraud or a criminal offense In
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or beat)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitnjst
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribefy, falsification or destruction of
records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property;

11.3. are ncrt presently Indicted for.othervrise criminally or clvWy charged l)y a governmental entity
(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated In paraoraph (l)fb)
of this certification; and ' k ^ x/i /

11.4. have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more pubQc
transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default

12. Wh^ the prospective primary participant Is unable to certify to eny of the statements in.(his
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS
13. By signing and submitting thb lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower l)er participant as

defined In 45 CFR Part 76. certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that It and Its principals:
13.1; are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment declared Inellgibte, or

votuntariiy excluded from participation In this transaction by any federal departrhent of agency.
13.2. where the prospective lower tier participant Is unable (o c^i^ to. any of the above, such

prospective participant shad attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that K wlO
Include this clause entitled 'Certificatton Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Inellglbffity, and
Votuntaiy Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions,' without modification In aD lower tier covered
transactions and In all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

Contractor Name;

r
Name; /t..
Title: Ce-d'

ExNfaltF-CenirictOanReaaAflngOvbafment, Suspension Contractor InlUab
And Other Roapotnlbildy k^Rcra
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUmENlEhTrS PERTAINING TO
FEDERAL NONDISCRIMJNATION. EQUAL Tf^ATMENT OF FAITH-BA^ AND

VWISTLEBLO^R PROTECTIONS"" U-aatiOH

The Contractor Idantifled In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Identified In Sections 1.11 end 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the fbttowlnq
certification: ^

ConUactor will comply, and will require any aubgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any aDpriceble
federal nondlscrlmlnation requirements, which may Include: .
- I!)® Omnl^s Crime Control ar\d Sate Streets Act of I86fi (42 U.S.C. Section 37B9d) which prohlbtts
redf^ts of faderaJ funding under this statute from discrtmlnating, either in employment practices or In
the delivery of services or benefits, on the basis efface, color, rel^lon, national origin, and sex The Act'
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employmenl Opportunity Plan;

. - the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevenlion Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b)) which adopts by
reference, the civil rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act Redpiente of federal funding under this
statute are prohibited from discriminating, either In empbymeni practices or In the delivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, reOgton. national origin, and sex. The Act Includes Equal
Emptoymcnl Opportunity Plan requirements;
- the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Sectton 2000d, which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discriminating on-the basis of race, color, or national origin In any program or edivily);
• the Rehabflilation Act of 1973 (29 U.SJ::. Sectioo 794). which prohlblls redplenb of Federal finandaj '.
assistance from dlsalmlnaUng on the basis of dlsabfllty, In regard to employment and the deilvefy of
services or berrefits. In any program or activity;

- the Americans with DIsablfiUes Actof19eo (42 U.S.C. Seclbns 12131-34), which prohiblls
dlscrfmlnalion and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilities In employrnient. State and bcai
government services, public accommodations, commerclal fecllUles. and transportation;
- the Educatfon Amendments of 1972.(20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1583.1685-66), which prohibits .
discrimination on the basis-of sex In federally assisted educatbn programs;
•the Age Dlscrimlnalibn Ad d 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6108-07), which prohibits dtscriminallon on the
basts of age in programs or ectMlles receiving Federal financial assistance. It does not Include
emptoyment discrimination;

- 28 C.F.R. pL 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulattons - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.r. pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondlscriminalion; Equal Employment Opportunity; Policies
and Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the lawa fer faith-based and community
organlzatbns); ExecuQve Order No. 13559. which provide fundamental principles and poIlcy-maJdng
criteria for partnerships with faith-based and neighborhood organizaltons;

- 28 C.F.R. pt 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizaltons); and Whtsttebtovrerprotectionsni U.S.C. §4712 and The Naltoral Defense Authorization
Ad (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L 112-239. enaded January 2.2013) Ihe Pilot Program for.
Enhancement of Conixad Employee Whistlebbwer Protectioris, which protects employees against
reprisal (or certain whistle blowing aciMties in connecUon with federal grants and contracts.

The certlfJcete set out below is a matqrtol representation of fad upon which reliance Is pJaced when the
agency awards the grant False certiflcailon or vlolaUon of the certfrrcatlon shall be grounds for
suspcnsfor) of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or go^mment wide suspension or
debarmenl

EihlNlG ^
Contractor IntUsb / lA
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In the even! a Federal or State court or Federal or State admlntelraUve agency makes a finding of
discrtmfnation after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion; national origin, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for CM! RIghls. to
the applicable corilracUng agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman,

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as kJenllfied In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
cerdflcatjon:

1. By signing and eubmlttlng this proposal (eon(ract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions
Indicated above.

Contractor Name;

Date I I NameT^yTZT^
Tide: '

Contnctor IniUil* ■m=ExtAIlG
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CERTinCATION REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

Public Law 103-227, Part C - Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as Ihe Pro-Children Act of 1904
(Act), raqulres that smoking net be permitted in any portion of any Indoor fiacllity owned or (eased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or regularty for the provision of health, day care, education,
or library services to children.under the age of 18. if the services are funded by Federal programs either
diredly or through Stale or local governments, by Federal granL contracL toan, or loari guarantee. The
law does not apply to children's services provided In private residences, facflitjes funded solely by
Medicare or Medlcsid funds, and portions of facUHIes used'for inpatient drug or alcohol treatment Failure
to comply with the provisions of the law may result In the Imposition of a dvH rriohetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day and/or ihe imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representatlveasldentlfiedlnSectlon 1.11 and 1.12 of the Genera) Provisions, to execute (he foliowlng
oeftlflcation:

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with ail applicable provisions of Public Law 103-227. Part C, known as the Pro-Children Act of 1094.

•  • Contractor Name: • • •

I

frc^tcName:

TUIe:

ExhlbS H - Ccftfic«t!an Regardine Contractor tnUals
Envfronmental Tobooco Smoke \ I I
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'  HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY ACT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

Tbe Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Acoountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health Informatlbn, 45
CPR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein, "Business
Associate* shatl mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected health information under this Agreement and 'Covered
Entfty" shall mean the State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definitions.

a. 'Breach' shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach* In section 164.402 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. 'Business Associate* has the meaning given such term in section 180.103 of Title 45. Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. 'Covered Entity* has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 45.
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. 'Designated Record Set' shall have the same meaning as the term "deslgriated record sef
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e. *0318 Aggreoatton* shall have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation* In 45 CFR
Section 164.501. .

f. "Health Care Operatjons' shall have the same meaning as the term 'health care operations'
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. 'HUECH Ad' means Ihd Health Information Technology for. Economic and CHnlCal Health
Act, TItleXIII, Subtitle D, Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reirives^rne^t Act of
2009. - ^

h. "HIPAA* means the Heallh Insurance Portability and Accountability Ad of 1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information, 45 CFR parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

i. 'Individual* shall have the same meaning as the term "indivlduar In 45 CFR Sedion 160.103
and shall Include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 45
CFR Sedion 164.501(g).

1. 'Privacy Rule* shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiabte Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Healtfi and Human Services.

k.. 'Protflded Health Information' shall have the same meaning as the term 'protGcled health
Information" In 45 CFR Sedion 160.103, limited to Uie Information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

MOM ' ExhSifK Contreetorlnitlals
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1, "Reouired bv Law" shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" In 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

m. 'Secretarv" shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
hisAter designee.

n. 'Security Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164. Subpart 0. and amendments thereto.

0. 'Unsecured Protected.Health Information' means protected health Information that Is not
secur^ by a technology standard that renders prptected health Information unusable,
unreadable, or indedpherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that (s accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

p. Other Definitions- All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

■ Act

(2) Buslf^esa Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Infofmatlon.

a  Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasor\ably necessary to provide the services outlined under
E)diibit A of the Agreement Further, Business Awoclate, including but not limited to all
Its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHh,
.  I. ' For the proper managernent and administration of the Business Associate;

11. As required by law, pursuant.to the terms set forth in paragraph d. below, or
ill. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity,

c. To the extern Business Associate Is permlited under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party. Business Associate must obtain, prior to maldng any such disclosure, (i)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held-confidentially arid
used or further disdosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which It was
disclosed to the third party; and (ii) an agreement from such third parly to notify Business
Associate, in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the corindentlallty of the PHI, to the extent It has obtained

. knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall rK>t, unless such disdosure Is reasonably necessary to
provide servlciBS under Exhibit A of the Agreement, dbciose any PHI In resjponse to a
request for disdosure on (he basis that It is required by law. without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity obj^ts to such disdosure. the Businessl«V»9 •%

2iiS/3014 . Exhibfii ConVictor
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Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security

. saf^uards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI in violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) ObHoatlons and ActWHIes of Business Associate.

a. The Business Associate shall notify the Covereil Entity's Privacy Officer Immediately
after the Busing Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health Information not provided for by the Agreement Including breaches of unsecured
protected health information and/or any security Incident that may have an impact on the
protected health Information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Abociate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when it becomes.
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall Indude, but not be •
Gmitedto:

0  The nature and extent of the protected health Information involved, including the
types of kJeniifiers and the likelihood of re-Identification;

o The unauthorized person used the protected health information or to whom the •
disdosure was made;

o Whether the protected health Information was actually acquired or yiewsd
o The extent to which the risk to the.protected health Information has been

mitigated.

-  The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and imrnediately report thfe findings of the risk assessment In writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shaff make avaDable all of its irrtemal poUcles and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Assodale on behalf of Covered Entity tolhe Secretary for .
purposes of determining Covered Enlily's compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. ■ Business Associate shall require all of Its txjdness associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditions on the" use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (1). The Covered Entity
shall t)e considered a direct tltird party beneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements vrfth Contractor's Intended business associates, who wll] be receiving PHI.

^  ExtiMI CowartofInttMa
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pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health Information.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at its offices all
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Enfity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreemenl.

g. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity.
Business Associate shali provide access to PM) In a Designated Record Set to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an Individual In order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an individual contained In a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.526. •

i. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and Information related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.526. .

. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make avallablo
to Covered Entity such information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill Its obligations
to provide an accountir^g of disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance wHh 45 CFR
Section 164.528.

In the event any individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Aswlate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to forvirarded requests. However, If forwarding the
Individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall Instead respond to the Individual's request as required by such law and notify

■. Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

Within ten (10) business days of temlnation of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Assodata shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Associate in connection with the .
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHl. If retum or
destruction Is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise, agreed to in
the Agreement, Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the retum or destruction Infeaslble, for so long as Business
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Exhibit 1

Aesociste maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, in Its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or alt PHI, the Business A^oclale shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHi has been destroyed..

(4) Obnqatlona of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limitation (s) In its
Notice of Privacy Practloes provided to Individuals in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI. j

b. Covered Entity shall promplty notify Business Associate of any changes In, or revocation
of pqrmisslon provided to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreemerrt, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

a  Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHt. . I -

(5) Termination for Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon .Covered
Entity's knowledge.of a briea^ by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either Immediately

•  terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alieged-breach within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity, if Covered Entity
determines ̂ at neither termination nor cure is feasible. Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) IVliseelianeous '
•  I

a. Defmitions and Reaulatorv References. All lenns used, but not othenArise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms In the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from lima to time. A reference In the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit I, to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as in effect or as.
amended.

b. . Amendment- Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as Is necessary for Covered
Entity 10 comply with the changes in the'requlrements of HIPAA, the Privacy iand
Security Rule, and applicable federal and stale law.

I

c. Data OwnBrshiD. The Business Associate acknowledges that It has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. InterDretatlon. The parties agree that any ambiguity in the Agreement shall be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule, ■
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Segregation. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or drcumstance is held Invalid, such Invalidity shall not affect other terms or'
conditions which can be .given effect without the Invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are declared severable.

Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement In section (3) 1, the
defense and Indemnificatloh provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13-6f the
standard terms end conditions (P-37), shBll survive the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit 1.

Department of Health and Human Services

The State

Signature of Authorized Representative

Name ofAlrthortzed Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

Slgnatufi^f Authorized Representative

Pr. „ IC.
Name of Autl)bhzed Representative

r fe)
Title of Authorized Representative

iili) :
Date ' '

3Q014 exHbfli
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABiUTY AND TRANSPARENCY
^  ACT IFFATA) COMPLIANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of Indivlduai
Federal granto equal to or grealar than $26,000 and awarded on or after O'ctober 1.2010, to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated first-lie/ sub^jrants of $26,000 or more. If the
Inldal award is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result In a total award equal to or over
$25,000, the award Is subject to the FFATA reporting requiremenls, as of the date of the avrard.
In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subawatd and Executive Compensation InformaUon), the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) must report the following Information for any '
subavrard or contract award subject to the FFATA reporling requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award
3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts-/CFDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award title descriptive .of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
6. Principle place of performance .
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS ff)
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Corhpensation Information Is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the rhonlh, plus 30 days, In which"
the award or award amendment Is made.
The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the Oeneral Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accountabifity and Transparency Act Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-282,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees *
to have the Contractor's reprcsentaUve, as identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provbldna
execute the following Certification:
The below narned Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Hun^n Services and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
Financial Accountabifity and Transparency Act

Conlmctor Name:

liih
Date

TWe:

EdUbd J - C«ftIfcallon Rcgtrdog Iho r«ders1 Funding Contractor NUalt/h ̂
AccoMnUbflay And Tranaptrancy Ad (FFATA) Comptonca •
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FORMA

As the Contractor identified in Section 1:3 of the General Provisions, I certify that the responses to the
below listed quesbons are true and accurale.

1. The DUNS number for vourenOtv Is: OfT7l l l^^ .

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed Dscat year, did your business or organlzallon
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue in U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts/
loans, grants, sub-grants, and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual
gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants. and/or
cooperative agreements?

/ NO YES

If the answer to #2 above Is NO, stc^ here ^

If the answer to #2 above Is YES, pl^se answer the foiiowfng;
". . I

3. Does the public have access to information about the cornpensation of the executives In your
business ororganizafion through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.78m(a). 780(d)) or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986?

NO YES

If the answer to 1V3 above is YES, stop here
1

If the answer to #3 above is hiO, please answer the following:

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization are as fdflov/s:

Name:

Name;.

Name:

Name:.

Narhe:

Amount:.

Amount.,
\  *

Amount..

Amount:.

Amount:

CUOMHSni'MI)
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms may be reflected and have the described meaning in this document:

'Breach* means the loss of control, compromise, unauthorized disciosure.
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to

- situations where persons other then authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personaliy identifiable
information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information, * -Breach' shall have the same meaning es the term "Breach" In section
164.402 of Trtle 45. Code of Federal Regulations.

Z  'Computer Security incident" shall have the same meaning 'Computer Security
Incident" In section two (2) of NIST Publication 800-61. Computer Security Incident
Handling Quide, National Institute of.Standards and technology, U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. "Confldentlaj Information" or "Confidential Data" means all confidential Irrfomiation
disclosed by one party to the other such as all m^ical, health, financial, publtc
assistance benefits and persona) Information including without limitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records, Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Information.

Cbnfideritlal Information also Includes any and all infonmatlon owned or managed by
the Slate of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Hoallh and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performing contracted,
services - of which collection, disclosure, protection, and disposition is governed by
state or federal law or regulation. This Information Includes, but is not . limited to
Protected Health tnfomiation (PHI), Personal information (PI). Personal Financial
Information (PFI), Federal Tax Information (FTl), Social Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and conftdential Information.

4. "End User" means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data In acconiance with the terms of this Contract

5. 'HIPAA' means the Health Insurance Portabffity and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated IhereurKler.

6. "Inpldenr means an act that potentially violates an explicit or Implied security policy,
which Includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or Its data, unwanted disruption or dental of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
firrriware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge. Instruction, or
consent. Incidents include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or misplacemerri of hardcopy documents, and mlsroutlrig of physical'or electronic
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modrficatlon or destruction.

7. "Open wireless Networt^" means any network or segment of a network that is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of -the State, to transmit) will be considered an ^en
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI, PFl,
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. "Personal Information" (or 'PI') means infonnation which can be used to distinguish
or trace an Individual's identity, such as their name, soda! security number, personal
Information as defined in New Hampshire RSA 359-C:10. blometric records, etc.,
alone, or when comblr>ed with other personal or identifying IrTformatlon vrfilch Is linked
or tinkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birlh, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. "Prfyacy Rule' shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health .
Information at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. "Protected Health Information' (or "PHI') has the same meaning as provided in the
definition of "Protected Health information" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at.45 C.F.R. §
160.103.

11. 'Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Protect^ Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

12. "Unsecured Protected Health Information' means Protected Health Infonnation that is
not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or Indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organbatlon that Is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

I. RESPONSiaiUTIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Conflde;ntial Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further, Contractor.
Including but not limited to all Its directors, officers, employees, and agents, must not
use, disclose, maintain or transmit PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential information In response to a
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request for disdosure on the basis that it Is required by law, In response to a
subpoena, etc.. without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to (he disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over iand above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privao^ snd Security Rule, the Contractor must bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such additional
restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disdosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not indicated In this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS fbr (he purpose of Inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Conlred

II. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. AppDcatlon' Encryption. If End User Is tran^ming DHHS data containing
Conndential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the appltealions have
been evaluated by ah expert knowledgeable in cyber security and that said
appllcalton's encryption capabiiilies ensure secure transmission via the Internet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. Erxf User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Conndential Data If
email Is encrypted and being sent to ar^ being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such information.

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User Is employing the. Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmltt^ via a .Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox .or Google Cloud Siorage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Grourtd Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via certified ground
mall within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named individual.

7. tiptops and PDA. If End' User Is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

8. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User Is employing remote communication to
B(^ss or transmit Confldentlal Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
Installed on the End User's mobile devlce(s) or laptop from which Information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transtisr Protocol. If
End User is employing an SFTP to transmit Conndentlal Data, End User will

• structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent inappropriate* disclosure of
(nforriiation. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Confidential Data will
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletion cycle (I.e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User Is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, all
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of information.

HI. RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for ttie duration of this
Contract. After such time, the Contractor- will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative In whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract. To this end, the parlies must: .

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It will not store, transfer or process data collected In
connection with the service rendered under this Contract outside of the United
States. This physical location requirement shall" also apply In the implementation of
cloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage capabilities, and includes backup
data and-Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are In
place to detect potential security events that can Impact State of NH systems-
and/or Department confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for Its End
Users In support of protecting Department confldentlal Information. •

4. The .Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confldenlial Data
in a secure location and Identified in section IV. A.2

s; The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored in a Cloud must be In a
FedRAMP/HITECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
cunently-supported and hardened oper^lng systems, the latest anti-viral, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spywaro, and anii-maJware utilities. The environment, as e
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whole, must have aggressive intruslon-detectlon and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures Its corhplete cooperation with the State's
Chief Information Officer in the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
Infrastructure. !

B. Disposition .

1. If the Contractor win maintain any Confidential Information on its systems (or Its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will malptain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and wll!
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroyed by the

'  Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
. recovery operations. When no longer In use, electronic media containing State of
- New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverBble via a secure wipe program

In accordance with Industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanltfzatlon, or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as descn'bed In NIST Special Publication 800-66, Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanltlzatipn, National Institute of Standards and Technology. U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify In ̂ tlng at
time of the data destruction, and wfll provide written certification to the Department
upon- request The written certification will include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed validated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination-of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as follows; ,

1. The Contractor wfll maintain proper security controls to protect Oepar^ent
confidential Information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored in the deOvery
of contracted services;

I

1 The Contractor wQI maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential information throughout the Information lifecyde, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media us^ to store the data (I.e., tape, disk, paper; etc.).
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3. The Contracta will maintain appropriate authenlicallon and accesa conlrols to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, dr. store Department confidentisl Information
where applicable.

4. The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can Impact Slate of NH systems and/or
Department confidential biformation for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness .and education for Its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

6. If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor wli maintain a
program of an internal process or processes that defines specific security
expBctaiions, and monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, Including breach noUfication requirements.

7. The Contractor will wori< with the Departmenl to sigri and compty with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorization policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department syslemCs). Agreements will be
compieied and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

6. If the Departrhent determines the Contractor is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and Is responsible for maintaining compnance wilh the
agreement.

9. The Contractor wDI work with the Department at Us request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey is to enable (he Department and
Contrador to monitor for any changes in risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be completed
annually, or ah alldmate time frame at the Departments dlscretipn with agreernent by
the Contractor, or the Qep^rtment may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor win not store, kncwingly or unknowingly, any State of New HampahirB
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent Is obtained- from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Security Breach Liability. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of. the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor ell costs of response ̂ d recovery from
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the breach, Including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center sen/ices necessary due to
the breach.

iZ Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations .regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential information, and must In all.other respects
maintain the privacy and aecurity of PI. and PHI at a level and scope that is not less
than the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies, Including,
but not limited to, provisions of the Privacy Ad of 1074 (5 U.S.C. § 652a), DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations. (45 C.F.R. §Sb), HIPAA Privacy, and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for individually Identifiable he^lh
Information and as applicable under State law. .

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to H. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that is rwt less than the level and scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at httpB://www.nh.gov/dolt/vendor/index.htm
for the Department of Information Technology policies, guidelines, starxlards, and
procurement Information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees, to maintain a documented breach notification and Inclder^
response process. The Cpntractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided in this section, of any security breach vrilhln two
(2) hours of the lime that Ihe Contractor learns of Its occurrence. This Includes a

. confidential Information breach, computer security Incident, or suspected breach
which affects or Includes any State of New Hampshire systems that oonnecl to the
State of New Hampshire nelworit.

15. Contractor musi restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contract to only thoSe authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties In connection with purposes Identified In this Contract

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced in Section IV A. above.
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or Inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this information at alt times.

c. ensure that laptops and other.electronic devices/media conlainlng PHI, PI, or
PR are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only if encrypted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such infonnatlon.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

e. iimft disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.
f.. Confidential Information received under this Contract and Individually

idantiriable data derived from DHHS Date, must be stored In an area that Is.
physically and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door jocks, card keys,
blometnc identifiers, etc.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, including any
derivative files containing personally Identifiable Information, arid in all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when In transit, ai' rest, or when
stored oh portable media as required in section IV above.

h. In all other instances Confiderttia! Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances involved.

i. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) musi not be
. shared wltti anyone. End Users wrlll keep their credential information secure.-
This applies to credentials used to access the site dli^ectlydr Indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor Is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS ■
reserves the right to conduct onslte Inspections to monitor compliance with this
Contract, Including the privacy and security requirements provided in herein, HIPAA, •
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Confidential Data
is disposed of in accordance with, this Contr^.

V. LOSS REPORTINQ

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and
f^gram Manager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the
lime that the Contractor learns pf their occurrence.

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches irivolving PHI In
accordance wHh the agency's documented Incident Handfing and Breach Notification
procedures and In accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 308. In addition to, and •
notvytthstandlng, Contractor's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures,
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

Z Determine tf personally identifiable information is involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required In this Exhibit or P-37;

4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

5. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and, if so, Identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, arxl contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated .)^th the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures..

Incidents andyor Breeches that Implicate PI must be addressed and reported, as
applicable. In accordance with NH HSA 359-0:20.

Vt. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A DHHS contact for O^a Management or Data Exchange issues;

DHHSInfomiationS8curityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov I

B. DHHS contacts for Privacy issues: ■ 1

DHHSPrivacyOfficer@dhh3.nh.gov

C. DHHS contact for Information Security Issues:

DHHSInformatlon^curityOffice®dhhs.nh.gov
D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSlr\formatlonSecurTtyOffice@<fhhs.nh.gov

pHHSPrivacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #3 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 3"* Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #3) is by and between the State of New Hampshire, Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and Phoenix
Houses of New England Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a
place of business at 99 Wayland Avenue, Suite 100, Providence, Rl 02906.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7) and December 5, 2018 (Item
#23), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in
the Contract as arnended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, completion
date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1, Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council;
and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #3 remain in full force and effect; and i.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions contained
in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$1,926,000.

3. Delete Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A,
Amendment #3, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Amendment #3
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-$UB$T-09-A03 Page 1 of3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date

19
Katja S. Fox
Director

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc.

Date Name:

Title: -f-

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

state . County on JuH/i before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

h
Signature of Notary Public of Justice of the Peace

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: ENA E. PARADYSZ
Notary Public-State of Rhode Island

My Commission Expires
May 31,2021

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc.
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-09-A03
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

0J7I
Date Name: J^iS^

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Amendment #3
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-09-A03 Page3of3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subreclpient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to.any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Harhpshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

,  1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part
2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Departrnent shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectabie buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectabie extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectabie extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to;

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps in
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initiais.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http:/A«ww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in order to align this work with ION projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway contractors
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board payment to
the Doorway;

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doorway to ensure that each
room and board client served has a GPRA interview

completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for services within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doorway services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub services

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services;

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.

Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use

disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of

attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other

drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,

including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and
consideration of alternative solutions and decision making with
regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are

provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Partial Hospitalization as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 2.5.

Partial Hospitalization services provide intensive and
structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug
treatment services and activities to individuals with substance

use and moderate to severe co-occurring mental health
disorders, including both behavioral health and medication

management (as appropriate) services to address both

disorders. Partial Hospitalization is provided to clients for at

least 20 hours per week according to an individualized

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

treatment plan that includes a range of outpatient treatment
services and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug services.

2.3.1.5. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment services
provide residential substance use disorder treatment services designed
to support individuals that need this residential service. The goal of low-
intensity residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adu|t residents typically work in the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.6. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined

as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

substance use disorder treatment designed to assist Individuals
who require a more intensive level of service in a structured

setting.

2.3.1.7. Residential Withdrawal Management services as defined as

ASAM Criteria, Level 3.7-WM a residential service. Withdrawal

Management services provide a combination of clinical and/or
medical services utilized to stabilize the client while they are
undergoing withdrawal.

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only in coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section

2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.7 to a client.

2.3.2.1. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide for

medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of opiate

and other substance use disorders. The Contractor shall

provide non-medical treatment services to the client in

conjunction with the medical services provided either directly

by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided. The

Contractor shall deliver .Integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by
the Department, "Guidance Document on Best Practices; Key

Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication
Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

Hampshire."

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Sen/ices

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Heatth and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the
date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client;

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #3 -Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit'A, Amendment #3

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4,above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3, above before
admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4, above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless;

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower intensity ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.3, in which case the
client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's sen/ice area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doonvay of the client's choice to connect the
client with substance use disorder treatment sen/ices; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the pregnant
woman with identifying altemative providers and with
accessing services with these providers. This assistance
shall include actively reaching out to identify providers on
the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim sen/ices until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60'minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

Phoenix Houses of New England, inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client:

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the

effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the

criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to;

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doorways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the
Doorways shall not receive services utilizing State Opioid Response (SCR)
funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients
who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SCR) funding.

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to;

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal 'pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received

substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other
than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance. Including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements
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2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self>harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at alt phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; if a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level

of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problems
in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a
stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:
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2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or If applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions In the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to;

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and If the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider If appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained In
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3.

2.8.4.1.4.

Medication assisted treatment provider.

Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider If appropriate consents from the client.
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including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization. Doorway, third party
insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

>

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the Doorways as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document In the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4,
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirements
in Exhibit A-1 and that:-'

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
- ^ when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or
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2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
Identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires sen/Ices, the
frequency and Intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment Is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that Include;

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated In the Individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less Intensive
level of care Is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The.patlent has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement In services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less Intensive) In the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment. Is
therefore Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The sen/Ice shall be Included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa:gov/ebp-resource-
center;

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or
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2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLine.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco.products within the Contractor's facilities at
any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.
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2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside of
the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it
can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and visitor
orientation. "

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
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Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support work'ers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress:

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMAI 5-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.
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3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student intems to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those intems having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student intems complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies; The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state- and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an approved
training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.
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4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology

5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the Informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have completed
treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
of the month following'the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau In writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the Incident. The Contractor agrees that:
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6.1.3.1: "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or

^ mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. .Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation:

.6.1.3.1.5, Missing person;

'6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. ^ Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcerhent to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
as well as the identification of any other individuals
involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved'due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

6.1.6.3. .Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Coritractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau
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6.1.6.4. Additional Information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, In
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medlcald clients with ODD, the Contractor
shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each client
served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GPRA) interview
completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medlcald clients with ODD for

whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doorways
Including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate In alt quality Improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation In training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the tenn of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Sen/Ices statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

€

7.2.1.2.: Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal integrity

8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
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Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall Include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and in-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days in the reporting
period. The short-term investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
.  cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)

calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. .Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition; A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.
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8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum
ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of.the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.
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9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doonways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
in place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from.all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening:

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;
9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services; % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within
30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria;

9.4.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in school
at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last sen/ice compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
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10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the'Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Depadment within thirty<(30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings. , .

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include;

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency:

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;

'10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block 1.8,
of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to Exhibit A,
Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by: " ,

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment, and
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirerrients.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services described the Exhibit A,
Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for clients
who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater-than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursementTrom the
State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a service that is not
covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of .the deductible or copay would -
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale, not.to exceed $4;000
per client per treatment episode.

3.3.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the
client's monthly household income being less than the deductible
plus the Federally-defined monthly cost of living (COL).

3.3.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

♦  ̂ "
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Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 '  4 5+ .

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90, $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.3.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

r

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90' $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly

and quarterly reporting.
•t

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimburserhent for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated. The

Contractor agrees;

4.1. The fees for services, excluding Clinical Evaluation,rare all-inclusive contract rates to
deliver the services and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the amount to
charge the Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5
below).

4.2. To bill for Clinical Evaluation services.separately from all other per day units of services.

4.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit 8-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table,

5.1. The Contractor shall:
1  I _ . -r

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation provided
under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the clients, and
the Department :

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables-expedited processing to the

greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's admittance into the
program and to immediately, refund any overpayments. . \

'  I ' '

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed, payments

received and overpayments (if any) refunded.
I  '

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge^accordingly for services provided to an eligible'
client under this contract, as follows:

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc.
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5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in Exhibit B-
-1, Amendment #2 when the insurers' rates meet or are lower than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2. ^

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit 8, Amendment #3, Section 9,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates that the
private insurer shall not remit payment for the full amount of the Contract Rate
in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2.

4  ' < ■

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer, if applicable, and the
client then the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance, which is the
Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount

paid by private insurer and the amount paid by the client, unless the client's
copay or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment-#2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit 8, Amendment #3, Section 9 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessaiv for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as in Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay.their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment
#2 except for:

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.1.
See Section 6 below.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment, wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit 8, Amendment #3, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties In the reverse order, unless the
overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee
Schedule: • .

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a'result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must riepay the
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state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the
Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for; Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care.

6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care.

6.2. The Contractor shall not bill the Department for Room and Board payments in excess of
$1,214,000.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.3.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date

range identified in 6.3.3

6.3.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses incurred for room and
board in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty
(30) days of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this
Agreement. Invoices must be submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR
funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
7.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section 5 above and as

follows:

7.2. Medication:

7.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication Assisted

Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and customary

charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA) 126-A:3 III. (b),

except for Section 6.2.2 below.
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7.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medication Assisted Treatment with

Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate Treatment Program (OTP)

per New Hampshire Administrative Rule He-A 304 as follows:

7.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the

Medicaid rate, up to 7 days per week. The code for

Methadone in an OTP is H0020, and the code for

buprenorphine in an OTP is H0033.

7.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per client per day.

7.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.2.4.1. WITS Client ID #;

7.2.4.2. Period for which prescription is intended;

7.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

7.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

7.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.'

7.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
service.

7.3. Physician Time:

7.3.1. Physician Time is the .time spent by a physician or other medical professional

to provide Medication Assisted Treatment Services, including but not limited

to assessing the client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing and/or

administering a medication, and monitoring the client's response to a

medication.

7.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit 8-1 Service

Fee Table.

7.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;

7.3.3.2. Date of Servi^;

7.3.3.3. Description of seiVice;

7.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;
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7.3.3.5. Charge for the service:

7.3.3.6. Cllentxcst share for the service; and.

7.3.3.7. Amount''being billed to the Department for the
service.

7.3.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses

incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month.

7.3.5. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of
receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this =

Agreement. Invoices must be submitted utilizing the WITS'system.

8.' Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low Intensity^Residential Services

8.1. The Contractor may chat^ge the client fees for room and board, in addition to;

8.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 using the
sliding fee scale

8.1.2. The charges to the Department

8.2. The Contractor may charge'the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging and meals
offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's income of the
Federal Poverty Level (FPL) is;

Then the Contractor may charge the
client up to the following amount
for room and board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%-149% ^ $8

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300%-349% $57

350% - 399% $77

8.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that shall be returned
to the client at the time of discharge. ^

8.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to room and

board.
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9. Sliding Fee Scale

9.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit B, Amendment
#3, Section 5, above.

9.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows;

Percentage of Client's Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract
Rate In Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%- 199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

^  ̂ 250%-299% 40%

■300%-349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

9.3. The Contractor shall not deny a child under the age of 18 services because of the parent's
unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive confidential services
pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

10. Submitting Charges for Payment ,

10.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology
System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee fable. The
Contractor shall: '

10.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later'than three (3) days after the
date the service was provided to the client ^ ■

10.1.2. Review the encounter notes'no later than twenty (20) days following the
last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter notes are
ready for review.

10.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and notify
the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for review.

10.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for the
billing month.

10.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.
10.2. ' The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the

last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.
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10.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any sen/ices that'are unable to be billed through WITS, the
contractoV shall work with the Department to develop an alternative process for submitting
invoices.

•  ̂

10.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SUD clients with Opioid Use
Disorder that are Medicaid coded for both residential and transitional living services.

11. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded from
another source.

12. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department-funded
programs and services.

#

13. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under this
agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with any
Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the said
sen/ices or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

14. The Contractor shall submit final invoices to the'Department no later than forty-five (45) days
after the contract completion date.

15. The Contractor shall ensure any adjustments to a prior invoices are submitted with the original
invoice, adjusted invoice and supporting documentation to justify the adjustment.

16. Limitations and restrictions of federal.Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds

16.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

16.2. The'Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to:' ' ' ■

16.2.1. : . Make cash payments ̂to intended recipients of substance abuse services!

16.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in Federal
Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or. correctional
institutions of the State. , ;

16.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Humah Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate.pre and post-test counseling.

16.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the distribution
of bleach for the cleaning'of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

.16.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows: . . .
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Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding .administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice
Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions
of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended
for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious
instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts such
activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the
programs or services for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA -or the relevant State or local govemment under any
applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.
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State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW

ENGLAND, INC. is a Rhode Island Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on June 14, 1972.1

further certify that all fees and documents,required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good standing as

far as this office is concemed. «

Business ID: 2393

Certificate Number: 0004524574

o

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF.

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 5th day of June A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

do hereby certify that:
(Name of the elected Officer of the Agency: cannot be contract signatory)

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of _
(Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Agency duly held on _ '•
(D^te)'

RESOLVED: That the ^
(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized or) behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revision's,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the day of 20^.
(Date Contract Signed)

fpTMMfMUA4. is the duly elected
(Name of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

STATE OF-NCWIIAMPQIIIRC

(Title of Contract Signatory)

(Signature of the EleijteaOfficer)

County of. T/ZA\^mEMdt-
The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this, _ day of

Bv r- I -vAfi-rv^P. ■
(Name of Elected Officer of the Agency)

/ (Notary Public/Justice ̂  thy Peace)

(NOTARY SEAL)

Commission Expires:

ENA E. PARADYSZ

Notary Public>State of Rhode Island

My Commissiori Expires

May31.2021
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

To the Board of Directors of

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc.:

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Phoenix Houses of
New England, Inc. ("PH New England"), which comprise the statements of
financial position as of June 30, 2018 and 2017, and the related statements of
operations and changes in net assets, and cash flows for the years then ended,
and the related notes to the financial statements.

Management's responsibility for the financial statements

Management Is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these
financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design,
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based
on our audits. We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require
that we plan and perform our audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the risks of
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control

relevant to PH New England's preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of PH New England's internal control. Accordingly, we express
no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.

GT.COM U.S. member Ann el Grant Thornton International Ltd



Grant Thornton

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and

appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of PH New England as of June'30,
2018 and 2017, and the results of its operations and changes in net assets and
its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Emphasis of Matter

As further detailed in Note I to the accompanying financial statements, PH
New England has recurring operating losses. Management's evaluation of the
events and conditions and management's plans to mitigate these matters are
also described in Note 1. Our opinion is not modified with respect to this
matter.

Supplementary Information
Our audits were conducted for the purposes of forming an opinion on the
financial statements of PH New England as of and for the years ended June 30,
2018 and 2017, taken as a whole. The supplementary information included on
pages 18 and 19 is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a
required part of the financial statements. Such supplementary information is
the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates directly to
the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial
statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audits of the financial statements and certain additional
procedures. These additional procedures included comparing and reconciling
the information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to
prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and
other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the supplementary
information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the financial
statements as a whole.

New York, New York

May 3, 2019
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Statements of Financial Position

As of June 30, 2018 and 2017

2018 2017

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents

Due from government agencies, net of allowance of approximately

$1,323,000 and $590,000 in 2018 and 2017, respectively

Other receivables, net of allowance of approximately $307,000

and $ 1,207,000 in 2018 and 2017, respectively

Contributions receivable (Note 4)

Prepaid expenses and other assets

Current portion of note receivable (Note 5)

Total current assets

Notes receivable, net of current portion (Note 5)

Property and equipment, net (Note 6)

Total assets

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

Due to government agencies

Current portion of long-term debt (Note 7)

Total current liabilities

Due to Parent (Note 3)

Long-term debt, net of current portion (Note 7),

Total liabilities

Commitments and contingencies (Note 12)

NET ASSETS

Unrestricted

Temporarily restricted (Note 9}

Total net assets

Total liabilities and net assets

$  856,310 $ 140,047

1,540,081

368,659

9,128

152,651

5,000

2,931,829

145,000

3,087,749

841,758

7,275

80,564

929,597

5,353,377

6,282,974

(294,946)

176.550

(118,396)

2,074,277

1,602,515

47,178

101,549

5,000

3,970,566

150,000

5,304,974

$  6,164,578 $ 9,425,540

$  1,185,451

49,070

145,509

1,380,030

3,228,278

528,910

5,137,218

4,096,483

191,839

4,288,322

$  6,164,578" $ 9,425,540

The accompanying notes are an integral part ofthesefinancial statements.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets
For the year ended June 30, 2018

'

Temporarily
Unrestricted Restricted Total

OPERATING REVENUES AND SUPPORT

Government contract revenue $  8,898,800 $ S  8,898,800

Client and third-party revenue (Note 8) 8,791,429 - 8,791,429

Donated goods and services 204,557 . 204,557

Grants and contributions 51,472 87,728 139,200

Special event rcvenuc„net of costs of direct benefits

to donors of approximately $1,314 1,575 - 1,575

Other revenue 11,636 - 11,636

Net assets released from restrictions 21,495 (21.495) -

Total operating revenues and support 17,980,964 66,233 18,047,197

EXPENSES (Note 11)

Salaries 9,755,087 . 9,755,087

Employee benefits and payroll taxes 2,373,039 . 2,373,039
Consulting and contractual services 1,917,450 - 1,917,450

Resident sustenance 1,071,566 - 1,071,566

Occupancy costs 1,792,769 - 1,792,769

Vehicle costs 158,353 - 158.353

Communications .  509,086 . 509,086

Office and program supplies 732,660 - 732,660

Insurance 452,922 . 452,922
Travel 176,895 - 176,895
Interest 17,891 - 17,891

Miscellaneous 117,029 - (17,029
Repairs and maintenance 484,973 - 484,973

Depreciation and amortization 471,554 . 471,554

Administrative charges from Parent 1,710,895 - 1,710,895

Total operating expenses 21,742,169 - 21,742,169

(Loss) income from operations (3,761,205) 66,233 (3.694.972)

OTHER ITEMS

Depreciation on capital assets funded by government grants (22,669) - (22,669)
Loss on disposal of property and equipment (699,133) - (699,133)

(721,802) - (721,802)

(Deficiency in) excess of revenues and support

over expenses and other items (4.483,007) 66,233 (4,416,774)

OTHER CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Contributions restricted for capital initiatives ■ 10,056 10,056
Net assets released for capital initiatives 91,578 (91,578) -

Changes in net assets (4,391,429) (15,289) (4,406,718)

Net assets, beginning of year 4,096.483 191,839 4,288.322

Net assets, end of year $  (294,946) $  176,550 $  (118,396)

The accompanying notes are an integral part ofthis financial statement.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets
For the year ended June 30, 2017

Temporarily
Unrestricted Restricted Total

OPERATrNG REVENUES AND SUPPORT

Government contract revenue $ 10,165,299 $ S  10,165,299
Client and third-party revenue (Note 8) 13,982,349 - 13,982,349
Donated goods and services 205,551 - 205,551

Grants and contributions 62,978 24,219 87,197

Special event revenue, net of costs of direct benefits

to donors of approximately $23,000 124,160 - 124,160
Other revenue 52,195 - 52,195
Net assets released from restrictions 19,947 (19,947) -

Total operating revenues and support 24.612,479 4,272 24,616,75!

EXPENSES (Note 11)

Salaries 11,155,898 - 11,155,898

Employee benefits and payroll taxes 2,400,580 - 2,400,580

Consulting and contractual services 2,790,225 - 2.790,225

Resident sustenance 1,379,893 - 1,379,893
Occupancy costs 2.167.136 - 2,167,136

Vehicle costs 189,687 - 189,687

Communications 537,057 . 537,057
Office and program supplies 849,852 - 849,852
Insurance 497,807 . 497,807
Travel 241,836 - 241,836

Interest 42,557 - 42,557

Miscellaneous 235,961 . 235,961

Repairs and maintenance 549,075 - 549,075

Depreciation and amortization 578,932 - 578,932

Administrative charges from Parent 1,117,000 - 1,117,000

Total opierating expienses 24,733,496 - 24.733,496

(Loss) income from operations (121,017) 4,272 (116.745)

OTHER ITEM

Depreciation on capital assets funded by government grants (32,372) - (32.372)

(Deficiency in) excess of revenues and support

over expenses and other items (153,389) 4,272 (149,117)

OTHER CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Contributions restricted for capital initiatives - 76,720 76,720
Net assets released for capital initiatives 11,676 (11,676) -

Changes in net assets (141,713) 69.316 (72,397)

Net assets, beginning of year 4,238.196 122,523 4.360,719

Net assets, end of year $  4,096,483 $  191,839 $  4,288,322

The accompanying notes are an integral part ofthis financial statement.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Statements of Cash Flows
For the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017

2018 2017

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVmES

Changes in net assets

Adjustments to reconcile changes in net assets to net cash provided by

operating activities:

Provision for doubtful accounts

Depreciation and amortization

Forgiveness of notes receivable

Contributions restricted for capital expenditures

Loss on disposal of property and equipment

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Due from government agencies

Other receivables

Contributions receivable

Prepaid expenses and other assets

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

Due to government agencies

Due to Parent

Net cash provided by operating activities

$ (4,406,718) $ (72.397)

1,533,144

494,223

(10,056)

699,133

(209,206)

444,116

38,050

(46,102)

(343,695)

(41.795)

2,125,099

276,193

(513,552)

611,304

5,000

(76,720)

843,326

215,659

(23,753)

182,229

(188,317)

4,315

(405,104)

581,990

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Proceeds from sale of property and equipment

Purchases of property and equipment

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

1,236,750

(212,881)

1,023,869

(363,600)

(363,600)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVmES

Contributions restricted for capital expenditures

Principal payments on long-term debt

Net cash used in financing activities

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

10,056

(593,855)

(583,799)

716,263

76,720

(204,285)

(127,565)

90,825

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

140,047

856,310

49,222

140,047

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:

Interest paid 17,890 42,557

The accompanying notes are an integral part ofthese financial statements.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements

June 30^2018 and 2017

1. ORGANIZATION

Phoenix Houses ofNew England, Inc. ("PH New England") is a Section 501(cX3) not-for-profit
organization, exempt from federal income taxes under Section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
(the "Code"). PH New England is also exempt from state and local taxes under similar provisions.
PH New England was established in order to operate therapeutic treatment centers for the rehabilitation of
drug and substance abusers throughout New England.

Through June 30, 2016, Phoenix House Foundation, Inc. was the sole member of PH New England and the
following affiliated organizations; Phoenix Houses of New York, Inc. and Affiliates (which consists of
Phoenix Houses of New York, Inc. and Phoenix Houses of Long Island, Inc.); Phoenix Houses of
California, Inc. and Affiliates (which consists of Phoenix Houses of California, Inc.; Phoenix Houses of Los
Angeles, Inc.; Phoenix House Orange County, Inc.; and Phoenix House San Diego, Inc.); Phoenix Houses
of the Mid-Atlantic, Inc. and Affiliate (which consists of Phoenix Houses of the Mid-Atlantic, Inc. and
Phoenix Houses of Mid-Atlantic Property Management, Inc.); Phoenix Programs of Florida, Inc.; Phoenix
Houses of Texas, Inc.; American Council for Drug Education, Inc.; Center on Addiction and the Family,
Inc.; and Phoenix Houses of New Jersey, Inc.

On April 11, 2016, a new corporation, named "Phoenix House," was incorporated in the State of
Minnesota. Phoenix House is a nonprofit corporation which, effective September 29, 2017, was granted
recognition of its federal tax exempt status as an organization described in Internal Revenue Code
§ 501(c)(3).

As of July 1, 2016, Phoenix House (the "Parent") became the sole corporate member of the following
affiliated organizations: Phoenix House Foundation, Inc., Phoenix Houses of California, Inc., Phoenix
Houses ofNew York, Inc., Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc., Phoenix Houses of Texas, Inc., Phoenix
Programs of Florida, Inc., and Phoenix Houses of the Mid-Atlantic, Inc. Phoenix House Foundation, Inc.
remains the sole corporate member of the American Council for Drug Education, Inc., Center on Addiction
and the Family, Inc., and Phoenix Houses ofNew Jersey, Inc.

3-

The accompanying 2018 and 2017 financial statements reflect losses from operations totaling $3,694,972
and $116,745, respectively. In order to address the operating deficits and ensure the long-term viability of
PH New England's program services, management and the Board are evaluating the discontinuation of
unprofitable programs and will restructure the remaining programs in order to improve operating margins.
Further, subsequent to year-end, the Parent began to undertake a restructuring plan for the Phoenix House
organization as a whole. The thrust of the restructuring plan is to right-size the infrastructure and adjust the
revenue mix with the principal goal of improving cash flows and ensuring the sustainability of the regional
affiliates. During March 2019, the Board of the Parent voted to dissolve the sole corporate member (the
Phoenix House parent entity, incorporated in Minnesota). The effect of this dissolution will cause PH New
England to become a stand-alone entity, with a self-governing operating board. All amounts owed to
Phoenix House Foundation, Inc. ("PH Foundation") by PH New England, as of the dissolution date, have
been forgiven. Additionally, during fiscal 2019, PH Foundation made a non-reciprocal transfer of $2
million in cash to PH New England to provide additional liquidity for operations, and PH Foundation will
license the "Phoenix House" name and intellectual property to PH New England, at no cost.

Following the effectuation of the dissolution of the sole corporate member, PH Foundation will have no
further obligation to support the operations of PH New England.

-7-



PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
June 30. 2018 and 2017

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Presentation

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared using the accrual basis of accounting in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America ("US GAAP").
Accordingly, the net assets of PH New England and changes therein are classified and reported based upon
the existence or absence of donor-imposed restrictions as follows:

Unrestricted net assets represent expendable resources that are used to cairy out PH New
England's operations and are not subject to donor-imposed stipulations.

•  Temporarily restricted net assets represent resources that contain donor-imposed restrictions that
permit PH New England to use or expend such resources only as or when specified. Restrictions
are satisfied either by the passage of time or by actions of PH New England.

•  Permanently restricted net assets contain donor-imposed restrictions that stipulate that such
resources be maintained permanently. PH New England had no permanently restricted net assets
at June 30, 2018 and 2017.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

PH New England considers all highly liquid financial instruments, which principally consist of money
market funds, with original maturities of three months or less from the date of purchase to be cash
equivalents.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with US GAAP requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues
and expenses during the reporting period. The allowance for doubtful accounts on receivables, the useful
lives assigned to fixed assets and the fair value of donated goods and services represent significant
accounting estimates reflected in the accompanying financial statements. Actual results could differ from
those estimates.

Donated Goods and Services

Donated goods are recorded as revenues and assets (at fair value when received) and expenses (when used)
on the statement of operations and changes in net assets. Food stamps are recorded at face amount, which
is the same as fair value, as revenues and assets and are charged to resident sustenance when expended.
Donated goods received during the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 totaled approximately $145,000
and $189,000, respectively.

PH New England receives contributed legal services that meet the criteria established by US GAAP for
recognition as contributions. Such services are recorded as part of donated goods and services on the
statement of operations and changes in net assets at fair value. Donated services received during the years
ended June 30,2018 and 2017 approximated $59,000 and $ 17,000, respectively.

-8-



PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
June 30, 2018 and 2017

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost, if purchased, or if donated, at fair value at the date of gift, less
accumulated depreciation and amortization. PH New England capitalizes assets acquired for greater than
$ 1,000 and with useful lives greater than three years. Depreciation is computed on the straight-line basis
over the estimated useful lives of the assets as follows:

Buildings and improvements 4-40 years
Furniture, fixtures and equipment 3-7 years

Computer equipment and vehicles 3-5 years

Furniture, fixtures and equipment acquired under capital lease arrangements are amortized using the
straight-line method over the shorter of the lease term or the estimated useful life of the asset.

Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets

PH New England's operating income includes all unrestricted revenues and expenses. Other items include
depreciation on capital assets funded with government grants and losses on disposals of property and
equipment. TTie statement of operations and changes in net assets also includes the caption "(deficiency in)
excess of revenues and support over expenses and other items," which is the performance indicator. Other
changes in net assets, which are excluded from the performance indicator, consistent with industry practice,
include capital contributions (including assets acquired using contributions which by donor restriction are to
be used for the purposes of acquiring such assets).

Revenue and Support

Contributions (including unconditional promises to give) are recorded at fair value when received.
Revenues relative to special events are recognized upon occurrence of the respective event. Contributions
received with donor stipulations that limit the use of the donated assets are reported as either temporarily or
permanently restricted support. Unconditional promises to give, with payments due in future years, are
reported as either temporarily restricted or permanently restricted support and discounted to present value.
When a donor restriction expires, that is, when a time restriction ends or purpose restriction is fulfilled,
temporarily restricted net assets are reclassified to unrestricted net assets and reported on the statement of

operations and changes in net assets as net assets released from restrictions. Contributions restricted by
donors for the acquisition of property and equipment are released from their restrictions when the respective
assets are acquired or constructed and placed into service. Such contributions and related releases are
reported below the performance indicator. There were contributions of approximately $10,000 and $77,000
restricted by donors for the acquisition of property and equipment received during the years ended June 30,
2018 and 2017, respectively.

Special Events Revenue

Special events revenue consists of proceeds from fundraising events, reported net of direct donor benefits, if
any. Revenue and related expenses are recognized upon occurrence of the respective event to which they
pertain. For the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, direct benefits to donors totaled approximately
$1,300 and $23,000, respectively.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

Government Contract Revenue

PH New England's contracts and other program funding arrangements with government agencies are
classified as part of operating activities within the unrestricted net asset category and revenue is recognized
when earned. PH New England operates under various contracts with government agencies which
generally cover a one-year period, subject to annual renewal. The terms of these contracts allow the
grantors the right to audit the costs incurred thereunder and adjust contract funding based upon, among
other things, the amount of program income received. Any costs disallowed by the grantor would be
absorbed by PH New England and any adjustments by grantors would be recorded when amounts are
known; however, it is the opinion of management that disallowances, if any, would not be material to the
accompanying financial statements.

Client and Third-Party Revenue

Inpatient and outpatient services rendered to Medicaid program beneficiaries are reimbursed based on pre
determined rates. Medicaid and managed Medicaid approximated 81% and 73% of total client and third-
party revenue for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively. Contracts have been entered into
with commercial insurance carriers and reimbursement is based on contracted rates.

Laws and regulations governing healthcare programs are complex and subject to interpretation. As a result,
there is at least a reasonable possibility that recorded estimates will change by a material amount in the
near-term. Noncompliance with such laws and regulations could result in fines, penalties, and exclusion
from such programs. The federal government and many states have aggressively increased enforcement
under Medicaid antifraud and abuse legislation. PH New England believes that it is in compliance, in all
material respects, with all applicable laws and regulations and, is not aware of any pending or threatened
investigations involving allegations of potential wrongdoing. While no such regulatory inquires have been
made, compliance with such laws and regulations can be subject to future government review and
interpretation, x

Noncompliance with such laws and regulations could result in repayments of amounts improperly
reimbursed, substantial monetary fines, civil and criminal penalties and exclusion from the Medicaid
program.

Concentration of Credit Risk

Financial instruments that potentially subject PH New England to concentrations of credit risk consist
principally of cash and cash equivalents. PH New England maintains its cash and cash equivalents in
various bank deposit accounts that, at times, may exceed federally insured limits. PH New England's cash
and cash equivalents have been placed with high credit quality financial institutions at June 30,2018 and
2017, and PH New England believes the risk of nonperformance by these financial institutions to be remote.

PH New England provides drug and alcohol rehabilitation services through its inpatient and outpatient
care facilities. PH New England grants credit without collateral to clients, however, it routinely obtains
assignment of (or is otherwise entitled to receive) clients' benefits payable under their respective health
insurance programs, plans, or policies (e.g., Medicaid and commercial insurance providers).
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
June 30, 2018 and 2017

Amounts due from government agencies and other receivables by flnancla! class as a percentage of total
accounts receivable at June 30, 2018 and 2017, are as follows:

2018 2017

Medicaid/Managed Medicaid 35 % 27 %

Commercial insurance 16 43

Other third-party payors 49 3^

100% 100%

Income Taxes

PH New England follows guidance that clarifies the accounting for uncertainty in tax positions taken or
expected to be taken in a tax return, including issues relating to financial statement recognition and
measurement. This guidance provides that the tax effects from an uncertain tax position can only be
recognized in the financial statements if the position is "more-likely-than-not" to be sustained if the position
were to be challenged by a taxing authority. The assessment of the tax position is based solely on the
technical merits of the position, without regard to the likelihood that the tax position may be challenged.

PH New England is exempt from federal income tax under IRC Section 501(c)(3), though it is subject to tax
on income unrelated to its exempt purpose, unless that income is otherwise excluded by the Code. PH New
England has processes presently in place to ensure the maintenance of its tax-exempt status; to identify and
report unrelated income; to determine its filing and tax obligations in jurisdictions for which it has nexus;
and to identify and evaluate other matters that may be considered tax positions. PH New England has
determined that there are no material uncertain tax positions that require recognition or disclosure in the
accompanying financial statements.

Subsequent Events

PH New England evaluated its subsequent events through May 3,2019, the date these financial statements
were available to be issued, and determined that there are no matters to report, other than the matters
described in Notes 1 and 3.

3. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

PH New England is charged for administrative services provided by its Parent based upon a cost allocation
plan. The administrative expenses charged by the Parent approximate the federally approved indirect cost
rate for the Parent and its affiliates on a consolidated basis, adjusted to reflect PH New England's own
administrative expenses. For the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, such allocated charges totaled
approximately $1,711,000 and $1,117,000, respectively, and are included as part of administrative charges
from Parent on the accompanying statements of operations and changes in net assets.

The Parent has adopted a cash management strategy with the principal goal of pooling its cash balances
with those of its affiliates to maximize returns and reduce short-term borrowings and to pay for certain costs
on behalf of the respective affiliates on a reimbursable basis. As a result of this strategy, certain affiliates
participating in the cash management program will have corresponding amounts due to (from) the Parent as
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
June 30, 2018 and 2017

of the reporting date. Amounts reflected as due to Parent on the accompanying statements of financial
position of approximately $5,353,000 and $3,228,000 as of June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively, relate to
costs incurred by PH New England, but paid for by the Parent. Subsequent to June 30,2018, the Parent
forgave all amounts due from PH New England, as more fully described in Note 1.

4. CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVABLE

At June 30, 2018 and 2017, contributions receivable consist of unconditional promises to give of
approximately $9,000 and $47,000, respectively, which are expected to be collected within one year.

Multi-year pledges received are recorded at the present value of their expected future cash flows using a
credit adjusted discount rate which articulates with the collection period of the respective pledge. Discount
rates assigned to multi-year pledges in the year of origination are not subsequently revised.

5. NOTES RECEIVABLE

During May 2012, PH New England entered into a lease, with no stated rental payments due, and a
promissory agreement with Central Vermont Community Land Trust ("CVCLT"), a non-profit corporation
existing under the laws of the State of Vermont. In conjunction with a new program, PH New England
agreed to lease a facility from CVCLT for twenty years. As part of the lease agreement, PH New England
entered into a non-interest bearing note of $100,000 payable by CVCLT and secured by a mortgage of and
security interest in the property in Barre, Vermont. The principal of this note does not bear interest nor will
any principal be due at any time during which the lease between PH New England and CVCLT is in effect
and for a period beginning on the date of termination of the lease and ending on the last day of the twelfth
calendar month after such date. The principal due shall be reduced by $5,000 each year for the initial
twenty year term of the lease, beginning with the commencement of the new program, beginning July 1,
2013. In the event the lease is in effect throughout the entire initial 20 year term, the note shall be deemed
paid in full upon the conclusion of such term. In the event the lease terminates prior to the conclusion of
the initial lease term, then the remaining principal shall be due and payable on the last day of the twelfth
full calendar month following termination of the lease. Interest shall begin to accrue on such remaining
principal balance beginning on the first day of the first month following the due date at a rate equal to the
U.S. Department of the Treasury One Year. Treasury Bill Rate in effect on the due date. At June 30, 2018
and 2017, the balance of this note receivable was $75,000 and $80,000, respectively. Use of this facility is
received free of charge, however, is cancellable by any party to the lease agreement. Given the immaterial
amount of the free rent received, the fair value for the right to use this space has not been quantified and
recognized in the accompanying financial statements.

During July 2010, PH New England entered into a lease and promissory agreement with Burlington
Housing Authority ("BHA"), a housing authority existing under the laws of the State of Vermont and
the City of Burlington. In conjunction with a new program, PH New England agreed to lease a facility
from BHA for twenty-five years. As part of the lease agreement, PH New England entered into a non-
interest bearing note of $75,000 due and payable by BHA on the last day of the twelfth full calendar
month immediately following the termination of the lease. Interest accrues on the principal balance of this
note, beginning on the first day of the first month following the due date, at a rate equal to the One Year
Treasury Bill rale in effect on that date. At June 30, 2018 and 2017, the balance of this note receivable was
$75,000. Total rent expense associated with the lease for this space totaled approximately $50,000 for each
of the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

6. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, NET

At June 30,2018 and 2017, property and equipment, net, consists approximately of the following:

2018 2017

Land $  77,000 $  77,000

Buildings and improvements 8,520,000 11,505,000

Furniture, fixtures and equipment 1,186,000 1,522,000

Computer equipment 784,000 846,000

Vehicles 45,000 45,000

Construction in progress 60,000 -

10,672,000 13,995,000

Less: Accumulated depreciation and amortization (7,584,000) (8,690,000)

$ 3,088,000 $ 5,305,000

During fiscal 2018, PH New England sold its Ottmar property for $676,000 and terminated its lease of the
Quincy property, which entailed the landlord paying PH New England $390,000 for the abandoned
furniture, equipment and improvements made to the space. In connection with these sales and disposals, a
net loss of approximately $699,000 was recognized and is reflected as loss on disposal of property and
equipment on the accompanying 2018 statement of operations and changes in net assets.

7. LONG-TERM DEBT

At June 30,2018 and 2017, long-term debt consists of the following:

•  On May 1, 2007, PH New England entered into a loan agreement with Citizens Bank of RJiode Island
in the amount of $146,000 due in 120 monthly installments with a final balloon payment at the end of
the term. The interest rate resets in the fifth year of the loan at a rate equal to the then 5-Year
Treasury Constant Maturity rate plus an additional one hundred and seventy-five basis points (175)'
which resulted in a rate of 2.59% effective June 2012 through the term of the loan agreement in
April 2017. The proceeds of the loan were used to purchase and renovate a building in Springfield,
MA. Amounts due under the mortgage were secured by the property purchased. During the year
ended June 30,2017, the balance of this loan was repaid, in accordance with the terms of the loan
agreement.

•  On July 18, 2008, PH New England entered into a loan agreement with Citizens Bank of Rhode
Island in the amount of $200,000 due in 120 monthly installments with a final balloon payment,
including interest amortized over fifteen years at a rate of 6.46%, due in July 2018. On November 25,
2014, a modification was made to the loan agreement changing the interest rate to 3.99% effective
November 19, 2014 and remaining fixed at that rate though the maturity date. All other terms and
conditions of the Note remain the same. The proceeds of the loan were used to purchase and renovate
a building in Holyoke, MA. Amounts due under the mortgage are secured by property in Springfield,
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

MA. At June 30, 2018 and 2017, the balance of this mortgage payable was approximately $81,000
and $98,000, respectively.

•  On October 1, 2014, PH New England entered into a loan agreement with Old Colony Realty, LLC in
the amount of $400,000 due in 48 monthly installments. The interest rate is fixed at 9.242%. The
proceeds of the loan were used to renovate a building in Quincy, MA. In December 2017, the Quincy
location was closed and the remaining loan balance of approximately $105,000 was repaid in January
2018. At June 30, 2017, the balance of this mortgage payable was approximately $150,000.

•  On November 25, 2014, PH New England entered into a loan agreement with Citizens Bank of Rhode
Island in the amount of $468,000 due in 120 monthly Installments with a final balloon payment at the
end of the term. The interest rate for years 1-5 is fixed at 3.99%. The interest rate resets in the sixth
year of the loan at the Bank's Five Year Cost of Funds plus an additional two hundred and ten basis
points (210) effective November 2019 through the term of the loan agreement in April 2024. The
proceeds of the loan were used to renovate a building in Quincy, MA. Amounts due under the
mortgage are secured by property in Providence, RI. In December 2017, the Quincy location was
closed and the remaining loan balance of approximately $418,000 was repaid in January 2018. At
June 30, 2017, the balance of this mortgage payable was approximately $426,000.

Approximate remaining principal payments due on current debt obligations total approximately $81,000; all
of which are due to be paid during the year ended June 30, 2019.

8. CLIENT AND THIRD-PARTY REVENUE

For the years ended June 30,2018 and 2017, client and third-party revenue consists approximately of the
following:

2018 2017

Healthcare services $ 7,117,000 $ 10,202,000

Food stamps 69,000 59,000

Private insurance and client payments 1,415,000 3,423,000

Client fees 190,000 298,000

$  8,791,000 $ 13,982,000

9. TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS

At June 30,2018 and 2017, temporarily restricted net assets are available for the following purposes:

2018 2017

Capital initiatives $ 28,000 $ 70,000

Program initiatives 149,000 122,000

$  177,000 $ 192,000
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

For the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, net assets totaling approximately $I 13,000 and $32,000,
respectively, were released in satisfaction of donor-imposed restrictions for program and capital initiatives.

10. RETIREMENT PLANS

PH New England has a tax-deferred annuity plan, which is sponsored by the Parent, for all eligible
employees under Section 403(b) of the Code. PH New England makes a 3.5% non-elective Safe Harbor
contribution to the plan and annuar50% matching contributions of up to 5% of each active participant's
compensation, based on years of service, as defined in the plan agreement. Total contributions to this plan
by PH New England for fiscal 2018 and 2017, totaled approximately $295,000 and $218,000, respectively,
and are recorded as part of employee benefits and payroll taxes on the accompanying statements of
operations and changes in net assets.

PH New England has a 457(b) deferred compensation plan, which is administered by the Parent, to provide
certain employees of PH New England with the benefit of additional tax-deferred retirement savings
opportunities. The annual 457(b) deferral limitation for 2018 and 2017 was $18,500 and 18,000 per year,
respectively. This plan is entirely funded by employee salary deferrals. Plan assets and liabilities

'' pertaining to the 457(b) plan, which are immaterial to the accompanying financial statements, have not been
recognized.

11. FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

PH New England provides drug and alcohol rehabilitative healthcare services to clients and related support
activities as further described in Notes 1 and 2. Expenses related to providing these services, included in
the accompanying statements of operations and changes in net assets for the years ended June 30,2018 and
2017, are approximately as follows:

2018 2017

Residential treatment services

Ambulatory treatment services

Healthcare services

Administration and general

Fundraising

Total expenses

$  11,061,000 $ 12,468,000

1,201,000

4,892,000

4,493,000

95,000

2,071,000

6,314,000

3,750,000

130,000

$ 21.742,000 $ 24,733,000

Residential treatment services are costs associated with providing residential care and treatment to clients.
Ambulatory treatment services are costs associated with providing treatment on an outpatient basis to
clients. Healthcare services are costs associated with providing primary medical and dental treatment to
clients.

Supporting services represent costs for administration and general support activities not directly related to
providing rehabilitation services. Fundraising includes the salaries and related expenses of employees
involved in fundraising activities.
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Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

12. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

Lease Commitments

PH New England leases facilities, vehicles and other equipment under various non-cancelable operating
leases expiring at various dates through fiscal 2024. Total expense under these leases was approximately
$955,000 and $ 1,223,000 for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

Future minimum rental payments due are approximately as follows for the years ending June 30:

2019 $  655,000

2020 447,000

2021 377,000

2022 253,000

2023 124,000
2024 127,000

$  1,983,000

In addition, PH New England rents certain facilities under operating leases on a month-to-month basis.
Rent expense relating to these month-to-month leases totaled approximately $190,000 and $210,000 for the
years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively.

Litigation ,

PH New England is contingently liable under various claims which have arisen in the ordinary course of its

operations. In the opinion of management, the claims will be defended as appropriate and, in certain cases,
are adequately covered by insurance. PH New England.believes that the resolution of these matters will not
have a material effect on its financial position, changes in net assets or cash flows.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Supplementary Information - Schedule of Functional Expenses
For the year ended June 30, 2018

Program ServicM Supporting Services

Residential Ambulatory Administration

Treatment Treatment Healthcare and Fund-

Services Services Services Total General raising Total Total

Salaries $  5^21,347 S  808,463 $  2,401.251 S 8,431,061 S  1,274,861 $  49,165 S 1,324,026 $  9,755,087
Employee benefits and payroll taxes 1^76,385 218,928 593,343 2,088,656 272,240 12,143 284,383 2,-373,039
Consulting and contractual services 676,109 18,483 569,012 1,263,604 653,846 - 653,846 1,917,450

Resident sustenance 776,891 . ■  294,675 1.071,566 - . . 1,071,566
Occupancy costs 1,198,495 55,075 285,727 1,539,297 237,800 15,672 253,472 1,792,769
Vehicle costs 104,365 830 21,543 126,738 31,615 - 31,615 I58J53

Communications 336,237 15,116 100,883 452,236 54,201 2,649 56,850 509,086
Olfice and program supplies 443,572 11,778 226,980 682,330 39,827 10,503 50,330 732,660
Insurance 272,118 35,715 77,418 385,251 66,264 1,407 67,671 452,922
Tras-el 58,828 18,188 55,717 132,733 42,323 1,839 44,162 176,895
Interest 10,722 • 7,083 17,805 86 - 86 17,89!

Miscellaneous 65,584 6,021 23,289 94,894 21,693 442 22,135 117,029

Repairs and maintenance 308,799 8,323 137,845 454,967 29,171 835 30.006 484,973

Depreciation and amortization 311,254 4,753 97,040 413,047 58,138 369 58,507 471.554
Administrative charges from Parent - - -  . . 1,710,895 . 1,710,895 1,710,895

Total expenses reported by function J  11,060,706 S  1,201,673 S  4,891,806 S 17,154,185 S  4,492,960 S  95,024 S 4,587,984 S  21,742,169

This schedule should be read in conjunction with the accompanying report ofindependent certified public accountants on supplementary information and
financial statements and notes thereto.
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PHOENIX HOUSES OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Supplementary Information - Schedule of Functional Expenses
For the year ended June 30, 2017

Program Servicea SopportingServicta

-

Residential Ambulatory Administration

Treatment Treatment Healthcare and Fund-

Services Senices Services Total General raising Total Total

Salaries $  5.392,996 $  1,359,254 $ . 2,861,219 S  9,613,469 S  1,469,455 $ 72,974 S 1,542,429 $  11,155,898
Employee benerits and payroll taxes 1.226,379 330,011 648,564 2304,954 179,600 16,026 195,626 2,400,580

Consulting and contractual services 1.320,601 117,541 1,127,747 2,565,889 224,336 - 224336 2,790,225

Resident sustenance 962,682 27 417,184 1,379,893 - - . 1379.893

Occupancy costs 1,380,771 '88,536 400,392 1,869,699 283,006 14,431 297,437 2,167,136

Vehicle costs 105,325 7,031 22,689 135,045 54,642 - 54,642 189,687

Communications 337,071 25,763 102,198 465,032 66,489 5,536 72,025 537,057

Offtce and program supplies •  477,084 23,029 279,625 779,738 54,747 15367 70,114 849,852
Insurance 282,480 50,472 84,400 417,352 79,060 1,395 80,455 497,807
Travel 90,044 38,512 49,634 178,190 61,620 2,026 63,646 241,836
Interest 24,252 • 18,305 42,557 • - . 42.557

Miscellaneous 10U99 8,735 45,325 155,359 79,020 1,582 80,602 235,961

Repairs and maintenance 359,235 14389 126,233 499,857 48,502 716 49318 549,075

Depreciation and amortization 407,532 7,941 130,439 545,912 32,651 369 33,020 578,932

Administrative charges from Parent - • - - 1,117,000 . 1,117,000 1,117,000

Total expenses reported by function S  12,467,751 $  2,071341 S  6,313,954 S  20,852,946 S  3,750,128 S 130,422 $ 3,880,550 S  24,733,496

This schedule should be read in conjunction with the accompanying report of independent certified public accountants on supplementary information and
financial statements and notes thereto.
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PETE MUMMA . MS
imiiiili riiiirhFtynnglof

BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVE

Transformative strategic heatbcare executive offering visionary leadership in current and post-
contemporary Behavioral Healh, htegrated care, population healh and woHness, clinical and
administrative optimization, quality enhancement, and service excellence. Excels at strategic
kinovation, aligning resources, and advancing stakeholder interests. Thrives r complex
situations and deploys business savvy and clinical alignment to achieve goals. Respected for
behavioral health expertise and evidence-based, outcome-focused deliverables. Strength r
statistical analysis, inter-disciplinary team building, clinical best practices, and budget cycle
optimization. Proven experience in integrated care, global budget, population health and
wellness, tele-medicine (tele-psychiatry) Aoverall cost of care reduction.

VALUE OFFERED

D htegrated care design & rnptementation D Multi-sfte strategic 4 operational oversight
D Strategic planning & Global Budget D Pol icy development & rn piementati on
D Population health and weilness focused D Financial Accountability / P4L
D Quality & performarx^ enhancement D Evidence-based decision makrg
D Clinically aligned throughput focus D Multiple-stakeholder solution focus

D Program transformation & administration D Complex statistical trend analysts
D Experience working with legislators D Payer and contract negotiations

September 2017

present

2014-2017

INNOVATIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Phoenix Houses of New England

Providence, Rl

Senior Vice President, New England Regional Executive

LfeBridoe Heath. Batimore. MD , ,
IfeBridge Heath, a "Fortune top 100 Companies to Work For", is a "US News" top rated, Magnet
Hospital System headquartered h Batimore MD with services provided throughout the re^n
across the continuum of care with a primary service market of over 1M attributed lives. LIfeBridge
Health consists of 4 Hospitals: Sinai Hospital of Baltimore. Northwest Hospital. Carroll Hospital
Center. Levindale Hebrew Geriatric Center and Hosptal, hdudes 100+ ambulatory sttes, 30+
Urgent Care Centers in 3 states, LifeBridge Health & Fitr)es8i and other ancillary businesses.

System Director, Psychiatry and Behavioral Health, LifeBridge Health
Strategic, financial, clinical, operational and executive responsibility for care and outcomes within
the full continuum of services of Psychiatric, Behavioral Health, and Addictbn Medicine for the
communities served by the LifeBridge Health system.



Design, Develop, and Delrver effective outcome-focused care within a state-wide, operationalized
post-payer-reform model, HSCRC rate regulated and global revenue capitation environment.
Accountable care design and delivery. Integrated care design and delivery. Serve on state and
regional committees to proactiveiy drtve post-modem reform inthe Behavioral Heaftti Space:

Maryland Hospital Association - Behavioral Health Executive Task Force
Maryland Hospital Services Cost ReviewCommission (HSCRC) - Behavioral Heaith Subcommittee
Advanced Heaith Collaborative - Behaviorai Health Executive Task Force

Behavioral Health Executive Consultant 2013-present
National executive consultant focused on Behavioral Heaitb, Psycblatry and Substance Abuse.
Emphasis on hewing systems and entitiBS rnpiement now solutions to htegrated care, popubtion
health and population wellness, cost reduction, cost avoidance, and clinical enhancements. Clients
have rduded major hsurance companies, tertiary care heathcare systems, pharma and device
manufacturing comparves, marketing executives, executive directors and boards of directors,
private practices, and htegrated care sites, hvted bcturer on New Droctions in Behavioral Health
at a pnofessional conference on integration of services and treatment resistant depresskjn.

Lancaster General Health.Lancaster, PA 2(X)9-2014
54 outpatient sites, 640-bed. 3rc1-time Magnet Hosprtal, Thomson Reuters'Top 100 Hospital,
America's Best Hospitals-Top 50. US News & World Report.

Admi nistrative Director, Behavioral Healh Service Line
Directedthe piannhg, development and mptementation of Behaviorai Healh Services & the
Department of Psychiatry, hciudhg hpatierrt, OLipatient, Consul I Liaison Service, Psych
Emergency Sendees, ht^rated Behavioral Healh (counseling and prescriptive services), various
professionai services contracts with other entities, within a city of SOCK residents and a sendee area
of 13M.

D Enhanced departmental net revenue by $15 million over the first fiscal year, and by 7%
or more each year thereafter. Closed FY2013 22% ahead of budget for the service line.

D Designed, proposed and implemented 4 deferent bveb of integrated counseling and 2
bvels of htegrated psychiatry within adult and pediatric Patient Centered Medical Homes
and specialty medical sites. Established atypical outcome metrics to determine cross-
functional population health hnpact, and reduce overall cost of medical care.

D hitiated and dreded a turnaround /total overhaul of the ciinicaj model of care.

D  Led team to drive rnprovements h Patient Satisfaction scores by 50% hcrease h "Top
Box" scores hfirst 2 quarters. Won organization-wide awards for most Improved specialty
grouppfBcticef6r2con8ecutive8-month periods. Consistent quarterly growth h patient
satisfaction hall skill mixgroups andall divisions.

D Overhauled,modemizedandoptimizedpolicies.treatmentplanningprocesses,rounds,
team structure, departmental reorganization, bentification ofen vironmental safety hrtiatives
to deliver 2 successful Joint Commission surveys and successful annual DOH sle surveys
with zero deficiencies.



D Enhanced revenue, reduced expense, and inproved patient satisfaction outcomes of alt
areas within Behavioral Health Services.

D Provided strategic planning for immediate and bng-range needs with all areas that
interacted with Behavioral Heatth Services throughout the Health Network.

D hterfaced with bcal, regbnal, and state legislators, bw enforcement, community
resource groups, and other stakeholders to ensure collaborative success pathway and to
define and bbby for solilbn focused statewide and bcal change.

D  Spearheaded Critical Inddenf Stress Debriefing (CISD) disaster mental heatth team,
responding on-scene arxJ shortly thereafter to psychologically traumatizing events and
disasters for medical and nonmedbal staff within the Heatth Network and to the surrounding
community.

Unkrersrtv of Maryland Medical System. Batimore. MD 992 to 2007
Very large, miiti-hospital, quatemary care, academic medical center and bad agency, with a
complete psychiatric continuum of care.

Manager, Psychiatric Assessment and Referral Center (1996 to 2007)
D  Led several major htiatlves that rnprovod projected net collections by $2+M annually
for inpatient psychiatry, and substantially strengthened access to care.
D Developed and taught clinbal, bgal and admbistrative trainings to attending and
resident physicians, as well as dinical and non-dinbal staff.

D  dentiTied hsurance billing probtems and hiplemented swift corrective actbn to reverse
a S4M annual bss trerxj.

D  Presented legal cases, coordinated testimony, calbd witnesses under drect-and cross-

examination for the University of Maryland Medical System at over 4000involuntafy
admission hearings, and hundreds of forced medication review panels. Presented argument
against public defender to adminBtratrve bwjudges, hcbdng opening statements and
dosing argumerrts.

0  Orchestrated expansion of dinical call center's scope to successfully double operating
hours, tripled volume. andyieWed 1000+% annual retum on nvestment.

0 Computerizedoperatbns designed,programmed,andadmiriBtratedcomplex
rteractive reiational databases to streamline dinical care, cost effectiveness and resource
sharing, expedite reimbursement fortrBatment. and maximize patients' access to care.

Clinical Admissions Coordinator (1993 to -©96)
Psychiatrb Counselor (1992 to 1994)

EDUCATION

M.BA.. Heath Care Management (inprogress, thesisphase), York Colbge of PA, York. PA

M;S., Applied Psychology. University of Baltimore, Baltimore. VD. 1998

B.A., Psychology, Goucher College, Towson, MD, 1992



PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS & COMMUNITY SERVICE

American College of Heafthcane Executives (ACHE) (2003 to present)

. Board of Directors, Aevidum. (2013-2014)

Exec. Comm. Member. Lancaster CoJ Suicide Prevention Coalition. MHA (2012-2014)

President, Board of Directors, NAMl-Wjlminaton. NO Chapter (2008-2009)

Exec. Board Member, UnitBdWav-Ten YearPtantQEndCbronicHnmatefisnesfi-WilminQton. c

(2008-2009)

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE

Lancaster Heath Improvement PartnershiQ. (b HIP) - Lancaster Chamber of Commerce
Community Needs HeaWi Assessment and Ptanning Committee, 2013

Man.agement and ODeratk)ns Reform-State Psychiatric Hospitals of North Carolina. Mental Health
Advisory Committee to NO Secretary of Heallh Dempsey Benton,

Legislative Session 2008

Mental Heaith Crisis Services and Safety Net Reform. North Carolina.
Mental Health Advisory (3ommrttae to NO Secretary of Health Dempsey Benton,

Legislative Session 2008

New Hanover County Health Summit.

Unk^rsity of North Caroiha -Wilmington,
Facilitator, roundtable discussion: "Enhancing Access to Mental Health CareN

SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE

Incident Command Structure fCS): AppivinQ CS to Haath-care Groanizations and Hosotals Cl-
200). Deoartmerrt of Homeland Security, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Emergency
Management hstitute. 2008, 2015.

National hcident ManaoemefTt System (NI^S) (1-700). Department of Homeland Security. Federal
Emergency Management Agency, Emergency Management Institute. 2008, 2015.

Crtical hcidentStress ManaaemenL htermediate - NC SE Regbnal hddent Command, 10/2008

Critical hciderrt Stress Management. Advanced - Pennsylvania Emergency Behavioral Health
hsthjta, hstnjctor: Cofounderof CISD model George Everiy. Ph.D., 06/2010

Psvchobc^l Fi^Aid'.'" PA Emergency Behavioral Heath hsttute/American Red Cross, 5/2010
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Employment History
PHNE Regional Director of Continuous Quality Improvement & Risk Management

& Interim Sr. Program Director of VT, NH, Westem MA July '17 - present
PHNE - Quality Improvement - Regional Director (Part-time) Jan '11- July '17
PHTSS - Transrtional Support Services - Program Director April '08 - July '17

*  Program Director of 25 co-ed adult beds & Clinical Supervisor of 20 staff.
PH Academy - Feb.'07 - April '08

*  Senior Counselor & part of Management team

Part-time Marriage & Family Therapy Private Practice. CT/MA June 1993 - 2009
Behavorial Health Network (BHN) - January 2006 - July 2006

* Outpatient Clinician
* Case Manager to Victims of Clergy Sexual Abuse

South Congregational Church, Lay Minister (Assistant to Pastor) Jan 2000 - Jan 2006
Agawam Congregational Church, Lay Minister (Assistant to Pastor) 1995 -1999
Graduate Studies September 1989 - January 1993
Mortgage Backed Securities Broker, Garban Limited, Wall Street,

* Desk Manager (25 brokers), Assistant Desk Manager (125 brokers) Aug '84-Aug '89
Darby O'Brien Advertising, Account Executive (TV/Radio Prod.), Springfield, MA 1982 - '84

Education

I Masters degree, Marriage & Family Therapy (Systems Theory)
Clinical member of the American Association of Marriage & Family Therapy

regularly participating in continuing education workshops
Saint Joseph's College, West Hartford, CT, 1989 - 93
BA. Saint Alphonsus College, (Liberal Arts), Suffield, CT. 1981

Continuing Education: Certified in MET/CBT 5. Cultural Competency, NIATx, SIV,
STAR (Seminars on Trauma Awareness & Recovery), Conflict Transformation &
Management, Eastem Mennonite University, VA 2004, Natural Family systems theory
study group, EEYM (Effective Education for Youth Ministry & Christian Educators)

Proven Skills

Employee Supervision; hiring and supervising paid and volunteer staff
Financial Management; fundraising; budget creation & implementation
Communication; supervising editor of content, layout & design of newsletters & web page
Organizational Training & Development; teachingAraining for staff & volunteers
Volunteer Recruitment; in not-for-profrt settings where volunteers are critical to success
Administration; making order out of chaos; imaginative problem-solver; expert team builder;'

easy to work with; able to make difficult decisions; creating, organizing, and executing
projects, workshops, etc; accustomed to working with boards and committees

^7
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AMELIE GOODING MA
108 SCHOOL STREET

KEENE, NH 03431
603-361-1702 amelie.gooding@gmail.com
603-358-4041 agooding@phoenixhouse.org

SKILLS:

Thirty years of management and clinical experience in substance use and mental
health disorders, with a focus on intervention treatment, and recovery services
Expertise in staff hiring, training, and both clinical and administrative supervision
Responsible for developing a continuum of care from outpatient services to
detoxification, residential rehabilitation, and partial hospital level of care
Oversee and report on related quality assurance and outcome measures
Member of National Clinical Transformation Team for Phoenix House
Fiscal oversight of a budget which grew from $850,000 to over 2 million dollars.
Psychiatric and substance use assessment and interviewing skills
Individual, group and faniily psychotherapy skills
Team building and Motivational Enhancement expertise
Experience teaching a college level substance atiuse disorders course
Public relations and community development experience
Fully fluent in French

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

6/1997-present: SENIOR PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Phoenix House-Keene Center, Keene NH

Manage a continuum of care ranging from residential detoxification and treatment
to outpatient services; develop multi- level of care programs (PHP and lOP) with
medication assisted detoxification and treatment. Develop new payment streams
and referral sources; oversee and conduct insurance authorizations and
utilization reviews; serve on various committees and taskforces; work closely
with community partners and agencies; maintain CARF accreditation.

9/2000-2010: CLINICAL CONSULTANT
Vermont Academy, Saxtons River VT

Conduct alcohol and drug assessments on students caught using alcohol and/or
other drugs. Interview student and parents and submit report to student, family
and school.



6/1997-4/1999; CLINICAL DIRECTOR

Marathon Behavioral Treatment Services, Keene NH

«

Develop, implement and direct residential substance abuse and co-occuring
treatment; oversee detoxification services, Outpatient services, including a prison
diversion program, and Transitional Living program. Hire, train, and supervise a
clinical staff of 10. Implement and oversee Quality Assurance and Safety and
Health programs. Assure compliance with CARF standards and federal and
state regulations.

7/94-10/96: NATIONAL SALES MANAGER

Momentum Clothing, LTD. Keene, NH

Hire and oversee a six-member national sales force; member of a three-person
team responsible for design, production, distribution and sales of five collections
a year of women's clothing; sales and customer relations; travel to India for fabric
design and production.

1/93-6/94 THERAPIST AND YOUTH COUNSELOR

The Youth Resource Center Keene NH and Northfield Mt. Herman School,

Northfield, MA

Conduct weekly group psychotherapy for students with alcohol and other
substance misuse problems; also work with high school drop outs in obtaining
GEDs and employment, as well as providing individual counseling for that
population.

10/91-11/92: CLINICAL DIRECTOR OF DUAL DIAGNOSIS SERVICES

Spofford Hall, Spofford NH

Manage a 15-bed inpatient rehabilitation unit and supervise a 12 -member
clinical staff; develop and implement dual diagnosis program; conduct individual
and group therapy; conduct treatment planning, quality assurance and clinical
supervision.

10/85-9/91: PROGRAM DIRECTOR, MENTAL HEALTH UNIT
The Cheshire Medical Center, Keene NH

Hire and supervise a seven-member clinical staff; implement and oversee
inpatient programming for 10 adults and 10 adolescents; ER triage and
assessment and crisis management; initiate and co-sponsor quarterly
educational symposia for professional community; write brochures and
handbooks; group psychotherapy facilitator.

JW



9/83-8/85: COORDINATOR OF PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES /STAFF THERAPIST

C.B. Wilson Center, Faribault, MN

Clinically manage a ten-bed adolescent unit and carry a case load of five clients
for individual therapy (5 times weekly) and case management; co-lead four
groups weekly; facilitate team meeting and write up weekly treatment plans.

12/75-6/79: FASHION DESIGN ASSISTANT/EDITORIAL STAFF MEMBER

GIORGIO SANT'ANGELO DESIGN; VOGUE and ̂  IN STYLE MAGAZINES
New York, NY

EDUCATION:

1983 ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

MASTERS OF ARTS IN COUNSELING

Adolescent specialization

1975 VASSAR COLLEGE

BACHELOR OF ARTS

double major: French and Psychology

SORBONNE UNIVERSITY

Diplome de Langue et de Civilization Francaise

LICENSURE:

1985

1999

2001

Licensed as a Master's level Psychologist in Minnesota
Licensed as a Clfrjioal Mental Health Counselor in New Hampshire
Licensed as a Master's level Drug and Alcohol Counselor in New
Hampshire

References available upon request
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Peter A. D;il Pr^i LADC, LCS, ICADC, !CCS

EDUCATION

New Hampshire Ttchnica! Insiiluic
Concord, New Hampshire
Associate in Science Degree in Human Services with a Major in Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Counseling.
Received May 20, 1994 with Honors.

PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE

March 2, 2009 Phoenix Houses of New England
To

Present

Dublin NH

Program Director

July 2000 10 DalPra Counseling Services
Present

Jan. 2002 to Serenity Place, Manchester NH
Nov. 2008 Interim Executive Director

Clinicid Director/Supervisor

Apr. 2001 to Community Alliance for Teen Safeiy-Tccn Resource Exchange, Dcrry NH
Jan, 2002 Alcohol & Drug Counselor

OcL 1997 to NH Division of Alcohol artd Drug Abuse Prevention & Recovery
May 2001 Chemical Dependency/ HIV AJDS/Prcvention Case Manager

Sept. 1997 to Southeastern NH Services, Dover NH
June 2000 NH State Certified IDIP Instructor

ScpL 1994 to Nashua Public Health Department, Nashua, New Hampshire
Oct. 1997 HIV/AIDS Street Outreach Worker.

July 1994 to Seaborne Hospital, Dover, New Hampshire
Feb. 1995 Aduli/Adolcsccnt Units

Counselor I

Feb. 1993 to Serenity Placc-REAP, Manchester, New Hampshire
Nov. 2008 NH State Certified IDIP Instructor

PROFESSIONAL

SOCIETIES

May 1998 NAADAC

National Association of Addiction Professionals

May 1998 NHADACA
NH Association of Alcolwlism and Drug Abuse Counselors

Piioenu House <3 f/
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Adiunci F.CNhy Co,.co,d Com.numly Cutle.Kr N'lH l Co.,cord NH i 201.V 20l6.

Licensed Alcohol ;uid Urug Abuse Counselor, Mmch 199ti Lie. " 0^30
!  iccnscd Ciiniciil Supcrvisof. Augusi 2006 l.ic H 029
Inicrnaiionally Certincd Alcohol A Drug Counselor ICADC » 1909^
InitrnaiionnHy Ccnificd Clinical Supervisor ICCS /' 01965
Naiionally Ccnificri Trainer:

"Prcvcniing HIV Disease Among Subsiancc Abuscrs
-Reaching Adolcsccnis wiih Risk Krcc Messages'.

Paculiy New England in.siiiuic of Addiction Studies (NEIAS) 2007, 2008, 2009,
2010.2012.2013,2014,2015.2016,2017

Past IVcsidcnt Board of Oircciors-Manchcsier NH East Lmlc League
Pasi Member Board of Director-Manchester East Linic League
Past President- NH Alcohol and Drug Abu.sc Counselors A.ssocianon 2004-06
Past President NH Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counselors Association 2013-15
Former Member NH Board of Alcohol A Other Drug Abuse Professional
Practice-Peer Review Committee ^ , r-

Former Member Board of Direciors- Southern NH AIDS For«
Former Member Health & Safety Committee Greater Nashua Red Cross
Senior Staff-NH Teen Instiiulc Summer Program 1999-2013
Co-Director NH Teen Institute Summer Program 2006, 2009, 2010, 201
2013

CcrTificd "Challeitgc Course Instructor"
Advisory Board Member Southern NH Integrated Health Care Program
Member Demand Treatment Coalition
Member Northern Hillsborough County Coalition
Certified Instructor PRIME for LIFE
2003 Jefferson Award Recipient ^ - n j

Former Board of Director-NH Alcohol and Other Drug Service Providers

Fomcf Member Governor's Commission on Alcohol Prevention, Intervention
and Treatment-Treatment Task Force u i.u
Fonncr Member Mobile Community Health Team Project-Homeless Healthcare
Advisory Board .
Governor Lynch Appointee to the Commission to Examine Driving
While Impaired (DWI) Education and
2007 and 2011 Legislative Advocate Award Recipient from NHADACA2009 Lifetime Advocacy Award Recipient from NHADACA
2010-2016 Governor Lynch and Governor Hassan Appointee to the NH Board
of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Professionals „ ̂  . ,
201 5 Chair NH Board of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Professionals
Certified Crisis Prevention Institute (CPl) Trainer
Certified HCV Basic Educator
Certified Recovery Coach Trainer

references Available upon request



CONTRACTOR NAME

Key Personnel

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from

this Contract

Amount Paid from

this Contract

Peter Mumma SVP, Regional Executive $240,000 0.00% $0.00

Daniel Fender Senior Program Director $85,000 0.00% $0.00

Amelie Gooding Program Director $85,700 1.00% $857.00

Peter DalPra Program Director $68,200 33.00% $22,506



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovory Support Servlcos

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2") dated this 30th day of August. 2016. is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and Phoenix Houses of New England Inc.. (hereinafter referred to as "the
Contractor"), a nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 99 Wayland Avenue. 'Suite 100,
Providence. Rl 02906.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20. 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item. #7)the Contractor agreed to
perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and
in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions. Paragraph 18, the Stale may modify the scope
of.wo'rk and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
ffbm the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services and increase the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows;

1. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.8, Price LimitMion, to read:

$817,521.

2. Form P-37. General Provisions, Block 1.9. Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan D. While, Director. ,

3. Form P-37, General Provisions. Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read;

603-271-9631.

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A, Scope of Services with Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of
Services.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit B. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit B.
Amendment #2. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

6. Delete and Replace Exhibit B-1. Service Fee Table, with Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2, Service
Fee Table.

Phoenix Houses of New England Inc. Amendment tn
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SU8ST-CI9 Page 10(3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below.

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox

Director

Contractor Name fkomx nf- Hen)

Date Name:

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

Statevof . County . on , before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name Is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public orOustice of the Peace

Harf)e.y R)i^U(L
Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: ^ f /

Phoenix Houses of New England Ir^. Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BOAS-0VSU8ST-09 Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disofder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date' A-Name;

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Phoenix Houses of New England Inc.
RFA.2019*BOA$-01-SUBST-09

Amendrnem 02

Page 3 ol 3



New Hampshire Department of Heatth and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on

the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide .Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery

Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all information security and privacy requirements as
set by the Department.

1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal information sharing and refemal
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Exhibtl A. Amendment 92 Contractor Initials

I'HhRFA Page l of 27 Date i ^-20t9-80AS-Ol-SUBST-09



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment 92

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naioxone tablets,

1.5.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naioxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naioxone buccal
preparations.

I

1.5.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.5.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naitrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SCR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service Is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naitrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be In a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hampshire, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. The Contractor must assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR
Grant funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HlV/AIDs program.

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who;

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12. with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

Phoenix Houses of New England, inc. Exhibit A, Amendmeni 02 Contractor inillals.

RPA-2010-BOAS-0l-SUaST-09 Page 2 of 27 Dale



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.2.1. ■ The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care

that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services

available in order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service

providers involved in the client's care and the client's support

network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Hub

contractors including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services:

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room & board
payment to the Hub;

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to Hub services when the

Contractor cannot admit a client for sehrices

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub
sen/ices.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients t>eing

served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance
of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance tJse Disorder Treatment Sen/ices

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services;

PhoeniK Houses of New England. Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment 02 Contractor initials _
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A. Amendment #2

2.3.1.1

2.3.1.2.

2.3.1.3.

2.3.1.4.

2.3.1.5.

Phoenix Houses of New England, inc.

RFA-20ie-BDAS-01-SUBST^9

Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1..
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of

attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and

other drug related problems.

Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of

individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

exploration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications, including an examination of attitudes and

feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and
decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
problems.

Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

Partial Hospitalization as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 2.5.
Partial Hospitalization services provide intensive and
structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug
treatment services and activities to individuals with substance

use and moderate to severe co-occurring mental health

disorders, including both behavioral health and medication
management (as appropriate) services to address both
disorders. Partial Hospitalization is provided to clients for at
least 20 hours per week according to an individualized
treatment plan that includes a range of outpatient treatment

services and- other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug
services.

Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria. Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential

Treatment services provide residential substance use

disorder treatment services designed to support individuals

Exhibit A. Amendment #2

Page 4 of 27
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A« Amendment #2

that need this residential service. The goal of low-intensity

residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-

sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in

the community and may pay a portion of their room and
board,

2.3.1.6. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as
ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

substance use disorder, treatment designed to assist

individuals who require a more Intensive level of service in a

structured setting.

2.3.1.7. Residential Withdrawal Management services as defined as
ASAM Criteria. Level 3.7-WM a residential service.

Withdrawal Management senrices provide a combination of

clinical and/or medical services utilized to stabilize the client

while they are undergoing withdrawal.

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment

only in coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.7 to a client. ,

2.3.2.1. Integratecl Medication Assisted Treatment services provide

for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of

opiate and other substance use disorders. The Contractor

shall provide non-medical treatment services to the client in

conjunction with the medical services provided either directly

by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The

Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided. The
Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by

the Department. "Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key

Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

Hampshire." , ^

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically or by telephone conversation) with

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. Exhibit A, Amendmenl 02 Contractor initials /V-~
RFA-2019-80AS-01-SUBST-09 • Page 5 of 27 Date,



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment 1t2

an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that Individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Sen/ices. All attempts at contact must be

documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business

days from the date of the first direct contact with the
individual, using the eligibility module in Web Information

Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of

having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact must
be documented in the client record or a call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients* income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients about any changes

in income no less frequently than every 4

weeks. Inquiries about changes in income must

be documented in the client record.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all

services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.7 and 2.3.2, within two (2) days
of the initial Intake Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASt Lite

module, in Web Information Technology System (WITS) or other method

approved by the Department when the individual is determined probable of

being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon

request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

. 2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a clinical

evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the
Department that include DSM 5 diagnostic information and a

recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published

in October. 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for

each client;

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim ^services or within 3

business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

a
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2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed

Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4

above before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation In Section 2.5.4

above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder

treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Section 2.5.4, in which case the client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's

service area that provides the service with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enrol) eligible clients for services in order of the

priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with deperident children, even if
the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights

have not been terminated, Including the provision of interim
sen/ices within the required 48 hour time frame. If the

Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Hub in the client's area to

connect the client with substance use disorder

treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying

alternative providers and with accessing

services with these providers. This assistance

' Phoenix Houses of England, inc. Exhibit A. Amendment 02 Contractor Initiais
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must include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate

level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall include:

2.5.6.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per

week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of

the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the

age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor must include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies involved In
the client's care, including but not limited to:
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The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families

(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub(s)

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section

2.5.11 above except that clients who refuse to consent to information
sharing with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive services utilizing State
Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information
sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time without any Impact on services provided under this

contract except that clients who rescind consent to Information sharing

with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive any additional services utilizing

State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's Inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co>occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not

share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as

kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate

times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for allclients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served

under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients
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first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4 ■

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service
and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private insurance, including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen

(14) days after intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'

refusal of such assistance must be clearly documented in the
client record.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,

on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,

during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and

stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization sen/ices when a client's level of risk

indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate

withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan and

provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that

withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided

when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;

Coordinate with the withdrawal management services

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment U2 Contractor InjUals
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provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the

client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract.

2.6.3. The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients

based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3)

sessions, whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4
above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justifted
the client's admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the

requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include In all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,

and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress

and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

individual), and

2.8.3.1.5., timely (this is something that needs to be done

and there is a stated time frame for completion

that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and

prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less

frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new

goals based on changes in the clients

functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.
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2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor

agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if

applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, including but not limited to;

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor

will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider if appropriate

consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in

advance in compliance with state, federal laws

and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving

clients with co-occurring substance use and

mental health disorders, and if the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the

Contractor will make an appropriate referral to

one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are
obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client

does not have a peer recovery support

provider, the Contractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider if appropriate consents from

'  the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance in
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compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer

recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe

available services and to engage clients in peer

recovery support services as applicable.

2.6.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the client's managed care

organization or third party insurance, if

applicable. If appropriate consents from the
client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies

engaged with the client, including but not limited

to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF). probation/parole, and the

Regional Hub(s) as applicable and allowable

with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part

2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge

plans for all Services in Section 2.3 that address all ASAM (2013)
domains, that are in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and

that:

2.8.5.1.' Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing

services when addressing continuing care as follows:

'  2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals articulated in the individualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level

of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
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patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not

yet making progress, but has the capacity to

resolve his or her problems. He/she is actively
working toward the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to

continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems

have been Identified that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The new

problem or priority requires services, the

frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current

level of care. The level of care which the

patient Is receiving .treatment is therefore the
least -intensive level at which the patient's

problems can be addressed effectively

2.6.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem(s) that justified admission to the

present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 8: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(s) that

justified the admission to the present level of

care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have

achieved the maximum possible benefit from

engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more
or less intensive) in the same type of services.
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or discharge from treatment. Is therefore

Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 0: The patient has
demonstrated a lack^of capacity due to

diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit

his or her ability to resolve his or her
problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively

different level of care or type of service, or

discharge from treatment, is therefore Indicated;
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has

experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s). or has developed a new

problem(s). and can be treated effectively at a

more intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal

and found to have positive effects; or
\

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. The service is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
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available at http;//store.samhsa.gov/list/sehes?name-TIP-
Sehes-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocois-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-
Assistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this

contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the

use of tobacco products:

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

QuitLlne; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum;

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic

devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited

outside of the facility on the grounds.
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2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed

outside of the facility on the grounds;

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be

extinguished and disposed of in appropriate

containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated

smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly

maintained, it can be eliminated at the

^  discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use. in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. .Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and

the number of clients served. Including, but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCs, LADCs, and

Individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or

the Board of psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver
any clinical or recovery support services within their scope of

practice.
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3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have

completed the required coursework for licensure by the Board

of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental
Health Practice or Board of Psychology and .are working to

accumulate the work experience required for licensure.

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery

support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed
supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may

deliver intensive case management and other recovery
support services within their scope of practice provided that

they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals

who are working to accumulate the work experience required
for certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case

management and other recovery support services within their

scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct

supervision of a licensed supervisor.-

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an altemative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and

evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or

therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment

of progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervisiori;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the

practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and

Attitudes of Professional Practice, available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addictipn-Counseling-

Competencies/SMAI 5-4171; and
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3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis

given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and

substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that

clearly indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance

use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when

a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this

scope of services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a

copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is

employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when

there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to

address minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns

having direct contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The

Contractor must have student interns complete an approved ethics course and an

approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies; The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in

Section 3.2.2. and appropriate information security and confidentiality practices for

handling protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment

records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and

an approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling

Competencies; The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in

Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling

protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as

safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire. '

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules

relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved In client care

within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after

the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following;
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3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an

approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human

immunodericiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained

staff.
1

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's

Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet, higher facilities licensure

standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are

provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as

directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent

from the client stating that the client understands that;

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to ail information that is entered into the

WITS system;

5.2.3. Any information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the

State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information is entered into the WITS
system complete a'WITS consent to the Department. n

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2 and/or consent in

5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
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be assisted in finding alternative payers for the

required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by
or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of ail clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of ail clients who are discharged because they have

completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are

minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to

achieve greater reporting results.when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than

the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. "Critical incident' means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-

being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect:

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as

possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;
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6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;'

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau;

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,

and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
individual(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,

where, how the event happened, and other

relevant information, as well as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had

reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017), available at
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-form.pdf

to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.
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7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not

limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation In site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service

array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources
to consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the
contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the
contract period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of

more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed time

on the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department
within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy

within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance. Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand.

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be

covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments

divided by total operating expenditures, less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payrnents
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-

term investments as used above must mature within three (3)

months and should not include common stock.
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8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a

minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2..1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current

liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to

cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Diafinition; The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization

Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt

service (pnncipal and interest) over the next twelve (12)

months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt

payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard; The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

'  8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability

to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided

by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data:. The Contractor's Monthly Financial

Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.
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8.2. in the event that the Contractor does not meet either;

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that

8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not l)een met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional Infonnation to assure

continued access to services as requested by the

Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
Information In a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff leam of any actual or likely
litigation, Investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair

the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement. Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Petformance Measures
The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SCR
funding only.

9.1. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients covered by room and board payments

In residential levels of care 3.1 and/or 3.5 under this contract that enter care directly

through the Contractor who consent to Information sharing with the Regional Hub for
SUD Services receive a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination.

9.2. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Regional Hub
for SUD Services for residential levels of care 3.1 and/or 3.5 who will covered by room

and board payments under this contract have proper, consents in place for transfer of
information for the purposes of data collection between the Hub and the Contractor.
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The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.4 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including
but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days:

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (MOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged
meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria;

9.4.5.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.5.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.5.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.5.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first
service

10. Contract Compliance Audits
10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days
from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1. The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;
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10.2.3. The specific steps and lime line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

How and when. the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Ck)ntractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block
1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by;
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment,
and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds frorri the United States Department of Health and Human

Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,

Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Stale

Opioid Response Grant (CFDA #93.788); and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services
in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this
contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services

described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Sen/ices covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstatjiding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a

service that is not covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a
service that is covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1, but. payment of the
deductible or copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client.
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3.4. The Contractor shall provide a final budget for State Fiscal Year 2021 no later

than March 31. 2020 for Department approval, which shall be submitted for
Governor and Executive Council approval no later than June 30. 2020.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise slated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates to

deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that is

billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the

amount to charge the Department for services delivered as part of this
Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit
B-1. Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation

provided under this contract from public and private insurance

plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited

processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a

client's admittance into the program and to immediately refund any

overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided
to an eligible client under this contract, as follows;

\

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate,
in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2, when the insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2. Except

when the client's deductible or copay creates a financial hardship as

defined in section 3.3.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B. Amendment

#2.Section 8, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or

anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full

amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment

#2. remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer
(if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall charge the

Department the balance (the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private

insurer and the amount paid by the client).
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5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the

Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2, Service Fee Table multiplied by
the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit 6, Amendment #2.Section 8

Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and counseled

regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions including discharge
from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients,~ upon request, copies of their financial

accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private

Insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract

Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2. except for:

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 3.1 (See Section 7 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments

received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B,

Amendment #2, Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment U2 Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in

the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or

Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application

of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this

contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the

Contractor must repay the stale in an amount and within a timeframe agreed

upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential levels of care 3.1 and/or 3.5
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments

up to $100/day for Medicaid clients with QUO in residential levels of care 3.1
and/or 3.5.

6.2. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:
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6.2.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.2.2. WITS ID of the Client (if applicable)

6.2.3. Period for which room and board payrhents cover;

6.2.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range

identified in 6.2.3

6.2.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.3. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses

Incurred for room and board in the prior montti. The State shall make

payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each invoice for
Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices must be

submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.4. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use

Disorder.

6.5. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with

documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving
services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use

Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

»

7. Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
7.1. The Contractor shall, invoice the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section

5 above and as follows:

7.2. Medication:

7.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication

Assisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and

customary charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA)
126-A:3 III. (b). except for Section 6.2.2 below.

7.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medication Assisted

Treatment with Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate

Treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire Administrative Rule
He-A 304 as follows:

7.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or^ Buprenorphine based on the Medicaid
rate, up to 7 days per week. The code for Methadone
in an OTP is H0020. and the code for buprenorphine in

anOTPisH0033.
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7.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per

, client per day.

7.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following;

7.2.4.1. WITS Client ID#;

7.2.4.2. Period for which prescription is intended;

7.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

7.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

7.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

7.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

7.3. Physician Time:

7.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other medical

professional to provide Medication Assisted Treatment Services,
including but not limited to assessing the client's appropriateness for

a medication, prescribing and/or administering a medication, and

monitoring the client's response to a medication.

7.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit B-1,

Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

7.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.3.3.1. WITS Client ID #;

7.3.3.2. Date of Service;

7.3.3.3. Description of service;

7.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

7.3.3.5. Charge for the service;

7.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

7.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20'^) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses

incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month. The State shall

make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each
invoice for Contractor sen/ices provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices

must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

8. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. ExhibU a. Amendmern« Vendor

RFA-2019-BOAS-01-SUBST-09 Page 5 of 0 Date



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment 02

8.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to;

8.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rale in Exhibit B-1. Amendment

U2. using the sliding fee scale

8.1.2. The charges to the Department

8.2. , The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and

board per week;
0%-138% $0

139%-149% $8

150%-199% $12

200%-249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

8.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be

returned to the client at the time of discharge.

8.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room and board.

9. Sliding Fee Scale
9.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit 8.

Amendment #2,Section 5 above.

9.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) ■

Percentage of
Contract Rate in

Exhibit B-.1 to Charge
the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150% -199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc.

RrA-2019-BOA$-Ol-SU8ST-09

Exhibit B. Amendment it2

Page 6 of 6

Vendorlnitlals

Date
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

9.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18). services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B;12-a.

10. Submitting Charges for Payment
10.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Web Information Technology

System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-l, Amendment #2, Service Fee
Table. The Contractor shall:

10.1.1. Enter encounter nole(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

10.1.2. Review the.encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that
encounter notes are ready for review.

10.1.3. Correct errors, if any. in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and
are ready for review.

10.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval
for the billing month.

10.1.5. ■, Submit separate batches for each billing month.

10.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of
the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

10.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS.- For any services that are unable to be billed through
WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an altemative
process for submitting invoices.

11. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

12. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

13. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non- •
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services
provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

14. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

Phoenix Houses of New England, inc. Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor initials

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SU8ST-09 Page 7 of 8 Date.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovefv Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

15. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment

(SARI) Block Grant funds:
15.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

15.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to:

15.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse

services.

15.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in

Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or

correctional institutions of the State.

15.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied

by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

15.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs
or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for

intravenous drug abusers.

15.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as

follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance

abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the

religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable

Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory
provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in

2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable programs
may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts

such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location,

from the programs or services for which it receives-funds directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any

applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. Exhibit B. Amendment ill2 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2

Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

1.1.

Clinical Evaluation $276.00 Per evaluation

1.2.

Individual Outpatient $22.00 15 min

1.3.

Group Outpatient $6:60 15 min

1.4.

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the

program.

1.5.

Partial Hospitalization $223.00

Per day: and only on those
days when the client
attends individual and/or

group counseling
associated with the •

program.

1.6. Low-Intensity Residential for
Adults only for clinical services
and room and board $119.00 Per day

1.7. Low-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients with OUD-

Enhanced Room and Board $100.00 Per day

1.8.
High-intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and
Parenting Women), for clinical
services and room and board $154.00 Per day

1.9.

High-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients with ODD-

Enhanced Room and Board $100.00 Per day

1.10.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Physician Time

Rate Per Medicaid

Physician Billing
Codes: 99201 -

99205 and 99211 -

Unit Per Medicaid

Physician Billing Codes:
99201 -99205 and 99211 -

99215.

Phoenix Houses of New England, inc. Exhibit 8>1. Amendment #2 Contractor Initiats



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2

99215.

1.11.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Medication

See Exhibit B,
Section 6.2 See Exhibit B, Section 6.2

1.12. Medically Monitored Inpatient
Withdrawal Management (ASAM
Level 3.7 WM) $215.00 Per day

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. ExNbli B-1. Amendment U2 Contractor Initialslitials
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DmSION FOR BEHA nORAL HEALTH

BVREA V OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

lOS PLGASANT STREET, CONCORD. NH OUOf
<03-271-<nO l>800-SS2-3MSExtC73S

Fax: (03-271-61M TDD Accm: 1-S00-73S-2964

ww\y.dbfat.Bb.sav

JutylO. 2018

His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter Into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
In bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide, by
Increasing the combined price limitation by $1,549,015. from $3,157,927. to an amount not to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1, 2018. upon approval of the Goverrwr and Executive Council
through Jurw 30.2019.55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.

Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed In bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services wtth no change to the
price limitation or comptetlori dale, effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Governor ar>d Executive Council on June 20.
2018 (Late item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

■ Vendor
Current

Amount
Increase/

Decrease *

Revised

Budget

Dismas Home of New Hampshire. Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000

FfT/NHNH, Inc. $0 $545,775 $645,775

Graflon County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative Sentencing $247,000 $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism $0 $624,599 $624,599

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcohofism RehabDitation Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 -  $278,641 $278,641

North Country Health Consortium $287,408 $0 $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services $73:200 $0 $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000

West Central Services, Inc. '  $59,490 so $59,490

Total SFYig $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942
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Funds to support this request are available In Stale Fiscal Year 2019 in the following accounts,
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Rscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, If needed and justified..

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

.05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS,
CLINICAL SERVICES (00% Federal Funds. 20% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

Action #1)

Requested Action #1 Is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
• continuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed In time to place
the Item on the agenda for the June 20, 2018Govemorand Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the
release of audit, reports to allow for Council review prior to entering Into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findings. If these actions were not taken
retroactively, (he result would have been a gap in critical substance use disorder treatment and
recovery support services In the Stale's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
...previously approved by Governor and Executive Council on June 20. 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements will allow the Vendors Dsted to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatmenl.and
Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use di^rders, who have
Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or dajgs causes
clinically and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder Is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
Fifth Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opiold
epidemic that continues to negatively impact New Hampshire's Individuals, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array pf treatment services, including Individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization. transitional living, high and low intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as andllary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slighliy, together
they enrolled 2994 individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1, 2017 and April
30. 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths in New Hampshire with the death loll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20. 2018; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction In deaths Indicates that the overall strategy including preventin.
Intervention, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive impact.

The Department published a Request for Applications ̂ or Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDASt01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Services website April 20. 2018 through May 10. 2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined Into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of the Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their, experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Daig and Alcohol Services is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities Identified In the
contract monitoring and quality Improvement work referenced above'. In addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance Improvement goals In future contracts. Finally,
contractor finandal health is also being monitored monthly.

Ail thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Governor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the vendors would not.have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery.. •

Action #2) ■

Requested Action #2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of Itie thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder trealrhent and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors In meeting contract requirements.

The chariges to the contracts include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrolling Iri Insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that Is not expected to negatively Impact client care. Corrective action for cbmpliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth in Action #1. These
chahges aire being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rates with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the administrative burden associated with service delivery
without compromising client care.

These contracts were orlglnaily competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request Action #2,
the gap between the cost of care and reimbursement rates will remain the same, which vendors have
Indicated may result In having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement In services provided.
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Area served: Statewide.

SourM of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Depanmenl of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
TI010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Katja S. Fox
Director

Approved ^
JCTfrey A. Meyers
Commissioner

Th® OoACdmonr or HtoW) tnd Human Sorvfcas'Afrssfoin H (o/bTn oommunAToa and ftmUhB
In pnvidtnq ppportunA/os for citizens to ecftieve heslth ind Mepenaence.



New HampDhIro Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts 4 Procurement Unit

Summery Scorlna Sheet

8iA»tBne« Um OUofdar Trulmant Ana
n>cew>ry ftueport 8«nrieH

RFAMtm
RFA^01S-BOA3-01»8tmST

WA Ntfnbv

Bidder Name

^ County of Ortflen New Nampehlre* Graflon
' County Oesartment of CorrtcOona

UijOKU;?

Palnts Acuisi Points Raglon

440 270 North Country

Dtamm Horee of New HamosMra, Inc.
440 2«2 Crsatar Mancheatar

Msncheatar Akohortsffl Rahatimtatlon Center 448 US Graatar Maneftaatar
A  "•

■ Mancheatar Alcoholism FUhabnitstlon (Urttar 448 US CapSal

FnTNMNH. Inc. 448 340 Oractar Uancttestar•g «ranon touniy Now hempahlro. OraHoo bounty
' AJtematlvo Santsncina 440 200 Nofth Country

The Cemmuniiy Council of Nashua. N. H.
440 2S0 Grcftar Nashua

Halo Educational Syatama 448 Mebalow* UpparVaftey

8.
Haadrast 440 2S3 Upper Villay

10...
Hcoe on Havan HQ] Inc. 440 304 Straflord County

11.
Graatar Nashua Council on Atcohoilam 440 394 Oreatar Nashua

11
North Countr^r Haailh Corraorthim

440 »9 North Country

13.
Norm Coiintr| KeaOh Consortium

440 294 Carrol County

14.

Phoanli Houaaa of New Enotand. Inc. 440 Ml' UonadneeJi

15- ̂
Seacoeet Youth Sarvteea 440' • 214 Saacaaat

16.
Beacoast Youth Ssrvicos 440 219 StralTDrri County

^ j Southaaaiem New HampaMra Alcohol & Drug
' Abiae Servtcaa •  440 320 Saacaaat

lO" -SoUheestam Akohel A Drue Ahuae Sarvieos 440 JTO Straflbrd

19.
Wast Contral Servtcoa, Inc.

440 231 Oraatar SwDhran

White Hotsa Addcllon Center, Inc.
440 13r* Carral County

I  2.

Ravtawf Names
Jitrta Poweo. oirical < RacB>^

• SnoAdtrin P.BOAa

^SnSocTPr^Sl^paoEBnJ^
DHS

. Siwwn eekay. Prag SpwMu tv.
CnM BTM Heath

j F•ulK)«m»^CMai &wa
• Sadfl OruQ a Afcaw Sno

5 ̂ ioyMoeuojr. tt«rpoicyArt)«ir
*• SuSitxUwSnf.Oft—wffOfly

•Mslo EAjcsVonal Systamc-AppflcaUon was diaqu«i3kd as nwwsaeontlva.
**WMto Horaa Addldlon Center. Inc.: Vendor wee rtoi aelacMd.



AttKhment A

Financial Details

0S4»42-92OSl043820filM HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OEPT Of. HHS; 0(V FOR SEHAVORUL H^TH
BUREAU Of ORUO ft ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Fundt) ' •

Cemmunlty Council
of Nashua-Oi

NaahuaCorrun

MenUdHaaim VendorCoda: 154112-8001

State Flaeal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount inciveec/ Decrease
Revised Modined

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts far ProQ

Svc
546.657 SO 546,657

Sub-total S4S.6S7 50 '  546357

atmasHomeorNH Vandw Code:TBD '

Suta FbealYaar aaas/Account Tltlo Budget/Unount increase/ Decressa
Revised Medirted

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts far Prog

Svc
S7Z361 ' 50 S7Z361

Sub-tetat 572.381 50 572.361

Eaatsr Seals of NH

Msncbastor

Alcohdism Rehab

CtrlFamum vendor Code 177204-8009

State Fiscal Yaar Clsss/Accoum Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revleed Modiried

Budget

2019 102-500734
Corsrscts lor Prog.

Svc
5337,266 SO 5337368

' Subtotal 5337.288 50 5337386

FIT/NHNH VaodorCodo: 157730-8001

Stata Fiscai Year Ctass/Account nue Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modined

Budget

2019 102-500734
Corvracts Idr Pfog

Svc
50 5194.759 5194.799

Subtotal 50 5194.759 $194,759

Grsflon County VendorCoda; 177397-8003

Stata Fiscal Year Class/I^counl TUa Budget Amount Increase/ Oecreese
' Revised Metffled

Budget

^  2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
574.492 50 574.492

Sub-total .  ■ 574.492 50 -  574.492

Griaatar Nashua

CouK^on

AtoohoHsm vendor Code: 156574-8001

Stata Fiscal Year Ctass/Account Title Budget Amouftt Increase/ Decrease
Ravrted Modined

Budaet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
50 5168.372 5166.372

Subtotal 50 • 5166.372 5168.372

Hea»asL Inc VendorCoda; 176226-8001

State Fiscal Year Clsaa/Accouni Title Budget Amount Increase/OcMSSO
Revised Medl/led

Budeat

2019 102-500734
Contracts lor Pn>o

Svc
544.635 544.635

Sub-total 544.635 -50 544.635

AttxhincniA

Rnandil Oettll

t ef4



Atuchmcnt A

FInanciil Details

Hope 6n Kaven Hia VendofCode: 2731lfl.B00l

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account ' Title Budget Amount Inc rests/Dscresse
Ravlaad Modtllsd

2019 102400734
Contracts fcr Prog

&C
$0 $84,035 $84,035

Moth Country
Haaith Consortium Vendor Code: 199557.8001

1  $84.035 S84.035

State Fiscal Yaar Class/Aecount Tlllt OiMlgct Amount Incresso/Oocrests
Revised Modified

2019 102400734
Contracts tor Prog

S-q
S86.678 S88.678

Ptnenlx Houses o(

New England, tnc. Vendor Coda; 17758»G001

1  50 888.675

Stats Fiscal Yaar Class/Accaum . Tills Budget Amount Ihe'rstte/ Decrease Revised ModUled

2019' 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc $70,246 $70,248

Seacoatt Youth

Sendees Vendor Code: 203944-6001

SO $70,240

Stats Flscai Yaer Clasi/Account TTtIS Budgtt Amount Inerosse/Oeciaase
Rovfsed Modined

2019 102400734
Corttracls tor Prog

Svc
S22.076 $0 $22,078

Southeastern NH

AlocM and Drug
Sarvioas Vendor Coda 155292-6001

. SO $22,076

Slats Fiscal Year Class/Account Tltls Budget Amount Increase/Oscrosse
Revised Modified

2019 102400734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
$177,799 SO $177,799

West Central

Servicas Vendor Code: 1776S4-D001

SO S177.799 •

Ststa Fiscal Year Claas/Account Title Budgtt Amount tncresse/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019

Sulvtetsl

102400734
Conirscis lor Prog

Svc
$17,942

$17,942

SO

SO

$17,942

$17,942
Total Oov. Comm

'

■ USLUfi 1 $1,419,560

05-9M2 s2dS104)S40000 HEALTH AHb SLKVIChS, HEALTH AMD HUMAN SVCS DEFT OF, KMS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL 8VCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Fsdaral Funda, 20% Oantral Fonda FAIN TI0100M CFOA 93.9S9)

COmmun'ity CoundJ
ofNaahua'Gr

NaalatsComm

MerttMHaalin

1

Vendor Coda: 154112-6001

1

Ststa Fiscal Ysar CUss/Aceount TTUo
;'

Budgtt Amount Inereasa/ Dectaase
Revised Modified

2019 102-^734 Cortoacts tor Prog
Svc

$113,143 SO $113,143
SutHetsi $113,143 SO - $113,143

AnachmtMA

nnancW Otul

N|t2«r4



Attachment A

Hnancial Details

Diimas Home ot NH Vendor CodecTBP

Stite'Flecal Yoar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Incroasa/ Dacraasa
Ravlsad Modllbd

2019 102.$00734 Contracb for Prog
Svc

St67.et0 SO -S1S7.619

SulMDtel 51S7.B19 so S167.61S

Eester SeaU of NH
Mandtester

AicoMsm itahab

Ctr/Fcmum Vendor Coda: 177204.8005

Slat* Pbcal Year Ctiss/Account T1l(0 Increase/ Deereasa
Ravtaad Modinad

2019 102-S00734 Conbvcts tor Prog
Svc 9781.0S3 SO $761,063

SuMoUJ 9781.063 SO S781 063

FJT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730.8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TIUO Budget Amount Increase/ Oocrcasa
Ravlsad Modinad

2019 102-500734 Contncis tor Prog
Svc

SO 9451.016 $451,016

SuMotsI SO 9451.016 S451.C16

Oraftort Cotftty Vendor Coda: 177397-8003

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title BudgalAiaount Increase/ Oocrasso
Ravlsad Modiflad

'2019 102-500734 Contrectt for Prog
Svc

S172.508 so 9172.506
.Subtotal S172.SGA so S172.508

Oreatcr Naslaja
Courdlon

AlcehdStm VendorCoda: 166574-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account ntia Incraass/Oaeriasa
Rovtsod ModlOad

2019 102-500734 Contracts tor Prog
Svc

SO $438,227 9436.227

Sub4otal so S436 227 S436.227

Headrest. Inc VendorCoda: 175328-8001

State Fbcal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increaao/ Oecraase
Ravbad Modmad

2019 103-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S103.384 - SO • S103.384

Sut^lotal S103.384 SO - $103,384

Hope on Hava HO Vendor Coda: Z7S1 iMODi

State Fiscal Year Ciaaa/Accounl ntla Budget Amount Incraaaaf Oacraaaa
Rovfsad Uodintd

2019 102-500734 Contracts tor Prog
Svc

SO 9194.606 $194.m

SutHotai $0 $194606

NorOiCourtty
Hatlth Consortium Vendor Coda: 156557-6001

S

State Fbcal Year' Ctass/Account TtUo Budgot Amount liKrwasa/Dacreaaa
Ravtsad ModHted

2019 102-500734 Coremcb for prog
Svc

S200.728 SO S200.72S

SutMetal S200.728 SO $200,728

AnadimcntA

nuaeWOctel

Nielef 4



Att»chment A

Financial Details

PttMnix Houses of

New England. Inc. Vendor Code; 177569-6001

State FlaesI Ycer Ctata/Accouni Title , Budget Amount Increase/ Docraaeo
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500754
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
S1G2.675 $0 $162,675

Sub-total '  9162.675 $0 $162,675

Seecootf Youth

Scfvices Vendor Code: 203944-6001

State Ftecal Year ClasalAccount riOa Budget Amount incrocse/ Oecraase
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc
■  $51,124 $0 $51,124

Sub-total $51,124 SO $51,124

Southeastern NH

,AJcohol and Drug
Servtees

/

Vendor Code 15S292-B001

state Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Aerount IrKrease/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts tor Png

Svc
$411,741 $0 $411,741

Sub-total' $411,741 SO $411,741

WestCenba)

Services Vendor Coda; 177654-6001

State Rseal Year Ctasa/Aeeeunt TUIe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrcass
Revteed ModlRod

Budoet

2019- 102-500734
Contracts far Prog

Svc
$41,546 SO $41,546

Sub-total . $41,546. SO $41,548
Total Olnlcal Sva $2,205,533 $1,061,649 $3,267,382

Grand Total All ».197.I77 11.549.015 54.706.942

AttachmemA

nRMtfsiDtaB
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatntent and Recoverv Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

. Amendment 01 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Rocovery Support Servlwa Contract

This 1 Arnendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment.and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as 'Amendment 01") dated this 26th day of June, 2018, Is by and between the
^te of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
^ate or "Department") arid Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc.. (hereinafter referred to as "the
Contractor^, a non-profit corporation with a place of business at 99 Wayland Avenue Suite 100
Providence, RI 02906.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contracr) approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20. 2018 (Late Item G), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and conditions specified In the Contract as amended and In considerBtion of certain sums specified; and
WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and
VWEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions. Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price limitation or complelion date;

NOW THEREFORE, In consideration of the foregoing end the mutual covenants and conditions
contained In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. ^Icte Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 2, Scope of Services, Subsection 2.7, Assistance
wHh Enrolling in Insurance Programs, In Its entirety, and replace .with the following:
2.7, Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance,Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardlaris, who are-
unable to secure financial resources necessary for Initial entry into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a closed-toop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment include, but
are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private insurance including, but not limitod to New
Hampshire Modicald programs within fourteen (14) days after Intake.

2. Delete Exhibit A. Scope of Services. Section 3, Staffing. Subsection 3.9, In Its entirety and
replace as follows:

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved In client care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract eff^ve date or the staff person's' start date, If after the
contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department:
3. Add Exhibit A, Scope of Services. Section 10. Contract Compliance Audits, as foPows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Depar^nt. the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

Pheenh Kousej of New England. Inc. Amcndmen
RFA-ntS-BOAS^l-SuaST-OS Pegs 1 of 4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use DIsofdef Treatment and Recovery Support ServiCOT

10.2 The corrective action plan shall include;

10.2.1 The action(8) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2 The Bctlon(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3 The specific steps and time One for bTipIementing the actions above;
10.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and
10.2.5 How and when the vendor, will report to the Department on progress on

Implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements. Section 8, Clinical Supervision. Subsection 8.1.
Paragraph 8.1.3, In its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supenrlslon for every forty
(40) hours of direct client contact;

6. Delete Exhibit B. IWethods and Conditions Precedent to Payment. Section 10. in its entirety!

The rest of this page intenttonaliy /eft blank.

Phoertc Houses oTNew England, inc. Ameidmeniffl
RFA-20ie>BOA$K]l.SUaST-09 Page 2 of 4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Subgtancc Use Dtsofdef Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall t)e effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
!N WITNESS WHEREOF, the.parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

n

Date

/3ji<
Katja S. Fox
Director

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc.

nkM-
Date Name: Pei^e^

VP, 0(£ia/tlUiL.

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

state . County of f'ko\)IDf.Hai. on Jl/iyo ̂ Ha/? l)etore the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person Identified directly above, or satisfactonly proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document In the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Publlc^r Justice of the Peace

Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires:
. ENA E. PARAOYSZ

Neurv Pu&iie-Si«i« o( Phodo Island
My Commission ExpUos

Msv31.20ai

Phoentx Houses of Now EnQtond, Inc.
RFA-201»eQAS-01-SU8ST<09

Amendmom 01

PBge3of4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dteordor Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by thfe office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date f . Name; A"

Title;

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

-Date •Name:

Title:

Phoenbt Houstt d Nsw Enstand. Inc.
RFA-2010-eOAS-Cl«SUBST«09

Amendment 91

Page 4d*
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAl HEALTH

SUREA V OFDRVGAND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASAfrr STREET, CONCORD, NB 03301
603-271-0110 l•$0O45^^345ekt6738

.  :Fa« 603r271-0105 TDD Acccn: t-600-73S-2964
yrww.6hlwib^f

June 19,2018

His ExceIlency,:'OovemorCtir1stopherT. Sununu
and ̂  Honorable Council , . • . , .

State House
Concord, Now Hampshire 033p1

REQUESTED Action

Authorize the' Department of Health and Hurtian SetVices, Bureau of-Drug, and Aloohol
Seiyioes, to- enter Into A^ements wtth multiple Vendors,' listed below, to provide sutT^ance use
disorder treatment and recoveiV support, setyioss statewide. In an amount not to exceed $3,157,927
effecdye July 1, 2018 or upon Oovemor arid Executive Council approval whichever Is later through
June 30,2019.55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16%'Other Funds.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor

Vendor" ' Budgeted Amount

Olsmas Home of New Hampshire. Iria $240,000.
Graftori County New Hampshire - Department of Corrections and Altemativq
Sentenclrxj $247,000
Headrest $147,999
Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371

North Country Health Consortium '  $287,408
Phoenix Housas of New England. Inc; $232,921

Seaooasl Youth Services $73,200

Southeastern New Hamoshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services' $589,640

The Communltv Council of Nashua. N.H. $162,000

West Central Services. Inc. . $59,490

Tot8lSFY19• • $3,157,927.

Funds to Support this request are available In State Rscat Year 2019 in the following accounts,
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Rscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Eioacutive CounctI, If needed and justified.

Please see attached ftnanclal details.

Pyf^NATlQN . '

The Department requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price limitation of
$3,157,927 that will allow the Varxfors Dsted to provide an array of Substance Use Dl^rder Treatment
and Reoovery Support Servtoes statewide to children and adults wtth substance use disorders, who
have Income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are resid^ts of New Hampshire er are
homeless In New Hampshire. Subetartoe use disorders occur when the use of alcohci and/pr drugs
causes dlntcally and functionally Slgntftcant Impairment such as health problems, disability, and failure
to meet mq|or responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance usq disorder Is



Kls ExcoUen^, Governor Cfutelopher T. Sununu
end the'H<^raMe Council

Pege2of3

determined using a dinlcal evaluallori based on DiagrrosUc iarrd Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Rfth Edition criteria. Three (3) more agreements will be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Coun^ meeUng.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opiold
epidemic that continues to negatively impact New Hampshire's Individuals,, families, and communHles .
as weD as to respond to 6thef types of substance use dteorders. Under the current Iteration of th^e •
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are.delivering an anay of treatment servlce.s, cncluding individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospltaIlzat|on, transltiohal living, high and low Intensity
residential, end ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as weD as ancillary
recovery support services. V!/hile the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they enroDed 2994 Individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1,2017 and April
30.2018. In 2016 there were 465 drug overdose deaths fn New Hampshire wHh the death toD for 2017.
at 426 as of April 20,2016; however, the 2017 statistics are expc^ed to increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction In deaths Indicates that the overall strategy Including prevenllon.
Intervenlion, treatment and recoveiy support services Is having a positive impact

TteTJepartment published a Request for App;l]catlons:for Substance Use Disorder Treatrnent
and Recovery Support Services. (RFA-2018-BDAS-01-SUBSTj on the Department of Health and .
Humans Services website'April 20,2018 through May 10,2016. The Department received sixteen (16)
appncab'oni. These proppsaJs were reviewed and scored by a team of Individuals with program spWific
knowteoge. the Department selected fourteen appBcattorw (two (2) submitted by Grafton Courity were
comWned Into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).

, Some of the Vendors' applicatjorls scored lower than anticfpaled; however, this was largely due
to the vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capar^ to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau-of pmg and Alcohol Services |s worklrig with the Bureau
of Improverrvent and Integrity to Impfove the contract monitoring and quaJlty Improvement process as
weU as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

\

The CoMract tnclui^ language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Intertm'
sarvices tf tttey are oh a waHIlst;. to en^re clients contribute to tlie cost of ser^ces by assessing cfient
Income at Intake arid on a monthly basts; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by .assisting
them with accessing services or working with a dient^s existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, rnedlcatlon assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

' The Department will monitor the performance'of thp Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, revtewing dlent tecdrds, and en^agbg In actMtles Wehtified In the
contract monitoring and quaQty Improvement work referended atove. In addition, the Department Is
collecting ba^ne data on access, "engagement, dinlcai appropriateness, retention,, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance Improvement goals In future ^ntracts.-.Rnally,
contractor flnandal health Is also being monitored monthly.

This contract tndudes language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up to two (2)
additional years, subject, to the continued ayaOabllity of funds, satisfadory performance.of contract^
services and Governor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Ooveinor and Executive Coundl determine to not authorize this Request, the
vendors would not have suffident resources to promote and provide the array of services necessary to
provide Individuals wtth substance use disorders the necessary tools to acNeve, enhance dnd sustain
recovery.



Hl« Enelioncy, Qovemor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

Pagedofs

Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Departmenl.of Health and
Human Ser>^s. Substance Abuse, and Mental Health Services Administration, Sutistance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Qranl. CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Idenllfication Number
T1010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Govemor's Conrynlssion
on Alool^ md Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intisrventlon and Treatment

In the event that )he Federal Funds become no ionger avanabls, Genera) Funds wDI not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Katia-S.Fox

ctor

Approved b)
r^A'. Meyere

Commissioner

end Human SwIe^thCol^tslo Join eotnmvntt$t tam31a$
tr pmUiag Ofipo/runHias fv dtizans (o scTVave heaSh end /hdepeooVnco.



New Hampshire Oepsrtmsfit of Health and Human Servkee
Office of Businass Operations
Contacts & Proeufcment UnA

Summary ficorinfl Sheet-

eubiUM* (rttOteretrTKttRMM
Ttocww export a<w(m RPr^01»BDA8-0t«SUBaT

AfANumb«r Rflytowwfhrrm
y T53?w5^^655fT?GoS^

Bidder N«ra«

. CeoRtyofCnflBaNMKaaipshtrB'Graflon
' ObuntyOeMrtmoTit'erODrTecflene

Maimi/n

hefaos Aetstl Peinta* itoeien *• BKS •

448 ira ttenh Ceumiy
. Sha»ABti1sy,Pro98ee(tiMIV.
* crMBiMWaift

9

01snasHereoefK«wHsaisBMfD|fna - 440 asz Omeeriasncheato
. Pti0lOtnnn,Caiia96nci

Secta. Orve A Ataehei ftwi

^ MsnchMtcr AleehoQtmfUhafaDteOon Cdoter 440 398 Gfuatw Baasiwatar ^ SuO^UMSn^donnwantir

^•MinchtstwAIeoboCbmRchrtOitBlloiCoriter . 44D 908 Csplta!

'•FnTNMWl.biB. 44S MO OrvstarMaAcbtctBT

. Onfteo bounty New Hainpsh[f«*ai«ftoO County .
Attnnafivv danfen^a' 440 280 NorlhCeantjy -■ .

Iho Cosntu^ CcoscO of Nashua, K. H. 449 280 OmtirNnKua

. ̂  Hale Eduesdonal Syataroa 440 ' 'ewbeiow* UppWtfhy

^ Hcsdftct • . ■ ^ 449 . 383 uypv Vaucy

10. ' •KeptooKaveAlcnha ' 440 904 SinSsrd County 1

Qrcstir Nashua C6imcU en AleoboUsm 449 - 9H GrwWrttiaaua

12. • ' •
Noiei CeonttvHaaUh Cessodhira '440 928 ' WartbCeuat/y

^^'Norfh Country HeaUi Consotltorn '440 203 CanelCMnty

Ph^Ii Hducs of New Enoland. (no. 440 281 Vonadneek ■
-

SeaeosA Youth Sanfees * " .440 210 Seacent

18.
8escoast Youth 8t'r«(cea 440 811 Szraflerd Ceeohr
eeutheasttraKewHampaWmAteehetaOAJfl

'AbuseSmteu ' 440 IZO SBKaat

18.
SouPttastofn Afefilwl« Dnra'Ateae Sentecs •440 970 StnftiviS

-

18.
Waat Centml Satvteca. Ino. 440 991 OrcotsrSoIBvan

¥0iltB Hons AdAetfen Centar, tne. 440 •  tia^ CanWCourey .

*HitoEdafldnaI
"WNtaHono

I U nOfWMSttUlM.
I Ctiiier. tncj Viedor MO not fdscted.
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FORM NUMBER P-37(veriion5/8/lS)Suojcct: SyPgt^ Vy: Disorder Recovftrv Ri.nnort Services fRFf-20I9.BnAS-0i^SUBST-(»V

This agtcemcol sod ell pf ils attachmcota shall become public upoo submission to Governor and-
Executive Cduocil for approval. Any iofonjJSlion that is private, confideotial or proprietary must

1 be clearly ideoliCcd to (be agency and agreed to in wliog prior to signing the coalrapL

AGl^EMENT
The Stale of New Hatn^hire and the'6)nU'acl0f hereby mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVTSIONS

I. PENTTFICAflON.
1.1 State Ageocy-I<faiae
NH Departmrat of Health and Humu Services

1.2 State Agency Addr^
129_PU:a5ut Street
CopcordrNH 03301-385'?

•1-.3-ContractorNamc-.- •• •
.-Fboenix Housa of New England, Inc.

I .A Contractor Address
99 Waylaod Avenue, Suite 100
Providence R1 02906

1.5 Cootnctor Phcfoe •

• Number'

401-33i-425dx3201 .

1.6 Account Number

05-95-92-920510-3382-102-
,500734; 05.95.-92-920510-
3384-102-500734

1.7 Completion Dale

June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

$232,921

r.9 Coolracling-Ofnccrfoir State Agency
E. Maria Reinemacn, Esq.
Director-of Contracts ao^Procuremcot

1.10 State Agency Xelcpbbne Number
603-271-9330

1.11 Contractor Signature

fhilws

1.12 Narne and Title of Ccotreclor Signatory

1.13 Acknowledgcmem: State of;fy/»n^ TidM. Gountv pf ■fp^\lLpfiN/'Ji

On , before the undersigned oEGcer, personally appeared the pcaon identified in block 1.12, or Mtis&ctorily
piora to bo (be p^n wbose name is signed in block 1.11, and acknowledged that i/he executed this document la the capacity
indicated in block 1.12.
1.13.1 Sigoa^eofNp, blic or Justice of the Peace

ENA E. PARADYSZ
Notary Public-Stata of Rhode Island

My Comrnistlon Explfet
1.13.2 .Name and Title ofNotary or Justice of the Peace May3t.2021

1.14 State Agency Signature

Date:

1.15 Name and Title ofState Agency Signatory

1.16 Approysl by the N.R Department of Admioistralioo, Division of Pcrsoruiel O/opp^icable)

By: Director, Om

1.17 Approval by the'Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution) (i/applicabte)

■"'-AA ft- W«/;«
rr

uti1.18 ApprovolbytheGovenior

By:

veCoynfl^ (i/opfnicmle)

Oil-
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2. EMFLOYMEM OP CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO
BE PERFORI^IED. The Sato of New Hampihire,' aeitn^
through the agency Identified tn block I.I 0*State"X engages
ooniractor WenUfied In block 13 CXkmiractor") to pcrfonn,
and the Coolnclor skaQ perfom, the work or sale ofgoods. or
both, identined and more partioularly descnbed in the attached
EXHIBIT A which b Incwporeted herein by ctrereaee

. CSerYlces").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES,
3.1 Notwiihstandii^ any provision of ihb Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to the approvaJ of the Oovemor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, if
oppUcable, thb Agreement, and all obUgaiioos of the parties
Iwxeuader, sball become effeciive on the date the Oovemor'
and Executive Counc3 approve thb Agreomeni as in^ticatrd in
block 1.18, unless no' sucb approval is required. In odtich case
the Agreement shall become effcctivo on the date the
Agreement Is slgtted by (he State Agency as simwn in block
l.UrEfTcctJyebwc"). .
32 If (he Contractor commences the Soviccs prior to the
Effective Date, ail Scrvlcci performed by the Contractor prior
to the Eflectlve Date shall be paformed at the sole risk of the
^ntractor, and in the event that thia Agreement does* not
become c^tive, the State shall have no liability to the
Ccotrector, Including without limilation. any obligation to pay

- the Contractor fer any costs Incurred or Services performed.
Contractor must comply all Services by (be Completion Date
spccifted io block 1.7.

4. CONbmONAl NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
.Notwithstanding any provision of thb Agreement to the

. orairary, all cbUgadons.bfihe State hereunder, inchidiog,.
without UmitalioD, the continuance ofpaymenu hereunder, ore
conlingent upon (he avs'labiiily and continued aj^mjprialion
of and to no event shall the Stale be liable for any
payments hereunder In excess of sucb avaHablc epprtyibtcd
fiznds. Inthemcntofe reductlonorierminationof
aj^rcfmated funds, the Stale shall have the right to withhold
pnymenl until such Einds become avalbble, if ever, and
have (he right to tgminnfB thb Agreement immediately upon
giving the Contractor notice of such termiiutioa The State
shall not he required to transfer fimds &om any other account
to the Account identified^in block 1.6 in the event firods in that
Account are reduced or unavaflabk.

5. CONTRACT PRICEfPRICE UMITATION/
PAYMENT.

5.1 The ̂tract price, method of payment, and terms of
payment are ideatifled aod more partieulariy described Io
EXHIBIT B ffMeh b incorporated herein by reference.
52 The payment by the State of the cootcaet price shall be the
' only and the complete retobunemem to the Contractor for all
expenses, of whatever nature Incurred by the Contiactor in (he
peribrmanco bereoC and shall be the only and the couiplete
conpciBatian to the Contractor for the Services. The Stale
shall have no IbbiliOf to the Contractor other than the contract
price

52 The State reserves the right (o offeet 6om any amounti
otherwise payable to the Contractor under thb Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by RH. RSA
60:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any oiber provuioD of law.
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in thb Agreement to (he
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected cueumstaQces. in
no event shall the total of oil payments authorized, or actually
made hertunda, exceed the Price Limitation set Ibrib in
1.6.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS.
AND regulations/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.
6.1 In eonnecticn with (he performarree of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulerions,
end orders of federal, able, county or tminicipiil authorities
which impose any obligation or (faty t^on tlm Contractor,
including, but not limited to, cl^ rights and equal opportunity
bws. Thb may include the requirement to utilize auxiUary
aids and services to ensore that persons with cotntnunlcation
dbabilities, including vlitort, hiring and speech, can
comfflunicate with, receive information from, and convey
'Infoireation to the Contractor. In addition, iIm Contractor
shall cotnply with all applicable copyright bws.'
62 During (he term of thb Agreemeni, the Comnctor shall
not dbcrirrunate against employees or applicants for
employment because of race, color, reli^on, creed, age, sex,
handk^, sexual orientation, or natiooal .origm end will take
afifirmative oction to pre^nl such discrimination.
6J If this Agreement U funded in any part by monies of (he
United States, the Co^actor shall comply with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 C.'Equal •
Employment OpporQmlty*^, as supplemented by the
regulations of the United States'Department of Labor (41
C.F.R. Part 60), tod with any rules, ttgulatioos guldelirtes
as the State of New Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these rtgulatbas. The Contraeror farther agrees to
pe^i Che State or Unimd States eccess to any ofthe
Oontractor's books, records and accounts for tha purpose of
ascertaining compliance with all rules, rcgulatiotu and ortkis,
and, the covenants, terms aod corulitioos of thb AgrtctnenL

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Contmctor shall at Us own expense provide oil
pcnonoel necessary to perform (he Scrvicca. The Cootrector
warrants that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
quaUOed to perform the Services, and shall be properly
licensed and ctherwbe authorized to do so under all applicable
bws.

72 Unless otherwise authorized in writing, during the terra of
thb Agreement, aod for a period of six (6) months after the
Completion Dale in block 1.7, the CoatzacCDr shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other perxon, firm or
corporation whom it b engaged in a cosfoined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who Is a Slite
enqiloyee or offtcial, who b matelally involved in the
procurement, adouaistrotioo orperlbrinattoc of thb

Page 2 of 4
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AgreemesL This provision shiUiurvtveicrroiaatioa of (his
AgicerecnL
7J The Contracting Ofiicer speclRed in block 1.9, or Us or
her successor, shall be the State's representative. In the event
oronydlipuie concerning the Interpretation of thb Agree meru,
the ̂ ntreetiag Ofncer's decision ihajj be floal for the State.

8. EVENT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES.
6-1 Any ooe or more of the following acts or emissions of the
Contractor shall eonstitote en event of default hercusder
C^veot of Oefault**);
i. 1.1 failure to perfona the Services satUCsctorily or on
schedule;
8.U fdlure to lubtnlt any report required hertunder; and/or
8.13 fidlure to perform any other covenant, term or condition
of (his AgreemecL
83 Upon the occurreitce of any Event of Default, the State
may take any on^ or more, or ell, of the following actions;
83. t give the Contractor a wriueo'eotice ipccUying the Event
of Definilt and requiring it to be remedied within, b the
abstrce of a greater or lesser ipecUkalioa of lime, thirty (30)
days from the date of the notice; and if (be Ev^nt of Defiiult ti
not (ioely remedied, tenninate (his Agreemenl, efiective two
(2) days afro giving the Contractor notice of tenninatioo;
•83.2 ̂ve the Contractor a written notice ̂ ecifying the- Event
of Defsult and cuspesding all payments to be made under this

■ Agreement and ordering that the porlioo of the contract price
which would ptberwise eccrue to the Contractor during the
period from the date of such notice until such tine as the State

determines that the Cotttractor has cured the Event of Default
.shaU-ocverbepaid to the Contractor,
633 let ofl" against any other obUg^ons the State may owe to
the Contractor any damages the State suflbn by reason of any
Event of Default; and/or
8.34 treat the Agtcemeni at breached and pume any of ia
remedies at law orb) equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CONFIDEfmALTTY/
preservation.

-9. t As used In this Agreernent, the word "data" shall mean all
infonantion and ihbgs developed or obtained during the
performance oC or acquired or developed by reason of, this
AgreoneBt, Inflwllng. but not limiied to. all studies, reports,
files, formulae; surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
lecordmgs, pictorial reproducn'ons, drawings, analyses,
graphic represcmatiQns, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, ktiea, memofaoda, papers; and documents,
all whether finished or unfinished.

93 All date and any property whkh lias bees received from
the State or purchased.wdth fonda provided for that purpose
trader this Agreement, shall be the property of the State, and

■ sbaU be retureed to the State upon demand or upon
tenmnalion of this Agreement for any reason.
93 Confidentiality ofdata shall be governed by N4{. RS A
chapter 91'A or otha existing law. DiKlosure of data
reqolro ptiof written approval of the State.

10. TERMINATION. Is the event of an early terrainalioa of
thb Agreement for ai\y reason other than the complctioo of the
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of
terminstlOQ, a report (TermtutioD Report") describing (o
detail all Services performed, and the cootraci price earned, to
and deluding the ̂ te of tennlnstjon. Thc.fbrm, sybjem
matter, content, and number of copies of the Termination
Rqiort shall be identical to those of any Final Report
described u ihe atuiched EXUtBIT A.

U. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE CTATE. In
the perfbrmuce of this Agreement the Contractor b In all .
rcapccts an independent cdntractor, and u odther an agent nor
an employee of (he State. Neither (he Contractornoronyof Its
officers, employees, agents or memben shall have authority to
bind the State or receive any benefits, woricqrs' coropenutloh
or other emoluroems provided by the State (o Its employees.

12. ASSICNMENT/PELEGAT10N/SUBC0NTRACTS.

The Contractor shsil not assign, or otherwise transfor any
interest In thb Agreement without the prior written notice and
consent of the State. None of (he Services be

subcoatneted by the Corttrectnr without (he prior wriueo
notice and cottseni of the State.

U. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
faidemnify and hold harmless (he State, its officen and -
employees, from and against any and oil losses sufDsed by the
Stale, Its 0 fficeis and employees, and any and all claims,
UabQities or penalties assert^ against the State, its officers
and emptoyeca, by or on behalf of aity person, on account of,
based Of resulriDg from, ar^g out of (or which may bo
claimed to arbe out of) (he acu or omissions of the
Contractor. Notwithstandhtgtheforegotng, nothiiigherdo
contained shall be deemed to eonstitote a waiver of the

sovereign immunity of the Stale, which iolfflunity is hereby
reserved to the State. This covenant in parognqih 13 shall
survive the termination of (his Agreement

14. INSURANCE.

14.1 The Contractor shall, ot its sole experue, obtaia and'
nuuntain In force, and shall require any subcootraetor or
assignee to obtain and maintain in force, the foliowtng
insunace:

14.1.1 comprehensive genera) liability iosuiaiwe against all
claims of bodily uyury, death or pttrperty damage, in aroouots
of not less than S1 P00,000per occurrence and $2,000,000
eggregate; and
14.13 special cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to tubparagreph 93 herein, in as amount oot
less (hao 80% of the u^ole replscement value of the property.
143 The policies described in subpsr8grq>h 14.1 bereioifaall
be 00 polfoy forms and endoraereents approved for um in the
State New Hampshire by the N.H. Depaitmest of
Insurance, and issued by Insurea licensed In the State ofNew -
Hampihire.
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14.3 the Contractor ahall furnish to (he Contracting Officer
idemiried in block 1.9, or his or her succeuor, t eenLficate(s)
of msunoce for all insunioce required under this Agreement
Cootnctor shall also furnbh to (he Coatncling OBlcer
Ideoiilied in block 1.9, or his or her successor, ccrtific0te(s) of
inunoca for all resew«l(s) of insurance required unda this
Agieeipem no later than thirty (30) days prior to the expiration
datoofeach of the insurance policies. Thcce(tificale(s)of
insurance end any renewals thereof shall be anached ai^ are
incorporated herein by referanoe. Each ceftificate(i) of-
insurence shell conuin a clause r^tring the Insurer to
provide the Ccntractlrig OfGccr idratified in block 1.9. or his
Of her succosor, no less than thirty (30) days prior stiritteo

■ notice of caneeOatlon or modification of (he policy.

15. WORKERS* COMPENSATION.
15.1 By aigning this agretmcnt, the Contractor agrees,
certifies tod waxrmts that the Contractor is in complice with
or exempt from, (te (equiicmenis of Nil. RSA chapter 281 -A
("fVorkers' Comptnsallon ").
!5.2 To the extern (he ConMctor Is subject to the
requirements ofNiH. RSA chapter 281-A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcmtrscibr or assiga« to secure
and maintain; payment ofWorkers* Compensmiob in
coaaection with activities which the person proposes to
undertike pursuans to this Agreement Contiaclor shall
fomUh the Cootraclfflg Officer idditified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers* Compensation in (he
'manner describ^ in Nii RSA chapter 281 rA and any
qjplicable renewal(s) thereof, which ahall be attached ̂  are
incorporated herein ̂  refiacnce. The State shall not be
responsible for poymem of any Wc^ars' Compensation
premhuns or for eny other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Conlnetor, which might
ar^ under applicable SlateofKew Hampshire Wodoers*
Compensation taws in connection with tlw performance of the
Services uoder this Agreement

16. WAIVER OF BREACH. No foflore by the Sutc to
enfbree eny ptovisioas hereof after any Event of Default shall,
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to that Eveol of
Defoult, or any subsequent Event of Default No express
foiture to enforce any Event of Default shatl be deemed a
waiver of the right ofthe State to enfbice each and all of the .
previsions hereof upon any foither or other Event of Defoolt
on foe psrtof the Conirictor.

17. NOTICE. Any nodee by a party hereto to the other party
shall be.deestcd to have been duly delivered or given at foe
dme of mailing by certify mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Oflice addressed to the parties ot the addresses
^en in blocks Uand 1.4,herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an Instrument in writiog signed
by the parties hereto and only after ̂ provai of such
amendment waives or discharge by Vat Govenor end
Executive Cboocil of the State of New Hampshire tinless no

such approval is required under the drcurastances puffuani to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCnON OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws of the State of New Hampshire, end is binding upon and
inures to the benefti of the parties end fodr req)ective

^^wccssors and assigns. The wording used In tlus Aptemeni
is foe wording chosen by (he parties to express their mutual
intent, end no rela of eoostruction shell be applied against or
in fovor ofany party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not intend to
beneQt any third parties and foU Agreement shall oot be
construed to coofo any such bencftt

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
ore for reference purposes only, and (he words contained
therein shall in do way be held to explain, modify, auiplify or
aid in the interpretation, constructron or meaning of the
provbioos of this Agreement

23. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. AddiObnol previsioos act
forth in (he attached EXHIBn* C are uitoiporeted herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABIUTY. In the event any oCtfae previsioos of
this Agreement are by a court ofcompetent Jurisdiction to
be contrary to any itate or fodexal law, the remaining
provtsioAS of (his Agreemeni will remain in.fuU force and
effect

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be .exec uted in a number o f eotmterparts, each c f which shall
be deemed on original, constitutes foe entire Agreement end
understanding between the parties, and sopereedes all prltv

' Agreements and underetan^gs relating hereto.
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Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to AH Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language .assistance

servtees they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meanfngful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the

contract effecl've date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to-the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an Impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency, has the right to modify Service
prfoHtles and expenditure requirements urtder this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. F=or the purposes of this Contract the Department has'identified the Contractor as a
Subredplent In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Reoovery
Support Services to any erigible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
In New Hampshire. '

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered PopulaUor^

2.1.1. ' The Contractor win provide services to eligible Individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to recetve treatment and

2:1,1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless In New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment sen/ices

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operatlonalizlng. (he Continuum of Care Model
(http'ifwww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbca/bdas/contlnuum-of-cere.htm)!

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of Ir^ividuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wdlness and
recovery from atcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must:

Ptwenlx.HouMsofN«wEng[snd,lnc. EihbDA ContractDf InEOas.
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2.2^.1. Inform the. Integrated Delivery Netvvork(s} (lONs) of services
available In order to align this work v;lth ION projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populations.

2.2.Z2. Inform the Regional Pubfic Health Networks (RPHN) of
services available In order to aDgn this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or Impact the same populatlorts.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client, services with other community service
providers involved In the client'e care and .the client's support

.network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate clidnt services v/ith the Department's Regional.
.  Access Point, contractor (RAP) that provides serwces

including, but not limited to;

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to sen/tees

2.2.2.4.2. Referring clients to RAP services when the
Contractor cannot admit .a client for services

within forty-^hl (48) hours

2.2.2.4.3. Referring, clients to RAP services at the time of
•  • discharge when a client Is in need of RAP

services, and

2,2.2.5: Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the dients being

served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; I.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance
of addressing trauma in treatment

2.3. Substance.Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient .Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Crlleria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assisl an individual to achieve

treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, Including an examirtaUon of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM CUterfa,
L^vel t. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
individuals to achieve trieatment objectives through the

Phoenix Houtio oJ N«r En^^ind, rnc ExtKbDA CoAbBdor Mllals
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exploration of substartce use disorders and their

ramifications, Including an examination of attitudes end
feelings, ^d consideration of altemallve solutions and
decision rhaicfng with regard to atcohoi and other drug related
problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide
interraive and structured Individual end group alcohol and/or
other drug trealmertt services end activities that are provided
according to an tndivlduslized treatment plan that Includes a
range of putpalient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 0 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are prodded at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Partial HdspItallMtlon as defined as ASAM Crtteria. Level 2.5.
Partial Mospitalization services provide Intensive and
' structured Individual and group alcohol and/or other drug
treathient services and activities to IndMduais with sutretance

use and moderate to severe co-occuning mental health
disorders, Including both behavioral.health and medication
management (as appropriate) services to address both
di^rders. Partial Hospltallzation Is provided to clients for at
leasi 20 hours per week according to an Individualized
treatment plan that Includes a range of outpatient treatment
servldss and other anclHary alcohol and/or other drug
services.

Z3.1.5. Low-Intensity ResldenUaJ Treatment as defined as ASAM.
Criteria, Level 3.1 for adults. Low-lntanslty Resident!^
Treatment services provide residential substance use
disorder treatment services designed to support Individuals
that need this residential service. The goal of low-Intensity
residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient In (he commuriity. Adult residents typically work In
the community and may pay a portion of their room and
board.

23.1.6. High-Intensity ResWentlal Treatment for Adults as defined as

ASAM Criteria. Level 3:6. This service provides residential
substance use disorder treatment designed to assist'
ir^dhriduals who require a more intensive level of service In a.
structured settirtg.

Photrti Houses of ̂ (wrEnat8nd. Inc. Etfilb&A ConvsctorinQiets
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2.3.1.7. Residential Withdrawal Management services as defined as
AS AM Criteria, Level 3.7-WM .a residential service.
Withdrawal Management sendees provide a combination of
clinical and/or medical services utilized to stabilize the client
while they are unciergoing withdrawal.

p.

Z3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only In coordinalton with providing at least one of the eervfces In Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.7 to a diont.

2.3.2.1. integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide
'  for medlcatbn prescription end monitoring for treatment of

opiate and other substance use disorders. The Contractor

shall provide non-medical treatment services to the dient in
conjunction with the medical services provided either directly
by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and •
meeting all requirements for the sen/ice provided. The
Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by
the Department, "Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key
Components for Delivery Community-Based Medlcatton
Assisted Treatment Servtces for Opidid Use Disorders In New
Hampshire."

2.4. Reserved

Z5. Ennoiling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services In accordance wilh
Section 2.1 above and with Sectbns 2.5.2 through Z5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or ejectronlcaOy, or by telephone convBrsatlon) with
an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that individual contacts the
Contractor for Substance Use Disorder' Treatment and

ftecovery Support Services.

Z5.2.2. Complete an Initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact wilh the

Individual, using the etigibility module In Web. Information
Technology System (WrrS) to determine probaMlly of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

Pttteflta Houses of NiMrEnQlAnd,tnc ^ EtfiitftA Conbsctor IniVats
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2.S.2.3. Assess clients' Income prior to admission using the WITS fee
deterrnination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that cDents' income Information Is

updated as needed over the oourae of

treatment by asking cCents about any changes
In Income no less fr^uently than every 4'
weeks.

2.S.3.. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for ail

services in Sections 2.3,1.1 through 2.3.1.7 and 2.3.2; within two (2) days
' of the Initial Intake Screening In Section 2.5.2 above using the AS! Lite

module, in Web information Technology System (WITS) or other method
approved by the Oepertment when the Individual is dfitermlned probable of
being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1, The Contractor shall make avallabte to the Department^ upon
request the data from the ASA(\^ Level of Care Assessment.
In Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, Include a method to obtain
dinical evaluations that Include DSM 5 diagnostic Information arui a
recommendation for a level of care baaed on the ASAM Criteria, pubTished
Irt October, 2013. The Contractor must ccmplete a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

2:5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
business days foliowing admission.

2.5.4.2.' During treatment only when determined by a LIcerised
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use (he dlnlca) eraluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency. ^

2.5.6. The Contractor will either comptete dinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above t>efore admission or Leva! of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation In Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eDglble dients the substahce use disorder
treatment services in Section Z3 determined by the dient'i dinical
evaluation in Section Z5.4 unless;

2:5.7.1. The dient choses to receiva a servfca;wlth a lower ASAM
Level of Care; or

Phocnii House* of Now Enoland,lnc EihAltA ' Contnictv bdttsts
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2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is
unavailable at the time the level of care Is determined In
Section 2.5.4, In which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1, A service with a tower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.Z2. A service with the next availabje higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with
the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as In Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4; Be referred to another agency In the client's
service area that provides the service with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the
priority described below;

2.5.6.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even If
the children are not In their custody, as long as parental rights

•  have not been tenmlnated, Including the provision of interim
services within the required 48 hour. time frame. If the
Contractor Is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care wllhln 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.6.1.1. Contact the Regional Access Point serMra
provider In the client's area to connect the dlent

with substance use disorder treatment services.

2.5.6.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifytrig
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance

must Include actively reaching out to Identify
providers on the behalf of the cllenL

2.5.6.1.3. Provide intertm services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim senrices shall Include:'

2.6.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute (ndlvUuaJ

or group outpatient session per
week;

2.6.6.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the client*

PhgtnXHouMSOlNeMrEn6ltnd.irK. EiMbllA ConbKtorWflds,
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2.5.8.1.3.3. Dally caRs to 8ie diant to assess

and respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse
the effects of an opiold overdose either In the 14 days prior to
screening or in the perbd between screening and adm^lon
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Ir^Mduals with a history of Ir^jection dnjg use ihdudlng the
provlsbn of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurririg mental
health disorders.

.  2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opiold Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans wHh substance use disorders .

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are Involved

with the criminal justice arxl/or chDd protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

Z5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part '2 for

trealment from the dient prior to receiving services for Indtvlduats whose
age is 12 years and older;

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordance with 42 Cf^ Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or te^l guardian when the client Is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving servicGS.

2.5.11. The Contractor must Include In the consent forms language for client
consent to share Infomnatlon with other social service agencies Involved in
the dienfs care, induding but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Deparlment's Division of Children, Youth and Families
.(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. ProtiaUon and parole

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit dients from receiving servloes uruler this
contract when a dleht does not consent to Information shartng in Sec^
Z6.11 above.

Z5.13. The Contractor shall notify the dients whose consent to Information
sharing In Section 2.5.11 above that (hey have the ability to resdnd the
consent at any fime without any Impad on services provided under this
conlracL

• 2.5.14.' The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due

n^otfdx K0U3O of Naur Engbinl Inc. EUiDflA Contractor InSsfs.
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2.5.14.1. The parent's Inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The ̂ olescenrs decision to receive confidenllal senrlces
pursuantto RSA31^B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide ser^ces to eligible clients who;

.  2.6.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment ser\4ce8 from other
provldera such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. • -Have co-occurring merrlal health disorders; arvJ/or

2.5.15.3. ^ on medications end are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor rnusl provide substance use disorder treatment services
. separately for adoles(snt and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the oommuna! pace such as
kitdiens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but et separate
times.

2.6. . Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

-  disorder treatment services Including the eligible clients being served,
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initlal contact In Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients
first reoelved substance Use disorder tr^tment services In Siections Z3
and 2.4 above, other than E\mluatipn In Section'2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all cOents, by the type of service
and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time foe prtorfty cQents In Section 2.5.8
above by the type of servloe and payer source for the

services.

2.7; Assistance with Enrolling In Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist cQents and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure flnenctal resources necessary for Initial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources .for payrhent, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment In public or private Insurance, inctudlng but mt
Dmtted to New Hampshire Medlcald programs within fourteen

(14) days after Intake.

PhoerfiHousuorNawEngiand.lne. Confr®dDflrt#al»./I_2l!^r
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2.8. Service Delivery AclivitiBs and Requirements

•  2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess ail clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
trealmenl, such as at Initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.B.Z The Contractor shall assess all dients for wtihdrawal risk based on ASAM
(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at Initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all cUenls based on ASAM (20l3).guldanco and shall:

2.8.Z1. Provide stabllizatton services when a clienfa level of risk
Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be
provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level Indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this contract, then the Contractor shall Integrate

,  withdrawal management Into the client's trealmenl plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure thai
withdrawal Is managed safely.

2.8.Z2. Refer dients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a citenl's risk Indicates a service with an ASAM Lewi of
Care that Is higher than can be provided under this Contract;

- Coordinate with the withdrawal rrianagemenl services
provider to e^It the cllent to an approprtale'servlce once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a tevel that can be.
provided under this contract and

2.8:3. The Contractor must complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on dinical evaluation data within three (3) days of the dlnical
evaluation (In Sedlon Z5.4 above), that address problems in all ASAM
(2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given tevel of
care, that a''© in accordance the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that

Z6.3.1. Indude In all individualized treatment plan goals, obtjectlves,
and Interventions written In terms thai are:

2.8.3.1.1. spedflc, (dearly defining what will be done)

2.6.3.1.2. measurable (induding dear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the Individual's ability to
achieve)

2.6.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the
Individual), and

Phoenix Housa or New EngUnd. Inc. EjMbQA C«»adofWa»b,
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2.8.3.1.5. timely (this Is something that needs to be done
,  and there Is a stated time frame for completion

th^t is reasonable).

2.8.3.2, Include the cDent's involvement In Identifying, developing, and
prloritirlng goals, objectives, and Interventions.

2.8.3i3. Are update based on any changes tn any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessiona or every 4 weeks, whichever
Is less frequent Treatment plan updates much Include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentalloh of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objacb'ves:

^  2.8.3.3.2. Modificabon of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes In the clients

.  functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not
the cllerrt r^eds to move to a different level of
care based on changes In functbrting In any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

,  2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor

agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or If
'  applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plaa

2.8:3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals.
olgectives, and Interventions in the client's Irieatmertt plan by
completing encounternotes In WITS. ii' - -

2.8.4, The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordlr^ate a cGenfs care with
other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance If appropriate,
consents from the dient. Indudtng 42 CFR Part 2 consent if
applicable, and tn compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.6.4.1.1. Primary care provider and If the client does not
have a primary care provider, the Contractor
win make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider If approprlato
consents from the client Including 42 CFR Part

Phoenix Housn of NmEngtv«l,tn& EAWtA ConlracfciT InTllxta
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2 consent, if appllcabiG. are obtained in
advance in Qompllance with state, federal laws
and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral h^llh care-prouder v^en serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, arrd if the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the
.Contractor wtil make an e'ppropilate referral to
one and coordinate care with that provider If
appropriate consents from the cflenl,.lndudlng
42 CFR Part 2 consent. If applicable, are

obtained In. advance In compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the ciiehl
does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor will make ian
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider If appropriate consents from
the dJent, Including 42 CFR Part 2 oonsenl, If
applicable, are obtained In advance In

compliance with slate, federal laws and- state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with' local recove^ community
organizations (where'avaUabfe). to bring peer
recovery support -providers Into the treatment

setting, to meet clients to describe
available senrices and to engage cQents In peer
recovery support services as applicable,

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate wHh case management services
offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party Insurance, If
applicable. If appropriate consents from the
dienl, ii^uding 42 CFR Part 2 consent, If
applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other soda! service agencfes
engaged with the dient, Including but not limited
to the. Department's Division of ChQd^n. Youth
and FamQies (DCYF), probatton/parota a&^

Pt»tnI*Hou50 0fNewenolind.in& ExWttiA ContnctorWOi!>
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appllcatde and allowable with consent provided
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must dearly document In the client's file If the
dient refuses any of the referrals or care coordination tn
Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8,5, The Ccrrtractor musf completo continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans.for all Services In Section 2.3 that address all ASAM (2013)
domains, that are In accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A«1 and
that: •-

2.8.5.1. Indude the process of transferfdischarge planning at the t/ma
■ of the clienl's Intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Indude at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
servfces when addressing continuing care as follows: •

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated In the Individualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

.  2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The p^ent Is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to

resolve his or her problems. He/she Is actively
working toward the goals articulated In the
indivlduailzed treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care Is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward . his/her treatment

goals; and /or

,  2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: tJew problems
tiave 'been Identified that are epprbpriatety
treated at the present level of care.' The new
problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and Intercity of whictt can only safely

be delivered by continued stay In the current
(eve! of care. The level of care which the

patient Is receiving treatment is therefore the
least Intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

RPA-2019-BOASC1-6UBST-08 Pago 13 of 24 ^ Date
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2.6.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) crrterta for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transferAHscharge that
Include:

2.8.5.3.1. TrBnsfer/Dls<^arge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated In the

Indlvtduanzed treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem{s) 'that Justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic

disease management of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.6.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
•  been unable to resolve the probiem(8) that

justlfted the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient is determined to have
achieved the. maximum possible benefit from

engagement In services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more

or less intensive) In the same type of eervioes,
or discharge from treatment, is .therefore
indicated; or

2.8.5.3.-3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-oocurrlr^ conditions that Omit
his or her ablllly to resolve his or her
problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of sen/Ice, or
discharge from treatment, b therefore Indicated;
or • .

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensiflcalion of his or her
problem(s). or has developed a new
pFoblem(6). qnd can be treated effectively at a
more intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services In this Agreement using evl^nce
based practices as demonstrated by rneeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1.. The sen/Ice shall be Included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse IntervenUon on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

•https:/Avww.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

PhMnhHotsvofMmrEnsMlnc. BAbllA Contractor MSatiAO
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2.8.6.2. The services shall be published In a peer^reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The ̂ service Is based on a theoretioa)

perepecUve that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The senrfce is supported by a documented .
.  , body of knowledge generated from similar or

relate servloes that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall dellvsr services in this Contract in accordance with;
*  .

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013); The ASAM'Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at
http://www.asamcr1ter(a.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse f^ntal Health Services Admlnlsb^on
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
a>^'Iable at • ht!py/8tor8.samhsa.gov/ll8t/8eries7nam6=TIP-
Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protbcols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance PubOcallons (TAPs)
available at

http://store.6amhsa.oov/Iist/8erles?rianie=TechnIcal-
Assistanc8-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. . The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible dients receiving services under this
contract,. Individual or group education on prevenfon. treatment, arid
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis 0 virus (HCV)
2.9.12. Human Immunodeficien^ Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually.Transmitled Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Asses dlenls for motlvsllon In stopping the use
of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified t^ccc.
PnocnbcHpvtsso(N«wEnQtand.ln& EMbliA CvUreebf
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55^

cessation counselors available through the
QuItLIne: and

2.9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco use, fn and of Itself, as
grounds for discharging dlenls from services
being provided urxjer this contract

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
end procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or 'spit' tobacco, and the use of electronic
devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and ernptoyee or dienl visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco, products within the Contractor's
facDIlies at any time.

2.10.1.4. Pfohibll the use of toljacco In any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.6. Indude whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the fadlity on the grounds.

Z10.1.6. Indude the following If use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the fadtlty on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(5) which is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking In this area,
Including dgarette butts and matches, win-be
extlr^gutshed and, disposed of In approprtate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of - the deslgr^ted
smoking area.

Z10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
- maintained, It can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use In any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use In personal vehides when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. TYte Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's fadlities and vehides and Indud^ In employee, dient, end
visitor orientation.

Phocrte Houses of Now England, (ne. EiNMA . Cont/ictof IniBalt
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3. Staffing
3.1. The ContTBCtor ehall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of vwV inlhls RFA as foltows;

3.1:1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (lj\DC) \vho also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1.2. , Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served.

3.1.3. All unlicertsed staff providing treatmer^ education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No Ifcen^ supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See
Exhibit Arl Sedlon 0.1.2).

3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50
clients or portion thereof.

3.1.6. . Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular Intervals In
accordance with the OperaUonai Requirements In Exhibit A«1. and
evidence bas^ practices, at a minimi^:

3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimlza the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1; Knowledge, akiils, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice Issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The .Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
Prectlce, avaflabte at http-7/8tore,samhsa.gov/productn'AP-21-Addlction-
Counsellng-Competencles/SMAI 5-4171 and

3.2.3. The standards of practice end ethical conducL with particular emphasis

given to the counselor's role and approprlale responsibilities, pR>fes8ional.
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confMentlalfty practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CPR Part

PhOt/4x Houses of Now EnStvol* Inc. EiMbilA Contmclnj Intflah i ^
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3.3.- The ContTBCtor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes In key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the D^artment, updated resumes that
dearly Indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those-staff for whom at least 10% of their work time ts spent providing substance
use disorder treatment^and/or recovery support services.

3.4. • The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential, to carrying out this
scope of services Is hired to work In the program. The Contractor shall provide a

copy of the resume of the employee, which dearly Indlcales fte staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 caieniiar days, when
there Is not sufficient stafflrig to ̂ rform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student Interns to
address minimum coursework. experience and corie competertdes for those Interns
having direct contact with iridlvlduals served by this contrad. Addltlonafly, The
Contractor rnust have student interns complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling

Competendes: the Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practloe In
. Sedton 3.2:2. and appropriate Information security and. confidentiality practices for •

handlirig proteded health Information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Pert 2- prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics coifse and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling

Competendes; The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Pradica in
Section 3^.2, and infprmatlor> security and confidentially practices for handUrig

. protected health Inforrriation (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CPR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.'

3.8. The Contractor shail ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever
changing fteld of substance use disorders, end state and federal laws, and rules
relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff Involved in dient care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or .the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effectiva date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following:

3.9.1: The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10.- The Contractor shall pro^de In-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
Immunodefidency vtrus.(HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases

PhDcntaHoinuofN«wEn^3nd. Inc. ExMbltA Contractor l/tfSato
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(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shal] be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Deparlmenfe Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medtcally
mordtored, residential withdrawal marugement services by the Department's

Bureau of Health. Facilities Administration to meet higher faculties (Icensure
atahdards.

\

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that, the facilities where services are
provided meet ail the applicable laws, rules, policfes, and standards.

$. Web Information Technology
,  5.1., The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all cnent.acilvtly and dient contact wUhtn (3) days following the actrvity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written tnfonned cor>sent
.  frorh'the'Qlle.rit stating that the dient understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS s^t^ is administered by the Slate of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State eritployees have access to all (nfomiatlon that Is entered Into the
wiTS system;

. 5.2.3. Any information entered Into the WITS system becomes the propertx of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3.' The Contractor shall have any client whose Information Is entered Into the WITS
system complete e WiTS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the infonned consent in 5.2 andfor consent In
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered Into the WITS system; and '

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contmct .
✓

5.3.1.2.1. Any dient who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
be assisted In finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Inforrriatlon Security Requirements Exhibit K..

PhMn!xHous«9 0fNBwEngUnd.ln& ContrsctoriniScls
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6. Reporting
'6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following;

6.1.1. Nattonal Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WITS for

6.1.1.1. 100% ofall clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of an clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to arrother program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasorts other than

those specified above in Section 6.1.1.Z

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs tn Sectton 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor ahaU attempt to -
achieve greater reporting results when pos^ble.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
,  the 10th day of the month fotlowing the reporting month or quarter:

6.1.3. All crWcal incidents to the bureau In. writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident The Contractor agrees that

6.1.3.1,. 'Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a signincant risk of subsUmtial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-

.  being, Including but not (imited to: ,

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

8.1.4. All contact with taw enforcement to the bureau in writing as soori as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.li5. All Media contacts to the bureau In writing as soon;as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows;

6.1.6.1- Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any
individual who Is receiving sen/Ices under this contract;

PhoeflbHoiaesofN«v&«la;tf.lne. EiMWA ContrBCtorlnOSats.^
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6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event the Contractor shall provide
Immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,
which shall IncWde:

6.1.6^.1. The reporting IndtvlduaTs rwme, phone number,
end agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and dale of birth (DOB) of the
[ndividuat(8) Involved In the event;

6.1.6.2.3. ^Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Descrifition of the event. Including what, when,
where, how the event happened. ar>d other

relevant Information, as well as the identification

of any other Individuals involved; •

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police, were Involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had
reported the event;

e.l.Bia.- Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed 'Sentinel Event Reporting Form'
(February 2017), available . at
https;//www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/docum6nt8/r^ort]ng-form.pdr
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional, information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form In Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, tn writing, as It becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.1.6.5. Submit addilfona) information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
thfot^h 6.1.6.4 above U required by the de^rtmenl: end

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.8.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by. law. .

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The (Contractor shall,participate In all quality Improvement activities to ensure the

staridard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to;

7.1.1. PartlcipaUon In electronic and in-person cOerU record reviews

7.1.Z Participation in site visits

fOPho«ntiK9UW>orNowEA0l3nd,lnc .EiTtenA Congartor Ingab ̂  ^ .
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7.1.3. Participation In training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services state^vide by.

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to

consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract

funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed. If there Is a'dlfference of more than
10% between expended funding and elapsed time oh the
contract the Contractor shall notify the Department within S
^ys and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Rscal Integrity
■  8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

Include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the followrng:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand;

8.1.1.1. Definition; The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestrlctied cash.o.n^hand.

6.1.1.2. Formula; Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments
divided . by total operating expenditures, less
depreclatlon/amortizadon and In-ldnd plus phncipal payments
on debt divided by days In the reporting period. The short-
term Investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not Indude common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard; The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Deflriltion: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities. .
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6.1.2.2. Formuia: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion of Its long-term debt.

6.1.3.2. .Deflnllion: The ratio of Net tricome to the year to date d^t
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Oepredatlon/Amorttzatlon
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
servtoe (principal and Nerest) over the next twdve (12)
months.

6.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's (Monthly RnanciaJ
Statements identifytng current portion of long-t^ debt

^  payments (principal and interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allow^.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an Indication of the Contractor's abiiity
to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.Z Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less totalGabifittes) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. . Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

6.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1. wHh a 20% variance aUowed.

6.2. tn the event that the Coritractor does not meet either

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratto for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2J2. . Three (3) or more of any of the IMalntenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) con8ecutive months, then

8.2,3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the 'standan^
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0.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehertslve
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
6.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met. <

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
I  every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

6.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide addltfonal infonmatton to assure
continued access to services as requested by the
DepartmenL The Contractor shall provide requested

information In a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The ConlTBClor shall inform the Department by phone and by email wfthin twenty-
four (24) hours of whert any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
Ollgatlon. Investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a materbl financial Impact on and/or matenally.Impact or Impair
the ability of the Contrsctorto perform under this Agreement with the DepartmenL

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Stiatement. and all
Other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of eccounUng and
Indude the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days afl^ the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
6.1 .• The Contractor's contract performance shaD be measured as In Section 9.2 below

to evaluate thai services are mitigating negative impacts , of substance misuse,
including but not timit^ to the oplold epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected In. WITS, will be used to
assist the Department In determining the benchmark for each measure below. The

Contractor agrees to report data in WTTS used in the following measures:

9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting services who receive any

service, other than evaluation, wfthin 10 days of screening.

9.ZZ Engagement: % of dlents receiving any services; other than evaluation, on
at )east.2 separate days wtthin 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Qlnlcaliy Appropriate Sen/Ices; % clients rece.iving' ASAM Criteria
Identified SUD services (as idenUfled by initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening.
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9.2.4. Client Retention; % .of currently enrolled clients receiving any type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days within 45 days
of Initial screening.

0.2.5. Treatment Completion: Total # of discharge (dls-enroded) clients
completing treatment _

9.2.6. Natianal Outcome Measunss (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria;

9.2.6.1. Reduction In /no change In the frequency of substance use at
di^arge compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase In/no change In number of Individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.8.3. Reductiori In/no change In number of Individuals arrested In
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last servtoe

9.2.6.4. Increase In/no change In number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase IrVno change In number of Individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first

'  service
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

The Contractor shall comply with the followlnp'requlrements:

1. Requirements for Organizational or Program Changes.
1.1. The Contractor shall provWe the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes In any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership;
1.1.2. Physical location;
1.1.3.. Name.

1.2. When there is a new admlnislrator. the following shall apply:
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with Immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
1.2.2. The Contractor shaD riotify the department In writing as soon as possible prior to

a change In adminislrator. and Immediiately upon the lack of an administrator,
. and provide the department with the following: "

•  1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of the new admlnistraiof required In Section 1J2
above;

1.2.2.2. A resume Identifying the name and qualifications of the new administrator,
and

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable lieges for the new administrator;
1.2.3. When there Is, a change In the name, the Contractor shall siibmll to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secretary of State, If applicable, and the effective date of the name changa

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program, H shall submit to the
department:

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clients being sen/ed in the
contracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the client's records being served in
the contracted program as requlr^ by Sections 12.8 - 12:i0 below and '
with the consent of the dlenl.

2. Inspections.
2.1. For the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at ̂ y time to Inspect the fbltowing: ^
2.1.1. The facinty premises;
^.1.2. AD programs and serWes provided imder the contract; and
2.1.3. Any records required by the contract.

2:2. A rrab'oe of deHcienci^ shall be Issued when, as a result of any Inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor Is In violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. If the notice Identifies deficiencies to be corrected, the Conlractor shall submit a plan of
correction in accordance within 21 working days of receiving the Inspection findings.

3. Administrative Remedies.
3.1. The department shall Impose admlnlslrathre. remedies for violations of contract

requirements, Inctuding:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a pbn of correction (POC);
3.1.2. Imposlr^ a directed POC upon a Contractor;
•3.1.3. Suspension of a corrtract; or
3.1.4. Rewcatlon of a contract. .

VerxtorNeme ^ ]
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3^. Whan admlnistralive remedies are imposed, (he department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency:
3.2.2. Identifies the specific remedy(s) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor with Information regarding the right to a hearing In

accordance with RSA 541-A end He-C 200.
3.3. A ROC shaQ t>e developed and enforced'in the followtng manner:

3.3.1. Upon receipt of a notice of deficiencies, the Contractor shaD submit a written'
ROC within 21 days of the date on the notice describing:

3.3.1.1. How the Contractor Intends to correct each deficiency:
3.3.1.2. Whal measures will be put in place, or what system changes will be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur: and
3.3.1.3. The date-by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submission of the ROC;
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each ROC that

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliahce with contract requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices 88 dted in the inspection

report
3.3.2.3. Prevents a riew violation of contract requirements as a result of

implementation of the ROC; and
3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon which the deficiencies win be corrected;

.  3.4. If the ROC Is acceptable, the department shall provide written notification of acceptance
oflheROC; ■ . ' " ;

3.6. If the ROC Is not acceptable, the departmenl shall ratify the Contractoi; in writing of the
reason for re}ecljng the ROC;

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised ROC within 21 days of the date of
(he written notiflcallon in 3.6 above;

3.7. The revised ROC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed In accordance wHh
3.3.2 above;

3.8. If the reyl^ POC is not .aoceptabje to the department, or Is not submitted within 21
days of the date of the written-notification in 3.5 above, the Contractor shall, be subject
to a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below;

3.9. The departrnen! shall verify the implementation of any ROC that has been submitted
and accept^ by:
3.9.1, Reviewing materials submitted by the Coniractor;
3.9.2. Conducting a foliow-up Inspectiqp; or

.  3.9,3. Revtewtng cornpHance during the next scheduled inspection;
3.'f0. Verification of the implementalion of any ROC shall only occur after the date of

completion specified by the Contractor (n the plan; and
3.11. If the ROC or revised ROC-has not been implemented by (he completion date, the

Contractor shall be issued a directed POC in accordance with 3.'12 below.
3.12. The department shall develop and .Impose a directed ROC that specifies corrective.

actions for the Contractor to Implement when:
3.12.1. As a result of an inspection, deficiencies were identified that require Immediate

corrective action to protect the health arvl safety of the clients or personnel;
3.12.2. A revised ROC Is n(^.submitted within 21 days of the written notification from the

departmerit; or
Vendor Name /j 'O
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3.12.3.* A reprised POC submitted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Reeponefbilitfes of All Contractors.

4.1. The Contrador shall comply with all federal, slate, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordlTOnces, licenses, permits, and approvals, and njles promulgated thereunder, as
applicable.

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the qualKy of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basts.

■ 4.3. The Cofrtrador shall provide for the necessary qualified personnel, fadfities, equipment,
and suppReefor the safety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and Imptemenl written policies and procedures goveminq
its operation and all services provided.

4.5. M policies and procedures shall be-reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contrador
policy. •

4.6. The Contractor shall;
4.6.1. Employ an'- administrator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the

Contractor, .
4.6.2. Malntalri a current Job description and minimum qualifications for the

admlnistratof. Including the administrator's authority and duties; and
4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of comrnand that sets forth the line of authority for

the operation of the Contractor the staff posllion(8) to be delegated the authority
and responsibility to ad In the administrator's behalf whan the administrator Is
absent

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents in a public area:
4-7.1. A copy of the Contractor's polioies and procedures relaUve to the Implementation

of dient rights and responslbflides, Irtciuding cltenl confidentiality per 42 CFR
•Part 2; and / r .

4.7.2. pie Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identlfytng tfie
location of, and accqss to all fire

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or pmvlde false or
mlsteadlng Information to the dep.artment

4.9. The Contrador shall comply with all conditions of warnings arid administrative remedies
issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contrador shall admit and allow any departrnent representative to inspect the
certified-premises and aD programs and sennces thai are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contrad.

4.11. The Contrador shall:
4.11.1. Report all critical Incidents and. sentinel events to the department-In accordance

with E)diiblt A, Section 20.2.3;
4.11.2. Submit addKlonal Information If required by the department; and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law. <

4-.12. The Contractor shall irnpiement poilcies and procedures for repbrtlng:
4.12.1. Suspeded child abuse, neglect or exploitation. In accordance wtlh RSA 169-

C29-30; and
4.12.2. Su^ected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults. In accordance with RSA 149-

F:49.

Vendor Name ^
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■  ̂ Contractor shall report all positive tuberculosis test results for personnel to theoffice of disease control In accordance with RSA 141-C:7, He-P 301.02 and He^
301.03.

4.14. For resWenlial programs. If the Contractor accepts a client who te -known to have a
disease reportable under He-P 301 or an infectious disease, which Is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganfsms In (he body which might or. mighl not be
cont^lous, the Contractor shall follow the required procedures for the care of the

• clients, as epedfied by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2007 Guideline for IsolaUon Precautions, Preventing TrarBmlsslon of Infectious
Agents In Healthcare Settings. Jurie 2007.

4.15. ^tractora shall Implement state and federal regulations oh dtent confidentiality
Induding provisions outlined In 42 CFR 2.13, RSA 172:8-8. and RSA318-B:12;

4.16. A Contractor shaB, upon request, provide a dient or the dient's guardian or agent, If
any, with a copy of his or her client record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.4.17. The Contractor shall dewtop polides and procedures regarding the rele^e of
nformaUon contained in dIent records, in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Ad (HIPAA), and RSA 318-8:10. "

current, accurate end available to
^ department during an Inspedion or Investigation conduded in accofdanoe with
this centred.

4.19. Any Conlrector that maintains eiectronlc records shaB develop written polides and ■
procedures designed to protect the privacy of dients and personnel that, at a
•minimum, Include: .

4.19.1.. Procedures for backing up files to prevent loss.of data;
4.19.2. Safeguards for maintaining the confidentiality of information pertaining to dients

and staff; and

.  *0 prevent tampering with information pertaining to dients and staff.4.20. The Contrador's service 8(te(s) shalh
4.20.1. Be accfessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessiblHty and banter

free guideHnes per 42 U.S.C. 12131 et seq;
4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and beatment areas;
4^0.3, Have prtvate space for personal consultation, charting, treatnent and sodal

activities, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and dosed confidential client records; end
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.

4.21. The Contractor shall eslabll&h and monitor a code of ethics for the Ccntrador and Its
staff, as well as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct

4.22. The Contractor shall maintain specific polides on the following:
4.22.1. Olent rights, grfevance and appeals pdides erxJ procedures:
4.22.2. Progressive dlsdpline, leading to administrative discharge;
4.22;3. Reporting and appealing staff grtevances;
4.22.4. Policies on client alcohol and other drug use white In treatment;
4.22.5. Polides on dtent and employee smokir^ that are in compliance with &hlblt A.

SecUon.2.11;
4.22.6. Dreg-free workplace policy and procedures, induding a requirement for the filing

of written reports of actions taken in the event of staff misuse of alcohol or other
dregs;
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4.22.7. Policies and procedures for holding a cfienfs possessions;
4.22.6. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medication policy;
4.22.10.Urtne specimen collection, as applicable, that:

4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection is conducted tn a manner that preserves dlent
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.2. Minimize faJsineetion;
4.22.11; Safety and emergency procedures on the following;

4.22.11.1. Medical ernerger)cl6&;
4.22.11.2. infection control and untversal precautions, Including the use of protective -

dothlng and devices;

4.22.11.3. Reporting employee Injuries; •
4.22.11.4. Rre monitoring, wamlng, evacuaGon, and safety drill policy and

procedures;
4.22.11.5. Emergency doslngs;
4.22.11.6. Posting of the above ̂ fety and emergency procedures.

4.22.12. Procedures for protection of dlent records that govem use of records, storage, -
removal, conditions for release of Informatton, and compliance vvfth 42CFR Part
2 and the Health Insurance PprtablEty and AocountabBlty Act (HIPAA); and .

4.22.13.Pr6cedures related to quality assurance and quality Improvement
5. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contrador shall maintain procedures regarding collections from client fees, private
or public Insurance, ahd other payers responsible for the cllent^s finances; and

5.2. At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the client and (he
diet's guardian, ̂ m, or persona] representative, with a listing of all known applicable
charges and Identify what care and se^ces afe induded in the charge.

6. Client Screening end Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractofs shall maintain a record of all dient screenings, including:

6.1.1. The dientname and/or unique client Identjfier;
6.1.2. The dient referral source;
6.1.3. The date of initial contact from the client or referring agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of Ihe screening, including the reason for denial of services If

applicabie;
6.1.6. ^r any client who Is placed on a waltiist record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and Interim services or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of all client contacts between screening and removal from (he waitlist;
and

6.1.8. Date dient was r^oved from the waitlist and the reason for removal
6.2. For cmy client who is denied servioes, the Contrador Is responsible for:

6.2.1. Informing the client of the r^son for denial;
6.2.Z Assisting the dlent In Identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny services to a dient solely b^use the dlent
8.3.1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.3.2. Relapsed from an earlier treatment;

Vendor Name
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications, Including. but not limited to opiates or
benzodlazeplnes; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4. The. Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 et>ove at the request of the department

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a current Job description for all staff. Including contractad

staff, volunteers, and student Interns, which shall Include;
7.1.1. Job title;
7.1.2. Physical requirements of the position;
7.1.3. Education end experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the positioo; '
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. Title of Immediate supervisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and Implement poltdea regarding criminal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, Include;
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his Of her criminal record;
7.2^. Requlrtng the administrator or his or her designeo to obtain and review a

criminal records check from the Now Hampshire department of safefy for each
prospective ̂ ployee;

7.2.3. CrtminaJ background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to enisure the health, safety,
or well-l>eing of clierits:

7.2.I1. Felony convictions in this or any other state;
7.2.3.2. Convictions for sejoial assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
7.2.3.3. Rndlngs by the department or any administrative agency In this or erry other

state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.Z4. Walverof7.2.3aboveforgoodc8Use8hown.

7.3. An staff. Including contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educational; experiential, and physical qualiffeatlons of the position as

Oeted In their Job description;
7.3.2. Not exceed the criminal background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

.  unless waived for good cause shown, In accordance with policy established In
7.2:4 above;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certified as required by state statute and as
applicable;

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with dJents, which Includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics, Including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofesstonaJ conduct:

7.3.4.2. The ConbBctor's policies on client rights and responslblHtres and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4;3. CorifidenllaUty requirements as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 bebw, - ^

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as required In Section
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Section 18 below.

Vendor Name
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibilities and the poncles, procedures, and guidelines
of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administrative and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. The Contractor's infection prevention program;
7.3.4.8. The Conlraclor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responsibilities of personrtel In en emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for atxjBe or neglect such as those found

in RSA161-F and RSA 169-C:29: and
7.3.5. S^n end date documentation that they have taken part In an orfentation as

described In 7.3.4 above;
7.3.6. Complele a mandatory annual in-service education, which Includes a review of

' all elements descn'bed in 7.3.4 above.
7.4. Prior to having contact with cflenta, employees and contracted employees shall:

7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening
•  conducted not ntore than 12 months prtor to employment which shall Include at a

minimum the following:
7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee;
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination; ̂
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious illness or any oUter Illness

that would affect the examinee's abHIty to perform thdr job duties:
7.4.1:4. Results of a 2-step tuberculosis (TB) test, Manioux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); and
7.4.1.5, The dated-signature of the licensed health practltionef;

7.4..2. Be allowed to work white waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centere for Disease Control Quidollnes for
Preventing the Transrrilsston ofTuberculosis In Health Facllittes Settings, 2005.
If the person tes ellhw a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or potential
for occupatiorial exposure to Myoobacterium tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. EmployBes, contracted employees, volunteers and Independent Conlractors who have
direct contact with clients v^o have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test

7.6. The Contractor shall malnlain and store In a secure and confidential manner, a currant
personnel fde for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A perconnet
file shall Include, at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. A completed application for employmenl or a resume. Including:
7.6.2. Identification data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experfence of (he employee;
.7.6.4. A copy of the current job description or agreement, signed by the individual, that

Menlifies the:

7.6.4.1. Position llUe;
7.6.4.2. QuallflcaUons and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

7.6.5. Written verification that the person meets the Contrador'B quafrficatiorrs for the
■assigned Job description, such as school transcnpls, certifications and licenses as
applicable;

Vendor Name /) ^
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientatton as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certificalton in

health care fieid and CPR certification, if applicable; ' '
7.8.8. Records of screening for communicable diseases results required in 7.4 above;
7.6.9. Written performance appraisals for each year of employment Indudhg

description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by the
*  person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual tn-eerylce education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Information as to the general content and length of all continuing education or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed statement acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor's poDcy.setting

forth the client's rights and responsibilities, including confldentlaniy
requirements, and acknowledging training and Implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the lime the initial offer of employment Is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she;

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction In this orany other slate;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other vrotent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a threat to the health, safety or
well-being of a client; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency In
this or any other state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An Individual need not re-dlsdose any of the matters in 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above If the

documentation Is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
granted a waiver so that the IndMdual can continue employment

6. Cllnlca) Supervision.
6.1. Contractors shall comply with the follo^ving clinical supervision requirements for

unlicensed counselors:
8.1.1. . All unlicensed staff providing treatment education and/or recovery support

■services shall be under the direct si^ervtslon of a llcens^ supervisor.
8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless

the Department has approved an altemative superysion plan.
8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one hour of supervision for every 20

hours of direct client contact;
8.1.4. Supen/islon sh^ll be provided on an Individual or group basis, or both,

depending upon the employee's need, expertance and skill level;
6.1.6. ' Supervtsion shall Include following techniques:

8.1.5.1. Review of case records;
8.1.5.2. Observation of interacti^s with clients;
8.1.5.3. Skill development; and
8.1.5.4. Review of case management activities; and

8.1.6. .Supervisors shaU maintain-a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive wpervlsion In accordance with the
requirement of their licensure.

9. Clinical Services.
Vendor Name
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shall have and adhere to a dinical care manual which includes policies
and procedures related to all clinical services provided.

9.2. All clinical seiMces provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on.the client's strengths;

lii' ^ relevant to the dtverslty of the citents being served:9.2.3. Be client end family centered; aocvBu.
^ which means designed to acknowledge the Impact of
Vfotena and trauma on people's lives and the importance of addressing trauma
In treatment; and .

admission, the Contractor shall conduct a dient orierrtatlon. either
Individually or by group, to include the following:
9.3.1. ^les, polldes, and procedures of the Contractof, program, and fadiity;
8.3.2. Requirements for successfully completing the progr^;
9.3.3. The Bdminbtratlve- discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

.discharge;
9.3.4. Allappllcable laws regarding confidentlallly, Including the limits of conndenllality

arw mandatory reporting requirements; and

I'l'l' ®'9n a receipt that the orfentatlon was conducted.
•  HS?" ® to treatment, the Contractor shail conduct anHiy/AIDS screening, to include:
. 9.3.7. The provision of Information;

9.3.6. Risk assessment;
9.3.9. fntervention and risk reduction education, and, .
9.3.10. Referral for tesUng, If appropriate, within 7 days of admission-

10. Treatment and Rehabilitation: . . ^
10.1. A l^C or unlicensed counselor qnder the superylslon of a LADC shaD develop and

ma™m a written treatment plan for each cDent in accordance with TAP 21;
Competencies availabte ai

rttip.//8tore.semh8a.gov/llst/series?name=Technlc8l''Asslstance-Publicatlons-TAP8-&pageNumbef=1 which addresses all ASAM domains,
102. Treatment plans shali'be developed as follows:

10.2.1. Wilhln;7 days following admission to any resldenllal program; and
HA J third sessior) of an ambutatcxy treatment program.

•  rt A shail contain, at a minimum, the following elemenls:10.3.1. Goab. objectives, and Interventtens written In terms that ere specific
measurable, attainable, reanalic and timely. '

in rwlpienl's clinical needs, treatment goals, and objectives-.  10.3.3. d^tlOBs the client's strengths and resources for achieving goab and obiedives
in 10.3.1 above; . »

10.3.4. Cteflnra the strategy for providing services to meet those needs, goals, and
objectives; • » •

10.3.5. Identffles r^erral to outside Conlradors for the purpose of achieving a specific
goal or ob/edlve when the service cannot be delivered by the treatment

.  program;

Ini'l'- terminating spedflc interventions; and10.3.7. n^des spedflcallon and description of the Indicators to be used to assess the
Indfvlduars progress. '
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10.3.8. Documentation of participation by the client in the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or If
. applicable, documentation of the client's refu^ to sign the treatment'plan.

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based on any changes In any Ameton.Society of
Addiction Medldne Chterla (ASAM) domain arid no less frequently than every 4
eesslora or every 4 weeto. whichever Is less frequent

10.5. Treatment plan updates ̂alllnchjde:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client Is meeting treatment plan goals

and objectives;
10.5.Z Modifl^tlon of existing goats or addition of new goals based on changes in the

clients hmctionlng relative to ASAM domains and' treatment goals and
objectives. "

10.5.3. This cbunsdoi's assessment of whether, or not the cHent needs to move to a
different level of care based on changes in functtoning In any domain and
docurriientation of the reasons for this assessment

10.5.4. The signature of the dlent and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan, or if applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment
plan,

10.6. In addition to. the Individualized treatment planning in 10.3 above, all Contractors
shall provide dlent education on:

10.6:1. Substance use disorders;
10.0.2. Relapse prevention:
10.6.3. Infectbus diseases associated with Injection drug use. Including but not limited

to,HiV,hopatltls.andTB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessation options;
10.6.7. The impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and the

'  Importance of. informing medical practa'tioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
'  10.7.2. All group counseling sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer per^

counselor..

■10.8. Progress notes
10.B.1. A progress note shall be completed for each individual, group, or family

treatment or education session.
10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the following components:

10.8.2.1. Data. Including selfrTCport observalions. Interventions,, current
Issues/streSGors, functional (mpalrrnent. Interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as it relates to the current treatment plan;

10.8.2.2. Assessment. Including progress, evaluation of Intervention, and obstacles
or barriers; and

10.8.2.3. Ptan, Including tasks to be completed between sessions^ objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a dally shift change log which documents such
things as client behavior and significant events that a sutssequent shift should be
made aware of. '

11. CSent Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. A client shall be discharged hom e program for the following reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes In the client's functiontng
nelatrve to ASAM criteria:

11.1.2. Program termination, including:
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2; Non-compliance with the pmgram;
11.1.2.3. The client left the program trefore completion agairtst advice of treatment

•• -staff; and
11.1.3. The client is inaccessible, such as the client has been Jailed or hospitalized; and

11.2. In all cases of client discharge or transfer, the counselor shall complete a narrative
discharge summary, including, at.a minimum: '

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;
11.2.2. The client's psychosocial substance abuse history and legal history; '
11.2.3. A summary of the cCent's progress toward treatment goals In all ASAM domains;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge Of transfer;
11.2.5. The client's DSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to Include other assessment testing

completed during treatment;
11.2.6. A summary of the clienfs physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer
' 11.2.7. A continuing care plan, Induding all ASAM domains;
11.2.8. A determination as to whether the client would be eflgible for re-admlsslon to

trealrnent. If applicable; and
11.2.9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days following a client's discharge or transfer from the program;

or

.  11.3.2. For withdrawal management services, by the end of the next business day
following a client's discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, either frtiiri one level of care to another within the sanw
certified Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the client's treatment and progress towanls
treatment goads, to be Included in the client's record; and

11.4.2. Update the client assessment and treatmenl plan.
11.5. When transferring a cfient to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

shall forward copies of the foQoyring Information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of corifidential Information Is 8lgr«d by the dient:

11.5.1. The discharge summary;
11.5.Z Client demographic Irrformatlon, Including the dienfs name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Social Security
number; and

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment Information.
Inciuding:

11.5.3.1. TB test results;
11.5.3.2. A record of the client's treatment history; and
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11.6.3.3. Oocumentation of any coun-mandated or ager^cy-recommended folio^up
treatment

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the cTient at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that:

11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care in aD ASAM domains:
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups Including, when indicated, facilitated self-

help; and

11.6.3. Assists the client In making contact with other agencies or services.
11.7. The counselor shall document in the client record if and why the meeting In Section ■

11 .-6 above oould not take place.
11.8. A Contractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only If:

11.8.1. Thedlenl's behavior on program premises is abusive, violent, or fflegai;
11.8.2. The dieni is non-compliant with prescription medicalions;
11.8.3. •Clinical staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may Include

(he dient's continued use of IDidt dhrgs or an unwiirmgness to follow appropriate,
dinicai interventions: or

11.8.4. The dlenl vtolates program rules' In a manner that is cor^slent with the
Contractor's progressive discipline policy.

12. Client Record System.
12.1'. Each Contractor shall have policies and procedures to Implement a comprehensive

dlent record system, In either paper form or electronic form, or both, that compiles
with this section.

The dlent record of each client served shall communicate information in a manner that is:
12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries In chronological order;
12.1.2. Easy to read and urvlerstand;
12.1.3. Complete, containing all the parts; end
1Z1.4. Up-to-date, including notes of most recent oontacis.

12.2. The dlent recoid shall indude, at a minimum, tt% following components, organized -
as follows: . ^

12.2.1. Rrst section, Intake/lnitlal lnformatlon:
12.2.1.1. Identification data, induding the dient's:

12.2.1.1.1. Name-

12.2.1.1.2. Date of birth;
12.2.1.1.3.Addjess:
12.2.1.1.4. Telephone number; and
12.2.1.1.6.Thelast 4 digits of the dient's Soda) Security number;

12.2.1.2. The date of admission;
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the dient, the name and address

of:

12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; and
12.2.1.3.2. The representative payee;

12.2.1.4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact In the
event of an emergency;

12.2.1.6. Contact Information for the person or entity referring the dient for sendees,
as applicabie;

12.2.1.6. The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor;

Vendor Name • ' ; /2
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12.2.1.7.The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor. If applicable:

12.2.1.8. The name and address of the client's pubftc or private health Insurarrce
. Contractor(s), or both;

12.2.1.9. The client's religious preference, if any;-
12.2.1.10. The client's personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Current medications;
12.2.113. Records and repohs prepared prior to (he client's current admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt notification of client rights;

12.2.2. Second section, Screenlng/Assessment/Evatuation:
12.2.2.1. Doumentatlon of aD elements of screening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;
12.Z3. Third section. Treatment Plannir^:

12.2.3.1. The individual treatmeht plan, updated at designated intervals In
accordance with Sections 10.2 -.10.5 above; and

12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progress notes and reports from all programs Involved,
as required by Section .10.8 above;.

12,2.4. Fourth section. Discharge Planning':
12.2.4.1.A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections. 11.2 btkI 11.3

above;
1Z2.5. Rfth section. Releases of InformationfMisceilaneous:

12.2,5.1. Release of information forms compliant with 42 CFR. Part 2;
12.Z5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
12.2.5.3. Any other Information the Contractor deems slgnfficanL

12.3: If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record system, then the sections In
Section 12.3 above shall be tabbed secttons.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic formal, tbe sections In Section 12.3, above shall
not apply provided that all Inforrhatlon listed In SecUon 12.'3 above Is Included In the
electronic record.

12.5. An client reoordB maintained by the Contractor or Its sub-Contractors, Including paper
nies, facsimile transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be st/^y confidential.

1Z6. All confidential information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at all
times as foQows:

12.6.1. Paper recordis and external electronic storage media shall be kept In locked file
'  cabinets;

12.6.2. All electronic Tiles shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. All confidentia! notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded Immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractors shaO retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as follows:
12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

12.7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor dosing Its treatment p^ram shall
arrange for the continued management of all client records. The dosing Contractor
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shall notify the department In writing of the address where records wiil be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12.B. The closing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the folto^ng measures';

T2.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that It will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records within 10
working days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consent to' another
Contractor or

,  -12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication Services.
13.1. No administration of medications, including physician samples, shall occur except by

. a licensed medical practitioner working within their scope of practice. .
•  13.2. All prescription medication's brought by a client to program shall be in their ortgir^al

cbntainers and legibly display the following Information:
13.2.1. Thectient's.name;
13.2.2. The rnedlcaHon name dnd strength; .
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.2.4. The route of adrntnistrallon;
13.2.6. The frequency of administration; and ,
13.2.6. The date ordered.

13.3. Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licensed practitioner.

13.4. All prescriptibn medications, with the exception of nltroglycerin, epi-pans, and rescue
.  Inhalers, which may be Kept on the client's person or stored In the cBenl's room, shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. All medications shall be kepiln a storage area that is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorimd personnel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to aDow correct kfentification of each cfient's medlcalion(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated In a manner suffidenl to allow reading of all medlcatton labels;

and

13.4.1.4. &)Uipp8d to maintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.4.2. Schedule it oontrDlted substances, as defined by f^SA 318-6:1-b, shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked rnedlcatlon storage area arxl
accesslbte only to authorized personnel; and i

13.4.3. Topical liquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shall
be stored In a manner such that cross-oontamlnatlcn with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parentera! products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to cDenta, nor stored with
cfient medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled in the following riianner:
13.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications'shall be allowed to be

brought Into the program;
13.6.2. OTC medication shad be stored In accordarKe with Section 13.4 above.
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13.6.3. QIC medication contalnBrs shall be marked with the name of the clfeni using the
medication and taken In accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner;

13.7. All medications self-administered by a client, with the exception of nltroglyoertn, epl-
pens, and rescue Inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supen/ision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as fotlows:

13.7.1. Starr shall, remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at

the correct time;
13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically

handle ihe medication itself in any manner;
13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and

type of medication;
13.6. For each medication taken, staff shall document In an irxlividual client medication log

IhefoHowIng: .•
13.8.1. The medication name, strength, dose, frequency and route .of admlnistrallon;
13.8.2. The dale and the time the medicatron was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or Idenllftabte Initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.6.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a client's discharge;
13.9.1. The cnent medication log In Section 13.8 above shall be Included in the client's

record; and
13.9.2. The pllent shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her

14. Notice of Client f^hts
14.1. Programs shall Inform dienla of their rights under these rules in clear,

understandable language and form, both verbally and Iri writing as follows:
■14.-1.1. AppBcanls for services shall be Informed of their rights to evaluations and

access to treatment;
14.12. Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry into any program and at least

once a year after entry;
14.12. Initial and annual nbfiflcations of client rights In Section 14 above shall' be

documented (n the client's record; and
142. Every program within the service deEvery system shall post notice of the rights, as

fbllo\ra: .
14.Z1. The notice shall be posted continuously and oonspicuously;
14.22. The notice shall be presented In dear, understandable language and form; and
14.Z3. Each program and residence shall have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to client-rights that are available for client review.
15. Fundarrienta) Rights.

. 15.1. No person receiving treatment for a substance use disorder shall be deprived of any
legal right to which aD dtlzens are entitled solely by reason of that person's

■  admission to the treatment services system.
16. Personal Rights.

16.1. Persorw who are applicants for services or clients !r> the servloe delivery system shall
tw treated by prograrn staff with dignity and respect at aH times.

16.Z • Clients sh^I.be from abuse, neglect and exploitation Indudlng. at a minimum,
the following:
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16.2.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-verbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect:

16.2.2. Freedom from the Intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the cbent or others; and

^ 16.2.3.' Freedom from personal or financial exploitation.
16l3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality
.17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the confidenliallty requirements in 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. In cases where a client, attorney or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests ooples of the record, a program shall make such copl^ available^
free of charge for the first 26 pages and not more than 25 cents.p v page thereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA318:B12-a, the foBowlng shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
.  17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release.
16. COent Grievances

18.1. Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter, including any alleged
violation of a right afforded by tt^e rules or by any state or f^eral law or rule.

18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a griOvance on behalf of an
individual client or a group of clients.

18.3. The rules governing procedures for piotectibn of dient rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints and grlevan^s. ' ^

19. Treatment Rights.
19.1. Each dient shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment. Including:

18.1.1. The right of access to treatment Induding:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation td detemitne an applicant's need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the serSrices heeded;
19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessary services when those services are

available, sub{ect to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and • /

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment including:
19.1.2.1. Sendees provided In keeplng with evidence-based cUntcal and professional

standards appficable to the persons and programs providirig the treatment
.. and to the conditions for which the client is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to. receive sendees in such a manher as to promote the dienl's full,
participation Iri.the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment to which a person Is entitled In
accordance with the time frame set forth In the cDent's Individual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an Indiytdual treatment plan developed, reviewed and revised in
accordance with Sections 10.1 -10.5 above which addresses the cQenfs own
goals;

19.1.6. The righl to receive treatment and sendees contained In an Individual treatment
plan designed to provide opportunities for the cDent to participate in meaningful
activities In the communities In wtiich the client lives and works;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment in the least restrictive alternative or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment including programs
which least restrict

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement; and
19.1.12. PartlclpatJon In the community, while providing the level of support needed

by the client;
19.1.8.; The right to be Informed of all Btgniflcant risks.' benefits, side effects ar)d

alternative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatmeht,
placement or referral followtng an informed decision such that

19.1.8.1. Whenever possible; the consent shall be given In writing; and
19.1.8.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and s'hpll be witnessed by at least one person;
19.1.9. The tight to refuse to partldpale In any form of experimental treatment or

research;
19.1.10. The right to be fully Informed of one's own diagnosis artd prognosis;;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement Including the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek chariges in ptacerrient, services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdrw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the sendee

delivery system;
19.1.llThe.right to services which promote Independence including services directed '

toward:

19.1.12.T. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the client's needs for
continued services and treatment; and

19.1.12.2. Promoting the abDity of the clients.to function at their highest capacity and
as Independently as possible;

19.1.13. The right to refuse medicatton and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and treatment Including, if needed;

assistance in finding such care in a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second oplnlori including: .

19.1.15.1. At the client's own expanse, the consultative services of:
19.1.15.1.1. Private physicians;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologists;
19.1.15.1.3. Lloensed drug and alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1.4. Other health practitioners; and

19.1.15.2. Granting to such health practitioners reasonable access to the dient, as
required by Section 19.1.15, In programs end allowing such practitioners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and

.  treatment provided by the programs;
19.1.16.The right, upon request to have one ormore of the fbliowtng present at any

treatment meeting r^uiring client partldpation and Informed declslon-maklrlg:
19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney;
19.1.16.4. FamUy member,
19.1.16.5. Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant; and
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19.1.17.The right to freedom from restraint Including the right to be free from seduslon
arx] physical, mechanical or pharmacological restraint,

19.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment corrtrary to such
professional's dinrcal judgment .

19.3. Programs shad, whenever possible, maximize the dedsloh-making authority of the
•  cQent ■ .

19.4. In furtherartce of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shaQ apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent jurisdiction:

19.4.1. The program shall 'ertsure that in the course of service provision, the guardian
and ail peraons Involved in the provision of service are made aware of the
client's views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shall only make decisions that are wKhin the scope of the powers set.
forth in the guardianship order Issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program ahail r^uest a. copy of the guardianship onier from the guardian
and the order shall be kept in the dient's record at the program;

19.4.4. If any issues arise relative to the provision of services, and supports which are
outside the scope of the guardian's dedslon^aking authority as set forth In the
guardianship order, the client's choice and preference relative to those Issues

-  shall prevail unless the guardian's authohty is expanded by the court to Indude
! those issues;

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are nece^ry to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the dedsion-making authority granted by the court Including;

■ 19.4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the limits on his or her decision-making
authority; and ^

19.4.5.2. tf necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act In a manner that furthers the best interests of the dlent;
19:4.7. In acting in the tiest Interests of the dient, the guardian shad take Into

consideration the vi^, preferences and aspirations of the dlent;
■19.4.8. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from

acting In a manner that does not further the best Interests of the dlent and, if
' necessary, bring the matter to. the att^tion of the court that appointed the

guardian; and
19.4.8. In the event that there is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the

program shall Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Termination of Services.
20.1. A dtent Shan be termlrtaled from a Contractor's service If the dlent:

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other dients or staff, or engages In Illegal
'  activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiUng from the sefvlcefs) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutuaDy acceptable course of treatment;
20.1.4. infuses to pay for the services that he or she Is receiving despite having the

. finandal resources to do so; or
20.1.5. Ref^s to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

•• she Is receMng despite the fact that the dient Is or might be eligible for such
benefits.
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20.2. A termination from a Contractor's services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written end verbal notice to the cOent and client's guardian, if any, that

20.2.1. Give the effective date of terminatioh:
20.2.2. List the clinical or management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document In the record of a client who has been terminated that;
20.3.1.. The client has been notified of the termination; and

20.3.2. The termtnatlon has been approved by the program director.
21. Ctient Rights in Residential Programs.

21.1. In addition to the foregoing rights, clients of residential programs shall also have the
following rights:

21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanity and humane living environment;
21.1.2. The right to privately cornmuhlcate with others. Including:

21.1.2.1. The right to send and receive unopened and uncensored. correspondence;
' 21.1.2.2. The right to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allow^ to

. make and. to receive reasonable numbers telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a client to-relmburse (hem for the cost of
any <^{s made by the client;

21.1.2.3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visltars except that residential
programs may Impose reasonable restrictions on the number and time of
vtsKs in onJer to ensure effective provision of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage In social and recreational activities Induding the provision of
^ regular opportunities for clients to engage In such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, induding the following:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on closed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits:
21.1.4.ZThe right b opportunities for personal Interaction In a private setting except

that any conduct or activity which is Illegal ehall be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. The right (p be free from searches of thdr persons and possessions except

in accordance with applicable constitutional and legal standards;
21.1.5. The right to Individual choice, including the following:

21.1.5.1. The right to keep and wear their own clothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possessions;
21.1.5;3. The right to keep and to read materials oMheIr ovm choosing;
21.1.5.4., The right to keep and spend their own money; and .

. 21.1.5.5. The rlgM not to work and to be compensated for any work performed,
ei^pt that:

■ 21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeeping tasks
within the client's own immediate living area and equitably share '
housekeeping tasks within Ihe common areas of tee residence,
without compensalton; and .

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational teaming (asks or work required, for
the operation or maintenance of a residential pmgnam. if tee work is

.  consistent with their individual treatment plans and the cltent Is
compensated for vterk performed; and '

■21.1.6. The right to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held In safekeeping by the
residence.

Vendor Name
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21.2. Nothing In Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavior of the residents!

21.3. Cfients shall be Informed of any house pdldes upon admission to the resldenca
21.4. House poficles shall be posted and such polictes shall be in conformity with this

section.
21.5. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for compliance with this section In

connection with quality assurance site visits.
21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1.4.3 above. Contractors may develop policies and

procedures that allow searches for alcohol and lilio't drugs be conducted:
21.6.1. Upon the clienrs admission to the program; and
21.6,Z if probable cause e)dsts, including such proof as: -

21.6.2.1. A positive test shov/ing presence of alcohol or itiegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of intoxication Of withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Requirements
22:1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict In the requirements listed below, the

applicable Federal, Stale, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shall
control. The requirements specified below are' provided herein to increase the
Contractor's compliance.

22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty traatment for pregnant and parenting women:

,  21.2.1. . The program treats the family as.a unit and, therefore, admits both

women.erid.<jlhe]r children into treatment, if appropriate.

21.2.2. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, acfnilts both women
and their chfldreri into treatment, If approprtate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse services, Including prenatal care.

21.2.4. The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlalric care (br the
women's chUdren, including Immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-specific substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic Interventions for women that may address
issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parentir^.

21 .Z7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic Interventions'for children
in custody of women In treatment which may, among other .things, address
the children's developme'ntal needs and their Issues of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect.

21.2.8. The program provides or arranges for sufficient case management and
transportation services to ensure that the women and their children have

access to the services described above.

Vendor Name
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22.3. Arrange for means activities to assist the client In finding and engaging in a service,
which may Include, but Is not limited to helping-the client to locate an appropriate
provider, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients with those providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contractor agrees to the (oUowing state and federal requirements for all
. programs in this Contract as follows:

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 00% of capacity, the program notifies the state thai
90% capacity has been reached.

•  22.4.2. The program admits each Indlviduei who requests and Is In need of treatment for
intravenous drug abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days If the-program has no capacity to admit the individual on the date

•  of the request and. within 48 hours after the request the program rrtokes
Interim services available until the individual Is admitted to a substence
abuse treatmerit program

22.4.3. The program offers Interim services that include, at a minimum, the following:
22.4.3.1. Counseling and education .about HIV end .Tuberculosis (TB), the risks of

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and Infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB .transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment services, if necessary
22.4.3.3. individual and/or^graup counseling on the effects of aloohd and other dnig

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that Includes a unique patient
Identifier for each Injecting drug abuser seeking treatment Including patients
receiving interim services while awaitl^ admission. ■

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables it to:
22A5.1. Maintain contact with Individuals awaiting admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer waiting list clients at the earliest possible Gme to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area ̂ t Is reasonable to
the client

22.4.5.3. The program takes clients awaKlng treatment off the waiting list only vrtien
one of the following conditions exist;
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission Into treatment

or .

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.8. The program carries out activities to encourage individuals in need of treatment
sen/Ices to undergo treatment by using sctentlflcally sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or, if no such models are applicable to the local
situation, ariother approach which can reasonably be expect^ to be an effective
outreach method.

22;4.7. The program has procedures for:
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, arxl supervising outreach workers.

Vendor Name
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22.4.7^. Contacting, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
abusers, their associates, ertd neighbortwod re^dents within the constraints
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among Injecting dnjg abusers about the relationship
between tnjectirtg drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps thai can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or non-profit
private ^titles, routinely makes evaSable the following TB services to each

«  . Individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:
22.4.8.1. Counseling the tndivlduai with respect to TB.
22.4.8.2. testing to determine whether the individual has been Infected with

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
Individual.

22.4.8.3. Providing for or referring the Individuals Infected by mycobacteria Tp
approprbte medical evaluation and treatment.

22.4.8. For clierits denied admission to the program on the basis of tack of capacity, the
program refers such cflents to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has Imptementad the Infection control procedures that are
consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the follov^ng:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and Identification of. those Individuals who are at high
risk of becoming Infected.

22.4.10.2. Meeting all Stale reporting requirements while adhering to Federal and
State confidenttallty requirements, Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that Individuals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all Individuals with active TB as required by State
law and In accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives preference In admission to pregnant women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant .funded treatment services.
Further, the program gives preference to dients In the following ortJer

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and Injerting drug users first.
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other Injecting drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To an other Individuals fourth.

214.12.The program refers all pregnant women to the Stale when the program has
^  Insuffldent capacity to provide services to any such pregr^t women who seek

the services of the program.
22.4.13. The program mak^ available interim services within 48 hours to pregnant

women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity.
2l4.14.The program makes continuing education In treatment servfoes available to

empbyees who provide the services.
22.4.15.The program has In effect a system to protect patient records from inappropriate

disclosure, and the system:
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22.4.15.1. Is In compliance with aD Federal and Slate confidentiality requirements,
including 42 CFRpar12.

22.4.16.2. Includes provi^ons for employee education on the confidenliality
requirements and the fact that dlsciplina/y action may occur upon
inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.16.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Inpatlent
hospital substance abuse services, except in cases when each of the following
conditions is met

22.4.16.1. The individual cannot be effectively treated In a community-based, rton-
.  hospital, resldenllal program.

22.4.16.2. The dally rate of payrhent provld^ to the hospital for providing the
services does not exceed the comparable dally rate - provided by a
community-based, non-hospltal, residential program.

22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have
- been met

22.4.163.1. The primary diagnosis of the Individual Is subst^ce abuse
and the physician certifies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The individual cannot be safely treated In a commu'nity-
. based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3,. The service can tre reas6hably>'e)q>e^fij^ to Improve the
personls condidon or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospital-based substance abuse program follows
r>ational standards of substance abuse professional practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service is provided only to the extent that it Is medically
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be ■
safely treated In community-based; non-hospital, residential
program.)

22.4.17.The program does riot expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or improve land; purchase, construct, or
permanently Improve (other than minor remodeftng) any building or other facility;

,  or purchase major medical equipmenL
22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and

requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.19.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide financial
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
intended recipients of health services.

22.4.21 .The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide individuals
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.432.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
sendees in penal or corrections Institutions of the Slate.
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22.4^3.The program uses the Bbck Grant as the "payment of last resort" for senrices for
pregnant women and women with dependent children, TB services, and HIV
services and, thefefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the followlr^;

22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persorw
entitled to Insurance .benefits under the Social Security Act, including
programs under title XVlll and title XIX; any Staie compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical expertaea, any grant
program, any private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Seojre from patients of di^ta payments for services In accordance with
their ability to pay.

22.4.24.'The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4.24.1. The ContfMlor shall,, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and- a sliding fee scale (in Exhibit B) shall apply and

• submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon-the directiori of
the State, offer treatment to those individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements govemirg human
.  sub!iect*s ■ research when considering research, including research

conducted by student Interns, using individuals served by this contract as
subjects. Contractors must Inform and receive the Department's'approval
prior to Initiating any research involving subjects or participants related to
this contract The Department reserves the right, at its sole dtecretlon, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Even! Reporting
•Policy.

Verier Nsme /) ̂
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Corrtractor an amount not to exceed the Price Ltmltallcn,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement Is funded by;
2.1. New Harnpshlre General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse. Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United Stales Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block
Grant (CFDA #03.069); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services /n Exhibit A, Scope of
Services In compllanco with the feder^ funding requlremerits.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services
3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract when a client has or may have an allemallve
payer for wrvlces described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire, Medlcaid programs
^  for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medlcaid

I
3.1.2.. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for

Medicare

3.1.3. San/ices covered by the client's private Insurer^s) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, ■ the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services, provided under this contract
when a clierrt needs a service that Is not covered t)y the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bin and seek reinnburBement for actual se^^rtces dellyersd by
fee for services In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1, The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-lnduslvB contract -

rates to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which Is an

Phosnh Houses of New England. Inc. EjMMB Vendor tnlUula
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activity that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department forservlces
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services In
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment' for services and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and
private insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to rrat
delay a client's admittance Into the program and to

Immedlaiely refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible dlent under this contract, as fbllovra:

5:2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, in Exhibit B-1, when the Insurers' rates meet or are-

iQwar than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B. Section 6,.
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or"

aritlclpates that the private Insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the citenfs.
insurer (if applic^le) and the client the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate In
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
insurer and the amount paid by the dlent)^

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the dient shall not
exceed the Contract Rate In Exhibit. B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated In Exhibit B, Sedlon 8 Sliding
Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

62.Phoenix Homes of New England, Inc. EtfMB Venlorlrtflsis,
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5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial'
resources necessary for Initial entry Into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The,Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees In Section 5.2.2 above, until after
working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the dlenl
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being, informed In
writing and counseled regarding financial responslblWty and possible
sanctions Including discharge from treatment.- ;.>.r

5,8. The Contractor will provide to clierits, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts.

5.7; The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
(nsurer, the client and the Department- an amount greater than the
Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, except for.

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential. Treatment as defined as" ASAM

Criteria, Level 3.1 (See Section 7 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all
payments received by the Contractor -for a given service (except In ■

Exhibit B. fiction 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-
1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties In the
reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to Insurer, dlenl or
Departmental error.

5.9. In Instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the ch^es to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the state In an amount and within a
tlmSframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon Identifying the error.

8. Additional Billing Information for Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT)
6.1. The Contractor shall Invoice the Department for Integrated Medication-

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as In
Section 5 above and as follows:

8.2. M^lcatlon;

Prw6ilxHou«88ofNewEnflland.lnc. EihlbltB Vendor tnBteb
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6.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication

Assisted Treatment medication, based on the Contractor's

usual and customary charges according to Revised Statues

Annotated (RSA) 126-A:3 III. (b), except for Section 6.2.2
below.

6.2.2. The Contractor v^ll be reimbursed for Medication Assisted

Treatmerit with Methadone or Buprenorphlne In a certified
Opiate Treatment P^ram (OTP) per New Hampshire
Administrative Rule He-A 304 as follows:

6.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphlne based on the
Medlcaid rate, up to 7 days per week. The code
for Methadone in an OTP is H0020, and the code

for buprenorphlne In an OTP Is Hp033.'

6.2.3. The Contractor shall seek relmbu'rsenrient for up to 3 doses

per client per day.

6.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.2.4.1. wrrs Client ID fr. V

6;2.4.2. • Period for which prescription Is intended;

6.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

6.2.4.4. Associated Medlcaid Code;

6.2.4.5. . Charge for the medicatton.

^  6.2.4.6. Ciient cost share for the service; and

6.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
, service.

6.3. Physician Time:

6.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other
medical professional to provide Medication Assisted
Treatment Services, Including but not limited to assessing the
client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing and/or
administering a medication, and monitoring the dienfs
response to a medication.

6.3.2. The Contractor shaii seek reimbursement according to Exhibit

B-1 Service Fee Table.
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6.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the followng:

6.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;

Date of Service;

Description of service;

Associated Medlcaid Code;

Charge for the service;

Client cost share for the service; and

8.3.3.2:

6.3.3.3.

6.3.3.4.

B.3.3.5.

6.3.3.6.

6.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the
service.

6.4.

7.

The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20*'^ day of each
month, which Wentines and requests reimbursement for authorized
expenses incurred for medication assisted treatment In the prior month.
The State shall make payment to the Conlractor within thirty (30) days
of rec6lpt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to
this Agreement Invoices must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

7.1. The' Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, In
addition to:

7.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rale In Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

7.1.2. The charges to the Department

The Contractor may charge the dient for Room and Board, induslve of
lodging and meals offered by the program according to the table A
below:

7.2.

Table k\

trthe percentage of
Client's Income of the

Federal Poverty Level
(FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and l>oard

per week:

0%-138% $0
139%-149% $8

150%-199% S12
200%-249% $25 •

Phosnbc Houses of New England, Inc.
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Table A

If the percentage of
Client's income of the
Federal Poverty Level

(FPL) is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and board

per week:

250%-299% $40
.  300% - 349% - $67

350%-399% .  $77

7.3.

7.4.

The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the dient that
will be returned to the dlent at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the cQent's

contribution to room and board.

8. Sliding Fee Scale
8.1. TTie Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with

- Exhibit B Sedbn 5 above.

8.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Incorhp of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL).

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

^hlblt B-1 to

Charge the Client
0%-138% 0%

-  139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200%-249% 25%

250%-299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

8.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA
318-B:12-a.

Submitting Charges for Payment
9.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WITS) for services listed In Exhibit 8-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

Phoenfac Houses of New Er^land. Inc.
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9.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) Into WITS no later than three (3) days
after the date the.service was provided to tlW client

9.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, arri notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

9.1.3. • Conect errors, if any, In the encounter notes as Identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

9.1.4. Batch and transmit the enodunler notes upon Department
approval for the billing month.

9.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing rnqnth.

9.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted far revi^ after.sbcty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment

9.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the. contractor shall vwrk with the Department'

.  to develop an alternative process for submitting Invoices.

10. When the contract price limitation is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capacity at no charge to. the Department for the duration of the
contract period.

11. Funds "In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

12. The Contractor wdll keep detailed records of their activlUes related to Department
,  funded programs and services.

13. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in tte event of
-norvcomplianoe with any Federal or State law, rule or negulatbn applicable to the
sen/Ices provided, or If the said services or products have not been sallsfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agrBernenl.

14. Contractor will have forty-five'(45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department ftnal Invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a
prior Irtvoioe will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

15. , Limitations aqd re^rictions of federal Substance Abuse Prewenllon and
Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds:

Phoenh Houses of New England, Ina E;MbfiS vendor ln«al8iL^l3^—
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15.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the,payment of last
resort.

15.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

15.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance
abuse services.

15.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
In Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment sen/Ices provided In
penal or correctional institutions of the State.

15.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting teeing for the etlologlc agent for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing Is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

15.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange, free
needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

15.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provistons as follows: ^

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that-
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
Substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, wtthout
Impairing the religious character of such organizations end
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
"beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and.
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provisions and

Regulatioris). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted' by Congress In 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant Slate or focal
government to organizations participating In applicable
progre^ may be expended for inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious instruction, or proselytizatlon. If an
organization conducts such activities. It must offer them
separately, In time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any apptoW^

PhoenTxHousCT of New England, Inc. EmmtB Vefutor frtUii
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program, and participation miisl be voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:
Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

Clinical-Evaluation S275.00 Per evaluBtion

IndividuarOutDattent $22.00 15 min

Group Outpatient $6.60 15mln

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those
days when the client
attends Individual and/or
group counseling
associated with the

program.

Partial Hospltallzatlon $223.00

Per day; end only on those
days when the dieht
' attends individual and/or
group counseling
associated with the

DTOflram.

Low-Intensity Residential for
Adults only for clinical services ■
and room and board $119.00 Per day

High-Intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and
Parenting Women), for clinical
^rvtces and room and board $154.00 Per day

Integrated Medication Assisted
T^tment - Phv^cran Time

Rate Per Medlcald

Physldan Billing
Codes: 99201 -

99^ and 99211 •
99215.

Unit Per Medlcald
Physician Billing Codes:
99201-99205 and 99211 -
99215.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Medication

See Exhibit B,
Section 6.2 See Exhibit B. Section 6.2

Medically Monitored Inpatient
WUhdra\^ Management (ASAM
Level 3.7 WMl $215.00 Per day

£^t B-1 CentrectorMStls AjO. ,
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Contractors Obligations: The Contractor covenants and agrees that ail funds received by the Contmclor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eliglble
Individuals and, In (he furtherance of the doresaid coyerunts. the Contracted hereby covenants and
agrees as foflows:

1. CompDance with Fedora! and State Lews: K (he Contractor Is permitted to determine (he eO^OIty
of Individuals such ellgfbiltty deterrnlnatlon shall be made In accordance with applicable federal and
stale laws. regutaUons, orders, guidelines, pdtcles and procedures. .

2. TIrhe and Manner of Determination: Eligibnity determinations shall be made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be made and remade at such times as are prescribed try

'  the Department

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination forms required by (he Department, (he Contractor
shall maintain a data file on each recipient of servtoes hereunder, which file shall include all
information, necessary to support an diglblllty determlnatibn and such other Information as the
Department requests. The Conlractor shall furnish lhe,DepartmenI wHh all forms and documentation
regarding ellglbitlty determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all appQcants for services hereunder, as well as
Individuals declared Ineligible have a right to ia fak^ hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that ell applicants for services ah^ be permftted to fill out '
an appHcaUon form'and (hat each applicant or re-appticant shall be Informed of his/her.right to a fair
hearing In accordance with Department regulations.

6. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that It Is a b^ch of this Contract to accept or .
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub*Contrector or
the State In order to Influence the performance of the Scope of Work detailed In Exhibit A of this
ContracL The State may terminate this Contrati and any sub-contract or sub-agreement If It Is
determined that payments, gratuities or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received try
any officials, officers, employees or agents of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Paymenta: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contairted In the Contract or In any
other document, contract or undeialarvling. H Is expressly understood end agreed t)y the parties
hereto, that no payments wQI be made hereunder to reimburse the Conlractor for costs incurred for
any purpose or for any senrlces provided (o any individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses Incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date or which the individual applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination thai the Individual is eligible for such services.

7. CondKIons of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything (6 the contrary oonlained In the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to ot)ngate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rate which reimburses the Contractor In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable and necessa^ to assure the quality.of su^ service, or el a
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to tndlgible tndivtduals or other third party
flinders for such service. If at any time during the terra of this Contract or after receipt of the Rnal
Expenditure Report hereunder. the Department shall determine.that the Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse Items of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
in excess of such costs or in excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals
or other third party fimders, the Department may elect to:
7.1, Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder. In which mrent new rates shall be established;
72. Deduct from any foture payment to the Contraclor the amount of any prior reimbursement In

excess of costs;

EiMblt C - spedti ProvWons Contractor tnlBa/s ̂  -
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor In which event failure.to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Defeutt hereunder. When the Contractor is
permitted to determine the eflf^ility of individuals for services, the .Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds ̂ td by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any Individual who Is found by the Department to be Ineligible for such services at
any dme during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORPS: MAINTENANCE. RETENTION. AUDfT, DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTIALfTY:

8. Malntonance of Recordsr-ln addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
•covenants and agrees lo malntaln the feil^ngrepto^^ the'Contract ftrlod:
8.1. Rscail Records: books, records, dc^mbnt^enoother data evidencing and reflecting all oosts

and other expenses incurred by Ihd Cbntrector In the performance,of the ContracjL and all
Income recel>rad or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
matnlalned In accordance with accounting procedures and practices whidh.sufflciently and
property reflect ell such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the OepartmenL and
to Include, without Dmltatlon, all ledgers, books, records, and origlna! evidence of costs such as
purchase requlslllons and orders, vouchers, requisitions for matertals. Inventories, valuations pf
!n-ktruj contrlbutbns. labor time cards. payrolls,.and other records requested or required by (he
OepartmenL

8«2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each reoplent of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall Include al) records of application and
eligibility (including ell forms required to determine eligibillly for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and all Invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescrflied by the Department reflations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patient/recipient of services.

9. Audit: Contractor sKall submit en annual audit .to the Department within 60 days after the dose of the
agency fiscal year. It is recommended that the report be prepared in accordance wtth the provision of
Ofibe of Management end Budget Circular A-133, 'Audits of States, Local Goyemmenb, and Non
Prard Orfnizatlons' and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organtzatfons,
Programs, Activities end Fundions, Issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAG standards) as
they pertain to flnandai compliance audits.
9.1. Audit and Review: During the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the

DepartmenL the United States Department of Health and Human Services] and any of their'
designated representatives shall have access, to aO reports and records mainlained pursuant to
the Contract for purpoises of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

92. Audit Liabilities: In addition to and not In any way in limitation of obligations of the Contrad, It Is
understood end agreed by the Contredor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall return to the Department; all payments made under the
Contract lo «A^lch exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception.

10. ConfldentldKy of Records; AH information, reports, and records maintained hereunder or cclleded
In connection with the performance of the services and the Contrad shall be confidential and shall not
be dlsdosed by the Contrador, provld^ however, that pursuant to state. laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disdosure of su(^ Information, disclosure may be made to
putrlic ofTidats requfring such Informalion In rennedlon with their offidal duties and for purposes
directly connected to the administration of the services and the Contrad; arid provided further, lhal
the use or dlschMure by any party of any Information concerning a redptent for any purpose not
dlrecdy conneded with the administration of the Department or the Contractor^ re^on^lUtles with
respect to purchased services hereunder Is prohibited except on written consent of (he redpienL his ,

.  attorney or guardian. . .
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Notwi^standlng anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants end conditions contained In
(he Paragraph shall survive the termln^ion of the Contract for any reason whatsoev^.

11. Reports: Fiscal end Statistical: The Contractor agrees to submit the following reports at the following
.  times ifr^uested bytheDepailment.

11.1. Intertm Financial Reporls: Written Interim financial reports containing a detailed description of
all costs and non-aDowable expenses Incuaed by the Contractor to the date of the report and
contalntng such other Information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
justify the rate, of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shafl be submitted on the' form
designated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by the OepartmenL

11.2. Final Report: A final report shall t}e submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the term
of ihb Contract The Final Report shall be In a form satlsf^pry lo the Department and shall "
contain a summary statement of progress toward gosds and objectives stated In the Proposal
and other informaUon required by the Department.

12. Comptetion of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
maximum number of units provided for In the Contract and upon payment of (he price limitation
hereunder, the Contract and ail the otrtlgafions of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as.
by the terms of the Contract are lo be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the termination of the Contract) shall terminate, provided however, that If, upon review of the
Final Expenditure Report (he 0ep8rtmen( shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the righl, at its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All docurpents, notices, press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shall include the followina
statement: , •
13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etc.) was financed under a Contract with the State

ol Mew Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services, with funds provided In part
by the State of New Hampshire and/or such other funding sources as were available or
required, e.g., the United Stales Department of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership; AO materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approvaJ from OHMS before printing, production,
dislrfbution or use. The OHMS wfil relafn copyright ownership for any and all original materials
produced. Including, but no( limited to. brochures, resource directories, protocols or giilde^es."
posters, cr reports. Contractor shall not reproduce any materials produced under the contract without
prior written approve from (XHS.

15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance wHh t-aws and Regubtlons: In the operation of any fadlllles
for providing services, the Contractor shall corhply with all laws, orders arto regulations of federal,
st^. counhr and municipal authorities and with any direction of any Public Officer or officers
pursuant lo taws which shall Impose an order or duty upon the contractor with respect to the
operation of the faclDty or the provision of the services at such facility. If any governmental license or
permit shall be required for the operation of the said facflity or the performance of the said services,
the Contractor w0l procure said dcense or permit and will at all times comply with the terms and
conditions of each vjch license or permit. In connedton with the foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby, covenants and agrees thai, during the lerm of this Contract the facilities shaD
comply with aH rules, orderB. regulations, and requiremerrta of the Slate Office of the Fire Marshal and
the local fire protection agertcy, and shall t>e In conformance with local building and zoning codes by
laws and regulations. .

16i Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor wQI provide an EqubI Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), if It has
receded a single award of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or
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more-employees, II will maintain a current EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the
CX:r, certifying that Qs EEOP Is on file. For redplents receiving less than $25,000, or public grantees
with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of thc amount of the award, the rec^iient will provide an
EEOP Certification Form to the OCR certifying it is not required to submit or maintain en EEOP. Non
profit crganlzalions, Indian Tribes, and medical and educational Institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submit a certiflcaUon form to the OCR to dalm the exemption.
EEOP Certincation Forms are avaOable aL http:/Awww.ojp.u8doi/about/ocr/pdf&/cert4)df.

17. LbnKed English Proficiency (LEP): As clarffied by Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
for persons with Limited English Profidency. and resulting agency guidance, natior\al origin

dtecrfminalion IrKtudes discrimination on the basis of limited English proficiency (LEP).' To ensure
compliance with the Cm nlbus Orfme Control and Safe ̂ eels Acl of 1868 and Title VI of the Clvi! '
Rights Act of 1964, Contraclcfs must lake reasonable Steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningfijj access to its programs.

10. Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee WhIsUcblower Protectiohs: The
foOowlrtg shall apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defln^ in 48
CFR 2.101 (currently. $160,000)

.  COMTTIACTOR EMPLOYEE WKISTLEftLOWER RIGHTS AND REOWREUENT TO INFORM EMPLOYEES OF
WKtSTLEBLQWER RiGKFS (SEP 2013).

,  (a) TWs contract and employees working on this contract will be subject to the whbtleblower rights
.and remedies In the pOot program on Contractor employee whlstleblower protections established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 826 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fbcal Year 2013 (Pub L
112-239)ar»d FAR 3.008. ^

(b) The Contractor shall Inform Its employees In writing. In Ihe predominant language of the workforce,
of employee whistteblower rtghts and protectJorw under 41 U.&C. 4712, as described In sectton
3.608 of the Federal Acquisition Regutalion.

(c) The Contractor shall Insert the substance of this dause, Indudlng this paragraph (c), In ell
srAconiracts over the simplified acqulsftton threshold.

19. Subcontractors: DHHS recognizes that Ihe Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
^aater expertise to perform certain health caie services or functions'for effidency or oonvenler^ce,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accountability for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shall evduate the subcontractor's ability to perform the deli^ated
fundion(8). This Is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting .
responslbllities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or Imposing sanctions If
the subcontfadof's performsr^ce Is nol adequate Subcontractors are subject to Ihe same contractual
conditions as.the Corttractor and the Contractor is responsible to ensure subcontractor compGatce
with those conditions.
When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:
19.1. Evaluate ttw prospective subcontractor's abifity to perform Ihe activities, before delegating

Ihe function
16.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting

responsibilities end how sanctions/revocation will be managed If the subcontractor's
performance is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the sutrconlractor's performanoe on an ongoing trasls
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19.4.. Provide to DHHS an annual schedule Identifying all suboontractors, delegated functions and
responsibOitidS, and wtien the subcontractor's performance will be reviewed

19.6. DHHS shall, at its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

If (he Contracior Idenlines deficiencies or areas for Improvement are identified, the Contractor shall
take corrective e ctlon.

DERNmONS
As used.ln the Contrad, the following terms shall have the foflowing meanings;

COSTS: Shall mean those direct and indirect items of expense determined by the Department to be
altowable and reimbursable in eccordance with cost and accounting prindples established In accordance
with state and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Heallh and Human Services.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES: Shall mean that section of the Contractor Manual which ts
entitle Tlnanclal Management Guidelines" and which contains (he regulations governing the finanda)
actlvltlas of contractor agdrrcies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds.

PROPOSAL: If applicable, shall mean the document submitt^ by the Contractor or) a form or forms
required by the Department and containing a description of the Soloes to be provided to eligible
individuals by the Contractor In accordance wbh the terms and conditions of (he Contrad and setting forth,
the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract.

UNIT: For each servtce that the Contractor is to provide to ellgtoie Individuals hereunder, shall mean that
period of lime or that specific actlvily determined by the Departmeni and spKihed in Eji^lbit B of (he
Contrad.

PEDERAUSTATE LAW: Wherever federal or slate laws, regulations, rules, orders, end policies, etc. are
referred to in the Contract, the said reference shai} be deemed to mean ail such laws, regulations, etC; as
they may be amended or revised from the lime to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: Shall mean thai document prepared by the NK Department of Adminlstrattye
Services containing e compilation of all regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures Ad. NH RSA Ch 541^ for (he purpose of Implementing State of NH and
federal regulations promulgated thereunder.

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Contractor guarantees that funds provided under this
Contract wOi not supptant any exlsUhg federal funds available for these services.

Etf)ibltC-8p«dslProvls>ons CortraetDrlntBab
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the Qeneral Provisions of this contract. Conditional Nature of Agreement, Is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, ell obllgationa of the State
hereunder. Indudtng without limitation, the continuance of payments, In whole or In part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or avanabtlity of funds.
Including any subsequent changes to the appropriation or avaHabBity of funds affected by
any state or federal le^stative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the appioprlaUon or avanebility of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of
Se^es provided In Ext&it A, Scope of Services, In whole or In part In no event shall the
State be liable for any payments blunder In excess of appropriated or available funds. In
the event of a reduction, termination or modlTlcatton of approp^ed or avaOabie funds, the
State shall have the right to withhold payment untS such funds become ̂aOabie. if ever. The
State Shan have the .right to reduce, terminate or modify services urider this Agreement
immediately upon giving the Confrector notice of such reducfon, termination or modiflcatioru
The State sh^ not be required to transfer funds from any other source or account Into the
AcG0unt(8) identified in block 1.6 of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account In the event funds are reduced or unavailable. ' '

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of thte contract. Termination, Is amended by adding the
following language;

10.T T7>6 State may temitnate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sola discretion of
the State. 30 days after giving the Contractor wriRen notice that the State Is exercising Rs
option to terminate the Agreement.

10J2 In the event of early termination, the Coritractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, Indudlrig but not limited to. tdentifytng the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and estabTishes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shell fully cooperate ̂ th the State and shall promptly prmlde detailed
information to support the Transition Plan Including, but not limited to. any Infbrmatlon or
data requested by the State reialed to the termination of the Agmment and Trar^sition Plan
and shall provide ongoing communlcBtion and revisions of the Trarxsilton Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the AgreemenL including but not limited to clients reoelvlng
services under the Agreement are transltfoned to having services delivered by another entity
irtdudhig contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services In the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall estabitsh a method of notifying clients and other effected individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall include the proposed communications In Its
Transition Plan submitted to the State as described above.

3. Renewal: The Department reserves the right to extend the Contract for up to two (2) addltlor^
years, subject to the continued evailability of funds, satisfactory performance of services and
approval by the Governor end Executive Coundl.
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor WenUfied In Section 1.3 of the GeneraJ Provisions agrees to comply wtlh the provlsbna of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Ad of 1080 (Pub. L. 100^0, TlUeV. Sublflle D;41
U.S.C. 701 el aeq.). and further agrees to have the Contrector's representative, as Identiried In Sections
1.11 and 1.12 of the Oeneral Provisions execute the followtng Certincatlon:

At.TERNATlVe I ■ FOR dRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION • CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification Is required by the regulations Implementing Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-free
V\toflcpi3ceAd'of1988 (Pub. L 100-690, Title V. Subtitle 0:41 U.S.C. 701 etseq.). The January 31,
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part II of the May 26.1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by {nference, sub-grantees and sub
contractors), prior to award, that they will maintain a drug^ree wc^lace. Section 3017.630(c) of the'
reguladon provides that a grantee (and by Inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that b e State
may elect to make one certincatlon to the Department In each federal Rscal year in lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year co>rered by the certlflcaUoa The certincate set out below Is a
matert^ r^ifesentalion of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the agency awards the grant False
certification or vtolddon of the certification Shan be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension or
termination of grants, or government wide susperuion or debarment Conlractors using Uils form' should
send It to:

Commissioner

NH Oepartment of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasaht Street,
Concord. NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that It wtll or vaII continue to provide 8 drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that the untawful manufacture, distribution,

dlspertsing, possession or use of a controlled sutstance Is prohibited in the grarrtee's
vxukplace and spedfying the adions that will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition;

1.2. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program to Inform erhpbyees about
1:2.1. The darigers of drug abuse In the worl^lace;
1.2.2. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workpla^;
1.2.3. . Any available drug counseling, rehabflitaUon. arrd employee assistance programs; and
1.2.4. The penalties that may be Imposed upon employees for drug abuse vbtatbns

occurring tn the wortiplace;
1.3. Making It a requirement that each employee to be engaged in the pertbrmance of the grant be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a):
1.4. Nolifyirtg the employee in the statement required by paragraph (a) Vrat, as a condition of

employment under the grenl, the employee wtQ ^
1.4.1., Abide by the terms of the statement; and
1.4.2. Notify the employer In writing of his or her conviction for a violation of a criminal drug

Stable occurring In the vrorkplace no later than calendar days after such
conviction;

1.5. Notifying the agerrcy In writing, within ten calendar days after receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice, tnduding f»siUon title, to every grant
officer on who^ grait activity the convided employee was working, unless the Federal agency

EaMbiT 0 - C«ntf{c»tion ressrdbte Drug Free Contrsctor Initial*
WorkplsQe Rcquireinents
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has designated a central point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall Include the
identification number(s) of each affe^d grant;

, 1.6. Taking one of the folk^dng actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2, with respect b any employee who is 80 convicted
1.6.1. Taking appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up b ar^ Inctudlng

termination, consistent with the requirements of the Rehabllttailon Act of 1973, as
amended; or

1.6.2. Requtring such employee to partidpab satlsfacbriiy in a drug abuse assistance or
reh^Sit^on program approved fbr su^ purposes by a Federal, State, or local health,
law enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

1.7. Making a good faith effort b continue to maintain a drug^flree workplace through
Implementation of paragraphs 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5, and 1.6.

2. The grantee may Insert in the space provided below the site(8) for the performance of work done In
connection with the spedlic grant.

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)

Check □ If there are workplaces on file that are not Identified here.

Dab

EihMO-CtttneatiDnraosn^OrugFre* Coalnetor InBlsb
WQtMBOO Rcqubvnsnts
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CERTiRCATION REQARD1NQ LOBBVINQ

Section t.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of ^
?  101-121, Government wide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobbying, and31 U.S.C. 1352, and furtheragrees to havetheContractoi's representative, as Wenllffed In Sections 1 11

and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certificaljon:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
.US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (Indicate applicabie program covered):
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families under Title IV^
*ChlId Support Entarcement Program under TlUe IV-D
•Social Services Block Grant Program under TlUe XX
•Medlcald Program under Titte XIX
•Community Services Block Qranl under Title VI
•Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The urxJefBlgned certiflefl, to the best of his or her knowledge and beUer, that

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undcfBigrted,.to
wy person for Influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of eny agency, a Mwber
of Congress, an officer or.employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in
conn^on wilh the awarding of any Federal conlract, contlnuatfon, renewal, amendment, or
mMlfication of any Federal contract, grant loan, or cooperative agreement (and by soedflc mention
sub^rantae or subcontractor).

■ 2. II any funds other than Federal approprtaled funds have been paid or wfll be pali to any person for
Inf^dng or attempting to Influence an ofTeer or employee of any agency, a Merrta- of Congress
an offlcw or employee of Congress, cf an employee of a Member of Congress In connection with this
Federal contracL grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grarrtee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete end submit Standard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying, in accordance with Its Instructions, attached and Identified as Standard Exhibll E-L)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language cf this certification be Inchidcd In the award
docurnent for sub-awards at all tiers (Includl;^ subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts under granb
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub-reclpfenls shall certify and disclose accordingly!

This certfication Is a material representation cf fact upon which reBance was placed when this transaction
was iT^e or entered Into. Submission of this certfficaUon Is a prerequisite for rnaidng or eniertng Into this
2?^" Imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who falls to file the requiredecrtjftcation shall be subject to a dvll penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100 000 for

each such failure.

ExhIM E - Ccrtlflcstion RaganllnB Lotifayirs Contnctor tnUdi
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CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION
AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITY MATTERS

The Ccmtr^tor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Executive Office of the President, Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 76 regarding Debarment,
Suspension, and Other ResponslbHIty Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representathrei as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following
Ceitificatlon:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION. .
1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract), the prospectiw primary partldpanl Is providing the

certification set out below.

2. The inability of a person to provide the certification required below will not necessarily result In denial
of parlldpatfon In this covered transaction. If necessary, the prospective paitidpant shall submit an
explanation of why It cannot provide the certification. The certification or explanation wH) be
consld^ In connection with the NH Department of Health and Human Services' (OHHS)
determirtation whether to enter Into this transaction. However, felliire of the p^pectlve primary
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shall dbquallN such person from participation In
this transadton.

3. The certification jn this dausejs a nuterial representation of fact, upon which reliance was placed
when OHHS determined to enter Into this tran^tion. If It Is later determined that the prospective

partldpant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, In addition to other remedies
■"'aydtetrle to the Federai Government, OHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or default

4. The prospective primary partldpant shall provide Immediate written notice to the OHHS agency to
whom this propose) (contract) is submitted if at eny time the prospective primary participant learns.
that its certifitaUon Was eifoneous when submitted or has becorrie erroneous by reason of changed
drcumstances. .

5. The terms "cover^ transaction/ "deban-ed." 'suspended.' Ineligible,' "lower tier covered
transaction,* 'participant" 'person,' 'primary covered transaction,* 'prlndpal,' 'proposal,' artd
'voluntarily et^uded,* as used in this clause, have the meanings set out in the Oefirtitions and
Coverage sections of the rules Implementing Executive Order12549:45 CFR Part 76. Seethe
attached definitions.

6. The prospective primary pertidpant agrees by subntitting this proposal (contract) that should the
proposed covered trenswtion be entered Into, It shall not knowingly enter into any loWer tier covered "
transection with a person who is debarred, suspended,- declared Irieliglble, or voluntarily excluded
from participatjon in this covered transaction, unless authorized by OHHS.

7. The pros^ctlve primary participanl further ̂ rees by submitting this proposal that It wJII include the
clause titled 'Certification Regarding Debarment Suspension, Inertgjblllty and Votuntery Exduslon r
Lovmr T»r Covered Transactkms," provided by DHHS. wtthout modification, In all lower tier covered
transactions and In all soUdtetioris for lower tier covert transactions.

6. A parttdpant in a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective partldpant In a
lower covered iransadion that It Is not debarred, suspertded. Inefiglble, of involuntarily excluded
from the covered trartsaction, unless It knows that the certificatton is erroneous. A partldpant may

. decWe the method and frequency by wWch It determines the cllglbilily of Its prindpals. Eachpa^ipant may, but is not requir^ to, check the Nonprocuremeni List (of ei^ded parties).
9. Nothing contained in the.lbregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a .system of records

in order to render (n good telth the certffication required by this clause. The knowledge and

Exhibit P - Certtficsbon Rogartflne Debamwnl, Suspension Centfsetor tnlUab
And Other RaspooslblDy Matten
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infonnafion of a partidpant Is not required to exceed that which Is normally possessed by a prudent
person In the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except for transactions' authorized under paragraph 6 of these instructiorts, If a participant In a
covered transaction Knowingly enters into alower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
suspended, debarred, Ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from partldpalibn In this transaction, In
addition to other remedies available to the F^eral government, DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospecUve primary participant certifies to the best of Its knowledge and belief, t^t It and its

priftdpals: * '
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment declared ineligible, or

votuntailly excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or egency;
11.2. have not within a ttire^year period preceding this proposal (contract) tieen convicted of or had.

a civil Judgment rendered against them for commission of or a criminal offense in
connection witf^obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction^violation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsiflcatbn ordestfuctton of
reconls, making folse statement, or receiving stolen prc^erty:

11.3. are not presently Indicted for otherwise crimint^ or civilly charged by a govemment^ entity
(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated In paragraph (0(b)
of this certification;.and

11.4. have not within a three^ear period preceding this appDcation/propbsal had one or more public
transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default

12. Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements In this
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanatton to (hl.s proposal (eonthact).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS
13. By signing and submitting this lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective tower tier participant as

defined In 45 CFR Part 76. certifies to the of Its knowledge end belief that B and Its principals: '
13.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment declared Ineligible, or

voluntattiy excluded from participation In this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where tfw prospective lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective pa^lpant shali aita^ an expiar>etlon to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that It will
include this clause entitled 'CertlRcatlon Rega^ng Debarment, Suspension, Inellglbinty, and
Voluntaiy Exclusion - lower Tier Covered Jransactlons,' without rhodlfication In all Imrer tier covered
transactions and In ail soEcHations for lower tier covered transecUons.

extractor Name:

Date U

6

1.
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CERTIFTCATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINIWQ TO
FEPERAU NONDISCRIMINATIQH. EQUAL TREATMEWT OF FAITH.BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTUEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Conlractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the Ger^rel ProN^iona agrees by signature of the Contractoi'a
representatNe 38 Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
c^fication: ^

Contractor wfll comply, and wH) require any subgranlees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
tederal nondlscrlminatlon requirements, which may'lnclude:

- (he Omntoua Crime Control and Sale S^eta Act of 1868 (42 U.8.C. Sectbn 3789d) which prohibits
redpfents of federal funding under this st^ute from discriminating, either In employmertt pmctices or (n
the delivery of servloes or benefits, on the basis of race, cctor, rel^lon, national origin, and sex The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment Opportunity Plan;

- the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5e72(b)) which adopts by
.. reference, the dvll rights obSgalions of the Safe Streets Act Redpients of federal fundirtg under this
statute are prohibited from discriminating, either hi employment practices or In the delivery of services'or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, nationai origin, and sex The Act Includes Equal
Emptoyment Opportunity Plan requirements;

- the Civil Rights Act of 1984 (42 U.S.C. Sectiof) 2006d, which prohlbUs redplents of federal finandal
assistance from disolmlrtaOng on the basis of r^. color, or national origin In any pr^ram or activity);

- the RehabllitaUon Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794], which prohibits redplenls of Federal finandal
assistance from discrlmlnaiing on the basts of disability. In regard to employment and tt>e delivery of
services or benefits, in any program or activity;

' - the Amer^s with Disabilities Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which prohibits
discrlminatbn and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabilltles In emptoyment. State and local
government services, pubRc accommodalions. commercia) facilities, and tmnsportation;

• the EducaUon Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1683,1685-86), which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex In federally assisted education programs;

- the ̂ e Disaimlnatlon Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6108-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal finanda] asslsiance. It does not Include
employment dtscdmlnaOon;

- 28 C.F.R. pL 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - GJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R. pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondiscrlmlnation; Equal Employmerit Opj^unity; Polldes
and Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protecUon of the laws for fallh-based end community
organbatlons); Executive Order No. 13559, which pr^de fundamental principles end policy-making
crfteria for par^ersh^rs v/ith fallh-based and neighborhood organizallons;

• 28 CJ.R. pt 36 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulelions -? Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizations); and Whistieblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L112-236, enacted January 2.2013) the Pilot Program for
Enhancement of Contrad Employee Whistlebtower Protections, which protects employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities In connection with federal grants end contracts.

The certMlcate eel out below Is a material representation of fact upon which reliance ia placed when the
agency av/ards the grant False certificatian or violation of the certification shiall be grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or
debarmenL

EihrwG
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In the event a Federal or State court or Federal or State administrative agency makes a rinding of
discflmlraGon after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color. reHgloh, nalional origin, or sex
against a reclpteni of funds, the recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Gvi) Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division wllhin the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsmah.

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Cprriractor's
rcpresenlabveas Identified In Secttoos 1!11 and 1.12 of the General Provlstons, to execute the foOowIno
certHicatfon:

1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contracO Ihe Contractor agrees to comply with the provtsions
indicated above.

Conttactor Name;

EdiibftG

Contrutor hEUalseige«>w> rni^n ■^rtritMrtrrirrrlmlrilni nfrm Biwrf Dmarmwi
*1 vwi«*e»w prwaeflB
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CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

-Public Law 10S-227, PsrtC - Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pn>Chndren Act ori994.
(AA). requires (hat smoking not be permitted In any portkm of any Indoor fa^'ty owned or (eased or
contract^ for by an entijy and used routinely or regularty for ttte pro^slon ot health, day care, education,
or library servlqes (0 children under (he age of 18, if the services are funded by Federal programs either
directly or through State or local governments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to children's eervices provided In phvate residences. tocHlties funded solely by
Medicare or Medl^d fbnds. and portlona of facilities used for inpatlent drug or alcohol treatment FaBure
to comply with the provisions of the law may result In the imposition of a dvll monetary penalty of up to
$1600 pv day and/or the Imposition of an administrative compBance order on the responsible entity.

The Contrector IdentlTIed tn Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of (he Gontractor's
rapFesentattve as identified in Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
pertifteation:

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Conlmctor agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
with all ̂ pllcable provisions of Public Law 103-227, Part C. known as the Pro-Children Act of .1094.

Contractor Name:

oatB

Eihlbll H - CofOTkation RcflanSng Contrsetorlnfil&b.
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Exhibll I

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILfTY ACT
PUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT ' S

The Cont^tor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the He^th insurance Portabllitx and Accountaljility Act, Public Law 104-191 end
with the Standards for Privacy and Sewrtty of individually Identifiable Health Infoirniation; 45
CFH Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business associates. As defined herein, 'Business
Assodate" shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or h^e access"to protected health Information under this Agreement and "Covered
Entity" shall mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services.

(1)' Definitions.

a. 'Brppch' shall have the same- meaning as the term "Breach' In section 164.402 .of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.,

b. "Business Associate' has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. ;^v|pn^ has the meanlrrg given such term in sectloh 160.103 of Title 45,
• Cbde'of Federal Regulations.

d. "Designated Record Set* shall have the same meaning as the term 'designated record set*
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

'Pate AaareQatlon" shall have the same meaning as the term 'data aggregation-' in 45 CFR
Section 164.501.

f- "Health Care Operatjona' shail have the same meaning as the term 'health care operations*
In 45 CFR Section 164.501,

0. , "HITECH AcT means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act, TitleXlll,-Subtitle D, Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.

h. 'HIPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and AccountabiUty Ad of 1996. Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health

.  Information, 46 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amarrdments thereto.
>

1. 'Ihdlviduar shall have the same meaning as the term Individual' In 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shaB include a person who guallfies as a personal representative In accordance with 45
CFR Section 164.S01(g).

j. "Privacy Rule' shall mean the Standards for Privacy of lndivldualty Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human 8e rvlces.

^ 'Protected Health Information* shall have the same meaning as the term 'protected health
Information" tn 45 CFR Sedlon 160.103, limited to the Information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity. ^

Enhaill Conti«floflnaala/Ort„^
HnUh Insuranca PertsbQity Act
fiusbiMsAsiocnta Agreamtnt
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1. 'BSffldEEifadiSSflr shall have the seme meaning as the term "required by law" In 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

'SfifiCEtSDC'shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
.  his/her deslgnee.

n. "Security Ru'e' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Inforrnatlon at 45 CFR Part 164, Subparl C, and amendments thereto.

0- "Unsecured Protected Health information' means protected health Information that Is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health Information unusable,
unreadable, or Indcd^erBUe to unauthorized Individuals and is developed or endorsed by
a standards deveioplng organization that Is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

P- Other Definltfona ■ All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the mining
e^bllshed ur^ler 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time arxl the
HITECH
Act

(2) Puslness Assoctatc Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information.

a. ' Business Associate ehaO not use, disclose, mqlntaln or transmit Protected Heatth
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement Further, Business Associate, including but not Rmlted to all
its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, rrialntaln or transmit
PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI;.
I. For the proper management and adrhlnistration of the Business Assbclale;
II. As required by law. pursuant to the terms set forth In paragraph d. below; or
III. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate Is permitted under the Agreement to disdose PHI to a
third party, Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any auch disdosure, p) •
.reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be hdd confideiitiany and
used or further disdosed only, as required by law or for the purpose for which ft Was
distlosed to the'thlrd party; and (D) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate. In accordance with the HIPAA Privacy. Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the confidentiality of the PHI. to the extent It has obtained
knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Assodate shall not, unless such disdosure Is reasonably necessary to
provide services under E^ibit A of the Agreement, disdose any PHI In response to a
request for disdosure on the basis that It Is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disdosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disdosure, the Busin

rtess

EidilUll ContraetarlnSUh,
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AssodMe shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. [f the Covered Entity notifies the Business Assodate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrkdlons over and above those uses or disdosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictlona and shall not disdose PHi in violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any addltioria) security safeguards.

(3) ObUpatlorw and Activities of Businoss Asaociata.

a  The Busine^ ̂ odate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer Immediately
after the Business Assodate becomes aware of any uise or disclc^ure of protected
hiealth information not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured .
protected health information and/or any security Incident that may have an Irripact on the
protected health Information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Assodate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when It becomes
aware ofanyofthe above situations. The risk assessment shall Indude, but not be
limited to: '

0 The nature and extent of the prplected health Information involved, Induding the
types of idenlirters and the likelihood of re-identlfication;

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health information or to whorii the
disdosure was made;

0 Whether the protede^ health Informatiori was actually acquired or viewed
0- The extent to which the risk to the protected health information has been

mitigated.

The Business Assodate ehall complete the risk assessment within 46 houm of the
t}reach and Immediately report the findings of the risk assessment in wrlllr^g to the
Covered ErUity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply whh all aectlohs of the Privacy, Security, arid
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Assodate shall make available all of its internal policies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disdosure of PHI received from, or created.or
received by the Business Assodate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entit/s compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

8. Business Assodate shall require all of its business assodates that receive, use or have
access to PHI. under the Agreement, to agree In writing to adherie to the same
restrictions and conditions on the use and disdosure of PHI contained herein, Including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 0). The Covered Entity
shall be considered a dired third party benefidary of the Contract's business assodate
agpeements with Contractor's intended business assodates. who will be receiving

Exhaiill CorilrBCtoflnBfala /\ A.
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Exhibit I

pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
business associate who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this ̂ reemont for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health information.

f. WitNn five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make avaOable durlng nonmaJ bus!r>ess hours at Its offices aO
records, books, agreements, poilcles and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to detarmine
Business Associate's compllartce with the terms of the Agreement.

g. WrtHn ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI In a Deslgr^ted Record Set to the-
Covered Entity, ores directed by Covered Entity, to an Individual in order to meet the
requirements under 46 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an Individuai contained in a Designated Record
Set, the Business Assodate shall make such PHI available to Covered" Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill Its
obligations under 46 CFR Sedion 164.526.

i. Business Associate shall document such dtsdosures of PHI and Information related to
such disclosures as. would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
Individual for an accounting of disdosures of PHI In accordance whh 45 CFR Section

.  164.528. .

J. WHhln ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covert Entity for a
-request for an. accounting of disdosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make available
to Covered Entity such Information as Covered Entity may require to fulfill Its obOgalions
to provide an accounting of disdosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.526.

k. In the event any Individual requests access to, amendment of, or accounting of PHI
directly ftorn the Business Associate, the Business Assodate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have (he
responsibility of responding to forwarded requests. However, If fprwaMing the
Individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business
Assodate to violate HIPAA arid the Privacy end Security Rule) the Business Assodate
Shan Instead respond to the individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

I. - Within ten (l 0) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall ratiun or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Business Asroclate In connection with the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or backnjp tapes of such PHL If return or
destruction is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been otherwise agreed to Ir)

.  the Agreement, Business.Associate shall continue to exterxl the protections (rf the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disdosures of such PHI to those
purposes that rriake the return or destruction infeaslbte, for 80 long as Business

MOM exhuti C<witr»tfafWlld» X-LC^r
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ExhIbH I

Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, In Its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed,

(4) Obligations of Covefed Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limItatlon(s} In its
Notice df Privacy Practices provided to individuals In accordance with 45 CFR Section

. 164;S20, to the extent that such-change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes In, or revocation
of permtssion provided to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.500 or 45 CFR Section 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to In accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(6) Termination for Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreemerit the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Cove^
. Entity's knowledge df a breach by Business Associate of the Business Assodate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either immediatety
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged brtech within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity." If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure Is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Wbcellaneous

a- Definittons and Reauiatorv References. 'aI! terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same mearvng as those terms in the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference m the Agreement, as amended to Include this Exhibit I, to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as In effect or as
amended.

Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Assodate agree to take such action as Is
necessary'to amend the Agreement, from time to time as Is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes In the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal arxl state law.

c. Rat^ PwnfffyhlR- The Business Associate acknowledges that It has r» ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. Intefpretatlon. The parties agree that any ambiguity In ttte AgreeritenttShajl^e resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and SecuHt5r1®e. ^ A

Exhihftl Coitfradoftfdtijti^^/^/—^
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Exhlbltl

Segregation. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
peraQn(s) or circumstance is held Invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the invalid tenn or condition; to this end the
terms end conditions of this Exhibit I are declared seyerable.

Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and dtedosure of PHI, return or
:de^uctbn of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement in section (3) I. the
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit 1.

Oepertmanl of Health and Human Services

The State Name of the Contractor

signature of Authorized RetRepresentative

Name of AdtMrized Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

Sigr^ture of Authorized Representative

Name of Authorized Representative .

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

M0t4 ExhrbKl

HeaBh losurmn PonsbQly Act
Boslnm Astodata Aortemam

PafioSgfS

Contnctor Initisii

Osto
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C^FICATIPN PEQARPING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUFfTABnJTY AND TRAMSPARgMCV
ACT IFFATAl COMPLIANCE '

The F^cral Funding Accountability and Transparency M (FFATA) requires prime awanJees of Individual
Federo grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awiarded on or after October 1.2010, to report ond^ related to executive compensation and associated first-tier sub-grenls of 825,000 of'more. If the

below $25,000 but subsequent grant modilfcatfons result In a total award equal to oir over
$25,000, the award Is sutqect to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the dale of the avyard.
In accordant wHh 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subawerd end Executive CompcnsaUon Informalion) the
Department of HeaOh and Human Services (DHHS) must report the following InfbrmaUon for any
subsward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements*
1. Nameofeniity
2. Amou nt of award
3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts / CFOA program number for grants
5., Program source .
6. Avard title descriptive of the purpose of (he funding action
'7. Location of the entity
-8. Prindple place of performance
9. Unique Identifier of the entity (DUNS #)
10. Totatcompensationandnarries-ofthetopfiveexecutlveslfr • .

10.1. hlore than 80% of annual gross revenues are ftom the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Compensatton Infbnnatlon Is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the rfionth, plus 30 days, in which
the award or award amendment is made.
^e tontractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the Qmeral Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, Public Law 109-2B2 and PubRc Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's represeritative, as Identified In Sections .1.11 and 1.12 oflhe Qene/al Provisions
execute the following Certification:
The below named Contrartor agrees to provide needed infofmailon as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Servfoes and to comply with aO applicable pro\^tens of the Federal
Financial Accountablfity and Transparency Act.

Contractor Name:

Date

Ekhfbft J - CcftiTtcatton Regcnfing the Fetfaml Funding Contractor tnttlais
AcceumibSrty And Trsuparency Act (FFATA) CempDaAce
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PORjy!.A

m Sertion 1.3 of the General Provisions. I certify that the responses to the
Detow ilsteo Questions 8fe true and accurate.

1. The DUNS.number for your entity is:

2. In your or ofsanlzatlon's precedlng.cbmploted ffscal year, did your business or ortianbotiGn
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your anhual gross revenue In U.S. federal contracts, cubcontfocts
loans, grarrtfi. sub-grants, end/or cooperative egreemants; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annual
gross revenues from U.& federal contracts, aubccntracts. loans, granis. subarents and/or
cooperative agreements?

/ NO YES

If the answer to #2 above b NO. stop here

If the ansvrer to 02 above Is yes, please answer the following:

3. pott the public have access to Information about the comp^sation of the executives to your
^ness or or^nbation through periodic reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities

Ad of 1934 (15 U.S.C.78m(aX 786(d)) or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
19867

NO YES

If the answr to 03 above b YES, stop here

If the answer to'03 above Is NO, please answer the faUowtng:

The names and compensafon of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization are as follows:

Name;

Name:

Name:.

Name:.

Nama'

Amount:

Amount.

Amourtt,

Amount.

Amount

CtttWHsntcm

SxNbil i - Certtflcsdon Regudlno Iho Fedefsl Fun£ng
AoounUblOy And TmspotAey Act (FFATA) CompHaneB

P^ZofZ
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DHHS (nfbrmatlon Security Requirements

A; Definltbns

The foOowIng terms may be reflectfid and have the deecribed meaning In this document:

1. "Breach" means the toss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorlud users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally Identifiable
Infortnatlon, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information, * Breach* shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach* in section

,  of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. "Gorhputer Security Ihddenf shall have the same meaning "Corhputer Security
Incident' In section two (2) of NIST Publication .800-61, Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide, National Institute of Standards and Technology. U.S. Department

. of Comrrterce.

3. 'Confidenlia! Infonnation" or "Confidential Data" means an confidential Infomriation
disclosed by. one party to the other such as ail medical, health, financial, public

.  a^tance benefits arto personal Information jnduding without limitation. Substance
AbuM Treatment Records, Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Inforrnation. ^ .

Confidential Information ai^ includes any and all Information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performing contracted
services - of which collection, disclosure, protection, and disposition is governed by
state or federal law or regulation. This Infomiation includes, but Is rrat limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI). Personal Information (PI), Personal Rnandal
Information (PFI), F^eral Tax Information (FTI), Social Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential informatton.

4  "Erid User^ means any person or entity (e.g.. contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, olher downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data ordertvative data in accordance with the terms of this Contract

5- 'HiPAA'means the Health Insurance Portability and, Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. "Inddenr means an act that potentially vtolatea an expb'dt or Implied security policy,
which Includes attempts (either failed or succes^ul) to gain unauthorized abcess to a
system or Its data, unwanted disruption or denial cif service, the unauthorized use of
a system fci- the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
fimwere, or software characteflslJcs without the owner's knowledge, Instruction, or
consent Incidents include the toss of data through thefl or device misplacement, loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouting of physical or electronic

V4. Ust upasto 04.04.201 e K CcM^BCfnr titfittt .
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

mall, atl of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthbrtzed
access, use, disclosure, modification or destruction.

7. "Open Wlreiess Networtc" means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
.network and not adequately secure for the transmlssionLbf unencrypted PI, PFl,
PHI or confidential DHHS data. .

' 6. 'Personal Information' (or 'PI') means Information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an rndlvlduai's identity, such as their name, social security humberi per^nal .
information as defined in New Hampshire RSA 359-0:19,. blometric records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying mformatton which Is linked
or linteble to a spectfic Individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. 'Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164. promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Ser^ces.

10. 'Pmtected Health Information' (or THF) has the same meaning as provided in the
definition of 'Protected Health Information" In the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §
160.103.

11. 'Security Rule' shad mean the Security Standards fa the Protection of Electmnic
Protected Health tnfbrmaUon at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto. • '

1Z 'Unsecured Protected Health Information' rneans Protected Health.lnformation that is
not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or Indedpherable to unauthorized Individuals and is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organtzatiori that Is aoaedited by
the Arrierican National Standards Institute.

I. RESPONSIBILmES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, rnalntain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necassary ae outllried under this Contract. Further, Contrada,
including but not limited to all its dlredors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use. disclose, maintain or transit PHI In any manner that would constitute a vlclatbn
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contrador must not dtsdose any Confidential Information in response to a

V4.Ustupdste 04.04.2016 &MWK ConVBStarlnnali
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request for disclosure on the basis that it Is required by law, in response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. if DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional'
restrictions over and above those uses or dlsclosuras or security safeguards of PHI

. pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contrector must be bound by such
■  additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI in vtolallon of such'additional

restrictions and must abide by any addltiortal security safeguards.

4. The Co.ntmctor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to tha tdrms of this Contract

5. The Contractor agre^ DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes thai are not indicated In this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized-representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of Ir^specting to confirm compliance* with the terms of this
Contract.

n. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Applicatioh Encryption. If End User Is transmitting DHHS data containing
Ccnfidentjal Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert Knowledgeable In cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the Internet .

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may onty employ email to transmit Conndentia! Data If
email Is encrypted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
peiabns authorized to receive such Infqrmatlon.

4. Encrypted V\feb Site. If End User.Is employing the.Web to transmit donfidentJal
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Wab site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
-  hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Conhdentlal Data.

i

6. Ground Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidentiai Data via certified ground
man wHhln the continental U.S. and when sent to a named Individual.

7. Laptops arxf PDA. If End User (s employing portable devioes to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypt^ and passvyord-protected.

8. Open Wlrelesis Networlcs. End User may not transmit ConfidentiaJ Data via an open
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual-private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User Is employing remote communtcation to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
Installed on the End User's mobile devlce(8) or laptop from which Information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH Ffle Transfer Protocol (SFTP). also known.as Secure pile Transfer Protocol. If
End User is employing an SFTP to transmit Confldentiaf Data. End User will
structure the Fotder and access privileges to prevent inappropriate disclosure of
Informalion, SFTP folders and sub-foldera used for transmitting ConfidentiarData will
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletlon cyde (I.e. Confidential Data wlD be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End U^r Is transmitting Confidenlial Data via wireless devices, all
data must be encrypted to prevent Inappropriate disclosure of Information.

III. RETENTION AND DISPQSmON OF (DEimFlABLE RECORDS

. The Contractor will ority retain the data arid any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract After such tinre, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative In whatever form It may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under thJs .ContracL To this end, the parties must*

A., Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It will not store, transfer or process data collected In
connection with.the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United
States. This physical location requirement shall also apply In the Implementation of
doud computing, doud service or cloud storage capabilities, and Includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees lb ensure proper security monitoring capabintles are In
place to delect potential security events that can Impact State of NH 'systems
and/or Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for Its End
Users In support of protecting Department confidential information;

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Confidential Data
In a secure location and Identified In section IV. A.2

5. The ConUactor agrees Confidential Data stored In a Qoud must be In a
FedRAMP/HITECH compliant solution and comply with alt applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and. hardened operating systems, the latest artl-viral. antF
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware. and antl-malware utilities. The envtronment, as a
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whole, must have aggressive fntAJslon-detecUon and firewall protection.
6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's

Chief Information Officer In the detection of any security vulnerability of the hosting
Infrastructure.

6. Disposition

I- II the Contractor will maintain any Confidential Informatton on its system? (or Its
sub-contractor systems], the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data.upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certificafion for any State of New Hampshlre.dala destroy^ by the
Contractor or any^bcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no tonger in use, electronic media containing State'of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
In accordance with Irxlustry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanltlzation. or othenvise physically destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described In NIST Special Publlcatidn 800-88, Rev 1. Guidelines
for Media Sanltlzation. National Institute of Standards and Technology. U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will, document and , certify In writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide writen certification'to the Department
upon request The written certification- will include all details necessary to
c^onstrale data has been properly destroyed and validated. .Whe« appficable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements will be Jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless othenvise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise spedfied, within thirty (30) days of the tenninatlon' of this
Contract. Contractor agrees to completely destroy all'electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known 88 secure data wiping.

ly. PROCEDURES FOR SECURJTY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as follows:

\

-1. The Contractor wtll maintain proper security controls to protect Department
.  confidential Information collacted, processed, managed, and/or stored In the deiWy

of contracted servtoes.

Z The Contractor, will rnaintaln policies and procedures to protect Department -
confidential Information throughout the Information llfecycfe, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use. storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (I.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authenticaUon and access controls to
contractor systems that coltecl. transmit, or store Department confidential Information
where applicable.

4. pie Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are hi place to
detect potential security events that can Impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential Information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor wili provide regular security awareness and education for Its End
Users In support of protecting Departmefrt confidenUat Informalton.

6. If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor will maintain a
program of an Internal process or processes that' defines specific security-
expectations, ar^d monitoring oompllarKe to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, Including breach notification requirements.

7. The Contractor will work with the Department to slgri and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Departmerit system access and euthortzatlon policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining adcess to any Department system(s). Agreements wfll be.
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

B. If the Departrnent determines the Contractor is a Business Associate pursuant to 46
CFR 100.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Buslriess Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for malntainlrra cdrhpliance with the
agreemeoL ,

9. The Contractor win work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey Is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnerabilities thai may
occur .over the life of the Contractor er>gagement. The survey will be completed
annuaOy, or en aftemate time frame at .the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed \yhen the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor wfll not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offehore or outside the boundaries of the United ̂ tes unless
prior express written consent is obtained from the Iriformation' Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Date Security Breach Uabllity. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to invesi^ale the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
gevent future- breach and. minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach. .
The ̂ te shall recover from the Contractor all costs of respbrtse and recovery from
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the breach, Including but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone can center services necessary due to
the breach.

12. Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of ConfldenUal Information, and must in all other respects
maintain the prlvacy.and security of PI and PHI at a le^l and scope that Is not less,
than the level and scope of requirements appilcabie to federal agendes, including,
but not Umltfid to. provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a). DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations {45 C.F.R. §5b)., HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for Individually Identifiable health
Information and as appllisble under State law..

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data ar^ to
prevent unauthorized use or access to It. The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that Is not less than the level and scope of security requirements,
established by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Information Techrwlogy.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/doit/vendor/lndex.htm
for the Department of Information technology policies, guidelines, standards, and
procurement Information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and Incident
response process; The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor leams of Its occurrence: This fncludes a
confidential Informalion breach, corriputer security Incident, or suspected breach
which affects or Inclu.des any State of Nm Hampshire systems that connect to the
Slate.of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidentlei Data obtained under this
Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform thefr official duties Ir) connection with purposes identified In this Contract.

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above.
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or Inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this inforrnatlon at all times.

a ehsura that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI, PI. cr
PR are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only If encnmted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such informBtion.

V4.LattuptttS(M.04.2016 ErfUbUK Contractor
OHHS InlbrmaSon
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHH8 Infonnatlon Security Requirements

e. limit disclosure of the ConfidenUal Information to the extent permitted by law.

i. . Conridential information received under this Contract and Individually
identifiable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored In an area that is
physically and technologlcaDy secure from access by urtauthorlzed persons
during duty hours as well as non^uty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
blometric identifiere, etc.).

g. oniy authorized End Users may transmtt- the Confidential Data. Including any
derivative files containing personaPy identlftable information, and ini aP cases,
such data must be encrypted at ̂  times when In transit, at rest, or when
stored on portable media as required In section IV above;

h. in air other instances Conridential Data must be maintained, used and

disclosed using • appropriate safeguards, as determfned by a rtsk-based
assessment of the drcumstances involved. '

1; uncterstand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their credential Information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third party application.^

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of Ihelr End Users. DHHS
r^rves the right to conduct onsite inspections to monitor compliance with this
Contract, including the privacy and security requirements provided in herein. HIPAA,
and other applicable laws and Federal'regulations until such time the Confideritla) Data
is disposed of In accordance with this Contract;

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security OfTice and
Program Manager of any Security Incidents arxj Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor learns of their occurrence.

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches involving PHI in
accordance with the. agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
precedures and In accordance with 42 C.P.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. In addition to.'and
notwithstanding. Cohtrector's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures,
Contrector's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identity Incidents:

2. Determine If personally Idenltnable Iniformatlon is Involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required in this Exhibit or P-37;

4. Identity and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine rtsk-iiased responses to Incidents; and

V4,l^uptf«tO 04.04.2018 ExHtttK CsnOsGtorirOab
DKKS InlomaSon
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

ExhIbitK

DHHS Information Security Requirements

5. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and, If so, Identify approprlatB
Breach notifteation methods, timing, source, and contents from among' different
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach rratlce as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents end/or Breaches that impllcale PI must be addressed and reported, as
appHcabfe, In accordartce with NH RSA 359-C:20.'

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A DHHS con^ct for Data Management or Data Exchange Issues:
. DHHSIn'formatlonSecurityOfficeOdhhs.nh.gov

6. DHHS ̂ntacts for Privacy Issues:

DHHSPr1VBcyOfn.cer@dhhsjih.gov

0. DHHS contact for Information Security Issues:

DKHSinformationSecurityOff1ce@dhh8.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notincations:

,  DHHSInformatlonSecur1tyOfflce@dhhs.nh,90v

OHHSPrtvacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov '

V4.Ustupd«ta04.04J018 Ejtfib&K Contmctorlnttab.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #3 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 3"^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #3) is by and between the State of New Hampshire. Department
of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department and Southeastern
New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a nonprofit
corporation with a place of business at 272 Country Farm Road, Dover. NH 03820.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Govemor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7) and December 5, 2018 (Item
#23). the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in
the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, completion
date, price limitation and payment schedules or terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions, Paragraph 18, and Exhibit C-1. Revisions to
General Provisions Paragraph 3 the State may modify the scope of work and the payment schedule of the
contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and Executive Council;
and

i

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the contract completion date and increase the price limitation to
support continued delivery of these services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #3 remain in full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions contained
in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows;

1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37. General Provisions, Block 1.8. Price Limitation, to read:

$1,861,000.

3. Delete Exhibit A. Amendment #2. Scope of Service in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A.
Amendment #3, Scope of Services.

4. Delete Exhibit B. Amendment #2. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B. Amendment #3 Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Amerxlment #3
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-11-A03 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox
Director

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services

SIt-IIm

Date

n
Name:

Title: ^

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of NU.U) |-fdm^EhrOCountv of c on before the
undersigned officer, peVsonally appeared the person identified directly'^bove, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

jgJM ■

e ofklSignature ofNotary Public or Justice of the Peace

Iracu L rnaA-b;. 14 £
Notary or J ytira ni fjn^aaa^

OujL, f')

le and Title ofName

My Commission Expires:

TRACY i MANTOS

Not37 PuWic - New Hampshire
My Commission Expires Nov 8. 2022

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Amendment #3
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-11-A03 Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

6/Vi'i

Date /

I hereby certify that the foregoing AmendmeW was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Amerxtment #3
RFA-2019.BDAS-01-SUBST-11-A03 Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department.

1.4.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.4.2.1. The Contractor shall establish formal information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR Part
2 in order to receive payments for services funded with SOR resources.

1.4.2.2. The Department shall be able to verify that client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.4.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.4.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.4.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.4.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

1.4.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.4.2.3.2.3. Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.4.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal

Southeastern New Hampshire Aicohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit A, Amerxlment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

preparations.

1.4.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphlne products.

1.4.2.3.4. Buprenorphine implants.

1.4.2.3.5. Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.4.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New Hampshire,
Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with current NH
Administrative Rules.

1.4.2.6. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR Grant
funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.4.2.8. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs
program, for clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS.

1.4.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of
treatment planning.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.3.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.3.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the entity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.3.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit A. Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a
parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC)
by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in orderto align this work with ION projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved In the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Doorway contractors
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room and board payment to
the Doonway:

2.2.2.4.3. Coordinating all room and board client data and services
with the clients' preferred Doorway to ensure that each
room and board client served has a GPRA interview

completed at intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and
discharge.

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Doorway services when the Contractor
cannot admit a client for services within forty-eight (48)
hours; and

2.2.2.4.5. Referring clients to Doorway services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Hub services

2.2.2.6. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit A, AmerxJment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services;

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of

attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and other

drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and
consideration of alternative solutions and decision making with

regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a
range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents are

provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment services
provide residential substance use disorder treatment services designed
to support Individuals that need this residential service. The goal of low-
intensity residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adult residents typically work in the
community and may pay a portion of their room and board.

2.3.1.5. High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined

as ASAM Criteria, Level 3.5. This service provides residential

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

substance use disorder treatment designed to assist individuals
who require a more intensive level of service in a structured
setting.

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only in coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.10 to a client.

2.3.2.1. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide for
medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of opiate
and other substance use disorders. The Contractor shall

provide non-medical treatment services to the client in
conjunction with the medical services provided either directly
by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided. The
Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by

the Department, "Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key
Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication
Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

Hampshire."

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor shall provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in
treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an individual
maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide recovery support services only in
coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section 2.3.1.1
through 2.3.1.4 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group

Intensive Case Management in accordance with
SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https://store.samhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-
Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-

Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215) and

which exceed the minimum case management

expectations for the level of care.

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials, fi—
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and

Women:

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation

services to pregnant women and parenting men

and women to and from services as required by

the client's treatment plan.

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own

vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation

passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable Federal
and State Department of

Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New

Hampshire Administrative Rule

Saf-C 500 and inspected in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good working order.

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance with New Hampshire

Administrative Rules, Saf-C 1000,

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as

applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Parenting Clients:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to

children of parenting clients while the individual

is in treatment and case management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care

and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed

childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable

Federal and State childcare regulations such as

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Sut)8tance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

but not limited to New Hampshire Administrative

Rule He-C 4002 Child Care Licensing.

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below;

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from the
date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use Disorder

Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than every
4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for alt services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.5 within two (2) days of the initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASI Lite module, in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client:

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4,above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3, above before
admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4, above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless;

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower intensity ASAM
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.3, in which case the
client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower Intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Doorway of the client's choice to connect the
client with substance use disorder treatment services; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the pregnant
woman with identifying alternative providers and with
accessing services with these providers. This assistance
shall include actively reaching out to identify providers on
the behalf of the client; and

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Dotg Abuse Services Exhibit A, Amendment #3 Contractor initials. 1/
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #3

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-mlnute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by the
client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and respond
to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the

effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the

criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Doonways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11
above except that clients who refuse to consent to information sharing with the
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Doorways shall not receive services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR)
funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract except that clients
who rescind consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub shall not
receive any additional services utilizing State Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to;

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients first received

substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other
than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the services.

1

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

(J
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2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients" refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on
going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract, and

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above, that address problems
in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given
level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion.

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.
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2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, something that needs to be completed within a
stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes In any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include;

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other

providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
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referral to one and coordinate care with that provider If
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained In advance In
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client,
including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization. Doorway, third party
insurance or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.2. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged with the client,
including but not limited to the Department's Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the Doorways as
applicable and allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR
Part 2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4,
above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans for
all Services in Section 2.3, except for Transitional Living, in Section 2.3.1.1, that
address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are in accordance with the requirements
in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated in
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
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the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B; The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that include;

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
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a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence based
practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and
substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based
Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center;

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that Include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLine.

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment
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2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum;

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities at
any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside of
the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside of
the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly maintained, it
can be eliminated at the discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and visitor
orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use. In and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.
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3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to;

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed the
required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and Other
Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology and are working to accumulate the work experience
required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical
or recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supen/isor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are
working to accumulate the work experience required for certification
as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other
recovery support services within their scope of knowledge provided
that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on;

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies; The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes
of Professional Practice, available at http;//store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-
Addiction-Counseling-Competencies/SMAI 5-4171 and
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3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department In writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student intems to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those intems having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, and at least annually thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an approved
training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
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immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Facilities License

4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the
Department's Health Facilities Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's Bureau of
Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are provided
meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology

5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

5.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

5.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting

6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have completed
treatment or transferred to another program
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6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly contract compliance reporting no later than the 10th day
of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. "Critical incidenf means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical or
mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual who
is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant information,
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as well as the identification of any other individuals
involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.90v/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1 through
6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above, as
applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

6.2. For room and board payments associated with Medicaid clients with OUD, the Contractor
shall coordinate client data and services with the Doorways to ensure that each client
served has a Government Performance and Results Modernization Act (GRRA) interview
completed at Intake, three (3) months, six (6) months, and discharge.

6.3. The Contractor shall coordinate all services delivered to Medicaid clients with OUD for

whom the contractor is receiving room and board payments for with the Doonvays
including, but not limited to accepting referrals and clinical evaluation results for level of
care placement directly from the Doorways.

7. Quality Improvement

7.1. The Contractor shall participate In all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide by:
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7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract funding
expended relative to the percentage of the contract period that has
elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between expended
funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor shall notify
the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the
discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

8.1. in order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered by
the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments divided
by total operating expenditures, less depreciation/amortization and in-
kind plus principal payments on debt divided by days in the reporting
period. The short-term investments as used above shall mature within
three (3) months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash and
cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty (30)
calendar days with no variance allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense plus
Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service (principal and
interest) over the next twelve (12) months.
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8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal and
interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by total
assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

8.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months: or

8.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

8.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff to
explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 8.2.1
and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least every
thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department. The
Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe agreed
upon by both parties.

8.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.
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8.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR

funding only.

9.1. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients receiving room and board payments
under this contract that enter care directly through the Contractor who consent to
information sharing with the Doorways receive a Hub referral for ongoing care
coordination.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Doorways who
shall be covered by room and board payments under this contract have proper consents
in place for transfer of information for the purposes of data collection between the
Doorways and the Contractor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.5 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative Impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening:

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34 days;

9.4.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;

9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care within
30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

9.4.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in school
at date of last service compared to first service
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9.4.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past 30
days from date of first service to date of last service

9.4.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

9.4.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first service

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Depadment within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and ail findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include;

10.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency:

10.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation. Block
1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention. Treatment, and
Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal funds from the United States Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State Opioid Response
Grant (CFDA #93.788) and

2.5.The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of Services in
compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State shall not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this contract
when a client has or may have an altemative payer for services described the Exhibit A,

Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for

Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater
than the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1 Amendment #2, Sen/ice Fee set

by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement from the
State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a service that is not

covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required monthly and
quarterly reporting.
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3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or copay would
constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor must seek reimbursement

from the State for that deductible based on the sliding fee scale and not to exceed $4,000
per client per treatment episode.

3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as the

client's monthly household income being less than the deductible plus the

Federally defined monthly cost of living (COL)

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless othenvise stated.

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates to deliver the
services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that is billed for separately)

and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the amount to charge the

Department for services delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit 8-
1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation

provided under this contract from public and private insurance plans,

the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited

processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a

client's admittance into the program and to immediately refund any

overpayments.
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5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided to an eligible
client under this contract, as follows;

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in

Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 when the Insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #2,

Section 8, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or

anticipates that the private insurer shall not remit payment for the full

amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Amendment

#2 remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer

(if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall charge the
Department the balance (the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1

Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private

insurer and the amount paid by the client), unless the client's copay

or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with

3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table multiplied by the corresponding
percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Section 8 Sliding Fee Scale for the client's
applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for Initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled clients who do
not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working with the client as in Section
5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being
informed in writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private insurer, the client
and the Department an amount greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment

#2 except for:
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5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 3.1 (See Section 11 below).

5.8. in the event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all payments received by the
Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B. Amendment #2, Section 5.7.1 and
5.7.2) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1 Amendment #2, Service Fee

Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the reverse order, unless the

overpayment was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred, and adjust
the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application of the Sliding Fee

Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this contract
when a third party payer would have covered the service, the Contractor must repay the

state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the

Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for; Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) in residential level of care.

6.1.The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments up to
$100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential level of care.

6.2. The Contractor shall not bill the Department for Room and Board payments in excess of

$1,015,000.

6.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.3.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.3.2. WITS ID of the Client (If applicable)

6.3.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.3.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range

Identified in 6.2.3

6.3.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service

6.4. The Contractor shall submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each month, which
Identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses Incurred for room and

board in the prior month. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty

(30) days of receipt of each Invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this

Agreement. Invoices must be submitted In a Department approved manner.
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6.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR funds
have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder.

6.6. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with documented history
of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving services rendered from SOR

funds, with Doorways in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Additional Billing Information; Intensive Case Management Services:
7.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for

intensive case management under this contract only for clients who have been
admitted to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after

billing other public and private insurance.

7.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to

a client prior to admission.

7.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the

service is authorized by the Department.

8. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
8.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5

above and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation provided
in Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.2.2 as follows:

8.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in accordance with
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for Contractor's staff driving time, when using
the Contractor's own vehicle for transporting clients to and from services

required by the client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than

a full hour, then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute intervals
for actual work completed; or.

8.1.2. 9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for cab
fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to and from services

required by the client's treatment plan.

8.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support

the cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the
Department upon request.

8.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

9. Additional Billing Information: Child Care
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9.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the
Department for Childcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services, Section

2.4.2.3 as follows;

9.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when the Contractor's

staff provides child care while the client is receiving treatment or recovery

support services, or

9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care provider.

9.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of childcare and provide these to the Department upon request.

9.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

10. Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
10.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section 5 above
and as follows:

10.2. Medication:

10.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication Assisted

Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and customary
charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA) 126-A:3 III. (b),
except for Section 6.2.2 below.

10.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medication Assisted Treatment with

Methadone or Buprenorphine in a certified Opiate Treatment Program (OTP)
per New Hampshire Administrative Rule He-A 304 as follows:

10.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphine based on the

Medicaid rate, up to 7 days per \A/eek. The code for

Methadone in an OTP is H0020, and the code for

buprenorphine in an OTP is H0033.

10.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per client per
day.

10.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

10.2.4.1. WITS Client ID#:
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10.2.4.2. Period for which prescription is intended;

10.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

10.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

10.2.4.5. Charge for the medication.

10.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

10.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the

service.

10.3. Physician Time:

10.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other medical professional

to provide Medication Assisted Treatment Services, including but not limited to

assessing the client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing and/or

administering a medication, and monitoring the client's response to a

medication.

10.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit B-1 Service

Fee Table.

10.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

10.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#:

10.3.3.2. Date of Service;

10.3.3.3. Description of service;

10.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

10.3.3.5. Charge for the service;

10.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

10.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the

service.

10.3.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses

incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month.

10.3.5. The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of

receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this

Agreement. Invoices must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.
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11. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low Intensity Residential Services
11.1. The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

11.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment

#2 using the sliding fee scale

11.1.2. The charges to the Department

11.2. The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and

board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%- 149% $8

150%- 199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

11.3. The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that shall be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

11.4. The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room and board.

12. Sliding Fee Scale
12.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit B,

Amendment #2, Section 5 above.

12.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit B-1 to Charge
the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%- 149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%
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250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

12.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services because
of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's decision to receive

confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

13. Submitting Charges for Payment
13.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information Technology

System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table. The

Contractor shall:

13.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after

the date the service was provided to the client

13.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following

the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that

encounter notes are ready for review.

13.1.3. Correct errors, if any, In the encounter notes as identified by the

Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and

are ready for review.

13.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval

for the billing month.

13.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

13.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of the
last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

13.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this
contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through WITS, the

contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative process for submitting
invoices.

13.4. The Contractor shall only bill room and board for SLID clients with Opioid Use
Disorder that are Medicaid coded for both residential and transitional living services.

14. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

Southeastern New Hampshire i.
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Vendor Initials
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-11 Page9of11 Date



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #3

15. The Contractor shall keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

16. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding under
this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-compliance with
any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the services provided, or if the
said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the
terms and conditions of this agreement.

17. Contractor shall have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice shall
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

18. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT)
Block Grant funds:

18.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

18.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block Grant
expenditures to:

18.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse

services.

18.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in

Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or

correctional institutions of the State.

18.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of

conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human

immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied by

appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

18.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of

conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or

the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous

drug abusers.

18.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious

organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance

abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the

religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65

Southeastern New Hampshire ^
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit B. Amendment #3 Vendor Initials fj—
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-11 Page 10 of 11 Date i ̂



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #3

and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 96. Charitable Choice

Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions

of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are

applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided

directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to

organizations participating in applicable programs may be expended

for inherently religious activities, such as worship, religious

instruction, or proselytization. If an organization conducts such

activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location, from the

programs or services for which it receives funds directly from
SAMHSA or the relevant State or local govemment under any

applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Southeastern New Hampshire ^
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Exhibit B, Amendment #3 Vertdor Initials V- v "

Page 11 of 11 Date 5/ >^Ti ̂RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-11



State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of Stale of the Stale of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that SOUTH EASTERN NEW

HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES is a New Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered

to transact business in New Hampshire on August 21, 1979.1 further certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary

of Slate's office have been received and is in good standing as far as this office is concerned.

Business ID: 64991

Certificate Number: 0004088585

Urn
s

o
C«5>

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 26th day of April A.D. 2018.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

Mark Kennard do hereby certify that:
{Name of the elected Officer of the Agency; cannot be contract signatory)

llama duly elected Officer of Southeastern NH Alcohol and Drue Abuse Services
(Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Agency duly held on April 24. 2019 :
(Date)

RESOLVED: That the Denise M. Elwart

(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other Instruments, and any amendments, revisions,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the 29 day of May ■ 2019

4.

(Date Contract Signed)

Denise M. Elwart is the duly elected Operations Director

(Name of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

(Title of Contract Signatory)

(Signature of the Elected Officer)

County of oS-ftr-d

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ^ day of fH Oqj. 20 I .

(Name of Elected Officer of the Agency)

(NOT/^Y'iSEAL)

si ̂
(No^ry Public/Justice of the Peace)

TRACY i MANTOS

Notary Public - New Hampsnlre
My Commission Expires Nov 8. 2022

Commission Expires:
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Client#: 1030053 S0UTHNEW13

ACORD,. CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MMmiVYYYY)

10/25/2018

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND. EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER. AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on
this certificate does not confer any rights to the certificate holder In lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

USt Insurance Svcs, LLC

75 John Roberts Road, Building C
South Portland, ME 04106

855 874-0123

E«»: 855 874-0123 noi: 877-775-0110
E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

INSURERIS) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICi

INSURER A ntiliMplila IndwrwiAy biMinnc* Co. 18058

INSURED

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol &

Drug Abuse Services Corp.
272 County Farm Road
Dover, NH 03820

INSURER a UEMK 11030

INSURER C

INSURER D

INSURERE

INSURER F

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMfFS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR
ITR TYPE OF INSURANCE

ADOL

litSB.
SUBR

WVP POUCY NUMBER
POLICY EFF

fMM/OOfYYYYl
POLICY EXP ,

fMM/DD/YYYYl 1 LIMITS

A X COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABIUTY

I CLAIMS-MADE 1 X| OCCUR
PHPK1876610 11/01/2018 11/01/2019 EACH OCCURRENCE si.000.000

$1,000,000

MED EXP (Any ona parson) $20,000

PERSONAL S ADV INJURY $1,000,000

GENL AGGREGATE UMIT APPLIES PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE $3,000,000

POLICY 1 1 ! 1 LOG
OTHER:

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG $3,000,000

$

A AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY PHPK1876610 11/01/2018 11/01/2019
COMBINED SINGLE UMIT
(F« aeeidAnt) 11.000,000

X

ANY AUTO
BODILY INJURY (Par parson) $

OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY X

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNEO

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $

PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

$

$

A X UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS UAB

X  (XCUR

CLAIM&4itA0E

PHUB646116 11/01/2018 11/01/2019 EAOi OCCURRENCE $1,000,000

AGGREGATE $1,000,000

DED RETENTIONS $

B WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS' LIABIUTY y / N
ANY PR0PR1ET0Rff>ARTNER/EXECUTIVE| 1
OFFICERAAEMBER EXCXUOED? | N I
(Mandatory In NH>
If yfts, daacrioe undar
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

N/A

3102800341 11/01/2018 11/01/2019 CTATIITF Fr"
E.L, EACH ACCIDENT \ $500,000

E.L. DISEASE EA EMPLOYEE $500,000

E.L. DISEASE P0UC:Y UMIT $500,000

A Professional Liab PHPK1876610 11/01/2018 11/01/2019 $1,000,000/3,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS 1 LOCATIONS 1 VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Ad(Ution«l Rtmarks Sch«dul», may b« anachad If mora apaca la raquirad)

Evidence of Coverage.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

Proof of Insurance

DHHS, State of NH

129 Pleasant Street

Concord NH 03301

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE

THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DEUVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03) 1 of 1
#324128233/M24127468

$>1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rigtits reserved.

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
NXOZP



SOUTHEASTERN NH SERVICES

STRATEGIC PLAN
2018-2021

We have made the following assumptions as we have created this strategic plan:

iSdemhZr<!'n"'il! the decisions and actions of the board and staffleadership of Southeastern NH Services over the next 3 years.
There will be a subset of additional deliberations and actions at the board and committee

itf s: pir^®'" - ■'

*  the Lta'ahon of ^
* WttoivS!" P'=" the foundation for future strategic^e Board of Directors is ultimately responsible for ownership of the implementation of this

.  , VISION STATEMENT(a compellms statement describing what an organization or group of people want to become)
To be determined.

.  MISSION STATEMENT (Current)(a concise, powerful and memorable statement proclaiming the reason an organization exists)

tee^^fces' "t^'P tvho are in need of
STRATEGIC GOALS: 2018 - 2021

GOAL I: Create a financiaUy stable organization with cash flow and investments able
to meet the demands of the agency.

GOAL H:

GOAL ni;

GOAL rV:

Create and implement a plan to boUd the capacity of the organization to
achieve its mission.

Expand and create programs, services and community partnerships
designed to meet client needs.

Develop and implement a comprehensive plan to market and promote the
organization to various constituencies and communities.
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A N S K Y C-r CO.
CERTI F I ED PUBL IC ACCOUNTANTS

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

To the Board of Directors of

Southeastern New Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Ser\'ices and AfTiliate
Dover, New Hampshire

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Southeastern
New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services and Affiliate (New Hampshire nonprofit
organizations), which comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as of June 30,
2018 and 2017, and the related consolidated statements of activities and changes in net assets,
functional expenses, and cash flows for the years then ended, and the related notes to the
financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated
financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America; this includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated fmancial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements
based on our audits. We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated fmancial statements are

free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fan-
presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the consolidated financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinion.

70 Stark Street / Manchester / New Hampshire 03101 / 603-647-2400 / In Nashua 595-8600 / Fax 647-6495



Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the consolidated fmancial position of Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol
& Drug Abuse Services and Affiliate as of June 30, 2018 and 2017, and the changes in its
consolidated net assets and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with accotmting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

4" Co • ^

Penchansky & Co., PLLC
Certified Public Accountants

Manchester, New Hampshire

October 22, 2018

I' ii N.C H A, N SKY Cr C D. ('LLC
CERTl f lED PUei lC ACCOUNTANTS
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG

ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILUTE

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

As of June 30,

ASSETS

Total Assets S  22.S39

-
Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

2018

Totals

2017

Totals

Current Assets:

Cash and Cash Equivalents, Organizatio
Cash and Cash Equivalents, Affiliate
Accounts Receivable

Prepaid Expenses

$  62,668
97,187
191,265

10,911

$  22,539
0

0

0

$  85,207
97,187
191,265
10,911

$  311,026
89,951
184,900

11,367

Total Current Assets 362,031 22,539 384,570 597,244

Fixed Assets:

Building Improvements
Furniture and Equipment
Capital Lease - Copier
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

895,166
126,121

21,250

(566,824-)

0

0

0

0

895,166

126,121

21,250
.  (566,824-)

895,166
232,643
21,250

(616,795-)

Net Fixed Assets 475,713 0 475,713 532,264

-Continued on Next Page-

A Ni S K Y (V C D. v\A..C\
CERT I F IED FOBUC ACCOUNTANTS

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG
ABUSE SERVICES AND y^FILIATE

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

As of June 30,

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Temporarily 2018 2017

Unrestricted Restricted Totals Totals

Current Liabilities:

Accounts Payable $  27,342 $  0 $ 27,342 $  10,910
Accrued Expenses 2,543 0 2,543 45,599
Accrued Payroll and Taxes 108,265 0 108,265 119,764
Deferred Revenue 3,640 0 3,640 55,250
Line of Credit 25,000 0 25,000 0"
Current Portion of Capital Lease 5,116 0 5,116 4,006

Total Current Liabilities 171,906 0 171,906 235,529

Long Term Liabilities:

Capital Lease, Net of Current Portion 6,533 0 6,533 11.648

Total Long Term Liabilities 6,533 0 6,533 11,648

Total Liabilities 178,439 0 178,439 247,177

Net Assets:

Net Assets 659,305 22,539 681,844 882.331

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $  22.539 S 860.283 S 1.129.508

r BN C 1-i A N S K V C-r CO. p-llc
CERTIMEO PU61 IC ACCOUNTANTS

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG

ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILUTE

Consolidated Statements of Activities and Changes in Net Assets
For The Years Ended June 30,

Temporarily 2018 2017

Unrestricted Restricted Totals Totals

Revenues and Sunnort:

/

Governmental Agency Revenue $  747,649 $  47,453 $  795,102 $ 1.051,459
Contributions 21,469 1,000 22,469 36,119
Client Fee 1,461,451 0 1,461,451 255,720
Medicaid 65,156 0 65,156 509,369
Probate 58,096 0 58.096 110,421
Insurance 0 0 '0 54,014
In-Kind Contributions 13,577 0 13,577 11,333
Other Revenue 10,046 0 10,046 29,411
Net Assets Released from Restrictions:

Satisfaction of Program Restrictions 54,914 (54,914) 0 0

Total Revenues and Support 2,432,358 (6,461) 2,425,897 2,057,846

Expenses:

Program Services 1,747,745 0 1.747,745 1,955,593
General Management 880,026 0 880,026 282,474

Total Expenses 2,627,771 0 2,627,771 2,238,067

Excess (Deficit) of Revenues and
Support over Expenses (195,413) (6,461) (201,874) (180,221)

Other Revenues (ExuensesY

Interest and Investment Income 1,387 0 1,387 44

Total Other Revenues (Expenses) 1.387 0 1.387

k

44

Net Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets (194,026) (6,461) (200,487) (180,177)

Net Assets - Beginning of Period 853,331 29,000 882,331 1,062,508

Net Assets - End of Period S  659.305 $  22.539 S  681.844 S. 882.331

P U N C 1-1 A N SKY (V C O. P L P C
CEfiT iFI ED PUBL IC ACCOUNTANTS

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG

ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILIATE

Consolidated Statements of Functional Expenses
For The Years Ended June 30,

Program Services - 2018

IMPAIRED

DRIVER COMMUNITY

OUTPATIENT COMPREHENSIVE INTERVENTION EDUCATION

SERVICES SERVICES PROGRAM PROGRAM

Expenses:

Salaries and Wages $  87,693 $  753,659 $  94,329 $  18,700
Payroll Taxes 10,148 37,913 11,415 0

Employee Benefits 14,207 88,111 4,555 31

Rent 1,851 25,121 2,304 1,398
Utilities 2,420 30,581 2,831 1,447
Professional Fee 4,199 49,940 1,008 0

Depreciation 4,806 33,390 2,477 2,851
Food 223 66,987 115 132

House Supplies l,58i 21,861 5,304 0

Insurance 1,142 7,936 588 677

Office Expense 1,826 3,859 8 26

Supplies 561 4,305 424 35

Fees 34 373 426 0

Staff Development 0 4,107 500 0

Conference & Conventions 0 40 0 0

Travel 20 3,683 244 1,251
Prin^g & Reproduction 24 261 37 69

Client Recreation 476 16 58

Advertising 2,344 905 32 412

Equipment Rent 56 612 69 29

State Admin 0 0 0 0

Interest 0 0 0 0

Repairs 8 463 8 0

Total Expenses S  133.146 S 1.134.S83 126.690 S 27.116

-Continued on Next Page-

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report

IMf. N Cl-I A N S K Y CtCO. CLLC
CERT I FIED PUBI IC ACCOUNTANTS
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG

ABUSE SERVICES AND ATFILUTE

CoDSoIidated Statements of Functional Expenses
'For The Years Ended June 30,

Program Services - 2018

DRUG TOTAL

COURT DETOXmCATION FOR PROGRAM

PROGRAM PROGRAM WOMEN SERVICES

Exnenses:

Salaries and Wages $  159,648 $  9,069 S  47,884 $1,170,982
Payroll Taxes 11,015 10,569 9,596 90,656
Employee Benefits 14,771 0 9,383 131,058
Rent 6,913 0 2,515 40,102

Utilities 7,894 0 2,599 47,772

Professional Fee 12,140 0 4,786 72,073
Depreciation 8,885 158 1,637 54,204

Food 412 7 76 67,952
House Supplies 424 28 131 29,329"
Insurance 2,112 37 389 12,881 .

Office Expense 11 0 2 5,732

Supplies 580 0 104 6,009
Fees 68 0 17 918

Staff Development 799 0 225 5,631
Conference & Conventions 0 0 0 40

Travel 983 0 0 6,181
Printing & Reproduction 48 0 12 451

Client Recreation 11 0 0 567

Advertising 43 0 11 3,747

Equipment Rent 140 0 42 948

State Admin 0 0 0 0

Interest 0 0 0 0

Repairs 25 0 8 512

Total Expenses S 226.922 S  19.868 S  79.420 S1.747.745;

-Continued on Next Page-

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report

:p,liJ\i C l-l A N SK Y CO. r Lie
CCRT IMEO PU61 IC ACCOUNTANTS
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG
ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILUTE

Consolidated Statements of Functional Expenses
For The Years Ended June 30,

GENERAL 2018 2017
FUKDRAISING MANAGEMENT TOTAL TOTAL

Expenses;

Salaries and Wages $ 0  $ 524,054 $  1,695,036 $1,397,983
Payroll Taxes 0 37,496 128,152 105,907
Employee Benefits 0 133,055 264,113 183,678
Management Fee 0 0 0 91,252
Rent 0 21,051 61,153 64,665
Utilities 0 14,501 62,273 61,921
Professional Fee 0 68,036 140,109 61,099
Depreciation 0 1,639 55,843 49,931
Food 0 1,950 69,902 52,267
House Supplies . 0 8,757 38,086 34,463
Insurance 0 22,345 35,226 28,843
Office Expense 0 9,722 15,454 26,600
Supplies 0 12,824 18,833 17.091
Bad Debt 0 0 0 14,000
Fees 0 4,044 4,962 5,450
Staff Development 0 2,986 8,617 6,737
Conference & Conventions 0 1,415 1,455 6,261
Travel 0 3,258 9,439 5,000
Printing & Reproduction 0 1.556 2,007 4,515
Client Recreation 0 122 689 4,275
Advertising 0 4,821 8,568 4,172
Equipment Rent 0 193 1,141 1,410
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 2,173
State Admin 0 7 7 105
Interest 0 6,106 6,106 4,354
Repairs 0 0 512 3,915
Donations In-Kind 0 88 88 0

Total Expenses S 0  s 880.026 S 2.627.771 $2,238,067

P liN CHAN SK Y
CERI IflEO P081 1C ACCOUNTANTS

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG
ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILIATE

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

For The Years Ended June 30,

Temporarily
Unrestricted Restricted

Cash Flows from Operating Activities:

Net Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets $ (194,025) $ (6,461)

Adjustments to reconcile chances in net assets to

net cash provided fused^ bv operating activities:

2018

Totals

Depreciation
(Gain)/Loss on Disposal of Equipment
(Increase) Decrease in Accounts Receivable
(Increase) Decrease in Prepaid Expenses
Increase (Decrease) in Accounts Payable
Increase (Decrease) in Accrued Liabilities
Increase (Decrease) in Accrued Payroll

55,843

708

(6.365)
456

16,432

(43,056)
(11,499)

55,843

708

(6,365)
456

16,432

(43,056)
(11,499)

2017

Totals

$(200,486) $ (180.177)

49,931
0

(889)
(4,336)

(113,926)
27,749
24,143

Total Adjustments (39,091)

o

0

101,010)

(39,091) 22,922

Net Cash Flows Provided

(Used) by Operating Activities (233,116) (6,461) (239,577) (157,255)

Cash Flows from Investing Activities:

Acquisitions of Fixed Assets 0 0 0 (120,419)

Net Cash Flows Provided

(Used) by Operating Activities 0 0 0 (120,419)

Cash Flows from Financing Activities:

Principal Payments on Capital Lease
Proceeds from Line of Credit

(4,005)
25,000

 oo

(4,005)
25.000

(3,137)

0

Net Cash Flows Provided by
(Used for) Financing Activities 20,995 0 20,995 (3,137)

Net Increase (Decrease) in
Cash and Cash Equivalents (212,121) (6,461) (218,582) (280,811)

Cash and Equivalents - Beginning of Year 371,977 29,000 400,977 681,789

Cash and Equivalents - End of Year S  159.856 $ 22.539 S 182.395 S 400.978

I'ENCi^lA NlSK Y CrCO. I'LLC
CEKT IM£0 PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE ALCOHOL & DRUG
ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILIATE

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

For The Years Ended June 30,

Temporarily 2018 2017
Unrestricted Restricted Totals Totals

Supplemental Cash Flow Information

Cash Paid For:

Interest (net of amount capitalized) $ 6.106 S 0 $ 6.106

See Notes and Independent Auditor's Report

CERT I F IED PUBI IC ACC O U N T A N T S -10-



SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHII^
ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND AEFILUTE

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, 2018 and 2017

Nature of Organization & Activities:

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services (the "Organization"), is a
non-profit organization formed under the laws of the State of New Hampshire in 1979, dedicated
to helping people recover from addictive disorders thru programs that focus on substance use
disorders as chronic, progressive, biological, psychological and social in nature.

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services Foundation (the
"Affiliate"), is a non-profit organization formed under the laws of the State of New Hampshire in
2004 for the purpose to raise funds for the Organization.

Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Principles;

A. Method of Accounting

The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared using the
accrual basis of accounting, in accordance with accounting principles generkly accepted in the
United States of America.

B. Consolidation Policy

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Southeastern New
Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services and Southeastern'New Hanipshire Alcohol & Drug
Abuse Services Foundation. All significant intercompany transactions are eliminated in the
consolidated fmancial statements.

The Foundation, due to substantial control by the Organization, is consolidated in these
fmancial statements.

C. Basis of Presentation

The Organization presents the consolidated fmancial statements following the Not-For-
Profit Entities topic of: the FASB Accounting Standards Codification with respect to fmancial
statement presentation. Under this topic, the Organization is required to report information
regarding its fmancial position and activities according to the three classes of net assets:
unrestricted net assets, temporarily restricted net assets and permanentlyrestricted net assets. In
addition, the Organization is required to present a statement of cash flows. The fmancial
statements, are presented using the three classes of net assets and are as follows:

Unrestricted Net Assets:

The portion of net assets of a not-for-profit Organization that is neither permanently restricted
nor. temporarily restricted by donor imposed stipulations.

-Continued on Next Page-
-n- , ■
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE

ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILIATE

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Principles - Continued:

C. Basis of Presentation - Continued

Temporarily Restricted Net Assets:
The portion of net assets of a not-for-profit Organization resulting (a) from contributions and
other inflows of assets whose use by the Organization is limited by donor-imposed stipulations
that either expire by passage of time or can be fulfilled and removed by actions of the
Organization pursuant to those stipulations, (b) from other asset enhancements and
diminishments subject to the same kinds of stipulations, and (c) for reclassifications to or from
other classes of net assets as a consequence of donor-imposed stipulations, their expiration by
passage of time, or their fulfillments and removal by actions of the Organization pursuant to
those stipulations. The Temporarily Restricted Net Assets at June 30, 2018 and 2017 are
$22,539 and $29,000, respectively.

Permanently Restricted Net Assets:

The portion of net assets of a not-for-profit Organization resulting (a) from contributions and
other inflows of assets whose use by the Organization is limited by donor-imposed stipulations
that neither expire by the passage of time nor can be fulfilled or otherwise removed by actions of
the Organizations, (b) from other asset enhancements and diminishments subject to the same
kinds of stipulations, and (c) from reclassifications from or to other classes of net assets as a
consequence of donor-imposed stipulations. There are no Permanently Restricted Net Assets at
June 30, 2018 and 2017.

D. Cash and Cash Eouivalents

For purposes of the consolidated statement of cash flows, the Organization considers all
highly liquid deposits with maturity of three months or less to be cash and/or cash equivalents.

E. Use of Estimates in the Preparation of Financial Statements

Management uses estimates and assumptions in preparing these consolidated financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Those estimates and
assumptions affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent
assets and liabilities, and the reported revenues and expenses. Actual results could vary from the
estimates that were used.

F. Income Taxes

The Organization and the Affiliate is exempt from Federal Income Tax under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. There are no state income taxes due to the fact that the
State of New Hampshire recognizes Section 501(c)(3) for exemption of organizations that are
organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes. The Organization's evaluation on June 30, 2018 revealed no uncertain tax positions
that would have a material impact of the financial statements.

P. F: i\' C 1-1 A N S K Y CV C O. I' I. LC
-Continued on Next Page-
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE

ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND AFEILIATE

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

June 30,2018 and 2017

Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Principles - Continued:
'  •

F. Income Taxes

The Organization's information returns are subject to possible examiriatioh by the taxing
authorities. For federal purposes the returns essentially remain open for possible examination for
a period of three years after the respective filing deadlines of those returns.

G. Fixed Assets

Property and equipment are carried at cost and donations of property and equipment are
recorded as support at fair value at the time of the gift. Acquisitions of property and equipment in
excess of $1,500 that meet the capitalization requirements are capitalized. Depreciation is
computed using the straight-line method based on the assets' estimated useftil lives. When assets
are retired or otherwise disposed of, the cost and related accumulated depreciation are removed
fi-om the accounts, and any resulting gain or loss is recognized. The cost of maintenance and
repairs is charged to operations as incurred; significant renewals and betterments are capitalized.
The breakdown of assets relevant to useful life is as follows:

Description

Furniture and Fixtures

Equipment
Buildings and Improvements

Method

Straight-Line
Straight-Line
Straight-Line

Life

5-7 years
3-5 years
5-39 years

H. Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable are reported at net realizable value. Net realizable value is equal to
the gross amount of receivables less an estimated allowance for uncollectible accounts. The
Organization determines an allowance for doubtful accounts based on historical experience and
assessment and review of subsequent collections. The balance for allowance for doubtful
accounts at June 30, 2018 and 2017 is $25,654 and $29,000, respectively.

L Donor-Restricted Contributions

The Organization's policy is to report donor-restricted contributions whose restrictions
are met in the same reporting period, as unrestricted support, as there is no effect to reported
restricted net assets.

J. Advertising

The Organization follows the policy of charging the costs of advertising to expense as
they are incurred. Advertising expenses were $ 8,568 and $4,172 for the year ended June 30,
2018 and 2017.

-Continued on Next Page-

i?enc:h>\n'Sky cV go. imj.c
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILIATE

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

June 30,2018 and 2017

Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Principles - Continued:

K. Functional Allocation of Expenses

The costs of the Organization's programs and supporting services have been reported on
a functional basis in the Statement of Functional Expenses. Expenses are charged to each
program based on direct expenses incurred. Any program expenses not directly chargeable to a
program are allocated based on prescribed indirect cost allocation.

Note 2 — Capital Lease;

The Organization leased two copiers with a total value of $21,250 under a five year
noncancelable lease. The minimum lease payments are schedule to ,be $620 per month at
24.70%. The future minimum lease payments at June 30, 2018 are as follows;

For The Fiscal Years

Ended June 30,

2019

2020

Totals

Notes

Payable

$  5,116
6,533

11,649

Note 3 - Operating Lease;

The Organization extended its rental lease until December, 2025, for certain property
located in the Alms House Building at Strafford County Farm Complex. TTie minimum lease
payments were $4,659 and $4,483 per month, for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017,
respectively. The rent payments are adjusted per the percentage increase of the consumer price
index (CPI) in the Boston Area as of January 1 of those years, and on such other terms and
conditions as the parties may agree. Rent expense for the year ended June 30, 2018 and 2017
was $61,153 and $64,582. The future minimum lease payments at June 30,2018 are as follows:

For The Fiscal Years

Ended June 30,

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Thereafter

Totals

Rent

Expense

$  55,908
55,908
55,908

55,908

55,908
142,100

S  421,640

l'IINC:H,Ai\'SK Y r-r CO. I'.LI.C
CERTIFIED PU61 IC ACCOUNTANTS
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE

ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND AEFILIATE

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

Note 4 — Concentration of Credit Risk — Cash in Bank:

The Organization maintains its bank accounts with commercial banks, which could at
times exceed federally insured limits. Management considers this risk minimal.

Note 5 - Concentration of Revenues and Support Sources:

The Organization's primary sources of revenues are grants for prevention and treatment
of substance abuse. Revenue is recognized as earned under the terms of the grant contract.
Other support originates from charges for private services performed for citizens of New
Hampshire and miscellaneous income and grants.

Note 6 - Contributions:

Donated materials, equipment and essential services are reflected as contributions in the
accompanying financial statements at fair market value, at the date of the donation. The
Organization also adopted a policy to record an in-kind donation for food procured at a below
market rate from another non-profit organization. These transactions have been recorded as
follows.

2018 2017

Donated rent, materials, equipment and food S  13,577 $ 11,333

Note 7 — Deferred Revenue:

Revenues received in advance are recorded as deferred revenue and recognized as
revenue in the period in which the related services are provided or costs are incurred. The
balance at June 30, 2018 and 2017 is $3,640 and $55,250, respectively.

Note 8 - Line of Credit:

The Organization has a revolving line of credit with a bank in the amount of $50,000.
The line requires monthly interest payments on the unpaid principal balance at the rate of 1.5%
over the bank's stated rate. The line of credit is secures by a security interest in all business
assets. At June 30, 2018 and 2017, the outstanding balances were $25,000 and $-0- on the line.

Note 9 — Compensated Absences:

Compensated absences are granted based on a vesting schedule of time of employment
and employment status. The amount at June 30, 2018 and 2017 totaled $41,035 and $48,491.

'Continued on Next Page-
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SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE

ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND AFFILIATE
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

June 30, 2018 and 2017

Note 10 - Employee Retirement Plan:

All employees of the Organization who have completed minimum service requirements
are eligible to participate in the tax sheltered annuity plan qualified under section 4030) of the
Internal Revenue Code. Participants in the Plan are eligible to contribute amounts up to the
maximum allowed by law on an annual basis. In addition, the Organization may ms^e non-
elective contributions as defined by the plan. Plan expenses for the year ending June 30, 2018
and 2017 were $18,828 and $24,010, respectively.

Note 11 — Going Concern;

Substantial Doubt Alleviated

As shown in the accompanying consolidated financial statements, the Organization
incurred a net loss $200,488 and $180,176 for the years ending June 30, 2018 and 2017, and as
of those dates, has seen a large decrease in cash fimds and increase in receivables that have had
to be written off as third party payers are not obligated to pay the entire amount of services
rendered. Those factors, as well as the uncertain conditions of future funding from third party
payers and the subsequent closure of the ARC program, create uncertainty about the Company's
ability to continue as a going concern. Management of the Organization has evaluated these
conditions and determined that a reduction in staff and closure of the ARC Program to focus
maximizing capacity with the Turning Point Program, combined with new management since the
begmrung of the fiscal year, would alleviate this uncertainty.

Note 12 - Reclassifications:

Certain reclassifications have been made to the 2018 consolidated fmancial statement
presentations to correspond to the current year's format. Total net assets and changes in net
assets are unchanged due to these reclassifications.

Note 13 - Subsequent Events:

The Organization has evaluated subsequent events thru October 22, 2018, which is the
date the financial statements were available to be issued, for possible recognition or disclosure in
the fmancial statements. As of August 16, 2018, the Organization closed the ARC Program.

-16-
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Southeastern NH Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services

Board of Trustees

Member ^ ^
^  Title of Board Member

Name of Board Member Effective Date

Kevin MacLeod Jun-81 Trustee

Francis Cassidy Jan-82 Trustee

William Webb Mar-97 Trustee

Dr. Lawrence Kane Sep-00 Trustee

Robert Ullrich Feb-07 Trustee

Alec McEachern Jul-10 Trustee

Mark Stickney Nov-15 Chair

Sr. Helene Higgins Aug-18 Trustee

Mark Kennard Aug-18 Treasurer

Ryan Cornelissen Mar-19 Trustee



Denise M. Elwart

delwart@co.strafford.nh.us. 603-516-8170

EDUCATION

Master of Business Administration, University of Michigan. Flint, MI. High Distinction. August 2008
Associate of Business, Accounting/CPA Exam Preparation, Lansing Community College. Lansing, Ml.

Summa cum laude. Maiy 2002
Bachelorof Science, Medical Technology, Michigan State University. East Lansing, MI. June 1990

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

Operations Director, Southeastern NH Services Dover, NH Get 2017 - present
•  Establish accounting systems and practices to ensure GAAP compliance
•  Responsible for day-to-day financial requirements including budgeting, reporting and analysis
•  Prepare and submit required payroll tax forms, license renewals, insurance credentialing and other

government and agency required forms

•  Oversee human resources including new hires, terminations, discipline, annual reviews and benefits
•  Oversee building and maintenance
•  Directly supervise four employees
•  Promoted to Finance Director in Aug20l8 and Operations Director in April 2019

Business Administrator, Michigan State University. East Lansing, Ml June 201 1 - May 2017
•  Fiscal officer for Department of Physiology. Review departmental financial statements and approve

department expenditures. Develop budgets and assist in raise process.
•  Grant administrator. Approve grant proposals. Post-award administration of grants. Approve

expenditures, review financial statements, effort reports and final financial reports to agencies.
•  Reconcile and approve procurement card purchases.
•  Track capital assets for department, including tagging of new assets, disposal of assets and annual

inventory of assets.

•  Supervised five employees.
•  Completed MSU certificate in Finance Administration in April 2012.
•  Completed MSU certificate in Research Administration in December 2012.

•  Promoted from a level 11 to a level 13 in July, 2012.

Senior Accountant. Sparrow Health System. Lansing, Ml. Sep 2003-June 201 1
•  Primary accountant for two for-profit subsidiaries: Sparrow Regional Medical Supply & Pharmacy, a

chain of five stores, and the Courtside Grill, a small restaurant. Prepared journal entries, financial
statements, and reconciliations.

•  Assisted with accounting function for four other subsidiaries, including the consolidation of financial
reports.

•  Assisted with preparation of federal, state and local income taxes, as well as sales tax and personal
property tax forms.

•  Responsible for the initial set up and testing of the asset management system module in Lawson.
Set up four related entities on the Lawson accounting system.

•  Performed accounts payable functions, including training new employees and writing procedures.
•  Additional duties included audit preparation, budgeting and other projects as assigned.
•  Service Excellence Advisor - taught workshops on customer service to other employees and

facilitated staff meetings to implement customer service initiatives.
•  Promoted to Senior Accountant in October, 2008.



Laurie Meehan

1001 Islington St #45
Portsmouth, NH 03801

(603) 431-2399

Career Objective

To utilize social work skills to benefit children, adults and families in need of support through appropriate human
services programs.

Summary

Dedicated and skilled professional with over ten years of diverse experience in social work, combined with solid
academic credentials. Ability to communicate effectively with clients and motivate them toward independence.
Effectively locate and utilize resources from municipal, state, federil and social organizations. Computer literate.
Trained in addiction counseling.

i

Experience

Addiction Recovery Center Counselor 2003 - Present
SOUTHEASTERN NEW HAMPSHIRE SERVICES, DOVER, N H '

Hired to work in the six week residential treatment program. Duties include individual counseling, lecturing, facilitating
group therapy, facilitating the family education program on Sundays.

Transitional Housing Director, 1997 to 2003
My Fru-nd's Pi ack, Dover, NH

Hired to develop program for transitioning homeless families into community-based housing (program sponsors
residents in six apartments within the local commiuiity). Provide family case management and work with heads of
households to resolve problems that could impede their readjustment. Coordinate all services and resources that the
families require. Provide counseling, referrals and transportation. Oversee property management of sponsored
apartments. Communicate with and track families throughout the process to maintain their progression toward
independence. Provide grant administration including defending the HUD grant before the HUD Administration.
• Worked with 15 families in the past year, majority of cases handled over the years are now successfully maintaining

independent housing.

Case Manager/Resident Manager, September 1994 to September 1997
Mv Frie-no's Piace, Dover, NH

Conducted assessments and/or arranged referrals, provided crisis intervention and outreach services for single parent
families, facilitated groups including therapeutic, educational and mutual aid. Networked within the community to
develop positive relationships.

•  Assisted in creating a grant proposal for transitional housing for single homeless women

Counselor/Volunteer Coordinator, September 19% to May 1997
New i-L\mi>si iiRii Housing alti'i lORnv Rji-EoucArioN and assist/\nce Progrvxm, Roci-iester, NH

Provided substance abuse education and counseling for elderly population. Developed and facilitated a support group
for elderly residents of subsidized housing. Recruited, trained and supervised volunteers to provide peer support.

•  Assisted in the development of a conference on intergeneradonal issues

Employment Coordinator, 1993 to 1995

A.G.A.P.E (AGENCY Giving Ai;n-rna'hves eor PERAtANi-NT Empi.oymen*0, Madbury, NH



Conducted assessments to determine vocational placements for developmentaUy disabled individuals. Collaborated with
NH Vocarional Rehabilitadon to develop appropriate placement plans. Educated employers regarding the individual
needs of the developmentaUy disabled population.

•  Educated employers regarding the indi%ndual needs of the developmentaUy disabled population.

Allocations Committee Member, 1994
Greater Seacoast United Way, Portsmouth, NH

Rape Crisis Counselor, 1993
Sexual Assault Support Services, Portsmouth, NH

Laurie Meehan

Page Two

License

MLADC NH 20118

Education

M.S.W., May 1997
University of New England Graduate School of Social Work, Biddeford, ME

B.S., Major in Behavioral Science, May 1993
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH

Volunteer Work

Steering Committee, Healthcare for the Homeless, December 2002 to Present
Mobile healthcare facility providing medical, dental, drug/alcohol, HIV and other types of health screening for homeless
people in the Seacoast area.

VOLUNTEER, SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESS
Worked with groups using art and creativity to enable people to motivate and express themselves. Taught people to set
and accomplish their own goals.

VOLUNTEER, HOMELESS CENTER OF STRAFFORD COUNTY EMERGENCY SHELTER
Train volunteers and provide case management.

Professional Assocutions

Member, Strafpord County Housing Consortium
Committee meets monthly to discuss homeless issues and housing, plan strategies to end homelessness. Currendy
working on establishing sober housing for women in the Dover area.

Member, Seacoast Landlord Association
Work with area landlords on tenant issues and securing housing for homeless clients.

References Available Upon Request



CONTRACTOR NAME

Key Personnel

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from

this Contract

Amount Paid from

this Contract

Denise Elwart Operations Director 75,000 16% 12,000

Laurie Meehan Interim Clinical Director 63,000 8% 5,000



Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commiuioncr

KetjiS. Foi
Director

N0V21>18pm 2:2GDftS
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Department of health and human services

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BUREA V OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SER VICES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603-27I-6110 l-800-aS2-334S Eit 6738

Fai: 603-271^105 TOD Access: 1-800-735-2964

www.dhhs.nh.gov

November 14, 2018

His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301 i

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into a sole source amendment to eight (8) of (he thirteen (13) vendors listed
below in bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services,
statewide, by increasing the total combined price limitation by $3,362,900 from $4,915,198 to
an amount not to exceed $8,278,098 with no change in the completion date of June 30, 2019,
effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval. 69.35% Federal, 13.50%
General, and 17.15% Other Funds.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current

Amount

Increase/

Decrease

Revised

Budget
G&C Approval

DIsmas Home of New Hampshire,
Inc.

$240,000 $3,400 $243,400 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

FIT/NHNH. Inc. $854,031 $0.00

1

$854,031 O: 07/27/18 Item

#7

A: 11/14/18 Item

#14 ■

Grafton County New Hampshire -
Department of Corrections and
Alternative Sentencing

$247,000 $0.00 $247,000 0:06/20/10 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18.ltem

#7

Greater Nashua Council on

Alcoholism

$624,599 $890,300 $1,514,699 0: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Headrest $147,999 $80,600 $228,599 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A; 07/27/18 Item

#7

Manchester Alcoholism

Rehabilitation Center

$1,118,371 $1,091,800 $2,210,171 0:08/20/18 Late

item G

A: 07/27/18 Item



His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Coundl
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#7

Hope on Haven Hill $278,841 $218,400 $497,041 O; 07/27/18 Item

#7

North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $114,200 $401,606 0:06/20/18 Late,

ItemG • -

A: 07/27/18 Item

47 ■

Phoenix Houses of New England,
Inc.

$232,921 $584,600 $817,521 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200 $0.00 $73,200

\

0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

Southeastern New. Hampshire

Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
$589,540 $379,600 $969,140 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

#7

The Community Council of Nashua,
N.H.

$162,000 $0.00 $162,000 0:06/20/18 Late
Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

47

West Central Services. Inc. $59,490 $0.00 $59,490 0:06/20/18 Late

Item G

A: 07/27/18 Item

47

Total $4,915,198 $3,362,900 $8,278,098

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND

HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funcfs)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND

HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &

ALCOHOL SVCS, CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN
TI010035CFDA 93.959)

05-95-92-920510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND

HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG &
ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPIOID RESPONSE GRANT (100% Federal Funds, FAIN
H79TI081685 CFDA 93.788)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

This request is sole source because the increase to the price limitation for eight (8)
vendor exceeds ten (10) percent of the total contract value.

Substance use disorders develop when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes clinically
and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
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major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. Fifth Edition criteria.

This amendment will allow the abpve eight (8) vendors listed above in bold to continue
and potentially expand access to residential treatment services provided to Medicaid-covered
individuals with opioid use disorder (ODD). Funds in this amendment will be used to cover $100
of room and board payments for Medicaid beneficiaries with OUD in low and high intensity
residential treatment services. These funds will support existing residential programs to
continue serving the Medicaid population, which has been cited as a challenge by treatment
providers as a result of differing rates of reimbursement between Medicaid and Commercial
payers. The vendors above will also continue to offer their existing array of treatment services,
including individual and group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization, transitional
living, high and low intensity residential services.

This amendment is part of the State's recently approved plan under the State Opioid
Response (SCR) grant, which identified access to residential treatment as a funding priority.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) approved NH's
proposal in September, with the expectation that funds are in services for communities within
the third month of grant award. The eight (8) vendors above will use these funds to ensure that
individuals with OUD receiving high or low intensity residential treatment have continued and/or
expanded access to the necessary level of care, which increases, their ability to achieve and
maintain recovery.

Additionally, the Department will continue to monitor the performance of the Vendors
through monthly and quarterly reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and
engaging in activities identified in the contract monitoring and quality improvement work
referenced above. Contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

Should the Governor and Executive Council not authorize this request residential
treatment programs may have to limit the availability of beds for individuals with OUD on
Medicaid, which would delay access to care for those individuals.
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Area served; Statewide.

Source of Funds: 69.35% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health
and Human Services. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification
Number TI010035-14. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration State
Opioid Response Grant. CFDA #93.788, and 13.50% General Funds and 17.15% Other Funds
from the Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention
and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available. General Funds will not
be requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted.

Katja S. Fox

Director

Approved by: j
Jeffrey A. Meyers

Commissioner

77)9 Deportment ot Heelth and Human Services' Mission is to join communiUes end famiUes
in pnsviding opportunities tor citaens to achieve hearth and ktdependence.



Attachment A

Financial Details

05-95-92-920S1p-33fi20000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OERT OF, HNS: OIV FOR eEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Othtr Funds)

Community Council
of Nathus-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health Vendor Code: 154112-6001

t

State Flacel Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revtaed Modified

'  Budoel

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$46,657 $0 $48,657

Sub-total - $46,657 $0 $48,657

Dianvs Home of NH Vendor CodetTBO

Claaa/Aceouni nae Budget Amount Increaee/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoel' V

2019 102-500734
Conirecis for Prog

Svc
$72,381 $0 $72,361

Sub-total $72,361 $0 $72,361

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-6005

Slate Fiscal Year Class/Account Title ' Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$337,266 $0 $337,288

Sub-total $337,266 $0 $337,266

FU/NHMH Vendor Code: 157730-8001

Stale Flacel Year Claaa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$194,759 $0 $194,759

Sut>-totsl $194,759 $0 $194,759

Graflon County Vendor Coda: 177397-8003

State Flacal Year Claaa/Account Tttie Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised ModlHed

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$74,492 $0 $74,492

Sut)-tolel $74,492 $0 $74,492

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166574.6001

-

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budgei

2019 102-^734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
$188,372 $0 $168,372

Sub-total
■ $188,372 $0 $168,372

Headrest, irtc VendorCode: 175226-8001

Slate Fiscal Year Cleae/Account Title Budgei Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracis for Prog

Svc
$44,635 $44,635

Sub-total $44,635 $0 $44,635

Anachmerit A

Financial Detail

Paie I of 6



Attachment A

Financial Details

Hops on Haven Hill Vendor Code: 279119-BOOI

Stats Fiscal Ysar Class/Account TIUs Budget Amount Increase/ Oecresse
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-900734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$64,035 $0 $64,035

Sub>total $84,035 $0 $64,035

North Country
Health Consortium

)
Vendor Code: 196997-6001

Suts Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Oecreaae
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-900734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$66,678 $86,678

8ub>lotal $86,676 $0 $86,678

Phoer^ Houses of

New England. Irtc. Vendor Code: 177989^001

Stats Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount livcreaae/ Decrease
Revleed Modified

Budget

2019 102-900734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$70,246 $70,246

Sub-total $70,246 $0 $70,246

Seacoest Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944-8001

Stats Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increeee/ Decreeae
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-900734
Conlrscts for Prog

Svc
$22,076 $0 $22,076

Sub-total $22,076 '  $0 $22,076

Soulheaslem NH

Alcohol artd Drug

Services Vendor Cods 159292-8001

Stale Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revleed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$177,799 $0 $177,799

Sub-total $177,799 $0 $177,799

Wesi Central

Services Vendor Code: 177654-6001

Stats Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Tllle Budget Amount Increeee/ Decrease
Revised Modined

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$17,942 $0 $17,942

Sub-tolal • $17,942 $0 $17,942

Total Gov. Comm $1,419,560 $0

OS.95.92'920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.

BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL isVCS. CLINICAL SERVICES {90% F«d«r»l Funds. 20% GensrsI Funds FAIN TI010035 CFOA 93.9S9)

Community CoutkII
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Comm .
Mental Health Vendor Code: I54n2-BM1

State Flacat Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount increese/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracis for Prog

Svc
$113,143 $0 $113,143

Sub-total $113,143 $0 $113,143

Attaclwneni A

NnancLsl Oeiail

Pa|« 2 of 6



Attachment A

Financial Details

Ol9ma» Home of NH Vendof Code:TBO

Stale FItcal Year Class/Account Title Budgst Amount Ineresss/ Oscrtsse
Revleed Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Sve
S167.619 50 5167,619

Sub-total 5167,619 50 5167,619

Easier Seals of NH

ManchesiO''
AJcohotlsm Rehab

Cir/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-6005

State Fiacal Year Clasis/Account Title Budgst Amount Incrssit/ Oscrsase
Revised Modified.

»19 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5781.063 50 5761,063

Sutvtotal 5761,063 SO 5761.063

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-6001

State Fiacal Year Class/Account Tilts Budgst Amount Increaaa/ Oecrssse
Revited Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5451,016 50 5451.016

Sub-total 5451,016 50 5451,016'

Grafton County Vendor Code; 177397-8003

State Fiacal Year Class/Account TIUs Budgst Amount Incrsase/ Oscrsaas
Revited Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
5172.506 SO 5172.506

Sul>-letal 5172.506 50 5172.508

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166574-6001
,

State Fiacal Year Class/Account tills Budgst Amoimt incrssse/ Oscrsass'
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
, 5436.227 50 5436.227

SutMolal 5438,227 50 5436.227

Headrest. Irw Vendor Code: 175220^001

State Fiscal Year Claaaf Account Tills Budgst Amount Incrsase/ Oeereaee
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc'
5103.364 50 5103.364

Sub-total 5103.364 50 5103.364

Hope on Haven Hill Vendor C:ode: 275119-6001

Stale Ftacal Year Class/Account Tills Budgst Amount
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Sve
51^606 50 5194.606

Sub-total . 5194.606 50 5194.606

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 156557-6001

•

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Tills Budgst Amount Increaee/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
%

Contrscis for Prog
Sve

5200,728 50 5200.728

Sub-total 5200,728 50 5200.728

AiiMhment A

nnancisl DeuU

Pif e 3 of 6



AUachment A

Financial Details

PTioanU KouMS of

NowEnfltand. Inc. VondorCodo: 177589-8001

Suto'fiscal Ysar Clasa/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oscrease
Revised Modined

Budget

20t9 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$162,675 $0 $162,675

SutKlotal $162,675 $0 $162,675

Seacoaal Youth

Sarvicos Vendor Cods: 203944-8001

Stats Fiscal Ysar Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount . Increase/ Decrease
Revlasd ModlOed

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$51,124 $0 $51,124

SulHtotal $51,124 $0 $51,124

Southaasism NH'

Alcohol and Drug
Ssrvtcsa Vendor Cods 155292-8001

Stats Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracis for Prog

Svc
$411,741 $0 $411,741

Sub-total $411,741 $0 $411,741

Wast Csntrsl

Ssrvicss Vendor CodsH 77654-B001

Stats Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title. Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revlasd Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contrects for Prog

Svc
$41,548 $0 $41,548

Sub-total $41,548 $0 $41,548

Total Clinical Sva 13.287.382 is. 13.287.382

05-95-92-920510-70400000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN 5VCS OEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUGS ALCOHOL SVCS, STATE OPIOlO RESPONSE GRANT |100%Fsdaral Funds. FAIN H79TI0816aS CFDA93.788)

Commuftity Council
o(Nashua-Gr

Nashua Convn

Msntal Hssith

1

Vendor Code: 154112-6001

State Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title Budget Amount tncreasa/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc'
$0 $0 $0

Sub-total $0 $0 $0

Oismas Horns of NH Vsrtdor Cods:T60

•

Stats Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised ModlOed

Budget

2019 "102-500734 Contracis for Prog
Svc

$0 $3,400 $3,400

SutHotal $0 13.400 $3,400

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcohditm Rehab

ClrfFamum Vendor Code: 177204-6005

Siata Fiscal Ysar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

AllKhmeni A

Fin*n<io< Oeiail
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Attachment A

Financial Details

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S1.091.800 S1.091.800

Sub*toUl 1  SO S1.091.800 S1.091.800

FIT/NHNH Vendor Coda; 157730-6001

St«i* Fiscal Ysar ClassfAccount TlUa Budget Amount Increase/ Occresae
Revlsad ModlRad

Budoal

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S208.258. SO S208.2S6

SutMetal S208.2S6 SO S208.256

Groflon County Vendor Coda; 177397-6003

-

Stata Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Titia Budget Amount Increase/ Oecraase
Ravlaad Modified

Budoat

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO SO SO

SutHotal SO so SO

Graalsr Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166574-8001

Staia Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Incraaaa/ Oecraase
Ravlaad Modi/lad

Budnat

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S890.300 S890.300

Sub-total SO S890.300 S890.300

Haadrast, Inc Vendor Code: 175226-6001

Stata Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Tltlt Budget Amount Incraaaa/ Dacraaaa
Ravlaad Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Conlrecls for Prog

Svc
SO S80.600 S80.600

Sub-total SO S80.eoo S80.600

Hops on Haven Hill Vendor Coda; 275119-6001

Stata Fiscal Yaar Clasa/Ztecount '  . Title ' Budget Amount Incraaaa/ Dacraaaa
Revised Modinad

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S216.400 $218,400

Sub-total SO S218.400 S218,400

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 158557-6001

Stata Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount incraaaa/ Dacraaaa
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S114,200 S114.200

Sut>-tetal 10 S114.200 .  S114,200

Phoenix Houses of

New England. Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-6001

Slate Fiscal Yaar Class/Account TlUa Budget Amount Incraaaa/Dacraaaa
Revistd Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO S584.600 SS64.600

Sub-total SO S584.600 SS84.600

Saacoasi Youth

Services Vendor Code; 203944-6001

State Fiscal Yaar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Incraaaa/ Oacraasa
Revised Modified

Budget

Atiachmeot A

rmancial OeuU
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substanco Uee Disorder Treatment and Recoveiy Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2"^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2") dated this 30th day of August, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire. Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services.,
(hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a. nonprofit corporation with a place of business at 272
Country Farm Road, Dover. NH 03820.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20,2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item 7) the Contractor agreed to perform
certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified In the Contract as amended and in
consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work,
completion date, price limitation and payment schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions. Paragraph 18. the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services and increase the price limitation to support
continued delivery of these services;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows;

1. Form P-37. General Provisions. Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:
I

$969,140.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan D. White. i

3. Form P-37. General Provisions, Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

4. Delete and Replace Exhibit A, Scope of Services with Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of
Services.

5. Delete and Replace Exhibit B. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment with Exhibit B,
Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

6. Delete and Replace Exhibit B-1. Service Fee Table, with Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2, Service
Fee Table.

Southeastern Mew Hampshire
Alcohoi & Drug Abuse Services Amendment #2
RFA-201»aOA&0l>SU8ST-01 Page 1 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Uso Disortler Treatment and Recovery Support ServlcOT

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

111 15^11<
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

///yf/y /

Date

Contractor Name

/JiC/yoLA^
Title: cec>

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

of MB. County of c'Shroffarrt? . on \ i -- 13 before theState

undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

ature dfNSignature dfNotary Public or Justice of the Peace

~lr(lcu L- |VlQn-hy^ l-tfZ
Name antf Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires: NoV/CnlouJ^ ̂  ̂ *3(93

TRACY L f.UfJTOS

Noia.'y Public - Ne# Ha.Tjjh'rfo
My Commission Exoires Nov 8.2022

Southeastern New Hampshire

Alcohol S Drug Abuse Services
RFA-2019-BDAS-01 -SUBST-01

Amendment #2

Page 2 of 3
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Subetance Uee Oioordar Treatment and Recovery Support ScrvlceB

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Govemor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on; • (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date , Name:

Title:

Southeastern New Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse ̂ tvices Amertdment *2
RPA-2019-BOAS-01-SU8ST-01 Page 3 d 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Humiah Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

^hlblt A, Amendment U2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor wll subrriit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an Impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3.

1.4.

For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

1.5. Standard Compliance
r

1.5.1. The Contractor must meet all Information .security and privacy requirements as
set by the Department.

1.5.2. State Opioid Response (SOR) Grant Standards

1.5.2.1. The Contractor must establish formal Information sharing and referral
agreements with the Regional Hubs for Substance Use Services,
compliant with all applicable confidentiality laws, including 42 CFR
Part 2 In order to receive payments for services funded with SOR
resources.

1.5.2.2. The Department must be able to verify that'client referrals to the
Regional Hub for Substance Use Services have, been completed by
Contractor prior to accepting invoices for services provided through
SOR funded initiatives.

1.5.2.3. The Contractor shall only provide Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT) with FDA-approved MAT for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). FDA-
approved MAT for OUD includes:

1.5.2.3.1. Methadone.

1.5.2.3.2. Buprenorphine products, including:

1.5.2.3.2.1. Single-entity buprenorphine products.

Southesfttem New Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Seivices

RFA-2019-BOAS-01-SU8ST-11

Estfiibb A. Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment (f2

1.5.2.3.2.2. Buprenorphine/naloxone tablets,

1.5.2.3.2.3. • Buprenorphine/naloxone films.

1.5.2.3.2.4. Buprenorphine/naloxone buccal
preparatlbrls.

1.5.2.3.3. Long-acting injectable buprenorphine products.

1.5.2.3.4. . Buprenorphine implants.

1.5.2.3.5, Injectable extended-release naltrexone.

1.5.2.4. The Contractor shall not provide medical withdrawal management
services to any individual supported by SOR Funds, unless the
withdrawal management service is accompanied by the use of
injectable extended-release naltrexone, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.5. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving financial aid for
recovery housing utilizing SOR funds shall only be in a recovery
housing facility that is aligned with the National Alliance for Recovery
Residences standards and registered with the State of New
Hampshire, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services in accordance with
current NH Administrative Rules.

1.5.2.6. The Contractor must assist clients with enrolling in public or private
health insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.5.2.7. The Contractor shall accept clients on MAT and facilitate access to
MAT on-site or through referral for all clients supported with SOR
Grant funds, as clinically appropriate.

1.5.2.8. For clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS, the Contractor
shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs program.

1.5.2.9. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for
tobacco use, treatment needs and referral to the OurtLine as part of

-  treatment planning.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor will provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

Southeastern New Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services EaWbft A Amendment« Contractor Initials

RFA-2019-BOAS-01-SU8ST-11 Page 2 of 28 Date



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services '
Substance Use Disorder Treatment arid Recovery Support'Se^lces

Exhibit'AVAmendment d2

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment senrices

that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http;//www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and

communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

must:

2.2.2.1. Inform the integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of sen/ices
available in order to align this work with ION projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of
services available in order to align this work with other RPHN

projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service
providers involved in the client's care and the client's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Department's Hub

contractors including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services;

2.2.2.4.2. Referring any client receiving room & board
payment to the Hub;

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to Hub services when the

Contractor cannot admit a client for services

within forty-eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.4.4. Referring clients to Hub services at the time of

discharge when a client is in need of Hub

services.

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance

of addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use

disorder treatment services:

Southeastem New IHampshtre
Alcohol S Oojg Abuse Setvices E)0)tb)i A Amendmeni 92
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New Hampshire Department of Heatth and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and RecoveiV Support Services.

Exhibit,A,Amendment #2

2.3.1.1.

2.3.1.2.

2.3.1.3.

2.3.1.4.

2.3.1.5.

Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.

Outpatient Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use

disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative

solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 1. Outpatient Treatment sen/ices assist a group of
individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the
exploration of substance use disorders and their

ramifications, including an examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and

decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related

problems.

Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,

Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide

intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or
other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that includes a

range of outpatient treatment services and other ancillary

alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents

are provided at least 6 hours a week.

Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM

Criteria, Level 3.1 for adults. Low-Intensity Residential
Treatment services provide residential substance use

disorder treatment services designed to support individuals
that need this residential service. The goal of low-intensity

residential treatment is to prepare clients to become self-
sufficient in the community. Adutt residents typically work in
the community and may pay a portion of their roorii and
board.

High-Intensity Residential Treatment for Adults as defined as
ASAM Criteria. Level 3.5. This service provides residential
substance use disorder treatment designed to assist
individuals who require a more intensive level of service in a
structured setting.

Southesftlem New Hampshire
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

RFA-201 freOAS-01 -SUBST-11

Exhibit A, Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and'Human Servicos '
Suttttance Use Disorder Treatment and Recoveiry Support ServicM '

Exhibit'A, Amendment #2

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment
only in coordination with providing at least one of the services in Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.5 to 8 client.

2.3.2.1. Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment services provide
for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of
opiate and other substance use disorders. The Contractor
shall provide non-medical treatment services to the client in
conjunction with the medical services provided either directly

by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responsible for coordination of care and

meeting all requirements for the service provided. The
Contractor shall deliver Integrated Medication Assisted

Treatment services in accordance with guidance provided by

the Department, "Guidance Document on Best Practices: Key
Components for Delivery Community-Based Medication
Assisted Treatment Services for Opioid Use Disorders in New

Hampshire."

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor may provide recovery
support services that will remove barriers to a client's participation in

-  . treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an Individual
maintaining participation in treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor may provide recovery support services only In coordination
with providing at least one of the services in. Section 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.5 to a client, as follows:

2.4.2.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor may provide individual or group

Intensive Case Management in accordance
with SAMHSA TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment
(https://store.8amhsa.gov/product/TIP-27-
Comprehensive-Case-Management-for-
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA15-4215) and

which exceed the minimum case management

expectations for the level of care.

2.4.2.2. Transportation for Pregnant Women and Parenting Men and
Women;

2.4.2.2.1. The Contractor may provide transportation
services to pregnant and parenting men and

SootheasJem New Hampehire _ ....
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.. women to and from services as required by the
client's treatment pian. '

2.4.2.2.2. The Contractor may use Contractor's own
vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation
passes and/or pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable
Federal and State Department of
Transportation and Department of

Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Ensure that all vehicles are

registered pursuant to New
Hampshire Administrative Rule

Saf-C 500 and inspected in

accordance with New Hampshire
Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good working order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure all drivers are licensed in

accordance v^th New Hampshire

Administrative Rules. Saf-C 1000,
drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1800

Commercial drivers licensing, as
applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Parenting Clients:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to
children of parenting clients while the individual
is in treatment and case management services.

2.4.2.3.2. The Contractor may directly provide child care
and/or pay for childcare provided by a licensed
childcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with all applicable
Federal and State childcare regulations such as
but not limited to New Hampshire
Administrative Rule He-C 4002 Child Care

Licensing.

Soulheastam New Hampshire
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2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below;

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting
in person, or electronically or by telephone conversation) with

an individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that individual contacts the

Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services. All attempts at contact must be

documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact with the

individual, using the eligibility module in Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact must

be documented in the client record or call log

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is

updated as needed over the course of

treatment by asking clients about any changes
in income no less frequently than every 4
weeks. Inquiries about changes in income must

be documented in the client record.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all

services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.5 and 2.3.2 within two (2) days
of the Initial Intake Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASt Lite
module, in Web Information Technology System (WITS) or other method

approved by the Department when the individual is determined probable of
being eligible for services. ^
2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon

request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment

In Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a clinical

evaluation utilizing Continuum or an alternative method approved by the

Department that include DSM 5 diagnostic information and a

Southeatlem New HampsWre
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recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
in October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4
above before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical
evaluation In Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care: or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Siectlon 2.5.4, in which case the client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's
service area that provides the service with the

needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the
priority described below:

2.5.8.1.

Southeastern New Hampshire
Alcohd & Drug Abuse ̂ rvices
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2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Hub in the client's area to

connect the client with substance use disorder

treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance

must ificlude actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate

level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute individual

or group outpatient session per

weeK;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as

needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess
and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission

to the program.

2.5.8.3. individuals with a history of injectiori drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental

health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved

with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. ' Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose

age iis 12 years and older.

Soirtheeslem New HampshifB J
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2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for

treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor must include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies involved in
the client's care, including but not limited to;

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children. Youth^'and Families

(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. Regional Hub{s)

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section

"^2.5.11 above except that clients who refuse to consent to information
sharing with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive services utilizing State
Opioid Response (SOR) funding.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information

sharing In Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the

consent at any time without any impact on services provided under this

contract except that clients who rescind consent to information sharing
with the Regional Hub(s) shall not receive any additional services utilizing
State Opioid Response <SOR) funding.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services

pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other

providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services

separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

Southeaslem New Hampshire
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2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

.disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date of initial contact in Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

first received substance use disorder treatment sen/ices in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service
and payer source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,

who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into

the program,, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollfrient in public or private insurance, including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after Intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients'
refusal of such assistance must be clearly documented in the

client record.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of

treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM
(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided

under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate

Southeastern New Hampshire
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withdrawal management into the client's'treatment plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services
provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the

client's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract.

2.8.3. The Contractor must complete individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) .days or three (3)
sessions, whichever is longer of the clinical evaluation (in Section 2.5.4
above), that address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified
the client's admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the
requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1.

2.8.3.2.

2.8.3.3.

Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)
\

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic .(the resources are available to the

individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there is a stated time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

Are update based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent. Treatment plan updates must include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes In the clients

Southeastern New Hampshire
Aicohoi & Drug Abuse Services
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functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes in functioning in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if

applicable, documentation of the client's refusal

to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and interventions in the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes in WITS.

.2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if

^ applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and if the client does not

have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and

coordinate care with that provider if appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in

advance in compliance with state, federal laws

and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and If the client does

not have a mental health care provider, then the

Contractor will make an appropriate referral to

one and coordinate care with that provider if

appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are
obtained in advance in compliance with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

SouthM#temNowH«fnptWr®
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2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client
does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Contractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider if appropriate consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance in

compliance with state, federaMaws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.-1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe

available services and to engage clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the client's managed care
organization or third party insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the
client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance In

compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the client, including but not limited
to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, and the
Regional Hub(s) as applicable and allowable
with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part

2.

.  2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in
Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5: • The Contractor must' complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services- in Section 2.3 that address all ASAM (2013)
domains, that are in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and
that:

i

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's intake to the program.
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2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
servlcies when addressing continuing care as follows;

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the

goals articulated in the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the present level

of care is assessed as necessary to permit the

patient to continue to work toward his or her

treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. He/she is actively

working toward the goals articulated in the
individualized treatment plan. Continued

treatment at the present level of care is

assessed as necessary to permit the patient to

continue to work toward his/her treatment

goals; and/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems
have been identified that are appropriately

treated at the present level of care. The new
problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely

be delivered by continued stay in the current
level of care. The level of care which the

patient is receiving treatment is therefore the

least intensive level at which the patient's

problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A; The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
Individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the

prob(em(s) that justified admission to the

present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patient's condition
at a less intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problem(s) that

Southeastfim New hlampshire
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justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment,

plan. The patient is determined to have

achieved the maximum possible benefit from

engagement in services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more

or less Intensive) in the same type of services,

or discharge from treatment. Is therefore

indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has

demonstrated a lack of capacity due to

diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit

his or her ability to resolve his or her
problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type of service, or

discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has

experienced an Intensification of his or her

problem(s). or has developed a new

problem(s). and can be treated effectively at a

more intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. Include clear documentation that explains why continued

services/transfer/ or discharge is necessary for Recovery
Support Services.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria;

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment sen/ice provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

Southesstem New Hampshire
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2.8.6.3.2. The service is supported by a documented

body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.

2 6.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract ir^^brdance with;

2.8.7.1. The. ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. . The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)

available at http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-
Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)

available at

http://store.samhsa.gov/list/se ries?name=Technical-
Asslstance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=l

2.8.7.4. The Requirenients in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The.Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

*

2.9.1.4.1. ' Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the
use of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control
Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

QuitLine; and •'

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

SouthMftem New Hempehire
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2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spit' tobacco, and the use of electronic
.devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors:

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4^ Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located

at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
including cigarette butts and matches, will be

extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or
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3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential; or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served. Including, but not limited to;

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCs, LADCs, and
individuals licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or
the Board of psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver
any clinical or recovery support services within their scope of

practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have

completed the required coursework for licensure by the Board
of Alcohol and Other Drug Use Providers. Board of Mental
Health Practice or Board of Psychology and are working to
accurnulate the work experience required for licensure.

Unlicensed counselors may deliver any clinical or recovery
support services within their scope of knowledge provided

that they are under the direct supervision of a licensed
supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may
deliver intensive case management and other recovery
support services within their scope of practice provided that
they are under the direct supervision of a licensed supen/isor.

3.1.3. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who are

working to accumulate the work experience required for certification as a

CRSW who may deliver intensive case management and other recovery
-  support services within their scope of knowledge provided that they are

under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.No licensed

supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the Department
has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1 Section
8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and

evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches. co>therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;
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3.2. ̂  The Contractor shall provide training to staff bii:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice. available at
http://slore.samhsa.g0v/product/T AP-21 -Addiction-Counseling-
Competencles/SMA15-4171; and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10®/o of their work time is spent providing substance
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student interns to
address minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns
having direct contact vwth individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student interns complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
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Section 3.2.2, and information security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health information (PHI) and substance Use disorder'treatnient records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever

changing field of substance, use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules
relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care

within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. - All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure. attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (T6) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a>llst;of-trained

staff.

4. Facilities License
4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facilities Administration.

.  4.2. The Contractor shall comply with the additional licensing requirements for medically
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher facilities licensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the facilities where services are

provided meet all the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

all client activity and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as

directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that:^

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire:

5.2.2. State employees have access to all information that is entered Into the

WITS system;

5.2.3. Any information entered into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.
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5.3. the Contractor shall, have any client whose Information is entered into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2 and/or consent in

5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall

be assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

5.5. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by
or under the oversight of the Department.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for: . ^ .

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above in Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to

achieve greater reporting results when possible.

Monthly and quarterly web based.cpntract compliance, reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.2.

6.1.3.

6.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk'of substantial or

serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being, including but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1.

6.1.3.1.2.

6.1.3.1.3.

Abuse;

Neglect;

Exploitation;
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6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

All contact with law enforcement to the bureau^jn. writing as. soon as

possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

All Media contacts to the bureau In writing as soon as possible and no

more than 24 hours following the incident;

Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any

.  individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
Immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number,

6.1.4.

6.1.5.

6.1.6.

6.1.6.3.

6.1.6.4.

and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the

individual(s) Involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other

relevant information, as well as the identification

of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a

crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The Identificallon, jof ,any.; media that; had
reported the event;

Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017), ' available at
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/document^repo rting-form.pdf
to the bureau

Additional information on the event that is discovered after

filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
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the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and '

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above if required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department. ^

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent sen/ice capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources
to consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the
contract funding expended relative to the percentage of the
contract period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of

more than 10% between expended funding and elapsed time
on the contract the Contractor shall notify the Department
within 5 days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy
within 10 days of notifying the Department.

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

8.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:
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8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments
divided by total operating expenditures, iess
depreciation/amortization and in-kind pius principal payments
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
term investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio:

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service. '

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current; portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and interest).

•8.1.3:5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's-ability
to cover its liabilities.
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8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractors net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) . calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action pian at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shali provide additional information to assure
continued access to sen/ices as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested

.  information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
litigation, investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materialiy impact or impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet. Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

9. Performance Measures
The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from SOR
funding only.
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9.1. The Contractor rnust ensure that 100% of clients covered by room and board payments
for residential levels of care 3.1 and/or 3/5 under this contract that enter care directly
through the Vendor who consent to information sharing with the Regional Hub for SUD
Services receive a Hub referral for ongoing care coordination.

9.2. The Contractor must ensure that 100% of clients referred to them by the Regional Hub
for SUD Services for residential levels of care 3.1 and/or 3.5 who will be covered by
room and board payments under this contract have proper consents in place for transfer
of information for the purposes of data collection between the Hub and the Vendor.

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all
sources of funds.

9.3. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.4 t)elow to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including
but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.4. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WltS, will be used to
assist the Department In determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

9.4.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

9.4.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

9.4.3. Retention; % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60 days;
9.4.4. Clinically appropriate services; % of clients receiving ASAM level of care

within 30 days;

9.4.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and National
Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients discharged
meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.4.5.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.4.5.2. Increase in/no change in number of Individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.4.5.3.

9.4.5.4.

9.4.5.5.

Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

increase in/no change in number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first
service
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10. Contract Compliahce Audits
10.1. in the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor

agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days
from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

10.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include;

10.2.1. The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2. The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5. How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on

Implementation and effectiveness.
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation, Block
1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor pursuant to
Exhibit A. Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement Is funded by;
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse-Prevention, Treatment,

and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Departrnent of Health and Human

Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,

Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA #93.959);

2.4. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human

Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, State

Opiold Response Grant (CFDA #93.788); and

2.5. The Contractor agrees to provide the services In Exhibit A, Scope of Services
In compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through this
contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for services

^  described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for

"Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private Insurer(s) at a rate greater

than the Contract ̂ ate In Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee
,  Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding .Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek reimbursement
.  from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a

service that is not covered by the payers listed in Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor must seek reimbursement
from the State for services provided under this contract when a client needs a

service that is covered by the payers listed, in Section 3.1, but payment of the
deductible or copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client.
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3.4. The Cotitract6r,shairprovide a finai"budget"for State Fiscal Year 2021 no later
than, March 3-1 2020 -for,jpepa^ent^approval. .which shall be submitted for
Gbvembr'^nTJ Executive'Cburicii approval no latertKah June 30. 2020.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by fee for
services In Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates to

^  deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity that is
billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in calculating the
amount to charge the Departnhent for services delivered as part of this
Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in Exhibit
8-1. Amendment #2 Service Fee Table, except for Childcare (See Section 10 below)..
5.1. • The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance
plans, the clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a
client's admittance into the program and to immediately refund any
overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services provided
to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate,
in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2, when the insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2, .
Except when the client's deductible or copay creates a financial
hardship as defined in section 3.3.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit 8. Amendment #2.
Section 11, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full
amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2. -

5.2.3. Third: If. any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit 8-1, Amendment
#2 remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer
(if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall charge the
Departrfient the balance (the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1,
Amendment #2, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
insurer and the amount paid by the client).

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
EjrfiiWt 8. Amendment 92 Vendor InlUats
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5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed the
Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2,. Service Fee Table multiplied by
the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B. Amendment #2, Section 11
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial resources

necessary for Initial entry into the program by developing payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
wHh the client as in Section S.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed, in writing and counseled
regarding financial responsibility and possible, sanctions including discharge
from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their financial
accounts.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
ihsurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2, except for:

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 3.1 (See Section 7 below). ■'

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service (except in Exhibit B,
Amendment #2. Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-
1, Amendment i#2 Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in
the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or
Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct application
of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the
Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a timeframe agreed
upon tietween the Contractor and the Department upon identifying the error.

6. Additional Billing information for: Room and Board for Medicaid clients with Opioid Use
Disorder (QUO)
6.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Room and Board payments

up to $100/day for Medicaid clients with OUD in residential levels of care 3.1
and/or 3.5.

6.2. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Daig Abuse Services
SxhibH B. Amendmcni #2 Vendor Initials
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6.2.1. Medicaid ID of the Client;

6.2.2. WITS ID of the Client (rf applicable)

6.2.3. Period for which room and board payments cover;

6.2.4. Level of Care for which the client received services for the date range
identified in 6.2.3

6.2.5. Amount being billed to the Department for the service
t

6.3. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20th) day of each
month, which Identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses

incurred for room and board in the prior month. The State shall make
payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each invoice for
Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices must be
submitted in a Department approved manner.

6.4. The Contractor shall ensure that clients receiving services rendered from SOR
funds have a documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use
Disorder.

6.5. The Contractor shall coordinate ongoing client care for all clients with
documented history of/or current diagnoses of Opioid Use Disorder, receiving
services rendered from SOR funds, with regional HUB (s) for Substance Use
Disorder services in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2.

7. Additional Billing Information for: Integrated Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)
7.1. The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Medication

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physician Time as in Section
5 above and as follows:

7.2. Medication:

7.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication

Assisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's usual and

customary charges according to Revised Statues Annotated (RSA)
126-A:3 III. (b), except for Section 6.2.2 below.

7.2.2. The Contractor will be reimbursed for Medicatjon Assisted
Treatment with Methadone or Buprenorphlne in a certified Opiate
treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire Administrative Rule
He-A 304 as follows:

7.2.2.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphlne based on the Medicaid

rate, up to 7 days per week. The code for Methadone

in an OTP is H0020, and the code for buprenorphine in
anOTPisH0033.

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
Ejmibh B, Amendmeni 92 Vendor Initlais
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7.2.3. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for up to 3 doses per
client per day.

7.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following;

7.2.4.1. WITS Client ID#;

7.2.4.2. Period for which prescription is Intended;

7.2.4.3. Name and dosage of the medication;

7.2.4.4. Associated Medicaid Code; «

7.2:4.5. Charge for the medication.

7.2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.2.4.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

7.3. Physician Time:

7.3.1. Physician Time is the time spent by a physician or other medical
professional to provide Medication Assisted Treatment Services,
including but not limited to assessing the client's appropriateness for
a medication, prescribing and/or administering a medication, and
monitoring the client's response to a medication.

7.3.2. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit B-1,
Amendment #2 Service Fee Table.

7.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

7.3.3.1. WITS Client ID#;

7.3.3.2. Date of Service;

7.3.3.3. Description of service;

7.3.3.4. Associated Medicaid Code;

7.3.3.5. Charge for the service;

7.3.3.6. Client cost share for the service; and

7.3.3.7. Amount being billed to the Department for the service.

7.4. The Contractor will submit an invoice by the twentieth (20*') day of each
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for authorized expenses
incurred for medication assisted treatment in the prior month. The State shall
make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days of receipt of each
invoice for Contractor services provided pursuant to this Agreement. Invoices
must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

8. Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohof & Drug Abuse Services
E^diibil B, Amendment #2 Vendor InitJeis
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8.1

8.2.

8.3.

8.4.

The Contractor may charge the client fees for room and board, in addition to:

8.1.1. The client's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Amendment

#2 using (he sliding fee scale

8.1.2. The charges to the Department

The Contractor may charge the client for Room and Board, inclusive of lodging
and meals offered by the program according to the Table A below:

Table A

If the percentage of Client's
income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the client
up to the following

amount for room and
board per week:

0%-138% $0

139%-149% $8

150%-199% $12

200% - 249% $25

250% - 299% $40

300% - 349% $57

350% - 399% $77

The Contractor shall hold 50% of the amount charged to the client that will be
returned to the client at the time of discharge.

The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the client's contribution to

room and board.

9. Additional Billing Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
9.1. The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 5 above for intensive

case management under this contract only for clients who have been admitted

to programs in accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of Services and after billing

other public and private insurance.

9.2. The Department will not pay for intensive case management provided to a
client prior to admission.

9.3. The Contractor will bill for intensive case management only when the service
Is authorized by the Department.

10. Additional Billing Information: Transportation
10.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement in accordance with Section 5 above

and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation provided in

Exhibit A Scope of Services Section 2.4.-2.2 as follows:

10.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate in

accordance with Exhibit 8-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee Table for

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initiels
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Contractor's staff driving time, when using the Contractor's own
vehicle for transporting clients to and from services required by the
client's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff works less than a full

hour, then the hourly rate will be prorated at fifteen (15) minute

Intervals for actual work completed; or.

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportation passes or to pay for
cab fare, in order for the client to receive transportation to and from
services required by the client's treatment plan.

10.2. The Contractor shall keep and maintain records .and receipts to support the

cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the Department
upon request.

10.3. The Contractor will invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

11. Charging for Child Care
11.1.

11.2.

11.3.

The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the
Department for Chlldcare provided in Exhibit A Scope of Services, Section
2.4.2.3 as follows;

11.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1. Amendment #2 Service Fee Table

for when the Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is

receiving treatment or recovery support services, or

11.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase childcare from a licensed child care

provider.

The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support the
cost of childcare and provide these to the Oepartrhent upon request.

The Contractor

instructions.

will invoice the Department according to Department

12. Sliding Fee Scale
12.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance with Exhibit B,

Amendment #2. Section 5 above.

12.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit B-1 to Charge
the Client

'  0%-138% 0% •

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% •  25%

250% - 299% 40%
Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

B. Amendmeni #2 Vendor Initials
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300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

12.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services

because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-8:12-0.

13. Submitting Charges for Payment
13.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Web Information Technology

System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Amendment #2 Service Fee

Table. The Contractor shall:

13.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after

the date the service was provided to the client

13.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following

the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that
encounter notes are ready for review.

13.1.3. Correct errors, if any, In the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the
errors and notify the Department the notes have been corrected and
are ready for review.

13.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval

for the billing month.

13.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

13.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days of

the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

13.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under this

contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed through

WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an alternative

process for submitting invoices.

14. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already funded
from another source.

15. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department funded
programs and services.

16. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the sen/ices
provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily completed in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

Southeastern New Hampshire AJcoriol & Drug Abuse Services
Ej^bit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initlets
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17. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit to
the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior invoice will
need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

18. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds:
18.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

18.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant^xpenditures to:

18.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse
services.

18.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or
correctional institutions of the State.

18.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is accompanied
by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

18.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose
of conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs
or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for
intravenous drug abusers.

18.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory provisions as
foliows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that religious
organizations are able to equally compete for Federal substance
abuse funding administered by SAMHSA. without impairing the
religious character of such organizations and without diminishing the
religious freedom of SAMHSA beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65
and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part 54a. 45 CFR Part 96. Charitable

Choice Provisions and Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory
provisions of the Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in
2000 are applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable programs
may be expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious Instruction, or proselytizalion. If an organization conducts
such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or location,
from the programs or services for which it receives funds directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government under any

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
Exhibit B.Amerximenl #2 Vendor tnHiats
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applicable program, and participation must be voluntary for the
program beneficiaries.

Southeastern New Hampshire AJcohol & Drug Abuse Services
ExhibU B. AmendmenJ #2 Vendor Iniiiela
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates in the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:

Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit
1.1.

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation
1.2.

Individual Outpatient $22.00 15 min

1.3.

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min
1.4.

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those days
when the client attends

individual and/or group
counseling associated with
the program.

1.5.
Lovy-lntenslty Residential for
Adults only for clinical services
and room and board $119.00 Per day

1.6. Low-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients with OUp-
Enhanced Room and Board $100.00 Per day

1.7.
High-Intensity Residential Adult,
(excluding Pregnant and
Parenting Women), for clinical
services and room and board $154.00 Per day

1.8.

High-Intensity Residential for
Medicaid clients with OUD-

Enhanced Room and Board $100.00 Per day
1.9.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Physician Time

Rate Per Medicaid

Physician Billing Codes:
99201 - 99205 and

99211 -99215.

Unit Per Medicaid Physician
Billing Codes: 99201 • 99205
and 99211 -99215.

1.10.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Medication

See Exhibit B, Section
6.2 See Exhibit B. Section 6.2

1.11. Recovery Support Services:
Individual Intensive Case

Management $16.50 15 min

RFA-2019-S0AS^1 -SUBST-11
B-1, Amendment #1
Page 1 of 2

Contractor Initials.
Date
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Service

, ̂ Contract Rate:
' - Maxiibum Allowable

Charge Unit

1.12. Recovery Support Services:
Group Intensive Case
Management $5.50 15min

1.13. Staff Time for Child Care

Provided by the Contractor, only
for children of Parenting Clients

Actual staff time up to
$20.00 Hour

1.14. Child Care Provided by a Child
Care Provider {other than the
Contractor), only for children of
Parenting Clients

Actual cost to purchase
Child Care

According to the Child Care
Provider

1.15. Staff Time for Transportation
Provided by the Contractor, only
for Pregnant and Parenting
Women and Men

Actual staff time up to
$5.00 Per 15 minutes

1.16. Mileage Reimbursement for use
of the Contractor's Vehicle when

providing Transportation for
Pregnant and Parenting Women
and Men

Department's standard
per mile reimbursement
rate Per Mile

1.17. Transportation provided by a
Transportation Provider (other
than the Contractor) only to
Pregnant and Parenting Women
and Men

Actual cost to purchase
Transportation

According to the
Transportation Provider

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services
E}^it B-1. Amendment #1
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Wy 10.2018

His ExceQ«ncy...Govempr.Christopher. T. Siinunu
end tho-Hbnbrablo CouncO '

,Sbte'Hpuse • ••• . . .
Cbrtcofdi New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Action ftl) Aufhorfro the Oe^artmsnt of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Mcohoi
Services; to. enter Irtto retroactive Agreements with three; (3);of: the.lhlrteen (13) Veivdbrs tisted below
tn bo)^ to provide substerrce.us^ disorder treatment and recovery support^servlc^ statewide.-by
increai^ the comW^ price tlrnllabon by $1,549,015. from $3,157^927, \o. pn arnowt ppl to exceed
$4,706^942 effc^ve retroactive, to Juty 1,2018. uport approyallof the Governor and ExecuUve CouncO
through .June 30.2019.55.87%.federal. 13.97% General, arid ZOA^ Other Funds. '
Action 82) Authoriu the Departrrrent of Heallh ai>d Hurnan; Services. BiireaU of and AfcoM
Servlces;;tp arnend contracts-wilh ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vended, rrot listed In bold, to modify the
provision Of substance use dlsordef treatmerd and recovery: support 8en^s \^. no change to the
price. DrriitatlOT Ef ccmplefon date, effective upon the data, erf Gov&nbr. and ExecuUve CouncO
approval. These ten (ID) corrtracts were approved by the Governof and Executive CouncB on June 20,
2018 (Late item G). )

Summary: of. contracted amOunte by Vendor:

Vendor
Current

. Amount

.  Increase/
Decrease

Revised

Budget

Dlsm^ Home of New Hampshire. Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000

FIT/NHNH, Inc, $0 $845,775 $845,775

Grafton County N^ Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative SenterTdng $247,000 "  $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Aicohclism $0 $624,599 $624,599

Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism RehabOitatton Center $1,116,371 $1,118,371

Hope on Haven Hill $0 ■  $276,641 $278,641

North Country Health Consortium $287,408 SO $267,408

Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. $232,921 SO $232,921

Seacoast Youth Senrices S73;200 SO $73,200

Southeastern New Hempshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540

The Community Coundl of Nashua. N H. $162,000 $0 $16^000

West Cenlret Services, Inc. 559,490 SO $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942
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. Funds to support this request are available In State;Flscal Year 2019 In'the foQowing ao^unts,
wiitX'theiaujtarily^^^^ adjust encumbranoes between State. Rscal .Years throuigh; the Budget Offlcp.
without approval of the Governor and Executh/a Council, If needed and justified;

05-95^£f2-9»510-33820d00 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. H^TH ANO HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH. BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOTOL SVG^^
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funda)

06-9S-Sit9205lb-33MbOO:HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH/MD HUMAN SVC^
DEf^: OFi: HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEiW-TH, BlJF^y: OF DRUG; & ALCOHOL SVC^
;ClJNl<^SERyidES (eC%!Fed^ Gonoral Funds F/UNTiplDOM C ;

/Ple^ see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION ■■ ' ■'

'Actloiriisi);:
. ; il i Action #1; fa retioi^lve;. because the pepartmenl and; FlT^HNH. inp.

icontlnuing 'to;vrork On the scope crf work-and; therefore, ihe oprilnad was not^oort(rfe^
-the ll^iion the;agenda fw^t^ 2018 Governor end Executlvp Couj^l;rh^ .^Iract
:v^th Gn^terjt^strua Council dri Alcoh^m and Hope, on Haven'HQl are: iMihg-sUbmittM
release of.audii rdportsjtp iaJJow for Council rey^ to.enterfng ihtp ah i^re^
cbnlract .mdhltorihg! lartguage! to address the audit findings. If these actfdm^
retroactiveiyHithe. riasult would, have been a gap in .cntfcal substance use" dlsdrdef' tr^tmeht d^
recovery support serMces, In the State's hvp largest dtlM^

TTte bepartrnent requests; approVai of ^ee, (3). agreements. Ten^ (10);:agreemeril8;Wefp;
prevlo^iy apdnhrad by Goyemor:and Exi^ttve CpuncU. on June 20,: 2018 l^te ;llem.Gv'^p^
Agreements ydii altow the Vehdors Bsted to provide an ahay of Substance Usa Dtisorder TreatrriSht arid,
Repoveiy Support Services Statewida to children and edUts with substance use idisordeis, who have
Incdmeibelow 400% of the Federal Pdvierty level and are residents of New Hampshire or ere hpmel^:
iii New Hampshire. Substance use. disorders occur ivhen the use of alcohol and/or dnjgs causes
:Clinicatly and funcUonaDy s^nlflcant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and faltuiie to meet
major responsibnities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder b
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Stallstlcai Manual of Mental. Disorders.
RRh Edition criteria.

These Agreements are p^ of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opiokl
epidemic lhat continues to negatively Impact Nw Hampshire's IndMduab, bnHlies, and communities
as vreO as to respond to other types-of substance usd dborders. Under the current Iteration of these
coniracts, fifteen (15) vendors-are delivering an array .of treatment services. Including Individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospltaOzation, transitlonal living, high and low Intensity
residential, arxl ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services 'as. vwell as •ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies sOghtly, together
they enrolled 2994 Individuals In service groups coN«red by the contract between May 1,2017 and April
30, 2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths In New. Hampshire with the death toll fbr 2017
at 428 as of April 20. 2018: however, the 2017 statbtlcs are expected to Increase slightly ̂  cases pre
still pending arelysb. This reduction In deaths indicates that the overall strategy Including prevention.
Interventicn, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive impact

Department published a Request for Applications ibr Sutsstance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of H^th and
Humans Services website April 20, 2018 through May 10, 2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuab with program spedfic
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applicaUons (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined Into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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collfl^ng basfai^ on access, engagement, cilrtrat '^rdprtateh^ ratehllon, dbmpletloh, and"
outcomes' IHat wfll be^ used to.create, perfontiance lihprovemerit-'goals ta fi/ture Finally,

;i conlr^orfli^dai hMlth ta alsb teing monUbred rnbrithiy.' L'' '- 'i
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:: Requited Action #2.seek8 approval to amend Ifih (10)df:Ure tairteen (i3)j8greemenls for the.

' proyfs|6ri!pf substarice .uM disorder treatment arid recovery support services by rhbdifying the scope to
r^upe the buntari'oh the vendors in meeting coritrad requiremehls. '

Pfe changes to the contracts Include removaJ of the requirernent to continue providing services
. after toe contract price Gmltation Is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enroDing bS Insurance
through th® mm of referrals to trained community providers^ arid/an easing of supervis^ requirements .
that Is not expected to negatively Impact dlent care. Conedlye action for compliance audits was also

'  included. The chan^ were also made to the three (3) contracts being putTdrth Ini Action #1. piese
chahges are being made as a part of the Department's resp^se to provider's conteriis over

^ reimbursement rales with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the admfhistrative.burden assodated with service deTivery
without compromising cSent care.

These contracts were orfglnaliy competitlvety bid.
Should the Governor and ExMuUve Coundl determine to not authorize this Request Action #2.

the gap between the cost of care and reimbursement rales will remain the same, which vendors have
indicated may result in having to limit services provided under this contract. In,addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions pjan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with irriprovemerit In services provided.
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Area setved: StatewUe. . .

iSourca of Funds: .55.87% Federal: Funds from .die Unfied States Depa/tnent of HeaHh and
Human. Ser^ces, Sut>stanc8;.Abu8e: arid Mental Health Services: Administration. Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block; Grant, CFDA #93.959, Fedetel Awaid Identifidatfp^
TI010035-14, and 13.97%.General j^unids and 30.16% Other Funds from! the Governor's ̂ mmlsslon
on Alcotwl and Other Dnjg/^iu» ̂ y^^rirterventlon ̂  Treatmer^

In the event that the Federal! Funds, become no longer available/ General Funds wQI not .be.
requestedtosupportthteprogram/;; ;

f^pectfujly submitted^'

-.Kalja S;Fox
Director

; Approved. t>y
A:-Meyers

Comihtssloher;

rho Oepoimortf of HtaOh and ServicM'ACsfibo a IB jtain comrnunftte end rftmSM
iftpfwUngof^oiUjnSkstrd!iistatD6Moveh8tUi$ndhiigpendene$.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dlsordor Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1*^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services cohtract
(hereinafter referred to as 'Amendment #1") dated this 26th day of June, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services, (hereinafter
referred to as "the Contractor"), a non-proftt corporation with a place of business at 272 County Farm
Road, Dover, NH 03820.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Corrtract") approved by the Governor arxj Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Kem G), the Contiictor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and condrtions specified In the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37. General Provisions, Paragraph 18. the Stale may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Govemor and Executive Council; arid

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the pnce limitation or completion date;

NOW THEREFORE. In consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditlorts
contained In the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 2, Scope of Services, Subsection 2.7, Assistance
with Enrolling in Insurance Programs, in its entirety, and replace with the following:

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for Initial entry Into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a closed-loop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment include, but

.  are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in put>llc or private insurance including, but not limited to New
Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after Intake..

2. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Seclton 3,. Staffing, Subsection 3.9, In its entirety, and
•replace as follows:

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the
contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

Southesstom New HtmpahirtAloohel & Drug AmsndmentSI
Abuse Services '
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
SubsfaneeUse Disorder iroSttrraBt'ah^'RSCo'yfery SlTppoft'Scrylccta" '

3. Add Exhibit A. Scope of Services. Section 10. ContractjCqmpllance Audits, as foltows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 In the event" that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty
(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any arvj all findings.

10.2 The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1 The ectionfs) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

1,0.2.2 The action(3) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3 The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4 The plan for rrwnitorlng to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
Implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete E)diibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 8, Clinical Supervision, Subsection 8.1,
Paragra;^ 8.2J3, in its entirety, and replace as follows:

,Un!icensed counselors shalj receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for .eveiy for^
(40) hours of direct client contact; • * • : -

5. Delete Exhibit'B. Methods arxf Cdnditlons Precedenl to Paymdht,'Sectlon 13.'ln'lts.6*ntlf5ty.

The rest of this page htentionally left blank.

SoUhttstom New Hampehlre Alcohol S Oug Amendment #i
AbuM Scfvicee
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Dtcorder Treatment and Recovery Support Sorvices

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Courtcil approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parlies have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Sen/Ices

Date Katja S. Fox
Director

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug
Abuse Services

Date Name:

Title:

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of ^ County of_ _ on (p )<^"7) ■ before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person Identified directly Above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name Is signed atxjve, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity Indicated above.

Signatured Notary Public or Justice of the Peace

<-ajCU L Mcjrhs - He. Coorek^naJ-»<-
Namei afra'Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

^ ̂  ̂

My Commission Expires:

SoUhMStem Now Kimp»Nre Alcohol & Dnb«
Abuso TUf^troi

RFA-201M0AS01-SUBST-11

TfUCnMAITTOS
How tonpshifo

My ComrtiiMn E>0(r»i Nov ft. 2023

■  ■ ■

PagtSof^



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
SuSflanceUSePISoftlgrTfaMrnenfafKlRecovefvSupport-Sofvlcce—

-The-pr-ecedlng-Amendmentrhaylni
execution.

as to form, substance, and

Date

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Name: ̂ O

Title:

I hereby-certify t^t the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and.Executive Council of
the Slate of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
' • ' ; ̂ i'-u

Date Name:

Title:

SouthMstam New Hampsrwa Alcohol A Drug
Atws#

RFA-2019-BOAS-01-SUBST-11

|j AmohdmeiX 01 \
M,*. 4- j.

Pago 4 oT 4 /
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHXEIE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DrVlSIONFOR BJSHA VJORAl HEALTH

BVRBAV OF DRVCAND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREETT, CONCORD, NU 03301
<03>ni-6110- l-800-ftSV334'5 Ext <730

.  Flu CQ3-171-6109 TDD Acccsr. 1-800.73S>2964
wmrjUibuh.coir

■June 19, 2018

6

Hte Excellency^iGovemor Christopher T. Sununu
and Honorable Cbundl " , .

State House
Concord, New HampshlTB 03301'

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize tlw Department of- Health and Human Se^ces, Bureau of Dnig and Alcohol
Services, to enter Into Agreements with multiple Vendors, listed, below, to provide eub^nce use
disorder treatment and reoovery support services statewide, In. an amount not to exceed $3,157,927
effective July 1, 2018 or upon Governor and Executive Council approval whichever Is later through
June 30.2019.65.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30.16%''0ther Funds.

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor

Vendor Budgeted Amount
uismas Home ot New HamDshlre" Ina $240,000
Grefton County New Hampshire - Department of Corrections and Altemativq
Sentencing $247,000
Headrest $147,999
Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371
North Country Health Consortium *  $287,408
Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. ■ $232,921
Seacoast Youth Services $73,200
Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Dreg Abuse Services' $569,640
The Comrriunltv Coundi of Nashua. N.H. $162,000
West Centra) Services. Inc.. $59,490
TotaiSFYIR- $3,157,027

Funds to eupport this request are available In State Fiscal Year 2019 In the following accounts,
wftii the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Rscal Years through toe Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, If needed and Justified.

.Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION ^

.  The Department requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price limHation of
$3.157.927 that will allow the Vendbrs listed to pro^e an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment
a/xJ Recowy Support Servlo^ statewide to children and adults wllh substance use disorders, who
have Income beiow 400% of the Federal Pove^ level and are residents of New Harnpshlre or are
homeless In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohoi and/or drugs
causes cQnlcally and functionally significant impairment, such as health problems, dtsabllity. and faHuie
to meet major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The eidstenoe of a substance use disorder Is



His Excellency. Geyemor Christopher T. Sununu
end (he'Honorable CouncO

Page 2 of3
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delemilned using e dWcal evaluation bas^ oil Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
Rfth Edition crtteria. Three (3) more agreements wtU be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Council meeting.

These Agreements are part of the De^rtments oyerell strategy to respond to the opidd
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's Individuals,, families, and communities"
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current IlerBtlon of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array of treatmiBnt services, Including individual and
group outpatient. Intensive putpalieht, partial hospltallzatjon. transltlonai Dvtng, hlgh arxl low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as andllary
recovery support serviceis. While the array of servloes offered t^ each vendor varies sOghtly, together,
they enrolled 2994 Individuals In service groups covered by the contrect between May 1,2017 and"April
30,2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths In New Hampshire with the.death tc4l for 2017
at 428 as of April 20,2016; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to Increase slightly as cases ̂
still pending analysis. This reduction in deaths Indicates that the overall strategy Including preyentioa
lnter>^tton, treatment, and recoveiy support servl^ Is having a positive Impact

The "Department published a Request for Appllcaticns-for Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019.BDAS^1^USST) on the Cfepartment of Health and
Hymans Services website" April 20,2018 through May 10,2016. The Department received sixteen (16)
appUcaliond. These proposals were reviewed and stored by a t^m of Individuals with program spedfic
knowledge. The Dep.artmenl selected fourteen appllcatiorw (two (2) submitt^ by Grafton County were
combined Into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet). "

Some of the Vendors* appUcallorts scored lower than anlidpaied; however, this was largely due
to 1he vendors/providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Servlces.|s working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quallW Improvernent cirocess as
well as laktng step? to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim"
sen^ If they are on a waitlist; to ensure dfents contribute to the cost of servlcas by assessing dlent
mcome at Intake and oa a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the cDents by assisting
^em with acoe^g servtoes or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support ser^oes.

'The Departrnent will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarteriy
reports, coriduc^'slte visits, r^ewlng dlent "records, and engaglr^ In activities Identtfied In the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above. In addition, the Department Is
collecting ba^e ddta on access.'engegement diriical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes t/w wQI be used to create performance Improvement goals In future contracts nnaUy.
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

00retract Indudes language thai reserves the right to renew each contract for up to two (2)
additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of cortracted
services and Qovemor and Executive Council pproval.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine "to not authorize this Request, the
venire vwld not have suffident resources-to promote arid provide the array of services necessary to
provide mdhriduals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to iachleve, enhance and'su'staln
recovery.
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 65.87% F^ra) Funds from the United States Department.of Health end
Human Services, Substance Abuse, and Mental Health Services Administration, Sut^tance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Qranl CFDA #93.959. Federal Awerd (dendTication Number
TI010035-14, and '13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's .Commission
on Aioohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention. Intervention and Treatment

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

^  '
Katfa-S. Fox

or

Approved!
frey Al Meyere

Commissioner

7hoD9partmfHQ/H9dfftVidHum6nSvvtcot'Mts^btofotncotnmwti9t»ndbmao9
'  lnprviMngofii)ertun/thstotcBti»nstoKl)lavohatStiandM$p9f>dMo.



New Hampshire Depaitment of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Proeurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet
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Attachment A

FinandBl Details
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FORM NUMBER P-37 (vcrtion Si^lS)Subject: SybflHiwUKDisgrfgrTreflttncnUnd fRFA-20i9.BDAS^i-stm?;T.| p

llfitiss: This igrecmcni and all of its attachments shajl become pubUc.upon submission to Govenxir and
Executive Council for approvaJ. Ajty infonnation that is privale, confidential or'proprietary must.
be clearly Identified to dtc agency and agreed to in writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMENT
The Stale of New Hampshire and the Contractor her^y mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

I. IDENTinCATlON.

LI Stale Agency Name
NH Department of Health and Human Services

.13 ControciorName

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

1.2 Stale Agency-Address
129 Pleasant Stred

Concord. NH 03301-3857

1.4 Contractor Address

272 County Fann Road
Dover NH 03820

1.5 Contractor Phone

Number

603-516-8164

L6 Account Number

05-95-92-920510-3382-102-
500734; 05-95-92-92051 (h
3384-102-500734

1.7 ComplcUon'Date

June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

S589^40

1.9 Contracting Officer for State Agency
E. Maria Rdrremann, Esq.
Director of Contracts and Procuremcot

1..I0 State Agency Telephone Number
603-27119330

.1.11 CoQtnt&tof Signature 1.12 Name and,Title of Contractor Signatory.

1.13 Aclojowlodgcment: State of /[/th , County of cL

On I before the undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified in blocltL12, or satisfactorily
iprovcn to be the person whose name is stgoed in block 1.11, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the capacity
indicated in block 1.12. —•-
•1.13.1 ^ign^lUre .ofNotary Public or Justice of the Peace

IS^
;1433 -Nime and Title of Notary or Justiegpf thi- Peace

1ra.cji^ L.
1

tracyluantos
Notary Pua&c - New Hvnpthira

My Coeuntssiofl Exptfcs No* a, 2022

.14 Stale Agency Si^ture

Date:

1.15 Name and Title of State Agency Signatoty

f Personnel^1.16 Approval by^cNiL Department of Adralnislratlon, Division of PersonneH>/oppf<ca6/r.l

By- Director. On;

1.17 Approval by the Anomcy General (Form. Substance and Execution) (ifappllcablt)

\A-

1.18 Approval by the dovemor and Exccqfib^CoufKil (if ap^eoblt)

By; On:

Page 1 of 4



1. EMPLOYMENT OF CX)NTRACT0R/^V1CES TO
BE PERFORMED. The State ofNew Katr^shire, acting
through the agency Identified in block 1.1 (**^6**), engages
contractor Id^fied in block IJ (Xontractof^ to pefform,
and the Coctnetor shall pcrfbmi, the work ori^c of goods, or
botlv Idoiified and more patUcularly dcscnbed in the attached
DCUlBrr A which is iocorporeted herein by reference
CServices*)-

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.

3.1 NotwUhstaoding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to tte approval of the Oovernor and
Exeai'tivc CouncQ of the State ofKew Hampshire, if
applicable, this Agreeaenl, trid all obliptkua of the parties
bereunder, shall become eiTectlve on the date the Oovernor
and Executive Council approve this Apccment as Indicated in-
block 1.18, unless do iu^ approval is rdjuircd, in which case
the Agreemeni shall become effective on the date the
Agreement is signed by the Stale Agency as sbowit in block
l.UCmetlveData*).
3 J If tire Contractor coamencef the Scrvins prior to the
Effective Date, alt Services performed by the Coniractbr prior
to the Effective Date shall be perfonued at the sole risk of the
Contractor', and la the event tlut thb Agrceinent does not
beconre effective, the Stcre'dtall have oo UabUity to the
Coorreetor, Including wittout' limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs Ineoncd or Scr^ca peifcmred.
Contreeldr must complete all Serviees by the Cbtx^letion Date
ipecifi^ is block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL nature OF AGREEMENT.

Kotwithstaading aay provision ofthli Agreement to the
comrtiy, all obllgaHoas of the Slate bereunder, lncludli)g.
without ilmltasion, the cootlrmance of paynieais bereunder, are
oomingmt upon the evailibOl^ and continued appropriation
of fbods, asd h) DO cvcsl drell the State be liable for any
paymems bereunder in excess of soch available appropriated
fimdL Id the event of a reductioo or tcnnloation of

tppipprialed fizsds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such fbods becotoe available, if ever, and shall
have the-rigfat.to terminate this Agreement immediately upon
pviog the Contractor ttttioe.of such termination. The Stale
diall not be required to tnuisfer ftmds fh)m any other account
to the Account identified In Mock 1.6 is the event fbnds in that

Acconst are reduced or unavailable.

9. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/

PAYMENT.

9.1 The cootitct price, method of payxnest, and terms of
poynrenl are ideatified asd more partieulajly described In
EXHIBIT B whicb is iireaiporetcd berelo by refbreoce.
SJ The payment by the State of tbe cootnret price shall be the
only and the complete rdmburxement to the Contractor (br all
opcnsca, of whatever nature Incuned by the Contractor to the
p^mreace hereof and shall be the only asd tbe complete
compensadon to fire Contractor for the Services. The State
shaU ha>re no liability to the Contractor other than the coolrwl
price.

pBge2of4

S.3 The Stele resoves the right to ofTket.f^om any emoimls
otherwise payable to the Qvtnctor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by Nil. RSA
80:7 thiou^ RSA 80;7>o or any other provixios of law.
5/4 Notwilhstanding aay provisioo io this Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding uoejq>ected circumstances, in
no event shall the total of all payorems authoriaed, or letuaOy
made hereuDda, exceed tbe Price Umitaiioa set fbnh In Mock
1.8.

& COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY,
6.1 Ip coonection with the perforreaoce of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all sututes, laws, regolatipns^
and orders of federal, stale, county or muoidpaj authorities
whleh impose any obUgatbn os ̂ ty upoo the Contnctor,
including, but not limited to^ civil lighls and equal onxvfunty
lawi. This may loelude the requirement to ulllree euxUlaiy
aids and serviees to ensure that persons with communlcatlm
disabilitica, ineludlng vision, beariog and ppeeeb, can
communicate with, receive Information fiom, and coavey
informctlon to the Contracior. In addhioo, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyri^t laws.
62 During the term of this Agreefflcnt, the Contractor thaU
not distrimloaie against employeesor applicants for
employmeat because of race, color, refigioo, creed, agc^ sex,,
haadic^, sexual orientatioo, or national o^o and win lake
affinnative action to prevettf such discrimlnatio'n.
6.3-irihis Agreemeni Is funded In any part by monies of the
United Slates, the Contractor shall comply vdlb all the
provisions of Executive OrdaNo. 11245 Q*Equal
Ernploymerrt Opportunity"), as supplemated by tbe
relations of the United Stales Departnreni of Labor (41
CFJL Part 60X and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
as the Slate of New Hampshire or (he United States issue to
im^ement itese regulatioDS. The Contractor fbrthcr agrees to
permit (heStste or Uruted Stales acoesi to aay of the
ContTsetor's books, records tod actouais for the purpose of
aseertslm'ng compiianee with all rules, regnlatiora and ordere,
and (he covenants, terms and conditions ofthis AgreemenL

7. PERSONNEL. .
7.1 The Contraoor shaU at its own expense provide ail
pemnnd necessary to perfbrm the Services. The Cootnctor
wimmts that all personxrel engaged in tbe Services shall be
qualified to perfond the Services, and shall be properly
licensed and othcrwia authorized to do to under ̂  applicable
laws.

7.2 Unless otherwise autborized b writing, during the term of
thli Agreement, and for a period of dx (Q months after the
Ccfflpietlon Date in block 1.7, the Cootractor shall tret hire,
and ̂ dl not pcnnit any ̂contraeioT or other person, firm or
corporatian with whom it is engaged b a eombUred cfftut to
perihrm the Serviees to hire, any person who Is i State
employee or official, who Is materially involved b tbe
proeurcnxnt, edrolnistration or pcrfbrmanco of thb

Contrtctor Imtbls
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Agmmeoi. Thii provision ihs]l survive tcrmhndon of (his
A^reemenr.
73 TlieContncting OfBccr specITied In block IS, or his or
herstiocessor, shall be the Stage's representative. In (he event
of any dispute cooeemlns the Interpretarioo of this Aerccmeat,
(he COntrectlng OfBcer'a decision shall be final for the State.

8. EVENT OF OEPAVLT/REMBDIES.
8.1 Anyone or more of the Ibnowlng acts or omissions of the
Cdotraetar shall constitute an event of de/bult hereunder
(^verd ofDeibuh"):
8.1.1 ̂ ure to perfim the Services satlsfbetoriiyoron
schedule;
8.1.2 (Ubrt to submit any report required hereunder; and/or
8.13 Allure to perform any other covenant, term or condition

. ofthis Agreement
8.2 l^oa the occuncnce ofany Event of DcAoU, the State
any take anyone^ or more, or of the following actions: .
8.2.1 give On Contractor a written notice specifying (he Event
of DeAult tod requiring It to be remedied within, in the
absmce oft greater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
drqri from the dale of the nd&'oe; and if the Event of Default is
not timely reaiedied, termimte tlus Agreement, cfiTcctivc two
(2) days after glv^ the Contractor notice of terminstlon;
. 83.2 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
ofDeAolt and suspending oU payments to be made under this
Agreement and ordering (hsl the portion of the contract price
which would otherwise acoue to the Contractor during the
period fiore the date of such notice until such time as the State
determines that the Contractor has cured the Event of Default

'Shall irever be paid to the Contractor;
833 set.offagainst any other obligations the State moy owe to
^ Controetor ̂ 'damages the State sufTcra by' reason of any
Event ofDefbuli; andfo(
83.4 treat the Agreement as breached and pursue ̂  of its
remedies at lav Of in equity, or both.

9. OATA/ACC£SSA:ONFIDEhniALnY/
PBESERVATION.

9.1 As used In this Agreement, the word *^at^ shall mean all
information and things developed or obtained doriog the
performmcof, or eequlr^ or dcvdoped by leason of, this
Agreement, in^ding, but not limited to^ aU studiea, reports,
files, fonmilae, sarveys,''^maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings pidorial rcproduc^ns, drewings, analyses,
grajduc representations, cooopuier programs, computer
printouts, notes, leflcrs, memoranda, papers, and documents,
all whetto finidicd or unfinished.
93 AU data and any property which has been received fhrm
the Stale or purchased with fbndt provided for that purpose
under this Agreement, shaU be the property of (he State, and
sh^ be returned to the State upon demand or upon
teimiiutian of this Agreement (br any reason.
93 Confidentialny of data shall be goverocd by N.R itSA
chapter Pl-A or othp existing (aw. Disclosure of data
requiRs prior writtio approval ofthe State.
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10. TERMINATION. In the event of an early temlnalion of
this Agreement for any reason other thanihe completion of (he
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to (he Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after (he date of
tennination, a report CTermloation ̂ porT) describing In
dctaS all Services performed, and the contnict price canud, to
and including the dam of lenninatioiL The form, subject
roattu, content, and number of copies oftheTtrnination
Report thaU be identical to those of any Finat Report
desfibcd In the attached EXUBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the pcrfonoince of this Agreement the Contractor is in all
respects an indq>ehdent contractor, and b ndlher an agent nor

. an eo^loyee of the State. Kdtber the Contractor nor any of its
oflleers, empbyees, agents or meolbers shall have authority b
bind the State or receive any benefits, workers' compensatbn
or other anohimeiits provided by the State to its employees.

12. ASSIGNMENr/DELEGATION/SDBCONnuCrS.
The Contmebp shall not asagn, or otherwise transfer any
' {merest in this Agreement witliM the prior written notice and
eoAsem of the State. None of the Services shall be'
subcontracted by the Contnetor without the prior written
notice and consent of the State.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor diiU defendt
mdetnnify and hold harmless (he State, its bffioert and
employees, from and against ainy and all losses suffered by the
State, its ofitceri and employees, and any and afi claims,
UabQjties or penalties asserted against (te StaiBi''itsdfficers.
and ereployoes, by or on behalf of any person, on aceounl oC
based orroultiog ftom, orbing out of (or .which may be
claimed to arise out oO (he acts or omissbas of the

,  CootrectOT. NbtwithstandiogtheforegoiobDOthinghereb
-  contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of the

toverdgo Immunity of the Stated which immuoily is boeby
reserved to (he State. This covenant in paragnph 13 shall
survive the termination of this Agreement.

14. INSUTRANCE.

14.1 The Contractor shall, at Its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in foroe, and (hall require any subcohtnetor or
assignee to obtalo and mnintaio b-brce, (he followiog
insumnoe:

14.1.1 comprehensive general Uabfihy Insunmoe against all
claims of b^y ittjury, death or px^erty oamage, b amounts
of not less then S1 ,OOO.OOOpcr ooeuneoce end $2,000,000
aggregate; and
14.13 spedaJ cause of loss coverage brm covering all
property subject to subparagraph 93 hereli^ In an amoum not '
iesi thnn 80% of the whole replecement value of the properly.
143 The policies described b'subpangraph 14.1 ha^ shall
be en policy forms and endorsements apptpved for use b the
State of New Hampshlre-by the N.H. Department of
Insnrmce, and issued by losurers'licensed in the State ofNew
Hampshire..
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143 the Coatnctorfhan fUmish to the Conirecting Ofllccr
Identified in block 1.9, or his or her suocotsor, a c<rtific8te(s)
of insunnee for aU Insurance rotuired urtdcr thb Agietment
Ooatractor thsll alto ftmdsb to the Oontiacdog Officer
ideotified in block 1.9, or hb or her successor, c^flcate(s) of
insurance tbr all rencw8!(i) of insuraoce required under tUs
Agieenient no later dian ll^ (30) days prior to the explratloa
dateofeachofthelnsuraocepdides. Theeertific9te(s)of
insuraoce and any rencwais thereof shall be attached arid are
locorporatcd bertin by referescc Each ccrtiQc8te(s) of
losurance abalLoootala a clause rcqoiring the insurer to
provide the Oootractbg Officer identified in block 1.9] or his
or her successor, no less than Ihhty (30) days prior wrinen
oorice of ctneellaticn or modlficsdoD of the pdlicy.

IS. WORKm* CXIMFENSATION.

15.1 ̂  figciog this agreement, the Contractor agicest
certifies and warrants that the Contractor is in compliance with
or exetnpt from, the rcqulremeots of K Jl. RSA chapter 281 -A
f^lfbrkers'Cofffpemor/on*).
ISJ To the extent the Coooactor is subject to the
(tquirementa ofN.U. RSA chapter 281-A, Contractor drali
rnalataln, and require any subcratroctor or assignee to secure
rM maintain, payment of Workers' CompeDSStioo in
cDQoeetion wi^ aetivHlcs wbicb the peraon proposes to
oodenake pursuant to this AgreetncDt. Contractor shall
furnish the Conlrectiirg Officer Identified in block 1.9, or his
or bcr successor, proofof Workers' Compe^tloa In ihc
madner descrih^ in Nil. RSA cbapter.2S) ̂A and any
applicable reneaalfs) thereol, which shall be attached and are
iDooxporated hoein by refoeocc The State shall not be
' respoQsIble for paymcnt'of any Worfcera' Compensation
praams or for any other claim or beoeflt fbr Contractor, or
any subcontractor or exnpl^ree of Cotdractor, which might
arim undv applicable State of New Hampshte Workers'
Coo^ensalion lam in coooectioD with the performance of the
Senses unda this AgivemenL

IS. WAIVER 07 DREACH. No failure by the State to
enforce any provisloas hereof after toy Event ofOefiuU shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights wittt regard to that Ewnt of
Defkull, or any subsequent Event ofDefaalt Ho express
ftilore to eafcm any Event of Default aball be deemed a
waiver of the right of ̂  State to enforce each and all of the
provisioos hereof upon any fiirxher or oiha Event ofDefault
on the part of the ̂ tractor.

17. NOTICE. Any ootice by a pai^ hereto to the other party
than be deemed to have hem duly ddivered or pven at the
lime of malUog by ccnified mail, postage pr^tld, ht a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the ̂dresses
idven in blocks 1.2 aod M, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agieemeot may be ameoded,
waived or disGhazged ooly by an Instnimeot io writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after ̂ roval of sucb
arsendment, waiver or drreharge by the Oovenurr and
Executivo Couodl ofthe State ofNew Hampshire unless no

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
SCitc law, rule or policy.

19. CON^rRUCnON OF AOREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement dull be construed In ottordance with the
laws of (he State of Hew Hampshirt, and is tdoding upon ond
inures to the benefit of the partka and (heir respective
sueeessoTS and assigns. The wording used in this Agrcemenl
u the wording ebosen by the parties to apreo their mutual
intent, and no nile of oonstrv^on shall be applied or
In favor of ony party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not Intend to
benefit any third parties and this Agreement shall oot be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the AgieemcDt
are for reference purposes only, and the words coatalned
therein dtall b oo way beheld to explab, modify, unplifyor
aid In (be interpretailon, constmctioo or meanbg of the
provisioas of tks Agjtemdn.

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions sef '
forth b the attached EXHIBIT C are incorporated herein fay
refereooe.

23. SEVERABHJTY. Intheev^ioyoflheprovifionsof
this Agreemenl ore held by a court of competcol juiisdictloo to
be oontrary lo any state or fkderal law, the remaudng
provisioru of lbs Agreement will renatn b fuD fisroe and ^ ■
effect.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, wtucb may
be executed b a number of counteipart^ each of which shall
be deemed an origbal, constitiues the entire Agreetnatt and
ooderstaading between the pa/lles, and supersedes oU prior
Agreements and understandings rclatiog hereto.
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Now Hampshlro Dopartmcnt of Health and Human Servloos
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Sorvicos

Exhibit A

Scope of Services

. 1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistarce

services they will provide to persons with Hmited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their pfograrro and/tor services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent fUture legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the Services described herein, the Slate Agency has the right to modliy Service,
priortlles kid expenditure requirements under tWs Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this qcniract, the Department has Identified the Contractor as a
Subreclpient In accordance vrilh the provisions of 2 CFR 200 el seq.

1.4. The Contractor win provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support ̂ rvlces to any ellglbte cOent, regardless of where the client lives or works
In New Hampshire.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

■2.1,1. The Contractor wOl provide senrloes to eligible Individuals who:
2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or oWar or under age 12, with required consent

from a parent or legal guantian to receive treatment, and
2.1.1.2. Have Income below 400%.Federal Poverty Level, and
2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless In New

Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use dborder.
2.2. RoslllBncy and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide eubkance use disorder treatment services
that support -the Resiliency mid Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by cperattonaflzing the Continuum of Gar© Model
(http*7Avww.dhh8.nh.gov/dd)C8/bda8/contlnuum-of^re.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the,strengths and resmence of Individuals, famUles and
communities to take responsIbJlity for theb surtalned health, weDness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor

.  must:

SouOusiem Nsv Htmpattfra AIobM 4 Oivg AbuM S«Mom
EiMbCIA
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Exhibit A

Inform the Integrated DeDvery Networks) (IDNs) of services
avaDatda In order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populations.

2^.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of
services available In order to aflgn this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or Impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service
providers Involved In the dienfe care and the dtenl's support
network

'2^:2.4. Coordinate cOenl services with the DepartmertTs Regional
Access Point contractor. (RAP) that provides services
Includtng, but not.Omlted to:

2-2.2.4.1. Ensurtngtimely admission of clients to services

2.Z.2A2. Referring cOents to RAP services .when the"
Contractor cannot admit a cUenl tor services
within forty^lght (48) hours

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to RAP servtces^at the lime of

■  (flscharge when a dlent Is In need of RAP
services, and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive end relevant to the diversity of the dtents being
served.

2.22.6. Be trauma infomted; I.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
^  of violence and trauma on people's fives and Ihe Importance

of addressing trauma In treatment'

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment ̂ rvices

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. ■ Individual OutpatienI Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist an IndMdual to achieve -
treatment objectives through'the expIoreUon of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, Including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and conslderaton of alternative'
solutions end dedsJori making with reg^ to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAIM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
Individuals to achieve treatment ofaijectlves through the

Sot^keanBraNarKunpUUn/UoohoiaOneAbuMSeMcn —_ .
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Exhibit A

exploration of substance use disorders end their

ramiflcetions, Including an examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of aAematlve solutions and

decision making with regard to aioohol and other dnjg related
■  problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Crlterta,

Level 2.1. Intensh/e Ctrtpatient Treatment services provide
intensive and structured IndMdual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activltfes that are provided
according to an indMduanzed treatment plan that indudes a
range of outpatient treatment services ertd other ancinary
alcohol and/or other daig services. Services for adults ere
provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents

are provided alleast 6 hours a week.

2.3.1.4. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM

Crtterla. Level 3.1 for adults. Low-fntenslty Residential
Treatment services ^r^de residential substance ..use
disorder treatment servfoee designed to support individuals
that need this resldentl^ servtce. The goal of iow-lntensHy
residential treatment is to prepare cOenls to become self-
sufficient In the community. Addt residents typically yvork In
the community and may. pay a portion of their room and
board.

2.3.1.5. ■ Hlgh-lnter\slty Residential Treatment for Adults as denned as
ASAM Criteria. Level 3.5. This service provides residential
substance use disorder tmatment des^ned to assist

[ndivlduats who require a more .Intensive level ot service In a
structured setting.

2.3.2. The Contractor may provide Integrated Medication Assisted TreeUnent
only in coordination with providing at least one of the services In Section
2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.5 to a client

2.3.2.1. Integrated MedicsUon Assisted Treatment aervlces provide
for medication prescription and monitoring for treatment of
opiate and other substance use disorders. The Contrsctor
shaD provide non-medical treatment services to the client In

conjunction with the madlcal services provided either directly
by the Contractor or by an outside medical provider. The
Contractor shall be responslbte for coordination of cere and
meeting all requirements for the service provided. The
Contractor shall deCver Integrated Medlcatlm Assisted
Treatment services (n accordance with guidarKie provided by

SeuDwtttem Mow KtmpsWra AteoM a Dnq Abusa Saivica*
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the Department. "Guidance Document on Best Pribticea: Kay
ComponentB for Delivery Corrimunlty-^Md Medication
Assisted Treatment Services for Oplold Use Disorders In New
Hampshtre."

2.4. Recovery Support Services

2.4.1. Upon approval of the Department, the Contractor may provide recoveiy
support services that wiQ remove bardera to a client's participation in

•treatment or recovery, or reduce or remove threats to an Individual

'  maintaining participation In treatment and/or recovery.

2.4.2. The Contractor may provide recovery support services only In coordination
with providing at least one. of the services In Sectton 2.3.1.1 through
2.3.1.6 to a client, as foOows:

2.42.1. Intensive Case Management

2.4.2.1.1. The Contractor m^ provide Individual or group
Intensive Case Management In accordance

with SAMHSA' TIP 27: Comprehensive Case

Management for Substance Abuse Treatment

(http$i//store.8amhsa.gov/productn'IP-27-
Comprehenslve-Case^Management-for-
Substance-Abuse-Treatment/SMA1&-4215)
and which exceed the minimum case

management requirements for the ASAM
love! ofcare.

2.4.2:1.2. The Contractor will provide Interislvo Case
Management by a:

2.42.12.1. CerttTted Recovery' Support

Worker (CRSW) under the
supervision of a Licensed

Counselor or

2.4.21.22. A Certified Recovery Support
Worker (CRSW) under the
Buperv^tori. of a Licensed

Supervisor or

2.42.1.2.3. Licensed Counselor

2.42.2. ' Transportation for Pregnant and Parentlng'Women:

24221. -The Contractor may provide transportation
services to pregnant and parenting women to

SouftCMttm K«np>htti Alcohol ft Qtug Abmt ServteM
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and from services as required by the client's
treatment plan.

2.4.2^^. The Contractor may use Contractor's own
vehicle, and/or purchase public transportation
passes and/br pay for cab fare. The Contractor
shall:

2.4.2.2.2.1. Comply with all applicable
Federal and State Department of
Transportation and Departmerrt of
Safety regulations.

2.4.2.2.2.2. Erasure that an veNcles ere

registered pursuant to New

. Hampshire Administrative Rule
Saf-C 500 end Inspected In
aocordance with New Hampshire
Administrative Rule Saf-C 3200,

and are in good working order

2.4.2.2.2.3. Ensure aO drivers are licensed In

eccordands with New. Hampshire
AdmlnlstraUye Rules, Saf-C.IXO,

drivers licensing, and Saf-C 1600

Commerdal drtvers licensing, as
applicable.

2.4.2.3. Child Care for Pregnant and Parenting Women:

2.4.2.3.1. The Contractor may provide child care to
children of pregnant and panting women
while the individual Is In treatment and case

management services.

2.4i3.2. The. Contractor may directly provide child cere
and/or pay for chlldcare provided by a .licensed
chlldcare provider.

2.4.2.3.3. The Contractor shall comply with aQ appncat)ia
Federal and State chlldcare regulatlons.such as

.  but not limited to New Hampshire
. Administrative Rule He-C 4002 Child Care

Licensing.

SouOwBstBmNswHampahbvAroohdSOn^AteneSovtes tZJTi
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2.5. Enrolling Clients for Servloes

2.5.1. The Contractor wlli determine e&glbliity for services In eccordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as foUowe:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face conynunlcatlon by meeting
in person, or electronically, or by telephone converaetlon) with

an Indhrldua) (dafirted as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from' the date ihel Indlvtdual contacts the
Contractor for Substance Use- Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services.

2.5.2.2. Complete an Initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
disys from the date of the frrst direct contact with the
Indivtdua). using the etlgibiilty module In Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2.5.2.3. Assess diehts'Income prtor to admission ustag the WITS fee
determination model end

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that cSents' Income information is

updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients ebout any changes

in Income no less frequently than every 4

weeks.

2.6.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for ail
services in Sections 2.3.1:1 through 2.3.1.5 and 2.32 within two (2) days
of the initial Intake Screening (n Section 2.6.2 above using the ASI Ute
modulo, In Web Information Technology System (WITS) or other method
approved by the Departmerrt when the tndivfdual Is determined probable of
being.eilglble for servtces.

2.5.3.1 .■ The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon
request the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment
in Section 2.5.3 in a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for aD servlcea provided, indude a method to obtain
cBrvcal evatuatlona that include DSM 5 dlagncsUc Irtfbrmatlon ar\d a
recomnrtendatlon for a level of care based on the ASAM Criterta. published
In October. 2013. The Contractor must comptele a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

SeuihnAem Nay Kamptbira Alcohol 4 Oius Abuts Scnrleet
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2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of tnterim services "or within 3
business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by, e Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complele dlnlcal ovahjatlons In Section 2.5.4
above before admission or Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3
above before edmlsslon atong wllh a clinical evaluation In Section 2.6.4
above after edmlsslon.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide ellglblB clients the substance use disorder
treatmehi services In Section 2.3 determined by the client's dlnical
evaluation In Section 2.5.4 unless;

2.6.7.1. The' cllenl choses to receive e servloe wtth a lower ASAM
Level of Care: or

2.6.7.2. The servloe with the needed ASAM level of care b
unavailable at the time the level of care is determined tn
Section 2.6.4, tn which case the cOonl may chose:

2.6.7.2.1. A s^lce wtth 0 lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.6.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.6.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with
the assessed ASAM level of care becomes
available as In Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be refen^cd to another agency In the cHenfs
sendee area that provides the service with the
needed ASAM Level of Cere.

2.6.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the
priority described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even If
the chfldren ere r>ot In their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been tennlnated, including the proviston of Interim
services within the required 48 hour time frame. If the
Contractor Is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.6.8.1.1. Contact, the Regional Access Point service
.  provider in the dicnrs area to connect the dtent

.. wtth substance use disorder treatment services.
8otfhautanN«wHampsMnA{cg6elS Drug Abuse Scfvlcn
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2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with IdentJtylng
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance
must include a^ely reaching out to Identify

•  providers on the behalf of the client

2.5.8.1.3. Provide Interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the
Cordractor agency or an eltematlve provider.
Interim services shall Include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute Individual

or greup outpatient session p&
week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery suf^rt services as
needed by the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Dally calls to the dient to assess
end respond to any emergent
needs.

2.5.6.2. Individuals who have been administered naidxone to reverse
the effects of en opiold overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or In the period be^en screening artd admission

. to the program.

2.5.8.3. IndMduais with a hlstcry of IriJectton drug use Irtcludlng the
provision of Interim services wilhln 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with Mbstanoe use and cooccurrlng mental
health disorders.

2.5.B.5. Individuals with Opiold Use Disorders.

2.5.6.6. Veterans.wlth substance use disorders

2.5.6.7. IndMduais with su^tsnce use disordefs who are .Invohred
with the criminal justloe and/or child protection system.

, 2.5,8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance wKh 42 CFR Part 2 fbr
treatment from the client, prior to receiving services for IndMduais whose
age Is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordar^e with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the dient Is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to rsceMng services.

South«tst«nN»vHimp3NieMooteiaOrueAbuuSef«tM«
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2.5.11. The Contractor must Include In the consent forms language for cDent
consent to share information with other social service agencies Involved In
the client's care, including but not limited to:

j

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and FamlSes
(DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probatfon end parole

2.5.12. The Contractor sh'aO rrot prohibit cQents from receMng services urider this
contract when a client does not consent to Infonnatfon sharing In Section
2.5.1 Tabove.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose corisent to Information
sharing [n Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent et any time without any impact on services provided under this
contract

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deriy services to an adolescent due to:'

2.5.14.1. The parenfs InablQly and/or unwillingness to pay the fee:

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services ,

pursuant to RSA 316-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.16.1. ReceNe Medication Assisted Treatment services from other ,

providers such as a clienfa primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications end are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Conlractcr must provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolesoent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace spch as
kitchens, group rooms, and reaeatbn may be shared but at separate
times.

Z6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor wUJ maintain a vraftlist for all clients and all substance use
disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this contract and ctlants being served .under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor will track the wait tlrhe for the clients to receive services,
from the date of Inltlai contact In Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients

S«uth«ast0iTiNMKamttthlroAlBDtolAD7ueAbuM8«nfc«s
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first received sutjstance use disorder treatment- services In Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation In Section 2.5,4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3:1. The averaoe watt time for aD cQents, by the type of service
. and payer source for el) the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients ir> Section 2.5.6
above by the type of service and payer source for the

■ services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling In Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients isnd/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financfal resources necessary for initial entry Into
the program, with obtaining other potentia) sources for payment, such as;

•  / *

2.7.1.1. ' Enrollment in public or private insurance. Including but not
Umfted to New Hampshire Medcatd programs within fourteen
(14) days after intake.

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess ell clients for risk of setf-harrfi at an phases of
treatment, such as at Inlttal contact, during screening, Intake, admisslcn,
on-going treatment services and at discharge.

2.8>2. The Contractor shall assess ell clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards , at all phases of treatment, such as at Initial contact,
during screening, Intake, admls^n. on-going treatment services and
stabilize all cllenta based on ASAM (2013) guidance end shallL

2.8.2.1. Provide stabiSzaticn services when a client's level of risk

irwJIcates a service with en ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under tbb Contract; If a dienfs risk level Indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
ur^der this contract, then the ContTBCtor shad integrate

withdrawal mariagement into the client's treatment plan and.
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer cttents to a facility where the seWlces can be pro>4ded
when a clients risk Indicates a service wflh ari ASAM Level of
Care that is h^her than can be provided under Contract:

.  Coordinate with the wrlthdrawal management services
provider to admit the cTient to an appropriate service once the
dtent's withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract and

SouthtMtem N«w Ha'npitUrB Afeohol A Drug Aduso Sinrfcet
ElMbft A Contrsctor InSUh
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2.8^. The Contractor must complete IndMduatlzed treatment ptarts for al) clients

based on cfmlcal evaluation data within three (3) days of the clinical
evatusKon (In Section 2.5.4 above), that address problems In ail ASAM.

(2013) domains which justified (he cilenfs admlttafice to a glwn level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements in Exhibtt A-1 and that

2:6.3.1. Include In ail IndlvlduaDzed treatment plan goals, objectives.

and Interventions written In terms that are;

2.6.3.1.1. specific, (clearty defining what wlD be done)

2.8.3.1.2. measureble (Including clear crtterta for progress

and completion)

23.3.1.3. attainable (within the Individual's abOity to

achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are availabte to the
Individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (tWs Is something that needs to bs done
and there Is a stated time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the cOent's Involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and Ihtsfvendons.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes In any American Society of
Addlcilon Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever

■  Is less frequent Treatment plan updates much Indude:

2.83.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the cQent
Is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.33. Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes In the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goats and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counsetoi's assessment of whether or not

the client needs to move to a different level of

care based on changes In functlonir^ in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the
reasons for this assessment

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the dlent and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or tf
applicable, documentation of the cQerifs refusal
to sign the treatment plan.

SouffMStsm Haw HampsMn MeoM 4 OniB'AbuM S«rv(ca»
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2.8.3.4. Track the dlenfs progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, erul interventions In the cDent's treatment plan by
compteting encounter notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a ciienta care whh

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractof shall obtain In advance if appropriate,
conacrrts from the client, bicluding 42 CFR Pert 2 consent,' if

applicable, and In compilanoe with state, federal laws and

state and federal rules, indudino ̂  not Urrilted to:
2.6.4.1.1. Primary care provldar and If the cOant doaa not

iuve. a primary cara provider, the Contractor

will make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider If appropriate

consents from the client, Indudlng 42 CFR Part

2 .consent, if eppOcable. are obtained in

advance tn compliance wUh state, federal laws

.and state end federal njtes.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when aervlno
dients with co^ocuirlng 8.ut>stance use and

mental health disorders, and If the client dPes

not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor wilt make an appropriate referral to
one arid coordinate care with that provider If

appropriate consents from the cQefTt. Indudlng

' 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If applicebte, are

obtained In advance in compliance with state,

federal taws end state and federal njies.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the dlent
does not have a peer recovery support
provider, the Corrtractor will make an

appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provldar If appropriate consents from
the client, Indudlng 42 CFR Part 2 consent. If

appliceble. are obtained . In advance In

compUahoe with atate, federal laws and etate

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. ■ Coordinate with local recovery community

organizations (where available) to bring peer

8ouOiMtfemNcwKampshir«A<ooho)SOrvsAbuMSeniku ■
CcrtJiCtW.bdJcti
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recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to .meet with cnents to describe
available ̂ nrlces and to engage clients tn peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coofdirttte with cese management ser^ces
offered by the' cfient's managed cere
orgar^lzatlon or third party Insurance, If

I applicable. If appropriate consents from the
cDerrt, Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, tf

^  appBcaWo, are obtained in - advance in
compliarK» with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate whh other social service agencies
engaged with the client, including but not limited

to Ihe Departmenra Division of Children, Youth ■
and Famines (DCVF), probation/parole, as'
applicable and allowable with consent provkJ^
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.6A2. • Tte Ccrdr^or^^^^.tearly document In the client's file If the
client refu^ aiiy of the rofemals or care coordlnatJon bi
Section 2.6.4 above.

2.8.5, The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, ̂ r\xi discharge
plans for all Services In Section 2.3 that address aD ASAM (2013)
dornatos, that are In accordance with the tequirementB In Exhibit A-1 and
that

2.8.5.1.. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the tliro
of the dienrs Intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for contlnulr^
services when addressing continuing cars as follows:

2.6.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A; The patient Is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated In the Indivtouanzed tre^merrt
plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care Is assessed as necessary to peimlt the
padent to continue to work toward hb or her
treatment goals; or

2.a6.2.2, Continuing Service Criteria B; The patient Is not
yet making progress, but has the capadty to
resolve his or her proWoms. He/she Is actively
worklrtg toward the goals artlcutatBd in the

SeuthmtamNewHtmpsMreAlcoteiS DnitgAbuseServlcet '
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IndWduallzed treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care Is
assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to worfc toward his/her treatment
goals; and/or

2.8.6.2.3. Continuing Servtco Critoria C: New problems
have been identified that are approprlatefy
treatckl et the present level of care. The rrew

problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and fritenslty of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay. In (he current
level of care. The levd of care which- the
paUent Is receiving treatment Is .therefore the

•  least Intensive level at which the pattenfs
problems can be addressed effectively

2,8.5.3. Iricluda a! least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
(ransfer/dlscha^e, when addressfog transfer/discharge that
Include: -

2.8.5.3.1, Transfer/DiBcharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goats articulated bi the
Individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
probtem(s) that jOstified. admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the pafienfs condition
at a less Intensive level of care Is Indicated: or

2.8.5.3.2, Transfer/Discharge • Crtterla B; The patient has
been unable to resolve the probl6m(B) th^
justified the admtsslon to the present (eve) of
care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient Is determined to have

echleyed the maximum posslblo benefit from
engagement In servtces at the current level of
care. Treatment et another level of care (more'
or less Intensive) In the same type of services,
or discharge from treatment, is therefore

Indicated; or

2.8.6.3.3, Transfer/Discharge Crfteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a tack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that.limit
his or her aWIity to resofvo his or her
problem(s). Treatment at a qualltativeiy

8ouOwntomNMrH«fnp»R!r»AtaehelSOnjsASu»Serv(eB3
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different level of care or type of service, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated;
or

2.6.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an Intenstfication of his or her

probl8m(6}, or has developed a new
problem(&), and can be treated effectively at a
more intensive level of care.

2.8.5.4. lru:tude clear documentation that explains why continued
services/transfer/ or discharge Is necassary for Recovery
Support Services.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services In this Agreefnent using evidence ■
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall t)e Included as an Bvidence4)ased mental
health end substance abuse Intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

hllps://www.8amh5d.goy/ebp-rBsounce-cerrter
2.8.6.2. The services shall be published In a peef'feviewed Joumal

and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall
-  be able to document the sendees'effectiveness based on the

folioyidng; . .

2.8.6.3.1. The service Is based on a. theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3:2. 2. The.servlce Is supported by a documented
body of knowledge gerierated from similar or
related services that indicate effecfiyeness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver sendees In this Contract In accordance wffli:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Crjtoria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM web^ at
http://www.a8amcrilerfa.org/

2.6.7.2. The Substance At}use Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) TreatmCTt Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
available at http://store.samhsa.gov/llst/Berie8?namo=T1P- .

Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance P.ublteatlons (TAPs)
available « at *

SoglhaulomNowKtmpshlreAlBehoiaDivgAbuMSmicet
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http://8tore.8emhsa.gov/list/i6ertes?rtame=Technlcal-
As8istance-Pubncatior)9-TAP&-&p8g8Humber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2i.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eflglbie cDente receiving services under this
contract, Indivtdual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis e Virus (HCV)

2.9.12. Human Immui^odefldency Virus (HfV)

2.9.12. Sexually Transmltted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education Tools that Include:

. Z9.1.4.1. Asses-cDents for motivation In stopping the use

of tobacco products;

Z9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program fT^P) end the certified tot>acoo
cessation counselors available through the

OuHUne; and

2.9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco use, In and of itself, as

grounds for discharging cfients from services
being .provided under this contract

Z10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free eny)ronment>y having pofides
end procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spit* tobacco, arxf the use of electronic
devices;

2.10.12. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. prohibit the use of tobaoco products within the ContractDi^s
fadllttes Bt any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit (he use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.6. Indude whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

»

2.10.1.6. Include the following If use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the faclGly on (he grounds:

SouOtcassm Ncm KunpsTte AtMfiol S Onig Abuse Seertcce . . OT^
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.t-.-

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking areals) which Is located
at least twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6Z All matfirfals used for smoking In this area.
Including cigarette butts and matches, wIQ be
extinguished and disposed of In appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If tha designated smoking area Is not properly
maintained. It can be eliminated at "the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use (n any^i^fiiC^ny vehicle.
. 2.10.1.6. Prohlti^t tobacco use In personal vehicles when transporting

people on authorized business.

2.10.2, The Contractor must post the tobacco free envlronmont policy In the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included In employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Con^tor shall meet the minimum staffing requlremehls to provide the scope

ofwork inthis RFAasfpllows: ^

3.1.1. Atteastone;

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol end Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.12. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LAOC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential;

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served.

3.1.3. AH unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery su^ort;
services shall be under the direct supervlBlon of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No Doensed supervisor shall supervise morp:than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See
Exhibit A-1 Section B.1J2).

3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50
cOents or portion thereof.

3.1.6. Provide ongoing cllrtlcal supervision that occurs at regular Intervals tn
accordance wHh the Operational Requirements In E^dtlbft A-1. ar^
evidence based practices;-at a minimum:

'.SouO>e«3t«fnNeMfHsmp*hlreAloehol&DnjgAbua»Sffvtces CLTN
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3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestlorts tor resources or
therapeutic epproaches, co4herapy, and periodic assessrnent

.  of progress;

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimize the leandng expertenoe. *
when enough candidates are urtder supervisbn;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knoyriedge, skitls, values, and ethics with specific application to the

practice Issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions as described In Addiction CounseSng

Competertcles: The Knowiedge. Stills, end Attitudes of Professional
Practice, available et http;//8tore.s8mhsa.goy/pfoductn'AP-21-Addiction-
Counselihg-Competenclsa/SMAIfr-dl/l end

3.Z3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular- emphesis

given to tfw counselor's foie and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dyrtamics and-eppropriate Information securlty arxl
confidentiality practtoea for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part

2.

3.3. The Contractor ehall notify the Department, in ̂ Ing of changes In key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department updat^ resumes that
dearly indicate the staff member Is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at laad 10% of their wprk time Is sperd providing eubdartce
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support servloes.

3.4. The Contractor shaQ notify the Department In wrtting wItNn one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services Is hired to work In the program. The Contractor shall provide a *
copy of the resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.6. The Contractor shaQ notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there is not sufficient staffing to perform aO required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have polldes end procedures related to student interns to
address mirtimum oourao^vork. experience and oora competencies for those Interns
having direct contact with Individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have studmt Interns complete an approved ethice couree and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge. Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice fn
Section 3.2.2, arvd appropriate Irrfbrmatlcn security and confidentianty practices for

SouOMUtsm New Ksmpet** Atootiol A Onig Abuse Seivloes ^
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handUng protected health Inforrnation (PHI) end substance use disonJer treatment-
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their Internship,

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functtons as described Ir* Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge. SklOs, and Attitudes of Profesetond Practice tn
Section 3.2.2, and information security and oonfidentlally practices for handBng
protected health Informab'on (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.6. The Confraclor shall ensure staff recelvos continuous education In the ever
changing field of substance use disorders, and state.and federal laws, and rules
reietlr^ to confidentiality

3.fl. The ContrMtor shall provide In-servtce training to ell staff Involved In client care
within 16 days of the contract effectivo date or the staff person's start date. If after
the contract effectivo date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following:
3.9.1, The contract requirements. . . -

3.9.2. All other relevanl policies and procedures provided by the DapartmenL
3.10. The Contractor shall provide In-sen/fce tralrtfng or ensure attendance at an

approved training ty the Department to ctinlcaJ staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
Immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a Dst of trained
.staff.

4. Facilities License
,4.1. The Contractor shall be licensed for all residential services provided with the

Department's Health Facflittea Administration.

4.2. The Contractor shaO con^y with the additional licensing requirements for metficslly
monitored, residential withdrawal management services by the Department's
Bureau of Health Facilities Administration to meet higher fadlittes flcensure
standards.

4.3. The Contractor Is responsible for ensuring ttiat the feclllties where services are
provided meet the applicable laws, rules, policies, and standards.

5. Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web information Technology System (WTTS) to record

all client activily and client contact within (3) days fdllowlr^ the activity or contact as
. directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written Informed consent
from the cllerrt statlr^ that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system b administered by the Stale of New Hampshire;
SctXheBsafn N«w HanpslUre Atsofibl & Drug Abuse Se^vhes ^jr\
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62.2. State employees have access, to all Information that Is entered Into the
WITS system;

5.2.3. Any Information entered Into the WITS system becomes the properfy of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose Information Is entered Into the WITS
system complete a WITS conserit to the Department.

-  5.3.1. Any client refusing to sign the Informed consent In 5.2 and/or consent In
6.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered Into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. ■ Shan not receive services under this contract

6.3.1.2.1. . Any client who'cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shaD
be assisted In finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
■ 6.1. The Corrtractor shall report on the following;

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMa) data In WITS for.

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged t)ecau$e they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 60% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above In Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs In Sectton 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1.3 are
nilnlmum requirements end the Corrtractor shaB attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract oomplllance reports no tater than
the 10th day of the month following (he reporting month or quarter;

-  6.1.3. AD crftlcal Incidents to the bureau In vwilfng as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Iriclderrt. The Contractor agrees that

6.1.3.1. 'Critical Inddenr means any-actual or alleged event or
situatbn that creates a s^niflcant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health safety, or wefl-
being, tncludtng but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

SeulhctiterQNcwHtfflpiUraAkotwiSOtuoAbuMSeMces Af\
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.  6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Explcriiatlon; ■ .

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;'

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint: or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact v4th law enforcement to the bureau In writing as eoon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.5. AD Media contacts to the bureau in wrtttng as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the Incident;

6.1.6.- Senilrtel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve any
tndMdual who is receiving siervlces under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
Immediate verbal notlficadon of the event to the bureau,
which Shan Indude:

6.1.6.11. The reporting IndNlduaTs name, phone number,
end agertcy/organtzadon;

6.1.6.2.1 Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
tndivldudi(s) Involved In the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, dale, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and othw
relevant information, as well as the Identification

■  of any other Ir^Mduals Involved;

6.1.6.15. Whether the police were involved due to a
crime or su^cted crime; end

6.1.6.2.6. The Identification of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentlr>el event, the.Contrector shall
submit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form'
(Februaiy 2017), available at
https:/Avww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbc8/document8/repQrting-forTn,pdf
to the bureau

SouiheastMnNvwKupstilnAtoohoiaOiugAbuseStnkAS ■
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6;1.6.4. Addiftonal InformaUon on the event thet Is discovered after
filing the form In Section 6.1.6.3. above shaQ be reported to
the Department, in writing, as It. becomes avaDable or upon
request of the Department; end

6.1.6.5, Submit additional friforniallpn regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above If required by the department; artd

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other bgendes as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate In alJ quaPty Improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for cPents, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
llmlledlo:

7.1.1. Participation In electronic and livperson client record review

7.1.2. Participation In site visits

7.1.3. Participation In training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department.

72. The Contractor shaO monitor and manage the ulflteallon levels of care and service

amy to ensure serN^ces are offered through the tarrn of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment end Recovery Support Services statewide by:

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deOver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the coiitract
funding expended reiatiye to the peroent^e of Oie contract
period that has elapsed. If there Is a difference of more than
10% between expended funding and elapsed time on the
contract the Contractor shall notffy the Department within 5
days end eubrfiit a plan for correcting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department.

8. .Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
^8.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balanoe Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement,
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall
Include a budget column allowing for budget to eotual analysis. Statements shaQ bo
BUtsnilted wtthin thirty {30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following:

8outhetetmNMHsmp3tili«Alooh6f4'OiM9A&uioS«rdeo» crVTS
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8.1.1. Oaya of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. DeflnlBon: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. . Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments
divided by total opereting expenditures, less
depredation/amortization end In^klnd plus principal payments
on debt divided by days In the reporting period. The ehort-
torm Investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should rtot indude common stock.

8.1.1.3.- Petformartce Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equlvalehts to cover expenditures for e
minimum of thldy (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.Z Current Ratto:

6.1.2.1. OafinlUon: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current nabinties.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities.

8.1JZ.3, Performanoe Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minlrhum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance ellawed.

'  8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratb:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This raUo Illustrates (he Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of Its current portion of Bs long-term debt

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

6.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depredation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest E^nse divided by year to date debt
service (prlrtclpal end Interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data; The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (principal end'lntarest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

rrtfnlmum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio Is an Indication of the Contractor's abOlty
to cover Its llabmtlas.

6aulhtasi'«mNewK»mp3Mr«AleDholAOni0AbuMS«fvtau ' C3D
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B.1.4^. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total

assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Flnandal
Statements.

8.1.4.5. ' Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratto of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

6.2. In tlte event that the Contractor does not meet either

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

6.2.Z Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Rscal Integrity standards
.  for three (3) consecutive months, then

S2.Z. The Departmerit may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.2.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
. corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
6.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met.

6.2.4.1. The Contractor shaO .update-the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

6^2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide adrfitlonal Information to assure
. contlnuad access to services as requested by the
Department. The Contractor shall provide requested
information In a Umeframe agreed upon by both parties.

6.3. The Contractor shall Inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff team of any actual or lik^
Dtlgallon, tnvestigatbn, complaint, dalm. or transaction that may reasonably be

.  cortsldered to have e matert^ financial Impact on endfor materially impact or impair
the aUIIty of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with Department.

6.4. ■ The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement and ail
other finanda] reports shall be based on the eocntal method of accounting end
Include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports ere
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

8eu(h«a«tam Nmr KtmpiMrv Ateohot S Orvg Abus* ScMcet
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9. Performance Measures
9.1, The Contractor'a contract performanco shall be measured as In Section 9.2 below

to evaluate dial services are mlllflaUng negative Impacts of substance mbuse,
Including but not limited to the opiold epidemic and associated overdoses. ■

9.2. . For the first year of the conlrecl only, the data, as collected In WITS, will be used to
Bssisl the Department In determining the Iwnchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data In WITS used In the following measures: '
9,2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting services who receive any

service, other than evaluation. wHhIn 10 days of screening.
9.2.Z Engagement % of cDents receiving any services, other than ewluatian, on

at Jeast 2 separate days within 14 days of screening
9.2.3, COnlcally Approprtate Services: % clients receiving' /\SAM Crfterta

identifidd SLID services (as idenb'fied by Initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening-

9.2.4. Clterit Ratentton: % of currently onrollod clients receiving any type of SUD
.  services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days within 45 days

of initial screening.

9.2.6. Treatment Completion: Total # of .discharged (dls-enrolted) clients
completing treatment

9.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NQMS) The of dlents out of all dlents
discharged meeting at least 3 oiit of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.2.6.1. Reduction In /no change Iri the frequency of substance use at
dlschaige compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase (n/no change In number of individuals employad or
In school at date of laM servloe cbmpared lo first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction inAio change In number of Individuals arrested In
.  past 30 days from date of first service lo date of last service "

9.2.6.4. Increase In/rw change In number of Individuals that have
stabia housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.6. Increase In/no change In number of Individuals participating tn
oommuritty support services al last service ccmparad to first
service '

SQMhmirmNtwHtmpshlraAfeBheiaDnQAbuMSefvtca*
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Exhibit A-i Operational Requirements

The Contractor shall comply with the foUowIno requirements:
i

1. Requiremerrts for Organizational or Program Changes.
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department wHh written notice at least 30 days prtor to

changes In any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership:,
1.1.2. PhysloeltocaOon;
1.1.3. hiama.

1.2. Whan there Is a new administrator, the following shall apply;
1.2.1.- The Contractor shall provide the department with immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the department in writing as eoon as pos^ble prior to

a change in edminlstrator, and Immediately upon the lack of an admlnbtr^,
end provide the departmeht with the foUowlngr

1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of the new admlntetrator required In Section 1.2
above;

1.2.2.2. A resume Identifying the narhe and queHrrcations of the new adrhlnlslrator;
and

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator,
1.2.3. When there b a change In the name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment ffom the New Harnpshlre
Secretary of State, if applicable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program, It shall submit to the
department:

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clients being served In the
contracted program; and

1.24.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the client's records being served In
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below and
with the cortsent of the cOenL

2 Inspections.
2.1. For the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at any time to Inspert the fbflowing: •
2.1.1. The facinty premises;
2.1.2. AD programs and services provided under the contract and
2.1.3. Any records required by the contract.

2.2. A nrtlce of defidenctes shaH be Issued when, as a resull of any inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor Is In violallon of any of the contract
requirements.

23. If the notice kJenUfies deficiencies to be corrected, the Contractor shad submit b plan of
correction In accordance within 21 worWng days of receiving the Inspection Hndlngs.

3. Admlnbtretlve Remedies. ^ ^
3.1. The department shaO Impose admfnbtratlve rerrredles for ylolaUons of contract

•  foquiremenb, Including;
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correcUon (POC);
3.1.2.- . Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor;
3.1.3. Susperulon of a contract; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract.

Ver^dofName
^A-MI^S-OI^UBST Contactor ^
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3.2. When admlnlstretive remediea are Imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as appDcable. which;
3J2.1. Identifies each deficiency;
3.Z2. . Identifies the specific remedy(8} that has been proposed; and ■
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor .with Information, regarding the right to a hearing In

Bccofdence wHh RSA 541-A and He-C 200.
3.3. A POO ehaH t)e devebped and enforced In the foltavdng maruier.

3.3.1. Upon receipt of e notice of defWendes, the Contractor shall submit a written
POC within 21 days of me date on the notice describing:

3.3.1.1. hiow the Contractor Intertds to correct each deficiency;
3.3.1.2. What measures wlD be put In place, or >vhat system changes wID be made "

to ensure that the| deficiency does not recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by whlc^i each deficiency shall bo corrected which shaD be no later

than 00 days from the date of submission of the POC;
3.3.2. The department shall Vevlew and accept each POC that

3.3.2.1. Achteves compliance with contract requliemants;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all dajciencies and d^enl practices as cited In the inspectton

report; j
3.3.2.3. Prevents a new violetloii of oontract requirements as a result of

Implementation of the POC; and
3.3i4. Sf^fles the date upon which the deficiencies wiD be corrected;

3.4. If the POC Is acceptable, the department shall provide written notification of aooeptance
of the POC; .

3.5. If the POC Is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contrector In wrlttog of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

3.6. The ContractDT shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the written noUftoatlon In 3.5 above;

3.7. The revised POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above end be reviewed In accordance with
3.3.2above:

3.6. If the revised POC Is not acceptable to the department, or Is not submitted within 21
days of the date of the written notification In 3.6 above, the Coritractor shall be subject
to e directed POC In aiccordance with 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the Implementation of eny POC that has been submitted
and accepted by:
3.0.1. Revlewtr^ materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.0.2. Conducting a fotlow-up Inspection; or
3.0.3. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled tospedlon;

3.10. VerlfteaOon of the Imptementation of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor In the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been Implemented by the completion date, the
Corttractor shaii be Issued a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12.. The department shall develop artd impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contrector to Implement when:

3.12.1. As a result of an Inspection, defidenctes were Identified that require Immediate
correcttve action to protect the health artd safety of the clients or pereonnei;

3.12.1 A revised POC Is not submitted within 21 days of the written notfflcation from the
dtepertment; or '

Vendor Name
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3.12.3. A revised POC submittfid has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibilities of All Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codM,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder, as
appDcabte.

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, arxl Improve, as r>ecessary. the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing tesls.

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the necessary qualified personnel, facilities, equipment,
and supplies for the ̂ ety. maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and Implement written policies and procedures governing
Its operation and all services provided;

4.6. All pollctes and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and tralrred on per Contractor
'  poflcy. .
4.6.'The ContfBctor shaD:

4.6.1. Employ an. administrator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the
Contractor;

4.6.2. Maintain a current job description and minimum quaDficatfons for the
adminl^rator. including the administrator's authority and duties: and

4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of command that sets forth the line of authortty for
the operation of the Contractor the staff posttlon(8) to be delegated the authortty
and responslbllily to act fn the admlnfetrator'e behalf when the adtnlnistratof is
atssertt.

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents In a public area:
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's polIdCT and procedures relative to the Implementation

of client rights and responslblllttes. Including client confldenttafity "per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safely, evacuation and emergencies fdentlfyfng the
location of, and access to all fire ej^.

• 4.6. The Contractor or any employee shall not fablty ar^y documentation or provide false or
misleading Informatbn to the department.

4.9. The Contractor shall comply vi/lto all conditions of warnings and administrative remedies
Issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit end allow ar\y department representative to inspect the
certiflad premises erxl all prograrr^ and services that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract.

4.11. TTie Contractor shall:
4.11.1. Report all crHIcel Incidents and sentinel events to the department In accordance

wHh Exhibit A, Section 20.2.3; '
4.11.2. Submit additional Information If required by the department: and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shall Implement pollcfes and procedures for reporting:
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or axpioltatlon. In accordance with RSA 169-

C29-30: and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, neglect or exploltallon of adults, in accordance with RSA 149-

F:49. .

Vertdor Name
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4.13. The Contractor shatl report aQ positive tuberculosis lest results for personnel to the
office of disease control In eccordance wHh RSA 14i-C:7, He-P 301.02 and He-P
301.03,

4.14. For residential programs, if the Contracbr accepts a client who Is krtown to have a
disease reportable urtder He-P 301, or an infectious disease, which Is any disease ^
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body which might or might not be
contagious, the Contractor shell follow the required procedures for the care of the
cDents, as specified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2007 Guideline for Isolation Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infectious
Agents In Healthcare Settings, June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall Implement state and federal regulations on dient confidentiality.
Including provisions outlined In 42 CFR Z13. RSA 172:8-a, and RSA 318-8:12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a ctierrt or the dlerrt's guardian or agent. If
any, with e copy of his or her dient record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contractor shall develop pollciss and procedures regarding the release, of
Infoonatlori contained In cDent records, In accordance with 42 CpR Part 2. the Health
Insurance PorlablOty and AccountablGty Act (HiPAA^ and I^A 318-8:10.

4.18. All records required by the contr^ shall ba legtble, current, accurate and available to
the department during en Inspection or investigation conducted tn accordance with
(his contract.

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall devetop wrltton policies and
procedures designed to proted the privacy of dlents and personnel that, at a
minimum, Include: ,'

4.19.1. Procedure for backing up files to prevent loss of data;
• 4,19.2. Safeguards for maintaining the confidentiaTity of information pertaining to dlents

and staff; and
4.19.3. Systems to prevent lampertng with Information pertaining to clients and staff.

4.20. The Contractor's service sitefs) sh^:
4.20.1. Be eccesslbia to a person with a disabUKy. using ADA accessibility and barrier

free guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 etseq;
Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;

420.3, Have private space for personal consuilation, charting, treatment and social
acth/liies. as applicsbie;

4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confidentlat dient records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substartces.

421. The Contractor shall estabOsh and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor and Its
staff, as well as 0 mechanism for reporting unetHcal conduct

4.22. The Contractor shall maintain spe^flc poUdes on the foflowing:
4.22.1. Cllent 'rfghts.grtevanoe and appeals poflcles and procedures;
4.222. Progressive discipline, leading to adminlstraUve discharge:
4.222. Reporting and appealing staff grtovanoes;
4.22.4. Policies on client alcohol end other drug use while In treatment;
422.5. Policies on cQent end employee smoking that are in compliance with Exhibit A,

Section 2.11;
422.6. Drug-free MX)rkplace policy and procedures, irrdudlng a roqufremenl for the filing

of written repcrtB of acttons taken In the event of staff misuse of ateohoi or ofoer
drugs; ,
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4.22.7. Policies end procedures for holding a client's possessions;
4.22.6. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.6. A client medicallon policy;
4.22.10.Urlne specimen collection, as applicable, that:

4.22.10.1. Ensure, that collection Is conduded in a manner that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.2. - Mln^lzefalslflcatlQn;
422.11. Safety and emergency procedures on.the foOowfng:

422.11.1. Medical emergencies:
422.112. Infection control and universal precautions, Including the use of protective

clothing and devices; "
422.112. Repodt.ng employee Injuries:
422.11.4. Fire monttoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill poQcy arid

procedures;
422.11.5. Emergency closings;
422.11.6. Posting' of the above safety and emergency procedures.-

4.22.12.Procedure3 for,protection of client reoords that govern use of records, storage,
... removal, conditions for release of Information, end compliance with 42CFR. Part

2 end the Health Insurance Portability and AccountablQty Act (HIPAA); end
4.22.13.Procedures relied to quality assurance and quality Improvement.

6. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall maintain procedures regarding collections from cfieni fees, private
or.pu^Dc Insurance, and ottwr payere responsible for the client's finances; and

5.2. At the lime of screening end ̂ .mission the Contractor shall provide the client, and the
client's guardian; agent, or personal representative, with a lisffog of eQ known appGcsble
charges and Identify what care and services are.lnchjded In the charge.'

6. Cllenl Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of ell cQent screenings, including:

6.1.1. The client name and/or unique cfient identifier; -
6.12. The ctlent referral source;
6.1.3. The date of Inltlal contact from the dlent or referring agency:
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The resutl of the screening, Indudtng the reason for dantal of services If •

applicable;
6.1.6. For any client who Is placed on a waftlist, record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and Interim services or reason that such a referret
was not made:

6.1.7. Record of ell client contacts between screening and renwval from the Moltflst;
and

6.1.8. Date clien! was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal
62. For any cDent who Is denied sorvfces. the Contractor Is responsible for

62.1. Informing the client of the reason for denial;
62.Z Assisting the client In identifying and accessing approprtale available treatm^

€.3. The Contractor shall not deny services to a client solely because the cflent
6.3.1. Previously left treatmertt against the advice of staff;
6.32. Relapsed from an earlier treatment;
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6.3.3. Is on any dasfi of medications, Including but not llmUed to opiates or
benzodiazeplnes; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed wflh a mental health disorder.
6.4. The Contr^or ehall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. .^^Conlractor shall develop a current job descriplfon for ell staff. Including contracted

staff, votunteere, end student Interns, which shall Include;
7.1.1. JoblWe;
7.1.2. Physical requirements of the posftlon;
7.1.3. Educatten and experlenoe.requirementa of the position; •

7.i.5i Positions supervised: and
7.1.6. Thle of Imm^ate supervisor.

7.2. Tte Contractor shall develop.and Implement policies ragafdlng criminal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, Include: •
7.2.1. Requiring a prospwtNe employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtaln.hi&or her criminal record:
7.22. Requfrtng the administrator or his or her designee to'obtain and review a

cnmlnal records check from Ihd New Hampshire department of safety lor each
prospective employee:

7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the foDowIng, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employea In order to ensure the health, satew
or well-being of cDertts:

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions fri this or any other state;
7.2.3.Z Convictions for sexual assayll, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and

.".7.2.3.3,;. .Fifiidlngs. by ̂  department or any .administrative agency In this or any other
assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or explpllatton or any person; artd

7.Z4. ' :Walver..of 7.2.3 et)ove for good cause shown.
7.3. All staff. Including contracted staff, shall: .

73.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physfcal qualifications of the oosltion as
listed In their Job description;■7.33. Not exceed the criminal background standards established by 7.2.3 above,
unless waived for good cause shown, In aocordanoe with policy estabOshad In
73.4 above;

73.3. Be Doensed, registered or certified as required by state statute and as
Bppficable:

7:3,4. Receive an orientation withfn the first 3 days of work or prior to dlract corrtact
wfrii clients, which Includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractoris code of ethics. Including ethical oonduct and the reporflno
of unprofassbnal conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Contractor'B policies on client rights and responsibilities and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confidentiality requirements as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.193 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as required In Section
.  . 4.22.1 end 4323 above and Section IB below. .
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsIbdltlBs and the policies, procedures, and guidefines
of the posHIon Ihey were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the adrhinlstratlve and personnel manuals{
7.3.4.7. The Contractor's Infection prevention program;
7.3.4.6; The Contractor's Are. evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responstbilities of personnel In an emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found

In RSA161-F and RSA 169-0:29; and
7.3.6. Sign and dale dodjmentallon that they have taken part In an orientation as

described In 7.3.4 above;
- 7.3.6. Corr^lete a mandatory annual In-service education, which Irjcludes a review of

eO elements described In 7.3.4 sbove.
7.4. Prior to having contact\s^lh clients, employees and contracted employees shall:

7.4.1. Subrhit to the Contractor proof of a physical exarrjinatlon or a healbi screening
conducted not more than 12 months prtor to employment which shall Include at a
minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee:
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious Illness or any other Illness

that Nvould affect the examinee's abDity to p^rm their Job duties;
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-8tep tubercutesis (TB) test Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); and •.
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practltlonar;

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
vrhen the resulls of the first step are negative for IB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centers for Disease Contfo) Guidelines for
Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculdsls In Health Facilities Settings, 2005.
If the person Iw either a posilNe TB test, or has had direct contact or potential
for pccupaltonal exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with Infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employees, Contracted employees, volunteers and Independent Contractors who have
direct contact with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shaD have a
symptomatology screen of a TB lest

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store In a secure end confidential, manner, a current
personnel file for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall Include, at a minimum, the following:.
7.6.1, A completed application for erriploymenl or a rasurrre, Including:

. 7.6.2. IderitlficaUon data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the current Job description or agreement, signed by the Individual, that

identifies the:
7.6.4.1. Position tWe; .
7.6.4.2. Qualfflcatlons and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

7.6.5. Written verification that the person meets the Contractor's qualifications for the
assigned Job description, such as school transcripts, certifications arrd Dcertses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A stgn^ arKl dated record of ori^tatlon as required by 7.3.4 ebove;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certification (n

health.care field and CPR certification, If applicable:
7.6.6.' Records of screening for oommunlceble diseases results required In 7.4 above:
7.6.9. Written performance appraisals for each year' of employment including

description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to be necessary:

7.6.10. Documentation of annual In-service education as required by 7.3.6 above;
.  7.6.11. Information as to the general content and length of all continuing education or

educational programs atterxied:
7.6.12. A signed statement acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor'8 policy eettlhg

forth the ctlent's rights and .responsibilities, Including co.nfldenttality
requirements, and ecknowledglng training end implementation of the policy.

■  7.6.13. A statement which shaQ be signed at the time the Initial offer of employment Is
made arrd then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a f^ony conviction In this or any other state;
7:6.13.2. l^as not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, assault

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a thraat to the health, safety or
well-being of a client arid

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any admlnietTative agency In
this or any other state for assault fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An individual ne^ not re-discloee any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 at)ove If the

documentation Is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the rhaterfal and
granted a waiver so that the Indlvlduai can continue employment

8. Qlnlcal Supervlslbn.
8.1. CoritractorB shall comply with the following cllnfcal supervision requirerr)ents .for

unlicensed counselors:.
8.1.1. Ail unflcensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support

services shall be under the direct supervision of a Qcensed supervisor.
8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unllcensed.staff unless

the Department has approved an altematfve supervision plan.
8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one hour of supervision for every 20

hours of direct client contact;
8.1.4. Supervision shall be provided on an Individual or group basi^ or both,

depending upon the employee's need, experience and ekiil level;
6.1.5. Supervision shall include following te^nlques:

8.1.5.1. Review of case records;
8.1.5.2. Obsenration of Interactions with dients;
8.1.5.3. SkOl development'and

- 8.1.5.4. Review of case management activities; end
-  6.1.6. Supervisors shall melntain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and

who was supervised by whom;
6.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supervision In accordance with the

requirement of their ilcensure.
9. Clinical Services.
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9.1 Each Contractor shell have and adhere to a clinical care manual which includes poQcles
and procedures related to all clinical services provided.

9.2. An clinical services provided shall;
9.2.1 Focus on the dlenrs strengths:
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served;
9.2.3! Be cQent and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma Inforrried, which means des^ned to acknowledge the Impact of

vblence and trauma on people's fives arid the Importartce of addressing trauma
In trea^nt; BfSd

.  9.3. Upon a clients admission, the ConlrBctor shall conduct a cHent orientation, either
(ndivldualJy or by group! to include the following:
9.3.1 Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and fecllity:
9.3.2. Requlre^nts for successfully compleb'ng the program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge;
.  9.3.4. An applicabte laws regarding oonfldentianty. Including the limits of confldentlallty

(  and mandatory reporting requirements; end
9.3.6. Requiring the client to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted. •

.  9.3.6. Upon a cDenfs admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an
. HIV/AIDS screening, to Include:

9.3.7, The provision of Information;
9.3.6. Risk assessment;
9.3.9. Intervention and risk reduction education, end ^
9.3.10. Referral for tasting, If appropriate, within 7 days of admission;

10. Treatment and RehablTitation.
10.1 A LADC Of unlicensed counselor under the supervision of a LADC shall develop and

maintain a written treatment plan for each cQent In accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counsefing Competencies available at-
http'7/store.samhsa.gov/list/8er1es?name=Technlcal-Assi8tBnce-Publlcatlons-TAP&'
&pageNumber=1 which addresses .all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall be devefoped as follows:
10.2.1. Within 7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatmen! plans shall contain, at a minimum', the following etements:
10.3.1 Goals, objectives, and interventiorrs written in terms that are spedfic,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. Identifies the recipient's dlnlcal needs, treatment goals, and ob|ectIves;,
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths end resources for achicMng goals and objectives

in 10.3.1 above;
10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet those needs, goals, and

objectives:
•10.3.6. Identifies referral to outside Cortiractcrs for the purpose of achle^rig a specific

goal or objective when the service cannot be delivered by the treatment
program;

■  10.3.6. Provides the crtterla (or tarminatlng spectflc Interventions; and
10.3.7. Includes specification and description of the IndlcatofB to be used to assess the

.  IndhrfduaTs progress.
Vendor Name
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10.3.6. Documentation of participation by the client In the treatment planning process or
the reason wtiy the client did not participate; and

10.3.9. S^natures of the cOent and the counselor egreetng to the treatment plan, or If
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated bated on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction htedidne Crtteila (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or eveiy 4 weeKs. whichever Is less frequent.

10.5. Traatrnent plan updates shalllnclude:
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client Is meeting treatment plan goals

and objectives;
10.5.2. Modlflcatton of existing goals or addition of r>ew goals based on changes In the

cCenis fur^tlonlng relatlw to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3. The couhsetor's assessment of whether, or not the client ne^s to move to a
different level of care based on changes In functioning In any ASAM domain end
documentation of the reasons for this assessment

10.5.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to the. updated treatment
plan, or rf applicable, documentation of the ctient's refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the IndlvIduaOzed treatment planning In 10.3 above, all Contractors
shall provide cOent education on:

10..6.1. Substance use disorders; " • . ̂
10.6.2. Relapse prevention; ^
10.6.3. Infectious diseases associated v^th Injection drug use, including but not Dmlted

to. HIV. hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotional, physical, and sexual ebuse;
10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessatbn options;
10.6.7. The Impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, end the

Impprlance of Inforrhing medical practitioners of daig and alcohol use during
pregrtancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. Ail group counseling sessions shall be Dmlted (o 12 clients or fewer per-

oounseior.
10.8. Progress notes

10.8.1. A progress note shaU be completed for each indivldua), group, or famDy
treatment or education session.

10.6.2. Each progress note shall contsln the following components:.
10.6.2.1.Data, including self-report, observations, interventions, current

Issues/stressors, functional Impairment, interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as It relates to the current treatment plan;

10.6.2.2. Assessment Including progress, evaluation of Interventl.on, and obstacles
or barriers; and

10.8.2.3. Plan, Including tasks to be completed t>etween sessions, oblectlves fornext
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a dally shift change log which documents such
things as clienl behavior and significant '^enis that a subsequefnt shift should be
' made aware of.

11. COent Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. A client Shan be discharged from a program for the following reasons;

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes In the dient'a fundtonlna
relative to ASAM crtterte;

11.1.2. Program termination. Including:
tl.1.2.1. Administrative dbcharge;
11.1.2.2. NorM»rnplIanc© with the program;
11.1.2.3. The client left the program before complellon against advice of treatment

staff; and
11.1.3. The dlerrt is Iraccesslbte, such as the client has been Jailed or hospteKzed; and

11.2. In ai] cases of client di^harge or transfer, the counselor shall corhpiete a nanstlve
discharge summary. Including, at 8 minimum: .

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;.
11.2.2. The cflenfs p^rchosodal substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the client's progress toward treatment gpals in ell ASAM dofTialrw;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer;
.11.2.5. The cDenfs DSM 6 diagnosis and summary, to Include other assessment testir^g-

completad during treatment;
11.2.6. Asummary of the client's physical condttfon at (he time of discharge or transfer;
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, including all ASAM dorna|ns;

..11.2.8. A determination as to v^ther the client would be eligible for re-edmlssion to
treatment, if applicable; and'

11.2.9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.
11.3. The discharge summary shell be completed:

11.3.1 ■ No later than 7 days following a dient's discharge or transfer from the program;
or

11.3.2. For withdrawal management services, by the crrd of the next business day
following a dlenfs discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, either from one level of care to another wtthin the same
certified Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the cflenfs treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be (riduded in the dlenfs record; arxl

11.4.2. Update the client assessment end treatment plan.
11.5. When trareferring e cDent to another treatment Contrector. the current Contractor

shall forward copies of the following information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of ccnflderitial (nfbrmatlon is signed.by the cOertt:

11.5.1. The discharge summary:.
11.5.2. CQent demographic information, Indudlng the client's name, date of btith,

address, telephone, number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Social Security
number; and'

11.5.3: A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment Information,
includbg:

11.6.3.1. IB test results; '
11.5.3.2. A record of the dlenfs treatment history; and
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11.5.3.3. Documentalion of any court-mandated or egency-racommended follown^p
treatment.

.11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that:

11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care In all ASAfWI domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups including, when Indicated. fadWated eeif-

help; end
11.6.3. Assists the cBent h making contact with other agencies or services

.  11.7. The counselor shall document In the client record If and why the meetira In Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.8. A Comractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only If:
11.8.1. The client's bettor oh program premlses.ts abusive, viotenl, orlllegai;
11.8.2. The diant is non-compliant with prescription medications;
11.8.3. Clinical staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may Indude

the cltenfe continued use of llUdl drugs or an unwlfllngness to follow appropriate
cbnlcal Interventions; or -kk k

11.8.4. The dlenl violates program rules in a manner that is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive discipline policy.

12. Client Record System.
12.1. ^ch Contrador shall have polldes end procedures to implement a comprehensive

client record system, In either paper form or electronic fonn, or both, that complies
wHh this section.

The dient record of each dlent served shaD communicate Information In a manner that Is:
12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries in chronological order;
12.1.2. Easy to read and under^nd;
12.1.3. Gbmplete. containing aD the parts; and
12.1.4. Up-toKlale, Induding notes of most recent corrtacts.

12.2. The dient record shall Indude, at a minimum, the following components, oroanized
as follows: »

12.2.1. First section, Intake/Initial Information:
12.2.1.1. Identification data, Induding the cftanfs:

12.2,1.1.1. Name;
1Z2.1.1.2. Date of birth;
12.2.1.) .3. Address;
12.2,1.1.4. Telephone number; and

^  12.2.1.1.6. The last 4 digits of the cDenfs Soda! Security number
12.2.1.2. The date of admission;
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the client, the name and address

of:

12.2,1.3.1, The guardian; and
12JI.1.3.2. The representative payoe;

12.2.1.4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact In the
event of an emergerwy;

12.2.1.5. Contact Information for the person or entity referring the client for services
as appGcabie;

12.2.1.6. The name, ̂ dress, arul telephone number of the primary health cats
Contractof;
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12i.1.7.The name, address, and telephone number of the behavIorB! heaKh care
Contractor, If applicable;

12.2.1.8. The name and address of (he client's public or private health Insurance
Contractor(s), or both;

12.2.1.9. The client's religious preference, If any;
12.2.1.10. The dlenfs personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The cUenfe mental health history:
12.2.1.12. Cun-ent medications;
12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the client's current admission and

determinad by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notification of cfient rights;

12.2^. Second section, Screenlng/Assessment/Evaluatlon:
12.2.2.1. Documentation of an elements of screening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;
1^.3. Third sedJon, Treatment Planning:

12.2.3.1. The Individual treatment plan, updated at designated Intervals In
. accordance with Sections 10.2 -10.5 above: and

12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progress rwles and reports from all programs Involwd,
as required by SedJon 10.8 above; ^

1Z2.4. Fourth section, Discharge Planning: ^
12.2.4.1, A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2 and 11.3

above;
12.2.5. Fifth section, Releases of InhJimaltonTMlscelianeous:

12.2.5.1. Release of Information forms compliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
12.2.5.3. Any other Information the Contractor deems significant

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper fonnat client record system, then the sections In
Section 12.3 above Shan be tabbed sections.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic format the secttons In Section 12.3 above shall
not apply prpvldbd that all. Information listed In Section 12.3 above is Induded In the
electrbnic record.

1 i2.5. All client records malnlalned.by the Corrtrador or Hs sub-Contreclors, Indudtng paper
fdes, facsimile transmlsdons. or electronic data transfers, shall be strictly confldential.

12.6. Ail corifldenUal Information shall be maintained vrithin a secure storage system at all
times as follows:

12.8.1. Paper records and external electronic storage media shall be kept in locked file •
cabinets;

12.6.2. All electronic toes shall be password proteded; end
12.6.3. AD confidential notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded Immediately after use.
12.6.4. Oonlractors shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as follows:

12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

12;7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor closing Its treatment program shaO
arrange for the continued management of all client records. The closing Contractor
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)
shall notify the department In writing of the address where records wlll be stored and
specify the person managlrtg the records.

12.6. The closing Contractor shall arrar^e for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that It witl respond to euthcrtzed requests for copies of client records within 10
•wortdngdeys:

12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consent t to another
Contrador;or

12.8.3. Enter Into a limited service organization ̂ reement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication'Services.

13.1. No administration of medications, Including physician samples, shall oocur.except by
a licensed medical practitioner wo/i(lng within their scope erf practice.

.  13.2. An prescription medications brought by a client to program shall be in their original
containers and legibty display the following Information:

13.2.1. The cCerit's name;
13.2.2. The medication name and strength,-
13.2.3. The prescribed dose;
13.2.4. The route of administration;
134^.6. The frequency of administration; end

, 13.2.6. The date ordered.
13.3. ' Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written

order from a llcehsed practitioner.
13.4. All prescription medications, wtth the exception of nltrbgl^rin, epl^pens, and rescue

Inhalers, which may be kept on the client's person or stored in the. cQent's room. shaD
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. Ail medications shall be kept In a storage area that Is:
13.4.1.1. Lxcked.and accessible only to aulhoitzedp.ersonnet;

. 13.4.1^ Organized to aUowcorred Identification of each client's medIc8tion(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated In a manner sufficient to aDow reading of all medication labels;

and

13A.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature; ^
13.4.2. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA318-B:1-b, shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked rnedtcetlon storage area and
accessible only to authorized peraonnel; end

13.4.3. Topical liquids, ointments, patches, creams arrd powder forms of products shall
be stored In a manner such that cross-contamtnatlon with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be eccesslble to clients, nor stored with
client rnedlcatlon.

13.6. Over*the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled In the followfng manner:
f3.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be sllowed to be

brought Into the program;
13.6.2. OTC medical Shan be stored in accordance vrith Section 13.4 above.
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13.6.3. OTC medication containers shall be martced with the name of the client using the
medication and taken In accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner.

13.7. All medications self-administered by a client, with the exception of nitrogtycertn, epl-
pens, and rescue inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervlslbn,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall remind the cBent to take the correct dose of his or her medication at

(he correct time;
13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically

handle the medication Itself in any mariner;
13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and

type of medication;
13.6. For each miadlcatlon taken, staff shall document In an Irtdivldual client medication log

the foUowir^:
13.8.1. The medication name, strength, dose, frequency artd route of administration; -
13.8.2. The date and the time the rnedication was taken;
13.8.3. The slgn^ure or Identifiable Initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.8.4. The reason for any medication refused.oromltted.

13.9. Upon a client's discharge;
13.9.1. The client medication log In Section 13.8 above shall be Included In the client's

record; and
13.9.2. The client shall be given any remaining medicatlori to take ̂ th him or her

14. Notioe of Client Righta
14.1. Programs. ahall Inform clients of their rights under these rules In clear,

understandable language and form, both ̂ rbally and in writing as follows:
14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be Informed of their rights to evaluations ami

access to treatment;
14.1.2. Clients shall be adytsed of their rights upon entry Into any program and at least

once a year after entry;
14.1.3. Initial and annual notifications of client rights In Section 14 above shall be

documented In the client's record; and
14.2. Every program wtthln the service delivery system shall post notice of the rights, as

follows:

14.2.1. The notice Shan be posted continuously and conspicuously;
142.2. The notice shall be presented In clear, underetendabla iarigua^ and form; and
142.3. Each program arid residence shall have on the'premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to client rights ̂ st ere available for client review.
15. Fundamental Rights.

15.1. No person receiving treatment for a substance use disorder shall be deprlyed of any
'  teg^ right to whl^ all dttzens are entitled solely by reason of thai person's

admission to the treatment services system.
16. Personal Rights.

16.1. Persons wtw are applicantB for services or clients In the service delivery system shall
be t^ted by program staff with dignity and respect at all times.

16.2. Clients shaD be free from abuse, neglect and exploitation Including, at a minimum,
the fbQowtng:
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16.2.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-yert>a!, mental, physicai. or sexual, abuse or
neglect:

^Q2.2. Freedom from the Intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
,.. necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

•: v . ' Freedom from personal or financial exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client CorifldentWIty
.  17.1. Ail Contractors shall adhere to the confldentlanty requiremerita In 42 CFR part 2.

17.2. In cases where a dient, attorney or other authorized person, after revtaw 6f the
record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
hee of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page ttiereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA316£12-a, the following shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shaliauthorlz^ a disclosure; and
17.3J2. Any. dlsdosum to the rninor's parents or guardians shall reiqulre .a signed

authortzatlon to release.
18. Client Grievances

18.1. Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter, Including any. alleged
vfolatlon of a right afforded by these mles or by any state or federal law or rule.

18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grtevanoe on behalf of an
Individual cllem or 8 group of clients.

16.3. The rides governing procedures for protection of dient rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints and grievances.

19. Treatment Rights.'
19.1. Each dient shall have the tight to adequate and humane treatment, Including:

19.1.1. The right of access to treatment tnduding:
16.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for sendees and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the services needed;
16.1.1.2. The right to proviston of necessary services when those services are

available, subject to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1J2. The right to quality treatment Induding: <
19.1.2.1. Sen/Ices provided In keeping with evidence-based cOnlcal and professional

standards applicable to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for wht^ the dient Is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to receive servloes In such a manner as to promote the client's full
partidpation in the community:

19.1.4. The right to recdve all services or treatment to w^ilch a person Is entitled tn
accordance wtth the time frame set forth in the dienfs IndMduai treatment plan;

19.1.5. The rtght to an IndMduai treatment plan developed, reviewed and revised in
accordance Sections 10.1-10.6 above which addresses the dienfs own
goals;.

19.1.6. The fight to receive treatmerrt and services contained In an IndMduai treatment
plan designed to provide opportunittes for the dient to paitidpate (n meaningful
activities tn the communities in which the cOent lives end works;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment In the least restrictive attemattve or
environment necessary to thieve the purposes of treatment Including pnoorems
which least restrtct; i

19.1.7.1, Freedom of movement; and
19.1.7.2. Participation in the corhmunlty, while providing the level of support needed

by the client; I
19.1.8. The .right to be Informed of all significant risks, benefits, side effects and

altemative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment,
placemerit or referral folfowtng an. informed de^ton such that

19.1.8.1. Whenever possible, the con^nt shall be given In writing; and
19.1.8.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at teast one person;
19.1.9. The right to refose to parti^ate In any form of expehmenla] treatment or

research; | . •
19.1.10.The right to be fuOy informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The r^ht to voluntary placement Including the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek changes In placement services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the sendee

delivery system;
19.1.12.The right to Mrvlces which promote Independence Including services directed

toward: . |
19.1.12.1. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the client's needs for

continued services and treatment; and
.  ■ 19.1.12.2. Promotir^g the abnitylof the clients to function at their highest capacity and

as Independently 88 possible:
19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and • treatment Including. If needed,

asslstarice in finding such care in a timely manner: ' *
-  19.1.15. Therighttoconsuttationandsecondoplnfontncludlng:

19.1.15.1. At the client's own experise, the consutlative services ot
19.1.15.1.1. Private physicians;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychotogiste;
19.1.15.1.3. Lioen^ drug end alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1 A, Other health practitioners; end

19.1.15.2. Granting to such health practflioners reasonable access to the cflent, as
required by Section 19.1.16, in programs arid.allowing such p^ractittonerB
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the followtng present at any
treatment meeting requiring client participation and Informed declsfon-maklng:

19.1.16.1. Guardian; !
19.1.16.2. Representative; j
19.1.16.3. Attorney; '
19.1.16.4. Family member; I
19.1.16.5. Advoc8te;or
19.1.16.6. Consultant: and
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10.1.17.Tho right to freedom from restraint Including the right to be free from seclusion
ar^ physical, mechanical or pha/macotogical restraint.

19.2. No treatment professional shallibs required to administer treatment contrary'to such
professional's cDnlcalJudgmentj ■

19.3. Programs shall, Whenever possible, maximize the declslon-maklna authority of the
cBent. I

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3abovo, the following .provlstons shall apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been af^lnled by a court of competent Jurisdiction:

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that In the course of service provision, the guardian
all persons Involved in the provision of service are made aware of the

client's views, preferences and as^ratfons;
19.4.2. A guardian shall only make dechlons that are within the scope of the powers set

forth In the guardianship order Issued by the Murt; '
19.4.3. The program shall requestja copy of the guardianship order from the guardian

• and the order shall be kept In the dlenfs record at the program;
19.4.4. If any. Issuas artse relathre to the provtston of services and supports which lire

outside the scope of the guardian's dedslon-maklng authority as set forth In lf»
guardianship order, the cflent's choice and preference relative to those Issues
shall prevail unless the gu^ian's authority Is expanded by the court to Include
those Issues;

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the declslorvmaklr^ authority granted by the court Including:

19.4.5.1 ..Reviewing with the guardian the fimits on his or her decision-making
authorfly: and • j .. .

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act In a manner that furthers the best Interests of the client;
19.4.7. In acting In the best Interests of the client, the guardian shaD take Into

conshJerallon the views, preferences and aspirations of the cHent;
19.4.8.*. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from

acting In a manner that does not further the best Interests of the client and, ff
necessary, bring the matter to. the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; and | >

19.4.9. In the event that there Is a'dlspute between the program and the guardian, the
progrem shaO Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention ̂  the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Termlnalion of Servlc^;
20.1. A dJent shall be ter^ated from a Contractor's service If the cBerrt;

20.1.1, Endangers or*threatens to endanger other dlenls or staff, or er^agas In Olegal
actlvtly on the prodWy of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from |(he servlcels) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. Carviot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable ooursa of treatmefit;
20.1.4, Refuses to pay for the services that he or she Is receiving despite havlrtg the

fir^nda) resources to do so; Of
■ 20.1.6. Refuses to apply for benafite that couW cover the cost of the services that ha or-

she Is receiving despite the fact that the cBent Is or might be eOglble for such
benefits.
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202. A termination from a Contractor's services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal rwtlce to the client and cflent's guardian. If any. that:

20^.1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.ZZ List the clinical or management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

document In the record of a client who has been terminated that
^  20.3.1. The client has been noUfled of the termination; arxj

20.3.2. The termination has been approved by the program director.
• 21. Client Rights in Residential Programs.

21.1. In addlttori to the foregoing r^hts, clients of residential programs shall also have the
following rights:

21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane Irving environment;
21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others. Including:

21.1.2,1. The ftght to send and receive unopened end uncensored correspondence;
21.1.Z2..The right to have reasonable access to telephorMS and to be allowed to

make and to receive reasonable numbers of telephone caDs except that
residential programs may require a client to reimburse" them for the cost of
any calls made by the cllenl; /

211.2.3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may Impose .reasonable restrictions on the number and t&ne of
visits in order to ensure effective provision of services; arid

21.1.3. The r^hl to engage In social and reaeatlonal activities Including the provision of
regular opportunities for clients to engage In such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, Indyding the following:
21.1.4.1. The right lo courtesies such as knocking on closed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for per«>nal Interaction In a private setting except"

that any conduct or actlvMy which is lOegai shali be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. The right to t)e free from searches of their persons and possessions except

in accordance wrth appUcable c^tRuticnal and legal standards;21.1.5. The right to IndMduai choice, including the followtng:
21.1.5.1. The right to ke^ and wear their own dolhes;
21.1.6.2. The right to sp^e for personal possessions;
21.1.5.3. The r^ht to keepand to read materials of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and
21.1.6.6. The right not to work and to. be compensated for any work performed

except that: | , r- .
21.1.8.6.1. .Clients may be required to perform personal housekeepfng tasks

wHhin the dient's own Immediate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence
without compensation; and .

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational teaming tasks or work required for
the operation or maWenance of a residential progrsm, If the work Is
consistent with their fndkrldual treatment plans and the client Is

• compensated for work f^rformed; and21rf.6. The right to be reimbursed (or the loss of any nwney held In safekeepfna bv the
reslderwe. [ ^ /
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21.2. Nothing In Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavior of the residents.

21.3. Clients shall be Informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
21.4. House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be In corrfoTmlly viith this

section.
21.6. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for ccmpliance with this section In

. connection with quality assurance site visits.
21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1.4.3 above, Contractors may develop policies and

procedures that allow searches for alcohol and Illicit drugs be conducted:
21.6.1. Upon ihe cllenfs admission to the progrem; and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists, Including such proof as:

21.6.Z1. A positive test shov/Ing presencO of alcohol or Illegal drugs; or
• 21.6.2.2. Showing physical sighs of fritoxicalion or withdrawal.

22. State and Pedaral Requirements
22.1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict In the requirements listed below, the

app(i(abie Federal,.'State, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shall
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to Increese the
Contractor's compliance.

222.. The ̂ntractor.agrees to the followlr^g state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty treabnent for pregnant and parenting women:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both

women and their children into treatment. If appropnate.

21.2.2. The program treats the family .as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their chDdren Into treatment, if approphata. ^

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse services, Including prehatal care.

■ 21.2.4. The prpgram provides or arranges for child care with the women are
receiving services.

21.2.5. The program provides or ajranges for primary pecflatrtc care for the.
' women's children. Including Immunizatidns.

21.2.6. The prograrh provl^s or arranges for gender^peclfic substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic InterventiGrts for women that may address
Issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic Interventions for children
tn custody of women In treatment v>1ilch may, among other things, address
the children's developmental needs and their Issues of sexual abuse,
physical ̂ use, and neglect

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for sufficienl case management and
transportation services to ensure that the women.and their children have
access to the services described above.
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22.3. Arrange for meana actlvitlea to assist the dlent In finding and engaging In a service,
which may Include, but is not llmfled to helping the client to locate an appropriate
provider, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients' with those,providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments wHh.
the service provider.

22.A. The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements itor all
programs In this Contract as follows:

. 22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 00% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

. 22.4.2. The program admits each individual who requests and Is in need of treatment for
Intravenbus drug abuse not later than:

22.4.2:1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2Jt. 120 days If the program has no capacity to admit the Individual on the date

■ of the request and, within 46 hours after the request the program makm
Interim services evaiteble until the Individual is admitted to a substance

abuse treatment program
22.4.3. The program offers Intertm services that include, at a minimum, the following:

2Z4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tuberculosis (TB), the risks of
needle^haiino, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and Infante, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmlsston does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Reterrat for HIV or TB treatment services, If necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other dmg

. use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women.

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting Get that includes a unique patient
Identifter for each Injecting drug abuser seeking treatment, irtdudirtg patients'
receiving Interim services while awaiting admission.

22.4.5. The prograrn has a mechanism that enables it to:
22.4.5.1. Maintain contact wllh Individuals awaiting admission
22.4.52. Admit or transfer walling Dst clients at the earftest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that Is reasonable to
the client.

22.4.5.3. The program takes clients awaiting treatment off the filing lisi only when
one of the following conditlcrs exist
22.4.5.3.1. Such per^ns cannot be located for admission into treatment

Of .

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carrtes out activities to encourage individuals In need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using sdentlficslly sound outreadn models
such as those outrmed below or, if rro such models are applicabte to the local
situation, arrother approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supervlsir^ outreach workers.

Vendor Name
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22.4.7^. Contacting, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
abusers, their associates, and neighbo^ood residents wtthin tt)e oonstmtnts
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among injecting daig abusers about the relationship
between Injecting drug abuse and communlceble diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.6.. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or non-profit
private entitles, routinely .makes available the foliowtng TB services to each
Individual recelvfng treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.'6.1. Counseling the IrvJMdual with respect to TB.
22.4.6.2. Testing to determine whether the Individual has been Infected with

myoobacterta TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
Individual.

22.4.6.3. Providing for or referring the Individuals Infected by myoobacterta TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment.

22.4.9. For clients denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such clients to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has Implemented the Infection control procedures that are
consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and Identification of those Individuals who are at high
risk of becoming Infected.

22.4.10.Z Meeting all State reporting requirements while adhertng to Federal and
Steite conftdentiafity requirements, inctudlng 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case mana^ment activilles to ensure that Indivlduais receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The prograrh reports all IndMduats with active TB as required by State
law and in accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
including 42 CFR part 2,

22.4.11.The program gives preference In admission to pregnant VMimen who seek or are
referred for end would benefit from Block Grant funded tmatment services.
Further, the program gives preference to clients In the foDowing order

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and IrtJectlng drug users first.
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance userssecond.
22.4.11.3. To other Injecting dnjg users thhd.
22.4.11.4. To all other individuate fourth.

22.4.12.17)6 program refers all pregnant women to the State when the program has
Insufficient capacity to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.13.The program makes available Interim services within 46 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity.

22.4.14.The program makes continuing education In treatment services available to
empldyees who pmvlde the services.

22.4.15.The program has In effect a system to protect patient records from Inappropriate
dtectoure, and the system:

Vendor Name
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^.4.15.1. Is In compliance wHh all Federal and State conftdentlanty requirements.
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. includes provisions for employee education on the conndentiaGty
requirements and the fact that disclpTtnary action may occur upon
Inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.16.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Inpattent
hospital substance abuse servlMs, except In cases when each of the roll6vi4ng '
conditions is met' '

22.4.16.1. The IndividudI cannot be effectively treated In a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The dally rate of payment provided to the hospital for.providing the
services does not exceed the comparable daHy rate provided by a

.  community-based, non-hospital, residential program.
22.4.16.3. A physician makes a deterndnabon that the following conditions have

been met

22.4.16.3.1. The f^lmary diagnosis of the Individual is substance abuse
end the physician cerbhes that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The Individual cannot be safely treated In a community-
based. non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The seiVlce can be reasonably expected to Improve the
person's condition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospital-based subst^ce ebuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice'.

22.4.16^3.6. The service Is provided only to the ej^nt that It Is medlcaOy
necessary (e^., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated In community-based, non-hospftal. residential
program.)

22.4.17.The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to. purchase or Improve land; purchase, construct, or
permartently Improve (other than minor remodeling) any building or other facility;
or purchase rnajor medical equipment

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.19.The program does not expend SAPT Stock Grant funds to provide fir^anclal
assistance to any entity other than e public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
intended recipients of health services.

22.4.21.Tha program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Ir^dWtduals
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

'  22.4.22.the progfarh does hot expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
servtcee in penal-or corrections tnsUtutlons of the State.

Vendor Nome
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resort" for services for
• pregnant women arxJ women with dependent chDdren. IB services, and HIV
services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the follov^ng:

22.4.23.1. ̂ llect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to Insurance benefits under the Social Security Act. Including-
progiams under title XVIII and tftle XJX; any State compertsation program,
any other public asslstarrce program for medical- expenses, eny grant
program, any private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of dlents paymente for services In eccortance v^th
their ability to pay.

22.4.24.The Contractor shall comply with aD relevant state and fecteral laws such as but
not [(mlled to:

22.4;24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evahjetlon end a sRdlng fee scale (In Exhibit B) shall apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those Individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shaO comply virith the legal requirements governing human
sut^ecfs research when -oon^erlng research, Including research
conducted by student Interns, using Individuals served by this contract as
su^ects. Contractors rmist Inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to Initiating any research involving subjects or participants related to
this contra^- The Department reserves the right at Its.sole discretton, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporbrw
Policy.

Vendor Name
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IVIethod and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention.
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

, 2.3. Fede^l Funds from the United Slates Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration. Substance Abuse Prevention- and Treatment Block

.  Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services In Exhibit A. Scope of
Sen/Ices In compliance wth the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services
3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract when a client has or may have an alternative
payer for services descfibed the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs
for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicald

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer^s) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. . Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from Che State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that Is not covered by the payers listed In
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for sei^ces are alMnclusfve contract

rates to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which Is an
Souttiaasts/n Naiy Hampshire Alcohol a Dnjg Abuse SeMces ^ ̂

E4i[MB Wflder IfiMab
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activity that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in caiculatlng the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Aniounl to Charge the Department Applicable, to All Services In
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, except for Childcare (See Section 10 below).
5.1. The Conlractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly biQ and receive payment for service and/or

transportation provided under this contract from public and
private Insurance plans, the clients; and the Departnient

5.1.2. Assure a blifing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible In order to not
delay a- cPenfs admittance into the program and to
Immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all tervlces
billed, payments received and overpayments (If any) refunded.

5.2. ' The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an englble client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First; Charge the cltpnt's private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, In Exhibit B-1, when the Insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the dtent according to Exhibit 8, Section 11,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private Insurer wRI not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rale in Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer (If applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate In
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table (ess the amount paid by private
insurer and. the amount paid by the cQent).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to.the cPent shall not
exceed the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated In Exhibit B, Section 11 Sliding
Fee Scale for the dienfs applicable Income level.

Southeastenf New Hsmpshire Atoohol S Drug Abuse Seivtees yfJBS"
BMVIB Vendor
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5.4. The Contractor wit) assist clients who are unable to secure fmancla)

resources necessary for Initial entry into the program by developing
payment plans.

/  5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees In Section 6.2.2 above, until after
working with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the client
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days .after being Informed In
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts..

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the 'combination of the public or private
insurer, thje-client and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, except for: .

5.7.1. Low-Intensity Residential Treatment as defined as ASAM
Criteria, Level 3.1 (See Section 7 below).

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all

payments received by the Contractor for a given service (except In
Exhibit .8, Section 5.7.1) exceeds the Contract Rate stated in Exhibit
B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the parties in the
reverse o^er, unless the overpayment was due to insurer, client or
Departmental error.

5.9. In (nstarices of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct

appllcatlon.of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpa^ent as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the state In an amount and within a
timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon Identifying the error.
I

6. AddHionat Billing Information for Integrated' Medication Assisted Treatment
(MAT)
6.1. - The Contractor shall invoice the Department for Integrated Mecjicatlcn

Assisted Treatment Services for Medication and Physidan Time as In
Section 5 above and as follows:

6.2. Medication:

SoulhaactemNswHampshlreMcohol&DmgAbuteServfees
EiMMB VmdortnUaii^^L^
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65.1/ The Contractor shall seek reimbursement for the Medication
/fisted Treatment medication based on the Contractor's
usual and customary charges according to Revised Statues
Annotated (RSA) i26-A:3 III. (b), except for Section 85.2
below.

65.2. The Contractor, wifl be reimbursed for Medication Assisted
Treatment with Methadone or Bupranorphlne In a cerllfied •
Opiate Treatment Program (OTP) per New Hampshire
Administrative Rule He-A 304 as fbllows:

65.2.1. The Contractor shall Seek reimbursement for

Methadone or Buprenorphlne based on the
Medlcaid rate, up to 7 days per week. The oode
for Methadone in an OTP Is H0020, arui the code
for buprenorphlne In an OtP Is H0033/ '

655. ■ The Contractor shall seek, reimbursement for up to 3 doses
per client per day.

6.2.4. The Contractor shall maintain documentation of the following:

6.2.4.1. WITS Client ID#;'

6.2.4.2. Period for which prescription Is Intended;

65.4:3. Name and dosage of the medication;

65.4.4. Associated Medtcald Code;

65.4.5. Charge for the medication.

6,2.4.6. Client cost share for the service; and

65.4.7. Amount being billed to the .Department for the'
service.

65. Physician Time:

65.1. Physician Time Is the time spent by a physician or .other
medical professional to provide Medication Assisted
Treatmerit Services, Including but not limited to assessing the
client's appropriateness for a medication, prescribing and/or
administering a medication, and monitoring the cGenfs
response to a medioation.

655. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement according to Exhibit
B-1 Service Fee Table.

Southoastsm Now Hompfhiro Aleohol a Drug AbuM Servfecs '
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6.3.3.2.

6.3.3.3.

6.3.3.4.

6.3.3.5.

6.3.3.6.

6.3.3.7.

6.4.

6.3.3. The Contractor shall maintain documentaUon of the following:

6.3.3.1. WITS ClientIDft

Date of Service;

Description of service;

Associated Medicaid Code;

Charge for the service;

Client cost share for the service; and

Amount tielng bdied to the Department for the
service.

The Contractor will subrnlt an Invoice by the twentlelh (20®*) day of Mch
month, which identifies and requests reimbursement for -authorized
expenses Incurred for medication assisted treatment In the prior month.
The State shall make payment to the Contractor within thirty (30) days
of receipt of each invoice for Contractor services provided purtuant to
this Agreement. Invoices must be submitted utilizing the WITS system.

Charging the Client for Room and Board for Low-Intensity Residential Treatment

7.1. The Contractor, may charge the client fees for room and board. In
addition to:

7.1.1. The dlenl's portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 using
the sliding fee scale

7.1.2. the charges to the Department

The Contractor may charge the dient for Room and Board, Inclusive of
lodging and meals ofTered by the program according to the Table A
below:

7.2.

7.

Table A

If the percentage of
Client's Income of the

Federal Poverty Level
(FPL) Is:

Then the Contractor

may charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and board

par week:

0%-138% $0

•  139%. 149% $8

150%-199% $12 .

Soulheastem New Hampshire Alcohol & Drue Abuse Services
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Table A

If the percentage of
Client's income of the
Federal Poverty Level

fPPU Is:

Then the Contractor
■nay charge the
client up to the

following amount
for room and board

oer week:
200%-249% $25
260%-299% $40
300% - 349% $57
350%-399% $77

7^.

7.4.

8.2.

8.3.

9.

The Contractor shaD hold 50% of the amount charged to the dlent that
wilt be returned to the client at the time of discharge.
The Contractor shall maintain records to account for the dtenfs
contribution to room and board.

Additional BUDng Information: Intensive Case Management Services:
8.1. -The Contractor shall charge in accordance with Section 6 above for

Intensive case management under this contract only for dients who
have been admitted to programs In accordance to Exhibit A, Scope of
Services and after billing other public and private insurance.
The Department will not pay for Intensive case management provided to
a client prior to admission.

The Contractor will bill for Intensive case management only when the
service Is authorized by the Department.

Additional Bniing Information: Transportation
9.1. The Contractor will seek reimbursement In accordance" with Section 5

above and upon prior approval of the Department for Transportation
provided In Exhibit A Scope of Services Secfon 2.4.2.2 as follows:
9.1.1. At Department's standard per mile rate plus an hourly rate In

accordance with Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table .for.
Contractor's staff driving time, when using the Contractor's
own vehicle for transporting ■ clients. to and from services
required by the dlenl's treatment plan. If the Contractor's staff
works less than a full hour, then the hourly rate wUI be
prorated at fifteen (16) minute intervals for actual work
completed: or.

Saxheastem New Hampehire Ateohoi S Drug Abuse Servtoes
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9.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase transportajypn passes or to pay
f

9.2.

9.3.

or cab fare, in order forThe dieht to receive transportetioh^tdr'
and from services required by the cifenl's treatment plan.

The Contractor shall keep end maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of transportation and provide said records and receipts to the
Department upon request

The Contractor wlil Invoice the Department according to Department
instructions.

10. Charging for Child Care
10.1. The Contractor shall seek reimbursement upon prior approval of the

Department for Chlldcare provided In Exhibit A Scope of Services,
Section 2.4.2.3 as follows:

10.1.1. At the hourly rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table for when
the Contractor's staff provides child care while the client is
recel^dng treatment or recovery support servlcas, or

10.1.2. At the actual cost to purchase chlldcare from a llconsed child
care provider.

The Contractor shall keep and maintain records and receipts to support
the cost of chlldcare and pro>4de these to the D^^artment upon request

The Contractor will Invoice the Department according to [Apartment
instructions.

10.2.

10.3.

11. Sliding Fee Scale
11.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance with

.  Exhibits Section 5 above.

11.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPLi

Percentage of
Contract Rate In
Exhibit B-1 to

Charfle the Client
0%-138% 0%

139% -149% 8%
150%-199% 12%
200%-249% 25%
250%. 299% 40%
300% - 349% 57%
350% - 399% 77%

RFA>201MCW^1«UBST-11
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11.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
sendees because of the parent's unwlDingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confidential Mfvices pursuant to RSA
318-B:12-a.

12. Submitting Charges for Payment
12.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website. Information

Technology Systern (WITS) for sendees .listed In Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

.12.1.1, Enter encounter nole(s) Into wrrs no later Ihanlhree (3) days
after the date the sendee was provided to the cCenl

12.1.2. Review the encounter ndes no later than twenty (20) days
following.the last day of the billing month, and notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

12.1.3. Correct errors, If any, In the encouriter notes as Identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being

.  notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are r^dy for review.

12.1.4. Batch and transmit the ertcounter notes upon Department
approval for tfio billing month.

12.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

12.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

12.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bDI for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department

.  to develop an alternative process for submitting Invoices.

13. Whan the contract price limitation is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capacity at no charge to the Department for the duration of the
contract period.

14. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
ftmded from another source.

15. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

SouSieastem New NampshlreAtoohofS Drug Abuse Services
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16. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be ̂thheld, In v^ole or in part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law. rule or regulation applicable to the
servioes provided, or K the said services or products have not been satisfactorily-
completed in accordance wHh the terms and conditions of this agreement.

17. Contractor wID have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submH to (he Department final Invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a
prior Invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documertiation.

18.' Limitations and restHdions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and
Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds:
18.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds es the payment of last

resort.

18J2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

18.2.1. Make cash payments to intended redpients of substance
abuse services.

18.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
in" Federal Fiscal Year 1091 for treatment services provided In
penal or correctional institutions of the Stale. -

18.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting testing for the etlotogic agent for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is
accornpanled by appropriate p.re and post-test counting.

18.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for (he
purpose of conducting any -form of needle exchange, free
needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for Intravenous drug abusers.

18.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
sukrstance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
Irhpalring the religious character of "such organizations- and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 3O0X-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 98, Charitable Choice Provisions and

SoutheastemNewHampshireAlcohol&DnjgAbuuStfvlcet
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Regulations). Charitabfe Choice statutory provisbns of the
Public Health Service Act er\acted by Congress In 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating In applicable
programs may be expended for Inherently religious activities,
such as worship, rengious Instmctlpn, or proselytlzatlon. If an
organization conducts such acb'vlUes, It must offer them

separately, in time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any applicable
program, and participation must be voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.

Sovitho89t«m Nov Hampshire AJcohol & Drug Abuse Services
EihMB vendorinlBgti >
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New Hampstilre Department of Health end Human Services
8ubst8r\ce Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

/

ExhIbU B.1

Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used In the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:
Maximum Allowable

Chame UnH

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation
\

Individual Outpatient $22.00 • 15mln

Group Outpatient S6.60 15 min

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: only on those days
whsn the client attends

IndMdua) and/or group
counseling associated wHh
(heorooram.

Low-Intensity Residential for
Adults-onty fbrolinica) services
and room and board $110.00 Per dav

Hlgh-lntensny Resldentlal Adult
(excluding Pregnant end
Parenting Womeri), for cUnlcal
Mrvtces and room and board $154.00 Per day

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment - Phvsldan Time

Rate Per Medrcald

Physician Bimng Codes:
90201 -99205 and
99211-99215.

Unit Per Medlcald Physician
Billing Codes: 99201 • 99205
and 99211-99215.

Integrated Medication Assisted
Treatment-' Medication

See Exhibit B, SecUon
6.2 See Exhibit 8. Section 6.2

Recovery Support Services:
IndMdu^ Intensive Cese
Manaaement $16.50 15 mIn
Recovery Support Services:
Group Intenslw Case
Management $6.50 ISrnln

Staff Time for Child Care
Provided by the Contractor, only
for children of Pregnant and
Parerrtlna Women

Actual staff time up to
$20.00 Hour

Seulheestsm New KempsMra Aicahai S Drug Atom Servtaa
ExNUtS-t
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Now Hampotiire Dcportmort of Health end Human Servlcoa
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Scrvlcoe

Exhibit B-1

Servfco

Contract Rate:
Mafdmum Allowable

Cbarne Unit
ChUd Care Provided by a ChDd
Care Provider (other than the
Coniredof), only for children of
Prepnant and Parentino Women

Actual cost to purchase
Child Care

According to the Child Care
Provider

Staff Time for Transportation
Provided by the ContfBotor. only •
for Pregnant and Parenting
Women

Actual staff time up to
$s.oo Per 15 minutes

Mileage Reimbursement for use
of the Contractor's Vehicle wtren
providing Transporfatlon for
Prepnant and Parentino Women

Department's standard
per mile reimbursement
rate Per Mae

Transportation provided by a
Transportation Provider (other
than the Contractor) only to
Prepnant and Parenllnp Women

Adua! cost to purchase
Transoortation

According to tha
Tranatwrtatlon Provider

Sotithestam New HanpsMm Alcohol ft Drug Abuse StrWces
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New Hampshire Oopartment of Health and Human Services
.  Exhibit C

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Contractors ObUgatlone: The Contractor covenants and agrees that at) funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provtd^ to ellgiUe
individuals aitd, in the furlherartce of the etoresaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and
agrees as follow:

■ 1. Compliance with Federal and State Laws; If the Contractor Is permitted to determine the eligibiiity
of individuals such eilglbinty determination shall be made In eccoidance with appiicablo federal and
state iawsi reguiaUons. orderd, guidelines, policies and proc^ures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination: BIgibinty determinations shaD be made on fornis provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be made end remade at such times as are prescribed by
the DepartmenL

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination forms required by (he DepartmenL the Contractor
shaU maintain a data file on eadi recipient of services hereurxfer, which fiie shall fndude all
Infbrmation necessary to support an eligibDfty deterniinetion and such other infpnhation as (he.
Department requests. The Contractor shall fumish (he Department yvnth ell forms end docurhentatlon
regarding eligibility determinations Oiat the Department may reque^ or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understends (hat all applicants for services hereunder, as well as'
IndMduats declared Ineligible have a right to a falr.heartng.regardlng (hat deteimlnatlon. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that all applicants for services shall be peimlttad to fiQ out
an application form end that each appBcant or re-appllcanl shall be Infbnned of his/her right to a fair.'
hearlrtg In accordance with Department regulations.

6. GratuHIes or Kickbacks: The Contractor agrees that It is a breach of this Contract to accept or -
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employrn^ on t^alf of the ContrBctor, any Sub<Contracto'r or

. the State In order to InAuehee ttie performance pf the^'Scope of Work detaSed In Exl^tt A of (his
CorrtracL The State may terminate (Ns Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement if It is
determined that payments, gratuities or offers of employment of any kind were offered or received by
any officials, of^cera, employees or ager^ of the Contractor or Sub-ContrBctor.

6. Retroactive Payments: NotM^thstancfing anything to the contrary contained In the Contract or In any
other document contract or understandtog. It (s expressly understood end agreed by the parties
hereto, that no paymertts v^l te made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for co^ tocu/red for
any purpose or for any service provided to any Individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
end no payments shaO be made for expenses hcunad by toe Contractor for any se^ces provided,
prior to toe date on which (he individuad applies for servlt^ or (except es otherWse provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determtnation (hat the Individual is eUgibte for such services.

7. CondltiOf}s of Purchase: Notv4thstandlng anything to the contrary contained in the ContracL nothing
herein cojttained shall be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rate which reimburses the Contractor in excess of toe Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the emounts reasonable arto necessary to assure the quality of such service, or at a
rale which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to ineligible Indlviduels or other third party
funders for such service. If at any time during the term of this Contract or after receipt of the Final.
Expenditure Report hereunder, the Department shall determine that toe Contractor has used
payments hereuruter to reimburse Items of expense other then such costs, or has received payment •
in excess of euch costs or (n excess of euch rates charged by the Contractor to Ineligible tndfeiduais
or other third party funders. the Department may elect to:
7.1. Renegotiate the ratas for payment hereunder, in which event new rates shall be established;
7'.2. Deduct from any (Otura payment to the Contractor the amount of any prtor reimbursement In

excess of costs;

E«hlbnC-8pocb[Proylitoni •CaatfaetarlnlBala .
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor In which event failure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor b
permitted to determine the ellglt^ty of Individuals for servioes, the Contractor egreea to
retmbu/se lha Oepartmerrt for all (utkIs paid by the Department to the Contractor for aetvlcea
provided to any Individual who Is found by the Department to be ineligible for such aervtoes at
any time during (he period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE, RETENTION, AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CONFIDENTlALfTY:

6. Malntonanco of Records: in addition to the eligibility records 8p>ecined above, the Contractor
covenants and,agrees (o maintain the fbllowlng rooords during the Contract Period:
6.1. Fiscal Records: books, records, documents end other data evidencing and reflecting all costs

arxf other expenses incurred by the Contractor in (he performance of (he Contract and all
•  Income received or coOected by the Contractor dislng the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained in accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sutOdantiV wd
property reflect all such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to (he Department and
to Indude, wfihout ilmllation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evtdenoa of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders. ytMJchers, requbHIons for matertals, Inventories, valuations of
In-klnd conlrfoutions, labor time cards, payroUs. and other reomds requested or required by the
Department- .

8.Z Statbttoal Rec^s: StatlsUcal, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each redpiant of
services during (he Contract f^rlod, which records shall Irtdude ell records of apptlcafion and
eCglbiniy fmdudng eQ forms required to determine ellglblBty for.each sudt recipient), records
regarding the provision of servl^ and ad bivoloes aubmitt^ to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

6,3. M^cal Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by foe Department regulations, the
Contractor shaU retain medical records on each patleru/redplenl of ser^oes.

fi. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of foe
agency fiscal year. 11 Is recommended that (he report ba prepared In accordance v^th the provision of
OfTica ofM{^6menland Budget Circular A*133, 'Audts of States. Local Governments, and Nan
Profit OrganlxeQons' and the provisions of Standuds for Audh of Gi^rrvnental OrganlzsUions,
Programs, Activtdes and Functions, Issued by foe US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
foey pertain to financial oorripllanoe audlts.
B.1. Audit and ftevtew: During the term of this Contract end foe period for retention hereunder, foe

Department foe United Sta.t» Department of H&alfo and Human Services, and any of their
designated representadves shall have access to all reports end records mainlalned pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of audIL examination, excierpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audit Uabilitles: In addtion to and not In any way tn limitation of obligations ot foe Contract. It Is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any slate
or federal audit exceptions and shall return to the OepartmenL aO payments made under the'
Contract to \Afolch exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception. -

10. CofifidenUaltiy of Racords: AO Information, reports, and records mdntalned hereunder or collected
in connection wdlh tho performance of foe servlMs artd lha Contract shall ba conndantlal end shall not
t>a disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to state laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such Informetion, disclosure may be made to
pubGc officials raqulrlrtg such information In connection with their offtetal duties and for purposed
directly connected to (he administration of (he services and the Contract: end provided fô er, that i
the use or disclosure by any party of any information concerning a redpient for any purpose not
dbeetiy connected with tha admlnbtration of (he Department or the Contractor's responstitiOOes ̂ fo
respect to-purchased 8er>^ce8 hereunder b prohlbtted except on wrttten consent of the reddent. his
attorney or guardian.

>  EitdbQC-Scedal Provisions Contmetor Mtbb
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Notwithstanding en)[thing to the contrary contained herein the covenents end conditions-contained in
the Paragraph shall 'survive the tennlnatlon of the Conuect for any reason whetsoever.

11. Reports: Fisca! and Statisfice): The Contractor agrees to submit the foUowtng reports at the following
flmes If requested by the D^ttitnent.
11.1. (ntertmRnandal Reports Written Inlerimfinendal reports containing a detaDed description of

afl costs and non-aOowable expenses incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report end
containing such other tnformaUon as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
justify the rate of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall be su^ltted on the form
designated by the Oepartmeni or deemed eetisfectory by the Department!

112. Ftrul Report; A firuti report shall t>e submitted wtlhln ihirfy (30) days efter (he end of the term
, of this Contract. The Final Report shell be In a form satisfactory to (he Department and sheil

contain a ummary statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated tn the Propose!
end other InformaUon lequired by the Department.

12.' Completion of Scrvlcoa: DlsaSowance of Costs: Upon the piechasa by (he Department of the
maximum number of units provided for In the Contract end upon payment of (he price Dmhadon
hereurxier, the Contract end all the obligations of (he parlies hereunder (except such obllgatons es,
by the terms of (he Contract ere to be performed after the end of the term erf this Contract and/or
survtva the termination of the Contract) shell terminate, provided however, that If, upon review of the
ptnal Expendlture.Repori the Oeparbnent shaD disallow any expenses claimed by the Corrtractor as
costs hereunder the Depertment shed retain the right, at its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are dlsaVowd or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credit^ AD documents, notices, press releases, reseat^ reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shaD Include the fodowtng
statement

13.1. The pfeparetion of (his (report, document etc.) was financed under e Contract with the State
of New Hampshire, Department of Health end Human Services, with funds provided In part
by the State of New Hampshire andfor such other ttjndlng sources as were avaOabje or .
required, e.g., the United States Depertment of Health and Human Services^

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: AO materials (written, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the co.ntrect shaD have prior approval frorri DKHS before printing, production,
distribution or use. The OHHS will retain copyri^t ownership for any er>d all origin^ materials
produced. Induding, but not Dmited to. tu-ochures. resource directories, protocols or guldeUnes,
posters, or reports. Contractor shaD not reproduoe any materials produ^ under the contrect without
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of FacUltlca: Compliance with Laws end Regutatlona: In the operation of any facUitias
for providing servfoes, the Contractor shall comply with ell laws, orders and reguladons erf federal,
state, county and munldpa) authorities and any dlrecUon of any Put^ O^er or officers
pursuant to laws u4dch shall impose an order or ditty upon the contractor wHh respect to the
operation of the facDlty or the provision of the sen^loM et such fecUity. If any governmental Doer^ or
permit sheD be requir^ for Ihe operation of (he said facDity or the p^ormanoe of the said services,
the Contractor wD procure said Ifoense or permit, and wOl at 80 tbnea comply wfth the terms and
condittons of each such license or permit. In connection wtth (he foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of (his Contract the fecQjfies shaD
comply with afl rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Fire Marshal and
the local fire protection agency, and shall be In conformance with local budding end zoning codes, by-
taws and regulations.

16. Equal .Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor wUI provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to foe Office for ClvD Rights, OfTrce of Justice Programs (OCR). If It has
received e single ewerd of SSOO.OtK) or more. If foe rec^tent receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or

EiMbR C - Sptdtl PrcMsfons ConMOor IaIU&Is
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more employees. (1 wBI maintain a current EEOP on file end aubmit an SOP Certification Form to the
OCR, certifytr)8 that Its SOP Is on file. For recipients receMng less than $26,000. or public grantees
with fewer thm 60 emptoyeas, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Foro to the OCR cerf fylng ft Is not required to subrrilt or maintain an ffiOP. Non-
profii organlxattons. Indian THbes. and medical end educational Institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are required to submit a cerfificatlon fonn to the OCR to claim the exempfion.
EEOP Certification Forma are evaileble el: http;//www.o|p.u$do}/about/ocf/pdfs/certjpdf.

17. Umtted English Proficiency (LEP): As clarified by Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
Services for persons vrfth Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance, national origin

. di6crtTn!nation'(ncludesdlGcrimInationon-thebasl8 0fUmttedEngl!snproflcier>cy(L£P). Toerauje
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act ori388 and Title VI of the Civil
Righto Act of 1684. Contractors must lake reasonable stops to ensure tfiat LEP persons have
meaningful access to Its programs.

16. POot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whistfeblower Protections: The
foiiowing shell apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined In 48
CFR 2.101 (currently. $150,00.0)

Contractor Employee Whisueslower Rights and RequirementTo Inform Employees of
Wh!8tl£blower Rights (SEP 2013)

<e) Thta contrect-end employees woridng on this contract wQl be subject to (he whistleblower rights
and remedies In the pilot program on Contractor employee whlsllebfower protections estatrfished at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by sacUon 628 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L
112-239) end FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shall Inform Its employees in wiftino. In the predominant language of the workforce.
■  of emptbyee whistleblower rights arrd protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described in section
3J08 of the Federal Aoqutolfion Regulation.

I

(c) The Contractor shall insert the substence of this clause. Including this paragraph (c), Iri all
subcontracts over the simpliflad acqulslUon threshold.

16. Subcontrectore: DHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcorrtractora with
' greater e;q>erliso to perform certain health care services or functions for efficiency or convenience,

but the Contractor sttoll retain foe responslbillly aiKi accountability for the function(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shad equate the subcontractor's ebllity to perform the delegated
functlon(s). This Is eccomptished through a written egreemenl that specifies ectivities and reporting
resporrslbllitles of the subcrmtractor and provides for revoking the delegation or Imposing sanctions If
the subcontractor's performance te not edequate. Subcontractora are subject to the s^e contractual
conditions as (he Contractor and toe Contractor is resporulble to ensure sut)contractor compliance
wfto those conditioTto.
When the Contractor.delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shaU do (he foQowing:
19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's abDily to perform the acttviites, before delegating

the function
. 16.2. Have a written agreemerd with the subcontrector that specifies activities and reporting

responsibQtiles end how saflclRma/revDcation wDi be managed if the suboontrsctor'e
performance Is not adequate

1.9.3. Monitor the subconbactor's performance on an ongorng basis

EiMbh C - SpiCtal Proyblons CotttFactortnUato Sp.
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19.4. Provide to DHHS an annual schedule tdentifylng all suboontrectors, delegated funcdona and
rasponslbintlas, and whan the subcontractor'e performance wOI be reviewed

19.6. DHHS shall, at Its dscreUon, review and approve ell subcontracts.

If the Contractor (derttlfles deficiencies or areas for improvement are Identified, (he Contractor shall
take corredlve action.

DEnNITIONS
As used in the Corrtract, the foUowIng terms shall have (he foBoviffrrg meanings:

COSTS: Shan mean (hose direct and Indirect Items of expense determined by the Department to be
allowable end reimbursable In aocordence with .cost and accounting principles established In accordance
wtth state and federal laws, regdatlons. rules and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Hutrira Service.

RNANCIAL MANAQEMEhfT GUIDELINES: Shall mean that se^on of (he Contractor Manual which (a
errtttled "Rnandal Management Guideltnes* end which contalrts the regulations governing the financial
actrvftle of contractor agencies wNch havo contracted with the State of NH to receive funds.

PROPOSAL If appllcabta, shall mean (he document submitted by the Contractor on e form or forms
required by the Department and containing a description of the Services to be provided to ellglble
IrxfMduato by die Contractor in accordance with the terms and condHlons of (he Contract end setting forth
(he lota) cost and sources of revenue for each service to be provided under the Contract.

UNFT: For each service that the Contractor Is to provido to eligible Individuals hereunder, shaQ mean that
period of dme or thai spectfled activity determined by the Department ar^ specific In Exhibit B of the
Conlr^

FEDSW./STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulatons. rules, orders, and poQdes. etc. are
referred to In (he Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean all such laws, ragulatlons. etc. as
they may be amended Of revised from the lime to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: Shall mean that document pr^red by (he NH Department of Administrative
Services containing a compSation of all regulations promulgated pursuant to the Npw Hampshife
Administrative Procedures Act NH RSA Ch 541 -A, for (he purpose of Imptementing State of NH and
federal regulations premulgafod thereur>der.

SUPPtANTt^ OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: Ttte Contractor guarantees that funds provided under this
Contract win hot supplant any exlsQng federal fUnds avaOable for these services.

ExNttC-SpodslPrnvblons Contradof lnI8at»
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REVISIONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 ol the General Provisions of this contract. Conditional Nature of Agrecmerrt, is
replaced as follows:

4.. CONDTTIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, ell obUgallons of the State
hereunder. Includlno wilhoul llmitatton. the confinuanco of payments, In whole or In part,
under (his Agreement are contingent upon continued epproprtatlon or evailablllty of funds.
Induding any.subsequerrt changes to (he appropriation or avaHabinty of funda affected by
any state or fiederel legislative or uecuOve action that reduoes, eliminates, or otherv^se
modifies the approprtatton or avallaunv of funding for this Agreement and the'Scope of
Services provided In E^diibft A," Scope of Services. In whole or In part In rxj event shall (he
State be Qabte for any payments hereunder In excess of approprfeted or avallaUe funds. In
the e>^nt of a reduction, termination or modiftcation of appropriated or avaliabla funda, the
State shall have the right to wtthhold payment until such funds become avaDabie, If ever. The
Stale ahaO have the right to reduce, lermlnale or modify aarvtees under this Agreement
Immediately upon gMng ihe Contractor notice of auch reduction, termination or modification.
■The State shall r>ot be required to transtor furvls from any other source or account Into the
Aocount{6) Identified In block 1.6 of Ihe Generaf Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account, In the event funda are reduced or unavailable.

2. Sut^aragraph 10 of (ha General Provisions of (hia contract. Termination. Is amended by adding the
foOowfng language;
10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of

the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State Is exardslrtg tts
option to terminate the Agreement.

10J In the event of early tefmfr\atlon, the Contraclor shall, w'rfhln 15 days of notloe of early
(ermlrwtion, develop and submit to the St^e a Transition Plan for services urrder Ihe
Agreemerrt, Irrcluding but not limited to. tdentifylng the present and future .needs of cHarUa
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a propess to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractof shad fully cooperate with (he State and sh^ promptly provide detailed
Intofmation to support the Transition Plan Including, but rwt limited to, any tnformaUon or
data requested by Ihe State related to tiie termination of the Agreement and Tran^Uon Plan
and ahaO provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the.State as
requested.

10.4 In the event ffia! aervloes under the Agreement. Induding but not limited to clients receiving
aervioes urtder Ihe Agreement ere transltiorted to having services delivered by anoth^ entity
Indudtng contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall prevlde a prooess for
uninterrupted deHvery of servlcee in the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of notifying cDents and other affected trvfivfduals
about the transition. The Contractor shall (ndude the proposed communfcatlons In Its
Transttion Plan submitted to (he State as described above.

1  Renewal: The Department reserves the right to extend the Contract for up to two (2) additional
years, sut)|ect to the continued avaOabtll^ of funds, satl^ciory performanoe of services artd
approval by the Governor and Executive CoundL

EikltA C-1 - RtvWoni to StandtfU ProvWoni Contrsctor InlUtIs
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUS-FREE WORKPLACE RgQUmPMPWrfi

Comr^of tdenlM In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provlsiona of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Dnrg-Free Woi^ace Actof 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690, Title V. Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et s^.). and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In Sections
1.11 end 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification;

ALTERNATIVE I ■ FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDU/Is ' '

US DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
U8 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION -CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This eytificyfcm is required by the regulations Implementing Sections 6151-6160 of the Oruo-Free
Wojptece Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690. TMe V, Subtitle 0; 41 U.S.C. 701 ct ee<i.). The January 31.

amended and pubDshed as Part li of the Mav 25.1990 Federal Register (pages
if 4 ^ and require certification by grantees (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub-corrtradors), prior to awarjf. that they will maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017 630(c) of the

fegul^on provides that a grantee (and by Inference, sub-grantees and sulxortractors) that Is a State
lT^ay elect to make one e^jllcatkm to the Department In each federal fiscal year In Deu of eertjncatcs for
cwljran! dunng the federal focal year covered by the certlflcalion. The ccrtiOcale set out below Is a

reliance Is placed when the agency awards the grant False
oerttoton or vrolaUon of the certiTicattan shall be grounds for suspension of payments,' suspension or
t^filion of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment Contractors using thte form should
send it to;

Ccmmlsaioner
NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee c^Ifles that ft will or will continue toprovide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. ^bllsNng a statement notifiring employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution-

dispensing, possesston or use of a controiied substance is prohibited In the grantea'e *
workplace and specifying the actions thai will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohlbmon;

1.2. EstdXIshIng an ongoing drug-free awareness program to Inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers of <frug abuse'ln the workplace:
t.Z2. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drog-free workplace;
1 ;23. ^y avanabia drug counseling. rohabHltatten, and employee assistance programs: and
12.A. The penalties that may be Imposed upon cmployeos for drug abuse violations

occurring In the workplace;
1.3. ^ng It a requlremerTt that each employee to be engaged In the performance of the grant be

given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a);1.4. Notifying the employee In the statement required by paragraph (a) that as a contftlon of
employment under the grant, the employee will
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the statement; and

N^^th^^'^PJoywlnwrftlngofhliorhcrcorivicllonforovkjIaltonofacrimlnaJdruostatute occurring in the workplace no later than five calendar days after sud^
conviction:

1.5. Notifying the agency In wriUng, within ten calcndar days after receiving notice under
sub^ragmph 1.4.2 from an dnployee or cH^rwIse'receiving ectusi notice of such conviction,
OTpIpyers of convicted employees must provide notice, Including position tlUe. to every grairt
ofBcer on whose grant actlyfty the convicted employee was wortcing, unless the Federal agency

EUiWO-CsrUMfioorcffiffCnflOfVBFwe Contractor IrtOab
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has designated a cerUrel point for the receipt of such notices. Notice ehaO lr»clude the
identification number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. Tahlr^ one of the foDo^ng actions, within 30 calendar days of receiving notice tinder
fiubparagraph 1.4.2, with respect to any employee who Is so conned
1.6.1. TaMng appropriate personr^el action against such en empbyee, up to and Induding

termination,, consistent with the requirements of the RehaMTtafion Act of 1G73, as
emended; or

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to participate satisfactorily In a drug abuse esslstanee or
rehabintatlon program approved for such purposes by a Feder'al, 8tate. of toca! hea&h,
taw enforcement, or other.appropifate agency;

1.7. Making a goo^Jdhh effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace tfirough
Im'pIerrientai^ bfparBgraphs 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4, l.S, and 1.6.

2. The grantee may insert In the sppce provided below the sltefs) for the performance of work done tn
connection wHh the fipecific grant

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)

Check □ ff there are workplaces on file that are not identified here.

ContractorName:

oSteT 1 Nj"®: SharsnV^A^

EiMbQO-CcrtlGcaitgnrtsvtftneOruBFiM Contractor MOih
VAtekpaao R«s(irtRMnts
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CERTIFICATIONREGARDING LOBBYINQ .

The Contractor WentWed In Section 1.3 of the Genera) Provisions agrees to comply wKh the prm^slons of
Section 310 of Public Law 101-121, Government wide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobtrylng, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees Ip have the Contractor'a representative, as IdentHied In Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Cerli^calitf^!

US OEPARTMEhTT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

I  * .

Programs (hdlcata applicable program covered):
Temporary Assistance to Needy FemlBcs under TlUelV-A -
*ChOd Support Ehforcement Program under Title (V-D
'Social Serviced Block Grant Program under Title XX
'MetflcaU Program under Title XIX
*Communay Services Block Grant under Title V)
^hlM Cere Development Block Grant under Tdle IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of 'his or her knowledge and belief, that:

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been ̂  or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to
any person (or Irtfluenctng or attempting to InOuenco an o^cer or employee of any agency, a Member *
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an emptoyeo of a Member of Congress In .
conne^n with the.awarding of any Federal contract, continuation, renewal, amendmenL or
modification of arty Federal contract granL loaa or cooper alive agreement (and by specie mention
sub^rantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or vt^.be paid tO'eny person for
influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Membv o^i^raress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In oonnee&n virfOt tWs
Federal contract ̂ ant loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specie mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor, the l/r^erslgned shall complete end submll Standard Form >-Lt, (DIscfosure Form to
Report Lobbytng, In accordance wQh Its Instructions, attached and Identified as Standard Exhibit E-L)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this oertificaUon be included In foe award
document for sub-awards at aD tiers (Including subcontracts, sub-grards, and contracts under grants,
(cans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub-redple^ shad certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification Is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certiflcaUon is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction Imposed by Section 1352,TftJe31, U.S. Code. Any person who falls to fdethe required
certification shall be subject to a dvll perwlty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

Contractor Name; '

^  <ShrTtr^ra
(Le^d

EMbllE-(Mlllatk>n'Re,silIngLotb,lii, Contractor Ingri. ■

CUdflUftlOTU pagtion . Date Sf3\\
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CERTIFICATION REQAftDINQ DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION
AND OTHSR RESPONSIBILITY MATTER*!

The Contractor WcnllTrod In Section 1.3of thoOenerel Provioiona agrees to comply with the provisions of
Executive Office of the President. Executivo Order 12S49 end 45 CFR Pert 70 regerdino Debarment,
Suspension, end Other Resportslbliity Matters, end further agrees to have the Contrectpr'e
represerrtatlve. as identlTied In Sectforts 1.11 and 1.12 of (he Qenerei Provisions execute the followina
CerflflcaQon:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1. By signing and submUInG thb proposal (contract), the prospective primary partlclpent b providing the

certification set out bebw.

2. The inabliay of a person to provide the certlficatJon required below wtO not necessarfly VesuR In denial
of palpation In thb covered transacttoa If necessary, the prospective part^ont shall sutxnH an

.  explanation of why It c^not provide the certlficatton. The certification or explanation wQ) be
considared In cormcctton with the NH Departmert of Health and Human Services' (DHHS)
detefmlnatiqn whether to enter Into thb Iransactbn. However, failure of the prosp^iM ̂ mary
participant to furnish a certlficallon or an axplanstlon shall dbquaUfy such person from particlpalbn In
thb Iransactbn.

3. The ccrtlficatbn to thb clause b a matcrtal reprasentetlon of fad upon which reliance was pbced
when OHMS determined to enter Into thb transaction. If It Is later detemilnad that the prospective *
prtmary partldpanl knowingly rendered an erroneous cartificatton, in addition to other remedies
available to the Federal Govamment, DHHS may terminate thb trartsactlon for cause or default

4. The Respective prtmary participant shall provide ImmediatD written notica to the DHHS agcn^ to
whom thb proposal (contract) Is submlttDd at any time the prospective primary paitictpant laams
that lb certification was errR^us whan submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstartces.

6. The terms 'covered Iranssclbn.* 'debarred.' 'suspended,' 'Ineligible.' 'bwer tier covered
trarbactbn,* "partldparrt,' 'person,* 'primary covered Iransactbn,* 'prirKipal.* "proposal,* and
'voluntarity eocduded;' as used b this clause, have the meanings set out b the Definitions and
Coverage sections ofthe ivies frnplemer^ting Executive Order 12549:46 CFR Part 76. Seethe
attached deflntllons..

0. The prospective prtmary participant agrees by submitting thb proposal (contract) that, should the
proposed covered transactbn be entered Into, R shall not Kncrwindy enlW Into any lower tier covered
transactbn.wilh a person who b d^erred, suspended, declared Ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation In thb covered transactbn. unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prospective primary participant further.agrees by submitting thla proposal that It wID bclude the
clause tiSed'Certifbation Regarding. Debarment.-Su^ensbn, InaDgibnny and Voluntary Exctusbn •
Lower Tier Covered Traitsactiorts,* provided by DHHS, wDhout modification, b all bwer tier covered
transactions and In all soOdtatioris for bwer tier covered transacUorts.

0. A participant In a covered transaction may rely upon a certificatton of a prospective participant b a
bwer tier cdvered transectbn that it Is not debarred, suspended. Ineligible, or Invofyntartiy excluded
from the covered transaction, unless H Knows that the certifteatton Is orroneous. A partldpanl may
decide the method and frequency by whbh It determines the ellgbflity of Rs prbcl^b. Each'
participant may, but b not requbed to. check the Nonprocurement Lbt (of eDctuded parties).

0. Nothing contained In the foregobg shall be construed to require estabOshment of a system of records
b order to render In good faith the certification required try thb cl^se. The knowledge and

Etfdt>R F - CeriOestfoA Rtgsnflng 0«b«iinenl, Suspension Conirador inOats
And OOtor RespomrblOy Melton
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Information of a participant Is not required to exceed that which is norrneHy possessed by a prudent
. person In the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except for transactions authorized under paragreph 6 of these Instructions, If a participant (n a
cove^ transaction krwwlngly enters Into a lower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
-suspended, debarred, IneQgftle, or voluntarOy excluded from p^cipatidn In this transaction, in
addition to other rem^les available to the F^erel government, DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or defautL

PRIMARY CX)VERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective prtmary participant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief, that ft and its

prindpals:
11.1. am not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared IneGglbie. or

voluntarily excluded from covered trarvactlons by any Federal department or agency;
11.2. have RotwDhln 8 tî ree-yearperiod preceding this proposal (contract) been oonvteted of or had

• e ctvfl Judgment render^ egalnst them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense In
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a pubBc (Federal, State or locaO

.  . transaction or a contract under a public transaction; vlolailon of Federal or State antitrust r
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, fo^ery, bribery, falsification or destru^n'of .
records, making false staterrients; or receiving stolen property; ' i

11.3. are ncft present indicted fbroiherwisa criminaOy or.civiny charged by a goyemrrwritel entity ''
(Federal,-St^ or locaQ with commission of any of (he offenses enumerated In paragraph ((Kb)
ofthbccrtlfi^tion;errd .

11.4. have not wKhIn a tiu6e<year period preceding this applicaliori/proposal had one or more pubSc
transactioRs (Federal, Stale or locaO tenninated for causa or default

12. Where the prospective prtmary participant b unable lo certHy to any of the statements In this
MriRcatlon, such prospectlw participant shad attach en explanation to this proposal (contract).

■LOWER TER.COVERED TRANSACTIONS
13. By signlrig end submitting thb lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower tier paitidpanl, as

deftned In 45 CFR Part 76. certifies to the best of its knowledge arrd belief that ft and Its principals:
13.1. ere not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared Inetlgible, or

.  voluntarily excluded from f^dpation In Ihls transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where Ihe proapedlve lower, tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective partic^ant shall atiacti en o)7l»i8tIon to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contrect) that (1 will
Include thb clause entitled 'Certiticatlon Regarding Debarment. Suspenskm, (neliglbility. and .
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions.' without m^lficalion In aD lovwr tier covered
tr^sactions and In eQ solidtatfons for lower tier covered Uansactions.

Contractor Name*.

ErMbftF-CcrtKafiortReQirding Oetennenl, Suteenilor) Csntrsctor InOsIs
M Other ResponiWOy StaHert
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CgRTIFtCATtON OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMEffTS PERTAINING TO
FEDERAL NONDISCRIMINATION. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FArTH^BASED ORQANIZATtONS AND

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Conlractof Wantffled In Section 1,3 of the GenemI Provisions agrees by signature of the Contrector'e
representative as identmad In Sections 1.11 end 1.12 of the General PravisiorB, to emcute the following
cerWIcation:

Contractor will comply, and wDJ require eny eubgrantecs or subcontractors to comply, wfth any applicable
federal nondlscrimlnatlon requiremenlB, which may Include;
• the Omnibus Crtme Control and Safe Streets >tet of 1988 (42 U.6.C. Section 3769d) wtilch prohibits
recipients of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either In employment practices or In
the delivery of services or benefite, on the basis of race, crArr, refigion, national origin, and sex The Ad
requires certain recipients to prod^rce an Equal Employment Opportunity Plan;
• the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Preventbn Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b)) which edopts by
reference, the dyll rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act Recipients of federal funding under this
statute are prohbited from dlscrimlrttrting, e^er in employment practices or In the defivery of eervfces or
benefita, on the besls of race, oolor. religion, national origin, arKf sex The Act Includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements;

- the CMl WgMs Act of 1BS4 (42 U.S.C. Section 2000d, which prohibits reclpjents of federal financial
esslstanoe from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or netlonal origin In any program or acBvfty);

-theRehabllitaUon Ad of 1873(29 U.S.C. Section 794), which prohiblte radptenis of Federal fmandal
assistance from discriminating on the basis of disability. In regard to employmcnl and the defivcry of
services or beneTits, In eny program or adMty;

-the Americans wilh DisabiliUes Ad of 1890 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34), which prohfclts
dlscrlmlnetion and ensures equal opportunity for persons wfth disabQitles In emptoyment. State and local
.govemment.servtces, pubRc accommodations, commercial facSItles, and Iransportatton;
- the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1881.1683,168SS6). which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex In fedeiBlty'assIsted education programs;
-the Age Discffrninotion Act of ms (42 U.S.C. Sedions 6108-07). wWch prohibits disCTimination on the
basis of age In programs or adhriUes recervtng Federal flnandal assistance, it does not tnctude
employment discrimination;.

- 28 C.F.R. pt 31 (U.S. Oepartmeftt of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondlscrimination; Equal Employment Opportunity; PoDcto
8f*d ̂ ocedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the lavU for faHh-besed arwl community
organizations); Executive Order No. .13559, which provide hmdamental principles and poBcy-maWng
crrterla tor partnerships wUh faith-based and neighborhood orgenizallons;

■ 28 C.F.R. pL 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulaltorta - Equal Treatment tor Faith-Based
OrganlzBtioAs); and Whistieblower protecticns 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense AuthorfzaUon
Ad (NOAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L 112-239, enacted January 2.2013) the Pnol Program for
Enhancement cf Contrad Employee Whlstiebtawef Protections, which protects employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities In connedion wfth federel grants and contracts.

The certlticate set out below is a material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the
agency awards the gram. False certification or violation of the certiflcetion shall tw grounds for
suspension of payments, susperBion ortermlnation of grants, or govemmenl wide susperwlon or
debarmenL

Contneifir InffiA y
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In the event a Federal or Stete court or Federal or State admlnistrBllve agency makee a finding of
discrtmlnetlon after a due process hearing on (he grounds of race, color, reOglon, netionai origin, or sm
egelnst e redplenl of funds, the redptent will forward e copy of the finding to the Office for CM) Rights, to
the app5c8bts contrecting egency or division wtlhtn the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Hurrian Services Office of (he Ombudsman.

The Contractor IdonlfTied In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
reprasentafive as Identtfled In- Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provbhms. to execute (he followina
certification: .

1. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply ̂  the provistons
Indicated above.

£Li
Date

(Contractor Name:

5^®" tSMnn
6^0

EittttO
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CERTIFICATION REQARDINQ EWIRONME^^^AL TOBACCO SMOKE

PubDc Law 103*227, Part 0 - Environmental Tobabco Smoke, also known as tho Pro-ChiWren Act of 1994
(Ad), requiros that smiddng not be permitted In any portk>n of any indoor fedlity owned or leased or
contracted for by an entity and used routinely or regularty for the provision of heaflh, day care, education,
Of Qbrary services to children under the age of 18. if Ihe services are funded by Federal programs oilher
dlredly or through State or (oca! governments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guaramee. The
law does noi apply to children's services provided In private resldoTKas, fecfliUes funded solely by
Medicare or Medlcald funds, and portions of fadlfties used for Inpallent drug or alcohol treatmenf PaDuro
to comply with the provblons of the law may result In the ImposWon of a cMI monetary pcn&Sy of up to
81000 per day end/or the Imposftton of an administrative compDartce order on the responsible entity.

Tho Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the Oeneral Provisions ̂ rees, by signature of (he Contractor's
representative as identified In Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the foBowlrtfl
cereficaSon: ^

1. By sighing and sub^ng this conlrad, tho Contractcr agrees to make reasonable efforts to comply
wHh ell appQcable provWcns of Public Law 103-227. Part C, known as the ProChlldren Ad of 1994.

Contractor Name:

Date

TWe:^' ^k^rtn Wi-

EtfdbQ H • CsftKcadon Rsfiirdlno ConSadflr inlQalt
En^aewnenUlTobeteo Smoke '
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HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILfTY ACT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AQREEME^n• .

The Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Public Law 104-191 and
with the Stimdards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable He^h Information, 45
CPR Parts 160 and 184 appllrabie to business associates. As defined herein, 'Business
Associate' shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected health Information ur^er this Agreement and *Covered
Entity shall mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services.

(1) Definitions.

& 'Breach' shall have the same meaning as the term 'Breach* In section 164.402 of Title 45,
Cede of Federal Regulations. .

b. "Business Associate' has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45. Code
of Federal Regulations.'

c. 'Covered meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d! 'Designated Record Set'shall have the same meantng as the term "designated record aef
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e. 'Data Aogrwation" shall have the same meaning as the term 'data aggregation" In 45 CFR
Section 164.501.

f. 'Health Care Operations" shall have the same meaning as the term 'health care operations*
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

9- "HITECH AcT means the Health Information Technology fbr Economic and Clinical Health
Act, TRIeXIII, SubtUe D. Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.

h. "HIPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information. 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

L  'tndrvlduar shall have the. same meaning as the term IndtvlduaP In 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall Include a person who quaflfies as a personal representative in accordance wtth 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

J. 'Privaw Rule* shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

k. "Protected Health Information" shall have the same meaning as the term 'protected heatlh
tnfbrmation* in 45 CFR Section 160.103, limited to .the Information created or received by
Business Aasodate Rom or on behalf of Covered Entity. _ ■

Smi4 EiMMI Contractor trials
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Businen Amoc/iIo Aflrecffltnl
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(. 'Required bv |,aw* shall.have the same meaning as the term 'required by law' in 45 CFR
Section 1$4.103.

m. 'Secretflrv'shan mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her'designee.

n. 'Securitv Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Siectronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and airondments thereto.

0- "Unsecured Protected Health Information' means protected health Information that Is not
secured by. a technology star^dard that renders protected health Informatten unusable,
unreadable, or indecipherable.to unauthorized indrvtduais and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that Is accredited by the American National Standards
IrtstHute.

p. .Qthpr pplinltjflns - All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended fiem time to time, and the
HITECH
Act

(2) Business Assoctete Use and Disclosure of Protected HeaHh fnformfltion.

a. Business Associate shall not use. disclose, maintain or Irartsmit Protected Health'
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outRned under
E^ibll A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associate, Indudlng but not limlli^ to all

.  its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI in any manner that would cpnstftute a vfolatlon of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. BusInessAssociate may use or disclose PHI;
I  For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate;

.  II. As required.by law, pursuant to the terms set forth In jparagraph d. below; or
111. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Busiriess Associate Is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party. Business Associate must obtain, prior to making any such disclosure. (0
reasonable assurances from the third party.that such PHI will be held confldenliaDy and
used or hirther disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which It was
disclosed to the third party; and (li) an agraemenl from such third party to notify Busing
Associate, In accordance with the HIPAA 'Privacy, .Security, and Breach Notfflcatlon
Rules of any breaches of the confidenUallty of the PHI, to the extent It has obtalrwd
kitowledge of such breach.

d. ■ The Business Associate shall not, unless such disclosure is reasonably necessa^ to
■ provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI In response to a
request for disclosure on the basts that It Is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity cbje^ to such dlsdosure^the'Business

M014 ExNMI CartrarfflfWHah
Htiltn bwnnce Port&bQV Ad
Buslneti Auodde
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Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the P/ivacy and ̂ curity Rule, the Business Associate
shad be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI In violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) Oblloatfons and Activities of Business Associate.

a. The Business^soclate shall notify the Covered Entit/s Privacy Officer immediately
after the Business Associate tecomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health Information not provided for. by the Agreement Including breaches of unsecured
protected health Information and/or any s^urity Incident that may have an Impact on the
protected health Information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when It becomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall Include, but not be
limited to:

0 The nature and extent of the protected health information Involved, includlrig the
types of Identiflera and the likelihood of re-ldenfificatiori;

0 The unauthorized person used the protected health Information or to whom the
disclosure was-m^e;

o Whether the protected health. Information was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extant to which the risk to the protected health Information has be^

mKlgated.

The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and Immediately report the fmdlngs of the risk assessment In writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. TheBusinessAssodateshaDcomplywilhailsectlonscfthePrivacy. Security, and
Breach Notificat'on Rule.

d. Buarnesa Associate shall make available all of Its Internal policies and prooedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of deternriining Covered Entlt/s compDance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. ' Busir^ss Associate shall require all of Its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree in writing to adhere to the same -
mstrictlons and condltjcns on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, Including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (0. The Covered Entity
shail be cor^sldered a .direct third party tieneficlary of the Contradoris business associate
agreements with Contractor's Int^ed business associates, who wBJ be recelvtng PHI
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pursuant to ttrls Agreement. v;Ith rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P*37) of this Agreement iv the purpose of use and disdosura of
protected health Information.

f. Whhin five (5) business daye of receipt of a written request ftom Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at Its offices an
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and dl^losure
of PHI to the Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Assodate's compliance \^th thS terms of the Agreement

g. Whhin ten (10) business days of receMng a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI In a Designated Record Set to the
Cover^ Entity, or as dlreded by Covered Entity, to an Individual In order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

I

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for en
arhendment of PHI or a record about an indlvidua) contained In a Designated Record
Set. the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and Incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill Its
obTigatlons under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

I. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and infonnaUon related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
Indlvidua] for an accounting of disclosures of PHI In accordance wHh 45 CFR Section
164.528.

J. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a .
•  request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make avaOabte
. to Covered Enlhy such Information as Covered Entftymay require to fulfill Its obligations
to provide an accounting of disclosures >^h respect to PHI In accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.528,

k. In the went any Individual requests access to, amendment of. or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsiblDty of responding to fbrwarded requests. However, If forwaniing the
Indtvlduafs request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Busbiess
Associate to vtolate HIPAA and the Privacy 8r>d Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall Instead respond to the IndivlduaTs request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

I. Wrthin ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI

.  recelv.ed from, or created or received by the Business Associate In connection wlth the
Agreement, and shaD not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction Is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been othenvise agreed to In
the Agreement Business Associate shall continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and.timit further uses and discibsures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the return or destruction Infeasible, for so long ai Business
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Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, in Its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) Obligations of Covored Entity

a. Covered. Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or Rm(tatlon($) In Its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to Individuals In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or Dmttation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes In, or revocation
of permission provid^ to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or'
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement pursuant to 45 CFR Sectton
164.606 or-46 CFR Section 184.608.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on ̂ e use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agr^ to In accordance with 46 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that su^ restriction may affect Business Associate's use or di^losure of

.  PHI.

(5)' ■ Termitnation for Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard tefms and conditions (P-37) of tWs
Agreement the Covered Entity may tmmediatety terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's i(nov4edgd of a breach by Business Associate of the Bu^ness Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either Immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business'Assoclate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeffame specified by Covered Eritity. If Covered Entity

. determines that.nelther termination nor cure Is feasible. Covered Entity shall report the '
violation to the Secretary.

t6) , Miscellaneous

a. Definitions and Regulatory References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms in the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit I, to
a Section In the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as In etiect or as
amended.

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such'action as is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as Is necessary for Covered
Entity to ccmpfy with the changes In the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state taw:

c. Data CwnemhlD. The Business Associate acknowledges that it has no ownership rights
wHh respect to the PHI provi^d by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

d. InterpTdation. The parties agree that any ambiguity In the Agreement shaii be resolved
to permll Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.
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e. Segregation. If arty term or condrtion of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or circumstance Is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
condltfons which can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this E)d>ibit I are declared severable.

f. Survivai. Provisions in this Exhibit i regarding the use and disclosure of PHi, retum or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement in section (3) I. the
defense and Indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditjoris (P-37), shall survive the termlnatfon of the Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties h^to have duly executed this Exhibit I.

. Department of Healft and Human Senrlces

The State' ' NamepfJhe.Conlractor

Signature of Authorized Representative Slgnabre of Authorized Representative

Name of Authorized Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

ujihc
Date

Name of Authorized Representative

THIe of Authorized Representative

5  L.
Date

a/2014 Exrobi
HesUhtntursRCB PoftMffily Act
Sudness AsMdttt AQrecmcn]

PoQeflefO

COfUrcdor tniSab

Dale:
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CERTtRCATION REQARDINQ THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCQUNTABIUTY AND TRANSPARENCY
ACT tFFATAI COMPLIANCE

The Federal Fundlnp Accountability and Transparency Ad (FFATA) requires prime awardees of Individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $26,000 and awarded on or after October 1.2010. to report on
data related to executive compensation and associated fir8t*tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
Initial Qward is below $26,000 but subsequent grant modiflcaUons result In e total ewerd equ^ to or over
$25,000, the award to subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the eward.
In accordance wHh 2 CFK Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), (he
Department of Hea&h and Human Seivfoes (DHH8) rrtust report the foDowIng Information for any
subaward or contract award subject to the. FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award
3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts/CFDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award taie descHpUve of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
8. Prlrwlpleplaceof performance
9. Unique Ideidlfter cd the entity pUNS #)
10. Total oompertsaliOT and names of tha top five executives If:

10.1. n^re than 80% of annual gross re^nues are from Ihe Federal governmerd. and those
revenues are greater than 925M annually and

10.2. .Compensation information Is not already availabla through reporting to tho SEC.

Prime gr^ rectplants must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 daye, in which
the award or award amendment Is made. '
The Contrectpr identified In SeOtfon 1.3 of the General Provlslorts ̂ rees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Funding AccountablOty and Transparency Act. Public Caw 109^282 and Public Lew 110-252,
and 2 CPR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees
to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In Sections 1.11 ar>d 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following CertiflcaUon:'
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed Information as outlined above to the NH
Department ofHaaHh and Human Services and to comply with aQ applicable provisions of the Federal
Finandai Accountability and Transparency Act

Contractor Name;

I  I N^e: cShnn

ExNWl J - CsftrOcsllon Rsgsnflng (he Fedtnl Fimdlne Contrsctar InOials
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PORTIA

As the Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the Genera) Provisions, I 'certify that the responses to the
below Hated questions are tnje and accurate.

1. The OUNS number for your entity is.. 9L2>Q\)^Lo
Z In your business or organtzation's precedlrtg completed fiscal year, did your business or organtz^n

receive (1) 60 percent or more of your annual gross revenue In U.S. federal contracts, subcontrBCts.
loans. grantB. sub-grants, end/or cooperative agreements: and.(2) $26,000,000 or more In annual
grots revenues from U.S.'fedcral contracts, sutacontrads. loerw. grants, subgrants, and/or ■
cooperative agreements?

y NO YES

If the answer to 92 above Is NO. stop here

If the answer to 92 above Is YES, please answer the following:

3.. Does the puNic have access to information about the compensation of the executives In your
business or organization through periodic reports fil^ under section 13<a)or15(d} of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1634 (16 U.8.C.76m(a}, 7do(d)} or section 6104 of the Intemal Revenue Code of
1086?

NO YES

,  Ifthe Qnswerto93 above Is YE8. stop here

if the answer to 93 above is NO, please answer the foSowIng:

4. The names end eomperuatlort of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organizsUon are as foliows:

f^rr«:.

Name:;

Name:,

Name:.

Name:.

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount,

Amount

ouotttsnioru

&dtfbn i - CvUfitsSon Rts&nCng Bw Pedenl Punang
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DHHS Informetlon Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The followiji^ terms.may be reflected and have the described meaning In this document:

1. 'Breach' means the loss of control, compromise, unauthorked disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauU)orized access, or any similar term referrlr^g to

. situations where persons other than authorlzied users end for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally Identifiable
information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
information,' Breach' shall have the same meaning as (he term 'Breach' In section
164^402 of Title 45. Code of Federal Regulations.

2. 'Computer Security Inddenf shall have the same meaning 'Computer Security
Inddent' In section two (2) of NISI Publication 600-61,'Computer S^urity indder^
Handling Guide, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department
of Commerce.,

3. 'Cortfidential Information* or 'Confidential Data' means ell confidential Information
disclosed by one pahy to the other such as aO medical; health, finandal, public
assistance benefits and personal Information Including without limitation. Substance
Abuse Treatment Records. Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Information.

Confldentiaf Information also Indudes any ahd all information owned or managed by
the State cf NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Heplth and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performing contracted
services - of which collection, disdosure, protection, and disposition Is goyemed by
state or federal (aw or regulation. This informatfon Indudes. but Is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (Pi). Personal Financial
InformaUon (PFI), Federal Tax Infoimatlon (FTI), Social Security Numbers (SSN);
Payment Card Irrdust/y (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential Information.

4. 'End User* means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee,
business assodate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data In accordance with the terms of this Contract.

6. 'H1PAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and AccountiabDlty Act of 1993 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. 'Incidanr means an act that potentially violates an expfidt or ImpSed security policy,
which Includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or Its data, unwanted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; end changes to system hardware,
flrmware, or software charactertsUcs without the owner's knowledge, ̂Instruction, or
cor^ent Incidents Indude the loss of data through theft or device misplacement loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and misrouttng of physical or electronic
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mail, an of which may have the polentie! to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or destruction.

7. "Open Wireless Network" means any ne^rit or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Dcpartmaht of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI PR
PHI or confidentia! DHHS data,

8. "Personal Information' (or "PI") means Information which can be used to distinguish
or trace en Irxflvlduars Identity, such as their name, soda! security number, personal
Information as defined In New Hampshire RSA 35^:19, blometric records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with other personal or Identifying Information which Is rmked
or linkable to a specific Individual, such as date and place of-birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. 'Privacy Rule' shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. Protected Health Infoitnatton' (or THT) has the same meaning as provided In the
definition of 'Protected Health Information' in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R. §
160.103.

11. "Security Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of' Bectronlc
fleeted Hearth Infofmation at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C. and amendments
thereto.

12. 'Unsecured Protected Health Information' means Protected Health Information that is
not secured by. a technology standard that renders Protected Health Informatfon
unusable, unreadable, or Indeclpherabfe to unauthorized Individuals and Is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that Is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

I. RESPONSIBIUmES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Bus|r>ess Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use. disclose, malritain or transmit Confidential Infomiatlon
as reasoriably necessary as outlined under this Contract. Further. Contractor,

Induding but not Dmlted to all Its directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
dispose, maintain or transmit PHI In any manrwr that would constitute a violation

of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information In response to a
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request for dhdosure on the basis that It Is required by law. in response to a
subpoena, etc.. without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has en opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. If DHHiS notlffes the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over end above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Prtvecy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by ouch
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such additional
restrictions and must abide by eny additional security sef^uards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
.  User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contra.

5. The Contractor egrees DHHS Data obtained under "this Contract may not bo used for
any other purposes that ere not Indicated In this Contract.

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to conftrm oompllance with the tenns of this
Contract.

U. laETTfODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User Is transmitting DHHS data containing .
Confldentla] Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable in cyber security and that said
application's encrypUon capabiliOes. ensure secure transmission via the Internet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data If
email .Is encnroted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such Information.

4. Encrypted Web Site, if End User Is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web she must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as Ffle Sharing Sites. Erwl User may not use file
hosting servlcea, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit

■ Confidentiai Data.

^  6. Grwnd Mail Senrlce. Er>d User may only transmit Confidential Data via certOied ground
man within the contmental U.S. and when eent to a named Individual.

7. Laptops and PDA." If End User Is emptoying portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be enoypt^ and password-protected,

fl. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an.open
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wireless notworlc. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

,9. Remote User Communication. If End User is employing remote communication to
access' or transmit Cohfidentia] Data, a virtual private network (VpN) must be
Installed on the End User's mobRe devlcels) or laptop from which Information will be
transmitted or accessed. .

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also.known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User Is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data. End User will
stnjcture the Folder and access privileges to prevent Inapproprtate disclosure of
Informatton. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Cortfldentlal Data wID
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletlon cycle (l.e; Confldentiaj Data wilt be deteted every 24

■ hours).
✓

11. Wlraiess Devices. If End User is transmitting Confidentlai Data via wireless deytceo, all
data must be encrypted to prevent Inappropriate disdosure of information.

lii: RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OP IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor wiD only retain the date and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
Contract After such time, the (Contractor wQ! have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative in whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted

- under tots Contract To this erxf. the parties must:

A. Retention

1. The Contractor ^rees & will not store, transfer or process data collected In
connection with toe senrioes rendered under this Contract outside of the United
States. This physical location requirement shall also apftiy In the Implementation of
cloud computing, cloud servtoe or cloud storage capabilities, and Includes t>ackup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are In
place to detect potential security events that can Impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential Information for.contractor provided systems.

3. The Contractor egrees to provide security awareness arxf education for Its End
Users In support of protecting Depadment confidential Information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain sD electronic and hard copies of CorrfldenUai Data
In a secure.locatlon arid Identified In section IV. A.2

5. The Contractor agrees Confldentlar Data stored In . a Cloud must be In a
FedRAMP/HITECH corfipllanl sotuUon and comply with all applicable statutes and
regutations regarding the pdvacy and securtjV. AD servers and devices must have
cunentfy-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest anU-vtrel. antl-
hacker, entf-spam, antl-spyware. and anti-malwarB utilities. The envtrofwnent, as a
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whole, must have aggressive Intnjslon-detection and firewall protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures fts complete cooperation with the State's
Chief Information Officer In the detection of any security vulrterabllity of the hosting
Infrestructure.

B. Disposition

1. If the Contractor wfli maintain any Confidential. Information on its systems (or its
' sub^ntractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented proce^ for

securely disposing of such data upon request or .cQritract termination; and win
obtain wdtleh certlfccation for any State of New Hampshire data destroy^ by the
Contractor or any subcontrectors as a part of ongoing,.emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer In use, electronic media contalnlr^ State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with industry>accepted standards for secure deietion and media
sanltlzBtion, or otherwise phy^lly destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described In NISI Spedal Publication 80D-68, Rev 1, Ouldellnes
for Media Sanillzation, National Institute of Standards and Technology,- U. S..
Department of Commerce. The Contractor win document and certify in writing at
dme of the data d^truction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request. The written certification will. Include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and validated. Where app^ble.
regulatory and professional standards, for retention requirements will be jointly
evaluated by the State end Contractor prior to des^cUoh.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the temirnation of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confjdentlal Data using a

^  secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise spedfced, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contrector agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data .
by means of date erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURTTY
I

A. Contractor.agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and. any
deriyaUve ̂ ta or files, as foUoNvs:

1. The Contractor wUI maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential (nformallon collected, processed, managed, end/or stored In the delivery
of contracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential information throughout the Information Itfecyde, where appllcebile, (from
creatton, transfiannattoh. use, storage.and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to.store the data (l.a, tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor'will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
oontrector systems that collect, transmit, or store Department conftdential information
where epplJcable.

4. The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are In place to
detect potential security events that can Impact State of NH systems arrd/or
OepartmerU oonfldentisl Information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and education for Its End
Users In support of protecting Department confidential InformaHon.

6. If the Contractor will be Mb^ntrecttng any core hjnctlons of the engagement
support);^ the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor wlll .m^taln a
program of ah Intemal process or processes that deflrtes spedflc security
expectations, and moriltorlng com^^iance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor. Including breach notification requirements.

7. The Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply with ail applicable
State of New Hampshire end Department system access end authorlzstion policies

, and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtalnlr^ and maintaining access to any Department systein(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable subc^tactors prior to
system access befns Buthortzedl.

8. If the Department determines the Contractor is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for malntalntng compllanca with the
agreement.

8. The Contractor w/iB work with the Department' at Its request to oomplota a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey is to enable the Deparlmenl and
Contractor to. monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be dompleted
annually,, or an alternate time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by

... the Contractor, or the Department rhay request the survey be completed whan the'
scope of the engagement between the Depitmenl and the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor will not store, kno^ngly or unknowingly, any Stats of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent Is obtained from the information Security Office
leadership member within the Depertment.

11. Data Securtty Breach LJablllly. In the event of any security breach Contractor -shall
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach end minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor 8l| costs of response and recovery from
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

the breach, Including but not limited to: credit monitoring'services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach.

12. Contractor must, compiy with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Information, and rmjst In all other respects
maintain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level er^ scope that Is not lass
than the tovei and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Including,
but not limited to. provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 5528).>0HHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security. Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for Iryjlvlduany Identrflabte he^h
Information and as appTicabte under State law.

13. Contractor agrees to esta.bllsK and maintain appropriate admlnlstralive, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confldentialify of the Confidential Data end to
prevent unauthorized use or access to It..The safeguards must provfda a level and
scope of security that Is not less than the level and sc^e of security r^utrements
established by the State of New Hampshire. Department of Inforrhation Technology.
Refer to Vendor. Resources/Procurement et httpsy/www.nh.gov/do!t/vendor/lndex.htm
for the Department of Information Technology policies, guidelines, standards, and
procurement Inforrhation relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and Incident
response process. .The Contrector wiQ notify the State's Privacy Officer, end
additional ernad addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within two.
(2) hours of the time thet the Contrector teams of Its occurrerxre. This Includes a
confidential Infbrm^on breech, computer security. Incident, or suspected br^h
which effects or Includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire r)dtwoi1(.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contract to only those authorized End Users wtw need such DHHS Data to
perform their officfa! duties In connectbn with purposes Identified In this Contract

16. The Contractor must ensure that aO End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above.
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or inadvertent disclosure''.

b. safeguard this information at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI. Pi, or
PFI are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidentia) Information only If encrvoted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such Infcimiatlon.
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Now Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.
f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and Individually

tdentlflable data derived from DHHS Data, must l)e stored In en area that Is
physically and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
blometrlc Identifiers, etc.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, Including any
derivative files containing personally Identifiable" Information, and In aO cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when In transH, el rest, or when
stored on porteble media as required In section IV above.

h. In all other Instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances Involved.

L  understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared w<th anyone. End Users will keep their credentlaf Information secure.
This appDea to credentials used to access the site direclfy or Indirectly through
•a third party application.

Contractor Is responsible for oversow and compliance of their End Users. DHHS
resenres the right to conduct onslte Inactions to monitor compliance with ihb

'Contract. Indudlrig the privacy and security requirements provided In herein, HjPAA.
and other applicable bws and Federal regubtJons until such Uma the Confidential Data
Is disposed of In ecconJanca wtth this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Offloer, Irrformatlon Security Office and
Program Manager, of eny Security Inddenta end Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor learns of their occurrence.

The Contrador must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches Involving PHI In
eccofdance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and In accordance with 42 C.F.R, §i§ 431.300 - 306. In eddlUon to. end
rwtwllhslandlng, Contractor's compliance with all applicable obl^eUons and procedures.
Contractor's precadures must also address how the Contractor wilb

1. Identify Incfdente;

2. Deterfnlna If personally Identtflable Iriformatlon Is Involved In IncWcnts;
3. Report suspected or confirmed Incfdente as required In this Exhibit or P-37:
4. Idenllfy and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents

end detemiino risk-based responses to Incldonts: and
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

Exhibit K

DHHS information Security Requirements

5. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and. If so. identify appropriate
Breach rotlflcation methods, timing, source, end contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach notice as wei) as any mitigation
measures.

Incldenis and/or Breaches that Impllcato PJ must be addressed and reported, as
appDcabie, In accordance with NH RSA 3$9-C:20.

VI. PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange Issues:

OHHSInformationSecurttyOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

■B. pHHS oontactfl for Privacy Issues:
DHHSPrivacyOfricer@dhh8.nh,gov . .

C. DHHS contact for Iriformation Securl^ Issues
DHHSinforTnationSecurItyOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notlficaflons:

DHHS(nformaltonSecurltyOfftee@dhhs.nh.gov
DHHSPtfvacy.OfiIocr@dhh8.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services,
Substance Use Disorder treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2"^.Amendment to the. Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment ' #2") is by and between the State of New Hampshire,
Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and
Community Council of Nashua, N.H. d/b/a Greater Nashua Mental Health Center (hereinafter referred to
as "the Contractor*'), a non-profit corporation with a place of business at 100 West Pearl Street. Nashua
NH 03060.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item #7), the Contractor agreed to
perforrri certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract aS'amended and
in consideration of certain, sums specified; and

WHEREAS,, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the, scope of work and terms
and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may rh.odify the scope
of work of the contract upon written agreement of the parties' and approval from the Governor and
Executive Council; and-

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent ;vvith this
Amendment #2 remain in full force and effect; and:

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and. conditioris
contained in the Contract and set.forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amendes follows:

1. ..Form P-37,Generai:Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, tO; read:

$23,000.

3. ..Form P-37- General Provisions, Block 1.9, Contracting.Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan D. White, Director.

4. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.■

5. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A, Amendment #2,
Scope of Services. •

6. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #1, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

C 1 I ̂
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

The Community Council of Nashua. NH

Dats N^e: uoc.
Title: dhief

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of A//y County of oliJ- Jjil.?. before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person idej^iffe^irectly abdve, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public or Justice, of the Peace

S. Fk//^(Le j //if'7n/?i7T^^L<!. j
Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace /

My Commission Expires;
My CommlMlon ExpirM July 19,2022

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Amendment #2
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-12-A02 Page 2 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name:

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Amendment #2
RFA-2019-80AS-01-SUBST-12-A02 .. Page 3 of 3



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services;
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the Nevy Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Sen/ices
described herein,, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirehients under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client 'lives or'works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Department

.  1.4.2. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private health
insurance, if the client'is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryari White HIV/AIDs program, for
clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS,

1.4.4. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for tobacco use,
treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of treatment planning.

1.4.5. The Contractor shall submit a plan for.Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.5.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services. •

1.4.5.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to. ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified ̂ as the entity
responsible for client records: and

1.4.5.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.4.5.1 and 1.4.5.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a parent or legal

The Communrty Council of Nashua, N.H ■ Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.2...:Have income below 400% Federal Poverty.Level, and

2.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homelessjn New Hampshirei and

2.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment, services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RRQSC) by,
operationalizing. the Continuum of Care Model
(http://\yww.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care that build
on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and communities to.take
responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and recovery from alcohol and
drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services;available^
.  in order to align this work with ION projects that may be similar or impact

the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may

. be similar or impact the same populations.

.2.2.2.3.. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support netyvork

2.2.2.3.1. Referring clients to Doorways services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services within forty-
eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.3.2. Referring clients to Doonways sen/ices at the time of
discharge, when a client is in need of Doorways services.

2.2.2.4. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.

2.2.2.5. Be trauma informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall proyide one or more of the following substance use disorder
: treatrrient services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American Society of
Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1. Outpatient Treatment
services assist an individual to achieve treatment objectives through
the exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and consideration

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 .

of alternative solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol.and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2.. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria," Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of individuals to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of attitudes
and feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and decision
making with regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,.Level

2.1. intensive Outpatient Treatment services provide intensive and
structured individual and group alcohol and/or other drug treatment
services and activities that are provided according to an individualized
treatment plan that includes a range of-outpatient treatment services

. and other ancillary alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for

adults are provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents

are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.5 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as foliows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in^person,
or electronically or by telephone conversation with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from
the date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use

Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts: at
contact shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual; using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to detennine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use.disorder. Ail attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee.
determination model arid

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income informatiori is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by. asking clients
about any changes in income no.;less frequently than
every 4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in income shall be
documented in the client record

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials'
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New Hampshire Department of Health arid Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.3 and, within two (2). days of the initial intake
Screening in Section 2.2 above using the ASi Lite module, in Web information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all services provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client:.

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4 above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3 above before,
admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The clientchoses to receive a service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;
or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.5, in which case the
client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A servicewith a lower intensity ASAM Level of Care; ..

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as pareptal rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interirn services within the
required. 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for .the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Doorways the client's area to
connect the client with substance use disorder treatment

services: or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.1.1., assist the
pregnant woman.with identifying alternative providers and
with accessing services with these providers. This
assistance shall include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8. T.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by
the client;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and
respond to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxbne to reverse the
effects of ah opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3.' Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the

criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admjssion at the request of the
Department.

The Communrty Council of Nashua. N.H Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent in- accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. The Regional Doonways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11,
above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless othen/vise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

The Communfty Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractorlnitials' — • r ^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact to the date clients first received substance use disorder
treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in
Section 2.5.3 through 2.5.7.

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5:8 above by the
type of service and payer source Tor the services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initiar entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, either, directly or
through a closed-loop referral to a community provider. Other potential, sources
for payment include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on-going
treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,
intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on

; ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract: If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level

of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that is

higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an

RFA-2019-BDAS^1.SUBST.12-A02 Page 7 of 21 Date
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract.

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation In Section 2.5.4 through 2.5.6, above, that
address, problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's
admittance to a given level of care," that, are In accordance the requirements in
Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

2:8.3.1.2. Measurable, Including clear criteria for progress and
completion).

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, this is something that needs to be completed within -
a stated period for completion that Is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

.  2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals.
based on changes in the clients functioning relative tO:
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.;

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
In functioning in any ASAM domain and documentation; of
the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the. client and the co.unselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or If applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment:plan. ,

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals, objectives, and
interventions in the client's treatment plan by completing encounter
notes in WITS.
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2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other
providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary Care provider and if the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall make an
appropriate referral; to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client,
including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization. Doorway, third party
insurance, or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.
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2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged
with the client, including but not limited to the Department's
Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF),
probation/parole, and the Doon/vays as applicable and
allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part
2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the client
refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4.1
through 2.8.4.1.7, above.

2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans
for all Services in Section 2.3, that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are
in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing services
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved, the goals articulated in
the individualized, treatment plan. Continued; treatment at
the present level of care is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the'individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and/pi* :

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of. which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient.is receiving treatment is
therefore the least intensive level at which the' patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/djscharge that include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has.achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
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present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the problem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care

(more or less Intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
orherproblem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level
of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has developed
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all service;s using evidence based practices as
demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and

substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. . The Contractor shall deliver services in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM . website at:
http://www.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://stpre.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-
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2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract; individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD).

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through ,the QuitLine; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor, shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities
at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is pirohibjted outside
of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside
of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking
area.
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2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area Is. not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the discretion of the
Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included In employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco, use, In and of Itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing

3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential: or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or
recovery support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as Individuals who have completed
the required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and
Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or
Board of Psychology, and are working to accumulate the work
experience required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may
deliver any clinical or recovery support services within their scope
of knowledge provided that they are under the direct supervision
of:a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (ORSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.
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3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals, who
are working to accumulate the work. experience required for
certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case
management and other recovery support services within their
scope of knowledge, provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supen/ise more than twelve staff unless the
Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4, Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular Intervals in
accordance.with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and. evidence

.  based practices, at a rnjnimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resourceis or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment; of
progress;

3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under s;upervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. ; Knovvledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;:

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The: Knowledge, Skills, and.
Attitudes of Professional ' Practice, available . ■ at
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-Gounseling- .
Competencies/SMA15-4171 and :

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for haridling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3., The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key pefsonnei ahd
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated: resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those-staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide; a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.
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3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when .there
is not sufficient.staffing to perform all required services for more than one month. ..

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related:to student interns to address
minimum coursework, experience !and core competencies forithose interns having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to:
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
(PHI).and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR:Part 2
within 6 months of hire:

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substarice use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within .15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, on the following:

3,9:1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. : All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. : The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV),
human immunodeficiency virus (HlV)i tuberculosis (TB) and sexually,
transmitted diseases (STDs) annually.. The Contractor , shall provide the
Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Web Information Technology

4.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WiTS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact withiri (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department. •

4.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

4.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

4.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and
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.  . 4.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

4.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under

this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be
assisted in finding alternative: payers for the
required services.

4.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

4.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

5. Reporting

5.1. The Contractor shall report on the following: ..

5.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:

5.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

5.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

5.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 5.1.1.2.

5.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 5.1.1.1 through 5.1.1.4 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve, greater
reporting results when possible.

5.1.2; Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

5.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

5.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical
or mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

5.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

5.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

5.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

5.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

5.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

5.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

5.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

5.1.3.1.8. Medical error.
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.  5.1.4., . All contact with law enforcement.to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

5.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as sbon^as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident;

5.1.6. . Sentinel.events to the Department as follows:;

.  5.1.6.1.. Sentinel levents shall be reported when they involve any individual
who is receiving services under this contract;

5.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of-the event to the bureau, which shall include:

5.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

5.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB): of the individual(s)
involved in the event;

:5.1.,6.2. Location, date, and time of the event;

5.T.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant
information, as well as the identification of any other
Indivjdualsinvplved;

5.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

5.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the.
event;

:  5.1.6.3: Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor .shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reportirig-
form.pdf to the bureau

5.1..6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the '
form in Section 5.1.6. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

.  5.1.6.5! Submit .additional information regarding Sections 5.1.6.3above if
required by the department; and

5.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 5.1.6.3. above, as applicable, to other
agencies as required by law.

6. Quality Improvement

6.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:
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6.1.1. ParticijDation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

6.1.2. Participation in site visits

6.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

6.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

6.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

6.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services: and

6.2.1.2; Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract period
that has elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between
expended funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor
shall notify the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for
correcting the discrepancy within 10 days of notifying the
Department.

7. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

7.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a
budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

7.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

7.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered
by the unrestricted cash on hand.

7.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments
divided by total operating expenditures, less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments on
debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-term
investments as used above shall mature within three (3) months
and should not include common stock.

7.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash
and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty
(30) calendar days with no variance allowed.

7.1.2. Current Ratio:
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7.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

7.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

7.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

... current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

7.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

7.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

7.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to dMe debt service.

7.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense
plus Interest. Expense divided by year, to date debt service
(principal and interest) over the next twelve (12) months.

7.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal
and interest).

7.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1:2:1 with no variance allowed.

7.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

7.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its.liabilities.

7.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

7.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by
total assets.

7.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly,Financial Statements.

7.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum
ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

7.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity,.the Contractor
agrees to;submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

7.3. In the event.that the Contractor, does not meet either:

7.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

7.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then .

7.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff
to explain the reasons that the/Contractor has not met the standards..
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: Exhibit A, Amendment #2

7.3.4. The Department, may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 7.2.1
and/or 7.2.2 have not been met.

7.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
.  every thirty (30) calendar days until.compliance is achieved.

7.3.4:2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested; by the Department.
The Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe
agreed upon by both parties.

7.4. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual 'or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor.to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

7.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

8. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all sources
of funds.

8.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section; 8.2 below to
evaluate.that services are mitigating negative impacts of .substance misuse,, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

8.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchnriark for. each measure belpw. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

8.2.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing sen/ices within 14 days of screening;

8.2.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

8.2.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within 60. days;

8.2.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM levdl of care
within 30 days;

8.2.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

8.2.6. . National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of. all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

The Communrty Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

8.2.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

8.2.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in
school at date of last service compared to first service

•  8.2.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past
30 days from date of first service to date of last service

8.2.6.4. increase in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service •

8.2.6.5. Increase in/no change in nurriber of individuals, participating in
community support services , at last! service. compared to first
service

9. Contract Compliance Audits

9.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

9.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency:

9.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

9.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

9.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions.above are effective; and

9.2.5. . How and when the vendor shall report to the Departhient on progress on
•  implementation and effectiveness.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials .
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,.
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of:Health and Human
Services, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA
#93.959); and

: 2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Amendrr|ent;*^2,
Scope of Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through
this contract vyhen a client has; or may have an alternative payer for
services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited
to:

3.1.1. : Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than
the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that is not covered by the payeis listed in
Section 3.1.

3.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate required

monthly and quarterly reporting. :

3.4. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible ;or
copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor
must seek reimbursement from the State for that deductible based on the

sliding fee scale and not to exceed $4,000 per client per treatment episode.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

3.4.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as
the client's monthly household income being less than the
deductible plus the Federally defined monthly cost of . living
(COL).

3.4.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

.  . 1 . 2 ■  ■ ■ 3 ■ ■ 4; 5+... ; ■

$ 3,119.90 $ 3.964.90 $ 4,252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643:90

3.4.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly
COL $ 2i570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3.703.10 $ 4,249:80 $ 4,643.90

The Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates
to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluatiori which is an activity
that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in
calculating the amount to charge the Departrrient for services delivered as
part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below). ; ; ; :

Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table.

5:1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the
clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billirig and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not dejay a client's
admittance into the program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H
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New Hampshire Depaitmeht of Heailth and Human Services
Substance Use DisorderTreatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract; as follows:

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, when the insurers' rates meet of are lower

than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-T Service Fee Table.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #2,
Section 6, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates
that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full amount of the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-t, Service Fee Table Third: If, any portion of the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, ;Service Fee Table remains unpaid, after the
Contractor charges the client's insurer (if applicable) and the client, the
Contractor shall charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the arnount paid by private insurer and
the amount paid by the client).

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer (if applicable) and
the client, the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance (the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Seryice Fee Table less the amount paid by
private insurer and the amount paid by the client), unless the client's copay
or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed
the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied by the
corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Section 6
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shair assist clients who are unable to secure financial

resources necessary for initial entry into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and
counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions
including discharge from treatment,

5:6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use DIsorderTreatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit .B-1, Seryjce Fee Table.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service exceeds the Contract Rate
stated in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the
parties in the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer,
client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application:of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the
Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a timeframe
agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying
the error.

6. Sliding Fee Scale

0.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit
B, Amendment #2, Section 5 above.

6.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Clienfs income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200%- 249% 25%

250%- .299% 40%

. . 300%:-349% :: .  57%

350% - 399% 77%

6;3. The Contractor shall: not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:.12-a.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

7. Submitting Charges for Payment

7.1. The Contractor shall , submit billing through the Website Information
Technology System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee
Table. The Contractor shall:

7.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

7.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter
notes are ready for review;

7.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and
notify the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for
review.

7.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for
the billing month.;'

7.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

7.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days
of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

7.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under
this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed
through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an
alternative process for submitting invoices.

8. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

9. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

10. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily

, completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreerhent.

11. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from; the end of the contract period to submit
to the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior
invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

12. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment

(SAPT) Block Grant funds:

■  12.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

12.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to:

12.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse
services.

12.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant fundsi expended in
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or
correctional institutions of the State.

12.2.3. . Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV) unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test
counseling.

12.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the
distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug
abusers.

12.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 use 300X-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part
54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the Public
Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are applicable
to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be
expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious instruction, or proselytization. If an organization
conducts such activities, it rnust offer them separately, in time or
location, from the programs or services for which it receives funds
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use DIsorderTreatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit B, Amendment #2

under any applicable program, and participatioh must
voluntary for the program beneficiaries;

be
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State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that GREATER NASHUA MENTAL

HEALTH is a New Hampshire Trade Name registered to transact business in New Hampshire on November 13, 2018. I further

certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good standing as far as

this office is concerned; and the attached is a true copy of the list of documents on file in this office.

Business ID: 807172

Certificate Number: 0004503702

BSm

o

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 23rd day of April A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

_Tanya Spony_ do hereby certify that:
(Name of the elected Officer of the Agency; cannot be contract signatory)

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of _ _Greater Nashua Mental Health (GNMH) .
(Agency Name)

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Board
of Directors of GNMH

the Agency duly held on

RESOLVED: That the

(Date)

Chief of Services

(Title of Contract Signatory)

is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract with the State and to
execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments, revisions,
or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the 4^^f^ay of 20/^.
(Date C/^tract Signed)

4. Dr. Cynthia Whitaker
(Name of Contract Signatory)

of the Agency.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

is the duly elected Chief of Services.
(Title of Contract Signatory)

ignaWre of the Elected Offcer)

County of.

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ^ day of >

ov Sp'
(Nanrreif Elected Officer^Xhe Agency)

(NOTARY SEAL)

Commission Expires:

(Notary Public/Justice of the Peace)

EXP*© _ _
5  MOBTZ. 5

vIj'C#'/



j\CORCf CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

4/23/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND. EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy(le8) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder In lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

Eaton & Berube lnsuranc:e Agency, LLC
11 Concord St
Nashua NH 03064

NAME*^ Cathy beaureqard
TaKo F«i- 603-882-2766 1!^ 603-886-4230
Af^FM- mberubeiSieatonberube.ccm

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICf

INSURER A: Scottsdale Insurance Co

INSURED C0MC03
Community Council of Nashua NH Inc.
100 West Peari St
Nashua NH 03060

INSURERS: Selective Insurance Grouo 14376

INSURER c: Eastern Alliance Insurance Group

INSURER 0 ;

INSURER E:

INSURER F :

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 1077059954 REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS.
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR

JJB.
TYPE OF INSURAMCE

ADOL

JMSD

8UBR
WVD POLICY NUMBER

POUCY EFF
fMM/Dormnn

POLICY EXP
(HHtoorrrm UMFTS

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

CLAIMS-MADE OCCUR

OPS0069552 11/12/2018 11/12/2019 EACH OCCURRENCE

DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES tEa ocajfrenca)

MED EXP (Any one p»f»on)

PERSONAL & AOV INJURY

GEN-L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

POLICY I I I I LOC
OTHER:

GENERAL AGGREGATE

PRODUCTS ■ COMP/OP AGG

S 2.000.000

$300,000

$5,000

$2,000,000

$ 2.000,000

$ 2,000.000

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

ANY AUTO

S2291&49 11/12/2018 11/12/2019 COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
fEa accMent)

$1,000,000

BODILY INJURY (Par parson)

OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

HIRED

AUTOS ONLY

SCHEDULED

AUTOS
NON-OWNED

AUTOS ONLY

BODILY INJURY (Par acddant)

PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per acddant)

UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS LIAB

OED

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE

RETENTIONS in nnn

UMS0026274 11/12/2018 11/12/2019 EACH OCCURRENCE $5,000,000

AGGREGATE $5,000.000

WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

ANYPROPRIETOWPARTNER/EXECUTIVE

OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
If yas, dascrlba urxlar
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

03000011395901 1/15/2019 1/15/2020

Y/N

H

PER
STATUTE

OTH-

ER

N/A
E.L. EACH ACCIDENT $1,000,000

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $1,000,000

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT $1,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Addltlortai Ramarks Schedule, may be attached If more space Is requlrad)

Workers Compensation coverage: NH; no excluded officers.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

NH DHHS

129 Pleasant Street
Concord NH 03301

1

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE

THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POUCY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

® 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. Ail rights reserved.

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD



Greater Nashua

Mental Health

Greater Nashua Mental Health's Mission Statement

,  Empowering people to live full and satisfying lives

through effective treatment and support.

Administrative Office (603)889-6147

100 West Peari Street, Nashua, NH 03060 www.gnmh.org
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^ BerryDunn

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

Board of Directors

The Community Council of Nashua, NH d/b/a Greater Nashua Mental Health Center

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of The Community Council of Nashua, NH
d/b/a Greater Nashua Mental Health Center (the Organization), which comprise the statement of
financial position as of June 30, 2018, and the related statements of activities and changes in net
assets, functional revenues and expenses and cash flows for the year then ended, and the related
notes to the financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; this includes the design,
implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.

Bangor, ME • Portland, ME • Manchester, NH • Glastonbury. CT • Charleston, WV • Phoenix, A2
berrydunn.com



Board of Directors

The Community Council of Nashua, NH
Page 2

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in alt material respects, the
financial position of the Organization as of June 30, 2018, and the changes in its net assets and its
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

Report on Summarized Comparative Information

We have previously audited the Organization's 2017 financial statements and we expressed an
unmodified audit opinion on those audited financial statements in our report dated October 25, 2017. In
our opinion, the summarized comparative information presented herein as of and for the year ended
June 30. 2017 is consistent, in all material respects, with the audited financial statements from which it
has been derived.

Manchester, New Hampshire
October 24, 2018



THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Statement of Financial Position

June 30, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

2018 2017

ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts and

contractuals of $174,846 in 2018 and $1,087,597 in 2017
Investments

Prepaid expenses
Property and equipment, net

Total assets

$ 1,464,134 $ 744,554

1,829,455
1,763,228
177,199

2.933.666

1,458,090
1,732,916
191,365

2.830.369

$ 8.167.682 $ 6.957.294

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Liabilities

Line of credit $ $  248,224

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 271,513 104,015

Accrued payroll and related activities 371,681 361,457

Estimated third-party liability 950,075 132,475

Accrued vacation 322,611 315,145

Notes payable 1,544,974 1,641,114

Capital lease obligation 5.759 37.304

Total liabilities 3.466.613 2.839.734

Net assets

Unrestricted 2,397,774 2,341,750

Board designated 2.044.023 1.526.013

Total unrestricted 4,441,797 3,867,763

Temporarily restricted 137,837 129,553

Permanently restricted 121.435 120.244

Total net assets 4.701.069 4.117.560

Total liabilities and net assets S 8.167.682 $ 6.957.294

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH

D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets

Year Ended June 30, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for Year Ended June 30, 2017)

Temporarily Permanently
Unrestricted Restricted Restricted 2018 2017

Revenues and support
Program service fees, net
New Hampshire Bureau of Behavioral

Health

Federal grants
Rental income

Contributions and support
Other

Total revenues and support

Expenses
Program services
Children's and adolescents

10,542,550 $ -  $ •  $ 10.542,550 $ 10.917.069

1,667,297 1,667,297 1,273,645

523,627 523,627 628,695

10,638 10,638 18,347

138,800 138,800 97,510

189.711 189.711 12.922

13.072.623 13.072.623 12.948.187

services

Adult services

Elderly services
Deaf sen/ices

Substance abuse disorders

Medical sen/Ices and other

programs

1,449,647
3,988,401
453,161
344,051
532,094

2.722.360

-

-

1,449,647
3,988,401
453,161
344,051
532,094

2.722.360

1,983,228
5,079,299
582,913
384,951
466,088

1.221.048

Total program services 9,489,714 - - 9,489,714 9.717,527

General and administrative

Development

2,995,802
70.885

- - 2,995,802
70.885

2,104,472

Total expenses 12.556.401 12.556.401 11.821.999

Income from operations 516.222 516.222 1.126.188

Other income

Investment income, net

Realized and unrealized gains on
investments

22,425

35.387

3,216

5.068

462

729

26,103

41.184

27,307

78.772

Total other income 57.812 8.284 1.191 67.287 106.079

Excess of revenues and support
and other income over

expenses and total change in
net assets 574,034 8,284 1,191 583,509 1,232,267

Net assets, beginning of year 3.867.763 129.553 120.244 4.117.560 2.885.293

Net assets, end of year 4.441.797 $ 137.837 S 121.435 $ 4.701.069 $ 4.117.560

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALT

Statement of Functional Revenues and Expenses

Year Ended June 30, 2018

Program service fees, net
New Hampshire Bureau of Behavioral

Health

Pederal grant
Rental income

Contribution and support
Other

General and administrative
enocation

Total revenue and support and
other irtcome

Children and

Adolescents

I  3.652,24e

141,771

Adult Services

I  5,230,444

646,430
35,805

2,159
375

Elderly
Services

951,922

160

Deaf Services

S  122,640

274,931

Substance

Abuse

Medical

Services and

Other

Programs

Total

Programs

General i

Administn

159,449 5

264,905

100

425,649 $ 10,542,550 %

602,165

194,117
1,667,297

514,827

2,159
655

6

6

136

3,794,017 5,917,213 956,967 397,771 618,108 1,221,931 12,606,007 333

98.925 154.285 24.952 10.371 13.509 31.661 333.903 (333

i  3.692.942 % 6.071.496 S 981.919 5 408.142 5 531.617 5 1.253.792 S 13.139.910 %

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALT

Statement of Functional Revenues and Expenses (Concluded)

Year Ended June 30, 2018

Children and

Adolaacanta Adult Safvlcea

Eldarty
San/Ices Deaf SetvlcM

Substance

Abuse

Disorders

(Medical

Services and

Other

Programs

Total

Pr9qr(ims

Total revenue and support and other
income

S  3.892.»42 S 6.071.498 S 981.919 $ 408.142 S 531.617 $ 1.253.792 6 13.139.910

senses

Salaries and wages 948.182 2,585.642 314,412 193,965 418,751 1,448,801 5,909,753

Employee benefits 171,692 447.294 48,699 41,015 30,379 253,275 992,354

Payroll taxes 70.721 189,443 23,528 14,959 31,817 97,420 427,688

Substitute staff 1.229 3,142 336 285 81 1,651 6,724

Accounting . - • • - • ■

Audit fees 10,239 26,171 2,797 2,516 863 13,419 56,005

Legal fees 2,179 11,614 595 537 185 8,310 23,420

Other professional fees 21,373 47,936 6,480 23,661 1,626 498,661 599,737

Journals and publlcaUons 43 110 12 11 4 56 236

Conferences 3,542 3,255 149 1,025 4,044 6,524 18,539

Other staff development . - • • - • ■

Rent ■ • . - • 300 300

Mortgage (Interest) . - - • - • •

Heating costs 3,256 8,322 889 867 365 4,110 17,809

Other utilities 13,817 35,318 3,775 3,489 1,291 17,891 75,581

Maintenance and repairs 29,343 75,004 8,017 7,390 2,715 188,995 311,464

Other occupancy costs 605 1,546 165 152 56 784 3,308

Office 29,298 68,738 7,317 6,126 6,212 60,346 178,037

Building and household 4,828 12,340 1,319 1,217 737 6,256 26,697

Food 416 1,618 87 79 770 1,388 4,358

Advertising . . . 100 - 2,025 2,125

Printing 507 2,750 39 219 630 845 4,990

Communication 20,442 67,284 7,835 6,338 3,244 21,711 126,854

Postage 1,247 2,816 301 266 87 1,454 6,171

Staff 28,537 105,211 14,903 23,934 10,518 9,678 192,781

Client services 27,576 155,811 861 . 5,975 843 191,066

Malpractice insurance 20,038 51,219 5,474 5,027 1,828 26,020 109,606

Vehicle insurance 364 932 100 89 30 478 1,993

Property and liability insurance 8,088 20,673 2,210 2,031 741 10,497 44,240

Other interest . . . 127 169 551 647

Depreciation 20,407 36,749 . 6,004 8,005 22,821 93,986

Equipment rental 3,789 9,685 1,035 943 335 13,254 29,041

Equipment maintenance 900 2,301 246 224 79 1,174 4,924

Membership dues 6,471 13,892 1,439 1,325 510 2,051 25,688

Other 518 1.585 141 130 47 771 3.192

Total program expenses 1.449,647 3,988,401 453,161 344,051 532,094 2,722,360 9,489,714

neral and administrative allocation 910.538 2.418.476 357.303 155.001 102.004 (876.6351 3.066.687

Total expenses 2,360,185 6.406.877 810.464 499.052 634.098 1.645.725 12.556.401

Change in net assets S  1.532.757 S (335.3791 t 171.455 1 (90.9101 $ (102.4811 5 (591.9331 S 583.509

Gen«

Admit

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for Year Ended June 30, 2017)

2018 2017

Cash flows from operating activities
Change in net assets $  583,509 $ 1,232,267

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash
provided by operating activities

Depreciation and amortization 251,257 246.740

Net realized and unrealized gains on investments (41,184) (78,772)
Provision for bad debt 1,286,950 1,106,441

Gain on sale of assets 441 -

Changes in operating assets and liabilities
Accounts receivable (1,658,315) (853,360)
Prepaid expenses 14,164 (25,604)

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 20,655 9,712

Accrued payroll and related expenses and vacation 17,690 39,432

Estimated third-party liability 817,600 (351,004)
Deferred revenue - (206.580)

Net cash provided by operating activities 1.292.767 1.119.272

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchases of investments (618,427) (536,716)
Proceeds from the sale of investments 629,301 551,403

Purchase of property and equipment f207.305t (130.555)

Net cash used by investing activities M 96.431) (115.868)

Cash flows from financing activities
Net repayment on the line of credit (248,224) (751,776)
Principal payments on notes payable M28.532) (123.643)

Net cash used by financing activities (376.756) (875.419)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 719,580 127,985

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 744.554 616.569

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $ 1.464.134 $ 744.554

Supplemental disclosures of noncash flow activities
Acquisition of property and equipment included in

$  146.843 $accounts payable and accrued expenses •
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH

D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

Organization

The Community Council of Nashua, NH, d/b/a Greater Nashua Mental Health Center (the
Organization) is a comprehensive community health center located in Nashua, New Hampshire. The
Organization's mission is to work with the community to meet the mental health needs of its residents
by offering evaluation, treatment, resource development, education and research. The Organization is
dedicated to clinical excellence and advocacy with its Community Support Services, Child and
Adolescent Programs, Clinical Research and Integrated HealthCare Programs, Adult Outpatient
Services, and specialty services such as Housing, Deaf Services, Substance Abuse Program,
Vocational Services and Individual and Group Therapy.

1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting
principles (U.S. GAAP) requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the
date of the financial statements. Estimates also affect the reported amounts of revenues and
expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Basis of Presentation

Net assets and revenues, expenses, gains and losses are classified as follows;

Unrestricted net assets - Net assets that are not subject to donor-imposed stipulations, which
include board designated funds of $540,065 and $1,503,958 at June 30, 2018 and $42,893 and
$1,483,120 at June 30, 2017, included in cash and investments, respectively.

Temporarily restricted net assets - Net assets subject to donor-imposed stipulations that may
be or will be met by actions of the Organization and/or the passage of time. When a donor
restriction expires, that is, when a stipulated time restriction ends or purpose restriction is
accomplished, temporarily restricted net assets are reclassified to unrestricted net assets and
reported in the consolidated statement of activities and changes in net assets as net assets
released from restrictions.

Permanently restricted net assets - Net assets subject to donor-imposed stipulations that they
be maintained permanently by the Organization.

All contributions are considered to be available for unrestricted use unless specifically restricted by
the donor. Amounts received that are designated for future periods or restricted by the donor for
specific purposes are reported as temporarily restricted or permanently restricted support that
increases those net asset classes. When a donor restriction expires, that is, when a stipulated time
restriction ends or purpose restriction is accomplished, temporarily restricted net assets are
reclassified to unrestricted net assets and reported in the statement of activities and changes in
net assets as net assets released from restrictions. The Organization records donor-restricted
contributions whose restrictions are met in the same reporting period as unrestricted support in the
year of the gift.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH

D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

The Organization reports contributions of land, buildings or equipment as unrestricted support,
unless a donor places explicit restriction on their use. Contributions of cash or other assets that
must be used to acquire long-lived assets are reported as temporarily restricted support and
reclassified to unrestricted net assets when the assets are acquired and placed in service.

The financial statements include certain prior year summarized comparative information in total,
but not by net asset class. Such information does not include sufficient detail to constitute a
presentation in conformity with U.S. GAAP. Accordingly, such information should be read in
conjunction with the Organization's June 30, 2017 financial statements, from which the
summarized information was derived.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three
months or less, excluding investments.

The Organization has cash deposits in major financial institutions which may exceed federal
depository insurance limits. The Organization has not experienced any losses in such accounts.
Management believes it is not exposed to any significant risk with respect to these accounts.

Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable are reduced by an allowance for uncollectible accounts. In evaluating the
collectibility of accounts receivable, the Organization monitors the amount of actual cash collected
during each month against the Organization's outstanding patient accounts receivable balances,
as well as the aging of balances. The Organization analyzes its past history and identifies trends
for each of its major payer sources of revenue to estimate the appropriate allowance for
uncollectible accounts and provision for bad debts. Management, as well as the Finance
Committee of the Organization, regularly reviews the aging and collection rate of major payer
sources.

Investments

Investments in marketable securities and debt instruments with readily determined market values
are carried at fair value. Fair values are based on quoted market prices, if available, or estimated
using quoted market prices for similar securities.

Dividends, interest, net realized and unrealized gains (losses) arising from investments are
reported as follows:

•  Increases (decreases) in permanently restricted net assets if the terms of the
gift require that they be maintained with the corpus of a permanent
endowment fund;
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

•  Increases (decreases) in temporarily restricted net assets if the terms of the
gift or state law imposes restrictions on the use of the allocated investment
income (loss); and

•  Increases (decreases) in unrestricted net assets in all other cases.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are carried at cost, if purchased, or at estimated fair value at date of
donation in the case of gifts, less accumulated depreciation. The Organization's policy is to
capitalize assets greater than $5,000, while minor maintenance and repairs are charged to
expense as incurred. Depreciation is recorded using the straight-line method over the following
estimated lives as follows;

Furniture and equipment 3-10 years
Buildings and improvements 15-50 years
Computer equipment and software 3-10 years
Vehicles 5 years

Functional Allocation of Expenses

The costs of providing various programs and other activities have been summarized on a
functional basis in the statements of functional revenues and expenses. Accordingly, certain costs
have been allocated among the programs and supporting services benefited. In 2018 the method
of allocating expenses by function was revised based on patient service revenue related to
medical services by department. In 2017, expenses were allocated based on payroll expense by
department.

Estimated Third-Party Liability

The Organization's third-party liability consists of estimated amounts due to Medicaid under
capitation contract agreements.

Income Taxes

The Organization is exempt from federal income taxes under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. There was no unrelated business income tax incurred by the Organization for the
years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017. Management has evaluated the Organization's tax positions
and concluded the Organization has maintained its tax-exempt status, does not have any
significant unrelated business income and has taken no uncertain tax positions that require
adjustment to, or disclosure within, the accompanying financial statements.

Subsequent Events

For purposes of the preparation of these consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S.
GAAP, management has considered transactions or events occurring through October 24, 2018,
which is the date that the financial statements were available to be issued.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

2. Program Service Fees and Concentrations of Credit Risk

Program service fees are charged at established rates and recognized as services are rendered.
Discounts, allowances and other arrangements for services provided at other than established
rates are recorded as an offset to program service fees. The State of New Hampshire has
implemented payment reform in which certain patients covered under Medicaid were transitioned
to coverage under a managed care system. Net revenues from managed care represented
approximately 76% and 74% of the Organization's net program service fees for 2018 and 2017,
respectively. Net revenues from the Medicaid program accounted for approximately 11% and
17% of the Organization's net program service fees for 2018 and 2017, respectively.

An estimated breakdown of program service fees, net of the provision for bad debt, capitation
adjustments and contractual allowances, recognized in 2018 and 2017 from those major sources
is as follows;

2018 2017

Private pay $  1,401,634 $ 1,070,603

Commercial insurance 326,938 322,958

Medicaid 1,880,676 2,546,817

Medicare 1,147,556 1,301,991

Other payers 589,739 438.909

Managed care 16.899.789 12.886.961

22.246.332 18568239

Less: Contractual allowances (4,426,265) (3,092,460)
Capitation adjustments (5,990,567) (3,452,269)
Provision for bad debt f1.286.950i n.106.4411

(11.703.782i f7.651.1701

Program service fees, net £  10.542.550 $ 10.917.069

The increase in bad debt expense in 2018 as compared to 2017 is primarily due to collection
issues relating to self pay patients.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

The Organization grants credit without collateral to its patients, most of whom are insured under
third-party payer agreements. Following is a summary of gross accounts receivable by funding
source as of June 30:

2018 2017

Private pay 34% 61 %

Blue Cross/Blue Shield 4 1

Medicaid 31 23

Medicare 15 5

Other 6 3

Managed care 10 7

100 % 100 %

3. Investments

Investments, which are reported at fair value, consist of the following at June 30:

2018 2017

Common stocks $ 554,946 $ 558,516
Equity mutual funds 403,223 718,546
U.S. Treasury bonds 436,769 343,841
Corporate bonds 270,297 24,062
Mortgage backed securities - 87,951
Corporate bond mutual funds 97.993 :

$  1.763.228 $ 1.732.916

The Organization's investments are subject to various risks, such as interest rate, credit and
overall market volatility, which may substantially impact the values of investments at any given
time.

4. Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) Topic 820, Fair
Value Measurement, defines fair value as the exchange price that would be received to sell an
asset or paid to transfer a liability (an exit price) in an orderly transaction between market
participants and also establishes a fair value hierarchy which requires an entity to maximize the
use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs when measuring fair value.

The fair value hierarchy within ASC Topic 820 distinguishes three levels of inputs that may be
utilized when measuring fair value:

Level 1: Quoted prices (unadjusted) for identical assets or liabilities in active markets that the
entity has the ability to access as of the measurement date.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

Level 2; Significant observable inputs other than Level 1 prices, such as quoted prices for
similar assets or liabilities, quoted prices in markets that are not active, and other
inputs that are observable or can be corroborated by observable market data.

Level 3: Significant unobservable inputs that reflect an entity's o\wn assumptions about the
assumptions that market participants would use in pricing an asset or liability.

The following table sets forth by level, within the fair value hierarchy, the Organization's assets
measured at fair value on a recurring basis as of June 30;

Investments

Common stocks

Equity mutual funds
U.S. Treasury bonds
Corporate bonds
Corporate bond mutual funds

Level 1

554,946
403,223

436,769

97.993

2018

Level 2

270,297

Total

554,946

403,223
436,769

270,297

Investments

Common stocks

Equity mutual funds
U.S. Treasury bonds
Corporate bonds
Mortgage-backed securities

S 1.492.931 $ 270.297 $ 1.763.228

2017

Level 1 Level 2 Total

$  558,516 $ _ $  558,516

718,546 - 718,546

343,841 - 343,841
- 24,062 24,062

87.951 - 87.951

$ 1.708.854 $ 24.062 $ 1.732.916

The fair value for Level 2 assets is primarily based on market prices of comparable or underlying
securities, interest rates, and credit risk, using the market approach for the Organization's
investments.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH

D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

5. Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consists of the following:

2018 2017

Land, buildings and improvements $ 5,028,346 $ 4,983,891

Furniture and equipment 284,824 263,330

Computer equipment 254,861 230,567

Software 684,047 660,917

Vehicles - 32,766

Construction in process 240.773 -

6,492,851 6,171,471

Less accumulated depreciation f3.559.185^ f3.341.1021

Property and equipment, net 5 2.933.666 S 2.830.369

6. Endowment

The Organization's endowment primarily consists of funds established for certain programs
provided by the Organization. Its endowment includes both donor-restricted endowment funds and
funds designated by the Board of Directors to function as endowments. As required by U.S.
GAAP, net assets associated with endowment funds, including funds designated by the Board of
Directors to function as endowments, are classified and reported based on the existence or
absence of donor-imposed restrictions.

Interpretation of Relevant Law

The Organization has interpreted the State of New Hampshire Uniform Prudent Management of
Institutional Funds Act (the Act), which became effective July 1, 2008, as requiring the
preservation of the contributed value of the donor-restricted endowment funds absent explicit
donor stipulations to the contrary. As a result of this interpretation, the Organization classifies as
permanently restricted net assets (1) the original value of gifts donated to the permanent
endowment, (2) the original value of subsequent gifts to the permanent endowment, and (3)
accumulations to the permanent endowment made in accordance with the direction of the
applicable donor gift instrument at the time the accumulation is added to the fund. If the donor-
restricted endowment assets earn investment returns beyond the amount necessary to maintain
the endowment assets' real value, that excess is available for appropriation and, therefore,
classified as temporarily restricted net assets until appropriated by the Board of Trustees for
expenditure. Funds designated by the Board of Directors to function as endowments are classified
as unrestricted net assets.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH

D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

In accordance with the Act, the Organization considers the following factors in making a
determination to appropriate or accumulate donor-restricted endowment funds:

(1) The duration and preservation of the fund;
(2) The purposes of the Organization and the donor-restricted endowment fund;
(3) General economic conditions;
(4) The possible effect of inflation and deflation;
(5) The expected total return from income and the appreciation of investments;
(6) Other resources of the Organization; and
(7) The investment policies of the Organization.

Return Oblectlves and Risk Parameters

The Organization has adopted investment policies, approved by the Board of Directors, for
endowment assets that attempt to maintain the purchasing power of those endowment assets over
the long term. Accordingly, the investment process seeks to achieve an after-cost total real rate of
return, including investment income as well as capital appreciation, which exceeds the annual
distribution with acceptable levels of risk. Endowment assets are invested in a well-diversified
asset mix, which includes equity and debt securities, that is intended to result in a consistent
inflation-protected rate of return that has sufficient liquidity to make an annual distribution of
accumulated interest and dividend income to be reinvested or used as needed, while growing the
funds if possible. Actual returns in any given year may vary from this amount. Investment risk is
measured in terms of the total endowment fund; investment assets and allocation between asset
classes and strategies are managed to reduce the exposure of the fund to unacceptable levels of
risk.

Spending Policv

Currently, the Organization does not have a written spending policy approved by its Board of
Directors. Historically, the Organization has appropriated for distribution the accumulated interest
and dividend income on the investment funds. The Organization considers the long-term expected
return on its investment assets, the nature and duration of the individual endowment funds, many
of which must be maintained in perpetuity because of donor restrictions, and the possible effects
of inflation.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018
(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

Endowment Composition and Changes in Endowment

The endowment net asset composition by type of fund as of June 30, 2018 were as follows:

Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

Permanently
Restricted Total

Donor-restricted endowment funds $ $  137,837 $  121,435 $ 259,272

Board-designated endowment funds 1.544.023 1.544.023

$ 1.544.023 S  137.837 $  121.435 $ 1.803.295

The changes in endowment net assets for the year ended June 30, 2018 were as follows:

Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

Permanently
Restricted Total

Endowment net assets, June 30, 2017 $  1,526,011 $  129,553 $  120,244 $1,775,808

Contributions

Investment return

Investment income

Net appreciation
Investment fees

200

35,886

35,387

(13.461)

5,144
5,068
(1.928)

739

729

(277)

200

41,769
41,184

(15.666)

Total investment return 57,812 8,284 1,191 67,287

Appropriation of endowment assets for
expenditure

Endowment net assets, June 30, 2018

(40.000) (40.000)

$  1.544.023 $  137.837 $  121.435 SI .803.295

The endowment net asset composition by type of fund as of June 30, 2017 were as follows:

Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

Permanently
Restricted Total

Donor-restricted endowment funds $ $  129,553 $  120,244 $ 249,797

Board-designated endowment funds 1.526.011 _ 1.526.011

$ 1.526.011 $  129.553 $  120.244 $ 1.775.808
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

The changes in endowment net assets for the year ended June 30, 2017 were as follows:

Temporarily Permanently
Unrestricted Restricted Restricted Total

Endowment net assets, June 30, 2016 $ 1,539,326 $ 71,810 $ 98,593 $1,709,729

Investment return

Investment income 37,416 5,219 751 43,386

Net appreciation 67,933 9,476 1,363 78,772

Investment fees M 3.8671 f1.9341 (2781 (16.0791

Total investment return 91,482 12,761 1,836 106,079

Appropriation of endowment assets for
expenditure {40,000} - - (40,000)

Reclassification of net assets f64.7971 44.982 19.815 _

Endowmentnetassets, June 30.2017 $ 1.526.011 $ 129.553 S 120.244 $1.775.808

In 2017, the Organization reviewed historical data relating to permanently restricted net assets
and, due to changes in interpretation of original gift records, reclassified net appreciation from
unrestricted net assets to temporarily restricted net assets and permanently restricted net assets.

7. Debt Obligations

Line of Credit

The Organization maintains a $1,000,000 revolving line of credit with ID Bank, collateralized by a
mortgage on real property and substantially all business assets, carrying a variable interest rate of
Prime plus 1.0% adjusted daily with a floor rate of 4.00% (6% at June 30, 2018). Interest is
payable monthly. The line of credit had no outstanding balance at June 30, 2018 and an
outstanding balance of $248,224 at June 30, 2017. The line of credit agreement has a maturity
date of February 28, 2019.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

Notes Payable

The Organization had the following notes payable:

4.25% note payable to TD Bank in monthly principal and interest
payments of $8,133 through January 2019, at which time a
balloon payment for the remaining principal is due;
collateralized by mortgaged property.

Note payable to TD Bank in monthly principal and interest
payments of $6,016 through July 2020, at which time a
balloon payment for the remaining principal is due. Interest
rate at the Federal Home Loan Bank Boston Five Year

Classic Advance Rate plus 2.65% (5.82% at June 30, 2018);
collateralized by mortgaged property. The note is a
participating loan with New Hampshire Health and Education
Facilities Authority.

Less: unamortized deferred issuance costs

Total notes payable

The scheduled maturities on notes payable are as follows:

2018 2017

$  888,676 $ 946,599

658.329

1,547,005
(2.0311

697.393

1,643,992

(2.878)

$ 1.544.974 $ 1.641.114

2019

2020

2021

$ 930,818
48,149

568,038

Cash paid for interest approximates interest expense.

TD Bank requires that the Organization meet certain financial covenants. The Organization was in
compliance with covenants as of June 30, 2018.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

8. Commitments and Contingencies

Litiaation

At June 30, 2018, the Organization was a named respondent in an administrative matter. After
consultation with legal counsel, management estimates this matter will be resolved without a
material adverse effect on the Organization's future financial position or results of operations.

Construction Commitment

In 2018, the Organization commenced renovations of a building. In connection with these
renovations, the Organization expects the total cost of the project to be approximately $412,000
and has signed construction contracts for that amount. Total costs incurred at June 30, 2018 were
approximately $200,000, and the project is expected to be completed during the year ending June
30, 2019.

OoeratinQ Leases

Rent expense of $12,079 for various equipment was incurred for both the years ended June 30,
2018 and 2017, under noncancellable operating lease agreements covering a term greater than
one year.

Future minimum lease payments required under noncancellable lease agreements for the next two
years ending June 30 are as follows;

Operating
Leases

2019 $ 12,079

2020 9.380

$  21.459

Malpractice Insurance

The Organization insures its medical malpractice risks on a claims-made basis. At June 30, 2018,
there were no known malpractice claims outstanding which, in the opinion of management, will be
settled for amounts in excess of insurance coverage nor are there any unasserted claims or
incidents known to management which require loss accrual. The Organization intends to renew
coverage on a claims-made basis and anticipates that such coverage will be available.
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THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OF NASHUA, NH
D/B/A GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Notes to Financial Statements

June 30, 2018

(With Comparative Totals for June 30, 2017)

9. Tax Deferred Annuitv Plan

The Organization maintains a 403(b) employer-sponsored retirement plan. Employees are eligible
to participate as of the date of hire. Effective July 1, 2017 the Organization established a matching
contribution of 100% of employee deferrals up to 3% of eligible compensation. In order to be
eligible for the match, an employee must work or earn a year of service, which is defined as at
least 1,000 hours during the 12-month period immediately following date of hire. In addition the
Organization may elect to provide a discretionary contribution. There was no discretionary
contribution made for the year ended June 30, 2018. Expenses associated with this plan were
$102,941 for the year ended June 30, 2018. There was no expense associated with this plan for
the year ended June 30, 2017.
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CRAIG D. AMOTH

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:

President & CEO

Behavioral Health Services North

Plattsburgh, NY Dates of employment: Mar. '13- Present

Duties: Responsible for the overall operations of one of the oldest and largest nonprofit
organizations in upstate New York, providing a comprehensive array of behavioral
health and social support services for clients across the entire age / developmental
spectrum. The agency has a staff of approximately 180, with an annual budget of over
10 million; serving approximately 8,000 individuals each year through 24 programs
across three rural counties.

Results: Led the Board and Staff through a comprehensive strategic planning process in
response to a rapidly changing healthcare environment-including the transition to
Medicaid managed care and integrated health. New initiatives include: same day
client access, maximizing technology to enhance efficiency and effectiveness, a
performance management program and other human capital enhancements,
significant expansion of new low income housing, bringing primary care into the
behavioral health clinic, a new community-based crisis stabilization program,
enhancing client access to best practices; along with an expansion of development,
marketing and community relations activities. Named to the Steering Committee for
the northern New York healthcare delivery system reform initiative: a program
initi^ed by the Governor to promote integrated care, reduce unnecessary
hospitalizations, increase best practices, and make recommendations for a successful
transition to Medicaid managed care.

Consultant & Interim Director of Development and Community Relations
Visiting Nurse & Hospice of VT and NH
West Lebanon, NH Dates of employment: Jan.-Sept. 2012

Duties: Brought in to assist the organization with Fund Raising / Development, Marketing
and Community Relations initiatives. The agency provides home health care and
hospice services to a large, rural population in western New Hampshire and eastern
Vermont; with over 200 staff and an annual operating budget of 20 million. The
agency had been experiencing declines in referrals as a result of new competition, as
well as declines in revenue from development activities (annual appeals, grants, etc.).

Results: Serving as both consultant and interim Director of Development and Community
Relations, I worked with the senior leadership and the Board Development
Committee to define the problems and formiJate solutions. Delivered new marketing
and development strategies and plans that were designed to address the issues
identified and effectively utilize available resources to accomplish the goals.
Achieved the best Spring appeal campaign in five years, more than doubling the
income from the previous year's effort. This was a limited term engagement.



CEO

Duties:

Results:

Range Mental Health Center
Virginia, MN Dates of employment: June * 10-Nov. * 11

Responsible for the overall operations of this comprehensive community behavioral
health organization that employs 250 staff, with an annual budget of 13 million. The
organization offers comprehensive programming for youth through seniors, has both
in-patient and outpatient chemical dependency services (including detox), supported
housing, community crisis facilities, adult foster homes, partial hospitalization
programs, community-based support services for the seriously mentally ill, and
family / youth support services in every school district in the area.

Led board and senior management through a strategic planning effort to prepare the
agency to thrive in a rapidly changing, healthcare reformed marketplace. Developed
new partnerships with primary care and launched an integrated care pilot program
that holds the promise of both enhanced client outcomes and improved profit
margins. Initiated several business process restructuring efforts to dramatically
reduce client wait times, reduce days in A/R, reduce documentation time, and
increase service capacity without adding additional staff. Launched several new
service lines and opened a community-based crisis facility to meet the acute
behavioral health needs of area residents—at roughly a third of the cost of hospital-
based services. Left the agency to return to New Hampshire and reunite with family
after efforts to sell NH home proved to be unsuccessful in a difficult market.

Executive

Director:

Duties:

Results:

Familystrength
Concord, NH Dates of employment: Jan.*06-May'10

Responsible for the overall operations of this state-wide private, nonprofit agency that
provides intensive home / community-based services for at-risk youth and their
families; the agency had a staff of 45 and a budget of 2.5 million. Strong focus on
strategic planning, board and middle management development, and restructuring of
organizational processes and persormel for optimal agency performance.

The agency went from a deficit of $ 197,000 in 2005 (prior to my arrival), to a surplus
of $228,000 (and additional clients served) at the close of my first year. The agency
saw similar increases in 2007 and was on track for another record year in 2008-until
the state / national economy took a downturn and referrals were adversely affected.
Re-engineered the organization to be more cost effective, competitive in '09; State
funding continued to be cut so sought out strategic partnerships and merged the
organization with another nonprofit agency that was closely aligned and less
dependent upon State funding for future growth and sustainability.

Owner:

Duties:

The Wellness Center

Powell, Wyoming Dates of employment: 2004 - 2005

Private practice providing consulting services to area businesses, schools, hospitals,
and other human services related organizations; in addition to conducting individual,
couples and family therapy on an outpatient basis.



Executive Park County Mental Health Center
Director: Cody, Wyoming Dates of employment: 1996 - 2004

Duties: Responsible for the overall operations of this private, nonprofit community mental
health agency with a staff of 30 and a budget of 2 million. Vi^en I arrived, the agency
was heavily in debt, attempting to recover from lawsuits, had multiple staffing and
recruitment concerns and was facing the very real prospect of having to close its
doors. The agency's reputation in the community was poor at best and its ability to
accomplish its mission was severely compromised.

Led the organization through a comprehensive strategic planning process and within a
relatively short period, the organization more than quadrupled in size, expanded its
operating budget / income by almost 500%, established a healthy reserve and best of
all—significantly enhanced the mental health of the communities it serves by
providing healthcare in a rural environment that is second to none. The agency
maintained multiple sites for ease of access, operated a drop-in center for SPMI
clients and provided on-site community-based services in area hospitals, schools,
nursing homes / senior centers, correctional facilities, etc. Created a community-
based acute care option to prevent unnecessary hospitalizations and implemented a
mobile crisis program to respond to acute/emergency needs on a county-wide basis.

Results: Development of a comprehensive system of mental health care that encompassed
youth through the elderly—utilizing evidenced based models where appropriate.
• Quadrupled the size of organization and the associated revenue
• Oversaw the design and building of multiple fecilities
• Oversaw the design and implementation of an integrated computerized client

database, clinical records, and accounting/billing system
•  Facilitated the integration of mental health care with primary health care systems,

educational systems, law enforcement / correctional systems and other
community-based social / human service systems.

• Achieved national accreditation (CARF), youth/adult behavioral health care
•  Significantly enhanced the agency's community reputation and fiscal viability
•  Effectively managed significant growth and change

Program HSI Counseling/EAP Services, Human Services Inc.
Manager: Denver, Colorado Dates of employment: 1994-1996

Duties: Responsible for the operations of six out-patient mental health offices in the Metro-
Denver and Boulder area which provided over 8,500 counseling sessions per year.
The agency is a private, not-for-profit that serves a wide variety of clients (adults,
families, couples and youth), as well as those from various ethnic backgrounds and
disabilities. Provided clinical and administrative supervision to a staff of 26.
Developed program budgets, marketing plans, policies and procedures and oversaw
staff development and training. Grant writing and public relations efforts were also
effectively carried out.



Program Child and Family Services, Aurora Community Mental Health Center
Manager: Aurora, Colorado Dates of employment: 1991 -1994

Duties: Provided direct supervision to a staff of six full-time and two part-time employees.
Responsible for overall program operations, management of the program budget,
development and implementation of staff training, program policies, as well as new
initiatives to meet community needs. Provided direct service to agency clients.
Implemented a brief-therapy training program to facilitate therapists becoming more
efficient and effective in their delivery of clinical services in preparation for managed
care/capitated Medicaid contracts. Successful in writing and securing grants. Served
as the consultant and liaison to the Denver Metro area children's psychiatric hospitals
and the state Hospital at Fort Logan—assisting them in developing appropriate
service plans and obtaining the necessary discharge support services in the
community.

Family Willow Street Center for Youth / Families, Abbott Northwestern Hospital
Therapist: Minneapolis, Minnesota Dates of employment: 1988 -1990

Duties: Conducted individual and family assessments, provided intensive therapeutic
interventions for acutely mentally ill and/or suicidal youth, adults and their families.
Facilitated therapeutic groups for both youth and adults. Provided family, marital and
individual therapy on an outpatient basis as well.

Program CrossStreets for Youth/Families, St. Paul Youth Service Bureau
Manager: St. Paul, Minnesota Dates of employment: 1987-1988

Duties: Responsible for overall program development/oversight, fiscal management and
public relations efforts. Provided administrative and clinical supervision to a staff of
six family counselors. Managed a federal runaway and homeless youth grant. Board
member for the state runaway youth and family organization. Provided statewide
training on time efficient therapy techniques with youth and families.

Executive

Director:

Duties:

Alpha House Youth Care Inc.
Menomonie, Wisconsin Dates of employment: 1980-1985

Served in several capacities with this agency—^Youth Worker, Program Manager, and
Executive Director for two years. Ultimately responsible for the overall operations of
this private, nonprofit youth and family crisis intervention and evaluation center. The
agency provided individual and family evaluations for county courts and human
services departments in a seven county area. The agency was able to maintain a
positive fund balance for the first time in its ten-year history under my administration.



ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS:

Master of Science Marria

Master of Science

Bachelor of Arts

Certificate

Leadership
Academies

ge and Family Therapy (AAMFT Approved)
University of Wisconsin-Stout

Guidance and Counseling
University of Wisconsin-Stout

Psychology
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Graduated S.umma Cum Laude

Nonprofit Financial Stewardship
Harvard Kennedy School

Park County, Wyoming Leadership Program; Greater Concord Area,
New Hampshire Leadership Program; Blandin Foundation Leadership
Program, Minnesota

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS / AWAWIS: Awarded Marriage and Family Therapist of the
year by the Colorado Assoc. of Marriage and Family Therapists (for state legislative
advocacy efforts). Member of the National Council for Community Behavioral Healthcare.



Cynthia L. Whitaker, PsyJX

Edncation: t ^
Antioch New England Graduate School, Keene, NH
Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology, 2006 '.

University of New Hampshire.at Manchester, Manchester, NH-
Certiilcate in Sign Language Ihte^retatipn, 2004

Rhode Island College, Providence, RI
B.A. in Psychology and CommunicatioDS with Honors, 1995
Commuiiications eoiphasis in Speech and.Hiring Sciences .

r  ■ • ' ^ - ■
Clini^lExperience; . : ,

' Riverbend Commun^ Mental Health Henniker, NH ^S/OS^prcsent
' Child and Family Therapist t.

Presently engaged in wcrldng with a multidisciplinary team that provides
mental h^th seiVices to children'and, tfieir families. Position includes -
provision of individual therapy, family therapy, case management, and'* ' •-
advocacy. Coordination with other providers and schools is also involved in
the positipa Psychology postTdoctorate supervision received from 4/06 -

i  throu^ present.-
' < • ' ^ ^ '•

.Moore Center SeryicM Manchester, NH '12/02-6A)5
MIMS Worker/Supiervisor j

Provided Mental Illness Management Services (MIMS) to childr^ and
. adults dia^osed with both a mental illness and a developmental disability.
Responsibilities included supervising part-time staff, maimging staff =
schedules, other administrative duties, and direct support of consumers
involving teaching s)mptom management strategies and social sWlls as ̂ ̂

>  directed by consumers* treatment plans.-

'U^ersity at Albany Counseling Center Albany, NY ' 7/01-7/02
-  EUis Hospital Mental Health Clinic Schenectady, NY * ^ , i

Pre-doctoral Intern in Psychology ; "" '
' APPIC accredited internship with focused training in two distinct settings, a

university counseling center and a community mental health center. Core =
activities included intake assessment and referral, individual and group
psychotherapy,'Crisis,inWvention in role as "psychologist of the day,"
individual supervision of second .year doctoral student, group supervision of
undergraduate peer trainers, and psychological assessment. Also received j
advanced training on the Rorschach Inkblot Pfocedme. Training at community
mental health center focused on assessment and therapy with adults diagnosed
with major mental illness and/or personality disorders in an outpatient setting..

I  ' .1
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Monadnock Developmental Services Keene,NH 8/99-6/01 > .
Group Facilitator' '

Responsible for-co-facilitating a monthlygroup for children who tavc a , ^ v
sibling with some type of physical or devdopmental di^bility, such as ^
.autism, leukemia, or cerebral palsy. The group included both e)$ressive Md
process components and dealt with topics such as roles within a tamily and
shame. ; • ,' . jZ ^ ^ ' , . .

Wediko Children's Services 'Windror, NH ^ 9/00-6/01 o"
Assistant Tracher (AmeriCprps Position)

Intensive diagnostic and tr^tment program that utilizes assessment, >
eduction, and behavioral intervention with m^es ran^g in age from 8 to 18
. who have emotional and/or behavioral challenges. Responsibilities: included
assisting'lead teacher with acadeihic material presented in classroom, teaching

■ elective classes, implementihg Individualized Education Pl^(IEPs),'and .
u carrying out other duties necessary to maintain'the therapeutic milieu of the

^  residential school. H.. " S ; . '
'' -r«

«  . / ' « — . • •

Psychological Services Center 'Keene, NH • . 8/99-5/01 a
Administrative Assistant ^

Assisted with the administration of a psychology training clinic, including .
managing billing clients and insurance agencies and coordinating referrals fbr^^.
service. Also involved in the instruction of first ye^ students with the usage: '
of scoring templates for the MMPI-2 and other testing materials owned by Ae

^clinic. , ^ ~ '''"'-'j .

Anrioch New England Graduate School ^ Keene, NH Fall 2000^'
Teaching'Assistant for-Fundamental CUni^ Skills I and 11.

-  Provided instruction to first year doctoral'level students on utilizing' '
cdn^ntation in taerapy'and on giving mental status examinatioiwj Facilitated

d. )' 1 small groups ofstudents-practicing and learning about beginning counseling r
'  . jand assessment techniques. Also responsible for reading papers and providing' ̂

'  ̂ finback to students about their developing skills. ' ^

Psychological Services Center Keene, NH 7/99-6/00
PSC Cjinician V - v ^ ^ y-

Pre-doctoral practicum e^qjerience involving working with adults, faindies,
^ and children in an o^atient setting. Received specialized training in cardiac

reh^ilitation, counseling parents, conducting le^uning (liability assessments,
and worMng with pd?ple with .eating disorders. . " '

New Hampshire Hospital Concord, NH : 9/98-5/99 .^ ..
Psychology^Eictern' ^

Pre-doctoral training in assessment and ther^y with adults diagnos^ with
- major mental illness ̂ d/or .f^rsonality disorders in an iiqiatierit setting. ~
Mon^y seminars attained included Neuropsycholpgy, Case Presehtatioh;
and Assessment (Rorschach). Aso attended bi-weekly Grand Rounds.

'  t

r'l
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,  ' ■ ■ - ^
Arboiir-FuUer Hospital S. Attleboro, MA 10/95-2/99
Ac^ty Therapist/Behavior Therapy Specialist Z. - '

-  ■ ■ .z Attended team meetings, determined rehabilitetipn goals for treatment plans,
-supervised activity therapy intake screenings, and conducted daily
rehabilitaiion groups on a locked,'acute unit for adolescents.'Responsibilities
also included implementing behavior plans, collecting^^ta, and conducting
^differait types of group therapy, on a locked, acute unit for adults with i

,  •'developmental disabilities. ~ ' r. .

Leadership Experiencie: ' ,
Bea'uty,4 Ashes

a

Member, Board of Directors 2004-pres'ent

New Hampshire Registry of interpreters for the Deaf
Member at Large of Execative Board - ' 200^2005 !
Studrat Represientative to-Executive Board i- 2002-2004.

'  " ■, V . ' ^
ASL'Club at the University of New Hampshire at Manchester ~

'  President * ' 7 2002-2003 ^ '
■  V r.- ' . . ! ' ". . .

Antioch-New England Graduate§chooI
J Member, Adi^sioh Team Spring 20d0& 2001
■^ •Reviewed writtOT applications of prospective students; Also conducted^teM "

and individual interviews and collaborated in final selections of students. ^
I

Research Experience: ^
sAnti^h New England Graduate School Keene, NH ' . 2^000-2006^ . ^ j

i DiMertation Research ; . ' - : *'
: -, ̂ Corapiefel dissertation entitled The Third Partyi Psychologists ' Attitudes

^Regarding the Use of Interpreters in Therapy. . ^

^ Ahtioch New England Graduate School . Keene, NH 9/99-8/00 , -
Student Member of Internal Review Board (IM) ' '

' Attended monthly IRB meetings, read research proposals, and collaborate ■ 4
.  - with other team mOTbers to provide recommendations to researchers.

Butler Hospital ^ . Providence, RI 12/94-9/^ ' v
Volunteer. Research Coordinator & ̂ sistant j

Underjthe supervision of Carbn Zlotnick, Ph.D.," responsible for coordinating a
""researchprojecton Adolescent Suicide Attempters and Ideators, which
involved a clinical a^essment^d report of each adolescent. rAlso scored, , '

'  enterei and analyzed data on patients in thie Women's Treatment'Program'at
'  the hospital. Position required extensive knowledge of the'SAS system.

.r
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r

Papers and Presentatjons;
' llie Third Party: What are Psychologists'Opinions of Interpreters in Ther£qjy. /

Presented at the Region 1 Coherence of the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf.
Providence, RI. July 2M6

.  : Anxiety and Stress Management the Natural Way. Pr^ented workshop at the Spinal
Corrective Center in Amherst, NK May 2006 i. > • .

•  j ~ ^ I, ' ' . ' • ^

Kfentai niness Management Services. Presented workshop at Riverbend Mental-:
• Health Center for staff iraining purposes. May 2006 "

;, " " " • '.j
" L- . ' i. .K ■

Transitionsfor Parents. Developed program desipicdxo explore paieotalTolcs in
freshman transitions at the University at Albany. Jime 2002 - ̂

Parents as Partners. Developed,document providing informatibh about college
.  ̂ studeiits* use of alcohol and other, togs and parent roles in moderating that was - -

placed on a website.for parents at uie University at Albany. June 2002

/JeprewzowflTw/IToOTm Presented workshop to a sorority at the University at "!
Albaaiy. April 2002 " - ; , ' ^

^  Stress Management. PresepXed ̂  woricshop to a group of Residential . Assistants on'the
University 'at Albany campus: April 2002 'iC

Handbook of Interpreting in Mental Health Sfe/tingJ, Unpublished Manuscri^
^University ofNewHampshire.at Manchester. May 2000 " rr:

'>'■ . . ."

Family Functioning and Loneliness in Adolescent Suicide Ideators and Attempters.
Presented/paper at 32nd Annual Conference of the American Asspciatibn of . ■ '

' Suicidology. ApriI1999 ^ '
'  ■ '

A/emoo'. Presented at"the Fourth Aimual Undergraduate Research ,
Conference at Rhode Island College. Spring 1995 t*' '

Professional Affiliations:
.  '' American Psychological Association . > _ >

^  APA Division 12, Clinical Psychology
APA Division 22, Rrfiabilitation Psychology

.  ̂ Speciallnterest Section on Deafness-
New Hampshire Association of,the Deaf
New Hampshire Disaster Behavioral HealthResponse Team (DBI^T)
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf , "

Ne>v Hampshire Registry of Interpreters, for the Deaf
Weare Citizens EmergOTcy Response Team (CERT)

il

i:

J-

-..i

- '•

Languages of Fluency:
'  ̂ American Sign Language (ASL)

n '
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Marliou B. Patalfnjug Tyner, M.D., FAPA

L.

Employment

2003-2010

2003 - 2008

2008-2009

2007 - 2009

2010 - 2011

2010 - 2013

2007 - 2013

2008 - 2013

2013-Current

2013-Current

Certfficatfon I Licensure

1987-1995

2002 - 2003

2002 - 2004

2003 - Current

2003 - Current

2005 - Current

2013-2023

2015-2025

Outpatient Psychiatry, HBHS dba Process Strategies
376 Kenmore Drive, Danville, WV 25053

Outpatient Psychiatry, HBHS dba Process Strategies
163 Main Street, Clay, WV 25043

Tele-psychiatry for Prestera Center, Qay County based at
Prestera Center, 511 Morris Street, Chadeston, WV 25301

Tele-psychiatry for PsyCare, Inc. for the
Potomac Highland Regional Jail and Central Regional Jail, WV

Tele-psychiatry for Prestera Center. Boone County
based at Process Strategies office

Medical Director. Assessment Unit (TPC Program), Highland Hospital
300 56^ Street. Charleston, WV 25304

Psychiatry Consult for Cabin Creek Health Centers in Dawes, WV,
Clendenin, WV and Sissonville, WV; Tele-psychiatry for all three sites
since March 2010, based at Process Strat^ies offi^

Outpatient Psychiatry, Process Strategies
1418A MacCorkle Avenue, Charleston. WV 25303

Chief Medical Officer, Highland-Clarksburg hlospital
3 hlospital Plaza, Clarksburg, WV 26301

Forensic Psychiatry Unit, Highland-Clarksburg Hospital
3 Hospital Plaza, Clarksburg, WV 26301

Physician Licensure, Philippines
Physician Licensure, State of Connecticut
Physician Limited Permit. New York
Physician Licensure, West Virginia
Dir^omate in Psychiatry,
American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.
Certification in Forensic Psychiatry
American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.
Maintenance of Certification in Psychiatry,
American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.
Maintenance of Certification in Forensic Psychiatry
American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. Inc.



Educatton

1983 B.S.

1987 M.D.

Postdoctoral Training

1987-1988

1989-1991

1991-1992

1998 - 2002

2001 - 2002

2002 - 2003

Other Professional Positions

1993

1993-1994

1994-1998

Awards and Honors

1983

1983

1983

1992

2002

Psychology. University of the Phliippines College of Arts and Sciences
Que2X)n Qty. Philippines
University of the Philippines College of Medicine
Manila, Philippines

Postgraduate Internship, Philippine General Hospital
Manila, Philippines
Residency Training, Psychiatry
Philippine General Hospital. Manila, Philippines
Chief Resident, Psychiatry
Philippine General Hospital, Manila, Philippines
Residency Training, Psychiatry
NYU Sch^ of Medicine, New York, NY 10016
Chief Resident, Psychiatry
Outpatient Division Chief Resident (July-December 2001)
Administrative Chief Resident (Januar^^une 2002)
NYU School of Medicine, New York. NY 10016
Fellowship Training, Forensic Psychiatry
NYU School of Medicine, New York. NY 10016

Research Associate, Intercare Research Foundation, Inc.
Metro Manfla, PhSippines
Research Assistant, Research Foundation for Mental Hygiene
Research based at Kirby Forensic Psychiatric Center
Wards' Island. NY 10035
Research Scientist, Nathan S. Kline Institute
Research based at Kirby Forensic Psychiatric Center
Wards' Island, NY 10035

Cum Laude, BS Psychology, University of the Philippines
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. University of the Philippines.
Pi Gamma Mu Honor Sodefy, University of the Philippines
Ciba-Geigy FellowsNp Grant in Administrative Psychiatry
Aventis Women Leaders Fellowship,
American Psychiatric Association Annual Meeting. Philadelphia

Membership In Professional Societies

2000 - 2010 Member, American Psychiatric Association
2010 - Current Fellow, American Psychiatric Association
2002 - Current Member, American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law
2002 - Current Member. NYU-Bellevue Psychiatric Society
2008 - Current Memt)er, American Medical Association
2008 - Current Member, West Virginia State Medical Association



Teaching Experience

1990 -1992 Training of Trainers in Critical Incident Stress Debriefing
National Program for Mental Health, PhBtpplnes

1992 -1993 Lectures in Psychiatryfor Physical Therapy Students,
University of the Philippines College of Manila. Philippines

1994 -1998 Instructor, Management of Crisis Situations for Forensics
KIrby Forensic Psychiatric Center, Wards Island, New York

2001 - 2003 Clinical Instructor, New York University School of Medicine
2004 - current Clinical Assistant Professor, West Virginia University, CAMC

Department of Behavioral Medicine and Psychiatry, Charleston, WV
2015 - current Clinical Assistant Professor, West Virginia University School of Medicine,

Morgantown. WV

Research

1. Patalinji^, MB. and Harmon R.B, (2003) Characteristics of Defendants Charged with Stalking; Preliminary
Look at Referrals to ttie Forensics Psychiatry Clinic Three Years After the Passage of NY State Stalking
Laws, Presented at the 56** Annual Meeting of the American Association of Forensic Sciences, February
20.2004, Dallas. TX.

2. Convit, A.. Wolf, O.T., de Leon, M.J., PataOnJug, M.S., Kandii, E.. Caraos, C.. Scherer, A., Saint Louis, L.,
Cancro, R. (2001). Volumetric Ar^al^ of the Prefrwtal regions: Findings in aging and schizophrenia.
PsycNatry Resear^: Neurdmaging Sedion, 107:61-73.

3. Hoptman, M.J., Yates, K.F., Patalinjug, M.B., Wack, R.C., and Convft, A. (1999). Clinical Prediction of
Assaultive Behavior Among Male Psycitiatric Patients at a Maximum-Security Forensic Facility. Paychlatrtc
Sen/Ices, 50:1461-1466.

4. Patalinjug. M:B., Convit, A., Hoptman, MJ., Yates, K.F., Dunn, D.. Otis, D. (1997) Staff Assaulters vs. Patient
Assaulters In a Forensic Psychiatric Facfiity; Is there a DtiTerence? Poster Presentation: Tenth Annual NY State
Office of Mental Health Research Conference, Albany, NY.

5. Convit, A., McHugh, P.. de Leon, M., Hoptman. M., f^talli^ug, M. (1997) MRi Volume of the Arnygdala: A New
Reliat)le Method. Poster Presentation: Tenth Annual NY State Office of Mental Health Research Conference,
Albany. NY.

6. Hoptman, M., Convft, A., Yates, K.F., Patollnjug, M.B. (1997) Violence and Slowing of the Anterior EEC:
Relation^ips to ImpulsMty. Po^ Presentation: Tenth Annual NY State Office of Ment^ Health Research
Confererx», Alt)any. NY.

7. Bengzon, ARA., Jimenez A.L., Bengzon MA. Esquejo DP., Torres M.R., SIsorvAguU^ MA, Salazar M.C.,
Patalinjug MB. (1994). Programs. Process, Politics, People: The Story of the Department of Health Undc^ the
AquIrK) Admlnis^on, 1986-1992. Submltt^to the World Health Org^izatlon, Geneva, Switzerland.

8. Jimenez AL., Tones M R., Made B.G., Patalinjug M.B., Guillergan Ml. (1992) The Establishment of a Mental
Health Information System at the Philippine General Hospital Department of Psychiatry. Patient Services
Section: A Preliminary Study. Paper read at the 18"^ Ainual Convention of fee PhiUppine Psychiatric
Association, Manila. Philippines.

REFERENCES

1. Ted Thornton, M.D. (304) 552-6836 ted.thornton@vahoo.com
2. Ton! Goodykoontz, M.D. (304) 669-0470 tQOOdvkoontzl@omaiLcom
3. Fred Fraaer ill. APRN. PMHNP-BC (304) 669-9032 fredfra2ter3@Qmail.com



FINANCIAL & MANAGERIAL STRATEGIST

&

SKILLS

Budgeting & Forecasting

Analysis & Reporting

Ethics & Compliance

Strategic Planning

Team Leadership

Project Management

Accountability

Improving Efficiency

Business Systems

Risk & Resource Management

Presentations

Active Listening

EDUCATION

MASTER'S DEGREE

Business Administration

Southern New Hampshire

University
2009-2011

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Accounting
Franklin Pierce College

1998 - 2000

UCENSES &

CERTIFICATIONS

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTANT

License #51807

CANDIDATE

Certified Public Accountant

Anticipated: 05/2018

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

A financial professional with over ten years of managerial and administrative experience
in a diverse set of Industries and with a proven record of innovation and leadership. With
a focus on continuous Improvement and a holistic approach, I am able to reach strategic
goals through the use of collaboration, technology and grit. Leading by example, I have
successful restored confidence and respect In financial departments while focusing on
customer service and a commitment to the corporate mission.

EXPERIENCE

BUSINESS AFFAIRS OFFICER/CFO

Manchester Community College/March 2014 - October 2015

As a member of the President's Cabinet and Leadership Team, developed policies and
procedures to allow the College to meet Its mission and strategic focus. Successfully
managed an overall budget of $22 million by working with department managers over
60 different departments. Directed an instituFonal o^Tations including accounting £>
finance, facilities, campus safety, capital projects as well as risk management Mentored
eight (8) direct reports and a total of 29 total employees in the areas of finance,
maintenance, safety, reception and stockroom. Participated in system-wide CFO
meetings as well as Finance Committee meetings on behalf of the College.

•  Developed a more collaborative and positive annual budget process during a
period of revenue decline. Presented audience appropriate updates and pro
forma statements throughout year to campus leadership, BOD, staff & faculty
and advisory committees.

•  Greatly increased accuracy of financial reporting and adherence to GAAP
through the realignment of cost departments, and improvements to the data
structure within Banner Finance.

•  Created financial models and tools that allowed management and department
leaders to project financial impacts of various enrollment scenarios.

•  lncreasedteerevenuebylO%foilowingthoroughfinancialanalysis. ̂
•  Overhauled campus safety systems and procedures to better ensure the safety

of students, staff, faculty and visitors. Improvements Included: a remote door
locking system, camera and surveillance upgrades, rekeying of the entire
campus and the installation of security software.

•  Implemented software that enabled the facilities department to capture and
analyze workforce data that would allow management to identify and capitalize
on potential personnel efficlgQciej and better plan for deferred maintenance.

•  Introduced the concept of long-term forecasts for the benefit of strategic
budgeting.

•  Re-engineered adjunct contract process, Improving accuracy by 75%.
• . Implemented P-Card program to over 50 users.
•  Verified donor and grant funding spent in accordance with donor intent or grant

guidelines.
Provided ongoing feedback to subordinates and created development plans
that encouraged growth and satisfaction for each employee.
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FINANCIAL & MANAGERIAL STRATEG.LST

bjeannev@yahoo.com

• s

603.491.4752 9
Concord. NH o

TECHNICAL

SKILLS

Microsoft Office Suite

Advanced Excel

Banner

Saiesforce

Conga Reporting

Blackbaud

Dashboards

Sage MIP. MAS 90

QuickBooks

Graphical representations

School Dude

L
MEMBERSHIPS &

AFFILIATIONS

Notary Public

Institute of Management
Accountants

Delta Mu Delta

VOLUNTEER

EXPERIENCE

Rape and Domestic Crisis
Center/Treasurer

1992-1994

EXPERIENCE continued

VICE PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

New Hampshire Association for the Blind/September 2011 - May 2014

Collaborated with other members of management to review, select and monitor
organizational opportunities. Managed all financial and administrative matters
Including, HR. IT, and facility functions.

•  Managed $2.5 million annual budget process and provided monthly financials
and respective analysis to Board of Directors and Management Team.

•  Improved the financial story through the creation of visual dashboards
supplementing the monthly financial package.

•  Ensured proper application of Investment and spending policies to the
organization's $7 million endowment and Charitable Gift Annuities.

•  Reduced Life and LTD costs by 60% and other contractual expenses by 50%
through re-negotiations with vendorsr-*'

•  Prepared all year-end audit schedules, maintained all supporting
documentation for 990 filing, and completed monthly and annual
reconciliations.

•  Calculated annual compensation from endowment fund and other donor
restricted funds.

•  Mapped and managed data conversion of client data from legacy system to
Salesforce.com and designed an automatic Invoicing system resulting in
personnel savings through work efficiencies.

•  Enhanced data integrity and improved financial reporting through
improvements to the GL structure and updated financial software.

ACCOUNTANT

New Hampshire Association for the Blind/November 2005 - September 2011

Performed all accounting duties for the organization Including payroll, A/R, A/P as well
as providing IT and MR support. As part of a succession plan and expected assumption
of VPFA position, progressive responsibilities Included completion of the monthly
close process, preparation of year end schedules for annual audit and 990 preparation.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARY/ADMISSIONS COORDINATOR

Catholic Medical Center/August 1996 - October 2004

While performing all duties relative to being a stay at home Mom, I worked in the
healthcare industry to take advantage of the v*«ekend and evening hours. In this role,
I performed all administrative duties within the admissions, emergency and maternity
departments for catholic medical center. Utilized customer service, listening and time
management skills to ensure excellent patient care.

CONSUMER LOAN RECOVERY MANAGER

First New Hampshire Bank/September 1990 - May 1996

Managed all collection efforts for the recovery of charged off funds related to the
consumer loan portfolio. Directed a staff of six (6) and assigned outside legal counsel
and collection agencies ensuring greatest recovery of funds.

tzsa



Maureen Ryan

L.

Qualifications Summary:

• Mission driven, results oriented leader with a strong .track record of achieving goal oriented, cost
effective quality outcomes

•  20 years progressive management experience in both the private and public sector
—• ,, , ftvpftrience in project management, program design and implementation, strategic

planning, and grant writing
•  Excellent written and verbal communication skills and experienced in public speaking, delivering

presentations and facilitating diverse groups
•i*

Professional Experience

New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services 12/05- present

Senior Director, OHice of Human Services 6/16-present

•  Responsible for providing strategic leadership, direction and administrative oversi^t for the
Divisions of Family Assistance, Children, Youth, & Families, and Child Support Services; the
Biu^aus of Elderly & Adult Services, Homeless & Housing Services; and Community Based
Military Programs; and the Office of Health Equity

•  Oversees the administration and implementation of programs to ensure compliance with state and
federal laws, regulations, and policies; programmatic efficiency and effectiveness; financial'
integrity and sustainability; and effective personnel and resource allocation

•  Proactively identifies critical issues, actions, or decision-points impacting program administration
and service delivery, such as policy change, legislative mandate, or resource need, and engages
staff to fully assess the issues and impacts, proactively develop a well-supported strategic-plan or
response, and communicate and implement decisions timely

•  Actively mentors and engages OHS senior management in supporting high quality, effective
management practices by supporting skill development in motivating and le^ing smf^ managing
change, strategic planning, developing innovative solutions, effective program implementation,
data-driven evaluation, and modeling and supporting a professiotial, accountable workforce

Administrator, Bureau of Homeless and Housing Services 8/07-6/16
•  Direct the coordination and administration of federal and state funding of statewide homeless

service contracts

•  Direct all bureau activities including contract monitoring, technical assistance, strategic planning,
training and regional problem-solving activities

•  Coordinate planning efforts for die development of communi^ services and new initiatives
•  Serve as agency representative relative to state homeless service programs, to local, state and

federal agencies <

Administrator, Bureau of Improvement and Integrity 3/06-8/07
•  Responsible for the overall management of the Continuous Improvement unit of the Bureau of

Improvement and Integrity
•  Direct all aspects of DHHS wide program Quality Assurance reviews including routine program

evaluations, special mvestigations, work process analysis, and root cause analysis of specific
programmatic issues

•  Develop and direct projects related to Quality Improvement including &cilitating interagency
collaboration, system dianges involving multiple divisions, organizational development issues and
team building



Program Planning and Review Specialist, Bureau of Improvement and Integrity 12/05 - 3/06
•  Overall management and administration of a Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)

Real Choice Systems Change Grant
•  Coordinated the start up of the department wide implementation of a comprehensive Quality

Improvement effort

•  Established and facilitated an ongoing, state wide stakeholder Quality Council, the goal of which
is to improve communication between the state and community health service providers and elicit
feedback on quality improvement mitiatives

Consultant/Independent Contractor 2009-2014
NH region for Anthem BAP and Work Place Options, Raleigh, North Carolina
•  Facilitate workshops and professional development seminars on various topics including

employee relations, management, leadership development, and work life balance.

Employee Assistance Consultant, Resource Management Consultants S/05 — 11/OS
One Pillsbury St., Suite 300, Concord, NH 03301
•  Provided telephone consultation, risk assessment therapeutic intervention and facilitated referrals

to various resources for individuals needing assistance with work/life issues

Director of Outreach, HEARTH 9/01-8/05
1640 Washington St, Boston, MA 02118

•  Directed and supervised Outreach Department program staff in the coordination of case
management, housing search, and housing stabilization services

•  Developed and managed the agency's representative payee program, ensuring compliance with
federal regulations and ensuring quality of service in managing clients' finances

•  Developed and maintained colla^rative relationships within the community including local
businesses, healthcare providers, local and state government entities, and human service agencies

>' Provided weekly clinical and administrative supervision to case managers, representative payee
staff, and program interns

• Developed and coordinated the agency's Critical Incident Debriefing Team

Program Director, The Lynn Emergency Shelter 12/00- 8/01
Lynn Shelter Association, 100 Willow St., Lynn, MA 01901
•  , Responsible for the overall management of a homeless shelter, serving up to 80 homeless adults

nightly, ensuring quality and consistency of service delivery
• Managed the shelter's operating budget and performed analysis/strategic planning
•  Developed and implemented a structured day program, the goal of which was m offer tools to

e7q>and skills and enhance the capabilities of shelter guests
•  Develop^ and implemented a comprehensive case management program and provided training

and clinical supervision to case managers

Program Coordinator, Common Ground Women's Transitional Housing Program 2/97 - 12/00
Shelter Inc., 109 School SL, Cambridge, MA 02139
•  Responsible for the overall management of a HUD fiinded transitional, housing program, and

providing counseling and case management to program residents

•  Developed and facilitated various workshops and groups for program residents
•  Developed and facilitated training programs for shelter staff and interns

Education

Lesley University, Cambridge, MA Master of Arts in Psychology 1997

St Bonaventure University, New York Bachelor of Arts 1992
Major: Psychology Minor: Mass Communications



PATKICKMULMEN

October 10; 1997

Objective:

todustrious and dependable Maslefs ̂ aduate, with educational and experiential fopis principally in research,
psychology, case management and administration, seeking management relahd gcbwth pppottunides with
mariceting lesearch focus. In both educatkmal and work e)q)erience, has detuunstiated skills to wiell with others,
qjply knowledge, make innovative contribiitiotts, manage complex imfokms and situation.^ and perfotm at a level
exc^ing e}q>ectBtions and demands.

Work Experknee:

8/1992 - cunent

CXMBdiavknal Healfo Systems, Windbam Inn
P.O. Box 1027, Windhain, Nil. 03087 (603) 434-9937

Pnvchiftfric Mimager. Duties include advocacy, devdopment ofrehabilitation goab, coordination
oftreatment, ideotiBcatioo and acquisition of resouioes, oounseiing and ongoing support. Skills growth and
accomplishments resulted in assignment of and success widi exceptionally conqtlex cases. Proposed,

and continued development of attemative Utatiueiu plaiming and tracldog mechanism ongoing
since instafod December 1995.
jOfimOSrifilLAQalkSi Eaqtloyicig conqxiter and research skills to Mentify, collect, analyze and review
infocmation releyant to i^anning, delivery, and mooiforing ofconsumer siqtport services and awKistfd
client outcomes to management staff and Regional Hsnning Committee.
Management IhfonHiirion Systems Assistant Assisting in design, developnient, intcgretioD, refinement.
motnipfianre, and expandon of automated cbrnmunity services networking system.

1/1992-1/1995

Hesscr College
3 Sundial Ave, Manchester, Nil 03103 (603)668-6660

ln<tnictnr CouTses tBUgbt: Introduction to Psychology, fodlvidual and Oioup Counsding Techniques, and
Cuuteuipbimy Social Problems. Based on established teaching skUls and reputatian. activdy sou^ by .
students seeking challenge and scholarrii^

7/1991 - 8/1992 & 6/1986 - 6/1989
Chick Beaulieu Inc.

S & 1/2 Gaffhey St, Nashua N.R 03060 (M3) 883-5822

Manayer. OfMPte SupcmsoT and Constniction Worker. Duties included maintaining company
journals, mawayng all busincss financial tmnsacdoos, customer and enq)lqyee relations, Job costing, and
reo^animtioo of information flow, opcretioos and records, ddivery and coordination of service on she.

3/1991 -6/1991

ECPI ofTidewater VA Inc.

5555 Qieenwich. Suite 100, Virginia Beach, VA. 23462-6513 (804) 671-7171

Instructor. Taug^ A]q)iied Psychology.

Recent Prescntatioes:

8/8/1997 Devdooment and Imnlmietitetkm of an Intenated Clinical Infoimation Manaaement System Within
Commmiitv Support Services. Institute on Mental Health Management Infonnotkm. Albany, NY.

6/1^1997 Pracricd Applkatjon of MHSIP Outcome Memums withtn Crwnmunitv SimnoTt Service New
Hanqnhire Community Mental Health Services Confoeoce. Manchester, NH.

Edocation:

6/1989-7/1991 Old Dominion Universi^, Norfolk, VA. Master of Science, P^rchology.

1982-1987 Keene State CoU^e, Keene, NH. B.$. Business Management, Bj\. Psychology.



PATRICK M. ULMEN 7 DRAYCOACH CIRCLE

TELEPHONE (603) 891-0282

NASHUA, NH 03062

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECT MANAGER

INFORMATION ANALYST

PSYCHIATRIC CASE MANAGER

CAREER Educational and experiential focus in development and Integration of information
SUMMARY systems, research, psychology, case management, education and business

administration. Established reputation for working well with others, applying
knowledge, making innovative contributions, managing complex problems and
situations while performing at a level exceeding expectations and demands.

PRESENT Development and management of web based infomiation system between two
POSITION regional community mental health centers. Management of local network,

hardware and software system at a state funded regional Mental Health Center.
Monitoring staff needs, recommending, and when indicated implementing
appropriate changes. Educating staff towards more efficient and effective use of
existing systems. Development and/or implementation of reporting tools.
Analysis of existing data to generate Information which meets the needs of staff,
the agency, community and state representatives. Presentations at State and
Northeastern conferences on developing and employing an information
management system to improve psychiatric care. Collaborative work with a
software development firm spedaiizing in employing leading edge technology to
develop state of the art. web based, information management systems.
Case management duties include advocacy, development of rehabilitation goals,
coordination of treatment, identification and acquisition of resources, counseling
and ongoing support for approximately 25 consumers of mental health services.

RECENT

PRESENTATIONS

•v.

EARLIER

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

March, 1998 An Intecrated Clinical information Management Svstem.

Annual Conference for The Association of Community Living. Albany, NY.
August, 1997 Development and Implementation of an Clinical
Information Mananement Within nnmm.jnlty
Institute on Mental Health Management Information. Albany, NY.
June, 1997 Practical.ApDiicallon of MHSIP Outcome Measures Within
Community Support Servicea. New Hampshire Community Mental Health
Service Conference. Manchester, NH.

College instructor of psychology, counseling and social science for 5 years. Based
on established teaching skills and reputation actively sought by students seeking
challenge and scholarship.
Office manager at a home improvement company. Duties included maintaining
company jourrtals, job costing, managing business financial transactions,
customer and employee relations, and reorganizing information flow, office
operations and records.

Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA. Master of Science, Psychology.
Keene State College. Keene, NH. BS Business Management, BA Psychotogy



GREATER NASHUA MENTAL HEALTH

Key Personnel

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from

this

Contract

Amount Paid

from this

Contract

Craig Amoth: President and CEO $175,000 0.00% $0.00

Cynthia Whitaker,
PsyD

Chief of Services $104,906 5.00% $5,245.30

Marilou Patalinjug
Tyner, MD

Chief Medical Officer $258,830 0.00% $0.00

Bettejean Neveux,
CMA

Chief Financial Officer $99,513 5.00% $4,975.65

Maureen Ryan Director, Quality &
Compliance

$93,925 0.00% $0.00

Patrick Ulmen Chief Information Officer $109,470 5.00% $5,473.50



JefTrcy A. Mry*n
Cenuntnloncr

Kat|a S. Fox
Director

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BUREAU OFDRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603-271-6110 1-800-851-3345 ExL 6738

Fix: 603-271-6105 TOD Access: 1-8D0-735-2964
www.dhiis.iitL.gov

7  •/

July 10, 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTION

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Se^lMs, to enter into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
n bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide by
Increasing the combined price limitation by $1,649,016. from $3,157,927, to an amount not to exoeed
$4.706 942 effective retroactive to July 1, 2018, upon approval of the Governor and Executive Council
through June 30, 2019. 55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.
Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed in bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services with no change to the
pnce limitation or completion date, effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Governor and Executive Councfl on June 20
2018 (Late item G). '

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

^ Vendor Current
Amount

Increase/
Decrease

Revised

Budget
Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000
FIT/NHNH, Inc. $0 $645,775 $645,775
Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative Sentencing $247,000 $0 $247,000
Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism $0 $624,599 $624,599
Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999
Manchester Alcoholism Rehabflitation Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371
Hope on Haven Hill

1 $0 $278,641 $278,641
North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,406
Phoenix Houses of New England, Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921
Seacoast Youth Services $73;200 $0 $73,200
Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540
The Community Council of Nashua. N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000
West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942
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Funds to support this request are available In State Rscal Year 2019 in the following accounts
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, if needed and justified^

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS.
CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds. 20% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

Action #1)

Requested Action #1 is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH. Inc. were
conbnuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed in time to place

2018 Governor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering Into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findings. If these actions were not taken
retroactively, the result would have been a gap In critical substance use disorder treatment and
recovery support services in the State's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
previously approved by Governor and Executive Council on June 20, 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements will allow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who have
Income bebw 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
in New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes

. clinically and functionally significant Impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is
determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
Rfth Edition criteria.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opioid
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's Individuals, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of these
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors, are delivering an array of treatment services, Including Individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitalization. transitional living, high and low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as -ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together

Oft Individuals In service groups covered by the contract between May 1, 2017 and April
overdose deaths in New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017

®!-,7 20. 2018: however, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases arestill pending analysis. This reduction In deaths indicates that the overall strategy including prevention
intervention, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive impact

The Departmerit published a Request for Applications Tor Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Hurnans Services website April 20, 2018 through May 10. 2018. The Department received sWeen (16)
appliMbons. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Grafton County were
combined into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet)
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Some of the Vendors" applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services is woridng with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to improve the contract monitoring and quality Improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and -engaging in activities identified in the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced 'above'. In addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance improvement goals In future contracts. Rnally,
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

All thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Governor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Govemor'and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the vendors would not. have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery. •

Action #2)

Requested Action #2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors In meeting contract requirements.

The changes to the contracts include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrolling in insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that is not expected to negatively impact client care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth in Action #T These
changes are being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rales with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the administrative burden associated with service delivery
without compromising client care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request Action #2,
the gap between the cost of care and reimbursement rates will remain the same, which vendors have
indicated may result in having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement in services provided.



His ExceDency, Governor Christopher T.. S jnunu
and the Horwrable Council
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
TI010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become^no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Katja S. Fox
Director

Approved by:
J^rey A. Meyers
Commissioner

The Depertment of HeelOi and Human Serbs' Mission is to Jdn communities and families
in pmviding opportunities for cidzens to achieve health and Independence.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet

Substance Use Disorder Treetmtnt And

Recoveni Support Services

rVA Name

Bidder Name

RFA^0194DAS^)1-SUBST

. CountyofGraflon New Hampshire •Graflon
• County Departmerrt of CorrecOone

2.
Plemee Home of New Hampehire, Inc.

Mancheeter AicohoHew RehabiHtatfen Center

*■ Mancheeter Alcohoilem RehabtlltatJen Center
S. FmNHNH, inc.

•  Greflon County New Hampshire • Grafton County
• Altemadvc Bentenclnp

The Community Coundi of Nashua, N. H.

8. Halo Educational Systems

9.
Headrest

10.

11.

1Z

Hope on Hsven HIH Inc.

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism

North Country Heallh Consorthim

13.

14.

NortfLCountry Health Conaortluin

Phoenix Houses of New England, inc.

15.

16.

Soscoast Youth Servlees

Seacoast Youth Services

Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Dnrg
" Abuse Services

18.
Southeastern Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services

19.
West Central Services, tnc.

vnilte Hons Addiction Centar, Inc.

RFA Number

Maximum

Points Actual Points Region

440 270 Nonh Country

440 262 Greater Manchester

440 SU Greater Manchester

440 329 Capital

440 MO Greater Manchester

440 200 North Country

440 2M Greatar Nashua

440 sot below' Upper Vatley

440 283 Upper Valley

440 304 Strsfford County

440 394 Greater Neahua

440 325 North Country

440 295 Carrol County

440 361 Monadnock

440* ■  215 Seacoaat

440 215 Strsfford County

440 320 Saacoast

440 370 Strafford

440 231 Greater 8univan

440 isr* Carrol County

*Hak) Educational Systems:-Application was disqualified as non-responsive.
••White Horse Addiction Center, inc.: Vendor was not selected.

Reviewer Names
^ Jamie PoMers,Ctinicat& Recovery

SrvcsAdmlnl).BDAS

2.lu!!^Klo^ro53n^pecB!5nir
BHS

, Shawn Blakey, Prop Spedailet IV,
cnitd Bhvi Heafth

^ Paul Klemsn, CErfcel Srvca

5.
»By?KSao^n?PoGy5C35s!r
Subsbnc Use Srv. Observef only



Attachment A

Financial Details

0S-9M2^20510-iJ820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS OEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Fund#)

Community Council
of Naahua-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mentai Health Vendor Code: 154112-S001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
S48,657 $0 $48,857

8ul>-totai $48,657 $0 1  $48,857

DIsmss Home of NH Vendor Code:TBO

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget
2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog

Svc
$72,381 $72,381

$72,381 $0 $72,381

Easter Seals of NH

Manchester

Alcoholism Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-B0D5

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$337,288 SO $337,288

Sub-total $337,288 $0 $337,288

FIT/NHNH VetxJof Code: 167730-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 $194,759 $194,759

Sub-total $0 $194,759 $194,759

Grafton County Vendor Coda: 177397-8003

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TWe Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

Budget
2019 102-500734

Contracts for Prog
Svc

$74,492 $0 $74,492

$74,492 SO $74,492

Greater Nashua

Coundlon

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 166574-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account nus Budget Amount Incresse/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$0 $188,372 S188.372

Sub-total $0 • $188,372 $188,372

Headrest Inc Vendor Code: 175226-8001

State Fiscal Year ClassfAccount Title Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prbg

Svc
$44,635, $44,635 y

Sub-total $44,635 $0 $44,635

Attachment A

Financial Detail

Pt{e 1 of 4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Hope on Haven HiP Vendor Cede: 27511S-BO01

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Tltie Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
SO $84,035 $84,035

Sub-total SO $84,035 $84,035

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 156557-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Irrorease/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S86,678 $86,678

S88.678 SO S86 678

Phoenix Houses of

New England, Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-B001 \

State Fiscal Yeer Class/Account Tide Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-600734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$70,246 $70,246

Sub-total S70.246 SO $70,246

Seacoest Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944-B001

State Fiscal Yeer Class/Account THIe Budget Amount Incrcese/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$22,076 $0 $22,076

Sub-total $22,076 $0 tW076

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Drug
Services Vendor Code 15S292-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Tfoe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$177,799 $0 $177,799

Sub-rotaJ $177,799 $0 $177,799

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177854-8001

State Rscal Yeer Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$17,942 SO $17,942

$17,942 SO $17,942
Total Gov. Comm $952394 $1319.580

05-OS-92-920510-3M40000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS, CUNICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Fgndi, 20% General Funds FAIN TIOIOOSS CFDA 93.3^}

Community Council
of Nashua-Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$113,143 $0 $113,143

$113,143 SO $113,143

Attichmcnt A

Financial Detail

Page 2 of 4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Oismas Home of NH Vendor Code:TBO

StAte'Rscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increese/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$167,519 $0 $167,519

Sub-total $167,619 $0 $167,619

Easter Seats of NH

MancHester

Alcohotism Rehab

Ctr/Famum Vendor Code: 177204-B(X)5

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc $781,063 $0 $781,083

Sub-total $781,063 $0 $761,063

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$0 $451,016 $451,016

Sub-total $0 $451,016 $451,016

Grafton County Vendor Code: 177397-B003

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts tor Prog
Svc

$172,508 $0 $172,508

Sut}-tOtBl $172,508 $0 $172,508

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code; 166574-B001

Stats RscalYear Class/Account Title Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 $436,227 $436,227

Sub-total $0 $436,227 $436,227

Headrest. Inc Vendor Code: 175226-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103,364 $0 $103,384

Sutv-total $103,384 $0 $103,364

Hope on Have Hill Vendor Code: 275119-8001

State Fiscal Yeer Class/Account Title Budget Amount Incrassa/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts tbr Prog

Svc
$0 $194,606 $194,608

Sub-total $0 $194,606 $194,606

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code; 158557-B001

State Fiscal Year Classi/Accouni Title Budget Amount ncreesa/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$200,728 $0 $200,728

8ui}-tot8l $200,726 $0 $200,728

ARachmcntA

Financial Detail
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Attachment A

Financial Details

Phoenix Houses of
Hew Englencl. inc. Vendor Code: 177589-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title , Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Pfofl

Svc
S162.675 $0 $162,675

SuMotal S162.675 $0 S162.675

SeacoaSt Youth

Services Vendor Code: 203944-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modined

Budaet

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S51.124 to $51,124

Sub-total $51,124 SO $51,124

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Drug
Services Vendor Code 155292-8001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts (br Prog

Svc
$411,741 $0 $411,741

Sub-total $411,741 $0 S411.741

West Centra}

Services Vendor Code: 177654-8001

State Fiscal Yoar Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised ModifiDd

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$41,548 $0 $41,548

Sut>-total $41,548 SO $41,548

$2,205,533 $1,081,849 S3.2S7.382

Grand Total AH $3,157,927 &1.SA9015 $4,705,942

Attachment A

Financial Detail
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New Hampshire Department of Heatth and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1" ̂endment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter r^erred to as "Amendment nV) dated this 26th day of June. 2018, Is by and between the
^te of Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
State or Department") and Community Council of Nashua. N.H. d/b/a Greater Nashua Mental Health

f^ferred to as "the Contractor"), a non-profit corporation with a place of business at
100 West Pearl Street, Nashua, NH 03060.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20. 2018 (Late item G), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and conditions specified in the Contract as amended and in consideration of certain sums specified; and
WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18. the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price limitation or completion date;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows;

1. Delete Exhibit A. Scope of Services. Section 2, Scope of Services, Subsection 2.7, Assistance
with Enrolling in Insurance Programs, in Its entirety, and replace with the following:
2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the program, with
obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a dosed-loop
referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment Include, but
are not limited to:

2,7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance including, but not limited to New
Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after Intake.

2. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services. Section 3. Staffing, Subsection 3.9, in its entirety, and
replace as follows:

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the
contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2, All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.
3. Add Exhibit A. Scope of Services, Section 10, Contract Compliance Audits, as follows:

10. Contract Compliance Audits

10.1 In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the
Contractor agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty

Community Counci! of Nashua,'N.H. AmemJmern #1
d/b/8 Greater Nashua Mental Health Center
RFA-2019.BDAS-01-SUBST.12 Page ̂ of 4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Servlcea

5.rs

(30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings,
10.2 The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1 The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency:

10.2.2 The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3 The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;
10.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective: and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 8, Clinical Supervision. Subsection 8.1,
Paragraph 8.1.3, in Its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for every forty
(40) hours of direct client contact;

5. Delete Exhibit B, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment. Section 8. in its entirety.

The rest of this page intentionally left blank.

Community Council of Nashua, N.H. Amendment #1
d/b/a Greater Nashua Mental Health Center

. RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST.12 Page 2 of 4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below.

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

ih' /i^
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

Community Council of Nashua, N.H.
d/b/a Greater Nashua Mental Health Center

Date

7/o//g-
i^me: Gun"+h\ci
Title: CWe-lp Of

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of Up on before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly^o<^, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that siKe executed this document in the
cap_acity indicated above.

Signature of Notary Public or Juotlco of II lu PudUg

S. Fj^A/CLe^ .
Namp and Title of Notary or Justice uhthe Heace

My Commission Expires: ^  S. PHWCEwotery Publit ■ Now I
My Commission Bcpims July 19,2022

Community Council of Nashua. N.H. Amendment Ml
d/b/8 Greater Nashua Mental Health Center
RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-12 Page 3 of 4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, Is approved as to form, substance and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date Name: /vvja

Title:

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

Communfty Coundl of Nashua. N.H.
dfb/a Greater Nashua Mental Health Center

RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-12

Amendment#!

Page 4 of4



Mb«]rA.Mcycn
Cunmbaloner

Kttja S. Pos
Director

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE |

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
1

DIVISION FOR BEaAyiOHAlBEALm

^ BUREAU OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
j

105 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD. NH 03301
603-271^110 1-800-8524345 Ext. 6738 j

Fa» 603-271-6105 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964

fnvw.d1ibs.nh.cov

June 19. 2018

His Excellency^ Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and ̂  Honorable Cpuncfl . - , . ■

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION
^  \ * * i

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and. Alcohol
Sen/ices, to enter Into ̂ reements with multiple Vendors, -listed below, to provide substance use
disorder treatrnent and recoveiy support services statewide, in. an amount not to exceed $3,157,927
effective July 1, 2018 or upon Governor and Executive Council approval Whichever is later through
June 2019.55.87% Federal, 13.97% General, and 30.16%'Other Funds.

.  . Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Budgeted Amount
- Dismas Home of New Hamoshire". Inc. $240,000

Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of Corrections and Altemativq
Sentendnq $247,000

Headrest $147,999

Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371

North Country Health Consortium '  $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New Enaland. Inc. $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200

Southeastern New Hamoshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services' $589,540

The Communitv Council of Nashua. N.H. $162,000

West Central Services. Inc. - ' $59,490

Total SFY19*' $3,157,927

Funds to Support this request are available In State Fiscal Year 2019 In the following accounts^
with the authority to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the -Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, If needed and Justified.

Please see attached financial details.

EXPl-ANATION

The Department requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price limitation of
$3,157,927 that will allow the Vendors listed to pro^de an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who
have income below 40096 of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Harnpshire or are
homeless in New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs
causes clinically and functionaily significant impainnent, such as health problems, disability, and failure
to meet major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder is



His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the'Honorable Council

Page 2 of 3 ^

determined using a clinical evaluatlori based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fifth Edition criteria. Three (3) more agreements will be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Council meeting.

These Agreements are part of the Departrnent's overall strategy to respond to the oploid
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's individuals,, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current Iteration of th^
contracts, fifteen (15) vendors are delivering an array of treatment services, including individual and
group outpatient, intensive outpatient, partial hospitaiization, transitional living, high and low Intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
reoovery support services. Wlille the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together
they enrolled 2994 Individuals in service groups covered by the contract between May 1,2017 arrd April

■30,2018, In 2016 there were 485 drug overdose deaths In New Hampshire with the.death toll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20.2016; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction in deaths Indicates that the overall strategy including prevention,
intervention, treatment, and recovery support sen/lc.es is having a positive impact

TheTDepartment.published a Request for Applications^for Substance Use Disorder Treatrnent
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humaris Services website'April 20,. 2018 through May 10, 2018. The Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals with program specific
knowledge. The Departrrienl selected fourteen applications (two (2) subrnltt^ by Gr^on County were
combined into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).

. Some of the Vendors' appllcatloris scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to 'the vendors. providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services Is woriririg with the Bureau
of Improvement and integrity to Improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

v. . ■

The Contract includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing Interim'
services if they are oh a waitlist: to ensure clients contribute to the cost of servic^ by assessing cTient
Income at Intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by ..assisting
them writh accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

' The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities Identified in the
contraci monitoring and quality Improvement work referenced above. In addition, the Department Is
collecting ba^ine data on access,'engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention,, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance improvement goals In future contracts. Finally,
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

This contract Includes language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up to two (2)
additional years, sub]ect to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of contracted
services and-Govemor and Executive Council approval.

\

Should the Governor and Executive Council detennine to not authorize this. Request, the
vendors would not hiave sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services necessary to
provide individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance and sustain
recovery.
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Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department.of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse- and Mental Health Services Administration. Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
Tt010035-14, and '13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, lnteF\«nt*6n and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available. General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted, .

% Re
Katla'S. Fox

ctor

Approved
reyX.Meyera

Commissioner

The Department of //saOb. and Human Services' Mission is tojoin comiminltles andMmlBas
In piwltSng opportunities tor tiSzB/ts to a^ilevehealih and IndeperuferKe.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet

SutMUnetUsoDbontorTrcatmeRtAnd.

Racovtfy Soppoft SarrtsM

RFAName

2.

3.

4.

&

6.

7.

a.

9.

10.

11.

1Z

13.

14.

15.

IS.

17.

13.

19.

RFA^19«DAS4rt-SU8ST

ftFAKumfccr

Bidder Nana
Miaimum

PeiRts Actail PolRta' (toaieo

County of Grafton New Haoipshire • Grenon
County Depaitfflent of Cerrocdens 440 270 NorthCouatiy -

Olcmss Home of New HamgsMro, (nc. 440 2S2 Greater Meachcster

Uanchastcr AteohonsmJtehabintaflQn Center 440 338 Greatsf ttanchestw

Manchester Alcettcitsm-Rehabttttaflen Center . 440 328 CeiArt

FCnNHNH.Inc. 440 3M Greater Msnchestv

Grafton Counly New Hampshire • G ra^ CounhT
MtemattM 3entend^ 440 280 Nerth Country •

The Community Council of NMhua. N. H. 440 280 CrertsrNash'ufl

Halo Educational Systems' 440 eeebdow* Upper VaUay

Headrest 440 3BS UpperVaney
t

Hope on Haven HUl (no. ' 440 304 Gttafford County

Creator Nashua Council on Alcoholism 440 394 Orcater Nsatun

North Country Health Consortium 440 325 KothCooRtiy

North Country KaalQi Cohsocdum '440 29i Carrtf County

Phoenti Houses of New Ennland, Inc. 440 301 Uenadeock

Seacoast YoothSciylces 440 215 Seaceasi

SeacosstYouth Serrioea 440 215 Stnftenl County

SouOieestem New Kampshtm Ateohof & Drug
Abuse 8er>4ccs 440 . 320 Seecoast

SoutheastemAleehotftDrugAbusoSsfvlces ' ■ 440 370 Strsffofd

West Centrml Senrices. Inc. 440' 231 Greatar SulDvan

Whits Koree Addletlan Center, tne. '  440 138" CeneJ County

RevtewWamaa

. ̂!7pDwvvr5il«e3Tf5SvS7

_ xsTSroT^rSm^pBSsnnT
BHS

. Shawn B{aksy, Prog SpadaSstiV,
CWMB»n4HMP>

. PBdNcfflaR,CMca]Sm»
SB^^gin£|tegg[Sno^
. ̂(S^SEqSB^TrvPSEy^^^

Sutetnc Uae 8f». OteBVBfftjy

*Hab Edueationa) Systems: AppBcalbn was dlsquaiaied as nofwesponslve.
Koroa Miiddon Center, Inc.: Vendor was not setoctad.



Attachment A

Financial Details

«SaS4^820S10-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUUAN 6VC8 DEPT OF. HNS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH.
BUREAU OF DRUO & ALCOHOL SVC8; GOVERNOR COEfMlSSiON FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

Canmuntty OouneO
o(Nasliua<}r

Nashua Comm
Mental Health VendorOode: 154112^1 1

State Fiscal Year Claes/Asoount Title Budget Amount tncreasd Decrease
Revised Modified .

BuSoet

2016 ■102-500734
Contracts for Prog

&/0 '
$46,657 648.857

8ul>4etai S4&SS7 50 548.867

DtsmesHoraofNH Vendor OoderTBO

Stata Fiscal Year CtaselAccount TWo BtRigetAmount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Uedued

Bttdoet

2019 • 102.6P0734 Contracts (or Prog
Sve ■  572.381 572.381

8ut)-totsI ■ 572.381 SO . 172.381

Easier Sesla of NH
Manchester

AlcehoOsra Rehab
.. CtrfFamum VendorOode: 177204-8006

- State nacal Year CfasslAccount Title. . , Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revtsed Uodlflod

Budoet

2019 102^734 ■ Contracts for Prog
Sve

5337,288 5337,286

Sut^total 5337.268 SO -1337.288 .

Grafton County vendor Code; 177397-8003

• •

State Ftacel Year CiassMccount TlUe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modl^ed

Budottt

2019- 10^600734 ' ContrdctalorProo
Sve

■$74,492 574.482

Subtotal S74A92 • SO 574.492

HeadmsLlne Vendor Code: 17S22&8001

Stats Fbal Year ClasafAnecwt Title Budget Amount Inereeso/ Decrease
Revised tdodlOed .

Budool

2019 ' 102-600734
Contracts ftv Prog

Sve
544.635 544,635

S(^4otal $44,635 SO 544,635

Nodh Country
Health CormiOum Vendor Code: 158557-B001

StateFlscalYear, Gissa/Accoimt TWe 'Budget Amdunt Increose/ Decrease
Revised tAoiSnod

Budoet

2019 10^6d07M Contracts for Prog
Sve •

$88,678 -586.678

Subtotal . 588.876 •  $0 588.676

AttiUimevA
. RraiiciiiOctsn
Pasil ef4



Attachment A

.Financial Details

PtwerdxHoutMof

New England, Inc. Vendor Coder 1778894001'

State Fiscal Year Cta3S/Aceotii}t Tide Budget Amount Ineroasel Decrease
Revised Modified

'Budf^el

2019 102-800734
Contracts for Preg

Svc
$70,246 $70,246

^ Sub-tola) S70.24S SO S7(L246.

Seacoast Youth

Services - . Vendor Code: 203944-B001

•

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title EludgetAmbont' Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 102-690734
Contracts tbr Prog

Svc
$22,075 $22,076

SuMotal ■: $22,076 . SO •S2Z078

' Soulheastam NH
.AfcoholandDniQ-

SeMces Vendor Code ^65292-8001

'

State Fiscal Year- Cfasa/Account TItta Bui^et Amount tnerease/ Decrease Revised Modified
Budoet'

2019 102-600734
Contracts tor Prog

Svc -
$177,799 $177,799

Sub-tDtaf . $177,799 SO. $177,799

West Centra)
Servloos Venlor Code: 1776644001

•Slate Fiscal Year Ctsse/Aeeourrt Title Budgot Amount Increase/ Decroaso Revised Modified
Budoet

2019 102-600734
Contracts for Prog

Svo
$17,942 $17,942

Sub-teta) $17,942 SO S17S42

Tobd Gev. Conun •
*952.394 £1 ^*952394

.

0S»5-e2-d2051O-3U4(tU0 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND KtiMAN 6VCS DEPT OF. HH9: DiV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL CUNICAL SERVICES (BOKFedaral Funds. 20% Oenerai Funds FAIN TlOIOOdS CFDA83.9S9)

/

Community Coundl
ofNashua-Gr

NashuoComm
Mental Hesllh Vendor Code: 1541124001

.  \

Stzda Fbca! Year ClaaatAccount TMe Budgot Amount * Increase/Decresse
Revlsad lAodiQad

Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contrscta for Prog

Svc $113,143 - .£113.1«

Sub-total ' $113,143 SO $113,143

Affji A

RnindaiDttaa
P3g82of4



Attachment A

Flnanda) Details

IMamw Hema of NH Vonder CodorTBO

state FUeal Yost Ctoss/Aecount TlOo Budgot Amount Inte^e/ Decrease
Revised Uodifled

Budnet

. 2019 . ' 102-500734
Contiecte for Prog

8vc
S167,619 5167319

Sub-total 5167319 ' SO S167319

EaatarSoalsof NH

Msnchaslor

Alcoholism Rsttab

CtofFamum .Vondof Code; 177204B005

State FteeslYoar' Class/Account Tide Budget Amount Increa^Deeroaso Revised Modified
Budoet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$761383' 5781383

. $781,083 SO S781.083

Gtsfton County - VervforCode; 177397-B003

State F)^ Year CtasslAcMunt Tltid Butlgot Amount Incraasef Dote^e
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 10^500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$172,508 S172308

5iA).tot^ •5172.508 SO . $172308 • •

Headrest, [nc Vertdor Codr. 17K26-B001

State Fiscal Year Cfass/Aceount Tltlo Budget Amount IncraBsd Decrease
Revised Modined

Budoet

2019 102-50(1734 '
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$103394 S103.3M

Sutvtotal $103354 SO SI03384

Noilh Country
Kesflh Consortium Vendor Coda; 1 fiaS57-G001

State Fbcd Yoar CtaaelAcoount TWO Budget Amount tncreasef Decrease
Revfied Modified

Budoet '

2019 102-500734
Cordtecta for Prog

Svo
5200.726 $200,728

Sub-total 5200.728 50 $200,728

ARsthmtntA

RnanMOetafl

A>ce3ot4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Phoenix Housas of-

VendorOo(Je-. 17TC8&-B00i

State Flscsi Year Ctasa/Aceosnt TWO Budget Amount tncrease/Dacresse
Revbod UedWod

Budnst

201S 102400734 ^ Contracts for Prog
Sve

$102,675 $162,675

Sob>total ». $162475 . SO ' - $162,675

Seeeosst Youth

Services Vendor Code: 2O3944>e0O1
%

. State Fiscal Year Ctasi/y^cmuit TKIe Budget Amount Incrtasa/ Deerease
Revised UodlRed

Budoet

, 2019 102400734
Contacts for Prog

Svc
• $51,124 S81.124

*

Subtotal ' . $51,124 SO $51,124

Southeastern NH

Alcohol'and Drug
Sei^oes VendorCode 166292^1

-

State Fiscal Year ClastfAeco'ant TWe Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revlsod btodlfled '

Budoet

2019. 102400734
..Contracts for F'rog

Svc
■ $411,741 $411,741

Sttb-total •
1 . $411,741 SO . $411,741

f

WeslContral

Services

/

vendor Code: 177S544001

•

State Fiscal Year CUcalAeeounS TWO Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modtfled.

Budoet

2019 ' 102400734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$41,548 $41,548

SulXotif ' $41448 SO S41446

Total CQnIeilSvs $2.20&S33 IS. aSPJiWJ.

Grand Total All $3,157,927 £ 83.167.927

Axwhnank

FbaiKblOetaO

PfSe4af4



FORM NUMBER P-37 (version 5/8/15)

Subject: Substance Use Disorder Treaiment and Recovery Support Services fRFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST-l2^

Notice: This agreemenl and all ofits atlachmeots shall become public upon submission to Governor and
Executive Council for approval. Any information that is private, confidential or proprietaiy must
be clearly Identified to the agency and agreed to in writing prior to signing the contract.

AGREEMENT

The State ofNew Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows;

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. IDENTIFICATION.

1.) State Agen^ Name
NH Department of Health and Human Services

12 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street

Concord, NH 03301-3857

Contractor Name

Community Council of Nashua, Nif. dba/ Greater Nashua
Mental Health Center

1.4 Contractor Address

too West Pearl Street

Nashua NH 03060

li Contractor Phone

Number

603-889-6147

1.6 Account Number

05-95-92-920510^33 02-
500734; 05-95-W-9205IO-
3384-102-500734

1.7 Completion Date

■June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

$162,000

1.9 Contracting Officer for Slate Agency
E, Maria Rdnemann, Esq.
Dlrector of Contracts and Procurement

l.IO State Agenqr Telephone Number
603-27L9330

ntractor Shmature 1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory

Craig D. Amoth, President and CEO

1.13 Acknowledgement: State of NH , County of Hllbborough

On June 1,2018 ,before the undersigned officer, personally appeared the person Identified in block 1.12, or satisfactorily
proven to be the person whose name is signed in block 1.11, and ackno^cdged that s/he executed this document In the capactQr
Indicated In block 1.12. ;
1.13.1 SignaiUrc of Notary Public

"•rSeall

^  V , fWmiCIA s. PRINCE
\  Notary Putiifo - New Kamastiire

MpCofflmiefllBflExplreei/yJylP/aflaa
L13.2 Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peate

Patricia Prince. Notary Public

1.14 State Agen^r Signature

Date;

1.15 Name and Title ofStaic Agency Signatory

Fbv., "CltfTcrtnL.
1.16 Approval bytheNJI. Department ofAdminiistration, Division of Personnel (If applicable)

By: Director, On;

1.17 Approval by the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution) Of applicable)

By: .• A K y V ^ \ . Oni

m^\/ft^Dplleablk) ^ /1 18 Annroval bv the Governor end Execu&yc Council^j



2. EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO
■BE PERFORMED. Tlie State ofNew Hampshire* acting
through the ageriQ' identified in block 1.1 (^State"), engages
contractor identified In block 1.3 (''Contractor") to perfonn,
end the Contractor shall perfonn, the work or sate of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHIBIT A which is incorporated herein by reference
("Services").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwilhstandinganyprovisionofthis Agreeme/tttothe
contrary, and subject to tlU approval of the Oovenior and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, if
^pUceble, this Agreement, end all obligations of the parties
hereunder, shall become efTective on (he date the Governor
and Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in
biodc 1.18, unless no such approval is required, in which case
the Agreement shaD become effective on the date the
Agreement is signed by the State Agency as shown in block
1.14 ("Effective Date"),
3.2 If the Contractor commences the Services prior to the
Effective Date, all Services performed by the Contractor prior
to the Effective Date shall ̂  performed at the sole risk of the.
Contractor, end in the event that this Agreement does not
become effective, the State shall have no liabiU^ to the
Contractor, including without Hmitatioo, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs incuned or Ser^ces performed.
Contractor must compkte all Services by the Completion Date
specified in block 1.7. .

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, all obligations of the State hereunder, including,
without limitation, the contmuance of payments here.under, are
contingent upon the avaiialuUty and continued appropriation
of funds, and in 00 event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder io excess ofsuch svaliable appropriated
funds. In the event of a reduction or terminatton of
appropriated funds, the State shall have the right to withhold
payment until such funds become available, if ever, and shall
have the rî i to terminate this Agreement irhmedlatdy upon
giving the Contractornotice ofsuch termination. Tbe^ate
shall not be required to transfer funds from any other account
to the Account identified In block 1.6 in the event funds in that
Account arc reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/
PAYMENT.
5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms of
payment ore identified and more particulariy described in
EnilBIT B which is incorporated herein by reference.
5 .2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbursement to the Contractor for all
expenses,'ofwhotever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
performance hereof and shall be the only and the complete
compeosallon to the Contractor for the S^ces. The State
shall have no liabili^ to the Contractor other than the contract
price.

5.3 The State reserves the right to of^l from any amounts
otherwise payable to the Contractor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or pcnnitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c crony other provision of hw.
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in
no event shall the total of all payments eulhorizBd. or actually
made hereunder, exceed the Price Limitation set forth in block
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.
6.1 In connection with the perfonnance ofthe Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulations,
and orders of federal, state, county or municipal authorides
which Impose any obligation or duty upon the Contractor,
including, but not limited to; civil rights and equal opportuni^
laws. This may Include the requiitment to utiUxe au^liaiy
olds end services to ensure that persons w4th communication
disabilities, including vision, h^ng and speech, can
communicate with, receive Informsrion from, and convey
information to the Contractor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply with all applicable copyright laws.
6.2 During the term of thU Agreement, the Contractor shall
not discriminate against employees or applicants for
employment because ofrace, color, rell^on, creed, age, sex,
handicap, sexual orientadon, or natfonal orig^ and will cake
affirmative acdon toprevent such discriminodon.
63 If this Agreement Is funded In any part by monies of the
United States, the Contractor shall comply with e|l (he
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"), as supplemented by' the -
regulations of the United States Di^artment of Labor (41
CJ^Jt Part 60), and with any roles, relations and guidelines
as the State of New Hampsl^ or the United Slates Issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor fbrther agrees* to
permitthe State or United States access to any of the
Contractor's books, records and eccounts for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance with all roles, regulations and orders,
and the covenants, (enns and condidons of this Agreement.

7. PERSONNEL.
7.1The Contractor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perform the Services. The Contractor
.warrants (hat all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perform the Services, and shall be properly
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under dl applicable
laws.
7.2 Unless otherwise authorized in writing, during the term of
this Agreement, arid for a period of six (6) months after the
Completion Dote io block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and ̂ all not permit any subcontractor or other person, firm or
corporation with \d)om It is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, vdio is materially involved in the
procurement, administration or performance of this

Page 2 of 4
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Agreement This provision shall survive tenniDalion of this
Agreement
73 The ContractingOfticer spectHed in block 1.9, or his or
htrsuccessof» shall be the Stale's repFcsenlatlve. In the event
of any dispute concerning the interpretation of this Agreement^
the Contracting Officer's decision t^all be final for the State.

8. EVENT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES.

8.1 Any one or more of the following acts or omissions of the
Contractor shall constitute an event of dc&ult hereunder
("Event ofPe&uir):
8.1.1 imiure to perform the Services satisfactorily or on
schedule;
8.1.2 &ilure to submit any report required hereunder; and/or
8:13 failure to perform any other covenant, term or condition
of this Agreement
83 Upon the occurrence ofany Event of Defoult, the State

take any oi^ or more, or all, of the following actions:
83.1 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
ofDefault and requiring it to be remedied-wilbin, in the
absence of a greater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
days ̂ m the date of the nottcq and if the Event of Default Is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, effective two
(2) days after ̂ \nng the Contractor notice of termination;
i23 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Default and suspending all payments to be made under this
Agreement and ordering that the portion of the contract price
which would otherwise accrue to the Contractor during the
period from the date of,such notice until such time as the State
determines that the Contractor has cured the Event ofDefault
shall never be paid to the Contractor,
833 set oCTegainst any other obllgaiions the State may owe to
the Contractor any damages the State suSers by reason of any ^
Event of Default; and/or
83.4 treat the Agreement as breached and pursue any of hs
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9. DATA/ACCESS/CONFIDENTIAUTY/

PRESERVATION.

9.1 As used in this Agreement, the word "data" shall mean all
information and things developed or obtained during the
performance or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all studies, reports,
files, formulae, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawings, analyses,
graphic representations, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoranda, papers, and documents,
all whether finished or unfinished.

93 Ail data and any property which has been received from
the Stale or purchased vdth funds provided for that purpose
under this Agreement, shall be the property ofthe State, and
shall be returned to the State upon demand or upon
terroioation ofthis Agreement for any reason.
9.3 Confidentiality ofdata shall be governed by KK. RSA
chapter 91-A or other existing law. Disclosure of data
requires prior written approval ofthe Slate.

Pages

10. TERMINATION. In the event of an early termination of
fois Agreement for any reason other than the completioQ ofthe
Services, the Contractor shall deliver (o the Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of
terminatioi^ a report ("Termination Rqport") describing in
detail all Services performed, and the contract price earned, to
and Including the date of termination. The form, subject
matter, content, and number of copies of the Termination
Report shall be identical to those of any Final Report
described in the attached EXHIBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the performance of this Agreement the Contractor is in all
respects an independent contractor, and Is neither an egent nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
officers, employees, agents or members foall have authority to
bind the State or receive any benefits, workers' compensation
or other emoluments provided by the State to its employees.

li ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION/SUBCONTRACTS.
The Contractor shall not assign, or otherwise transfbr any
interest in this Agreement without the prior written notice and
consent of the State. None of the Services shall be
subcontracted by the Cootractor without the prior written
notice and consent of the State.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the State, its officers and
employees, from and against at^r and all losses suflfered by the •
Stale, its officers and employees, and any and all daims,
liabilities or penalties asserted against the State, its officers
and employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account of,
based or resulting from, arising out of (of which may be
claimed to arise out of) the acts or omissions ofthe

• Contractor. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver ofthe
sovereign immiinify of the State, which imrouniQr Is hereby
reserved to the State. This covenant in paragraph 13 shall

. suA'ive the termination of this Agreement

14. INSURANCE.

14.1 Tbe Contractor shall, at its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, and shall require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maintain in force, the fbllowiog
insurance:

14.1.1 comprehensive general liabilify insurance against aO
claims of botfily litiuiy, death or property damage. In amounts'
of not leu than $l,000,000per occurrence and S2,000,000
aggregate; and
14.1.2 special cause of loss coverage fofm covering all
property subject to subparagraph 93 herein, in an amount not
less than 80% ofthe whole replacement value ofthe property.

-  143 The policies described in subparagraph 14.1 herttin shall
be on poti^ forms and endorsements approved fbr use (o the
Slate of New Hampshire by the N.R Dcpartmeot of
Insurance, and issued by insurers licensed in the State of New
Hampshire.
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143 The Contractor shall furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1^, or his or her successor, a certificale(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement.
Contractor shall also furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified In block 1.9> or his or her successor, certiUcateCs) of
insurance ft>r alt reoe:v^(s) of insurance itqulred under this
Agrtementno later than thirty (30) days prior to the expiration
date of each of the insurance policies. Tte cerdfTeate(s) of
insurance and any renewals thereofshall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. Bach certiGcatefs) of
insurance shall contain a clause requiring the Insurer to
provide the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellation or modification ofthe policy.

15. WORKERS' COMPENSATION.

IS.l By signing this agreement, the O^ntractor agrees,
certifies and warrants that the Contractor is in compliance whh
or exempt from, the requirements of NJf. RSA chapter 2S1-A
CfKqrilerj' Comperaatlon").
tS.2. To the extent the Contractor is subject to the
requirements ofNil. RSA chapter 281 -A, Cooiractor shall
mrintain, and require any subcontractor or assl^ee to secure
and maintain, payment ofWorkers* Compensation in
connection >rith activities which the person proposes to
undertake pmsuaut to this AgreemenL Contractor shall
furnish the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or Hct successor, proofof Workers* Compensation in the
msnner described in N.K. RSA chapter 281-A and any
applicable renewal(s) thereof which shall be attached and are
ioeorporated hernn by refereoce. The State s^ll not be
responsible for payment of any Workers' Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which might
arise under appluable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compensation laws in connection with the performance of the
Services under this AgreemenL ,

16. waiver of breach. No &ilure by the Stale to
enforce any provisions hereof after any Event ofDefhult shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to that Event of
De&ult,oranysubs6quent£ventofDefaulL No express
foilore to enforce any Event of Defoult shall be dconed a
waiver ofthe right ofthe Stale to enforce each and all of the
provisions hereof upon any further or other Event of Default
on the part ofthe Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or given at the
rime ofmafling by certifii^ mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States P<^ Office addicss«i to the parties at ̂ e addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4, herein.

16. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an inslnimenl in writing signed
by the parties hereto and only after approval ofsuch
amendment, ivaiver or disdnrge by the Governor and -
Executive Cbuncil of the State of New Hampshire unless no

such approval is required under the cireumslanees pursuant to
State law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws ofthe State ofNew Hampshire, and is binding upon and
inures to the benefit of the partiesand their respective
successors and assigns. Tlw wording used in this Agreement
Is the wording chosen by the parties to express their imitoal
intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
in fevdr of any party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parties and tlus Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

11. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
are for reference purposes only, and die vrards contained
therein shall in no way be held to ciqilfiin, modity, amplify or
aid in the interpretation, construction or meaning ofthe
provisions of this Agreement

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS.. Additional pnmsions set
forth in the attached BXHTBliT C are incorpor^ed herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABlLfTV. In the event any ofthe provisions of
this Agreement are held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any slate or federal lew, the remaining
provisions ofthis Agreement will remain in full force and
efifoct

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed In a number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original, constitutes the entiie Agreement and
understanding between the parties, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and understanding relating hereto.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services
1.1. The Contractor will submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they will provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within teri (10) days-of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the Services described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance therewith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has Identified the Contractor as a

Subrecipient In accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contra^r will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatn^nt and Recovery
Support Senrices to any eligibie client regardless of where the client lives or works
in New Hampshire.

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Popuiations

2.1.1. The Contracta win provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12. with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive treatment and

2.1.1.2. Have Income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operatfonallzlng the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcsybdas/continuum-ofcare.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports persorvcentered and self-directed approaches to care

•that build on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, weitness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must ■
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2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(8) (IDNs) of services
available in order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Infbrm the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of
services available In order to align this work vwth other RPHN
projects that may be simitar or Impact (he same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service

providers Involved In the dienfs care and the client's support

.  network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate cDent services with the Department's Regional

Access Point contractor (RAPjShat provides services
including, but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.2.4.2. Referring clients to RAP services when the
Contr^or cannot admit a client for services
within forty-eight (46) hours

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to RAP services at the time of
discharge when a client Is in need of RAP
services, and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being

served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma Informed; i.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of violence and trauma on people's Tnres and the importance

of addressing trauma in treatment'.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use

disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services as^t an individual to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including' an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and consideration of alternative
solutions and d^jslon making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.12. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
Individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

OJU
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exploration of substance use disorders and their
ramifications, including an examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and
decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug related
problems.

2.3.1.3. Intensive Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria.
Level 2.1. Intensive Outpatient. Treatment services provide
intensive and structured individual and group alcohol and/or

other drug treatment services and activities that are provided
according to an individualized treatment plan that Includes a
range of outpatient treatment sen/ices and other ancillary
alcohol and/or other drug services. Services for adults are

provided at least 9 hours a week. Services for adolescents
are provided at least 6 hours a week.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.6.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services In accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 below.

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete Intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct coritact (face to face communication by meeting
In person, or electronically, or by telephone conversation) with
an Individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the date that Individual contacts the
Contractor for Substance - Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business
days .from the date of the first direct contact with the
individual, using the eligibility module in VVeb Information
Technology System (WTTS) to determine probability of being
eligible for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients* Income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' Income information Is
updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients about any changes
In income no (ess frequently than every 4
weeks.

The Cofflmunfty Counea of Nashua, N. K. EshbtlA ConbaAorli^als.
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2.6.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services In Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.3, within two (2) days of the
initial intake Screening in Section 2.5.2 above using the ASl Lite module,
in Web Information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved
by the Department when the Individua! is determined probable of being
eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon

request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessmer^

in Section 2.5,3 In a format approved by the Department

2.6.4. The Contractor shaD, for all services provided, Include a method to obtain
clinical evaluations that include. DSM 5 diagnostic infbrmaticn and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
in October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or within 3
business days following admission.

.  2.6.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the clinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

Z5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations in Section Z5.4
above before admlssiorr or Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5^3

above before admission along with a clinical evaluation In Section 2.5.4
atxive after admi^on.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide efigible clients the substance use disorder
treatment services In Section 2.3 determined by the ctienfe dlnical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM

Level of Care; or

2.6.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care Is

unavailable at the time the level of care is determined in

Sectibn 2.5.4, in which case the client may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the vraitllst until their service with
the assessed ASAM level of care becomes

available as in Section 2.5.4; or
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2.6.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency In the cfienTs

service area that provides the sen/ice with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the
piionty described below:

2.6.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if
the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights
have not been terminated, Including the provision of interim

services within the required 48 hour time firame. If the
Contractor Is unable to admit a pregnarit woman fbr the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:.

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Access .Point service

provider In the client's area to conrrect the dlent
with substance use disorder treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with Identifying
alternat've providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance
must Include acbvely reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the dlent

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an alternative provider.
Interim services shall mdude:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute Individual

~  or group outpatient-session per
week;

2.6.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the dient;

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess

and respond to any emergent

needs.

2.5.6.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse

the effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or in the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. Indrviduais with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of Interim services within 14 days.

The CommurAy Council of Nashua. N. H. &dtfbfIA CQfltraetorlnHlflls
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2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and cooccurring mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opiold Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are Involved
with the criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.6. Individuals vkfho require priority admission at the request of
the Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receiving sen/ices for individuals whose
age Is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Cohtractor must obtain consent in'^accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client Is under the

^  age of twelve (12) prior to receiving sen/Ices.

2.5.11. The Contractor must Include In the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies Involved In
the cOenf s care, including but not limited to:

2.5.11.1. The. Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families
(DCYF) ..

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to Information sharing In Section
2.5.11 above.

[  2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the cliente whose consent to information
sharing in Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any. time w/lthout any impact on services provided under this
contract.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inabirrty and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services
pursuant to RSA 31B-B: 12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractof must provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other
providers such as a client's primary care provider,

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

Tfte Communliy Council c( N«hua, N. H. Exhibit A Contractor
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2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as
prescribed regardless of the class of medicaUon.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

. 2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being served
under this coritract and cQehts being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor wt]] track the wait time for the clients to receive services,

from the date qf Initial contact in Section 2.6.2.1 above to the date clients
first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3

and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in Section 2.6.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wail lime for all cilents, by the type of service
and payer source for ail the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait lime for priority clients in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into
the program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment,.such as;

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not
limited to New Hampshire Medlcaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after intake.

2.8. . ̂fvice Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.871^*' The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment such as at Initial contact, during screening, Intake, admission,
on-going treatnrent services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM

(2013) standards at all phases of treatment such as at initial contact
during screening, Intake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize all clients based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

TT)e Community Coundl of Nashua, N. H. BWhUA Contfactor tnMais
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2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk

Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be

provided under tWs Contract; If a clients risk level indicates a

service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this contract then the Contractor shall integrate

withdrawal management into the clients treatment plan and
provide on-^olng assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safejy.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a clients risk Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of

Care that is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the withdrawal management services
provider to admit the client to an. appropriate service once the
clients withdrawal risk has reached a level that can be

provided under this contract and

2.6.3. The Contractor must complete Individualized treatment plans for all clients
based on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days of the cBnlcal
evaluation 0^ Section 2.5.4 above), that address problems In ail ASAM
(2013) domains which justified the cHents admittance to a given level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that

2.8.3.1. include in all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,

and interventions written In terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.8.3.1.2. measurable (indudng clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individuafs ability to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resource are available to the

Individual), and

2.8.3.1.5. timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there Is a slated time frame for completion

that Is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's Involvement in identifying, deveioping, and

prioritizing goals, objectives, and interverrtlons.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is less frequent Treatment plan updates much Include:

The Comniun.ity CouncQ of Nashua, N. H. ' ExNUlA - Contradof InHSals
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2.8.3.3.1. Documentatjon of the degree to which the cfient
Is meeting treatment plan goals and oblecdves;

2.8.3.3.2. ModrTicatlon of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes In the clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and

treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessmer\t of whether or not

the ciient needs to move to a different level of
care t)ased on changes in functioning in any
ASAM donrtain and documentation of the

reasons for this assessment.

2.B.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal
to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
objectives, and Inten/entions In the client's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In WITS.

2.8.4, The Contractor shall refer cJiente to and coordinate a dienfs care with

other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain In advance If appropriate,

consents from the client. Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent if
applicable, and in compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, including but not limited to;

28.4.1.1. Primary care provider and. If the cfient does not
have a primary care provide, the Contractor

will make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care with that provider rf appropriate
consents from the client, Including 42 CFR Part
2 consent if applicable, are obtained In
advance in compliance wHh state, federal laws
and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when sen/ing

clients with co-occurring substance use and-
mental health disorders, and if the client does

not have a m^al health care provider, then the
Contractor will make an appropriate referral to
one and coordinate care with that provider If

appropriate consents from the client including
^  —
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42 CFR Part 2 consent, If applicable, are

obtained In advance in compliance with state,

federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and If the client
does not have a peer recovery support

provider, the Contractor will make an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care

with that provider If appropriate consents from
the client, including 42 CTO part 2 consent, if
apptlcable,. are obtained in advance In
compliancie with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (wtiere available) to bring peer

recovery support providers Into the treatment
setting, to meet clients to descnbe

available services and to engage clients in peer
.  recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by the client's managed care

organization or third party insurance, if
applicable. If appropriate consents from the
client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicabie. are obtained in advance In

compliance with state, federal laws and state

and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate v/ith other social service agencies

engaged with the client, including but not limited
!  to the Department's Division of Children, Youth

and Families (DCYF), probatiorVparoIe. as

applicable and allowable with consent provided,
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the client's file if the
dlent refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in

Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services in Section 2.3 that address aU ASAM (2013)
domains, that are in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 artd

that
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2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time •
of the cttenfs intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at (east one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A: The patient is
making progress, txjt has not yet achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment

plan. Continued treatment at the present level
of care is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her
treatment goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. Hefshe Is actively

working toward the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care is.
assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward hisfher treatment

goals; and Mr

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems

have been Iderxtified that are a^roprtatety
treated at the present level of care. - The new
problem or' priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safety
be deTrvered by continued stay In the current

level of care. The level of care virhtch the

patient is receiving treatment is therefore the
least Intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effiectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the

individualized treatment plan, thus resolving the
problem(s) that Justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the patier^s condition

at a less intensive level of care is Indicated; or

The Community Counca of Ns«hua, N. K Exhibit A Contractor Initials
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2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has
been unable to resolve the probiem(s) that
justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

plan. The patient Is detemiined to have
achieved the maximum possible benefit from

engagement In services at the current level of
care. Treatment at another level of care (more

. or less intensive) In the same type of services,

or discharge from treatment, Is therefore

Indicated: or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has

demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that limit
his or her ability to resolve his or her

problem(s). treatment at a qualitatively
different level of care or type'of service, or
discharge from treatment. Is therefore indicated;

or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
'  experienced an intensification of his or her

problem(s), or has developed a new
problem(s). and can be treated effectively at a

more intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all ̂ rvices in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meetir\g one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA

Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

https:/Aivww.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource.-center

2.6.6.Z The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and fourid to have positive effects; or

2.6.6.3. The substance use dteorder treatment service provider shall

be able to document the services' effectiveness based on the

following:

2.6.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical

perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.6.3.2. 2. The service is supported by a documented
body, of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that indicate effectiveness.
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2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in this Contract In accordance with:

Z8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at
http:/fwww.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)
available at http://5tor6.samhsa.gov/list/&eries?name3TlP-
Series-Tneatment-lmprovement-Protocois-TlPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

http://store.8amhsa.gov/llst/series7namesTechnIcal-
Assistance-Pubncations-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements In Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education ^

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving sen/ices under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatifis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HiV)

2.9.1.3. ■ Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Asses cfients for motivation In stopping the use

of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control

Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the

QuHLIne; and

2.9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco use, In and of Itself, as

grounds for discharging cJl^ts from services
being provided under this contract

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor must ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies
and procedures that at a minimum:

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H. amibltA Contractor Initials
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2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or "spit* tobacco, and the use of electronic
devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's

facilities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle.

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include-the following if use of tobacco products is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located
.  at least twenty (20) feet from the main errtrahce.

2.10.1.6.2. All matenals used for smoking In this area.

Including cigarette butts and matches, wlD be
extinguished and disposed of in appropriate
containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the

discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included In employee, client, and

visitor odentation.

3. Staffing
3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to pro\nde the scope

of work in thte RFA as follows: . .

3.1,1. At least one:

3.1.1.1. Masters licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3:1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) credential;

TheCommur^CouncUafNsshua,N.H. ExhlbilA Contractor Initials.
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3.1.2. SufTtcient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served.

3.1-3. All unlicensed staff providing treatment, education andfor recovery support
services shail be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See
Exhlblt A-1 Section 8.1.2).

3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worter (CRSW) for every 50
cfients or portion thereof. •

3.1.6. Provide ongoing cllnicat supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements In Exhibit A-1. and
evidence based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment •
of progress;

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience,
when enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shad provide trainirig to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions as d^ribed in Addiction Counseling

Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
PracUce, available at http://store.samhsa,gov/product^Ag-21-.Addiction-
CcunseIing-Competencles/SMA15-4171 and. ;

3.2.3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis,
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security and
confidentiality practices for handjing protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel
and provide, within five (5) wortdng days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly indicate the staff member Is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time Is spent providing substance

.  use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shail notify the Department in writing wHhin one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services Is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a

The Convntmity Counci) of Nashua, N. H. Exhibit A Conlnctor Initials
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copy of the resume of the employee, ̂ Ich clearly indicates the staff member is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.6. The Contractor shaD notify the Department In writing within 14 calendar days, when
there Is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student Interns to
address minimum coursework, experfence and core competencies for those intems
having direct contact with Individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The
Contractor must have student Interns complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Coun^ng
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and appropnate information steurity and confidentiality practices for
handling protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their internship.

3.7. the Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as descn'bed in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice In
Section 3.2.2, and inforniation security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health Infomnation (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education In the ever

changing field of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules
relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff Involved in client.care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, If after

'  the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department

3.10. The Contractor shall provide Irvservice training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV). human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a list of trained
staff.

4. Reserved

5. Web Information Technology
6.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) to record

- all client actiwty and cTient contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

The Community Council of Nashua, N.H. ExhltritA Cnrtractor InlHris
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5.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written Informed consent
from the client stating that the client understands that

5.2.1. The WITS system Is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. State employees have access to all Information that is entered into the
WITS system;

5.2.3. Any information entered Into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.-

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose informatfon Is entered into the WITS
system complete-a WITS consent to the Department

5.3 "1. Any client refusing to sign the informed corxsent in 5.2 and/or conserxt in
5.3:

5.3.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shall
be assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.

5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WTTS fbn

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other thari
those specified above In Section 6.1.12.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1,1.3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All crrtica! Incidents to the bureau In writing as soon as possible and no
' more than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that

6.1.3.1. 'Critical Incident" means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or

The CommunBy Council of Nashua, N. K. ExMtritA Contractor tnBlals
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serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being. including but not Dmited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as

possible and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau In writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
immediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,

which shall include:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting individuars name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the

Indivldual(s) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, Including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other
relevant information, as well as the identiiication

of any other individuals involved;

■ 6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were Involved due to a
crime or suspected crime; and

6.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall

submit a completed *Sentlnel Event Reporting Form'

The Community Councfl of Nashua, N. H. EiMbQA Contractor tniUals.
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(February 2017), available at
httpsiy/www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-form.pdf

to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after
filing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to
the Department, in whting, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department: and

6.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1

through 6.1.6.4 £d)ove if required by the department* and

6.1.6.6. Report the event In Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agencies as required by law.

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. . The Contractor shall participate In all quality improvement activities to ensure the

.  standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department such as, but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and In-person client record reviews

7.1.2. Participation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by.

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services: and

7.2.1.2. Monitorno less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that t^s elapsed, if there Is a difference of more than
10% between emended funding end elapsed time on the
contract the Contractor shall notify the Department within 5
days and submit a plan for correcting the discrepancy vtrtlhin
10 days of notifying the Department

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
8.1. ■ In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet Profit and Loss Statement
and Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall

"TTie CommunftyCouncfl of Nashua. N.H. ExNbttA Conlraclof Initials
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Include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor will
be evaluated on the following;

6.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

8.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments

divided by .total operating expenditures, less
depreciation/amortization and In-klnd plus principal payments
on debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-
term investments as used above must mature within three (3)

months and should not include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard; The Contractor shall have enough

cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar^ days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio;

8.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current a^ets

available to cover the cost of current liabintles.

8.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current
nabllities.

8.1.2.3. Performance. Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a
minimum current ratio of 1,.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratfo illustrates the Contractor's ability to

cover the cost of its current portion of its long-term debt

8.1.3.2. beflnition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt
service (principal and. Interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Rnandai
Statements identifying current portion of long-term debt
payments (principal and Interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.
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8.1 A Net Assets to Total Assets:

8.1 A1. Rattonaie: This ratio Is an indication of the Contractor's ability

to cover its liabilities.

8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Morithly Finarwia!
Statements.

8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a

minimum ratio'of .30:1, with, a 20% variance allowed.

8.2. In the event that the Contractor does not meet erthen

8.2.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for tvra (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal integrity standards
for three (3). consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff to explain the reasons that the Corrtractor has not met the standards.

8.2A The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2.1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met

8.2.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
. continued access to services as requested by the
Department The Contractor shall provide requested

.  information in a timeframe agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall inform the Department by phone and by email within twenly-
fouf (24) hours of v4ien any Key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely
Dtigation. investigation, complaint, clairrt, or transaction that may reasonably be
considered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this AgreerDent with the Department

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet. Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and alt
other financia] reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and
include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resulting from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.
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9. Performance Measures
9.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 9.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse,
Including but not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WTTS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data In WITS used in the following measures:

. 9.2.1. Access to Services: % of clients accepting services wt)o receive any

service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.

9.2.2. Engagement % of clients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on
at least 2 separate days within 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Clinically Appropriate Services: % clients receiving ASAM Criteria
identified SUD services (as Identified by initial or subsequent ASAM L6C
Criteria determination) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enrolled clients receiving any, type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days ̂ hin 45 days
of inhia) screening.

9.2.5. Treatment Completion: Total # of discharged (dis-enrplled) clients
completing treatment

9.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.2.6.1. Reduction in /no change In the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. Increase In/no change in number of individuals employed or
In'school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction In/no change in number of individuals amested In
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase In/no change in number of individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. Increase in/no change In number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first
service

The Community CouncO of Nashua. N.K EihlbllA Conifaetof InlDats
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The Contractor shall comply virtth the following requirements:

1. Requirements for Organizational or Program Changes.
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with \vritten notice at least 30 days prior to

changes in any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership;
1.1.2. Physical location;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2. When there is a hew administrator, the following shall apply.
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
12.2. The Contractor shall notify the department In writing as soon as possible prior to

a change in administrator, and Immediately upon the .lack of an administrator,
and provide the department with the following:

1.22.1. The -writlen disclosure of-the new administrator required in Section 1.2
above;

12.2.2 A resume Identifying the name and qualifications of the new administrator;
and . '

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator;
1.2.3. When there is a change In the name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificdtB of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secretary of State, if applicable, and the effective date of the.name change.

1.2:4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program, it shall submit to the
department:

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer all clients being served In the
contracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the client's records being served In
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below arrd
with the consent of the client.

2. Inspections.
21. For the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, the Contractor shall admit

and aliow any department representative at any time to Inspect the following:
21.1. The faciBty premises;
2.1.2 All programs and services provided under the contract; and
2.1.3. .Any records required by the contract.

22. A notice of deficiencies shall be issued when, as a result of any inspection, the -
department determines that the Contractor Is in violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. if the notice identifies deficlencids to.be corrected, the Contractor shall submit a plan of
correction In accordance within 21 working days of receiving the Inspection findings.

3. Administrative Remedies.
3.1. The departrrient shall impose administrative remedies for violations of contract

•  requirements. Including:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correction (POC):
3.1.2 Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor,
3.1.3. Suspension of a contract or

,  3.1.4. Revocation of a contract
Vendor Naine
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3.2. When administrative remedies are imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as appiicable, which:
3.2.1. Identifies, each deficiency;
3.2.2. identifies the specific remedy(s) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor with information regarding the right to a hearing In

accordance with RSA 541-A and He-G 200.
3.3. A POO shall be developed and enforced in the following manner

3.3.1. Upon receipt of a notice of deflciahcies, the Contractor shall submit a written
POC within 21 days of the date on the notice describing:

3.3.1.1. How the Contractor intends to correct each deficiency,
3.3.1.2. V\^at measures will t)e put In place, or what system changes will be made

to ensure that the deficiency does not recur; and_
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shall be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submlsston of the POC; ,
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance with contract requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices as cited in the Inspection

report; •
3.3.2.3. Prevents a new violation of contract requirements as a resuK of

jmplementation of the POC; and
3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon whteh the deficiencies wQ! be corrected;

3.4. If the POC is acceptable, the department shall provide written notification of acceptance
of the POC;

3.5. If the POC Is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor in writing of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the written notification in 3.5 above;

3.7. The revised POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed in accordance with
3.3.2 above:

3.8. if the revised POC Is not acceptable to the department or is not submitted within 21
days of the' date of the written notification In 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the implementation of any POC that has been submitted
and accepted by
3.9.1. Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.9.2. conducting a foOdw-up Inspection; or
3.9.3. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled Inspection;

3.10. Verification of the Implementation of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor in the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been Implemented by the completion date, the
Contractor shall be Issued a directed POC In accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shall develop and Impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contractor to Implement when;

3.12.1. As a result of an Inspection, deficiencies were identified that require immediate
con'ective action to protect the health and safety of the clients or personnel;

3.12.2. A revised POC Is not submitted within 21 days of the written notification from the
department; or

Vendor Name
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3.12.3. A revised POC submitted has not.been accepted.
4. Duties and Responslbifltles of All Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, perimlts. and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder, as
applicable.

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and Improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basis.

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the necessary quanfied personnel, facilities, equipment,
arui supplies for the safety, maintenance and operation erf the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shall develop and implement written policies and procedure governing
its operation and all services provided.

4.5. All policies and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6. The Contractor shall:

4.6.1. Employ an administrator responsible for the day>to^ay operation of the
Contractor;

4.6.2. Maintain a current job description and minimum qualifications for the
administrBtor, including the administrator's authority and duties; and

4.6.3. Establish, !n writing, a chain of command that siets forth the Gne of authority for
the operation of the Contractor the staff poslton(s) to be delegated the authority
and responsibility to act In the administrator's behalf when the administrator Is
absent.

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents In a public area:
4.7.1. A copy of the Contractor's policies and procedures relative to the implementation

of cGent rights and responsibilities, indudlng client confidentiality per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identrfyir^ the
location of, and access to all fire exits. .

4.6. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
misleading information to the department.

4.9. The Contractor shall comply with all conditions of warnings and administrative remedies
issued by the di^artment. and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit and allow any department representative to inspect the
certified premises and all programs and sen/Ices that are being provided at any time
for the purpose of determining compliance with the contract.

4.11. The Contractor shall:

4.11.1. Report all critical incidents and sentinel events to the department in accordance
with Exhibit A, Section 20.2.3;

4.11.2. Submit additional information If required by the department;'and
4.11.3. Report the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shall Implement poGcies and procedures for reporting:
'4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploitation, in accordance with RSA 169-

C.-2940:and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults, In accordance with RSA 149-

F:49.
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4.13. The Contractor shall report all positive tut>erculosis test results for personne) to the
office of disease control in accordance with RSA 141-0:7, He-P 301.02 and He-P
301.03,

4.14. For residential programs, If the Contractor accepts a client who Is known to have a
disease reportable under He-P 301 or an Infectious disease, which Is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms in the body which might or might not be
contagious, the Contractor shall follow the required procedures for the care of the
clients, as specified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2007 Guideline for Isolafion Precautions. Preventing Transmission of Infectious
Agents in Healthcare Settings, June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall implement state and federal regulations on client confidentiality.
Including provisions outlined In 42 CFR 2.13, RSA l72;8-a, and RSA 31S-B;12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a cRent or the client's guardian or agent, rf
any, with a copy of his or her client record within the confines for'42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. The Contractor shall develop poDcies and procedures regarding .the.release of
Information contained In client records, in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2. the Health
Insurance'Portability and Accountabirfty Act (HIPAA), and RSA 318-B:10.

4.18. Ail records required by the contract shall be legible, current, accurate and available to
- the department during an inspection or investigation conducted in accordance with
this contract.

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains electronic records shall develop vi/ritten policies and
procedures designed to protect the privacy of clients and personnel that, at a
minimum, Include;

4.19.1. Proceduresfor backing up files to prevent loss of data;
4.19.2. Safeguards for maintaining the confidentiarily of information pertaining to clients

and staff; and
4.19-3. Systems to prevent tampering with information pertaining to clients and staff.

4.20. The Contractor's service slte(s) shall:
4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disabifrty using ADA accessibility and barrier

free guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 et seq;
4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and social

actMtite, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confidential client records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure storage of toxic substances.

4.21. The Contractor shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor and its
steff, as well as a mecharusm for reporting unethical conduct.

4.22. the Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the following:
4.22.1. cnent rights, grievance and appeals policies and procedures;
4.22.2. Progressive dlsdpGne, leading to administrative discharge;
4.22.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;
4.22.4. Policies on client aicohol and other drug use while in treatment;
4.22.5. Policies on client and employee smoking that are in compiiance wHh Exhibit A,

Section 2.11;
422.6. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures. Including a requirement for the filing

of written reports of actions taken in the event of staff misuse of aicohol or other
drugs;
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4.22.7. Policies and procedures for holding a clienfs.possesslons;
4.22.6. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medication policy;
4.22.10.Urine specimen collection, as applicable, that:

4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection is conducted In a manner that preserves client
privacy as much as possible; and

4.22.10.2. Minimize falsification;
4J22.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the following:

4.22.11.1. Medical emergencies;
4.22.11.2. 'Infection control and universal precautions, including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
4.22.11.3. Reporting employee Injuries;
4.22.11.4. Fire monitoring, warning, evacuation, and safety drill policy and

procedures;
4.22.11.5. Emergency closings:
4.22.11.6. Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

4.22.12.Procedures for protection of client records that govern use of records, storage,
removal, conditions for release of information, and compliance with 42CFR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountabltity Act (HIPAA); and

4.22.13.Procedures related to quality assurance and quality improvement
5. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Contractor shall maintain procedures regarding collections from client fees, private
Of public Insurance, and other payers responsible for the client's finarices; and

5.2. At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the client, and the
client's guardian, agent or personal representative, with a listing of all known applicable
charges and identify what care and services are included in the charge.

6. Client Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of all client screenings. Including:

6.1.1. The client name and/or unique-client Identifier;
6.1.2, The client r^erra! source;

, 6.1.3. The date of initial contact from the client or refem'ng agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of the screening, including the reason for denial of services rf

applicable;
6.1.6. For any client who Is placed on a waitlist, record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and interim services or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of all client contacts between screening and removal from the waHIIst;
and

6.1.8. Date dlent was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal

6.2. For any client who Is denied services, the Contractor Is responsible for:
6.Z 1. Informlrig the client of the reason for denial;
6.2.2. Assisting the client in id^tifylng and accessing appropriate available treatment;

6.3. The Contractor Shall not deny services to a dlent solely because the client
6.3.1. Previously (eH treatment against the advice of staff,
6.3.2. Relapsed from an earlier treatment;
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$.3.3. Is on any class of medications, including but not limited to opiates or
benzodiazepines; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4. The Contractor shall report on 8.1 and $.2 above at the request of the department.

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a current job description for all staff, including contracted

staff, volunteers, and studerrt interns, which shall include:
7.1.1. Job title:
7.12. Physical requirements of the position;
7.1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.6. Title of Immolate supervisor.

12. The Contractor shall develop and Implement policies regarding criminal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

-obtain his or her crimlital record;
7.2J2. Requiring the administrator or his or her designee to obtain and review a

cn'minal records check from the New Hampshire departmerit of safety for each
prospective employee;

7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee In order to ensure the health, safety,
or well-being of clients:

7.2.3.1. Felony convictions in this or any other state;
7.2.3.2. Convictions for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; and
7.2.3.3. Findings by the department or any admhlstratiye agency In this or any other

state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3 above for good cause shown.

7.3. All Staff, including contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1; Meet the educational, experiential, and physical qualifications of the position as

fisted In their Job description;
7.3.2. Not exceed the cnmlnai background standards established by 7.2.3 above,

unle^ waived for good cause shown, in accordance with policy established In
7.2.4 above;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or certiTied as required by state statute and as
applicable;

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with clients, which includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics, including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Contractor's policies on client rights and responslblDties and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confidentiality requirements as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Grievance procedures for both clients and staff as required in Section
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Section 18 below.
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibilities and the policies, procedures, and guidelines
of the position they were hired for;

7.3.4.6. Topics covered by both the administrative and personnel manuals;
7.3.4.7. The Contractor's infection prevention program;

'  7.3.4.8. The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline
the responsibilities of personnel in an emergency; and

7.3,4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found
in RSA 161-F and RSA 169-0:29; and,

■ "^7.3.5. Sign and date documentatbn that they have taken part in an oriehtation as
described In 7.3.4 above;

7.3.6. Complete a mandatory annual Irhservice education, which Includes a review of
an elements descnbed In 7.3.4 above.

7.4. Prior to having contact with clients, employees and contracted employees shall:
7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination'or a health screening

conducted not more than 12 months prior to employment which shall Include at a
minimum the following:

7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee;
7.4.1.2. The date of the examination;
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious illness or any other illness

that would affect the examinee's ability to perform their job duties;
7.4.1.4. Results of a 2-step tuberculosis fTB) test, Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disuse Control (CDC); and
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practitioner,

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negate for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the-Centers for Disease Control Guidelines for
Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculosis In Health Facilities Settings, 2005,
if the person has either a positive TB test, a has had dlrect contact or potential
for occupatlonai exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with Infectious tuberculosis.

7.5. Employees, contracted employees, volunteers and independent Contractors who have
direct contact with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store In a secure and confidential manner, a current
personnel file for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall include, at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. A completed application for employment or a resume, including: ^
7.6.2. Identificatjon data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the cument Job description or agreement signed by the individual, that

Identities the;

7.6.4.1. Position title;
7.6.4.2. Quatifications and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

7.6.5. Wntten verification that the person meets the Contractor's qualifications for the
assigned job descrtption, such as school transcripts, certifications and licenses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 at)ove;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certification in

health care field and CPR certification, if applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for commumcable diseases results required in 7.4 above;
7.6.9. Written ' performance appraisals for each year of ernployment Including

description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual in-service education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Informafron as to the general content and length of all continuing education or

educational programs att^d^;'
7.6.12. A signed statement ackribwtedglng the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

fbrth the cOentis'' rights and r^ponsiblfities, including confidentiality
requirements, and acknowledging training and implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement which shall be signed at the time the inHIal offer of employment is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction in this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assault, other violent crime, assault,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or pose a threat to the health, safety or
well-being of a dient; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency In
this or any other state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any waivers per 7.2 above.
7.7. An individual need not re-disciose any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above If the

documentation is available and the Contractor has previously reviewed the material and
granted a waiver so that the Individual can continue employment.

8. Clinical Supervision.
8.1..Contractors shall comply with the following clinical supervision requirements for

unlicensed counselors:

8.1.1. All unlicensed staff providing treatment education and/or recovery support
services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless
the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan.

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one hour of supervision for every 20
hours of direct client contact,

8.1.4. Supervision shall be provided on an individual ,or group basis, or both,
depending upon the employee's need, experience and skiD level;

6.1.5. Supervision shall include following techniques:
8.1.5.1. Review of case records;
8.1.6.2. Observation of interactions with clients;
8.1.5^3. Skill development; and
8.1.5.4. Review of case management activities; and

8.1.6. Supervisors shall maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supervision in accordance with the
-  requirement of their ficensure.

9. Clinical Services.
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a clinical care manual which includes policies
and procedures related to all clinical services provided. .

9.2. Ad clinical services provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on the cnenfs strengths;
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served;
9.2.3. Be cite nt and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma Informed, which means designed to acknowledge the Impact of

violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance of addressing trauma
in treatment; and

9.3. Upon a client's admission, the Contractor shad conduct a client orientation, either
individually or by group, to Include the fallowing:
9.3.1. Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and f^lity;

- 9.3.2. Requirements W successfully completing tHe program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge:
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding confidentiality, including the limits of confidenHafily

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the client to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.
9.3.6. Upon a dienfs admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an

HIV/AIDS screening, to Include:
9.3.7. The provision of information;
93.0. Risk assessment;
9.3.9. intervention and risk reduction education, and
9.3.10. Referral for testing, if appropriate, within 7 days of admission;

10. Treatment and Rehabilitation.
10.1. A LADC or unlicensed counselor under the supervision of a LADC shall develop and

maintain a written treatment plan for each client in accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competencies available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-AssIstance-Publications-TAPs-
&p8geNumber^1 which addresses all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall be developed .as follows;
10.2.1. Within 7 days follovring admission to any residential program; and
103.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatment plans shaO contain, at a minimum, the foUo^ng elernents:
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and Interventions written (n terms that are specific,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. IdentrTies the recipient's clinical needs, treatment goals, and objectives;
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths and resources for achieving goals and objectives

in 10.3.1 above;

10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet those needs, goals, and
objectives;

10.3.5. Identifies referral to outside Contractors for the purpose of achieving a specrfic
goal or objective when the service cannot be deftvered by the treatment

, program;
10.3.6. Provides the criteria for terminating specific Interventions; and
10.3.7. Includes specification and description of the Indicators to be used to assess the

ir^dividua^s progress.
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10.3.8. Documentation of participation by the client in the treatment planning process or
the reason why the ctent did not participate; and

10.3.9. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or if
applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

10.4. Treatment plans shall be updated based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no (ess frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weete, whichever Is less frequent

10.5. Treatment plan updates shalllnclude: ^
10.5.1. (Documentation of the degree to which the dient is meeting treatment plan goals

. and objectives;
10.5.2. Modification of e^dsting goals or addition of new goals based oil ct^nges in the

clients functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a
different level of care based on changes in functioning in any domain and
documentation of the reasons for this assessment.

10.5.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan, or if applicable, documentatibn of the ciienfs refusal to s^n the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the IndMduatized treatment planning In 10.3 above, all Contractors
shad provide client education on:

.  .10.6.1. Substance use disorders;
10.6.2. Relapse prevention;
10.6.3. Infectious diseases associated with injection drug use, including but not limited

-to. HIV, hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.6.6. Nicotine use disorder and cessation options;^
10.6.7. The Impact qf drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and the

Importance of informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall maintain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. AH group counseling sessions shall be Dmited to 12 cDents or fewer per

counselor.
10.8. Progress notes

10.8.1. A progress note shap be completed for each individual, group, or family
treatment or education session.

10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the foltowing components;
10.8.2.1. Data, including seif-report. obsenrations. Interventions, current

issues/stressors, functional impairment, interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, as it relates to the current treatment plan;

10.8.2.2. Assessment, including progress, evaluation of Intervention, and obstacles
' or barriers; and

10.8.2.3. Plan, including tasks to be completed between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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10.9. Residential programs shall maintain a daily shift change log which documents such
things as client behavior and significant events that a subsequent shift should be
made aware of.

11. Client Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. A client shall be discharged from a program for the following reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes in the client's functioning
relative to A^fM criteria; ^

11.1.2. Program terrnlnallon, Including:
11.1J2,1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.2. Non-compPiance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The client left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and
11.1.3. The client is inaccessible, such as the client has been jailed or hospitalized; and

11.2. In all cases of client discharge or transfer, the counselor shall complete a narrative
discharge summary, including, at a minirnum:.

11.2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer;
11.2.2. The client's psychosocial substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the clienfs progress toward treatment goals In all ASAM domains;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer;
11.2.5. The clienfs DSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to include other assessment testing

completed during treatment;
11.2.6. A summary of the cRenfs physical condition at the time of discharge or trans^
11.2.7. A coritinuing care plan, including all ASAM domains;
11.Z8. A determination as to whether the client would be eligible for re-admisston to

treatment, if applicable; and
11.2.9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days following a clienfs discharge or transfer from the program;

or .

11.3.2. For withdrawal management services, by the end of the next business day
following a client's discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, eitirer from one level of care to another >wthln the same
certified Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the counselor shall:

11.4.1. Complete a progress note on the cTtenfs treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be induded in the clienfs record; and

11.4.2. Update the client assessment and treatment plan.
11.5. When transferring a client to another treatment Contractor, the cunr^nt Contractor

shall forward copies of the following information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of confidential information is sighed by the cGent:

11.5.1. The discharge summary;
11.5.2. Client demographic information, Including the clienfs name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of hfs or her Social Security
number; and

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment information,
including:

11.5.3.1. TB test results;
11.5.3.2. A record of the clienfs treatment history; and
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11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or agency-recommended foftow-up
treatment

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
. establish a continuing care plan that

11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care (n all ASAM domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups Including, when Indicated, facilitated self-

help; and

11.6.3. Assists the client In making contact with other agencies or services.
11.7. The counselor shall document in the client record if and why the meeting in Section

11.6 above could not take place.
11.8. A Contractor may administratively discharge a client from a program only ih

11.8.1. The ctienfs behavior on program premises Is abusive, violent, or Illegal;
11.8.2. The cRent is non-comptiant with prescription medicatiorts;
11.8.3. COnica! staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may include

the dienfs continued use of illicit drugs or an unwillingness to follow appropriate
clinical interventions; or

11.8.4. The client violates program mies In a manner that Is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive discipline poHcy.

12, Client Record System.
12.1. Each Contractor shati have pollcies.and procedures to implement a comprehensive

cDent record system. In either paper form or electronic form, or both, that complies
with this section.

The client record of each client served shall communicate information in a manner that Is:
12.1.1. Organized Into related sections with entries in chronoiogical order;

'  12.1-.2. Easy to read and understand;
•  1Z1.3. 'Cornplete, containing an the parts; and

12;1.4. up-to-date. Including notes of most recent contacts.
12.2. The client record shall Include, at a minimum, the following components, organized

as follows:

12.2.1. First section, Intake/lnitia! Information:
1Z2.1.1. Identification data. Including the cllenfs;

12.2.1.1.1: Name;
12.2.1.1.2.Dateof birth;
12.2.1.1.3. Address;
12.2.1.1.4. Telephone number; and
12.2.1.1.5. The last 4 digits of the dienfs Social Security number;

12.2.1.2. The date of admission:
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for the orient, the name and address

of:
12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; and
12.2.1.3.2. The representative payee:

12.2.1:4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact in the
event of an emergency;

12.2.1.5. Contact information for the person or entity referring the dient for services,
as applicable;

12.2.1.6. The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor;
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12.2.1.7. The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor, if applicable;

12.2.1.6. The name and address of the client's pubDc or private health insurance
Contractor(s). or both:

12.2.1.9. The client's religious preference,' If any;
12.2.1.10. The client's personal health history;
12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.1.12. Current medications;
12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the client's current admission and

determined by the counselor to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notification of client rights;

12.2.2. Second section, Screening/Assessment/Evaluation:
12.2.2.1. Documentation of all elements of scraening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;
12.2.3. Third s^on,-Treatment Planning:

12.2.3.1. The Individual treatment plan, updated at designated Intervals in
accordance with Sections 1 oi -10.5 above; and

12.2.3.2. Signed and dated progress notes and reports from ail programs Involved,
as required by Section 10.8 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section, Discharge Planning:
12.2,4.1.A narrative discharge summary, as required by Sections 11.2 and 11.3

above;
12.2.5. Fifth section; Releases of Information/iyiiscellaneous:

12.2.5.1. Release of information forms compliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
M.232. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
12.2.6.3. Any other information the Contractor deems significant

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper foiinat client record system, then the sections in
Section'12.3 above shatl be tabbed sections.

12.4. If the Contractor utilizes an electronic format the sections In Section 12.3 above shall
not apply provided that all Information listed in Section 12.3 above is included in the
electronic record.

12.5. All clieht records maintained by the Contractor or Its sub-Contractors, Including paper
files, facsimile transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be strictly confidential.

12.6. All cor^dential Information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at all
times as follows:

12.6.1. Paper records and external electronic.storage media shall be kept In locked file
cabinets;

12.6.2. All electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. All confidential notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractofs shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as follows:

12.6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

12.7. In the event of a program closure, the Contractor closing its treatment program shall
arrange for the continued management of an client records. The closing Contractor
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shall notify the department In writing of the address where records wHI be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12.8. The closing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or. more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records, and give written assurance to the department
.  that It will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records within 10

working days; <
12.8.2. Transfer records of clients who have given written consent to another

Contractor; or
12.8.3. Enter into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to

store and manage records.
13. Medication Services.

13.1. No administration of medications, including physician samples, shall occur except by
a licensed medical practitioner working within their scope of practice.

13.2. Ail prescription medications brought by a client to program shall be in their original
containers and legibly display the following Information:

13.2.1. The dient's name;

13.2.2. The medication name and strength;
13.2.3. The prescribed dose; .
13.2.4. The route of administration;
13.2.5. The frequency of administration; and
13.2.6. The dale ordered.

13.3. Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written
order from a licensed practitioner.

13.4. Ail prescription medications, with the exception of nitroglycerin, epi-pens, and rescue
inhalers, which may be kept on the client's person or stored in the ctenfs room, shaD
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. All medications shall be kept in a storage area that is;
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible only to authorized personnel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to allow correct identification of each client's medication(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated in a manner sufficient to allow reading of al) medication labels;

and

13.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.4.2. Schedule 11 controlled substances, as defined by RSA 318-B:1-b. shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked medication storage area and
accessible only to authorized personnel; and

13.4.3. Topical fiquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shall
be stored in a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenterai products shaB not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personnel shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
client medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled in the foHowing manner
13.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be allowed to be

brought into the program;
13.6.2. OTC medication shall be stored in accordance with Section 13.4 above.
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13.G.3. OTC medication containers shall be marked with the name of the client using the
medication and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a iicensed practitioner;

13.7. All medications setf-administered by a client v^lth the exception of nitrogiycerin, epl-
pens, and rescue inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. staff shall remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at
the correct time;

13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically
handle the medlcabon itself In any manner;

13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and
type of medication;

13.8. For each medication taken, staff shall document in an Individual client medication log
the following:

13.8.1. The medication name, strength, dose, frequency and route of administration;
13.8.2. The date and.the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or identifiable initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.8.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a client's discharge:
13.9.1. The ctlent medication log In Section 13.8 above shall be Included in the clients

record; and
13.9.2. The client shall be given any remaining medication to take with him or her

14. Notice of Client Rights
14.1. Programs shall inform clients of their rights under these rules In dear,

understandable language and ft)rm, both verbally and In writing as follows:
14.1.1. Applicants for services shall be informed of their rights to evaluations and

access to treatment;

14.1.2. Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry into any program and at least
once a year after entry;

14.1.3. Initial and annual notifications of dient rights in Section 14 above shaD be
documented in the dients record; and

14.2. Every program within the service delivery system shall post noUce of the rights, as
follows: ^

14.2.1. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously;
14.2.2. The notice shall be presented in clear, understandable language and form; and
14.2.3. Each program and residence shaO have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to client rights that are available for dient review.
15. Fundamental Rights.

16.1. No person receiving treatment for a substance use disorder shall be deprived of ariy
legal n'ght to which ail citizens are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment services system.

16. Personal Wghts.
16.1. Persons who are applicants for services or clients in the service deDvery system shall

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at all times.
16.2. Clients shall be free from abuse, neglect and exploitation Including, at a minimum,

the following:
VendorName ^
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16.2.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-verbal, mental, physical, or sexual abuse or
neglect: '

16.2.2. Freedom from the intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

16.2.3. Freedom from personal or financiai exploitation.
16.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality
17.1. Ail Contractors shall adhere to the confidentiality requirements in 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. In cases where a client, attorney or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents'per page thereafter.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older is treated for drug abuse withoirt parental consent as
authorized by RSA 316;B12-a, the following shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a slgn^

authorization to release.
18. Client Grievances

16.1. Clients shall have the right to complalr; about any matter, Including any alleged
violation of a right afforded by these rules or by any state or federal law or rule.

10.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
individual client or a group of clients.

18.3. The rules governing proc^ures for protection of client rights found at He*C 200 shall
appty to such complaints and grievances.

19. Treatment Rights.
19.1. Each client shall have the right to adequate and humane treatment, including:

19.1.1. The right of access to treatment including:
19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the sen/ices needed;
19.1.1.2. The right to provision of necessary services when those services are

avalable. subject to the admission and ellgibiiity poticies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment including:
19.1.2.1. Senrices provided in keeping with evidence-based clinical and professional

standards appDcabie to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for which the client is being tre^ed;

19.1.3. The right to receive services In such a manner as to promote the client's fuU
participation In the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment to which a person Is entitled in
accordance with the time frame set forth in the client's individual treatment plan;

.  19.1.5. The right to an individual treatrrrent plan developed, reviewed and revised'ln
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 10.5 above which addresses the client's own
goals;

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and services contained in an individual treatment
.  plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate in meaningful

activities In the communities In which the client lives and works;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment in the least restrictive alternative or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatment including programs
which least restrict

19.1.7.1. Freedom of movement and
19.1.7.2. Participation in the community, while providing the level of support needed

by the client
19.1.8. The right to t>e Informed of all significant risks, t>enefits, side effects and

alternative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment
placement or referral following an informed decision such that

19.1.8.1. Whenever possible, the consent shall be given In writing; and
19.1.8.2. In all other cases, evidence of consent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at least one person;
19.1.0. The right to refuse to participate in any form of experimental treatment or

research;
19.1.10. The right to be fully informed of one's own diagnosis and prognosis;
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement including the right to:
' 19.1.11.1. Seek changes In placement, services or treatment at any time; and

■  19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the service
delivery system;

19.1.12.The right to services which promote independence including services directed
toward:

19.1.12.1. Eliminating, or reducing as much as possible, the client's needs for
continued services and treatment; and

19.1.1Z2. Promoting the ability of the clients to function at their highest capacity and
as independently as possible;

19.1.13. The right to refuse medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for medical care and treatment iricluding, If needed,

assistance in finding such care in a timely manner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion including:

19.1.15.1. At the cKenfs own expense, the consultative services of:
19.1.15.1.1. Private physicians;
19.1.15.1:2. Psychologists;
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1.4. Other health practitioners; and

19.1.15.2. Granting to such health practitioners reasonable access to the client, as
required by Section 19.1.15, In programs and allowing such practitioners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the services and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request to have one or more of the following present at any
treatm^t meeting requiring client participation and Informed decision-making:

19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney;
19.1.18.4. Family member;
19.1.16.5. Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant and
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19.1.17.The right to freedom from restraint including the right to be free from seclusion
and physical, nnechanical or pharmacological restraint.

19.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment contrary to such
professionars cQnteal iudgment.

19.3. Programs shall, whenever possible, maximize the decision-making authority of the
client.

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent Jurisdiction:

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that in the course of service provision, the guardian
and all persons Involved in the provision of service are made aware of the
clienfs views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian shall only make decisions that are within the scope of the powers set
forth in the guardianship order issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
and the order shaD be kept in the cDenfs record at the program;

19.4.4. If any Issues arise relative to the provision of services and supports which are
outsi^ the scope of the guardian's decision-making authority as set forth In the
guardianship order, the client's choice and preference relative to those issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority is expanded by the court to include
those issues;

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the decision-making authority granted by the court including:

19^4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian the limits on his or her decision-making
authority; arid

19.4.5.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of the court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act In a manner that furthers the best interests of the ctlent;
19.4.7. In acting In the t)est interests of the client, the guardian shall take into

consideration the views, preferences and aspirations of the client;
19.4.6. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from

acting In a manner that does not further the best Interests of the client and, If
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; arxf

19.4.9. In the event that there Is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the
program shall Inform the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. T ermlnation of Senrices.
20.1. A client shall be terminated from a Contractor's service if the client

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other clients or staff, or engages in illegal
activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from the servic6(s) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptable course of treatment;
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she is receiving despite having the

financial resources to do so; or
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she Is receiving despite the fact that the cPient Is or might be eligible for such
benefits.
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20^. A termination from a Contractor's services shaQ not occur unless the program has
given both vwitten and verbal notice to the client and client's guardian, if any, that

20.2.1. Give the effective date of tennination;
20.2.Z List the clinical or manag^ent reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to app^ and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document in the record of a client who has been terminated that
20.3.1. The client has been notified of the termination; and
20.3.2. The termination has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights in Residential Programs.
21.1. In addition to the foregoing rights, clients of residential programs shall also have the

following rights: •
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane living environment;
21.1.2. The right to privately communicate with others, including:

21.1.2.1. The right to send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
■  21.1.2.2. The right to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allowed to

make and to recdve reasonable numbers of telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a client to reimburse them for the cost of
any calls made by the client;

21,1.2.3. The right to receive and to retuse to receive visitors except that re^ential
programs may impose reasonable restrictions on the number and time of
visits in order to ensure effective provision of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage in social and recreational activities including the provision of
regular opportunities for clients to engage fn such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, including the fbitowing:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on closed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal interaction In a private setting except

that any conduct or activity which Is fliegal shall be prohibited; and
21.1.4.3. The right to be free from searches of their persons and possessions except

fn accordance with applicable constitutional and legal standards;
21.1.5. The right to individual choice, Including the following:

21.1.5.1. The right to keep and wear their own clothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possessions;
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read materials of their own choosing;
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and

'21.1.6.5. The right not to work and to be compensated for any work performed,
except that:

21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeeping tasks
within the client's own immediate Hving area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,
without compensation; and

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenance of a residential program. If the work is
consistent v^h th^r individual treatment plans and the client is
compensated for work performed; and

21.1.6. The right to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held In safekeeping by the
residence.
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21.2. Nothing In Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavior of the residents.

21.3. Clients shall be Informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
21.4. House policies- shall be po^^ and such policies shall be in conformity v/ith this

section.

21.5. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for compliance v/ith this section in
connection with quality assurance site visits.

21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1.4.3 above, Contractors may develop policies and
procedures that allow searches for alcohol and nilcit drugs be conducted:

21.6.1. Upon the dienfs admission to the program; and
21.6.2. If probable cause exists, including such proof as:

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence of aicohol or Dlega) drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of Intoxication or-withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Requirements
22.1. If there Is any error, omission, or conflict In the requirements listed below, the

applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shall
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to Increase the
Contractor's compliance.

22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following state and/or federal requirements for Program
requirements for specialty treatment for pregnant and parenting women:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and. therefore, admits both

women and their children into treatment, if appropriate.

21.2.Z The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their children Into treatment, if appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse sen/ices, including prenatal care.

21.2.4. The program provides or arranges for child care with the women are,
receiving sen/Ices.

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pediatric care for the
women's children, including Immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-speclftc substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic interventions for women that may address
issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic interventions for children
In custody of women In treatment which may. among other things, address
the children's developmental needs and their issues of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect.

21.2.8. The program provides or arranges for suffident case management and
transportation services to ensure that the women and their children have
access to the services described above.
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22.3. Arrange for means activities to assist the client In finding and engaging In a service,
which may Include, but is not limited to helping the client to locate an appropriate
prox^der, referring clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
clients with those providers, and assisting the ctlent with attending appointments with
the service provider.

22.4. The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all
programs In this Contract as follovhrs:

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching 90% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

22.4.2. The program admits each individual who requests and Is In need of treatment for
intravenous dnjg abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days if the program has no capacity to admit the individual on the date

of the request and, within 40 hours after the request, the program makes
Interim services available until the Individual is admitted to a substance
abuse treatment program

22.4.3.. The program offers interim services that Include, at a minimum, the following*.
22.4.3.1. Coun^iing and education about HIV and Tuberculosis (TB), the risks of ̂

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and^TB transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for.HIV orTB treatment services, if necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other'drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that includes a unique patient
identifier for each Injecting drug abuser seeking treatment. Including patients
receiving interim services while awaiting admission.

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables it to:
22.4.5.1. Maintain contact with individuais awaiting admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer waiting list clients at the earliest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that is reasonable to
'the client.

22.4.5.3. The program takes cfienls awaiting treatment off the waiting list only when
one of the foliowing conditioris exist
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission Into treatment

or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out activities to encourage individuals in need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using scientifically sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or, if no such models are applicable to the local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to be an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supervising outreach workers.
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22.4.7.2. Contacting, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
abusers, their associates, arid neighborhood residents wlthiri the constraints
of Federal and State confldentiaiity requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among injecting daig abusers about the relationship
between injecting drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HiV transmission
does not occur.

22.4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or non-profit
private entities, routinely makes available the (olIovMng TB services to each
Individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counseling the Individuai wth respect to TB.
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine whether the Individual has been Infected with

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the
individual.

22.4.8.3. Providing for or referring the Individuals Infected by mycobacteria TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment

22.4.9. For clients denied admission to the program on the basis of lade of capacity, the
program refers such clients to other providers of TB slices.

22.4.10.The program has implemented the infection control procedures that are
consistent with those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and identification of those individuals who are at high
risk of becoming infected.

22.4.10.2. Meeting all State reporting requirements while adhering to Federal and
State confidentiality requirements, Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management activities to ensure that individuals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all individuals with, active TB as r^uired by State
law and in accordance with Federal and S^te confidentiality requirements,

.  including 42 CFR part 2.
22.4.11.The program gives preference In admission to pregnant women who seek or are

referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment services.
Further, the program gh/es preference to clients in the following order

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and injecting drug users first,
22.4.11.2. To other pr^nant substance users second.
22:4.11.3. To other Injecting drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To all other individuals fourth.

22.4.12.The program refers aB pr^nant women to the State when the program has
insufficient capacity to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.13.The program makes available Interim services within 48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of lack of capacity.'

22.4.14.The program rriakes continuing education in treatment services available to
employees who provide the services.

22.4.15.The program has In effect a system to protect patient records from Inappropriate
disclosure, and the system:

Vendor Name ^
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Exhibit A-1 Operational Requirements

22.4.15.1. Is In compliance with all FedemI and State confidentiality requirements,
including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. Includes provisions for employee educatton on the confidentiality
requirements and the fact that dlaclpQnary action may occur upon
inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.16.The program does not expend SAPT Bteck Grant funds to provide Inpatient
hospital substance abu^ services, except In cases when each of the following
conditions Is met

22.4.16.1. The individual cannot be effectiveiy treated in a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.2. The daily rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing the
services does not exceed the comparabie daily rate provided by a
community-ba&ed, norvhospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have
^ been met

22.4.16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the Individual is substance abuse
and the physician certifies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The iridividual cannot be safely treated In a community-
based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonably expected to improve the
person's condition or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospital-based substance abuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service is provided only to the extent that it is medically
necessary (e.g.. only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated In community-based, non-hospital, residential
program.)

.  22.4.17. The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or Improve land; purchase, construct, or
permanently Improve (other than minor remodeling) any isullding or other faclDti^
or purchase major medical equipment.

22.4.1 S.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds.

22.4.19. The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant fends to provide tir^ncial
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant furxJs to make payments to
Intended recipients of health sen/Ices.

22.4.21.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide Individuals
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.4.22.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to pro\ride treatmerrt
services in penal or corrections institutions of the State.

Vendor Name C_A—'
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resorf for services for
pregnant women and women with dependent children, TB services, and HIV
services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following: ;

22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, including
programs under title XVIII and title XIX; any State compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant
program, any private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of clients payments for services In accordance with
thelrabOity to pay.

22.4J24.The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4.24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and a sliding fee scale (in Exhibit B) shall apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements governing human
subject's research when considering research, Including r^earch
conducted by student interns, using individuals served by this contract as
subjects. Contractors must Inform and receive the Department's approval
prior to initiating any research Involvinci subjects or participants related to
this contract. The Department reserves the right at Its sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject research requests.

22.4.24.3. Contrartors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporting
Policy.

Vendor Name
RFA-2O19-0DAS-O1-SUBST Contactor Initials:
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by;
2.1. . New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol aixi Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block
Grant (CFOA #93,959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Extiibit A» Scope of
Services In compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided
through this contract when a client has or may have an altemath/e.
payer for services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medlcald programs
for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medlcaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1:3, Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1 Service Fee
Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that Is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

j

4. The Contractor shall blii and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, unless othenwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are atHnduslve contract

rales to delK/er the services (except for Clinlcal Evaluation which is an

RFA>201&eOA5^VSU8ST>12 Page 1 of 6 Date.
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activity that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall;

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or
transportation provided under this contract from public and
private insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5.12. Assure a billing and paynient system that enables expedited,
processing to the greatest degree' possible in order to not
delay a client's admittance into the program and to
Immediately refgnd any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments (If any) refunded.

52. The Cohtractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1. First Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract
Rate, in Exhibit B-1, when the insurers' rales meet or are
lower than the Contract Rate'in Exhibit B-1.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Section 6,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private Insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

52.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1
remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer (if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract. Rate In
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private

Insurer and the amount paid by the client),

5-3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to foe client shall not
exceed the Contract Rale in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Section 6 Sliding
Fee Scale for foe client's applicable income level

The Commur^ Council o{ Nashua N.H. Exhibit B Vendor Inilieis
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5.4.

5.5.

5.6.

5.7.

5.8.

5.9.

5.10.

The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to.secure financial
resources necessary for Initial entry Into the program by developing
payment plans.

The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.22 above, until after
working with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client
fails to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions including discharge from treatment

The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts.

The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1. -

In the event of an overpayment (wherein the combination of all
payments received by the Contractor for a given service exceeds the
Contract Rate stated in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor
shall refund the parties in the reveree order, unless the oveipayment
was due to Insurer, client or Departmental error.

In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

}n the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer vwuld have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the state in an amount" and within a
timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department
upon Identifying the error.

6. Sliding Fee Scale
6.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

6.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's
Income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage-of

Contract Rate In

Exhibit B-1 to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

The Community Counc3 of Nashua N.H.
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Percentage of
Percentage of Client's Contract Rate in

income of the Federal Exhibit B-1 to

Poverty Level (FPL) Charge the Client

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200%-249% 25%

250%-299% 40%

300%-349% 57%

350%-399% 77% .

6.3.

1.

The Contractor shall not deny, a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
minor child's decision to receive confldentla! services pursuant to RSA
318-B:12-a.

Submitting Charges for Payment
7.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information

Technology System (WTTS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall:

7.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than foree (3) days
after the date the service was provided to the client

7.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, and notify the
E)epartment that encounter notes are ready for review.

7.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being

notified of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

7.1.4. Batch and transmit the. encounter notes upon Department

approval for the billing month.

7.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing rnohth.

7.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the fast day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment

7.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this contract through WTTS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department
to develop an alternative process for submitting Invoices.

The Community Council of Nashua N.H.
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8. When the contract price [imitation is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capacity at no charge to the Department for the duration of the
contract period.

9. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

10. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

11. . Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
sen/fees provided, or if the said sen/ices or products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement

12. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final invoices for payment Any adjustments made to a
prior Invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

13. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and
Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds:
13.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.

13.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

13.2.1. Make cash payments to Intended recipients of substance
abuse services..'

13.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
in Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in

penal or correctional institutions of the State.

13.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting testing for the etlologic agent for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

13.2.4. Use any federal funds proyided under this contract for the
. purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange, free

needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

133. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

The Communify Cound) of Nashua N.H. Exhibit B Vandor (n3ials.
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Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
impainng the religious character of such organizations and

without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 98, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions. of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
appficable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating- in applicable
programs may be expended for inherently religious activities,
such as worship, religious instruction, or proseiytizatton. If an
organization conducts such activities, it must offer them
separately, in time or location, from the programs, or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any applicable
program, and participation rnust be voluntary for the program
beneficiaries.

The Community Council of Nashua N.H. Exhwis VentforliifflflU.luusa t
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Service Fee Table

1. The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum allowable charge used in the Methods
for Charging for Services under this Contract in Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:
Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

Individual Outoatient $22:00 15min

Group Outpatient $6.60 15 min

Intensive Outpatient $104.00

Per day: onty on those
days u^en the client
' attends individual aridyor
group counseling
associated wi^ the '

program.

The Community Council of Nashua. NK
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SPECIAL PROVlSrONS

Contractors Obligations: The Contractor covenants and agrees that ail funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eligible
Individuals and, in the furtherance of the aforesaid covenants, the Contractor hereby covenants and
agrees as foiled

1. Compliance v^lth Federal and State Laws: If the Contractor is permitted to determine the eligibility
of individuals such eliglbDity determination shall be made In accordance with appHc^le federal and
state lavra, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination; Higlblllty determinations shall be made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall be made and remade at such times as are prescribe by
the Department ' ^

3. Documentation: In addition to the determination forms required by the Department, the Contractor
shall maintain a data file on each recipient of services hereunder. which file shall include aH
informatibn necessary to support an eligibility determination and such other information as the
Department requests. The Contractor shall fumish the Department with aD forms and documentation
•regarding eligibility determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearings: The Contractor understands that all applicants for ser>4ce$ hereunder, as well as
individuals declared Ineligible have a right to a feir hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that all appRcants for services shall be permitted to fill out
an application form and that each applicant or re-applicant shaQ be Informed of his/her nght to a fair
hearing in accordance with Department regulations.

5. Gratuities or Kickbacks: The Contoctor agrees the! ft Is a breach of this Contract to accept or
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State In order to Influence the performance of the Scope of Work detailed in Exhibit A of this
Contract The Slate may terminate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement if ft Is
determined that payments, graluHies or offers of employment of any kind were dfered or received by
any officials, officers, employees or agents of the,Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Payments: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contract or In any
other document, contract or understanding, It Is expressly understood and agreed by the parties
hereto, that no payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for cc^ incurred for
any purpose or for any services provided to any individua) prior to the Effective Date of the, Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses incurred by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the individual applies for services or (except as other^se provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that the Individual is eligible for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In the Contract, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rate wrhich reimburses the Contractor In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable and necessary to assure the quality of such service, or at a
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to ineligible individuals or other third party
funders for such service. If at any time during the term of this Contract or after receipt of the Rnal
^endilure Report hereunder, the Department shall detemilne (hat the Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse Hems of expense otherlhan such costs, or has received payment
in excess of such costs or In excess of such rates chvged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals
or other third party funders, the Department may elect to:
7.1. Renegotiate the rates for payment hereunder. In which event new rates shall be established;
7.2. Deduct from any future payment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursCTient (n

excess of costs;

ExWbUC-SpedalProvlslortt Contraclof Irtitols "r
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor in which event failure to make
such repayment shaU constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor is
permitted to determine the eligibility of individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any individual who is found by the Department to be ineligible for such services at
any time dudng the penod of retention of records established hereia

RECORDS; MAINTENANCE. RETENTION. AUDIT, DISCLOSURE AND CONRDENTIALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the foDovring records during the Contract Perfod:
8.1. Fiscal Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs

and other expenses incurred by the Contractor In the performance of the Contract, and all
Income received or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained in accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficiently and >
properly reflect ell such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to Include, without limitation, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as

' purchase requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials, inventories, valuations of
in-kind contributions, labor time cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department

' 8.2. Statistical Records; Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, which records shall Include all records of application and

.. eligibility (Including all forms required.to d^rmine eligibility for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and ell invoices submit^ to the Department to obtain
payment for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patienl/re^ienl of services.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
ageT>cy fiscal yrar. It is recommended that the report be prepared In accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of Stales, Local Govemments. and Non
Profit Organizations" and the provisions of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Prograrns, Activities and Functions, Issued by the US General Accounting Office. (GAO standards) as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.
9.1. Audit and Review; During the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the

Department, the United States Depar^ent of i;^ealth and Human Services, and any of Ih^r
designated representat'ves shati have access to an reports and records maintained pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of audlL examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. Audft Llablfilies: In addition to and not in any way in limitation of obligstlons of the Contract, it is
urider^tood^and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall return to the Department, an payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an
exception.

10. Confidentiality of Records: All information, reports, and records maintained hereurtder or collected
In connection with the performance of the services and the Contract shall b6 confidential and shall not
be disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pureuant to state lkws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such Information, disclosure may be made to
public,officials requiring such information In connection with their official duties and fbr purposes
directly connected to the administration of the services and the Contract; and provided forther, that
the use or disclosure by any party of any information concerning a recipient for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of the Department or the Contractor's responsibilities with

-  respect to purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient, his
attorney or guardian.

Exhibit C-SpedalProvtelont Ctmlrador Initiate
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained in
the Paragraph shall survive the terminstbn of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Fiscal and Statistical: The Contractor agrees to submit the following reports at the following
times if requested by the Department.
11.1. Interim Financial Reports: Written interim firanclal reports containing a detaited description of

all costs and non-aliowable expenses Incurred by the.Contractor to the dale of the report and
containing such other Information as shall be deemed satisfactory by tire Department to
justi^ the rate of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall be submitted on the form
des^nated by the Department or deemed satisfactory by the Department.

11.2. Final Report A firtal report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the ertd of the term
of this Contract The Final Report shall be in a form satisfactory fo the Department and shaU
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated in the Proposal
and other information required by the Department.

12. Completion of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
maximum number of units pro\^ded for in the Contract and upon payment of the price limitation
hereunder, the Contract and all the obtigatior^is of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as,
tjy the terms of the Contraci are to be performed after the end of the term of this Contract and/or
survive the termination of the Contract) shall terminate, provided however, that if, upon review of the
Final Expenditure Report the Department shan disallow any expenses clabned by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the rfght, at its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums tiom the Contractor.

• 13. Credils: All documents, notlces, pre8S releases, research reports and other materials prepared
during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shaQ include the following
statement:

13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etc.) was financed under a 0)ntr3ct with the State
of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services, with funds provided in part
by the State of New Hampshire and/or such other funding sources as were available or
required, e.g.. the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyright Ownership: All materials (wntten, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approval from DHHS before printlngi production,
distribution or use. The DHHS will retain copyright ownership for any and all original materials
produced, including, but not limited to, brochures, resource directories, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shall not reproduce any materials produced under the contract without
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Facilities: Compliance with Laws and Regulations: In the operation of any facilities
for providing services, the Contractor shall comply with all laws, orders and regulations of federal, ■
state, county and municipal authorittes and with any direction crt any Public Officer or offcers
pursuant to laws which shal) impose an order or duty upon the contractor with respect to the
operation of the facility or the prowslon of the services at such facility. If any governmental license or
permit shall be requlr^ for the operation of the said faclOty or the p^ormance of the said services,
the Contractor v/ill procure said license or peimK, and will at all times comply with the terms and
corviUions of each such Qcense or permit. In connection with the foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the facilities shaD
comply with all rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Fire fi^arshal and
the to(^ fire protection agency, and shall be In conformance with local building and zoning codes, by-
tews and regulations.

16. Equal Employment Oppor^nity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor will provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights. Office of Justice Programs (OCR), if ft has
received a single av/ard of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and has 50 or

C - Spodal Pfovlstoru Contractor [ntUels
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more employees, it will maintain a current EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certificalbn Form to ttie
OCR, certifying that its EEOP Is on file. For redpients receiving less than S25,000. or public grantees
with fewer than 50 employees, regardless of the amount of the award, the recipient will provide an
EEOP Certification Form to the OCR certifying h is not required to submit or maintain an EEOP. Non
profit organizations. Indian Tribes, and medical and educational institutions are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, but are requir^ to submit a certlflcafion form to the OCR to claim the exemption.
EEOP Certification Fomns are available at: http;/AR/ww.oJp.usdoj/about/ocr/pdfs/certpdf.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP); As clarified by Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resuib'ng agency guidance, national origin
dtscrirWrwfion includes dlscdminalton on the basis of Hmtted English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to Its programs.

1

18. PHol Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employe© WhlsUeblowor Protections: The
following shall apply to all contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined In 48
CFR 2.101 (currently. S150.000) -

CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEE WHISTLEBLOWER RIGHTS AND REQUIREMENT TO INFORM EMPLOYES OF
Whistlesuower Rights (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees worldng on this contract wlH be subject to the whlstleblower rights
arvi remedies In the pilot program on Contractor employee whlstleblower protecfions established at
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the Nattonal Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L
112-239) and FAR 3.908.

(b) The Contractor shall Inform its employees In writing, in the predominant language ̂  the workforce,
of employee whlstleblower rights and protections under 41 U.S.C..4712, as described in section
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(c) The Contractor shall Insert the substance of this clause. Including this paragraph (c). In all
suticontracts ovet^ the simpHfied acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractors: DHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perfonri certain health care services or functions for effitiency or convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and dccountability for the funcUon(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the. Contractor shafi evaluate the subcontractor's ebifity to perform the delegated
function(s). This Is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontractor and provides for revoking the delegation or imposing sancttons if
the subcontractor's performance Is not adequate. Subcontractors are subject to the same conlrectual
conditions as the Contractor and the Contractor Is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
with those conditions.

When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:
19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities; before delegating

the function

19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies actiwties and reporting
responsibifitles and how sancfions/revocation will be managed if the subcontractor's
performance Is not adequate

19.3. . Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

Exhibit C-Spedal Provisions ContrBdor tnltlsls.
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19.4. Provide to DHHS an annual schedule identifying ell subcontractors, delegated functions and
responsibilities, and when the subcontractor's performance will be reviewed

19.5. 'DHHS shall, at its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

H the Contractor identifies deflcienctes or areas for improvement are identified, the Contractor shaQ
take corrective actioa

DEFINITIONS
As used In the Contract, the fonc>Adng terms shall have the following meanings:

COSTS: Shall rn.^n those direct and Indirect it^s of expense determine by the Department to be
allowable and reimbursable in accordance with cost and accounting principles established in accordance
wHh state and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

FINAf^lAL MANAQEMENT GUIDELINES: Shall m^n that section of the Contractor Manual which is
entitled Tlnanclal Management Guidelines" and which contains the regulations governing the financial
.activities of contractor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds. \

PROPOSAL: If applicable, shafl mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a form or forms
required by the Department and containing a description of the Services to be provided to eligible
individuals by the Contractor In accordance with the terms end conditions of the Contract and setting forth
the total cost and sources of revenue for each sen/ice to be provided under the Contract

UNIT: For each sen/ice that the Contractor is to provide to eligible individuals hereunder. shall mean that
period of time or that specified activity determined by the Department and specified In Exhibit B of the
' Contract.

FEDERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orders, and poDcies, etc. are
referred to In the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean all such taws, regulations, etc. as
they may be amended or re\nsed from the time to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: Shall mean that document prepared by the NH Department of Administrative
Services containing a cdmpiiatlon of ail regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures Act NH RSA Ch 541 -A, for (he purpose of implementing State of NH and
federal regulations promulgated thereunder.

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS: The Conlrador guarantees thai funds provided uruler this
Contract will not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

EadifWl C - Spedat Provisions Contractor initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit C-1

REVlSiONS TO GENERAL PRQVIStQNS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract. Conditional Nature of Agreement, Is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMEm".
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obligations of the State
hereunder, Including without limitation, the continuance of payments. In whole or in part
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds,
including any subsequent changes to the approprtation or avaDabllity of funds affected by
any state or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the appropriation or availabiTity of funding for this Agreement end the Scope of
Services provided In Exhibit A, Scope of Services. In whole or in part In no event shall the
State be liable for any payments hereunder in excess of appropriated or available funds. In
the event of a reduction, termination or modification of appropriated or available funds, .the
State shall have the right to \^hhold payment until such funds become available. If ever. The
State shall have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement
immediately upon giving the Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification.
The State shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source or account Into the
Account(s) identified In block 1.6. of the General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account, in the eyent funds are reduced or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract, Tenninatlon, is amended by adding the
following language;

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State. .30 days after giving the Corrtractor written notice that the State Is exercising its
option to terminate the Agreement.

10.2 In the event of early termlnaUon, the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of eariy
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, Including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and establishes a process to meet those needs.

,  10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the Slate and shall promptly provide d^ied
friformatfon to support the Transition Plan includirig, but not limited to, any information or
data requested by the State related Id the termination of the Agreement and Transition Plan
and shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the AgreemenL Including but not limited to clients receiving
services under the Agreement are transHioned to hawng services defivered by another entity
including contraded providers or tiie State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services in the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall' establish a method of notifying clients and other affeded Individuals
about the transition. The Contractor shall Include the proposed communications in Its
Transition Plan submitted to tî e State as described above.

3. Renewal: The Department reserves the right to extend the Contrad for up to two (2) additional
years, subject to the continued evailabltlty of fimds, satisfactory performance of services and
approval by the Governor and Executive Council.

ExKbXC-1-revisions to standard PtDvislonB Contrador Inititfs
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CERTIFtCATiON REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor hjentified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Sections 5151-5160 ofthe Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L 100-690, Title V, Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 et seq.). and further agrees to have the Contractors representative, as identified tn Sections
1.11 arid 1.12 ofthe General Provisions execute the foHowmg Certification:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US D0>ARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATtON - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification Is required by the regulations implementing Sections 5151-5160 ofthe Drug-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L 100-690, Title V. Subtitle E); 41 U.S.C. 701 et seq.). The January 31.
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part II ofthe May 25,1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub
contractors), prior to award, that they wIB maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.630(c) ofthe
regulation provides that a grantee (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that is a State
may elect to make one certification to the Department in each federal fiscal year in lieu of certificates for
each grant dunng the federal fiscal year covered by the certification. The certificate sd out below is a
materTal representation of fact upon which reliance is placed v^en the agency awards the grant. False
certification or violation of the certification shaQ be grounds fer suspension of payments, suspension or
termination of grants, or government wide suspenston or debarment. Contractors using this form should
send It to:

Commissioner

NH Department of Health and Human Services
129 Reasant Street,

Concord, NH 03301-6505

1. The grantee certifies that It will or win continue to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance Is prohibited In the grantee's
workplace and specifVing the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition: «

1.2. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program to inform eniployees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse In the workplace;
1.2.2. Thegrantee's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;
1.2.3. Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance-programs; and
1.2.4. The penalties that maybe Imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations

occurring In the workplace;
1.3. Making it a requirement that each employee to be engaged In the performance of the grant be

gfven a copy ofthe statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifylrg the employee in the Statement required by paragraph (a) thaL as a condition of

empbyment under the grant, the employee will
1A1. Abide by the terms of the statement: and

Notify the employer in writing of his or her conviction for a vioiallon of a criminal drug
statute occurring In the workplace ru> later than five calendar days after such
conviction:

1.5. Notifying the agency In writing, within ten calendar days after receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such cortviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice, including position title, to every grant
officer on whose grant activity the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal agency

ExWbllD-Certiflcetlon regarding Drug Free Conlfactor InitiBh.
Wortcplace Requirements
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has designated a central point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall include the
identification number(5) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of the following acttons, within 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2, with respect to any employee who Is so convicted
1.6.1. Taldng appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up to and including

terminab'on. consistent with the requlremerits of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended; or

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or.
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health,
taw enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

1.7. Making a good faSh effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through
implementation of paragraphs 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5, and 1.6.

2. The grantee may Insert In the space provided below the s&e(s) for the performance of work done in
connection with the spe^ grant

Place of Performance (street address, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location) .

440 Amherst Street. Nashua, Hillsborough County, NH, 03083

Check B if there are workplaces on file that are not identified here.

Contractor Name:

June 1,2016

Date Name: craig D.
Title: President and CEO

Exhibit 0-Certification raganfing Drug Free Contractor Initials
Workplace Requirements
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CERTIRCATION REGARDING LOBBYING

The Contractor IdentiTted In Section 1.3 of the Genera) Pro\nsions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 319 of Public Law 101-121, Government wide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobbying, and
31 U.S.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as identified in Sections 1.11
and 1.12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

Programs (Indicate applicable program covered);
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families under Title (V-A
*Child Support Enforcement Program under Title IV-D
*Socla) Services Block Grant Program under Trtle XX
*Medicaid Program under Title XIX
•Community Services Block Grant under Title VI
•Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to.
' any person for influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member

of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In
connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, continu^n, renewal, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

Z  If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress In connection with this
Federal ccmtract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form to'
Report Lobbying, in accordance with its instructions, attached and identified as Standard Exhibit E-1.)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language ofthis certification be included In the award
document for sub-awards at all tiers (including subcontracts, sub-grants, and contracts under grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub-recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.

This certification Is a material representation of feet upon which reliance was. placed when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction imposed by Section 1352, Title 31. US. Code. Any person who felts to file the required
certification shall be subject to a dvil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for
ieach such failure.

Con

June 1.2018

Date Name: CrafeD.AnWh
President and CEO

BMbR E - Cenification Regarding Lobbying Contreclor
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CERTIFiC/tTION REGARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION
AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITY MATTERS

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provtsions of
Executive Office of the President. Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 76 regarding Debarment.
Suspension, and Other Responsibility Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 ofthe General Provisions execute the following
Certification:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1. By signing and submitting this proposal (corrtract). the prospective primary participant b providing the

certification set out below.

2. The inability of a person to provide the certification required below will not necessarily result in denial
of participation in this covered transaction.- if necessary, the prospective participant shall submit an
explanation of why it cannot provide the certification. The certification or explanation wfli be
con^dered in conn^on wHh the NH Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS)
determination whether to enter Into this transaction. However, failure ofthe prospective primary
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shaD disqualify such person from participation in -
thb transaction.

3. The certification In this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was pbced
virhen DHHS determined to enter into this transaction. If It is later determined that the prospective
primary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, in addition to other remedies
available to'the Federal Govemment. DHHS may terminate this transaction for cause or default

4. The prospective primary participant shall provide Immediate wntten notice to the DHHS agency to
whom thb proposal (contract) b submitted if at at^ time the prospective primary participant leams
that its certtfrcation was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances.

5. The terms 'covered transaclibn," 'detJarred,' "suspended." "Ineligible," "lower tier covered
transaction," "participant,* "person,* "primary covered transaction," "principal," "proposal,' and
"voluntarily excluded," as used in this clause, have the meanings set cut in the Definitions and
Coverage sections of the rules Imptementing Executive Order 12549:45 CFR Part 76. See the
attached definitions.

6. The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting thb proposal (contract) that, should the
proposed covered transaction be entered Into, H shall not knovringly enter Into any lower tier covered
transaction wth a person who Is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation In this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prospective primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it wlil include the
clause tlUed "Certification Regarding Debarment. Suspension, fneligibillty and Voluntary Exclusion >
Lower Tter-Covered Transacttons," provided by DHHS, without modificafion. In all lower tier cover^
transactions and in all soOcitations for lower tier covered transactions.

B. A partldpant In a covered transaction-may rely upon a certificatton of a prospective participant In a
lower tier covered transaction that it Is not debarred, suspended, Ineligible, or Involuntarily excluded
from the covered transaction, unless It knows that the certiftcatlon b erroneous. A participant may
decide the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principab. Each
participant may, but Is not required to, check the Nonprocurement Li^ (of e)^uded parties).

9. Nothing contained In tiie foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records
in order to render In good faith the certiftcatlon required by this clause. The knowledge and

Exhibit F - Certification Regarding Oabarment, Suspension Contractor livtials,
Ai^ Other Responsibility Matters
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Information of a participant Is not required to exceed that which Is normally possessed by a prudent
person in the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these instructions, If a participant In a
covered transaction knowingly enters Into a tower tier covered transaction with a person who Is
suspended, debarred. Ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation In this transaction, hi
addition to other remedies available to the Federal government, DHHS may terminate this transaction
for cause or default.

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective primary parlidpant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief, that It and its

prindpais:
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineilgible, or

vojuntariiy excluded from covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;
11.2. have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal (contract) been con\^cted of or had

a dvH judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal. State or local)
transaction or a contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust '
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, faldficatlon or destruction of
records, making false statements, or rec^ng stolen property;

11.3. are not presently Indicted forclhenwise criminally or civilly charged by a govemmental entity
(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated In paragraph (l)(b)
of this certification; and

11.4. have not within a three-year period preceding this .application/proposal had one or more pubOc
trari9actions.(Federsl, State or local) terminated for cause or default.

12. Where the prospective prlniiary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in^thls
certification, su^ prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS
13. By signing and submitting this lower tier proposal (contract), the prospective lower tier participanL as

defined in 45 CFR Part 76, certifies to the l>est of Its knowledge and belief that It and its principals:
13.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared Ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospective lower tier participant Is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that It wlD
Include this clause entitled "Certification Regarding Debarment ̂ spenslon, [neilglbtnty, and
Voluntary Exclusion - Lower Tier Covered Transactions.' without modification in aQ lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

Jun1.2Ql8

NameCon

VV. K

Date Name: Cralg D. Airioth
Title: President and CEO

cu;oHHS(ntim
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WJTH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO
FEDERAL NONDISCRIIfflNATION. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FAiTH»BASBD ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractor Identified in Section 1 ̂  of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

Contracbr will comply, and will require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
federal nondiscnmlnation requirements, which may Include: .

- the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) which prohibits
recipients of federal funding under this statute frorh discriminating, either in employment practices or in
the deftvery of services or benefits, on the basis of race, oo(or, religion, national origin, ar>d sex. The Act
requires certain redpients to produce an Equal Empioyment Opportunity Plan;

- the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevenfion Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5872(b)) which adopts by
reference, the rights obligations of the Safe Streets Act. Redpients of federal funding under ̂ Is
statute are prohibited from discriminating, either In employment practices or in the delivery of senrlces or -
benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, natlona] origin, and sex. The Act indudes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plari requirements;

> the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Section 2000d, which prohibits recipients of federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin In any program or acfivlty);

- the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794), which prohibits redpients of Federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the basis of disability. In regard to employment and the delivery of
services or benefits. In any program or activity:

- the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131-34). which prohibits
discrfmination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with disabiltties In employment. State and local
government ser^ces, pubiic accommodations, commercial fadlilies, and transportation;

.-the Education Amendments of 1972(20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1683,1685-86). which prohibits
discn'mination on the basts of sex in federally assisted education programs;

- the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 8106-07), which prohibits discrlminatton on the
basis of age In programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. It does not include
employment discnmlnatipn;

-28 C.F.R. pt. 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations -OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondiscrfmlnation; Equal Employment Opportunity; Polldes
and Procedures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection of the laws for faith-based and community
^organizations); Executive Order No. 13559, which provide fundamental principles and policy-making
crftetia for partnerships with fa'th-based and neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pt. 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organizations); and Whistleblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authorization
Ad (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L. 112-239, enacted January 2,2013) the Pilot Program for
Enhancement of Contract Employee Whistleblower Protections, which protects employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing activities In connection with federal grants and contracts.

The certificate set out below is a material representation of fact upon which reliance is placed when the
agency awards the grant False certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government wide suspension or
debarmenl.

Exhibit 6
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In the event a Federal or State court or Federal or State administrative agency makes a finding of
discrimination after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient writ forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division vi^hln the D^artment of Health arxl Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certificatbn:

I. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the proyl^ons
Indicated above.

Contractor Name:

June T, 2016 ■v^

Date Name: Cralg D. Amoth
• Title: President and CEO.

ExnibHG
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING ENVIRQNMEMTAL TOBACCO SMOKE

Pubiic Law 103-227, Part C - Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Chtldren Act of 1994
(Act), requires that smoking not be permitted in any portion of any indoor facility owned or leased or
contract^ for by an entity and used routinely or regularly for the prevfsipn of health, day care, education,
or Dbrary services to children under the age of 18. if the services are. funded by Federal programs either
directly or through state or local governments, by Federal grant, contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The
law does not apply to children's services provided in private residences, facilities funded solely by
Medicare or Medicaid funds, and portions of fadlities used for inpatient drug or alcohc^ treatment. FaQure
to comply the provisions of the law may result in the imposition of a ciyll monetary penalty of up to
$1Q00 per day and/or the Imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified In Section 1.11 and 1,12 of the Gerterat Provisions, to execute the following
certlflcatbn:

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasortable efforts to comply
wHh all appDcable provisions of Public Law 103-227, Part C. krwwn as the Pro-ChQdren Act of 1994.

Contractor Name:

June 1.2018

Date Name: Craig D. Ambth
Trtle: President and CEO

*  Exfttoit H - CerttBcaBon RBgartflng Contractor InftiaJs
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HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABIUnV ACT

BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually identifi^Ie Health Information. 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 applicable to business assodates. As defined herein, "Business
Associate' shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected health information under this Agreement and "Covered
Entity* shall mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Huriian Services.

(1)' Definitions.

a. "Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" In section 164.402 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

b. "Business Associate" has the meaning given such term In section 160.103 of Title 46, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. "Covered Entity" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 0117116 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

d. "Designated Record Set'shall have the same meaning as the term "designated record set"
in 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e. "Data Agoreaalion" shall have the same meaning as the term "data aggregation' In 45 CFR
Section 164:501.

%

f. "Health Care Operations* shall have the same meaning as the term "health care operations"
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. 'HITECH Act" means the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act, ntleXIII. Subtitle D. Part 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.. .

h. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accounlabiniy Act of 1996, Pubfic Law
104-191 and ttie Standards for Privacy and Security of individually Identifiable Health
Information, 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amendments thereto.

I. "Indivfduar shall have the same meaning as the term "individual" in 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance vrith 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

j. "privacv Rule' shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

k. "protected Health information" shall have the same meaning as the term "protected health
information" In 46 CFR Section 160.103, limited to the information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

3/2014 ExhQirll Contractor Initiate'
HeattMnsursnce PortatlUty Ad
Business Assodste Agreement
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1. "Required bv Law" shaJI have the same meaning as the term "required by law" in 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

m. "Secretary'shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or
his/her designee.

n. 'Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

0. 'Unsecured Protected Health Information" means protected health information that Is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health Information unusable,
unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized individuals and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that Is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

p. Other Definitions - All lerms.not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
established under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

Act.

(2) Business Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Health tnfonnatlon.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
Information (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Business Associate, including but not limited to all
its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule.

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI:
I. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate;
II. As required by law, pursuant to the terms set forth In paragraph d. below; or
ill. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party, Business Associate must obtain, phor to making any such disclosure. (I)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confldentiaily and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which it was
disclosed to the third party; and (ii) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the confidentiality of the Phil, to the extent it has obtained
-knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall not. unless such disclosure is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI in response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that il is required by law, wi^out first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropn'ate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business

3/2014 . Exhibit I Contractor Initiab
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Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
be bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate .
shall be bound by^such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI In violation of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) Obliaattons and ActlvKies of Business Associate.

a. The Business Associate shall notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer immediately
after, the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
health informafion not provided for by the Agreement including breaches of unsecured
protected health information and/or any security Incident that may have an impact on the
protected health information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when it becomes
aware of any of the above situations. The risk assessment shall include, but not be
limltedto: • '

o The nature and extent of the protected health information involved, inctudir^ the
types of Identifiers and the likelihood of re-identification;

o The unauthorized person used the protected health Information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

0 Whether the protected health Information was actually acquired or viewed
o The extent to which the risk to the protected health infonnation has been

mitigated.

The Business Associate shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and immediately report the findings of the risk ̂ sessment In writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shall comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notification Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of its internal policies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for

'  purposes of determining Covered Entrt/s compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Rule.

e. Business Associate shall require all of Its business associates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement, to agree In writing to adhere to the same,
restrictions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, including
the duty to return or destroy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (I). The Covered Entity
shall be considered a direct third party treneficiary of the Contractor's business associate
agreements with Contractor's intended business associates, who will be receMng PHI

3/2014 Exhibitl CQntr'8Ctot(n!tt3t&,
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pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health Information.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at its offices all
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the Covered Enfty, for purposes of enabling Covered Entityto determine
Business Associate's compnance with the terms of the Agreement

g. Within ten (10} business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI in a Designated Record Set to the

, Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an individual In order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 164.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an individual contained in a Designated Record
Set, the Business Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for
amendment and incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obligations under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

i. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and Information related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI in accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.528.

j. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request fbr an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall make available
to Covered Entity such information as.Covered Entity may require to fulfill its obligations
to provide an.accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI In accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.628.

k. In the event any individual requests access to, amendment of. or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Assodate, the Business Assodate shall within two (2)
business days fonvard such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
responsibility of responding to forward^ requests. However, if fbrwai^ng the
Individual's request to Covered Entity \wuld cause Covered Entity or the Business
Assodate to violate HIPAA arid the Privacy and Security Rqle, the Business Assodate
shad instead r^pond to the Individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

I. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, fbr any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PHI
received from, or created or received by the Budness Associate In connection with the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. If return or
destruction is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has been othenvise agreed to In
the Agreement. Business Associate shail continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that make the return or destruction infeasible, for so long as Business

3/2014 ExMbitI Contractor InlDals.
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Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, In its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certily to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) Obiloations of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limitation(s) in its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to Individuals in accordance with 45 CPR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limitation may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

r

b. Covered Entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section
164.506 or 45 CI=R Section 164.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to In accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the e)rtent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or dlsdcsure of
PHI.

(6) Termination for Cause

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms arxl conditions {P-37) of this
. Agreement the Covered &tity may Immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered

Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Erfiibit I. The Covered Entity may either Immediately
terminate the Agreernent or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach within a timeframe specified by Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure is feasible, Covered Entity shall report the
wolatlon to the Secretary.

(6) Miscellaneous

a. , Definitions and Reoulatorv References. Ail terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same meaning as those terms in the Privacy and Securi^ Rule, amerxled
from time to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to Include this Exhibit I, to
a Section in the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as In effect or as
amended.

b. Amendment. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to take such action as Is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply with the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the ̂ Ivacy and
Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownership. The Business Associate acknowledges that It has no ownership rights
with respect to the PHI provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity. -

I

d. Interpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity In the Agreement shall be resolved
to permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule.

3^014 Exhibit I Contractor
Health Insurance Portability Act
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Seoreoatlon. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(8) or circumstance is held invalid, such Invalidity shall^not affect other terms or
conditions which can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit 1 are declared severable.

Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement In section (3) I, the
defense and Indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
standard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive the termination of the Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I,

Pepartment of Health and Human Servicea

The State

Signature of Authorized Representative

Name of Authorized Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date

Cormnunlty CouncD of Nashua, NH dba/
GrealggJteshjja Mental Heallh Center

onme

rizedSignature of A

Cralg D. Amoth

Representative

Name of Authorized Representative

- President and CEO

Title of Authorized Representative

June 1.2018

Date

3/2014 EiMbitl

Heallh Insurance Poitabinty Act
Business Associate Agreement

PegeSofe

Contractor In!ttais

Date
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABIUTY AND TRANSPARENCy
ACT rPFATAi COMPLIANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardeas of individual
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and awarded on or after October 1.2010, to report on
data related,to executive compensation and associated hrst«tier sub^rants of $25,000 or more. If the
Initial award is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modifications result In a total award equal to or over
$25,000, the award is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the award.
In accordance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) must report the fbllowfng inform^on for any
subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award
3. Funding agency
4. NAICS code for contracts / CFDA program number for grants .
5. Program source
6. Award title descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
8. Principle place of performance
9. Unique identifier of the entity (DUNS it)
10. Total compensation and nan>es of the top Five executives if:

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those *
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2. Compensation information Is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days. In which
the award or award amendment Is made.
The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the Genefsl Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
The Federal Furtding Accountability and Transparency Act, PubRc Law 109*282 and Public Law 110-252,
and 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Infonnation), and further agrees
to have the Contractt^s representative, as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions
execute the following Certification:
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed information as outlined above to the NH
Department of Health and Human Services and to comply with all appRcable provisions of the Federal
Financial AccountabilSy and Transparency Act

Contractor Name:

June 1,2016

Date Name: Cralg D.
Title: President and CEO

E3(hibttJ-Certincflllon Regarding the Federal Funding ControctorlniaalB.
AeeounlablDty And Transparent Act (FFATA) CompGartce
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FORMA

As the Contractor identified in Sectbn 1.3 of the General Provisions. I certify that the responses to the
below listed questions are true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your entity Is: QB1249823

2. In your business or organization's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization
receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue In U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grants, sub*grants. and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annuai
gross revenues from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, loans, grants, subgrants, and/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

If the answer to #2 above Is NO, stop here

If the answer to #2 above is YES, please answer.the foOowing:

3, Does the public have access to information about the compensation of the executives in your
business or organization through periodic reports flied undW section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Secunlies
Exchange Act of 1634 (15 U.S.C.78m(8). 7Bo(d)} or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986?

NO YES

If (he answer to #3 above is YES, stop here

If the answer to #3 above is NO, please answer the following:

4. The names and compensation of the frve most highly compensated officers in your business or
organization are as follows:

Name:.

Name:.

Name:,

Name:.

Name:

Amount:.

Amount,

Amount:.

Amount:

Amount

cuiDKHS/iitma

ExhSiilJ^CerliflcaUonRegaRfing (he Federal Fundbig Contractor It^als,
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The fbllowlng terms may be refiected and have the described meaning in this document

1. "Breach" means the loss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
situations where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally identifiable
information, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information.' Breach' shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section
164.402 of Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations.

Z  'Computer Security incident" shall have the same meaning "Computer Security
Incident" in section two (2) of NIST Pubtlcatlon 800-61, Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide; Nation^ Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. 'Confidential Information' or "Confidential Data' means all confidential information

disclosed by one party to the other such as all m^lcal, health, financial, pubfic
assistance benefits and personal information including without limitation. Substance
Abuse Treatment Records. Case Records, Protected Health Information and
Personally identifiable Information.

Confidential Information also includes any and all infonnatbn owned or managed by
the State of NH - aeated, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) or accessed In the course of performing contracted
services - of which coKectlon, disclosure, protection, and disp^tion Is governed by
state or federal law or regulation. This Information includes, but Is not limited to
Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Information (PI), Personal Financial
Information (PFI), Federal Tax Information (FTI), Social Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensitive and confidential information.

4. 'End User" means any person or entity (e.g., contractor, contractor's employee,
business associate, subcontractor, other downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data in accordance with the terms of this Contract.

5. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountabirity Act of 1996 end the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. 'Incident" means an act that potentially violates an explicit or Implied security policy,
which includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or its data, unwanted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge, instruction, or
consent. Incidents Include the loss of data through theft or device misplacement, loss
or misplacement of haidcopy documents, and misrouting of physical or electronic

V< Last update 04.04.2018 Ext^bltK Contractor Initials.
DHHS tnfoimatlon
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the potential to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure. modiTicatlon or destruction.

7. "Open Wireless Network* means any network or segment of a network that Is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI. PFl,
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. "Personal Information* (or "Pr) rneans information which can be used to distinguish
or trace an individuars identity, such as their name, social security number, personal
information as defined in New Hampshire RSA 359^:19, blomethc records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with otfier personal or identifying Information which Is linked
or Dnl^ble to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

a "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human 8en/ices.

10. "Protected Health Information' (or "PHI") has the same meaning as provided In the
definition of "Protected Health Information" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C.F.R, §
160.103.

11. 'Security Rule" shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic
Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

1Z 'Unsecured Protected Health Information" means Protected Health Information that is
not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or Indecipherable to' unauthorized Individuals and is

. developed or endorsed by a standards develoi^ng organization that Is accredited by
the American National Standards ir^titute.

I. RESPONSIBILTTIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Confidential Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract Further, Contractor,
Including but not limited to all ite directors, officers, employees and agents, must not
use, disclose, maintain or transmit PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Information In response to a

V4.Ust update 04.04.2018 BdAiUK Contractor InSals.
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request for disclosure on the basis that It is required by law, in response to a
subpoena, etc., without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies the Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by addltional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Priva^ and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such ad^tional
restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User rtiust only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not indicated in this Contract

6. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

n. METHODS OF SECURE TRANSMISSION OF DATA

1. Application Encryption. If End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the applications have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable in cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmisslon'via the intemet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Devices. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to transmit Confidential Data if
ernall is encrypted and being sent to and being received by email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such information.

4. Encrypted Web Site. If End User is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use file
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mall Service. End User may only transmit Confidentla! Data via certified ground
mall within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidentiai Data said devices must be encrypt^ and password-protected.

6. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmit Confidential Data via an open

V4.USI update 04.04.2018 ExWUtK Contractor Initials.
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
installed on the End User's mobile device(s) or laptop from which Information will be
transmitted or accessed.

10. SSH RIe Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure RIe Transfer Protocol. If
End User Is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data, End User will
structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent inappropriate disclosure of
information. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Confiderrtlal Data will
be coded for 24-hour auto-deletion cycle (i.e. Confidentia! Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. \N!reless Devices. If End.User is transmitting Confidential Data via wireless devices, ail
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of Information.

III. RETENTION AND DISPOSITION OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the durk'ion of this
Contract. After such time, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy the data and any
derivative in whatever form it may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract To this end, the parties must:

A Retention

1. The Contractor agrees It will not store, transfer or process data collected in
connection with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United
States. This physical location requirement shall also apply In the Implementation of
cloud computing, doud service or doud storage capabifr&es, and indudes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor agrees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are In
place to detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential Information for coritractor provided systems. .

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for its End
- Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain aQ electronic and hard copies of< Confidential Data
in a secure location and Identified In section IV. AJ2

5. The Contractor agrees Confidential Data stored In a Cloud must be in a
FedRAMP/HlTECH comptiant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest antirviral, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, antl-spyware. and anti-malware utilities. The environment, as a
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whole, must have aggre^ive intruslorHletection and firewali protection.

6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's
Chief Information Officer In the detection of any security vulnerabinty of the hosting
Infrastructure.

B. Disposition

1. if the Contractor will maintain any Confidential Information on Its systems (or Its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a document^ process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract termination; and will
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroyed t)y the
Contractor or any subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer in use, electronic media containing State of
New H^pshlre data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in accordance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
sanitization, .or. otherwise physicaQy destroying the media (for example,
degaussing) as described in NIST Special Pubrication 800-88. Rev 1, Guidelines
for Media Sanitization. Nationial institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor wiD document and certify in writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department .
upon request The wntten certification will include all details necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and vafidated. Where applicable,
regulatory and prof^siona! standards for retention requirements will be jointty
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract,. Contractor agrees to destroy all hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electronic Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

IV. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivative data or files, as follows:

1. The Contractor will maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential Information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored in the delivery
of coritracted services.

2. The Contractor will maintain policies and procedures to protect Department
confidential information throughout the information lifecycle. where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).

r
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

3. The Contractor will maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department confidential Information
where applicable.

4. The Contractor will er^ure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and education for its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential Information.

6. If the Contractor will be sub^ntracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor wil! maintain a
program of an internal process or processes that defines specific security
expectations, and monitoring compGance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, including breach notification requirements.

7. The Contractor will work with the Department to sign and comply with all applicable
Slate of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorization policies
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department system(s). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

8. If the Department determines the Contractor is a Business Associate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Associate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for maintaming compliance with the
agreement.

9. The Contractor will work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes In risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement The survey will be completed
annually, or an ahemate time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Coritractor changes.

10. The Contractor will not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offshore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
prior express written consent Is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Security Breach Llabinty. In the event of any security breach Contractor shaU
make efforts to Investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the breach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor all costs of response and recovery from
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the breach, Inciuding but not limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach.

12. Contractor must comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Infomiation. and must in all other respects
maintain the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope that Is not less
than the leve) and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies, Including,
but not limited to. provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. § 552a), DHHS
Privacy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b), HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for Individually identifiable health
information and as appilcable under State taw.

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data and to
prevent unauthorized use or access to It The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that Is not less than the level and scope of security requirements
established by the State of New Hampshire. Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https://www.nh.gov/doitA/endor/index.htm
for the Department of Information Technology policies, guidelines, standards, and
procurement infomiation relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a document!^ breach notification and Incident
response process. The Contractor will hoti^ the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach wHhin two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor learns of its. occurrence. This includes a
confidential Information breach, computer security incident or-suspected breach
which affects or Includes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtaihed^der this
Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties in connection with purposes Identified In this Contract

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End Users:

a. comply with such safeguards as referenced In Section IV A. above,
implemented to protect Confidential information that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contract from loss, theft or inadvertent disclosure.

b. safeguard this Infomiation at all times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI, PI, or
PR are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Infonnation only if eacTvoted and bdng
sent to and bang received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such Infonnation.
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e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.

f. Conftdential Information, received under this Contract and individually
identifiable data derived from DHHS. Data, must be stored In an area that is
physically and technologlcany secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
bbmetrlc identifiers, etc.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, including any
derivative files containing personally identifiable Information, and In ail cases,

'  such data must be encrypted at all times when In transit, at rest, or when
stored on portable media as required In section IV above.

h. In all other instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed usbig appropriate safeguards, as determined by, a risk-based

.  assessment of the circumstances Involved.

I. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users wiO keep their credential information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS
reserves the right to conduct onstte inspections to monitor compnanoe with this
Contract, Including the privacy and security requirements provided In herein, HIPAA,
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations until such time the Confidential Data
is disposed of In accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information, Security OfTice and
. Program fi/lanager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor leams of their occurrence.

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches involving PHI in
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
procedures and in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. (n addition to, and
notwithstanding, Contractor's compliance with all appQcabie obBgatlons and procedures,
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Detern^ne if personalty identifiabie Information is involved in Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Incidents as required In this Exhibit or P-37;

4. identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk level of Incidents
and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and

QJh—
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5. Determine whether Breach notification is required, and» if so, Identify approprtate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated with the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

Incidents and/or Breaches that imptlcate PI must be addressed and reported, as
appficable. in accordance with NH RSA 359-C;20.

VL PERSONS TO CONTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange Issues:

DHHSInfDnnationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

B. DHHS contacts for Privacy issues:

DHHSPrivacyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov

C. DHHS contact for Information Secunty issues:

DHHSInfonnationSecurftyOffice@dhhs.nh.gov

D. DHHS contact for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformatIonSecurityOfffce@dhhs.nh.gov

DHHSPrivacy.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #2 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and

Recovery Support Services Contract

This 2^ Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #2") is by and between the State of New Hampshire,
Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the "State" or "Department") and
West Central Services, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a non-profit corporation with a
place of business at 9 Hanover Street, Suite 2, Lebanon, NH 03766.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive
Council on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G) and amended on July 27, 2018 (Item #7), the Contractor agreed
to perform certain services based upon the terms and conditions specified in the Contract as amended
and in consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work and terms
and conditions of the contract; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval from the Governor and
Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services; and

WHEREAS, all terms and conditions of the Contract and prior amendments not inconsistent with this
Amendment #2 remain In full force and effect; and

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

'  1. Form P-37 General Provisions, Block 1.7, Completion Date, to read:

September 30, 2020.

2. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.8, Price Limitation, to read:

$16,500.

3. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.9, Contracting Officer for State Agency, to read:

Nathan D. White, Director.

4. Form P-37, General Provisions, Block 1.10, State Agency Telephone Number, to read:

603-271-9631.

5. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services in its entirety and replace with Exhibit A, Amendment #2,
Scope of Services.

6. Delete Exhibit B, Amendment #1, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment in Its entirety
and replace with Exhibit B, Amendment #2, Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment.

West Central Services, Inc. Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Date Katja S. Fox
Director

Date

West Central Services, Inc

^ame:
Title: C^O

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of County of tS-rcrp-forx on Plcu^ 2o/^ . before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

cruji^£.x^

Signature of fsrotary Public or Justice of the Peace

_lk
Name and Title of Notary qjTj^ice of the Peace

NANCY NOWELL, Justice of the Peace
State of Hampshire

My Commission Expires October 17,2023

My Commission Expires:

West Central Services, Inc.
RFA-2019-BbA3-Oi-SUBST-13-A02
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, is approved as to form, substance, and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

(0. A.
Date Name; A

TA\%\ .

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Governor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

West Central Services, inc. Amendment #2
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

Scope of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to All Services

1.1. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New Hampshire
General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on the Services
described herein, the State Agency has the right to modify Service priorities and
expenditure requirements under this Agreement so as to achieve compliance therewith.

1.2. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor as a
Subrecipient in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq. .

1.3. The Contractor shall provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support
Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client lives or works in New
Hampshire.

1.4. Standard Compliance

1.4.1. The Contractor shall meet all information security and privacy requirements as set
by the Departrnent

1.4.2. The Contractor shall assist clients with enrolling in public or private health
insurance, if the client is determined eligible for such coverage.

1.4.3. The Contractor shall coordinate with the NH Ryan White HIV/AIDs program, for
clients identified as at risk of or with HIV/AIDS,

1.4.4. The Contractor shall ensure that all clients are regularly screened for tobacco use,
treatment needs and referral to the QuitLine as part of treatment planning.

1.4.5. The Contractor shall submit a plan for Department approval no later than 30 days
from the date of Governor & Executive Council approval that specifies actions to
be taken in the event that the Contractor ceases , to provide services. The
Contractor shall ensure the plan includes, but is not limited to:

1.4.5.1. A transition action plan that ensures clients seamlessly transition to
alternative providers with no gap in services.

1.4.5.2. Where and how client records will be transferred to ensure no gaps and
services, ensuring the Department is not identified as the identity
responsible for client records; and

1.4.5.3. Client notification processes and procedures for 1.4.5.1 and 1.4.5.2.

2. Scope of Services

2.1. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible individuals who:

2.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12, with required consent from a parent or legal

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials (7 ' i
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

guardian to receive treatment, and

2.1.2. Have income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New Hampshire, and

2.1.4. Are determined positive for substance use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services that
support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (RROSC) by
operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
(http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/bdas/continuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care that build
on the strengths and resilience of individuals, families and communities to take
responsibility for their sustained health, wellness and recovery from alcohol and
drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor shall:

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services available
in order to align this work with IDN projects that may be similar or impact
the same populations.

2.2.2.2. Inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHNs) of services
available in order to align this work with other RPHN projects that may
be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services with other community service providers
involved in the client's care and the client's support network

2.2.2.3.1. Referring clients to Doorways services when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services within forty-
eight (48) hours; and

2.2.2.3.2. Referring clients to Doorways services at the time of
discharge when a client is in need of Doorways services.

2.2.2.4. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served.

2.2.2.5. Be trauma informed; I.e. designed to acknowledge the impact of
violence and trauma on people's lives and the importance of
addressing trauma in treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor shall provide one or more of the following substance use disorder
treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American Society of
Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1. Outpatient Treatment
services assist an individual to achieve treatment objectives through
the exploration of substance use disorders and their ramifications,
including an examination of attitudes and feelings, and consideration

AWest Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials , .
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

of alternative solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

2.3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria, Level 1.
Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of individuals to achieve
treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use
disorders and their ramifications, including an examination of attitudes
and feelings, and consideration of alternative solutions and decision
making with regard to alcohol and other drug related problems.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor shall determine eligibility for services in accordance with Section
2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.5 below:

2.5.2. The Contractor shall complete intake screenings as follows:

2.5.2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication by meeting in person,
or electronically or by telephone conversation with an individual
(defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2) business days from
the date that individual contacts the Contractor for Substance Use

Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services. All attempts at
contact shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within two (2) business days from
the date of the first direct contact with the individual, using the eligibility
module in Web Information Technology System (WITS) to determine
probability of being eligible for services under this contract and for
probability of having a substance use disorder. All attempts at contact
shall be documented in the client record or call log.

2.5.2.3. Assess clients' income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information is updated as
needed over the course of treatment by asking clients
about any changes in income no less frequently than
every 4 weeks. Inquiries about changes in Income shall be
documented in the client record

2.5.3. The Contractor shall corriplete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all services
in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.3 and, within two (2) days of the Initial Intake
Screening in Section 2.2 above using the AS! Lite module, in Web. Information
Technology System (WITS) or other method approved by the Department when
the individual is determined probable of being eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make available to the Department, upon request,
the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment in Section 2.5.3 in

a format approved by the Department.

AWest Central Services. Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials /f^,
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Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.4. The Contractor shall use the clinical evaluations completed by a licensed or
unlicensed Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.5. If the client does not.present with an evaluation completed by a licensed or.
unlicensed counselor, the Contractor shall, for all sen/ices provided, complete a
clinical evaluation utilizing CONTINUUM or an alternative method approved by the
Department that includes DSM 5 diagnostic information and a recommendation for
a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published in October, 2013. The
Contractor shall complete a clinical evaluation, for each client:

2.5.5.1. Prior to admission as a part of interim services or within three (3)
business days following admission.

2.5.5.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed Counselor.

2.5.6. The Contractor shall either complete clinical evaluations in Section 2.5.4 above
before admission or Level of Care Assessments in Section 2.5.3 above before

admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shall provide eligible clients the substance use disorder treatment
services in Section 2.3 determined by the client's clinical evaluation in Section
2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The client choses to receive a service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;
or

2.5.7.2. The service with the needed ASAM level of care is unavailable at the

time the level of care is determined in Section 2.5.5, in which case the
client may choose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower intensity ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher intensity ASAM
Level of.Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed, on the waitlist until their service with the
assessed ASAM level of care becomes available as in

Section 2.5.3; or .

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's service area
that provides the service with the needed ASAM Level of
Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services in order of the priority
described below:

2.5.8.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent children, even if the
children are not in their custody, as long as parental rights have not
been terminated, including the provision of interim services within the
required 48-hour time frame. If the Contractor is unable to admit a
pregnant woman for the needed level of care within 24 hours, the
Contractor shall:

West Central Services, Inc. Extiibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
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Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Doorways the client's area to
connect the client with substance use disorder treatment

services; or

2.5.8.1.2. If the client refuses referral in 2.5.8.i;i., assist the
pregnant woman with Identifying alternative providers and
with accessing services with these providers. This
assistance shall include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client; and

2.5.8.1.3. Provide interim services until the appropriate level of care
becomes available at either the Contractor agency or an
alternative provider. Interim services shall include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60-minute individual or group
outpatient session per week;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as needed by
the client; :

2.5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess and
respond to any emergent needs.

2.5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse the

effects of an opioid overdose either in the 14 days prior to screening or
in the period between screening and admission to the program.

2.5.8.3. Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the provision of
interim services within 14 days!

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occurring mental health
disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opioid Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved with the
criminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of the
Department.

2.5.9. The Contractor shall obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose age is
12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor shall obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client Is under the age of
twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor shall include in the consent forms language for client consent to
share information with other social service agencies Involved in the client's care,
including but not limited to:

West Central Sen/ices. Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials A
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Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF)

2.5.11.2. Probation and parole

2.5.11.3. The Regional Doorways

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section 2.5.11,
above.

2.5.13. The Contractor shall notify the clients whose consent to information sharing in
Section 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the consent at any time
without any impact on services provided under this contract .

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's inability and/or unwillingness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adolescent's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to
RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor shall provide services to eligible clients who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other providers
such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications and are taking those medications as prescribed
regardless of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor shall provide substance use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department. The Contractor agrees that adolescents and,adults do not share the
same residency space, however, the communal pace such as kitchens, group
rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate times.

2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor shall maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance use

disorder treatment sen/ices including the eligible clients being served under this
contract and clients being served under another payer source.

2.6.2. The Contractor shall track the wait time.for the clients to receive services, from
the date of initial contact to the date clients first received substance use disorder

treatment services in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation in
Section 2.5.3 through 2.5.7.

2.6.3. The Contractor shall report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. The average wait time for all clients, by the type of service and payer
source for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wait time for priority clients in Section 2.5.8 above by the
type of service and payer source for the services.
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2.7. Assistance with Enrolling in insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor shall assist clients and/or their parents or legal guardians, who
are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the
program, with obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or
through a closed-loop referral to a cornmunity provider. Other potential sources
for payment include, but are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance, including but not limited to
New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after
intake.

2.7.1.2. Assistance with securing financial resources or the clients' refusal of
such assistance shall be clearly documented in the client record

2.8. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening, intake, admission, on-going
treatment services and at discharge.

2.8.2. The.Contractor shall assess all clients for withdrawal risk based on ASAM (2013)
standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact, during screening,

.  intake, admission, on-going treatment services and stabilize all clients based on
ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stabilization services when a client's level of risk indicates a
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided under this
Contract; If a client's risk level indicates a service with an ASAM Level
of Care that can be provided under this contract, then the Contractor
shall integrate withdrawal management into the client's treatment plan
and provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal is managed safely.

2.8.2.2. Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided when a
client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of! Care that is
higher than can be provided under this Contract; Coordinate with the
withdrawal management services provider to admit the client to an
appropriate service once the client's withdrawal risk has reached a level
that can be provided under this contract.

2.8.3. The Contractor shall complete individualized treatment plans for all clients based
on clinical evaluation data within three (3) days or three (3) sessions, whichever
is longer of the clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4 through 2.5.6, above, that
address problems in all ASAM (2013) domains which justified the client's
admittance to a given level of care, that are in accordance the requirements in
Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.3.1. Include in all individualized treatment. plan goals, objectives, and
interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. Specific, clearly defining what shall be done.

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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2.8.3.1.2. Measurable, including clear criteria for progress and
completion).

2.8.3.1.3. Attainable, within the individual's ability to achieve.

2.8.3.1.4. Realistic, the resources are available to the individual.

2.8.3.1.5. Timely, this is something that needs to be completed within
a stated period for completion that is reasonable.

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvement in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes in any American Society of Addiction
Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever is less frequent. Treatment plan
updates shall include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting
treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goals
based on changes in the clients functioning relative to
ASAM domains and treatment goals and objectives.

2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client

needs to move to a different level of care based on changes
in functioning In any ASAM domain and documentation of
the reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor agreeing to
the updated treatment plan, or if applicable, documentation
of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals, objectives, and
interventions in the client's treatment plan by completing encounter
notes in WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with other
providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate, consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, and in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal rules,
including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1. Primary care provider and If the client does not have a
primary care provider, the Contractor shall rhake an
appropriate referral to one and coordinate care with that
provider if appropriate consents from the client, including
42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in
advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.
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2.8.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving clients with
co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders,
and if the client does not have a mental health care

provider, then the Contractor shall make an appropriate
referral to one and coordinate care with that provider if
appropriate consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part
2 consent, if applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state and federal
rules.

2.8.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the client does not
have a peer recovery support provider, the Contractor shall
make an appropriate referral to one and coordinate care
with that provider if appropriate consents from the client,
including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if applicable, are obtained
in advance in compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community organizations
(where available) to bring peer recovery support providers
into the treatment setting, to meet with clients to describe,
available services and to engage clients in peer recovery
support sen/ices as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services offered by the
client's managed care organization, Doorway, third party
insurance, or other provider, if applicable. If appropriate
consents from the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent,
if applicable, are obtained in advance in compliance with
state, federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies engaged
with the client, including but not limited to the Department's
Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF),
probation/parole, and the Doorways as applicable and
allowable with consent provided pursuant to 42 CFR Part
2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor shall clearly document in the client's file if the client
refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in Section 2.8.4.1
through 2.8.4.1.7, above.

i2.8.5. The Contractor shall complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge plans
for all Services in Section 2.3, that address all ASAM (2013) domains, that are
in accordance with the requirements in Exhibit A-1 and that:

2.8.5.1. Include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time of the
client's Intake to the program.

West Central Sen/ices, Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials
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2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing sen/ices
when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Sen/ice Criteria, A: The patient is making
progress, but has not yet achieved the goals articulated In
the individualized treatment plan. Continued treatment at
the present level of care Is assessed as necessary to permit
the patient to continue to work toward his or her treatment
goals; or

2.8.5.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient Is not yet making
progress, but has the capacity to resolve his or her.
problems. He/she is actively working toward the goals
articulated in the individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present level of care Is assessed as
necessary to permit the patient to continue to work toward
his/her treatment goals; and /or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems have been
identified that are appropriately treated at the present level
of care. The new problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely be
delivered by continued stay in the current level of care. The
level of care which the patient is receiving treatment Is
therefore the least intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for transfer/discharge,
when addressing transfer/discharge that include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A: The Patient has achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment plan, thus
resolving the problem(s) that justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic disease
management of the patient's condition at a less intensive
level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria B: The patient has been unable
to resolve the prpblem(s) that justified the admission to the
present level of care, despite amendments to the treatment
plan. The patient is determined to have achieved the
maximum possible benefit from engagement in services at
the current level of care. Treatment at another level of care
(more or less intensive) in the same type of services, or
discharge from treatment, is therefore Indicated; or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria C: The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to diagnostic or co-
occurring conditions that limit his or her ability to resolve his
or her problem(s). Treatment at a qualitatively different level

II milCfiUHJcm ^ .
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of care or type of service, or discharge from treatment, is
therefore indicated; or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has experienced
an intensification of his or her problem(s), or has deveioped
a new problem(s), and can be treated effectively at a more
intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services using evidence based practices as
demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria:

2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental health and
substance abuse intervention on the SAMHSA Evidence-Based

Practices Resource Center https://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-resource-
center

2.8.6.2. The services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal and found
to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The service is based on a theoretical perspective that has validated
research.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services in accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http://wvw/.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.2. The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=TIP-Series-Treatment-
Improvement-Protocols-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs) available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/list/series?name=Technical-Assistance-
Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.8.7.4. The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9.1. The Contractor shall offer to all eligible clients receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD). .

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Treatment Tools that include:

2.9.1.4.1. Assessing clients for motivation in stopping the use of
tobacco products;

ki
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2.9.1.4.2. Offering resources such as but not limited to the
Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control Program
(TPCP) and the certified tobacco cessation counselors
available through the QuitLlne; and

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Contractor shall ensure a tobacco-free environment by having policies and
procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral tobacco
products or "spit" tobacco, and the use of electronic devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, clients and employee or client visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's facilities
at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco in any Contractor owned vehicle;

2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited outside
of the facility on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products is allowed outside
of the facility on the grounds:

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which is located at least
twenty (20) feet from the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area, including
cigarette butts and matches, shall be extinguished and
disposed of in appropriate containers.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated smoking
area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area is not properly
maintained, it can be eliminated at the discretion of the
Contractor.

2.10.1.7. Prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting people on
authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor shall post the tobacco free environment policy in the
Contractor's facilities and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

2.10.3. The Contractor shall not use tobacco use, in and of itself, as grounds for
discharging clients from services being provided under this contract.

3. Staffing
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3.1. The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope of
work in this contract as follows:

3.1.1. At least one licensed supervisor, defined as:

3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC);

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds the
Licensed Clinical Supen/isor (LCS) credential: or

3.1.1.3. Licensed mental health provider.

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and the
number of clients served including but not limited to:

3.1.2.1. Licensed counselors defined as MLADCS, LADCs and individuals
licensed by the Board of Mental Health Practice or Board of
Psychology. Licensed counselors may deliver any clinical or
recovery support services within their scope of practice.

3.1.2.2. Unlicensed counselors defined as individuals who have completed
the required coursework for licensure by the Board of Alcohol and
Other Drug Use Providers, Board of Mental Health Practice or
Board of Psychology and are working to accumulate the work
experience required for licensure. Unlicensed counselors may
deliver any clinical or recovery support services within their scope
of knowledge provided that they are under the direct supervision
of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.3. Certified Recovery Support workers (CRSWs) who may deliver
intensive case management and other recovery support services
within their scope of practice provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.2.4. Uncertified recovery support workers defined as individuals who
are working to accumulate the work experience required for
certification as a CRSW who may deliver intensive case
management and other recovery support sen/ices within their
scope of knowledge provided that they are under the direct
supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.3. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve staff unless the
• Department has approved an alternative supervision plan .(See Exhibit A-1
Section 8.1.2).

3.1.4. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and evidence
based practices, at a minimum:

3.1.4.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment of
progress;
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3.1.4.2. Group supervision to help optimize the learning experience, when
enough candidates are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. Knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the practice
issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions;

3.2.3. The Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice, available at
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/TAP-21-Addiction-Counseling-
Competencies/SMA15-4171 and

3.2.4. The standards of practice and ethical conduct, with particular emphasis given
to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate information security and
confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes in key personnel and
provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that clearly
indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are those staff
for whom at least 10% of their work time is spent providing substance use disorder
treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when a new
administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this scope of
services is hired to work in the program. The Contractor shall provide a copy of the
resume of the employee, which clearly indicates the staff member is employed by the
Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when there
is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student Interns to address
minimum coursework, experience and core competencies for those interns having direct
contact with individuals served by this contract. Additionally, The Contractor shall have
student interns complete an approved ethics course and an approved course on the 12
core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and
Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and appropriate information security
and confidentiality practices for handling protected health information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to
beginning their internship.

3.7. The Contractor shall have unlicensed staff complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions and the Addiction Counseling Competencies:
The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in Section 3.2.2, and
information security and confidentially practices for handling protected health information
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(PHI) and substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2
within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education in the ever changing field
of substance use disorders, and state and federal laws, and rules relating to
confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff involved in client care within 15
days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after the contract
effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to clinical staff on hepatitis C (HCV),
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the
Department with a list of trained staff.

4. Web Information Technology

4.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Information Technology System (WITS) or an
alternative electronic health record approved by the Department to record all client activity
and client contact within (3) days following the activity or contact as directed by the
Department.

4.2. The Contractor shall, before providing services, obtain written informed consent from the
client on the consent form provided by the Department.

4.2.1. Any client refusing to sign the informed consent in 5.2:

4.2.1.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

4.2.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract.

4.2.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.2.4. shall be

assisted in finding alternative payers for the
required services.

4.3. The Contractor agrees to the Information Security Requirements Exhibit K.

4.4. The WITS system shall only be used for clients who are in a program that is funded by or
under the oversight of the Department.

5. Reporting

5.1. The Contractor shall report on the following:

5.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data in WITS for:
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5.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

5.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or transferred to another program

5.1.1.3. 50% of all clients who are discharged for reasons other than those
specified above in Section 5.1.1.2.

5.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 5.1.1.1 through 5.1.1.4 are minimum
requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to achieve greater
reporting results when possible.

5.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the'reporting month or quarter;

5.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no more
than 24 hours following the incident. The Contractor agrees that:

5.1.3.1. "Critical incident" means any actual or alleged event or situation that
creates a significant risk of substantial or serious harm to physical
or mental health, safety, or well- being, including but not limited to:

5.1.3.1.1. Abuse;

5.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

5.1.3.1.3. Exploitation;

5.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

5.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

5.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

5.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

5.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

5.1.4. All contact with law enforcement to the bureau in writing as soon as possible
and no more than 24 hours following the incident;

5.1.5. All Media contacts to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and ho more
than 24 hours foltowing the incident;

5.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

5.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they involve any individual
who is receiving services under this contract;

5.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide immediate
verbal notification of the event to the bureau, which shall include:

5.1.6.2.1. The reporting individual's name, phone number, and
agency/organization;

5.1.6.2.2. Name and date of birth (DOB) of the individual(s)
involved in the event;
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5.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

5.1.6.2.4. Description of the event, including what, when, where,
how the event happened, and other relevant
information, as well as the identification of any other
individuals involved;

5.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a crime or
suspected crime; and

5.1.6.2.6. The identification of any media that had reported the
event;

5.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall submit a
completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form" (February 2017),
available at https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/reporting-
form.pdf to the bureau

5.1.6.4. Additional information on the event that is discovered after filing the
form in Section 5.1.6. above shall be reported to the Department, in
writing, as it becomes available or upon request of the Department;
and

5.1.6.5. Submit additional information regarding Sections 5.1.6.3above if
required by the department; and

5.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 5.1.6.3. above, as applicable, to other
agencies as required by law.

6. Quality Improvement

6.1. The Contractor shall participate in all quality improvement activities to ensure the
standard of care for clients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not limited to:

6.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record reviews

6.1.2. Participation in site visits

6.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by the
Department.

6.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service array
to ensure sen/ices are offered through the term of the contract to:

6.2.1. Maintain a consistent service capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

6.2.1.1. Monitoring the capacity such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

6.2.1.2. Monitoring no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract period
that has elapsed. If there is a difference of more than 10% between
expended funding and elapsed time on the contract the Contractor
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shall notify the Department within 5 days and submit a plan for
correcting the discrepancy within. 10 days of notifying the
Department.

7. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity

7.1. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement, and
Cash Flow Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall include a

budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be submitted
within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor shall be evaluated
on the following:

7.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

7.1.1.1. Definition: The days of operating expenses that can be covered
by the unrestricted cash on hand.

7.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term investments
divided by total operating expenditures, less
depreciation/amortization and in-kind plus principal payments on
debt divided by days in the reporting period. The short-term
investments as used above shall mature within three (3) months
and should not include common stock.

7.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough cash
and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a minimum of thirty
(30) calendar days with no variance allowed.

7.1.2. Current Ratio:

7.1.2.1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets

available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

7.1.2.2. Formula: Total current assets divided by total current liabilities.

7.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum
current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

7.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

7.1.3.1. .. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to cover the
cost of its current portion of its long-term debt.

7.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net Income to the year to date debt service.

7.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depreciation/Amortization Expense
plus Interest Expense divided by year to date debt service
(principal and interest) over the next twelve (12) months.
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

7.1.3.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements
identifying current portion of long-term debt payments (principal
and interest).

7.1.3.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed.

7.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets:

7.1.4.1. Rationale: This ratio is an indication of the Contractor's ability to
cover its liabilities.

7.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total assets.

7.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabilities) divided by
total assets.

7.1.4.4. Source of Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial Statements.

7.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a minimum

ratio of .30:1, with a 20% variance allowed.

7.2. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal integrity, the Contractor
agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, the Profit and Loss statement for
the month and year-to-date for the agency and the Profit and Loss statement for the
month and year-to-date for the program being funded with this contract.

7.3. In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

7.3.1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

7.3.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards for
three (3) consecutive months, then

7.3.3. The Department may require that the Contractor meet with Department staff
to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

7.3.4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that 7.2.1
and/or 7.2.2 have not been met. '

7.3.4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance is achieved.

7.3.4.2. The Contractor shall provide additional information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the Department.
The Contractor shall provide requested information in a timeframe
agreed upon by both parties.

7.4. The Contractor shall inform .the Department by phone, and by email within twenty-four
(24) hours of when any key Contractor staff learn of any actual or likely litigation,
investigation, complaint, claim, or transaction that may reasonably be considered to have
a material financial Impact on and/or materially impact or impair the ability of the
Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Department.

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials i
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A, Amendment #2

7.5. The monthly Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement, and all other
financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting and. include the
Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated by or resulting
from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are due within thirty (30)
calendar days after the end of each month.

8. Performance Measures

The following performance measures are required for client services rendered from all sources
of funds.

8.1. The Contractor's contract performance shall be measured as in Section 8.2 below to
evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse, including but
not limited to the opioid epidemic and associated overdoses.

8.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, shall be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the following measures:

8.2.1. Initiation: % of clients accessing services within 14 days of screening;

8.2.2. Engagement: % of clients receiving 3 or more eligible services within 34
days;

8.2.3. Retention: % of clients receiving 6 or more eligible services within .60 days;

8.2.4. Clinically appropriate services: % of clients receiving ASAM level of care
within 30 days;

8.2.5. Treatment completion: % of clients completing treatment; and

8.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

8.2.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

8.2.6.2. Increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or in
school at date of last service compared to first service

8.2.6.3. Reduction in/no change in number of individuals arrested in past
30 days from date of first service to date of last service

8.2.6.4. Increase, in/no change in number of individuals that have stable
housing at last service compared to first service

8.2.6.5. Increase in/no change in number of individuals participating in
community support services at last service compared to first
service

9. Contract Compliance Audits

West Central Services. Inc. Exhibit A, Amendment #2 Contractor Initials /O" j
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Exhibit A, Amendment #2

9.1. In the event that the Contractor undergoes an audit by the Department, the Contractor
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the Department within thirty (30) days from
the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.

9.2. The Contractor shall ensure the corrective action plan shall include:

9.2.1. The action(s) that shall be taken to correct each deficiency;

9.2.2. The action(s) that shall be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

9.2.3. The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

9.2.4. The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

9.2.5. How and when the vendor shall report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A. Amendment #2 Contractor Initials _
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Amendment #2, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:

2.1. New Hampshire General Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and Human
Services, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (CFDA
#93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Amendment #2,
Scope of Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services

3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided through
this contract when a client has or may have an alternative payer for
services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but not limited
to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medicaid programs for
clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medicaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the client's private insurer(s) at a rate greater than
the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

3.3. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, when payment of the deductible or
copay would constitute a financial hardship for the client, the Contractor
must seek reimbursement from the State for that deductible based on the

sliding fee scale and not to exceed $4,000 per client per treatment episode.

3.3.1. For the purposes of this section, financial hardship is defined as
the client's monthly household income being less than the

West Central Services, inc. Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor initials
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deductible plus the Federally defined monthly cost of living
(COL).

3.3.1.1. If the individual owns a vehicle:

Monthly COL

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5+

$ 3,119.90 $ 3,964.90 $ 4.252.10 $ 4,798.80 $ 4,643.90

3.3.1.2. If the individual does not own a vehicle:

Family Size

1 2 3 4 5

Monthly
COL $ 2,570.90 $ 3,415.90 $ 3,703.10 $ 4,249.80 $ 4,643.90

The. Contractor shall bill and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.

4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract rates
to deliver the services (except for Clinical Evaluation which is an activity
that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable charge in
calculating the amount to charge the Department for services delivered as
part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below).

Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table.

5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or transportation
provided under this contract from public and private insurance plans, the
clients, and the Department

5.1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables., expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not delay a client's
admittance into the program and to immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Payments may be withheld until the Contractor submits accurate
required monthly and quarterly reporting.

West Central Services. Inc.
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5.1.4. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services billed,
payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor shall determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows;

5.2.1. First: Charge the client's private insurance up to the Contract Rate, in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table, when the insurers' rates rtieet or are lower

than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.

5.2.2. Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B, Amendment #2,
Section 6, Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or anticipates
that the private insurer will not remit payment for the full amount of the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table Third: If, any portion of the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table remains unpaid, after the
Contractor charges the client's insurer (if applicable) and the client, the
Contractor shall charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private insurer and
the amount paid by the client).

5.2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract. Rate in Exhibit B-1 remains
unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's insurer (if applicable) and
the client, the Contractor shall charge the Department the balance (the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by
private insurer and the amount paid by the client), unless the client's copay
or deductible is charged to the Department in accordance with 3.3 above.

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not exceed
the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied by the
corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Section 6
Sliding Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

5.4. The Contractor shall assist clients who are unable to secure financial

resources necessary for initial entry into the program by developing
payment plans.

5.5. The Contractor shall not deny, delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after working
with the client as in Section 5.4 above, and only when the client fails to pay
their fees within thirty (30) days after being informed in writing and
counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible sanctions
including discharge from treatment.

5.6. The Contractor shall provide to clients, upon request, copies of their
financial accounts.

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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6.

5.7. The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client and the Department an amount greater than the Contract
Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table.

5.8. In the event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all payments
received by the Contractor for a given service exceeds the Contract Rate
stated in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor shall refund the
parties in the reverse order, unless the overpayment was due to insurer,
client or Departmental error.

5.9. In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who erred,
and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

5.10. In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under this
contract when a third party payer would have covered the service, the
Contractor must repay the state in an amount and within a timeframe
agreed upon between the Contractor and the Department upon identifying
the error.

Sliding Fee Scale

6.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale in accordance with Exhibit

6.2.

B, Amendment #2, Section 5 above.

The Contractor shall adhere to the sliding fee scale as follows:

Percentage of Client's Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table to

Charge the Client

0%-138% 0%

139% - 149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200% - 249% 25%

250% - 299% 40%

300% - 349% 57%

350% - 399% 77%

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18) services
because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the minor child's
decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA 318-B:12-a.

West Central Services, Inc.
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7. Submitting Charges for Payment

7.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Information
Technology System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee
Table. The Contractor shall:

7.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days after
the date the service was provided to the client

7.1.2. Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days following
the last day of the billing month, and notify the Department that encounter
notes are ready for review.

7.1.3. Correct errors, if any, in the encounter notes as identified by the
Department no later than seven (7) days after being notified of the errors and
notify the Department the notes have been corrected and are ready for
review.

7.1.4. Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department approval for
the billing month.

7.1.5. Submit separate batches for each billing month.

7.2. The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60) days
of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

7.3. To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided under
this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to be billed
through WITS, the contractor shall work with the Department to develop an
alternative process for submitting invoices.

8. Funds in this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

9. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

10. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that funding
under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of non-
compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said services or. products have not been satisfactorily
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

11. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to submit
to the Department final invoices for payment. Any adjustments made to a prior
invoice will need to be accorhpanied by supporting documentation.

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit B, Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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12. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment

(SAPT) Block Grant funds:

12.1. The Contractor agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last resort.

12.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT Block
Grant expenditures to:

12.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance abuse
services.

12.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended in
Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in penal or
correctional institutions of the State.

12.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting testing for the etiologic agent for Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV) unless such testing is accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test
counseling.

12.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the purpose of
conducting any form of needle exchange, free needle programs or the
distribution of bleach for the cleaning of needles for intravenous drug
abusers.

12.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows:

Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the religious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and Part
54a, 45 CFR Part 96, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the Public
Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are applicable
to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds provided directly
from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local government to
organizations participating in applicable programs may be
expended for inherently religious activities, such as worship,
religious instruction, or proselytization. If an organization
conducts such activities, it must offer them separately, in time or
location, from the programs or services for which it receives funds
directly from SAMHSA or the relevant Stale or local government

West Central Services, inc. Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initials
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under any applicable program, and participation must be
voluntary for the program beneficiaries.

M'West Central Services. Inc. Exhibit B. Amendment #2 Vendor Initials _A
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state of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that WEST CENTRAL SERVICES,

INC. is a New Hampshire Nonprofit Corporation registered to transact business in New Hampshire on June 06, 1985.1 further

certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good standing as far as

this office is concerned.

Business ID: 85174

Certificate Number 0004512460

tk
S

ijL S

at.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this 8di day of May A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



CERTIFICATE OF VOTE

1. Peter Bleyler, do hereby certify that:

1. 1 am a duly elected Officer of West Central Behavioral Health.

2. The following is a true copy of the resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Agency duly held on May 20, 2019:

RESOLVED: That the President/CEO is hereby authorized on behalf of this Agency to enter into the said contract
with the State and to execute any and all documents, agreements and other instruments, and any amendments,
revisions, or modifications thereto, as he/she may deem necessary, desirable or appropriate.

3. The forgoing resolutions have not been amended or revoked, and remain in full force and effect as of

the 29 day of May, 2019. ^

4. Suellen Griffin is the duly elected President/CEO of the Agency^^^^^^ .
(Signature of the Elected Officer)

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

County of Grafton

The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 29"* day of May, 2019,By Peter Bleyler_.

-1 ̂ \ ̂

^  . ■

I  (NOTARY SEALr-. 1

- " O ROBERT T.QONYO, Notary Public
Commission Expires; SMafiUipw HampeWre

MyConfunl»tonExpbwAugiet2.2022

of the Peace)(Notary Public/



Acopy' CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE (MMTOD/YYYY)
05/14/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO ^HE^POUCrES
PERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POUCIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTTTUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certlflcete holder Is en ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy(ies) must be endorsed. If S"BRDGATON IS
the terms and conditions of the poiicy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights
/-or+ifimfft hr.lH«r In IIaii nf Riir.h andorsementfsL ■

PRODUCER 1-617-531-6000
Intagro USA Inc.
dba Intagro Insuranca Brohars
Two Financial Cantar

60 South Straat, Suita 800
Boston, MA 02111

CONTACT

phone MaV

^-MAIL

INSURERIS) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICS

INSURER A- CAPITOL SPECIALTY INS CORP 10328

INSURED

tfast Cantral Sarvloas

d/h/a Wast Cantral Bahavioral Haalth
9 Banovar Straat, Suita 2

Lahanon, NH 03766
INSURER P :

INSR

JJR

THl"? 1^ TO CPRTIP^ THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE POR
INDICATED NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT *7?

WwlsSm OR THE INSUFWNCE AFFORDED BY THE POUCIES DESCRIBED HERDN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

POUCY EXP

TYPE OF IKSURANCE ircniTTn POUCY WUM8ER

GENERAL LiABIUTY

COMMERCIAL OENERAU^IUTY

CLAIMS-MADE | ̂ | OCCUR

GENT. AGGREGATE UMIT APPUES PER:

X
POLICY

PRO
JECT LOC

ALTTOMOaiLE UASILJTY

ANY AUTO

ALL OWNED
AUTOS

HIRED AUTOS

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS

HS02726iee-03

HS02731293-03

POUCY EFF
(muobirrm

Il/Ol/IE

fMWDDPrrYTn

11/01/19

ll/fll/19

UMTTS

FACH OCCURRENCE

DAMAGE lOUkNTkU
PREMISES fEa ocajfTWX»l

MED EXP (Any ont ppraon)

PERSONAL S ADV INJURY

GENERAL AGGREGATE

PRODUCTS • COMP/OP AGO

Combined Single UMn
fEa ■oddwiO

BODILY INJURY (Per p«on)

BODILY INJURY (P« iccklpnl)
fiROPERW bAMAfig
fPafacddwiO

I 1,000,000
) 100,000
S 5,000
) 1,000,000
, 3,000,000
I 3,000,000

i1,000,000

UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE

BS201621B2-03 11/01/lB 11/01/19 EACH OCCURRENCE % 5,000,000

AGGREGATE S 5,000,000

OED I I RETENTION»
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABIUTY y/N
ANYPROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUnVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED? •
(Mandat^ In NH]
If vM, dMCrib* undar
DesCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS bMow

rwSTATU- I
ImRYUMITSl

OTH-
Ifr

E.L EACH ACCIDENT

E.L DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

EL DISEASE • POLICY UMIT

EaalCbcars Prof Liability
Clalma Mada

H802726188-03 11/01/1£ 11/01/19 Bach Madical Incid

Aggregate

1,000,000

3,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS I VEHICLES (Attich ACORD 101, AddlUontl Rwnait* SehedUa, If moca ap*e la laqulred)
Bvidanca of Covaraga Mental Health SarvicaB Contract

CERTIFICATE HOLDEK

State of New Haa^shira
Department of Haalth and Human Sarvicas

129 Pleasant Straat

Concord, NH 03301
^  USA

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2010/05) The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
Diana.XlasBandriniOintagrogroup.com^BOS
56187843



/KCORD CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MIiVOD/YYYY)

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER{S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy(les) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
mrtlflratA holder in lieu of such endorsementts).

PRODUCER

Hays Con^anles

133 Federal Street. 4th Floor

Boston KA 02110

Tina Houeman

PHONE ».,>■

thousmanOhayscon^anies. com

INSURERIS1 AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICf

INSURER A Technoloov Insurance ComDanv. Inc. 42376

INSURED

West Central Behavioral Health
9 Hanover Street. Suite 2

Lebanon NH 03766

INSURER B

INSURER C

INSURER 0

INSURER F ..

INSR
JJS.

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE USTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSl^ TO p?5p^t Tn''SiHirH™?fi
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY COJ^CT OR OTH^ DIXUMENT
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDfTlONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

[xraqsoHRi
TYPE OF INSURANCE POUCY NUMBER

POUCYEFF POUCY EXP
(MWDEVYYYYI IMWDCNYYYY^ LIMITS

COMMEROAL GENERAL UABIUTY

CLAIMSJulADE □ OCCUR
EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO REKTTLC
PREMISES lEaoccufTWical

MED EXP (Any ona p»ion)

PERSONAL S ADV INJURY

GENL AGGREGATE UMIT APWJES PER;

POUCY OSot CDljOC
OTHER:

GENERAL AGGREGATE

PRODUCTS • COMPX:x> AGG

AUTOMOBILE UABUTY
OOmbined Single umit
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Mission

West Central Behavioral Health's mission is to promote the health and quality of
life of individuals, families and communities by providing treatment for mental
illness and substance use disorders, while heljping to reduce the stigma associated
with these challenging conditions.

9 Hanover Street, Suite 2 • Lebanon, NH 03766 • Phone: (603) 448-0126 • Toll Free: (800) 540-0126 • w\vw.wcbh.org
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Kittell Branagan & Sargent
Certijted Public Atcounlanls

Vermont License #167

IND'EPEt^DEWAUDITQR^S REPORT

To the Boand of Directors

West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central ̂ havioral Health

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of West Central Services, Inc. d/b/a: West Central
Behavioral Health (a nonprofit organization) which comprise the statement of financial position as of June
30, 2018 and 2017, and the related statement of activities and changes in net assets and cash flows; for the
year then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud pr error:

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility' is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted
our audit in. accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about, whether the
financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment
of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or ernor. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair
pres^erit^pn of the financial :;^.atisrherits in order to design audit, procedures that .are appropriate iri the
Qircumsjances, but not for the purpose of expressiing an opinion on the effectiveness, of the entit/s intemal
control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes, evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by
management, as well as. evaluating the overall presentation of the finanGial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence We have obtained Is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.

154 North Main Street, St Albans. Vermont 05478 | P 802.624.9531 | 800.499.9531 | F 802.524.9533

wwyy.kbscpiiipofn



To the Board of Directors

West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

Page 2

Opinion

In our opinion, the finandal statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of West Qentral. Services. Inc. d/b/a W^tOentral!:B;ehevioral Health as of Jkne SO, |2p.!l:S;:..and 2017.
and the changes In its net assets and Its cash;f|ows for th&,;yea^;then endiad in acco!:dance;w1tfii.a'ccounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Report on Supplementary Information

Our'audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an ppinipn op the financial statements as a whole. The
supplementary Inforjkatiph on images. 14-17 is pr^'ehted' fdrpurpoiseS .etf'addi^enatianalysjs ajid is. not a
.required part of the fin,aaei.al statements. Such MPrinahph i^ihoi rê ppns^^ and was
derived from and relates directly to the undeiiying, accottriting. ;fet^ngls; us^-
financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of
the financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such
information directly to the underlying accounting and other .reeords used to prepare the financial, statements
OF to the financial statements thems.eiyes, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted In the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is fairty stated
In all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a whole^

St. Albans, Vermont
September 19, 2018



West Central Services, Inc.

d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

June 30,

ASSETS

2018 2017

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents $ 438.761 $ 646,161

Investments 463,548 418,213

Restricted cash 125,744 124,189

Accounts receivable - trade, net 351,371 476,120

Accounts receivable - other 203,720 158,492

Due from affiliates 1,413 656

Prepaid expenses 109,844 92,422

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 1,694,401 1,916,253

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, net 623,133 688,045

OTHER ASSETS

Investment 101,340 100,893

Deposits 27,417 26,417

TOTAL OTHER ASSETS 128,757 127,310

TOTAL ASSETS $ 2,446,291 $ 2,731,608

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Line of credit $ 429,493 $ 219,445

Accounts payable 56,187 67,974

Accrued payroll and related expenses 25,801 178,394

Deferred revenue 103,838 81,461

Deposits and other current liabilities 8,921 12,762

Current portion of long-term debt payable 98,739 106,862

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 722,979 666,898

LONG-TERM DEBT, less current portion above 577,313 676,039

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,300,292 1,342,937

NET ASSETS

Temporarily restricted - 4,000

Unrestricted 1,145,999 1,384,671

TOTAL NET ASSETS 1,145,999 1,388,671

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS $ 2,446,291 $ 2,731,608

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements
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West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

For the Years Ended June 30.

2018

PUBLIC SUPPORT AND REVENUES

Public support:

State of New Hampshire Bureau of Behavioral Health

Contracted services and other public support
In-Kind support

Total public support

Revenues:

Program service fees

Rental income

Other revenue

Net assets released from restriction

Total revenues

TOTAL PUBLIC SUPPORT AND REVENUES

EXPENSES

State of New Hampshire Bureau of Behavioral Health

funded program services:

Adult Maintenance

Adult Vocational

Children

ACT Team

Emergency services

Housing services

Non-eligibles
Other Non-BBH funded program services

TOTAL EXPENSES

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

OTHER INCOME

Investment Income

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN NET ASSETS

NET ASSETS, beginning of year

NET ASSETS, end of year

1.384.671 4,000 1.388.671

Temporarily

Unrestricted Restricted All

Funds Funds Funds 2017

$  317.878 $ $  317,878 $  329,365

1,068,039 - 1.068,039 981,023
17.224 . 17.224 22,005

1,403,141 . 1,403,141 1,332,393

7,771,399 7,771,399 8,360,696

154,069 - 154,069 152,854

40,846 . 40,846 87,950
4,000 (4.000) - -

7,970,314 (4.000) 7,966,314 8,601,500

9,373,455 (4,000) 9,369,455 9,933,893

3,279,315 3,279,315 3,363,445

181.466 - 181,466 152,849

2,973,854 - 2,973,854 3,463,499

598,962 • 598,962 557,791

565,341 - 565,341 549,537

1,188,954 - 1,188.954 1,169,633

504,366 - 504,366 378,134

357,278 - 357,278 326,281

9,649,536 9,649,536 9,961,169

(276,081) (4,000) (280,081) (27,276)

37,409 37,409 41,597

(238,672) (4,000) (242,672) 14,321

1.374.350

$ 1.145.999 £ $ 1.145.999 $ 1.388.671

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements
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West Central Services, Inc.

d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

For the Years Ended June 30.

2018 2017

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Change in net assets $  (242,672) $  14,321

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash

provided by (used in) operating activities:

Depreciation 89,166 66,437

Unrealized gain on investment in partnership (447) (14.373)

(Increase) decrease in the following assets:

Accounts receivable - trade 124,749 178,052

Accounts receivable - other (45,228) (58,307)

Due from affiliates (757) (551)

Prepaid expenses (17,422) 59,255

Restricted Cash (1.555) (16,014)

Security Deposits (1,000) (575)

Increase (decrease) in the following liabilities:

Accounts payable (11,787) 4,384

Accrued payroll and related expenses (152,593) 148,534

Deferred revenue 22,377 (7,662)

Deposits and other current liabilities (3.841) (4,040)

NET CASH PROVIDED (USED) BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES (241,010) 369,461

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Purchases of property and equipment (24,253) (99,364)
Investment activity, net (45,335) (39,583)

NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACTIVITIES (69.588) (138,947)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Proceeds on line of credit 6,194,779 6,002,679

Repayment on line of credit (5,984,732) (6,177,526)

Proceeds from Issuance of debt - 100,000

Repayment of notes payable (106,849) (78,837)

Payments on capital lease obligations - (781)

NET CASH PROVIDED (USED) BY FINANCING ACTIVITIES 103,198 (154,465)

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (207,400) 76,049

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, Beginning of year 646,161 570,112

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, End of year $  438.761 $ 646,161

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE

Cash paid during the year for interest $  21.692 $ 21.326

See Notes to Accompanying Financial Statements
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West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Organization

West Central Services, Inc. d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health (the Center) is a not-for-
profit corporation, organized under New Hampshire law to provide services In the areas of
mental health and related non-mental health programs; it is exempt from income taxes under
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (Code). In addition, the Center qualifies for
the charitable contribution deduction under Section 170(b)(1)(a) and has been classified as
an organization that is not a private foundation under Section 509(a)(2).

Income Taxes

The Center is exempt from federal Income tax under Internal Revenue Code Section
501(c)(3) and is not a private foundation. Therefore no provision for Income tax expense has
been reflected in these financial statements.

Consideration has been given to uncertain tax positions. The federal income tax returns for
the years ended after June 30. 2015 remain open for potential examination by major tax
jurisdictions generally for three years after they were filed.

Basis of Accounting

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of
accounting in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.

Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect certain reported amounts and disclosures. Accordingly, actual results
could differ from those estimates.

Cash and Cash Eouivalents •

The Center considers cash on hand, cash In banks and all highly liquid debt instruments
purchased with a maturity of three months or less to be cash and cash equivalents.

Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable are recorded based on the amount billed for services provided, net of
respective allowances.

Policv for Evaluating Collectabilitv of Accounts Receivable

In evaluating the collectability of accounts receivable, the Center analyzes past results and
identifies trends for each major payer source of revenue for the purpose of estimating the
appropriate amounts of the allowance for doubtful accounts. Data in each major payer
source is regularly reviewed to evaluate the adequacy of the allowance for doubtful accounts.
Specifically, for receivables relating to services provided to clients having third-party
coverage, an allowance for doubtful accounts and a corresponding provision for bad debts
are established for amounts outstanding for an extended period of time and for third-party
payers experiencing financial difficulties; for receivables relating to self-pay clients, a
provision for bad debts is made in the period services are rendered based on experience •
indicating the inability or unwillingness of clients to pay amounts for which they are financially
responsible.



West Central Services. Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

.  NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)

Based on management's assessment, the Center provides for estimated uncollectible
amounts through a charge to earnings and a credit to a valuation allowance. Balances that
remain outstanding after the Center has used reasonable collection efforts are written off
through a change to the valuation allowance and a credit to accounts receivable.

Policv for Evaluatino Collectabilitv of Accounts Receivable (continued)

During 2018, the Center decreased Its estimated percentage in the allowance for doubtful
accounts from 36% to 33% of the total patient receivables. The allowance for doubtful
accounts decreased to $177,142 as of June 30, 2018 from $265,219 as of June 30, 2017.

Prooertv and Equipment

All property and equipment Is recorded at cost, or estimated fair value at date of acquisition.
The Center follows the policy of charging to costs and expenses annual amounts of
depreciation, which allocates the cost of property and equipment over estimated useful lives.
The Center has a policy of capitalizing assets with a cost in excess of $1,000 and a life
greater than one year. The Center uses the straight-line method for determining the annual
charge for depreciation. Asset lives range from 2-40 years.

Expenditures for repairs and maintenance are expensed when incurred and betterments are
capitalized.

The Center reviews the carrying value of property and equipment for impairment whenever
events and circumstances indicate that the carrying value of an asset may not be
recoverable from the estimated future cash flows expected to result from Its use and eventual
disposition. In cases where undlscounted expected future cash flows are less than the
carrying value, an impairment loss is recognized equal to an amount by which the carrying
value exceeds the fair value of assets. The factors considered by management in performing
this assessment include current operating results, trends and prospects, as well as the
effects of obsolescence, demand, competition and other economic factors.

Client Service Revenue

The Center recognizes client service revenue relating to sen/ices rendered to clients that
have third-party payer coverage and are self-pay. The Center receives payment from
Medicare, Medicaid and Insurance Companies at defined rates for services to clients
covered by such third-party payer programs. The difference between the established billing
rates and the actual rate of reimbursement is recorded as allowances when received. For
services rendered to uninsured clients (i.e., self-pay clients), revenue is recognized on the
basis of standard or negotiated discounted rates. At the time services are rendered to self-
pay clients, a provision for bad debts is recorded based on experience and the effects of
newly identified circumstances and trends in pay rates. Client service revenue (net of
contractual allowances and discounts but before taking account of the provision for bad
debts) recognized during the year ended June 30, 2018 totaled $7,771,399, of which
$7,537,062 was revenue from third-party payers and $234,337 was revenue from self-pay
clients.



West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)

Third-Party Contractual Arrangements

A significant portion of patient revenue is derived from services to patients insured by third-
party payers. The Center receives payment from Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross and other
third-party payers at defined rates for services rendered to patients covered by these
programs. The difference between the established billing rates and the actual rate of
payment is recorded as allowances when received and/or billed. A provision for estimated
contractual allowances Is provided on outstanding patient receivables at the balance sheet
date.

State Grants

The Center receives a number of grants from and has entered into various contracts with the
State of New Hampshire related to the delivery of mental health services.

Functional Allocation of Expenses

The costs of providing the various programs and other activities has been summarized on a
functional basis in the statement of activities. Accordingly, certain costs have been allocated
among the programs and supporting services benefited.

Vacation Pav and Frinoe Benefits

Annual vacation allotments are granted in full to employees at the beginning of the fiscal year
and are to be utilized by June 30th: unused time is forfeited. Fringe benefits are allocated to
the appropriate program expense based on the percentage of actual time spent on the
program.

Advertising

Advertising costs are expensed to operating expenses as incurred. Advertising expense for
the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 was $17,728 and $11,556, respectively.

Concentration of Credit Risk

The Center maintains cash balances at several financial institutions. Accounts at financial
institutions are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation up to $250,000. At
times throughout the year, cash balances with these institutions exceed that amount. The
Center has not incurred any losses related to uninsured cash.

NOTE 2 CLIENT SERVICE REVENUES FROM THIRD PARTY PAYORS

The Center has agreements with third-party payers that provide payments to the Center at
established rates. These payments include:

New Hampshire and Managed Medicaid

The Center is reimbursed for services from the State of New Hampshire and Managed
Care Organizations for services rendered to Medicaid clients on the basis of fixed fee for
service rates.



West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 2 CLIENT SERVICE REVENUES FROM THIRD PARTY PAYORS (continued)

Approximately 86% of program service fees Is from participation in the State and Managed
Care Organization sponsored Medicaid programs for the year ended June 30, 2018. Laws
and regulations goveming the Medicaid programs are complex and subject to interpretation
and change. As a result, it Is reasonably possible that recorded estimates could change
materially in the near term.

NOTE 3 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Fee for service accounts receivable of the Center consisted of the following at June 30:

2018 2017

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - TRADE

Medicaid receivable $ 281,498 $ 339.922

Due from clients 53,467 184,098

Receivable from insurance companies 107,021 128.460

Medicare receivable 86,527 88,859

528,513 741,339

Allowance for doubtful accounts and

estimated contractual allowances (177,142) (265.219)

TOTAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - TRADE $ 351,371 $ 476,120

Other accounts receivable of the Center consisted of the following at June 30:

2018 2017

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OTHER

Various contracts $ 78,911 $ 95,967

Rents 5,416 650

Bureau of Behavioral Health 52.151 58,320

Other 67,242 3,555

TOTAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OTHER $ 203,720 $ 158,492



West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 4 PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

The Center had property and equipment consisting of the following at June 30:

2018 2017

Land $ 20,695 $  20,695

Building and improvements 791,807 778,727

Furniture, fixtures and equipment 591,173 586,458

Vehicles 21,375 21,375

Project in Progress 6.459 -

1,431,509 1,407,255

Accumulated depreciation (808,376) (719,210)

Net book value $ 623,133 $  688,045

Depreciation expense for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 was $89,166 and
$66,437, respectively.

NOTE 5 INVESTMENTS

The Center has invested funds in various mutual funds with The Vanguard Group. The
approximate breakdown of these investments are as follows at June 30,:

2018 Cost

Unrealized

Gain (Loss)

Market

Value

Equity Funds $  343,269 $ 120,279 $ 463,548

2017 Cost

Unrealized

Gain (Loss)

Market

Value

Equity Funds $  324.336 $ 93,877 $ 418,213

Investment income consisted of the following at June 30,:

2018 2017

Interest and dividends

Unrealized gains

11,007 $
26,402

9,906

31,691

$  37,409 $ 41,597



West Central Services, Inc.

d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30. 2018

NOTE 5 INVESTMENTS (continued)

Other Investments consisted of the following at June 30:

2018 2017

Investments in Behavioral Information Systems, LLC $ 100,893

The Center entered into a joint venture with another New Hampshire Community Mental
Health Center. Under the terms of the venture, the Center invested $88,625 for a 50%
interest in the new company, Behavioral Information Systems, LLC (BIS). The investment is
being accounted for under the equity method. Accordingly, 50% of the BIS operating activity
for the year is reflected on the books of the Center. The Center's recorded operating gains
for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 was $447 and $14,373, respectively.

NOTE 6 FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS

Professional accounting standards established a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the
inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value. The hierarchy gives the highest
priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (level 1
measurement) and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs (level 3 measurements). The
three levels of the fair value hierarchy are described below:

Basis of Fair Value Measurement

Level 1 Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets that are accessible at the measurement
date for identical, unrestricted assets or liabilities:

Level 2 Quoted prices in markets that are not considered to be active or financial
instruments for which all significant inputs are observable, either directly or
indirectly.

Level 3 Prices or valuations that require inputs that are both significant to the fair value
measurement and unobservable.

All investments are categorized as Level 1 and recorded at fair value, as of June 30, 2018.
As required by professional accounting standards, investment assets are classified in their
entirety based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement.

.9



West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 7 DEFERRED REVENUE

The Center's deferred revenue consisted of the following at June 30:

2018 2017

Paddle Power Advanced Payments

Operational Funding

In-Shape Grant

Substance Abuse Grant

IT Grant

MATCH Grant

Other contracts

$

61,500

5,000

11,838

12,000

13,500

16,215

65,000

246

$  103,838 $ 81,461

NOTE 8 LONG-TERM DEBT

Long-term debt consisted of the following at June 30:

Rivermill Housing leasehold note payable, 0% interest,

principal only payment of $5,000 made annually,

due July 2019 $

Mascoma Term Loan, 4.0% interest, principal and

interest payments of $6,130 made monthly, due

April 2019

Mascoma Term Loan, 4.0% interest, principal and

interest payments of $2,953 made monthly, due

April 2020

Affordable Housing Fund, 0% interest, 30 years,

payment based on 50% surplus cash flow from
High Street property, due September 2034.

Less: Current portion

2018 2017

5,000 $ 10,000

60,201 129,834

62,539 94,755

548,312 548,312

676,052 782,901

(98,739) (106,862)

$  577,313 $ 676,039

10



West Central Services, Inc.

d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 8 LONG-TERM DEBT

Aggregate principal payments on long-term debt due within the next five years and in the
aggregate are as follows:

June 30.

2019

2020

202.1

2022

2023

Thereafter

$  98,739

29,001

548.312

Total $  676,052

Interest expense was $21,692 and $21,326 for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.

NOTE 9 LINE OF CREDIT

As of June 30, 2018 and 2017, the Center had available a line of credit with maximum
amounts available of $500,000, and collateralized by all property and the investment account
held with Vanguard. The amount available is limited to 75% of receivables less than 90 days
old. As of June 30, 2018 and 2017, the outstanding balance was $429,493 and $219,445
respectively. The effective interest rate at June 30, 2018 and 2017 was 4.25% and 4.50%,
respectively. The line of credit expires in April, 2019.

NOTE 10 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Behavioral Information Svstems. LLC fBIS)

The Center is a 50% owner in BIS for which it contracts for management information systems
and information technology support. During 2018 and 2017, the Center paid BIS $22,701 and
$34,603, respectively, for services rendered. At June 30, 2018 and 2017, the Center owed
BIS $150 and $3,487, respectively, for current services.

The Center from time to time provides advances to BIS for payroll and other operating costs
for which BIS reimburses the Center. As of June 30, 2018 and 2017, BIS owed the Center
$1,413 and $656, respectively, for advances that had not been repaid.

11



West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 10 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (continued)

Valley Behavioral Healthcare. LLC

The Center formed a New Hampshire limited liability company on September 30, 2004 of
which the Center owns a 100% interest. Valley Behavioral Healthcare, LLC contracts with
The Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth to provide behavioral health services over which
the Center maintains no control. During 2018 and 2017, the LLC provided administrative
services to the Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth for which it generated gross revenue
of $0 and $1,794, respectively. The relationship terminated in September, 2016.

The Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth

The Center contracts with The Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth (Geisel) for a variety
of services including administrative and clinical personnel. During fiscal years ended June
30, 2018 and 2017 the Center paid $168,162 and $240,033, respectively.

NOTE 11 EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLAN

The Center maintains a tax deferred employee retirement plan for its employees. The plan is
a defined contribution plan that covers substantially all full-time employees who meet certain
eligibility requirements. During the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, there were no
employer contributions to this retirement plan.

NOTE 12 CONCENTRATIONS OF CREDIT RISK

The Center grants credit without collateral to its clients, most of whom are area residents and
are insured under third-party payer agreements. The mix of receivables due from clients and
third-party payers is as follows:

2018 2017

Due from clients 10 % 25 %

Insurance companies 20 17

Medicaid 53 46

Medicare 17 12

100 % 100 %

12



West Central Services, Inc.
d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

June 30, 2018

NOTE 13 OPERATING LEASES

The Center leases real estate under various operating leases. Minimum future rental
payments under non-cancelable operating leases excluding common area maintenance fees
as of June 30, 2018 for each of the next five years and In the aggregate are;

June 30,

2019 $ 708,071

2020 702,609

2021 600,872

2022 271,185

2023 42,171

Thereafter -

Total rent expense for the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, including rent expense for
leases with the remaining term of one year or less and applicable common area maintenance
fees, was $666,123 and $663,767, respectively.

NOTE 14 SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

In accordance with professional accounting standards, the Center has evaluated subsequent
events through September 19, 2018, which is the date these financial statements were
available to be issued. All subsequent events requiring recognition as of June 30, 2018,
have been incorporated into the basic financial statements herein.
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West Central Services, Inc.

d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

For the Year Ended June 30, 2018

Accounts

Receivable

Beginning
of Year Gross Fees

Contractual

Allowances

and Other

Discounts

Given

Cash

Receipts

Accounts

Receivable

End

of Year

CLIENT FEES $  184,098 $ 1,748,710 $ (1,514,373) $ 364,968 $ 53,467

OTHER INSURANCE 128,460 1,016.745 (524,955) 513,229 107,021

MEDICAID

MEDICARE

TOTAL

339,922 8,207,625 (1,542,656) 6.723,393

88,859 1..278.428 (898,125) 382.635

281,498

86,527

$  741.339 $12,251,508 $ (4,480,109) $ 7.984,225 $ 528,513
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West Centra! Services. Inc.

d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

ANALYSIS OF BUREAU OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH REVENUES AND RECEIVABLES

For the Year Ended June 30, 2018

Receivable

{Deferred

Income)

From

BBH

Beginning
of Year

BBH

Revenues

Per Audited

Financial

Statements

Receipts
for Year

Receivable

(Deferred

Income)

From

BBH

End of Year

CONTRACT YEAR, June 30, 2018 $  58.315 $ 317.878 $ (324.047) $ 52.146

Analysis of Receipts

Date of Receipt
Deposit Date Amount

07/03/17 $  1,169

07/21/17 5,000

08/18/17 18.750

08/18/17 7,323

08/25/17 " 18,750

08/25/17 7,325

10/1.3/17 18,750

10/13/17 7,323

10/24/17 7,323

12/07/17 7.323

12/07/17 37,500

12/18/17 7,323

12/18/17 18,750

01/19/18 7,323

01/19/18 18,750

02/14/18 7,323

02/14/18 18,750

03/21/18 18,750

03/21/18 7,323

04/23/18 ■18,750
04/23/18 7,323
05/17/18 18,750
05/17/18 7,323
06/06/18 18,750
06/06/18 7,323
06/26/18 5,000

$  324.047
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West CentraJ Services, Inc.

d/b/a West Central Behavioral Health

STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL REVENUES

For the Year Ended June 30, 2016

Comparative Totals for 2017

Total Total Total Adult Adult

Agency Admin. Programs Malntenarree Vocational Children

ACT

Team Emergency Houang Non-EHqIbles NorvBBH 2017

Program Services Fees;

Net client foes

Medlcaid

Medicare

Other insurance

$  234,337

6,664,969

360,303

491,790

$ 234,337 $ 86,950

6,664,969 2,014,561

360,303

491,790

266,837

209,949

1,455

66,499

201

526

S  65,179

3,033,918

8,032

122,736

6,304

322,645

19,466

8,253

14,990

149,315

6,259

6,632

$  15,369

1,006,266

4,011

6,955

42,621

44,602

53,890

134,621

1,249

4,941

1,567

1,916

301,341

7,065,175

442,213

551,967

Public Support - Other

Local/County Govemment 56,173

Donations/Contributions 470,740

IrvWrxi Support 17,224

Other Public Support 23,645

56,173

470,740

17,224

23,645

16,623

110,891

575

4,091

20,941

157,426

23,645

3,656

24,877

3,470

91,563

17,224

7,462

46,393

2,411

15,640

615

17,639

49,010

390,035

22,005

25,665

BBH:

Community Mentai Health 317,676

Other BBH 517,461

317,676

517,461

1,497

67,334

51 1,664

46,235

225,343

29,670

68,167

174,021

666 215

105,662

55

94,339

329,365

516,093

Rental Income

Other Revenues

154,069
40.646

9,369,455

154,069

40,646 5,203

9,369,455 2,600,045

262 5,260

95,660 3,465,236

1,002

641,636

154,069
1,894

577,529 1,245,147

25,646 1,207

401,269

152,854

67,950
122,691 9,933,693

150

TOTAL PUBLIC SUPPORT

AND REVENUES > 9,369,455 $_ $9,369,455 $ 2,800,045 $ 95_,680 $3,465,236 $ 641,836 $ 577,529 $1,245,147 $ 401,269 $ 122,691 $ 9,933,693
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West Central Services, inc.

dJbIa West Central Behavioral Health

STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

For the Year Ended June 30, 2018

Comparattva Totds for 2017

Total Total Total Adult Adult ACT Other

Aoencv Adnin. Programs Maintenance Vocationai Cttidren Team Emergency Hou^ng NorvEildt>les Non-BBH 2017

Personnel Costs:

Salary & V^^ges 8 6,264,781 S 437,076 $  5,827,705 $  2,062,911 $  106,464 S  1,754,653 9 390.740 9  347,858 9 633.067 9  275,795 9  254,217 9 6,479.023

Employee Benefits 680,531 34,661 645,850 235,838 23,737 217,538 32,630 24,971 65,192 28,246 17,698 701,048

Payroll Taxes 441,633 27,163 414,670 146,423 7,530 121,406 28,149 25,918 46,448 20,051 18.745 455,331

Professional Fees:

Profes^onal Fees 270,096 32,963 237,133 76,436 2,667 59,199 5,834 6,776 16,252 62,243 7,726 336,960

Staff Devel. & Trainirtg:

Staff Development 40,101 15,008 25,093 12,706 68 2,377 1,425 452 314 616 7,135 28,136

Occupancy Costs:

Rent 673,123 19,499 653,624 202,651 10,790 239,766 41,668 26,580 84,735 39.430 7,604 663,767

Other Utiliaes 83,470 - 83,470 12,797 724 17,010 2,783 1,778 45,980 2,398 - 66,614

Maintenance & Repairs 91,184 3,067 88,117 20,652 1,693 26,533 4,637 4,117 27,460 2,157 868 74,097

Taxes 36,000 . 36,000 - - - - - 36,000 - - 36,000

Other Occupancy Costs 160,964 - 160,964 54,923 112 61,067 9,504 251 13,764 20,069 1,274 159,154

Consumatfie Supplies:

OfncefBuilding/Hoiisehol 52,743 10,459 42,284 13,160 896 11,990 2,866 2,116 8,754 1,902 600 57,372

Food 36,042 3,558 32,484 4,171 35 6,951 892 87 20,158 184 6 40,272

Equipment Rental 18,768 7,239 11,527 4,855 349 2,857 1,048 868 696 646 208 10,307

Eqdpment Maintenance 13,404 7,886 5,518 1,753 100 1,637 329 297 954 271 177 64,333

Depredation 89,166 2,567 86,599 18,273 2,208 15,513 650 1.678 46,067 1,093 1,117 66,437

Advertising 17,728 2,400 15,328 5,180 295 4,837 972 877 1,871 773 523 11,556

Memt)er3hip Dues 14,265 - 14,265 4,373 213 5,658 343 528 991 609 1,350 27,927

Telephone/Communications 63.904 11,422 52,462 11,547 655 18,326 3,620 8,364 6,665 1,924 1,179 64,794

Postage/SNppIng 6,384 3,392 4,992 1,847 126 2,059 370 493 81 203 13 16.782

Transportation:

Staff /Cflents 116.798 4,351 112,447 41:112 953 38,171 10,337 4,514 3,844 2,109 3,407 120,520

Insurance:

Generai/Ual)inty 142,546 - 142,546 48.592 2,699 45,690 4,049 6,748 21,072 6,746 8,748 106,181

interest Expense . 31,345 - 31,345 11,132 614 10,740 928 1,645 3,218 1,542 1,526 34,350

Other Expenditures 285,138 59,828 225,310 62,740 2,887 70,578 5,834 47,073 23,464 8,054 4,660 308,201

In-IOnd Expense 17.224 - 17.224 . . - - 17.224 - - - 22.005

9,649.536 682,559 8,966,977 3,054,072 187,815 2.734,958 558,008 531,213 1,107,047 477,063 336,801 9.961,169

Administrative Allocation . (682.559) 682,559 225.243 13.651 238.896 40.954 34.128 01.907 27,303 20.477 -

TOTAL PROGRAM

EXPENSES % 9.649.536 $ -
$  9,649,536 S  3.279.315 %  161.466 t 2.973.854 9 598.962 9  565.341 9 1.188.954 9  504.366 9  357^278 9 9.961,169
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Curriculum Vitae

Suellen M. Griftln

Professional Experience

West Central Behavioral Health, Lebanon, NH 10/2007 - Present

President/CEO

Responsible for the overall planning, organizing, directing and evaluating of services at West
Central Behavioral Health (WCBH). Services include the provision of mental health and
substance abuse services to members of the community. The organization has approximately
156 employees and a 10 million dollar operating budget.

Specific responsibilities include:

■ Act as ex-officio voting member of the Board of Directors.
■ Manage the organization's fmancial resources including the annual preparation of the

organization's budget.
■  Coordinate the programs and services of WCBH with other health and human service

providers within the community.
■  Participate in state and regional planning including but not limited to the provision of

Behavioral Health Services.

■  Prepare and present the Agency's Annual Report.
■  Develop a strategic plan for the organization.
■  Locate and develop revenue sources.
■  Act as a liaison between the organization and other groups such as the New Hampshire

Bureau of Behavioral Health, Dartmouth Medical School, Department of Psychiatry
and Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center

Saint Vincent Catholic Medical Centers, New York, NY 9/2000 - 2/2007
Vice President-Operations and Nursing

Behavioral Health Service Division

Responsible for all inpatient and ambulatory behavioral health services within an eight-hospital
system. Programs are located in Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan, Staten Island and Westchester.
Tliere are 407 inpatient beds and 65 OMH or OASAS licensed ambulatory programs. Oversaw
program development, budgets, regulatory reviews, staff education and quality improvement
for all programs. The programs have an overall revenue base of 135 million dollars.

■ Developed a system-wide Quality Improvement plan spanning all programs and
regions. Received the Pinnacle Award for Quality Improvement from HANYS in 2004.

■ Developed new services within units and programs to meet the community needs, e.g.
Latino mental health and substance abuse services were started in several programs in
Westchester and Manhattan.

■  Established and implemented productivity standards across BHS system and assured
compliance with these standards.



Suellen Griffin Curriculum Vitae Page 2

■  Established a monitoring system for all inpatient units to assure compliance with
established policies.

■  Participated in and successfully negotiated several different union contracts, NYSNA
and 1199, across the SVCMC system.

■  Opened and operated a 19 bed substance abuse detoxification unit in an acute care
facility with $5,303,074 in revenue and a $2,003,052 contribution margin.

■ Designed and operated a 21 bed psychiatric inpatient unit serving the dually diagnosed
population of Mentally Ill/Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabled with a
$3,983,709 increase in revenue and a $971,305 contribution margin.

■  Designed and operated a 24. bed psychiatric inpatient unit with a revenue base of
$4,773,377 and a contribution margin of $1,008,761.

■  Opened a 10 bed detoxification unit with $2,813,847 in revenue and a $591,706
contribution margin.

■ Actively participated with the Board of Directors of the Maxwell Institute, a substance
abuse program, to raise over $ 100,000 per year to support the program.

■  Established and implemented productivity standards across BHS system to produce a
positive bottom-line.

St. VincenPs Hospital, Harrison, NY and West 12*'' Street, New York, NY 11/1999 - 9/2000
Vice President-Clinical Service, Harrison and
Director, Patient Care Services Manhattan

St. VincenPs Hospital, Harrison, NY 2/1976 -10/1999
Vice President-Clinical Services 11/1998 - 10/1999
Vice President, Ambulatory Services 7/1996 - 11/1998
Administrative Director, Outpatient Department 10/1994 - 7/1996
Assistant Director, Outpatient Mental Health Services 7/1994 - 10/1994
Referral Coordinator/Therapist 10/1993 - 7/1994
Inpatient Psychiatry 2/1976- 10/1993

Cochran School of Nursing, St. John's Hospital, Yonkers, NY 8/1993 -12/1995
Adjunct Clinical Instructor

Provided clinical instruction in Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing for nursing students.

United States Army Reserve 8/1990 - 3/2000
Captain-United States Army Reserve

Responsible for skills assessment and training of nursing personnel for the 815*^ Station
Hospital, Bronx, NY and the 344*'' General Hospital, Queens, NY.

Senior Officer responsible for all aspects of Finance Department - 344*'' General Hospital,
Queens, NY.

Department of Psychiatry, Geisel School of Medicine, Hanover, NH 10/2007 - Present
Faculty
Adjunct Instructor in Psychiatry 7/2015 - Present
Lecturer in Psychiatry 10/2007 - 6/2015

Education

MHCDS Dartmouth College 2015



Suellen Griflin Curriculum Vitae Page 3

MSN

BBA

Diploma

Licenses:

Masters of Health Care Delivery Science
Yale University, New Haven, CT
Masters in Adult Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing
Sigma Theta Tau Honor Society
Pace University, Pleasantville, NY
Bachelor of Business Administration

Alpha Chi Honor Society
St. Mary's School of Nursing, Amsterdam, NY
Registered Nurse

1992

1987

1976

Registered Nurse: Connecticut and New York State
Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner: New York State

Activities, Honors and Leadership

Fellow of the American College of Healthcare Executives, FACHE

New Hampshire Governor's Commission on PTSD and TBI

Rotary Club of Lebanon, NH

New Hampshire Community Behavioral Health Association

Sigma Theta Tau Honor Society, Delta Mu Chapter
Alpha Chi Honor Society

2007 - Present

9/2013 - Present

President, 7/2017-7/2018
Member, 2010 - Present

President, 7/2015 - 7/2018
Member, 10/2007-Present

Board Memberships

02/2005

04/2007

2013 - Present

St Philip the Apostle Foundation
Good Counsel Daystar Program.
Library Arts Center, Newport, NH
National Alliance for the Mentally 111, State Chapter, Concord, NH

Vice-President, 7/2015 - 6/2017
Member, 2011 — 2017

Stepping Stone & Next Step 2018 - Present

Research

Chronic Medical Illness as it Relates to Major Depressive Disorder. Yale University, 1992
(unpublished Master Thesis)



CURRICULUM VITAE

Diane M. Roston, M.D.

Education:

M.D. University of Wisconsin School of Medicine

M.S. Science Journalism (coursework only)
University of Wisconsin School of Journalism

B.S. Health Education, summa cum laude
University of Wisconsin

English Major, Grinnell College

Postdoctoral Training:

Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH
Residency in Psychiatry

Licensure and Certification:

Diplomate, National Board of Medical Examiners

Diplomate, Adult Psychiatry, #036414
American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology

New Hampshire Medical Licensure - #7851

Vermont Medical Licensure -#8369

Academic Appointments;

Clinical Faculty, Department of Psychiatry
Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth,
Lebanon, NH

Adjunct Faculty, Department of Psychiatry
Dartmouth Medical School, Lebanon, NH

Lecturer in Psychiatry
Dartmouth Medical School, Lebanon, NH

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Women's Studies

1986

1982

1978

1973 - 1975

1986- 1990

1987

1992

1988 - present

1991 - present

2010 - present

1992-2010

I

1991 - 1992

1991 - 1992



Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH

Hospital Appointments:

Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital, Lebanon, NH
Consulting staff

2016 - present; 1996-2004

Valley Regional Hospital, consulting staff, Claremont, NH 2016 - present

Nashua Brookside Hospital, Nashua, NH 1988-1990

Experience:

2007-present

1995-present

1990-present

1993-1995

1990-1991

1982

1978-1981

Medical Director, West Central Behavioral Health
Lebanon, NH

•  Supervision of medical and nursing staff
• Chair, Quality Improvement committee
• Coordination of on-site research pilot studies
• Bx-officio member. Board of Directors

• Member, executive staff

Clinic Psychiatrist, West Central Behavioral Health, Lebanon, NH
•  Provided care to individuals with chronic mental illness, including

psychotic illnesses, anxiety disorders, affective illness, PTSD, and
borderline personality disorder

•  Supervised 3"^ year psychiatry residents for one year rotation
•  Provide clinical guidance to interdisciplinary care teams

Private Practice, general psychiatry. White River Junction, VT

Staff Psychiatrist, Counseling Center of Lebanon
West Central Behavioral Health, Lebanon,

Research Associate with George Vaillant, M.D.
Institute for the Study of Adult Development
Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, NH

Editor, Motherhood and Childbirth Project
Women's Studies Research Center

University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI,

Patient Educator and counselor

Wisconsin Clinical Cancer Center

University of Wisconsin Hospitals & Clinics
Madison,WI



Maior Committee Assl^ments and Consultations;
National and Regional

Consortium of Women Psychiatrists, Hanover, NH 1992-1996
Women's Information Service (WISE), Lebanon, NH 1990-2003
Volunteer training consultant
National Cancer Institute, Evaluation Consultant 1979-1981
Cancer Information Service Evaluation Task Force

Institutions:

Obstetrics and gynecology / Psychiatry Liaison Committee 1994-1996
Psychobiology of Women Steering Committee 1990-1997

DHMC Department of Psychiatry
Parental leave Task Force, chairperson 1988-1990

DHMC Department of Psychiatry

Memberships in Professional Societies:

American Association of Community Psychiatrists
American Medical Women's Association

American Psychiatric Association
Association for Women in Psychiatry
National Alliance for the Mentally 111
New Hampshire Medical Society
New Hampshire Psychiatric Association
Vermont Psychiatric Association

Teaching Activiries:

Outpatient Psychiatry Seminar
Third year psychiatry resident seminar
on models and practice of outpatient care

Adult Development Didactics
Psychiatry residency curriculum, DHMC, Lebanon, NH

"Gender, Culture and Spirituality in Psychiatry"
Didactic module in psychiatry residency curriculum,
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH

Introduction to Psychiatry, clinical instructor
Second year medical student introductory course
Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, NH

Supervision of Psychiatry Interns and Residents
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH

"Health, Society, and the Physician," group facilitator,
Dartmouth Medical School fourth year course.
Department of Family and Community Medicine

Case Conference Coordinator, Outpatient Psychiatry
Third year psychiatry resident training seminar

1996 - present

2002-2015

1997-2004

1993 -2007

1991 - present

1995

1994- 1996



Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH

The Psychology of Women in Health and in Sickness 1991
Undergraduate seminar professor
Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH

Other Professional Activities; .

Private Practice Supervision Group 1993 - present
Co-organized Women and Psychiatry module 1989 - 1997

in psychiatry residency curriculum, DHMC, Lebanon, NH
Cofounder, regional conference, women & psychiatry 1993 - 1994
Women's Health Faculty Study Group 1990 - 1996
Co-leader, psychodynamic psychotherapy group practicum 1991 - 1993

Invited Presentations:

"The Role of an ObGyn/Psychiatry Liaison Group in Interdepartmental
Program Development," North American Society for Psychosocial
Obstetrics and Gynecology annual meeting, Santa Fe, NM, Feb. 1996.

"Women and Depression," Dartmouth Medical School elective on
Women's Health, October 1995.

"Issues in Working with Difficult Personalities." Regional continuing
education program for midwives, October 1994.

"Ego Defenses in Brief Psychotherapy." Psychiatry seminar, DHMC, Dec. 1994.
"Caring for Survivors of Sexual Abuse." in Topics in Primary Care of

Women, DHMC, Continuing Medical Education program, November 1992.
"Prenatal Care and Childbirth Issues for Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse."

Regional continuing education program for midwives, October 1992.
"Postpartum Psychiatric Disorders." Women's Health Faculty Study Group,

DHMC, 1992.

"Pos^artum Psychiatric Disorders." Dept. of Ob/Gyn, Nursing Division,
DHMC, 1992.

"Women and Anger." Regional CME course on The Psychology of Women,
Hanover, NH, September, 1993.

"Women and Anger." Women's Health Faculty Study Group, DHMC, 1993.
"Psychiatric Aspects of Pregnancy and the Purpurium." Psychiatry residency

seminar, DHMC, April 1993.
"Psychiatric Aspects of Abortion." Psychiatry residency seminar, DHMC,

April, 1992.
"Adult Development" Psychiatry residency seminar, DHMC, April, 1991.
"Screening for Psychiatric 'Red Flags'." Women's Information Service

(WISE), Lebanon, NH, incorporated into semiannual training program,
1991-present.



Publications;

Roston, D. An extraordinary team. Community Psychiatrist. A Publication of the American
Association of Community Psychiatrists. 32:1. 12-13. April 2018.

Roston, D. Surviving suicide: a psychiatrist's journey. Death Studies. 41:10, 629-634. DOI:
10.1080/0748118712017.1335547. Routledge Press. 2017.
httDs://doc.orE/10.1080/07481187.2017.1335547.

Vaillant, GE, Orav, J,Meyer,S, Vaillant, L, and Roston, D. Late life consequences
of affective spectrum disorder. Intl. Psychogeriatrics 8:1-20; 1996.

Roston, D. A Season for Family: One Physician's Choice. Psvchiatric Times. Oct. 1993.
Roston, D. On Studying Anatomy. Academic Medicine. 68:2, February 1993.

Roston, D., Lee, K., and Vaillant, GE. A Q-Sort Approach to Identifying Defenses.
in Vaillant, GE, editor. Ego Mechanigmg of Defense: A Guide for ClinidflnR and
Researchers. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Press, 1992.

Vaillant, GE, Roston, D, and McHugo, G. An Intriguing Association Between
Ancestral Mortality and Male Affective Disorder. Archives of General Psvcbiatrv. 49,
709-715,1992.

Roston, D. Acupuncture: Possible Mechanisms of Action. The New Physician. Jan 1985.

Roston, D., Editor, Motherhood Svmposhim Prnr.ftp.Hinfrs Women's Studies
Research Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI. 1982.

Roston, D., and Blandford, K. Developing an Evaluation Strategy: A Client
Survey Research Model. T Tnfo and Pp.fftrral Sy5;te.ms 3:1, 1Q8Q.

Roston, D., and Blandford, K., Wisconsin Cancer Information Service User
Survey Research Study. Wisconsin Clinical Cancer Center. Madison, WI. 1980.

Contact information:

Diane Roston, M.D.

Medical Director

West Central Behavioral Health

9 Hanover Street, Suite 2
Lebanon, NH 03766
603-448-0126

droston@wcbh.org



CURRICULUM VITAE

NANCY NOWELL

EDUCATION

Predoctoral Internship in Clinical Psychology
Albany Psychology Internship Consortium
Albany, New York
American Psychological Association (APA)-accredited program

Ph.D. (1992): Clinical Psychology
Northern Illinois University (NIU)
APA-accredited program

M.A. (1988): Clinical Psychology
Northern Illinois University (NIU)

B.A. (1985): Psychology
The University of Kansas

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

February, 2008 - Present: Vice President of Clinical Service organizes the development
of all clinical programs within WCBH. Also, develops, implements, and updates
clinical procedures to ensure high quality of care.

September 2003 - February 2008: Vice President of Outpatient Operations responsible
for planning, organizing, directing and evaluating outpatient clinical services of
the WCBH.

March 2002 - September 2003: Vice President of Quality Improvement and Training at
WCBH maintaining high standards of care and compliance with requirements
stipulated by funding sources and regulatory bodies. Support and guide all quality
improvement efforts. Write policies and procedures; serve as resource for quality
assurance and improvement activities. Supervise the Risk Management Director
and QA Manager.

February 1999 - March 2002: Director of Risk Management at WCBH ensuring all
clinical programs maintain high standards of care and were in compliance with
requirements stipulated by funding sources and regulatory bodies. Write policies
and procedures, develop educational risk management and safety programs and
train employees.



July 1998 - February 1999: Psychologist proving psychotherapy to clients. An active
member of the treatment team. Document and coordinate care and offer clinical

testing and supervised staff.

July, 1995 - July, 1998: Licensed Clinical Psychologist in group psychology practice.
Evaluation, therapy, and psychological testing for adults, families, couples,
adolescents, and children. State disability evaluations. Areas of specialization and
interest include women's issues; the cognitive-behavioral treatment of eating
disorders, depression, and anxiety; marital therapy; adjustment to divorce in
adults and children; and grief and loss issues.

July, 1994 - June, 1995: Psychologist In hospital-affiiiated outpatient mental health
agency. Hurley Mental Health in Burton, Michigan. Therapy and psychological
testing for adults, adolescents, and children. ADHD evaluations. Assessment and
treatment upon referral from the State child protective services agency. Intake
evaluations and triage. Supervision of Limited Licensed Psychologists.

July, 1994- June, 1995: Psychologist in group practice. Center for Personal Growth in
Huron Michigan. Therapy for adults, families, couples, adolescents, and children.
Specialization in the outpatient treatment of eating disorders, marital therapy, and
the treatment of mood and anxiety disorders.

January, 1992 - June, 1994: Counselor at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's (RPI)
College Counseling Center in Troy, New York. Responsibilities included
counseling, assessment (including learning disabilities assessments), frequent on-
call duties, crisis intervention, consultation with campus community, health
education committee work, supervision of graduate students in training, and
participation in quality assurance. Presentations and workshops on suicidal
students, family problems, relationship issues, depression, anxiety, stress
management, academic underachievement, learning disabilities, adjustment to
college, substance abuse, eating disorders, assertiveness, and psychological
aspects of sexual harassment.

September, 1990 - August, 1991: Predoctoral intern at Albany Psychology Internship
Consortium. Included three four-month rotations on inpatient unit (Albany
Medical College), outpatient services (Capital District Psychiatric Center, Albany
County Mental Health Clinic), and health/neuropsychology (VA Hospital).
Inpatient and outpatient psychotherapy and psychological testing. Year-long
family therapy practicum. Training in child custody evaluations. General
psychotherapy groups. Weight management and cardiac rehabilitation groups.
Presentations on PTSD, grief, panic disorder, eating disorders, and depression.
Supervision of extemship students from the State University of New York
(SUNY) at Albany.

Spring, 1990: Psychology Trainee. Co-led a women's issues therapy group at Family
Service Agency in DeKalb, Illinois



January, 1990 - June, 1990: Behavioral Consultant at Bethesda Lutheran Home in
Aurora, Illinois, a residential facility for the developmentally disabled.

Fall, 1989: Neuropsychology Extern at the University of Wisconsin Medical School,
Mount Sinai Campus in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, under the supervision of Dr.
Kerry Hamsher. Extemship provided exposure to assessment and differential
diagnosis in neurobehavioral disorders.

July, 1988 - August, 1989: Clinical Assistant at the NTU Psychological Services Center.
Responsibilities included conducting individual, child, marital, group, and family
psychotherapy; intake interviews; participation in administrative functions; and
extemal workshops.

Spring, 1987 and Spring, 1988: Psychology Trainee. Co-led eating disorders therapy
groups at the NTU Counseling and Student Development Center.

August, 1985 - May, 1988: Psychology Trainee. Six semesters of psychotherapy
practicum at the NTU Psychological Services Center. Conducted individual and
family psychotherapy and intellectual and personality assessments with children
and adults.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Spring, 1998: Auxiliary Instructor of Social Sciences at Jefferson Community College.
One section of General Psychology and one section of Child Development.

Fall, 1997: Auxiliary Instructor of Social Sciences at Jefferson Community College.
One section of General Psychology and one section of Abnormal Psychology.

Summer, 1997: Auxiliary Instructor of Social Sciences at Jefferson Community College.
One section of General Psychology.

Spring, 1997: Auxiliary Instructor of Social Sciences at Jefferson Community College.
Two sections of General Psychology and one section of Child Development.

Spring 1988: Teaching Assistant for graduate level course at NTU, Clinical Psychology
ID: Personality Assessment.

Fall, 1987: Teaching Assistant for graduate level course at NTU, Clinical Psychology 1:
Theory and Assessment of Intellectual Functioning.

Spling, 1987: Teaching Assistant for two sections of Introductory Psychology at NTU.
Fall, 1986: Teaching Assistant for two sections of Introductory Psychology at
NTU.



RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

May, 1992: Nowell, N.A.S. Investigation of dimensions associate with bulimic
symptomatology. Unpublished Dissertation, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb,
Illinois.

August, 1989 - August, 1990: Awarded Dissertation Completion Award from NIU •
Graduate School.

May, 1988: Sheldon, N.A. & McCanne, T.R. Impulsivity in bulimic syndrome.
Presented at the meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago.

November, 1987: Sheldon, N.A. Impulsivity in the bulimic syndrome. Unpublished
Thesis, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois.

August, 1985 - August, 1986; Research Assistant at NIU. Participated in a wide variety
of research activities including design, implementation, and data analysis of
psychophysiological studies and eating disorders research.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Psychological Association



Cynthia A. Twombly, MA, MBA
Vice President of Operations

West Central Behavioral Health

9 Hanover Street, Suite 2
Lebanon, NH 03766

(603) 448-0126

Professional Experience

West Central Behavioral Health - Lebanon, NH 02/09 - present
Vice President of Operations

• At the direction of the President and CEO is responsible for managing Operations of the
Agency

Center for Life Management - Berry, NH 10/07 - 01/09
Director

• Recruited for the development and implementation of a strategic business development
systematic plan for a regional behavioral health system.

•  Improve and develop key stakeholder relationships throughout the Southern New
Hampshire Interior Rockingham County.

•  Effectively developing new programs and services in collaboration with Parkland
Medical Center's executive team.

• Develop and maintain physician relationships to increase referral base and coordinate
quality of care for patients.

•  Improving community awareness and brand through a collaborative effort with marketing
consultant: including development of a regional community television program,
testimonial video production.

• Developed a strategic plan to partner the targeted community, Major Gift's effort,
medical system community and the organization through an inaugural charity event to
increase awareness and fund development. Currently managing the overall project
including solicitation of major sponsors and facilitation of committees.

•  Identified and implemented improved customer service processes.
• Developed staff training and community education programs.
•  Initially assessed readiness of the organization for the process of growth and change:

developed and implemented quality of work life strategies to improve organization
morale in support of the overall strategic business development plan and to drive
increased employee satisfaction. Strategy has been adopted into the organizational
system.

•  Interface effectively with internal Directors, Executive Team and Board of Directors.
• Developed an Integrated Service Delivery Model including operations, financial,

marketing plan negotiations that are targeted to Primary care and Specialty physician
practices for growth and development of services into other locations within region.

•  Create policies, procedure, and competencies for Integrated Services.



Cynthia Twombly, PLLC, Nashua, NH 10/01 -10/07
President, Counseling and Consulting Services
• Recruited for the development, implementation, operations and practice of Behavioral

Health services in a multi-specialty health care setting, Nashua Medical Group, Nashua,
NH. (Harvard Pilgrim HealthCare)

•  Provided in-depth needs assessment and treatment plans for individuals, couples, families
to improve cognitive, emotional and behavioral functioning and symptoms.

• Effectively resolved healthcare operations, claim and reimbureement issues.
• Develop and maintain healthcare provider relationships, managed care, insurance systems

for referral resource network.

•  Strong knowledge and experience in fee for service and managed care systems.
•  Effectively interfaced with primary care physicians, medical staff, support staff and

specialty physicians to ensure the highest quality of health care delivery.
•  Facilitated consulting/training programs to outside organizations in conflict management,

team development, and problem solving.

Foundation Medical Partners, So. NH Health Systems, Nashua, NH ' 10/98 - 8/01
Director

•  Contributed to the strategic planning, development and implementation of an innovative
integrative health center within the Southern New Hampshire Medical Center System,
departments, and services including staffing of providers and administrative staff, fit-up,
design, operations, forecasting and budgetary responsibilities.

• Directly involved in the development of a strategic marketing plan for the health center
including branding, naming, logo development, and creation of advertisements and media
roll-out.

• Collaborated with primary care and specialty physicians including anesthesiology, breast
health, radiology, cardiac, behavioral health, pain management, pulmonary,
physiologists, surgery, oncology, psychiatry to develop an integrated health care delivery
system to improve chronic disease patient outcomes and improved delivery of care.

•  Interfaced with Executive Management, Physician Committees and Chief of Staff for
development of integrated programs within the Southern New Hampshire Medical Center
System.

• Directly responsible for budgetary development and monthly provider productivity
reports and management

So. NH Medical Center, So. NH Health Systems, Nashua, NH 5/93 -10/98
Cardiopulmonary Rehab, Clinical

• Develop clinical exercise prescriptions for cardiac/pulmonary rehab patients and
employee wellness programs.

•  Extensive chronic disease program development and management within the Cardio-
Pulmonary and Community Health Department.

• Assessed and consulted with extemal health care systems for the development of an
integrated disease management system.

• Developed and implemented behavioral health assessments and services for patients with
chronic illness.



•  Interfaced with Senior Management, Physician Committees and Chief of Staff for growth
and development of integrated programs within the Southern New Hampshire Medical
Center System.

Nashua Downtown Development, Nashua, NH 9/87 - 2/93
Business/Community Development Director
• Reported directly and accountable to Board of Directors.
• Recruited/solicited businesses to relocate/expand into the Downtown region of Nashua,

NH.

•  Interfaced/collaborated with city, state government and corporate leaders to support the
economic development mission of the organization.

• Developed and oversaw special community events for the region.
•  Extensive media relations interface: local/national television, radio, newspapers,

newsletter writing and publication.
•  Budgetary responsibility and fiscal management
• Recruitment and oversight of volunteers.
• Assessment and needs analysis of community and business climate through extensive

jwrvey tools.

Education

Master's in Business Administration - Rivier College 2001
Masters of Arts in Counseling, Department of Education - Rivier College 1997
Bachelors of Arts in Psychology - Rivier College 1997

Professional Affiliations

Licensed Clinical Psychotherapist - State of New Hampshire National Certified Counselor,
NBCC #53625

Ethics Chair, New Hampshire Chapter Counselors Association 2003 - 2006

Adjunct Faculty Academic Posts
Rivier College, Graduate Business Department, Nashua, NH, 1/03 - 6/07

Courses facilitated:

MBA Department: Health Care Administration, Health Care Marketing, Strategic
Marketing Management

New Hampshire Technical Community College, Nashua, NH, 8/01 - 6/07
Courses facilitated:

Human Relations in the Organization, Human Development, Introduction to Psychology



ROBERT GONYO

EXPERIENCE

Accounting Manager 2014 - Present
Lake Sunapee Bank
Newport, New Hampshire

•  Responsible for managing the Accounting Department of a 1.6 billion dollar community bank with 35
branch locations within New Hampshire and Vermont to insure optimum accuracy, efficiency, and
delivery of services.

• Work with external and internal auditors to provide accounting related documentation needed for
audits.

•  Review and approve the distribution of checks issued by Accounts Payable.
•  Manage monthly recurring and non-recurring accruals and review of overall expenses.
•  Prepare weekly filing of FR 2900, monthly calculation and filing of Vermont Sales & Use Tax retum,

quarterly filing of Vermont Bank Franchise Tax retum and filing of annual reports with various
Secretaries of State for 6 corporations.

•  Responsible for accounting and reporting of $188 million dollars of bank owned investments.
•  Monitor and adjust pledged deposits weekly based on current market values of investments.
•  Review and determine daily cash needs at Federal Reserve Bank with access to line of credit at

Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston.

•  Experience working with Jack Henry banking software and Fiserv investment software.
•  Manage and direct a staff of 5 reporting directly to the Vice President and Director of Financial

Reporting/Controller.

Revenue. Manager 2013 - 2014
Lutheran Social Services / Ascentria Care Alliance

Concord, New Hampshire

Responsible for the oversight of the accounts receivable billing and collections function for all
subsidiaries.

Oversee 7 direct reports providing leadership and coaching while holding direct staff accountable for
accurate and timely completion of their duties.
Monitor and manage any identified disruptions of delays within the revenue cycle.
Determine and recommend general and specific reserves against bad debts and routinely analyze
the collectabiiity of receivables.
Ensure departmental effectiveness and compliance with all third-party billing and collection
requirements including eligibility and authorization functions.
Maintain contact with program directors throughout the agency and external funding agencies in
order to ensure proper management of all contracts and grants.
Provide analysis of revenue contracts/grants to assist in making sure that revenue from
contracts/grants are maximized.
Experience with federal contracts, UFR categories for cost reimbursements, EIM billing and cost
reimbursement billing processes and procedures.
Knowledge of contract principles, laws, statues. Executive Orders, regulations and procedures.

Fiscal Director 2008-2013

Community Alliance of Human Services
Newport, New Hampshire

•  Responsible for all fiscal service operations including all monthly, quarterly and annual reporting
requirements.

•  Post all general ledger entries and reconcile all bank accounts.
•  Oversee all accounts receivable (including Medicare, Medicaid & private pay billings), accounts

payable, payroll and collection efforts.
•  Responsible for preparing annual operating budgets for a multi company organization.
•  Manage daily cash flow requirements.
•  Implement internal controls in the areas of accounts payable, accounts receivable and payroll.

Provided quarterly reporting requirements for various local, county, state and federal grants and
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assisted with grant writing proposals.
• Work with Board of Director's, management team and staff to provide financial analysis.
•  Oversee annual certified audit.

•  Perform monthly financial statement reviews with Directors.
•  Implement accounting software upgrade and facilitated the moving of payroll processing from an

extemal source to internal processing.
•  Experienced ElV Coordinator for HUD subsidized 40 unit elderly housing complex.
•  Responsible for completing annual Medicare Cost Report for a Home Health Agency.
•  Manage and direct Staff Accountant.

Revenue Control Accountant 2003 - 2008
NFI North

Contoocook, New Hampshire

•  Responsible for printing monthly cost center financial statements for 23 programs along with a
corporate consolidation.

•  Review bi-monthly billings for accuracy and tie revenue amounts back to program census.
•  Member of Software Selection Committee charged with selecting a new client data management

system for entire agency.
• Worked to set up finance module of new client data management system allowing a seamless

transition to the new software.

•  Produce monthly cash flow showing six months actual and six months projections.
•  Update management team on a weekly basis of the cash flow status.
•  Close and reconcile accounts receivable and post revenue to Great Plains general ledger monthly.
•  Calculate allowance for doubtful accounts.

•  Approve monthly reconciliation and weekly batches for accounts payable.
•  Perform monthly budget reviews with Program Managers.
• Work with billing department to develop and institute rebilling and collection procedures.

Controller 2002-2003

Brattleboro Reformer/Town Crier

Brattleboro, Vermont

Responsible for producing monthly financial statements for two publications.
Produce weekly revenue and expense forecasts for the current month and monthly produce a rolling
three months forecast.

Developed inventory controls allowing daily updates of newsprint inventory levels:
Provide corporate office with explanations of monthly revenue and expense budget variances. Work
with circulation department to develop and institute collection procedures.
Responsible for preparing annual operating budgets, filing of sales and use tax returns, reviewing
and approving salesman commissions and accounts payable invoices.
Work with management and staff to provide analysis and support.
Produce daily production and revenue reports allowing management to quickly adjust and
compensate for variances from expected results.

•  Manage and direct staff in the areas of payroll, accounts receivable and credit & collections.

Controller 1998-2002

Merriam-Graves Corporation
Charlestown, New Hampshire

•  Responsible for preparing monthly financial statements in a multi-corporate environment, providing
financial support for 4 corporations including cost centerfinancial statements for 34 multi state branch
locations, corporate consolidations and monthly/quarterly reporting requirements.
Manage daily cash flow and line of credit for all locations.
Coordinated local banking relationships into a primary centralized corporate account for maximum
utilization of funds.

Worked in conjunction with the CFO to reorganize the corporate structure to create efficiencies and
reduce costs.

Provide analysis and support to all levels of management and staff.
Ensure the accuracy of month-end closings and the integrity of the genera! ledger.
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•  Responsible for A/P, A/R, P/R, managing fixed assets, aii state sales and use tax reporting and the
preparation for the annual certified audit.

•  Design and maintain internal controls, standardize intemai policy and procedures throughout the
company.

•  Developed and instituted an intemai branch audit system, providing an independent confirmation of
inventories and cash management.

•  Successfully integrated 5 acquisitions into the corporate financial structure.
•  Direct a staff of 7 reporting directly to the Chief Financial Officer.

Assistant Comptroller 1992-1998
Wakeman Industries, Inc. (Merriam-Graves Coiporatlon)
Charlestown, New Hampshire

•  Responsible for producing detailed monthly financial statements with statistical highlights on an IBM
AS/400 for 26 branches, 9 corporations and 2 consolidations.

•  Coordinated with i/S staff and software provider to ensure the accuracy of general ledger during all
phases of the computer conversion.

•  Managed and directed support staff in the areas of payroll, accounts payable and accounts
receivable. Streamlined the financial reporting process which resulted in more accurate and timely
monthly financial statements.

•  Assisted with the developing and preparation of the annual operating budgets.
•  Managed daily cash flow requirements with access to $5,000,000 line of credit.
•  Responsible for management and reporting of approximately $3,000,000 accounts receivable.
•  Managed and calculated salesman commission and branch manager bonus programs.
•  Assisted with annual certified audit.

Staff Accountant 1988- 1992
Wakeman industries, Inc. (Merriam-Graves Corporation)
Charlestown, New Hampshire

•  Set up and maintained cost allocation spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel to distribute centralized costs
to all branches.

•  Implemented AS/400 based fixed asset system.
•  Produced depreciation expense schedules for fleet of 100 trucks, tractors and trailers. Experienced

with payroll processing for 225 personnel.
•  Set up and maintained multl state sales tax exemption flies.

Office Administrator 1984-1987
Suburban Realty, Inc.
Manchester, New Hampshire

•  Responsible for managing all bookkeeping and administrative functions.
•  Implemented advertising program which allowed equal exposure for all listed properties.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science degree In Accounting
New Hampshire College
Manchester, New Hampshire

PROFESSIONAL AFILIATIONS

Serves as the Board Treasurer to Housing for the Elderly and Handicapped of Newport, inc.
Newport, New Hampshire



CONTRACTOR NAME

Key Personnel

Name Job Title Salary % Paid from Amount Paid from

this Contract this Contract

Suellen Griffin President/CEO $178,236 3.25 $5,793

Diane Roston Medical Director $122,853 3.25 $3,993
Nancy Nowell VP of Clinical Services $97,850 3.25 $3,180

Cynthia Twombly VP of Operations $92,700 3.25 $3,013

Robert Gonyo CFO $92,700 3.25 $3,013
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Kstji S. Fox
Director

STATE OF NEW HAMPSfflRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION FOR BEHA VIORAL HEALTH

BVREA U OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

J05 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603-271-6I10 1-800^-3345 ExL 5738

Fix: 603-271-6105 TDD Access: 1-800-735-2964

ww^v.dhhf.nh.gov

July 10, 2018

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
REQUESTED ACTtON

Action #1) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to enter into retroactive Agreements with three (3) of the thirteen (13) Vendors listed below
In bold, to provide substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services statewide by
increasing the combined price limitation by $1,549,015, from $3,157,927, to an amount not to exceed
$4,706,942 effective retroactive to July 1, 2018, upon approval of the Govemorand Executive Council
through June 30. 2019. 55.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30.16% Other Funds.

Action #2) Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services. Bureau of Drug and Alcohol
Services, to amend contracts with ten (10) of the thirteen (13) vendors not listed in bold, to modify the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services >Mth no change to the
price limitation or completion date, effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council
approval. These ten (10) contracts were approved by the Governor and Executive Council on June 20
2018 (Late Item G).

Summary of contracted amounts by Vendor:

Vendor Current
Amount

Increase/

Decrease
Revised

Budget
Dismas Home of New Hampshire, Inc. $240,000 $0 $240,000
FIT/NHNH, Inc. SO $645,775 $645,775
Grafton County New Hampshire - Department of
Corrections and Alternative Sentencing $247,000 $0 $247,000

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism $0 $624,599 $624,599
Headrest $147,999 $0 $147,999
Manchester Alcoholism Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371 $0 $1,118,371
Hope on Haven Hill $0 •  $278,641 $278,641
North Country Health Consortium $287,406 $0 $287,406
Phoenix Houses of New England. Inc. $232,921 $0 $232,921
Seacoast Youth Services $73;200 $0 $73,200
Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Services $589,540 $0 $589,540
The Community Council of Nashua. N.H. $162,000 $0 $162,000
West Central Services, Inc. $59,490 $0 $59,490

Total SFY19 $3,157,927 $1,549,015 $4,706,942
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Funds to support this request are available in State Rscal Year 2019 In the following accounts
with the authonty to adjust encumbrances between State Fiscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Govemor and Executive Council, if needed and justified.

05-95-92-920510-33820000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS
GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

05-95-92-920510-33840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS
DEPT OF, HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH, BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL SVCS,
CLINICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Funds, 20% General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA 93.959)

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

Action #1)

Requested Action #1 is retroactive because the Department and FIT/NHNH, Inc. were
• continuing to work on the scope of work and therefore, the contract was not completed In time to place

20, 2018 Govemor and Executive Council meeting. The contract
with Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism and Hope on Haven Hill are being submitted after the
release of audit reports to allow for Council review prior to entering Into an Agreement, and to add
contract monitoring language to address the audit findings. If these actions were not taken
retroactively, the result would have been a gap in critical substance use disorder'treatment and
recovery support services In the State's two largest cities.

The Department requests approval of three (3) agreements. Ten (10) agreements were
previously approved by Govemor and Executive Council on June 20, 2018 Late Item G. These
agreements will allow the Vendors listed to provide an array of Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services statewide to children and aduits with substance use disorders, who have
income below 400% of the Federal Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are homeless
in New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs causes

. clinically and functionally significant Impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure to meet
major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use disorder Is
detemilned using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
Rfth Edition criteria.

Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the opioid
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's individuals, families, and communities
as well as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current Iteration of these
contracts, fifteen 05) vendors are delivering an array of treatment seivices. Including individual and
group outpatient. Intensive outpatient, partial hospltalization. transitional living, high and low intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residential withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery supp^ services. While the array of services offered by each vendor varies slightly, together

oJf o° ? ort individuals In senrice groups covered by the contract between May 1, 2017 and April
*  ̂ A overdose deaths In New Hampshire with the death toll for 2017

^■if ^ 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases arestill pending analysis. This reduction In deaths Indicates that the overall strategy including prevention
intervention, treatment, and recovery support services may be having a positive Impact

The Department published a Request for Applications ifor Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Sen^s website April 20. 2018 through May 10. 2018. The Department received sWeen (16)
applicabons. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of Individuals with program specific
knowledge. TTie Department selected fourteen applications (two (2) submitted by Graflon County were
combined into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).
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Some of the Vendors' applications scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the Vendors providing a limited array of services and not to their experience and/or capacity to
provide those services. In addition the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Services is working with the Bureau
of Improvement and integrity to improve the contract monitoring and quality improvement process as
well as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

The Contract Includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim
services if they are on a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
income at intake and on a monthly basis; and to ensure care coordination for the clients by assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

The Department will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing client records, and engaging in activities identified in the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above", in addition, the Department Is
collecting baseline data on access, engagement, clinical appropriateness, retention, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance improvement goals in future contracts. Rnaily
contractor financial health is also being monitored monthly.

All thirteen (13) contracts include language that reserves the right to renew each contract for up
to two (2) additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of
contracted services and Gbvernor and Executive Council approval.

Should the Governor "and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Requested Action
#1, the vendors would not.have sufficient resources to promote and provide the array of services
necessary to provide individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance
and sustain recovery. •

Action #2)

Requested Action #2 seeks approval to amend ten (10) of the thirteen (13) agreements for the
provision of substance use disorder treatment and recovery support services by modifying the scope to
reduce the burden oh the vendors in meeting contract requirements.

The changes to the contracts include removal of the requirement to continue providing services
after the contract price limitation is reached, allowing for assistance to clients enrolling in insurance
through the use of referrals to trained community providers, and an easing of supervision requirements
that is not expected to negatively impact client care. Corrective action for compliance audits was also
included. The changes were also made to the three (3) contracts being put forth in Action #1. These
changes are being made as a part of the Department's response to provider's concerns over
reimbursement rales with the goal of reducing the gap between the cost of providing services and the
rate paid by the Department by reducing the administrative burden associated with service delivery
without compromising client care.

These contracts were originally competitively bid.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request Action #2,
the gap between the cost of care and reimbursement rates will remain the same, which vendors have
indicated may result In having to limit services provided under this contract. In addition, there would
not be a requirement of a corrective actions plan should there be an audit which does not allow for a
system to assist with improvement in services provided.
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Area served: Statewide.

Sourt^ of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Substance Abuse

Treatment Block Grant, CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
11010035-14, and 13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Governor's Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment.

In the event that the Federal Funds become no longer available, General Funds will not be
requested to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Katja S. Fox
Director

Approved by:
J^rey A. Meyers
Commissioner

The Department of Health and Human Services' Mission is to join communities end families
in providing opportunities for citizens to achieve health end Independence.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

Summary Scoring Sheet

Subff^nce Ust Disorder Traetrnint And
Recevtry Support Services

RFA Name

Bidder Name

RPA-2019«OAS<01'SUBST

^ County of Graflon New Hampthira - Grafton
• Ccunty Department of Corractiona

3.

Olamas Homa of New Hampshire, Inc.

Manchoatar Alcohollam Rahabltltatlon Center

*■ Manchester AlcohoHam Rahabliitation Center
5. FTTfNHWH
6.

. Inc.
Graflon County New l^ampshire • Grafton County
Alternative Serrtencino

The Community Coundl of Naahua, N. H,

8. Halo EducetJonat Systems

Headrost

10.
Hope on Haven Hill Inc.

11.
Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism

12
Horth CouJrtry Health Consortium

13.

14,

North Country Health Consortliim

PhoenU Housea of New England. Inc.

15.
Seacoast Youth Services

16.
Seacoast Youth Services

yy Southeastern New Hampshire Alcohol & Drug
" Abuse Services

16.

19.

20.

Smrtheasten^lctiio^^Dnjg^AkmeSenrl^M

V^t^gt^ajjetytees, Inc.

White Homa Addiction Centar, Inc.

RFA Number

*Halo Educational Systemsi AppMcatlon was disqualified as ron-reaponsive.
••White Horse Addldton Center. Inc.: Vendor was not selacted.

Maxifflum
Points Actual Points Region

440 270 Nonh Cotmtry

440 262 Craatar Mancbaatar

440 338 Greater Mancheatar

440 328 Capita]

440 360 Greater Uanchestai

440 290 North Country

440 280 Greeter Nashua

440 saa below* Upper Vatloy

440 283 Upper Vallay

440 304 Strafford County

440 394 Greater Nashua

440 32S North Country

440 295 Carrol County

440 3$r Monadneek

440 '  215 Saaeoast

440 215 Strsfterd County

440 320 Seacoast

440 370 Strafferd

440 231 Greater dutllvan

440 138- Cerrol County

Reviewer Names
Jamie PoMts, Clinical & Remwy

'• SfvcsAdrrinll. BDAS
, T^ietanoTrogram Specialist III.

BHS

3 Shewn BIskey. Proe Spedalltt fV.
ChlM Bhvl Heath

4 PaulKlemsivCtnicalSrvcs
• SpdatOfugAAIeohotSrvca

c wBySKowlo^nTTOcyTn^sl^
Subatnc Uee Srv. Obaerver only



Attachment A

F{nandal Details

05-e5-e2-920510-M8200M HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF, HHS: OIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS, GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (100% Other Funds)

Communily Cound
of Nsshua-Gr

Nashua Camm

Mental Health VendorCode; 154112-B001

State Rscal Year Class/Account Title Budget/Unount Inciaase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S4S,S57 SO $46,657

Suthtotal $48,657 so 1  $48,657

Oismas Home of NH Vendor Code;TBD

State Fiscal Year CJaas/Account THle Budget Amount Increase/ Deereesa
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc $72,361 $0 $72,381

Sut)-t0t8l $72,381 SO $72,361

Easter Seals of NH

Manchestar

Alcoholism Rehab

Ctr/Famum VendorCode: 177204-8005

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account Tide Budget Amount increase/ Decrease Rcvited liflodified

Budget

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$337,286 SO $337,286

Sub-total $337,286 SO $337,288

FIT/NHNH Vendor Code; 157730-B001

State Fiscal Year Clasa/Account TWe Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 S194.759 $194,759

Sub-total SO $194,759 $194,759

CfBfton County VendorCode: 177397-8003

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$74,492 SO $74,492

Greater Nashua
Council on

Alcoholism Vendor CodK 165574-BO01

SO S74.492 1

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TlOe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Conbacts for Prog
Svc

$0 $168,372 $166,372

Headrest, Inc VendorCode: 175226-8001

$186 372 $188,372

State Fiscal Year Class/Accoum Title Budget Amount ncrease/Decrease
Revised Modified

2019

Sub-total

102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$44,635

S44.635 $0

$44,635

$44,635

Attachment A

Flnandsl Detail

PegelolA



Attachment A

Financial Details

Hope on Haven HiP VendofCode: 27511S.8O01

Stats Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$0 $64,035 S84.035

SutHotal SO $84,035 S84 035

North Country
Health Consortium Vendor Code: 158557-B001

Stats Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S86.678 $86,678

Sub-total S86678 SO S86.67a

Phoenix Houses of
New England, Inc. Vendor Code: 177589-B001

Stats Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$70,248 $70,246
Sub-total $70,246 SO $70246

Seacoast Youth

Senricas Vendor Code: 203944-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TKIe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$22,076 $0 $22,076

Sub-total $22,076 SO $2Z076

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Drug
Services Vendor Code 15S292-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$177,799 $0 $177,799

Sut>-rotal $177,799 SO S177 700

West Central

Services Vendor Code: 177654-B001

State Racal Year Class/Account Tltlo Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$17,942 $0 $17,942

Sub-total $17,942 SO $17,942
Total Oov. Comm S9S2.394

- 11,419.580

05-d5-g2>920510<»840000 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH
BUREAU OF DRUG S ALCOHOL SVCS. CUNICAL SERVICES (80% Federal Fund*. 20% General Funds FAIN TIOIOOM CFDA 93.959}

Community Council
of Nashua^Gr

Nashua Comm

Mental Health Vendor Coda: 154112-B001

State Rscal Year Class/Account Tttle Budget Amount Increase/ Dectaase
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$113,143 $0 $113,143

Sub-total $113,143 SO $113,143

Anachffltot A

nnincial Octal!

Pate 2 of 4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Dfsmas Home of NH Vendor Code:TBD

StBte'RsesI Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised flilodllled

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S167.819 $0 $167,619

Sub*tot8l $167,619 $0 $167,619

Easter Seels of NH

Manchetter

AJcohofism Rehab

Ctr/Famum

\

Vendor Code: 177204-B005

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised ModlHed

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc $781,063 $0 $781,083

Subtotal $781,063 $0 $781,083

rrr/NHNH Vendor Code: 157730-0001

Stale Rscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$0 $451,016 $451,016

Sub-total $0 $451,016 $451,016

Grafton County Vendor Code; 177397-B003

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Oocrcasc
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$172,508 $0 $172,508

Sub-total $172,508 SO $172,508

Greater Nashua

Council on

Alcoholism Vendor Code: 168574-B001

State Rscal Year Claas/Account Title Budget Amount Irtcrease/ Dtcreasa
Revised Modified

2019 102-600734
Contracta for Prog

Svc
$0 $436,227 $436,227

Sub-total $0 $436,227 $436,227

Headrest, Inc Vendor Code; 175226-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Docroaso
Revised ModHled

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc $103,384 $0 $103,364

Sub-total $103,384 $0 $103,364

Kc^ on Have Hill VendorCode; 275119-aooi

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amourtt Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$0 $194,606 $194,608

Sub-total $0 $194,606 S194.6{»

North Country
Health Consortium VendorCode; 158S57-B001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$200,728 $0 $200,728

Sut}-total $200,726 $0 $200,728

AtTadtmentA

Financial Detail

Pate 3 of 4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Phoenix Houses of
New England, Inc. Vendor Code; 177589-B001

State Fiscal Yosr Class/Account Title , Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

S162.675 SO S162.875

SeacoaSt Youth

Services Vendor Code; 203944.^001

S162.675 $0 $162,675

State Fiscal Year Oass/Account Tide Budget Amount Incroase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$51,124 $0 S51.124

Southeastern NH

Alcohol and Drug
Services Vendor Code 15S292-B001

SO $51,124

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

2019 102-500734 Contracts for Prog
Svc

$411,741 SO $411,741

West Centra)

Services Vendor Code; 177654-B001

SO $411,741

State Fiscal Year Class/Account TlUe Budget Amount increase/ Decrease
Revised Modiftod

2019

Sub-total

102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$41,548

$41,548

SO

$0

$41,548

$41,548
Total Clinical Sva

Grand Total All

*^-205.533

H.157.927

^1-P81-8<9 S3.287J82

S4.70B.M2

Attachment A

Finandal Detail



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

State of New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services

Amendment #1 to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services Contract

This 1®* Amendment to the Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services contract
(hereinafter referred to as "Amendment #1") dated this 26th. day of June, 2018, is by and between the
State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services (hereinafter referred to as the
"State" or "Department") and West Central Services, Irrc., (hereinafter referred to as "the Contractor"), a
non-profit corporation virith a place of business at 9 Hanover Street, Suite 2, Lebanon, NH 03766.

WHEREAS, pursuant to an agreement (the "Contract") approved by the Governor and Executive Council
on June 20, 2018 (Late Item G), the Contractor agreed to perform certain services based upon the terms
and conditions specified In the Contract as amended and In consideration of certain sums specified; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Contractor have agreed to make changes to the scope of work, payment
schedules and terms and conditions of the contract; and ^

WHEREAS, pursuant to Form P-37, General Provisions, Paragraph 18, the State may modify the scope
of work and the payment schedule of the contract upon written agreement of the parties and approval
from the Governor and Executive Council; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to modify the scope of services to support continued delivery of these
services with no change to the price limitation or completion date;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants and conditions
contained in the Contract and set forth herein, the parties hereto agree to amend as follows:

1. Delete Exhibit A, Scope of Services, Section 2, Scope of Services, Subsection 2.7, Assistance
with Enrolling in Insurance Programs, in its entirety, and replace vwth the following:
2.7., Assistance with Enrolling In Insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients and/or their parents or iega) guardians, who are
unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry into the program, with

,  obtaining other potential sources for payment, either directly or through a closed-loop
. referral to a community provider. Other potential sources for payment Include, but
are not limited to:

2.7.1.1. Enrollment in public or private insurance Including, but not limited to New
Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen (14) days after intake.

2. Delete Exhibit.A, Scope of Services, Section 3, Staffing, Subsection 3.9, in its entirety, and
.replace as follows: ' , . '

3.9. The Contractor shall provide In-service training to all staff involved In client care within
fifteen (15) days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, If after the
contract effective date, on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

_  . , . Department, the
agrees to provide a corrective action plan to the'Department within thirty

_  " , (30) days from the date of the final findings which addresses any and all findings.
West Central Services, Inc. Amendment #1
RFA-201&-eOAS-01.SUBST-;i3-. , Page 1 of4



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

10.2 The corrective action plan shall include:

10.2.1 The action(s) that will be taken to correct each deficiency;

10.2.2 The action(s) that will be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of each
deficiency;

10.2.3 The specific steps and time line for implementing the actions above;

10.2.4 The plan for monitoring to ensure that the actions above are effective; and

10.2.5 How and when the vendor will report to the Department on progress on
implementation and effectiveness.

4. Delete Exhibit A-1, Operational Requirements, Section 8, Clinical Supervision, Subsection 8.1,
Paragraph 8.1.3, in its entirety, and replace as follows:

8.1.3. Unlicensed counselors shall receive at least one (1) hour of supervision for every forty
(40) hours of direct client contact;

5. Delete Exhibit B. Methods and Conditions Precedent to Payment, Section 8, in its entirety.

The rest of this page intentionally left blank.

West Central Services. Inc. Amenrfrnent #1
RFA.2019-BDAS^1-SUBST.13 Page 2 of 4
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

This amendment shall be effective upon the date of Governor and Executive Council approval.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands as of the date written below,

State of New Hampshire

Department of Health and Human Services

I i fT
Date Katja S. Fox

Director

June 28,2018

Date

West Central Sen/ices, Inc.

Name; Suelien Griffin

Title: President/CEO

Acknowledgement of Contractor's signature:

State of County of on . before the
undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified directly above, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name Is signed above, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the
capacity indicated above.

Signature of NoferyTublic or Justice of the Peace

HOBEHT T. QONYO, Notary Public
StBta or Now Hainpahfre

My Oociwnbston Bmlnfta Aimust 9.
oV -

Npm^^e^d-Title ofjNotary or Justice of the Peace

[My^OTnmissb^^^ fjj^vnr 2.

us

West Central Services, Inc.
RFA-201 e-BDA8-01 -SUBST-13

■•Y-

Amendment #1
Page 3 of 4
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treiatment and Recovery Support Services

The preceding Amendment, having been reviewed by this office, Is approved as to form, substance and
execution.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date ^ ' Name:

Title: (

I hereby certify that the foregoing Amendment was approved by the Govemor and Executive Council of
the State of New Hampshire at the Meeting on: (date of meeting)

OFRCE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Date Name:

Title:

West Central Services, Inc.
RFA-2019-BD AS-01 -S UBST-13

Amendment #1
Page 4 of 4
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DmSlONrOti BEHAVIOBAL HEALTH

BVREAV OP DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES

105 PLEASAffT STREET, CONCORD, NH 03301
603*271-€110 1^00-SS»34S ExL 6738

Fax: 603:271-6105 TDO Access: 1-800-73S-2964
W\VW4fllhSJlh.gOV

June 19. 2018

His ExcelIency,;Govemor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorably Council . . " .

State rtouse
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

REQUESTED ACTION
i

Authorize the Department of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Drug ai}d Alcohol
Seivtces, to enter into Agreements with multiple Vendors, listed below, to provide sut^tance use
disorder treatrnent and recovery support services statewide, in an amount not to exceed $3,157,927
effectiye July 1, 2018 or upon Governor and Executive CouricB approval whichever is later through
June 30.201.9.55.87% Federal. 13.97% General, and 30,16%'Other Funds.

Summary of contracted, amounts by Verrdor.

Vendor" Budgeted Amount

Dismas Home of New Hampshire'. Iric. ■  $240,000

Grafton County New Hampshire ̂  Department of Corrections and Altemativq
Sentencino ' . $247,000

Headrest $147,999

Manchester Atcohotlsm Rehabilitation Center $1,118,371

North Country Health Consortium ■  $287,406

Phoenix Houses of New Enaland. Inc. $232,921

Seacoast Youth Services $73,200

Southeastern New Hampshire Aicohol & Drug Abuse Services * $589,540

The ComTriunltv Coundl of Nashua. N.H. $162,000

West Central Services. Inc.. $59,490

TotalSFYIQ' • $3,157,927

Funds to support this request are available In State Fiscal Year 2019 In the fpllowing accounts,
with the authority to. adjust encumtirances between State Rscal Years through the Budget Office
without approval of the Governor and Executive Council, If needed and Justified.

Please see attached financial details.

EXPLANATION

The Department requests approval of ten (10) agreements with a combined price (Imitation of
$3,157,927 that will allow the Vendors listed to provide an amay of Substance Use Disorder Treatment
and Recovery Support Services statewide to children and adults with substance use disorders, who
have Income below 400% of the Federar Poverty level and are residents of New Hampshire or are
homeless In New Hampshire. Substance use disorders occur when the use of alcohol and/or drugs
causes clinically and functionally slgnlificant impairment, such as health problems, disability, and failure
to meet major responsibilities at work, school, or home. The existence of a substance use. disorder is



His Excellency. Governor Christopher T. Sununu
end the'HonorebleCouncit

Page 2 of3 ^

determined using a clinical evaluation based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fifth Edition criteria. Three (3) more agreements will be submitted by the Department at a future
Governor and Executive Council meeting.

These Agreements are part of the Department's overall strategy to respond to the cploid
epidemic that continues to negatively Impact New Hampshire's individuals, femilles, and communities
as we)) as to respond to other types of substance use disorders. Under the current iteration of th^e
contracts, frfleen (15) vendors are delivering an array of treatment services, including individual and
group outpatient. Intensive outpatient, parliai hospitalization, transitional IMng, high and low intensity
residential, and ambulatory and residentiai withdrawal management services as well as ancillary
recovery support services. While the array of services offered by each.vendor varies slightly, together
they enrolled 2994 Individuals in service groups covered by the contract between May 1,2017 and April
30,2018. In 2016 there were 485 drug ovettJose deaths In New Hampshire with the.dealh toll for 2017
at 428 as of April 20,2016; however, the 2017 statistics are expected to increase slightly as cases are
still pending analysis. This reduction in deaths indicates that the overall strategy including prevention.
Intervention, treatment, and recovery support services is having a positive impact.

The Department published a Request for AppllcationsTor Substance Disorder Treatrr^nt
and Recovery Support Services (RFA-2019-BDAS-01-SUBST) on the Department of Health and
Humans Services websltff April 20,2018 through May 10,2018. Ttie Department received sixteen (16)
applications. These proposals were reviewed and scored by a team of individuals vrilh program specific
knowledge. The Deparlrhenl selected fourteen applications (two (2) subrnitted by Graflon County were
combined Into one contract) to provide these services (See attached Summary Score Sheet).

Some of the Vendors' applicatioiis scored lower than anticipated; however, this was largely due
to the vendors providing a limited array of senflces and not to their experience and/or capac^ to
provide tho^ services. In addition the Bureau- of Drug and Alcohol ServicesJs working with the Bureau
of Improvement and Integrity to improve the contract monitoring and quaHhf Improvement process as
welt as taking steps to reposition staff to assist with this.

-\ ■ . .

The Coitect includes language to assist pregnant and parenting women by providing interim
services if they are oh a waitlist; to ensure clients contribute to the cost of services by assessing client
Income at Intake and on a monthly basis: and to ensure care coordination for the clients by ..assisting
them with accessing services or working with a client's existing provider for physical health, behavioral
health, medication assisted treatment and peer recovery support services.

• The bepartmerit will monitor the performance of the Vendors through monthly and quarterly
reports, conducting site visits, reviewing dient records, and engaging in activities identified In the
contract monitoring and quality improvement work referenced above, in addition, the Department is
collecting baseline data on access,'engagement, dlnical appropiialeness. retention,, completion, and
outcomes that will be used to create performance Improyemenl goals in future contracts.-Rnally,
contractor flnancia! health is also being monitored monthly.

This contract Includes language Vnai reserves the right to renew.each contract for up to two (2)
additional years, subject to the continued availability of funds, satisfactory performance of contract^
services arid Governor and Executive Coundl approval.

Should the Governor and Executive Council determine to not authorize this Request, the
vendors would not have suffident resources to promote and provide the array of services necessary to
provide Individuals with substance use disorders the necessary tools to achieve, enhance and sustain
recovery.



His Exceilency, Qtjvemor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Coundl

Page3of3

Area served: Statewide.

Source of Funds: 55.87% Federal Funds fronfi the United States Detriment.of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse, and Mental Health Services Administrattan, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant. CFDA #93.959, Federal Award Identification Number
11010035-14, and '13.97% General Funds and 30.16% Other Funds from the Govemor^s Commission
on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, Intervention and Treatment

In the event that the Federal funds become no longer available. General Funds will not be
request^ to support this program.

Respectfully submitted,

Ka^S. Fox
•  Director

Approved b)
reyA^Meyere

Commissioner

The Depa/bnent Heellh end Human Sar^cofMission b to join commut^ies afldtamSks
In ptwiding opportvniOas for dlizens to acNeve health and independence.



New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Business Operations
Contracts & Procurement Unit

.  Summary Scoring Sheet

SubstatiM U«% Dtsonltr TrastTORt And
rUcottySnpport Swvlets

RFAKsme

RFA«201»«OAS-01-SUBST

RFANumfeff

BlddarJtanie
iMausuin '

Paints Actsal Pelnta' Reeton

County of Grafloo New KampsMre - Grafton
CountyDepaitmentofCorTecdons 440 270 NorOi Catffltqr

^ Dtemas Home of New HamintUre, tn& 440 262 Ornatir Mandtestsr

^ BlaneltesterAIcohoOamAehstriiaaSon CcRter 440 300 (Jraetsrhbnehester

Manchester Alcoholism RehabnitaaenCenter . 440 3U CetdsJ

^FmNHfUiine. 440 ■ 3«0 Sreatsrfttsnchfster

GrBtteocountyNowHainpshlre^Gia^Ccun^
Altemattvs GentsnWm 440 2M North CeunOy

The Cootmunity Council of N^ua, N. H. 440 2aQ Gnttif Nastm

Halo Ectueatlonal Systems 440 'scebdew* UpperVaUcy

Headrest 440 2SS Upper VaDey

10. . .
Hope on Haven Hin liw. ' 440 304 Stratfefd County

GrestorNashuaCduncnon Aleohollsni <40 - 3M Greeier Nashua

12.
North Country Health Consortium 440 329 North Cetmt^

11
' North Country Health Consorthsn '440 299 Cane) County

Phoenbt Houses of NowEnnland. Inc. 440 361 Monadneek

Soacoast Youth Services 440 216 Seecoast

16. ^
ScacoastYouth Servleso 440 215 Straftenl County

GputhoastemNswKampstirreAlcotvol&Ocufl
' Abuse Services 440 320 Seacdast

11
Southeastsm Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services - 440 370 Strsltad

19.
West Central Services, tne. 440 231 Crester SolDvin

WtiltD Horse Addlctfon Centeff Ino. 440 13a»» CaiTBt County

_ juuoU».PfDsr8(nSpoc!aUHiU.
?• BHS ■■

. ShavmStakBy.PraeSpKisBslIV,
CMUBtnAKeaBi

4.
Mtnan, &vc«
Ons4We^l&vg^^

—,U]iKMey;SnrP9lcy~Aniys(,
'• Suhtte Uto 8fv. oasatver oftV

•Halo EducaSonal Syetems; AppOcatJon was dbquaGDsd as ruin-mponslve.
*Vldts Horse AdcS^on Center, tneu Va mJw was not selected.



Attechment A

Fmancial Detail

OS«S-92420S1M3820SOO HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN 8VCS DEPT OP. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OP DRUO & ALCOHOL SVCS. GOVERNOR COMMISSION FUNDS (10Q% Other Funds)

Cominunfty Caundl

Nashua Conun

Mental HeaMi vendor Code: 16411^B001

•

State Fiscal Year Class/Aecouiit Tide Budget Aroount Increase/ OecieBse
Revised Meddled

Budeet

2019 ^102-600734
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$48,857 5^857

Subtotal S48.857 SO S48357

OtsmasHomeofNH Vendor OoderTBO

State Fiscal Year CtoaJAccount TWe Budget Amount Inercase/ Dderease
Ro vised Hodlfled

Budoet

. 2019 - 102-600734
ComractsforPng

■  Svc
S72.381 572381

Sut>4etsl ■ S72.381 - SO -.$72381

'Easter Seab of NN
Menchesfer

AlcateUsm Rehab

CtrfFamum vendor Code: 177204G006

■ State Fiscal Year dassMceoorrt Tide . Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
' Rovtsod Modlffed

Budoet

2019 1Q2S0O734 ■
Contracts for Prog

Svc
$337,288 . $337388 '

fiut>-to1al S337288 $0 $337388 .

Orafton County vendor Code: 177397-B003

' •.

State Rseal Year CiaasJAccounl Title Budget Ameont Increase/ Decrease
Revised bSodlCed

Budtifrt

2019- 102-600734 •
Contracts for Prog

8wo
574.482 $74,492

Subtotal $74,492 • SO $74,498.

HeedroaL Inc Vendor Code: 17S22&«001

State Fiscal Year CUaa/Aeeount Tide Budget Amount Increase/ Decraase
Revised Med/Qed .

Budoet

2010 102-600734
Contracts for Prog

Svc-
544335 $44,635

Subtotal $44335 $0 $44,635

Nocth Country
Heelth Consoftium Vendor Code: 168567-8001

State Ftacsl Year .ClaselAccount TWe 'Budget Ambunt Increase/ Docteaso
Revised Modi Oed -

Budnst

2018 102-500734
Contracts for Prog

Svc-
588378 -566.678

&ub*(ot8l $86,678 50 588.676

AtodiffiefltA

. RrandtiOetaH

P«cetef4 -



AvtachmentA

Financial Details

Rioentx Houses of

New England. In^ VendorCode: 177S89-B001'

Stste^esi Year Cfaaa/Aeeou^ Tide Budget Amount Increase/Deeroaso
Revised Modltled

'Budnot

2010 102-600734
Contracb for Prog

Svc
<7a246 $7a248

Subtotal $70,246 $0 $70,246

SeacoastYouth

Services - . Vendor Code; 203944-B001

-

>

Siato Flaeal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease-
Revbsd Modified

Budoet

2019 1O2-500734
Contxeets for Prpg

8vo
$22,076 $22,076

SuMota! $22,076 - SO ■ '$22,076

.SouOnasiain NH
Aleohel end Drug

SeMces ' VendorCode 155292-8001

-

Stale PisealYear = . Class/AccouAt TUto Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 . 102-600734
Contracts (br Prog

Gw: -
$177,799 $177,799

8ub4Dta} $177,799 . SO S177.799

West Central

Services VendorCode: 177654-B001

-

• State Fiscal Year Class/Account Tide Budget Amount Incroaso/ Decrease
Revfsed Modified

Budoet

2019 102-S00734 Contracta for Prog
•" Svo

.$17,942 .  $17,942

8tib4ota) S17.942 50 S17.942

Total Gov. Comcn $952,994: fio >952394

-

■

0&«542«2fi510.33S40obo HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH AND HUMAN SVCS DEPT OF. HHS: DIV FOR BEHAVORIAL HEALTH,
BUREAU OF DRUG & ALCOHOL 8VCS. CLINICAL SERVICES (BOH Federal Funds, 20H General Funds FAIN TI010035 CFDA93.959}

t

CommunilyCoundl
ofNasfiis-Gr

NestiuaComm

Mental Heallh VendorCode: 154112-8001

Slate Ftscel Year CtasalAecourrt TMo Budget Amount - Increase/ Deereeso
Revised UodHled .

Budoet

2019 102-600734
Contracts (or Prog

Svc
$113,143 - *113,1«

Sub-total S113.143 $0 S113.143 * f

AiadunentA

Rntndd Oeua

Pase2of4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Dtunas Homo of NH Vendor Codo^TBD

Statb.Flseal Yeor ■ ClossfAcceunt Tltla Budget Amount Increase/Decrease
Revised UodWad

Budoet

:ui9 10^£00734
Contrects for Prog

Sve
. 5167.619 $167319

Subtotal $167319 $0 .  $167319

Castor Sesls'ofNH

Manchester

Atoohoflsni Rehab

CUfFamum Vendor Code: 1772044005

£tsto Fiseal Year' CtassfAecount THIe Budget Ambtmt ' . 1 ncressef Deeroase
Revised Mo^od

Budost

2019 ■  102^734 Cortiacts for Prog
S\C'

$761.063' - $781,063

8ub-fota) $781,083 $0 ' $781383

Grefton County Vendor Code; 1773974003

•

State Fiseal Year ClaaslAceount Tide Budget Amount Incnase/ Dotfeese
Revlsod UodWod

Budget

2019 102*500734
Contracts for Prog

Sve
$172,508 $172.M8

SulMotsf • $172,905 SO . $172,508 -•'

Keadr^ Ine Vendor Coda: 17S2254001
I

Stats Fiscal Year CiassfAeoeuM Tltlo . Budget Ameunl Increase/Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoot

2019 102-600734 -
'•Contracts Ibr Prog

$103364 $103,364

$103,384- SO $103384

North Country
He^ Consortium N^ndorCode: 1S8S5740O1

State Fiscal Year Class/Aeeotmt .  TWO Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Iftodlflad

Budeet

2019 102-500734
Contracts for ndg

$200,728 $200,728

Sufa4ota] $200,728 S20a72B

AtttthmtntA

Fbuodsl OietaB

Paee3ef4



Attachment A

Financial Details

Phoenix Houses of-

Vendor Code: 177589^001

State Fiscal Year Class/Account Title Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Btedmed

Budoet .

2019 . 102^734
ContradeforPreg

Svc -
$162^5 $162,675

' 8ob>tetsl V $162^76 10 $164675

Se«»3st Youth
Serufees ' Vendor Cedo: 203d44S001

State Fiscal Ytar ClasalAceeunt ' Title Budget Amount Increase/Deereaso
Revised Modified

Budoet

2019 ■ 10^500734 ' Contracts for Prog
Sve

551,124 $51,124

Subtotal SSI .124 SO S51.124

Southeastam NH

Alcehol'and Dnjg
Services - Vendor Code 1S5292-B001

State Fiscal Year ClasalAccount Title Budget Amount Increase/ Deeraase
.  Revised Modified "

Budoet

2019. 102-500734
. Contracts for Prog

Sve
S411.741 $411,741-

Subtotal . ! S411.741 SO $411,741

r

WestCcnt^
Services vendor Code: 177654-8001

State Fiscal Year ClasslAccount TiUe Budget Amount Increase/ Decrease
Revised Modified

Budoot

2019 ~ 102-500734
Contracts for

Svc
S41.548 $41,548

Sub-total ' $41,548 50 S41.548

Total Cnnical Svb S2.US.S33
\

-la.

Grand Total AH $3,157,927 50 S3.1S7J127

AltuhmentA

RftsndilOetan

TapAofA



csui^cu. r. ^ ^ FORM NUMBER P^7 (version 5/8/15)Sup^ce P^gprdff Tffatment and Rernyerv Stippnrt Services rRPA-2019-BDAS-Ql-SUBST-131

Nolicfi: This a^emcnt and all of its attachments shall become public upon submission to Governor and
Executive Council for approval. Any infonnation that is private, confidential or proprietary must
be clearly identified to die agency and agreed to m writing prior to signing the contract

AGREEMENT
The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. PENTinCATION.

1.1 State Agency Name
NH Department ofHealth and Human Services

12 State Agency Address
129 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301-3857

1.3 Contractor Name
West Central Services, Inc.

1.4 Contractor Address
9 Hanovef Street, Suite 2
Lebanon NH 03766

1.5 CoDbactor Phone
Number

603-448-0126

1.6 Account Number

O5-95-92-92051O-3382-102-
500734; 05-95-92-920510-

3384-102-500734

1.7 Completion Date

June 30,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

$59,490

1.9 ContractiDg Officer for State Agency
E. h^a Reinemann, Esq.
Director of Contracts and Procurement

l.IO State Agency TcIq)hone Number"
603-271-9330

1.11 Contramor Signature 1.12 Name and Title of Cogtactorfflgnatory

■1.13 ;Acknowle^ement: State of /U ff- .County of

the undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified in block 1.12, or satisftctorilyproven to be the person whose name is signed in block 1.11, and acknowledged foat sfiie executed this document in the capacity
mdicated in block 1.12. ^
1.13.1 Sigr oOfttary Public or Justice ;e Peace

_fSeaI]-
1,13.2 Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

1.14 State Agency Si

CYJ^IAA TWOMBLY

1
S j—tC Date:^)~^/^ ^

.15 Name and "Htle of St^ Agency Signatory

sbnnel1.16 Approval by the N.H. Department of Administration, Division of Persbdnel (i/^plicable)

®y' . Director, On:
1.17 .Approval by the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution) (if applhabie)

A  /V / \ . On:,
, W ̂

1.18 Approval by the Governor and Executiw Counciloil (i/f^licable} I
On:

Page 1 of 4



2. EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO
BE PERFORMED. The Stfite of New Hampshire, ach'ng
ihrough the agency IdentiOed in block 1.1 C'Stale"), engages
contractor Identified in block 13 ("Contractor") to perform,
and the Contractor shall perfbrm, the work or-sa!e of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHIBIT A which Is incorporated herein by reference
("Services").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.
3.1 Notwithstanding any provision ofthis Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to the approval of the Governor and
Executive Council of the State of New Hampshire, if
applicable, this Agreement, and all obligations of the parties
hereunder, shall become effective on the date the Governor
and Executive Council approve this Agreement as indicated in
block 1.18, unless no such approval is lequlred, in which case
the Agreement shall become effective on the date the
Agreement is signed by the Slate Agency as shown in block
1.14 C^fTectivc Date*^.
3.2 If the Contractor commences the Services prior to the
Effective Date, all Services pcrfoimed by the Contractor prior
to the Effective Date shall be perfoiraed at the sole risk of the
Cmitractor, and In the event that this Agreement does not
become effective, the State shall have no liability lo the
Contractor, including without limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor fi)r any costs incurred or Services perfiMmed.
Contractor must complete all Services by the Completion Date
specified in.bbck 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
coitfrary, all obligations of the Slate hereunder. Including,
without limitation, the continuance ofpayments hereunder, are
contingent upon the avoilabilily and'continued appropriation
of funds, and in no event shall the State be liable Ibr any
payments hereunder in excess of such available appropnated
fUnds. In the event of a reduction or termination of
appropriated funds, the State shall have the n'^t to withhold
payment until such flinds become available, it ever, and shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon
giving the Contractor notice of such tennlnatioTL The State
shall not be, required to transfer funds fixrm any other account
to the Account identified In block 1.6 in the event fimds in that
Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/
PAYMENT.
5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms of
payment are.ldentiljod and more particularly described in
EXHIBIT B which is incorporated herein by reference.
S2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbursement to the Contractor for all
expenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor fa the
performance hereof and shall be the only and the complete
compensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liability to the Contractor other dian the contract
price.

53 The State reserves the right to offtet fiom any amounts
otherwise payable to the Cootractor under this Agreement
those liquidated amounts required or permitted by Nil RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provision of law,
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, fa
no event shall the total of all payments authorized, or actually
made hereunder, exceed the Price Limitation set forth fa block
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.
6.1 In connection with the perfbrmance of the Services, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulations,
and orders of fbderal, state, county or municip^ authorities
which impose any obligation or duty upon the Contractor,
including, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportonity
laws. This may include the requlrement to utilize auxiliary
aids and services lo ensure that persons with communication
disabilities, including vision, bearing md speech, can
communicate with,.receive infonnation fiom, and convey
information to the Contractor. In addition, the Contractor
shall comply wifii all applicable copyri^ laws.
62 During the term of this Agreement, the Contractor shall
not discriminate against employees or applicants for
emplqymoit because ofrace, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
hofidlcap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will take
affirmative action to prevent such discrimination.
63 IfthisAgiecment is fbnded fa any part by monies of the
United States, tlw Contractor shall comply with all the
provisions ofExecutive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"), as supplemented by the
regdations of the United Stales Department of Labor (41
CJ^.R. Part 60), and with any niles, regulations and guidelines
as the State ofNew Hampshire or the United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor.flirther agrees to
permit the State or United States access to any of the
Contractor's books, records and accounts for the purpose of
ascertmning compliance with all rales, r^ulations and orders,
and the covenants, terms and conditions of this AgieemenL

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The Contractor shall at its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to pcrfom the Services. The Contractor
warreiits that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
quolifi^ to perform the Services, and shall be property
licensed and otherwise authoriz&d to do so tinder all applicable
laws.
12 Unless otherwise outhorized fa writing, during the term of ■
this Agreement, and for a period of six (6) months after the
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or other peraoo, firm or
corporation with whom-it is engaged in a combfaed effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, who Is materially involved in the ■
procurement, administration or performance ofthis

Page 2 of 4
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Agreement. This provision shall survive termination ofthis
Agreement
7.3 The Contracting OflScer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her successor^ shall be (be State's representative. In the event
of any dispute concerning the interpretation of this Agreement,
file Contracting OfUcer's decision shall be final for the State.

8. EVENT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES.
S.l Any one or more of the following acts or omissions of the
Contractor shall coristitute an event of dcfhuli hereunder
("Event of De&uU");
8.1.1 ftiiure to perform the Services satlsftctorily or on
schedule;
S. 12 failure to submit any rq>ort required hereunder; and/or
8.1 J failure to perform any other covenant, term or condition
of this Agreement.
B2 Upon the occurrence ofany Event of Defiiult, the State
may take any one, or more, or all, of the following actions;
8.2.1 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Dc&uh and requiring it to be remedied within, in the
absence ofa greater or lesser specifi^oo of time, thirty (30)
days from the date ofthe riotice; and if the Event of De&ult is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, effective two
P) days after giving the Contractor notice of termination;
8.2.2 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
ofDefeult'and suspending all ptyments to be made under this
Agreement and or^ng that the portion of the contract price
which would otherwise accrue to the Contractor during the
period from the date of such notice until such time as the State
determines that the Contractor has cured the Event of De&ult
shall never be paid to the Contractor
8.2J set oET against any other obligations the State may owe to
the Contractor any damages the State suffers by reason of any
Event of Default; and/or
8.2.4 treat the Agreement as breached and pursue any of its
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9. data/access/confidentiauty/
preservation.
9.1 As used in this Agreement, the word "data" shall mean all
infonnation and things developed or obtained during the
performance of^ or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all studies, reports,
files, formulae, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, prctorial r^roductlons, drawings, analyses,
grtq)hic representalioas, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoranda, papers, and documents,
all whether finished or unfinished. ,
92 Ail data and any property which has been received fitun
the State or purchased with fUnds provided for that purpose
under this Agreement, shall be the property of the Stale, and
stiall be returned to the State upon demand or upon
tcrminaticn of this Agreement for any reason.
9J Confidentiality of data shall be governed by K.H. RSA
chapter 91-A or other existing law. Z^isclosureofdata
requires prior written approval ofthe State.

Page 3

10. TERMINATION. In the event of on early termination of
this Agreement for any reason other than the completion of the
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of
termination, a report ("TermiMlion R^ort") describing in
det^ all Services peribrmed, and the coittract price earned, to
and including the date of tcrmmafion. The form, subject
matter, content, and number of copies of die Termination
Report shall be identical to those of any Final Report
described in the attached EXRIBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the perfbimance of this Agreement the Contractor b in all
respects an Independent contractor, and b neither an agent nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
officers, employees, agents or menU^ers shall have authority to
bind the State or receive any benefits, workers' compensation
or other emoluments provided by the State to Its employees.

11 ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION/SUBCONTRACTS,
llie Contractor shall not assign, or othenrise transfer any
interest in thb Agreement without the prior written notice and
consent of the State. None of the Services shall be
subcontracted by the Contractor without the prior written
notice and consent of the State.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
Indemnify and hold harmless the State, hs officers and
employees, from and against any and ̂  losses suffbred by the
State, its ofiQcers and employees, and any and ail-dahns,
liabnities or penalties asserted against (he State, its ofiftcera
and employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account oC
based or resulting arising out of (or which may be
claimed to arise out oQ the acts or omissions of the
Contractor. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of the
sovereign immunity of the State, which Immunity is hereby
reserved to the State. This covenant in paragrafA 13 shall
survive the termination of this Agreement.

R INSURANCE.
14.1 The Contractor shall, at its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, and shall require any subcontractor or
assignee to obtain and maintain in force, the following
insurance:
M.I.I comprehensive general liability insurance against oH
cioims of bodify injuiy, death or property damage^ in amounts
of not less than S!,000,000per occunence and $2,000,000
aggregate; and
1411.2 special cause of loss coverage form covering all
property subject to subparegr^h 9.2 herein, in an amount not
less than 8094 of the whole replacement value of the property.
\42 The poiides described in subparagraph 14.1 herein shall
be on policy forms and endorsements approved for use in the
State of New Hampshire by the N.H. Department of
Insurance, and issued by insurers licens^ in the State of New
Hampshire.

jtContractor Initials

Date



14.3 The Contractor shall fhmish to the Conlracting OfDccr
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, a cert{ficate(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement.
Contractor shall also fiunish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor^ certjficatc(s) of
insurance for all renewal(s) of insurance required under this
Agreement no later than Airty (30) days prior to the expiration
dale of cadi of the insurance policies. The certifica!e(s) of
insurance and any renewals thereof shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. Each ceniflcatc(8) of
insurance shall contain a clause requiring the insurer to
provide the Contracting Officer identified In block 1.9, or his
or her successor, no less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice of cancellation or modification of the policy.

15. WORKERS' COMPENSATION.
15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor agrees,
certifies end warrants that the Contractor is in compliance with
or exempt from, the requirements ofN.R RSA chapter 281-A
CWorksra' Cortq)ensation ").
i5^ To the extent the Contractor Is subject to the
requirements ofN.H. RSA chapter 2S1-A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure
and maintain, payment of Workers' Compensation in
connection with activities which the person projrases to
undertake pursuant to this Agreement Contractor shall
fiimish the Contracting Officer identified In block 1.9, or his
orhcrsuccessor,proofofWorice«' Compensation in the
manner described in N.H. RSA chapter 281 -A and any
applicable renewalfs) thereof which shall be attached and are
mcorporated herein by refbence. The State diall iwt be
responsible for payment of any Workers' Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which might
arise under applicable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compen^on laws in connection with the perfbrmance of the
Services under this Agreement.

15. WAIVER OF BREACH. No ftilure by the Slate to
enforce any provisions hereof after any Event of De&uU shall
be deemed a waiver of its rights with regard to foat Event of
Defoult, or any subsequent Event of Default No express
failure to enforce any Event ofDefault shall be deemed a
waiver ofthe right of tfie State to enfbice each and all of the
provisions hereof upon any ftnthcr or other Event ofDefault
on Ihepart ofthe Contractor.

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or given at the
time ofmailbg by certified mall, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addresses
given in blocks 12 and 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agiteaienl may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument In writiog signed
by the parties thereto and only after approval ofsuch
amendment, waiver or discharge by the Governor and
Executive Council of the State ofNew Hampshire unless no

such approval is required under the circumstances pursuant to
^te law, rule or policy.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws of the State ofNew Hampsfiire, and is binding upon and
inures to the benefit ofthe parties and their respective
successors and assigns. The wording used in this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express their mutual
intent, and no rule of construction shaU be applied against or
in fovor of any party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. The parties hereto do not interui to
benefit any third parties and Oils Agreement shall not be
construed to coii^ any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. The headings throughout the Agreement
are for refierence purposes only, and the words contained
therein shall in no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in the inlerpretetion, construction or meaning ofthe
provisions of this AgreemeoL

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Addib'onal provisions set
forth in the atta^ed EXHIBIT C are incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABILTry. In the event any of (he provisions of
this Agreement are held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or federal law, the remaining .
provisions ofthis Agreement will remain in fUIl force and
effect.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agroemenl, may
be executed in a number of counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original, constitutes the entire Agreement and
understanding between the parties, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and understandings relating hereto.

Page 4 of 4
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

Scopg of Services

1. Provisions Applicable to Ail Services
1.1. The Contractor wil) submit a detailed description of the language assistance

services they wrtll provide to persons with limited English proficiency to ensure
meaningful access to their programs and/or services within ten (10) days of the
contract effective date.

1.2. The Contractor agrees that, to the extent future legislative action by the New
Hampshire General Court or federal or state court orders may have an impact on
the Services described herein, the Slate Agency has the right to modify Service
priorities and expenditure requiremerrts under this Agreement so as to achieve
compliance Ihereiwith.

1.3. For the purposes of this Contract, the Department has identified the Contractor,as a
Subreciplent in accordance with the provisions of 2 CFR 200 et seq.

1.4. The Contractor will provide Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery
Support Services to any eligible client, regardless of where the client fives or worte
iri New Hampshire. . '

2. Scope of Services
2.1. Covered Populations

2.1.1. The Contractor Mnit provide services to eligible Individuals wtw.

2.1.1.1. Are age 12 or older or under age 12. with required consent
from a parent or legal guardian to receive;,ti;Mtment, and

Z1.1.2. Have Income below 400% Federal Poverty Level, and

2.1.1.3. Are residents of New Hampshire or homeless in New
Hampshire, and

2.1.1.4. Are determined positive for sub^nce use disorder.

2.2. Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care

2.2.1. The Contractor must provide substance use disorder treatment services
that support the Resiliency and Recovery Oriented Systems of Care
(RROSC) by operationalizing the Continuum of Care Model
Citlp.7/www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcsA)das/co ntinuum-of-care.htm).

2.2.2. RROSC. supports person-centered and self-directed approaches to care
that build on the strengths and reslfience of indi>4duals, families and
communities to take responsibility for their sustained health, weliness and
recovery from alcohol and drug problems. At a minimum, the Contractor
must '

Wert Central Services, Inc. E3tfiibitA Contractorlnaiafs
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

2.2.2.1. Inform the Integrated Delivery Network(s) (IDNs) of services
available in order to align this work with IDN projects that may
be similar or Impact the same populations.

2.2.2.2. inform the Regional Public Health Networks (RPHN) of
services available In order to align this work with other RPHN
projects that may be similar or impact the same populations.

2.2.2.3. Coordinate client services, with other community service
providers Involved In the client's care and the client's support
network

2.2.2.4. Coordinate client services with the Depailmenrs Regional
Access Point contractor (RAP) that provides services
including,' but not limited to:

2.2.2.4.1. Ensuring timely admission of clients to services

2.2.Z4.2. Referring clients to RAP eenrices when the
Contractor cannot admit a client for services

, within fortyreight (48) hours

2.2.2.4.3. Referring clients to RAP .^rvice.s at the time of
discharge when a client is in needi'of
services, and

2.2.2.5. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being
served.

2.2.2.6. Be trauma Informed; f.e. designed to acknowledge the Impact
of violence and trauma on people's lives and the Importance
of addressing trauma In treatment.

2.3. Substance Use Disorder Treatment Services

2.3.1. The Contractor must provide one or more of the following substance use
•disorder treatment services:

2.3.1.1. Individual Outpatient Treatment as defined as American
Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria, Level 1v

Qutpatlent Treatment services assist an individual to achieve
..w. treatment objectives through the exploration of substance use

disorders and their ramifications, Including an examination of
attitudes and feelings, and con^deration of alternative
solutions and decision making with regard to alcohol and
other drug related problems.

Z3.1.2. Group Outpatient Treatment as defined as ASAM Criteria,
Level 1. Outpatient Treatment services assist a group of
Individuals to achieve treatment objectives through the

Wesi Central Services. Inc. BtfiHaA Ccrtrectolnltliai
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New Hampshire Depar^ent of Health and Human Services
Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Recovery Support Services

Exhibit A

exploration of substance use disorders and their
ramifications, including an examination of attitudes and
feelings, and consideration of altemaUve .solutions and
decision making with regard to alcohol and other drug refated
problems.

2.4. Reserved

2.5. Enrolling Clients for Services

2.5.1. The Contractor will determine eligibility for services in accordance with
Section 2.1 above and with Sections 2.5.2 through 2.5.4 beloNv:

2.5.2. The Contractor must complete intake screenings as follows;

Z5,2.1. Have direct contact (face to face communication t)y meeting
in person, or electronically, or by tetephone conversation) vrilh
an Individual (defined as anyone or a provider) within two (2)
business days from the dale that IndMduaJ contacts the
Contractor for Substance Use Disorder Treatment and
Recovery Support Services.

2.5.2.2. Complete an initial Intake Screening within hwo (2) business
days from the date of the first direct contact vrfth- the
individual, using the eiigibinty module In Web Information
Technology System (WITS) to determine probability of being
ellglbje for services under this contract and for probability of
having a substance use disorder.

2.5.Z3. Assess clients' Income prior to admission using the WITS fee
determination model and

2.5.2.3.1. Assure that clients' income information Is
updated as needed over the course of
treatment by asking clients about any changes
In income no less frequently than every 4
weeks.

2.5.3. The Contractor shall complete an ASAM Level of Care Assessment for all
services in Sections 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.2, within two (2) days of the
initial Intake Screening in Section Z5.2 above using the ASl Lite module,
in Web Information Technology System (WITS) or other method approved
by the Department when the Individual Is determined probable of being
eligible for services.

2.5.3.1. The Contractor shall make availabfe to the Department, upon
request, the data from the ASAM Level of Care Assessment
in Section 2.5.3 In a format approved by the Department.

Contractor InttlsisMWtest Central Services, Inc. Eidiim A
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2.5.4. The Contractor shall, for ail services provided, include a method to obtain
clinfcaf evaluations that include DSM 5 diagnostic information and a
recommendation for a level of care based on the ASAM Criteria, published
In October, 2013. The Contractor must complete a clinical evaluation, for
each client:

2.5.4.1. Prior to admission as a part of Interim services or wtthln 3
business days following admission.

2.5.4.2. During treatment only when determined by a Licensed
Counselor.

2.5.5. The Contractor must use the dinical evaluations completed by a Licensed
Counselor from a referring agency.

2.5.6. The Contractor will either complete clinical evaluations In Section 2.5.4
above before admission Level of Care Assessments In Section 2.5.3
above before admission along with a clinical evaluation in Section 2.5.4
above after admission.

2.5.7. The Contractor shal] provide eligible dients the substance use disorder
treatment services in Section 2.3 determined by the cllenTs dinical
evaluation in Section 2.5.4 unless:

2.5.7.1. The ctient choses to receive a service with a lower ASAWl
Level of Care; or

2.5.7.2, The service with the needed ASAM level of care is
unavailable at the time the level of care is determined In
Section Z5.4, in which case the dlent may chose:

2.5.7.2.1. A service with a lower ASAM Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.2. A service with the next available higher ASAM
Level of Care;

2.5.7.2.3. Be placed on the waitlist until their senrice

the assessed ASAM level of care becomes
available as in Section 2.5.4; or

2.5.7.2.4. Be referred to another agency in the client's
service area that provides the service with the
needed ASAM Level of Care.

2.5.8. The Contractor shall enroll eligible clients for services In order of the
priority described below.

Z5.6.1. Pregnant women and women with dependent chPdren, even if
the children are not in their custody, as long as parental rghts
have not been terminated, including the provision of interim
sennces vrithin the required 48 hour time frame, tf the

West Central Services. Inc. ExIrlbitA Cntradsrlnllieis 2^
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Contractor is unable to admit a pregnant woman for the
needed level of care within 24 hours, the Contractor shall:

2.5.8.1.1. Contact the Regional Access Point service
provider In the client's area to connect the client
with substance use disorder treatment services.

2.5.8.1.2. Assist the pregnant woman with Identifying
alternative providers and with accessing
services with these providers. This assistance
must Include actively reaching out to identify
providers on the behalf of the client.

2-5.8.1.3. Provide Interim services until the appropriate
level of care becomes available at either the

Contractor agency or an altemative provider.
Interim services'shall Include:

2.5.8.1.3.1. At least one 60 minute Individual

or group outpatient session per

weeK;

2.5.8.1.3.2. Recovery support services as
needed by the dient;

Z5.8.1.3.3. Daily calls to the client to assess
and respond to any emergent
needs.

Z5.8.2. Individuals who have been administered naloxone to reverse
the effeds of an opiold overdose either in the 14 days prior to
screening or In the period between screening and admission
to the program.

2.5.8.3. ■ Individuals with a history of injection drug use including the
provision of interim services within 14 days.

2.5.8.4. Individuals with substance use and co-occuning mental
health disorders.

2.5.8.5. Individuals with Opiold Use Disorders.

2.5.8.6. Veterans with substance use disorders

2.5.8.7. Individuals with substance use disorders who are involved
with the oiminal justice and/or child protection system.

2.5.8.8. Individuals who require priority admission at the request of
the Department

RFAr20)MDAS-01.SUBST.13 PagtSolZJ Drfa
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2.5.0. ' The Contractor must obtain consent in accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the client prior to receiving services for individuals whose
age is 12 years and older.

2.5.10. The Contractor must obtain consent In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2 for
treatment from the parent or legal guardian when the client Is under the
age of twelve (12) prior to receiving services.

2.5.11. The Contractor must include in the consent forms language for client
consent to share information with other social service agencies involved in
the client's care, including but not Dmited to:

i

2.5.11.1. The Department's Division of Children, Youth and Families
(DOVF)

2,5.11 .Z Probation and parole

2.5.12. The Contractor shall not prohibit clients from receiving services under this
contract when a client does not consent to information sharing in Section
2,5.11 above.

2.5.13. The Contractor slf^ lriotify the clients whose consent to information
sharing in Sedton 2.5.11 above that they have the ability to rescind the
consent at any time wfthout.any Impact on services provided under this

. contract.

2.5.14. The Contractor shall not deny services to an adolescent due to:

2.5.14.1. The parent's ir^bllity andfor umMlltr^ness to pay the fee;

2.5.14.2. The adotescenfs decision to receive confidential services
pursuant to RSA318-B:12-a.

2.5.15. The Contractor must provide services to eligible cDents who:

2.5.15.1. Receive Medication Assisted Treatment services from other
providers such as a client's primary care provider;

2.5.15.2. Have co-occurring mental health disorders; and/or

2.5.15.3. Are on medications arrd are taidng those medications as
prescribed regardlera of the class of medication.

2.5.16. The Contractor must provide substWT^use disorder treatment services
separately for adolescent and adults, unless otherwise approved by the
Department The Contractor agrees that adolescents and adults do not
share the same residency space, however, the communal pace such as
kitchens, group rooms, and recreation may be shared but at separate
times.

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A Contractor inWals
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2.6. Waitlists

2.6.1. The Contractor will maintain a waitlist for all clients and all substance tise
disorder treatment services including the eligible clients being senred
under this contract and clients being served under another payer source,

2.6.2. The Contractor vi^ll track the wait lime for the clients to receive services,
from the date of initial contact In Section 2.5.2.1 above to the date clients
first received substance use disorder treatment services in Sections 2.3
and 2.4 above, other than Evaluation In Section 2.5.4

2.6.3. The Contractor will report to the Department monthly:

2.6.3.1. Ttie average wait time for ail clients, by the type of service
and payer souh» for all the services.

2.6.3.2. The average wail time for priority clifents in Section 2.5.8
above by the type of service and payer source for the
services.

2.7. Assistance vnth Enrolling In insurance Programs

2.7.1. The Contractor must assist clients andfor their parents or legal guardians,
who are unable to secure financial resources necessary for initial entry Into
the program, wHh obtaining other potential sources for payment, such as;

2.7.1.1. pirollment In pubRc or private insurance, Induding but not
limited to New Hampshire Medicaid programs within fourteen
(14) days after Intake.

2.6. Service Delivery Activities and Requirements

2.8.1. The Contractor shall assess all clients for risk of self-harm at all phases of
treatment, such as at Initiai contact, during screening, intake, admission,
orvgoing treatment sen/ices and at discharge.

2.8.2. The Contractor shall assess all cliente for withdrawal risk based on ASAM
(2013) standards at all phases of treatment, such as at initial contact,
during screening, irrtake, admission, on-going treatment services and
stabilize ail cnents based on ASAM (2013) guidance and shall:

2.8.2.1. Provide stablDzallon services when a client's level of risk
Indicates a service with an ASAM Level of Care that.can be
provided under this Contract; If a client's risk level Indlcatk k ' V-. ,
service with an ASAM Level of Care that can be provided
under this contract, then the Contractor shall integrate
withdrawal management Into the client's treatment plan and
provide on-going assessment of withdrawal risk to ensure that
withdrawal (s managed safely.

Contractor Initels
We&t Central Servicea. Inc. Exhibit A
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2.8.2.Z Refer clients to a facility where the services can be provided
when a client's risk indicates a service with an ASAM Level of
Care that Is higher than can be provided under this Contract;
Coordinate with the wilhdrawai management services
provider to admit the client to an appropriate service once the
client's withdrawal risk has reached a 'level that can be
provided under this contract and

2.8.3, The Contactor must complete trxlividuajized treatment plans for all clients
based on cTinical evaluation data within three (3) days of the dbica!
evaluation (in Section 2.6.4 above), that address problems Iri ail ASAIW
(2013) domains which justified the client's admittance to a given level of
care, that are in accordance the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and that:

Z8.3.1. Include In all individualized treatment plan goals, objectives,
and Interventions written in terms that are:

2.8.3.1.1. specific, (clearly defining what will be done)

2.8.3.1.2. , measurable (Including clear criteria for progress
and completion)

2.8.3.1.3. attainable (within the individual's abOIty to
achieve)

2.8.3.1.4. realistic (the resources are available to the

individuaQ, and

2.8.3.1.5. /timely (this is something that needs to be done
and there is a stated time frame for completion
that is reasonable).

2.8.3.2. Include the client's involvemenl in identifying, developing, and
prioritizing goals, objectives, and interventions.

2.8.3.3. Are update based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less
frequently than every 4 sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever
is Jess frequent. Treatment plan updates much include:

2.8.3.3.1. Documentation of the degree to which the cllenl
is meeting treatment plan goals and objectives;

2.8.3.3.Z Modification of existing goals or addition of new
goals based on changes in the. clients
functioning relative to ASAM domains and
treatment goals and objectives.

,2.8.3.3.3. The counselor's assessment of whether or not
the client needs to move to a different level of

West Central Services; Inc. ErtibftA Contractor Inttiab
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care based on changes in functioning in any
ASAM domain and documentation of the
reasons for this assessment.

2.8.3.3.4. The signature of the client and the counselor
agreeing to the updated treatment plan, or If
applicable, documentation of the ctienfs refusal
to sign the treatment plan.

2.8.3.4. Track the client's progress relative to the specific goals,
ol^ectlVBs. and Interventions In the cGent's treatment plan by
completing encounter notes In WITS.

2.8.4. The Contractor shall refer clients to and coordinate a client's care with
other providers.

2.8.4.1. The Contractor shall obtain in advance if appropriate,.
consents from the client, Including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, and In compliance with state, federal laws and
state and federal rules, including but not limited to:

2.8.4.1.1, Primary care provider and if the client does not
have a primary care provider, the Contractor
will make an appropriate referral to one and
coordinate care tiiat provider if appropriate
consents from the client inciuding 42 CFR Part
2 consent, If applicable, are obtained in

advance in compliance with state, federal laws
and state and federal rules.

2.0.4.1.2. Behavioral health care provider when serving
clients with co-occurring substance use and
mental health disorders, and If the client does
not have a mental health care provider, then the
Contractor wrfll make an appropriate refeniJ to
one and coordtnate care wflh tlial provider if
appropriate consents from the dient, Induding
42 CFR Part 2 consent. If applicable, are
obtained In advance In compliance, with state,
federal laws and state and federal rules.

2.6.4.1.3. Medication assisted treatment provider.

2.8.4.1.4. Peer recovery support provider, and if the dient
does not have a peer recovery support

I  provider, the Contractor wili make an
appropriate referraJ to one and coordinate .care

wast Central Services, Inc. ExMbltA CcmtnuSorlrrillsIs
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with that provider If appropriate consents from
the client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.5. Coordinate with local recovery community
organizations (where available) to bring peer
recovery support providers into the treatment

setting, to meet with clients to describe
available services and to engage' clients in peer
recovery support services as applicable.

2.8.4.1.6. Coordinate with case management services
offered by' the cBenfs managed care
organization or third party insurance, if
applicable. If approprime consents from the
client, including 42 CFR Part 2 consent, if
applicable, are obtained in advance in
compliance with state, federal laws and state
and federal rules.

2.8.4.1.7. Coordinate with other social service agencies
engaged with the cfient, including but not limited
to the Depa^enfs Division of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF), probation/parole, as
applicable and allowable with consent provided
pursuant to 42 CFR Part 2.

2.8.4.2. The Contractor must clearly document in the ciienfs fife if the
client refuses any of the referrals or care coordination in
Section 2.8.4 above.

2.8.5. The Contractor must complete continuing care, transfer, and discharge
plans for all Services In Section 2.3 that address al! ASAM (2013)
domains, that are In accordance with the requirements In Exhibit A-1 and
that

2.8.5.1. include the process of transfer/discharge planning at the time
of the client's Intake to the program.

2.8.5.2. Include at least one (1) of the three (3) criteria for continuing
services when addressing continuing care as follows:

2.8.5.2.1. Continuing Service Criteria A; The patient is
making progress, but has not yet achieved the
goals articulated in the individualized treatment
plan. Continued treatment at the presenyieve!

Wast Central Services. Inc. exWWI A Contradw
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of care Is assessed as necessary to permit the
patient to continue to work toward his or her
treatment goals; or

2.0.6.2.2. Continuing Service Criteria B: The patient is not
yet making progress, but has the capacity to
resolve his or her problems. ̂ He/she is activeiy
working toward the goals articulated In the
Individualized treatment plan. Continued
treatment at the present (eve) of care is
assessed as necessary to permit the patient to
continue to work toward his/her treatment
goals; arxi/or

2.8.5.2.3. Continuing Service Criteria C: New problems.
have been identified that are appropriately
treated at the present level of care. The new
Problem or priority requires services, the
frequency and intensity of which can only safely
be delivered by continued stay in the current
level of care. The level of care which the
patient is receiving treatment is therefore the
least Intensive level at which the patient's
problems can be addressed effectively

2.8.5.3. Include at least one (1) of the four (4) criteria for
transfer/discharge, when addressing transfer/discharge that
include:

2.8.5.3.1. Transfer/Discharge Criteria A; The Patient has
achieved the goals articulated in the
individuaPized treatment plan, thus resolving the
probiemfs) that Justified admission to the
present level of care. Continuing the chronic
disease management of the padenfs condition
at a less intensive level of care is indicated; or

2.8.5.3.2. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 8: The patient has
been unable to resolve the problemfs) that
justified the admission to the present level of
care, despite amendments to the treatment

pian. The patient is determined to have
achieved the maximum possible benefrt from
engagerrient In services at the current level of

care. Treatment at another level of care (more
or less Intensive) in the sarne type of services,

west CenlralSenrlces, Inc. e^iMA CcnlM.rlnlll.1.
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or discharge from treatment, is therefore
indicated: or

2.8.5.3.3. Transfer/Discharge Criteria 0; The patient has
demonstrated a lack of capacity due to
diagnostic or co-occurring conditions that Rmit
his or her ability to resolve his or her
probfem(s). Treatment at a qualrtatively
different level of. care or type of servfce, or
discharge from treatment; Is iherefore.indicated;
or

2.8.5.3.4. Transfer/Discharge Criteria D: The patient has
experienced an intensiffcalion of his or her
problemCs), or has developed a new
problem(s). and can be treated effectively at a
niore Intensive level of care.

2.8.6. The Contractor shall deliver all services in this Agreement using evidence
based practices as demonstrated by meeting one of the following criteria;
2.8.6.1. The service shall be included as an evidence-based mental

health and substance abuse interventjon on the SAMHSA
Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center
https://www,samhsa.gov/ebp-resouroe-center

2.8.6.2. The .services shall be published in a peer-reviewed journal
and found to have positive effects; or

2.8.6.3. The substance use disorder treatment service provider shall
be able to document the sen/ices' effectiveness based on the
fbllowing:

2.8.6.3.1. The service is based on a theoretical
perspective that has validated research; or

2.8.8.3.2. 2. The service is supported by a documented
body of knowledge generated from similar or
related services that Indicate effectiveness.

2.8.7. The Contractor shall deliver services In this Corrtract In accordance with:

2.8.7.1. The ASAM Criteria (2013). The ASAM Criteria (2013) can be
purchased online through the ASAM website at:
http:/Avww.asamcriteria.org/

2.8.7.Z The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Admlnlstratfon
(SAMHSA) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIPs)

West Central Services, Inc. gxhibR A
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available at httpy/store.samhsa.gov/Hst/series7name=nP-
Series-Treatment-lmprovement-Protocofs-TIPS-

2.8.7.3. The SAMHSA Technical Assistance Publications (TAPs)
available at

http://store.samh sagov/!ist/series7name=TechnIcal-
/tesistance-Publications-TAPs-&pageNumber=1

2.B.7.4, The Requirements in Exhibit A-1.

2.9. Client Education

2.9,1. The Contractor shail offer to all eligible cCents receiving services under this
contract, individual or group education on prevention, treatment, and
nature of:

2.9.1.1. Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)

2.9.1.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)

2.9.1.3. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)

2.9.1.4. Tobacco Education Toois that include:.

2.9.1.4.1. Asses clients for motivation (n stopping the use
of tobacco products;

2.9.1.4.2. Offer resources such as but not limited to the

Department's Tobacco Prevention & Control
Program (TPCP) and the certified tobacco
cessation counselors available through the
QuHLine; and

2.9.1.4.3. Shall not use tobacco use, In and of itself, as
grounds for discharging clients from services
being provided under this contract,

2.10. Tobacco Free Environment

2.10.1. The Coritractor must ensure a tobacco-free environitient by having policies
and.procedures that at a minimum:

2.10.1.1. Include the smoking of any tobacco product, the use of oral
tobacco products or 'spir totiacco, arid the use of eledronic
devices;

2.10.1.2. Apply to employees, dients and employee or dient visitors;

2.10.1.3. Prohibit the use of tobacco products within the Contractor's
fadlities at any time.

2.10.1.4. Prohibit the use of tobacco In any Contrador ovimed vehfda. ■

West Central Servfces. Inc. Exhibit A. ContractDr InMals
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2.10.1.5. Include whether or not use of tobacco products is prohibited
outside of the fadiity on the grounds.

2.10.1.6. Include the following if use of tobacco products Is allowed
outside of the facility on the grounds;

2.10.1.6.1. A designated smoking area(s) which Is located
at least twenty (20) feet from .the main entrance.

2.10.1.6.2. All materials used for smoking in this area,
Including cigarette butts and matches, will be
extinguished and disposed of In appropriate
contoiners.

2.10.1.6.3. Ensure periodic cleanup of the designated
smoking area.

2.10.1.6.4. If the designated smoking area Is not properly
maintained, It can be eliminated at the
discretion of the Contractor.

2.10.1.7. prohibit tobacco use in any company vehicle.

2.10.1.8. Prohibit tobacco use in personal vehicles when transporting
people on authorized business.

2.10.2. The Contractor must post the tobacco free environment policy In the
Contractor's faclfitles and vehicles and included in employee, client, and
visitor orientation.

3. Staffing
3.1, The Contractor shall meet the minimum staffing requirements to provide the scope

of work in this RFA as follows:

3.1.1. At least orie:

. 3.1.1.1. Masters Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (MLADC); or

3.1.1.2. Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselor (LADC) who also holds
the Licensed Clinical Supervisor (LCS) cretfential;

3.1.2. Sufficient staffing levels that are appropriate for the services provided and
the number of clients served.

3.1.3. All unlicensed staff providing treatment, education and/or recovery support
seiMces shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.

3.1.4. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff
unless the Department has approved an alternative supervision plan (See
Exhibit A-1 Section 8.1.2).

ik:WiestCCTtfaISeivte6»,Inc. ExMiiiA Ccturtorirtllai,.
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3.1.5. At least one Certified Recovery Support Worker (CRSW) for every 50
clients or portion thereof.

3.1.6. Provide ongoing clinical supervision that occurs at regular intervals in
accordance with the Operational Requirements in Exhibit A-1. and
evidence, based practices, at a minimum;

3.1.6.1. Weekly discussion of cases with suggestions for resources or
therapeutic approaches, co-therapy, and periodic assessment
of progress;

3.1.6.2. Group supervision to help optimixe the learning expenence,
when enough candidales are under supervision;

3.2. The Contractor shall provide training to staff on:

3.2.1. knowledge, skills, values, and ethics with specific application to the
^  practice issues faced by the supervisee;

3.2.2. The 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counsefing
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional
Practice, available at htfp;//slore.samhsa.gov/productnAP-21-Addiction-
Counseling-Competencies/SMA1&4171 and

3.2.3. The standards of practice and ethical conduct with particular emphasis
given to the counselor's role and appropriate responsibilities, professional
boundaries, and power dynamics and appropriate Information security and
confidentiality practices fbr handling protected health Information (PHI) and
substance use disorder treatment records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part
2.

3.3. The Contractor shall notify the Department, in writing of changes In key personnel
and provide, within five (5) working days to the Department, updated resumes that
clearly Indicate the staff member is employed by the Contractor. Key personnel are
those staff for whom at least 10% of their work time Is spent providing substartce
use disorder treatment and/or recovery support services.

3.4. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within one month of hire when
a new administrator or coordinator or any staff person essential to carrying out this
scope of services is hired to work In the program. The Contmctor shall provide a
copy of the resume of the employee, which cleariy indicates the staff member Is
employed by the Contractor, with the notification.

3.5. The Contractor shall notify the Department in writing within 14 calendar days, when
there Is not sufficient staffing to perform all required services for more than one
month.

3.6. The Contractor shall have policies and procedures related to student Interns to
address minimum, coursework, experience and core competencies for those,Interns

West Central Services, Ina Exhfbit A contractor mmals
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having direct contact with Individuals served by this contracL Additionally, The
Contractor must have student interns complete an approved ethics course and an
approved course on the 12 core functions as described In Addiction Counseling
Competendes: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3,2.2, and appropriate Information security and confidentiality practices for
handfing protected health information (PHI) and substance use disorder treatment
records as safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 prior to beginning their Internship.

3.7. . The Contractor shall have unficensed staff complete an approved ethics course and
an approved course on the 12 core functions as described in Addiction Counseling
Competencies: The Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of Professional Practice in
Section 3.2.2, and inform^on security and confidentially practices for handling
protected health Information (PHI), and substance use disorder treatment records as
safeguarded by 42 CFR Part 2 within 6 months of hire.

3.8. The Contractor shall ensure staff receives continuous education In the ever
changing field of substance use disorders, and .state and federal laws, and rules
relating to confidentiality

3.9. The Contractor shall provide in-service training to all staff Involved in client care
within 15 days of the contract effective date or the staff person's start date, if after
the contract effective date, and at least every 90 days thereafter on the following:

3.9.1. The contract requirements.

3.9.2. All other relevant policies and procedures provided by the Department.

3.10. The Contractor shall provide in-service training or ensure attendance at an
approved training by the Department to dinfcal staff on hepatitis C (HCV), human
rmmunodeficiency virus (HlV)i tuberculosis (TB) and sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) annually. The Contractor shall provide the Department with a fist of trained
staff.

4. Reserved

5; Web Information Technology
5.1. The Contractor shall use the Web Infonnation Technology System (WITS) to record

ail client activity and cOent contact within (3) days foflowfng the activity or contact as
directed by the Department.

5.2. The Contractor shall, tiefbre providing services, obtain written informed consent
from the clienl stating that the client understands that:

5.2.1. The WITS system is administered by the State of New Hampshire;

5.2.2. Slate employees have access to all information that Is entered irrto the
WTTS system;

- West Central Services. Inc. Exhibft A
ContrectarlnQiais
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5.2.3. Any information entered Into the WITS system becomes the property of the
State of New Hampshire.

5.3. The Contractor shall have any client whose information Is entered Into the WITS
system complete a WITS consent to the Department.

5.3.1. Any cnent refusing to agn the informed consent In 5.2 and/or consent In
5.3:

5.3. r.1. Shall not be entered into the WITS system; and

5.3.1.2. Shall not receive services under this contract

5.3.1.2.1. Any client who cannot receive services under
this contract pursuant to Section 5.3.1.2 shell
be assisted In finding altemallve payers for'the
required services.

.5.4. The Contractor agrees to the Infbrrfiation Security Requirements Exhibit K.

6. Reporting
6.1. The Contractor shad report on the folbwlng;

6.1.1. National Outcome Measures (NOMs) data In WITS for

6.1.1.1. 100% of all clients at admission

6.1.1.2. 100% of all clients who are discharged because they have
completed treatment or trv\sferred to another program

6.1.1.3. 50% of ail clients who are discharged for reasons other than
those specified above In Section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.1.4. The above NOMs in Section 6.1.1.1 through 6.1.1,3 are
minimum requirements and the Contractor shall attempt to
achieve greater reporting results when possible.

6.1.2. Monthly and quarterly web based contract compliance reports no later than
the 10th day of the month following the reporting month or quarter;

6.1.3. All critical incidents to the bureau in writing as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident The Contractor agrees that:

6.1.3.1. 'Critical InddenT means any actual or alleged event or
situation that creates a significant risk of substantial or
serious harm to physical or mental health, safety, or well-
being, including, but not limited to:

6.1.3.1.1. Abuse:

6.1.3.1.2. Neglect;

6.1.3.1.3. Exploitation:

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A cnmrwriftrinmitfy
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6.1.3.1.4. Rights violation;

6.1.3.1.5. Missing person;

6.1.3.1.6. Medical emergency;

6.1.3.1.7. Restraint; or

6.1.3.1.8. Medical error.

6.1.4. All contact with lavy enforcement to the bureau [h writing as soon as
possible and no more than 24 hours following the fncldenf

6.1.5. Ail Media contacts to the bureau in wrfttng as soon as possible and no
more than 24 hours following the incident;

6.1.6. Sentinel events to the Department as follows:

6.1.6.1. Sentinel events shall be reported when they Involve any
individual who is receiving services under this contract;

6.1.6.2. Upon discovering the event, the Contractor shall provide
irhmediate verbal notification of the event to the bureau,
which shall incfude:

6.1.6.2.1. The reporting IndhrfduaTs name, phone number,
and agency/organization;

6.1.6.2.Z Name and date of birth (DOB) of the
individuals) involved in the event;

6.1.6.2.3. Location, date, and time of the event;

6.1.6.Z4. Description of the event, including what, when,
where, how the event happened, and other
relevant information, as well as the Identification
of any other individuals involved;

6.1.6.2.5. Whether the police were involved due to a
crime or suspected crime; and

6..1.6.2.6. The Identification of any media that hkt
reported the event;

6.1.6.3. Within 72 hours of the sentinel event, the Contractor shall
^bmit a completed "Sentinel Event Reporting Form"
(February 2017), available. at
https^/www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs/documents/nsporting-fbrm.pdf
to the bureau

6.1.6.4. Additional irrtbrmation on the event that is discovered after
firing the form in Section 6.1.6.3. above shall be reported to

West CfinlraJ Services. Inc. extiWrA ContrBcteflnWab.
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the Department, in writing, as it becomes available or upon
request of the Department; and

6.1.8.5. Submit additional Information regarding Sections 6.1.6.1
through 6.1.6.4 above If required by the department; and

6.1.6.6. Report the event in Sections 6.1.6.1 through 6.1.6.4 above,
as applicable, to other agendas as required by law.

rs ' •

7. Quality Improvement
7.1. The Contractor shall participate In ail quality Improvement activities to ensure the

standard of care for dients, as requested by the Department, such as, but not
limited to:

7.1.1. Participation in electronic and in-person client record re\rtews

7.1.2. Partfdpation in site visits

7.1.3. Participation in training and technical assistance activities as directed by
the Department

7.2. The Contractor shall monitor and manage the utilization levels of care and service
array to ensure services are offered through the term of the contract to:

7.2.1. Maintain a consistent sen/ice capacity for Substance Use Disorder
Treatment and Recovery Support Services statewide by:

I

7.2.1.1. Monitor the capadly such as staffing and other resources to
consistently and evenly deliver these services; and

7.2.1.2. Monitor no less than monthly the percentage of the contract
funding expended relative to the percentage of the contract
period that has elapsed. If there is a difference of more than
10% between expended funding and elapsed time on the.
contract the. Contractor shall notify the Department, within 5
days and submit a plan for conecting the discrepancy within
10 days of notifying the Department

8. Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity
B.I. In order to enable DHHS to evaluate the Contractor's fiscal Integrity, the Contractor

agrees to submit to DHHS monthly, the Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss Statement
and Cash Row Statement for the Contractor. The Profit and Loss Statement shall
include a budget column allowing for budget to actual analysis. Statements shall be
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days after each month end. The Contractor wll
be evaluated on the following:

6.1.1. Days of Cash on Hand:

West Centra) Services, Inc. Exhibf! A
ContradorlnfUsts
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8.1.1.1. DefJnitlon: The days of operating expenses that can be
covered by the unrestricted cash on hand.

8.1.1.2. Formula: Cash, cash equivalents and short term Investments
divided by total operating expenditures. less
depredation/amortization and In^nd plus principal payments
on debt divided by days In the reporting period. The short-
term investments as used above must mature within three (3)
months and should not Include common stock.

8.1.1.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall have enough
cash and cash equivalents to cover expenditures for a
minimum of thirty (30) calendar days with no variance
allowed.

8.1.2. Current Ratio;

B.1.Z1. Definition: A measure of the Contractor's total current assets
available to cover the cost of current liabilities.

8.1.2.2. Fonnula; Total current assets divided by total current
liabilities. -

8.1.2.3. Performance Standard: The Contractor shall maintain a
minimum current ratio of 1.5:1 with 10% variance allowed.

8.1.3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio:

8.1.3.1. Rationale: This ratio illustrates the Contractor's ability to
cover the cost of Its current portion of Its long-term debt'

8.1.3.2. Definition: The ratio of Net income to the year to date debt
service.

8.1.3.3. Formula: Net Income plus Depredafion/Amortlration
Expense plus Interest Expense divided by year to dale debt
service (principal and Interest) over the next twelve (12)
months.

8.1.3.4. Source of. Data: The Contractor's Monthly Financial
Statements identifying current portion of iongrterm debt
payments (prindpal and Interest).

8.1.3.5. Performance Standard; The Contractor shall maintain a
minimurn standard of 1.2:1 with no variance allowed^

8.1.4. Net Assets to Total Assets;

8.1,4.1. Rationale; This ratio Is an Indication of the Contractor's abOlfy
to cover its liabilities.

Contrsctor InOaa
West Centre! Services, Inc. Exhbtt A
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8.1.4.2. Definition: The ratio of the Contractor's net assets to total
assets.

8.1.4.3. Formula: Net assets (total assets less total liabliitres) divided
by total assets.

8.1.4.4. Source of Data: Tbe Contractor's Monthly Rnancial
Statements.

,8.1.4.5. Performance Standard: The Contractor shan maintain a
minimum ratio of .30:1, wfth a 20% v^ance allowed.

8.2., In the event that the Contractor does not meet either:

0.Z 1. The standard regarding Days of Cash on Hand and the standard regarding
Current Ratio for two (2) consecutive months; or

8.2.2. Three (3) or more of any of the Maintenance of Fiscal Integrity standards
for three (3) consecutive months, then

8.2.3. The Departrnent may require that the Contractor meet with Department
staff.to explain the reasons that the Contractor has not met the standards.

8.Z4. The Department may require the Contractor to submit a comprehensive
corrective action plan within thirty (30) calendar days of notification that
8.2,1 and/or 8.2.2 have not been met

8.Z4.1. The Contractor shall update the corrective action plan at least
every thirty (30) calendar days until compliance Is achieved.

8.2.4.2. The Contractor shall provide addiilonaJ information to assure
continued access to services as requested by the
Department The Contractor shall provide requested ̂
information In a timeffame agreed upon by both parties.

8.3. The Contractor shall irrform the Department by phone and by email within twenty-
four (24) hours of when any key Contractor staff leam of any actual or likely
litigation, investigation, complaint claim, or transaction that may reasonably be
con^dered to have a material financial impact on and/or materially impact or Impair
the ability of the Contractor to perform under this Agreement with the Departmerrt.

8.4. The monthly Balance Sheet Prafrt & Loss Statement, Cash Flow Statement and an
other financial reports shall be based on the accrual method of accounting arxJ
Include the Contractor's total revenues and expenditures whether or not generated
by or resultfrig.from funds provided pursuant to this Agreement. These reports are
due within thirty (30) calendar days after the end of each month.

West Central Services. Inc. e^ibHA Contractor [mitats
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9. Performance Measures
9.1. The ContTBCtor's contract performance shall be measured as In Section 9.2 below

to evaluate that services are mitigating negative impacts of substance misuse,
Including but not limited to the opioid ̂ Idemic and associated overdoses.

9.2. For the first year of the contract only, the data, as collected in WITS, will be used to
assist the Department in determining the benchmark for each measure below. The
Contractor agrees to report data in WITS used in the fbifowing measures.'
9.2.1. Access to Services: % of cHents accepting services who receive, any

service, other than evaluation, within 10 days of screening.
9.2.2. Engagement % of cfients receiving any services, other than evaluation, on

at.teast 2 separate days vrilhln 14 days of screening

9.2.3. Clinically Appropriate Services; % clients receiving ASAM ' Criteria
identified SUD services {as Identified by initial or subsequent ASAM LoC
Criteria determlriafion) within 30 days of screening.

9.2.4. Client Retention: % of currently enrolled clients receiving any type of SUD
services, other than evaluation, on at least 4 separate days vvithin 45 days
of Irutial screening.

9.2.5. Treatment Completion: Total # of discharged (dis-enrolled) dlenta
completing treatment

9.2.6. National Outcome Measures (NOMS) The % of clients, out of all clients
discharged meeting at least 3 out of 5 NOMS outcome criteria:

9.2.6.1. Reduction in /no change in the frequency of substance use at
discharge compared to date of first service

9.2.6.2. increase in/no change in number of individuals employed or
in school at date of last service compared to first service

9.2.6.3. Reduction In/no phange In number of individuals arrested in
past 30 days from date of first service to date of last service

9.2.6.4. Increase in/no change in number of Individuals that have
stable housing at last service compared to first service

9.2.6.5. increase in/no change In number of individuals participating in
community support services at tasl service compared to first
service

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibit A CoctraetDT InlSalsM
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The Contractor shall comply with the following requirements:

1. Requirements for Organizational or Program Changes,
1.1. The Contractor shall provide the department with written notice at least 30 days prior to

changes in any of the following:
1.1.1. Ownership;
1.1.2. Physical location;
1.1.3. Name.

1.2. When there is a new administrator, the following shall apply:
1.2.1. The Contractor shall provide the department'with Immediate notice when an

administrator position becomes vacant;
1.2.2. The Contractor shall notify the department in writing as soon as possible prior to

a change in administrator, and Immediately upon the lack of an administrator,
and provide the department with the following:

=  . 1.2.2.1. The written disclosure of the new administrator required In Section 1 2
above;

1.2.2.2. A resume Identifying the name and qualifications of the new administrator
and

1.2.2.3. Copies of applicable licenses for the new administrator
1.2.3. When there is a change in the name, the Contractor shall submit to the

department a copy of the certificate of amendment from the New Hampshire
Secreta^ of State, if applicable, and the effective date of the name change.

1.2.4. When a Contractor discontinues a contracted program, ft shall submit to the
department

1.2.4.1. A plan to transfer, discharge or refer ail clients being served in the
contracted program; and

1.2.4.2. A plan for the security and transfer of the clients records being served In
the contracted program as required by Sections 12.8 - 12.10 below and
with the consent of the client

2. Inspections.
Z1. For the purpose of determining compliance with the contract, this Contractor shall admit

and allow any department representative at any time to inspect the following:
2.1.1. The fadlily premises;
2.1.2. All programs and services provided under the contract; and
2.1.3. Any records required by the contract.

2.2. A notice of deficiendes shall be Issued when, as a result of any inspection, the
department determines that the Contractor Is In violation of any of the contract
requirements.

2.3. If the notice Identifies deDciendes to be corrected, the Contractor shall submit a plan of
correction In accordance within 21 working days of receiving the inspection findings.

3. Administrative Remedies.
3.1. The department shall impose adminlslratjve remedies for violations of contract

requirements, including:
3.1.1. Requiring a Contractor to submit a plan of correction (POC);
3.1.2. Imposing a directed POC upon a Contractor;
3.1.3. Suspension of a contract; or
3.1.4. Revocation of a contract.

Vendor Name /j,
RFA.2019.BDAS-01-SUBST Contactor Initials-
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3.2. When admN^ratiye remedies are imposed, the department shall provide a written
notice, as applicable, which;
3.2.1. Identifies each deficiency;
3.2.Z Identifies the specific remedy(8) that has been proposed; and
3.2.3. Provides the Contractor with information regarding the right to a hearino in

accordance with RSA 541-A and He-C 200.
3.3. A POC shall be developed and enforced in the foUowtng manner.

^  ̂ deficiencies, the Contractor shall submit a writtenPOC within 21 days of the date on the notfce describing:
3.3.1.1. How the Contractor intends to correct each deficiency;
3.3.1.2. What measures will be put in pJace, or what system dianges wiD be made

to erasure that the deficiency does not recur; and
3.3.1.3. The date by which each deficiency shafi be corrected which shall be no later

than 90 days from the date of submission of the POC;
3.3.2. The department shall review and accept each POC that; . .

3.3.2.1. Achieves compliance with contract requirements;
3.3.2.2. Addresses all deficiencies and deficient practices as cited in the inspection

report;
3.3.2.3. Prevents a new violation of contract requirements as a result of

implementation of the POC; and
.3.3.2.4. Specifies the date upon which the deficiencies will be corrected;

3.4. If the POC is acceptable, the department shaU provide written notification of acceptance
of the POC;

3.5. If the POC is not acceptable, the department shall notify the Contractor in writing of the
reason for rejecting the POC;

.3.6. The Contractor shall develop and submit a revised POC within 21 days of the date of
the Nvritten notification in 3.5 above;

3.7. The revised POC shall comply with 3.3.1 above and be reviewed in accordance with
3.3.2 above;

3.8. If the rewsed POC is not acceptable ta the department, or Is not submitted within 21
days of the date of the written notification In 3.5 above, the Contractor shall be subject
to a directed POC in accordance with 3.12 below;

3.9. The department shall verify the implementation of any POC that has been submitted
and accepted by;
3.9.1. Reviewing materials submitted by the Contractor;
3.9.2. Conducting a follow-up inspection; or
3.9.3. Reviewing compliance during the next scheduled inspection;

3.10. Verification of the impJementatlon of any POC shall only occur after the date of
completion specified by the Contractor in the plan; and

3.11. If the POC or revised POC has not been implemented by the comfdetion date, the'
Contractor shail be Issued a directed POC in accordance with 3.12 below.

3.12. The department shall develop and impose a directed POC that specifies corrective
actions for the Contractor to implement when;

3.12.1. As a result of an inspection, deficiencies were identified that require Immediate
corrective action to protect the health and safety of the clients or personnel*

3.12.2, A revised POC is not submitted within 21 days of the written notification from the
department; or

VendorName " /}.
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3.12.3. A revised POC submitted has not been accepted.
4. Duties and Responsibilities of An Contractors.

4.1. The Contractor shaD comply with all federal, state, and. local laws, rules, codes,
ordinances, licenses, permits, and approvals, and rules promulgated thereunder as
applicable. .

4.2. The Contractor shall monitor, assess, and improve, as necessary, the quality of care
and service provided to clients on an ongoing basis.

4.3. The Contractor shall provide for the necessary qualified personnel, facilities, equipment,
and supplies for the ̂ ety, maintenance and operation of the Contractor.

4.4. The Contractor shail develop and Implement written policies and procedures governing
its operation and all services provided.

4.6. All poGdes and procedures shall be reviewed, revised, and trained on per Contractor
policy.

4.6. The Contractor shall:
4.6.1. Employ an administrator. responsible for the day-to-day operation of the

Contractor;
4.6.Z Malritain a current job descripttan arxf minimum qualifications for the

administrator, including the administrator's authority and duties; and
4.6.3. Establish, In writing, a chain of command that sets forth the line of authority fdr

the operation df the Contractor the staff position(s) to be delegated the authority
and responsibility to act In the administrator's behalf when the administrator Is
absent.

4.7. The Contractor shall post the following documents in a public area:
4.7.1. A copy of Contractor's policies and procedures relative to the Implementation

of client rights and responsibilities, Including client confidentiality per 42 CFR
Part 2; and

4.7.2. The Contractor's plan for fire safety, evacuation and emergencies Identifying the
location of, arxl access to all fire exits.

4.8. The Contractor or any employee shall not falsify any documentation or provide false or
mlsleadfng Information to the departrhent.

4.9. The Contractor shall comply with all conditions of warnings and administrative remedies
Issued by the department, and all court orders.

4.10. The Contractor shall admit and allow any department representative to Inspect the
certified premises and all programs and services that are being provided at any lime
for the purpose of detenrilning compliance with the contract.

4.11. The Contractor shall:
4.11.1. Report all critical incidents and sentinel events to the department In accordance

with Exhibit A, Section 20.2.3;
4.11.2 Submit addillonaJ information if required by the departrhent; and
4.11.3. Report'the event to other agencies as required by law.

4.12. The Contractor shall impiement policies and procedures for reporting:
4.12.1. Suspected child abuse, neglect or exploitation, in accordance with RSA 169-

C:29-30; and
4.12.2. Suspected abuse, neglect or exploitation of adults, in accordance with RSA 149-

F:49.

Vendor Name
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4.13. The Con^ctor shall report all positive tuberculosis test results for personnel to the
aisease control In accordance with RSA 141^:7, He-P 301.02 and He-P

vUl fUO*

4.14. For resfdenH^ ̂ grams, if the Contractor accepts a client who is known to have a
disea^ reportable under He-P 301 or an infectious disease, which is any disease
caused by the growth of microorganisms In the body which might or might not be
cont^Ious, the Contractor shall follow the required procedures for tfie care of the
SrSl Centers for Disease Control and Prevention2007 Guideline for Isolation Precautions, Preventing Transmission of Infwtlous
Agents In Healthcare Settings, June 2007.

4.15. Contractors shall Implement state and federal regulations on ctlenl confidentiarity
.  including provisions outlined In 42 CFR 2.13, RSA 172:8-a. and RSA 318-8:12;

4.16. A Contractor shall, upon request, provide a client or the client's guardian or agent, If
any, with a copy of his or her client record within the confines for 42 CFR Part 2.

4.17. .^e Contractor shall develop policies and procedures regarding the release of
information contained In cfient records, In accordance with 42 CFR Part 2, the Health
Irreurance Portability and AccountabUity Act (HIPAA), and RSA 318-B:10.4.18. ^records required by the contract shall be legible, curr^t, accurate and available to
the department during an Inspection or Investigation conducted in accordance with
this contract

4.19. Any Contractor that maintains eJectronic records shall develop written policies and
procedures designed to protect the privacy of clients and personnel that, at a
minimum, Include:

4.19.1. Procedures for backing up flies to prevent loss of data;
4.19.2; Safegu^s for maintaining the confrdentialiN of fnfortnatlon pertaining to clients

and staff; and
4.19.3. Systems to prevent tampering with Information pertaining to dients and staff.

4.20. The Contractor's service slte(s) shall:
4.20.1. Be accessible to a person with a disability using ADA accessibility and bam'er

free guidelines per 42 U.S.C. 12131 et seq;
4.20.2. Have a reception area separate from living and treatment areas;
4.20.3. Have private space for personal consultation, charting, treatment and sodai

activities, as applicable;
4.20.4. Have secure storage of active and closed confidential client records; and
4.20.5. Have separate and secure stor^e of tojdc substances.

4.21. The Contractor shall establish and monitor a code of ethics for the Contractor and its
staff, as well as a mechanism for reporting unethical conduct.

4.22. The Contractor shall maintain specific policies on the foitowing:
4.22.1. Client rights, grievance and appeals polldes and procedures;
4.22.2. Progressive dlsdpHne, leading to administrative discharge;
4.22.3. Reporting and appealing staff grievances;

- 4.22.4. policies on client.alcohoi and other drug use while In treatment;
•  4.2Z5. Polldes on dient and employee smoking that are In compliance with Exhibit A.

Section 2.11; -
4.22.8. Drug-free workplace policy and procedures, Induding a requirement for the filing

of written reports of actions taken In the event of staff misuse of alcohol or other
drugs;

Vendor Name
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4.227. Policies and procedures for holding a client's possessions;
4.22.8. Secure storage of staff medications;
4.22.9. A client medication policy;
4.22.10. Urine specimen collection, as applicable, that;

4.22.10.1. Ensure that collection is conducted in a manner that preserves client
pHvacy as much as possibie; and

4.22.10.2. Minimize falsification;
4.22.11. Safety and emergency procedures on the following;

4.22.11.1. Medical emergencies;
4.22.11.2. Infection control and universal precautions, Including the use of protective

clothing and devices;
.  ̂ 4.22.11.3. Reporting employee injurtes;

4.22.11,4. Fire monitoring, warriing, evacuation, and safety drill policy and
procedures;

4.2Z11.5. Emergency closings;
4.22.11.6- Posting of the above safety and emergency procedures.

4.22.12.Procedures for protection of dierit records that govern use of records, storage,
removal, conditions for release of Information, and compliance with 42CFR, Part
2 and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountabirrty Act (HIPAA); and

4.22.13.Proc8dures related to quality assurance and quality improvement
5. Collection of Fees.

5.1. The Con^ctor shall maintain procedures regarding coliections from client fees, private
or public insurance, and other payers.responslbfe for the client's finances; and

5.2. At the time of screening and admission the Contractor shall provide the client, and the
clients guardian, ̂ ent, or personal representative, with a listing of ad known applicable
charges and identify what care and services are Included in the charge

6. Client Screening and Denial of Services.
6.1. Contractors shall maintain a record of all client screenings^ including;

6.1.1. The dlent name and/or unique client Identifier;
6.1.2. The client referral source;
6.1.3. The date of Initial contact from the client or referring agency;
6.1.4. The date of screening;
6.1.5. The result of the screening, including the reason for denial of services if

appllcable;
6.1.6. For any client who is placed on a waitlist record of referrals to and coordination

with regional access point and interfm services or reason that such a referral
was not made;

6.1.7. Record of all client contacts between screening and removal from the waitlist
and

6.1.8. Date client was removed from the waitlist and the reason for removal
6.2. For any client who Is denied services, the Contractor Is responsible for

6.2.1. Informing the client of the reason for denial;
Assisting the client in Identifying and accessing appropriate available treatment

6.3. The Contractor shall not deny services to a client solely because the client
6.3.1. Previously left treatment against the advice of staff;
6.3.2. Relapsed from an earfler treatment;
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6.3.3. Is on any class of medications, Including but not limited to opiates or
benzodiazepines; or

6.3.4. Has been diagnosed with a mental health disorder.
6.4. The Contractor shall report on 6.1 and 6.2 above at the request of the department

7. Personnel Requirements.
7.1. The Contractor shall develop a current job descn^ion for all staff, Including contracted

staff, volunteers, and student Interns, which shall include:
7.1.1. Job title;
7.1.2. Physical requirements of the position;
7.1.3. Education and experience requirements of the position;
7.1.4. Duties of the position;
7.1-.5. Positions supervised; and
7.1.8. Title of immediate supervisor.

7.2. The Contractor shall develop and Implement policies regarding ciimlnal background
checks of prospective employees, which shall, at a minimum, Include:
7.2.1. Requiring a prospective employee to sign a release to allow the Contractor to

obtain his or her criminal record;
7.2.2. Requiring the administrator or his or her designee to, obtain and rewew a

criminal records check from the'New Hampshire department of safety for each
prospective employee;

7.2.3. Criminal background standards regarding the following, beyond which shall be
reason to not hire a prospective employee in order to ensure thei health, safety,

•  or well-being of clients:
7.2.3.1. Felony convictions In this or any other state;
7.2.3.2. Convictions .for sexual assault, other violent crime, assault, fraud, abuse,

neglect or exploitation; arid
7.Z3.3. Findings by the department or any administrative agency in this or any other

/  state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation or any person; and
7.2.4. Waiver of 7.2.3 above for good cause shown.

7.3. All staff, including contracted staff, shall:
7.3.1. Meet the educational, experiential, and physical quafifications of the position as

listed In their job descrfpllon;
7.3.2. Not exceed the criminal background standards established by 7,2.3 above,

unless waived for good cause shown, in accordance policy established In
7.2,4 above;

7.3.3. Be licensed, registered or cerfifled as required by state statute and as
applicable: ^

7.3.4. Receive an orientation within the first 3 days of work or prior to direct contact
with clients, which Includes:

7.3.4.1. The Contractor's code of ethics, Including ethical conduct and the reporting
of unprofessional conduct;

7.3.4.2. The Contractor's policies on cHent rights and responsibilities and complaint
procedures;

7.3.4.3. Confldentialfty requirements as required by Sections 4.15 and 4.19.2 above
and Section 17 below;

7.3.4.4. Griwance procedures for both clients and staff as required in Section
4.22.1 and 4.22.3 above and Section 18 below.
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7.3.4.5. The duties and responsibllrtles and the poficles, procedures, and guidelines
0' the position they were hired for;

7*1*^*7* covered by both the administrative and personnel manuals;7.3.4.7. The Contractor's infection prevention program;
7.3.4.8., The Contractor's fire, evacuation, and other emergency plans which outline

the responslbililfes of personnel In an emergency; and
7.3.4.9. Mandatory reporting requirements for abuse or neglect such as those found

In RSA161-F and RSA 169-C:29: and
7.3.5. Sign and date documentation that they have taken part In an orientation as

^  described In 7.3.4 above;
7.3.6. Complete a niarxlatory annual In-eervlce education^ which includes a review of

aU elements described In 7.3.4 above.
7.4. Prior to having contact with clients, employees and contracted employees shall:

7.4.1. Submit to the Contractor proof of a physical examination or a health screening
conducted not more than 12 months prior to employment which shall Include at a
minimum the fbliowing:

7.4.1.1. The name of the examinee;
7:4.1.2. The date of the examination:
7.4.1.3. Whether or not the examinee has a contagious Illness or any other Illness

that would affect the examinee's ability to perform their Job duties;
7A1.4. Results of a 2-step tuberculosis (TB) test, Mantoux method or other method

approved by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC); and
7.4.1.5. The dated signature of the licensed health practitioner;

7.4.2. Be allowed to work while waiting for the results of the second step of the TB test
when the results of the first step are negative for TB; and

7.4.3. Comply with the requirements of the Centers for Disease Control Guidelines for
Preventing the Transmission of Tuberculosis In Health Facilities Settings, 2005,
if the person has eltfier a positive TB test, or has had direct contact or p^enbal
for occupational exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis through shared air
space with persons with Infectious tut)erculosis.

7.5. ̂ ployees, contracted employees, volunteers and independent Contractors virho have
direct contact with clients who have a history of TB or a positive skin test shall have a
symptomatology screen of a TB test.

7.6. The Contractor shall maintain and store In a secure and confidential manner, a cument
personnel file for each employee, student, volunteer, and contracted staff. A personnel
file shall Include, at a minimum, the following:
7.6.1. A completed application for. employmerit or a resume, including:
7.6.2. Identification data; and
7.6.3. The education and work experience of the employee;
7.6.4. A copy of the ourrertt job description or agreement, ̂ ned by the individual, that

identifies the:
7.6.4.1. Position title;
7.6.4.2. Qualifications and experience; and
7.6.4.3. Duties required by the position;

7.6.5. Written verfflcaton that the person meets the Contractor's qualifications for the
assigned job description, such as school trar^scripts, cerfificafions artd licenses as
applicable;
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7.6.6. A signed and dated record of orientation as required by 7.3.4 above;
7.6.7. A copy of each current New Hampshire license, registration or certification in

health care fiefd and CPR certification, applicable;
7.6.8. Records of screening for communicable diseases results required in 7.4 atx)ve;
7.6.9. Written perfomrance appraisals for each year of employment including

description of any corrective actions, supervision, or training determined by the
person's supervisor to be necessary;

7.6.10. Documentation of annual in-service education as required by 7.3.6 above;
7.6.11. Information as to the general content and lerigth pf all continuing education or

educational programs attended;
7.6.12. A signed staternent acknowledging the receipt of the Contractor's policy setting

forth the cOenfs rights and responsibilities, including confidentiarrty
requirements, and acknowledging training and implementation of the policy.

7.6.13. A statement, which shall be signed at the time the initial offer of employment Is
made and then annually thereafter, stating that he or she:

7.6.13.1. Does not have a felony conviction in this or any other state;
7.6.13.2. Has not been convicted of a sexual assauH, other violent crime, assauh,

fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitatibn or pose a threat to the health, safety or
well-being of a client; and

7.6.13.3. Has not had a finding by the department or any administrative agency fn
this or any other state for assault, fraud, abuse, neglect or exploitation of
any person; and

7.6.14. Documentation of the criminal records check and any warvere per 7.2 above.
7.7. An Individual need not re-disdose any of the matters In 7.6.13 and 7.6.14 above If the

documentation is available and the Contractor has previously r6\riewed the material and
granted a waiver so that the indlvlduai can continue employment.

8. Clinical Supervision.
8.1. Contractors shall comply wrfth the follovwng clinical supervision requirements for

unlicensed counselors:
8.1.1. All unlicensed staff providing treatment education and/or recovery support

services shall be under the direct supervision of a licensed supervisor.
8.1.2. No licensed supervisor shall supervise more than twelve unlicensed staff unless

the [department has approved an alternative supervision plan.
8.1.3. Uniicensed counselors shall receive at least one tiour of sup^vision for every 20

hours of direct cfient contact;
8.1.4. Supervlston shall be provided on an individual or group basis, or both,

depending upon the employee's need, experience and skill level;
8.1.5. Supervision shall include following techniques:

8.1.5.1. Review of case records;
8.1.5.2. Observation of interactions with clients;
8.1.5.3. Skin development; and
8.1.5.4. Review of case management activities; and

8.1.6. Supervisors shall maintain a log of the supervision date, duration, content and
who was supervised by whom;

8.1.7. Individuals licensed or certified shall receive supervision in accordance with the
requirement of their licensure.

9. Clinical Services.
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9.1. Each Contractor shall have and adhere to a dinical care manual which includes policies
and procedures related to all clinical services provided.

9.2. All clinical services provided shall:
9.2.1. Focus on the client's strengths;
9.2.2. Be sensitive and relevant to the diversity of the clients being served;
9.2.3. Be client and family centered;
9.2.4. Be trauma informed, which means designed to acknowledge the impact of

violence and trauma on peon's lives and the importance of addressing trauma
in treatment; and

9.3. Upon a client's admission, the Contractor shall conduct a client orientation, either
Individually or by group, to include the following:
9.3.1. Rules, policies, and procedures of the Contractor, program, and facility;
9.3.2. Requirements for successfully completing the program;
9.3.3. The administrative discharge policy and the grounds for administrative

discharge;
9.3.4. All applicable laws regarding confidentiality. Including the limits of confidentiality

and mandatory reporting requirements; and
9.3.5. Requiring the dfent to sign a receipt that the orientation was conducted.
9.3.8. Upon a client's admission to treatment, the Contractor shall conduct an

HIV/AIDS screening, to include:
9.3.7. . The provision of Information;
9.3.8. Risk assessment;
9.3.9. Intervention and risk reduction education, and
9:3.10. Referral for testing, if appropriate, within 7 days of admission;

10. Treatment and Rehabilitation.
10.1. A LADC or unlicensed counselor under the supervision ofa LADC shall develop and

maintain a written treatment plan for each client in accordance with TAP 21:
Addiction Counseling Competerx:ies available at
http://store.samhsagov/list/series?name=Technlcal-Asststance-Pubncatlons-TAPs-
&pageNumber=:1 which addresses all ASAM domains.

10.2. Treatment plans shall be developed as follows:
10.Z1. Within .7 days following admission to any residential program; and
10.2.2. No later than the third session of an ambulatory treatment program.

10.3. Individual treatmerrt plans shall contain, at a minlmurn. the following elements;
10.3.1. Goals, objectives, and Interventions written In terms that are specific,

measurable, attainable, realistic and timely.
10.3.2. IdentfTies the tedpfenrs clinical needs, treatment goals, and objectives;
10.3.3. Identifies the client's strengths and resources for achieving goals and objectives

in tO.3.1 above;
10.3.4. Defines the strategy for providing services to meet those needs, goals, and

objectives;
10.3.5. Identifies, referral to oi^slde Contractors for the purpose of achle\ring a specific

goal or objective when the service cannot be delivered by the treatment
program;

10.3.6. Provides the «^ter1a for terminating specific interventions; and
10.3.7. Includes specification and description of the Indicators to be used to^assess ttie

individual's progress.
Vendor Name ' A
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10.3.8. Documentation of participation by the client in the treatment planning process or
the reason why the client did not participate; anid

10.3.9. Signatures of the client and the counselor agreeing to the treatment plan, or if
appficable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment plan.

10.4. Treatment plaris shall be updated based on any changes In any American Society of
Addiction Medicine Criteria (ASAM) domain and no less frequently than every 4
sessions or every 4 weeks, whichever Is less frequent.

10.5. Treatment plan updates shall Indude;
10.5.1. Documentation of the degree to which the client is meeting treatment plan goals

and objectives;
10.5.2. Modification of existing goals or addition of new goate based on changes In the

clients functioning relative to ASAM domains and treatment goals and
objectives.

10.5.3: The counselor's assessment of whether or not the client needs to move to a
different level of care based on changes in functioning in any ASAM domain and
documentatipri of the reasons for this assessment.

10.5.4. The signature of the dienl and the counselor agreeing to the updated treatment
plan, or If applicable, documentation of the client's refusal to sign the treatment
plan.

10.6. In addition to the Individualized treatment planning In 10.3 above, all Contractors
shall provide client education on;

10.6.1. Substance use disorders;
10.6.2. Relapse prevention;
10.6.3. Infectious diseases associated with injection drug use, indudfng but not limited

to, HIV, hepatitis, and TB;
10.6.4. Sexually transmitted diseases;
10.6.5. Emotional, physical, and sexual abuse;
10.'6.6. Nicotine use disorder arxl cessation options;
10.6.7. The impact of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy, risks to the fetus, and the

importance of informing medical practitioners of drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy

10.7. Group education and counseling
10.7.1. The Contractor shall mainlain an outline of each educational and group therapy

session provided.
10.7.2. All group counseflng sessions shall be limited to 12 clients or fewer per

counselor.
10.8. Progress notes

10.8.1. A progress note shall be completed for each individual, group, or family
treatment or education session.

10.8.2. Each progress note shall contain the follomng components:
10.8.2.1. Data, including self-report, observations, Inten/entlons, current

Issues/stressors, functional impairment, Interpersonal behavior, motivation,
and progress, .as It relates to the currertt treatment plan;

10.8.2.2. Assessment, Including progress, evaluation of Interverrtion, and obstacles
or barrters; and

10.8.2.3. Plan, Including tasks to be complete between sessions, objectives for next
session, any recommended changes, and date of next session; and
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10.9. R^idential programs shall maintain a daily shift change log which documents such
things as client behavior and significant events that a subsequent shift should be
made aware of.

11. Client Discharge and Transfer.
11.1. ■ A client shall be discharged from a program for the foilowing reasons:

11.1.1. Program completion or transfer based on changes In the client's functioning
relative to ASAM criteria:

11.1.2. Program termination, including:
11.1.2.1. Administrative discharge;
11.1.2.Z Non-compliance with the program;
11.1.2.3. The client left the program before completion against advice of treatment

staff; and
11.1.3. The client Is Inaccessible, such as the client has been Jailed or hospitalized; and

11.2. In ail cases of client discharge or transfer, the counselor shall complete a narrative
discharge summary, including, at a minimum:

11^2.1. The dates of admission and discharge or transfer,
11 .Z2. The client's psychqsocial substance abuse history and legal history;
11.2.3. A summary of the client's progress toward treatrTient goals in ail ASAM domains;
11.2.4. The reason for discharge or transfer,
T1.2.5. The client's DSM 5 diagnosis and summary, to include other assessment testing

completed during treatment;
11.2.6. A summary of the client's physical condition at the time of discharge or transfer,
11.2.7. A continuing care plan, including all ASAM domains:
11.2.8. A determination as to whether the client would be efigible for re-admlssion to

treatment, If applicable; and
11 Z.9. The dated signature of the counselor completing the summary.

11.3. The discharge summary shall be completed:
11.3.1. No later than 7 days following a client's discharge or transfer from the program;

or

11.3.2. For withdrawa) management services, by the end of the next business day
following a crteRfs discharge or transfer from the program.

11.4. When transferring a client, either from one level of care to another within the same
certified Contractor agency or to another treatment Contractor, the courraeior shall:

11.4.1. Comptete a progress note on the client's treatment and progress towards
treatment goals, to be Included In the client's record; and

11.4Z. Update the client assessment and treatment plan.
,  1-1.5. When transferring a client to another treatment Contractor, the current Contractor

shall fbnvard copies of the following information to the receiving Contractor, only after
a release of confidential information is signed by the client

11.5.1. The discharge summary,
11.5.2. Cilerit demographic infbrmation, including the client's name, date of birth,

address, telephone number, and the last 4 digits of his or her Sodal Security
number; and

11.5.3. A diagnostic assessment statement and other assessment information,
fncluding: ,

11.5.3.1. TB test results;
11.5.3.2. A record of the client's treatment history; and
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11.5.3.3. Documentation of any court-mandated or ̂ ency-recommended follow-up
treatment

11.6. The counselor shall meet with the client at the time of discharge or transfer to
establish a continuing care plan that:

11.6.1. Includes recommendations for continuing care in all ASAW! domains;
11.6.2. Addresses the use of self-help groups induding, when Indicated, facffftated self-

help: and
11.6.3. Assists the client In malting contact with other agendes or services.

11.7. The counselor shall document in the dienl record if and why the meeting In Section
11.6 above could not take place.

11.8. A Contractor may administratively discharge a cfient from a program only if;
11.8.1. ThecRent's behavior on program premises Is abusive, violent, or Illegal:
11.8.2. The client is non-compli^ with prescription medications;
11.8.3. Clinical, staff documents therapeutic reasons for discharge, which may Include

the client's continued use of Hildt drugs or an unwllllngnesa to follow appropriate
dinicai inten/entions; or

11.8.4. The client violates program rules In a manner that is consistent with the
Contractor's progressive disclpiihe policy.

12. Client Record System.
12.1. Each Contractor shall have policies and procedures to Implement a comprehensive

client record system, in either paper form or electronic form, or both, that complies
with this section.

The client record of each dient sen/ed shall communicate information in a manner that is:
12.1.1. Organt2:ed into related sections with entries In chronological order;
12.1.2. Easy to read and understand;
12.1.3. Complete, containing all the parts; and
12.1.4. Up-to-date, Induding notes of most recent contacts.

12.2. The client record shall include, at a minimum, the following components, organized
as follows:

"12.2.1. First section, Intakefinltiai Information:
12.2.1.1. Identification data, Including the dienfs:

12.2.1.1,1. Name;
12.2.1.1.Z Date of birth;
12.2.1.1.3.Address;
12.2.1.1.4.Tetephon8 number; and
12.2.1.1.5. The last 4 digits of the dlenfs Social Security number;

12.2.1.2. The date of admlsston;
12.2.1.3. If either of these have been appointed for (he dIent, the name and address

of:

12.2.1.3.1. The guardian; arid
1Z2.1.3.Z The representative payee;

12.2.1.4. The name, address, and telephone number of the person to contact In the
event of an emergency;

12.2.1.5. Contact information for the person or entity referring the dient for services,
as applicable;

12.2.1.8. The name, address, and telephone number of the primary health care
Contractor;
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12.2.1.7. The name, address, and telephone number of the behavioral health care
Contractor, If applicable;

12.2.1.8. The name and address of the client's public or private heafth Insurance
Contractor(s), or both;

12.2.1.9. The client's religious preference, if any;
12.2.1.10. The client's personal health hlslory;
12.2.1.11. The client's mental health history;
12.2.112. Current medications;
12.2.1.13. Records and reports prepared prior to the client's current admissbn and

determined by the counter to be relevant; and
12.2.1.14. Signed receipt of notifbation of client rights*

12.2.2. Second section, Screer^ing/Assessment/Evaluation;
12.2.2.1. Documentatioh of all elements of screening, assessment and evaluation

required by Exhibit A, Sections 6 and 10.2;
12.2.3. Third section, Treatment Planning;

12-2.3.1. The Individual treatment plan, updated at designated Intervals in
accordance with Sections 10.2 -10.5 above; and

12.2.3.Z Signed and dated progress notes and reports from all programs Involved,
as required by Section 10.8 above;

12.2.4. Fourth section. Discharge Planning:
12.2.4,1. A namrtlve discharge summary, as required by Sections. 11.2 and 113

above;
12.2.5. Fifth section, Releases of Information/Miscellaneous:

12.2.5.1. Release of information forms compliant with 42 CFR, Part 2;
12.2.5.2. Any correspondence pertinent to the client; and
1Z2.5.3. Any other Information the Contractor deems sIgniflcanL

12.3. If the Contractor utilizes a paper format client record system, then the sections In
Section 12.3 above shall be tabbed sections.

1Z4. If the Contractor utiPtzes an electronic format, the sections In Section 1Z3 above shall
not apply provided that all information Pisted In Section 12.3 above Is Included In Ihe
electronic record

12.5. All client records maintained by the Contractor or Its sub-Contractors, including paper
files, facsimile transmissions, or electronic data transfers, shall be strictly confldenllal.

12.6. All-confidential information shall be maintained within a secure storage system at ail
times as follows:

12.6.1 Paper records and external electronic Morage media shall be kept In locked toe
cabinets;

12.6Z. All electronic files shall be password protected; and
12.6.3. All confidential notes or other materials that do not require storage shall be

shredded immediately after use.
12.6.4. Contractore shall retain client records after the discharge or transfer of the client,

as follows:

1Z6.4.1. For a minimum of 7 years for an adult; and
12.6.4.2. For a minimum of 7 years after age of majority for children.

12.7. In (he event of a program closure, the Contractor dosing Its treatment program shall
arrange for the continued management of all dlent records. The dosing Contractor.
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shall notify the department in writing of the address where records will be stored and
specify the person managing the records.

12.8. The closing Contractor shall arrange for storage of each record through one or more
of the following measures:

12.8.1. Continue to manage the records and give written assurance to the department
that ft will respond to authorized requests for copies of client records v\^hin 10
working days;

12.8.2. Transfer records of cRents who have given written consent to another
Contractor; or

12.8.3. Enter into a limited service organization agreement with another Contractor to
store and manage records.

13. Medication Services.

13.1. No administration of medications, including physician samples, shall occur except by
a licensed medical practitioner working within their scope of practice.

13.2. All prescription medications brought by a dlent to program shall be in their original
containers and legibly display the following fnfonnation: '

13.2.1 The client's name;
13.2.2. The medication name and strength;
13.2.3. The prescribed dose; ,
13.2.4. The route of administration;
13.Z5. The frequency of administrkion; and
13.2.6, The date ordered.

13.3. Any change or discontinuation of prescription medications shall require a written ..
order from a licensed practitioner.

13.4. All prescription medications, with the exception of nltroglycerin, epi-pens, and rescue
Inhalers, >^lch may be kept on the client's person or stored in the client's room, shall
be stored as follows:

13.4.1. All medications shall be kept In a storage area that Is:
13.4.1.1. Locked and accessible.only to authorized personnel;
13.4.1.2. Organized to allow correct identification of each client's medicalion(s);
13.4.1.3. Illuminated in a manner sufficient to allow reading of aD medication labels;

and

13.4.1.4. Equipped to maintain medication at the proper temperature;
13.4.2. Schedule II controlled substances, as defined by RSA318-B:1-b, shall be kept In

a separately locked compartment within the locked medication storage area and
accessible only to authorized persorinel; and

13.4.3. Topical liquids, ointments, patches, creams and powder forms of products shaR
be stored in a manner such that cross-contamination with oral, optic, ophthalmic,
and parenteral products shall not occur.

13.5. Medication belonging to personn^ shall not be accessible to clients, nor stored with
client medication.

13.6. Over-the-counter (OTC) medications shall be handled in the following manner:
13.6.1. Only original, unopened containers of OTC medications shall be allowed to be

brought Into the program;
13.6.2. OTC medication shall be stored In accordance with Section 13.4 above.
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13.6.3. OTC medication containers shall be marked with the name of the client using the
medication and taken in accordance with the directions on the medication
container or as ordered by a licensed practitioner;

13.7. All medications self-administered by a client, with the exception of nitnoglycerin, epi-
pens, and rescue Inhalers, which may be taken by the client without supervision,
shall be supervised by the program staff, as follows:

13.7.1. Staff shall remind the client to take the correct dose of his or her medication at
the correct time;

13.7.2. Staff may open the medication container but shall not be permitted to physically
handle the medication Itself in any manner;

13.7.3. Staff shall remain with the client to observe them taking the prescribed dose and
type of medication;

13.8. For each medication taken, staff shall document In an Individual client medication log
the following:

13.8.1. Themedicationname. strength, dose, frequency and route of administration;
13.6.2. The date and the time the medication was taken;
13.8.3. The signature or identifiable initials of the person supervising the taking of said

medication; and
13.8.4. The reason for any medication refused or omitted.

13.9. Upon a dienf8 discharge:
13.9.1. The client medication log in Section 13.8 above shall be Included in the clienfs

record; and ■

13.9.2. The client shall be given any remaining medication to take wHh him or her
14. Notice of Client Rights

14.1. Programs shall Inform clients of their rights under these rules In dear,
understandable language and form, both verbally and in writing as follows:

14.1.1, Applicants'for services shall be Informed of their rights to evaluations and
access to treatment;

14.1 .Z Clients shall be advised of their rights upon entry Into any program and at least
once a year after entry;

14.1.3. Inrtial and annual notifications of dient rights in Sedion 14 above shall be
documentad in the client's record; and

14.2. Every program wHhin the service delivery system shall post notice of the rights, as
follows:

14.2.1. The notice shall be posted continuously and conspicuously;
14.2.2. The notice shall be presented In dear, understandable language and form; and
14.2.3. Each program and residence shall have on the premises complete copies of

rules pertaining to dient rights that are available for client review.
15. Fundamental Rights.
.15.1. No person receiving'treatment for a substance use dtscrder shall be deprived of any

legal right to which all dtizens are entitled solely by reason of that person's
admission to the treatment sen/ices system.

16. Personal Rights.
16.1. Persons who are applicants for services ordlents In the sen/Ice delivery system shall

be treated by program staff with dignity and respect at all times.
16.2. Clients shall be free from abuse, neglect and exploitation Induding, at a minimum,

the following:
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16.2.1. Freedom from any verbal, non-verbal, mental, physical,-or sexual abuse or
neglect;

16.2.2. Freedom from the Intentional use of physical force except the minimum force
necessary to prevent harm to the client or others; and

16.2.3. Freedom from personal or financial exploitation.
18.3. Clients shall have the right to privacy.

17. Client Confidentiality
17.1. All Contractors shall adhere to the confidentiality requirements In 42 CFR part 2.
17.2. In cases where a client, attomey or other authorized person, after review of the

record, requests copies of the record, a program shall make such copies available
free of charge for the first 25 pages and not more than 25 cents per page thenaafler.

17.3. If a minor age 12 or older is treated for drug abuse without parental consent as
authorized by RSA 318:B12-a. the fo0owing shall apply:

17.3.1. The minor's signature alone shall authorize a disclosure; and
17.3.2. Any disclosure to the minor's parents or guardians shall require a signed

authorization to release.
18. Client Grievances

18.1. Clients shall have the right to complain about any matter. Including any alleged
violation of a right afforded by these rules or by any state or federal law or rule.

18.2. Any person shall have the right to complain or bring a grievance on behalf of an
individual client or a group of clients.

18.3. The rules governing procedures for protection of client rights found at He-C 200 shall
apply to such complaints and grievances.

19. Treatment Rights.
19.1. Each cDent shall have' the right to adequate and humane treatment including;

19.1.1. The right of access to treatment Including:
"19.1.1.1. The right to evaluation to determine an applicant's need for services and to

determine which programs are most suited to provide the services rteeded;
19.1.1.2. The tight to provision of necessary services when those services are

available, subject to the admission and eligibility policies and standards of
each program; and

19.1.2. The right to quality treatment Including:
19.T.2.1. Services provided In keeping with evidence-based dinical and professional

standards appllcabie to the persons and programs providing the treatment
and to the conditions for which the client Is being treated;

19.1.3. The right to receive services in such a manner as to promote the dienfs full
participation In the community;

19.1.4. The right to receive all services or treatment 16 which a person is entitled in
accordance with the time frame set forth in the client's Individual treatment plan;

19.1.5. The right to an indhrlduai treatment plan developed, reviewed arxl revl^ in
accordance with Sections 10.1 - 10.5 above which addresses the client's own
goals;

19.1.6. The right to receive treatment and services contained (n an individual treatment
plan designed to provide opportunities for the client to participate in meaningful
activities In the communities in which the client lives and works;
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19.1.7. The right to service and treatment In the least restrictive alternative or
environment necessary to achieve the purposes of treatmerrt Including programs
which least restrict

19.1.7.1. Freedom of mo\tement; and
19.1.7.2. Participation in the community, while providing the level of support needed

by the client;
19.1.6. The right to be informed of all significant risks, benefits, side effects and

alternative treatment and services and to give consent to any treatment,
placement or referral following an Infomied decision such that:

19.1.0.1. Whenever possible, the consent shall be given In writing; and
19.1.6.2i In £dl other cases, evidence of cor^ent shall be documented by the program

and shall be witnessed by at least one person;
19.1.9. The right to refuse to participate in any form of experimental treatment or

research; ' .
19.1.10. The right to be fully informed.of one's own diagnosis and prognosis; =
19.1.11. The right to voluntary placement Including the right to:

19.1.11.1. Seek changes In placement, services or treatment at any time; and
19.1.11.2. Withdraw from any form of voluntary treatment or from the service

delivery system;
19.1.12.The right to services which promote independence Including senrlces directed

tovrard:

19.1.12.1: Eliminating, or reducing as much as posslbie, the client's needs for
continued services and treatment; and

19.1.12.2. Promoting the aWIity'of the clients to function at their highest capacity and
as independently as possible;

19.1;13.The right to r^se medication and treatment;
19.1.14.The right to referral for-medical care and treatment including, if needed,

assistance in finding such care In a timely mariner;
19.1.15. The right to consultation and second opinion Including:

19.1.15.1. At the client's own expense, the consultative services of;
19.1.15.1.1. Private phys icians;
19.1.15.1.2. Psychologists;
19.1.15.1.3. Licensed drug and alcohol counselors; and
19.1.15.1.4. Other health practitionere; and

19.1.15.2. Grariting to such health practitioners reasonable access to the client, as
required by Section 19.1.15, in programs and allowing such practitioners
to make recommendations to programs regarding the senrices and
treatment provided by the programs;

19.1.16. The right, upon request, to have one or more of the following present at any
treatment meeting requiring client participation and Informed decision-making:

19.1.16.1. Guardian;
19.1.16.2. Representative;
19.1.16.3. Attorney;
19.1.16.4. Family member;
19.1.16.5. Advocate; or
19.1.16.6. Consultant; and
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19.1.17.The right to freedom from restraint including the right to be free from seclusion
and physical, mechanical or pharmacologfca) restraint

19.2. No treatment professional shall be required to administer treatment contrary to such
professionafs clinical judgment.

19.3. Programs shall, whenever possible, maximize the decision-making authority of the
client.

19.4. In furtherance of Section 19.3 above, the following provisions shall apply to clients for
whom a guardian has been appointed by a court of competent Jurisdiction;

19.4.1. The program shall ensure that in the course of service provision, the guardian
and ali persons involved In the provision of service are made aware of the
cnerits views, preferences and aspirations;

19.4.2. A guardian sM only make decisions that are within the scope'ofthe powers set
.  forth In the guardianship order issued by the court;

19.4.3. The program shall request a copy of the guardianship order from the guardian
■, and the order shall be kept In the client's record at the program;

19.4.4. If any issues arise relatfw to the provision of services and supports which are
outside the scope of the guardian's decision-making authority as set forth in the
guardianship order, the dierrt's choice and preference relative to those Issues
shall prevail unless the guardian's authority Is expanded by the court to include
those Issues; • -

19.4.5. A program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from
exceeding the decision-making authortty granted by the court Including;

19.4.5.1. Reviewing with the guardian .the limits on his or her declslon-makfng
authority; and

19.4.6.2. If necessary, bringing the matter to the attention of tha court that appointed
the guardian;

19.4.6. The guardian shall act In a manner that furthers the, best Interests of the client;
19.4.7. In acting In the best interests of the client, the guardian shall take , into

consideration the views, preferences and aspirations of the cGent;
19.4.8. The program shall take such steps as are necessary to prevent a guardian from

acting In a manner that does not further the best interests of the client and, if
necessary, bring the matter to the attention of the court that appointed the
guardian; and

19.4.9. In the event that there is a dispute between the program and the guardian, the.
program shall infbrrn the guardian of his or her right to bring the dispute to the
attention of the probate court that appointed the guardian.

20. Termination of Services.
20.1. A client shall be terminated from a Contractor's service if the client

20.1.1. Endangers or threatens to endanger other clients or staff, or engages In iilegal
activity on the property of the program;

20.1.2. Is no longer benefiting from the servicefs) he or she Is receiving;
20.1.3. -Cannot agree with the program on a mutually acceptabie course of treatment;
20.1.4. Refuses to pay for the services that he or she is receiving despite having the

financial resources to do so; or
20.1.5. Refuses to apply for benefits that could cover the cost of the services that he or

she is receiving despite the fact that the client Is or might be eligible for such
benefits.
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20.2. A termination from a Contractor's services shall not occur unless the program has
given both written and verbal notice to the client and client's guardian, If any, that

20.2.1. Give the effective date of termination;
20.2.2. List the clinical or management reasons for termination; and
20.2.3. Explain the rights to appeal and the appeal process pursuant to He-C 200.

20.3. A Contractor shall document In the record of a client who has been terminated that
20.3.1. The client has been notitied of the termination; and
20.3.2. The termination has been approved by the program director.

21. Client Rights in Residential Programs. '
21.1. In addition to the foregolpg rights, cRents of residential programs shall also have the

following rights:
21.1.1. The right to a safe, sanitary and humane living environment;
21.1.2. The right tO privately communicate with others, including:

21.1.2.1. The right to send and receive unopened and uncensored correspondence;
21.1.Z2. The right to have reasonable access to telephones and to be allowed to

make and to receive .reasonable numbers of telephone calls except that
residential programs may require a client to reimburse them for the cost of
any calls made by the client;

21.1.2.3. The right to receive and to refuse to receive visitors except that residential
programs may impose raascnable restrictions on the number and time of
visits in order to ensure effective provision of services; and

21.1.3. The right to engage in sodai and recreationa! activities including the provision of
regular opportunities for clients to engage In such activities;

21.1.4. The right to privacy, including the following:
21.1.4.1. The right to courtesies such as knocking on dosed doors before entering

and ensuring privacy for telephone calls and visits;
21.1.4.2. The right to opportunities for personal irrteraction in a private setting except

that any conduct or activity which is illegal shall be prohibited: and
21.1.4.3. The right to be free from searches of their persons arid possessions except

in accordance with applicable constitutional and legal standards;
21.1.5. The right to Individual choice, including the followng:

21.1.5.1. The right to keep and wear their own clothes;
21.1.5.2. The right to space for personal possessions;
21.1.5.3. The right to keep and to read materials of their own choosing:
21.1.5.4. The right to keep and spend their own money; and
21.1.5.5. The right not to work and to be compensated for any work performed,

except that:
21.1.5.5.1. Clients may be required to perform personal housekeeping .tasks

within the client's ovw) immolate living area and equitably share
housekeeping tasks within the common areas of the residence,
without compensation; and

21.1.5.5.2. Clients may perform vocational learning tasks or work required for
the operation or maintenanoe of a residential program, if the work Is
consistent with their Individual treatment plans and the client Is
compensated forvyork performed; and

21.1.6. The light to be reimbursed for the loss of any money held In safekeeping by the
residence.
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21.2. Nothing In Section 21 shall prevent a residence from having policies governing the
behavior of the residents.

21.3. Clients shall be Informed of any house policies upon admission to the residence.
21.4. House policies shall be posted and such policies shall be In conformity with this

section.
21.5. House policies shall be periodically reviewed for compliance with this section in

connection wHh quality assurance site visits.
21.6. Notwithstanding Section 21.1.4.3 above, Contractors may deveiop policies and

procedures that allow searches for alcohol and Illicit drugs be conducted: >
21.6.1. Upon the client's admission to the program; and
21.6.Z If probable cause exists, including such proof as:

21.6.2.1. A positive test showing presence.of alcohol or illegal drugs; or
21.6.2.2. Showing physical signs of intoxication or withdrawal.

22. State and Federal Requirements
22.1. If there is any error, omission, or conflict In the requirements listed below, the

applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations, rules and requirements shall
control. The requirements specified below are provided herein to Increase the

■  Contractor's compliance. ^
22.2. The Contractor agrees to the following slate and/or federal requirements for Program

requirements for specialty treatment for pregnant and parenting women:
21.2.1. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both

women and their children into treatment, If appropriate.

21.2.2. The program treats the family as a unit and, therefore, admits both women
and their children into treatment, if appropriate.

21.2.3. The program provides or arranges for primary medical care for women
who are receiving substance abuse senrices, Including prenatal care.

21.2.4. The program provides or an^anges for child care v\^h Ihe women are
receiving services.

21.2.5. The program provides or arranges for primary pedlatric care for the
women's children, including immunizations.

21.2.6. The program provides or arranges for gender-specific substance abuse
treatment and other therapeutic Interventions for women that may address
issues of relationships, sexual abuse, physical abuse, and parenting.

21.2.7. The program provides or arranges for therapeutic Interventions for children
in custody of women in treatment v^lch may, among other things, address
the children's developmental needs and their Issues of sexual abuse,
physical abuse, and neglect

21.2.8. The program provides or arranges for sufficient case management and
transportation services to ensure that the women and their children have
access to the services described above.
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22.3.

22.4.

Arrange for means activities to assist the client In finding and engaging in a service,
which may include, but is not limited to helping the client to locate an appropriate
provider, refemng clients to the needed service provider, setting up appointments for
cfients with those providers, and assisting the client with attending appointments with
the service provider.
The Contractor agrees to the following state and federal requirements for all
programs fn this Contract as follows:

22.4.1. Within 7 days of reaching .90% of capacity, the program notifies the state that
90% capacity has been reached.

;^.4.2. The program admits each Individual who requests and is In need of treatment for
intravenous drug abuse not later than:

22.4.2.1.14 days after making the request; or
22.4.2.2.120 days if the program has no capacity to adrnit the individual on the date

of the request and, within 48 hours after the request, the program makes
interim services avaflable until the individual is admitted to a substance
abuse treatment program

22.4.3. The program offers interim services that Include, at a minimum, the foDowing:
22.4.3.1. Counseling and education about HIV and Tuberculosis (TB). the risks of

needle-sharing, the risks of transmission to sexual partners and Infants, and
steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV and TB transmission does not
occur

22.4.3.2. Referral for HIV or TB treatment service, if necessary
22.4.3.3. Individual and/or group counseling on the effects of alcohol and other drug

use on the fetus for pregnant women and referrals for prenatal care for
pregnant women

22.4.4. The program has established a waiting list that Includes a unique patient
Identifier for each injecting drug abuser seeking treatment, Including patients
receiving interim services while awaiting admission.

22.4.5. The program has a mechanism that enables it to:
22.4.5.1. Maintain contact with irxitvlduals av^ting admission
22.4.5.2. Admit or transfer waiting list clients at the earliest possible time to an

appropriate treatment program within a service area that is reasonable to
the client.

22.4.5.3. The program takes clients awaiting treatment off the waiting list only when
' one of the following conditions exist:.
22.4.5.3.1. Such persons cannot be located for admission into treatment

or

22.4.5.3.2. Such persons refuse treatment

22.4.6. The program carries out activities to encourage individuals In need of treatment
services to undergo treatment by using scientifically sound outreach models
such as those outlined below or, if no such models are appllcabie to the local
situation, another approach which can reasonably be expected to t)e an effective
outreach method.

22.4.7. The program has procedures for:
22.4.7.1. Selecting, training, and supervising outreach workers.
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22.4.7.2. Contacting, communicating, and following up with high-risk substance
abusers, their associates, and neighbortiood residents within the constraints
of Federal and State confidentiality requirements.

22.4.7.3. Promoting awareness among Injecting drug atiusers about the relationship
between Injecting drug abuse and communicable diseases such as HIV.

22.4.7.4. Recommending steps that can be taken to ensure that HIV transmission
does r^ot occur.

22.4.8. The program directly, or through arrangements with other public or non-profit
private entities, routinely makes available the following TB services to each
Individual receiving treatment for substance abuse:

22.4.8.1. Counseling the individual with respect to TB.
22.4.8.2. Testing to determine whether the tndMdual has been' Infected with

mycobacteria TB to determine the appropriate form of treatment for the.
■  indh^dual.

2Z4.8.3. Providing for or referring the individuals infected by mycobacteria TB
appropriate medical evaluation and treatment. ,

22.4.9. For clients denied admission to the program on the basis of lack of capacity, the
program refers such clients to other providers of TB services.

22.4.10.The program has Implemented the infection control procedures that are
consistent vAih those established by the Department to prevent the transmission
of TB and that address the following:

22.4.10.1. Screening patients and identification of those Individuals who are at high
risk of becoming infected.

22.4.10.2. Meeting all State reporting requirements while adhering to Federal and
State confidentiality requirements, including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.10.3. Case management actMtles to ensure that individuals receive such
services.

22.4.10.4. The program reports all Individuals with active TB as requlred'by State
law and in accordance with Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
Including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.11.The program gives preference In admission to pregnant women who seek or are
referred for and would benefit from Block Grant funded treatment senrlces.
Further, the program gives preference to clients in the following order

22.4.11.1. To pregnant and (rijecting drug users first.'
22.4.11.2. To other pregnant substance users second.
22.4.11.3. To other Injecting drug users third.
22.4.11.4. To an other Individuals fourth.

^.4.1ZThe program refers ail pregnant women to the State when the program has
Insufficfent capacity to provide services to any such pregnant women who seek
the services of the program.

22.4.13.The program mates available interim services within 48 hours to pregnant
women who cannot be admitted because of fack of capacity.

22.4.14.The program mates continuing education in treatment services avaflabte to
employees who provide the services.

2Z4.15.The program has In effect a system to protect patient records from Inappropriate
disclosure, and the system:
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22.4.15.1. Is in compliance with all Federal and State confidentiality requirements,
including 42 CFR part 2.

22.4.15.2. Includes provisions for employee education on the confidenliality
requirements and the fact that disciplinary action may occur upon
inappropriate disclosure.

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide inpatient
hospital substance abuse services, except In cases when each of the fonowing
conditions Is met

22.4.16.1. The individual cannot be effectively treated in a community-based, non-
hospital, residential program.

■  22.4.16.2. The daily rate of payment provided to the hospital for providing the
.  sen/ices does not exceed the comparable daily rate provided by a

community-based, norvhospltal, residential program.
22.4.16.3. A physician makes a determination that the following conditions have

been met: ■ .
22.4.16.3.1. The primary diagnosis of the individual Is substance abuse

and the physician certtTies that fact.

22.4.16.3.2. The Individual cannot be safely treated in a community-
based, non-hospital, residential program.

22.4.16.3.3. The service can be reasonabfy expected to improve the
person's condition, or level of functioning.

22.4.16.3.4. The hospitaf-based substance abuse program follows
national standards of substance abuse professional practice.

22.4.16.3.5. The service Is provided only to the extent that it is medically
necessary (e.g., only for those days that the patient cannot be
safely treated in community-based, non-hospital, residential
program.)

22.4.17.The program does not expend Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant funds to purchase or improve land; purchase, construct, or
pennanently improve (other than minor remodeling) any building or other facility;
or purchase major medical equfiDment.

22.4.18.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to satisfy and
requirement for the expenditure of non-Federal funds as a condition for the
receipt of Federal funds. .

22.4-19.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide financial
assistance to any entity other than a public or nonprofit private entity.

22.4.20.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to make payments to
iritended recipients of health services.

22.4.21.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant furxls to provide indMduais
with hypodermic needles or syringes.

22.4.22.The program does not expend SAPT Block Grant funds to provide treatment
services In penal or corrections institutions of the State,
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22.4.23.The program uses the Block Grant as the "payment of last resorf for services for
pregnant women and women with dependent children. TB services, and HIV
services and, therefore, makes every reasonable effort to do the following:

22.4.23.1. Collect reimbursement for the costs of providing such services to persons
entitled to Insurance benefits under the Social Security Act, including
programs under title XVIII and title XIX; any State compensation program,
any other public assistance program for medical expenses, any grant
program, any private health insurance, or any other benefit program.

22.4.23.2. Secure from patients of clients payments for services In accordance \Allh
their ability to pay.

22.4.24.The Contractor shall comply with all relevant state and federal laws such as but
not limited to:

22.4.24.1. The Contractor shall, upon the direction of the State, provide court-
ordered evaluation and a sliding fee scale Exhibit B) shall apply and
submission of the court-ordered evaluation and shall, upon the direction of
the State, offer treatment to those Individuals.

22.4.24.2. The Contractor shall comply with the legal requirements governing human
Bufajecfs research when considering research, including research
conducted by student Interns, using individuals served by this contract as
subjects. Contractors must irrform and receive the Department's approval

. prior to initiating any research Involving subjects or participants related to
this contract. The Department reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to
reject any such human subject res^rch requests.

22.4.24.3. Contractors shall comply with the Department's Sentinel Event Reporting
Policy.

Vendor Name - P/V
.RFA.2019,-BDAS^1-SUBST Contaclorlnltlals:
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Method and Conditions Precedent to Payment

1. The State shall pay the Contractor an amount not to exceed the Price Limitation,
Block 1.8, of the General Provisions, for the services provided by the Contractor
pursuant to Exhibit A, Scope of Services.

2. This Agreement is funded by:
2.1. New Hampshire Gener^ Funds;

2.2. Governor's Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention,
Treatment, and Recovery Funds;

2.3. Federal Funds from the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

Administration, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block
Grant (CFDA #93.959); and

2.4. The Contractor agrees to provide the services in Exhibit A, Scope of
Services in compliance with the federal funding requirements.

3. Non Reimbursement for Services ^
3.1. The State will not reimburse the Contractor for services provided

through this contract when a client has or may have arl. alternative
payer for services described the Exhibit A, Scope of Work, such as but
not limited to:

3.1.1. Services covered by any New Hampshire Medlcaid programs
for clients who are eligible for New Hampshire Medlcaid

3.1.2. Services covered by Medicare for clients who are eligible for
Medicare

3.1.3. Services covered by the clienfs private insurer(s) at a rate
greater than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1 Service Fee

Table set by the Department.

3.2. Notwithstanding Section 3.1 above, the Contractor may seek
reimbursement from the State for services provided under this contract
when a client needs a service that Is not covered by the payers listed in
Section 3.1.

4. The Contractor shall bit! and seek reimbursement for actual services delivered by
fee for services In Exhibit 8-1 Service Fee Table, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. The Contractor agrees the fees for services are all-inclusive contract

rates to deliver the services (except for Cfinlcal Evaluation which is an

Vitest CentraJ Services. Inc. ExhibiiB Vendoj-tnMals
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activity that is billed for separately) and are the maximum allowable
charge in calculating the amount to charge the Department for services
delivered as part of this Agreement (See Section 5 below);

5. Calculating the Amount to Charge the Department Applicable to All Services in
Exhibit B-1 Service Fee Table.
5.1. The Contractor shall:

5.1.1. Directly bill and receive payment for services and/or

transportation provided under this contract from public and
private insurance plans, the clients, and the Department

5:1.2. Assure a billing and payment system that enables expedited
processing to the greatest degree possible in order to not
delay a client's admittance Into the program and to
immediately refund any overpayments.

5.1.3. Maintain an accurate accounting and records for all services
billed, payments received and overpayments (if any) refunded.

5.2. The Contractor st^ll determine and charge accordingly for services
provided to an eligible client under this contract, as follows:

5.2.1, First Charge the client's private Insurance up to the Contract
Rate, in Exhibit B-1, when the insurers' rates meet or are

lower than the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

-  5.2.2. - Second: Charge the client according to Exhibit B^ Section 6,
Sliding Fee Scale, when the Contractor determines or
anticipates that the private Insurer will not remit payment for
the full amount of the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1.

5-2.3. Third: If, any portion of the Contract Rate In Exhibit B-1

remains unpaid, after the Contractor charges the client's
insurer (if applicable) and the client, the Contractor shall
charge the Department the balance (the Contract Rate in
Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table less the amount paid by private
insurer and the amount paid by the client).

5.3. The Contractor agrees the amount charged to the client shall not
exceed the Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table multiplied
by the corresponding percentage stated in Exhibit B, Section 6 Sliding
Fee Scale for the client's applicable income level.

, West Central Services, Inc. EriiibftB vendor inUals
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5.5.

5.6.

5.7.

5.8.

6.

5.4. The Contractor will assist clients who are unable to secure financial
resources necessary for initial entry into the program by developing
payment plans.

The Contractor shall not deny,- delay or discontinue services for enrolled
clients who do not pay their fees in Section 5.2.2 above, until after
worWng with the client as In Section 5.4 above, and only when the client
falls to pay their fees within thirty (30) days after being informied in
writing and counseled regarding financial responsibility and possible
sanctions Including discharge from treatment.

The Contractor will provide to clients, upon request copies of their
financial accounts.

The Contractor shall not charge the combination of the public or private
insurer, the client , and the Department an amount greater than the
Contract Rate in Exhibit B-1

In fte event of an overpayment wherein the combination of all
payments received by the Contractor for a given service exceeds the
Contract Rate stated In Exhibit B-1, Service Fee Table, the Contractor
shall refund the parties In the reverse order, unless the overpayment
Was due to insurer, client or Departmental error.

In instances of payer error, the Contractor shall refund the party who
erred, and adjust the charges to the other parties, according to a correct
application of the Sliding Fee Schedule.

In the event of overpayment as a result of billing the Department under
this contract when a third party payer would have covered the service,
the Contractor must repay the - state in an amount and within a
timeframe agreed upon between the Contractor arid the Department
upon identifying the error.

Sliding Fee Scale
6.1. The Contractor shall apply the sliding fee scale In accordance with

Exhibit B Section 5 above.

6.2. The Contractor shall adhere to the.sfiding fee scale as follows:

5.9.

5.10.

Percentage of Clienfs
Income of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate In

Exhibit B-1 to
Charne the Client

0%-138% 0%

West Central Servieee, Inc.

RPA-201»aOAS-01^UeST-13
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Percentage of Client's,
income of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL)

Percentage of
Contract Rate in

Exhibit B-1 to
Charge the Client

139%-149% 8%

150%-199% 12%

200%-249% 25%
250%-299% 40%
300%-349% ■ 57%

350% - 399% 77%

6.3.

7.

The Contractor shall not deny a minor child (under the age of 18)
services because of the parent's unwillingness to pay the fee or the
miinor child's decision to receive confidential services pursuant to RSA
318-B:12-a.

Submitting Charges for Payment
7.1. The Contractor shall submit billing through the Website Jnforrhation

Tcchnoiogy System (WITS) for services listed in Exhibit B-1 Service
Fee Table. The Contractor shall;

7.1.1. Enter encounter note(s) into WITS no later than three (3) days

7.1.2.

7.1.3.

7.2.

7.3.

after the date the service was provide to the client

Review the encounter notes no later than twenty (20) days
following the last day of the billing month, and notify the
Department that encounter notes are ready for review.

Correct errors, If any, in the encounter notes as identified by
the Department no later than seven (7) days after being
notified .of the errors and notify the Department the notes have
been corrected and are ready for review.

Batch and transmit the encounter notes upon Department
approval for the billing month.

Submit separate batches for each billing month.

The Contractor agrees that billing submitted for review after sixty (60)
days of the last day of the billing month may be subject to non-payment.

To the extent possible, the Contractor shall bill for services provided
under this contract through WITS. For any services that are unable to
be billed through WITS, the contractor shaJI work with the Department
to develop an alternative process for submitting invoices.

7.1.4.

7.1.6.

West Central Services, tnc.

RFA-20fd-BOA&01^UBST-13
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).

8. When the contract price limitation is reached the program shall continue to
operate at full capacity at no charge to the Department for the duration of the
contract period.

9. Funds In this contract may not be used to replace funding for a program already
funded from another source.

10. The Contractor will keep detailed records of their activities related to Department
funded programs and services.

11. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Contractor agrees that
funding under this agreement may be withheld, in whole or in part, in the event of
non-compliance with any Federal or State law, rule or regulation applicable to the
services provided, or if the said services or products have not been satisfactorily"
completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement

12. Contractor will have forty-five (45) days from the end of the contract period to
submit to the Department final invoices for payment Any adjustments made to a
prior invoice will need to be accompanied by supporting documentation.

13. Limitations and restrictions of federal Substance Abuse Prevention and
Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant funds;
13.1. The Coritractor. agrees to use the SAPT funds as the payment of last

resort.

13.2. The Contractor agrees to the following funding restrictions on SAPT
Block Grant expenditures to:

13.2.1. Make cash payments to intended recipients of substance
abuse services. ̂

13.2.2. Expend more than the amount of Block Grant funds expended
In Federal Fiscal Year 1991 for treatment services provided in
penal or correctional institutions of the State.

13.2.3. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting testing for the etiologic agent for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) unless such testing is
accompanied by appropriate pre and post-test counseling.

13.2.4. Use any federal funds provided under this contract for the
purpose of conducting any form of needle exchange, free
needle programs or the distribution of bleach for the cleaning
of needles for intravenous drug abusers.

13.3. The Contractor agrees to the Charitable Choice federal statutory
provisions as follows: » .

West Central Services, Inc. Exhibits VendorlnBals_^^2Z.
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Federal Charitable Choice statutory provisions ensure that
religious organizations are able to equally compete for Federal
substance abuse funding administered by SAMHSA, without
impairing the religious character of such organizations and
without diminishing the refigious freedom of SAMHSA
beneficiaries (see 42 USC 300x-65 and 42 CFR Part 54 and
Part 54a, 45 CFR Part 98, Charitable Choice Provisions and
Regulations). Charitable Choice statutory provisions of the
Public Health Service Act enacted by Congress in 2000 are
applicable to the SAPT Block Grant program. No funds
provided directly from SAMHSA or the relevant State or local
government to organizations participating in applicable
programs may be expended for inherently religious activities,-
such as worship, religious instruction, or proselytlzation. If an
organization conducts such activities, it must offer them
separately, In time or location, from the programs or services
for which it receives funds directly from SAMHSA or the
relevant State or local government under any applicable
program, and partjcipation must be voluntary for the program
benefidarieb.

: West Central Services. Inc. Exhibit B Vendor inttJab. -M-
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Service Fee Table

1, The Contract Rates In the Table A are the maximum aUcwable charge used In the Methods
for Charglrig for Services under this Contract In Exhibit B.

Table A

Service

Contract Rate:
Maximum Allowable

Charge Unit

Clinical Evaluation $275.00 Per evaluation

Individual Outpatient $22.00 15 min

Group OutDalient $6.60 15 mtn

U

Watt Cacftnri Services. Inc.
RFA-201»-BDAS41^UBST-13
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Contractors Obligations: The Contractor covenants and agrees that all funds received by the Contractor
under the Contract shall be used only as payment to the Contractor for services provided to eligible
Indlvlduais and, In the furtherance of the aforesaid covenarrts, the Contractor herelw covenants and
agrees as follows;

1. Compliance with Federal and State Laws: If the Contractor is permitted to determine the eligibility
of Individuab such eligibility determination shall be made in accordance with applicable federal and
state laws, regulations, orders, guidelines, policies and procedures.

2. Time and Manner of Determination: Eligibility determinations shall t}e made on forms provided by
the Department for that purpose and shall t)e made and remade at such times as are prescribed by
the Department

3. Documentation: In addltron to the determination forms required by the Department the Contractor
shall maintain a data file on each recfplenl of services hereunder, which file shall Include all
information necessary to support an eligibiRy determination and such other information as the
Department requests. The Contractor shall furnish the Department with all forms and documentation
regarding eligibility determinations that the Department may request or require.

4. Fair Hearlrigs: The Contractor understands that all applicants for services hereur\der, as well as
Individuals declared ineligible have a right to a fair hearing regarding that determination. The
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that aD applicants for services shall be perniilted to fill out

■ an application form" and that each appficanl or re-applicant shali be Informed of his/her right to a fair
hearing In accordance with Department regulations.

6. Gratuities or Kickt>ac1(&: The Contractor agrees that U is a breach of this Conhact to accept or
make a payment, gratuity or offer of employment on behalf of the Contractor, any Sub-Contractor or
the State in order to Influence the perfCrmance of the Scope of Work detailed In Exhibit A of this
Contract The State may terminate this Contract and any sub-contract or sub-agreement If it Is
determined that paymertts, gratiiides or offers of employment of ar)y kind were offered or received by
any officials, officers, employs or agents of the Contractor or Sub-Contractor.

6. Retroactive Payments; Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained In the Contract or in any
other document, contract or understanding, it is expressly understood and ̂ reed by the parties
hereto, that no payments will be made hereunder to reimburse the Contractor for costs Incumed for
any purpose or for any services provided to any Individual prior to the Effective Date of the Contract
and no payments shall be made for expenses lncun«d by the Contractor for any services provided
prior to the date on which the Individual applies for services or (except as otherwise provided by the
federal regulations) prior to a determination that the Individual Is eligible for such services.

7. Conditions of Purchase; Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Contractnothing
herein cont^ed shall be deemed to obligate or require the Department to purchase services
hereunder at a rale which reimburses the Contractor In excess of the Contractors costs, at a rate
which exceeds the amounts reasonable and necessary to assure the quality of such service, or at a
rate which exceeds the rate charged by the Contractor to ineligible Individuals or other third party
funders foj such service. If at any time during the term of this Contract or after receipt of the Final
Expenditure Report hereunder, the Department shall determine that the Contractor has used
payments hereunder to reimburse Items of expense other than such costs, or has received payment
In excess of such costs or iri excess of such rates charged by the Contractor to Ineligible Individuals
or other third party funders, the Department may elect to:
7.1. .Renegotiate the rates forpayment hereunder. In which event new rates shall be estabfehed;
7^ Deduct from any future p^ment to the Contractor the amount of any prior reimbursement In

excess of costs;

JarExhIM C - SpedBl Provislans Contractor InDtals.
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7.3. Demand repayment of the excess payment by the Contractor in which event feilure to make
such repayment shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder. When the Contractor is
permitted to determine the eligibility of Individuals for services, the Contractor agrees to
reimburse the Department for all funds paid by the Department to the Contractor for services
provided to any Individual who Is found by the Department to be ineligible for such services at
any time during the period of retention of records established herein.

RECORDS: MAINTENANCE, RETENTION. AUDIT, DISCl,OSURE AND CONFIDENnALITY:

8. Maintenance of Records: In addition to the eligibility records specified above, the Contractor
covenants and agrees to maintain the foDowing records during the Contract Period:
8.1. Bscal Records: books, records, documents and other data evidencing and reflecting all costs

and other expenses incurred by the Contractor In the performance of the Contract, and all
income received or collected by the Contractor during the Contract Period, said records to be
maintained In accordance with accounting procedures and practices which sufficiently and
properly reflect all such costs and expenses, and which are acceptable to the Department, and
to include, without llmitetion, all ledgers, books, records, and original evidence of costs such as
purchase requisitions and orders, vouchers, requisitions for materials. Inventories, valuations of
In-klnd contributions, labor lime cards, payrolls, and other records requested or required by the
Department

8.2. Statistical Records: Statistical, enrollment, attendance or visit records for each recipient of
services during the Contract Period, wrhlch records shall Include aO records of application and
eligibility (Including all forms required to determine eligibility for each such recipient), records
regarding the provision of services and all Invoices submitted to the Department to obtain
payrrtenl for such services.

8.3. Medical Records: Where appropriate and as prescribed by the Department regulations, the
Contractor shall retain medical records on each patient/recipient of services.

9. Audit: Contractor shall submit an annual audit to the Department within 60 days after the close of the
agency fiscal year. It Is recommended that thei report be prepared In accordance with the provision of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non

. Profit Organizations" and the provlslons of Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, •
Programs, Activities and Functions, issued by the US General Accounting Office (GAO standards) as
they pertain to financial compliance audits.
9.1. Audit and Review: During the term of this Contract and the period for retention hereunder, the

Department, the United States Department of Health and Human Services, and any of thtfr
des^nated representatives shafl have access to an reports and records maintained pursuant to
the Contract for purposes of audit, examination, excerpts and transcripts.

9.2. . Audit Liabilities: In addition to.and not In any way In limltallon of obligations of the Contract, It is
understood and agreed by the Contractor that the Contractor shall be held liable for any state
or federal audit exceptions and shall retum to the DepartmenL all payments made under the
Contract to which exception has been taken or which have been disallowed because of such an

'  exception.

10. ConfidentiaBty of Records: All Inlbrmation. reports, and records maintained hereunder or collected
.in connection with the performance, of the services and the Contract shall be ccnndential and shad not
M disclosed by the Contractor, provided however, that pursuant to slate laws and the regulations of
the Department regarding the use and disclosure of such information, disclosure m^ be made to
public officials requiring such Informatton In connection with theirofRtrial duties and for purposes
dlrectiy connected to the adminl^ation of the services and the Contract; and provided further, that
the Use or disclosure by any party of any Information concerning a redplent for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of the Department or the Contractor's responslbOlties with

'fespiect to purchased services hereunder is prohibited except on written consent of the recipient, his
attorney or guardian.

^brtC-Special Pfovlsfons CohWdof InitialsM.
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Nohwithstanding anykhing to the contrary contained herein the covenants and conditions contained In
the Paragraph shall survive the termination of the Contract for any reason whatsoever.

11. Reports: Fiscal and Statistical: The Contractor agrees to submit the foliowing reports at the followfng
times If requested by the Department
11.1. Interim Financial Reports: Written interim financial reports containing a detailed descriptton of

all costs and non-allowable expenses incurred by the Contractor to the date of the report and
containing such other Information as shall be deemed satisfactory by the Department to
justify the rate of payment hereunder. Such Financial Reports shall be submitted on the form
designated by the Department or deemed satisf^ory by the Department

11.2. Rnal Report A final report shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the end of the tenm
of this Contract. The Final Report shad be In a form satisfactory to the Department and shall
contain a summary statement of progress toward goals and objectives stated In the Proposal
and other Information required by the Department.

12. Completion of Services: Disallowance of Costs: Upon the purchase by the Department of the
maximum number of units provided for in the ContiacI and upon payment of the price limitation
hereunder. the Contract.and all the oblfoations of the parties hereunder (except such obligations as,
by the terms of the Contract are to be performed after the end of the terrh of this Contract andfor
survive, the termination of the Contract) shall terminate, provided however, that If, upon review of the
Final Expenditure Report the Department shall disallow any expenses claimed by the Contractor as
costs hereunder the Department shall retain the right, at Its discretion, to deduct the amount of such
expenses as are disallowed or to recover such sums from the Contractor.

13. Credits: All documents, notices, press releases, research reports and other materials prepared
.  during or resulting from the performance of the services of the Contract shall Include the following

statement
13.1. The preparation of this (report, document etc.) was financed under a Contract with the State

of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human Services, with funds provided in part
by the State of New Hampshire and/or such other funding sources as were available or
required, e.g., the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

14. Prior Approval and Copyri^t Ownership: All materials (virritten, video, audio) produced or
purchased under the contract shall have prior approval from OHMS before printing, production,
distribution or use. The DHHS will retain copyright ownership for any and all original materials
produced, Including, but not limited to, brochures, resource directories, protocols or guidelines,
posters, or reports. Contractor shall not reproduce any materials produced undfer the contract without
prior written approval from DHHS.

15. Operation of Facllrtles: Compliance with Laws and Regulations: In the operation of any facilities
■ for providing services, the Contractor shall comply with all laws, orders arid regulations of federal,
state, county and municipal authorities and with any direction of any Pubilc Officer or officers
pursuant to laws which shall Impose an order or duty upon the contractor.with respect to the
oper^on of the facility or the provision of the services at such focility. If any governmental Rcense or
permit shall be required for the operation of the said facility or the performance of the said services,
the Contractor will procure said Ocense or permli, and vril! at all times comply with the terms and
conditions of each such license or permit In connection vfllh the foregoing requirements, the
Contractor hereby covenants and agrees that, during the term of this Contract the facilities shall
comply with all rules, orders, regulations, and requirements of the State Office of the Pre Marshal and
the local Are protection agency, arid shall be In wnformance with local building and zoning codes, by
laws arid regulations.

16. Equal Employment Opportunity Plan (EEOP): The Contractor w'll provide an Equal Employment
Opportunity Plan (EEOP) to the Office for Civil Rights, Office of Justice Programs (OCR), If it has
receive a single award of $500,000 or more. If the recipient receives $25,000 or more and h^ 50 or

Exhfbit C - Special Provisions Contractor InHlab jL
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more employees. It will maintain a cun'ent EEOP on file and submit an EEOP Certification Form to the
OCR, certifying that Its EEOP is on file. For recipients receiving less than $25,000, or public grantees

employees. regaMIess of the amount of the award, the recipient wfli provide an
EEOP Certification Form lo.ttre OCR certifying It is not required to submit or mintaln an EEOP. Non
profit organizations. Indian Tribes, and medical and educattonal instllullons are exempt from the
EEOP requirement, bul are required to submit a certification form to the OCR to claim the exempUon
EEOP Certification Forms are available at: http-7/www.ojp.usdo]/about/ocr/pdfe/bertpdf.

17. Limited English Proficiency (LEP); Ascbrified by E)(ecutjveOrder 13166, Improving Access to
Services for persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agenr^ guidance, national origin
discrimination Includes discrimination on the basis of Umlled English proficiency (LEP). To ensure
compliance with the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 and Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act.of 1964, Contractors must take reasonable steps to ensure that LEP persons have
meaningful access to Its programs.

18. Pilot ̂ gram for Enhancement of Contractor Employee WhlstleWower Protectfone: The
following shall apply to afi contracts that exceed the Simplified Acquisition Threshold as defined In 48 •
CFR 2.101 (currently, $150,000)-

COHTTRACTOR EMPLOYEE WHTSTLEBLOWER RIGHTS AND REQUIREMENTTO INFORM EMPLOYEES OF
Whjstleblower Rights (SEP 2013)

(a) This contract and employees worldng on this contract wUI be subject to the whlslleblower righte
and remedies In the pilot program on Contractor employee whlstleblower protections established'al
41 U.S.C. 4712 by section 828 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub L
112-239) and FAR a908. "

(b) The Contractor shall Inform Its employees In writing. In the predominant language of the woridbrce.
of employee whlstleblower rights and protections under 41 U.S.C. 4712, as described In section '
3.908 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

.  (c) The Contractor shall Insert the substance of this clause, Including this paragraph (c). in all
subcontracts'oyer the simplified acquisition threshold.

19. Subcontractofs: DHHS recognizes that the Contractor may choose to use subcontractors with
greater expertise to perform certain health care services or functions for efficiency or convenience,
but the Contractor shall retain the responsibility and accountability for the functlor(s). Prior to
subcontracting, the Contractor shall evaluate the subcontraclot's ability to perform the delegated
functionfs). This Is accomplished through a written agreement that specifies activities and reporting
responsibilities of the subcontractor and provides for r^oldr\9 the delegation or imposing sanctions if
the subcontractor's performance ls not adequate. Su^ntractors are subject to the same contractual
conditions as the Contractor and the Contractor is responsible to ensure subcontractor compliance
wflh those conditions.
When the Contractor delegates a function to a subcontractor, the Contractor shall do the following:
19.1. Evaluate the prospective subcontractor's ability to perform the activities, before delegating

the function
19.2. Have a written agreement with the subcontractor that specifies activities and reporting

responsibilities and how sanctions/revocation will be managed If the subcontractor's
performance Is not adequate

19.3. Monitor the subcontractor's performance on an ongoing basis

Page 4 ore Date
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"19.4. Prwide to DHHS an annual schedule identifying all subcontractors, delegated functions and
responsibilities, and when the subcontractor's performance will be reviewed

19.5. DHHS Shan, at its discretion, review and approve all subcontracts.

If the Contractor Identifies deficiencies or areas for Improvement are identified, the Contractor shall
take corrective action.

DERNmONS
As used In the Contract, the following terms shall have the following meanings:

COSTS: Shall mean those direct and indirect Items of expense determined by the Department to be
allowable and reimbursable In accordance with cost and accounting principles established In accordance
with state and federal laws, regulations, rules and orders.

DEPARTMENT: NH Department of Health and Human Services.

Fil^NCIAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES: Shall mean that sectfon of the Contractor Manual which is
errolled TJnancial Management GuWellnes" and which contains the regulations governing the financial
acthrfties of contractor agencies which have contracted with the State of NH to receive funds.

PROPOSAL* If applicable, shall mean the document submitted by the Contractor on a form or fbrms.
required by the Department and containing a description of the Services to be provided to eligible'
individuals by the Contractor In accordance with the terms and conditions of the Contract and setting forth
the total cost and sources of revenue for each service to be proved under the Contract

UNIT; For each service that the Contractor Is to provide to eligible Individuals hereunder. shall mean that
period of time or that specified activity determined by the Department and specified In Exhibit B of the
Contract. '

FroERAL/STATE LAW: Wherever federal or state laws, regulations, rules, orders, and policies, etc..are
referred to in the Contract, the said reference shall be deemed to mean ail such laws, regulations, etc. as
they may be amended or revised from the time to time.

CONTRACTOR MANUAL: Shall mean that document prepared by the NH Department of Adrrtinislralive
Services containing a compilation of ail regulations promulgated pursuant to the New Hampshire
Administrative Procedures Act NH RSA Ch 541-A, for the purpose of Implementing State of NH and
federal regulations promulgated thereunder.

SUPPLANTING OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS; The Contractor guarantees Oiat funds provided under this
Contract will not supplant any existing federal funds available for these services.

.Extilbit C — Specffll Provblons Contrador Initials
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Servlees
Exhibit C-1

BEVISrONS TO GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Subparagraph 4 of the General Provisions of this contract, Conditionai Nature of Agreement Is
replaced as follows:

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.
Notwithstanding any prwision of this Agreement to the contrary, all obfigations of the State
hereunder, Including without llmlialion, the continuance of payments, In whole or In part,
under this Agreement are contingent upon continued appropriation or availability of funds,
including any subsequent changes to the appropriation or availabllily of funds affected by
any slate or federal legislative or executive action that reduces, eliminates, or otherwise
modifies the appropriation or availabllify of funding for this Agreement and the Scope of
Services provided In Exhibit A, Scope of Services, In whole or In part- In no event shall the
State be liable for any payments hereunder tr^ exoess of appropriated or available fUnds. In
the event of a reduction, termination or modlficatjon of appropriated or available funds, the
State shall have the right to withhold payment unb'i such funds become available, If ever. The
State shall have the right to reduce, terminate or modify services under this Agreement
Immediately upon giving the Contractor notice of such reduction, termination or modification.
The Slate shall not be required to transfer funds from any other source, or account into the
Accouril(s) identified In block 1.6 of tfie General Provisions, Account Number, or any other
account in the event funds are reduced or unavailable.

2. Subparagraph 10 of the General Provisions of this contract Termination, is amended by adding the
following language;

10.1 The State may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason, at the sole discretion of
the State, 30 days after giving the Contractor written notice that the State Is exercising its
opUon to terminate the Agreement

10.2 In the event of early terminallon. the Contractor shall, within 15 days of notice of early
termination, develop and submit to the State a Transition Plan for services under the
Agreement, including but not limited to, identifying the present and future needs of clients
receiving services under the Agreement and.establtehes a process to meet those needs.

10.3 The Contractor shall fully cooperate with the State and shaD promptly provide detailed
mformatlon to support the Transition Plan including, but not limited to, any Information or
data requested tjy the State related to the leimlnallon of the Agreement and Tran^on Plan
and shall provide ongoing communication and revisions of the Transition Plan to the State as
requested.

10.4 In the event that services under the Agreement, Including but not limited to clients receiving
services under toe Agreement are tran^tloned to having services delivered by anotoer entity
Including contracted providers or the State, the Contractor shall provide a process for
uninterrupted delivery of services in the Transition Plan.

10.5 The Contractor shall establish a method of nolifyin0 cllenls and other affected individuals
about toe translliori. The Contractor shall include the proposed communications In its
Transitian Plan submitted to toe State as described above.

3. Renewal: The Department reserves the right to extend the Contract for up to two (2) additional
years, subject to the continued availabijity of funds, satisfactory performance of services and
approval by the Governor and Executive Coundl.

Exhibit c-1-Revl»fe(i$ to Stand«njProv(slon3 CantfariprlnMals .
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit D

CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS

The Contractor idenlified in Section 1.3 of Ihe General Provisions agrees to comply with the provl^ns of
Sections 5151-5160 of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100>S90. Tftie V. Subtitle D; 41
U.S.C. 701 el seq.), and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In S^ons
1.11 and 1,12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certirication:

ALTERNATIVE I - FOR GRANTEES OTHER THAN INDIVIDUALS

US DEPARTWENT OF HEALTH AND HUlWAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTIWENT OF EDUCATION ■ CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - CONTRACTORS

This certification Is required by the regulations Implementing Sections 5161-6160 of the Drug-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 (Pub. L 100-690, Title V, Subtitle D; 41 U.S.C. 701 et seq.). The January 31
1989 regulations were amended and published as Part II of the May 25.1990 Federal Register (pages
21681-21691), and require certification by grantees (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub
contractors), prior to award, that they will maintain a drug-free workplace. Section 3017.630(c) of the
regulation provides that a grantee (and by inference, sub-grantees and sub-contractors) that Is^a State
may el^ to rrake one certification to the Department In each federal fiscal year In lieu of certificates for
each grant during the federal fiscal year covered by the certification. The certificate set out below Is a
material representation of feet upon wtilch reliance is placed when the agency awards the grant False
certification or violation of the certification shall be grounds for suspension of payments, suspension or
termination of grants, or government wide suspension or debarment. Contractors using this form should
send it to;

Commissioner
-  NH Department of Healtii and Human Services

129 Pleasant Street,
Concord, NH 03301-6506

1. The grantee certifies that it will or will continue to provide a drug-free workplace by:
1.1. Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance Is prohibited in the grantee's
workplace and sped^fng the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such
prohibition;

1.2. Establishing an ongoing drug-free awareness program to Inform employees about
1.2.1. The dangers of drug abuse In the workplace;
1.2.2. The grantee's policy of maintaining a drug-fhse workplace; ^
1.2.3. Any available drug counseling, rehabBitatlon, and employee assistance programs; and
1.2.4. The penalties.that may be Imposed upon ernptoyees tor drug ̂ use violations ■

occurring In the workplace;
1.3. Making it a requirement that each employee to be engaged In the performance of the grant be

given a copy of tt»e statement required by paragraph (a);
1.4. Notifying the employee In the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a condition of

employment under the grant the employee will *
1.4.1. Abide by the terms of the statement; and
1.4.2. Notify the employer In writing of his or her convictbn for a violation of a criminal drug

statute occurring In the workplace no later than five calendar days after such
conviction;

1.6. Notifying the agency In writing, wllhin ten calendar days after receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2 from an employee or otherwise recelvtog actual notice of such conviction.
Employers of convicted employees must provide notice, Including position title, to every grant
officer on whose grant actlvify the convicted employee was working, unless the Federal agency

Exhibit D - Certification regarding Drug Frea Conlractor Initials ______
WorttpJace Requlremerjls 'i«w«HSrti07i3 Pigelofa Date 6/5//^
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit D

has designated a central point for the receipt of such notices. Notice shall Include the
identltication number(s) of each affected grant;

1.6. Taking one of the following actioris, within 30 calendar days of receiving notice under
subparagraph 1.4.2, with respect to any employee who is so con victed
1.6.1. Taking appropriate personnel actton against such an employee, up to and including

termination, consistent with the requirements of the RehabiDtatbn Act of 1973, as
amended; or

1.6.2. Requiring such employee to partlcfpate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health,
law enforcement, or other appropriate agency;

1.7. Making a good faKh effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through
implementation of paragraphs 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.6, and 1.6.

Z The grantee may Insert In the space provided below the slte(s) for the performance of work done in
■  connection with the specific grant.

Place of Performance (street addre^, city, county, state, zip code) (list each location)
LiiTi Sfr^illnJi-3

dlarTe-menfiNli- 637^^
Check □ If there are workplaces on file that are not Identified here.

Contractor Name;

Exhibit D - CoftlRcatlon regardlnp Drug Free Cohtrsctor Inltfsis
Workplace Requlremente
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New Hampshfre Departmonl of Health and Human Services
Exhibit E

CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING

The Contractor Idenlified in Section 1,3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 319 of Public Law 101-121, Government wide Guidance for New Restrictions on Lobbying, and
31 US.C. 1352, and further agrees to have the Contractor's representative, as Idenllfied in Secttons 111
and 1,12 of the General Provisions execute the following Certification:

US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION - CONTRACTORS
US DEPARTMENT OFAGRICULTURE-CONTRACTORS

Programs (Indicate applicable program covered):
•Temporary Assistance to Needy .Families under Title IV-A
•Child Support Enforcement Program under Title IV-D
•Soda! Services Block Grant Program under Title XX
•Medicaid Program imderTUIe XIX
•Community. Services Block Grant under Title VI
•Child Care Development Block Grant under Title IV

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:

1; No Federal appropriated tonds have been paid or will be paid by or on behalf of the undersigned, to
any person for Influencing or attempting to Influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in
conriecllon wilh the awarding of any Federal contract, continuation, renewai, amendmenL or
modification of any Federal contract, grant, toan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention
sub-grantee or sub-contractor).

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or wfll be paid to any person for
Influencing or attempting to influence an offlcer or-employee of any agency, a Member of Congress,
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in cormectton wilh this
Federal contract, granL loan, or cooperative agreement (and by specific mention sub-grantee or sub
contractor), the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form LLL, (Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying, In accordance with Its Instructions, attached and identified as Standard Exhibit E-L)

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certiiicalion be Included in the award
document for sub-awards at all tiers (including subcontracts, sub-grants, and.contracts under grants,
loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all subrreclpients shaH certify and disclose accordingly.

This certiflcallon Is a material representation of feet upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered Into. Submission of this certification Is a prerequfsite for making or entering into this
transaction imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fells to file the required
certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

<  Contractor Name:

(&rWio

ExWM E - Certification ResoaJuig Lobbying Contmclor Inltisis
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New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit F

/s;

CERTIFICATION REQARDING DEBARMENT. SUSPENSION
^  AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITY MATTERS

The Contractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees to comply with the provisions of
Executive Office of the President, Executive Order 12549 and 45 CFR Part 76 regarding Debarment.
Suspension, and Other Responsibiilty Matters, and further agrees to have the Contractor's
representative, as Identified in Sections 1,11 and 1;12 of the General Provisions execute the followina
Certification:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CERTIFICATION
1. By signing and submitting this proposal, (contract), the prospective primary participant is providing the

certification set out below.

2. The inability, of a person to provide the certification required below will not necessarily result In denial
.  of particlpatton In this cov»ed transaction. If necessary, the prospective participant shafl submit an

explanation of why it cannot provide the certification. The certlfic^on or explanation will be
considered In connection with the NH Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS)
determination whether to enter into this transaction. However, failure of the prospective primary
participant to furnish a certification or an explanation shall disquaTify such person from participation In
this transactbn.

3. The certiftcalion In this clause fs a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed
when DHHS determined to enter into this transaction. If it is later determined that the prospective
primary participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, In addition to other remedies
available to the Federal Government, DHHS may terminate this trans^lon for cause or default

4. The prospective primary participant shall provide Immediate written notice to the DHHS agency to
whom this proposal (contract) Is submitted If at any time the prospective primary participant learns
that Its certification was erroneous when submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances.

6. The temw "covered transaction," "debarred.' "suspertded," "fneHgibte," "tower tier covered
transaction." "participant," "person," "primary covered transaction," "principal," 'proposal,' and

•  "voluntarily excluded," as used In this clause, have the meanings set out in the Definitions and
Coverage sections of the rules Implementing Executive Order 12549; 45 CFR Part 76. See the
attached definitions.

0. The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that, should the'
proposed covered transaction be entered Into, it shall not Rrtowlngly enter Into any lower tier covered
transaction with a person who Is debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation In this covered transaction, unless authorized by DHHS.

7. The prospective primary participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it wHI Include the
clause tKled 'Certification Regarding Debarment. Suspension. IneJigibility and Voluntary Exclusion -
Lower Tier Covered Trahsactions," provided by DHHS, without modification, in alf lower tier covered
transactioris and In all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.

8. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of aprospectfve participant in a
lower tier covered transaction that It Is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or Involuntariiy excluded
from the covered transaction, unless it knows that the certification Is erroneous. A partblpant may
decide the method and frequency by which ft determines the eligibility of Its principals. Each
participant may, but Is not required to, check the Ndnprocurement List (of excluded parties).

9. Nothing contained In the foregoing shall be construed to require estabilshmerrt of a system of records
In order to render In good faith the certiflcatiDn required by this clause. The knov^edge and

JExftftlt F-CertificaUbn Regardtng DibemiBRt, Suspension Conlrsdorlnftiars
And Other Respon^dity Mattets
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New Hampehlre Department of HeaHh and Human Sewlces
Exhibit F

Information of a participant Is not required to exceed that which Is normally possessed by a prudent
person in the ordinary course of business dealings.

10. Exc^t for transactions authorized under paragraph 6 of these Instructions, It a p^llclpant in a
covered transaction knowingly enters into a lo^ tier covered transaction v/rth a person who Is

ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation In this transaction, in
additon to othw remedies available to the Federal government, DHHS may terminate this transactfon
for cause or defoult

PRIMARY COVERED TRANSACTIONS
11. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of Its knowledge and belief, that (t and its

principals:
11.1. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment declared Ineligilrfe, or

vohintarfly exduded from covert transacttons by any Federal department or agen^
11.2.. have not within a three-year perfod preceding this proposal (contract) been convicted of or had

a civil judgment rendered against them for commisston of fraud or a criminal offense In
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (Federal, State or local)
transaction or a contract under a publlc transacUon; violation of Federal or State antitrust
statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, brlbe^, falsification or destruction of

•  , records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property;
11.3. are not presently Indicted tor otherwise criminally or dvmy charged by a governmental entity

(Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (Dfb)
of this certification; and

11.4. have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public
transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or defoult

12. Where the prospective primary participant te unable to certify to any of the statements In this -
certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal (contract).

LOWER TIER COVERED TRANSACTIONS
13. By signing and submitting this lower tierproposal (contract), the prospective tower tier participant, as

defined in 45 CFR Part 78, certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that It and Its principals:
13.1. are not presently debaned, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or

voluntarily excluded from partldpatlon In this transaction by any federal department or agency.
13.2. where the prospective tower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the above, such

prospective participant shall atfa^ an explanation to this proposal (contract).

14. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal (contract) that It wfil
Include this clause entitled "Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension. Ineligibifily, and
Volunta^ Brcluslon - Lower Tier Covered Transactions," without nftodificatfon In all lower tier covered
transactions and In ad sofidtatlons for lower tier covered transactions.

Contractor Name:

6-6-/g'
Sueil-e^O (Sr>t^ r,

B(hiba F - CortiricaOon ReeardlciB Debermdnl, Suspension Contractor Inffials
And Olhv Rosponsibflity Matters
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Now Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
Exhibit G

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO
federal NQNPrSCRIMINATION. EQUAL TREATMENT OF FATTH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS AND

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS

The Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the fbllowlna
certlflcaQon:

Contractor will corr^ply, and will require any subgrantees or subcontractors to comply, with any applicable
federal nondiscrfminatlon requirements, which may include:

■ the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. Section 3789d) which prohibits
reclplenls of federal funding under this statute from discriminating, either In employment practices or in
the delivery of services or benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex. The Act
requires certain recipients to produce an Equal Employment Opportunity Plan;

- the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 (42 U.S.C. Section 5672(b)) which adopts by
reference, the clvfi rights obligattons of the Safe Streets Act Recipients of federal funding under this
statute are prohlt^d from discriminating, either In employment practices or in the d^ivery of services or
benefits, on the basis of race, color, religion, natlonaf origin, and sex. The Act Includes Equal
Employment Opportunity Plan requirements;
: the CM] Rights of 1964 (42 U.S.C. Section 20D0d,. which prohibits redple.nts of federal financfai
assistance from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin In any program or activity);
- the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. Section 794). which prohibits reclpfents of Federal financial
assistance from discriminating on the bads of disability, In regard to employment and ttie detivery of
•services or benefits. In any program or activity;

- the Americans with Disabiiilies Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sections 12131 -34), which prohibits
discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for persons with dlsabilfties In employment, State and local
government services, public accommodations.' oommerolal facilities, and transportation;

- the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. Sections 1681,1683,1665-86), which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex In federally assisted education programs;
- the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. Sections 6108-07), which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal finandal assislanca it does not Include
employment discrimination;'

- 28 C.F.R. pL 31 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - OJJDP Grant Programs); 28 C.F.R. pt. 42
(U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Nondlscrfrrfnation; Equal Empioyment Opportunity, PoRcles
and Proc^ures); Executive Order No. 13279 (equal protection oif the laws for faith-based and community
organizations); Executive Order No. 13559, which provide fundamental principles and pollcy-niaklng
criteria for partnerships with felth-based and neighborhood organizations;

- 28 C.F.R. pL 38 (U.S. Department of Justice Regulations - Equal Treatment for Faith-Based
Organlzattons); and Whlstleblower protections 41 U.S.C. §4712 and The National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2013 (Pub. L 112-239, enacted January 2,2013) the Pilot Program for
Erihancement of Contract Employee Whlstiebtbwer Protections, which proterts employees against
reprisal for certain whistle blowing acUvlUes In connection with ̂ eral grants and contracts.

The certificate set out below is a material representation of fact upon which reliance Is placed when the
agency awards the grant False certlficaBon or violation of the certification shall be grounds for
suspension of payments, suspension or termination of grants, or government vride suspension or
debarment

irContractor InBIstoCwCtafan Ccmtftanea wOh ftpjirewetti pgtatntea to ftarn MunCm>]MnjtftA. ggmi TtaMawn nf
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In the event a Federal or State court or Federal or State administrative agency makes a finding of
discrimination after a due process hearing on the grounds of race, color, religion, nattona! origin, or sex
against a recipient of funds, the recipient will forward a copy of the finding to the Office for Civil Rights, to
the applicable contracting agency or division within the Department of Health and Human Services, and
to the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Ombudsman.

The Contractor identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees by signature of the Contractor's
representative as identified in Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute the following
certification:

I. By signing and submitting this proposal (contract) the Contractor agrees to comply with the prxwislons
indicated above.

Contractor Name:

QihibRO

^  ̂ Contractor htlUats
Ctnlieaitan ofCunXbna «Vi pntOrho b FMval Nondterfmfnattoa TrastoKnt «r FeW»«uc9 Omv^uttorq
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CERTlFICATfON REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMQKF

Pubfic Law 103-227, Part C-Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994
(Act), requires that smoking not be permitted in any portion of any irxloor facfTrty owned or leased or
coveted for by an entity arid used routinely or reguiarfy for the provision of heailh, day care, education,
or library servtes to children under the age of 18, if the services are funded by Federal programs either
directly or through State or local goi^mments, by Federal grant, contract, ban, or toan guarantee. The
-w f children's services provided In private residences, facilities funded solely byMedicare or Medicald funds, and portions of facilities used for inpatient drug or alcohol treatment Failure
to comply with the provisions of the law may result In the Imposition of a cMI monetary penalty of up to
$1000 per day and/or the Imposition of an administrative compliance order on the responsible entity.

The Contractor iderrtifi^ In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions agrees, by signature of the Contractor's
representatnra as Identified in Section 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provisions, to execute tito followina
certification: ^

1. By signing and submitting this contract, the Contractor agrees to make reasonable efforts to cornply
with all applicable provisions of Public Law 103-227,. Part C, known as the Pro-Chiidren Act of 1994.

Contractor Name:

9'

Sutll^er* ,

BrfiibaH-CerWcaffon Regarting Contiaeter InlHals
EnvironmenUi Tobaxo anohc ' iTZT^CUrtWH»i«7« Page 1 Of 1 Date ipt^Jy



New Hampshire DepartmenJ of Health and Human Services

Exhibit 1

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY ACT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT

The Contractor Identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provisions of the Agreement agrees to
comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191 and
with the Standards for Privacy and .Security of individually Identifiable Health Information, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164 appllcabfe to business associates. As defined herein, ."Business
Associate" shall mean the Contractor and subcontractors and agents of the Contractor that
receive, use or have access to protected health Information under this Agreement and "Covered
Entity" shall mean the State of New Hampshire, Department of Health and Human.ServIces.

(1) Definitions.

a. 'Preach' shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section 164.402 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

'Business Associate" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45, Code
of Federal Regulations.

c. "Covered Entay" has the meaning given such term in section 160.103 of Title 45,
Code of Federal Regulations.

"Designated Record Set* shall have the same meaning as the term "designated record sef
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

e. 'Data Aoareoatlon" shall have thie same meaning as the term 'data aggregation' In 45^CFR .
Section 164.501.

"Health Care Qperatiorw" shall have the same meaning as the term "health care operations*
In 45 CFR Section 164.501.

g. 'HrrpCH Acf, means the Health Information Technology for Economic and'Clinical Health
Act, TitleXIII, Subtitle D, Parf 1 & 2 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009.

h. 'jjlPAA' means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law
104-191 and the Standards for Privacy and Security of Individually Identifiable Health
Information, 45 CFR Parts 160,162 and 164 and amerrdments thereto.

i. "(ndivldugr shall have the same meaning as the term "IndivlduaT in 45 CFR Section 160.103
and shall Include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 45
CFR Section 164.501(g).

I  "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, promulgated under HIPAA by the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

'Protected Health Information' shall have the same meaning as the term "protected health
Information' in 45 CFR Section 160.103, llrnited to the Information created or received by
Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity.

ExhlWlt Contradof InBlats
Heflith Insurance PortabiHiy Act j
Business Assodate Agreement /
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'• 'fiequlfsti by shall have the same meaning as the term "required by law" in 45 CFR
Section 164.103.

m, "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Senrices or
his/her designee.

n. "gecurfty Ru|e° shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Etectronic.Protected
Health Information at 45 CFR Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments thereto.

'Unsecured Protected Health Infbrmatfon' means protected health Information that Is not
secured by a technology standard that renders protected health information unusable,
unreadable, or indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is developed or endorsed by
a standards developing organization that is accredited by the American National Standards
Institute.

/

P- Other Definitjons - All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning
estatilished under 45 C.F.R. Parts 160,162 and 164, as amended from time to time, and the
HITECH

Act

(2) Business Associate Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information.

a. Business Associate shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit Protected Health
info^alion (PHI) except as reasonably necessary to provide the services outlined under
Exhibit A of the Agreement. Further, Buslrtess Associate, including but not limited to all
its directors, officers, employees and agents, shall not use, disclose, maintain or transmit
PHI in any manner that would constitute a violation of the Privacy and Security Rule,

b. Business Associate may use or disclose PHI;
I. For the proper management and administration of the Business Associate;
II- As required by law, pursuant to the terms set forth in paragraph d. below; or
III. For data aggregation purposes for the health care operations of Covered

Entity.

c. To the extent Business Associate Is permitted under the Agreement to disclose PHI to a
third party. Business Associate must obtain, prior to rriaking any such disclosure, (i)
reasonable assurances from the third party that such PHI will be held confidentiany and
used or further disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for* which II was
disclosed to the third party; arid (li) an agreement from such third party to notify Business
Associate, in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification
Rules of any breaches of the confidentiality of the PHI. to the extent it has obtained

^  knowledge of such breach.

d. The Business Associate shall not, unless such disclosure Is reasonably necessary to
provide services under Exhibit A of the Agreement, disclose any PHI in response to a
request for disclosure on the basis that It Is required by law, without first notifying
Covered Entity so that Covered Entity has an opportunity to object to the disclosure and
to seek appropriate relief. If Covered Entity objects to such disclosure, the Business .

3/2014 Bchtblll Contractor IniUats
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Associate shall refrain from disclosing the PHI until Covered Entity has exhausted all
remedies.

e. If the Covered Entity notifies the Business Associate that Covered Entity has agreed to
l)e bound by additional restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security
safeguards of PHI pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall be bound by such additional restrictions and shall not disclose PHI in vtolatlon of
such additional restrictions and shall abide by any additional security safeguards.

(3) Obligations and Activities of Business Associate.

a. Ths Business Associate shali notify the Covered Entity's Privacy Officer Immediately
after the Business Associate becomes aware of any use or disclosure of protected
hearth Information not provided for l)y ttie Agreement tncluding breaches of unsecured
protected health Information and/or any security incident that may have an impact on the
protected heaith information of the Covered Entity.

b. The Business Associate shall Immediately perform a risk assessment when It becomes
aware of ar\y of the above situations. The risk assessment shall include, but not be
limited to:

0 The nature and extent of the protected heaith information involved, including the
types of Identifiers and the likelihood of re-Identification;

p The unauthorized person used the protected health information or to whom the
disclosure was made;

0 Whether the protected health Information was actually acquired or viewed
0 The extent to which the risk to the protected health Information has been

mitigated..

The Business Assodale shall complete the risk assessment within 48 hours of the
breach and fmmadiatety report the findings of the risk assessment in writing to the
Covered Entity.

c. The Business Associate shai) comply with all sections of the Privacy, Security, and
Breach Notlficatbn Rule.

d. Business Associate shall make available all of Its Internal policies and procedures, books
and records relating to the use and disclosure of PHI received from, or created or
received by the Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity to the Secretary for
purposes of determining Covered Entit/s compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy and
Security Ride.

e. Business Associate shall require all of Its business assodates that receive, use or have
access to PHI under the Agreement to agree In writing to adhere to the same
restrictions and conditions on the use and disclosure of PHI contained herein, including
the duty to return or de^roy the PHI as provided under Section 3 (I). The Covered Entity
shaJi be considered a direct, third party beneficiary of the Contractoris business associate
agreements with Contractor's intended business associates, who will be reccing P
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pursuant to this Agreement, with rights of enforcement and Indemnification from such
business associates who shall be governed by standard Paragraph #13 of the standard
contract provisions (P-37) of this Agreement for the purpose of use and disclosure of
protected health Information.

f. Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request from Covered Entity,
Business Associate shall make available during normal business hours at Its offices all
records, books, agreements, policies and procedures relating to the use and disclosure
of PHI to the^Covered Entity, for purposes of enabling Covered Entity to determine
Business Associate's compliance with the terms of the Agreement

g. Within fen (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity.
Business Associate shall provide access to PHI In a CDesignated Record Set to the
Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to an individual in order to meet the
requirements under 45 CFR Section 184.524.

h. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for an
amendment of PHI or a record about an Individual contained In a Designated Record ..
Set, the BusinsK Associate shall make such PHI available to Covered Entity for '
amendment and Incorporate any such amendment to enable Covered Entity to fulfill its
obl^atlons under 45 CFR Section 164.526.

i. Business Associate shall document such disclosures of PHI and information related to
such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a request by an
Individual for an accounting of disclosures of PHI In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.528.

j. Within ten (10) business days of receiving a written request from Covered Entity for a
request for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, Business Associate shall mate available
to Covered Entity such information as Covered Entity may require to. fulfill Its obligations
to provide an accounting of disclosures with respect to PHI in accordance with 45 CFR
Section 164.526.

k. In the event any Individual requests access to, amendment of. or accounting of PHI
directly from the Business Associate, the Business Associate shall within two (2)
business days forward such request to Covered Entity. Covered Entity shall have the
resportslbnity of responding to forwarded requests. However, if forwarding the
individual's request to Covered Entity would cause Covered Entity or the Business
Associate to violate HIPAA and the Privacy and Security Rule, the Business Associate
shall Instead respond to the Individual's request as required by such law and notify
Covered Entity of such response as soon as practicable.

J. Within ten (10) business days of termination of the Agreement, for any reason, the
Business Associate shall return or destroy, as specified by Covered Entity, all PH)
received frorn, or created or received by the Business Associate fri connection witii the
Agreement, and shall not retain any copies or back-up tapes of such PHI. IP return or
destruction Is not feasible, or the disposition of the PHI has t>eeh otherwise agreed to in
the Agreement, Business Associate shaU continue to extend the protections of the
Agreement, to such PHI and Dmlt further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those
purposes that rriake the retijm or destruction Infeaslble, for so long as Business ? u
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Associate maintains such PHI. If Covered Entity, In Its sole discretion, requires that the
Business Associate destroy any or all PHI, the Business Associate shall certify to
Covered Entity that the PHI has been destroyed.

(4) ObllqatlDns of Covered Entity

a. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes or limitation(s) In Its
Notice of Privacy Practices provided to individuals In accordance with 45 CFR Section
164.520, to the extent that such change or limltab'on may affect Business Associate's
use or disclosure of PHI.

b. Covered Entity shaD promptly notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation
of permission provided to Covered Entity by Individuals whose PHI may be used or
disclosed by Business Associate under this Agreement, pursuant to 45 CFR Section -
164.506 or 45 CFR Section 184.508.

c. Covered entity shall promptly notify Business Associate of any restrictions on the use or
disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522,
to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate's use or disclosure of
PHI.

(5) Termination for Cauaa

In addition to Paragraph 10 of the standard terms and conditions (P-37) of this
Agreement the Covered Entity may immediately terminate the Agreement upon Covered
Entity's knowledge of a breach by Business Associate of the Business Associate
Agreement set forth herein as Exhibit I. The Covered Entity may either immediately
terminate the Agreement or provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the
alleged breach within a tlmeframe specified by .Covered Entity. If Covered Entity
determines that neither termination nor cure is feasible. Covered Entity shall report the
violation to the Secretary.

(6) Miscellaneous

3- .Definitions and Reoulatonr References. All terms used, but not otherwise defined herein,
shall have the same, meaning as those terms In the Privacy and Security Rule, amended
from time-to time. A reference in the Agreement, as amended to include this Exhibit!, to
a Section In the Privacy and Security Rule means the Section as In effect or as
amended.

b. Aipghdnient Covered Entity and Business Associate agree to lake siich action as Is
necessary to amend the Agreement, from time to time as Is necessary for Covered
Entity to comply wHh the changes in the requirements of HIPAA, the Privacy and

-  Security Rule, and applicable federal and state law.

c. Data Ownefsfilp. The Business Associate acknowledges that it has no ownership rights
with respect to the PH! provided by or created on behalf of Covered Entity.

.. Interpretation. The parties agree that any ambiguity In the Agreement shall tie resolvedto permit Covered Entity to comply with HIPAA, the Privacy and Security Rule! IJd
ExWIMI Contradoflnrfcus
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SeoreQation. If any term or condition of this Exhibit I or the application thereof to any
person(s) or drcumstance is held Invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other terms or
conditions which,can be given effect without the invalid term or condition; to this end the
terms and conditions of this Exhibit I are declared severable.

Survival. Provisions in this Exhibit I regarding the use and disclosure of PHI, return or
destruction of PHI, extensions of the protections of the Agreement in section (3) I, the
defense and indemnification provisions of section (3) e and Paragraph 13 of the
starxiard terms and conditions (P-37), shall survive tt)e termination of the Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Exhibit I.

W'i.fffiieniritJ Ser/icesyThC'.
Department of Health and Human Services

The State ^ ^

.  , ̂ ̂  ̂  '
Signature of Authodzed Representative

Name of Authorized Representative

Title of Authorized Representative

Date * ■

Wd.'stC&niraJ B'Ohzylcra) ir'Sixlih
Name i^the Contractor

Si^ature of Authoriz'ed Repie^ntative

N^e of Authorized Representative

P/^i/denf Ic^
Titte of Authorized Representative

(0-6-/?- !
Date

3/2014 Exhibill
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING THE FEDERAL FUNDING ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRAM8PAREMCY
ACTIFFATAICOMPUANCE

The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees of fndrvldua!
Federal grants equal to or greater than $25,000 and award^ on or after Octaber 1,2010 to report on
date related to executive compensation arid associated first-tier sub-grants of $25,000 or more. If the
iniHal award Is below $25,000 but subsequent grant modificabbns result In a total award equal to or over
525,000, the award Is subject to the FFATA reporting requirements, as of the date of the avrard.
te acMrdance with 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), ihe
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) must report the foDowlhg Information for any
subaward or contract award subject to the FFATA reporting requirements:
1. Name of entity
2. Amount of award
3. FurxJIng agency
A. NAICS code for contracts / CFDA program number for grants
5. Program source
6. Award h'Ue descriptive of the purpose of the funding action
7. Location of the entity
8. Principle place of performance

.9. Unique Identifier of the entity (DUNS #)
10. Total compensation and names of the top five executives lit

10.1. More than 80% of annual gross revenues are from the Federal government, and those
revenues are greater than $25M annually and

10.2, Compensation Information Is not already available through reporting to the SEC.

Prime grant recipients must submit FFATA required data by the end of the month, plus 30 days in which
the award or award amendment b made.
^e ̂ntractor identified in Section 1.3 of the General Provteions agrees to comply with the provtelons of
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, Public Law 109-282 and Public Law 110-252,
OTd 2 CFR Part 170 (Reporting Subaward and Executive Compensation Information), and further agrees'
to have the Contractor's representative, as Identified In Sections 1.11 and 1.12 of the General Provtelons
execute the following Certrficafion:
The below named Contractor agrees to provide needed informalfon as outlined above to the NH
^partment of Health and Human Sen/ices and to comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal
Financial Accountability and Transparency Act

Contractor Name;

BtWb# J - Certification RegenUng the Federal Furxdlng Contractor IniUab
AcMunlabiay And Transparency Act (FFATA) CompltanceC;.OH«S,1,07« . • -^'^"P.«y«ro,rar«pa^^^(FFATA)Compta^ Dafe.^/^
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FORMA

As the Contractor Identified In Section 1.3 of the General Provisions, I certify that the responses to the
below Qsted questions are true and accurate.

1. The DUNS number for your entity Is: )
2. In your business or organization's preceding completed fiscal year, did your business or organization

receive (1) 80 percent or more of your annual gross revenue in U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts,
loans, grants, sub-grants, and/or cooperative agreements; and (2) $25,000,000 or more In annuaJ
gross revenuea from U.S. federal contracts, subcontracts, toans, grants, subgrants, and/or
cooperative agreements?

NO YES

ff the answer to #2 above is NO, stop here

If the answer to #2 above Is YES, please answer the following:

3. Does the public have access to Information about the compensation of the executives.tn your
business or organization through perfodlc reports filed under section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.7dm(a), 760(d)) or section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1386?

NO YES

If the answer to #3 above Is YES, stop here

If the answer to #3 above Is NO, please answer the following:

4. The names and compensation of the five most highly compensated officers In your business or
organization are as follows:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:.

Name:

Amount:

Amount:,

Amount

Amount:.

Amount.

cuAWHsmom
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

A. Definitions

The following terms may be reflected and have the described meaning in this document:

1. "Breach" means the Joss of control, compromise, unauthorized discJosure
unauthorized acquisition, unauthorized access, or any similar term referring to
sItuaUons where persons other than authorized users and for an other than
authorized purpose have access or potential access to personally identifiable
rrformation, whether physical or electronic. With regard to Protected Health
Information," Breach" shall have the same meaning as the term "Breach" in section
164.402 of Title 46, Code of Federal Regulations.

2. Computer Security Incident" shall have the same meaning 'Computer Security
Incident" in section two (2) of NiST Publication 800-61, Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide, National Institute of Standards and Technology. U.S. Department
of Commerce.

3. "Confidential Information" or 'Confidential Data" means aJl confidential tnformalion
disclosed by one party to the other such as all medical, health, financial, public
assistance benefrts and personal Information Including without limitation, Substance
Abuse Treatment Records, Case Records. Protected Health Information and
Personally Identifiable Information,

Confidential Information also Includes any and all information owned or managed by
the State of NH - created, received from or on behalf of the Department of Health and
Hunjan Services. (DHHS) or accessed in the course of performir^ corrtracted
services - of which collection, disclosure, protection, and disposition Is governed by
state or federal law or regulation. This Information includes, but Is not limited to
Protected Health IrTformation (PHI). Personal Information (PI), Personal Rnandai
Information (PFI). Federal Tax Information (FTi), Sodal Security Numbers (SSN),
Payment Card Industry (PCI), and or other sensttNe and confidential Information.

4. "End User" rneans any person or entity (e.g., contrador, contractor's employee,
business assodate, subcontractor, otfier downstream user, etc.) that receives
DHHS data or derivative data in accordance with the terms of this Contract

5. "HIPAA" means the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the
regulations promulgated thereunder.

6. Inddent means an act that potentially violates an explidt or Implied security policy,
v^^ich Indudes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to a
system or its data, unwanted disruption or denial of service, the unauthorized use of
a system for the processing or storage of data; and changes to system hardware,
firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's knowledge, Instruction, or
consent Inddents indude the loss of data through theft or device misplacement loss
or misplacement of hardcopy documents, and mlsrouting of physical or electronic.

V4. ustupdata W.04.2018 ConlractorInitials
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

mail, all of which may have the polemiai to put the data at risk of unauthorized
access, use, disclosure, modification or destruction.

7. "Open Wireless Network" means any network or segment of a network that is
not designated by the State of New Hampshire's Department of Information
Technology or delegate as a protected network (designed, tested, and
approved, by means of the State, to transmit) will be considered an open
network and not adequately secure for the transmission of unencrypted PI PFI
PHI or confidential DHHS data.

8. Personal Irtformab'on" (or 'PI") means information which can be used to distinguish
•  or trace an individual's Identify, such as their name, social security number, personal

Information as defined In New Hampshire RSA 359-C:19, blometric records, etc.,
alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying information which is linked
or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden
name, etc.

9. "Privacy Rule" shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 46 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 184, promulgated under HIPAA by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services.

10. "Protected Health Information' (or "PHI") has the same meaning as provided In the
definition of "Protected Health Informafon" in the HIPAA Privacy Rule at 45 C F R S
160,103. *

11. 'Security Rule' shall mean the Security Standards for the Protection of Electronfc
Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, Subpart C, and amendments
thereto.

1Z "Unsecured Protected Health InforTnafipn" means Protected Health Information that Is
not secured by a technology standard that renders Protected Health Information
unusable, unreadable, or Indecipherable to unauthorized Individuals and Is
developed or endorsed by a standards developing organization that is accredited by
the American National Standards Institute.

I. RESPONSIBIUTIES OF DHHS AND THE CONTRACTOR

A. Business Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information.

1. The Contractor must not use, disclose, maintain or transmit ConfidenUal Information
except as reasonably necessary as outlined under this Contract Further, Contractor,
including but not limited to all its directors, officers, employees and agerrls, must not
use, disclose, maintain or transmit PHI In any manner that would constitute a violation
of the Privacy and Security'Rule.

2. The Contractor must not disclose any Confidential Inforniation In response to a

V4.Ust update 04.042018 ExhlbUK
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DHHS Information Security Requirements

request for disclosure on the basis that it is required by law. in response to a
subpoena, eta, without first notifying DHHS so that DHHS has an opportunity to
consent or object to the disclosure.

3. If DHHS notifies lt)e Contractor that DHHS has agreed to be bound by additional
restrictions over and above those uses or disclosures or security safeguards of PHI
pursuant to the Privacy and Security Rule, the Contractor must be bound by such
additional restrictions and must not disclose PHI In violation of such additional
restrictions and must abide by any additional security safeguards.

4. The Contractor agrees that DHHS Data or derivative there from disclosed to an End
User must only be used pursuant to the terms of this Contract.

5. The Contractor agrees DHHS Data obtained under this Contract may not be used for
any other purposes that are not indicated In this Contract

8. The Contractor agrees to grant access to the data to the authorized representatives
of DHHS for the purpose of inspecting to confirm compliance with the terms of this
Contract.

METHODS OF SECURE TRAhlSMISSION OF DATA

1. /^plication Encryption. If End User is transmitting DHHS data containing
Confidential Data between applications, the Contractor attests the appficatlons have
been evaluated by an expert knowledgeable In cyber security and that said
application's encryption capabilities ensure secure transmission via the Internet.

2. Computer Disks and Portable Storage Dewces. End User may not use computer disks
or portable storage devices, such as a thumb drive, as a method of transmitting DHHS
data.

3. Encrypted Email. End User may only employ email to trarismit Confidential Data if
. email is encrvoted and being sent to and being received by . email addresses of
persons authorized to receive such Information.

4. Encrypted Web Sfta. If End User is employing the Web to transmit Confidential
Data, the secure socket layers (SSL) must be used and the web site must be
secure. SSL encrypts data transmitted via a Web site.

5. File Hosting Services, also known as File Sharing Sites. End User may not use fHe
hosting services, such as Dropbox or Google Cloud Storage, to transmit
Confidential Data.

6. Ground Mail Service. End User may only transmit Confidential Data via cefiified ground
mail within the continental U.S. and when sent to a named individual.

7. Laptops and PDA. If End User is employing portable devices to transmit
Confidential Data said devices must be encrypted and password-protected.

8. Open Wireless Networks. End User may not transmH Confidential Data via an open
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wireless network. End User must employ a virtual private network (VPN) when
remotely transmitting via an open wireless network.

9. Remote User Communication. If End User Is employing remote communication to
access or transmit Confidential Data, a virtual private network (VPN) must be
installed on the End User's mobile device(s) or laptop from which information will be
transmitted or abcessed.

10. SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), also known as Secure File Transfer Protocol. If
End User Is employing an SFTP to transmit Confidential Data, End User will
structure the Folder and access privileges to prevent inappropriate disclosure of
information. SFTP folders and sub-folders used for transmitting Confidential Data vwll
be coded for 24-hour auto-deietion cycle O-e. Confidential Data will be deleted every 24
hours).

11. Wireless Devices. If End User is transmitting Confidential Data via v>flreless devices, all
data must be encrypted to prevent inappropriate disclosure of information.

111. RETENTION AND DISPOSmON OF IDENTIFIABLE RECORDS

The Contractor will only retain the data and any derivative of the data for the duration of this
wntract. ̂ r such time, the Contractor will have 30 days to destroy , the data and any
derivative in whatever form It may exist, unless, otherwise required by law or permitted
under this Contract. To this end, the parties must

A. Retention

1. The Contractor agrees it vi/ilj not store, transfer or process data collected in
connection with the services rendered under this Contract outside of the United
aates. This physical location requirement shall also apply in the Implementation of
cloud computing, cloud service or cloud storage, capabilities, and includes backup
data and Disaster Recovery locations.

2. The Contractor ̂ rees to ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in
place to detect potential security eveiits that can impact State of NH systems
and/or Department confidential information for contractor prodded systems.

3. The Contractor agrees to provide security awareness and education for its End
Users in support of protecting Department corrfldential information.

4. The Contractor agrees to retain all electronic and hard copies of Conridentia! Data
In a secure location and identified in section IV. A.2

6. The Contractor agrees Confidential D^a stored In a Cloud must be in a
FedRAMP/HlTECH compliant solution and comply with all applicable statutes and
regulations regarding the privacy and security. All servers and devices must have
currently-supported and hardened operating systems, the latest antl-viral, anti-
hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware, and antt-malware utilities. The environment, as a
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whole, must have aggressive intruslarvdetectlon and firewall protection.
6. The Contractor agrees to and ensures its complete cooperation with the State's

Chief Information Officer In the detection of any security vulnerability of the hostina
infrastructure.

B. DispositiQn

1. If the Contractor vwll maintain any Confidential Information on its systems (or its
sub-contractor systems), the Contractor will maintain a documented process for
securely disposing of such data upon request or contract temnination; and vwli
obtain written certification for any State of New Hampshire data destroyed by the
Contractor or ariy subcontractors as a part of ongoing, emergency, and or disaster
recovery operations. When no longer in use, electronic media containing State of
New Hampshire data shall be rendered unrecoverable via a secure wipe program
in ar^rdance with industry-accepted standards for secure deletion and media
santtization, or otherwise physically destroying the media (for example
degaussing) as described in NIST Special Publication 800-88, Rev 1, Guidelines ■
for Media Sanitization, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S.
Department of Commerce. The Contractor will document and certify In writing at
time of the data destruction, and will provide written certification to the Department
upon request The written certification vflii Include all details- necessary to
demonstrate data has been properly destroyed and vaiidated. Where applicable,
regulatory and professional standards for retention requirements win be jointly
evaluated by the State and Contractor prior to destruction.

2. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to destroy ail hard copies of Confidential Data using a
secure method such as shredding.

3. Unless otherwise specified, within thirty (30) days of the termination of this
Contract, Contractor agrees to completely destroy all electrorsc Confidential Data
by means of data erasure, also known as secure data wiping.

rv. PROCEDURES FOR SECURITY

A. Contractor agrees to safeguard the DHHS Data received under this Contract, and any
derivat've data or files, as follows:

1. The Contractor wllf maintain proper security controls to protect Department
confidential Information collected, processed, managed, and/or stored in the deHvery
of contracted services.

2 The Contractor win maintain policies and- procedures to protect Department
confidential Information throughout the information lifecycle, where applicable, (from
creation, transformation, use, storage and secure destruction) regardless of the
media used to store the data (i.e., tape, disk, paper, etc.).
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3. The Contractor wili maintain appropriate authentication and access controls to
contractor systems that collect, transmit, or store Department confidential Information
where applicable.

4. The Contractor will ensure proper security monitoring capabilities are in place to
detect potential security events that can impact State of NH systems and/or
Department confidential information for contractor provided systems.

5. The Contractor will provide regular security awareness and education for Its End
Users in support of protecting Department confidential information.

B. If the Contractor will be sub-contracting any core functions of the engagement
supporting the services for State of New Hampshire, the Contractor Mil rrialntaln a
program of an Internal process or processes that defines specific security
expectations, and monitoring compliance to security requirements that at a minimum
match those for the Contractor, including breach notification requirements.

7. The Corrtractor.will work with the Department to sign and comply with all applicable
State of New Hampshire and Department system access and authorization poRdes
and procedures, systems access forms, and computer use agreements as part of
obtaining and maintaining access to any Department systemCs). Agreements will be
completed and signed by the Contractor and any applicable sub-contractors prior to
system access being authorized.

8. If the Department determines the Contractor Is a Business Assodate pursuant to 45
CFR 160.103, the Contractor will execute a HIPAA Business Assodate Agreement
(BAA) with the Department and is responsible for maintaining compliance with the
agreement.

9. The Contractor wiD work with the Department at its request to complete a System
Management Survey. The purpose of the survey is to enable the Department and
Contractor to monitor for any changes in risks, threats, and vulnerabilities that may
occur over the life of the Contractor engagement. The survey will be completed
annually, or an alternate time frame at the Departments discretion with agreement by
the Contractor, or the Department may request the survey be completed when the
scope of the engagement between the Department and the Contractor changes.

10. The Contractor wili not store, knowingly or unknowingly, any State of New Hampshire
or Department data offehore or outside the boundaries of the United States unless
pnor express written consenl is obtained from the Information Security Office
leadership member within the Department.

11. Data Security Breach Uabllily. In the event of any security breach Contractor shall
make efforts to investigate the causes of the breach, promptly take measures to
prevent future breach and minimize any damage or loss resulting from the txeach.
The State shall recover from the Contractor ail costs of response and recovery from
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the breach, including but ncrt limited to: credit monitoring services, mailing costs and
costs associated with website and telephone call center services necessary due to
the breach. '

1Z Contractor must, comply with all applicable statutes and regulations regarding the
privacy and security of Confidential Information, and must in all other respects
maint^n the privacy and security of PI and PHI at a level and scope that Is not less
^an the level and scope of requirements applicable to federal agencies. Indudlng,
but not ilmlted to, provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (6 U.S.C. § 562a) DHHS
Priracy Act Regulations (45 C.F.R. §5b). HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules (45
C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164) that govern protections for individually Wentifiabte health
information and as applicable under State law.

13. Contractor agrees to establish and maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the Confidential Data arid to
prevent unauthorized use or access to It The safeguards must provide a level and
scope of security that is not less than the level and scope of security requirements

- established by the State of New Hampshire, Department of Information Technology.
Refer to Vendor Resources/Procurement at https.7/wuvw.nh.gov/doit/vendor/indexhtm
for the Department of Information Technology polldes, guidelines, standards -and
procurement Information relating to vendors.

14. Contractor agrees to maintain a documented breach notification and Incident
response process. The Contractor will notify the State's Privacy Officer, and
additional email addresses provided In this section, of any security breach within two
(2) hours of the time that the Contractor leams of its occurrence. This indudes a
confidential information breach, computer security Inddent, or suspected breach
which affiects or indudes any State of New Hampshire systems that connect to the
State of New Hampshire network.

15. Contractor must restrict access to the Confidential Data obtained under this
Contract to only those authorized End Users who need such DHHS Data to
perform their official duties In connection with purposes identified in this Contract

16. The Contractor must ensure that all End User^:

a comply with such safeguards as referenced in Section IV A. above,
Implemented to protect Confidential Information that Is furnished by DHHS
under this Contra! from loss, theft or Inadvertent disdosure.

b. safeguard this Information at ail times.

c. ensure that laptops and other electronic devices/media containing PHI, PI, or
PR are encrypted and password-protected.

d. send emails containing Confidential Information only If encrypted and being
sent to and being received by email addresses of persons authorized to
receive such Information.
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

e. limit disclosure of the Confidential Information to the extent permitted by law.
f. Confidential Information received under this Contract and Individually

identifiable data derived from DHHS Data, must be stored In an area that is
physically and technologically secure from access by unauthorized persons
during duty hours as well as non-duty hours (e.g., door locks, card keys,
blometric identifiers, ete.).

g. only authorized End Users may transmit the Confidential Data, including any
derivative files containing personally Identifiable information, and in all cases,
such data must be encrypted at all times when in transit, at rest, or when
stored on portable media as required in section IV above.

h. in all other instances Confidential Data must be maintained, used and
disclosed using appropriate safeguards, as determined by a risk-based
assessment of the circumstances involved.

I. understand that their user credentials (user name and password) must not be
shared with anyone. End Users will keep their credential information secure.
This applies to credentials used to access the site directly or Indirectly through
a third party application.

Contractor Is responsible for oversight and compliance of their End Users. DHHS
reserves the right to conduct onsite inspections to monitor compliance with this
Contract, including the privacy and security requirements provided In herein, HIPAA,
and other applicable laws and Federal regulations un«) such time the Confidential Data
Is disposed of In accordance with this Contract.

V. LOSS REPORTING

The Contractor must notify the State's Privacy Officer, Information Security Office and
Program Manager of any Security Incidents and Breaches within two (2) hours of the
time that the Contractor learns of ̂eir occurrence.

The Contractor must further handle and report Incidents and Breaches involving PHI In
accordance with the agency's documented Incident Handling and Breach Notification
proc^ures and in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §§ 431.300 - 306. In addition to, and
notwithstanding, Contractor's compliance with all applicable obligations and procedures,
Contractor's procedures must also address how the Contractor will:

1. Identify Incidents;

2. Determine if personally identifiable Information is involved In Incidents;

3. Report suspected or confirmed Inddents as required in this Exhibit or P-37;
4. Identify and convene a core response group to determine the risk (eve! of Incidents

and determine risk-based responses to Incidents; and
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Exhibit K

DHHS Information Security Requirements

5. Determine whether Breach notification Is required, and, if so, identify appropriate
Breach notification methods, timing, source, and contents from among different
options, and bear costs associated v^h the Breach notice as well as any mitigation
measures.

incidents and/or Breaches that Implicate PI must be addressed and reported, as
applicable, in accordance wtth NH RSA 369-C:20.

VI. PERSONS TO COMTACT

A. DHHS contact for Data Management or Data Exchange issues:

DHHSInforniationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov
B. DHHS contacts for Privacy issues:

DHHSPrIvacyOfficer@dhhs.nh.gov
C. DHHS contact for Information Security issues:

DHHSInf ormationSecurityOffice@dhhs.nh.gov
D. DHHS contact.for Breach notifications:

DHHSInformatlonSecurityOfflce@dhh8.nh.gov

DHHSPr7va(^.Officer@dhhs.nh.gov
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